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Good Quota of ‘New Faces Among

Top Hwood Directors, Scripters

Hollywood got those “new*
faces” in 1951. Not only did re-

cent arrivals figure largely among
players, but there was a surpris-

ingly generous sprinkling of up-

and-comers among directors and
screenwriters.

That’s made evident by Variety’s

annual roundup of top-grossing

films and the players, producers,

directors and.writers who were re-

sponsible for them. List 1951 films

which promise a domestic gross of

$1,000,000 or more indicates that

public and trade demand for “new
faces” was being, met.

Actually, personnel-wise, the

year was one of transition in Hol-
lywood. A great many of the older

stars—mainstays of the' b.o. for

years—were entirely missing from
the 131 best-grossers of 1951. Many
another, such as Gary Cooper,
Cary Grant, Joel McCrea, Ray
Milland, Fred MacMurray, Melvyn*
Douglas, Joan Crawford, Bette
Davis. Loretta Young, Irene Dunne,
Claudette Colbert, Ginger Rogers
and Marlene Dietrich, was repre-
sented by a picture or two, but not
one of them near the head of the
list.

In their place is another much
smaller group of players who have
established themselves in the past
five or six years. With the wane of
the star system, however, none of
these names holds the secure po-
sition that the old-line players for-
merly had. Among this group are
such people as Gregory Peck, Burt
Lancaster, Gene Kelly, Kirk Doug-
las. Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis,
Clifton Webb, Red Skelton, Robert
Mitchum, Montgomery Clift, Jane
Russell. Esther Williams, Susan
Hayward, Jeanne Crain, Virginia

(Continued on page 71)

Westinghouse to Plug

Elections on CBS’ AM-TV

In $4,000,000 Spread
By BOB STAHL

CBS wrapped up what was prob-
ably the biggest single deal in
broadcasting oyer the weekend by
tagging Westinghouse as sponsor
for both radio and television cov-
erage of both political conventions
next summer, -the Presidential elec-
lion returns <and a 13-week series
of half-hour programs between the
conventions and election, which
will be designed to get out the
vole.

Complete package
l

including
time charges on both AM and TV,
program costs and the cost of pre-
empting regularly scheduled net-
work shows, is expected to cost the
bankroiler well over $4,000,000:
Agency is Ketchum, McLeod Se
Grove.-of Pittsburgh. Same agency
repped Westinghouse in its deal
last fall to sponsor the National
Collegiate Athletic Assn, football
games on NBC-TV, for which the
bankroiler paid ovUr $1,000,000.
Top industry brass has predicted

a circulation of. over 18,00.0,000
video receivers by election .time
and Westinghouse veepee -M. J.
McKibbin expressed the hope. In

(Continued on page 290)

Kirk Douglas Stumps
For UN in Youth Talks

Following an indoctrination
course at Lake Success, Kirk Doug-
las, who arrived in New York last

week, will leave on a tour of

seven foreign countries on behalf
of the United Nations. Douglas
plans to spend four months ad-

dressing youth group audiences in

Sweden, Denmark, Western Ger-
many, France, Italy and Israel.

Actor had been approached to

undertake the mission some time
ago by Benjamin Cohen, UN’s di-

rector of information, whom he
had met to discuss a proposed
film about the world organization.

SeeWBM’sOK

Of Hefty Buy Of

Its Own Common
Board of directors of Warner

Bros, at its next meeting will ap-

prove purchase by the corporation

of an additional hefty block of its

own comrrtort stock, probably at over

$16 per share, according to Wall St.

sources. Move would be in line

with the WB policy of shrinking the

capitalization.

WB now has about 5,620,000

shares of common stock outstand-

ing. Last summer 1,015,900 shares

were bought up for cancellation at

a total cost of $15,000,000, follow-

ing the board invitation to holders

to tender their stock at up to $15

per share. WB paid out an aver-

age of $1470 per share in the mam-
moth purchase. Families of the

three Wanner brothers offered 100,-

000 shares for purchase by the

company, and of these 50,650 were

taken.

WB is Said to be in an especially

strong cash position at present, in-

dicating that the next stock buy
might be equally as extensive.

With the issue currently trading at

about $14,7.5,. probability is that the

tender price .will be up to over $16.

WB aim primarily is to maintain

the dividend rate at $1 per share.

This can be done if the outstanding

shares arC reduced commensurate-

ly with the dropoff in earnings.

Paul-Fqrd or De Haven

After ABC’s WW-Marlene
ABC -program chiefs are dicker-

ing with LCS Taul-Mary Ford and

Gloria Dfe Haven and expects to

schedule either the husband-wife

team or the pic star at 9:45 p. m.

Sundays.
. . Jdpa. is to follow the

parlay of Walter. Winchell and Mar-
lene Dietrich in ‘‘Cafe Istanbul”

with a name, musical airer.

Paul-Ford have been clicking on

disks and Miss De Haven recently

scored at the Versailles, N. Y.,

By HERB GOLDEN

1
“David and Bathsheba” led the

boxoffice parade in 1951. Variety’s
annual roundup of the year’s top-

grossing films discloses that the
20th-Fox entry will garner an esti-

mated $7,000,000 in U. S. and Ca-
nadian film rental.

Runners-up for the b.o. sweep-
stakes award are a trio of Metro
entries. They are “Showboat” with
$5,200,000; “An American in Paris”
with $4,500,000, and “The Great
Caruso” with $4,500,000. Complete
lineup of top pix, stars, etc., is on
Pages 70-71.

Gregory Peckr In three pictures

that grossed a total of $11,750,000,

proved the top money star of the
year. Susan Hayward, with four
films that grabbed an aggregate of

$12,525,000, headed the femme and
overall money list, but she was
second-billed in several of the pix.

Peck and Miss Hayward were
given a mighty shove, of course, by
their appearance in “David and
Bathsheba,” as were the money
winners in the direction and screen-

play categories below.
Curiously, the male star seen by

more theatregoers than anyone ex-

cept Peck was a comparative new-
comer at Warner Bros., Steve Coch-’

ran. Similarly, Virginia Mayo

—

also via WB efforts—was gandered
by more stubholders than any
femme but Miss Hayward. Cochran
and Miss Mayo made the runner-

up positions by dint of appearing

in five pix each, Cochran’s quin-

tet snared a total of $7,600,000,

while Miss Mayo’s grabbed $9,-

650,000.

As in the past, the contribution

of stars to any film’s success proved

almost impossible to figure. De-

spite the varied trade and public

popularity polls which regularly get

much bally.hooing, the success of a
j

picture involves considerably more
than a star’s draw. It takes a good
script and a complex of other fac-

tors to get results.

Top money producer of 1951

was Metro’s Arthur Freed. He ac

counted for $12;300,000 in film rent

als via “Showboat,” “American in

Paris” and “Royal Wedding.” Uni-

versal’s Leonard Goldstein was
runner-up by reining five pix for a

total of $10,075,000. In third posi-

tion was Darryi F. Zanuck, who
personally produced 20th’s “D&B’

and “People Will Talk.” They’ll

stash away a total of $9,100,000.

In the direotor category, “D&B
was again a factor. Henry King,

who megged that pic and “I’d

Climb the Highest Mountain,

came out' on top with $9,150,000

for the pair. Metro’s Vincent Mi
nelli was second with $7,600,000

for “American in Paris” and

“Father’s Little Dividend.” In show

.
(Continued on page 70)

DeMille Wins Air Waiver
To Plug Greatest 'Show.*

Cecil B. DeMille, who is under
a performers’ union ban that has
kept him off the air the last few
years, was granted a special waiver
last week by the American Fed-
eration of Radio Actors arid Tele-

vision Authority* He may go on
the air, however, solely to plug his

new pic, “The Greatest Show on
Earth” (reviewed in this issue).

DeMille may hot appear in the

role of a performer', but solely

as an interviewee. He’s due in New
lineup of appearances on top shows,

arranged by Paramount radio con-

tact Burt Champion after the

waiver had been won.

Morris L.

RCA prexy Frank M, Folsom de-

clared in his year-end statement

this week, that the radio-television

industry will enter the New Year
with an all-time peak production

capacity, which will enable it to

handle in- stride both the ever-in-

creasing military production, as

well as domestic goods.

Folsom cited the multi-million-

dollar plant expansion undertaken
by RCA during 1951 as being in-

dicative of the industry’s growth.

New RCA manufacturing facilities

completed .in .1951, together with

earlier expansion, undertaken post-

war under the impetus of TV, give

the company its greatest produc-

tion potential to date, he said. He
predicted RCA’s Government or-

ders would almost quadruple in

1952 those for tire past year, add-

ing that this yeaT’s military output
will probably equal in dollar vol-

ume the 1942 rate, when RCA
plants were turned over 100% to

war production,
During .1951,. Folsom said, RCA

and the rest of the industry main-
tained “relatively high” levels of

production. of radio and TV receiv-

ers, with the public haying bought
(Continued on page 45)

WOR’s Streibert Heads

By MQBRIS L. ERNST
In the main the Variety family

0$ Show Biz are the economic step-

children of the Congress of the
United States. It strikes me as

odd that the
people who
a re contribu-
ting most to

the culture of

the nation;—
whether au-
thors, actors,

directors, mu-
st clans or
even' baseball
stars — have,
been unmind-
ful of the= tax
ghetto i

which they have beeh placed by
the Congress. One would imagine
that the top creative people of the
n a t i 0 n were unconcerned with
“take-home pay” and that their

egos were satisfied merely by re-

ceiving large checks even though
deep down they must know that in

many cases they are merely tax

collectors for Uncle Sam at 20 or
30c on the dollar.

Only last year Congress, without

any teal protest from the creative

groups, pegged an additional dis-

crimination against writers, musi-
cal c o m p 0 sers, etc. If you buy
stocks or bonds you can take ad-

vantage of capital gains tax provi-

sions, but such relief in a wide
area of situations is now denied to

those creative individuals or organ-
izations which deal in copyrights.

Congress, in fact, cut out such re-

lief for copyright transactions but

riot for patent transactions although

the two types of monopoly pro-

tections are analogous in many re-

spects.

People who buy securities often

find it wise, if they reach high in-

come brackets, to give securities

to a child or to a dependent. This

often creates vast savings in “take-

home pay for the family” since the

child's tax rate is usually below
that of the parent. Although au-

thors may still properly make gifts

of manuscripts to their dependents
they meet with discriminations riot

(Continued on page 290)

Early Deadline
This edition of Variety went

to press ahead of the normal
Tuesday deadline.

Production detail, binding,

etc., and the size of this 46th

Anniversary Number made it

necessary to omit certain

standard departments.

Theodore C. Strdibert, prexy of

WOR, N. Y., has been appointed

chairman of the Radio Advisory

Committee, for the commission on
information of the U. Sfc State De-

partment. He’ll head one of the

four advisory committees, others

|

covering the press, films arid gen-

eral business*

WOR exec had chaired the sub-

, committee on Voice of America fa-

cilities, planning and development

and had served 6n another subcom-

|

mittee dealing with management
and personnel*

Show Biz Accountants

Alerting Their Clients

On ‘Go Easy’ Tax Returns
Some theatrical accountants have

been warning their clients not to

expect the sizable deductions of

former years. The current investi-

gations into tax fraud collusion are
making various internal revenue

offices wary of allowing “too

many” deductions.

It’s anticipated that income tax

returns of prior years will be

scruti ized more Carefully, after

March 15* ..Accountants feel that

there will be, lots more zeal i

o.o.ing tax statements arid many
items will undoubtedly be subject

to questioning.
There have bfeen some inquiries

from tax collectors about show biz

personalities. More are believed Qh
the way.
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By WALT GREENE
Hollywood.

Thirtyeight years ago Jesse L.

Lasky, Samuel Goldwyn and Cecil

B. DeMille landed in Hollywood to

produce their first feature film,

“The Squaw
.
Man.’- Renting a barn

just off Hollywood and Vine, they

were key factors in establishing

Hollywood
.
as the film capital of

the world,

Numerous other film producers
soOn moved into the Hollywood
area, setting up a claprtrap office

building adjacent to open stages

on vacant lots or. amidst orange
groves, with the cast and crew
painting and moving the canvas
flats required.

Today those days are recalled

because for the past 18 months,
Hollywood has been invaded by. an-
other horde of ambitious producers
—producers of television pix. Most,
of them have short bankrolls and
various degrees of ^know-how in

film production, all determined to

get aboard the gravy train of the
new medium. Some are putting up
their own savings . to crack the
market, while others are struggling
along hoping that they can uncover
an" angel” to back their enterprise
or idea "that Will make a fortune.”

As a result, although there are
no more stables or barns, available
in the Hollywood sector, the ex-
pectant TV prod ucers having
grabbed nearly all the vacant su-
per-markets and garages available
in the area to set up headquarters.
On most of the main thoroughfares
aside, from Hollywood Blvd., signs
are continuing to sprout over for-
mer markets and garages disclos-
ing new TV film headquarters.

In contrast to the early days of
pictures, when a small office and
outdoor stage was required to, get
into business, the present TV en-
terprise requires a much larger
coin outlay

.
and greater overhead

due to. the changing times. A 30-
by-40 foot stage can be acceptable
for the present purposes, and with
a .makeshift office and dressing
rooiiis set up via panelboards it

can adequately suffice for turning
out-. a video pilot film or series.

Ingenuity

The newcomers who have taken
over most of the abandoned ga-
rages around town are particularly
ingenious in devising methods of
laying out the several sets required
for a half-hour TV show. In the
contracted space available, t h e y
generally telescope the two Wall
sets outward from the rear walls
to save time on the two-or-three-
day shooting schedules available.
Corners flange out in rotation as
required by- the script, so that when
one set is completed, it is moved
out with the next right behind.
Only delay between scenes is mov-
ing in the desk, furniture and
other props for the new setup.

This method is possible because
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of the requirements of TV film

shooting, which precludes the use
of long shots to concentrate on
closeup and near shots. One con-
verted garage studio in the rear of
an apartment is able to bring the
cost down on regular video films

to a price about half of that in one
of the bigger plants.

As Jimmy Durante so aptly says,

“Everybody’s getting into the act.”

Experienced filmites* such as ac-
tors, producers, directors* camera-
men; film editors and others are
continually probing for ideas that
might be sold to TV agencies and
sponsors for a series. Few have
been able to make the grade. Most
of the cameramen are bent on
turning out travel series, figuring
that the films can he shot between
regular studio assignments.

Others who have part time avail-

able haVe rented an office, installed
a telephone and gone on the prowl
for a* backer or ad agency who has
sponsor connections. But on the
whole, it’s the boys with connec-
tions who grab off the lush con-
tracts for TV series.

Greene Book for Major
Hollywood.

Producer David Lewis, who re-

cently purchased Graham Greene’s

bestseller, "End of the Affair,’’ will
package it with John Beck of the
William Morris office and submit
it to a major. He definitely doesn’t
plan to make it as an indie.

Greene is currently
.
in Indo-

china, but is due here for a fort-
night to huddle with Lewis about
scripting. Under deal with Lewis
he will participate in the. profits.

WILL MAHONEY
THE INIMITABLE
Just Concluded

Beverly Hills Country Club
Covington, Ky.

Currently
Shoreham Hotel

Washington, D. C.

Represented by
ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

PARIS MAKES MERRY

IN YULETIDE SEASON
Paris.

Despite harassing economic con-

ditions currently prevailing here,

escape-seeking Parisians, spear-

headed by ah unusually high num-
ber of tourists during Yuletidei
made merry and proved free
spenders. Restaurants and nitery
prices on the average were ad-
vanced about 30 to 40% over last

year. Legiters gave the usual
tilted-scale extra shows.
Some of the well-heeled crowd

remained absent, finding they could
get for their money as much fun
by spending the holidays in resorts,

either in France, on the Riviera,
or abroad.

Show Biz—1952
Last year Variety’s 45th anniversary editorial discussed color

TV, theatre TV, TV vs. the b o., or just TV. Little new has been
added outside of the coaxial cable, and that was discounted
last year,.

However, there still can’t be any forgetting the imminent show
biz showdown between pix and TV.

Next to boy-meets-girl, TV and radio, pix is the greatest and
cheapest form of mass entertainment. Hence the boxoffice
barometer must be Hollywood. Film showmen reprise with
authority and statistics the fact that a good show will make the
public desert the fireside and TV screens. But it takes more
than just another “A” picture to make 'em brave the parking
hassle, the overall bother and the cost.

Since every entertainment—be it film or round actor—can’t
be a blockbuster, the evolution of the industry forecasts more
and more a mating of the two mass media—pix and TV, How-
ever, give ’em good shows in theatres arid nothing will keep
them home this side of a honeymoon. The coaxial cable, of
course, has further dramatized the film studios’ inevitability

of "joining; ’em if you can’t fight ’em.”

One thing remains certain—no other nation is so keyed to
entertainment and showmanship as is America. It’s now cliche
that every American has his own business—andl show business;
First it Was Hollywood that gave the world mass entertainment
of a calibre never before experienced. Radio carried it still

further. The Hollywood and Broadway gossip columns grew
with and helped develop the upsurge of soundpix and radio, and
now that TV. has brought the greats from all the crossroads
of the Lively Arts into the home, every Main St. is as privy as
the Broadway first-nighter.

It is this show-wise public that creates a constant challenge
for quality.: The tradition and nostalgia impact of a veteran
star personality becomes accepted as a matter Of course. Just
as quickly, however, some young "upstart” becomes a household
legend. That’s the magic of this electronic form of show
business.

Talents may be magically projected with j et propulsion, but
one fundamental need remains and that’s Showmanship; If it’s

a showmanship that has been created accidentally without bene-
fit of talent, it usually evaporates as quickly as some fleeting
vogue for deep-V glam femmes on TV. The durables that will

always remain are born* of quality conception. It is this show-?
manship which is bringing, closer together such divergent media
as films and TV, the stage and TV; music and TV—and almost
everything else and TV.

This doesfi’t mean TV is taking over. Far from it. But there
is no disputing its quick grip on an already highly sensitized
and savvy public. And the more savvy the customers become,
the better for. show business. It can only excite the need for
better entertainment to satisfy that discrimination. Abel.
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271 Jim Walsh . .. .... ... 226
106 Jack L. Warner. . ;.»••••• 12
218 Sir Philip Warter. ....... 197
117, Robert M. Weitman ...... 12
16 Frank White. . .. ........ 110
HI R. B. Wilby 17
61 Charles Williams. . . . .. . . 26
112 Nicky Winter. . ......•• 13
196* Sven G. Winquist. . . • . . . . 194
22 Jacob A. Wiser *268
114 Herbert J. Yates. . ... ... .

5
106 Max E. Youngstei 41
108 Darryl F.

:
Zanuck. ....... 6

33 Maurice Zolotow. ....... 12

Demonstration Unit Of

Eidophor for N. Y. Test
Twentieth-Fox will import the.

first demonstration unit of its

Eidophor system of big - screen

color television next week, with

showings planned for the 20th

homeoffice screening room imme-
diately afterwards. Company en-

gineers, who have been working on
the model at the U. of Zurich i

Switzerland together .with the
Swiss inventors, are confident that
the system has been developed to

a point of commercial acceptance,
and will fly back with the initial

unit.

It was originally planned to stage
the demonstrations at the Broad-
way Roxy, 20th’s deluxe New York
showcase. Prexy Spyros P. Skouras
decided, however, that it would
be preferable to hold a series of

screenings and, since that would
have tied up the Roxy for too long,

the ,20th screening room was chosen
instead. While plans for the actual
demonstrations are still indefinite,

it’s believed almost a certainty

that 20th will stage its own pro-
grams, since there is no commer-
cial color; TV now available from
any of the networks.

N. Y to L. A.
Abel Green
Mark Leddy

Europe to N. Y.
Guy Bolton
Clifford Cutzon
Myra Hess

L. A. to N. Y.
Clarke

Vera-Ellen
Mel Ferrer
James A. FitzPatrick
Jim Jordan
Marian Jordan
Joseph H. McConnell
Mame Sacks
Zachary Scott
Helen Tamiris
Forrest Tucker
Jane Wyman

N. Y. to Europe
Anna Neagle
Herbert Wilcox
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By WILLIAM J. HEINEMAN
To Mr, Exhibitor, the man at

the payoff end of the biz, I ad-

dress this question: What ate you
doing about the care and feeding

of
t
the inde-

pendent pro-
ducer? And
this plea —

'

don’t kill the
goose that has
laid the gold-

en egg!
You know

what an inde-
pendent pro-
ducer is — in-

dependent in

iU Heineman spirit, but not
always m in-

come. He’s the guy who takes a
gamble on Something a little bit

newer, a little bit out of the ordi-

nary, a little bit less hackneyed
And—in So many cases—-a little bit

better.

Does the independent producer
come through every time? No.
Does he come through often
enough to pay off? Obviously, yes;

it Some of the greatest films of all

time—great in hbyoffice as well as
critics’ notices^Have been inde-
pendent productions.) That’s why
United Artists' is in. business; if it

didn’t pay off, we wouldn’t have
bothered.

The fact is that down through
the years the independents have:
provided, the spark which gives a
lift to the whole industry. Sam
Goldwyn and David 6. Selznick
are proof enough. But even in the
more difficult years since the end
of World War II, great new inde-
pendent producers have; come tor-
ward as advance scouts for the in-
dustry. Stanley KramOr is an out-
standing case in point, ‘turning pix

(Continued On page 63)

Board of directors of RKQ Pic-
tures has again elected Ned De-
pinet to head the Corporation.
Board also returned to office alk
the fop-policy execs of the com-
pany except Walter V. Derham,
who is on a leave of absence be-
cause of illness,

Named for new terms were Noah
Dietrich, chairman of the board;
J, Miller Walker, v.p,; secretary,
and general counsel, William H.
Clark, treasurer; Garrett Van Wag-
ner; comptroller; Joseph J. Laub,
assistant secretary, and Elwin J.
Smith, Jr., assistant treasurer.

Forty-sixth 'Anniversary

REHABILITATION JOB
By ARTHUR B. KRIM
(President*, United Artists)

United Artists had to face the
test of our faith in the future of
motion pictures in a very personal
way some 10 months ago. We had 1

to decide whether we would ex-
pend our time and our energies
arid our resources in the task of
rehabilitating a motion picture
company which was on the verge
of disaster. This task made sense
only if we, within ourselves, could
find an abiding faith in the strength
and future health of motion pic-

tures, We had to believe, that the
sickriess of this company was not
chronic and. thatu it did not in any
sense represent a symptom of the
decline of the industry itself from
its place at the head of the enter-
tainment world. We had to reach
this conclusion at a time when the
industry had its too generous quota
of pessimists.

PICTUBES

By NED E. DEPINET
(President, RKO Radio Pictures)

If the owners of any or all of

the 20,000 or more picture theatres

i the country thought they could

make more money by turning to
vaudeville,

The Judy Grarland show at the
Palace Theatre, N. Y., was expect-
ed to hang up a record $58,000 for
the week ending Monday (31). New
Year’s eve price was hiked to $120.
There were standees

, at virtually
every performance. Despite the
matinee on Christmas Day, regular
schedule of 10 shows Weekly pre-
vailed inasmuch as the matinee
was withdrawn Thursday (27).
For the. Week previous, Palace

did $35,000 which was okay consid-
ering that the fierce

, competition
of Christmas shopping gave all
Broadway houses slim grosses.

’52

Paramount will provide films for*
test of Skiatron’s subscription

on the same basis as
it did for Zenith’s Phonevision,
company informed Skiatron prexy
Arthur Levey last week. There’s
*«. blg “but,” however, in Par’s
Offer.

T
^or

.?
n® thing; it. informed

Levey, it feels his request for- pix
is premature” since he " hasn’t
even applied to the Federal Com-
munications Commission yet for
permission to make the test. Also,
Par declared, it wants a lot more
specific information about the trial
run, proposed for New York, be-

ahle
^ ma^es ^ features avail-

.
.Lichtman, 20th-Fox’s director

cLt
^‘stribution, previously had

stated that his
.
company will not

provide pix: to Skiatron. That’s in
Keeping with its policy oh Pho'ne-
v si°n

f when it was the only riiajor
which refused product to Zenith
ior the experiments in Chicago
jrom. January through March of
last year.
Meantime) Other companies cori-

l

1

™ed study ther-letter from
nctoJ Pf the previous week. He
asked preiues of all majors to pro-s' fil™5

,

for the test. It is.be--
I16Ved

/w
hey 11 LbMow the pattern of

(Contirfjed on page 61)

Jan Sterling Doesn’t Like
20th to Age Her So Fast
T Hollywood.
Jan Sterling bowed out of co-

role opposite .her husband,

nn?i
t)puglas, in. one- of six se-

20th’s “We’re ‘ NotMamed” it’s just been disclosed,
^he mxed part before trekking toKorea and Japan on troop enter-
tainment junket.
She didn’t care to undertake'nn-

giamorous role of a longtime mar-
suburban wife sinking into

xr
ge ' and asked to be re-

ueved. No replacement yet.
zsa-Zsa Gabor is set for another

sequence,
• leaving ,only the ; male

star to appear opposite her andmss Sterling’s replacement still
to be set.

Chicago.
Robert Lippert, at his cornpany’s

first- national convention! told 110
district and division managers that

the coming year should up the

firm’s shooting schedule from
around a $2,000,000 production
outlay of the past year to more
than $4,000,000 in 1952. Present
list calls for 22 releases.

He pointed out that “merchandis-
ing films” instead of distribution
would add more profits to the com-
pany and is the

.
only way to com-

bat declining boxoffice.

Lippert claims that new financ-
ing is becoming much easier under
the new ownership setup of the
firm, with stars, writers, and pro-
ducers eager to join the firm.

We . made the jdecision to invest
our future in motion pictures, be-,

cause we felt then, as we do now
more than ever, that the riiotion

picture .industry continues to be
basically healthy and that there
is a place in the industry for a
United Artists.

We, have been so preoccupied
with the day-by-day task of rehabil-

itation that it would not be appro-?

priate for Us to attempt, to draw
specific conclusions as to the im-
pact of television or of divorcement
or of the. relative economics of high
budget as against low budget pic-

tures or of any of the many other
factors which confront the indus-
try over the long range. We feel

that with all the Ups and downs,
the pros and the cops, the balance
is still on the right side of the
ledger. We are tremendous .opti-

mists at United Artists. We feel

there is no substitute for motion
pictures. Because of out* .

friith in

this belief, our plans for the future
are very ambitious;

But'

Over Martin-Lewis Pact

4
Hollywood.

Screen Associates’ $10,000,000
breach of contract sUit against
Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis, Hal Wal-
lis and York Pictures Corp. was
settled out Of court for an undis-
closed sum.

|

Plaintiffs, as co-producers of the
M&L starrer, “At War with the
Army,” claimed they had options

on the services of Martin & Lewis
for six more pictures.

Ben Goetz to Coast For
Brit. Lensing Huddles

-Ben Goetz, managing director of

Metro’s British Studios, in frorn

London, left N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) for a three-week Coast
visit.

*

This will be Goetz* first huddle
with Culver City toppers in a year.

Up for consideration will be future

lensing in England and probably
corporate changes in consequence
Of theatre divorcement;

'

Les Bernstein to Rome
Lester Bernstein, film critic for

Time mag for the past two years,

Sails from New York Jan. 30 to

join Time & Life’s Rome bureau.

No replacement for the reviewing

post has been chosen.

Bernstein moved to Time three

years ago from the N. Y. Times’

legit department. He covered the-

atre ahd film news for the Luce
mag prior to assuming reviewing
chores.

By BARNEY BALABAN
(President of Paramount Pictures)
- 1951 will be remembered for
three significant developments in

the motion picture business : ( 1 )

,

The steady decline of recent years
1 e v e 1 e d off

and, in recent
months, moved
ahead of last

year: (2) the
fact that good
pictures could
continue to' get
a good recep-
tion at the
boxoffice; and
(3), as an in-

dustry, we
Barney Balaban 1 e a r e d * 0

work together
for the benefit of all of us.

The big news of 1951 was the
end pf the decline and the be-
ginnings of new hope for the fu-

ture. It was an “upbeat” year.

We found comfort in repeated evi-

dence that good pictures would
hold up well at the boxoffice. Al-
though this presented a challenge
to all of us, it was also an assur-

ance that if we produced the right

product and merchandised- it with
showmanship at the distributor and
exhibitor- levels, We were on Solid

ground. And,; finally there was the
encouraging, heart-warming experi-

ence of COMPO apd “Movietime
U S.A.” We learned that by work-
ing as a team we could advance the
general welfare of every branch
of our business.

1952 figures to be challenging,

in some respects more so than the
(Continued bn page 57)

Jack Benny to Narrate

Pic Memorial to Jolson
Hollywood.

jack Benny wili narrate the up-

coming “Memorial to A1 Jolson”

being put together by Ralph Staub
for Columbia’s “Screen Snapshots”

• 4- l -

series. •

Pic covers 30 years in Jolson’s

life as entertainer.

video, bingo or
converting to
parking lots, it

would be done
and there
would be noth-
ing unethical
or immoral
about telling

.Hollywood to
go fly a kite.

It would sim-

Ned Deplnet ply be practi-

cal business.
By the same code* if the creators

of motion pictures are eventually-
forced by financial malnutrition
into an untenable position, and
should turn inquiring eyes to what
might be greener pastures, it

would simply be in the. best tradi-
tion of our profit motive system.

As it is unlikely that $3,000,000,-
000 worth of movie theatre real es-
tate could be quickly arid profitably
converted to' Other uses it is in the
best interests of the owners of this
property ib keep the production
machine oiled and running smooth-
ly. There is only one lubricant
that Will do this; It is called Profit.
The trickle of this essential oil to
the production machine is getting
smaller arid smaller and the

.
haz-

ards of production are getting
larger all th’e time. With the hue
and cry for bigger and better pic-
tures, with the public’s apathy to-

ward the average film and with
television’s free distribution of eri-

tertainment,. poor, mediocre arid
excellent, we Come to the inevita-
ble conclusion that something must
be done. The responsibility is not
Hollywood’s alone.

4

To appease the insatiable appe-
tite of the public, new and costlier
devices must be created to keep it

thrilled, amused or merely inter-

ested. This is nothing new; it is

merely mpre intense now, due to
the whiplash of new and vigorous
competition, maturity* and there-
fore greater selectivity, in public
taste arid a new and vital force
which we can call the “shrunken
clock,” No longer is there “time
to kill.” The leisure hour. is crowd-
ed With things to do. The public’s
problem is no longer a matter of
spending money, but of profitably
spending time.

That the cost of making indi-
vidual motion pictures will grow
greater rather than less is inevita-
ble. Each year since their inven-
tion they have cost more to make.
Each new improvement becomes
routine arid is taken for granted,
by a glutinous ahd somewhat
sated public. In the natural evolu-
tion of this business we are near-
ing the point where it is neither
profitable to make nor exhibit the
average low budget picture. They
are doomed along with many other
things We have discarded in the
march of progress, including the
thing that first made us, the great
silent picture art itself. Many
other things will have to be dis-

carded as we go along, obsolete
methods of distribution arid exhi-

bition, worn out policies, thread-
bare arid provincial thinking.
There are dire prophecies that

thousands of theatres will be
forced tri close. Undoubtedly those
that have served their purpose, out-
grown their usefulness, and have
become barnacles and parasites on
the body of the industry will go,
just as they always have. It is no
different in production, stars have
come and gone, producers and com-
panies vanished. That which can-
riot pay its fare cannot travel.

|. ,
Simple Economics

[

As we go along it is inevitable
that there will be fewer but ; cost-
lier pictures. Their, makers will
try, as they always have, to make
them better pictures, but whether
they turn out to be bonanzas or
boxoffice busts, they will cost more
money to make. Time is the big
factor in production, time, for writ-
ing, creating, preparation, time for
polishing arid refining and in this
business where the bulk of cost
is for labor, time is money!

Today, and likely in all the days
to come, every picture starts off
with the weight of a terrific tax

(Continued on page 57)

By HERBERT J. YATES
(President, Republic Pictures )

Recently I stated that. Republic
planned to spend $15,000,000 in
production for the screens of thea-
tres throughout the World during

the next 12
months. This,
I believe,
more elo-

quently than
anything else
I could say or
do, reaffirms
my faith in
the future of
our industry.

I have spent
over 50 years

Herbert J. in brirs i n e s s

and have been
identified with the motion picture
industry almost since its inception.
If I learned nothing else in my
long experience than the fact that

ours is a fast-moving business, and
that one must constantly be alert

to everchanging conditions and
new developments, I would have
learned the most essential lesson
of show business;

In this regard a large new com-
petitor has recently looriied upon
the horizon to join in sharing the
public’s entertainment dollar, I

refer of course to television .and
its ever-increasing influence
the American scene. None of us
look upon this with any particular,

delight. Yet TV is something we
must, learn to live with; It must

(Continued oh page 61)
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Bear Hollywood Scriptwriter:

Else) Is

From the.Count of 9 the Pix Biz Recognizes From Realistic B.O* Performance

That There*s No Embargo on Good Shows

By DARRYL F. ZANUCK
(Production V.P., 20th Century-Fox)

Hollywood.

Like a fighter who stays on the floor for a nine-count

In order to clear his head, Hollywood has climbed to its

feet and looks forward to the year 1952 as another and
adore promising round in the endless battle for the world's

-

amusement .title..

There may have been a period of

uncertainty—even of gloom-nluring
the year which nbw draws to a close.

To deny that the film industry took it

on the chin during this time would be
no better than self-delusion. An in-

dustry which refuses to face reality

is inviting doom, and those of us who
make the pictures, those who dis-

tribute and those who exhibit them,
alike admit the fact that we were -

groggy for a whiles

But, as I have repeatedly observed,
Da ry • 251 k

ours is an industry founded on opti-

mism. In all the world there is no other industry which
stakes such prodigious sums on a product that depends
for success on the passing fancy of the public. A play,

unless it be a concoction greater than its time, must appeal

to the momentary tastes of its time. Whether by accu-

rate foresight or luck, the maker of a film play must
anticipate the public's whims at release time, since

picture must make both its cost and profit in a compara-
tively short space of time.

Should a man who manufactures bathtubs find a slack-

ening of consumer demand he can place his surplus in a
warehouse and hope to dispose of his excess stock at a
future time. But a screenplay is entertainment, and the
public conception of entertainment is a matter of moods
which are influenced from many directions. Economic
conditions, social and world trends, any number of other
things exert a pressure on the public’s entertainment
moods and can change them. This is the risk which the

producer, planning his costly pictures a year and some-
times two ahead, has >to take. He knows it's "now or
never" once his picture is released.

Granting the inevitability of this risk it is not so much
a wonder that so many pictures fail to return a profit,

but that so .many of them do. By the time an idea is

translated into story form, the screenplay is filmed,

scored, edited and released, the people who would have
linked the picture at the time of conception might be
chasing a rainbow of an entirely different hue.

It’s Happened Before With Radio
i

Added to this ever-existing hazard was the sudden flare-

up of popularity in the past year or so of free television

programs. Those of faint heart in our industry quickly

envisioned calamity but the majority of us who reeled}.-

and floundered under the impact did not lose our deter*

ruination. We had met somewhat similar competition be-
fore in the early ascendancy of radio.

We also knew that our production operations Were
scaled to the economic flushness of Wartime prosperity,

a situation which for several years had been dwindling
Without a commensurate lowering of costs on our part.

We flattered ourselves by adopting a streamline policy

at a time when real cost-cutting was the real panacea.
So the blow was doubly hard when it came during the,

early and middle half of the current year. But, like

the optimists who founded the industry Whose traditions

we are maintaining, we made many adjustments. We have
kept in there punching, and we are on our way. to better
times again.
The boxoffice barometer . is rising again. But this time

the rise owes nothing to an easing of economic forces or
anything accidental. It is due to our ability to face
reality, to realize that we must make better pictures. And
we are making better pictures. As we continue to do this

more people will be going to the movie theatres,, and
oftener.

By N. J. BLUMBERG

Publishers At Loss to Find Authors

For Scientific tomes

Nate Slumber

g

(President, Universal Pictures)

Each year presents the same problem:
How can we increase boxoffice receipts?

This is the big question. Most of the others are simple
In comparison.

The many technical problems in
distribution and production seem to

be mountains, but if we are able to
make b.o. pictures; if we can continue
to ballyhoo them with all our re-
sources; if we eah successfully de-
velop new talent and, above all, if we
mind our business and Work hard, we
should improve and move forward;
The future is in our hands. We

must plan our business with a keen
sense of appreciation for the world
problems as well as problems at borne.
Our industry, like all others, will

reflect the economy of the country. If

general business conditions are good, we should get our
share.
Now, more than ever, we need: a united front; If we

could only straighten out our point of view to the point
where We work together and realize that all branches of
our business are interdependent, then we can surely face
the future with confidence. We have the effective instru-
ment In COMPO. Movietime USA has proved what can
be accomplished by concerted effort.

Most of my 40 years in this business have been spent
in exhibition. I know that the exhibitor needs b.o.
pictures. Our company is minded to the problems of. all

exhibitors, large: and small, and our studio is trying to
make pictures for the mass audience.

Exhibitors have shown a renewed interest in showman-
ship which is so important to our good health. The dis-
tributor must pave the way in advertising arid publicity,
but the exhibitor must do the job in the grassroots.
Our company believes that TV eventually will be our

ally rather than. our . competitor.
But TV is only one of our competitors. Our share of

the entertainment dollar has decreased. We must get
more people back into the habit of going to pictures.
This requires more ballyhoo, in addition to more enter-
taining

.
pictures.

I would like to repeat what I said ovefr two years ago;
"Everyone who iriakes a living in this business has the

obligation to appoint himself a committee to dedicate
himself to the proposition that purs is a great business
and that he will meet every challenge that comes his way."

Yes, the future is in bur hands. Let’s work more and
talk less if we really want to direct our own destiny.

All the Researchers Have Taken the Air!

Bennett Cerf

Yeh, Whodunit?
Lee Shubert and I once, attended the opening of a

mystery play at one of his theatres. It was a, pretty
bad one. ‘ As the. first, act went along, Lee began to
Wriggle in his seat and mutter strange sounds. During

-the second act, which was worse, he leaned over to me
and Whispered, "You know*John, I left this one entire-

, ly to my office. They should never have started it,

•Let’s get out of here."
"Don’t you want to know how it comes out?"’ I

asked.
"How it comes out!" Lee echoed, in a whisper heard

.flowri to the footlights. "That’s no mystery. The
mystery is how it ever got in." —John Golden.

By BENNETT CERF
The reason Why there are practically no new books of

scientific research this season is that there are no scien-

tific researchers .who can spare the time to write them.
This is one shortage, furthermore, that cannot be chalked

up against defense preparations. Tele-
vision is the villain. Of 114 scientific

researchers who were polled for this

dissertation, 47% were proving that
six distinct and different brands of
cigarets were freer of coaltar, tabasco
sauce and other foreign substances
than their rivals, 31% were giving
their all for toothpastes that were al-

most indecently kind to the gums,
11% Were up to their Adam’s apples,
in tests designed to establish the
health-giving properties of. various
brands of beer, and the remaining i%
Was undergoing general overhauling.

Looks like it Will be easier to get the graft out of govern-
ment than the graph out of advertising.

Another drastic shortage that is a direct result of all
this research is reported by the manufacturers of white
surgical jackets. Obviously, the man who announces
that, according to the Umberufen Chemical Co.’s charts,
Whatchamacallit Cigarets ruin the digestion only 18 3/17%
as much as all . competing brands, has to wear a white
jacket or listeners are not going to believe him. They’ll
turn instead to the properly accoutred announcer who
follows on the samp network 10 minutes later and proves
by a new set of charts that the Umberufen’s figures are
more deceptive than those of the chorus in "Top Banana."

Speaking for myself, all this TV hokus-pokus about labo-
ratory tests and violently contradictory charts and graphs
is such an overwhelming bore that I am about to declare
a one-man boycott against any product that resorts to
same; I realize that this probably means no cigarets,
beer, toothpaste, or shaving cream in my life for a few
weeks, but what’s that to a man willing to suffer some-
thing for his principles? Sooner or later some trail-
blazing cigaret maker is going to take time on the airwaves
to tell the public, ‘‘My brand needs no chemical research.
And it isn’t mild at all. What’s so great about mildness?
As a matter of fact, my cigaret is just pure Virginia to-
bacco, bought from the same farmers who sell all the other
manufacturers, arid it’s so darn strong it may knock your
back teeth out,” That’ll be the boy for me. Further-
more, I bet he’ll sett so many million cigarets in the fol-
lowing week he’ll be able to afford a wholemonth—with
his family in Miami Beach,

^ As far as those mysterious dentifrice analyses are con-
cerned, the Only person in our family who- doesn’t turn
the knob the

.
second day they come onto the screen is:

my Aunt Minnie, and she’s had false teeth for the past: -

16 years. Not that she’s ever gotten a pair to fit, She took,
her latest set back to Dr. Pullman for regrindihg only last'
Tuesday. .‘Til do it again—for the sixth time," hfe told
her resignedly, "but I assure you they won’t possibly fit in
your mouth as well as they, do nbw." "Who said anything
about my mouth?" inquired Aunt Minnie angrily. "They
don’t fit in my glass."

By BOB CONSIDINE

Bob Consldlne

For your possible guidance here are some do’s and don’ts
that may guide you in the future creation of newspaper
characters in your films—r-

Dress him some time in something beside a trench coat
I distinctly remember seeing a rel
porter once Who didn’t have on a
trench coat. I realize this may seem
preposterous to you but please take
my word. Forget What this fellow’s
name was, but I remember he had on
a form-fitting black cashmere job with
a mink collar. Had a name something
like Phoebe, or Bpebe.

Write one some time about re-
porter who doesn’t Solve The Crime.
Honest* we’re like Bugs Baer’s classic
description of the bungling Hawkshaw
who couldn’t track an elephant across

• .... .
» field of snow even though the ele-

phant had a nose bleed. Every time you make a reporter
into a successful sleuth Who brings to bay some scoundrel
Who has baffled the F.B.I., Scotland Yard, and the NKVQ
you cause the pros an epidemic of headaches, Police
reporters, who believe everything they see in the movies,
immediately start getting ideas about how to find the
guy who basted Judge Crater with cement and dunked
him somewhere, and they worry the cops into assorted dead
ends.

Never have, a newspaper bloke identify himself as a
journalist, A journalist, once said Walter Winchell, is a
newspaperman out of work. Even the products of our
most distinguished Schools of Journalism never call them-
selves journalists. We feet that “newspaperman” is

*
enough. In fact we’d rather be newspapermen than either
President or right.

Stop your boy from stopping presses. About the only
newspaperman I ever knew Who-stopped a press was an old
friend named Barney Gluttz of the Washington Sun. He
got drurik one night and fell into a press, stopping it.

And himself. About the: only time the presses stop in the
middle of a run is to add the results of the fifth at Jamaica.

Let him cut down on the grog. There are newspaper-
men in this land who don’t get plastered more than two
or three times a year. There are—gasp—newspapermen
in this land who don’t even drink. And some who haven’t
the faintest idea of what to order when they step up to a
bar. Once, I swear, I saw one order a Scotch and Coca-
Cola.

Typed—-Biit Artistic 1
I’ll say. this much for you, pal, you sure, put your boys in

comfortable looking restaurants. I like that Set that some-
body built in 1923 and Hollywood has been using ever
ince: you know, the One with the booth, where the re-

porter takes the girl to tell her 1) he is about to blow
The Big Case even though she is. Bugsy’s moll; 2) he will
Take Her Out of It; 3) he is quitting the. newspaper
"racket” to write a book. Just then the fatherly waiter
appears, beams, and calls our hero by his first name.

Nice set, all right, but not many working newspaper-
men could afford to eat there. Lot of them bring their

own lunch to work, or send the copy kid for coffee in a
paper cup and a sandwich created by some sinister soul
behind the counter of a neighborhood Quick ’ri Dirty.

And, mainly, the only babes in their lives are their wives
—who live in the ’suburbs with the kids and never get
around to understanding why a big murder or fire or ar-

rival home of Frankie and Aya needs writing, especially if

the writing interferes with the bloke’s catching the 6:25
out of Grand Central.

Surest way to starve a movie reporter to death is to

Write a script which makes him quit—after bawling out

the publisher, mariaging editor, head of the copy desk and
other principals—-to write a .book. The average advance on

• a first book is about $500. Only one in umpteen ever pays

royalties after the down payment. Only one in about 20
ever gets even reviewed. Only one in about every thou-

sand written ever gets accepted. The average newspaper-
man' who chucked his job to write a book would 1) forfeit

his severance pay, and 2 ) have his brains knocked out by
his irate wife.

Most of us are pretty dull, if the dreadful truth Were
known. We’re more thrilled to meet interesting people
than they tire to meet us. But mainly We see press agents,

and they’re even duller than we are. We can’t answer the

waiter in French, or, if we can, we can’t afford restaurants

that have French waiters. Most of the sportswriters and
other employees of the Toy Department of papers are

frustrated athletes Who, like A.A.U. officials, can’t tear

themselves away from the aroma of liniment. Most theatre

critics are defeated playwrights.. Most pundits have ulcers.

Most film reviewers are lucky they’re riot picked up as

vagrants.

But, as we always say, it’s better than working for a

living.

Any questions?

n
T. E, B. Clark, scripter of "Passport: to Pimlico,"

was on his way back to England last year, after hav-

ing -attended
-

'
the Venice Film Festival. He had won

a medal in the Selzriick Golderi Laurel competition for

his film. At Customs, he was asked if he had any-

thing to declare. "Only a medal I had just won," he

declared. The Customs man demanded to know if

it was gold. "Sure," was the reply, as he handed it

oyer.

Customs man: "You know that gold cannot be

brought into: the country! What did you win it for?

Oh, I see-^Tassport to Pimlico.’ They say it's a film

which; takes a crack at customs practices."

Clark really got panicky for he had not declared

his wife’s nylons. After a pause, the Customs man
threw back the medal. "All right, go on; this isn’t

gold anyway."
>\
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Exhibition and.Production

Harnesping Big-Screen Color TV One Answer
Jo Home Video’s Inroads

By SPYROS P. SKOURAS
(President, 20th'Century:Fox Films )

In mv opinion, the interests of

the exhibition and production

branches of our business are totally

inter-dependent. Prosperous ex-

hibition mearis prosperous produc-

tion and, conversely, declining

exhibition will mean declining pro-

duction. If we lose our theatres,

we lose everything aiid we will

merely become a branch of a com-
munications system that will dictate

the cost of pictures and stifle

creativeness, artistry and the other

ingredients of showmanship that

re the lifeblood of our business.

Production costs still have to be

reduced substantially. The industry

has made, substantial progress in

reducing costs, but considering the

decline in attendance, particularly

in TV areas* our production costs

—in spite of this substantial reduc-

tion—are still very high in com-
parison to the boxoffice levels.

Reduction of costs is our only

salvation and the
.
industry must

face this task with the greatest

earnestness, if we are to stay in

business.
The salaries of industry per-

sonnel, particularly in the brackets
exceeding $500 weekly; should be
reduced. Salaries of our executives

and creative talent, and this in-

cludes stars, producers, directors,

writers, cameramen and mothers,

must come down to the levels of

other businesses.- These salaries

are admittedly high; though it must
be borne in mind that pur artistic

personnel are all specialists in

their respective fields and are in

great demand and can easily get

what they ask.
:

1

In my opinion, a good plan for

the industry to adopt in this re-

spect, especially in view of the
high taxes, would be to lower the
salaries of these people but to give
them a profit-sharing plan so that
they will, .be amply compensated
in a manner that will, be commen-
surate with their contribution.

Profit-Sharing

As a matter Of fact, 20th Century-
Fox did offer a plan whereby a
voluntary reduction in salaries was
asked for in all branches, which
would be recouped by participation
in profits, but unfortunately only
pur executives, accepted it and I

was happy to announce that after
first six months that this plan was
in operation, they received full

recovery through participation in
profits.

While we were able to . halt the ;

decline of attendance somewhat in
the. television areas, and business
is. as good as last year, in the non-
television., areas, .nevertheless, in
the heavily ,saturated areas such as
Los. Angeles, New York, Boston,
and Philadelphia, business . is. lower,
than it was last year; Over a long
period of time it has been my
personal conviction that the exhibi-
tion business could be saved from
the devastating affects of free and
convenient home entertainment by
the development of large screen
color television for theatre use.
We have put' our hopes and

efforts- in Eidophor, Eidophor,
with its color refinements and
projection, will assure the presen-
tation of the type .of entertainment
that will attract large new; dis-
criminating audiences.

.1 think that theatre television
will eventually be the key to the
preservation of theatres. Free
home, television caters to audiences
>vho for tfie sake of convenience
accept, it with its shortcomings in
scope and quality. Theatre televi-
sion will be so .far superior to
home television and the entertain-
ment will be so much richer and
more imposing that the compari-
sion in the different appeals of
home television and theatre tele-
vision will be the same as the
quality of ; sand lot baseball com-^d .to professional baseball.
Exhibition still has" a difficult

road to follow in meeting the dev-
competition of TV. In

addition to this, exhibition faces
the necessity of keeping up With
modern trends .in the physical ap-
pearance of their -theatres, to make
them more attractive than the
home.
Above all, bookings must be ar-

ranged to meet public tastes. To-

day, theatre bookings is a serious
problem because there are 50,000,-
000 people who can see entertain-
ment. in their homes and even
though it may be mediocre

' and
eyeri

.
poor, it is still free and con-

venient. Therefore,, it is the most
formidable competition the motion
picture theatres of America ever
had.

1 ,

• Free B’s on TV. ~f

Double-billing today also pre-
sents a serious problem, because
the second picture is the type of
picture that people can see on
their television sets at home, free,

This makes double-billing injurious
to our business rather than an
inducement, and . even though the
double program is still necessary
in certain areas, great care must
be taken by the exhibitors to book
them in such a manner that they
Will be attractive enough to suc-
cessfully meet the competition of
television, which I repeat is free
and convenient.

Aggressive activity to create in-

terest in the motion picture the-
atre is today more important than
ever before. All our ingenuity and
every showmanship technique that
has been established i the past
must be put to use, and applied to
present-day audience tastes in
order to help find- a solution to
the difficulties facing us. Exhibi-
tors can no longer take theatre
patronage for granted.

As far as the future of produc-
tion is concerned, I. see the neces-
sity of further reductions in product
tion costs, in keeping with present
boxoffice levels. At the same time,
the quality of the pictures must
be improved and mote pictures
must be produced by all the
studios to meet the ever-changing
tastes of the public.

In particular, all our stars today,
no matter who they are, must be
cast in good, strong pictures in

order to maintain their boxoffice
value,

We must also create new stars

and glamorize them;

Solid and unusual stories, • with
ideas behind them, are necessary
to attract the people into the the-

atres..

' I do not agree that only the big
pictures are capable of outstanding
business. . A picture with good sub- 1

ject-matter, well made, regardJest
of size, can do very well. It Is the
industry’s responsibility today to
provide- pictures for all types of
theatres and not only for the few
metropolitan first-runs, even
though they contribute a major
part of the film rentals.

Conditions as a result of the
anti-trust suit have become worse.
There is more litigation; there is
no backlog of pictures fpr the thea-
tres; zoning and clearances are
.chaotic; and the orderly.liquidation
T>f product has disappeared. The
expenses of the film companies
have increased tremendously. To
illustrate one item alone—275
prints were all the prints required
to serve, the United States before
the anti-trust suit; how we need
over 400 as, after the picture plays
first run, practically all the exhib-
itors play it at the same time, and
we cannot service all our customers
properly. This has affected busi-
ness and the attendance at the the-
atres, because at one .time tfip scale
of admissions went as low as 15c
as a picture was played off in a
territory, run by run. Today a
majority of subsequent-run thea-
tres charge practically the same
admissions because they want the
pictures simultaneously.

In New York, Chicago, Philadel-
phia, Boston, Los Angeles and
other large cities, before the anti-
trust suit, a picture .was played off

in an Orderly pattern over a period
of at least five months, arid it gave
an opportunity to customers to at-
tend the theatres according to the
size of their pocketbooks. Also, the
stagger system Of exhibition gave
ail opportunity to those who had
heard about a certain picture to
see it. Now a picture is played off

within a few weeks and it is prac-
tically forgotten; This isi a detri-
ment to both the exhibitor and the
distributor.

In the midst of this chaotic con-
dition created by the anti-trust suit,

we were also hit hy television, arid

it found us totally unprepared to
meet this formidable competitor.
The defendant companies lost the
profits from their theatres (two
companies have already lost, theiq,

and three companies Will lose them
in the very near future). 1

Only superior entertainment can
arrest the downward trend, of
grosses in television areas. In non-
television areas we are generating
greater interest in motion pictures
through such projects as COMPO’s
“Movie.time U.S.A.” and similar
programs in which the industry as
a whole is cooperating. While these
projects have contributed to the
general improvement, a great deal

more work remains to .be done to

rekindle interest in pictures. We
must continue to go directly to tfie

great family of millions of movie-
goers and tell them of the quality

and appeal at this time of their,

favorite form of entertainment.

‘How DM
Bi Stopt to Ask a Mgr.

Did This film Cost?’

Blockbusters Are OK But the Main Thing Is

Ts It a Good Show?’

By HAL WALLIS

ELEANOR PARKER
“A MILLIONAIRE FOB CHRISTY"

“SCARAMOUCHE"

elty which is television. I think
the two entertainment forms can
exist profitably side by side.

Just as the medical profession
never relaxes in its fight against
virulent diseases, the motion pic-
ture industry must be prepared to
carry on the battle against rising
costs. The struggle must go on
every minute of every working day.
Results can be accomplished best
by the elimination of waste,
brought about by a determination
on the part of every member of
every crew to be thoroughly pre-
pared—in. advance-r-for the day’s
work plus the sensible application
of economies in sets and the prin-
ciple of cutting in script rather
than in film; Costs have been cut
in recent years and dramatic ef-
fects frequently enhanced by shoot-
ing large portions of pictures in.
their natural settings away from
the studio.

Consider another aspect, if you
will. Tremendous savings can be
effected by discarding projects that
on. paper, in advance of. produc-
tion, are doomed to failure. A
courageous and definite stand must
be taken to rule out such drains
on the economy q£ the industry.
The competition between the

theatre and television to me, is not
a mutter of cost but one of quality.
If we can find intriguing subjects
that are off the beaten path and
fresh personalities to present thei
we can more than hold our o\v
against television or any other
tertairiment medium,

TV Is Now a Real Big Kid

With Muscles But By No

Means a Deadly Assassin
By DORE SCHARY

(Production VtP. of Metro )

Culver City.
The last year, to some of us,

affirmed the confidence that we felt
concerning the good health of the
industry. There were a number of

high grossing-,
films, a great-
er number
than the pre-
v i o u s year,
and the 12
months of
1952 will have
even a larger
nun) be r of
high grossing
pictures; The
quality of films

Dore Schary fi*d get better
and is continu-

ing to improve and the pool of
creative talent is bubbling with in-

spiration and hope.
The bogey man, television, has

taken on substance and shape, but
he no longer is a bogey mart. While
he is a competitor with muscle,' it

develops that he is not nearly as
deadly ah assassin as some thought
he would be. At the moment, he's
a nice, simple fellow who has set
up a business of his own bn an-
other corner, but the customers
will still patronize our store be-
cause we happen to. be in a differ-
ent business. It’s very likely that
this new competitor and ourselves
will develop allied interests that
may be good for everyone con-
cerned.

In the last year we’ve survived a
number of scandals and. embarrass-
ments, and undoubtedly will have
to survive others in the next 12
months.
We've also reached that time of.

year- when awards of all kinds are
being handed out. We’re delighted
if we get them, arid we say they
are unimportant if we don’t win
them, and we look forward eagerly
to next year, when we hope we are
considered for them again.

Joe Breen’s Operation
Hollywood.

.
Production code administrator

Joseph I. Breen is “doing quite
satisfactorily” at Hollywood Pres-
byterian hospital following a lung

,
operation.
He had: been In Spain recently

“DETECTIVE STORY” when stricken.

Hollywood.
.

Undoubtedly, the - called

“blockbusters,’’ colossi like “Quo
Vadis,” “Samson and Delilah,

“

"“David and Bathsheba” and “Great-
est Show on
Earth” are
great for the
business. They
attract cus-

tomers w h o
haven’t been
around for
yea r s and
their Very ex-
ploitation is a
stiumulant for
our industry,

Hal Wallis Which thrives

on excitement.
However; I do not subscribe to a

full program of multi-million-dol-
lar negative costs. For one, too fre-
quent repetition of this type pic-
ure would very quickly sate the
public. Then consider the type of
grosses rolled up by any Martin &
Lewis picture (see Variety, July,
1951) and you see why there is still

profit possible in films that are
brought in for a million or less.
Personally, I have never included
so-called secondary or “B” pictures
on my program; However, it is my
feeling that, there will always be a
market for this type, if they are
soundly and economically produced
and preferably if they introduce
new talent. Whether these are to
be turned out by the riiajors, or
made independently remains to be
seen,

"

It is becoming increasingly difr.
ficult for major distributing com-
panies to profitably handle “B’s,”
but so long as there are double-bill
situations, they are definitely re-,
quired. I think the need in this
field is for improvement, not elimi-
nation. In more than 20 years in
this business I have never heard a
paying patron at a theatfe ask,
“How much did this picture cost to
make?”

It is my feeling that TV can be
used as an ally to. exploit our prod-
uct and as a training ground for
new actors, writers and directors.
I think it is incumbent upon all of
Us in the motion picture' industry
to devise new and different stories,
dig out fresh personalities; and
work out methods of presentation
that are sufficiently unique to at-

tract attention away from the nov-.
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Ken Enelnnd

AFTER PRESENTATION CREDIT:
HYPERTHYROID PICTURES PRESENT—and the trade-
mark—a midget with a sucker hitting a mothball—TITLE
appears:

*THE DAY HOLLYWOOD STOOD
STILL’

OVERSHOTS OF: Worlds colliding;

shooting stars shooting, the Aurora
Borealis; and generally milking the

Milky Way for whatever it’s worth
pictorially.

FADE IN:
INT. BOARD ROOM OF THE CHEM-
ICAL BANK—N. Y. C.-r-DAY—ME-
DIUM FULL SHOT—THE MEM-
BERS OF THE BOARP AND PRESI-
DENT ZORAB.
(The latter presiding. Zorab Salmon
P, Zorab to be exact, wears an iron-

grey*. crew cut, is Princeton ’08, and the'scion of a fine old
Wall Streetfaring family!)

ZORAB
Then it is generally agreed, gentlemen, that We finance the
Doctor's mission knowing full well the risks?

(There are grave, white-haired nods
1

of agreement.)

ZORAB
(into intercom speaker)

Send in the- Doctor——
(Zorab presses a concealed, button arid the thick doors
open to permit DOCTOR SiQISMUtiD SPACE to enter.

He wears a Rocket Suit, smog helmet, ray and Flit guns in
his .belt, an electric blanket strapped to his. back. He slides

open the. glass panel in his Smog helmet permitting him to
. speak. He has the slightest trace of a Brooklyn accent,

but it. is charming,)
DR. SPACE

Gentlemen, everything is in readiness. I only hope that
you have all agreed-—— .

ZORAB
We have, Doctor, ( the Doctor beams), And we feel that
the Space Ship you have built could reach its destination.
BUT, once there, can you. exist . long enough to complete ,

your mission?
DR. SPACE

I’ve taken that all into account. We know there is some
life there different from purs. We also" have reason to
believe that somehow the inhabitants exist in an atmos-
phere dense with a substance called smog. This will not,

as you see, catch us unprepared, ( taps his helmet proudly.
It echoes hollowly.)

ZORAB
That answers that question. Who are you taking with you
beside The Thing? You’ll Only have ro.om fqr two more
and, in all fairness, of the thousands of scientists who
have beggpd to go, I hope you have chosen the two : that’ll

be the most use to you. ?

DR. SPACE
I have, (speaking into radar phone mouthpiece attached
to helmet,)

Send in Doctor O’Day. •

(The doors open, admitting beautiful lady scientist,
measuring 38-23-36. She.wears the regulation lady scien-
tist’s rocket attire, tight satin blouse, short skirt, 4-inch
heels and an ankle bracelet inscribed with scientific calcu-
lations. The board sits up and collectively straightens its

tie. One or two arteries are heard softly snapping.)
ZORAB

(frowning at Dr. Space)
This lady is a scientist?

DR. SPACE
One of the greatest; Doctor Dawn O’Day. The most nota-
ble living authority ori oxygen^—

~

DR. O’DAY
(deadpan—automatically!

Oxygen OK.
DR. SPACE
(sotto voce)

Not -yet, dear, (to Zorab) Her experiments with lung ex-:
pension are enormous

ZORAB
And your other teammate?

DR. SPACE
(into radar phone)

Send in Dr. Latour.
(The doors open and. the second beautiful lady scientist
enters—36-25-38—attired in the same costume as her sis-

ter scientist. The board gapes.)

DR. SPACE
Doctor Taffy Latour, gentlemen, greatest; living authority
on elevation and guided missiles.

DR. LATOUR
(solemnly, efficiently)

Raise the elevators!

DR. SPACE
Doctor Latour is also the daughter, of Professor Latour
at Columbia, helping to finance her aged father’s experi-
ments in the effects of hot air by dancing at the Copa
along with Doctor O’Day.

ZORAB
Well, you seem to have chosen wisely. After ail, it is your
rocket and it is /a long tedious trip—^

—

DR. LATOUR
. Raise the elevators.

DR. SPACE
(redfaced):

Not yet, Doctor., (to Zorab) And now, sir, any last minute
instructions? I’ye already read my; sealed Orders. I thought
you. wouldn’t mind. I had to know which way to: point the
rocket—they can be balky things—

—

zorAb
Yes—well then you know that you are to try to reach the
West Coast with The Thing intact.

DR. O’DAY
Huh?

DR. SPACE
Never mind, Doctor-—-•

ZORAB
The last two men toe sent on this vital mission never
reached there by rail. We have reports, unconfirmed,
that they got off at Phoenix by mistake and are now selling
Indian blankets.

DR. SPACE
Foor devils!

By KEN ENGLUND

zorab
And, remember, DeMllle couldn’t even find the place at

first, and has never returned or been heard of since!

DR. SPACE
Don't worry, Chief—we’ll be back.

ZORAB
One more: thing.
(He rises, goes to a wall graph charting the rise and fall

of the various motion picture stocks.)

ZORAB
Whether these go up or whether these go down depends
on yOur successful carrying Oiit of secret plan RW.

DR. SPACE
We won’t fail the Chemical Bank, " And now I believe
we’ll, take Off—

—

DR. O’DAY
Oxygen O.K.

DR. SPACE
(gently)

Not yet—not till w.e get in the rocket.

DR, O’DAY
Oh, I haven’t even seen your old rocket anyway! I’ll, bet
you .don’t even have One— (The board laughs good-
naturedlyJ

ZORAB
Have the girls—I mean Doctors—everything they need?
Are those flying suits going to be-—er—adequate?

DR. SPACE
Oh, -these just their launching skirts. Their flight

attire is more practical for fooling around at; the controls.

(Doctors O'Day and Latour, demonstrating, step out of
their launching skirts to stand revealed in black lace

rocket flight pants. The bank’s President Emeritus faints
dead away!)

ZORAB
(to Dr. Space enviously)

Godspeed!
DISSOLVE

EXT. ROCKET LAUNCHING GROUNDS—NIGHT-
FULL SHOT—THE SPACE SHIP—THE BOARD IN F. G.
(Zorab and the Board wave goodbye as the three. Doctors
enter the ship. Dr. Space stopping at the fuselage door
to wave back.)

DR. SPACE
And away we go!

“(Zorab breaks a roll of quarters over the hose of the
rocket, the explosive gas bursts into flame at the tail, and
the ship takes off, SOUND EFFECT: SWISH!)

DISSOLVE
EXT. STRATOSPHERE—LONG SHOT—NEAR SATURN
(The space ship is skyrocketing through the heavens.)

INT. SPACE SHIP—MEDIUM SHOT—THE THREE
DOCTORS
(It is two light years arid some three days later. The three
Doctors lie at the controls exhausted. A giant packing
crate takes up the bulk of the interior stenciled: “THE
THING—this end up.” Doors lead off to three restrooms,

their signs reading “LADY SCIENTISTS”—“GENTLE-
MEN SCIENTISTS”—“THINGS”)

DR. O’DAY
Where the hell do you think we are now?

DR. SPACE
(peering out irritably).

I told that engineer to wipe the windshield!
DR, LATOUR

I don’t get it. Isn’t this going around Hogan’s Alley just

to get to the West Coast?

DR. SPACE
,

(studying radar compass)
I wanted to approach from the Pacific Ocean side by an
indirect rpute, hoping that the ocean breezes would blow
away the smog allowing us to find some landmark, and if

my calculations are correct
DR, O’DAY

They’re not—we’re lost, bud!
DR. LATOUR

Hey! What’s that big fat thing? It’s coming right & us.

DR. SPACE
(leaping to controls) .

Right rudder!
DR. LATOUR
( leaping

f
too)

DR- LATOUR
Stabilize neutralizers.

DR. SPACE
Neutralize stabilizers.

DR, LATOUR
Neutralize stabilizers.

DR. SPACE
Wait! There’s something on the Visibility Screen—letter*
irig on a water tower—L—A—S—V—E-—G—A—S. Fasten
money belts!

- DRl LATOUR
Fasten money belts!

DR. O’DAY
Oxygen OK.

DR, SPACE
Full speed—North North East.

.

DR. LATOUR
Full speed—North North East.
(A few moments of silence as they straighten but and zoom
Over the California countryside.)

DR; SPACE
(looking out,, jubilantly)

We’re passing over Burbank. What does that sign read?W—A—R—N—E—R—-B—R—O—S. Punch time clocks!

DR. LATOUR
PunCh time clocks.

DR. SPACE
I see a clearing in the fog! Here goes—Don crash hel-

Right rudder.
DR. O’DAY

Oxygen OK. (They miss Saturn by an inch.)

DR. SPACE
Whew! That was a Close one, (pleased with himself.)
You have to be pretty nimble where a nimbus is con-
cerned!
(But his joke is lost on both liis colleagues.)

DR. O’DAY
I’m getting sick of this! You said. I’d have a future in
Hollywood and we can't even find it!

dr. Latour
Me, too. Let’s turn back. This is strictly for the birds!

DR. SPACE
Let’s take a vote on it. I say keep And you. Doctor
Dawn?

DR. O’DAY
Go back!.

DR. SPACE
And YOU, Doctor Taffy?

DR. LATOUR
Go back but def!

DR. SPACE
There, you are ;

that makes three in all—we go ahead.
(The lady scientists frown and start counting on their
fingers,)

\ DR. SPACE
Wait! Look in the Terra Detector! That black smoky
mass—that’s smog, . Hollywood should be directly south
or north of us! Down rudders!

DR, LATOUR
. . (taking her station

)

Down rjudders.

DR. SPACE
Oxygen OK? , (no answer) I said Oxygen .OK?

DR. O’DAY
Oh—yeah—Oxygen OK.

.

DR. SPACE
Stabilize neutralizers.

DR. O’DAY
Oxygen ,OK.
(They, brace themselves as the ship descends.)
EXT. A HOLLYWOOD CLEARING—FULLSHOT.
(As the rocket ship toms onto the greensward a waiting
group of press agents and; newspaper photographers run to
it excitedly.) '

GROUP (ad lib)

It’s King Gable! No, it’s Coop! He said he was gonna buy
a helicopter to shoot ducks from! Maybe it’s MacMurray
bringing back some more Black Angus for his ranch—or
Bing and his boys!
(The fuselage door swings open and the three Doctors
alight, and start blinking and coughing.)

DR. SPACE
Don smog helmets! (to group) Where’s everybody?

PRESS AGENTS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS
(disgustedly)

Aw—they’re hot anybody.
(They start to turn away.)

DR. SPACE
But wait—we’re from another world.

A PRESS AGENT
Good for you.

DR. SPACE
(getting sore)

Now> listen, I want to talk to all the executive heads of
the studios—the fate of the industry hangs on it!

(The Group laughs but their spokesman, a more serious
type, steps forward!)

SPOKESMAN
None of them are here, anyway. Most of them are out of
town receiving plaques. Hartman is in New York baking
out a virus he got: in Palm Springs, and ZanUck is tied

up on the Riviera putting out the place cards for Elsa
Maxwell.

2ND SPOKESMAN
He did however leave Jesse! as his deputy but he had
to fly to Erie, Pa., and bury the mayor, a former staunch
worker for the Democratic Party and a pretty good soft-

shoe dancer,
DR. SPACE

I’m afraid you do not comprehend the gravity of rhy mis-
., If I. cannot convince you With words, well I have

terrible power "

(The newshawks jeer, hurling taunts: “You have terrible.,

power, ha, ha, that's rich!” “The Kid's from another
world all right. A fugitive from Mennihger's!”)

DR. SPACE
(with a grave sigh)

I don’t want to do it but I’m afraid I’ll have to; It will

happen at . the stroke of four!
QUICK DISSOLVE:
MONTAGE OF SHOTS SHOWING IN SEQUENCE
( Interiors of ' studio steam rooms—and semi-nude : execu-
tives disgusted when the steam is turned off, then
panicked . , .

The lights going out over the pastry table at Romanoff's-^
six exhibitors' Wives from DubUque trampling eclairs

underfoot Os they ruri out screaming “I can't see! I've got
rich food poisoning—I'm going blind” ...
The studio generators stopping and every sound stage
going dark. “Another jurisdictional union dispute ” sigh
the actors, huddling against the actresses for simple ani-

mal comfort.)

THEN INTO: CLOSE SHOT OF NEWS COMMENTATOR
AT MICROPHONE.

NEWS COMMENTATOR
—ahd- everything is at a standstill. The electric horse
Mario Lanza was riding has stopped, the refrigerating unit
at Grauman’s Chinese has ceased to. function, and a steady
stream of chocolate-coated, icecream is flowing down the

centre aisle. The antique and student lamp factories

are idle; add many, an executive croquet playing field will

be empty this weekend for the production of wickets has
been completely halted. What dreadful power do these

,

strangers possess?
DISSOLVE
EXT. THE CLEARING—NIGHT-FULL SHOT OUTSIDE
The space ship.
(The heads of all the studios stand in solemn asscnibiy at

Doctor Space addresses them!)

DR. SPACE
Executives, producers, gentlemen—I am an emissary from
the Chemical Bank in the faraway world of New York—and
our bank

(
is a heavy investor in motion picture stocks . .

.

(the executives are restless and frightened) Now; recently

a mechanical monster has threateneed to smash bur world
to bits—a monster named TV! And what steps have you
taken to combat it?

ONE EXECUTIVE
We’ve trimmed our sails.

(Continued on page 56).
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y EDDIE CANTOR=
Hollywood.

I am? Then I must be an awful

liar For instance, Tm dining in

a restaurant—have a piece of

boiled beef nicely dipped in horse-
radish at the
end of my
.fork — I’m
about to—

- “Yes, I’m Ed-
die Cantor.
Pleased to
meet, you;
Would I what?
Would I meet
some friends
at your table?
They’re, fans

n»nt»r of mine? Don’t
EMIe Cantof

mina <t aU_
No, not at all?”

So, you drop your fork—-the
boiled beef nicely dipped in horse-

radish—and trek over to this man’s
table, always at the other end of

the room, and meet some fans.

They saw me in the “Follies of

1905.” They don’t know that I

know this was two years before the
"Foilies” was bom. They remem-
ber the song I sang with Nora
Bayes, “Shine on Harvest Moon.”
How can I tell them it Was Jack
Norworth? So I say “Thank you,”
and I’m ready to leave, blit no, I

must sit down and have a
.
drink.

“Come on, Eddie, be a regular fel-

low—don’t be stuck Up!” I tell

them I have nothing to be stuck up
about, and it kills irie when they
agree.

I return to my table, and there’s
that hunk of boiled beef, limp, biit

still nicely dipped in horseradish.
It’s cold,, uninviting, so you order
some hot coffee, shy, to yourself,
“Well, you wanted to be an actor!”

While waiting for the check, you
give but with “pleased to meet
you” to a Woman who introduces
herself to you. She wants your
autograph. CStfnot forher! Tfi&y
never want it for themselves. She
has a niece who adores you. You
and Jimmy Durante. “Funny,”
she says, “my niece is Just crazy
about homely men !

” Should I sock
her? How dare I think of such a
thing? This is my public. I hand
her the autograph—she shakes my
hand—rthe one with the pen in it.

I get ink all over my new sport
coat, and a great big laugh from
the woman. She’s almost hysteri-
cal. “Wait till I tell this to my
niece, Gwendolyn. She'll have
something to tell all her friends.
Imagine me getting ink . all over
Eddie Cantor’s sport coat!” Pleased
to meet you! My foot!

There's always one guy who has
a relative. Most of the times he
has a son who’s coming to Holly-
wood. “Eddie Cantor,” lie says,
casually, getting out his notebook
and. pencil, “what’s your phone
number at home? I..want to give
it to my boy, George. He’ll be
eo living-- to Hollywood in a few
weeks

, and he’d love to meet yoli.”
"But,” you protest, “I may be

tied up. I’m a pretty busy man.”
Pats your arm reassuringly,

Oh, George doesn’t want to live
at your, house. Just take him out
one or two. nights, and have him
meet the girls.” I start to think
laybe he wants his boy to meet
my unmarried., daughter! He’s
funking the same thing. “Y’know,
Betty Grable, Lana Turner, or Rita
Hayworth.” You tell him, “I don’t
Know these girls myself.” He
Baughs uproariously, “Oh, you’re
such a card! You don’t know them!
you re such a liar!” And he> so
aight. I started lying the miniite
4 said, “Pleased to meet you.”

l; would take any, or all, of these
preference to ambitious

mother with “talented” child.
°u have as much chance of elucl-
n8 .one! of these gals as Kefauver

y
ouid have in a crap game with

}ne_j)oyS he investigated.

4 , _ Better ’n’ Judy or Deanna
|

i
Boston recently, woman

oil
or cajoled the doorman into

i lowing her to come, to my dress-
® room. She modestly introduced

i^
el

f
w

,!

th
’ the mother of

v
-”s s

1

t
5
r » and pointed to a six-

i.ar-old, moppet who smiled and
save me a big wink; “I’m pleased

I u!T
eet

.

you ’” 1 said iP them both.

7m ,

as g01n£ to wink beck, but, with
H makes too much of a

h^n' /Eileen.” she told me, “has

^Vodying Whet life. (Six

S She has a voice that’s bet-

ni.,K-”
Judy Garland’s or Deanna

vr, •?/
Hear her sing once and

>ou n never forget it,” How right

* 4'

she was! The child sang like
Tallulah with tonsillitis. Never did
such sounds emanate from a hu-
man throat. I waited politely un-
til she finished. “Lady, if you're
spending your money on vocal les-
sons for this child; stop imme-
diately. Save your money. Let
her play with her dolls and skates.
Give her a normal childhood. This
little girl has no talent whatsoever.
Some day you’ll thank me for tell-
ing you the truth,” Without a
word, the mother grabbed the child
by the wrist—yanked her towards
the door, but before she wentHbut,
wheeled around, pointed her finger
at me,'and said, “You stink, too!”
Here are a few more who help

me make a living, but who will
eventually be the death of me.
The bird who sells insurance and

because you’re a celebrity, he has
some unusual policies, just for you.
For Only $1,900 a year, his com-
pany will pay you $200,000 in the
event you are bitten by an eagle
while, riding a; bicycle, providing
you’re wearing a tuxedo. For a
premium of $2,200 a year, the
company will pay you $175,000 if
you are hit by a submarine while
driving your car through any pub-
lic park.

I love the boy who shakes my
hands and says, “All right, Can-
tor, who am I? What’s my name?”

You’re in a hurry, but he wants
to play -games!: You guess fot
a while. No luck; Finally he tells
you. But this doesn’t end it.

“Where did you meet me?” He
wants to know.

“Boston?” No.

“Toledo?” No.

“Alaska?” No. “I’ve never been
there in my life,” he tells you,
"Neither have I,” you answer.

“So what made you think of
Alaska?”
f it's foo cowardly fo’ kill yourself
—you’d like to give him—but you
can’t—maybe he’s one of the pub-
lic who buys what you sell on tele-

vision.

I’ve no sooner said, “pleased to
meet you” to the type, than he
starts his spiel. “Cantor, you
can’t be performing forever. Have
you thought about the future? Do
you realize., if you, had invested
$1,500 with . Henry Ford when he
started in business, that your worth
today would be in the neighbor-
hood of $6,000,000?”

Nice neighborhood, you think.
“If you had handed John . D.

Rockefeller $1,000 arid said, ‘John
invest this for me in oil,’ do you
know where yOu’d be right now?”

“Yes,” you tell him, “I’d. be home
in bed, with a good book, and if

you’ll excuse me, that’s where I’m

going,” Sq you leave him Wore
lie q'An tell you of his proposition:
a new type of- sugar” tfhich, when
sprinkled on doughnuts, keeps flies
away,, except during the months
that don’t have an “R” in them,

If you, are filling a theatrical en-
gagement in any city, there’s the
‘Come-ona-my House”; guy who has
told his guests that you’re an old
friend. You must, have supper at
his home! He’s so persistent that
you finally give in and go. Well,
after an hour drive, you arrive and
meet the gang. Your host mixes,
a drink that tastes like vodka, ben-
zedrine, cactus juice tabasco sauce
and machine oil. You make a
face, but you’re a good sport, and
swallow this internal hot-foot.
You’re not expected to entertai .

This is what your host assured you
on the way out, but, coincidentally,
they. have, all your music on the
piano and. a home-town- Carmen
Cavallaro, who evidently has been
rehearsing all day because he
knows all your keys. After an
hour free entertainment, you’re
hungry. You make a big joke: you
say, “Is there a. dentist in the
house?” Someone asks, “why?” You
say; “I must get my teeth filled to-
night!” Several of them play
straight. “Your teeth filled!” Now
comes the big yak, “Yes,” I tell

them, “filled with steak, potatoes,
Salad

By this time; they get it. Your
host escorts you into the dining
room. You get a whiff of the one
thing you’ve never eaten in your
life—can’t stand the sight of it!

You guessed it! They had it!

Spare ribs and sauerkraut; You
grab a plateful, make a pretense of
eating, and later, when

.
nobody’s

looking, you drop it in a handy
flowerpot. Two hours later,

srtaved; tired, disgusted, in the
lovely privacy of your hotel, room,
the waiter brings up your Order of
scrambled eggs, toast arid coffee.

You embrace liimV and really mean
it when you say, “pleased to meet
you.”

• /

Recall Hectic Early Years

Of United Artists
By GENE ARNEEL

United Artists has set up a new
subsidiary, United Artists Produc-

tion Corp.; which will concern it*

helf with pix in which the distrib

has an ownership participation. In-

dication is that in the future. UA
will take a percentage in a growing
number of its releases via partial

production financing on its own or

arranging for the availability of

coin.

First filni to be carried on the

new subsid’s books will be “Plant-

er’s Wife,” Claudette Colbert star-

rer which Ken Annakin will pro-

duce.

The life of United Artists has
been a stormy one, and its 1951

embarking on what may be a new
era , for the' company serves to re-
call the hectic early, years of its

existence.

Some hitherto untapped sources
have provided a further insight on
the firm’s early years! It’s espe-
cially apropos in view rif the antici-
pated switch in half-ownership to
a syndicate headed by Arthur B,
Krlm, UA’s new president,

Then—Secretary of the Treasury
William G. McAdoo put the outfit
together corporately in the spring
of 1919. Outsiders immediately
wanted in. The corporation

.
in-

cluded. such stellar names as Mary
Pickford (Gladys Mary Moore bn
the Official record), Douglas Fair-
banks, Sr., William S. Hart, Charles
Chaplin and David Wark Griffith,
all out to buck the combines of the
day. The new outfit attracted the
attention of William Randolph
Hearst, who was out to expand his
eriipire.

, M. F. Ihnisen, head oh Hearst’s
Los Angeles Examiner, received a
telegrain from "the boss”: “We
have no interest in this matter
(UA’s formation) from a small
viewpoint. We are the biggest in-

stitution . of publicity and promo-
tion in the world with all our mag-
azines and newspaper services,
news films, features services, etc.”

It was clear that Hearst was bent
on taking Over distribution, of the
independent group’s output, and
instructed Ihnisen to make the
pitch. The proposal, to split the
gross on a 50-50 basis, was turned
down,

UA principals at the same time
had differences among themselves.
Hart bowed out before any con-
tracts were signed.

But the others were determined
to counter what they felt was a
“threatened combination of motion
picture stars and producers which
would tend to force upon the thea-
tre-going public mediocre produc-
tions and machine-made entertain-
ment and would defeat competition
in the motion picture industry.”

While their determination to pro-
duce arid distribute their own films
was commendable, there was
strong resistance within the trade.
Also some threats.

|
1st National Exhfbs InlcTAct

)

The powerful First National: Ex-
hibitors Circuit implied there could
be no prospect of success unless it,

too, was in the act. John Fair-
banks, acting as business counsel
for brother Douglas, heard from
J. D. Williams, manager of the

BILLY ECKSTINE

First National outAt, who boasted
that his chain “controls the mar-
ket.”

“It would be inadvisable and. ex-
tremely costly (wrote Williams) for
United Artists-to antagonize br- at-
tempt to combat the circuit in any
definite issue born of the advice
or counsel of men who have neither
the experience, ‘ fiuerice or inti-

mate knowledge of the industry
necessary to satisfy them that it is

not a plaything, or a means to ad-
vance their personal aspirations
without regard for their associates.
Attempts to form your own releas-
ing organization will riot be suc-
cessful,”

First National’s offer was to take
over distribution for the UA-ites
at actual cost, plus 5% of the
gross This proposition also
nixed.

Contracts, when finalized, called
upon the artists .to provide capital
through the:, purchase of 1,000
shares of preferred stock at $100,
pel* share. Also, each Was to col-
lect 1,000 common shares in retur
for delivery of nine “special photo-
plays which unfold an entertaining
story” over a throe-year period.
Chaplin’.’ first film, for UA han-
dling %amc in 1923, four years
later, MoAclo

, serving, as general
counsel, was voted 1,000 common
shares.

I
Oscar Price Was lst Prcz

Company got underway with Os-
car Price as first president.; He
had been McAdoo’s chief publicist
in the Liberty Loan drive. In-
stalled as general .manager was
Hiram Abrams, whose deal gave
him ;!i% of ali coin taken in on
each film up to $300,000, V/j% o
the next $200,000, ,3*U% on the
next $100.000,

.
and 1V>% on all

over $600,000. The owners were
to ^ receive 80%, the company,
20%, of gross on their respective
pix;

Ensuing months pointed up the
nevcr-a-dull-momenl nature of
UA’s career. By September, dis-
sension had developed among the
toppers themselves. Griffith and
Chaplin expressed the fear that
Miss Pickford and Fairbanks would
prosper personally, but at the ex-
pense of the corporation. Decem-
ber of 1919 brought a hassle with
Abrams, who insisted on revision
of his contract. He , wanted a
straight 2% cut on the gross, and
threatened to resign unless it was

(Continued on page 290)

Int’l, Domestic Sales

Heads at 20th-Fox In

Joint Meet for 1st Time
Annual sales confab of 20th-Fox

will be started at the homeoffice

next Monday (7), with territorial

heads of the company’s interna-

tional organization sitting in with
the domestic reps for the first time
in 20th’s history.

Talks will revolve around the

12 pix which 20th has skedded for

release during the first four
months of 1952, including the gen-
eral release of “David and Bath-
sheba.”
According to A1 Lichtman, direc-

tor of distribution, long-range plans

and policies also will be set at

the five-day conclave. Personnel
attending will include company
execs, 31 domestic branch man-
agers, seven division chiefs, reps
of the international organization
and members of the advertising,

exploitation and publicity depart-

ment.
Proxy Spyros P. Skouras will

participate in all sessions oi the
convention, while veepee Charles
Einfeld will outline promotional
plans for. forthcoming product.
Lichtman will preside at the gab-
fests and will be associated in the
roundtable talks by W. C. Gehring,
assistant general sales manager;
Edwin W, . Aaron, western sales

manager, arid Arthur Silverstone,
eastern sales rrianager.

Blank’s UPT Switch
A, H. Blank has reduced his di-

rect United Paramount Theatres to

3,095 shares of common stock.

Operator of UPT’s subsid, Tri-

States Theatres, Des Moines, Blank
recently transferred 1,000 UPT
•hares to the Knalba Friundatldn.
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Mostly About An American
By FRED ALLEN

“An American in Paris*’ originally was a musical master-

piece composed by the late George Gershwin. Recently,

on cinema marquees, “An American in Paris” has ap-

peared as the title of an M-G-M picture.

In Mr. Gershwin’s stirring composi-

tion “the instruments involved-—the

violins, the horns and piccolos—

enjoy a melodic gambol. Throughout
the film Gene Kelly, and the other

members of the Screen Actors’ Guild,

revel ini a Technicolor junket.

In music and in the movie all is

tres gay. The “American in Paris”

struts mythical Champs-Elysees
swinging a harpoon, instead of a cane,

for he is having a Whale of a time.

But what about the average Amer-
ican? The little man with the travelers'

checks who is lured to Paris by a

a flaming crepes suzette or a “Folies

What happens to this “American in

Paris”? A recent survey conducted on a sightseeing bus

shows that his days are crammed With confusion and his

nights fraught with havoc. The American is frustrated

at every turn. The first hazard to which he is exposed is

—

The Language
The American arrives in Paris with a few French

phrases he has culled from a conversational guide or

picked up from, a friend who owns a beret. He speaks

the sort of French that is readily understood by another

American who, also, has just arrived ih Paris. The
minute; however, the American attempts. to make linguistic,

contact with a native verbal bedlam ensues. The French-

man talks as though his nouns and verbs are red hot and
he has to get the words out, of his mouth before, they

blister his tongue.

The American can never make himself understood, he

can't get the proper intonation.

The Frenchman talks through his nose, and sounds as

though he has a violin string up one nostril.

As. the American gains confidence he will occasionally

risk a cluster of French consonants and vowels in public.

This often proves embarrassing. One American who had
planned to buy a set of andirons found, when he left the

antique shop; that he had bought two old ladies, one

of whom was In poor condition. Another tourist speaking

import French rattled off something to a waiter at Maxim’s.

When translated he found that he
.
had said, “Who is

playing the trombone under my potato salad?” As the
Amamiaam ttmAi'nic” hie urav {tl an/1 A

1

American “ouis” and “mercis” his way in and out of shops

and cafes he finds that to get what he wants he invariably

has to point. The “American in Paris” finally learns that

to speak French he doesn’t require a tongue—all he needs

is a finger.

When he has become resigned to his language dilemma
the American finds that his next problem is—

The Money
Accustomed to his green, sound dollar, when he changes

his first traveler’s check, the American is panic-stricken;

His pockets stuffed with those thin paper francs he feels

like a man going to a masquerade as a wastebasket. To
the American, French money appears to be jumbo con-

fetti or. tissue paper with murals. He catches himself

servicing his hose with a 1,000-franc note and trying to

spend his Kleenex.

French money serves a double purpose; If you don’t

want to spend it, you can wrap something in it.

“All the world’s a stage” and France has the money to

prove it. Unable to hurriedly determine the value of the

franc in terms of dollars the American is completely be-

wildered in the presence of the French shopkeeper. He
employs the technic he Uses back home with the tax col-

lector. He holds out all of his money and the shopkeeper,
like, the tax collector, helps himself. After one joust the

American knows why the French tradesman wears a long
apron. The tradesman doesn’t need trousers. He always

has his hands in the Americans’ pockets.

. The American notices an odd thing about the small
metal coins—a magnet will not pick them up but a French-
man will. The “American in Paris” often looks forward
to the day of his departure when he knows he can get his

francs changed back into money.

When he has learned to speak well enough to spend his

money the American finds that the next difficulty he en-

counters is—
The Food

Tlie two largest industries' lii Paris are shrugging and
eating. The Frenchman shrugs—the American eats. In

all cafes fish and meats are served smothered in sauce or

gravy. In Paris what is sauce for the goose is not sauce

for the gander. The gander has his own sauce.

Foods that aren’t decked in a mantle of goo are served
in a sheet of flame. For the first time the “American in

Paris” enjoys eating food lie can read by.
.
He also sees

many a nearsighted chef with a barbecued hand.

The streets of Paris are cluttered with sidewalk cafes.

The Frenchman is generous. He likes to eat out pf doors

so the flies can have some.

There are hundreds of cafes and every cafe has a wine
cellar. In Paris there are so many rodent dipsomaniacs
Alcoholics Anonymous may have to .open a branch for

mice. When the American is told that the specialty of

the house is pressed duck he knows that the chef is also a
tailor. When lie sees the maitre d’ walking around in his

bare feet, the American knows that wine is.made to order
on the premises. If wine is requested the maitre d’ selects

a bunch of grapes and steps into a closet. A little muffled
squishing is heard and in practically no time ,at. all the

maitre d’ steps nimbly out of the closet with red feet

brandishing a carafe of vin rouge. On occasion, when the
American tastes wool in the wine he knows that winter
has come and the maitre d’ has been stomping on the
grapes in his stockinged feet.

A popular French dish is the il, which is sort of

an inher-door shrimp. As a chef gets older, he prefers

to cook snails. A snail is the only type of food the chef
can overtake while he is sitting down.
The American who eats three meals a day in cafes soon

becomes a gourmet. (A French word mCaning glutton.

)

During sundry nightmares induced by loo much rich food
the American sees himself spending the rest of his life

running a small 'business—renting stomachs to “Ameri-

cans in Paris.”

The Traffic

The American is impressed by the number of churches

In Paris. There is a church on every corner and it has

been put there for a purpose. It enables the American

to stop in and pray that he will be able to safely cross tht

street in traffic.

Traffic in Paris cannot be described—words would havo

to be invented. It is a symphony of tumult rendered

by taxis, cars and Nbicycles all striving to attain a cres-

cendo of chaos.
~

The French taxidriver Is a frustrated pilot. He zooms
through the streets cursing because he cannot get his

cab to go fast enough to take off. The private cars aro

shrunken coupes whose hunched-over occupants look like

human snails who have been crossed with greyhounds.

Scooting in and out of traffic are bicycles carrying opti-

mists, both old and young, who think they are going to get

home' aliye.

Most French automobiles have no breaks. iThe driver

keeps his foot on the gas and his hand on the. horn. High
over the montage of din, at intervals, the piping tone of

the policeman's whistle is heard. Instead of the regula-

tion pea in his whistle the Paris traffic cop uses a petit

pois .

The American cannot be too cautious. A street should

be named for the Unknown Pedestrian who tries to cross

in traffic^ A street called “Rue the Day.”

As the American, his vacation over, prepares to leave

for home he jots in his diary some

—

Random Obesrvations

The Flea Market in Montmartre is not run by a flea.

Three million frogs legs are served in Paris daily. No-
body knows what becomes of the rest Of the frogs:

The Marshall Plan is overdoing it. They have pinball

machines in Paris.

No American is ever held up and robbed at night. The
tradesmen get all of his money during: the day.

The average Frenchman is inventive, frugal and Indus-

trious. Give him a carroway seed and enough,room and he.

is in business..

The men who formerly sold postcards are now busy
trying io lure tourists into doorways to change their

American money.
People in Paris point with pride to the old Churches,,

the old. museums and the old houses. All of the work in

France was done yesterday. If you wonder what the
Frenchman of today is doing—he is out .strolling along
the boulevards looking for the “American in Paris.”

The French coW thinks she is giving milk, but she is only
giving lait. (It loses something ih the translation.)

Every pretty woman has a dog. A man who. leads a dog’s

life in Paris is to be envied.

MAH, WHATSA USE? I GIVE IIP!

By ARTHUR KOBER

Arthur Kober

Humor History of 1951
By HY GARDNER-

Julie, I beg you, I Implore you. Please, Julie! I’m
a dead horsey I’m so tired. I can collapse ommy two
feet without I gotta stand there, listenin’ to ya go on an’ on.

The poverbal brook, that’s you, an* I mean it. -. . Please,
Julie! It’s late an’ I gotta geddup
firs’ cracjka dawn. , . Yeah, yeah, ya’re
light. Absolutely! I’m no good, I’ni

terrible, I’m simply; awful, I stinkin
ice. Grantid! . • . Look, I’m admitti *

it, so, please, as a persinil favor,
willya kiney park the chatter an’
lemme gedda bed? Please! I’m so
exhaustid, I. * AW, fa the love a
Pete, willya kiney leddup a minute

!

Boy, talk about Chinee torcha, that
gallopin’ tongue a yours keeps heatin’
me over the head worse like a sletch-
hamma, an’ I mean it! . . . O.K., lease
ya could do, ya could at lease sing a

diffrint tune. Oh, no! Same damn song over ah’ over
again till a guy could. . . Yeah, yeah, I know thoroughly
howya feel! Believe me, ya tole me enough times tonight,

j could repeat you the whole thing without me skipin’

single word. . .

Aw, right, Julie, so fa the twenny zilliont tiriie I
apologize. I apologize why I did show up fa suppa to-

night, I apoligize I din have the common courtesy a dime
.phone call to letch know I wasn’t -cornin’ home., I apoligize
I got no consideration hommuch ya slaved all day over
the hot stove, cookin’ me up the suppa. Iii fack, I apoli-

gize the whole damn thing!" Now are ya saddified?

Aha, I knew it! There go the waterworks. Go ahead,
cry, flood up the place; . . Certainly I gotta heart, but if

you think I get one ounce pleasure standin’ here, a dead
horse ommy two feet, while you go blubberin’ away like

a ninfant child; ya got another. . . . Yeah, an* what about
me? . Minute I come inna house—bang!—World War num-
ber three. With me right inna mist! Million-one questions
ya fire at me, an’ on toppa that, wouldja lemme get a
word in edgewise? No! Wouldja gimme a chance to
explain? No! Wouldja let a guy——

-

Well, to begin with, Mr. Patch di show up thi

mornin’. Right ' away one the guys oniia floor—
Harris, I think—or maybe was it Bennett?

.
Anyways,

somebody onna floor says, “I betcha the new baby, came
is why Mr. Patch’s not aroun? this morni “ Anyways,
about 3 o’clock in the afternoon in breeze Mr. Patch-
great big smile bnnis face, and he commence passin’ aroun*
cigars from his pockit. Sure enough, around’, oh, ’bout
semn o’clock early this mornin’ his wife gave birth to an
eight-poun’ baby boy it was, an’ right away evveybody
onna floor, they begin rushin’ over, congrajilatin’ him,
Mr. Patch. Anyways, there, was so much excitement inna
store, nobody waited oh the customers hardly.

Gotta Celebrate T

(N.Y. Herald Tribune Columnist)

America, as usual, drew its heartiest chuckles from the
situations that troubled it most. We kidded ourselves
about dirty politicians; a grim, undeclared war; scandals,
investigations, inflation, taxes, matrimony, alimony, tele-

vision and all the other subjects that become natural tar-

gets to a nation, whose most precious asset, next to freer

dom, is its sense of humor.
This, then, is a capsule digest of some of the sayings

some of us thought funny in ’51.

When Denise Darcel was voted the “Antique Queen of
1951” radio comihentator Jack Sterling flipped: “What
antique does she represent—a break-front?”
Bob Hope suggested a method of keeping basketball

honest; put more than two guards on each team.
Morey Amsterdam met bookie who’s gotten 30 days

so often they’re naming a month after him.
Studying a cloSeup photograph of Russia’s Andrei

Vishinsky and noting that he only has seven upper teeth,

the opinion was ventured that his bark must be Worse than
( his bite,

Dorothy Sarnoff
, worried about so many members of the

younger generation going to college, wondered who’d be
around to hire college graduates if nobody left school in
the eighth grade.
Mary McCarty said she simply won’t go out wth an In-

ternal revenue agent—she’s allergic to milk.
And Jack Carter said he doesn’t mind paying his income

tax—he’s just confused as to which jail, to address it to.

About inflation it was Reported that the price of kissing
the Blarney Stone has gone up from 14c to 21c . . . That
the only money that goes as far today as it did 10 years
ago is the nickel that rolls under the bed . . . An 8th
Avenue lunchroom got yaks with a sign that read: “Come
in and get an estimate on a sirloin steak. Time payments
arranged.”

Last war, it was observed, the Gremlins bothered us; this
time out it’s the Kremlins.

Senator McCarthy was given a rib When somebody said
'he wanted to investigate a certain Government worker
Whom he heard telephone from a party line.,

:
One item in Pravda-i—that’s the Russian house organ

that’s always out of tune—bragged about a peasant having
reached his 151st birthday—which is quite an accomplish-
ment for a person who's never lived.

The Kefauver probe practically supported the nation’s
gag writers. About Frank Costello, who refused to permit

.. anything but. his hands to be televised, this Was said:
“Costello is the first television actor who uses a manicurist
instead of a makeup man.”
Herb Shriner thought it was logical for the Government

to remove automobile trailers from the restricted list.

After all, he reasoned, a motorist needs a trailer to live

in while he’s finding a place to' park.
London Opinion described England as an island, entirely

surrounded by hot water.
' With, so many Congressmen and Senators making free

junkets overseas, it was suggested that the old Navy en-
listment slogan be changed to read: “Join the Congress
and See the World.”
When Commie Gus Hall’s trial for jumping bail, came

up his lawyers tried to stall the case by arguing about a
mole on his

.

neck. As usual, the comrades'made a moun-
tain out of a mole.

In summation, let’s welcome ’52 With courage, faith and
a smile; this time last year we- weren’t even sure there
would be a New Year.

Anyways aroun’ awiriost five o’clock this was, Mr. Patch
tells evveybody they could knock off the resta the day—
you know, kinda to calibrate his new baby, Right away up
speaks the blow-mouth, Wally Sherman. “Hey, fellas,” he
says,to us, “bein’ the boss is got a brannew baby son, hozz
’bout we should take him out, Mr. Patch, and buy him a
drink?” . . .

How can I, when ya keep innaruptin’ me? . . O.K.f

so we go to Mike’s bar onna corner, an’ Mr. Blow-mouth,
Wally Sherman, he’s the firs’ one to buy the drinks. Nat-
chelly I'm not gonna let that smart guy put nothin’ over;

so comes the nex’ roun’, I, grab the check. So before ya
know it, we’re all feelin’ a li’l high, not much. . .

.

Anyways, by this time Mr. Patch says he’s gotta rush
back to see his wife an’ the brannew baby—I mean at the
hospital, and I’m all set to go home, see,, when Wally
Sherman, the wise guy, the big brai

, he gets an idear.

“Look,, fellas,” he says, “there’s five us guys here, jess

enough fa a li’l poker game. So hozz about it?” / . .

Waddeya mean, “Of course you acceptid?” Listen, I
argied and .1 argied with the fellas, but they insisted with-

out I play, it’s oney four-handid, and. nobody—well, they
simply refused to play four-handid. “Listen,” I says to

them,, “the lease I gotta do, I gotta lease make a phone
call home an’ inform my wife, she’s expectin’ me fa suppa.”
Right away they started in kiddin’ me— That stinker,

Wally Sherman an’ his cracks! It’s a wonder I din haul
off an* him have it, which I shoulda. ...

Please, Julie, willya pipe down a minute an’ listen? I’m
tryin’ to explain you why. ’Cause the minute I started

goin’ to the phone, they all grabbed hole my arm and they
started in yellin' how I shouldn’t hole up the game, they’re

all anxious to get started. ...

No Character
O.K., so I got no character! I guess you’re the oney

one aroun’ here with character. . . When? Doong the

game I jshoulda’ phoned? Listen, in the firs’ place, I was
way ahead doong the game, lease the early part, an’ if I’da

made one move to get away from the table, they’da bustid

my arm, ’specially that Wally Sherman who kep’ cryin’

alia time hommuch dough he’s out. Then alluva sudden,
I get a runna bad luck. Nothin’ I got held up, not one

hand even! If I got two big pairs, somebody’s come along,

draw one card, an’ he’d fill a straight. Lousy luck is all!

I couldn’t make a single hand stan’ up without some-

body. •

Please, Julie, don’t ast me hommuch I lost. I .feel so

terrible, I don’t even wanna think about it. Here I sit a

whole night long, worryin’ my head off why I din show up
fa suppa, an’ you home pfoily aggravatin’ yesself to death,

wonderi ’ what’s happened to me, ah’ then on toppa that

Mr. Wally Sherman wines up the big winner, most my
dough. •

Believe me; honey, I’m sickin disgusted with myself.

An’ how I’m disgustid! 1 guarantee you I din have a good
time. I guarantee you I din enjoy myself the lease li’l

bit. In fack, jess the opposite. I feel simply awful, Julie,

ana that’s the honess truth; Ha? . . . Aw, never again, an’ I

mean it! Absolutely! ^ .

Hmm? . . , Hommuch I lost? I—I’ll tellya, honey, but

firs’ yai gotta promise me ya won’t get mad. Promise*

• • . Semny-eight bucks. Believe me, Julie, I ...

.

Aw, fa cryin’ out loud!. Ya jess gayme ya word ya

wouldn’t get sore, an’ now. ... Hoddeya like that? Firs,

she promises she’$ not gonna say a word, an’ now listen

to her yaddedda, yaddedda, yaddedda! . • • Aaah, what sa

use? I give up!
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Just As the Elizabethans Were Contemptuous Because of Their Familiarity With*

Shakespeare, Marlowe, Ben Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Maybe It Will

Take Centuries for the Hollywood Greats to Achieve True Recognition

Rupert Hugh?*

i

Hollywood.

Since history keeps repeating itself, the best way to

make a prophecy is to ride a cycle and imagine the return

$ something that happened before.

x did this once With sad results in a speech I made that
' scored one of the worst flops even I

have eveir flipped. Yet it seems to me
that what I was trying to say Was
worth saying, especially at that time
when young Hollywood Was running
away with Los Angeles, and horrify-
ing all really respectable people

—

none more than the good people of
.

Los Angeles who admitted that they
were the aristocracy out here.
Nowadays the motion, pictures have

their own artistocracy and their class-
ics. It is already hard for us to re-
member or realize how they were,
looked down upon in the pioneer days

when the great creators of the world-shaking art were still

not far above their humble origins in the kinetoscopic

peepshow and the plebian nickelodeon.

I did not get to Hollywood until 1922; but the curse
Was still .upon the pictures and their people. Previously

my writings had- been treated with kindness or severity
according to their supposed merits or faults in each case.

The moment Sam Goldwyn brought me out as One of his

so-called “Eminent Authors;*’ most, of the eastern review-
ers began to treat me as a fugitive from respectability and
an unmasked Philistine.

Novels that could not possibly be made into movies
were damned as “plainly written for the screen,” and I was
denounced for having sold for filthy lucre what had
passed for my soul.

As a result of my experiences I \wrote a novel about
Hollywood., It was not a glorification, not even a defense
of the movies, merely a description of what went on here
in turning personalities into world-merchandise by teach-
ing men and women how to act, photographing them doing
so, and vending the result. Hence the title, “Souls for
Sale.” It was accepted in the east as meaning “Bodies for

Sale,” and not being a downright attack on the pictures,

it stirred the eastern reviewers to frenzies of rage.

Perhaps the best of all the Wonderful reviews my
novels have ever had—and some of them have been really

Wonderful—was this one in a New York paper:

“Some novels make me so mad I want to bite somebody.
fSouls for Sale’ makes me so mad I want to run down
Broadway and bite everybody I meet.”

Surely, few other authors can boast of as good a proof
of their inspirational influence andHiower to stimulate
the emotions. I am quite proud of that review.
But all this is leading up to a speech I made about the

picture business here in their own home-town. It had a
positively hydrophobic effect.

j The Untouchables
|

Soon after I /got to Hollywood, I was more or less
dragooned into joining a swagger golf club. A few days
later William De Mille stopped me on the street, and
said:

“You must resign from that club. They , don’t allow
motion picture people to belong.”
The golf people had hot even known of my cinemaffilia-

tion when they invited me in. Not long after that I rented
a furnished house for three months. After the lease was
signed, the owner called on me and I chanced to mention
the fact that I was one of Sam Goldwyn’s little white
slaves.

My new landlord fell to sweating and. trembling and
wanted to cancel the lease. It seems that some of the
early movie stars, having made a sudden leap in salary
from $80 a month to a thousand or more a week, had
rented mansions and made themselves at home by swing-
ing from the chandeliers and feeding their horses in the
dining room, I assured the owner that I was house-broken
and would hot break bronchos in his living room. And
he let me Stay. *

A little later I was invited to speak on a very pictur-
esque occasion, a most beautiful occasion. My speech was
one of the Worst failures in history, even in my history.
I quote it only because it illustrates what a change has
cpme over the Los Angelesian people in their attitude
toward motion picture people. Indeed, the whole world
has changed its attitude, especially since radio and tele-
vismn came along to give the motion pictures a feeling

9* ^ntiquity ,and classicism.

.

|his occasion was the' opening in what is now Mac-
Arthur Park of a Shakespeare Garden. Gentlemen and
ladies of literary and floricultural tastes had gathered
together at least one example Of every flower ever men-.
-°hed in Shakespeare’s immortal works.;
The Mayor and other dignitaries were invited to make

speeches, and . somebody, ignorant of my interest in the
yotion picture slums, asked me to close the meeting with
a

-

jew remarks. I closed them with a bang-. Some imp
Jed me to say. what I did, to the resentment and horror

u ^ nurhber of unfortunate guests who had to stand and

^len
» to What you don’t even have to set and read. In

any case, this is the gist of a speech that still seems to me
- ?ve a ce^tain truth in it as the basis for a crazy

^hat I said ran something like this:

.. . .
•

oyer) 300- years : since Shakespeare died, and now
r. works are placed next to the Bible in the esteem of

lars and people in general. His plays and poems are
considered the subliinest utterances of ail writers not
divinely inspired.
• in his own day, his professions of actor, author,

_
nd. producer were so despised in London that theatres
ere not even allowed on the right side of the Thames.

By RUPERT HUGHES
They were permitted only on the wrong side of the railroad
tracks among the bawdy houses.

“Actors Were vagabonds unless taken under the Wing of
some nobleman Who was licensed to keep a company of
trained players, The swells and personages of title some-
times visited the playhouses, just as swells and dukes
nowadays sometimes marry chorus girls, or visit gambling
..hells and dives.

“The dramas We now cherish as golden classics Were,
also condemned. When the Wealthy Sir Thomas Bodley
founded the great Bodleian Library at Oxford arid en-
dowed it lavishly, he could have loaded it with the first-

editions of Shakespeare’s plays—those folios fori which
thousands of dollars are demanded nowadays. He could
have picked up for . nothing Original manuscripts Of all
the plays of Shakespeare* Ben Jonson, Marlowe, Beaumont
arid Fletcher; Ford, Wemster, and the rest. The. authors
Would have been proud to contribute them.

“But do you know what Sir Thomas Bodley did?. He
sternly forbade the library even to spend any Of his endow-
ment on such evil trash things as books or manuscripts of
plays! Shakespeare’s works would have contaminated
the very shelves!

“And indeed the actors and. authors of those' plays
were very human, They drank and wenched arid Were
financially unreliable. The great Marlowe wris murdered,
and we have documents showing that even gentle Will
Shakespeare was put under Heavy bonds to keep him
from carrying out his. promise to cut the throats of,

couple Of gentlemen who had promised to cut; his.

“Now imagine, if you pan, a lady Or gentleman of re-
spectable London Society in ; Shakespeare’s time being
privileged to come back to this earth and visit this para-
dise of Los Angeles.

“America had been discovered, of course, and Santa
Monica beach had been noticed as a place where many
little Indian fires Were burning, even as they burn there
now when bathing parties go swimming at night. But
Shakespeare and his

.
people could never have dreamed of

such a city as Los Angeles. And yet here we meet to pay
tribute to his almost sacred name.

“So you can imagine, if you strain hard enough, the;
utter amazement Of a Londoner and a Londoness of Shake-
speare’s day if he arid she could be set down among us and
learn what we are doing today. They would gasp:

Ghastly!
“ ‘My God, of all the people in our great; city; yOu pick

put an. actor, and a theatre manager to memorialize! We
wouldn’t permit his pernicious plays to be acted on the
reputable side of the river, or included in our libraries.

“
‘But you strange people plant a garden and put in it

every flower that vagabond villager even so much as men-
tioned. As if his mere naming of a flower gave it a new
glory! As if he gilded the lily and gave the rose a recog-
nition that ennobled it!.’:

“That is the sort of thing the Londoners of 300 years
ago would say Of us Who stand here today.
“Now let us suppost that some of us could have a. siniilar

experience. Suppose that you yourselves should be brought
back to this scene 300 years from now. The changes would
dumbfound us, but, none I think would be so amazing, so
appalling to some of you, as the change in what the cen-
turies may have dope, to the motion pictures.

“If Los Angeles had a real river running through it,

the wrong side of the river would be called Hollywood;
and to that bank would be consigned all the ‘disreputables,’

such as the motion picture studios and people whose activi-

ties give so much pain and shame to your truly respectable

Los Angelesians.
“The good people here go to See the pictures and even

meet the actors now.and then; but. it is much as they go to

the Zoo to see the animals, or sneak off to a. rowdy night
club to see how the. lower elements behave—and misbe-
have;

“In the newspapers here, they have what they call Society
Pages. No motion picture people are over mentioned or
pictured there. As a concession to them, some of the
papers devote a certain amount of space to what they
ironically dub Motion Picture Society. None of the more
dignified people here would think of inviting motion pic-

ture people to their, formal dinners, or select receptions.

“When I was brought out here, few people knew that I

had any motion picture ideas. So a golf club in its inno-
cence of my low purposes invited me to join. In my inno-

cence I did. The prominent playwright and director,
William DeMille told: nie I ought to resign because that

golf club did hot admit motion picture people to its club-

house.
“A man who rented irie a house went into a panic when

he learned that I was actually associated with the studios.

“I could give other instances, but you all know how
motion picture people stand here in this town, which
Hollywood is making world-fairious and prosperous beyond
its Wildest dreams.

I A Look Into, the Future
I

“What I’m leading up to is this: Suppose that some of

you ladies, and gentlemen here were brought back to Los
Angeles 300 years from now.

“imagine your stupefaction if you should find just what
I think you would find here. Hollywood would be a sort of

niecca of almost religious significance. A studio would be

regarded as a shrine. You would find that Wilshire and

the Other boulevards arid the parks would have had their

names changed to those Of motion picture actors, authors,

directqrs^-even producers! There would be museums
housing costumes, programs, scripts as revered treasures.

“Remember how indignanHy Sir Thomas Bodley forbade

anyone to soil the Bodleian Library with a play? Well; you

have a big public library here, and many university librar-

ies; It is safe to say that not' one of them would admit
a motion picture scenario to its sacred archives. .

‘Three hundred years from now, students will be writing
doctorate theses on the early, history of the world-shaking
creation of the motion picture, which had its capital here,.
Will they find in our libraries the priceless manuscripts
that are now despised? The thought horrifies you, doesn’t
it? But so it would horrify the people of Elizabethen Eng-,
land, could they come here and take part in -this tribute so
well deserved by that great, that sublime genius who Carrie

to London from a small town and helped to build up the
glorious drama of England, and a name that is recognized
as supreine by every civilized nation on earth.

“Shakespeare’s plays were reviled while he lived. Later
1

the Puritans; Closed all the theatres for years .because the
theatre was called “the vestibule of hell,’’ the enemy of
virtue, the corrupter of youth.
bUt the motion pictures are shown to millions every day
and night.. They speak a universal language. They bind all
mankind together in one race. They enrich the poorest
lives with pictures of beauty, drama, sympathy, pity,
laughter, luxury* love, tragedy, farce. They make all
people know that we all suffer arid enjoy the same things;
“The. motion picture is a mighty force/ a marvelous

thing/ Its people are doing a noble, a glorious work such
as never was drearned of before.

“Shakespeare deserves the homage you are paying him,
beautifully today. But don’t forget your neighbors

Out Hollywood way. Don’t look down upon their tremen-
dous achievemerits, lest posterity look down upon you,
and marvel at your contempt for what should he your
chief cause of pride. Immortal Work is being done in
Hollywood by geniuses who deserve- not only your en-:
couragement but your profoundest homage——

”

Somewhere along there I stopped speaking at last. When
I finished a few motion picture people who chanced to be
there smiled at me as the-v patted me on the back for my
mischievous impudence.
But most of the ladies and gentlemen treated me with

aversion, contempt and cold indignation.
And yet I feel that what I said, however inept and

untimely its expression, conveyed a truth that Ought not to
be overlooked or forgotten. The worst of it is that the
motion picture people themselves are so damnably meek
and shamefaced about the magnificent work they are
doing.

By OSCAR HAMMERSTEIN 2c!

O. Hammersteln 2d

“Where, are our great comedians going to come from,
now that We no longer have burlesque and vaudeville?”
This is a question you often hear and read; It is a favor-
ite question among those who, instead of flying flags for

show business, prefer to hang crepe.
It’s an impressive and a frightening
question—unless you. take the trouble
to look for an answer. You don’t have
to look far—a few miles north to the
Catskills rind the Adirondacks, a few.
miles west to

. the Poconos. In these
borscht-tinted, hills, many a bejly
laugh has budded and bloomed, and
many of our funniest men have sharp-
ened their jokes on summer campers.
Danfiy Kaye, Sid Caesar, Sam Leyeri-
son, Jerry Lester, Red Buttons, Henny
Youngman, (Miss) Jean Carroll and
Julie Oshins all owe at least a part

of their development to the Mountain Time. This is also
true of Larry Storch, Jackie Miles, Gene Baylos, Phil
Foster, Dave Barry and Myron Cohen.
A few of these have had the benefit of some training in

burlesque arid vaudeville, but these two mediums can
certainly not be regarded as their principal developing
ground. The same can be said of Milton Berle and Phil
Silvers, who, in addition to burlesque, have performed, in

night clubs arid picture houses and Broadway revues. The
night club cradled (Dean) Martin & (Jerry) Lewis, who
then zoomed into stardom in pictures and television. The
night club was also the springboard for Wally Cox and
Eddie Mayehoff, each Of whom has developed his own
very original drolleries and taken them into television and
Broadway entertainments.
So if two of our old meadows lie fallow, we have found

fresh fields that are producing promising crops of Comics

—

TV, radio, pictures, riiteries, the “Borscht Circuit’’—-that

is Where our new funny men are coming froth.

This simple answer should be enough for the lachrymose
hCad-shakers, hand-Wringers arid shoulder-shruggers. But

it won’t be. If the imminent demise of the -comic-, is taken

away from them, many of them will find something else to

quench their thirst for misery; There are too many_ of

these premature mourners i the theatre and around its

outskirts. Uriwilling to Wait for the predicted death of

the entertaininent world, they would bury it alive.

It may well be true that burlesque: is dead (arid as far

as I am concerned, it lasted too long ) . There, is very little

left Of vaudeville as we know it. (I was brought up on it,

and I miss it). But the ingredients that flavored these

mediums are showing up in Other mediums, arid so it will

always be.

The world changes, Style and method change, but the

substance oif life remains the same. As long as there are

people With the talent and -the ambition to provide enter-

tainment, there will be people eager to receive their

bounty. This will be true as long as there are people on

the earth. How long there will be people on the earth i*

quite another question. If you want a real worry, worry

about that.
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By JACK L. WARNER
(V. P., Warner Bros. Pictures)

Burbank.
There is nothing easier than

making a rosy forecast
Combine high-sounding phrases

With a surge of optimism and the
future will

look bright for,

any enterprise.

The truth is

that forecasts

are as prob-
leriiatical as
the weather.
For years the

a ero 1 ogical
experts h a v-e

been perfect-

ing instru-
ments. that

measure t h eJack L; Warner

years. An organization with such
drive will always have tlie jump
over the listless competitor because
it is alert to every directional

change in the public taste.

I ani confident of the future of

the industry and of Warner Bros,

studios. I do not need a forecast

to tell me both are going to suc-

ceed. I do riot need a vision into

the coming months to tell me that

we will have problems, that the
boxoffice picture will fluctuate

constantly, but that we are on- the
upswing and that we will continue
to stay oh the upswing.
That is all the forecast I need.

So 25 Years Ago It

Was:;'What We Gonna

Do

velocity, size and direction of air

lasses, They can call the dew

point to the Anal tenth and tell you

the milibar reading anywhere on

the globe. There are weather sta-

tions everywhere to plot tli e move-

ments of storms. And yet, the

weatherman is often wrong. His

calculations are correct, but -

foreseen situations develop over

Which he has no control. That

means that you get caught in the

rain, or you wear your coat and the

sun shines.;

The same differentials occur in

the forecasting of business cycles.

It may be that the steelmakers can

consult their charts and graphs and

accurately predict the tonnage they

will sell in any coming* year but

personally I. have yet. to uncoyci a

way that will tell nie how many
people are going to buy tickets to

a Warner Bros, picture any-

body’s; picture,

The: vagaries of the motion pic-

ture public, therefore, preclude, the

mking of a foie,cast because we

die not positive* today,; nor have

we ever been since this business

first began, of exactly what kind

of motion picture is going to be

successful with the ticket buyers:

Wc only experiment and use

trial and error, exactly as my
brothers and I did when we tried

making one of the first factual

fih
,
“My Four Years in Ger-

many,” sinctly on a hunch that

the public might accept the film

version of a topselling book.

One thing we can predict, how-
and that is what we believe

we will do with bur nd of the

business. The exact effect that

this, in turn, will have upon the

populace X leave to more, astute

crystal gazers.

We do not feel that carefully

plotting; a schedule of films and.

release dates many months in ad-

vance, Or preparing dozens of

scripts, and letting, them, gather

dust until the schedule calls for

tlieir activation necessarily insures

boxoffice. The public taste changes

as often as the weather. Overnight

the boxoffice trend reverse

itself. In the span of a single

month films doing big business can

become passe.

-The film-maker ^who expects to

stay in business must be prepared

to meet these challenges and come-

lip with* a product that will attract

new customers.
Day to day study of our boxoffice

receipts, assaying from them what.

type of pictures draw in certain

situations is important. We can

p an from this—to a degree--what

to prepare in the future. We
believe in a diversified program of

screen fare; I know of no restau-

rant, for example, that has made
a financial success o.vjpr the years

of celling lamb chops only;

Our Program is geared to include

musicals, modern dramas, outdoor

adventure stories, comedies, top

stage hits, and the lives, of great

Americans. How many of each of

these Aye will make next year I

camiot Say because today I dp not

know. If the balance swings to a

different demand we will try to

level it again with the proper
product. I think that our player,

roster is a perfect compliment to

this program. It includes many of

the greatest names the motion
picture industry has produced,
coupled with fresh new personali-

ties we are building into the stars

sser-i

Boon to Talent-Starved

Even the lesser-known perform-
ers get a rousing cheer when enter-

taining servicemen: abroad, it was
reported this week by Janet Leigh
and Tpnyr Curtis, back ' the
States from England; Germany and
France. But there’s still too few
show world personalities on tour,

they feel.

Curtis and Miss Leigh (Mrs.
Curtis ) related there appears a
lack of Organization in getting per-
formers oft to the far-filing service
installations, They told Variety a
number of actors and actresses of
their acquaintance would be will-

ing to join iii traveling troupes.
But the big difficulty lies * the
official arranging.

Curtis said it’s a foregone con-
clusion that the Hopes: and Bennys
will :

go oyer big before the men
in uniform. He added: “But Janet
and I are not nearly so well known,
not known at all to many of the
boys, and still got a sock re-
ception. "

“Also, I had the feeling a man
in long hair and a nice civilian
suit might be resented, Instead,
they really were glad to see me.
Main thing was that we had just
cbme from the States; arid I guess
we were like link with home
for the GIs. Many, of them told
us they hadn’t seen any U. S.

shpws in six months.’-
Curtis, under Contract to Uni-

versal, and Miss Leigh, ,on the
Metro roster, first participated in
a benefit for ,

the Duke of Edin-
burgh-staged festival foT Britain’s
National Playing Fieldk They tour-
ed Western Germany, then went
to Paris before hopping to N, Y.

By ROBERT Jtf, WEITMAN
(V.P. of United Paramount Thea-
tres, Inc* and Managing Director

of N. Y. and Brooklyn Paramounts )

Before Variety asked me ques-

tions: pertaining to the future, I

had been asking a few myself.

I look back over the years in this

business—25—-and everything we
are hearing today I used to hear in

those days when I first* started.

The cry for more showmanship;

the blues singers wanting more of

everything except work; the “what
are we gonna do about radio”
crowd—arid now? “What are we
gonna do about television?”

There is only one thing we ought

to do about pur business and that
is to think about it arid work at it.

The Itf.Y. Paramount Theatre has
just; finished one of tlie biggest
years in its history. We don’t think
this is' any accident because all of

us connected with the theatre
worked very hard to if we
couldn’t make it a big year.

When the picture didn’t look too

good; we booked strong show
with it. When the picture looked
good, we booked a strong show
just to make sure* In other words,
we tried in the last year to give the
public: more than their money’s
worth and we think it paid off.

Npw as to the future of Exhibi-
tor vis-a-vis Television, I merely
want to repeat what I' said pre-
viously, and that is I think we can
do a lot with- television -as 'far as
selling our .Shows in the theatres.

As to the tialk about fewer the?

atres in the future, that’s anybody’s
guess. My guess, is that as long
as there are good pictures there
will be a lot of theatres. Undoubt-
edly new theatres in the next five

years dll get the benefit of mod-
ern designing and modern equip-
ment and will attract more atten-
tion than old theatres.

We at the Paramount try to keep
bur theatre modern by making it

newsworthy. We try to get' the
right pictures and we try to get
the right shows (acts). In the final

analysis, people don’t come to see
a theatre; they come to see a show.

.

COMPC) is the one answer to
industry public relations and the
industry means to improve tlie

boxoffice. “Movietime US.A.”
proved that we can do it if we put
oiir shoulders to the wheel, I see
nothing to be pessimistic about To
the contrary I am more optimistic
than ever—and how are you?

No People like;Show People
IEmbarrassing Moments With the Starsj

By MAURICE ZOLOTOV
The propinquity to great stars

and, theatrical personalities th a t

writing about them makes hecesr
sary is something I usually find ex-

tremely
.
stimulating. There are,

like I say in my current book, No
People Like Show People, and hob-
nobbing with them is a vibrant ex-

perience as they are exciting, amus-
ing, delightful persons. But now
and then, in the course of this hob-
nobbing, there have come incidents

and brief m q fti e n t s which have
brought a .deep shade of ymagenta
to my' ears.

. There was the time I was profil-

ing Ray Bolger for; the Satevepost
,when he was starring in "Where's
Charley? at the St James Theatre.
Bolger played the double role of

both Charley and his Aunt from
Brazil. This necessitated, as I re-

call it, 24 changes from men’s
clothes into Women’s ' clothes and
back into men’s clothes; many of
the changes were extremely • quick,

being done in two or three seconds.
Since Bolger often exited from
stage j, and entered from stage r.

(and vice, versa ) he had suitable

costumes and dressing tables on
both sides of the stage and spent
a good deal of time racing around
backstage in order to m a k e his

changes. Many of the scenes were
played on a full stage and Bolger,
followed by his

.
dresser, had to

squeeze along between a backdrop
and- the brick wall of the theatre
as he ran from one- side to the
other. During one matinee, I stayed
with Bolger and followed him back
and forth to see at first hand how
quickly and efficiently he changed.

| V Surge of Tittering j

Remember that all this was be-
ing done in almost complete dark-
ness backstage. Well, Bolger would
lope along from one side of the
stage , tp the other, getting in and
out of the Aunt’s costume, and his

dresser would be right on his heels,

and I was tagging along behind the
dresser. Came a quick cnange in

Act II. Bolger had exited from the
left, stopped to take a sip of orange
juice, signalled me’ to follow him,
and off he went behind a piece of

scenery, with his dresser on his tail.

I topk off in the direction of the
dresser, but I got lost in the dark-
ness. I was racing along when I

was suddenly conscious of a surge
of tittering. I turned. To my hor-
ror, a burst of light from the bor-
ders hit me—and I realized I had
made an entrance on stage. The
ingenue and juvenile were doing
a duet. I had no conceivable busi-
ness there. I stood frozen in my

45 tomorrow.
I am a firm believer in the fact

that entertainment can only be
produced by enthusiasm, purs is

a tough business. It has long hours,

setbacks, discouragements, and yet

It is filled With people Whose en-

thusiasm for it grows With the

Jerry Vald WALD-KRASNA PRODUCTIONS Norman Krasna

jerry Wald and Normiui Krasna, Producing at R.K.O. Studio, Ini Release, Jane Wyman
in the “Blue Vail’’—pirooted by. Curtis Bernhardt; Just Completed, Barbara. Stanwyck,
Paul Douglas, Robert Ryan, and Marilyn Monrde in, “Clash By Night”-—Directed by Frit*
Lang; In Production—Susan Hayward, Robert Mitehum, and Arthur Kennedy, in “Rough

Company"—Being Directed by Nick Ray.

position for what seemed like
hours. I didn't; know whether to
continue running f o r Wa r d or to
turn around and go back. Finally, I
sort of edged back slowly until I
was Put of view. Once, outside,
I literally crumpled, being bathed
in perspiration from head to foot.
A different type of awkward sit-

uation took place with the late. Ai
Jolson. Among Jolson's less en-
dearing characteristics was a co-
lossal megalomania that expressed
itself in a tight control of even the
most petty aspects c on c e r n in

g

those around him; I, Jolson, his
batman Eppy and his accompanist
Martin Fried had gone into Hack-
ney's, a famous seafood/ emporium
in Atlantic City, for dinner one
night. Joley took a long look at
the menu and without consulting
me, Eppy or Fried, he t o l d the
waitress, “Four orders of cherry-
stone clams.” I said I didn’t like
cherrystone clams on the half-shell
and wanted clam chowder. Al re-
peated—-ignoring me— “Four or-
ders of clams.”

1
Psyched Into Silence

; |

*

We began arguing back and
forth until I won my point. The
same thing happened with the
main course. Al Wanted to order
Alaska King Craft- for me and I

wanted hrOiled lobster. He raised
his voice. I raised mine* Customers
at other tables began to look at us.

It looked like Al was going to tell

me to get the hell out of there, go-
hack to New York, and neyer write
a word about him as long as I

lived, when he suddenly Weakened
and let me have my lobster..

The most disconcerting inter-
view in my 10-year career was
Oscar Levant. Levant took an al-

most Small-boy pleasure in refus-
ing to * reply to my questions or
telling me anything significant
about himself* When I’d ask him
something pointed about hiS early
life, his family, his career diffi-

culties, his marriages, he’d quickly
reply—.with a naSty twinkle in his
eye—“I spent thousands of dollars
with psychoanalysts to forget all

about that. Go ahead. Ask me
Something else. I won’t answer it

either.!’

I was doing a piece on Dick
Himber, the maestro and practical
joker par excellence, when we had
lunch in Toots Shor’s. I was hardly
aware of Himber absently crum-
bling a piece of what seemed like

red tissue paper and depositing it

in the ashtray, A few seconds later

I crushed a cigaret out. When the
burning tip touched the paper

—

I later learned it was something
known to the fraternity of practi-
cal jokers as flash paper — the,

whole table seemed to be envel-
oped in a tremendous burst of
flame that scared me out of my
wits and brought two busboys,
three waiters, maitre d’ Joe Har- *

rison and Toots : Shor running to

our table to put out . the fire.

After I had written a series on
Tallulah Bankhead, I and Mrs. Zo-
lotoW visited Tallulah at her pied
a terre in the Elysee; "strictly a
social evening. When we opened
the door, Taloo leaped at me, em-
braced me in the most passionate
embrace, told my wife how much
she missed, me, and kissed me
fondly. This surprised me nearly
as much as it shocked my wife.

“So," she murmured sarcastical-

ly, “this is research, eh?”

I tried to convince her that

Taloo is just an affectionate person
and- that kisses and endearing ex-

pressions are fairly usual among
show, people and do not mean any-
thing serious; Taloo, gave such a

great performance that I doubt if

I ever convinced her.

Latin America Shifts

Made of Sales
Shifts in Latin American per-

sonnel of Universal International

Films, U’s foreign subsidiary, have
been made by Alfred ,E. Daff,

global sales topper, and America
Aboaf, foreign sales chief.

(Cecil Marks, formerly managing
director in Indonesia and mere re-'

cently on special assignment in

England, has been named manager
ill Tri idad. . Robert Ferber, for-

merly in Trinidad, becomes repm
Venezuela. James‘Alexander, N.Y.

rep for Central America, Will as-

sume a similar post in Uruguay
with headquarters in Montevideo.
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How Writers Are Bern; Or

By JIM CARHAKTT and NICKY WINTER
Cannes.

Ac far back as we can remember, scarcely a day has

bv without our receiving no requests whatsoever for
S
nr advice to other young writers. This negligence can be

Sed to two causes, neither of which is printable in a

newspaper. But we would be more than lax in our

to our fellow-writers if we failed, to point out to

Srem a few of the pits they should only fall into, pompeti-

finh being what it is. So; here are. some of the questions

Sic writers need to, have answered, together with theH of answers that have helped us achieve a record of

S ure absolutely unparalleled in literary and, theatrical

history The first and rtiost important question is always:
n
With today's cost of living soaring, with taxes at an all

time high and mounting almost daily, with world economy

in its most hopeless tangle; with even the simplest pleas-

ures vanishing frorri the lives of the average citizens, do

you still believe it is possible for me to earn a living as a

writer?

Suppose I earn money as a writer ... . how will I be

taxed9 (b) How can I avoid paying these taxesi?

(a) Writers who earn money fall into two categories,

according to the Bureau of Internal Revenue. There is

Ernest Hemingway, who earns a six-figure, income from

fourdetter words. And there are all other writers who

should be earning that much, So let’s tax them as if they

were, tb) Don’t earn any money. Don’t spend any money.

Marry Barbara Hutton.

What about agents . are they any help to a writer?

1 Saidt
what about agents . . . are they any help to a writer?

Don’t rush us. We’ll think of something. In Our own
case, at one time it took seven different agents to keep us

unemployed 365 days a year. No other Writing team can

make that statement.. But let’s look the question right

in the eye, which is more than the average agent does;

They do serve several useful purposes. Without agents,

the Bell Telephone Co. would founder, Sardi’s would

close its doors, and Hollywood would be given back to the

Indians who would promptly start making a movie about

the true life of the white man.
Does this apply to ALL agents?

To all agents oyer the age of 93, yes.

Bui won't I need a lawyer to draw up. my contracts?

There are two kinds of writers’ contracts . . . the unfavor-

able kind, and the kind you never get anyway. In an un-

favorable contract, the most you can hope for is a clause

stating that only tinder extreme circumstances are you
required to pay anybody any money. Once that clause is

in, your worries are over. Everything else is a matter of

realizing that whatever is given to you in big print is taken

away, from you in small print, So, why hire a lawyer to

tell you that?

How to Compete With 456,789 Tuners
I liave written a musical comedy. How do l get it pro:

duced?
At last reports, there Were 456,789 musical comedies

making the rounds and half that many malting the squares.

But let’s throw reason right out the window and say you’ve
done the impossible* You’ve written a musical that is so

great it will come Within that much of being produced.;
It is so terrific, it will be given the highest accolade of
all time; at auditions backers will refuse to put money in it

by saying, “It ain’t another ‘Guys and Dolls,* sorry.”

This entitles you to commit hara-kiri at midnight at Sardi’s.

But even so, with failure almost within your grasp, there
are some snares which the wise writer will avoid. For in-

stance, let’s take producers, which in itself is quite a
switch. The minute you meet a prospective producer, don’t
look at his bankbook. The chances are that only Gerald
Chapman had a greater feeling for double-entry book-
keeping, so what good Will it do you anyway? No, when
you meet the man your heart tells you will be your
producer, look at his shoes, A cursory glance will tell you.
whether his shoestrings are strong enough to produce a
show on; After- that, look at his shirt. Is it tattered,
worn to a nub from being constantly given off his back?
Then he ain’t no producer. Last of all, look at his face.
Go on. Steel yourself. Look! Is it kindly, gentlemanly,
the kind of face your mother hoped to find on your father?
Then your show will play Vermont, Nebraska, and the
upper tip of North Dakota * * . those being the only places
where he isn’t wanted by the law.
Now, let’s look at backers. Let’s say you’ve just finished

your first audition, the Broadway term for a form of tor-
ture that, oddly enough, has escaped the Russian secret
police as the ideal resistance-breaker. The composer has
agreed that none of his music can compare in fineness
ana melodic line with “Melancholy Baby.” You, as writer,
have, admitted that Toscanini last week was funnier than
your book will ever be. Now you want to hear some favor-
able reactions, so you concentrate on one guy. The one
who began laughing when you read, “Act One, Scene
Gne” and didn’t stop for 10 minutes after you read:

; • * and the curtain falls on the two lovers,* The one
With $1.50 cigar, the $200 shit, arid the tie that ine art-
ists went blind handpaintihg. You want to know who he

...
; .He’s your producer’s brother-in-law, and the bum

js still yelling for the comeback of the nickel phone call.
But see that other guy over there . » > the little mousey
g^nt in the dark coat, the one you told to empty the ash-
nays and keep the drinks going*—you know who lie is?
•He s a waiter, naturally * * . you didn’t think we’d be that
corny, did, you?
But you still haven't told me hoW to get my show pro-

So Change your name to Rodgers & Hammerstein.
oiioidd l write for television, then? \

i
-}}

e Ty writer today occupies about the same position

J?
tne history hierarchy as the Writer for the New York

Graphic in the ’20s.
Can you give me some hints about writing for TV?,

in-

*

always
.
be your script has plenty of noise

o it. Reniember, every TV show has to be heard above
c^M??hing of pretzels in saloons. Then, do not have

ny children in your scripts. Not bhiy will they riot be
anowed in the bars, but on TV the average six-year-old

s 1*^® Gloria Swarison in “Suriset Boulevard.” On
n e other hand, on TV GJoria Swanson looks like Glori

nil
an^on ’

^
Whieh shows that time brings all things* Finally,

imi PfbPl® will tell you that no TV show Can succeed

>ii iv
5s

*
c°ntains at least seven corpses. This is a vicious

started, by theatre -owners to get people back to the

ha
? ^ecn clearly proved that two or

tiiree corpses disposed of in a sufficiently gruesome man*
fh Sr stomachs a half an hour than twice
that number that are.merely shot .or stabbed.
what is the future of TV as you see it?
Radio,
Then what is the future of radio?
Tallullah Bankhead, although we are quite certain that

she herself would be the first to admit it.

FICVOUBS
- -5T

Tribulations In Tandem I

By ALAN JACKSON

Alan Jackson

As everyone knows, every trade has a language of its

own. Steel men arid railroad men have an arcane lingo of

their own; the jargon of aviators is unintelligible to the

laity. The same is true of motion picture story depart-

ments, that Weird arid bewildered
handful of individuals Who try to fun-

nel. novels and plays into cinematic
production.

I have noted a few of their words
and expressions together with their ,

meanings here, but, of course, the list

is far from complete. Several story

editors, however, have offered their

help in compiling a definitive lexicon,

and eventually it is proposed to «offer

it for publication to The Hollywood
Quarterly for a microfilm-time capsule

edition. Its value to future archeolo-

gists is self-evident; Thus (and not

yet alphabetically)

:

Intellectual—A person who has read the original mate-

rial as well as the synopsis.

Outside Reader—One who complains of insufficient pay,

Inside Reader—^Orie who complains of insufficient salary.

Wonderful Show—

A

180-minute Technicolor extrava-

ganza. -

Costly Bore—Someone else’s 180-minute Technicolor

extravaganza.
Big Prop (for “Property”)—-The story someone else

bought. A story you cannot find;

Art jbirikletier-T-Eric Linklater.

Price Ceiling—-This is something you have unjustifiably

‘‘punctured” when youi buy story Another Company
wanted but not enough to meet Or approximate the asking

price. An excusepe.g., a story editor- will say, “We could

have had it as well, but I was unwilling to puncture the

price ceiling,” This makes him sound like a good bush
nessmari though it doesn’t give his,company the property.

Crofts—An extra dividend, an increment, added: value,

From Appleton-Century-Crofts. Like “Young” in Farrar,

Straus & Young.
Gethsemdhe~Story conference,

Somerset—

A

drink of gin and water, or “gin on the .

rocks;” The name was established by an assistant story

editor who felt that asking for gin and water tended to

make him sound like a candidate for a Hogarth drawing.

The name Was given In honor of Mr. Maugham who, alone,

could be expected to order such a drink with utmost
aplomb and impeccable grace.

Christmas—The season wA write this kind of thing for

Variety.

=By JERRY D. LEWIS

I have .been asked to collaborate With another. Writer.
Is this a good idea?

Yes. -Two heads are better than one. And if you’re
stupid enough to collaborate with another. Writer, unques-
tionably yom* two heads will be better than his one. What
sort of thing are you going to work on?

I thought I was supposed to be asking the questions
here . . * However, we had.in mind soft of a. general revolt
against. . ...

Okay, okay. We get it. You want to revolt,, Well, why
not? For years people have been saying that writers; are
pretty revolting, and this is a downright lie! Writers
are not pretty, whether they’re revolting or doing any-
thing else. But if you team up with another writer, better
face one thing* You’ll never get any work done. You’ll;
sperid all your time answering one question; “Say, how do
you two work ’together, anyway?” Only writers get asked
this question. People don’t make side-trips to Vassar to
ask the daisy-chain girls how they work together; Very
few people have ever asked a horse how he works with his
jockey, and still fewer have had occasion to ask LeC & J. J.

how they work together. But you’ll be asked the question
iso often it will come to react on yOu like saying “Jose-
phine Baker”, to Winchell. In fact, haying people ask them
this question so often may be one reason why so many
Writing teams are driven to the analyst’s couch. (Person-
ally, we’ve always had to walk there). Other woes of
tandem writing get settled easily. ’ comparison. The mat-
ter of which of you gets top billing, for instance. Since
writers usually come in assorted sizes, the smaller member
of the team can usually be persuaded to let his name come
last. Or, if you are evenly matched, a standard size, single
blade fire axe always comes in handy to settle the most
heated argument, Again, there may arise the question of
Which of you is to do the typing. (It should have been
understood from the beginning that this was being ad-
dressed to the one-typewriter class of collaborators. ) =This
question can be decided by determining Which of you can
spell C-a-t; dr, in the case of extremely literate teams;
let it be understood that Whichever of you carries the type-

writer to and from the hockshop, the other does the typing.
In short, any question or dispute that arises between the
members of a writing team can be settled, in some such in-

telligent manner as .indicated above except what to say
to people who ask how you work together.
We ourselves have tried many different answers to this

question. There is The Reply Cryptic: “How do we work
together? Ah, you may well ask.” (This is fine > if you
want people to think they’ve been asking Gabriel Heatter
how he works together.) There is the Snide Retort: “We
toss the typewriter up in the air and throw pencils at it.”

And there is the Rude Riposte: “Do we ask; you how you
embalm people?” (Excellent, if you happen to know
lot of embalmers.) Also, we have tried replying with
merely a smile, a sneer, a snarl, or by loudly grinding our
teeth and allowing flecks of foam to appear at the corners
of our mouths. (This last being the ideal way to get back-
ground material for a novel, about the alcoholic ward.)
But, all in all. .. .

Yes, well, I don't want to keep ypu gentlemen from
your work any longer, so I'll just ask you one more ques-

tion. What was the biggest day in your writing lives?

The (day we learned how to write home for money,

(Writer, Jerry Devine' uThis Is Your F$I")

Hollywood.
The late Damon Runyon once told a young sports writer

that the best lead he ever wrote was “Yale beat Harvard
today 7 to 6*”

“Tell ’em what the, story’s about,” he said, and so with
that in mind-^-because I was the young sports writers
this piece for variety’s anniversary issue , is about my
wife, her family, our new baby,

.
and a serious problem of

mine.
'

Let’s take my wife first. Her name is Louise, Shortly
before sh'e was born, her mother suffered a bad accident.
She was soared by a Mr* Fairbanks, Not Douglas Fair-
banks, biit Sam or Morris Fairbanks-rwhatever the first

name was Of; the man who had the scale business.

Since my mother-in-law was scared, it had its effect on
my Wife—an effectwhich takes the ionn of a hatred for
calories; Now if this old phobia had struck only Louise,
it wouldn’t be so bad, but it spread to her whole family.
Not just- to her immediate family, but to her entire family;

I don’twant to sound like she has such a big family that
they sometimes overwhelm a non-voting member, but—
well, let me put it this way. She’s, got relatives i places
Rand & McNaily barely suspects.
. In, fact, if Eisenhower had all of them in uniform*
Europe would be safe—-from everything but; her family.
The worst part is they all show plus-four revulsion at

the faintest sign of a calory. At the mere sight of a dish
of icecream, they positively quiver like so many struck
gongs.

Their idea of a picnic is to break open a box of Ry-
Krisp, a jar of Blackstrap molasses, and sing,“Onward,
Gayelord Hauser.”

Ilii Coined tine Heavy
i

On the other hand, I’m: naturally heavy. (I don’t eat

any more than the average person, if the average person
is Happy Felton or Jack E, Leonard.)

, This sometimes leads to Subtle allusions being made by
Louise, Like when she was having this new- baby, She
got up from the breakfast table one day and said;

“I’m going downtown for some maternity clothes today.

Want me to pick any up for you?”
'

I laugh at things like that, because as long as they’re

subtle Cracks I can appreciate them.
What I don’t like are, the little sneaky cracks . some

women make, in a spot like that. The wife of a friend of

mine, for instance. Let’s be fair* He is getting a little

heavy. (I’m currently on a diet, so I-notice those things.)

Even so, I didn’t think his wife should have said when
they started toward the car:

“Honey (when they say that, look out!), IMI drive if

you think you’ll have trouble getting behind the wheel.”
"

;; iNice Weigbi for a Baby
Up to now, the weight business has never really posed a

serious problem. However, one has reared its head, and
I humbly request Variety readers to, drop me a line arid

get me out. ;

You see, Louise had a baby boy in October. That was
okay except, for one thing. I had expressly told her I

would drive her to the hospital if she had the baby be-

tween 9 a m. and midnight. Otherwise, she was to call a
hack. I felt this was fair, since it gave her 15 of the ,24

hours. That meant she was getting 15 to nine odds on a

positively even-money proposition, and all I know is if you
keep beating the price that way, you got to wind up rich.

Well, sir, there I was being comfortable about 11 one
night when she nudged me arid asked me to drive her to

the hospital. Of course, she didn’t have the baby until

after midnight, but she had put in the request before,

I had to take her.

Little things like that can drive you crazy. You just

have to learn when to put your foot down.
But she did have the baby, and now I’ve got the prob-

lem; which is this:

I called about two dozen people after the event, rind

each of them asked Jhe
>
same question the minute they

heard the news. “How much did he weigh?”
You see—this weight business has spread to Our friends,

too.

In any event, I reported to each of them that the baby’s
poundage Was six eight. Without exception they all an-
swered: “Six eight, eh? Nice weight for a baby.”
They came and looked at Richard Neal, stepped back a

pace, tilted their heads and clucked: “Looks fine.. I told

you Six eight was a fine weight for a baby.”
Now my problem is that when I made that first report

to them I was Wrong. I don’t know how it happened, or
who. gave me the bum steer, but it so happens the baby
actually weighed six ten. Please, dear readers, let me
know:

Should I call everybody agai
,
and straighten them out,

or isn’t six ten as nice a weight for a baby?
Positively no collect wires accepted.

Iloudini and the Hereafter
Harry Houdini, the great escape artist, was a

great trickster, an. excellent showman, but abhorred
phoneys. He never, professed any supernatural powers
for his amazing tricks.

Sir Arthur Goriart Doyle once, invited Houdi i to

Atlantic City to atterid a private seance to be given
;by Lady Doyle . Both were great be 1levers in and
exponents of communications with the dead. . With-
put going into all the details, Lady Doyle went into a
semi-trrince arid wrote for one and one-half hours a
“message” to Houdini from his mother, Whom he loved
very much, arid who, incidentally, made Wonderful
apples pies'. After she had finished and handed the
message to Houdini, the latter remarked “how won-
derful Heaven must be; because my mother-r-when she
died-^-couldn’t speak a word of English-^only He-
brew.” He added that Heaven wasn’t 100% in other
respects also. “It was just a little off," he said,
“because today happens to be my birthday, and rny
mother always gave me a white carnation ever since
I was five years old.” He couldn’t understand why she
never mentioned his birthday in this long message.
.. “Goodbye, Lady Doyle. Goodbye, Sir Cohan”—
and that was the ehd of the searice,

—John F. Royal.
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Chas. Skonras Sees a Big Theatre

In the Future of the Picture

Lost AngeleS.

1952 will be a year, of decision

for the motion picture industry.

The alertneSs and aggressiveness

with which both exhibitors aud pro-

ducers prepare to meet the compe-
tition of its young and growing

rival—television-—-Will determine

their business future and fate.

The situation calls for strong,

drastic action. Politicians have

found the public won’t vote .against

Santa Claus and the public Won’t

vote against television—unless

movies offer better entertainment

in better theatres.

In my opinion the industry to

survive must undertake a four-

point program.

1. Theatres must prepare for

theatre television.

2. Exhibitors must rehabilitate,

modernize, and refurnish their the-

atres to make them more attrac-

tive, comfortable, and convenient.

3. Production must concentrate,

more than ever before, on show-
manship entertainment, Whether it

be in big special production or in

smeller, unusual, off-beat stories.

4. The industry must cease its

warring, and present a united front

in both intra-industry relations and
its public relations to win new
friends and lure back the old ones

from television.

The keystone of our future, I be-

lieve, lies in exhibitors developing
theatre television in color: It offers

the same opportunity to revive our
business that the advent of sound
did 25 years ago. Through theatre

television we can once again be-

come showmen—providing 'wonder-
ful timely entertainment of a qual->

ity no home television cart equal.

It may be top sporting events,

opera, Broadway shows, or special-

ly created musical productions that

we will build and create in special

studios. Such entertainment, pre-
sented^ in conjunction with a news,
cartoon, and a top picture will

prove a magnet that will draw the
public from their home television

to our boxoffices.

It will be essential that our thea-
tres match in comfort, warmth and
convenience the entertainment we
are offering on Our screens. That
means ample parking, wider spaced
seats, more luxurious seats, plus
perfect sound and projection so. the
public will find something in a the-
atre they can’t have on their home
set.

By CHARLES P, SKOURAS
(.President, Notional Theatres Amus. Co.).

;

selves in show business, Let’s not atre business is booming, It’s posj*

let turmoil continue until we are sible the
.

'defense, program ;will

faced with extinction. When out finally reach all parts of -the couri-

survival depends pn,harmony, those try so that;We*ll have a temporary

who are encouraging and inciting

the cohstartt agltation must cease

or perish, 1

Arbitration >
. would help bring

order out pf the present Chaos.

But it mqst be an effective system
of arbitration—not one dominated
by the distributor.

Such a
;
program should be

shaped up. in 1952.'. It may not be-

come finalized for . several years,

but! we must start. Television has

seemingly ihade inroads in our
business.: In the .California area,

Where television ' flourishes,! our
business is off about 15%, While in

Colorado,. .where .television floes

not exist, ojir theatres are ahead,
of last year. •

In certain defense areas the the

plenty of spending money afifl; an
upsurge . in theatre "attendance.! I

lock for it. ! d

'

But we ?houldh’t be fooled by:

such a respite. ..Television iff the,

years "to come will send its ten-

tacles into the time of every Citi-

zen of the country. We who have
developed the film industry to. the

important’ position it now 'fields in"

the entertainment * habits of - the

country ‘ must, compete: Against it

with every resource at our com-
mand.

!

-

We have ’ the opportunity; If we
don’t take advantage of it, I think

50% of the theatres Of the country,

Will close
;
and ‘

if the other 50%:
don’t move fast, a large, part of

them may also disappear.

By JEFF JEFFERISt

Piedmont, Mo.

T believe that the industry could
do mucm better with fewer pic-

tures, but it does not seem reason-

able to assume that the industry is

capable of turning Out only the
super-colossals,. There is many a

production that has been slated

under the super-colossal category,

which just did not jell for some
reason or other. Artistically, some
are fine, but the boxoffice is an-

other stpry.

If e x t en d e d runs are Holly-
wood’s thinking for the future,

then the smaller companies such
as Monogram, Republic and Co-
lumbia are going to have a field

day. The smaller situations ate not
too happy about waiting until ex-

tended runs are all finished at ad-
vanced prices, and even, then not
getting the picture until a year
later. After all, many have found
that the bread-and-butter pictures

are not the super-colossals, but the
product -from the smaller compan-
ies.

Theatres of the future will cater

more and more to the comfort of

the patrons. Interior lighting will

be greatly improved, and the dec-
orations subdued and restful, in-

stead of glamorous as ih the past.

J,
[
FITZGIBBONS

(Pres.,. Famous Players-Camdian Corp.)

John J.FItzgrbbotu

.1 New Types of Theatres

The answer may lie in a hew type
of theatre. It may mean more
drive-ini;. We may find new poli-

cies essential for our theatres, such
as reserved seat shows, one show
only at night; but whatever it is

the exhibitor must be flexible and
ready for change to meet the pub-
lic’s taste.

As the exhibitor must be alert,

:so must the producer keep himself
abreast of public demand. Today
an ordinary picture means nothing
in our theatres, particularly on
week nights. It takes an extraor-
dinary picture to do business. By
that I don’t mean it has to be an
extraordinarily costly picture.

While big pictures like “David and
Bathsheba,” "An American In
Paris,” ‘‘Show Boat” and ‘’Street

Car Named Desire” are packing
them in, so have relatively inex-
pensive showmanship pictures like

‘The Frogmen,” "Steel Helmet”
and "FBI Girl” shown boxoffice
power.

That's one reason I don’t think
studios Should concentrate only on
the colossal pictures. They should
make smaller; pictures that ‘ may
develop into hits and at the same
time develop new stars and new
Writers; What the exhibitor needs
is an even flow of pictures from
the studios so that momentum and
the moviegoing habit can.be main-
tained.

It’s wishful thinking for a pro-

ducer to think he can make only
12 big ones and have them all big

at the boxoffice. The law of. aver-

ages is against him. At the same
time some of his' small pictures

may become sleepers ana* help
carry the studio overhead.
Above all, our business needs a

moratorium on dissension, wran-
gling and litigation.

' If we could
stop being lawyers and start be-

coming showmen, we*d all find our-

I would not be surprised to. see;

mqny of the city theatres follow-
ing the plan pf the smaller towns
in presenting a show and a -half

each night, starting at 7:30 or 8
p.m. instead of operating continu-
ously as they do at present.

Regarding intra-trade "unity” as
a possibility, at the risk of appear-
ing to be a skeptic, .I am afraid that
is wishful thinking. But I am will-

ing to go along with any idea that
Will further same. I am certainly
not in favor of litigation. I be-
lieve that arbitration, as discussed
by Allied, is entirely possible and
workable.

The’ writer can speak only for
the boxoffice possibilities in the
smaller towns, as that is his field:

Frankly, I am not too worried about
the grosses for the coming year,
and we are planning large,remodel-
ing and improvements of our thea-
tre.

I am heartily in. favor of the
complete organization of COMPO.
"Movietime U;S.A.” has had many
errors, mistakes and disappoint-
ments, but. the idea is basically
sound,, and I would like to see it

really tried out. The problems
that now seem so big will be Only

l memories in a short time.

Toronto. ;

The circus ringmaster has always

intrigued me because he inever

stops selling his show; Even after

ihe patrons have bought * thfeir
' tickets rand

.
have entered

. the big top the
* r i n g m a ‘s -

ter still’ sells
* his, show

j

Every
,
act ’ is

; g i y en; }th!e
•.Same buildup'

* it was given
by the advance
man’s, publici-

* ty. I feel that
we, of the hip-!

t i o n picture

exhibition field, have, unlike the
circus, ringmaster, neglected to seil

our shows; after the. patrons have
bought their tickets/

The modern motion picture the-

atre has service to sell. Patrons
should be made to fqel at. home
in an atmosphere where,everything
is done for his comfort and con-

venience.
’

‘The major airline companies
have been quick .. to realize the
importance of service to the public.

Their advertising has been . in-

triguing and the service of their
personnel has lived up to ; their

advertising. We could study, with
profit, the methods of these com-
panies.

Eor many years I
,
Was a part of

the! Publix organization. PUblix laid

strong emphasis Upon service to

the patrons of their theatres. Even-
tually it became fashionable to:

ridicule the type of service, the
management of our theatres in

those days insisted upon.; Perhaps
at one stage Publix and its imita-

tors reached a point where they
Over-emphasized service but I be-

lieve that the public really ap-

preciated the type of attention odr
employees were trained to give
them.

Gradually the Piiblix type of

service disappeared from motion
picture theatres. ’The War years,

finally .killed Off any attempts
,
to

give the public the attention to

which I believe it was entitled.

Theatres .were unable to • attract

the right type of personnel and
service didn’t seem to matter much’
in the war years.

Now, 1 think, it is time to again

thumb thrqugh; the old service
manuals and bring some of the
service features up ’ to date for
our theatres.

We, in Famous Players, have
just Concluded a series of meet-
ings- across " Canada and We have
tried to impress upon our managers
the importance of concentrating
upon the development of' man-
power in our theatres.

Every patron who enters our
theatres: is entitled to be treated
like a; king. When ihe bu^s a ticket
and. erbsses our

;
threshold he

should, enter into a world that is

luxurious. And safe and where
everything, .humanly possible is

done to, ensure his comfort and
relaxation.;

[
. No Sourpusses . Tolerated [

One! sourpuss
.

in
,
the

;
boxoffice,

one unpleAsant doorman,
,

or one
inattentive usher can go a long
way toward destroying that, happy
anticipation ;of our. program our
advertising has created.
Foremost, of course, is the type

of attractions we are offering in

our . theatres. Hollywood is giving
us those attractions and they seem
to be getting better as the months
go by. We are spending many hun-
dred of thousands of dollars

’

improving our theatre properties
for the complete- comfort Of our
patrons, but the attitude of the
employees in our theatres is still

among the most important factors
in the success of our theatre op-
eration.

On our circuit we have initiated
a suggestion box idea in which
we offer monthly cash rewards lo
employees Of our theatres who
offer the best suggestions for the
improvement of our service to the
public. Many

:
valuable ideas have

poured in—often from the most
unexpected sources.

^“1Incentives

;
Another plan to stimulate the

interest of our. employees in their
jobs and Our theatres is the
“Staff Week” program. Under thi

plan the employees appoint their
fellow-employees to various, jobs.

A projectionist or a doorman may
be ipanager for the Week, a candy
girl chief usher, a porter assistant
manager, and so on. We , have spt
up fair quotas and all earnings
over , the quotas are to be shared
by the

,
employees. In each situa-

tion the manager is supposed to
act in an ..advisory capacity but in

a number of theatres where "Staff
Week” has been tried out the man-
ager has volunteered to act as
doorman or in some other active
capacity:

We have been amazed at the
results in the situations where we
have experimented with "Staff

Weeks.” The staff has gone out
and secured cooperative advertis-

ing, newspaper editors have been
intrigued by the idea and have
given the staff stories and pic-

torial layouts and many fine and
workable ideas for the improve-
ment of our service have been
introduced. We have seen to it

that our employees have been
given top pictures to sell and their

advertising and exploitation ideas

have been a revelation.

Everyone likes to see his picture

in the local newspaper. In situa-

tions where we have tested the

"Staff Week’* idea the staff mem*’
bers who have been elected to key
positions have been photographed
and stories about their new assign-

ments have been written. The
publication of such pictures arid

stories has not Only helped th

theatres but has given our em-
ployees a new sense of* importance.

Attractive theatres and topflight

pictures are 'our ‘most important
consideration, but we feel that, we
are oh the right track in encourag-
ing our service staffs to take an
interest in our patrons. Our in-

tensive merchandising efforts

which, bring patrons to our theatres

are, to a large extent, dissipated

if our service staffs fail to give

the public the type of service to

which they are entitled.

GEORGE SIDNEY

> j I i A y V

One of Hollywood’s outstanding directors, just completed directing* "SCARAMOUCH E” for
METROr.GOLDWYN-MAY£R wliero he is under contract.,

/Sidney!? recenj;,pictures ipcludq/‘SHOWBOAT” NiE GET YOUR GUN."

Foreign Language Press Film
Critics Circle, New Yo^k group!

has named Wladslaw Borzecki,

film editor of the Polish Morning.

(
Wppld, .as tts pye^y for 1952.

.



Allied’s Board Topper Endorses Action by All in Formulating

Exhib-Distrib Conflicts on Rentals> Trade Practices; Sees Absence
of ‘Dynamic Leadership’ as Possessed by Late S. R. Kent

Washington.

Tyv tax campaigns conducted

on a national basis showed convinc*

ingly that the great majority of in-

dustry members are .
men of good

will, ready and
willing to serve
t h e common
cause. But a
far more con-
vincing dem-
onstration of

this was the
m a n ne r in
which the in-

dustry rallied

around . B o b
O’Donnell in

his gallant
leadership of

the “Mbytetime*.’ campaign.

With these gratifying experi-

ences behind us, it seems to me the
time has come to project our ex-

periments into the field of trade

practices where conflicts of inter-

est do exist. These very conflicts,

and tensions created thereby, are

such that it would be impracticable

and probably unlawful to attempt
to eliminate them by “unity*”

As a necessary first step we must
devise a method whereby distribu-

tors and exhibitors; through their

duly chosen representatives, can
discuss and legally adjust their dif-

ferences. The Supreme Court, it

seems to me, has left the road open
to accomplish this in a perfectly
lawful manner. In the course of
his opinion Justice Douglas, speak-
ing of arbitration, pointed out that
“the District Court has the power
to authorize the maintenance of
such a system by those parties who
consent and to provide the. rules
and procedure under which it is

Abram F. Myers

I

to operate.” An arbitration system
worked out between the distribu-
tors and exhibitors, agreed to by
the Department of Justice and sub-
mitted to and approved by the
Court as an amendment to the*
decree in the Paramount Case,
would be legally unassailable*

It should be noted that the Su-
preme Court placed no limitation
on the. scope . of the arbitration
which the District Court, with the
consent of the parties, might in-

corporate in the decree. The de-
sirability of such a system; frbm
the standpoint of the Court, is that
it would tend to relieve the Court
of the many applications for the
interpretation, enforcement and
amendment of the. decree which
otherwise are certain to be made!

In the light of the foregoing, the
comprehensive arbitration system
approved by the exhibitors in at-

tendance at Allied’s 1951 National
Convention is entirely consistent
With the Court’s own proposal and,
at most, only a reasonable' exten-
sion .thereof.

|
Categories of Disputes

|

Let us consider the disputes
which the convention resolution
lists- as appropriate for arbitration.

First conies disputes oyer ’‘clear-

ance and prints,” Surely, no one
at this late, date will question the
propriety of arbitrating clearance
disputes; Clearance arbitrations

were the only satisfactory pro-
ceedings under the consent decree
system. I participated in some of

those cases and speak from experi-

ence. Coupling clearance and
prints is entirely logical in view of

changes in distribution
.
methods.

Prints now are made available to

or are Withheld from theatres

By A. J. BALABAN
Invitation by the editor to “write

a piece” for the “Bible of Show
.
Business” i n s p i r e s amusing
thoughts of the quandary probably
faced by those ancient sages con-
templating a contributory “piece”
to those more widely known Bibles,
the Old and New Testaments, the
Koran or Books of Confucius.

Moses reported back to his print-
ers with approximately less than
500 words, which, as the 10 Com-
mandments, have endured as com-
petent advice and guideposts to
human progress. Variety wants
(probably with ‘yoks’ and ‘bbffs’)
some 1,500 words. This vividly in-
dicates the extent of present-day
inflation as against 5,000 years ago.

With confronting floods of thea-
tres of World War III, inflation,
high taxes, corruption and human
apathy, any enterprising Oracle
might well advise clients to speed
forthwith to their nearest archi-
tect A good hew set of plans for
another Ark, complete with pop-
corn and TV, might not be a bad
hedge for timid folks, if building
materials and labor costs are still

surmountable.

Whether or not there is rising
flood-water in the stockmarket, or
cyclonic inflation blowing against
the profit-and-loss sheets, or sky-
rocketing taxes, our experience and
history teaches that it has ever
heeii thus., There has always been
some Hell to pay, aind probably al-
ways will be.

We’ll get used to using bigger
numerals, that’s all. Sixty miles
an hour in 1911 hAs become 600
stratosphere miles in 1951. But
still only from Here, to There.
There’s no need to run, even if
there were a place to hide.

Smart young folks, spurred by
ambition, aided by new 'techniques
And modes, will keep this earth
from becoming too dull. The temp-
tation to advise, to pontificate, or
do a bit of off-hand curbstone.
Oraclering, is always stronger as
the bald-spot spreads. So, with no

intention of entering into competi-
tion with Moses and The 10 Com-
mandments, or attempting to im-

prove upon them, in view of what
are the facts of recent battlefield

horrors a ri d immediate-future
atomic possibilities, nevertheless I

yield and reply, as when asked re-

cently for a present-day success

formula for boxoffices. Anyone can
make up. their own list, but I like

these:

1. Don’t permit audience bore-

dom.
2. We’re ,

amusement industry.

So, amuse! Keep it clean! Inspir-

ing! Swift! Colorful! Imaginative!

Human!
3. Give more than the money’s

worth.
4. Treat customers like royalty.

5. It pays to advertise truthfully

and smartly.
6. Keep your accountant and

lawyer at hand,.

7. Be sure real talent holds every

job.

8. Enthusiasm is amusement’s
lifeblood. .

9. Enjoyment, not sorrow, is our

merchandise.
.

;

10. Accentuate the positive.

Encouragement of Writers arid

“idea” men arid women, creating

entertainment ericompassirig the

foregoing is vitally needed, now,
more than ever before. We. must
never forget “the play is the

thing,” Which means that someone
must first get it all down on manu-
script before actors, directors, mu-
sicians, labor, management or in-

vestors naay banquet* We've
ignored and starved creative minds,

or peririitted them .
to go too far

afield on strange, unwanted mis-

sions, Our mission is to bring,

happiness to the people. The
people will do the rest. We need
more basic' talents. Let us find,

encourage arid develop
:

talented,,

creative newcomers in all related

fields of our industry. It is a lack

of thes^that is A more dangerous,

threat than .
anything else that can*

happen.

By ABRAM F. MYERS
without regard to former practices
or contract rights.

The next item is “competitive
bidding,” and for purposes of the
present discussidri I will couple it

with “runs,” although the latter is

listed as A separate item. The dis-
tributors’ only proffered excuse for
persisting in competitive bidding
after the Supreme Court discredit-
ed it as a practice arid struck it

from the decree is that it is the
only method whereby pictures can
be sold in competitive situations
Without risking lawsuits.

Conflicts over run, real or imagi-
nary, provide the claimed justi-

fication for bidding. Once it is de-
termined which theatre is entitled
to the run, the need for bidding
disappears. There was a provision
in the consent decree for arbitrat-
ing runs, but it was sp circum-
scribed by restrictions arid limita-
tions as to be useless. Neverthe-
less, the consent decree affords a
precedent for arbitrating rims.
Herein lies our last best hope for
ridding the business of its most
detested practice.

Assuming that an acceptable
plan for arbitrating runs can be
devised, an exhibitbr staggering
under competitive bidding, if so
minded, could institute an arbitra-
tion seeking pictures on the de-
sired run. Other affected exhib-
itors could intervene in the case
for the protection of their inter-

ests. The arbitrators could deter-
mine which of the contending ex-
hibitors was entitled to the run, or
they might conclude that in fair-

ness the product should be divided
among, them on an equitable basis.

In either event all parties, distrib-

utors and exhibitors alike, would
he relieved of their joint headache
and the distributors would be able
to proceed, relieved of the over-
hanging dread of another: lawsuit.

That Ole Debbil—’Rentals’
|

The third arid most controversial
item is “filrn

.
rentals.”

The No. 1 probleni of rnost ex-

hibitors today is to buy films at

prices which will enable them to

meet their overhead: and operating

expenses and yield a reasonable
profit. By far the greater part of

the tension and dissension within
the industry is attributable to the
belief artiong exhibitors that during
the current boxoffice recession the
film companies have sought to

maintain their own profits by ruth-

lessly raising film rentals.

As a test of the good faith of the

evangels of “unity,” Allied poses
this question: When an exhibitor

and a distributor reach a stale-

mate in their dealings with each
other what is wrong about submit-
ting the problem to the determina-
tion of men with fresh, unbiased
minds and a background of indus-

try experience?
j

1
. ‘Forcing’ |

The next two items, “forcing of

pictures”,: and “illegal setting of

admission prices,” relate to acts

which, if committed, Would con-
stitute violations of the decree.

So far as these practices are con-

cerned, the arbitration system, in

the language of the Supreme Court,

would be "ah auxiliary enforce-

ment procedure.’’ When invoked
by an exhibitor it would, we hope,
lead to a speedy determination of

his rights;, Lacking such arbitra-

tion he would have, first, to per-

suade the Department of Justice

that the contempt was of such a

nature to warrant reporting it to

the Court; and, second, the Depart-
ment would have to convince the

Court that punishment was in

order.. The Arbitration procedure
would afford. the distributor practi-

cal insurance against a citation for

contempt.

President Bembusch has appoint-

ed an able committee to put these

proposals In proper form for sub-

mission to the film companies. In-

dignation has been expressed in

some quarters that Allied is doing
this preliminary work by itself and
not in collaboration with other in-

dustry elements. Allied is follow-
ing this course because it feels that
the work can be done best by a
small group of men who have been
working in close harmony for
many years and understand arid
trust each other. When they have
completed their work and submit-
ted it to the distributors; and the
preliminary conferences indicate
that * the distributors’ minds are
open to the proposals, then it Will
be time enough to plan for wider
participation in the discussions.

Allied is riot so vain as to sup-
pose that a part or even a majority
of the exhibitors could impose their
will In a matter of such magnitude
and importance on others. At

some stage everyone will have the
opportunity to advance their own
proposals and urge their adoption.

It is a great pity that the dis-
tributors have not developed a dy-
namic leadership to carry on in
the tradition of the late Sidney R.
Kent. How he would have grasped
the present golden opportunity to
lead them, out of the wilderness!
But as we all know, the opportunity
often makes the man. Certainly
there is ample experience and
ability in their ranks to supply such
leadership if only the. right man
can be induced to step forward.

In any case 1952 promises to be
A great year in the annals of the
industry, Whether the industry
emerges triumphant from difficul-

ties, or bogs down deeper, will
depend upon the faith, the wis-
dom, the good will arid the exer-
tions of its members, from top to
bottom, during the next 12 months.

Basic Ingredients Ofttimes Don’t Add Up to a
Boxoffice Payoff

By WILLIAM GOETZ
( Production V.P., Universal-Interndtional)

Of all the problems that plague

a producer, the most nagging is one

involving the public. Uxilike

others, this one is always with us
:

—
a spectre that

haunts us in

lush times or
lean, at story
con f e rences,

budget meet-
ings, informal
disc uss ions

and during the
long reaches
of the flight

when insomnia
takes hold,

ill Gocts The prob-
lem, though

posed in many forms, is most often

put as a brief and fervid question..

“What does the public want?” For
best effect, read it with the em-
phasis in the second word but ex-

pressed laconically or forcefully it

is almost guaranteed to provoke
positive and instantaneous frenzy

at any gathering of film makers.

A quick fortune awaits anyone
who can. come up with any kind of

an answer to this one. A lot of

people have tried; professionals

and amateurs alike. Professional

pollsters have taken a fling at it,

and so have plain and fancy re-

searchers . by the hundreds. An-
alysts, soothsayers, public relations

experts and even producers’ wives
who claim to read tea leaves, have
toyed with it to. no avail. They
have cost Hollywood enough to

finance any number of epics but
the Sphinx is still silent.

Oddly enough; we know, the basic

ingredients that the public wants
in its movies, ’ Everyone is in on
this act, including our critics and
our friends. Once you get your
picture finished; arid show it, every-

one is ready to tell you what’s good
about it and what’s bad. The pro-

fessional. critics niay love it but it

may still register in the “error”

column with the public; Or it may
be damned and denounced by those

who are supposed to know up
from ,

down in regard . to pictures

but the public may latch on to it

like a kid to a toy train.

On some things, everyone agrees.

Entertainment, is brie. It’s; A loose

term , and loosely used but we
know that unless a film entertains,

it’s going nowhere at all; Under
the

,
general heading of entertain-

ment are a good riiany other of the

ingredients that supposedly guar-

antee public acceptance. There is

pace and direction, story and char-

acterization, artistic and production
values, star power and a myriad of
other things besides. These are
ail taken for granted.

From there we move into the
field of plus values and every pro-
ducer‘is forever searching for
them. Oh our own lot, for in-

stance, we have just completed
“Red Ball; Express.” We believe
there is a plus factor here because
this movie deals with a phase of
the war in Europe hitherto un-
touched by films. Directly and in-

directly, hundreds of thousands of
our hoys were engaged in getting
supplies up front and for them this

picture should have special ap-
peal.

The same is true of “Bronco
Buster,” which deals with rodeos.
To our surprise, we discovered
when the subject came up, that
rodeos today rank as one of the
largest spectator sports in the na-
tion. That should be reflected at

the bpxofflce as should the fact that
“Steel Town” is the first full-

length Technicolor film to give the
public a closeup of a great steel

mill
,

in operation. There are, we
also discovered, more than a mil-
lion people directly engaged i

Steel production,

It's in blending these known i

gredients, however, that something
happens. All the things that have
gone into the finished product have
been carefully weighed, considered
and evaluated. Individually, the
elements are there but the picture

as a whole creates no more than a
ripple as far as the public is con-
cerned.

It happens too often for comfort.
Just when you convince yourself

that the time is hot propitious for

a war picture someone makes a war
picture, the public jams the box-
riffice and the picture makes Fort
Knox tremble in fear of sharing its

quarters with new tenants.

And then- there is the matter of

geography. Why should a movi
prove a thundering success ini Bos-
ton and flop dismally in Phila-
delphia? Why should New York
blow its top over some picture and
Dallas give it the back of its hand?
Swashbuckling, adventure stories

seem to be coming back into favor

but what changed the public’s

mind? You couldn’t give them
away not so long ago.

I suspect that this particular

enigma will never be solved. May-
be it’s better this ..way . Otherwise,

everyone, would he producing pic-

tures and the competition would be
even tougher than it is now.
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Cheers for Movietime, Exit of ‘Shot-Gun’

O’Donnell
By ROBERT J. O’DONNELL

( Executive V. P., Interstate theatres)

Dallas.

In reference to COMPO. and;
and Movietime USA you can easily

excuse me as being biased, as I

feel that, its importance to all

branches of
the industry is

one of the out-

standing obli-

gations of all

branches;. As
the National
Campaign Di-
re c 1

6

r for
Mo vie time
USA, I am de-
lighted with
What was . ac-

complished.
Sure Movie-

bugs” but only recently

Bob O’DonneU

time had
I received the most glowing tele-

gram from L. Montgomery,
chairman of the Movietime in

Dixie tour- which ended DeC. 8,

and was one of those which was or-

ganized to take up the slack oc-

casioned by our failure to get

enough people on the original tour.

There were 17 personalities in-

volved in the Dixie tour, covering
Louisiana and Mississippi* and
from every indication, the very

lack of pressure" leads me to believe

that staggered tours are the an-

swer to one of our greatest prob-

lems, instead of trying to do it all

in one week nationwide.

Certainly the Movietime in Dixie

tour got into the grassroots and I

have since had an opportunity to

talk to Robert Fellows, a former
Paramount producer, and to get his

reaction is really most exciting.

We are very optimistic in Texas,

as to the boxoffice prospects in

1952. As you know, pur 1951
grosses have been comparable
with 1950, although our attendance

is about 3% off.

Texas, from a commercial stand-

point, is in excellent position -and
is enjoying a great deal Of the
same war activities in towns like

San Antonio which we saw during
the second World War.

Arbitration

and beautifully operated drivein,

such as our new Oleander in Gal-

veston, which, cost almost $400,000

and is beautifully landscaped, will

have a very important place in the
future of motion picture operation.

Must point out that we are a

single-feature territory, and with

that policy we are not plagued with

the number of shows problem, or

the starting-time problem; as we
do schedule our feature attractions

so that they are shown at conveni-

ent hours to our patrons. This

must be a heck of a problem in

double-feature territory*

I personally believe that arbitra-

tion versus litigation is the most

important single item confronting

exhibition. If a solution can tie

found to the constant threat of law

suits with arbitration, there is no

one thing that Would go so far to

release the chaos that exists in our

Industry today. I am giving you
this opinion, despite the fact that

there is only one law suit in ex-

istence here in Texas; it was filed

in. 1947 and has not come to trial

yet. So this opinion is not one

from a territory that is harassed

with a multitude of law suits, but

I do believe that arbitration can
be the salvation of exhibition.

My recent tour of 32 exchange

cities leads me to go on record
that unity is a real possibility. We
must find a solution to eliminate
the individual personal conflicts,

and I absolutely believe that no
one in otir industry really be-
lieves that divested interests have
have any God-given rights that
Would militate against unity.

We here in Texas do believe that

the orthodox or closed theatres of

the future should necessarily differ

physically from the present. We
do believe that we must be alert to

the possibility of large screen tele-

vision but, again, it wili. be next
September before the coaxial Cable
enters our territory.

We have recently given consid-
erable thought to the type of oper-
ation We are running and, frankly,

have found no solution that would
materially change it. The most
drastic Change we made was in late

1950 wherein all of our “A” thea-

tres increased matinee prices to

night prices and, generally speak-
ing, we have one price all oyer
theatres from opening at noOn to

closing at. midnight. This has been
accepted beautifully but, of course,

you must take into consideration

that our top price is 60c, including

tax.
'

I am of the opinion that the fly-

by-night, carelessly operated drive-

in theatre has no future, other than
‘its nuisance value.

But we do believe that the fine

|
TV’s Exciting , Potentials

1

Future of exhibition Versus tele-

vision is an exciting one. We have

proven here in Texas that televi-

sion, up to the time we could afford

to buy television time, was a splen-

did theatre stimulant. We realize

that television is a tremendous
competitor and early last spring, all

over Texas, independent theatres,

and ourselves, really started Movie-
time In Texas with the thought of
putting our theatres physically be-
yond criticism in order to success-
fully be able to combat the com-
petition of television. We have rec-
ommended either the elimination
of screen advertising: or a maxi-
mum Of one ad, and hone in the
top A theatres. We came to this

decision after Witnessing the very
obnoxious repetitious advertising
on the television shows.

We pioneered in TV advertising
but when the cost got up to $70 per
minute it priced us out of that sort
of ballyhoo.

Unquestionably, whether tele-
vision is the cause Or not, our
patrons are becoming more critical

in their choice, and we do believe
it means the elimination of fringe
theatres, particularly the shotgun,
converted store-type which primar-
ily exhibited westerns and action
pictures.

But it is my personal opinion
that the deluge of fine outstanding
super-colossals in westerns, which
all studios have been producing
have made, by comparison, the for-
mer shotgun type of modest budget
western unattractive. Also, the
great prpmise of these types of at-

tractions On television today makes
them unattractive in the fringe
type of theatre. So, I must agree
there Will be an elimination of a
great many rather unattractive
theatres, but do not believe there

will be a lessening of the finer

type of theatres.
The one disturbing thought that

has been advanced, and again re-

ferring to the fact that we are a
single-feature territory, we do not
feel the impact of a dwarfed pro-
duction schedule in the same rela-
tive manner as the double-feature
territories. But no matter how
hard they try, some of the finest

budgeted pictures produced with
great thought and care* still find
their way into the lowest “per*
vous”. A or

. Brf brackets. We,
frankly, need all of the A pictures
which are being made and can
stand plenty more. It is the sec-
ondary pictures which are the ex-
hibitors’ headaches, as well as the
producers’, but we must keep op-
erating 52 weeks a year, and I
agree that it is wishful thinking
that Hollywood could produce only
super-colossals.

Death of Max Kravetz

Hollywood.
Death of Max M. . Kravetz here

last week likely Will result in some
delay in the $600,000 breaCh-of
contract suit which he had brought
against various of the principals of
United Artists. Kravetz, Who was
58, and in ill health for some time,
died in Hollywood last Tuesday
(25).

Immediate indication is that the
action will be pursued by his es-

tate, through' Kravetz* N. Y. at-

torneys. He had claimed to have
an option to purchase the UA stock
held by Mary Pickford and Charles
Chaplin, but this became of no
value when the two co-owners en-
tered their management and stock
deal with Arthur B. Krim and his
associates. Depositions by some
Of the defendants already have
been taken in N. Y.

Kravetz was the key figure in
setting up the deal by which Paul
V. McNutt took over UA manage-
ment last year. When McNutt and
Frank McNamee, who Was installed
as president, bowed out they re-

linquished stock option rights.

Kravetz, who became UA’s corpo-
rate secretary, thereupon claimed
that he Was entitled to the options
in that he was a partner with Mc-
Nutt and McNamee.

Kravetz previously had been real
estate manager for Fox-West Coast
Theatres and operated houses in
Wyoming.

By ARTHUR, 1* MAYER
(Executive V. P.f COMPO)

In this era of awards of prizes,
when kudos is bestowed lavishly in
all fields of endeavor, it seems odd
that no prize is offered for out-

standing
ach ievements
in What is eas-
ily the fiercest

and m o._s t

widespread of

c om petitions.

I refer, of
course, to the
rivalry th a t

exists among
motion picture
people to see
who can inflict

the most dam-
Arthur L. Mayer

age on their own business by means
of public statements or interviews.

, I strongly urge that the Motion
Picture Academy take steps to cor-
rect this situation. Certainly this

industry should give some recogni-
tion to those who cry it down, for
their public lamentations are at-

taining the statute of artistry.

No doubt everybody will have
his favorite candidates. Let me,
however, mention three nominees,
whose claims I do not think should
be overlooked. The first is an emi-
nently successful writer-producer
who recently was quoted, by his

home town paper as prophesying
that 75% of the movie theatres will

be closed within five years. Since
he probably knows no more about
movie theatres than I do about
writing and producing pictures, it

is obvious that in making this

statement he reached heights of
recklessness and irresponsibility

that few have attained.

My second' nominee is another
producer—even more eminent—
who accompanied his departure
from one of Hollywood’s leading
studios with the intimation that the
pictures Hollywood is now produc-
ing are unworthy of the American
public.

To avoid accusation of partiality,

at least one award should be pre-
sented to some of. the exhibitors,

who in a laudable effort to reduce
film rentals, have yelled so loudly
and frequently about how bad pic-

tures are that their patrons have
heard and believed them.

Between these various lads, of

course, it’s a tossup; one forecasts

the industry’s early doom, the
others do their best to make the

first one’s prophecy come true. But
all are in there pitching, make no
mistake, The least they should get

is an E for effort.

There are,, of course, many peo-
ple in the business who decry this

sort of thing, maintaining that if

iV,;
‘ *V.‘
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JACK SHAINDLIN
SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL MY FRIENDS

one must rush, into print he might
direct his remarks in a more con-
structive and helpful direction.
True, these are only those unpro-
gresslve fUddy-duddies who cling
to the Oldfashioned notion about
the folly of fouling orie’s nest. But
there’s a lot to be said for their
point of View.

What’s more, I’m going to say it.

1
Still 60,000,000, Fans a Week

j

firstly, 60,000,000 Americans are
Still going to the movies every
week. Since these people pay
cash to get into picture theatres,
the pictures they see must be giv-
ing them some satisfaction. Rea-
sons for that satisfaction are not
hard to discover.

: Not only have
there been pictures appealing to
the man in the street and the
woman in the

,
home like the Ms

and Pa Kettle series and “At War
With the Army,” but for those of a
little higher hairline there have
been “A Place in the Sun,”
‘‘Streetcar Named Desire” and
others of high Standards.

Moreover* these 60,000,000 peor
pie are going to more theatres th
ever before existed in this coun-
try—more than 23*000 at the last

count.. Some of these are drive-
ins, that new type of theatre which
has been established, for those who
are hungry for entertainment but
Cannot endure the discomforts of
downtown parking, or the search
for baby-sitters. But all of them
are maintained by men .who have
grown up in this business and, pre-
sumably,: know what they are do-
ing.

Just making itself Visible over
the horizon is a new development
that will add new lustre to the
movie theatre. This; of course, is

theatre-television. Now, for a few
theatres, it brings prizefights and
other sports events. In the not too
distant, future, however, it will be
drawing crowds to every movie the-
atre with large-screen TV pickups
of such current attractions as ‘‘The
King and I,’’ while they are still

playing on Broadway, the Metro-
politan Opera, the New York Phil-
harmonic, big news Stories while,
they are happening, a vast variety
of attractions which neither stand-
ard motion pictures nor home tele-

vision can supply. Then watch our
business expand.

COMPO’s Good Job j

And, of course, there is COMPO,
if you will pardon the plug. Here
is something anybody in the busi-

ness can shout about* and tHe more
they shout the better off the in-

dustry will be. For in COMPO
this strife-torn business has at last

achieved a formula for unity more
far-reaching than any accomplished
by any other industry.* What other

industry in the. world Can boast

that it' has combined in one or-

ganization eVery branch of its

activity, from producer to retailer

to labor unionist? The Council of

Motion Picture Organizations has
done that, and the fruits of this ex-

periment are already manifest.

Under the sponsorship of

COMPO—and it has been in ex-

istence only a year—the industry

has held its first Hound Table at

Which exhibitors and producers
could confront one another and
discuss their mutual problems, un-
der the sponsorship of COMPO
there has been inaugurated the

Movietime ‘U.S.A. celebration of

the movie theatre’s golden an-

niversary, celebration that not

only has resulted in' a swift im-
provement of newspapers* attitude

toward our business, but also took
actors, writers, directors and pro-

ducers into the grassroots of

America, to the- immeasurable
benefit both of the :

grassroots and
themselyes*

Maybe, on further thought* we
should not give' an Oscar to the

crepe hangers, but; rather to the

industry’s boosters men like

Ronald Reagan and George Mur-
phy of Hollywood, ;Ned Depinet 'of

New York, Bob O’Donnell of Texas,

Spyros JSkouras of here, there and
everywhere* These men do hot
think their position of eminence i

this industry entities them to dis**

parage it.
,
pa. the contrary, they

persistently emphasize its triumphs
of . the* past and its capacity to

its problems, of the
“ iA—
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Here Are No ‘Seasons’ for Good

Pix; Theatres Like Dept. Stores

By EDWARD L. HYMAN
(y. P., United Paramount Theatres

)

As we write this, the signs of

the new spirit of enthusiasm in

our industry have become very

clear. This new spirit was made
ve ry evident
by the zeal

with which the
Mo v i e -

time USA' pro-
gram was car-

ried out. It

was generally
agreed that it

produced fine

results. This
was as it
should be.
However, we.Hyman do not intend,

in this offering, to discuss Movies
time USA.
We have spent a great deal of

time in these last few years formu-

lating plans to revive the industry

and the public interest, and in

doing so, we have concentrated

mainly upon the need for showman-
ship. Showmanship is very neces-

sary and I Cannot stress too much
its importance. However, based on
our experience, there is one funda-
mental fact which emerges. The
attraction “at the arid of the hali**

is otir basic stock in trade. Unless
we are given the proper product
to sell there are very definite

limitations On the lengths to which
the ingenuity and special tech-

niques of our showmanship Will

carry us. We must not lose sight

of the fact that the primary neces-
sity is a good, steady, continuous
supply of product. Sure, we all

have, on occasion, taken so-called
“sleeper” attractions and by dint
of showmanship alone' have made
such pictures successful at the box-
office. However, we also know that
we cannot continue to Hold the
public interest with showmanship,
unless we combine showmanship:
with a continuous flow of good
product.

. During the last several years,
the old practice of aiming best
pictures for the major holidays in
each year has been accented. Thiis
We have found that Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year’s, Easter and
Labor Day are primarily, singled
out and pointed to for the best
product. Now, we would have no
quarrel with this practice if the
pre-and post-holiday periods were
supplied with good product, but
such is not the : case. Pre- and post-
holiday periods and the May-June
period have been singled out as
times when nothing of any con-
sequence should be released, dur-
ing these periods we suffer from
a serious deficiency in. product,
both in quality and quantity. The
result is that we make feverish
efforts to obtain pictures and dur-
ing those periods our fever rises
when we examine the boxoffice re-
ports. The last May and Jjune pe-
riod brings this problem into very
clear focus.

Spreading the Wealth |J

As we all know, both these
months in 1951 were particularly
deficient in product and proved to
be a very trying, period indeed.
Lo and .behold, comes July and
the quality and quantity of pic-
tures began to improve and in-
creased so that t>ver Labor Day
it was impossible in many situa-
tions to play all of the . fine pic-
tures available.. If some of these
surplus pictures had been released
during the May^Fune period, how
different the results would have
been, Furthermore, With competi-
tion from television slackening be-
cause of the summer departure of
the better programs what better
opportunity copld there be

.
to

strike while the iron is hot” and
attract the public to our theatres
with better pictures.
We are in a 52. weeks a year.busi-

ngs. I cannot emphasize this too
strongly. Obr theatres remain open
each day of the year and we have
responsibilities to the public
through every season. It is a terri-
ble mistake to cut down on the
flow of good product and bunch
our best releases at certain peaks,
especially now 'when we face con-
stant and alert competition. If we
cannot keep the motion picture
habit instilled in our patrons, we
ore in a fair way to: lose the battle,
and we must face ' the fact- that

once the motion picture habit is
interrupted by a series of poor
pictures at anytime during the
year, it takes several weeks to
recapture the lost patronage and,
in some cases, no recapture is
effected.

Dept. Store Technique

We certainly do not want to shift
our merchandising, methods from
a motion picture habit to a spot-
attraction basis Whereby patrons
will come to our theatres only dur-
ing widely separated intervals of
the year. We are in a merchan-
dising business which is similar in
many Ways to 'the practices em-
ployed by leading department
stores. During holiday periods all

of us do fine, When the holiday
is over,

. our. motion . picture the-
atres have been in the habit of
sitting back and taking a beating
until , business revives again in the
next holiday season. The depart-
ment stores operate on the prin-
ciple that it is during these pre-
and post-holiday periods that extra
stimulus is needed to attract
patronage. It is during these pe-
riods that they increase their
advertising and showmanship activ-
ities and also through such devices
as special sales, give the public
a little more than it. usually gets
at a time when the public is less
anxious to buy. By these intelli-

gent practices, department stores
have managed to sustain an even
flow of business.

This is a lesson that we exhibi-
tors should take to heart. We say
that if there are periods during the
year when patrons are less anxious
to come to our. theatres, then those
are the periods when we should
concentrate on attracting those pa-
trons by making available pictures
of merit. By presenting inferior
pictures: at such a time, we accel-
erate a tendency which in the long
run will, be damaging to our indus-
try.

This is nothing which has not
been said before many times; fur-
thermore we all agree but just say-
ing these things and agreeing with
them is not enough. Something
concrete must be done to change
this condition. We know how dif-

ficult this is; we know that, produc-
ers and distributors are in busi-

ness, too, and there is some justifi-

cation for their attitude that busi-

ness generally is not too good dur-
ing the weeks in question; and we
know how hard it is to convince
producers and distributors to
change this attitude. However, the
problem is before us and we can-
not wink it away.

In the long run, the showman-
ship displayed in programs like

“Movietime U.S.A.” will avail us
nothing if, during certain periods
of the year, it brings the public

into our theatres and sends them
away in displeasure at the inferior

pictures they see. Can we estimate

the harm done when innumerable
people, ..during these.periods of the
year. emerge from the theatres

scoffing at a slogan such as

“Movies Are Better Than Ever?”
We must, therefore, all of us, at

every, level, put forth our every
possible effort to correct this con
ditibn.

Reinvestment In One’s Biz

Some thoughts have occured to

us which may offer a partial solu-

tion. We feel that in order to con-

vince producers and distributors of

the great harm that will result in

the long run from the lack of prod-

uct during the periods of question,

the exhibitors should make conces-

sions.- The best consessiqn we can

think of is An assurance to a' dis-

tributor that he will be paid a rea-

sonable film rental. Exhibitors

should offer to underwrite film

rentals for good pictures during
these weak periods by giving min-
imum guarantees until it is shown
to the distributors that a continu-

ous supply of good product is good
business. In this way, the distrihu

tors
1

would not be alone in assum
ing the total risk of loss and we
should be able to make headway.
Furthermore, I am sure, the result

would be gratifying to both the

distributors and the exhibitors;

Even if the end result for the ex-

hibitor is as bad financially, he
still benefits' by the ract that the

public will be seeing good pictures
constantly and will not fid given
the opportunity to lose the motion
picture habit.
The distributor could also be of-

fered additional revenue in an-
other way. The playing time of a
good picture offered for release
during a holiday period can be ex-
tended by opening it the week be-
fore the holiday and playing it

throughout the holiday period. In
this way, the dollar return to the
distributor would be higher than
if the picture were given a conven-
tional holiday run. From the ex-
perience gained on the few occa-
sions we have tried this, we have
found* it to be mutually satisfac-
tory,

We hope that this effort to im-
press everyone in . our industry
with the extreme importance in
finding the solution to this prob-
lem will bear fruit. As far as we
are concerned, if we were asked to
select for attention,, one problem
of the many that confront the, in-
dustry, we would select this one.
We have been: working toward a
solution for some time and are
happy to say that the sales man-
ager of brie of the major distribut-
ing companies has indicated to us
his willingness to go along.
We also intend to circulate this

article among all of the leading
figures in the industry and We are
hoping that some relief will be ob-
tained in time to alleviate the.

serious product lull now indicated
for the Lenten season which be-
gins on Ash Wednesday, Feb, 27
and ends on Easter Sunday, April
13. We will be only too glad to
make ourselves available for any
discussion or consideration of any
program pointed to a solution.

However, we must again urge that
we cannot do enough; and must re-
peat that it is not enough to mere-
ly agree. Something concrete must
be done.

By ROBERT B. WILBY
Atlanta.

Wonder if the type of advertis-

ing; which the motion picture in-

dustry is doing would not stand
just a little appraisal as to:

1; Copy.
2. Timing.

As to the first, it Would seem
that we still use as a base the

great dignity of Messrs. Charles
Frohman and Belasco in the con-
siderable dependence upon star,

cast and title. To that we have
added an occasional flamboyant
“catch line” and considerable illus-

tration. The net result of it is

that we are printing posters in

newspapers and magazines.
One would not decry the effec-

tiveness of ^posters, but the place

for a poster, of course, is not in

a newspaper or magazine. Presum-
ably there you have a reasonable

amount of the reader’s interest,

and presumably a picture which
has cost a million or more bucks
could well have more said about it

than a blatant catchline and an il-

lustration or two. Of course Coca
Cola, Camel and the rest of thei ,

who have been selling one thing for
v

decades, do not now .need to say

very much about their product.

But one will observe that when
the automobile people bring out a

new model there is a very con-

siderable amount said about it;

what it is, what it looks like, what
it will do. Each picture is a new
model. If there be some reason

for having produced the picture,

there must be some reason to be-

lieve that its subject matter; its

type of production, and its other
elements will interest people. . But
they aren’t going to be very much
interested if they aren't told any-
thing about it. And when you
confine that newspaper ad just to

no more than a poster, you are

paying pretty -good posting rates,

and saying very little.

To put it very briefly, if the pic-

ture is worth making, it’s worth
telling about—interestingly and be-

lievably, and reasonably fully.

There has developed a sort of

mania, especially with the week-
stand houses, of concentrating

their, advertising before the open-
ing. The net result, of course, is

that the theatre is advertising

strongly that which it does riot

have arid passing over with a little

directory ad that which it does

have. Always, it seems, the “big.

show” is coming; what can be seen

now Is not worthwhile; From at

least one viewpoint; the fallacy of

that is too obvious to need' art argu-

ment.

m

By HARRY B. FRENCH
( President , Minnesota Amus. Co.)

Minneapolis.

The reason that exhibitors, are
so very much concerned as to what
the future holds for them i$ sim-
ply because the pattern they have
followed for years is different to-

day,. Ours is an ever-changing
business—rand a rapidly changing
one—and in my opinion we are go-

ing to see many changes in the
next two years that will be some-
what revolutionary.

I think future theatres will be
physically, different to meet spec-
tacular innovations, such as third

dimension and television; It is

probable that complete shows will

come to the theatre through the
air by. microwave, perhaps, or re-

corded (sound and picture, yes,

even color) bn magnetic tape. It

is quite possible that hours of op-
eration may change considerably.
It is also possible the theatre can
very well be used; and profitably,

every day in the off-hours of op-
eration.. In fact, the theatre can
and should be the heart of commu-
nity activity.

The important changes that have
taken place in the past have al-

ways turned out to be for the best,

and I am still convinced the best
years of the motion picture in-

dustry lie ahead.

No overnight miracle will create

Utopia for the exhibitor, although
the impact t>f third dimension,
when it is perfected, . may resem-
ble a miracle. But the exhibitor

who changes with the times, keeps
alert, and applies sound business
judgment to his operation will be
successful. The. exhibitor who
does not keep up with the chang-
ing times is doomed. Many small

theatres were built during the .lush

period, and thejj provided thb extra

seats that were really required in

those days;
.
they justified their

existence, but in my opinion there
is no future for them in the chang-
ing pattern..

There should’ be intra-trade unity
in this business, but judging from
what has happened in the past, J
am not too optimistic that it will

be accomplished. To much selfish-

ness of individuals and vested, in-

terests seems to preclude such a

possibility. This industry today is

plagued with litigation to an ex-

tent never before experienced.
Surely arbitration should provide
the means of settling disputes. But
here again selfishness and jeal-

ously are the culprits.

Movietime U. S. A., to my way of
thinking; was one of the best ef-

forts put forth to promote our in-

dustry. True, there were disap-

pointments and mistakes, but over-

all the results were excellent. Its

impact on the people and the press

was terrific, and it immediately
effected a different attitude to-

ward our business. Unlimited
praise, particularly by the press,

was alone worth the effort. I

think Movietime U. S. A. should be

an annual affair,

|
Product and Prices

|

Product for the entire year 1951

did not measure up to what I had
hoped for, even though some very

outstanding pictures were released

that compare favorably with the

best of other years. But there

were <>not enough of them.
Generally, speaking, l am not in

favor of increased admission prices

on the better-than-average picture.

I think the public 1$ entitled to

the occasional better picture at the

regular admission. Out business

was built on nominal ;admission

prices, and I believe, we should"

adhere to that practice. \ However,

•

I think, our price policy;' should

be flexible enough to meet an oc-

casional increase on a super-spec-

tacular picture that justifies a

higher admission.
*

Television in territory, has

been and still: is a competitive

factor where it has been in opera-

tion for a year or two, particularly,

since the advent of the coaxial

cable, In my opinion it is not bnlyJ

here to stay but will get decidedly

better. I feel television will find

a. place i our theatres to supple-;

ment our film programs and will

be an asset to our business. Like

radio, it will find its level and
most definitely be a part of our
way of life—-a more pleasant and
better part; <

Again I say the future! holds
great promise for what I think is

the best business in the world.

Good Pix Will Still Get

And Bock Into Theatres

By JOHN BAIABAN
(Baiaban 8t Katz Theatres)

Chicago.

Better riiei’chandise makes for

better business; Thus, better pic-,

tures means better boxoffice, be
they pictures of first choice, or
even in the secondary group.
Truly, It is. wishful thinking to be-

lieve that the industry can tur

out only superproductions, but the

chances for good business arc much
better if more first choice product
is produced. However, the second-

ary group must not be neglected

for they fill a great need in the-

atres devoted to double features,

and ofttimes the industry will find

a boxoffice “sleeper” among them.

Today’s problems for the motion
picture theatre are Wide and
varied; and profitable business is

more difficult than heretofore.

Television unquestionably is tak-

ing its toll in the areas where it

now exists, and the wider its in-

fluence becomes, more theatrs will

be affected. It looks as if quite a
number of theatres will disappear

in the next few years..

However, the general publicWill
always look to the. motion picture

theatre for better motion picture

entertainment of scope and magni-
tude, the kind of pictures that tele-

vision cannot possibly present

favorably. And, thus, both fields of

entertainment; motion picture the-

atres and television, will enjoy
their respective profitable places

in amusements.

Judging from present trends, It

seems to me that the motion pic-

ture theatre of the future will

probably be moderate in size, of

1,500 seats or less, rather than
the large deluxe type which pre-

vails in important cities today.

So far as the: general policy of
entertainment in the future, is con-

cerned, that Will depend largely

ripon developments in the business.

Basically, of course, motion pic-

tures will provide the theatre en-

tertainment.

One of the great needs of our
business today to iron out some
of its complexities is a better

understanding of our problems.
Perhaps this will do away with
much of the litigation currently

prevailing that is so costly and
time-consuming. This might be ac-

complished through means of
arbitration.

Possibly one of the most pro-

gressive promotional ideas launch-

ed by the motion picture industry

was the recent Mpyietime, U. S. A.
campaign. By touring the stars and
starlets, and bringing them in close

contact with the representative 1

people of the country as well as

with the masses, not only was the

industry Well and favorably pub-

licized; but a better understanding
was created for motion pictures,

and for the people who produce
and act in them.

1 sincerely trust that COMPO
will organize these tours periodi-

cally and that it will engage the

topmost stars and personalities for

-these appearances, for while the

iminediate benefits resulting from
them might be intangible, the

cumulative effect is bound to build

good will for the industry and have
boxoffice value well;

Cliffer for Chi
For the first time in over a dec-

ade, a cliffhanger series has been
booked by 11 Baiaban A

j

Katz
Theatres in Chicago, Serial

Columbia’s “Captain Video,” film

adaptation of the DuMont tele

science-fiction show for small-fry*.

Filin also has been booked into

30 RKO houses in the New York
circuit and into 58 Warner theatres.
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HCTUBES Vorty-tlxih 'Annttertary

WHAT CAMP SHOWS

By ABE LASTFOGEL
(Board Chairman, USO-CS

)

Like many another veteran of World War-IIy- USO-Camp
Shows has found itself, drafted again for the present

crisis. . The familiar “greetings” were delivered in April,

1951, stated in these words:
The Secretary of Defense recognizes Camp Shows, Inc.

(a member agency of ifSO), as 4he official liaison with

the agency for the procurement of professional theatrical

talent from the entertainment industry for showing, to

the Armed Forces at military installations in the United

States and to the Armed Forces overseas. The USO,
through Cqmp Shows, Inc., assumes responsibility for

recruiting both professional show; iUriits and visiting per

•

sonalities to be made available in accordance with Depart-

ment.of.Defense request schedules..

The signature affixed was that of General George C.

Marshall, then Secretary of Defense; and his message an

omnibus mandate to the entire entertainment industry.

Nobody—from Broadway to Hollywood, from big. star to

little star, from talent agent to switchboard girl-^nObody

questioned the reactivation Of Gamp Shows. Live enter-

tainment for the men- and Women ih service has become a

real arid necessary part of our nation's military efforts.

The Camp Shows organization of 1941 to 1948 fame
had compiled some, amazing; facts arid statistics, giving new;

truth to Shakespeare’s line, “All the world’s a stage.” At
peak if was presenting 700 performances a day. In the

four years through 1945, the period of actual war, 293,739

performances were given with a total attendance of 161,-

611,290. Every part of the globe was covered. To all

the people in show, business, to all the members of the

Armed. Forces, and to their families at home—that means
almost everybody—-Camp Shows had become an Ariierican

institution as familiar as the U. S. mail.

The new Camp Shows organization, was created to serve

the same purpose as its predecessor. The same enthusi-

asm and popularity prevails. The same members of the

entertainment industry are behind it. The same Ameri-
cans support it. But something new has been: added,

The 1951 Camp Shows organization has become a full-

fledged member agency of USO, supplanting its prior

relationship as an affiliate and one of the services of the

United Service Organizations. Today Camp Shows mem-
bership in USO ranks equally with that of six great na-

tional religious and welfare agencies which With unprer

cedented unity and ' cooperatiori had banded together to

serve the Armed Forces. These are the Young Men’s
Christian Associations, the National Catholic Community
Service, the Salvation Army, the Young Women’s Chris-

tian Associations, the National Jewish Welfare Board, and
the National Travelers Aid Society.

This recognition must be a source of great pride for

everybody in the entertainment industry. We must accept

with humility the significance as well as the responsibility

of our membership in USO.
A proper appraisal of show business must 'take into ac-

* count not only what it is, but more importantly what it

does. The Camp Shows experience of providing laughs

and wholesome enjoyment for those under fire and away
from the comfort of their homes, serves as an excellent

yardstick of what entertainment does. . . , -

General Collins’ Findings
i

will the. entertainment industry be called upon to provide

its own brand of spiritual nourishment for those in service.

The Christmas and New Year’s holidays of 1951 provide

some idea of what is in store for the CAMP SHOWS
organization of the future. They also provide an Insight
into the cooperation that can be expected from people; in
the entertainment industry.

Defense Secretary Rpbert Lovett put a request for
special holiday entertainment, above and beyond that
normally scheduled,- to CAMP SHOWS. Four planeloads
of top name Broadway and Hollywood stars were asked
for, to tour literally the four corners of the earth—Korea*
Alaska, Europe and the Caribbean, with many stops
between. Better than two weeks was required for" this
biggest single expedition of name stars in the history
of show business; with a minimum of two performances
at each stop, or every day, exclusive of hospital visits*

CAMP SHOWS in turn put this request to the industry,
and the response was overwhelming. Those who couldn't
go because Of other commitments begged to be booked
on future, trips. Those who volunteered commented “For
the men in service who will not be home for Christinas*
we are more thari happy to forego our own holidays. Who
wOuldri’t be?”

The play-date records turned in by every CAMP SHOWS
company abound with incidents that prove the effective-

ness of entertainment. Eyewitness reports provide addi-

tional testimony. Here is one from General L. Lawton
Collins:

“I wish you could have seen our men at the USO
CAMP SHOWS which played the foxhole circuit. They
would assemble often hours in advance . .... They simply
drank the shows in. They laughed at every wisecrack.

They grew sentimental over songs they heard sung, and
after the show was oyer they went away whistling its

catchy tunes. For at lehst a brief period; they had been
taken out of themselves, opt of the deadly, drab existence

which they had been living. I am sure that if any of
you had been privileged to See those audiences, you would
have felt that all the work you did was well worthwhile.”
The under-the-surface value of the entertainment crops

up constantly in the friendly exchanges between trouper
and GI.—like this one reported by Audrey Totter after

her recent trip to Japan and Korea: The place was a.

hospital, and She was passing the time of day with one
of the men almost ready to ship back home.
"“By the way,” she asked, “amt I keeping you from
anything?”

“Yeah,” he answered, “suffering!”

Sometimes it. crimes in a pair of letters, one from the
soldier’s father, the other, enclosed, from the son—like

these two, the cover letter from New York City, and
the enclosure from Korea:
The son wrote, “Today, believe it or not, we saw a

stage show with Jack Benny, Errol Flynn, Benay Venuta,
Marjorie Reynolds arid Others . . . really a big event . . .

I had always been skeptical about these big names coming
overseas. I figured they were strictly for the rear echelon.

But they came right up to our regiment ... The young
ladies were really appreciated too, as I hadn’t seen an
American woman since last December.”
The father wrote, “This letter; is dated July 6. On

July 14 we received a telegram notifying Us that he had
been killed in action on July 8. “. .

'. My wife; and I

deeply appreciate the -efforts of these and the other en-
tertainers and I airi taking this means of expressing that

appreciation. Further, in view of the Obvious pleasure
this show afforded our son, I should like to see that, the
boys who are still, in Korea are provided with similar

entertainment-”

What ties Ahead
i

These, then, are the tasks of :CAMP SHOWS. What is

its status as of the dawn of ’52? What new demands will

be made of CAMP SHOWS by the Department of Defense;
and. what new demands will it* make in turn from the
entertainment industry of which it is part?

Between the years 1941 and 1948 CAMP SHOWS had to

be regarded as a temporary measure, just , as the Armed
Forces it served were regarded as temporary. Today, much
as all of us would like to hope to the contrary, we. must,
plan and build for an indefinite period of time. As long
as our nation will need great military strength, so long

a
fify JAMES SAUTER

(President, USO-Camp Shows)

It’s becoming iriore evident that soldier entertainment
is a Continuous process—one that knows no respite in war
or peace. The next few years will tell whether we will
have an armed truce or whether we will return to all-out
peace.
But two things we do know. First, we shall always be

a strong nation militarily—and this means that Camp
Shows job of entertaining the men and women of the
Armed Forces is one that must go on.

Second: Some wounded shall be with us for a long
time. There will be some who will spend a part of their
lives in Army, Navy and Veterans Administration hospitals.
As a result of the war. in, Korea, there are rriany casualties.
Some of the hurt from the last two World Wars are still
institutionalized. To those, all Americans, all sfiowfolk'
and USO-Camp Shows owes an Unending obligation.

If the peace talks achieved the hoped-for successful con-
clusion then USO-Camp Shows will devote part of its
energies to* let the men in our hospitals here in the States
know that they will oot be neglected.
The time may soon be here when the military show

business arjm must project its coiribat picture into one of
peace-time existence. It’s our duty,
During the last war; we of show business had the Holly-

wood Victory Committee, the United Theatrical War Ac-
tivities Committee, and voluntary entertainment industry
groups which worked closely with other welfare organiza-
tions and with the military.

Plans even now are progressing to activate such a com-
mittee as UTWAC to take its place beside the Hollywood
Coordinating Board.
During the Korean campaign, we of Camp Shows have

had our major concentration on the fighting front and on
those remote installations where the .battle of boredom is
beirig fought continuously. We haven’t the funds to serv-
ice both the fightirig front and the hospitals here in Amer-
ica, but that’s all the more reason why we must have all
the Volunteer help possible to do our job.
There are many in radio and television who are an-

chored in cities which contain Veterans Administration
hospitals. These performers are now and will continue
to be useful in the entertainment schedule of these hos-
pitals. In a great measure, USO-Camp Shows activities
must go on in peacetime as in times of trouble.
When, as Our chairman, Abe Lastfogel, has said, Camp

Shows became the seventh star in the USO flag, taking
its place alongside Young Men’s Christian Association,
National Catholic Community Services, Salvation Army,
Young Women’s Christian Association, National Jewish
Welfare Board and the National Travelers .Aid Society—
when we became that seventh star, we pledged that • like,

these six great organization, we of show business would
never be found wanting when duty called, in stress or
peace. It is our privilege now—in these troubled times—
to take our place, alongside our six great partners in the
USO.
Camp Shows must plan ahead. Those who have inade so

many sacrifices know in forceful terms tHat a grateful
nation is behind them and that they’ll not be. forgotten
by show business as long as there is a show business;

At Random
Hollywood..

Airline: Ticket: the high cost of leaving.

,
Honeymoon : Vacation trip before working for a new

boss.
A sea captain and his chief engineer argued about

which was most important to the ship’s operation.
When they couldn’t agree, they decided to swap jobs;
The chief clambered to the bridge and the Captain
went below. After a couple of hours, the skipper
came on deck, grimy with greasp and dirt, orie eye
swollen shut, his clothes awry. Waving a monkey
wrench in a bleeding fist, he called to the chief:
“You better Coirie down. I can’t make her go!” The
engineer merely shrugged. “Of course you Can’t,
Cap’n,” he said. “She’s been aground for the last
half hour!”

Flying to New York recently, we had one of those
chatty pilots who pointed out interesting objects
below by means of the inter-com. Over the nation’s
capital, he told us: “We’re now flying over WBah-
ington, D. C. If you look down, you’ll see what the
D. C. stands for—Darned Confused!”

Talking to. a hostess on an airline that features the
“family plan”— (pay for yourself, your wife flies free
—or is it half fare?) she asked me if I knew a certain
Writer. It so happens I do, (He’s a man. who flies east
often arid never makes the trip unless accompanied
by a beautiful “secretary.” He won’t even leave his
apartment unless accompanied by one—or is going
to pick up one.) “Gee,” the hostess said, “he sure
gets* married often!” —Hal Ranter*
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Thoughts That Come to Me While I’m Asleep, WhichCould
Be the Reason Why I Don\ Sleep So Well

By HARRY RUBY
Hollywood.

Except for learning the exact location of the telephone
poles, fire hydrants and trees, in the neighborhood, a
dog leaves this World knowing no more than it did when
it came into it. The same can be said about most human

beings.

It has been said that no good deed
is entirely unselfish; that- when a
man does something nice, he gets
pleasure out of doing, it, therefore;
he deserves no credit for doing it.

Even so, if a stranger walked up to
me in the streets arid handed me
$10,000 I’d forgive him.

•* *

The earth presents the greatest
paradox of all: It travels through
space at the speed of 18V& miles an
hour—without going any place.

People who ask for advice are the ones who are least

likely to take it. *

Harry Ruby

The kind of persons I like to see less and less of are
the ones who never bother to phone you, never do any-
thing about seeing you, but always greet you effusively

When they run into you and say: “You’re one of my favor-

ite people.”
*

Another Character I could do without is the one who
has just heard a new joke and right away calls you on the
phone to tell it to you. (This chronic story teller should b.e

deported—even if he’s not an alien.) Another candidate
for. W. S. Gilbert’s list of those who never Will be missed is

the m^n Who laughs so hysterically at his own jokes
that he fairly knocks himself out; (Don’t bother to laugh,

at this kind of story teller. It isn’t necessary.)
# •

.

When we males see a beautiful girl being hugged and
kissed in a movie, we put ourselves in the place Of the
man doing the love making. We’d be shocked to learn
that, our wives put themselves in the place of the girl

being hugged and kissed.
*•

Because silence, we have been told, is wisdom, we
regard a. “man of few Words” as a sage, a pundit, etc. It

ain’t necessarily so. Very often, a man is a “man of feW
words” because that’s all he knows.

# *
'

The. best bridge between despair and hope is a good
night’s sleep.

All that there is to say about the human race; was said

by Jonathan Swift in “Gulliver’s Travels.” Of all the
books I have read, that is the one I wish I had Written,
1 Cart kick myself everytime 1 think that Swift beat me to

it by only 225 years.

I am not ready to bite the dust yet, but I hope I don’t
live long enough to be sorry I was born.

;>> . #

Before I take leave of this mundane sphere, one of
the. things I’d like to haye explained to me is why do
some men wear a belt and suspenders at the same time?
Almost invariably, these men carry their coat on their

arm. Well, as the feller says, that’s what makes horse
racing.

* *

We rarely hear of anyone having some of themaladies
that Used to plague us, like typhoid fever, diphtheria, and
such. I have enough faith in medical science to believe
that someday they Will find a cure for the common cold
and dandruff,

.
.

*

Totalitarianism, no matter what banner it parades
under, is nothing but another form of gangsterism blown
UP to national proportions. And while I’m on 'the subject,
the only real difference between Uncle Joe and Hitler is

that one of them is dead.

... Fear, whether it be of something real or fancied, is a
terrible thing. I guess I’m just a lucky guy. I fear
nobody^—-but people.

*

We are told that “this is the best of all possible worlds,”
which is just another way of saying the world isn’t per-
fect. It could, however, be made perfect by thd simple
device of taking all the people out of it.

* Ks *

Except for the rare exceptions, of course:
Writing poetry is for those
Who can't express themselves in prose.

And:
Those who choose
To woo the muse.
Have little to. gain
And more to loose.

I used to worry so; much about not being a good speller.
Since 1 wrote->the following, I don’t worry about it any
more:

There are tomes in endless number
Available to us
That proclaim the debt that we 6we
To such men as. Galileo,
Kcplai arid Copernicus.
There are monuments to Edison
And Alexander Bell,
But Tve yet. to see a statue
Of a stinker who could spell.'

P. S.: If any more of these thoughts intrude on my
sleep, I’m gonna start taking pills.

No. 2 Billing’
When Gertrude Lawrence returned to London, s /me

years ago; as. a famous star, already well known there and
in the provinces, she had as her co-star, Douglas Fair-

banks, Jr., who proved to be the main attraction. Every-
one rushed up for his autograph, but no one wanted hers.

Finally, disgusted, Gertie grabbed away an autograph
book, from a fan and deliberately signed her name.. The
little girl looked at the autograph - and then said to her

friend: “Well, anyway, the hand writin’ ain’t so bad.”
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They'll he calling about the most adult, the most provoc-

ative "PHONE CALL PROM A STRANGER" , 20th Century-Fox' s

unusual a

don't know

on the

this means, ask your wife—and
A STRANGER" is in the same high

(If you

then duck!

)

tainment tradition of "A LETTER TO THREE WIVES" and "ALL

ABOUT EVE".

SHELLEY WINTERS

astating

and KEEN&N

careers

as Binky Gay, strip-tease, is dev-

give the outstanding

is

as she calls the turn on the male of the species

t
#

There’s No Business Like 20th Century-Fox Business!
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A Yank in Berkeley Square

IL* S. FilmerV Perspective on British

Customs and Manners

By RICHARD MEALAND
London.

:
There was a cocktail party at Claridge’s in London, AH

the British filmmakers were there, including an Ameri-
can delegation' of the Motion Picture Association; My
wife—who thinks that because I work in London the

whole of Europe is available to us
at a moment’s whim—got talking to

some of the guests about the places

she hoped to visit during our stay

here. (She had often said to me that

she wanted to see Ireland, and had
come home one day loaded down
with literature given to her by a

British tourist agency; the literature

' Whs all about Northern Ireland, and
I had '

pointed out to her the vast

difference between that sub-section

of the United Kingdom and the Re-

public of Eire.)

She was talking to (I later learned)

Joyce O’Hara, John G. McCarthy, James A. Mulvey and

Tony Reddi , not one of whom even remotely resembles

an Orangeman. “The place I want to visit,” she said,

“Is Southern Ireland.”

Out of respect to her womanhood, they didn’t shoot

her on the spot. But Tony Reddrh got her away from

there quickly, with a curb on his shelalagh.

The second hand bookshops of London—particularly

of Charing Cross Road—are well known to American
bibliophiles. I have found in them certain rare books

on mountain Climbing, which I collect, at prices which

would amaze the American . authority on such books,

Edward Cushing of New Canaan, Conn. But in three

months Of searching I had had no luck at finding two

books of . another kind, “Murder for Profit” and “12

Against the Gods,” both by the late William BoUtho.

One day I walked into an obscure little shop and ran

into George Macy, the. American publisher of fine edi-

tions, Heritage Books, etc. I told him what I was looking

for. “I can send you as many as you want of each,” he

said. .
“Alexander Woollcott did a preface for ‘Murder

for Profit’ and Kip Fadiman did one for ‘12 Against the

Gods;.’ How many do you want?”
Moral: Don’t bother looking for rare book bargains

in London. Chances are George Macy has published ’em

in some form or another at one time or another.

]
Title-Happy

"

,

Mike Macius has an advertising agency in London, but

he used to be the London represenative of the former
New York agency, Lord & Thomas.. John Byram, of

Paramount, was -in London on .a visit and met his old

friend, Macius, Whom he had hot seen for years.

Later, John paid a visit to Gilbert Miller who has a

considerable reputation not only as a producer of ex-

cellent plays but also as an extravagant admirer of any-

one with a title. Johnny ’told Gilbert about meeting
,

his old friend Macius, of Lord & Thomas Miller perked^

up interest, at once. “Lord who?” he asked.

One maddening thing about taking a permanent job

in England is the number of papers One has to fill out.

I have answered so many questions about myself in the

last three months that I. am questionnaire-happy.

.

Here is the list:
.

1. American passport application filled out in New
York.

2. Landing form for Great Britain, filled out on the

plane before arrival. . ,

3. Customs declaration filled out on the plane before
arrival.

4. Immigration statement filled out on arrival at Lon-
don Airport. /

5. Application for work permit filled out for the British

Home Office.

6. . Application for British ration book.

7. Application for British identity card.

8. Application for permanent residence Great
Britain.

9. Registration, with the police Alien. Registration

Bureau.
10. British income tax fori .

11. Registration at Somerset House as an executive

of a British company.
12. Registration with the Bank of England for permis-

sion to hold shares of the British company.
. 13. Application for a “code number” in connection with

British income tax.

14. Application for the compulsory British Health In-

surance,
15. Statement of residence information.

Once this is done, you’re set. Except—if you go out of

the country for longer than 14 days, for a vacation on
the Continent for instance, you have to go through prac-

tically the whole thing all over again, including the addi-

tional forms that must be filled out on entering and leav-

ing the Continental country, visited, /
My wife’s struggles with British rationing would make

a book. One of her troubles is, of course, getting enough
, meat to provide us with the necessary proteins in our diet

There are two kinds of meat—and she now takes what the

butcher gives her. But for some weeks, two words nearly

brought us to the point of meat starvation. One of the

Words Was “carcass meat,” which she thought was some-
thing that has been : dead for too long. The other was
“offal” which she couldn’t bring herself to say. She
now knows better. When she gets carcass meat, she

knows it’s what she wants. When she gets offal, she gets

liver or kidneys. The only trouble is, she refuses to cook
kidneys. Says she doesn’t like the smell.

Speaking of meat, we went visiting for a Weekend with
some English friends in Surrey. On Sunday morning we
were awakened by the sound of shots. That evening we
had pigeon-and-rabbit pie for dinner. The Englishman
loves this. He has reverted to savagery and goes hunt-
ing before breakfast. Motorists in England do not brake
or swerve when the denizens of the animal or bird world
cross the road in front of their cars. They aim with in-

tent to kill. There was a head-on collision in Sussex the
other dey; two cars coming from opposite directions were
iming for the same rabbit.

Going by air to Europe has advantages and disadvan-
• • ». JL _

'
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tages. You get there fast, but too fast. It took two weeks
for, my body to become adjusted, to London time after
New York time, 1 was sleepy at the wrong time of day
and wide, awake at the. wrong time. At noon I felt like

4 a.ip. and at midnight I felt in the modd for thd aftef-l

noon cocktail. Similarly with the appetite and the'body's
routine functions. A foreign land is Strange enough,

<

but when you’re hurled at it by plane, you neve^ know
what time, it is.' . ;

*

- t . .

|
v

In spite of many shortages England still has some foods
which cannot be bettered anywhere* else. My candidates,

;

all freely obtainable in England,. 'are: potted shrimps,

,

smoked Scotch salmon, fresh Scotch salmon, orange mar-
'

malade, Little Scarlet strawberry jam, Whitstable oysters,

<

Dover sole, jugged ’ hare, Stilton cheese ‘ (rationed but
sometimes obtainable), Cornish or Devonshire clotted
cream (available seasonally), cold chicken pie, Broadbeans
(when young and tender), partridge «nd bread crumbs

—

and a pint of mild and bitter, weak though it is these,
days, preferably Tetley’s.

« *

By ALBERT STILLMAN ,

H For Variety’s 46th Anniversary.
If Rhymes- Out of the B’way Nursery

Mr. J. Rockefeller, a man of some* means
Took Martha Baird Allen on honeymoon scenes.

.

“Come-on-a My. House” by William Saroyan
Was O. K. at first, but became quite annoyin’,
(With songwriters desp’rately striving foe jack, it

Would seem that a playwright should mind his own
racket.) .

'

A Wave of inertia enveloped the City
The week that it played the Kefauver Committee,
Some affluent Have’S became lowly Have-nots
By day at the Flats and by night at the Trots.
A sock and a smash and a b. A? bonanza
-Was “Life of Caruso” with Mario Lanza.
A song which was rather excessively sung
Explained that for love one is never too young;
But the absolute leaderMri saleable schmaltz,
Of course was the beautiful “Tennessee Waltz.”

Legits found the going a little too slow;
The esteemed’ “King and I,” though an elegant shoW,
Can’t compare with a play that has no predecessor:’
The musical comedy starring Frank Loesser.
Dinty Moore's took a breather (for three weeks, I fiiean),
So for three weeks I tried Mrs. Stillman’s cuisine.
Musical, circles were sorhewhat surprised $
When the

.
Brooklyn Sym phony was uri-unionized.

Though Uncle Nick’s epics found favor with many,
I’m one of the few who prefer Keats to Kenny * *

..

Days may come and Others may dawn,
But ev’ry one has a Barry gray dawn;
Broadway gave tempered accolades-
To “Bagels & Yox” and “Borscht Capades.”
ASCAP gave to those who have.
From its new home on Madison Ave.,
And one Would have to travel far back
For a

.
nicer Pres, than Otto Harbach.

'S'
,

.

Some praised Toots Shor and some reviled him,
Is how New Yorker Mag. profiled him.
When Collier’s, too, gave him a spread,
YoU got the mag; with your rolls and bread.
Again it took a lot of moxie
To book Mitrbpoulos at the Roxy. :

The pubs went for tunes that were ancient and folkey.
Like “Good-night, irepe”> and “On Top of Old Snriokey”;
Some songwriters still had to Work very hard,
While others got by on a library card.
The Big Show’s scripting set the pa;ce,

Thanks to a card called Goodman Ace.
Miss C. K. Hutchins, the former Miss Utah,
Was Miss America—what a beaut, ah!-

The Turpin-Sugar fight . was great,'
But even greater was the gate;
Nor TV sights nor AM sounds
Exuded from the Ppio Grounds***.
’Twas au revolt for Number 5,

The champ who kept the Yanks alive.
Micky Mantle is his replacement.
A babe was born in Macy’s basement.
With glee I tossed my hat away
For “Callaway Went Thataway’*;
The title song, I,might assert,
Was pretty snappy, too. (Advert.)

Biz was spotty at movie palaces,
In spite of which wC had two “Alices.”
Crooner F. Sinatra gave a
Lot of time to courtin’ Ava.
A show which gave me lots of fun
Was. Gibbs’ “Season in the Bun.”
Eyssell was made R. Center’s Pres.

—

’Twas quite a feather in his fez.

The Met was in the red again.
So op’ra may be dead again.
The $64 question is:

.

What will happen With the Quiz?

At warmup time* the local bars
Were “tuned to the call-letters’ of the stars”;
Those baseball broadcasts, how* I relished ’em
The way the 01’ Redhead embellished ’em!
The Pale Hose started quite a blitz,

Then suddenly ran out of hits.

The Giants set the country buzzin’

With a home-run blast by Branca ’s cousin.

With Happy out, Dan Parker’s solemn,
’Cause how’s he gonna fill a column?
Did Be-Bop die? “It never did!”

Says Birdland’s mentor, Symphony Sid.

Because of Rising Costs, the Bard
Did not send out a Xmas card,

So Happy New Year to all my friends

As this year starts and last year ends!

•' Colloquial connotation
** They're both in the same paper
*** In N. Y. C., that is;

; x
Hollywood.

Hollywood is a wondrous place probably the^most nub-
licized city In the yforML \ Visitors; frbm aU /over the
land/ strive Jn vaip eAch;day*to c|rash the sacred poit&ls
of the studios. Everyone wbnts to see how a motion pic-
ture is anade. They are as welcome asia bill collector.
If the cinema tycoons held open house a picture Would
ne^er be ihade, * The great studios are very polite about
it ‘but, for self-protect|on, they must curb the visiting
list. .Sightseers slow up production; ’ '

Balked .at the attempt to worm their way in, the would-
be; Star Gazers are forced to ‘ look 1 elsewhere and their
next best! bet is the amazing i Farmers Market'-—an epi-
cure’s delight. After that they areMstymied; /
But . thd; greatest sight of ali, a place where they , are

doubly welcome remairis in almost total obsciirity. It is

Tfie Motion Picture Hospital & Country House at Wood-
land Hills;

y

.*• •/• ! • j -

Let me fell you how you get there.

Vou motor through 'San Fernando.' Valley. 20 miles from
' Hollywood bn Ventura Blvd,

,
You pass Studio .City, where

once Mack Serihett was king. It is ’a double-lane' freeway
and you get an idea from the traffic hew it lias grown in
the past 10 years—there are nearly 1,000^000 souls living
in this beautiful valley. (

'

Studio City is a metropolis ail by itself. Smart shops.
Motion Picture Palaces. A gorgeous View of the Santa
Monica Mountains on one side arid the San Gabriel Range
on the other.

You take a side-drive of a block to Universal City
where Bill- Goetz now feigns, where Uncle Carl Laemmle
made, a dream come true; A few blocks away are -the. mam-
moth structures of the

.
Warner Bros, and below that the

vast factories of the aircraft manufacturers and the great
airfield in Burbank.

Ybu get back on the main li and pass through
.
Sher-

*man Oaks Where Sepulvada cuts through the artery,on. its:

Awayfl
. from., the Ocean oyer the mighty Ridge Route to

Bakersfield.

Down the lane a mile is the .little tpwn of Eficino
where picture greats live' in luxtfry and privacy—-Clark
Gable; Spencer Tracy, Bryan Foy and hos^s of others.

You come to the little town of Tarzana where
.
Charlie

Winninger, Jay C. Flipped* rind Bill Hibbitt have * their

estates. Then over Chalk- Hill and' into^Woodland Hills,

a thriving little , community once called Gerard. It boasts
. of one of the finest golf courses. On. the way is a driving
range where ex-vauder Jack Kennedy is the major, domo.
Now you ; arrive at the little hanging town -of Calabasas

and turn left. In one minute you are looking at the finest

establishment in all California. I might say America.
The Motion Picture Hospital & Country House—a 40-acre

paradise. . It
.
beggars the Biltmore m Santa Barbara. Jt

is the home of the helpless—the, sick and aged Motion
Picture Artist ;

| , . . .Better Than Dr. Kildare I

.
~

^ ;
’ •

You walk up the steps of the -hospital and enter the
foyer, Of all the world’s great hospitals you are now in

one that is second to none. Forty private rooms, no wards,
no rooms fbr two. You see the' massive X-Ray room, the
operating theatre, the laboratory and the pharriiaey, tlie

beautiful patio where the convalescent can bask iri the
sun iiiid grow

:
back -into health, the acre§ - of 1

fruit, trees
and flowfers ahd the mighty hills of the Topango Canyon
stretchifig 15 miles td the sea*.

'
’/

Down the covered walk to the Country House is only a
•short stroll awayi It has an entrance that J. P. Morgan
would, have been proud of. You see .the magnificentJi.brafy
and you know'you have never seeii a better one. You walk
through the lounge with its immense television set, and
its luxurious chairs and lounges remind one of the Queen
Mary.; .

You go outside and take a stroll around the place. There
are 38 cottages smothered with . roses. Here reside tfie

former
..
greats of the Cinema World living out their lives

iti contentment and luxury. This can ^rightly -be called a
heaven on* earth, and it is the fulfillment of a dream of

one man—a Doctor Christian come to life, a man who
has labored incessantly for the success of this ShangrhLa
of . the motion picture worker. His. name is Jean Hersholt,
and he is as ‘plain as an old shoe. 4

For .the guests there are three ptationwagons, makifig
trips into Hollywood twice a week. There is a laundress
and a dentist, a. pedicurist and an occuiist and a lady
named Nunn who sees to the wants of the guests. There
are no rules—ladies, and gentlemen need none. ‘

<

There are gara'gea for your jalopy and a cleaner for your
clothes. There are cigarets for the asking. This is the
Cuffo’k dream of Paradise. There is no set of workers
in all the world Who are as well taken care of in -their

hour of need and illness as the cinema artists, of Holly-
wood. The industry can well be proud.

.
The* hospital has a mighty son of Hippocrates named Dr.

Kobal who sees all, knows all, arid cures all. r The insti-

tution is run in right royal style by the < competent arid

able Miss Ruth Griffith assisted by the angel of the place.

Miss Ginger Dickey, an honor student from Stanford U.».

with a staff of 20 nurses and technicians. Nothing is left

out, nothing is forgotten; • They have -everything. The
greatest surgeon in California, to bur way of thinking, is in
command, Dr. Francis E, Browne; He averages a dozen
pperatioris a week in the surgery.

Is this sdme place? Jt positively is. .And it’s free..

Free to the workers in the motion picture field. Paid
for arid supported by them, augumented by huge denar
tions- from the Studios.

.

Two years ago the Friars Club gave a benefit perform-
ance for the fund. It established an all-time high in cash
returns. Never in the history of show biz has the

result been equalled. The net profit from the benefit, all

turned over to the fund, was the gigantic sum of $301,000-^
net. Thanks Mr.* Jessel.

The next time you are in Hollywood come out and see

this place, the spot the industry points to with justifiable

pride. It is truly a landmark, , and every night when the

lights are turned out and the : silent prayer is ?»aid, there
is always an extra one for the man directly responsible—
Mr. Jean Hersholt.
Do you want to know how I know all about the place?

I live there,
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DALE

ROBERTSON
Follows up successes in

.%r: ,

"TAKE CARE OF MY LIT-

JiCTlE GIRL" ond "GOLDEN

% GIRl ' in the soon to be

|
released "RETURN OF THE

TEXAN" and the Techni-

color production LYDIA

BAILEY"

\ 'V'f

.

;

/X'SS

m

MARILYN
MONROE

Bundle of Blonde Fire 1

Immediate hit in "ALL

ABOUT EVE"! Real sizzler

in "DON'T BOTHER TO

KNOCK", to be released

soon.

m.

& /

RICHARD

BASEHART
Adaptable to any re-

Curren
1

:, wmn.nq r

r

;
t

;

f

nioudit-, :.] DEC IS: ON

BEFORE DAWN and

^ F D BAYONFTs

i

DEBRA
PAGET

Veteran actress at eight-

c-L-n
. . Equals her past

successes in "BELLES ON

T HE!R TOES" to be re

'os

-

mI soon. Color by

Technicolor.

r £ *

OSKAR
WERNER

Sensational young sf;

of "DECISION H

F

r ' '

"

DAV/N' Soon to be s»"

m THE MAN .V •< .

FOOLED HITLER

ANNE
« FRANCIS

The binnrv w ;

trnug 1
-

E i ''ft 7?

'

y<&$

&

CRAIG

HILL
fluttered feminine hearts

in "CHEAPER BY THE

DOZEN" and "AIL ABOUT

EVE". Really emotes in

Bret Harte's "OUTCASTS

OF POKER FLAT"

£•* J&,

CONSTANCE
SMITH

Blue-eyed Irish star fol-

lows her success in THE

MUDLARK with striking

performance in the

Technicolor release. RED

SKIES OF MONTANA

%%

RORY
CALHOUN

Toll, doik handsome

guy who gets enviable

I
o b of making 1

o v e to

Susan Hayward m Tech-

nicolor hit "WITH -A SONG

IN MY HEART also tr-

be seen in the Tec hn i

-

color story ot Argentina

"WAY OF A GAUCHO

A
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MITZI

GAYNOR
Her triumph in "MY BLUE

HEAVEN" won her star-

dom in "GOLDEN GIRL"

Soon to be seen as a

pulsating Polynesian in

Technicolor production

'DOWN AMONG THE

SHELTERING PALMS"

;-Ss- v****

°&£m

DAVID

WAYNE
Versatile star of Broad-

way ("TINIAN'S RAIN-

BOW") and Hollywood

("MY BLUE HEAVEN").

Tops them all in the Tech-

nicolor productions

"WITH A SONG IN MY

HEART' and "WAIT TILL

THE SUN SHINES NELLIE’

Nvv< GARY
MERRILL

Won immediate success in

"TWELVE O'CLOCK HIGH"

and "ALL ABOUT EVE"

... currently scoring

in "DECISION BEFORE

DAWN". ..soon to be seen

in dramatic hit "PHONE

CALL FROM A STRANGER"

* £

m

'SL

m.

"X-

....

ROBERT
WAGNER

u: 'HALLS -

c MON IE

:i;V nm LOGMEN

A

JEAN

PETERS
Starred in "TAKE CARE OF

MY LITTLE GIRL" . Gets

acting plum ot year

opposite Marlon Brando

hi "VIVA ZAPATA!”.

;;Ho triumphs in Techni

-

'o- * WAIT TILL THE

J*i vhinP< NELLIE”

7A

§

JEFFREY

HUNTER
Repents his success in

"TAKE CARE OF MY LIT-

TLE GIRL and "THE FROG-

MEN" in the Technicolor

releases "RED SKIES OF

MONTANA" ond "CRY OF

THE SWAMP".

W

F M',.

JOANNE
DRU

Leaped from her first big

success i MR BELVEDERE

RINGS THE BELL i into

*
r i

r
r i ng roles in the soon

r seen RETURN OF

’HE TEXAN ’ and PRIDE

Of ST LOUIS'

< wS»'

RICHARD

BOONE
Dramatic newcomer . ,

Hits the screen in Techni-

color releases "RED SKIES

OF MONTANA" and

"KANGAROO
"

1

HILDEGARDE^ 0%,

W&" 'L

NEFF
Instant hit in her first

American picture, "DE-

CISION BEFORE DAWN"!

Plays opposite Tyrone

Power in the tingling

DIPLOMATIC COURIER"

«>

9

0
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MPIC Exec Sec Reappraises Hollywood’s Successful Fight Against Communism

By ART ARTHUR
Hollywood.

There seems id be a burning yearning in places plagued

by personal-profit “patriots" of the ilk of one notorious

rabble-rouser, who faced a sedition indictment in World

War II to ignore, overlook or loudly disparage the fight

against Communism waged within Roilywood.

Any effort to publicly record the foots about the in-

dustry's success in defeating the, malignant threat of

Communist infil-traitors immediately is met with loud

snorts of “Whitewash!"

Whitewash? Only a total fool would attempt to white-

wash away the record which clearly shows how Com-
munists moved, in on Hollywood and attempted to use

the filth industry for their foul and devious purposes.

But, by the same token, why the redwash? Why do‘ we
see such dogged determination to keep smearing the

industry with a red brush? Why the implacable ears—/

closed insistence on ignoring the record which shows just

as clearly that the Communists were met and routed by

devoted honest patriots within the motion picture industry

itself?

My guess is that there ate only two reasons. We of the

industry are responsible for one reason—our own failure

to spread far and wide the truth and the facts about the;

industry’s fight against Communism. That must be

remedied,

The second reason lies in the aforementioned personal-

profit “patriots"—the boys Who make a buck out of pass-

ing themselves off as experts on “Hollywood Communists

and Communism" . . ... and who are Unwilling to see that

particular gravy train -disappear. Some among the.

experts are honest anti-Communists motivated by only onn
objective—the total extinction of Communists wherever
they may be. When they make mistakes, they are hon-

est mistakes—and open to correction. But there’s quite

a calloused crew of others whose incomes dictate that they

must continue to set up the “Reds*running-riot-in-Holly-

wood" strawman long after the battle is over and only

feeble remnants remain to be mopped-up.

The hellfire war dances and Comanche whqopings of the

redwash-hogwash specialists seem doUbly daffy in light

of the investigations by the House Committee on un-Ameri-

can Activities. Probably no investigation by the Commit-

tee has been more thorough than the one conducted into

Hollywood Communism. But the redwash-hogwash artists

scorn the House Committee, too, apparently. Everybody’s

out of step but the guy Who might have to wrap up his

lucrative racket if forced to admit that Hollywood in 1952

is a far war-cry from Hollywood in 1947.

Coming back to reason No. 1^-our own failure to spread

the facts far and wide—let’s make this a little contribution

toward correcting that first fault. (Full detail cart be

provided to support every statement herein capsuled.)

Since no well-informed industry champion would seek to

whitewash, here are some of the facts which can be

stressed whenever you run into the other extreme—the

redwash-hogwash

:

Almost Totally Extinct

1. Commtinism in Hollywood is bordering on total extinc-

tion. The long sinister effort stealthily begun by Com-
munists more than 20 years ago is uttering its last gasps—
thanks to successful efforts by the motion picture industry

itself and some hefty assist by the House Committee on
un-American Activities.

2. Few, if any, other American industries can point to a

better record of successfully shattering a Communist im
filtration threat, This is especially true of sensitive de-

fense industries—where Communists have entrenched
themselves and where they should be pursued ta extinc-

tion with equal vigor by the House Committee, Commu-
nists have shown up in all other forms of mass communi-
cation (such as press, magazines, radio and television) as

well as in schools and colleges, in our Government and
even in church circles. But where else have militant

anti-Communists fought the infiltrators on a corresponding
scale—and With corresponding success? No wonder the Los
Angeles Mirror observed editorially: “It is to be doubted
that any other industry has a better record."

3. Any honest examination of the facts—dedicated
neither to Whitewash nor to redwash nor to hogwash

—

Will make increasingly clear the little-realized fact that

the story of Communism in Hollywood is a story of failure

and defeat—and not a story of Communist triumph . . .

that, in terms of the Party’s major objectives, whatever
successes they had were piddling successes . . . that today

“the Communist is a completely ineffective element in

Hollywood life—in Hollywood they have failed,” as was
Stated tinder oath by ex-Communist Edward Dmytryk. Ex-

Communists Richard Collins^ Sterling Hayden and Leo
Townsend all have testified in the same vein.

Nor are ex-communists the only source of this opinion..

Hoy Brewer, leading Hollywood anti-Communist, has tes-

tified: "The back of Communist power in Hollywood has

been broken." Senator Edward Martin, Congressman Don-
ald Jackson and Victor Lasky, co-author of “Seeds of

Treason/’ are among those who have expressed similar

views.

4. No .
man who prides himself on honesty and fairness

has the right to publicly clamor about the sordid story

of how Communists plotted to take over Hollywood—
unless he is also willing to acquaint himself with thp stir-

ring story of hoW patriotic anti-Communists in Hollywood
slowed, stopped, reversed and then routed the Communist
conspiracy;

5. The first important step in the Communist plot against
Hollywood was to obtain Control of the Guilds, and Unions
—and thus be in a position to dictate to management.

Faced With this; threat,: the Guilds and Unions of Holly-
wood successively demolished Communist influence within
their ranks in an unparalleled series of anti-Communist
triumphs, climaxing when the Screen Writers Guild in

‘Fellow Travelers’

By CHARLES WILLIAMS

1947 filled 20 out of the 21 places on its Executive Board
with anti-Communists . . . and when Roy Brewer’s- AFL
labor hoys routed the Communist efforts to seize the

IATSE on the West Coast,

6. Similarly, Hollywood management has established a
record virtually unmatched by management in any other

American industry faced with an equivalent fight to. defeat

Communist .infiltration. Nowhere else in the nation, for

example, has any responsible section of management made
itself the subject Of millions of dollars in lawsuits in order
to pursue an anti-Communist program in the face of the

innumerable legal jeopardies that hamper action by mam

7. Full; frank and searching investigatiom-fiedicated

neither to whitewash nor to redwash nor to hogwash—con-
firms that the Communist effort to inject propaganda into

American motion pictures had. virtually no success except
upon Government request"in the brief years when Soviet

Russia was our wartime ally. But,, on the contrary, the

motion picture industry has made or is making a total of

at least 50 films which in Whole or in part contain direct

attacks upon Communism—and which constitute hard-

hitting anti-Communist propaganda. The same can be
said of scores of short subjects and documentary films

made by the industry,
8. To the consternatibn of Communists everywhere, the

motion picture, industry has made or is mahing scores of

films which, by upholding those institutions of democracy
Which the Communists unceasingly try to tear down,
present on the^screens of the world day in and day put

the affirmative case for the superiority of our way of life

over that of any totalitarian system. (Witness “Come to
the . Stable,” “Going My Way" and “One Foot in Heaven”
as example Of films which “sell" reverence and re-

spect for religion.)
* 9. Communists throughout the world, via Moscow’s Cbm-
inform, have been instructed that they must make Holly- .

woOd films a prime enemy. The orders, conveyed through
the Cominform Journal No. 28, cries that “The American
Cinema is a war weapon" and declares that : “It is impera-

tive to render the American cinema harmless."
10. Any effort to determine the true nature of the motion

picture industry in relation to Communism—dedicated
neither to whitewash, redwash nor hogwash—would reveal
overwhelming records Of patriotic service in war and post-

war by meii and women of the industry, as well as Service

in aid of every worthy charitable cause and philanthropy
to Which the industry can. lend its manifold assistance.

The records serve separately and collectively to cardio-

gram. the. real beat of Hollywood's heart in any choice

between the ways of democracy and any brand of totali-

tarianism whatsoever, Communism included.

11; The search for truth leaves no doubt that Holly-
wood today possesses as fine a body of seasoned anti-Com-
munist veterans -as can be found anywhere in the country
—mein who have met and defeated some of the shrewdest
and most resourceful brains that the Communist Party
could Send to the Coast. The skill and experience of these
anti-Communists provide Hollywood with a security against
local Communist, re-birth scarcely found anywhere else in
American life.

12. Any meticulous effort at fact-gathering Would make
clear that, at their very peak, Communists totaled little

more than 1% of the people employed in the. motion
picture industry and that today—allowing for the unknown
—the percentage is no more than the smallest fraction
of 1%. .. ..

13. At one time the Hollywood “fellow traveler" consti-

tuted a major problem. He was best described as being
like the bride who didn’t know the difference between bak-
ing powder and gunpowder—and was in for one helluva
surprise!
But the “fallow traveler" .faded rapidly on the heels Of

successful steps taken within Hollywood in recent years
to alert

,
unsuspecting individuals and to make them aware

of concealed Commie beguilements.
Now, as a matter of fact, the situation has gone to the

other extreme. Onie cautious individual announced not
long ago that he had even resigned from, the Auto Club!

14. Exploring every avenue toward power, the Com-
munists sought names and influence through so-called
political, professional, patriotic, social and veteran organ-
izations—such as H1CCASP (the Hollywood Independent
Citizens Council of the Arts, Sciences & Professions), the
Hollywood Writers Mobilization, the People’s Education
Center and numerous others.

But a review of the record—dedicated neither to white-
wash nor to redwash nor to hogwash—would show how
the. Communists had each successive hope for power
blasted as anti-Communists counterattacked the organiza-
tions and sank them into oblivion or inept frustration.

15. The Communists sought to Use Hollywood as a source
for funds, raised under every conceivable guise. In this
field they met their best success—since the people of show
business always were soft touches for any plea for milk
for the babies of starving miners or what have you.
But the record shows that in recent years the Commu-

nist hope of turning Hollywood into the Party’s treasure
chest dwindled ahd dried up under the heat of anti-Com-
munist spotlights—another victory over the disintegrating
Communist apparatus best reflected, perhaps, in an obser-
vation last year in a Hollywood column: “At a local Red
meeting the other night, after: the hat was passed, the
collection totalled $18.63.. Three years ago, a, meeting
at the same place and the same organization* grabbed
$51,000.”

16.

: Despite the most searching investigation by the
House Committee ahd the most intensive efforts by indus-
try anti-Communists, an underground faction o& Commu-
nists may still remain in the Hollywood area-—-for Com-
munists never give up entirely or stop trying.

For this reason, those in Hollywood who fought and beat
the Communists have no intention of relaxing their vigil-

ance for any sign that might betray any overlooked frag-
ments of the Communist conspiracy.'

17. Rather than being, as the redwash-hogwash boys

Hollywood.

Jim Rogan is shooting the last sequence of “Desert
Justice,” a remake of “Death Valley Joe," from the silent

version of“The Worst Man in Panamint,” at Lone Pine,

Cal.
*

Rogan is ahead of schedule two days and feels very

happy this morning, until a studio car pulls up in the

foreground, and Rex Allen, the unit managei. hops out.

He greets Rogan and the crew effusively, and hands a

letter to the director, which reads as follows.

Location—Lone Pine . “Desert Justice" Co.

Director—James Rogan. Producer—Max Weinberg,
Looked at a “Rough Cut” of six reels; Sorry you

talked me into having Eddie Wilson, His comedy
scenes are flat and he is badly miscast. Suggest Using

him in the big fight at the camp. But kill him off

at the first exchange of shots. Regards,
•Max.

Rogan turns to his. assistant, “Get Eddie Wilson a 10-

; gallon hat and a Six-gun. He’s going to Work in the next
shot." In a few minutes Eddie hobbles over to Rogan.
“What’s the idea Jim? I’m playing the cook,’?

“Orders from the production office, Eddie; They want
you in the big fight.. Hey, Tex, get Wheezer up here for

Eddie. Listen, count five after I start rolling, then pull

your six-gun and empty it past camera right. You’re a
cattle-rustling cook, fighting off the ranch boys who are

trying to recover the cattle that your gang rustled from
the Bar B.Q."

In projection room “A" at Cosmos Studios, Rogan,
Weinberg and the cutter are running “Desert Justice" for

J. P. Hammons, the international banker who owns the stu-

dio and half of Culver City.

Rogan and Weinberg are: watching Hammons’ reactions

closely. His face is countenance that would have
broken Gutzon BorglUm’s chisel. He is a. huge bearded
man who hasn’t laughed since his partner committed sui-

cide in the panic of ’29. .

'

“Who is that actor playing the cook?" thunders Ham-
mons.
“Why he’s just a bit player, Mr. Hammons. We’re

going to Cut him plenty.”
“Like hell you are. He’s the best western actor I’

seen Since Hoot Gibson. That chap is a great artist—;

never in my life have I seen anything like that shot where
he shoots, the horse in the heck, and takes that fall. The
horse is very good, too. I think I’ll have him shipped
on to Southampton; My wife runs a little theatre there.

She’s going .to do ’The Virginian.’ The animal would
strengthen the cast considerably."
Eddie Wilson is lying in bed trying to forget Wheezer,

Lone Pine, and the big fight. His cute little better half,

who shares the Murphy bed with him, has just finished

serving him breakfast.
“How does your head feel, honey?"
“Lousy, no more westerns for me, IS there any mail

baby?"
“I’ll go out and see. Try and relax sweetie, you need

all the strength you can get." .

“I get enough rest laying off,” yells our favorite cattle

rustler.

In a few moments Alice runs into the room. “Here’s
letter from the studio."
“They have nothing on me. I told them I couldn’t ride

a horse.. Read it to me.”
‘Darling, they can’t put you in jail for trying. Listen,
'Dear Eddie:
Will you kindly drop into my office at your earliest

convenience. Doctor Hansen tells me that you are
much better. Regards,

Max Weinberg’

“

Weinberg’s office is an acute shock to the optic nerves.
The furniture had been designed by an exiled Polish
cabinet maker, who; had been badly frightened by the
OGPU. Everything was on a slant and looked as if it

Were about to run jout the door. The
.
Cocktail bar was

the. ace attraction. It had an electrical robot bartender,
with no union hours. By pressing , any one of a dozen
buttons oh its chest, you could get a choice of 10 different

drinks.
Rogan and Eddie are leaning against the teakwood bar,

downing straight shots. Weinberg is sitting in a corner
looking at some papers, He comes over to the bar and
hands Eddie a pen and some- contracts.
“Hammons has upped you to a flat $1,500 a week. That’s

top money for a western star these days, you lucky ham"
“To hell with the budget, slip me a sawbuck, Jimsey

boy, thish is on little me." Rogan hands Eddie a bill.

The robot becomes nervous at the sight of money,
and drops a glass.

“Wait a minute, boys, don’t start grinding, I gotta call

the wife."
Eddie stumbles over to Weinberg’s desk and starts

dialing the phone.
“Hello, baaby, thish ish me. Get your clothes on, we’re

going out .to the valley and buy a house ... whose drunk?"
Eddie slowly fades out on the desk.

Finis

would have it, an industry in which Communists still cavort
on every corner, the motion picture industry today is in a

position to Offer to other industries a blueprint for action

against Communists,
Instead of berating Hollywood, a lot of the attackers

could well stop, look—and learn.

18. Every organization in the industry with any claim *
0

to expressing official viewpoints has. supported the fight

against Communism—including,: in the east, Council of

Motion Picture Organizations and the Motion Picture Assn,

of America, and in Hollywood, the Screen Actors Guild
t

and all other key bodies represented in‘the Motion Picture

Industry Council. It Was the MPIC which officially re-

corded the industry’s support of the .1951 House Com-
mittee.

The MPIC statement of support added: “But the MPIC
would be derelict in its duty if it did not point out that

the public has been given ah exaggerated and distorted

impression of the degree of this Communist infiltration.

That statement still holds true—and could continue to

be true as long as. the redwash boys are able to parlay

their little paint buckets into full dinner pails. But they

must know by now that ptomaine will be the inevitable

result.
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Hollywood Dictionary

Wrong Plug
During the recent Kefauver TV trials, the commit-

tee was living at a swank New York hotel. It happens
that a very large bookmaker had been occupying A BIOPIC WITHOUT A BIO

If w

»y MARTIN A. KARAWAV -
,

,

a suite at the same hotel for a number of months
J
1““ ni^derk was accepting bets by telephone from

By MAX SHULMAN— —
AGENT: Fellow wbo$e job it is to go in and pour troubled

. water on oil*

ADDITIONAL DIALOG: Credit given to a writer who is

called in at the last minute to share the blame,

ACTRESS: One of God’s unfairest creatures.

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Man who was hired because he
used his head ... up and down.

BACKER: An angel for the producer;
,
an ahgle for the

girls.

BORE: Any person who knows the same stories you do.
And tells thOrh.

BRIDAL SHOWER: A device to mulct gifts from the peo-
ple who won’t.be invited to the wedding,

COMPANY STOOGE : Guy who started the same time you
did and is now making more money than you are.

COMMISSARY: Where the dishes never change
. just

^^0 fclCOS*

COFFEE: What your secretary is having when you get
hot on an idea.

6

CHAFING DISH: A starlet who rubs you the wrong way
COCKTAIL PARTY: A social institution which affords you

the only opportunity Of seeing your agent.
CONNECTIONS: What everybody out here has until he

tries to use them.
CHRISTMAS: Reason when some 'people wrap gifts for

the people they rap the rest of the year.
CONCEIT: The self-confidence of a person you don’t like
CONTRACT: An agreement signed by two people which

makes adequately certain* that their agents won’t get
cheated.

CHARACTER : What you have if you aren’t one; what you
are if you haven’t any.

CUISINE: It’s what makes a 50-cent hamburger, $4 at
Romanoff’s.

DRUNK: Fellow with a scotch-tape worm.
DENTIST; An excuse which permits you to have the

afternoon off without any deduction from sick leave
or vacation.

ELOPE : Exciting term among actors in love. Means,
"We can get more publicity than if we did it the
other way.”

FAN MAGAZINE : Publication whose March issue arrives
..

in January just loaded with September’s news.
FOREIGN CAR : Automobile you pay twice as much to be

half as comfortable in.

GOSSIP COLUMNIST: Newspaperman (gal) who writes
other people’s wrongs.

GAME: A form of charades played at Hollywood parties
by people so they can avoid getting to know each
other,

HOLLYWOOD: A community bounded on the south by
Los Angeles, bounded on the West by Beverly Hills
bounded on the north by San Fernando Valley and

,T
.
hounded on the east by exhibitors.

HYPOCRITE: A friend who doesn’t like your latest pic-
ture and still remains your friend.

HOME OFFICE EXECUTIVE: Businessman who hasn’t
se^n the budget of a new picture but knows it icosts
too much.

INVASION OF PRIVACY:, Complaint of ah actor against
the newspapers after he has spent $200,000 for public-
ity services.

INDEPENDENT PRODUCER: A movie maker Who has
very little to be independent about.

JOB: That period between unemployment insurance
. checks.

KEY:If the studio is paying you, you get one for your

mj vwLvia ucautug 10 wager on a
horse one of them owned, phoned the hotel where
the bookie was doing business. They asked the
switchboard operator for the right suite but, like
some horse players, she got her “plugs” mixed and
..connected him with the suite next door. A strange
voice answered the phone.

rr
‘‘Who isthis?” asked the player. “This is Senator

Tobey, came back a gruff voice. The player dropped
the receiver and turning to his pals remarked, “Boy,
What a wrong number I got!” —Ken Kling,

for the Birds
By CLAUDE BINYON-

CUude Blnyon

LAUREL CANYON: A Shortcut between San Fernando
_ Valley and Sid Skolsky.

LINE: Sweetnothings whispered to a girl by any guy she’s
not interested in hearing them from.

MONOLOG; An argument between C. B. DeMille and a
writer*

MARRIAGE: That short interval between A,
1 do” and

Adieu.
NEPOTISM: Some jobs are relative.
NEW YORK: Place where your trip ends and the expense

account begins.
OPTION: Contractese for “Even with the raise we can’t

find anyone to work as cheaply, so stick around.”
PESSIMIST: Fellow who shares an apartment with

optimist.
PETITION: List of people who aren’t secure enough to

say no.
PRESS AGENT: Fellow who is willing to put your feat

in his mouth.
PLUG: What columnists should give the author of comic

dictionaries if they reprint any. of it.

PRODUCER-DIRECTOR-WRITER : A man who has only
himself to blame.

PUBLICITY; A service which makes you well known to a
lot of people-who don’t particularly want to know you.

PLAGIARISM: A stolen idea that comes out lousy.
PRODUCER: Clever man whose brain starts working the

moment he gets up in the morning and doesn’t stop
until he gets to the studio.

REPARTEE: Better dialog between the hero and heroine
that the writer thinks of while watching his picture
at the sneak preview.

ROMANCE: Segnient of time between, the first hand-hold-

ing item in LOuella until the .first mention of a squab-

ble in Hedda.
STARLET: A girl who is getting ready to be ungrateful.

SECOND MONEY : Sum which is easily obtainable if you
can prove that you don’t need first money. .> >

SUCCESS: Depends oh luck and pluck.' How much luck
you have in finding the right person to pluck.

STORY CONFERENCE: A meeting of four or five people
each of whom thinks the other has an idea.

SNEAK THEATRE: A movie house chosen for previews
because its" audience reaction has been established,

i.e.: “They always laugh in Glendale” or ’They love
to cry in Pomona.”

STUDIO: Organization that wants to hire you if you can
prove you’re working for someone else.

TELEVISION: IT!
TV GUEST STAR: An actor between pictures.
TECHNICOLOR: Bright colors which are supposed to
-- .camouflage dull scripts;
VURGEON: A surgeon who has never performed an

.

• operation..
2: Zis enough*

Hollywood.
Joe Presser liked his job as a studio janitor. He worked

on the sound stages, sweeping up cigaret butts and paper
cups and gum wrappers while he watched motion pictures
being made. After a .number of years people started call-

ing him Pop and neglected apologizing
when they bumped into him, but Joe
didn’t mind. His work was easy, and
it fascinated him to see how scenes
fell into certain patterns of same-
ness through the years.
There was the Man Sleeping:

the Living Room Couch Scene, for in-

stance. Joe knew from long experi-
ence that the girl would get the bed*

,
room and the man’s pajamas, while
the man would curl up Uncomfortably
with one blanket on a hard divan.
Then there would be a. shot of the
girl lying wide-awake and a shot of

the man lying wide-awake. Then the girl would look
toward the door and get out of bed, and the man would
look toward the door and get off the divan. Each would
approach the door without the other knowing it.. The
man would almost knock, and the girl would almost open
the door. Then they would go back to their bed and
couch, because what else could they do in a picture?

A new director was making the Man Sleeping on the
Living Room Couch Scene one day, and Joe frowned in

surprise. The man crawled onto the divan with his
blanket and the girl got into bed with the man’s pajamas
and that was that. Joe leaned on his broom handle* star-

ing, unwilling to believe his eyes. Already uneasy about'
his work, and noting Joe’s reaction, the director ap-

proached him between setups.

“Something wrong, Pop?” he asked.

“Maybe not, sir,” shrugged Joe. “It just seemed to

me like you missed a good chance to show how they feel

about each Other. Maybe like showing them both laying
awake and yenning—and then they get up and go to the
doorr-you know, just going, not doing; and finally they
crawl back into the hay alone, still yenning. It’s just

an idea—maybe lousy.”

.
The director pondered, and then he beamed. “That’s

it, Pop. That’s what was in the back of my head all the
time. Thanks for reminding me.” And Joe was content
again as he watched the new boy shoot the Man Sleeping
on the Living Room Couch Scene the way it should be
shot.

. Joe performed the same service for other directors,

steering them straight when they veered from the pat-

terns of Ashamed of Your Own Mother or Father, or Driv-

ing Like Hell in the Fog, or the.Wife Putting on a Phoney
Love Act with the Concert Pianist, or Boy Telling Girl
Off and Getting Told Off Double, or Priest Telling Gang-
ster Friend This Is the Only Way It Could End. And
sometimes he would remind directors that when they were
making a picture about three men they were actually

making the “Three Musketeers,” and only a chump would
try a new twist.

How They ‘Broke’ Him

Max Shulnum

To the millions of theatregoers who enjoyed the recent

biopic about the two eminent. American tunesmiths, A, M.
Heffernan and Ralph Schwartz, the following speech, made
by Donald (Don) Crutfellow, the producer of the A. M.

Heffernah-Ralph Schwartz biopic be-
fore the annual dinner of the Ameri-
can Biopic Producers Brotherhood in
the Tourquoise Room of

-
the Super-

Chief, will be of interest.

“Fellow biopic producers and gen-
tlemen,” said Mr, Crutfellow, open-
ing his speech with a jest as is his
wont (Mr. Crutfellow has frequently
been called the American Will Rog-
ers), “the difficulties surrounding the
production of the A, M. Heffernan-
Ralph Schwartz biopic were; legion,

and not the least of them was the
choice of a* title. For weeks every

man-jack of . us in the organization racked and cud-
’

his brains, but without result. I had finally
decided to release the picture without a title—I - Came
to this decision with the utmost reluctance, let me
tell you, for whenever I have done this in the past, an
immoderate amount of confusion has resulted—when out
Of the blue a solution was found. My phone rang at 4
a. in. one morning. It was a young man named Ed Toklas
from my organization. ‘Mr. Crutfellow, Mr. Crutfellow!’
he cried, scarcely able to contain his excitement. ‘I’ve

got it! I’ve got the title! Get this, Mr. Crutfellow—The
A. M. Heffcrnari’Ralph Schwartz Story.’

“Well, gentlemen, titles like this don’t come to you
every day, and I am not one to let ingenuity in my. organ-
ization go unrewarded. On the spot, despite the lateness
of the hour, I summoned a notary and made Ed Toklas
associate producer and gave him the hand of my daughter
in marriage, overriding his modest protests, that he did
not deserve to be associate producer and he already had
a wife,

“it must not be thought that finding a title ended the
difficulties which beset ‘The A. M. Heffernan-Ralph
Schwartz Story/ Far from it. There were plot problems
which seemed at the beginning insuperable. Naturally we
wanted to follow as closely as possible the real life stories
of A. M. Heffernan and Ralph Schwartz* but it was idle
to deny that certain aspects of their lives were incon-
sistent with good movie-making. For example, A. M. Hef-
fernan has been drunk since puberty and Ralph Schwartz
is slightly under two feet high. Such figures, you will
agree, gentlemen, are hot boxoffice.

Fickle Husbands 1

In time Joe became an omen of good luck on the -Set.

and was requested as set janitor by many directors. This

led to an investigation by the front office, with the inevit-

able result. Joe was relieved of his broom and given a

cell in the writers’ block,
.
furnished* with a typewriter and

a secretary complete with knitting needles. He was
assigned to write a story for Alan Ladd.

Joe liked the office very much. From the window he
cbuld see laborers pushing heavy things. But the secre-

tary bothered him.
.
She knitted steadily, in the manlier

of all good secretaries, but from time to time she looked

at him expectantly. Finally she broached the subject.

“When are we starting?” she asked.

Joe was genuinely surprised. “Starting what?” he said.

“The Alan Ladd original,” answered the secretary.

“ifdw can we start?” retorted Joe.
,
“What have they

showed US? Nothing! IIpw can you tell them what's

wrong if they don’t show you nothing?”

“But you’re supposed to give them the idea*” said the

secretary. “Then they tel 1 you what’s wrong.”

“I know what’s wrong,” said Joe. “All I gotta do is

see it and I can tell you. But I can't write nothing first

because I can’t write nothing wrong!”

The secretary thought this over for a moment and then

She excused herself. Within a short time Joe Was called

to the front office.

“Pop;” said the producer, “I’m afraid we’ve made a

mistake.”

“Show it tp me,” id Joe confidently; “and I’ll tell

you.”*

“Look into that wall lirror,” said the producer. Joe

walked over and looked at himself.

“What’s wrong With what you see?” asked the producer;

Joe considered, “It should have a broom in its hand,’*,

he said finally;.

“1 could make it gentle,” said the producer. “I could

get you a job as a critic.’*

Joe headed for the door, happier than he had been

for weeks. “No, thanks,” lie said. “I don’t want to sit

around and smell it I’d rather sweep it out”

“As though this were not trouble enough, a question of
clearances arose which, I daresay, was the most difficult

yet faced by a biopic producer. Heffernan was married
seven times. After each divorce Schwartz would marry the
castoff wife, without, however, troubling to divorce the
wives he already had,. A bewildering number of children,
each of whom presented a vexing puzzle in paternity,
resulted from this arrangement. I felt that this situation*

though not without a certain piquance, was better left

unportrayed. In this opinion I was enthusiastically sup-
ported by my legal department. So busy were my attor-

neys in obtaining clearances from, all the Heffernan-
Schwartz kith and kin, that they quite forgot to obtain
clearances from Heffernan and Schwartz themselves. Both
are now suing me for invasion of privacy.

“But there was more, gentlemen. The problem of
locale had my scenic people quite beside themselves. Hef-
fernan & Schwartz, eminent songwriters though they were,
never went to Broadway. Nor to Hollywood. Not even to
Chicago. They were born and bred in Wellington, Kan-
sas, and have never set foot outside it. I do not mean
to imply that Wellington is anything but a fine American
community, but the difficulty of laying a musical in such a
place must be apparent to everyone here.

“And then there was the problem of action Aside from
the .marital didoes mentioned earlier, the lives of Heffer-
nan and Schwartz were a study in dullness. They never
did anything but go down to the railroad station every
evening and watch the 6:12 go by. When the 6:12 was
taken off the run in 1935, Heffernan and Schwartz went
to the station every evening and just stared at the tracks.

“But all these problems were trifling:

—

trifling, I say,

gentlemen—compared to our big problem. All of these
things paled and shrivelled before

,
our chief obstacle—

Heffernan & Schwartz only wrote ohe song.

“I am not here tonight to blow my own horn. It is no
credit to me alone that ‘The A. M. Heffeman-Ralph
Schwartz Story’ turned out to be a successful biopic, but to

the brains and ingenuity of my entire organization, save

the legal department. But I am not seeking praise for my
organization either; I have told you this story tonight

1'

for one purpose only: to stiffen the spines of those

among us Who are flagging in their faith. Gentlemen, I

have proved it and 1 urge you to adopt it as your watch-

word: You can get a biopic out of anybody”
I

A First for E 8
Billy Reardon, longtime, host; at the Stork, is now

dittoing at the Rainbow Room, which the Union News

CO., operates in Rockefeller Center along with its sev-

eral other restaurants. Reardon, a former dancer now

on the executive end of managing niteries, was struck

by his experience last New Year’s Eve. Under the

modified management, since the Rockefellers gave up>.

direct operation of the Rainbow Room as a plush

nitery, the spot folds at 9 p. m., and for New Year’*

Eve they stayed as late as almost 10.

“For the first time in my adult life of 31 years/'

observed Reardon, “I thus found myself neither kicked

nor kissed in a saloon on New Year's Eve.” (He’*

either had to face an occasional alcoholic fracas when

it wasn’t a sentimental clinch)

.
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It’s Still

Vet Film Adman Reappraises How the Fix Biz Did

A Buckle -Down - Winsocki, Roiled Up Its

Ballyhoo Sleeves, With Glicko End Results

By CHARLES EINFELB

This was the* year! Life gave us

a. chilly look, Look gave us new

life, conservative Wall Street in-

vestment houses recommended mo-

tion picture stocks, TV moguls

grew grey over the failure of view-
, succt>ssful

to turn handsprings over the
|

ly

opening . o the new season, and

Movietirne USA left a trail of

glamor through cities and villages

ss the country.

The kind of thinking that led

to Movietime arid has actuated the

idea for subsequent annual star

tours is far from unconnected with

the above phenomena. Movietime

is, after all, only one figment of

a daw ing stream of ,
consciousness

that leading the film business

to an improved boxoffice. A be-

ginning has been made. We are

recovering clarity of We
are becoming showmen agai some

of us under the stress of ,unpleas-

ant handwriting on the wall. And
it’s still showmanship, right down

the line, that gives -our product

the push it deserves.

For a whiie there was a tendency

to sit there like the cobra, hypno-

tized, swaying. side to side while

irrational fears played the snake-

charmer’s flute. We gazed, stupi-

fied with anxiety, at television, a

sort* of “little man upon the stair,

gee I wish he’d go away” kind

of thinking.

What’s happening to TV? The

N. Y. Times not long ago noted,

“A faithful"'viewer can hardly help

noticing that the general quality

of TV offerings is on a downward
trend ” Commercials are killing it,

while the picture business at least

only sells entertainment, as a

Vaiuety editorial pinpointed.

What meanwhile has happened
to movies in the past, year? Time,
more Luce-id than its sister maga-
zine, conceded that the' 1951 box-
office was a “solid 10 to 15%”
better than in 1950, while film

rentals- were reported up by a
similar percentage. Production
figures indicated 441 features in

1951, with 96, or 22%, in color;

1950 saw 376 full-length pictures,

only 69, or 18% in color.

Qualitatively, the superiority of
our industry’s product is at a new
high, and no title rundown is

needed to know that production
wise, all studios have pub teeth
into the sometime-sniffed-at but
nevertheless trUe slogan,we coined
at 20th-Fox, "Movies are better

than ever.” An occasional “dog”
will sneak out, but by and large,

compared with any art form,
whether of the mass communica-
tions field, or even in the fine arts,

motion pictures can. point to a

larger proportion of winners for
the number of starters.

Once the picture has been pro-
duced, however, showmanship
takes over. The extra push placed
behind a picture brings in greater-
grosses. For, while there is a large
audience available for fine pictures,

people must be stimulated to enter
the theatres;

Consider, for example, any big
grosser. In addition to its merits
as a screen attraction, one of the
chief factors behind success is. the
hard work and effort by exhibitors
that go into its selling.

Feeling that there never had
been sufficient emphasis on public
relations throughput ail the
branches of our industry, we in-

itiated an experiment at our Los
Angeles national, sales convention
last June. At that time, we con-
ceived the unique idea of merging
the distribution staff With the ad-
pub department. The sales force,

in short, Was charged with aiding
the exhibitor in selling his - wares
to the public.

This called for more than the
•mere settling of playdates, hook-
ings arid contracts; Jt rallied the
active support of each division and
branch manager, salesman arid

booker to help the, theatre man
sell his product. Both the distribu-

tor and exhibitor gain by this extra

effort, but the ^exhibitor most, of

all.. He is sustained in planning.

his campaign by the thought that

each satisfied—and pre-sold-r—cus-

tomer will bring others. To date,

this novel merger has proved high-

Plartning is of prime importance:

in every human realm, and show-
manship is no exception to the

rule. Without planning,, ho audi-

ence is built up. Without planning,

no habit has been created which
will lead to community Support of

a theatre at times when the crop

of pictures may turn out to be
less healthy than at others.

Correct planning uses psychol-

ogy, and like most sciences, uses

facts which are .so simple we often

overlook them/ There is no mystery
abOut showmanship ; it lies in our
will to apply that same ingenuity
arid inspiration which has rhade

the film industry, one of the great

instruments of good will over the

years.

A picture Will attain, the promi-
nence it deserves when that One
precise ingredient which dis-

tinguishes it—whether sex, action;

suspense or something else—is
correctly spotted arid used as the
focus of pre-selling. A typical cam-
paign can be reduced to the state-

ment, “Here is what is /in this

picture.” By thus selecting the
proper, emphasis in our- advertis-

ing and promotion, we. will bring
in 4he right audience. And—you’d
be surprised hOw many times this

first principle is overlooked—there
is a proper audience for every pic*,

ture made. It’s just up to* us to

utilize our resources properly to

reach it.

Principles. nO more complex than
this have backgrounded the vari-

ous efforts showmen in America
have made during* the past few
years to unite in a common effort

to bring more people into, our the-

atres; These- are the principles
which, have made our theatres the
first sOurce of- entertainment for
millions of people seeking -relaxa-
tion.

Today, when the “extra!’ we pro-
vide so often is remembered, pro-
gramming at a theatre must be con-
sidered part and parcel qf show-
manship, so long as getting movie-
goers to the boxoffice in a steady
stream remains our goal. Such
items as selection of the right
short subjects, proper playdating,
and timing the program so that
people can attend at reasonable
hours, are all important in good
public relations arid the intelligent
operation of theatres.
The physical plant itself must

always be considered part of our
approach. As showmen, we must
see to it that the same glamor
caught on the screen is applied

both inside and out. We are com-
peting at the present time with

the comforts of home, and thertele-

vision set, so it is doubly important

to make the theatre a more invit-.

ing place to visit than it has ever

been before.

All these points are part of the
vital lesson showmen must never
forget; Continued complacency
spells retrogression. Pictures ,must
not go out on their own without
benefit of showmanship effort.

It would be a pity to waste the
potentialities of our magnificent

product by’ failing to make every
person aware ojf its quality. With-

out ^ showmanship, without the

spark necessary to set this Enter-

tainment afire in the minds ' and
hearts of. the public, we are deal-

ing only with so many* pieces ' of

celluloid. The best defense in war
and showmanship is an aggressive

offensive. : Yes, it’s still showman-
shipL/

Can’t AH Be Blockbusters, But ‘A’ or ‘B’

By JAMES B- GRAINGER
(Executive V, P., -Republic Pictures)

9 . R. Grainger
'

'

-i

to the showcases of our product, above.

Slash picture budgets arid

operating costs left Warner Bros,

with only a small drop in profits

fOr the year ending last Aug.. 31

despite a slide of $10,000,000 in

grOss, Figures were disclosed last

Friday (28) in company’s report for

the fiscal' year;

Net, after taxes for the 12 months

was $9,427,000 as compared with

$10,271,000 for the parallel period

ending Aug. 30, 1950. Duririg 1951,'

$9,100,000 was provided for Fed-

eral taxes arid $700,000 for Con

tingent liabilities. For the i960 fis-

cal year, taxes took $6,300,000 and

contingent liabilities, $850,000.

Fruit of WB policy of buying up
its own common is seen in the
equivalent perrshare earnings for

1951 as against 1950. Despite the
drop in overall net, past year’s

earnings Were equivalent to $1.67
per share as against 1950’s $1.46.

That’s because there were only
5,619,785 shares , outstanding at the
end.of fiscal 1951, in contrast to 6,-

977,300 at the end of fiscal 1950.

Film rentals, theatres admis-
sions, sales and other items going
to make rip gross income totalled

$116,909,00.0 for 1951 as against
$126,944*000 for 1950.

As a result of examination by
reps of the Internal Revenue Bu-
reau,. company has adjusted its

fixed assets account and related
depreciation reserves at Sept. 1,

1950. .Accordingly, the sum of

$3,768,000 has been restored to the
asset account and an additional
$1,000,000 has. been provided for
Federal income taxes for the prior
year/ This has resulted in an in-
crease of $2,768,000 in earned sur-
plus which sum is not included in
the earnings for the year as shown

I don’t agree that Only big” 1

pictures do business. In- my : 0Pih-

.

ion, the picture that does business,

:

whether it
‘ a so-called . .block-

buster or not,

,

is the. pne
which has the
entertainment
value to which
the

.
public re-

sponds. We
are all well
aware of the
fact that many
'pictures

.
pro-

duced at .less-

er, costs have
rolled up ex-
cellent grosses.

While ; I ' feel that the industry
always - needs -some ' outstanding
pictures as a “shot in the arm,” we
must take into consideration that
theatres must haVe- a "steady flow
of product to keep -their: screens
occupied, and every picture. can’t

he a “blockbuster.” All the- pro-
ducing companies together barely
make 52 outstanding- pictures in

that category. And I repeat, budg-
ets alone don’t make big. pictures..

Republic intends ' to produce a
number Of what are popularly
known as “borderline’! pictures,
aiming, of course, for that, popular
appeal which spells boxoffice. Not
at all incidentally, thi.s type of pic-
ture helps to develop those now
personalities which are always
badly needed in this business.

I believe that television eventu-
ally will prove a boon to the mo-
tion picture industry,, but when, I

hesitate to prophesy. However,
I don’t Relieve that television will

eliminate the so-called fringe
theatres.
For the past 30 years we have

been hearing plenty of complaints
from exhibitors,- but' some of my
best friends are exhibitors arid 1

am happy to note that they are all

waxirig :
rich,' , driving Cadillacs*

apd going to Miami, Seriously, I

sometim.es wonder U exhibitors
will ever be satisfied with a fair

profit on their, investment. I have
stated before that exhibition has
always been the most profitable

end of the motion picture industry,

arid, that situation always seems
to be fqrgotten when there is an
opportunity^ to denounce distrib-

utors apd sales policies; When-
ever an exhibitor has a legitiinate

squawk, I think I try to be fair

about it; brit wholesale denuncia-
tion is another thing.

gonaii appearance tours and iri con-
nection. with premieres. During the
past few years, we have intensified
our policy and have had some out-

,
standing premieres Involving th
presence , of stars in civic celebra-
tions. A recent case in point is our
very good -premiere " Omaha,
with the Governor of the -state; the
Mayor of Omaha, and many other
high civic dignitaries joining.

Hollywood contingent in tribute to
the Air Force and General Curtis
LeMay of the Strategic Ait Com-
mand. Republic brought riot only
star of the picture but other “name”
personalities to this premiere, and
their’ activities on behalf of civic,

patriotic, arid charitable / drives .

certainly helped .to build good-will
-for the industry;

*

An. all-iiriportant- necessity for

the success' of the motion picture

industry
*"

enthusiasm. the
thought -is., certainly

;
not new, but

it rates repetition. We’re in an
exciting business, and W.e. mustn’t
get so caught up in

:
mechanics that

we forget its opportunities. /Every

single picture
-
produced is a chal-

lenge to all the people connected
with its - production, and to every
person who touches upon it in dis-

tribution arid exhibition.

That Personal Contact
I

CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
SEASON’S GREETING$

I don’t think that distribution

is headed toward- any streamlining.
For' the. past 25 years there has
been talk of centralization of ship-

ping but nothing has ever come of

it. I think that in this/ as in every
other industry, the- salesmen who
represent it must keep

-

in close

contact with, their customers,
don’t think' you cari sell pictures

by mail: As far as -Republic is

concerned, we have always tried

to maintain a close liaison with ex-

hibitors, and we feel that this has
real value in determining the kind
of product we schedule. Theatre-
men are the link between the au-
dience arid the" distributor, and We
always 'try rtp .

take advantage Of

their ability to gauge public inter-

est arid taste.
'

Duririg the
,
year 1951 my rec-

ords show that I have been away,
from :New York 161 days, during
which I traveled : throughout, the
country,; visiting our branch mam
agers 1 arid talking with Our cus-

tomers.
I think that, the .future of. the

motion picture business is very;

healthy, notwithstanding the crepe-
hangers who. are

;

always
.
c®mplai -

ing. Quite a few of the difficulties

which some .
theatres are . experi-

encing are the result of their own
showmanship inactivity. Running
a theatre is a -ballyhoo operation.
It seems ironic to me that so many
of* the/ basic ideas initiated by
showmen have been adopted and
maintained at a high level by other
industries, while so many exhibi-
tors seem to have forgotten/ that
this business was Built on; show-,
manship;

,

Republic has always -been a firm
advocate of the type of promotion
used for ’’Movietime USA.” Foi*
many years we have been bringing
stars to the public through per-i

‘Let’s Get

By MAURICE BERGMAN
Gloom never had a' long run in

our business. Every once in a

while it has a. world premiere, and
then peters out. This sort of

proves that we are optimists by
nature.

In the past year smile's/ started

to replace frowns; A simple rea-

son could be given for this .meta-

morphosis. Business picked up,

mainly because there were more
good pictures and more enthusi-

asm displayed in their promotion.

it has always been my conten-

tion that crisis is the backbone of

our business. , Give us a good crisis

and we rally around the problem.
We have always proved that prob-

lems stimulate us, unite us and
make us all pull together.

For that reason, strange to say,

a boom is .a ' dangerous thing for

us. Give Us a stretch of good busi-

ness arid, instead of working hard-

er, we become indifferent. This

happened during the war years.

Then One day we woke up and
found ourselves in a depression,

This was a blessing. It caused

the birth of COMPO, Now that

conditions are better, we are apt

tO neglect COMPO. If anyone is

interested, I have ^compiled ten

points that might be kept in mind
during the upturn. Here they arc,

for free!

1. Spend a little time each, day

thinking about: next month.

2. Cultivate our own backyard
a little more. * In other words, save

our speeches and inind our own
business.

3. See a few more . movies.

They’re fun, and they help us to

find out a little more about our

business.

4. When we have ideas to im-

prove the business, ' send them to

COMPO.
5. Leave, technical discussions, to

the experts. Let’s be showmen
rather than oracles. :

6. Let’s think a little more about

advertising and, as business im-

proves,- let’s spend more for pr

motion rather than less. Let’s try

to stimulate and enlarge the good

market rather than wait/ for a. bad

one.

7. Let’s have more action and less

meetings.
,
The latter take a lot of

time that could, be better spent.

If we mrist have these meetings,

let’s make the participants come
prepared. This will eliminate

irrelevancies.'

8. Let’s work on -the theory that

all pictures are boxoffice until

proven otherwise.

9. If we personally dislike

picture, let’s keep this opinion to

ourselves. The public iriay like it.

10. Finally,; let’s try to train

young folks in all branches of- our

business. Let’s build for the fu-

ture.

So there!
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THE BARLOW TRAIL LYNCHING!

Law comes to the Northwest . .

«

With a rope as judge and jury!

THE SHOSHONE AMBUSH!

The night of terror that

set ablaze a savage empire!

THE GREAT COLUMBIA PORTAGE!

Through a gauntlet of gunfire

with a thousand lives at stake!
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The above two -page spread is a reproduction of one of the full -color national magazine
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MHas Been
By ABE MONTAGUE

credited with the revenue. And,
peculiarly, the opposition was not
seriously hurt

This, then, was primarily new
business. These were patrons who
had tired of shabby theatres, poor
projection, muddy sound, dirty
rest rooms, parking problems, un-
imaginative bookings. These were
people who had fled to television
for their entertainment and found
it wanting. They were hungry for
an opportunity to return to the

to Buck

in

There is a positive new feeling.

By AL LICHTMAN
Distribution Chief, 20th-Fox

a bretty good year, we ve - «umence, rm con-

ter—but we've had worse, too, The vinced, Is not really lost; It’s just

boxoffice came to life, slumped, been mislaid II as much thought
then .

picked would, be paid to showmanship to
up again. Thai get the public back to the theatre
ole devil Tele- as has been used to merchandise
vision

,

doesn’t candy and popcorn, I am sure
.
seem <iuite so greater numbers of people would
ferocious from be attending our theatres, We’ve
where

,
we sit forgotten that we’re not just in an

this year as it ordinary business—we’re in show
did a year ago. business!

The
:
quality of I still believe—and I will always

product h a s believer—that good pictures, prop-
improved. The erly presented, will bring the “lost”
nlaintivo wail aiwiipnpfi haplr n.mmnm’ nil ...uv

w. uw jimwh;. a ue- siaer in cnanneling our potential sale of the feature and feritiirette&0»tei&rdT«ty ta jh* theatre, llaking fs a
its nun entertainment. The Amer- to attend pictures is an important be complete, control e£_the pra=_
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!i °?*. sales agenda. The gram in its entertainment and ar-
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UyS Probl.eWS Qf haby sitters, parking, tistic Sense, thus eliminating much

pictures b e - poor timing of shbws, and pro- of the burden pf the exhibitor’s
cause they gramming are things withi our booking and buying problems.
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n - With such an idea Hollywood’s

wants them to The other day, I received a let- producers might be given consid-
say something ter from an exhibitor friend who. erable more freedom to .concen-
ts well as de- operates in Philadelphia. I think trate their best efforts on fewer
pict something a great many people in our indus- features with greater quality,
that is part of try would be interested in his ap- Constant feeding of the theatre,iusmeornope proach to the programming prob- with more and more films to satis-

,

the future, lem and its ramifications. fy the double feature evil, has been
product n a s oeneve—tnat good pictures, prop- .... J Better Balance extremely detrimental to our busi-S? £S 325^3 tatair AU entft
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One thing made 1951 a little 3ut-as for 1951, everything con-

different. More than any other sidered, it was a pretty good year,

year I remember, this past year
was a year for big pictures. The
big ones did business, lots of busi-
ness. “Caruso,” “Show Boat,”
“David and Bathsheba,” “Born
Yesterday” were all ^hat any dis-

tributor (or any exhibitor, for that
matter) could want. In this

,
lies

our comfort, our solace, ' our
strength and our weakness. All we
need now is a string of big pic-

tures.

year, We are competing with 13,-
ne^feeI -

”, w . .
vw*»»^/y wxyu lOj" rpLl , pect to once again recapture the

000,000 theatres in the home these .*f
Program is worthy of deep lost .audience and do a substantial

days, but the public is still in- reasons, week in and week out business,
terested and anxious to buy qual- fi|JL£5?

tftlng it does much to I urge that they give sincere and
ity entertainment of substance and the double feature evil, earnest consideration to this prob-
importance. \
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Cheap merchandise put out to tertaiHmfnt
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n “ ** Mi* importance Is the con

By A. V. SCHWALBERG pay off any more, and Hollywood S„°

tors we are vitiating the potential
worth of our merchandise, and do-

My feeling about television Is
like that of the man who was

pay off any more, ani Hollywood tag ^disservice to^the public and
is fast realizing this fact.

if
°
the SLSSL ourselves by not letting all seg-

mu _ . ,
r feature were a drama, the ments, of the Population eniov ourThe fringe media, nibbling away featurette and remainder of the waresiU „ U _ _ J .11 .. •' * _ .v. • ' . .
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You see, it’s the less-than-top- frightened by a ghost until he dis- at the boxoffice dollar, or giving program would tend to. be in a
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level efforts that are .the back-
breakers; And in 1951, this was
pointed up more forcefully than
ever. National grosses bn Second
features slipped noticeably. Even
more marked was the dropoff in
business done by the “nervous A’s,”
the “pretty good” pictures. What
happened At that level was sheer
murder. For this, too, we all shall
remember 1951,
And yet, I am as convinced as

ever that the pattern of our indus-
try heed not and cannot change
materially. There is still a demand
for second features. It is smaller,

covered that it was only a figment the public something for nothing; much lighter vein, and vice versa, and fall, weathering storms hurd-
of his fancy. a

f
e onIy accepted when our the- If the feature had its strongest ling obstacles, meeting

9
all ' boxof-

Television it- a
f
res cannot top them with supe- appeal to women, then the rest of flee inroads. Application of new

self is, of rior merchandise. The real shop- the show would provide subjects merchandising ideas, fresh pro-
course, re al, p®r?» however, those who want of special interest to men in an duction methods and Sound pro-
but the fears their recreation plus quality, are attempt to give the entire program gramming is our great armament
it has engen- ready to become permanent fix- wide appeal. of the future.

Al Schwalberf

dered in the tures at our boxoffices and main-

past are, like taih the picture-going habit;

the ghost, non- Right now musicals, novelties,
existent. historical films, spectacles—and
Recently, sit- those pictures that have something

ting in the to say are the boxoffice favorites.
" Made with understanding and :

taste, these .films receive their final

office of a.

friend, I no-
ticed on the incentive when properly merchan-

It’s a Small World
>

======By ALFRED E. DAFF =====
(Universal's World Sales Chief

)

perhaps, than it used to lie. Or waU a Earned picture representing dised to the public. The in-be

It’s a small world and it is get-
ting smaller.

In our own company we, have
seen and derived the benefits of a

maybe there are more second fea- tbe Colosseum at the height of its tweeners get nowhere. 1 All roads As I travel my hundred odd global point Of view.
tures. But the demand is still Slpry. In the ring, the ancient no longer lead to the theatre box- thousand air miles each year, in We have coordinated our selling
XI. _• Yla ^ ^ ^ •' ^ _ SLL.
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Roman version of a circus was in office as the single source of mass
progress, and the stands were entertainment. Our weapon is the
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tS deliberately beside the boxoffice. Something for nothing will al-to make a bad picture. Not all Because mv mind wac on buci-

oomeinmg xor notnmg will ai-

books are successful nor all nlav«;
-Because my mina was on dusi Ways attract the apathetic pleas-^uLLessmi, nor an plays, ness I remarked absently, “You ure-seeker but even he ran eet°rm °f c
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Columbia had an interesting ex- friend recently on a Saturday after-
®heba,” “Desert Fox,” “An Amer-r
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? Past by Hug0 Haas at a “snow” but the real thing—the
cost that no self-respecting second temperature was in the low twen-

office as the single source of mass
|

the interests of efforts and devices.
Universal - In- We have picked up good ideas
t ern a tional, from foreign countries, and export-
this fact is ed American ideas in the selling of
brought home pictures as well as the actual pic-
to me more tures.
strongly, than Our foreign offices and our do-
ever. In addi- mestic departments have all bebe-
tion to .cover- flted from promotion ideas pric-
ing 31 branch inating elsewhere in the world,
offices in the The U. S., nor any other coun-
U. S., I met try, holds any patterns or monop-

lean in Paris,” "Strietcar Named ““«** ability and^orig-

Desire/’ "Quo Vadls ” “A Place in " *»» t There mmr be differ-

the Sun”—all meeting the enter- whol. nf .,h, «Sff f*'* ’&“**!*&*•}& “f
talnment needQ and demands nf

th
?

whole of the Eastern Hemi- ultimate results and benefits can

thePublic MAnv^ othe^rs^^Sfortu- !Pher5* Australia and New Zealand, be the same.
** the side I have made several I have expounded the theoryWii.

11U
,
s^ii-respecung secona temperature was in the low twen- On the side I have made several I have expounded the theory

thi'

9re t° whisper. But ties, the field was covered With a
?wav Entertainmeut”

UP t0 Glve_
trips to London and the Conti- that our industry survives on new

^nis one had it. It took some doing, glaze pf ice, the skies were leaden awaf J!'ni:eriainmem
* neiit. Certain observations, there- ideas, or niew twists to old ideas,

up playin« top-half and forbidding . . , and there were i
: Those Duals Again I

^ore* may he .in order. and Universal has delved into the
TOgjujut the country. And we 45,000 howling rooters in the •—-— ———-—— — First of all, I am just as cer- past and learned a lot, even though
wound up spending as much on ad- stands, and tp me, in defiance of There is a big evil in our sys- tain as ever that our customers are our thinking is^aimed directly at
yertising as the producer spent in all common sense, and having a tern, when it forces us to produce the same the world over. Secondly, the future.
negative cost. But we also wound whale of a good time. a great many ordinary pictures to I am sure that the problems the We are. constantly emphasizing
up with a domestic gross equal to People like, to get out of their support the double feature bill, industry face are practically the the necessity of delivering the
jnost top-bracket, top-budget pic- homes and go places.

t
The overall effect- is that the ordi- same everywhere; message of motion picture enter-

;
We cannot deny that television nary product tends to leave the 1. Sufficiency good product for tainment directly into the home.

» i Jhis- can still happen in our represents a real competition to public with the feeling that all pic- the mass audience. We have deplored the lack of the
industry, the honeymoon is net yet motion pictures, and we ought not tures are mediocre, thus destroying 2. Strategic planning of. adver- use of heralds and direct mailing

• There’s still a chance for the to try. Yes, it is competition, but the reputation of the many films tislng and promotion on behalf of pieces. We have tried to encourage
Producer with an idea, the distribu- also, let us remember, are auto- coming from Hollywood every the entire industry. a greater use of this medium, be-

'Vrth a ’^gimmick,” the exhibitor mobiles, parks, beaches, concerts, week. I say this because the recent so- cause it is our firm belief that the
wi h the- drive to put it over. libraries, books. We bave sur- Certainly, with the economic called decline in the American very thing on which our industry

brings to mind a fellow ! know vived and prospered all these picture not as rosy as it was six business was played up very was developed, will preserve it

—

.

ao has just built a theatre out- years In the midst of competition, or seven years ago, we are hurting Strongly by opposition interests;, the family trade,
wde one of our big cities. The and we shall go on doing so. Is ourselyes by hot producing a and the trade generally, in practi- The selling of motion pictures
jrea he chose needed another thea- there any business in the universe steady stream of top quality films cally every country abroad, and institutionally is of vital impor-
tre like I need another head. In that has the field all to itself? becaiise of factors which we can whether it be in Europe, China, tance. It is necessary from a good
the 8-mlle area immediately adja- I recall, last summer, getting an. cure Within our own field. Buenos Aires, or anywhere else, public relations. point of view, but
cent to the new house, there were enthusiastic telephone call from an A major* deterrent to maximum people like to be on the side at no time do we in Universal-
mother theatres of various sizes exhibitor. He was elated becaiise, realization on our pictures is spac- of a victor. They like to be part Intematidnal think that the selling
#n
J

odors. the previous Sunday, it had rained ing of playdates. Too many the-
All the industry’s best brains and his previous Sunday’s business atres are showing the same pic- American product in foreign coun- can be replaced by good irtstitu-

Kld friend that he was crazy, had doubled. It occurred to jne— ture simultaneously, depriving the tries makes it necessary for the tional advertising.

listened carefully—and then once more—that although the rain public of selection when it gees in industry, in the U. S., to be sue- To keep the public interest alive
went right ahead. He built a fine kept the people away from the search of film entertainment. Qnce cessful in all its ramifications. we have to demonstrate that every
jneatre. The best projection the beaches, it didn’t keep them in. a picture has been robbed of its Confidence is a prime factor in visit to a motion picture theatre is

Jest sound, the most comfortable Television’ Yes it represents potential by excessive competition our dealings in America ^and a holiday and to sell this, to the
feats, the most modern lighting— romoetition not a threat. Compe- with itself, it disappears and a great abroad. Confidence in our pictures great world motion picture audir
and the best nlcturos hi* nnuii Li ii?T segment of our audience is lost, de- and the future of our industry, and enee, is every exhibitor’s and dis-

me everywhere; message of motion picture enter-
1. Sufficienly good product for tainment directly into the home,
e mass audience. We have deplored the lack of the
2. Strategic planning of adver- use of heralds and direct mailing

of a victor. They like to be part International think that the selling

of a success, and dependence on of each motion picture on its merit
American product in foreign coun- can^ be replaced by good institu-

IndVh
w

hi°st modern lighting— competition, not a threat Compe- with itself, it disappears and a great abroad. Confidence in our pictures great w
and the best pictures he could get. SSPL of hnciness life, segment of our audience is lost, de- and the future of our industry, and epee, isbest pictures he could get. titton is the spice of business life, segment of our audience Is lost, de- and tne future o^ur industry, and epee, is every exmmtors ana cus-
rhen he set about selUntf himself it «Srtethffig we can cone with prived of the opportunity to ever it is because of the facts outlined tributor’s job.

,

and his. new theatre
1

to the sur- something we^are coning
P
with— see the film. This is a constant above, that I strongly emphasize It is fortunate for us all that

funding communities. successfuflv. And one
P
major fac- complaint, which has been present- whenever I have the opportunity more and more, in all parts of the

The results surprised even him tor in the makeup Of human betaK ed to and by exhibitors countless to urge the extension of COMPO world, there is an awakening to

J
11® opening weekgross was about is on our side The people who sat times. The paradox is that all ex- and Movietime US. A. to embrace this simple fact. Therefore.every-
twice as much as heexoected ' His in °the

U
anclent Colosseum m?e no hibitors agree that the situation foreign countries, so that common body associated with distribution

second and third Weete^hridfijffit 'different thmtheiieopltwho^it in should be corrected, but no one problems can be attacked on a and exhibition should bring home
JP to the samelevef

6
And business a moderVmovle theatre^fhey like wants to make the first move. “Let global as well as a local level. I this point as . vigorously as their

«®ntlnued to floid Ii pist the to get out of their homes and go the other fellow move hack" is the kuow of ho bettehformat than that enterprising .mgehUity and effort

«me where novglty alone can be places! answer. of Movietime U. S. A. can command.past the to get
i can be places! answer. of Movietime U. S. A. can command.
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TREASON

^ . . . The threat of violence hangs

over England. The enemies

within wear the terrible dis-

guise ef ordinary people. A
startling expose directed by Roy

Boulting and produced by Paul

Soskin.

ONE SINNER

Celia (Brief Encounter)

Johnson teamed with versatile/

sophisticated Cecil Parker in the

picture which lifts the lid off a

Police Court and tells the story

of those anonymous people who

stretch out helping hands to be-.

. . Another winner from Eal-

ing Studios presenting the most

.formidable gang of master

thieves the country has

known. Alec Guinness and Stan-

ley Holloway are teamed to-

gether in this hilarious comedy
hot, directed by Charles Crich-

ton.

PENNY

PRINCESS

.... When a New York shop-

girl inherits a piece of Europe it

is practically a problem for the

United Nations.

In this Technicolor comedy.

WHERE NO
VULTIRES FLY

. . The Royal Performance
Film. An Ealing Studios produc-
tion in Technicolor, photo-
graphed entirely on location on
the plains of Africa. Directed
by that master of the outdoors,
"Harry Watt, the picture stars

Anthony Steel, Dinah Sheridan
and Harold Warrender.
Americanr -release title "Ivory
Hunter."

SECRET
PEOPLE

A vivid dramatic story of

the attempted assassination of

a military despot and the net of

intrigue Which collects both
*

nocent and guilty and leaves

and Especia

vs
lV

t\V'

H '

wildered youngsters trapped in

the underworld jungle. Di-

rected by Basil Dearden, the
•

*

man whose touch made "The

Blue Lamp" an international

A fine product from

the famous Ealing Studios, it in-

troduces lovely newcomer Joan

Collins and a supporting cast of

distinct!

lovely Yolande Donlan

teamed with handsome Dirk

Bogarde, the latter playing hjs

first Screen comedy role. Writ-

ten and directed by Val Guest,

the story takes the camera to a

mountain village in sunny

Spain screen representing the

mythical, mirthful kingdom of

Lampidorra.

• • •

4

>u

them facing the aftermath of

retributi The international

cast headed by Valentina Cor-

tesa and Serge Reggiani, intro-

duces talented overnight star

Audrey Hepburn. Produced and

directed by Thorold Dickinson

—one of Britain's leading di-

rectors.

What happens when an
Outpost of Empire finds that its

new Governor is a Working man
from Lancashire.

Great acting performances by

Eric Portmdn, Cecil Parker,

Helen Cherry and a team of

those character players , for

which British films are justly

acclaimed, make this film yet

EXCELLENCY

another Ealing Studios triumph.

Sparkling entertainment di-

rected by Robert (Kind Hearts

and Coronets) Hamer.

THE IMPORTANCE

e • •.« with one of tho greatest cast*

assembled in aBrltlsh studio.

Oscar Wilde's memorable comedy
cantos to tho in Technicolor.

Michael Redgrave, Michael Denison,

Joan Greenwood, Dame Edith Evans,

Margaret Rutherford and Miles Malte-

son portray with distinction Wilde's

famous characters. Directed by An-

thony (The Browning Version) Asquith,

produced by Tfddy Baird.

• ... , . Screen adaptation of Ar-

nold Bennett's famous book

starring the versatile Alec Gui

, Glynis Johns, Valerie Hob-

son and Pefula Clark. Filmed

in the actual Ibcald of the novel

— the Potteries district Of Eng-

land— this delightful tale tells

the story of the "cheekiest man

in the world." Produced, de-

signed and directed by Ronald

Neame and John Bryan, the

team which brought to the

screen that great story of mo-

tion pictures "The Magic Box."

HUNTED

Again Alec Gui , giv-

ing yet another wonderful per-

formance in this Ealing Studi

comedy telling the story of a

little man With a big inventi

nobody wants. With him in the

cast are lovely Joan Green-

wood, Cecil Parker, Michael

Gough and Ernest Thesiger. Di-

rected by Alexander "Tight

. . . . A new child actor co-stars with

Dirk Bogarde, lovely Elisabeth Sellars

and talented Kay Walsh lit this emo-

tion packed thriller Six and a half

years old Jon. Whiteley of Aberdeen,

Scotland gives a great performance as

the little boy who finds the first real

love and kindness of his life In a mur-

derer fleeing the length of Britain from

the police, The picture Is directed by

Charles Crichton, and produced by

Julian Wintle.

THE MAN IN

THE WHITE SUIT

Little Island" MacKendrick from

a screenplay by Roger MdcDou-

gall, John Dighton and MacKen-

drick, the picture is "Tailor-

made" for the Film Trade!

/ / //• ; * /" -- ' ' ' ENCORE
*/

.V.V.* V.V.V

''H; y/.yAK-v.'/W
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. . . . This Is the latest and greatest

of the Somerset Maugham short story

films, In the tradition of QUARTET

and TRIO, ENCQRE presents a brilliant

cast headed by Glynis Johns, Nigel

Patrick, Roland Culver, Ronald Squire

and Terence Morgan. Scripted by

T.E.B. Clarke, Arthur McCrqe and Eric

Ambler; directed by Pat Jackson, An-

thony Pclissier, Harold French and

produced by Antony Darnborough.

These Fine Motion Pictures from the Famed PINEWOOD and

Associated with the J. ARTHUR RANK ORGANISATION, LTD.

EALING Studios,
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Give the

It Even Helps

Theodore Pratt

By THEODORE PRATT

Boqa Raton, Fla.

In line with .the comeback of picture? (did they ever

go away?) this is a report and suggestion for Using authors

in the exploitation of pictures, I don't mean screen-

writers. I mean the authors of the original material,

hovel, factual book, or any material

on which the picture is based.

Heretofore this individual has been
regarded mostly as an evil necessity,

usually thought of as the raw ore

from Which fine metal is refined in

the Writers’ Bldg, over by Stage 6.

Occasionally a big-time author was
used In minor ways, such as giving

his name in the billing in letters as

large as that of the screenwriter or

almost the size of the producer and
director. On "an extremely few as-

tounding occasions the author of a.ire-

mendous bestseller has been given

top billing because the picture company thought his name
would help to sell the picture.

,
They were right.

Generally; of course, everyone knows the ancient joke

about where the original book author fits in on the out-

door posters—down near where the dogs operate. In the

percentages given for billing in the Hollywood pressbooks

the traditional amount for the novelist from which the

picture is taken is 10%, right at the bottom.

I don’t say original authors in the past have been what
might be called extremely helpful in cooperating with

picture companies about the releases of films made from
their stories. Some of them have come right out in cold

print and called the pictures lousy. They have looked

down upon Hollywood artistically, They have failed to

see that there is anything in it for them after their book
is paid for.

I contend that there is a good deal in it for them; and a

good deal in it for the picture company, for such authors

and such companies to adopt a program of mutual aid

when even a fairly good picture is made from a book.

The first traditional viewpoint the picture company
must Overcome to get any result from this is to not be
afraid that an original author might ste?l a few lines of
mention from its contract stars. Break 1 down and' men-
tion the original author a little more;, it might bring more
than a nickel back, as I intend to demonstrate.
The firstmental (and emotional) hazard the author must

overcome is taking creative brain in hand and kneading
it hard to realize that a picture can be good even though

.

it changes his story; This isn't so difficult to do if ap-
proached from the viewpoint that a novel has one tech-
nique of telling its story, While a film has another. Each
can be good in its own way.

Each, above all, is a different, medium,.
,
By the very

fact of selling his book for a film an author should expect
his story, to be told in another manner.
Now we’ve got quite a remarkable proposition: The

picture company and the author of the original book are
being asked to cooperate with each other when the picture
Is released, for their mutual benefit.

Benefit? each screams. Mutual? Who used that dirty
word? What benefit? Whose?

For Example 1

foriy-tixlh Annheruny

ther, mairing gome experiments. -At openings in Florida,

I am going to be invited to be present. Booksellers will

be allowed to sit in tHbatre lobbies with a stock of my
books, including the one being !shown in the theatre, and
myself on hand with' pen in hot fist to autograph^copies

purchased.
This will attract attention to both film and books. None

of it will damage word-of-mouth advertising of the picture.

Pictures and authors of books from which they are made
have nothing in- common during the release of the pic-

ture? Boys and girls, .unless I'm very much mistaken
the* extra business that will be done. by "The Barefoot
Mailman" directly due to the above cooperative work will
easily equal the amount paid to me for the book. And
the extra business my various books will do because of
the opportunity of plugging them as per the above will

be worth far more than the effort involved both by
myself and the picture company.

All this, to me, is merely one small facet in the busi-
ness opportunities being overlooked by the picture and
bookselling industries at the point Where they meet.

erm

By JULIAN T. ABELES
{Attorney for Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Music

Publishing Interests)

There was Asa, the knowlngest young un in>the whole of

Catfish Creek, Arkansas, yet the boy never heard tell

his family name. Since time immortelle, generation after

generation had peeped at the light of day, and somehow
managed to survive, iri that, little one-

room cabin a settin’ on the top-most

craig of the Ozark Mountains.; In all

their, dragged-out years the family had
gone and spread out so that genealogy
had just come to mean nothin* at all.

Got so none of the more recent of the
clan knew what twig, much less what
branch; of the family tree they might
be hangin’ on. Being as it was> ASa’s

maw couldn’t no-how recollect if Asa
were a Nehemiah or a Ashtoreth. For
as she was wont to say, ‘‘Our hog Aza-
riah

r
hain’t got no family name and

he’s sure like unto the rest of our

men folk, when they’re not a sleep! Vail they’re a doin’ is

a chawin’ and a gruntin’.” So it mattered none what until

Julian T. Alieles

along cameihe day I’ll be a tellin’ you ’bout.

Phi Beta Kappa of Catfish Creek
i

The only way I can illustrate this is to get personal.
When three of my books were made into, pictures I stood
by when they were shown and had absolutely nothing to
do with their exploitation or exhibition. When my books
are published, on the other hand, I have a good deal to do
with them, giving talks, radio broadcasts, and -attending
autographing, parties.

Why not apply original author participation to the is-

ing of a movie made from a book?
When my fourth book went to pictures, the opportunity

came lip to have a crack at this to see what might happen.
The book was “The Barefoot Mailman” in current release
by Columbia. When the picture company hired me to
find the locations for the outdoor shooting I saw to it

that this fact, with pictures of me on the search for same,
appeared in the Florida newspapers, the scene of the
work. This meant a good deal of publicity not only for
the picture, but for the book and also my other books.
When Columbia announced it was looking for another

title for the picture I hopped in and fought the idea. I
fought it seriously, getting the backing of many people
and institutions in Florida, battling it out in the news-
papers and slugging it out over the radio. I happened
•to Win the fight to keep the book title. In the process
everybody got a lot of mention. The public for the pic-
ture was built up more than ever. And more of my books
were bought.
Around the time the picture is released, the end of this

year, two more books of mine happen to be on the pub-
lishing horizon. One, "The Big Bubble,” follows "The
Barefoot Mailman” in locale; the second, “Handsome,”
an original paperback 35c. giant, is laid in the same,
section of Florida as the “hard” books. In the newspaper
stories going out about these by myself and my publishers,
and in the ra^o broadcasts: I have arranged to make all
over the state of Florida, the movie of “The Barefoot
Mailman” is being given very generous mention; in fact,
.one-third of the 15-minute time is devoted to it, free to
the picture company.

During this mention I am stating that, even though the
picture does not keep exactly to the book, it is still a
good, exciting picture. I explain to the lay public why it
is necessary to change and cut an original novel. Most of
the diehards who are enthusiastic over the book and look
down upon “movies ruining it,” I think* will be won Over
by my sincere explanation. They won't go around run-
ipg down the picture and hurting its business.
Columbia has seen the .wisdom and value of this by

asking me to make a special recording of my remarks
about the picture. They are sending platters of {his to
their exchanges and distributors

.
around the country for

use m . spot radio announcements at first showings of the
film. They allowed me to mention, my new books in this
announcement.

°

In this way everybody is helped.
Columbia and I plan to carry our loye-fest even fur-

Now. as I was a sayiri’, Asa warn’t second, to none ’round

them there parts when it came to knowin* a thing—Hjr

maybe two, although I gotta admit any other -habitant of

Catfish Creek might well have raised claim to a photo
finish. Oh account of Asa being the smart one he’d been

serving his apprenticeship in his unicle Jered Nehe-
niiah’s white mule distillery. This enterprise; had its

situs right smack on Catfish Creek, this ^
being the

namesake of Asa’s homestead. Uncle Jered took care of

production and Asa messed around with distribution and
sales. Of course, in very damp weather, when Aunt
Hoshea had a bad case of the misery. Uncle Jered had
to put on extra help in his department. The resultant

.

beverage *Was dispensed at two bits a jug to them that

had a design for livin’, and four bits for five jugs to them
that warn’t gonna be round much longer.

As to them that did their consuming on the premises,

Asa would drag the body to the edge of, the craig and
give it a shove down the mountain side for no additional

charge. Because of this special service Uncle Jered’s

emporium became the Stork Club of Catfish Creek’s cafe

society. Now Asa’s principal, or perhaps I should rightly

say sole, attribute was that in figurin’ two bits out of four
bits likely as not he would make the right change. And
as for the four-bit customers it was more than an even
chance that he would not make the mistake

,
of giving

change for a silver dollar. Yes, I must say, that Asa was
the only one in them parts of the hills that had a bom
knack of figiiri ’. He didn't need to have any concern
about paper money, as how he made it a point of refusin’
to be taken in with any of that Northern "inmatashun
stuff.” For as'he went and said, “Warn’t no different from
any of!them other Sunday funny papers ceptin’ they goes
and puts their president’s pitture on it and gets them
there ignorant Northerners to think that makes it worth
sumptinV One of my grandpappies got himself a trunk
full of that kind’a paper, that’s even got Jeff Davis’
pitture on it and it even warn’t no good for.nothin’ at 'tall,

so how cpme that thar Northern trash gonna be any good
for sumpi

The White Mule Kicks the Traces

Well, I done said Asa been a servin’ his apprenticeship-
at the source of Uncle Jered’s liquid white hybred. Been
a servin’t what I said, ’cause there came a part of a day
there .warn’t no Uncle Jered to be a servin’ any more. It

was on account of a very damp season that business got so
durned tootin’ good Uncle Jered went and threw capacity
to the winds. And that’s just, where Uncle Jered went
and gone. They say he was mighty deaf like, but ain’t

much doubt he heard that sound-off, and least he sure felt

it, for there he was right in the middle of it. Many a
one in them parts opened wide his mouth to get one on the
house, as a whole still full of Uncle Jered’s flying mule
came through the air like a cloudburst.
Many in the valley were want to say as how all hell

let loose when the devil came to claim his nearest kin,-

There war’nt much doubt of Uncle Jered’s eventual
destination, but. he sure was a headin' in the wrong direc-
tion. The way Uncle Jered was a’sailiii upward there
warn’t any doubt he’d been booked on this cruise for a
“how-yaJ” to St. peter.

Inhabitants therebouts make talk that one drink of
Uncle Jered’s beverage was just as liable as not to go
and blow your top off. No wonder then a still .full of
it went and blew the whole mountain top off. I ain’t

never been mud} for them proverbs, in particular the one
’bout all that goes up is shore to be a ‘cummi ’ down.
For Uncle Jered went plenty up all right but nothin’ ever
came down that resembled Uncle Jered. In fact, seemed
sort of shameful like to be a wasti *

- all that funeral
money on a little dirt, some of his kin folk said looked
sorta like the kind they’d seen on Uncle Jered. =

Well it warn’t long -after the smoke had blown away,
along with Uncle; Jered, that there was reason to want
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Lesson in Econmaics
It happened many years ago, in Toledo. Joe Laurie,

Jr.r was on the bill with me and I confided to him that
a certain party was always wiring me for money and
always had ideas in his wire that 1 just cbuldn’t
resist I showed him the wire X received that week,
"Must have $200 as my father has to have both legs
amputated.” I knew it was a phoney, but also felt

that if I didn't send it for such a purpose L Would
never forgive myself. Joe read the many wires for
money this party would send me every week and
also thought it was a phoney. So he wrote out' a wire,
"Sending you $100; just have one leg amputated.
That's all I can afford right now.” /

It was Joe who told me how to save my money.
•*Get a casher’s check every week and send it to the
bank,” said he. 1 never had a hank account in my
life, so I took Laurie’s advice, bought cashier’s checks
every week and opened an account in a N, Y. bank.
The funny part was when I got to N, Y..I kept buying
cashier’s checks and deposited them in my bank. I

thought that’s the only way you could deposit money in
the bank. I have/ learned a lot since then. Years
later when I met Joe again and reminded him that
it-was he that started to save my money, he said,

.‘‘Belle, 1 owe you an apology. For years when J met
you I thought you were wearing falsies and all the time
you were carrying double grouchbags full of cashier’s
checks!” —Belle Baker.

i ...
to know if Asa were a/Neherniah or a Ashtoreth. It came

.

about this way. That part of Uncle Jered’s land that
didn’t go along with him had the reparign fights to Catfish
Creek. This particular creek abounds with its namesake,
which imparted to its waters .that delightful poignant scent
and taste of the specie. Being as how that odor of catfish

would be wafted by the mountain breezes for miles around,
even total strangers in them parts needed no neon sign to

guide them to Uncle Jered’s source of supply.

This creek water was one of the principal ingredients

of Uncle Jered’s concoction. It was the secret formula,
handed down from generation to generation, that gave
Uncle Jered’s hoary mule that rare and distinctive flavor—
that any cigaret manufacturer would give his eye teeth for.

Then again, them catfish sure did rid them parts of every-

thing that even faintly resembled anyone of the rodent
family.

Now, if it Could be that Asa were, a Nehemiah, the

boy would be a cornin’ into this priceless heritage. That’s

how come my ideal, the illustrious Hezekiah Isaiah Eze-

Mai, be a laWyerin’ for Asa’s birthright. Comes the day
of the trial and I ’tends court with HezeMah as I was want
to do* He always said I was his left hand—bein’ as how
he was right-handed. The State’s Attorney had the dire

misfortune to be pitted against Hezekiah, which came
about bein’ as how if Asa couldn't rightly prove himself

then the state was gonna lay claim to the land.

The first witness called by the state was the most ancient

female I was ever want to see. I’ve heard tell ’bout that

man Alexander who got one “great” degree because of

something or other he went and did. Well, this old lady

must a went and done plenty more than Mr. Alexander,

for all the ’‘greats” you had to wade through before you
got to the "grand-maw” part of her title.

She goes and testifies, under the proddin* of the state’s

attorney, as how Asa much resembled the Ashtoreth side

of the family with his very low* fiat forehead and that

insipid grimace. But then Hezekiah scored a’pleiity when
she goes and says that the Ashtoreths couldn’t no-how lay

any exclusive claim to these here distinguishing attri-

butes, being as how all the Nehemiahs had the self-dame
blessings! betsowed upon them. For as she spoke out,

this family heritage had always come in right handy like,

when you had to go and assort your young uns from the

rest of the broods at the family get-togethers. Then she

goes on to tell as how the young un that was want to play

down by the creek with Azariah, the family hog offspring,

was certain to be the Nehemiah they was a seeMn' for,

Well could she recollect as how them two urchins would
romp 'round, and* ever so often Azariah’d goes and pokes

in the creek after one of them catfish. Says she how that

hog loved anything that reeked of catfish, and when Uncle
Jered made a batch of his brew, there would be a settin’

Azariah gruntin’ away while waitin’ for the chance to lick

around the pot after Uncle had filled the jugs—and them
grunts sounded like the opening of an old drawbridge if

Uncle Jeifea happened to overlook part of ai batch in the

bottom of the pot.

Greater Love Hath No Hog
Right then and there the Judge granted Hezekiah’s

request for an adjournment to “prepare his case.” When
the Court resumed, Hezekiah said as how hi? only witness

would be the hog Azariah. Thfe state’s attorney bellows

his objection on the ground that hog ain’t fit for testifying.

Thereupon, Hezekiah, in a broken voice, and with tears

streaming down his face, relates ’bout when the Confeder-

ate flag bearer was shot down at the battle of Pole-cat

Ridge and our noble army was retreating, Azariah’? im-

mortal sire grasped our beloved battle flag in his mouth
and gave his life leading our troops to. a glorious victory

—

how they buried him with full military honors and the flag

on his breast—-and erected ai monument to his memory at

the site of his momentous deed.

There was an agry murmur through the courtroom and
if Hezekiah hadn’t motioned them back, the Judge and
Jury would have been in the fore of the state’s attorney

lynching party.

Well I don’t need to say the objection went for nothin’ at

all. Hezekiah then signalled for the bailiff to open the

courtroom door and in dashed Azariah. At first he ran

straight for the judge’s bench sniffling wildly, and then

turned sharply and with a bleat of ear-splitting grunts

bore down on Asa and started licMn* him from head to

toe. - Even them cold-blooded mountaineers were heard to

sniffle—such affection the hog showed for that boy was
far beyond all human comprehension—there could he

no possible doubt that Asa was Azariah’s childhood com-

panion and the Nehemiah they was a'looMn’ for* The jury

rose as one man and gave their verdict for Asa, to the

wild plaudits of the judge and spectators.

When we were a safe distance from the courthouse,

Hezekiah turned to me, shaking his head* "When I pre-

pared my case durin’ the adjournment, by pourin’ them
jugs of Uncle Jered’s catfish brew over Asa, I was plumb
Certain that hog Would sniffle him out, but - I done forgot

’bout the judge bein’ as fond of that breW as the hog was,

always keepin’ a jug under his bench—boy it almost lost

our case,”
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Barnum Was Right—From the Par

Pic of the Same Name

Circus Bombast Best Ballyhoo—A Nod to Some
Real Oldfashioned Tub-Thumping

By JEROME PICKMAW
(Ad-Publicity Veepee, Paramount Pictures)

Jerry Plclcman

In one way or another I've been
promoting entertainment for

motion picture companies, live

attractions and as newspaper-
man — for
quite a num-
ber of years*
During that

time I’ve been
very sure
that every
promotion
w a s getting

better and big-

ger; that with
each new at-

traction, pro-
motion. a n d
publicity men

were coming tip with bigger and
better ideas of exploitation and
selling.

Sure, somewhere in the back of
my mind I had a recollection of
the great, legendary pressagents
of the past—the Tody Hamiltons,
Harry Reichenbachs, A. Toxen
Worm and Dexter W. Fellows. I

had heard of their memorable pro-:

motions, the selling slants they
had devised, and their exploits in

the ancient and honorable art of
ballyhoo. But I must admit that

I always had kind of a sneaking
feeling that today we know how to

do it better . V until just now.

For now I’ve made a great “dis-

covery’’—that promotion as the old-

time. circus pressagents did it was
good then, is still good today, and
in all probability will be good in

the future. I’ve spent the.- past
couple of months steeping myself
in the atmosphere of the circus,

studying the way the circus was
sold to the American public, and
coming to realize that in the al-

most classic simplicity and un-
ashamed frankness of its selling

approach there is a directness of

appeal and a power to convince
which many more complex pro-
motion approaches lack.

My interest in the way the old-

time circus promoters operated was
far more than merely academic.
News may possibly have leaked
out that Paramount has a picture
called “The Greatest Show on
Earth,” which Cecil B, DeMille
produced with the cooperation of
the Ringling Brothers-Barnum &
Bailey Combined Shows. The
greater part of the, picture was
shot bn location at the Ringling
winter quarters in Sarasota, Fla,,

and during actual circus perform-
ances on nationwide tour;

In setting up the campaign -ibr

“Greatest Show on Earth,” we be-
gan to study the old-time circus

promotion methods, frankly skep-
tical, but still willing to see if

there might be a. “handle” or angle
of approach which we might be
able to adapt.

.
And the deeper

we got into the subject, the more
clear it became that the tradi-

tional method of selling the cir-

cus to the public not only gave us
our “handle,” but provided the
complete campaign slant for the
picture—and set the pattern for

future selling of many other
pictures!

Cause for Optimism
Minneapolis.

While business has been
running behind the corre-

sponding period in 1950,

there’s some cause for optim-
ism among exbibs in this area.

They say they’ve spotted a trek
back- to theatres away from
home TV.
Theatremen report that the

trend so far has been limited

to children. Their hope, of

course, is that it will spread to

adult ucicet-Duyers;

Audacious Adjectives

If you analyze the old-time cir-

cus approach,, you find that all sell-

ing was via superlatives. Every act

was the “biggest”; every per-

former the “most daring”; every
spectacle the “most stupendous”

;

every animal the “most ferocious.”

During the days when many press-

agents were turning into public

relations counsellors (someone—J
forget Who-ronce described a pub-
lic relations counsel . as “a press-?

agent with spats”), it became fash-

ionable: to look with a little bit of

scorn on this old-time routine. I

don’t know why. After •all, in spite

of the lavish use of superlatives,

the selling pitch Was fundamen-
tally true and honest—the circus

did present an impressive array of

people; its stars did stunts the

mere contemplation of which
would send shivers down the

•pines of the average person; its

menagerie did offer .lions and
tigers and gorillas and other fauna

gathered from all over, the world,

beasts a great deal more ferocious

and awe-inspiring than those with

Which audiences were familiar.

It seems to me that the show’s

success lay in the fact that-r-con-

sciously . unconsciously— the

flamboyant superlatives of the

circus salesmanship actually did

represent the flamboyant appeal

of the circus itself. There was
no attempt to go into involved,

smart-aleck approaches; no search-

ing for oblique salesmanship

which sold indirectly; none, of the

“applied psychology” which some
of us have tried to . use on pic-

tures in our search for some un-
usual method of selling. Here was
selling which stemmed directly

from the subject matter itself. And
it sold!

At the risk of laboring the point,

this same essential honesty in sell-

ing approach was used—and just

as successfully—by the old-time

theatrical touring company press-

agents. What do you think would
have happened to a pressagent

who, to sell “Way Down East,” de-

veloped the angle of the inexor-

able pressure of social and eco-

nomic troubles? Any time a

pressagent had this great old tear-

jerker to sell, he sold it by pull-

ing out all the stops on the or-

gan, making his audience weep in

advance.
Here, it seems—and I think ex-

perience will bear it out—is the

pattern which all entertainment
selling has to follow if it expects

to succeed. In every form of en-

tertainment and in each individual

show, picture, attraction or event,

there is one basic, underlying
theme. Successful promotion must
operate much in the manner of a

dissecting scalpel, peeling away
all the excess embroidery with
which the basic theme has been
surrounded by story line, produc-
tion or whatever. When the basic

theme has been revealed, this is

the selling appeal to be followed.

It’s as simple and as
1

easily work-
able as that.

The, circus has modernized it-

self repeatedly down through the

years; it has changed and accom-
modated itself to circumstances
and changing times. But in its

simple, honest, frank, emotional
appeal to the simple, honest and
frank emotions of humanity, it

has never changed. It has given
audiences something solid to

which they could cling;
.
something

which they instinctively recog-

nized they could accept as honest
and sincere. And audiences have
always responded.,
Motion pictures should profit

by the proven success, of this

straightforward approach to sales-

manship, Certainly in many a

campaign all of us have spent time
and energy looking for something
to latch on to; maybe in our de-

sire to find something “new” we
have occasionally been guilty of

o/erlooking. the obvious value of

the. obvious approach. I feel that

we have profited from the lessons

we learned during our research
into the old, traditional methods
of circus selling. I think that what
we have learned will help us not
only in selling “Greatest Show on
Earth,” but many other pictures

as well, At least,. ! hopfc so.

Point of Selling

By PERRY LIEBER
( Studio Publicity Director RKO

Radio Pictures)

Hollywood.

When I was a kid. I asked a
heigh.bef who had a great reputa-
tion as a hunter what was the best
way to hunt rabbits.

“Get yourself a good gun,” he
said, “learn to shoot, and go out
looking for rabbits, where rabbits

are apt to be.”

During my hair-thinning years as

a studio publicity director I’ve fre-

quently been, tempted to use the

gun my neighbor suggested, for

purposes other than rabbit shoot-

ing.

The man had something, how-
ever. Not only for hunting rabbits,

but for bagging the movie buck.
There are still plenty of enter-
tainment dollars to be had, but in

these days you’ve got to hunt them
in their own spending ground.
Otherwise, they’ll wind up. in the
pot of Some other business.

Good product is the first essen-
tial for successful movie dollar

hunting, of course; You can’t bag
big grosses with duds for ammuni-
tion.

Granting that every picture pro-
duced in Hollywood can’t be an
epic guaranteed to shake the let-

tuce loose from the tightest wallet,

we’re getting strong: saleable pic-

tures these days; the. best enter-
tainment values our industry has
ever turned out. Naturally, t h e
job of the studio publicity depart-
ments is to. get the message of
those values across to the enter-
tainment shopping public.

It’s a
:
job we. no longer can do

by writing passionate essays about
Flossie Floosey’s taste in garters.
The public may be interested in

Flossie’s garters, but if so, what it

really wants to know is, does ^he
show them in her new picture? It

also wants to know a great deal
more about Flossie’s picture, like
just what does it have besides gar-
ters to make it worth plunking
down the price of a theatre admis-
sion.

A great deal can be done, and
is done, to disseminate that sales
information ‘ from Hollywood.
Through the media of syndicated
columns, wire news services and.
radio networks it is possible to
keep a steady .flow of interesting
material on coming pictures and
their stellar personalities reaching
the cities and towns where those
pictures will eventually play.

Through feature stories and art
layouts to individual newspapers
on home town personalities and
subjects of local interest, it is pos-

sible to achieve an. even more di-

rect point of sale contact.

.
In these competitive days that’s

not enough: To do the job right,

it’s necessary to go hunting for
movie boxoffice dollars in the cities

and towns where they’ll be spent.

Respect for the Printed Word
By HERBERT BAYARD SWOPE

I think it can be said, conservatively, that newspapers are here to
stay! From the Acta Diuma (and that’s not Variety slang) to the
present hourly issues, they have survived imitations and eliminations.
No one can say just what their secret df longevity is. It may be due

to the respect that we feel fpr the printed word. After all, it was
the printed word which made us realize the nature of duty when we
first studied our lessons in school. That reaction continues.
The newspapers have grown by taking advantage of all improve-

ment, but radio and television; while capable of transmitting news,
are certainly not included in newspaper mechanics. Far-seeing news-
papers have protected themselves by becoming a part of the wireless
world, and they will go further eventualy.
The next great change in newspapers will eliminate many of the

costs of composition and practically all the cost—the enormous cost—
of distribution. A master copy wil be broadcast from a central sta-
tion and be received in your home on a recording machine, which
will type the news as it comes through the air. When you reach your
set in the morning a complete newspaper Will be awaiting you.

: Radio and television news has been on the timid side in the way of
building up news enterprise and campaigns. They have been content
to take the news as the papers or associations supply it. But that won’t
last long; as competition becomes keener, the press will be set a sterner
task by, the air and, paying good money for talent, the air will get the
talent.

Circulation Comparisons

It will be interesting to mark the comparison of total circulation of
newspapers with the total circulation of news on radio and television.

The total circulation of morning and evening papers in the country is

53,829,072 daily. Radio. and TV claim around 60,000,000 for their news..
That number will grow. It costs nothing once you have a set in your
home, and the material is selected for you—you don’t have to beat
your brains to decide what to read and then try to find it!

The one thing that the press has over the air is permanence, but that
will be changed, and changed soon.
As to advertising: Experts say that the air is cheaper per circulation

head than is the press. I am not sure that is yet a demonstrable thesis,

but it will be—and before long. And more effective, especially in; color.

There is no stopping the progress of this art. I can recall not many
years ago, when I was trying to run the N. Y. World, some of the news-
paper owners and editors wanted to bar radio programs from the press,
They even suggested that all reference, to the radio be eliminated.
We were meeting in the RlaZh Hotel. Moved by an inspiration, I

went to the window and called my conferees to where I stood, asking
hem to look out at Central Park. The roads were jammed with auto-
mobiles. I said: “Not many years ago the revered city fathers passed
a resolution forbidding automobiles in Central Park! What you have
just seen is the answer to the absurdity of siteh a resolution as has
been suggested.”

It is still a good lesson to keep in mind: To coin a phrase; “You
can’t stop progress.”

Chi's Ridge Asks 360G
Of Majors in Trust Suit

Chicago.
Ridge Theatre, owned by Lasker

Bros, in 1935-42, , filed suit in

Chicago Federal Court Thursday
(27). Houlse asks triple damages of
$360,000, all e gi n g the majors,
Warner Bros. Theatres and Balaban
& Katz conspired to prevent first-

run product until 66 days after

loop run.

Morris Kaplan and Sol Best,

owners of the Indie Amo, on the
same day asked for an injunction
against National Screen; alleging
firm won’t sell trailers without
posters and paper.
Seymour Simon attorneyed both

suits for the plaintiffs.

Even New Faces Click

Do it with personalities where-
ever and whenever it is at all pos-
sible. They don’t have to be big
name personalities. We sent Mar
garet Sheridan, one of our con-
tract actresses who has appeared
in just one big picture, “The Thing
From Another World,” to Memphis
and Atlanta recently, and . what
she did to theatre business in
those cities is what I’d like to do
with my bank account. The box-
office upbeat continued after Miss
Sheridan had departed, because
the interest in, and good will for,

Hollywood she inspired lingered
on.

*

The bigger the names, of course,
the bigger the draw, Shelley Win-
ters and Farley Granger set Kan
sas City on a record breaking pix
spending spree when they person

By PAUL N. LAZARUS, JR.

Deaf Sir:— I

On March 31, the North Piltdown
Center American Legion Post will

dedicate its war memorial. The
mayor, the town

.

councilmen, the
high school principal and other
important local dignitaries will at-

tend. We would appreciate it if

you would send one or more Holly-
wood stars to attend the cere-
mony. We feel sure that this will

be a good, advertisement for your
pictures and will result in your
making many friends in North
Piltdown Center. Advise who you
are sending and when they will

arrive . . .

Dear Spacebuyer:
According to an impartial survey

just completed, Next Month Maga-
zine gives you 12% better coverage
of your 57-to-59 year old audience
than any other publication in the
field, including Life Magazine.
Surely, you must realize the great
importance of reaching this par-
ticular market ...
Dear Committee Member:
On .Thursday^ at 12:30 p.m., -at

the Johnston office, we are holding
an important meeting of the Com-
mittee to Consider the Use of 24-

Sheets in Plugging Radio Spots,
As

t

your company’s representative,
it is imperative that you attend . .

.

Dear Sir :

—

As you probably know from your
Sales Department, we are playing
your picture "Mother Has a Break-
down'* at the

r

- Strand Theatre, New

ally chaperoned the world pre-
miere of “Behave Yourself!” there
Jane Russell, Robert Mitchum

and Vincent Price made the film
theatre tills in New York, Phila-
delphia ahd Chicago look like
mints when they appeared in those
cities with “His Kind of Woman.”
Tony Martin collected wampum

and well wishes out of all propor-
tion to the cost of the jaunts from
appearances in New York, Cleve-
land and Houston with our “Two
Tickets To Broadway.” Eddie
Bracken helped bring in a box-
office, bonanza with the same pic-
ture in San. Francisco.

When film personalities come, to
town it creates excitement. It’s a
contagious excitement that reflects
itself in long lines at theatre box-
offices, and pretty black figures in
the account: ledgers. I’m convinced
that by hunting entertainment dol-
lars right in their home; haunts
we’ve got the answer to any ill

winds blowing our way.

Newport, on March 7-8-9, Our
normal advertising budget ,is $12,50
which covers trailers, . heralds, and
lobby displays. We suggest that a
cooperative advertising campaign
be placed in our local paper of

$125: This Will amount to about
1,000 lines.We will contribute an
extra $12.50 to help defray the

expense,,.
Dear Louse:—

I understand from a reliable

Source that all of your stars are
Communists. How can you Holly-

wood people expect us 100% Amer-
icans whose ancestors fought and
bled for this country of ours to

put up with this. The rats. Unless
yon fire' all these Reds immediately
I for one will not go to any more
movies. And I won’t let any of my
family go, either; And whomever
of my many friends, too. The dirty

rats ...
Dear Committee-Member

:

There will be a luncheon meeting
of the Advertising & Publicity

Committee Thursday at 12; 30 to

discuss ways and means. As your
company's representative

Deaf Joe:
Here at the Studio, we can’t

figufe out What the trouble is with
you guys in New York. We’fe mak-
ing, great pictures, important pic-

tures, but they’re evidently not
being sold right. Take the last one,
for instance, “The Son of Quo
Vadis.” The reviews in Daily
Variety and the others were’ gfeat.

You should have seen the cards
we got at the sneak. It had to be
a big grosser if it was properly
handled. The first four engage-
ments, however,, were extremely
disappointing despite the fact that

several house records were broken.
I suggest that you immediately pre-

pare
.

new: ads ahd accessories

stressing the mother-love angle in-

stead of showing gangsters and
machine-guns
Dear Joe :

—

One of our exhibitor-accounts)
Sophocles Smerch, from the town
of South Northfield Will arrive in

New York Tuesday with his wife
and five children; They: would like

to see "Guys and Dolls" on Friday
night and "South Pacifid" on Sat-

urday night, if you can, get seven
good seats down front. If you can't,

I guess "The King and I" .
would,

be all right, although Mrs. Smerch
is most anxious to see "Guys and
Dolls," since she's been told she
looks like Isabel Bigley. Personally,

I think she looks more like, Sam
Levene. Anyway, I will appreciate.
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How to Become an Execnthre

Forly-atxlh

By MAX E. YOUNGStEIN
(Ad-Publicity V. P» of United Artists)

For the past ten years, I have heard a great deal of

criticism leveled at the motion picture industry for its

failure to train young executives. It is my fond hope

that the blueprint set forth here will rectify this deficiency.
1

While- intended primarily for advertis-

ing, publicity and exploitation direc-

tors,. it is possible that, if properly
used, it will create a few1

vice-presi-

dents, and possibly one president. If

the latter happens, I will be very
touched indeed.

It is important at the outset to rec-
ognize the fact that there are four
basic situations which must be han-
dled by every" advertising, publicity
and exploitation director. I don’t want
to be overly enthusiastic, but with

vnnnrtfei careful study I simply cannot resistMax Yonngstei
betting that I will make

:

at least

v.p., or perhaps even a new company.

Situation No. . 1 : First Picture Screening

This situation generally opens with your being In the

ofTice in New York ait 11 o’clock. You have just finished

routing any troublesome correspondence to your depart-

ment heads and you are thinking fondly about the restau-

rant in which you will have three-hour lunch (mini-

mum). At that moment a wire . is receiveddreading; “Ur-

gent you catch earliest flight possible. : Picture ready to

be screened 9 p, m.. tonight. This is it. Confirm. Regards.
Signed A. K,”

(It is necessary to take a moment out to emphasize,

the importance of the word “regards” in this wire. The
word “regards’’ is a true sign of a top executive. You
must add this to every wire you send and to every letter,

regardless of how abusive and insulting it may be. The
word “regards” gives you an out, It furnishes you with
incontrovertible evidence of the fact that everything you
have said is from one friend to another.)

Your transportation man kills .himself, but gets you on
the noon plane, and 12 hours later you are in the studio
screening room completely surrounded by A. K. You
struggle valiantly through two hours of Technicolor
mixed with phenobarbitol which you, of course; have taken
on the plane. Every top film executive must take pheno-
barbitol on a plane ride, He has to be ready for what
greets him he arrives in Hollywood.

If you are experienced, however, you can sleep through
at least half of the pijcture. You are ready to handle the
situation without a single thought. You awake yourself
firmly three minutes before the end of the picture. As the
final, title card starts on the screen, and without Waiting
for the lights to go on, you jump across three rows of

seats and grab A. K., preferably with both hands—and
shout “A. K:—you’ve got a helluva picture!” This sen-,

tence I rate as importantly as the Word “regards.” With
a little training and voice-control, you- can give it at least

10 variations in inflection, each one with a shade of mean-
ing all its own. I promise you that there isn’t a single

screening room situation that this will not cover. How-
ever, you may. Out of your own desire to keep your brain
functioning, wish to have more variety.'

1

If you area per-
son possessed of such intellectual integrity, you can go
through the same gymnastics, but this time you yell—
“A. K.—you’ve done it again!” ‘ For the complete intel-

lectual purist, generally a, City College man, you can have
a third standby Where you scream—“A. K.- is that

.
a

picture!!!”

This third approach,, however, requires a little handling,
since it must be accompanied with very vigorous shaking
of the head from side to side.. For real training in this

regard, Check anyone of. the kinescopes of the Molly Gold-
berg TV shows.
With any of the above three. mastered, you are prac-

tically guaranteed to move . to the very top of the class.

The worst, that.will happen to -you is that you will become
an executive assistant. If you are real ambitious, you will

then, head straight for the airport mumblings—“A. K. This
picture, is just too. big for the marquee. Just this once I

wish I had my own-theatres. AU you’ve got to do is open
the doors and step back. I’d love to stay, A. K., and
discuss this further with

,

you, but I feel. I will lose the
feeling if I don’t head straight back to the office.”

As you shake' his
.
hand agai , not forgetting the two-

handed grip, you clinch it with—“One thing you’ve got -to

watch out for, A. K.—this picture must never be screened
in a projection room—only in a theatre . . . it needs an
audience.” Dimly you hear A, K. say, “Remember the line

I gave you. It will sell the picture in every city, in every
i-P'v.n, in every city and town. Just use the line, ‘Their
love was bigger than both of them;’ ” With the plane
door shut, you now take, out a king-size phenobarbitol and
face towards New York.

j Situation No. 2: Staff Screening on Picture

You rush from the airport directly to the office, via Carey
Cadillac, Carry at least ,two bags, one of which, should be
the diplomatic type. This should be done even if they are
empty and in spite of the. fact that you have spent only
four hours in Hollywood. This impresses everyone, par-

ticularly the elevator starter and operator and sometimes,
with a little luck, you can also impress the receptionist.
Make certain the shoeshine man sees: both bags stacked in

the corner. -Don’t laugh at these things. These are the
people who really,help you become a top executive.

In spite of the fact that you have had 12 hours sleep on
the plane, act as if you are exhausted, ask for six cups of
coft'ee, and with the empty containers standing on the desk, .

Call iii the entire staff for a meeting.
Start the meeting oft with a short statement to the effect

that although you are falling on your face, you just .had
to tell them about the great hew picture you saw. last night.
You say, “Fellas, you know there’s One’ thing about me
t
1at

.

everybody says—that is—that I level with you. When
I think a picture is great, I tell you so. When I think it’s

a stinker, I don’t flinch—I tell it to you—I tell it to the
ti ont office—and I tell it to the producer.. Like I said, one

thing I do is level. I know you guys will forgive me
because I am so exhausted for just thinking out loud. I
will just be talking off the top of my head. This will be a
springboard—we will spitball a little.”

Here, again we must stop to emphasize the importance of
what might look to you like an ad lib. The phrase “Just
thinking out loud” must be rated as one of the top execu-
tive builders in our industry. This phrase must not be
Used as a substitute for talking out loud. It certainly must
nmer ?e used as a substitute for just thinking. You
will, of course, call in yoqjr secretary to take notes on
the meeting, and as she lifts her pencil to take her notes,
you will stop her by telling everyone it’s all off the record.
You explain that A. K/s new picture is a great picture.

If you have strength, you stand lip as you say this—
hold the desk for a few minutes and then sit down. You
then add, “while it is a great picture, some people think
it is only a critic’s picture. Our problem is—will the
critics think so? Other people think it .is the people’s pic-
ture. Our problem i$—will the people think so? Let’s do
the unusual on this picture. Let’s have a junket—let’s tie
up with the mayor, maybe the governor . ; . let’s get . the
Church people to help—the women’s clubs—I think this
one is an exploitation special—maybe we cain get it

banned. in Boston . . . maybe we can have the Life editors
to lunch ... it

?s their kind of picture. On the other hand,
fellas, and you know I always level with you, if I had my
own- way, and this was my picture, I’d open this one Cold.
I think this one is so big that it doesn’t need a campaign
of any kind.”

By saying this, you make it very, clear to ail of the
department heads that no one is indispensable. That any
good ideas they have are really yours. You wind up
your pitch by saying, “Well, fellas, I know that you are
all raring to go^—you must have a million ideas—just re-
member that I gCt a big organization and I don’t want to
do everything myself. This has been an open meeting—
anyone have anything further to say?”—arid with that you
quickly dismiss everybody; It is important that you do
this before anyone gets a chance to open their mouths.

to Be Hardboilerl

Vet Whodunit Author’s Expose Exposi-

tion on Private-Eyes, Leering

Ladies, Et Al.

no

Sitiiat^on Nio. 3: Meeting with Advertising Agency
j

Always take; off your jacket for this type of meeting'
It pays to give those, ad guys the feeling that you are a
real craftsman just like they are; While, they

,
are placing

the roughs of the adis aroundfthe room, look at
:
each one,

put your chin in your hand, try as hard as possible, to look
like you’re thinking and then walk on, and make no com-

,

merit at all. After you are through, sit down and the first

thing you say is, “Fellas, you have a. great set of ads,
but——

”

The word “But” is this sentence and at this point is not
only important, it’s crucial. The first part of this sen 1

tence lets all the boys know how much you love them
arid their ads. The word “but” however, is your custom-
built escape hatch, from ariy responsibility for anything
that ever happens on the campaign:

The first “but” is, “The- ads don’t sing.” In rapid suc-

cession, you. give them one 1 “but” after another. The
following additional "buts” point out that it doesn’t have
thC woman’s approach, mass approach, family approach,
mass appeal, class appeal, or critics appeal, riot enough
white space—maybe too much white space in one or two-
spots. If the agency boys look too depressed at this point,
you tell them—“Fellas, don’t get me wrong, I still think
it’s a great campaign . . . all I’m asking is—‘Will it sell,

tickets?’—I’m looking for something different i , some
Original thinking from the boys . . . I think you are giving
me the same old 66. Now, I don’t like to say it—but I

don’t think you’re earning your 15%—Monarch’s press-

book on ‘Love in .the Saddle’ will give you an idea of the
kind of originality I have in mind. As I said, I want origi-

nality but don’t be afraid to use some , of the stuff that

we know sells tickets. What’s wrong, with the line—‘They
lived 24 crowded hours in a lifetime?’ . . ., sure it’s art

intimate love story but who will it hurt if you say, ‘with a

cast of thousands?’ .
1

. personally; I don’t think you will

ever come up with a better line than my own line—‘Their
love was bigger than both of them.’ ”

As they shuffle out of the room, stop the account execu-

tive and say, “Sam, I want to speak to you alone for a

. minute . , . I don’t have the heart to hurt those fine

boys of yours but if they don’t stop that top-of-the-head

thinking, I’m going to have to get me a new agency.” This
sentence is a very important morale-builder and you really

don’t take any chances because the average advertising

publicity and exploitation director has absolutely no say

in choosing the agency that works With him.

There are many other , lines you can use during ah
agency meeting. A few other lines I recommend for spice

are “In the great tradition of ‘Gone With the Wind,’ ‘It

Happened One Night,’ ‘The Informer,’ and ‘Red Stallion

in the Rockies.’ ” I also recommend lines like “Three years

in the making,” or “A truly great picture.”

A. K. is, of eourse, in New York. A little more than

$100,000 has been spent on the opening, about W
.on A. K.-—

-

In spite of the fact that the picture opened to the

greatest first hour’s business on a rainy Tuesday morning,

between Thanksgiving and Christmas and fn spite of the

fact that the audience loved it—business for the opening

day stinks.

A. K. is now standing with you in front of the theatre

.... . new lobby . . . new marquees . . . new ads , . . new
publicity. The only thing not new is the picture. It is

w up to you to explain why business stinks. The follow-

ing list will cover almost every situation

:

Too hot.

Too cold;

Too rainy.

Too sunny.
Too' soon after Easter: .

:

The house is bn the wrong side of the street.

The house is too big.

The house is too small.

The house is too medium.
Very tough competition on the street.

Too many openings this week.

No openings on the street this week.

World’s series.

Hockey,
Boxing.
Football.

Polo (in exclusive neighborhood).

County fairs (kill drive-in business).

Tennis matches.

Parking problem;

The. public let them down.

Women.

By JOHN ROEBURT
It is the solemn duty of the practiced to mentor the

young—Who said that? Even1 greater than duty, it is

Man’s instinctive drive—Not to have been mere wraith
or shadow in his time on Earth; to leave behind his mark,

or his hard-got wisdom; or his progeny.
So that the secrets of my own craft

remain; when I take up lodging in
whatever dreadful Valhalla murder
writers go to, I will set down here
as many pointers arid trade samples
as Variety space allows (allows me,
that is. ) ,

With this advice: Latch on to thei

friend, if you would a modern murder
writer be. Take these pointers for
your very own, make them youi* very
own. It’s, formula stuff, sure, sure—
But without the formula, bub, you’re
dead! No checks in the mail, tch tch,

to your petard, tch tch!

The categories below are arbitrarily rendered, for
ready shorthand, and for classroom simplification.

1—Problem of the Blonde: The stuff . of murkiest dream,:
your story blonde. Never the girl at your elbow, even in
the Copa, and certainly riot the lady you married. Visual-
ize this babe as blonde to the shade pf albino, with eyes
that are a blue infinity, a fellovv

.
can drop off in. Give

her an eccentric walk, jig in fact, that automatically
qualifies her as the Queen Mother of Sex. Dress her
scantily, splash her with rainbow paint, endow her With an
abundant greed,: and try, try hard, bub, to preserve her
from censorship!

Z—Problem of the Heavy: The chameleon In our midst,
this gent. He bears small resemblance, in shape, manner,
or chartablc biology, to the mammalian male. In visual-

izing him, rule out at once all distorted imaginings of
your brother-in-laWi or the tax collector. Our Joe’s kep-
hole lean, dirigible round, a giant, a dwarf, a savant, a.

psychotic, arid with a malice toward men that barely, stops
short of Andrei Yishirisky;

3

—

Problem of the Estate Wherein Murder Dwells: N6t
the house your jack built, or where your boss patronizes
you weekends. Not even the joint they dragged you to

that time you threw hysterics in the Automat. Wrong
visualization, Neighbor! This nightmare was designed by
the Albright Brothers, and furnished by Dali. It’s bigger
than the Colosseum, has a high Florentine gate only a
tough-winged American Eagle can negotiate, has more
shadowy nooks arid corridors than a Surrealist dream, and
is thickly colonized by bats. Among other oddities of
decor, do not omit a wall clock that also serves as a
coffin, or a vault for purloined documents.

4—

Problem of the Torpedo, or Gunsel: Always inden-
tured to the Heavy; never in business for himself—the
Sap! An uncomplicated personality usually, as normal as
Steakburgcrs, as sociable as Saturday Night in a Browns-
ville Pool Hall. He is si pool shark, in fact—adept in put-
ting your eyeballs in the corner pocket. A grand (guignol)
fellow, with a face that is pleasantly homespun, open, and
devoid of traceable .meanness.

5—

Problem of the (Private) Eye: The Ultimate Man.
Not you, dope—So tear up that image of yourself and go
soap your mirror! This is the guy your wife fancies,

while you’re dreming up the Blonde. He has fists of steel,

an iron stomach, a hide like medieval: armor. Bullets
bounce off him. Love, too, bounces off him—he’s kissed-
off as many as he’s kissed. He uses gin for a mouthwash,
rinses stiffs out of his hair, and takes a blood bath every
Friday night! Never completed Grade School, but has
the forensic brilliance of a Brandeis. A bad man to
cross, worse to doublecross, damfoolish to triplecross,

When delineating The Eye, be sure to bash, batter, blud-
geon, eviscerate him, but keep him alive. This annihila-
tion short of death, should be wrought in a stylized idiom
that, is heavy with figures. The following samples are
worth copying.

. It took a long time for the balloon to drift down
from Outer Gravity, arid.settle back on my shoulders
“. .

.

The bomb-burst in my head set off a chain reaction.
The last thing I heard before being blown to bits, was
Mona screaming.”

“
. I got re-located in the world, with splinters of

wooden railing stuck ' like toothpicks ‘ hot
d’hoeuvres.

,,

,

“.
. ,

My teeth were a guillotine knife Slicing down to

cut off my tongue, as an abyss opened. . .

.“

“. . . There was a light, no bigger than a pin-head, wait-
ing for me at the end of a long sleep.”

“. In a drugstore, I got the cracks in riiy skull re-,

glued, and an iodine pomade where it lumped.”

6—

Problem of the Lingo: A glossy, metaphorical style

is a must. So shelve all remembered college readings in

Models, for Writing Prose. Strive for the most coiriplex,

obscure; rococo, and absolute. The imperishable sample
below are herewith deeded to the public domain:'

. . He was a spidery looking guy, who looked as if;

he’d just crawled out of a cobweb.”
. . A shaggy-hairey guy, like try coriibing the knots

orit arid you’d pull his head off.”
“

. . Blood oozed out of him, like 50 pipes had
.
.sprung

a leak,’’
“

. . She wore a painted smile on lips too thin for

laughter.”
“. . , Mort’s Bar fit Grill was a sewer dive. Open a inan-

hole and drop in.”

. . A dagger stood vertically in his adam’s apple, like

a cemetery cross,"

. . Her blood on broken cubes of Ice and gravel, gave

the illusion of rubies. Greedy Dora lay with a wilder-!-

ness of precious stones at her feet.”

. . He was a pint-sized guy with; a mouse of a mous-

tache, and the look of a fox.”
“. . . The door opened on a blonde who. looked as if sht

was already counting your money,”
. The air was as indigestible as vomit-gas.”

Had enough?
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By MAC BENOFF
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With the upsurge j" el*

medical discoveries, the Enterpris

ing Chemicraft Tank & Bust

Las hastened to set up » labors

under the leadership of Dr

Shmertzen for the sP^dfic pr

of conducting research of the

ous anti-bioties, hormone

tives and anti-histamin c

t es as related to animals ,(i.e.

in the, amusement fi-

^haveano^thedo^

Mientifie and medical research
j

tot finishing dates on. tnotion m
tures shall be met with more

titiidc*

For 14 months the Von Shnl

zen laboratories have been gather

ing evidence l)aSGci on tGsts con^

ducted upon Unemployed actors,

freelance writers, fifth-string

agents, and one or two. associate

producers. When the statistical

evidence begins to weigh prepond-

erantly toward fact, the drug may.

be applied to guinea pigs, valuable

monkeys, trained seals,: and any

vidpix producers displaying equal*

intelligence. It now seems not pre-

mature to report on the findings of

the following drugs:

Streptomysight—Performs an ad-

vantageous temporary paralysis of

tlie optic nerves; Applied upori

arising in the morning, it Will com-
pletely shut. off certain vision rays

so. that upon reading the tradepa-

pers at breakfast the User sees

nothing but the mentions of Ills

own name, A more subtle strain

of the Strepto culture is Auromy-
sight. It allows for further Obser-
vation of tradepapers, namely the
user’s name and the; obituary col-

umns.
In either case; it was discovered

that the experimental group en-
joyed a more than 400%. rise in
enjoyment of breakfast. Appetites
sharpened, and many diets began
to include such foods as eggs, cereal,
orange juice, and even fatty foods
'ithout the usual distress. Oddly,
enough, there were diverse re-
quests; such as chittlins, bagels,
and crCpes suzettes. Liquor con-
sumption was dropped completely,
although a few continued its use,
blit only in coffee.

Discontinuance of Streptomy-
ight and Auroiriysight resulted in
complete reversion. Tempers flared
again at breakfast; divorce actions
which had been dropped were re-
newed; releases of one kind or an-
other, held in abeyance, were
promptly mailed* etc,

Dr. Von Schmertzen feel’s he has
a very important breakfast aid here
and is continuing his studies oh
the original group with the view
to obtaining a cure for ulcers and
(to use his own expression) “drop-
deadedness.”

J
Effects of Seconalysis

|

Seconalysis—A form of sleeping
pill which effectively dulls the
mental processes, but has its own
awakening agent, and allows the
user complete freedom to think
clearly. During this limited pe-
riod he may jot down any story
ideas, directorial touches, produc-
tion memos, or, in the case of ac-
tors, retorts to directors. The user
then falls back into a calm and
normal, deep sleep, able to cail on
his notes in the morning with an-
untroubled mind and relaxed body.
Excellent results were obtained

On an experimental group Until the
first stumbling block -was found. A
number of writer teams workiug
in collaboration received ideas at
different times in their mid-sleep
reverie and could not consult with
eaeh other. .Research workers
noted that if an attempt were made
by one of the partners, the only
contribution his colleague would
make was, “Oh, go back to sleep.”
Naturally, collaborating writers
slept in the same room, and experi-
ments conducted at one studio had
a“ the writers sleeping. in the.same
room. It was - thought that twin
oeds might be a cause of uneven
thought processes, and double beds
were substituted. The experiment
re

-

S
u
lted

;
failure* particularly

with Writers Of the same sex.
In the actors’ group the ‘many

retorts—thought of the previous
night—were tried on the set the
next. day. It was felt that while
beconalysis allowed an actor to
think of retorts, it did not improve
their quality, arid the total effect
01 the experiment is therefore dubi-
us.

Directors were found to be

equally tense, especially on loca-
tion, Seconalysis seemed to aid di-
rectors, but in most cases these di-
rectors were found to be shooting
a few days ahead of schedule. It
was again thought that here, too,
research might be carried,„on in
another field and perhaps an im-
provement. in their super-toxicity-
might result; if they changed the
name of their Guild. A few random
recommendations were Camera
Moyers Guild, Light Experts
Guild. No particular reason was
giveri for these names, but it was
felt that if a false sense of non-
responsibility might be instilled in
the directors tensions, might be re-
laxed so that they could be further
aided by Seconalysis.

1
Producers Good Subjects

|

;
Producers were excellent sub-:

jects, awakening briskly, and
falling right back to deep sleep
promptly- However, morning ex-
amination revealed that nothing
Was ever written doWn on the Con-
venient jot pads, Consequently, the
experiment was discontinued after
a reasonable time. (In this case
•11 months).

Quite by accident, a radio writer,
Who produced fruitful results was
discovered among the screenwrit-
ers. Research on his group was
extended, and the experiments
were carried through with magnifi-
cent, results. Almost all the writers
awakened at approximately the.

same time, seemed to have the
same, or concurrent, ideas, and in
a very short time were so agree-
ably disposed that they stole from
one another freely. It may soon
be possible for radio writers, with
the aid of Seconalysis, to sleep
24 hours a day and continue their ;

work successfully.

Dr. Von;Shmertzen feels he has
an invaluable aid treating
troubled sleep with Seconalysis; He
is not releasing the drug as yet*

preferring to see the results of
his experiments on another group
from the -Watussi Tribe, who have,
incidentally, been in contact with
picture workers. He is testing them
to see if their wakening periods;
can produce equal or better re-

sults at a lower cost. He will then
present his findings! to his bene-
factors, who may then assemble a
yearly picture 1 program for some
studio.

Hadacolic — no further experi-
ments were made after Dr. Von
Shmertzen himself tested a bottle

and suddenly smashed his labora-

tory to bits. He took off for Holly-

wood and sold himself as a story

editor to one of the major studios.

The Chemicraft Tank &. Bust Co.
has withheld certain 'contractual

deferred payments to the doctor
and is awaiting a change in regime
at the studio (expected momen-
tarily) for their research head to

return and continue his valuable
research. Whereupon they will

from time to time release subse-

quent
.
bulletins.

.Ul Mill l/VlljlUUlU A V

Coast Jan. 15 for UA
Arthur Krim, prexy of ^United

Artists; Robert Benjamin, his part-

ner, arid Max Youngstei , com-
pany's pub-ad topper, expect to

leave New York for the Coast

around Jan. 15. Execs Will see new
independent product set for UA re-

lease and will work on new distri-

bution deals.

Lew Wasserman, prez
.
of Music

Corp. of America, who is . now in

N. Y., will be on the Coast at the

same, time to follow through on .

the projected deal for indie pic-

tures to be made by five stars Who
are MCA clients; Deal still is in

ekrly stages. Talent involved in-

cludes Gregory Peck, Alari Ladd,
James Stewart, Marlon Brando

.and Gary Grant.

C. Mackenzie Plan* Scot Pic

Glasgow.

Plans are set for a new Scottish

film project inspired by novelist

Compton. Mackenzie, author of

“Tight Little Islarid.” First produc-

tion will be Mackenzie’s story,

“Monarch of the! Glen,” with

James Robertson Justice in the

lead.

Mackenzie arid Justice, with

authors Moray McLaren and Eric

Linkiater* are behind the project.

Hecklers
—By PETER LIND HAYEsJ

The next time you have your
hat blocked don’t forget to take
your head out of it!”

don’t know what I’d do without
you but I’d
rather!”

“Why don’t
you stroll over
to the Brewery
arid let ’em
put a head on
you!”
“Some guys

are jerks but
you ?re trying
to make a
career! out of
it!”

“ W h e n
snakes get drunk, they see you.”

All stock lines for sure, but
these and many more like them
are constantly floating around in
the sub-conscious minds of our top
saloon comics. After, many years
in supper clubs I have decided the
most profitable thing to do is

igriore the obnoxious drunk. I

contend that no matter how witty
you seem to be with the pat ad
lib you still lose ground with the
rest of your audience.
For instance . . . recently at the

Waldorf* Mary (Healy) and I were
working especially hard because
Richard Rodgers Was in the audi-
ence and we wished to please him
with our satire on “The King and

!

I.” . Naturally this would be the
night for a Heckler arid brother
We had a beauty. After taunting
us for awhile with 1 words and
getting no response' he suddenly
came up with a bright idea, he
tossed a half-a-dollar onto the
floor. Well sir, this I didn’t expect.
(At the Waldorf, maybe a $20 gold :

piece, but never a 50c piece). Mary
leaned over and whispered, “Easy,
dear!” I was in such a state of
paralyzed astonishment I continued
on with the act rather vaguely but
all the time trying to figure out
what to do.

Peter Lind Hayes

Fortunately at this moment the
Captain decided that tip or no tip
this bum had to go. They assisted
him gently but firmly to the dqor
leaving the stage to the three' of
us' . , . Mary and Peter and the
shiny half dollar. In ' about four
minutes .it was getting more atten-
tion than We were, finally we got
to a point in the act where I said,

“If you feel low, sing high’’ . ..

at this moment I stopped the music,
repeated “If you feel, low .

reached Over* picked up the half
dollar arid gingerly placed it in

my pocket. The reaction Was very
gratifying and much more iso than
it would have been had I gone to

work on the drurik with “one-
liners.”

|
A Cooked Tourist

[

On another occasion at the Wal-
dorf we received a call early in the
evening from a man claiming to

be James A. FitzPatrick, the trav-

elog man. I had been doing a
satire on Mr. FitzPatrick for years
but had never met him and this

apparently was the reason for the

call. I begged off for the moment
and asked him to return for the

midnight show and I would be
happy to meet him immediately
after our performance. 1 opened
with the FitzPatrick number and
decided to introduce him at the

finish . . . this I did with a glowing

eulogy and the admission that I

had never met the gentleman and
Would like to have him take a bow.
Well, sir; up jumps a tuxedo at the

ringside and -says, “Here I am
Buddy-Boy and I’m stiff as a billy

goat!” I Walked over and apolo-

gized for embarrassing him and
then he started to insult me and
holler ahd scream but, finally, dur-

ing a tiny lull in his tirade, a calm
clear voice rang out from the other

side of the room arid said, “Peter,

that man. is riot Janies FitzPatrick;

I am James FitzPatrick” . I

turned on the ringside drunk and

said, “Pardon rne, your name is

Fatzpitrick and I’m looking for

FitzPatrick!”
Occasionally something urifore-

seeri Will happen that actually

helps to break the ice. that usually

confronts the saloon eritertamer.

I recall one . night at the Gopa-

cabana when the late Sid Grauman
Was seated auspiciously at ringside,

I was doing a very quiet iiri-

pression of Gary Cooper when
suddenly i heard a rather faint but

nevertheless ominous mumbling
from the entire audience. 1 raised

my eyes just in time to see a giant

water-bug approaching the bottom

Hollywood As The Idea

Capital Of The World
By CHARLES SCHNEE

. Hollywood.
You’ve got to hand it to Holly-

wood for at least one thing; for
good or bad* it’s the idea capital of
the world. This charming little

mountain village must be the only
community oil earth where a citi-

zen can be hit right between the
eyes at breakfast with an idea and
convert it into $50,000 in negotiable
currency ere vespers.
The tablecloths in any studio

commissary attest to the fact that
along, about dessert ^ideas start

busting out all over. Anywhere
within a 40-mile radius of a film

studio* anytime you see a man
suddenly stop talking in the middle
of a sentence and apparently go
blind without warding, don’t loosen
his collar and drag him out into

fresh air. Just let him be. An
idea has suddenly struck him.

Successful operators deliberately
create or maintain the conditions
or circumstances under which good
ideas are most likely to come to
them. Like one very, successful
Writer I know who has been knock-
ing arorind the studios at a fancy
salary for years. He seems
to

.
get his best ideas while

in barber chairs. The gabbler the
barber, the more obnoxious the
loud, radio, the better the story
ideas. During his less productive
periods he’s the best groomed
layoff in Hollywood.
,

Last time he sat down in a
barber chair he got up owing $42.50
arid, sporting! a permanent Wave and
red polish on his toe-nails, But it

was worth it—Jie came up with a
dilly of a story idea.

As a writer I know that the good
ones come to you at the darndest
times. My wife has learned to shut
up and back away and hide When
she sees a sudden blank look come
over my face. She knows I just

thought of an Idea for the end of

the picture.

I am frequently struck with, an
idea while shaving. I don’t know
what it is about the operation that

turns me into a magnet for ideas.

For instance one morning, in the.

middle of shaving, an idea sudden-

ly came to me as a good premise
for a play. Possibly a movie later,

but anyway, it sounded wonderful
as a stage comedy,

I ran out of the bath. My wife
saw me coming; she hid in th

basement. I rushed into my deni

arid started bariging the type-
writer, It wound up into a play

now being read by a Broadway
producer;
Now I can go back and shave

the other side of my face.

Ideas come that way in more
cosmic fields of thought, too, ap-
parently.

.
Now you would have

thought that, lying flat on your back
under an apple . tree, while killing

time, Would hardly be the occasion
for great accomplishments 'in such
a profound science as astrophysics.

But look what happened When, the
apple fell and struck Sir Isaac
Newton, Bam!— just like .that—
Newton’s Law Of Universal Gravi-
tation!

The wife of another great .man
tells

-

,
a little story about What

happened to an obscure clerk in

the Swiss patent office ririe Sunday
morning. It Was around 11 o’clock

and the lady was In curlers, the
patent office clerk hadn't shaved
and thri Sunday papers Were strewn
all over the place. Hardly the time
for inspiration.

The man was putting on a sock
when he suddenly stopped and
Went upstairs and got a pencil and.
a piece of scrap paper. He cariie

back , down and did a little scrib-

bling and mumbling to / himself.
Being a good wife who had

:
seen

ideas aborning before, she said
nothing.

In a moment he
.

grinned.
“Mama,” he said, “I’Ve!

.
got an

idea. I’Ve got. to work out some
of the details yet;”
Whereupon Albert Einstein went

back upstairs and expounded the
Theory of Relativity.!

I have changed socks as much an
30 times a morning for weeks, but
nothing has happened. I’m con-
vinced that What works beautifully -

for one man isn’t Worth a darn to
another.

of the microphone stand* It was
at least three inches long and by
-now every eye in the place was
focused on the lowly heckler. I

turned to the coast showman and
with an apologetic air said, “Mr.
Grauman, I usually work alone but
tonight I would like, you to meet
my new partner . Hal Roach!”
Needless to say I’ve Wasted several

years trying to train a roach to

make just such an entrance every
night.

Another occasion that comes
to niind where much! more Was

,

achieved with sugar than vinegar
concerns itself with a comic named
George Riley. George worked at

the Grace Hayes Lodge, in Holly-

wood, with us and one night was
set upon by a rather famous but
evil woman. This gal is Well known
in Hollywood and has a passion for

heckling comedians, She is a very.

heavy*set female With a flair for
dressing like a man so we always
referred to her as “Gentleman Jim
Jeffries.” This particular night she

was being unmerciful, she Was
drunk enough to have the hiccups

and after every hiccup she would
look at George and say, “You
stink!” George just kept smiling

at her tenderly until about the

seventh inning and then suddenly
he strolled over to her table ex-

posed her to the unfriendly glare

of the spotlight, arid still with a big

smile ori his kisser, he said.

“Madam, aren’t you content with

just being beautiful!’’

j

Joe E. Lewis in Chi,
[

Joe E. Lewis is a master at the

retort proper but he tells this one

on himself, it was Saturday night

at the Chez Faroe, Chicago, and

the- joint was packed; Joe E. was ,

Working on a tiny platform in the

middle of the dance floor; tables

had been pushed right up to his

shoe leather. He was having a bad

time of it With a large table to his

left. They were heckling him end-

lessly and riot even listening to his

witty answers. Presently he lost

his' temper and said* "I give up,

these people are too much for me,

put the spotlight on them!” A hush

fell on the room but still the

unruly table continued to hurl

their drunken insults. Joe E.

repeated his. demand that the spot-

light be directed to these people
and again slowed the big arc of
light onto the agitators. As. the
bright beam engulfed them, the
loudest offender blinked crazily
at the spotlight, turned .back to
his table and shouted, “Straighten?
up everybody, they're gonna’ take
our picture!” Eydn Lewis fell i

a helpless heap of laughter.
Let me say that the reason I

have for not wanting to answer a
heckler must be placed at the feet
of Joe Frisco. Very wisely Mr.
Frisco says . . “K-K-Kid when
your’e w-w-w-orking for a s-s-s-a-

lodn-keeper,/ don’t insult any of
the customers , . . they m-m-nwght
buy. a bottle of wine!”

IfSSSS Continued from page 3—

J

almost 5,000,000 new video sets
during the year. Sale of these, he
said, plus new installation and
servicing, added more than $1,-

500.000 to the national income. He
cited boosts in transmitting power
and improvement in receiver de-
sign as contributing to the widen-
ing receiver distribution potentials

in present TV market areas.

Noting that TV’s “glamor” some-
times overshadows the strides made
by radio and disks, Folsom, pointed
out that production of radios and
radio-phono Units for the year hit

about 12,000,006 units--riiore than
double the number of TV set sales.

This, he Said, raised the number of
radio sets throughout" the country
to more than 100,000,000, an aver-

age of iriore than two sets per fam-
ily. He concurred with other lop

industry execs in predicting: pro-

duction of between 4,000,000 and
4.500.000 TV receivers in 1952, arid

9,000,000 to 10,000,000 radios and
radio-phonos.
“The limiting, factor in domestic

production will be, of course, the

availability of raw rriaterials and
component parts,” he said. “Cur-
tailment of supplies for non-mili-

tary production is expected to be

felt most during the first half of

1952. This condition may improve
to some extent in the second halj,

as the expanded production of sup-

pliers begi to reach manufac-
turers.”
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M-G-M Pictures!
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*AIN” - Tl,e producer of “Show Boat” and “An American In Paris” does itSwfflStT1 «* <«>«**. Debbie Reynolds, Jean Hagen.

99

y .... a, ...
company brings, the world another giant production. The famed

novel in an its glory, filmed in Technicolor in actual locations. Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan
Fontaine, George Sanders, Emlyn Williams, Robert Douglas, Guy Rolfe.

"BELLE OF NEW YORK”- Fred Astaire, Vera-EUen, Marjorie Main, Keenan Wynn, Alice
Pearce, Clinton Sundberg, Gale Robbins bring the fans a joyous M-G-M Technicolor musical featur-
ing a ‘ Dancing on Air’’ novelty that’s sensational.

"SCARAMOUCHE Public demand for Big, romantic dramas of “The Three Musketeers” type
is answered by the director of that famed hit in a new thrill-packed Technicolor dramatization of the
swashbuckling novel Scaramouche’ ’ Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker, Janet Leigh, Mel Ferrer, Henry
Wikoxon, Hina Foch, Lewis Stone, Richard Anderson.

SKIRTS AHOY! — Packed with entertainment for the masses is this rollicking romance of the
WACs and their boy friends. Technicolor musical dynamite with a breezy star cast: Esther Williams,
Joan Evans, Vivian Blaine, Barry Sullivan, Keefe Brasselle, De Marco Sisters, Dean Mfller and Guest
Stars, Vera-Ellen, Ricardo Montalban, Billy Eckstine. A Wow!

"JUST THIS ONCE’ ’—Winchell told the nation the good news in his syndicated column: “
‘Just

This Once’, a new M-G-M film is rated a click ‘sleeper’ by the trade.” Once in a decade alone comes a
comedy howl that rocks the nation. This is it. Janet Leigh, Peter Lawford, Lewis Stone, Marilyn Erskine,
Richard Anderson.

"WESTWARD THE WOMEN”-The producer and, director of “Battleground” have delivered

again. It’s all about women, 200 of them, in a dangerous pioneering journey across the nation to marry
men they never saw! Robert Taylor, Denise Parcel, - the “Battleground” girl, Hope Emerson, John Mclntire.

"THE WILD NORTH”—The co-director of “King Solomon’s Mines” and its handsome stair Stewart

Granger team again in a smashing Ansco Color drama. Wendell Corey and beautiful Cyd Charisse co-star.

Packed with thrills: the avalanche, the wolf attack, the duel in the rapids topped by the searing romance

of Granger and Charisse, the Indian maid. Primitive love in a wild setting.

"THE MERRY WIDOW”- Magic words that excite. And the most 'exciting team in years, Lana

Turner and Fernando Lamas, brings it to brilliant Technicolor life. Here are spine-tingling dreams of

romance and pulse-stirring songs in a rapturous musical. Cast includes: Una Merkel, Richard Haydn,

Thomas Gomez, John Abbott, Marcel Dalio, King Donovan, Robert Coote, Sujata.

"LOVELY TO LOOK AT”- M-G-M gives you another great musical. Glamorous stars, Adrian’s

fabulous gowns, Jerome Kern’s irresistible music, Technicolor glory. It’s Box-Office ! Terrific cast in-

cludes: Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton, Howard Keel, Ann Miller, Marge & Gower Champion, Sza Sza

Gabor, Kurt Kasznar.

A ^ /And These Are The Titles To Remember For Future Months:

"One Piece Bathing Suit" (Esther Williams, Victor Mature, Walter Pidgeon, Donna Corcoran) • "Carbine

Williams" (James Stewart, Wendell Corey, Jean Hagen) "Pat and Mike" (Spencer Tracy, Katharine

Hepburn) • "Because You’re Mine" (Mario Lama) • "Plymouth Adventure" (Spencer Tracy; Deborah

Kerr)*”Young Bess" (Charles Laughton, Jean Simmons) ‘"Three Love Stories" (Cast to be announced)

"Prisoner of Zenda" (Stewart Granger

)

* and many more.

JUST A FEW OF THE BIG ONES FOR 19521

And of course the Biggest: "QUO VADIS”!

(
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IHieafeTV Passes B*0.

By NATHAN L. HALPERN
(President> Theatre Network Television)

TNT was negotiating for other at*

ractions in entertainment fields

for 1951-1952 presentation.

This has been a busy and event*
fill year for theatre, television.

From coast to coast, some 250,000
people paid to watch big-screen
television at their local theatres.

Small exhibitors and big circuits

alike showed courage and business
foresight in pioneering the field.

Now. at the end of the: year, there
are four times as many .theatres
with large-screen installations as

there were at the close of 1950.

The number of cities with tele-

vision-equipped theatres has more
than doubled.

Here, then, is evidence of a
snowball starting to roll downhill.
Yet these dimensional comparisons
are already meaningless, except
as historical data. Today’s figures
will, we know, be obsolete tomor-
row.

During the first part of 1951, the-

atre owners who were contemplat-
ing TV installations raised two fun
damental questions

:

(1) “Will people pay to watch
theatre TV exclusives when they
can watch home TV for nothing?”

< 3). “Assuming that
,
people will

pay, Who will supply theatres, with
exclusive programs?”
To answer these questions, the

cart had to be placed in front of

the horse. The second question
had to be answered first; exclusive
programs had to be furnished in
order to test the boxoffice. This
“trial by boxoffice” became possi-

ble when the Organization of The-
atre Network Television; Inc.

(TNT) was undertaken, in May.
The first theatre TV networking
of exclusive programs followed.

)
TNT Provides One Answer

|

become the bread and butter of the

medium. But the 1951 acid test

—

at the boxoffice—had to be based
on “ready-made” events.

The television operating eco-

nomics for individual theatres were
good, considering the comparative-
ly few units carrying the load.

Some theatres showed profits on
individual events. Most were near

the break-even point, or showed
small losses occasioned in- part by
low admission price policies and by

Entertainment built on boxoffice very substantial telephone costs for

is judged in only one way-^on box- infrequent usage. Against a corn-

office receipts. It is surprising, to parable period in the growth of

even the most optimistic support- any other entertainment: medium,

ers, how quickly theatre, television this early economic picture is truly

won a large number of paying de- remarkable.

votees, Theatre television will continue

Take the Robinson-Turpin fight, to program major sports
.
events.

Every theatre carrying this -event In addition, attractions from other

did absolute capacity business at fields of entertainment will take

substantially advanced prices over their places on the theatre TV
$2. Moreover, two times the num- screen.. The big new development

ber of patrons accommodated were in theatre TV programming will

turned away for lack of standing be entertainment features utilizing

room. In Chicago, after it Wes the unique advantages of sponta-

announced that standing rodm had neity offered by the television me-

been sold out at the State Lake, diura.

the huge turn-away crowd literally

broke down doors to get into' the
theatre.

This is, admittedly, a dramatic
example of the appeal a

.
theatre

TV exclusive can
:
exert. But four

out of six fights were Complete
sell-outs. And the total dollar busi-

How to Induce People
To Write Letters

By GEORGE STEVENS

5 U S. FILM FIRMS

Hollywood.
I got my course in “How to In-

duce a Lot of People to. Write Let-

ters” the hard way—under fire.

There I was minding my own
business and
getting along
just fine. Not
a care in the
world. Then I

went to work
on an idea that
I had had for
years: making
a picture
based on; Theo-
dore Dreiser's
massive and
classic “An
A me r 1 Can

years ago—andbringit up to date
on the grounds that; the period
background would have intruded
itself too much on the basic screen
story. In other words, the props
and costumes and references to
that period would have gotten in
the way of the powerful drama of
the story itself.

If X learned-one . thing from this

mail it is the fact that any film-

maker is a fool who talks about
“working down” to -the theatre-go-

ing public in his story treatments.
The customers want a good story.

Even if you have ' to plagiarize it

from Dreiser!

George Steven*

Tragedy.”

. My experience knocked right into
the well-known askew busby such
dead-wrong assumptions as that
which holds that all so-called fan
mail is written by the hot-rod and
chocolate-malt ,

set : and concerns
only such vital problems of the day
as whether Lana Turner should be-
come a brunet in her next picture.

The American people are a race
of letter-writers. For which, praise
be! It is part of our, heritage to

court. Case reportedly covers pe- be able to sit down and write a
riods as far back as eight to 10 beefing note to somebody when

luxe-warm lootnau
there is something we don’t like—

TNT is, in some ways, similar in
concept to “home television’’ broad-
casting networks. Yet in bridging
two different industries, TNT also
has functions allied to film pro-
ducers and distributers.

TNT was created to fill the need
for a business organization devot
ing full-time to theatre television
programs and distribution. To ac-

complish the
.
best results for the

theatre television industry, it was
felt generally that such a company
should not be berthed within any
single exhibitor circuit but should
erve independently the require-
ents of all exhibitors. Thus TNT
as conceived and organized.
Since virtually ail major sports,

promoters arid institutions have al-

ready suffered in some way from
Unrestricted, free home television,
they are receptive to the idea of
pay-as-you-go television. This dy-
namic new theatre TV medium of-

fers prompters what they have
been seeking—a way to live with
television and protect the gate* at
the same time. Moreover, theatre
TV presents events with an impact
that stimulates audiences into far
more enjoyment.

Accordingly, TNT launched the
first exclusive theatre TV network-
ing by presenting a series of major
outdoor boxing attractions during
the summer. These fights were pro-
moted by the International Boxing
Club, whose president, Janies D.
Norris, ' and executive vice-presi-

dent, Ned Irish, exhibited a long-
range approach to the television fu-
ture of sports events. Equally in-

terested in theatre TV during the
year were the National Collegiate
Athletic Assn, and many colleges,

and, subsequently, Madison Square
.Garden. :

j
Some TNT, Presentations

|

Shortly after its start, TNT pre-
sented the Louis-Sayold fight as a
theatre television exclusive, The
LaMotta-MUrphy, Layne-Marciano,
and Louis-BiVins bouts followed. In
September, the outdoor fight sea-

son was climaxed by two great
championship matches that were
theatre televised by TNT . . . Rob-
inson-Turpin and Saddler-Pep,
During the summer, TNT was al-

ready planning its fall and winter
programs, First came the football

season. Games involving many of
the major gridiron powers were
made available to television-

equipped theatres. Princeton, Navy,
Yale; Columbia, Notre Dame, Indi-

ana, Illinois and Michigan were
among the teams presented.
By mid-November, TNT com-

pleted negotiations with Madison
Square tJarden for theatre televi-

sion' rights to a humiber of select

Winter .events, scheduled through
March, 1952. At the samj* jjme,

Buenos Aires.

Some five U. S. film companies

ness voiume for the other bouts- tax re unt
X? ^

Was, in general, substantially above ?eso? j$J2,439)
under a deci-

normal film business for those l*ion handed down by an Argentine

nights.

Even iri a. auav." vv ui ifa au.u auwaa i xrpjipe aha

S“3ve
nd
coMfSons topoled* Jby .

» 5% impost on their » t».y «^

*

superior free home TV football Argentine-gross incomes, but the and wnte a bouquet to

presentations— theatrfe television eourt ruled that the bite .should some ,me wbes m do Urn some-

demonstrated its great potential have applied to only half ‘heir thing.The conversion of h well-

in this branch of sports. The Guild incomes.
nnWahni.t W TnS mai one

Theatre in New York, for instance, Benefiting by the decision are “P J“*‘
another asTnvthine I can

turned away over twice its capacity Warners, with a 307,767 peso re- )S
1,
0
^,/

n0t“er’ “ anyth ng I can

when it presented the Princeton- bate; Universal, 92,470;. United Art- n nK
•

•

Cornell game at $2.40 per admis- ists, 183,341, and Columbia Pic-
|

Most Letters Sensible
I

sion. These evidences of public tures, 43,317. While this sort of correspond-
interest were only the beginning; Several other companies had also enCe naturally includes some,
they pointed up a far greater un- protested the tax .

1 However,' out- screwball extremes, most of the
tapped audience for major attrac- 0f-cpurt adjustments Were said to letters which grew out of “A Place
turns on theatre TV,

Satisfied Customers
I

have been made
plaints;

these com-

The atmosphere and impact of
theatre television evoke unprece-
dented audiehce reaction; Fight
faris shout advice, just as if they
were at ringside. Football rooters'
stand up and cheer, as if they were
iri the stadium. It is not unlikely
that plays and musical comedies

in the Sun,” the picture title for

the “An American Tragedy” story,

were sensible,,observant and perti-

nent.
'

As I say; there was the usual
quota of balmy correspondence,
with which any producer and studio

is familiar. That is inevitable but
is happily limited.

Some of them whip you. You
take a customer Who wrote me

Right to Roadshow
Chicago,

Judge Michael
,
Igoe last Friday

(28) denied the request Of Metro
will draw the same applause us the for permission to roadshow “Quo from down south—Tennessee, to be
original, flesn-and-blood perform- Vadis” here. Jurist, under the exact—informing me that she had

Jackson Park case decision which seen through my ruse, and she
At the end of each event, audi- he handed down several years ago, thought something should be done

ence enthusiasm manifests itself in also nixed M-G’s request that a about it.

inquiries about future theatre tele- clearance period be permitted after “I saw your picture, *A Place in
vision programs. Thus, theatre TV the Chi first-run. the Sun,”’ she wrote, “and you
has nOt only shown its ability to Under the JP ruling, all Loop plagiarized it from somewhere. I
draw customers; it has turned out houses except the Oriental and don’t remember the name of the
satisfied customers, who want more Woods are prohibited from show- book but I read that story, I know—who will pay for more. ing pix for more than two weeks i did, in a book once.”
Although there was a rapid In- and they must; be made available Well, that gives you ah idea,

crease in the" number of television- to subsequents as soon as they Besides, there is a school of
equipped theatres towards the end come out df the first-runs. That thought—composed mainly of edi-
of the year, programs built spe- means that if Metro insists on a tors of literary magazines—Which
ciflcally for theatre television were longer engagement than two weeks holds that telling a producer-di-
not economically practical in 1951. and wants to institute clearance, rector that you recognized the book
Attractions especially created and it can dp business only with the story in his picture is a form of

• A _ _ J- • A •
*

•
* f .

. A B • _ • ;
' _ • • a _ m « • _ .

~ _ , _ • _ *

.By LEO GUILD.

Hollywood.
Hollywood is the land of the Dis-

coverers. There’s always some-
one who has found something
better than the masses. The new
and novel is considered superior

to the established, be it an unre-

leased foreign film or a “guaran-
teed” cold cure.

3

There are, tor example, Discov-

erers Who laugh derisively when
you mention the Beachcomber
Restaurant. Why, they’ve found a
little Chinese cafe—“on a side

street only 20 miles from here”—
where you go through a laundry
to a back room and you’re served

chickens’ neck stuffed With blue-

berries covered with onions. Out
of this world!
Of course, when you finally get

there, either the place is marked
“closed” (for lack ef business)' or

the food tastes arid looks like

steaming slush.

Another Discoverer laughs loud-

ly. at a mention of Mocambo Or
Giro’s. He's found an intimate

little New York-type club which
has the greatest entertainment in

the world. Atmosphere! Color! In-

time!
Once there, a tired, fleshy singer

moans monotonously while every-

one sips watered drinks and wishes
they were home sick in bed.

You Never Learn
I

staged for movie television may 1 Oriental, or Woods.

PETE SMITH
For the ninth consecutive year Exhibitors have Just Voted Pete Smith

Specialties, the most popular live action movie shorts in the “Motion Pic-
ture Herald-FAME" national poll. And for. the eight consecutive year
in the “Showmen’s Trade Review” pplh

,fit* *p; fi t.

flattery. But most of the mail in-

spired by the picture was valid

comment, and all of it showed an
amazingly wide interest in the prob-
lems of converting a novel, espe-

cially one like. Dreiser’s, into a
film.

We will never know the exact
figures, so my guesses are as good
as yours. As a rough estimate I

would say that one out Of every
100 people who see a picture and
seriously dislike it will bother to

sit down and write somebody
about; it;

This guess-work as to the per-

centage of theatregoers who write
letters does, not mean that beefing
letters outnumber 'the bouquets
10-to-l. It-- simply means that you
can figure that for every one com-
plaint,

.
100 ..

people didn’t like the
picture, whereas for every one let-

ter of praise, 1,000 customers
thought it was a good show.

. Dreiser’s, book itself .was a con-
troversial One; I gather that most
readers divide off ijito. well-defined
camps. In other words, you think
it’s wonderful Or you think it’s de-
pressing and laborious. And most
Dreiser fans are really all-out on
the subject, With this contingent,
it might be said that, anyone Who
assumes to transfer a Dreiser novel
to the screen has two strikes on
him When lie steps up to bat, They
resent even the idea. -

However, “A Place: in the Sun”
kicked up a remarkably large, num-
ber of correspondents who ex-

pressed favor for the Way the §toiy
Was treated. Many wrote that if

wasagopd-idea to drop the period
the story—back there

You continue to get stuck be-

cause you never learn. Over and
over again you fall for the enthu-
siasms of the Discoverers. They
know a used-car lot where you can
get a Cadillac formerly driven by
Lana. Turner (“Who never ran up
any. mileage because she used
Topping’s car”) fOr - one-tenth . the
original cost.

They know a little dress shop
with “originals only;” and where
the dresses are a steal because
the poor woman who owns the

shop doesn’t know prices.

For blind dates, there’s always
a Discoverer who knows a girl who
makes Betty Grable look like

Marjorie Main without makeup.
Female Discoverers insist your

wife has to try a little beauty par-

lor which is the Home of the Silver

Blondes. “Every big star who cares

how she looks goes there.” .

As summer approaches, Discov-.

erers are aipazed that you’d go to

a crowded touristy spot like

Carmel, Lake, Arrowhead, Las
Vegas or Big Bear; They know of

a little place on the desert about
a hundred' miles north (actually
217 miles) that- is the healthiest'

place in the country. And the
women—woW!
Come down with a cold and Dis-

coverers poUnce on you. They have
a doctor' whom you just have to

see, because this particular doctor
is the one who cured Louis B.

Mayer . of flu With one shot; and
wouldn’t take a dime for it— just

wants to cure people. •

When-you put on weight, there’s

a Discoverer of a diet in which
you chop up apple cores, ' strain 1

them, and eat the stuff garnished
bn ' mackerel three, times a day.

Miracles happen!
Are you off :t0 Palm Springs?

There are Discoverers who will

laugh at your naivete on taking
Highway 99, the best-known and
most-travelled road. They know a
back road that Will get you there

in . half- the time. No lights.

Traffic? You never see another car!

The Discoverers have a favorite *

line. It’s one of the . ways you can
identify .them. They Start off, -“If

you like: then you’ll just

love - r - !”

- Bewareof Biscoverers^they’re
^v^rywhew! i-v i 5 f s i .€} it, » s -
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Would Pod Studio Resources For

1 (or AD’ Advancements
By HENRY KING

(The author is a veteran film director )

Hollywood.

Film-mating is a fiercely com-

petitive enterprise in which no

man can rest on his laurels. Every

product has to

Henry Kinf

open market
against s t i f £

com p e t i -

Ion. This re-

sults in better

values for the
buying public,

in this in-

stance, finer

pictures.
•However, the

entire industry
should forget

its individual

competitive interests. and .get to-,

gether on joint undertakings to

the mutual advantage of all. In

short, all studios should pool their

money and talent on certain under-

takings. .......
Foremost should be an organized,

handsomely subsidized technologi-

cal research program aimed at de-

veloping better and cheaper proc-

esses in the field of film mechanics

and engineering. This would aug-

ment, not discourage,, individual

and independent laboratory re-

search.

Formation of such a setup would

in no way hold back any advances

developed outside of the picture

industry’s “Institute.” Awards for

individual accomplishments would

be just as great.

It would mean that there would
be a steady advance in general

technology of the screen, with all

participating on a general level.

It is possible that if all these

interests had been working more
together on research, the color

problem would have been resolved

long ago. The picture-maker

m .stn’t forget that he has com-

petition other than that offered by
rival studios. The industry as a
whole has to meet the competition
set up by rival media, notably tele*:

vision.

In any event, within another 20
years, either individually or collec-

tively* picture mechanics will be
enormously improved. The Only
thing is that it can be done faster

and better probably if an Institute

correlates and furthers research.
It will .mean better and cheaper-

to-make pictures. For instance if

a producer develops a method of

Cutting production costs. Keeping
it Secret from other producers will

not necessarily make it more valu-

able to him.
Such a program of research need

not necessarily confine itself to the
production end of the business. In

fact, Hollywood could reap great,

returns both directly and indirect:

ly on a program aimed at improv-

ing theatre air-conditioning, acous:

tics, and general audience comfort.

The project also could serve a

very valuable function as a non-

partisan testing agency which
Would determine the validity of

various claims regarding machinery
and appliances used by either end
of the industry.

There are very few technical de-

velopments of any importance

which do not eventually benefit

the Whole picture business. Remem-
ber that even sound pictures were

once the exclusive realm Of a few
pioneers.. Today the production of

‘ soundless commercial pictures is

unthinkable.
As a secondary consideration; the

Institute would hold great public

goodwill potentials; It would con-

stitute a public service. It would

contribute substantially to the com-

fort,' well-being and entertainment

of the buying public. Any program

is in the public interest which

offers greater safety and value for

the purchaser’s dollar.

Don’t Fence Me In!
ByPAUL DOUGLAS

Hollywood.
I’ve been everything, -from a

paint salesman to a lifeguard. But
I spent some 24 years nursing the
yen tq get up on a stage and act.
Though that was denied me for all

those years, I lived by choice as
close to the world " of footlights
and greasepaint as I could. My
pals were actors; my haunts were
theatrical hangouts.
But long before I made connec-

tions myself, I studied plays and
motion pictures like a guy squint-
ing through a microscope at speci-
mens on a glass slide. I had a
terrific desire to find out every-
thing I could about dramatic form
and the business of acting in gen-
eral.

I came to some conclusions that
weren’t necessarily original, but I
did arrive at them independently.
I’d like to discuss one of them
briefly.

Most of what I’ve' Seen of the
picture business I like. There’s a
lot of solid intelligence and abil-

ity that goes into the Hollywood
product, and anybody Who tries, to

make out that tlie business is run
by a bunch of “Once in a Lifetime’’

characters is either stupid or ma-
licious—or both. That was a great
play; but it was a wild caricature

—

don’t forget it.

From an actor’s viewpoint there’s

only one fault
,
to find with the

film industry. This isn’t by na-

ture a squawk about it—it’s rather

a plea to the powers that be not to

inflict it on the acting profession.

I

Type-Casting

It Took 10 Years at N.Y.U. to Achieve This and
Video Will Repeat 10 Years Hence

By PROFESSOR ROBERT GESSNER
(Chairman, Department of Motion Pictures, New York University)

Anniversaries have an insidious
way Of condoning sin. There'was a
time when actors of the female per-
suasion were considered wicked in-

deed, and the
stage itself a
near-house of

ill fame. But
now Madame
Theatre is as
respectable as
Ambassadress
Mesta. And
V X R i e t y ,

which once
blushed to be
labeled t H e
Bible of Show
Bus i n e ss, is

rof. Gessner

a

In Hollywood

Hollywood.
We. may as Well face it: sex is

here to stay.

I’ve had my share of working in

the film mills, and I’ll be darned
if to this day I can identify exactly

what infuses a picture with the
magic of sex, or what endows a gal

star with sex appeal.

It’s true that certain symbols or

conventions have been set up
through the years which constitute

a sort of code through which the
makers say to the audience: “This
dish is sexy.” However, some sym-
bols of screen sex are synthetic,

and most of them are arbitrary.

For example, you have this new
star you want to introduce in your
picture, and after considerable con-
ferring the powers-that-be decide
she should be given the old sex
buildup. Just as though some-
tiling else mattered.

So you’re going to have to get
over to your audiences right from
the start that this kid is really a
sexy item. How' do you go about
it? Well, there are the obvious
symbols with which you can tag'

her. It is pretty hard to break
away from them and yet get over
the idea within a few seconds—
because that’s really all the time
you have— after

,

her image first

hits screen.
The orthodox symbols require

that she. be smoking a cigaret.
‘Why? You’ve got me* Possibly a
Woman, dipping snuff or chewing
tobacco or smoking a cigar would
hot be sexy, but what’s wrong; With
just a plain woman, sans cigaret?

Cigarets and Bad Women
|

By RICHARD BROOKS
ed and her lids Squinting to keep

the smoke out of her eyes.

There are even sub-divisions of

the cigaret symbol. For instance,

the cigaret-holder. Give a woman
on the screen a cigaretholder and

she is immediately identified as a

pretty fast character. The longer

the cigaretholder the worse she is.

And there’s something about a

woman being blonde. There is ab-

solutely nothing, in fact, to support

this, because there are as many
completely moral blondes as there

are brunets, I’m sure, but on the

screen a blonde sort of suggests

|

that she is quite a deal. A really

bleached blonde is supposed to be

practically incorrigible.

But apart from the color of her

hair, there is another surefire sex

symbol which tags her right, now.

That is her voice.

Now, by all reasonable stand-

ards, to be sexy our girl should

have a low, feminine voice. The
principal difference in the adult

male and the adult female voice is

its pitch. The female voice is

more musical. So we should have

her speak in a low, musical voice,

if we want to emphasize her sex.

How this symbolism got started, I

don’t know. Clear back to Garbo

and to Dietrich’s first pictures, the

low, flat voice was identifying

women stars as being sexy.

Time was when voluptuousness

involved a. fairly well-fed curva-

ceous contour; Over a period of a

few years, the symbol was switched

to hungry-looking, half-starved

women someWhat the anemic

side like Dietrich.
,

'

As to her manner, it Is required

that; our sexy star act infernally

and eternally bored. Why, you’ve

got me. I don’t think it is a nor-

mal male reaction to be fascinated

by women who act bored. On the

dther hand, men- are- suckers for

women who affect ah overwhelm*-

ing enthusiasm for everything, in-

cluding his “office talk.”

Another tag involves possibly

the most important of all sexy

alternates—the bust measurement.

There Was a time when the ci-

garet itself; under the morals of
that era, symbolized., the' ba<M
woman.* Nice women didn’t smoke
cigarets; that was all. But now-
adays everyone’s grandma smokes.
But the- symbolism, however ob-
scure; persists on the screen.
Now, in addition to Smoking a

cigaret,.-she must be smoking it

exactly a certain way. . It’s got to
be^hanging straight down -from her »
lips, she- has to have her .head -tilte No comment;

fm talking about type-casting.

This seems to be an insidious pat-

tern of thinking in film minds, de-

riving from economic factors which,
on the surface, seem sound enough.
But it’s ruinous to actors, and in

the long run the damage is reflect-

ed at. the boxoffice. The public

eventually gets sick of seeing an
actor or actress in one type of

role, and when that happens there

are two bad results: the actor’s

just about through, popularity-

wise, and the film patron transfers

his personal disgust and disappoint-

ment to the film business as a

whole.
Just because a guy happens to

look like a truckdriver doesn't nec-

essarily mean that’s all he can do
in life. He might very well turn
out to be a swell steel magnate.

Edward G. Robinson is irrevoc-

ably pegged in the public mind as

a “Little Caesar” character. A su-

perb actor, he’s played other parts

magnificently—but he did the

toughie so long and so often early

in his film career that the mem-
ory of it can’t be erased. Conse-

quently, his fine performance in

any other role is lessened in be:

lievability by the shadowy back-

ground figure of the mugg with the

big cigar and the smoking rod. No
man can buck successfully the per-

sistent public recollection of him
in an established character.

Jimmy Cagney's another fine act:

or who laid a permanent finger on
himself as a “public enemy.” Cag-'

ney’s essayed a few other portray-

,

als beside the hard-fisted, lead-

throwing hoodlum; he was great

as George M, Cohan in “Yankee
Doodle Dandy,” but public accept-

ance of him always reverts to the

original type.

There’ve been some who were
typed who managed to break free,

but it was a rough struggle. Joan
Crawford had tremendous difficulty

proving she was an actress, not

just a “Dancing Daughter.” . Gin-

ger Rogers likewise. Their origi-

nal characterizations popularized

them, and at the same time tight-

ened a strangling noose of artistic

limitation around their necks.
.

now the midwife of a one-volume
Encyclopedia Brittanica,
Ten years ago another heresy

was born. The world’s largest uni-
versity decided after some doubt
and misgivings to acknowledge the
existence of motion pictures! The
first four-year curriculum leading
to a Bachelor of Arts degree was
inaugurated at N.Y.U. Faculty
skeptics gave Us one year before
the hook mercifully removed us.

Today it, is sad, in sonte Ways, to.

report that we are deemed as re-

spectable as Music, Painting, Sculp-
ture,

.
Literature, Architecture , and

the Theatre. Motion pictures is en-
throned as the Eighth Muse, and
in the academic cloister you can
observe her matronly spread be-
side her older and somewhat over-*

rouged sisters. There was a time
when she was considered by dons
and deans to be the tart from
Third Avenue. Nowadays Miss
Cathode Ray is the upstart brat.

What this has done to Dame
Cinema is to add years to her -

!

spectability.
„ !

A mere decode ago .only a few !

colleges offered courses in motion
|

pictures. They were called, in
j

the uplift tradition, “appreciation
courses.” The first of these was in-

augurated also at New York Uni-
versity, back in 1923, and listed

under what is flatteringly called

“adult education.”
Today over 150 colleges and

universities are giving motion pic-

ture courses for. credit toward de-

grees. Today a would-be writer,

director, producer can major in

the subject at Boston University,

University of Southern California,

University of California at Los An-
geles. University of North Caro-
lina, and elsewhere. New York
University remains the only four-

year major in the country.
'

entrepreneurs, khew much about
the medium. The inclusion of the
course in TV was felt to be a neces-
sary evil, something like the study
of a communicable social disease.
Today, however, over half Of th
graduates Of that course, as Well as
the Department, arc actively en-
gaged in TV. They are on net-
works and individual stations in
production, writing, and camera as-

signments. They also shoot and
edit films expressly for TV* As
one graduate recently told me,
“TV’s like movies, Prof., the way
you taught it in the history course,
when we were learning about Mack
Sennett,”
The three cautions which were

posted 10 years ago still hold: (0
The courses ate hot designed to
train technicians. (2) Talent a
prerequisite. (3) No employment
placement is ensured. There’s
still no known substitute for talent,

but we Can and have enriched all

shades of talent.

,

While the majority of our stu-

dents commute to class by subway,
we have had foreign students from
Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Ger-
many, Cuba, Mexico, Puerto Rico,
Israel, and France. Among the
girls the best known have been
Miroslava Stern who had the lead
in “The Brave Bulls.” Among the
boys have been Mal.vin Wald,
writer and producer in Hollywood.

T No Flickcry Bait

I
No Popcorn

Dick Powell’s Salvation \

Dick Powell came close to going

under when-, the public got sick of

him as the hpple-cheeked crooner

he played in so many of his early

pictures. He was as sick of the

role as they were, and he made a

heroic effort to get away from it.

He had his work cut out, for no

producer would take. a. chance on

Powell as a rugged, punchy char-

acter. He finally got his break as

the shamus in Ray Chandler’s

thriller, “Farewell, My Lovely/'

which turned; out for some screwy

reason to
- be" called ‘-‘Murder, My

Sweet.” It did the job for Powell.

Why is it necessary to push an

actor to sthe brink rof professional

doom by forcing*him to repeat, and

Looking back from this 10th an-
niversary the changes and addi-

tions, which at the time seemed
gradual, are now more clearly

marked. Whereas the faculty vote

which inaugurated the program
was excitingly close, ithe faculty re-

cently voted unanimously, on a

point of policy, to uphold the De-
partment. On the; 10th anniver-

sary ‘ we find we have nine times
more enrollment than when we be-

gan. We have added; hew courses,

not without the accompaniment of

eyebrow maneuvers, in such sub-

jects aS Motion Picture Theatre
Management, Film Cutting & Edit-

ing, Motion Picture Industry, and
Television.

It is interesting to note that TV
came in back in 19.44 before the

academicians, as well as the TV

repeat, a successful performance?
Why is it necessary to stuff a char-

acterization down the public’s

throat until it chokes Americans
love steak and apple pie—but as. a

steady, absolutely unrelieved diet

—no!
Actually, 1 got my break in this

business by being my own “type.”

Garson Kanin; an old friend from

my radio-announcing and sports-

commentating days, wrote a play

called “Born Yesterday,” in Which

the lead role was that of a rugged,

junk tycoon. Kanin had ' headaches

a-plenty trying to cast the role, and

two days before rehearsals were

due to start he confided to his wife,

Ruth Gordon, that he’d like “a

Paul Douglas type, only an actor/?

Ruthi bless her, came up with the

Classic (to me! ) crack: “Why mot

try Douglas?” He dld-^and I was

In.

We have avoided tie-ins with
studio and star publicity; while at

(ho same* time omi* guo.H lecturers
have been strictly logit. We have
had the, following pooble: G. W.
•Bitzcr; ori; being Gr'ffith’s camera-
man, Orson Welles on "Citizen
Kane,” John Garfield on acting,

Luise Rainer on acting, Roubcn
Mamoulian on color, Elia Kazan
on directing, Sol 1 esser on produc-..

tion, Donald Ogden Stewart on
screen writing, Arthur L. Mayer
on theatre dvslr 1 button, J. Arthur
Rank, and others.

Looking back on such a short
span it’s hard to measure the
record. Education is like; clothes.
It* is very, personal, . Who can say
that we would have had such play:

wrights as Sidney Howard, S! N.
Behrman, Philio Barry, etc., if Pro-
fessor G. P. Baker had not had
a workshop, at Yale? On the other
hand, as. individualistic a writer as
Tennessee Williams confesses that

his drama studies at Iowa speeded
his maturity. We cannot instill

talent in a student who is talent-

less, A neophyte writer who has
studieed motion pictures as a
student will write with more under-
standing, and possibly success, than
cine who began from scratch. If

he has talent, he will write a better
script.

Perhaps the most valuable con-

tribution we have made over the
past 10 years has been to enhance
the general enjoyment of good
films by an educated audience. Ac-
cording to our system of analysis.

Which is rather detailed and tech-

nically explicit, We have ruined
more mediocre films for more stu-

dents than Hollywood could do it-

self.

“I used to tolerate poor pic-

tures,” one student remarked, “but
now I suffer when they are bad,”
On the other hand, the pleasure

derived from the better film Is

enhanced by a fuller appreciation
of art and technique, which would
have remained hidden to the unin-
itiated. Just as college courses in

literature have developed over the
years an ever-expanding audience
for good books, so in oUr small way
do these appreciation courses
create an audience far beyond the
small coterie of the so-called art

theatres. A good story is good box-

office, and as long as there will

be more jipeople appreciating good
stories we Will have a healthy

boxofficej.

This applies to TV as well- The
Mack Sennett vaudeville acts on
TV will give way to more: adult

humor. Knowledge never desen-

sitized a gourmet’s palate. Oq the

other hand, it never could make
a gourmet out of an Inveterate

bean*eater. Ail in all, the. next 1#

years *for us, I suspect, will be- a«

exciting os the ; first. Anniversaries,

as- VAhiEtr knows, are* not alwajf*

respectable.
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ALBANY
Warner Screening Room

110 N. Peori St. * 17:30 P.M.

ATLANTA
20th Century-fox Screening Room

197 Walton St. N.W. * 2:00 P.M.

BOSTON
RKO Screening Room

122 Arlington St. • 2:30 P.M.

BUFFALO
Paramount Screening Room

464 Franklin St. • 7:00 P.M.

CHARLOTTE
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

308 S. Church St. • 2:00 P.M.

CHICAGO
Warner Screening Room

1307So. WobathAve. * 1-.30PJN.

CINCINNATI
RKO Palace Th, Screening Room

Palace Th. Bldg. E. 6th • 8:00 P.M.

CLEVELAND
Warner Screening Room

2300 Payne Ave. * 8:30 P M.

DALLAS
20tti Century-Fox Screening Roam

1803 Wood St • 10.-30A.M.

DENVER
Paramount Screening Room

2100 Stout St. • 2:00 P.M.

DES MOINES
Paramount Screening Room

1125 High St. • 12:45 PJR

DETROIT
film Exchange Building

t 2310 Cos* Aye. * 2:00 P.M?-

INDIANAPOLIS
20th Century-Fox Scr ing Room

326 NO. Illinois St • 1:00 PiL

JACKSONVILLE
Florida Theatre Bldg. Sc. Rm.

128 E. Forsyth St • 8.00 P.M.

! KANSAS CITY

20th Century-Fox Screening Room

1
1720 Wyandotte St. • 1:30 P.M.

LOS ANGELES
Warner Screening Room ,

2025 S. Vermont Aye. • 2:00 P.NL 'l

1

MEMPHIS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

,

151 Vbnce Ave. '12:15 P.M.
1

MILWAUKEE
Warner Theatre Screening Room a

212 W. Wisconsin Ave. •2.00 P.M.

MINNEAPOLIS
WamerScreening Room

1000 Currie Ave. * 2:00 P.MT

NEW HAVEN
Warner Theatre Projection Room

70 College St. • 2:00P.M.

NEW ORLEANS
20th Century-Fox Screening Room

2001 liberty St. • 8:00 P.M.

NEW)
Home'

1

,

321 W.

OKLA
20th Ce

.10 Nod

OMA
20ih(e
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Drawer
By ERIC JOHNSTON

(President, Motion Picture Association of America

)

Washington.
It’s good to be. back agaim-—in show business—after

more than 10 months with the Federal Government as Ad*
ministrator of the Economic Stabilization Agency.
The generous welcome home was wonderful, too, and

made easier some of the good-byes I

had to say when I left .the employ of
the United- States Of America. One
editorial writer summed up my leav-

ing this way:
“What he regarded as a patriotic

duty earned for him nothing but the
dubious distinction of being charged
with :various forms of un-Americanism
by a number of his fellow citizens

who disagreed violently with every-
thing he did while agreeing enthusias-

tically that he was just the man to be
doing it.”

Someone said this reminded him
of Swanson on a street car—sic transit gloria!

There are many satisfactions, many frustrations, pleas-

ant associations and unpleasant ones about Government
service. I think I learned a lot—most of it the hard way.

I hope I acquired both a broader and more intimate under-

standing of the ways of; Washington and the democratic
process. And if I helped in any measure to speed the

defense . mobilization program • or make its course more
orderly* I am well repaid for 10 months of my life. B$e
cause, above all else in America and in the free world, we
must be strong enough, both militarily and economically,

to defend ourselves against Communist aggression. Our
istence is at stake.

During the first few days in office, surrounded by the

career administrative people, personnel experts, budget

experts, operations experts, the lads who know how to fill

Out the forms and route the papers which are the sine qua
non of government, I felt that I was hearing a foreign

language being spoken. Federalese is a patois all its own.
What I heard was strangely reminiscent of my boyhood
days-$n. school when a science teacher defined the aurora

borealis thusiy :

When the molaphigiostlcal temperature of the horizon

becomes such as; to colbrasize the impudent indentations

of the hemispheres analogy, thus affected a rapid, change

takes place in the thorumbumter of the corbustus of the

aquiversale which can be seen only when it. is visible.

*

But not all the language I heard in Government was a
strange patois. A lot of it was familiar American, four-
letter words and combinations thereof, mostly directed
at me.

My education in semantics was surpassed only by my
education in human anatomy. It didn't' take me long to
get a doctoral degree in that subject. I Could write a
thesis on the tenderness of man’s economic toes. Step
on them ever so lightly, and the howls will be heard to
high Heaven—and to Congress.

That was one of the tough parts of the job. Do some-
thing that pleased someone and you could be sure you
had displeased another. Nobody can lose friends faster
than . an. administrator of economic controls, and I’m sure
I qualify as the Dale Carnegie of former friendships.

•••* *

One day at a luncheon with some Government officials

and their wives I was mentioning some of the. tougher as-
’

>ects of my job—how any decision I made was Sure to un-
loose a storm of protest.

One of the wives interjected that if I thought I had a
^ tough job, I should have seen what her husband had to go

through iii a foreign assignment he had undertaken for the
Government at the close of World. War II. Why some
of the decisions he had to make were so tough that popu-
lar resentment even rose against her. At one function
an official of the country went so far as to refer to her as
a “bitch.”

Thereupon I arose from my seat at the luncheon table,
expended my hand to her and said: “Mother, meet your
son!

Whenever I met this lady after that, She always ad-
dressed me as “son;”
Once she so addressed me and one of my companions
id:

“I didn’t know she was your mother.”
“She really isn’t,” I replied, “but We have a relation-

ship I am sure you wouldn’t understand,
* *

Not all ladies were as understanding, as that wife.
In the early days of the Stabilization program a. large

group of workers ' came to Washington .to seek a wage
increase. The delegates - Were of both sexes.

The discussions got pretty, heated at times while I was
trying to explain why I could not allow the pay increase.
During a momentary lull in the proceedings I got my

coime-uppance from one of the ladies Who turned to her
neighbor and said in a* loud voice;

“He’s supposed to be from Hollywood, eh! But he’s not
so hot—we’ve got better than him walking the streets of

Omaha!”

Soon after its establishment, labor members withdrew
from participation in the work of .the Wage Stabilization
Board. It became my task to work out with management
and labor an acceptable formula for reestablishment of the
Board.

In the course of that task I held a series oif 78 meetings
with labor and management. Often I Would confer all

day with one group of negotiators and get both sides close
to an agreement. But when We would resume talks the
next day I would find a completely pew set of delegates
on hand. Management and labor sent in so many new
teams that some days I thought I was playing Tennessee
and other days I thought I was. playing Michigan State,

But ’ -labor and : management weren’t always that far
apart. 'Many^timqs I liad' the impression they were gang-
ing -dp on she: Once -wfeen -I - denied a 'request for a wage
increase < I': wasn’t - surprised when- labor protested. Any
'umptre oan expect * 'beef when he calls a dose one. But
yeudon’f -e^en.^ the, first’ !ba$e^an taking' the

side in the argument. That’s what happened though.
Management joined in to say my ruling had been too
tough.

After a while, however, nothing surprised me. Once an
Industrialist called at my office and demanded that I

grant a wage increase to his employees.
I explained the importance of economic stability to the

whole mobilization program and told him that we couldn’t

very well keep prices within bounds unless We preserved
sohie balance on the wage side, too.

He agreed with everything I said. But his employees
just had to have higher pay or he’d lose some of them and
they’d be mighty hard to replace.

JL.few days later I attended a business meeting and I

heard this same industrialist roundly denounce a “spine-

less Eric Johnston” who wanted to control prices for busi-

ness but who was willing to give labor anything it asked
for!

My stint in Washington would have seemed incomplete

If i hadn’t had some secretary, trouble. On one of my
first days 1 asked a young lady who had been assigned to

my office : to take Some dictation. She replied that she

-didn’t take shorthand. Since I had some urgent letters

to get out 1 suggested that she take them, on her type-

writer. She didn’t type. I finally managed to get her

promoted to a better job.

I. relate that incident reluctantly, however, because I

found the overwhelming majority of federal employees

to be able; hard working and devoted to the public interest.

Far too much of the criticism that is heaped on the heads

of bureaucrats has no foundation in fact.

Yes, it’s good to be back in our industry, and, in com-

pany with old friends, to face the challenges of the new
year.

Biography of a Word
By H. ALLEN SMITH

H. Allen Smith

Along toward the end of 1950 a press association, devot-

ing a small portion of its transmission time to the cul-

tural aspects of contemporary living, carried an item from
Hollywood proclaiming that a motion picture titled “Rhu-

barb” would soon go into ^production

at Paramount. This Item came to the

attention of an association of rhubarb
growers, in Louisiana and an alert

official of the organization sent off a

letter par avion to Paramount, offer-

ing know-how cooperation, suggesting

a promotional tie-in, and recommend-
ing that a qualified rhubarb grower
be taken on as technical adviser.

Paramount, Of course* had no
for a rhubarb grower because the pic-

ture had been envisioned without, the

employment of a single ratty stalk of

rhubarb rhaaponticum, or common
garden rhubarb. The film, In fact, would serve as con-

vincing evidence that a new improper noun has be-

come firmly embedded in the common speech of Amer-
ica. The word rhubarb, as it appears day after day in the

American press, seldom has reference to pie-filling. In

its new identity, it has been defined in Supplement II of

H. L. Mencken’s “The American Language” as baseball

slang for “an altercation on the field.” It/has long since

Outgrown that definition. A. larger explanation (quoted, by
Mr. Mencken) is contained in a novel . called “Rhubarb,”
published in 1946 and written by me, using both hands.

This second definition follows:

“Then and there the cat got his name—perhaps the only
printable name he ever had—derived from aT colloquialism

insinuated into the Yankee vernacular by Red Barber, the
baseball broadcaster. Mr. Barber in turn picked it up from
the prose writings of Garry Schumacher and spread it to the
far-wandering winds. In Mr, Barber’s lexicon a rhubarb
was. a: noisy altercation, a broil, a violent; emotional up-
heaval brought. on by epical dispute—such as whether
one grown man had ‘ touched another grown man on the
body with a ball the size of a smallish orange,”
The word as thus defined has advanced into wide gen-

eral usage during the last few years. In 1951 1 saw it used
to describe a dispute which arose at a session of the
United Nations, and it appeared in a dispatch from the
Far East, where a series of rhubarbs developed during
the cease-fire talks in Korea. There are backstage rhu-
barbs today in opera, and a lost-generation rhubarb among
the literati. I’ve been informed, too, that the editorial

committees which pass upon new words for our standard
dictionaries are engaging in small rhubarbs themselves
over the question of recognizing the' newcomer.

.

British Version
i

So far as I can find out, the word has had but one
previous incarnation in the lexicon of slang. Among
British dockworkers a rhubarb was a loan, so denomi-
nated “because of its ruddy length.” In my own experi-
ence I can recall another specialized use of the word. Dur-
ing the 1930s it was employed as a method of stimulating1

crowd noises in radio broadcasts. Someone discovered
that if the script called for the hum and buzz of conversa-
tion in a crowd, the effect could be best achieved by
having everyone in the studio say, “Rhubarb and rhubarb
and rhubarb and rhubarb . . .

”

The Rhubarb ' of the novel and the motion picture is

cat—an extraordinarily mean and supercilious and can-
tankerous cat, therefore lovable. Through inheritance
this cat becomes the,'owner of a : major league baseball
team. Inasmuch as the novel and, more particularly the
movie, have helped to solidify the word's acceptance, I
would like to explain that I almost went to the well with-
out it. . When I started writing the book I wanted to give
the cat a name out of baseball jargon, and most of the
baseball jargon I knew had been acquired from the radio
broadcasts of the aforementioned Red Barber.
When a ball team was engaged in a wild and frenetic

scoring rampage, he would sometimes say, “They’re sure
tearin ’up the pea patchl” When I first began composing
my inimitable vulgarities about the cat, I named him
Peapatch. About .halfway, through the book, however,
I grew dissatisfied with mV hero’s name—it sounded just
a trifle tqo cute—and >sn I changed it to Rhubarb. Then
when Paramount bought the picture rights to the book, I

•• felt almost certain that they would ^change the name o!
the cat and *the title of ’the story* is a matter -of policy.
I was fully • prepared to: see my cat on :tHe ‘screen as Egg-
plant, or Okra* or Kohlrabi,* or Gooseberry. But never
once w*s any; suchv change suggested. ’

t
The bqqh itself had a wide circulation .,w

(
i$h >M*® conse-
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Hollywood.
In the original script the author led off with this

philosophical bit for his “Treasure of Sierra Madre”:
“In Mexico buried treasure is an example of how
kind nature consoles with shadows for want of sub-
stantials.”

Arthur Murray tells the story of the two women
who entered an * Italian restaurant, and trying to
impress the waiter with her cosmopolitan manner,
the first woman scanned the menu and said: *VTwo
orders of GUiseppe Verticelo.” “I beg pardon, madam,”
replied the waiter. “That is the proprietor.”

In the Irish Digest was this paid advertisement:
“We appeal, to every man and woman whose heart is

not dead, to defend the defenseless and champion
the cause of these poor creatures who cannot speak
for themselves.” It is signed; All Ireland Donkey
Protection Society.
Ed Gray, the Hollywood agent, is responsible for

selling “Jacobowski and the Colonel.” He says that
when the play first opened, two dolls standing in front
of the marquee said thoughtfully: “What a title! How
in the world would they pronounce it? Jacobowski
and the what?”

>r-Leo Guild.

rrrrrrrm

quence that a great many- people around the country
began naming their own cats Rhubarb. One of these was a
cat inhabiting a beer parlor in the neighborhood of Cor-
nell University. The lady proprietor of this establish-

ment not only named her cat Rhubarb, but had trained
him to walk up and down the bar with a small stalk of
garden rhubarb in his teeth.

My own favorites among the real Rhubarbs; however,
was an outsize tomcat belonging to' a doctor in a small
Missouri town. This Missouri Rhubarb could turn electric

lights on and off by leaping at the wall switches, and lie

was a pool shark. The doctor had a pool table in his home;
He would scatter the 15 balls over the table, then say,

“Your shot, Rhubarb.” The cat would leap onto the table
and using both paws, swiftly pocket ail 15 balls. I have
not seen him perform this feat hut I believe

,
the story. If

the doctor had told me that .he pocketed the balls in rota-

tion-beginning with the No. 1 ball and going on up to No.
15—then I would have suspected that the doctor was
lying. He made no such claim; The cat shot straight

pool.

Not That Educated!
. 1

As to the etymology. Of rhubarb—it appears that there
is a definite relationship between the two widely divergent
meanings of the word; Let us take, first, the plant. It got
its name from the Greek rheon barbaron, meaning some-
thing that comes from the barbarous country of the Rhai

( Volga) River. The plant has thick succulent petioles, and
these petioles are loaded with chrysarobin, calcium oxa-
late, rheotannic acid, erhodin, sporrhetin and mucilage.
I have heard that the leaves are poisonous and that the
rhubarb

,
circulios, which are buSs, stay away from them,

devoting their energies to boring holes in the petioles;

If I were a rhubarb grower—if my family fortune and
fame derived from the cultivation of rhubarb—I believe
that I would resent the new connotation of the word, and
I might even launch a movement to change the name of
my product altogether. Pieplant would do—in "many sec-

tions of the United States rhubarb is generally addressed
by that name. It is also called, in various localities, wine
plant, apple-cabbage and apple-peru. Along the Maine
coast it. is known as rhubub.
There is significance in the fact that rhubarb has for

centuries occupied a prominent position in the world’s
pharmacopoeia. The dried' rhizomes and roots of certain
Chinese and Tibetan varieties have long been valued as a
purgative and as a stomachic bitter. And the medicinal
value of ordinary garden rhubarb has been . known to
generations of American mothers. Which brings us to
Garry Schumacher.
Mr. Schumacher, currently on the staff of the N. Y.

Giants, spent many years as a baseball writer with: the
N. Y. JOurnal-American. He is a native of the Greenpoint
section of Brooklyn. He has informed me that when
he was a boy, the mothers of Greenpoint held firmly to
the belief that rhubarb was essential to the good health
of their children, that seasonal dosages of rhubarb would
invigorate them and permit them to fight like bobcats
and thus get along in the world. In the Greenpoint
springtimes of 40 years ago every kid had a rhubarb

'.routine to follow. The moment school was out,, it- was
ordained that -he' go straight home where his mother would
hand him a slice of bread with a portion of stewed rhu-
barb smeared on it. Mr. Schumacher, admits that, as of
today, he' considers rhubarb to be. a near-delicacy, but
when- he was a boy it bore the stigma of a medicament.
It was good fuh ya, therefore it was revolting, and he and
all; his friends despised it as Children despise castor Oil.

They would scamper home then, after school, and get
their rhubarb-smeared bread, then head* at once for the
street games that awaited them—street games that usually
included whaling hell out of each other; The fighting
sometimes started before the boys had finished off their
rhubarb and it was not uncommon for a boy to find him-
self; with- rhubarb in his hair and down his neck and in
his ears. In time, says Mr. Schumacher, the Greenpoint
kids began referring, to their happy play as rhubarbs—

-

exclaiming through puffed lips, “Wotta rhubarb!”
Mr. Schumacher somehow grew up and the word disap-

peared into his subconscious and lay dormant there; like;
a rhubarb circulio.withi'.a bellyful of chrysarobiri; Then
one day around 1940 when he was assigned to chronicle
the doings of the Brooklyn Dodgers, the Brooklyn man-
ager, Leo Durocher, engaged in a particularly violent
argument with, an umpire, as was his wont. Dust was
kicked, gloves were thrown, strong language flew, people
were banished for inciting to riot . .'

, and that evening
Mr. Schumacher wasjreflectlng on the noble fury of the:
affair when the old Greenpoint cry roseout of his sub-
conscious and he found himself exclaiming, '“Wotta rhu-
barb!” • •

The phrase once resurrected stayed alive in his mind
J® msertefl It in. his spprts copy*, and it append to*

‘ Mr, Barber who was sorely in .-need of- a^hew word to*
describe^ the antics of the rhubarbing Dodgers, and ’.

Well, It does seem a fur piece from the River Rha to a
cat.
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No ‘Variety’ Piece This Year
By MARTIN FIELD

Hollywood.

Editor,
Variety:

Yes I got your note (it was in

the middle of October!. We’re

working on our 46th Anniversary

Number, and please let me have it

soonest. •
.

My subject came sooner than I

expected, the very next night at

a party. Writers. One of them re-

ported breathlessly, “Columbia is

looking like mad for a story for

princess Rita/- A scripter who
specialized . i swashbucklers

promptly visualized Rita as a pirate

gal. Another, who wrote westerns,

naturally thought she’d be great

as a gal sheriff. The party was
soon over, our hostess excusing

herself to work on a glamor story

treatment she hopefully titled

“Hilda.”

As for me, I went home all

aglow, itching to get at my type-

writer so I could start a Variety
piece called “A Story for Susie,”

in which all the writers in Holly-

wood dropped everything to work
a story especially tailored to

s

Miss Hayworth’s talents. Only I’d'

call her Susie Starr.

It looked good. I’d gotten as far

as half, of my first rough draft

when, the following night, outside

Schwab’s drugstore, I met ’ Lionel.

Lionel was a writer Who had re-

cently been upped to producer.
Also, he was not the same man I

had known when he was a plain;

screen writer. His brow Was fur-

roWed, his large brown eyes Were
misted with suspicion and distrust

as he told me, “Martin, I don’t
believe any of those stories they
circulate in this town about Sam
Goldwyn, Darryl Zanuck Or Dore
Schary. Look at me, a peaceful,
homerloving man, faithful to his
wife, kind to his relatives, as good
as gold to his friends. But have
you heard the stories people tell

about me nowadays?”
He lighted ai cigar, his hand

trembling as he snapped a flame
out of his gold lighter.

“Heaven knows I can’t give
everybody a job. So every one I;

turn down becomes an enemy. And
suddenly I hear I’m the greatest
wolf in HollyWood. No girl is safe
with, me, except my wife. The
icejst things I hear about myself

are that I’m mean, I’m stingy, I’m
a heel and a louse and a double no-
good.”

j
^ Lionel’s Woes ]
When Lionel had finished telling

me the price he was paying to be
a producer, I went home chuckling.
Not at the woes of Lionel, poor
fellow, but at the Variety piece I
saw leaping from my. typewriter.
“So ; You Want to Be a Producer?”
was the title, and all it needed was
straight reporting from Lionel’s,
mouth. The little brunet who tried
to cuddle him into giving her a
role and was so vastly offended
when he failed to res;: - rid that she
endowed him with lavender tenden-
cies to every one she . met. The
actors who pretended Lionel had
sent for them to read for him
when he had, in truth,' never even
heard of them. The agents who
cursed him when he. denied a client
a part. The money 'man who fell
m love with an ingenue arid in-
sisted that Lionel hire her for
every picture. The once-famous
producer of spectacular film flops
who tried to chisel . his way into
Lionel's producing setup.

Yes, that piece about Lionel was
ail set until I ran into Jeff. Jeff
was a writer who once sold a story
for $40,000 and had been trying to
repeat for the last five years. His
tall, lean, tweeded figure, was com-
ing out. pf an agent’s office on Bev-
erly Dj-ive when he. spotted me.
(I was going to my dentist.) He.
took a ^firm grip at the screenplay
under his arm and with his free
hand clutched my shoulder.’

‘‘The; time isn’t right,” he
moaned*
“What time?” I asked.

T ’What’s the Write Time?’ ~T
Jeff> jerked back ;

his head, to-
ward his agent’6 office. ‘Tor five
years I’ve been hearing the time
lsht right/’ he explained;

' “For
selling a story, that is.” He
Whipped Out a pocket calendar.-
Here, let me show you. Janu-

ary
- Why,, people are just getting

over Christmas and New Year’s.
Live ’enra chance to getunwound.
February? Very short month. HoW
much can you- do? .‘Befdrev. you
know it- it’s March; March? In-
come tax month! How can you

expect a producer to worry about
your story when he’s busy with
Uncle Share-the-wealth? April’
Spring fever, you dope. Can’t ex-
pect a man with yawns to concen-
trate on a script. May? Weather’s
too nice; A man’s gotta get some
golf in, you know. June? Every-
body’s east this time of year. Don’t
you love New York in June? July?"
Too busy getting the boat ready
in Newport Besides, did you ever
hear of a. game, called baseball?
Also, horseracing, beach parties
and yachting. Also, the moun-
tains; fishing and

.
golf. August ?

Repeat July. September? Got to
see the exhibitors. Big conference
in Chicago. October? World Series.
November? Football* Thanksgiv-
ing. Palm Springs; December?
You crazy? Christmas and New I

Year’s!”

“Tough, Jeff,” I sympathized.
“My agent is a nian who wouldn’t

give me. the right; time,” he sum-
marized sadly.

This sort of thing kept up. Be-
fore I could set down' Jeff’s . story,
which I called “What’s the Write
Time?” I met a producer who
was mad at a writer. It seems this
writer had written a hook with the
producer as a favorable character
then, jUst because the producer
fired him, the writer switched the
character in the book in the next
edition. To a nasty. These writers
are so vengeful. And I started
work on a fresh piece called “The
Writer and the Producer.”

But what happens? I came across
the story about the gold-plated
thermos bottle. In Hollywood,
ulcers is a very fashionable ail-

ment. People drink half-arid-half
for it. (For the benefit of east-;

ernrirs, half-arid-half is half milk
and half sweet cream. ) So a prri-

ducer out of a job applied to the
head of a studio who was about to
turn him down when he saw the
producer take a swig of half-and-
half out of a gold-plated thermos.
P.S. : He got the job. And then
there was the story, about the set
worker who innocently walked
through the studio street .with his
thermos of coffee in his hand and
before he could say Jack L. Warner
he was whisked into a suite of
offices and told he was a producer.
The new mark of success, the ther-

mos of cream.

By this time I got your second
letter, “Please consider 'this a gen-
tle second reminder, as tempus is

fugiting.” Your letter set me to

running all over the house, pick-

ing up notes. “A Story for Susie.”

“So You Want to Be a Producer?”
“What’s the Write Time?” “The
Gold-Plated Thermos ”

Truly, I was confronted by a
fearful situatiori. Four stories for

Variety1

. And not one of them
ready.

So, now that it’s deadline time,

I’m writing you this explanation.

No Variety piece this year. I do
hope you understand.

Never again.. Next year I prom-
ise I’ll keep away from writers’

parties, from Schwab’s, from Bev-
erly Drive and my dentist. I’ll just

stay home with your letter until I

give birth.

Forgive me?
Zalways,

Marlin,

U in General Denial

Of A-C’s Pact Suit
Making a general denial of all

allegations and claims, Universal

asked dismissal of the Abbott &
Costello suit against it arid Realart

Pictures in answers filed last week
in N. Y» . Federal Court. U also

claimed that A.. & C. had confirmed

all of tlie alleged acts charged arid

accepted all benefits of the con-

tract, thereby waiving all causes

of action.

Abbott-Costello filed suit; two
months ago for $5,000,000, charg-

ing that Universal attempted to

defraud them. U’s defense stated

all it owed is a $13,962 balance.

Also that this was offered to A.,- &
C. and refused.

’ It was cited by Universal that

A. it C. had entered an agreement
whereby, the team and. U were to

share on a 50-50 basis, in rentals

from all Abbott-Costello shorts. U
claimed this deal was made as set-

tlement of all claims; against the

company. Aibothdr poilnt made by

U was that the team had been

guilty Of waiting too long in filing

the suit.
i l'

By STANLEY KRAMER
Hollywood.

Obviously the film industry as it

has been constituted couldn’t long
survive just producing blockbust-

ers, which I

By GEORGE SIDNEY

Stanley Kramer

TT '

s. . -~vi assume mean
'

pictures that*
' replete
flNMB with thousands

\ of plunging
^ horses and
' ^ ' necklines, plus

gigantic, spec-
* tacular, lavish
situations and

^|gf ' -exp enditures— I of millions of

Stanley Kramer dollars, In the
final analysis,;

we, are a story-telling medium, and
our success depends directly upon
our ability to select and tell stories
well.

.
If we must substitute size for

all of the other well-tested ele-
ments that comprise expert story
telling, we belong in the* ^circus
business instead of motion pic-
tures. It is possible that a wave
of the super-colossal will engulf

;

the industry. One success always
sets off a number of copies, thus
paying the way for a new cycle
which merely repeats the process.

For our part, we will continue
to siiek out. the best stories we can
find and which, in our opinion,
are1

satisfying to tell in the motion
picture medium. We wiU do them,
as well as seek, within as reason-
able a cost as possible arid hope
that our judgment will be con-
firmed by more than casual, theatre
attendance.

It takes no crystal gazer to re-
duce the entire subject to the; fact
that TV will continue to compete
on a growing basis for the public’s
entertainment time. This new.me-
dium, potentially fluent in great;
story-telling, unbeatable as a ring-
side viewer of current events;
sports and public gatherings, sure-
ly will hit further into inotion pic-

ture theatre receipts. I don’t think
anyone will argue that our motion
picture houses can command as
much entertainment time as they
could before TV existed. There-
fore, as new stations are construct-

ed; new programs developed, we
must face realistically the * -

creased competition.

1
The Approach Daring [

We can either decide that we
will meet curtailment by operat-
ing at reduced costs for restricted
grosses, or we can, by daring ap-
proaches to Subject matter and
production methods, try to meet
the threat of TV by widening our
preserit. motion picture market. I
recommend the latter. Since it is

pretty well accepted by the indus-
try at large that we always made
pictures mainly for an 18 to 25 age
bracket, I think the opportunity is

wide open for us to win over mil-
lions of ex-patrons, 25 years of
age and over, by serving them up
more mature productions better
suited to their more mature tastes.

This presents the exciting possi-

bility of turning a shrinking mar-
ket into an expanding one by plac-

ing a greater variety of more ex-

citijig kinds of stories before the
public.

With other costs going up, it

doesn’t seem reasonable that film
costs can be pared. All we can do
is to be vigilant in the selection of
subject matter so that nothing is

made which cannot be given the
full treatment on a sensible budget
basis. This, of course, leaves the
field wide open to a producer’s
judgment because one subject may
be a boxoffice bargain at a million

and a half, while another is a piece
of junk at $125,000. After all, a
producer should be prepared to ac-

cept this kind of responsibility.

We are working on new. tech-

niques all the time, but I don’t be-

lieve that- the consideration of cost

reduction alOrie contai any of
the answers to what we commonly
call all boxoffice ills. Again I say,

the challenge of TV, or public apa-
thy, or anything else, can be met

only through the kinds of stories

we select. We will, survive on a

healthy growing, market if we can"

find and tell better stories tharianyv

One else can. As .someone said to

me recently, no one needs to leave

the house these days to see a “B”

'jpittuife/ 1 ***' w

. Hollywood;
A group of Marines recently

came through the Metro lot on an
escorted tour. They had seen a
lot of tough combat service in

Korea and
were back in

the St ate sr
thanks to the
rotation sys-

tem. They
were seeing a
film studio for
the first time,
and I volun-
teered to help,

show th e

m

around, since
I knew the lot

so well.

One of the boys looked exceed'
ingly young. He had just passed
18—-had' fibbed about his age and
was bucking an unrelenting enemy
when barely 17;

That night at home I got to won-
dering what it was like 17 or 18
year ago, when' this battle-hard-
ened Veteran of Korea was still

wearing diapers.

Bing Crosby was alriiost a vet-
eran even then, having been in
three features, “We’re Not Dress-
ing,” “She Loves Me Not” and
“Here Is My Heart.” Bob Hope
was making Vitaphone shorts in
New York between out-of-town
vaiide.

Educational, Hal Roach arid Mas-
cot Serials were production corii-

panies
. people still talked about.

Charlie Chase was about the fun-
niest thing on the screen. John
Wayne was turning out 10 cowboy
pictures a year. . Ralph Staub’s
“Screen Snapshots” were already
an established film institution. So
was Pete; Smith. Walter Futter
hadn’t yet earned the profits in
“Africa Speaks,” but was doing
well with his Travelaugh shorts.

I Dumas Pretty Popular
[

The writing credits for the year
included Alexander Dumais, who
wrote something called “The Count
of Monte Cristo,” which, it seems,
was made into a picture by Ed-
ward Small, who later reissued it

12 times, had new prints struck
off, and regenerated his bank ac-

count
.
with something they now

call “residuals” and then televi-

sion profits.

Graham Baker and Gene Towne
got as much publicity as Wald and
Krasna—but even then the W-K
combo had already teamed up on
the writing of “20 Million Sweet-
hearts.” And just to show you how
people do get around in Holly-
wood, Max Arnow was then at War-
ner Bros., Sammy Lee . was a top
dance director, LeRoy Pririz was at

Paramount, Mack Gordon ..was

knocking out a song called “Did
You Ever See a Dream Walking?”
Ben Hecht made an excursion into
production with “Cririie Without
Passion,” Buddy DeSylva was lured
from Broadway to Fox to write and
produce, Jack LaRue was the great
threat to George Raft, Shirley Tem-
ple was making a big hit in “Little

Miss Marker” and people who saw
“It Happened One Night,” made by
Columbia, were talking about a
chap named Clark Gable, who had
been borrowed, it seems, from.
Metro.

George Burns and Grade Allen
were in great demand. Heather
Angel was a boxoffice attraction.

Dick Arlen was killing them in

such blockbusters as “Come . On
Marines” and “Let ’Em Have It.”

George Arliss had just given his

inimitable imitation of. Rothschild
and was heading for the robes of
“Cardinal Richelieu.” Henry Ar-
metta was making people laugh,

despite the tailend of a depression
and the inroads of legalized grog
•joints. Edward Arnold had just

ftiade his first bid
.
for the White

House iri “The President Vanishes.”

And Jean Arthur was getting her
foot on the ladder of stardom in

“Whirlpool.” Ginger Rogers . and
Fred Astaire were dancing their

heads off in “The .Gay Divorcee.”

There was a new cowboy star

named Gene Autry, and he sang

with the help of a guitar. Baby
LeRoy was. the hit of the year, and
George Barbier was trying, to side-,

track a few laughs for himself in

the never-to-be-forgotten “Miss

Fain’s Baby Is Stolen.”

John Batrymorri had just made
his most famous journey In “20th

CfeMtury;” with' Cathie L’oiRbdi'd,

and Binnie Barnes was an exciting
Import from England. Barbara
Barondess was in a picture celled
Eight Girls In a Boat.” Lionel
Barymore had a great role in
“Treasure Island,” and talented
little Freddie Bartholomew was

.-looking forward to “DavidJCopper-
fleld.” Carol Ann ‘ Beery, now a
full-fledged nightclub singer; was
promised a role with Wally Beery
in “China Seas,” Which was to be
one of the greatest successes for
Jean Harlow,

John . Boles was trying to avoid
singing roles and concentrate on
his acting talents. And death had
just taken William “Stage” Boyd,’
ending the similarity in names
which had caused so much confu*
sion between; him and the William
Boyd whpi as Hopalong Cassidy,
was later to rate a half-interest in
the United States Mint. Only,

‘

those days, “Hopalong” Boyd was
glad to be playing in “Flaming
Gol(T’ . and “Cheaters.” . Alice
Brady was trying for a comeback,
and Mary Brian was called the
“sweetest girl on the serpen.” That
was the year, too, that Carl Brisson
was making feminine hearts flut-

ter, little thinking that his son
Freddie would some day be a pro-r

ducer. Rita Cansino (that’s how
she was billed) was appearing in

‘Under the Pampas Moon” and
"Charlie Chan in Egypt.” . An
Italian named Tullio Carminatl
Started to do big things. Whatever,
happened to him after. Ellis Island?
Lew . Cody didn’t realize that the
Great. Stage Manager had already
put his number up on the board
and was working hard. And one
of the rrial good actors of the day
was Walter Connolly.

|
Marlon Davies, Andy. Devine 1

Others at the top of the ladder
included Marion Davies, Andy De-
vine, Louise Dresser, Dolores Del
Rio, Jimmy Dunn, Irene Dunne
(“This Man Is Mine”), Jimmy Du-
rante, Sally Eilers, Douglas Fair-

banks (“The Private Life of Don
Juan”); William Farnurri (fighting

for a comeback), Alice Faye, Peggy
Fears, Stepin Fetchit (who owned'
two limousines), W. C, Fields (just

graduated from Mack Sennett
comedies), Errol Flynn, Dick Foran
(what a voice!), John Gilbert and
Greta Garbo (in “Queen Chris-
tina”), Janet Gaynor, Alan Hale, ...

Ann Harding, Helen Hayes, Ralph
Holmes, Jack Holt, Miriam Hop-
kins. Hedda Hopper, Edward
Everett Horton, Henry Hull, Dean
Jagger, Buck Jones; Tim McCoy,
Ken Maynard, Tom Mix, Yakima
Canutt, Charles Laughton and
Harold Lloyd. Myrna Loy hadn’t
yet heard about diplomacy on an
international scale and was play-
ing opposite Clark Gable in “Man-
hattan Melodrama,” with William

;
Powell.

Mitchell and Durant were still

a team, and Jack Mulhall hoped
he would have a return to the good
Old days. Eddie Nugent was an
actor, Edna Mae Oliver was one
of the biggest laugh-makers on the
screen, and Franklin Pangborn.
was already" a hotel clerk. Gail
Patrick was a screen star instead
of a store proprietess and baseball
authority, and Joe Penner was
asking everybody: “Wanna Buy a

Duck?” while Jack Pearl was find-

ing out that Baron Munchausen
was okay for radio, but not so hot
for the screen.

Tops on the star list were the
Powells-^-Pick, Eleanor and Wil-
liam. Will Rogers was still top
man in his field , arid May Robson
was the screen’s Grand. Dame/
Cesar Romero hadn’t attained the

fame of whiskey advertising, as

yet, but he was doing okay as an
aotor, while Mickey Rooney Was
just being graduated from Colum-
bia shorts; The columnists were
writing about, “talented and beau-
tiful’' Barbara Stanwyck in “Gam-
bling Lady,” and Hollywood was
enchanted with the English, man-
nerisms of Ci Aubrey Smith and
Sir Guy Standing.

And there; were Kent Taylor,

Margaret Sullayari, Thelma Todd,

Franchot Tone (playing iri “Gen-
tlemen Are Bom”); Rudy Vallee,

Henry B. Walthall, H. B. Warner,
Alice White; Warren William, Fay
Wray and the Youngs—Clara Kirn-

bail, Loretta, Robert arid.. Roland.

And how of the inevitable.

Where was I 17-18/ years agri?

Oh! 1 Vvas a Metro guide taking

'thrdifglf thri';
y
sf(i4i'°*
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I By JO RANSON ——

—

1

Some muggs collect pocket fuzz, I manage to.-.fill. my
pockets with a curious assortment of newspaper clippings

and scribbled foolscap, a habit I picked up from an old

managing editor of mine,
I have carried around as many as 33 cuttings and 17

notes in my pockets, vest included, at one time. Agate
and Old Luce, my wife would/say, as she went through my
pockets in search of doubloons.

Collecting clippings can be a mighty messy business

for a mugg with three pairs of slacks, three plaid sports

jackets and one conservative blue serge suit with a vest

and inside pocket. Cohies the moment in the life of

man when the good wife doth say how about seeding
all the pants and . all the

.
jackets and the one vest to the

cleaners for a much-needed pressing. .

The husband starts disgorging the contents of his

pockets (there are approximately 16 pockets in the aver-

age man’s suit, I heard tell on the Answer Man program)
and 20 minutes later he manages to dig himself from under
a Himalaya of mishmash cuttings. He finally extricates

himself from a pile of N, Y. Times, crossword puzzles, the

Literati section of Variety, Winchell observations bn the
fragrance of New York City, other columns and scraps of

paper bearing cryptic notations about certain good Ones

in the fourth and fifth at Pimlico.
I usually take these clippings and stuff them into the

pockets of the suit I'm wearing at the moment. My pockets

bulge like a busy bookie at the end of a betting day in

the good Old Harry Gross days. I know that when my
other clothes return from the cleaners I shall once again
distribute the clippings and the notes to their respective

flannel-lined jungles. I’ve been known to transfer this

strange and frequently unrelated material from one
trouser pocket to another for months and sometimes years

oii end.

. Tragedy In Flushing
[

I have carried a Meyer Berger N. Y. Times Clipping

In my pocket: since Monday, Oct. 28, 1940. Can anyone
else make that claim? Berger’s story, beautifully written,

tells of the last days of the World’s Fair. Berger described
the . scene of the fair at Mad Meadow, Great Marsh, Tragic
Tract, Purple Prairie, Fanciful Fen

,
and other appro-

priate tags for the ’goings-on under the large*shadow of

the Trylon and Perisphere in Flushing Meadows.
There is a passage in Berger’s piece I have reread many

times, because it is that good, “Downcast and solemn, we
trudged Fanciful Fen for the last time,” the Times man
wrote. “It was night The fountains played, the build-

ings glowed, lWe thought, men will always remember
these acres. They, Will recall how culture was spread
among the peoples who stood here. Under Carl Mines’
‘astronomer,’ the heroic sculpture near the foot of the Heli-

qfine, we looked benevolently on a father instructing his

son. The boy said: ‘What’s that pop?’ Pop Said: 'That’s

a statue of a man. Someone just threw a rock at him.
. He

has picked up the rock and he is looking around , for the
guy that threw it.’, The boy said: 'Oh!\ We moved
quietly on, up Petticoat Lane, up Long Island Ramp, for-

ever out of the World of Tomorrow.’’
For a long time I housed Various quotes of the late John

Erskine, novelist, and English prof at Columbia Univer-
sity, and Henry Mencken, the belligerent Baltimorean
bubble-burster, Erskine was in the habit of saying that
if radio is an art “as I believe it is, you have to remember,
first of all, that an art must give pleasure.” The prof

Ik went on to say that there are many books on estheticsH but. only two problems in esthetics; “One is to get the
Wi audience to come ,in,” he said. “The other "is tp get it to
^ stay in. Radio is the easiest of all arts to walk out on,”

The Mencken clipping declared that “what we need on
the air is not more propaganda—but less. The proposal
to turn over a quarter of all the broadcasting stations to
educational agencies is one that points to a dubious, con-
clusion. The people tire of being bombarded by argu-
ments. The radio can best serve them by making them
happy; It might achieve that business better. It might
show them that there are nobler ways of being happy.
But such attempts must be made with great care, lest the
listeners be scared off.” That Mencken feller, he’s a real
bird, I thought.
My vest pockets have been lined, with Fred Allen gags.

One of them dealt with an Allen visit to the Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, Minn. After a checkup at the clinic, Allen
cracked: “The Drs. Mayo certainly ran a tumor into quite
a town.” I used that gag, with credit to Allen, on a dozen
medics I know. Another prize clipping I carried around
for a long time came from Variety of 10 years ago. It

Was a lulu about Buddy Baer who, after a severe punch-
ing around by Joe Louis, got up from the canvas and
groaned, these press-agent syllables into the microphone:
'Til explain everything next Wednesday night on the Fred
Allen program.” .

The trouble with accumulating newsprint clippings in

your pockets is that they disintegrate before you can say'

Bodoni over bologna. On occasion, I’Ve reached into my
side pockets for a favorite clipping, only to discover that
it had dissolved into hundreds of pieces. When these
things happen my wife gets angry because the damn stuff
gets all over the parlor rug and our vacuum cleaner doesn’t
pick up fragmented, flaked and yellowed clippings,

Several friends and some- of my bored acquaintances
have suggested that I microfilm the clippings in my pants
pockets. They point out that on one small roll—no larger
than a baby’s palm—there are many hundreds- of pages.
Just think of the highly efficient stacking space in my side
pockets, they say, and how much easier it will be when I

have to. empty my pockets before sending the Clothes to
the cleaners.

.1 must look into this microfilming biz. I hope they sell

a; film reader with a good screen that. I can shove, into a
back pocket of my pants. This device could easily change
my wife’s whole outlook on the subject of clippings,.,

GBS and Winnie
Jerry Stagg, of the William Morris Agency, is a

Shavian anthologist and his latest anecdote has to do
with the time G. Bernard Shaw invited Winston
Churchill to an opening, “Bring friend, if you can
find one,”

Churchill replied, “Sorry, I can’t come for your
premiere but I will attend some other night, if* ther#
i« another.”

Forty-sixth Anniversary

‘Best 73’

The telegraph code symbol ”73,” meaning “Best
regards” dr “My best compliments,” "came into being

. ih the 1870s when representatives of a dozen com-
1

mercial telegraph companies worked out a. list of
arbitrary numbers which coufd be used by telegraph
operators to express common phrases or instruc-

tions in brief form, thereby speeding up the handling
of messages. Other symbols included “1,” which
meant “Wait a minute,’? and “7,” which was flashed to

mean “Am busy on another circuit.” And “30” which
now everybody knows, means “the end,”

These coded symbols were quickly adopted by
press service telegraph operators who already were
masters in the art of dot-dash abbreviation.' And when
wireless came into being its operators also adopted
most of these symbols.
A good example of the use of these coded abbre-

viations is found Jn a message which Harry Saden-
water, Navy' wireless operator on the NG-ftying. boats,

flashed in 1919 on the first transatlantic flight: “Great
biz, QM, 73”—which meant: “Great Busi Old
Man, Best Regards.”

.—rOrtin E. Dunlap, Jn

The Day Hollywood Stood Still

Continued from page 8

DR. SPACE
I’m not talking about sailing but about budgets. YOU
can’t do much about overhead, or actors* salaries; some
are still worth $400,000 a picture. But the waste lies,

as we see it, in the Writing Costs! In the early days the
D. W. Griffiths depended very little on the writer. Then
came the talking picture and suddenly, God only knows
why, the. screenwriter became a necessary thorn in your
side—and the bank’s side, too!, He organized the Screen
Writers Guild—he got himself agents—he wanted Satur-
days off-Hpame in all hours—but that was the least of
it! He wanted pictures based on adult themes——
(There are low mumblings , ’’Dirty intellectual trouble

-

makers/”/
DR. SPACE

Instead Of good old fashioned showmanship, insisting that
there isn’t just one public with the taste of a teen-ager, but
many publics, some with an appetite and appreciation for
intelligent entertainment, (low murmurs and curses). The
result—overpaid underworked, rebellious writers. Now
are you going to keep on taking that hooey from them?

EXECUTIVES
(in chorus)

No!
A LEVEL HEADED PRODUCER

But what are we going to do? We’re too busy or we’d
write the scripts ourselves..

DR. SPACE
(smugly)

I believe we have the answer, (he turns and calls towards
the ship) Hack! Platitude, Cliche, Showmanship, Know-
how

—

(There is the SOUND of The Thing’s crate splintering,

then a second, and a Huge Steel Robot appears and clanks
with measured mighty tread down the ramp to the side of
Doctor Space.)

DR. SPACE
Gentlemen, you see before you the first Mechanical Screen-
writer, Robert Robot, or as the hoard of the bank calls him
—“The Thinking Machine.” (There is an awed silence.)

2D LEVEL HEADED PRODUCER
But—does it really Work, Doctor?
(With a confident smile Dr. Space signals Doctors O’Day
and Latour who slip a large checkered sport coat on the
robot and Dr. Space takes a pointer and indicates a row
of lighted buttons on the robot's chest.)

DR. SPACE
Robert is a man of millions of words based: on your
favorite seven plots, everything classified and cross-classi-

fied. If ‘.you want a story with heart you just press the
button marked HEART (presses button over Robot’s
heart). And every classification is subdivided; _ For ex-
ample—under Heart, there is B. HEART WITH AFFLIC-
TIONS. Then the kinds of afflictions. You’ll find “Of
Human Bondage” under Clubfoot in love with tart—the
button reading simply HEART AND TART.

3D LEVEL HEADED PRODUCER
(excitedly examining buttons)

You’ve got all the neuroses and complexes indexed?
DR. SPACE

They’re all here. Under N, for instance, you’ll find NOSE.
(presses Robot’s nose)

ROBERT ROBOT
(speaking in mechanical tones)

Theme—Boy is born without nose. Girl has faith in him
and teaches him how to smell.

DR. SPACE
For the TITLE (presses another button)

ROBERT ROBOT
“Night Without Nbstrilsl”

DR. SPACE
They’re all here. Foolproof. Adventure yarns—Westerns
(indicates another row of buttons) Meaty dramas like
“King Solomon’s Delicatessen,” psychological stuff like
“Nancy Goes to Pieces ’ —You" want a Big City' Triangle?
Just press it. (Presses triangular shaped button on Robot’s
groin) You can listen to the big finish without having to
wade through the whole script.

ROBERT ROBOT
(a mechanical throb in his voice)

FADE-IN: INTERIOR PENTHOUSE LIVING ROOM
NIGHT—TWOSHOT—JOHN AND BETTY. Betty: “John
I’m fed up with this tinsel existence—the jewels the thea-
tre these thick carpets, where has it all gotten us? What
do we add up to? Mr. arid Mrs Zero! Is it any wonder
I turned to Leland? I’m going away with you, John. He’s
so much more fun than you in every way^-—

”

(A bell inside the- Robot’s brain rings interrupting.)
DR. SPACE

This is the Breen Office warning bell. It rings automatic-
ally— (to Robot/ Rewind, Robert,
(The siudio brass crowd forward, their interest mounting.)

ROBERT ROBOT
(after a pause)

“I was going off with him, John but I realize what a fool
I’ve been and I want you to take me back—” John: “Take
you back! A girl no better than those I could find on the

^streets! What have you done to pay for your sins?”
Betty: “Look,. John.” John: “My God, two broken legs!”
Betti/ : “He pushed me off the ladder as I tried to

6

get on
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From Rugs to Riches
—By BURNETHERSHEY—

Some future chronicler of obscure footnotes to history
may one day record the recent passing of Sam Tatarian in
England, about the same time that the London Minister’s
Conference passed from the front page into history.

When I covered the Versailles Conference for the N. Y,
Sun I ran into a swarthy little Armenian rugdealer, Sam
Tatarian, who had amassed a respectable half million or
so dollars in a lifetime of scouring the Near East for
rare loomings to cover the Varnished new. floors of West-
ern oil magnates, Like Lord Balfour; Sam, too was ele-

gant in a snug cutaway, an over-burnished limousine staffed
with footman arid chauffeur, And an extraordinarily large
and ornate dispatch case of tooled leather.

This Armenian appeared wherever the more important
gatherings took place in Paris, Versailles; Geneva, Locarno,
and although no one knew exactly who he was, his general
getup swept him past guards and lesser functionaries as
though he were a Balkan diplomat. Even the grim old
tiger, Clemenceaii, once cordially shook hands with him
under the somewhat mystified impression that he had
something to do with Bessarabia, then under discussion.

But the payoff came on the day the Treaty of Versailles
was. signed; when our Saroyanish friend, sleekly encased
in his custaway, and with his incredible leather portfolio
under his Orm, rolled up to the Palace of Versailles, past
the glittering ranked guard, through the great grille, right,
on to the entrance in the Cou du Marbre, where shortly
the Big Four and: all the scores of lesser, signers would
descend to perform their historic function. Waving off
all proffered arms, the pompous little man ceremoniously
opened that mysterious dispatch case, took out a superbly
beautiful prayer rug and laid it reverently on the door
sill of the palace.

Lesser attaches were stupified. Only the Chef de Proto-
col himself recovered quickly enough to bustle forward and
demand What sort of thing was going forward and why
it should permit itself to happen at this so solemn moment.
The Armenian tried desperately to oblige. In most atro-
cious French he excitedly made clear that he, too, had “a
solemn mission.” He had been discharging it with faith-,

fulness at every preliminary meeting—the Criilon, the
Ritz, the Palais Bourbon, everywhere—Ond now here was
the supreme moment!, “But why?” demanded the Chef de
Protocol. “What is this rug?” Could it not be some
species of electrical device-r-a Communist devilment to
mass-assassinate the leaders of tl^e democratic world? (In
1920 all mysteries were divided equally between “Bolshe-
vists” and impossible electrical contrivances.)

“But no,” pleaded,the Armenian. He had all the creden-
tials necessary. See, he had a letter from thd^uai
d’Orsay. However, was it too much to ask that this certi-
fied, but undelegated individual explain the purpose of his
attendance at this great gathering—and what was the
meaning of the rug?

It was, very simple, he explained. All he wanted was
to have the great men of the world walk on his rug—

a

small affair, but the finest example of rug-making in exist-
ence and worth not less than $10,000. As soon as all the
Great Ones had arrived, -walked on his rug into the palace,
he would 'fold it up, rush it back to his apartment in Paris
and then instantly pass over it a vacuum cleaner, taking
careful note as to Whose foot had- been placed where. Each
footprint would be carefully vacuumed by itself, arid the
resultant dust, extracted from the cleaner separately,
would be placed in its own special urn, -elaborately
labelled with the pedestrian’s proud name and titles.
And so, when Sam Tatarian died not long ago, there

passed from the world stage the first—and last—of the
Great Dust Collectors. But the Treaties.and Pacts devised
by the Treaty-makers—they* too, will go on collecting dust.

that plane that’s taking him to South America.” John:
“And you crawled to me from the airport like that?*
Betty: “Yes, you know how hard it is to get a cab at thi*
hour:” John: “You have suffered!” Betty: “Oh, John,
be careful, my arms are fractured too.” John: “I’m afraid
my heart is the same.” Betty: “Let’s grow Well together,
shall we, John?” Music Up. Fade Out.

DR. SPACE
There—and we’re working on “Melody Max,” a musical
robot to replace composers.
(The astounded executives and producers press forward
with eager cries.)

1ST EXECUTIVE.
I’ll take a dozen!

2D EXECUTIVE
Me too! (There is a chorus of “Me toos.”)

DR. SPACE
Don’t crowd! I’ll take your orders—we’re gearing for
production-

1ST LEVEL HEADED PRODUCER
Can. I order a woman writer:—-I need someone who under-
stands the feminine angle?

DR. SPACE
I’m afraid Fanny Robot is still in the experimental stage.
We haven’t found an iron figleaf that will stand the gaff.

POINTED-HEADED PRODUCER
Will they come in on time?

DR. SPACE
'Six' a, m. on the dot. No lunch, or sick leave or holidays-—
(several producers clap their hands in glee).
(Breen Office bell rings in the Robot.)

DR, SPACE
It’s all right, Robert,
(The' assemblage , in Seventh Heaven, crowd up giving
their orders to Doctor Space. Suddenly they freeze dfid
stare as a Huge Bald-Headed Robot lumbers into scene,
wearing iron suede shoes, his wires covered with chopped

2D LEVEL HEADED PRODUCER
Who are you?

SAM ROBOT
,

. (in raspy voice)
Sam Clinchmetal, Bob's agent. My boy Is loaded with

...talent but remember he’s a member of the Screen Robot
Writers Guild So we gotta have iron clad contracts! Get
the picture?
(The earth starts to tremble. Then suddenly from over
the horizon come clanking thousand? of mechanical agents.
The producers shriek, collide and run amok; The three
Doctors, defending themselves with their Flit guns gat

the safety of the ship and take off once again, this time in
search of a finish. MUSIC' UP.)
FADE GUT. THE END
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THEY LOVED IIS IN YAZOO CITY
1

By MAXWELL SHANE

Maxwell Shane

Hollywood.

Ypc it’s true what they say about

58*
«* and Mississippi

lywood stars,————
^ producers

»• aud writers, if

captions of

southern hos-

pitality before

we went, We
lost them from

we stepped off

cu ... the train and
Maxwell Sliane

fbimd a yell^

ing mob of film-lovers greeting us

«.ith a huge banner which read,

'‘Welcome to the South, MOvietime

U.S.A,, You-all!”

We went there worried about

what we ,
were going to say» primed

With statistics which would show

that Hollywood people were ^
ust

as simple, as moral, as normal, as

any Americans anywhere. We
found that such statistics were

,
en-

tirely unnecessary* They :
loved

movies and just want more of .them,

and they knew more about Holly-

wood, its customs, its mores, its

people than we did. We came hack

feeling that the famous Variety

headline should be rewritten to

say r
“STIX LOVE PIX; NO HIX

IN DIXIE.”

We hit towns where the popula-

tion was 6,500 and where 10,000

jammed the street to greet us. In

one town, the Mayor told us that

everybody was there except two
people, and he apologized for these

two, one old lady in the hospital

with a broken leg and one town
boozer who was sleeping it off in

the hoosegow.

In the Hollywood medicine show
were Irving Asher and Robert Fel-

lows^ producers; George Murphy,
Julia Adama, David Brian, Adrian
Booth, Bruce Bennett, Charlton
Heston, Lydia Clark, Robert Stack,

Preston Foster, Sheila Darcy, play-

ers; Leonard Stern and Dorothy
Hughes, writers; Fred de Cordova
and Joe Lewis, directors. One of
the most interesting phases of the
tour was the gradual evolution of
the directors, producers, and
writers, who started out with
palpitating hearts and dry lips at
the first stop; unaccustomed as they
were to public speaking, and who,
by the end of the tour, had ac-
cumulated so much material and
were so prolix that it Was quite a
chore to drag them away from the
microphone. It proved that, given
the opportunity, there is a bit of
ham in ail of us.

j Prestons Had Fosters
; 1

One of the most amusing phases
was the recurrent mixup of the
Prestons and the Fosters in our
business, with whom Preston Fos-
ter was confused wherever he went.
Foster made this a sock bit of mb-:
t %'.al, when he said, “l am grateful
to the master of ceremonies for
getting my name right. Because
I am forever being confused with
Robert Preston, Preston Sturges,
and Norman Foster. I am forever
being congratulated for Robert
Preston’s good acting, for Preston
Sturges’ fine - direction, and then
there Was the time 1 wa$ given
credit for Norman Foster’s baby.”'
That always got a .yock, But in
Jackson, Miss., the confusion was
really topped, when the- guest list-
ing on the menu of the Governor's
dinner stated *.that. Catherine Craig
was there with her .husband* Pres-
to11 Foster. (Catherine Craig, hap-
pens to be : Robert Preston’s .wife,
Sheila Darcy is Preston Foster’s,)'
Later, an assistant room clerk at

j?? Heidelberg Hotel discovered
this mistake and rushed over to the
desk clerk worriedly. “Hey;” he
yelped,

. . “Catherine Craig isn’t
married to Preston Foster.” The
room clerk shrugged. !‘It’s too late
how,’; he said. “They’re up' in the
room together”
We also found that the yen to

become a Hollywood star has be-
come no less

.
powerful in recent

years. Wherever we went mothers
wpuld push their little curly head-
ed moppets; at me and urge, “Go
on. Act for. the gentleman,. Make
like Tallulah Bankhead.”

put . this, too, was topped, In
Markyille,

;
Miss., I was sitting on

the ilat bed of a truck which had
been converted into a street plat-
form and was waiting for my turn
|°

i

sPeak When a cocker spaniel
'alked up in front of me, sat down,

looked into my eyes for attention,
and then proceeded to do a hand-
stand.

At one spot, a town of about 5,-
000* where 15,000 jammed the town
square; -Robert Stack was mobbed
—all 15,000 wanted autographs, all
at one time. Stack was squeezed up
against a stone wall and all but
torn apart. Then suddenly he be-
came aware of a small voice, call-
ing, “Help, help;” He looked down
and there at his feet was a 10-year-
old girl who had fallen under the
feet of the mob. Bob pulled the
kid to her feet gallantly and asked,
“DO you Want an autograph?”
“No,” gasped the; kid, “I want to
breathe.”

Writer Leonard
.
Stern made

friends and influenced people
When he told them that, since com-
ing down to Dixie and listening to
their drawl, , he went out every
morning looking for coffee in a
Rex-you-all Drug Store.

In Durant, Miss., we Were ad-
dressing the crowd from a small
park handstand when it started to
rain. Instead of leaving, the crowd
moved across , the street, about 100
yards away, and stood under store
awnings, Not one person left. We
continued to speak via loudspeak-
ers and could only tell that they
Were alive "and listening by the
waving of their hands when they
applauded.

We learned a lot on that trip.
We

.
learned that Hollywood has

nothing to apologize for. They love
pictures in Dixie, and neither rain,
nob sleet, nor storm can keep them
hbme when picture people are in
town. They loved us in Yazoo City.

Turner in ‘Melody’
Hollywood.

Lana Turner will play the opera
star In Metro’s “Interrupted Mel-
ody,” the life story of Marjorie
Lawrence* songbird* who was
stricken with polio. Miss Lawrence
will record the songs.

Other important castings over"

the weekend at Metro were Eliza-

beth Taylor in “The Girl Who Had
Everything” and Eleanor Parker in

“Eagle On His Cap.”^-

Hollywood’s Mad Search

For Story Material
By WILLIAM ORN8TEEV

Films In

ILw Continued from page 5 JJ

burden .representing a substantial
part of its entire cost. This penalty
overhead is the amount- of income
taxes paid by the so-called “high
priced talent” and^ which must he
included in production costs to as-

sure these superior creative art-

ists “take home pay” worthy of
their great talents and boxoffice
value.. Those who cry for reduced
production, costs should try and
answer that problem first.

Although a realist, aware of the
problems that face us, the hazards
that must be met and conquered,
the diverse interests that dictate

our sometimes selfish (but always
self-preservation) actions, I am
still a confirmed optimist about
the motion picture industry and
believe that it will always be able
to adjust its differences and con-

tinue to progress.

What the next half century of

technological progress Will bring is

anybody's guess. Whether or not
customers will be airborne on atom-
driven flying machines to landing
stages atop tomorrow’s movie pal-

_aces—Whether motion pictures are
on film, tape, television or deliv-

ered by mental telepathy—whether
there are screens, prisms or huge
vacuum tubes for projection—one
thing is certain—there will always
be a theatre and people to fill .it.

Man, the social animal', has from
the beginning of time nurtured two
institutions—a temple for his re-;

ligious worship and a theatre

Where, with the companionship of

his kind, his imagination finds

boundless freedom.

* We have learned many things

during .the first half century of mo-
tion pictures—how to make, photo*,

graphs move, how to make " them
talk, how to give; them color, how
to build great palaces and to fill

them with happy ^people. We.
learned many things, but it took

us 50 yeark to learn how to work
together for the common good
of the industry, the.first demonstra-

tion- of Which took place with the

.1951 Movietime U.S.A. Campaign.
Just as in the world around us

we are learning the hard way of

the dependence of nation upon na-

tion, so have we learned the hard

way . the interdependence- of ohe-

another in ; this industry. . Regard-

less of the brick and mortar and
the Visible assets

.
of the business

we are still a house of cards, each
dependent upon the. other for struc-

tural stability, Only by standing

together and fighting together can

we meet the new challenges that

come each day, Now that we have

learned the power of cooperation

let us hope that the spirit of Movie-

time can be converted into Money-

time for all,

By MIKE KAPLAN
.Hollywood.

After a. score of years of repeti-

tive cycles of all kinds, the film

industry has come up with a new
trend—the episodic picture. Orig-

inally a British import (viz “Quar-
tet” and “Tjfip”), it is reaching its

highest stafe of development in

Hollywood with no less than seven
slated for release this year, and
probably more to dpi .

Strangely enough, although the

pnly American episoder to. hit the

nation’s screens; last year didn’t
fare too Well, there appears to.be
growing optimism in the film fac-

tories that this type of screen prod-
uct provides a definite boxoffice
lurev The ability to load a film

legitimately, with top names mak-
ing comparatively brief appear-
ances,. coupled with a diversified
group of stories * one package,
is regarded as one answer to the
encroachment of television. Last
year’s entry, “Queen for a Day.”
(later retitled “Horsie”), isn’t re-

garded as typical and some film-

sters contend that the Robert Still-

man production was hurt rather
than helped by its tieup with the
radio show of the .same name.

Certainly Metro seems to have no
misgivings about the vignette form.
With “It’s a Big Country” com-
pleted and ready for release, the
studio is readying two more in

the same vein-—“Mexican Village”

and “Three Love Stories.” “Vil-

lage” will be a solo direction job
by Norman Foster,, but “Love
Stories” Will follow the. “Country”
format with separate directors as

Well as casts for each segment.

|
20th*s Pair "

I

Twentieth-Fox has a "pair coming
up

'

“We’re Not Married” and
“The -Full House,” latter a collec-

tion of O. Henry stories. And
United Artists (which released

“Queen”) will be represented with
the Ben Hecht package of “Actors”

and; “Sin,” and the Alexander Paal

film, “Tale of Five Cities,” lensed

against European backgrounds.

Cinema cynics maintain the epi

sodic device is a bulwark against

the day. when films will be thrown
wholesale into television, pointing

out that each episode could be
sold separately for additional coin

after the regular theatrical re-

lease has been completed. Actual-

ly, such a stunt has been attempt-

ed by Robert Lippert, but with

such little success that the project

was abandoned.. Lippert’s episod-

ers, “Fingerprints Don’t Lie,”

“Mask x>£ the Dragon,” “Danger
Zone.’’ “<Pier 23” and “Roaring
City,” were actually packages of

two 30-miniite films each. Pix were
carefully sliced so that they could

subsequently be sold for video

sponsorship,

Lippert also whipped together a

pair of film revues tagged “Yes,

Sir; Mr. Bones” and “Varieties on

Parade,” which, like RKO’s “Foot-

light Varieties,” were designed to

provide continuous but not. neces-

sarily connected divertissement:

From the talent standpoint,., the

current cycle is a healthy omen.

Jf it continues at the present pace,

it will do much to
(
ea$e the spo-

radic belt-tightening that has al-

ways plagued supporting and bit

players. None makes a fortune out

of the episoders, but the available

work is being spread out among
larger numbers of thesps. .:

Meantime, there appears, to be

no truth to rumors that exhibs in

scattered areas are planning to do

their own editing and throw select-

ed episodes in as teasers with name
talent to bolster a weak bill.

Film producers, still holding to

“the story’s the thing,” continue

to bemoah the shortage of the

basic ingredient 'for making “good”
pictures. The
dearth has
created a do-
or-die attempt
to search
every avenue
which might

(

lead to possi-
ble screen ma-
terial.

Exactly wliat
is Hollywood
d o i ng about
deveiop-

t
Ing, new writ-

w '

ers? "poire: Schary, v.p. and pro-
duction head for Metro, blesses the
originals, -with emphasis on writers
developing their own babies for
screen maturity; Joseph H. Mosko-
wi'tz, 20th-Fox v.pV and eastern
studio rep, and Bertram Bloch,
20th ’s eastern story head, both
lean to greater subsidizing of writ-
ers and creation of a workshop
for the craft; Alan Jackson, east-
ern story head for Paramount,
sticks to “slicks” and affinitive

media as worthy solutions to the
material problem.

“Metro’s experience,” Schary re-
veals, “has been more and more
to buy original material and then
engage its author to develop it,

rather than put a different, already
seasoned screenwriter on it auto-
matically.. Haying hit upon fresh
talent in the first place, we now
take the chance of letting him de-
velop in a field perhaps new to
himT-sCreenwriting. There is a dis-

tinct value in an author’s work-
ing into screen form his original
material, because to distribute any
material over a number of writers
•almost certainly will, water down
the things about the story which
attracted us in the first place.”.

For the year ended Dec, 1, 1951,
Metro bought 36 original stories,

constituting 60% of its overall lit-

erary deals. Fiftynine propertties
were bought, of which 11 were
short stories, seven novels, three
stage plays, one a -TV play, plus
an original.

One of the ways of overcoming
the material shortage, according
to Moskowitz and Bloch, is to estab-
lish a workshop where authors can
fit into the film medium with a

little financial and moral encour-
agement.

]
The Laboratory ]

“Every big industry has experi-
mental or laboratory grounds* but
ours is the only one that hasn’t,”

stated Bloch. “Our
,

industry lacks
proving grounds to give stimula-
tion to writers. We need more and
better stories, and this in the face
of a shrinking literary market. We
cannot expect others to dp the
spadework for us.”

Bloch points out how 20th-Fox
helped finance the “Dragonwyck”
and “Centennial Summer” authors
after publisher advance payments
ran out. Elliott Arnold is now being
financed while completing “Sante
Fc,” tentatively titled novel for
Knopf. Hlldcgar.de Dolson, author
of “The Form Divine,” presently is

at the studio developing a screen
play on option.

With David Brown added to. 20th-

Fox’s studio story staff under
Julian Johnson, a more intensified

study, of. all -possible sources will

be started. During his past three,

years as managing editor of Cos-
mopolitan, aiid for seven years ber

fore that ill" various editorials

swivels Rt Liberty, Brown spent
considerable Itime working with
writers in developing ideas.*

The non-fiction field is being
widely combed for new writers

and ideas. Twentieth recently

bought “The Mail’ Who Fooled Hit-

ler,” which appeared in Reader’s
Digest. Four articles bought from
The New Yorker point up the fact

that any idea that lends itself to

film fabric will not be overlooked
in the maddening search for mate-

rial and new writers,

j- Par’s Jackson finds the “slicks,”

such as Saturday Evening Post and
Collier’s, with circulations running
into the. millions, as the more like-

ly source for the film medium-
“Quality” magazines like Harper’s

and. Atlantic. Monthly are better

designed for the little theatre,
• Jackson feel r

. Chances of a writer

attracting film interest after ap-
pearing in the long-haired maga-
zines are remote, he added.

The New Yorker, Jackson opined,
is in a class by itself and often has
furnished excellent stories for the:

screen, such as “The Man on the
Ledge” and “Mr, 880,” which 26th-
Fox produced in the past year
or so.

The best avenue; to pictures for
new writers, Jackson figures, is to
take an indirect route and first ap-
pear in printed form, either in
magazines, book or newspapers.
This Way the author Will be studied
by those interested in his work
for what it may be worth.

“At one time,” the Paramount ex-
ecutive continued, “the studio had
a junior writers school, but this was
discontinued after a few .years.”'

(Ditto Metro, 20th-Fox and others)

.

"Today;” JacksOri added, “Par is

studying every field for; possible
material. Very often wc see things
on television we like and arrange
for either the writer, the story;’

itself, to join our studio lineup.
Other times writers or their; agents
Will call for an interview with a
specific idea in mind. We invite

them up, talk to them, see what
they have worth considering, and
when there is something we like

we will go to work on it.”

Continuing the searching proc-
ess, Jackson cited, the instance of
Kem Bennett, whose two-part ar-

ticle, “Death at Attention,”, attract-

ed his eye when it appeared in This
Week magazine last May 13 and
20. The weekly supplement is dis-

tributed to 31 newspapers with a
circulation of 10,500,000, the larg-

est of its kind. Jackson contacted
the author in London, but learned
Metro had beaten him to the punch.
Kenneth MacKenna, Metro’s studio
story head, was in London at the
time and had already bought the
article with the proviso Bennett
would work on the script i Hol-
lywood.

Jackson stated the average pur-
chases for originals at Paramount
varies, but for the last year they
amounted to 50%. While the gen-
eral impression appears that any-
one can submit an original for read-
ing, etc., this practice Was stopped
by the studios some years ago.
Too many nuisances (plagiarism)
suits cropped up from would-be
writers who submitted mss. unso-
licited. $uch mss., when received
by studios, are. returned unopened
for protective purposes, and while
the influx continues, despite dis-

couraging warnings, the pyramids
are almost as high as they Used to

be. Originals submitted by. pros
and agents are given careful con-
sideration, it is stated, because
writers of past experience know
what studios want, are in the know-
how and understand production
from an inside vantage point.
Agents are also in touch and know
better than to submit non-pro stuff.

’52 Challenge
liss; Continued from p^ge 5

past- year. If the freeze on tele-

vision broadcasting stations is lift-

ed during this year, we .shall wit-

ness the beginning of the rapid ex-

pansion of that medium' to its full

stature. It would be utterly un-
realistic to ignore the implications

of this development. It
(

is bound
to have its repercussions^upon our
industry, ButV they neq.d not be
adverse:

’

I agree with the statement made
by one of the leaders of the Thea-
tre Owners of America. :

He said,

in substance, that we must look

upon television as an “opportun-
ity.” Television is Show Business,
and we’re all in Show Bu si

We live in a changing world, and
he who clings to the past is doomed
to failure. We have the imagiria-

uoh and know-how to adjust our-

selves to changing circumstances.

We haye a constructive contribu-

tion to make to television and, in

making it, we can serve own
enlightened self-interest.

As 1 952 lies before uS, we must
keep our eyes focused on the hori-

zon, The; future is in our hands.

We can m?ke of it wliat we will.

As for Paramount, we intend to

play a constructive part in the

mould' ng of that futur.

.
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MY FAVORITE STORY
Gracie Fields

Years ago, when I was touring in revue, whenever we
visited Plymouth, We always stayed at Ye Olde Ship Inn

at Corsanne Bay, which is nearby: This inn is a well-

known hostelry, jnade famous by the fact that whenever

Nelson spent any time in Plymouth, he always stayed

there. The late proprietor, Fred Eteson, was very proud

of this fact, and used to show visitors the bedroom where

Nelson slept. - One day,, when showing a family,
which

included a small child, this room, he mentioned that an^

other famous person had . slept there too, namely Grade

Fields. ;

When this family returned home after their holiday

they were telling a neighbor that she must go and see this

famous inn whenever she was in Plymouth, when the child

interrupted and said, “And don’t forget to ask the gentle-

man to show you the bed where Nelson slept with Gracie

Fields.”

Claude Biriyon

This actually happened in the. early ’40s, when I tipped

the beam at 277 pounds. Fred MacMurray and I were on a

hunting trip in northern California, sharing our beer with

an old gent who had consented to show us where the

birds were flying. The old man looked me over as he

guzzled his beer. “What do you do for a living? he

asked finally; “I’m a writer,” I answered.
,

“Holy mackerel!” he exploded. “A guy your size! Then

he looked at MacMurray. . “What do you do?”

FrCd considered his own 220-p6und frame—and dared

not tell; “The same as Biriyon,” he said finally.

Behnett Cerf
What if you found yourself in Algiers on Christmas Day?

That’s where one tourist wound up last year, and lie

told his guide, “This is one day when I don’t want to be

dragged to places you show every other American. To-

ight I want to see the real Africa!” The guide said, T
will take you to the wildest, most exotic cafe this side

of the Sahara. Holidays are celebrated there as they

are celebrated nowhere else. You will never forget it.”

The two men repaired to a dark, forbidding house on the

edge of town, and, after some mysterious mumbo-jumbo
at the gate, were admitted.

A tree with some ratty trimmings had been propped up

in one corner, and several nondescript natives seemed to

be celebrating in their fashion. What immediately caught

the tourist’s eye, however, was an English colonel, im-

peccably attired, swagger stick and all, who, believe it

or not, was only six inches tall/ As the' tourist stared in

wonderment, the bartender threw a red silk cord over the

edge of the bar, the colonel shinnied up, perched on the

top, and demanded a double Whiskey and soda..

The guide was delighted. “You’re in fare luck,” he told

the tourist. “You !re about-to meet Colonel -Pringle, one

of the rarest sights in all Africa!” Then he turned to

the six-inch figure, and boomed, “Be a good fellow, Colonel

Pringle, and give my tourist friend here the details of

Christmas Day in ’43—the day you told that witch doctor

to go jump in the-lakc!”

Jack Pearl
Bored and unhappy, a moneyed femme thought some-

thing was the matter with her, and consulted one psychia-

trist after another. She paid them huge fees, but they, were
honest men and told her there wasn’t anything awry, She
kept on going to psychos .until she met a phoney; frock
coat, pointed beard, black" ribbon specs.- He said his fee

was $500 per consultation. “Never -mind that,” she said,

“When can I come?” The phoney rubbed his hands to-

gether, “MadamO, come to my office at 11 o’clock tomorrow
sliarp. Wear a black hat, a black dress, with a red belt,

and green shoes.” Next morning she showed up as oftiered
and entered the inner office." He stood her beside a table.

“Now, madame, put your right leg pn the table.” She did.

“Now, madame, put your left legt on the table.” She 'did

and, of course, 1 she went ker-boom on the. floor. The
phoney looked at her, rubbed his hands, and $aid, .“Tell

me, madame, how long have you been having these- spells.”
r *

Sam Levenson .

A man called me to engage hie to perform at a wedding
anniversary, “Please don’t charge me- too much,” lie

said, “I’m giving you as a present to the Couple.”

My mother-in-law came to my opening at the Latin Quar-
ter in N. Y. As I walked off to a nice round of applause
I heard my mother-in-law, at ringside muttering; “I don’t

know, maybe I’m wrong!”
At the opening of my own TV show, the agency men

were peeking through the curtain announcing: “Look
who’s out there!” Then came a list of “prominent people.”

I took a peek myself, turned to the agency guy and said:

“See that guy in the .third row, fourth; seat? That’s my
seltzer man!”

(

Bernard Sobel
Years ago, when Texas Guinan was operating her niterif,

my parents came from Indiana to visit me, Tex called up
to invite rne to bring them to the Club as her guests.

We accepted, and when we arrived she gavemy mother
and father the places ojf honor, right next to the chair ‘on

which she acted us mistress of ceremonies.
As soon as the show opened, Texas began, character:

istically, to show my parents special attention. As soon
as an act was over, she would say:

How did you like that Father Sobel?” How did you
like that Mother Sobel?*'

I And..when the show was over she called out to the

. crowd: “Give Mother Sobel a hand!*'

Some night after, I took mother to the Metropolitan
Opera House. We were togged up in our formal clothes,

walking with dignity through the lobby v)hen, all at once
woman rushed in front of Us and caught hold of a,man

Standing nearby.
“Look ‘John,’* she - shouted. "Look, There’s Mother

Sobel from Texas Guinan’s."

Gilbert Miller
Douglas Fairbanks, Sr., was constantly annoyed by peo-

ple who came up and said, “Mr. Fairbanks, do you remem-
ber me? :.7e met at so and so—” and would then say,

“I bet you don’t remember my name.” This happened to

him so often on a steamer trip from Italy to New York
that after the 20th alleged acquaintance in a row had
tackled him, he could hardly contain himself when a rather

dark man approached him and said, “Mr. Fairbanks, of

course you don’t remember me-?” Whereupon Fairbanks

exploded. /No, I .don’t remember you,” he said, “and I

am sick and tired of being annoyed by a lot of people

whom I am sure I have never met anywhere;” Where-
upon the little man replied, “Mr. Fairbanks, I couldn’t

understand better. My name is Marconi.”

Harry Foster
I once booked a well-known American act into Rome.

On its opening night it just died and went off without a

hand to a deathly hush. As they left the theatre, to their

amazement, they saw a character slipping on the
.
bills

with paper which read “Grando Successo.” On: asking

the meaning of this, they were told in voluble Italian that

they were- really a “grando successo.” If they had not
been; the audience would have spat and blown rasp-

berries!

Bernard F. Gimbel
A wife was modeling a new hat before her husband

and in answer to his comment that he thought it was
extravagant, she said, ‘It didn’t cost a thing. It was
marked down from. $20 to $10, so I bought it with the $10
I saved’.”

Tallulah Bankhead
One of my favorite stories concerns the divine remark

of my very good friend Estelle Winwood. As you may
know, Estelle was one of the founders some years ago of

that illustrious theatrical establishment^ the Liverpool
Repertory Cp. At its inception, many of the artists in-

volved were, shall we say; impoverished. A particularly

impecunious pair, who were engaged in some sort of
dalliance at the time, decided that Paris 'was the place for
them. Their disappearance noted,, a friend inquired for
news of them and Estelle said, “Why, my dear, they were
so poor they went to Paris as artists instead of people”

Roger Imhof
A young feliow who had been visiting his girl friend

at her home was about to say “Good Night.” They opened
the front door and it was raining. His girl said, “You
can’t go home Qh a night like this, it’s raining cats and.

_dogs; I’ll run upstairs and prepare a room, for you.” When
• she came down, wondering where he was, the door bell

rang. ’ She * opened it and there he~.was shivering and
soaking wet. “Where were you?” He said, “Well, I had
to run home and get my pajamas.”

Jim Jordan
Here is a yarn we picked up in Hawaii last, summer.

It’s called “How Waikiki Beach Got Its Name.”
It seems that when the missionaries came to Honolulu,

the royalty there reserved .the beaches for their own use
and did not allow the common people* or peasants to use
them. But they did extend this courtesy to the missioh-
aries.

The missionaries brought, a number of Chinese coolies

to work in the fields. These coolies were tired after a hard
day’s work, and seeing this beautiful beach below them,
they decided to go down and take a swim.
The royalty and the missionaries came charging down

to the beach , where they were and started- pushing them
around. The Chinese started running up the hill, and. as
the royalty would give them a kick, the coolies—not know-
ing what was going on—would jump and holler, “Why
•kicky—why kicky?”

Benedict Gimbel, Jr.
A Carolina mountaineer cornered a chap who had been

coitrting his daughter.
"See here,” he said, "you've gone with Annabelie for.,

three years. What are your intentions—hr jorablc or dis-

honorable?”
The young mil’s face brightened as he asked, "You

mean I’ve got a choice?"

Sophie, Tucker
A worn n driver was passing in and out of the white-

line, scraping every fender that she passed, passing red
lights and breaking every rule. Finally a* cop caught up
with her. “Show me your license," he screamed. '"You
mean " she cooed, "with that kind of driving they’ll give
the a license?”

Earl Wilson
Coleman Jacoby, the Broadway-Hollywood gag writer,

was going over his usual first-of-the-month batch of bills;

All of them were Usual formal statements-^except
The family physician had decided to get personal.
He had added a reminder. “Tomorrow,” the doctor had

scrawled at the bottom of the statement, “this bill will be
a year old.”

Jacoby returned it to the doctor with his own notation.
He wrote; “Happy Birthday!”

Joe E. Lewis
Walking to work in. my black tie, an elderly colored

man on the sidewalk of 6th Ave. asked to shine my shoes.
I Sat down on the box, and as he was Sliinliig my shoes,
he looked up and saw me in a tuxedo, and said, “Waiting
tables?” I said, “Sure, don’t you know a waiter when you
see one?” He said, “I sure do, I used to be one myself.”
When he was through, I gave him a half-a-buek. He was
surprised and he said, “My, my, where are you work-
ing at?”

Bert Lytell
There are certain “hams” who revert to type ho mat-

ter' what the situation. One such was walking down
Broadway muttering io himself and with a look of des-
pair. A friend halted him and asked the reason of his
mood. He got this, reply:' “Two weeks ago, my aunt
died and left me $106,000, Last week, my uncle died
and left me $200,000, This week, NOTHINGS’

Danny Kaye
Two starlets were discussing a newly arrived star at th

Brown Derby whom they felt had gotten places on very
little talent. .Danny Thomas, joining the two, listened .

and said, “How did you hear that, via sour grapevine?”

John Kieran
.

I still like the; aheient one about the old lady down
front at a political meeting

,
very attentive to the orator.

At the conclusion he came down and thanked her for
her great attention. “Well, you arc now my second
choice" she said. "Who’s your first?" asked, the startled,

candidate. "Anybody else," sheansweredi

Jesse Block /

We played the Palladium in London in 1930, After
our last show, we returned to our dressing room and
discovered that a thief had taken all our valuables, which
included a diamond, necklace. We called Scotland Yard
and they sent over one of their men immediately. He
looked like the conventional movie detective, derby, pipe

and the umbrella. He questioned us and everybody con-

nected with the theatre for about two hours, and it

seemed so thorough and complete, we left relieved and
quite sure the valuables would be. recovered.
The following day, we arrived at the theatre and the

doorman said, “Phone for you, Mr. Block, from Scotland

Yard. They’ve been trying to reach you all morning/’

I turned to Eve and said, '‘Aren’t they wonderful!’’ I

picked up the phone, full of confidence and a voice said,

“Mr. Block, this is Scotland Yard.”
.

I said, “Yes, yes.”

And he replied, “I lost my umbrella!”——• P. S. We
found the umbrella, but not the necklace.

Nick Lucas
This story happened in the old days. at. the Yankee Sta-

dium when the. Yankees were slaughtering all the opposi-

tion. At the time they had Murderer’s Row. It was when
Babe- Ruth was in his heyday. The opposition was trail-

ing by almost a dozen runs, and the manager looked at

the bull pen for another, pitcher. He gave the sign .to a

young rookie who was warming up and had been munch-
ing on a hot dbg. When he started to walk in, he looked

to see who was up to bat and saw Ruth, Gehrig and
Meusel coming up in that order. He handed the hot dog
to the catcher who was warming up and said, “Hold on
to that, I’ll be right back.”

Eddie 'Davis
A ticket broker who .died went to Heaven, oyer Com-

missioner ' Murtagh’s objections. Being a broker he was
admitted without having to pay the 9flc extra fee and
St. Peter saw to it that he got an aisle seat in Heaven.
One morning the broker got a notice from the front

office that applications for reincarnation were being ac-

cepted. The ticket broker was One of the .first to apply?-

and asked that he be" reincarnated as a ticket to “South
Pacific.” : However, he maide on,e additional request. He
asked that after he was reincarnated he be permitted to

Stay up in Heaven as a ticket to “South Pacific” instead

of going back to earth. “Why?” asked St. Peter; “Be-

cause,” he answered, ‘Tt’ll drive Rodgers and Hammer?-
Stein crazy.-when they see that empty seat all night.”

Sammy Kaye
I happened to be in Canada just before Britain de-

valued its pound, and heard many interesting theories

on how the Empire could be saved this desperate move.
The best, I believe, concerns the Canadian Prime Minister,

Who called in staff accountants in order to. come up with

a solution that would :ielp Britain, : as well as its colo-

nies. The suggestions were entirely unsatisfactory, so

the Minister called in a small-time accountant and pleaded
for help. ’ .

" .

After being closeted in a room for five hours, with
mountains of books and papers, he came- out triumphantly.
“I’ve got it!” .he exclaimed. “If you "want, the 'Empire
saved, just tell,the King to put Canada in his wife’s name!”

* *

.
*• •

Morey Amsterdam
Like millions of other Americans,.1 was a great admirer

of. the late President Roosevelt. Consequently, I was
thrilled to' be invited to enterLain at a luncheon in. his

honor vn ‘Washington. The President was a wonderful
audience. He had a; hearty ' laugh, and roared his approval

of jokes which particularly pleased him.
After the luncheon, word was sent to me that the Presi-

dent would like to talk to me for a moment. I hurried

over;to him. We exchanged pleasantries, then tfie Presi-

dent’s face took on a solemn. look arid he beckoned m*
to, lean closer.. I leaned closer.

"Mr.; Amsterdam," whispered the President, “do you

know any good Eleanor jokes?"

Tom Howard
The late Ned Wayburn was producing a- ahoyr for th*

Shuberts. After hammering away for days and nights in

strenuous rehearsals, the cast went into a dress about three

in the morning. One of the chorus hoys had become t#

weary and unstrung, he shouted* “Give me liberty or give,

me death!”
Wayburn heard the remark* stopped the rehearsal cold and

said, “Who said that7” ,
One of the. other chorus boys who still had a sense 1 o*

humor replied, “Patrick Henry.” Whereupon Wayburn
yelled, “Throw that blankety-blank out!”

r
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WHY PUBLISHERS 60 BROI
Some NotM on tho Economics of look Publishing

By K. S. GINIGER
Editor-in-Chlef, Trade Book Division, Prentice-Hall

The starving author writing his

heart away in a garret is a picture

treasured in ‘he S1"8
.
8
.
* “S»

Who value equally the cliche of the
wealthy pub-
lisher gorging
himself on
Chateaubriand
at “21” and
washing it
down with
some rare
vintage from
his private bin
in the Kriend-,
ler-Bems cel-.

jar;

Ken Glniger The truth
does not con-

conform to either stereotype. The
obituary columns carry fey/ notices

of authors' deaths from starvation;

and “2i” would soon shut its doors

if it had to depend on book pub-
lishers. However, book publishers

emulate really weathly men in one
important way; their philanthro-

pies are so great that they require

large .
business organizations to

carry them out.

The comparison of book publish-

ing with; philanthrophy is not too
far-fetched if we limit our discus-

sion of book publishers to those
who publish only what are quaintly
known as “trade” books, that is,

fiction and non-fiction for the gen-
eral reader. A reading of the slim
statistics the industry gets up for
itself quickly brings home ' the
astonishing truth that the average
publisher makes less than 6% be-
fore taxes on his gross sales. In
other words, if the publisher were
to invest, his capital in, say, bonds
or some equally conservative in-
vestment with a low but safe rate
of return, he could stay home in
bed

.
and make more money than

he does now by going to the office
every day. Therefore, he must be
considered a philanthropist be-
cause, apparently, his sole function
is to assure a living (however
poor) not only to authors, but to
editors like me; sales staffs; ad-
vertising, promotion and publicity
people; bookkeepers. In addition,
he assures printers, binders and
paper manufacturers of a profit
far in excess of his own. If this
isn’t philanthropy, what is?

Let’s take a simple case history
to prove, the point. Joe Remington
has been starving in that attic of
his, writing his masterpiece on
his machine of the same name.
Finished, he carts it oyer fo Mae-
cenas House, Publishers. They love
it; they offer him a contract with

advance of $1,000 against a
royalty of 10% on the first 5,000
copies, 12i/6% on the next 2,500,
and 15% thereafter. He gratefully
accepts the check and retires to a
somewhat plusher garret to await
his royalties.
To make the arithmetic easier,

let’s make^ Joe’s book a very short
one, the kind no one in their right
mind would pay more than, a dol-
lar, for. It gets published .and the
very first customer puts down his
dollar. We want to see where that
dollar goes.

|

rights” which include, among other
items, books, clubs, paper re-
prints, the Reader’s Digest and
what not?

All those things are true. But,
first, by his sliding royalty scale,
Joe has added to his own take a
good proportion of any savings on
production if the book goes over.
And, if it doesn’t, the publisher
can’t possibly avoid a large manu-
facturing loss. He can very easily
overspend oh advertising, an ad-
vance to the author not earned by
Sales represents another loss. Con-
sequently only the really success-
ful book is profitable at all and
o n 1 y the extremely successful
book makes a profit for the pub-
lisher comparable to the profit he
might make in . many other busi-
nesses.

How to make a profit? Try to
raise prices and. the customers
vanish. Try to cut royalties and
breakpoints, and authors run
screaming to the Author’s League
with the charge that you’re a
pirate. Try to shave manufactur-
ing costs and the book doesn’t look
worth the money. Try to cut your
overhead and yOur best employees
quit and go to work for motion
picture studios or advertising agen-
cies. Try to cut the bookseller’s
discount ^ bookselling is already/
according to Department of Com-
merce figures, the least profitable
of . retail businesses..

Despite all this, some publishers
actually manage to show a profit
on publishing trade books at the
end of the year. More however, re-
main in business only because? of
their success in other publishing
ventures to which these strahge
economics don’t apply. Why be a
trade book publisher? Philan-
thropy must get in the blood.

I
Rep’s $15,000,000 Will Somebody

Li Continued from page I s=! TJ 1 rrri -m *
be a governing factor in all of our ' JjflCK J. IlC 1V1
future thinking.
We must recognize the change By HOHACl

television has; made on the home
life of the public, reducine" the

Harry Bestry, the veteran agent,

number of occasions oh which they £®!u m*
"The Cat’" ‘he inference

visit theatres. Even though '??**J** “ ac
j
or

’ g0‘
have seen a rise in theatre attend-

n,ne llves ' HaWy
.2
0e

l“,V
ance recently we have no guaran-

£be

^ a Permanent trend
and that once the people feel the
pinch of more arid more taxes arid
less and less luxury money they
may again find themselves in front
of the TV screen with greater
frequency.

In the meantime we liave a -

sponsibility to offer the public
something bigger and better than
anything they can get on TV.

reSorisibi
1® ms s^iiif

McMah°n ML

Will Somebody Please Put
v Back The Manhole Covers?

By HORACE McMAHON
Harry Bestry, the veteran agent, less per week than before I got

calls me “The Cat,” the inference the rave notices, I take it,

being that, as an actor, I’ve got There’s a play called “pear Mr.
nine lives. Harry doesn t know President.”

. I have a minor part.
tjie half of It. But during rehearsals there are

ft.

Ve Hse
|

dp drastic revisions, and I end up
the feline with What amounts to the second

-
:

quota a long lead. Biggest part I ever had.

‘“JL®
a2° ; Now I’m set,

.
We have two pre-

The way I views, and I’mi great We close
see my Pro- the afterrioon of opening night
fessional life,. Total perfoririances, zero.

one long vfsta
1 get Qalle<* in *or a con^dy

of onen
g
min- b^rglar bit in a Cagney picture

how vSirqr about the. OSS. The rushes are

thine looks graat ’ everybody dies laughing.

Horace McMahon fine. I traipse
®ut

,

the h
}l*°V** f°° H1*

»inna Picture, the bigwigs decide therT .T - vma aii UKKie . IOr ,i nni. ,„uu MiUUU-C, tuc uiswiga ucuuc uic
the public’s support. He must ex- head up high my eyes* fixed on

laughs set thv wrong mood for the
Dloit and nrnhini. - “J; .

eyes lixeu on ic Ciri fhoploit and promote productions the golden reward at
?

the end of
pltture - McMahon is out. On the

than oVffr w Vifi°r and ^genuity the street
' iTeach out for tt floor again-

?
efo

f
e

‘ .... .. touch it, and right then is where I’m in “Three Men on a Horse.”

caritains ofnl
confidence to the I connect with the manhole cover The three men are Teddy Hart,S both in that isn’t there. So I climb out Sam Levene and me. Hollywood

Skiatron
Continued from page 5

J Mathematics
\

First, Joe collected 10% of the
dollar in advance. Next/ the print-
er, binder and paper manufacturer
got 20% for manufacturing the
hook. Another 10% must be allo-
cated for advertising if anyone is
to buy the book. Then approxi-
mately 17% must go to pay the
salaries of the people employed by
the publisher, his rent and the
other items which go to make up
his overhead. And, last, but far
from least, the bookseller gets an
average 43%. Now, let’s add up our
dollar:

Royalty-. .. $ .10
Manufacturing .20
Advertising

, . ;10
Publisher's overhead. -. . . ;17
Bookseller’s discount.'. . * .43

$1.00
In this particular case then, the

publisher, If he sold . 10,000 copies
Joe’s book; could break even!

if he didn’t, he would lose a great-
lesser amount of money.

*, Aba* you say, I Can't fool you.
Printing costs go down as soon as
new editions come along or as the
size of printings, grows larger; ad-
vertising costs tend to decrease;
less overhead need be expended on
a particular book. And, too, isn’t
there income from other things,
those mysterious-: “subsidiary

Par’s reply, which was that it “will

not discriminate” between Sub-

scribervision (Skiatron’s system)

and Phonevision.. Par asked, how-

ever, for certain assurarices.

... These, as disclosed by Paul Rai-
bourn, Par v.p. in charge of tele,

to Variety Friday (28) were that

Skiatron, in using the pix, in no
sense indicate that it is doing so

at the representation of Paramount
and that there will be no unusual
movements of Skiatron shares on
the security markets.

Par has; more than passing in-

terest, of course, in subscribervi-

sion in that it owns a half-interest

in another subscription video sys-

tem—Telemeter. Latter issued a

large, descriptive brochure last

week explai tog its pay-as-you-see

device and answering many ques-
tions about it.

Raibourh said the pamphlet was
issued merely as a convenient way
of answering many queries being
received. Although in the colloquy

in the hook it is stated that financ-

ing for Telemeter may eventually:

be sought on the open market,
Raibourn declared no money is

being looked for now.

Telemeter itself is making engi-

neering field tests currently in Los
Angeles, but has made no move
to the RCC as yet regarding Com-
mercial use. Raibourn indicated it

felt there was nO need to make
the kind of public tests that Phone-
vision did in Chi and1

Subscriber-

vision proposes in New York.
Pamphlet declares Telemeter can
be in action within 90 days of

permission to operate in any area.

“We felt the Phonevision test,

was completely useless,’’ Raibourn
declared, “and we Want further

details on Levey’s proposal. If, it

is the same as Phonevision’s, we’ll

give them the product We won’t
discriminate. But we feel; the ex-

periment will be equally useless.” .

Along with other iriajors except
20th, Par provided pix for the
Phonevision test., Filins were made
available following a nudge to the
companies by the Dept. of. Justice.

Matter has b6en in the news re-

cently is a result of testimony
by James P. Finnegan, ousted St.

Louis Federal tax collector, that

he got $50,000 from Zenith prez
Eugene F. McDonald to ’’help” get

the pix.'No one who provided films

appears ever to have heard' of
Finnegan.
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d Production, and I Of the sewer . . comes calling. They sign two of

am sure that by a mutual trust Here’s what I mean- the three men. Teddy; And Sam.
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1* I go to Hollywood back about 15 Who does that leave out?
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ulties now exist .years ago, I riiake my first; movie. At. the start of the war, I work
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? Miracle.” I get rave notices. The act in at 50 consecutive benefits,
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re wd with studi0 is so surprised and de- I kill them at one of Eddie Davis’
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r~ Wghted they hang photostats of the Sunday nights. Then I’m booked
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'' meel; ^rid solve, reviews up in the commissary, into a club in Baltimore for a
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courage, de- I’m I, sit back arid wait for the three-week engagement at the
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"'.^“ hRimate triumph deluge of offers. For six weeks highest salary I’ve ever gotten.
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^ mdustry one of there isn’t a drizzle. Then It’s great, it looks like the begin- .
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CSS ^0rics in the I get .a call from the same studio, ning of. a whole new career. But

story qf free America. They have a role,for me. At $100 the afternoon of the day I sign— —— v——-
.

———— i-i—.—;— '

the coritract I’m sitting by the

, radio and I hear they’ve imposed

Pans: 2,000 Years «f Show Biz— RvlVHRMAivnPAnrD Ward Bond is my- friend andny mJKMAN KILADLK •— — benefactor. Never stops doing
Julius Caesar, bon vivant and mony and a delicacy that Only 2,000 things for me. He gets me a port

man-ahout-the-world, put the vel- years of livirig through fair weath- in a picture in which he ha^ a

vet finger of approval on Paris er and foul can give to a city featured role. The producer gets a

more than 2,000 years ago. And Where in the world but in Paris brainstorm, tosses out Ward and
here was the beginning of a mara- can the visitor discover that names 8lves his part. I feel like I’m *

thori love story and the greatest of her streets are often as charm- stabbing him in the back- My
tourist bonanza ever to strike our ing as the winding alleys and broad beriefactor. My best pal. lift

somewhat screwy planet. boulevards themselves. The busiest miserable, I feel like i* Judas But

That Emperor Julius knew a corner in the city, for instance, is ^ works out fine. The producer

good thing when he saw one. is not identified by a prosaic phrase fiots a look at the way I play the

completely borne out not only by like 42d and Broadway. Paris traf- part, and. he fires me. And Ward
all those spicy tales arient Cleo- Ac churns at its most intense where is back in.

patra, but also by modern-day the Champs Elysees (Avenue of the I haven’t got any complaints.
Paree’s ability to draw Americans Eiysian Fields) enters the Place I’ve worked out a techriique for.

Years of Show Biz
By NORMAN READER

to her bosom with the same wallop-
ing Whoosh of a jet’s intake.

de 1’Etoile (the Place of the. Star), going down .the manhole, without
Such titles as the Rue de Chat-qui- bumping the sides. Then I climb

Ever since 53 B.C., when she was 5e?he ’ i?tre^t o£ the Fishin£ out, head high, eyes on the golden
. . • - * ror Ihn uiia' «lAn Dnifn /1a

born bn an island in the Seine,
Paris has exposed a shapely limb,
a lively iriind arid wit, and an in-

Cat, and the Rue des Puits de reward.
PErmite, or Street of the Hermit’s
Well,, have a fetching oddity whose

exhaustible joie de vivre. These origins are P-bscured in antiquity.

attributes have proven irresistible
enough to win her more constant
lovers than the combined lot of
Circes, who have made the best-

|
Another. Kind of Postcards

j

Ope of the unchallenged charms
of Paris is that nothing dies there

seller lists and raised man’s blood
completely. The very look of the

pressure down throujtfi”the aees
reflects her and history.

•'«'* “
-

,

g
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Her monuments seem as sensitive on a wage hassle, 40 projectionists,

,,
a sage said,

.

Pans is to the 20th Century visitor as the members of Local 143-A, IATSE,
the Christmas carol of the world, artists who came long years ago to walked out of 13 houses catering
a beautiful Sunday poised on the absorb the wave of creative thought lncf wppV Nntippdestiny of men,” this s s. really ut- which pleased them more than any t(
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egF° trade laJf week. Notice
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.
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only real rival, Tallulah Bankhead. giye the citv a grace and charm

included in the wage hike
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hassle reached an agreement and

The City .of Light, center of a which cannot be found anywhere
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Projectionists Strike

At 13 St. L. Theatres
St. Louis.

Failure to reach an agreement
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waters, routes and the hopes of 2,000 remains the kind of city
A
The houses dark Lhe C c ,

free mankind, holds . fast to h er where the Pont Neuf of “new ^mytbl
f’0

reputation of being a vast market bridge” built in 1578 is the oldest 2 ° U
p?

1

T nrlede ^Roosevelt New
place of ideas, the crib of civiliza- in the city.

Roosevelt ’

tion, and the home of everyday She is also the kind of city where
M V

humanities. today you can walk in the Place
The postwar traveler, sparing a Dauphine and still get a fairly good of Arlinnin Vs Illinois

modicum of tiriie from the chic idea of what Paris was like in the ' ^
.

*_ ,, ... „ |,
cacophony of the George, y or, the 17th Century. Close by the Place C/itdll! Jr 31u III r UH
warmth of the Ritz Bar, will dis- Dauphine is the Palais de Justice, Springfield, 111.

cover that in appearance Paris con- a big black building flanked by two percentage actions brought
Unties to reflect the Technicolor towers which jut out and a third agaip St Ballard, Horn & Metcalf,
temperament of the city; gay, se- Which forms the corner of the operators of theatres in Illinois, by
rious, intellectual by turn. It doesn’t Boulevard. St. Louis lived there

Six film distribs have been paid in
take long to realize that from the arid ha^ built within its boundaries full
four corners, of the earth to Paris the Saint Chapelte, that slender A - i.; wpr<» v,v 20th-Fox Co-
still come the artists; the erttertai - gem of Gothic architecture. Within

jUmbia ^Paramount RKO Loewis
ers, philosophers arid just plain the same limits, at the Prison of litres Tn-
people to breathe the zestful at- theConciergerie.some^of the most

JShred^ere thb' Lux- ThliS Ed^*
rrinKnhpr#» and hpromp a living, in- dramatic scenes of the French . Re\ I

1 i ‘ • 1 , T _ mU » iTaiwau-
people to breathe the zestful at-

mosphere and become a living, in-

tegral part
,
of it.

dramatic scenes of the French Rev-
olution took place and on the Quai G^ra^^h©-
du Marche Neuf beside the Pre- Ville, ..and Illinois and Gerardme

The streets of Paris rire her au^arene
mrSnnnc an/I . In fhrtcA whn will. fCCtlir^. Of P6HC© C3.ll S ^G. tH©

:provinces and, to those who will ecT ? 1 ' -U V "
.

.

venture forth to seek and learn, a }F
ac^ °f f

be b
^?if ?or

n
o
d

i Tc^thP «
compact kaleidoscope of France J^e

Parisian jolicje^g a i n
• _ SDG Honors Stevens

entire; The rambling visitor with^^

' Hollywood,
an adventurer’s eye and curiosity ll0ri oi rans m iv* .

qGreen Directors Guild voted
will meet along his way a Perigord So, as Francis I,. King of France,

Geor Stevens’ “Place In the
restaurant,, a Breton pastry shop, said of her, Pans is not a city,

Sun»
g
best directorial achievement

an Alsatian, delicatessen, not to but a world. That she bH£
for August-October period,

mention the thousand-and-one in- never sinks is also true. And this.
- nominees were Henry

flttentes . of other countries, other year, on^the occasion of her taiml- Qt^r
..Sd |nd ^IShsheba/•

peoptes. The rising tide of Ameri- l*nary,.the world ean onlyJift its Kin®s_ ^vid^

eana who visit, each year is proof* hat in tribute.^anii wishiiey 2,000 Wi
, “Streetcar Named

positive that in Paris there Is a years more of life, liberty and the I and Elia Katan s streetcar

Ultirig rhythm, a balance, a har- pursuit of happiness. uesire.
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-By EARL J. HUDSON
i
* vt _ ?j: _ 'i -*x mi i.-.

(President, United Detroit Theatres Corp,}

Hudson

Detroit.

rrn a far greater extent than

on showmansh
?t

.

o
in

di

pro-

button and ex-

hibition. Pub-
lic inter e s t

in attractions

that are ordi-

nary or gen-
erally similar

to previous,

stories a n d
themes has
become negli-

gible.

This fact
spells out

its own answer. Exhibition has

to give top attractions longer play-

ing time. This can be made profit-

able for those concerned in pro-

portion to the extent to which pub-

lic interest is aroused by the pre-

opening ticket-selling campaigns.

Penetration cannot be accom-

plished for an important picture

by merely two or three advance

display ads on consecutive days.

Ticket-selling activity should be

started on the local level well in

advance of an .opening, and na-

tional advertising by the .produc-

ers and distributors should be well

in advance of initial openings,

wherever they may be.

It is the belief of: many exhibi-

tors in the Detroit area that the

so-called “fringe’' theatres have a

dubious future, particularly those

of small capacity and which, in

physical appointments, are

tiques and which reflect low main-
tenance expenditures.
The public trend away from or-

dinary pictures or those that do
hot offer impressive advertising
and exploitation angles, will result
in many changes in theatre policies
as to matinees, continuous shows?-
and even continuous

.
operation

These will be problems for individ-
ual determination and many of the
answers probably will have to be
the product of the proverbial
“triai-and-error” procedure.

Arbitration gives the industry
a private laundry for its soiled or
torn linen. Litigation brings our
differences and problems into pub-
lic view arid generally with the
most sordid elements receiving
highest visibility. Arbitration, like

unity, will be the product of long-
range effort because litigation for

years has been the. habit of rugged
individualism.

Boxoffice prospects for 1952 will

be in direct proportion to Holly-

wood’s accomplishments and to

showmanship on the exhibitor

level. There are many “ifs” in this

prognosis^ “If” producers can
achieve more originality in story

treatment and in characterisation;

“if” production and distribution

create impressive arid intriguing

national advertising and publicity

campaigns;'and “if” exhibition pin-

points its ticket-selling efforts on

the local level with equally im-

pressive campaigns pre-opening,

and “if” the ratio of, top pictures

to the total of releases is reason-

ably increased, 1052 should show
substantial improvement olver

1951,

More Flexible

UA Sales Chiefs Pitch
Continued from page 5

which spelled h-i-t boxoffice. Each
was daring, each paid off and each

showed the way to the rest of the

industry.
Take Ben Hecht, for instance. He

is generally accepted as one of the

great talents of our time. Yet only

as an independent producer could

he have considered writing, pro-

ducing and directing so unusual a

film as his forthcoming Edward
G. Robinson-Eddie Albert-Marhas
Hunt starrer, “Actors and Sin.”

Conversely, as an independent pro-

ducer, he had to make a picture

that breaks with much that even
he himself has done in the past.

So, too, with such newcomers as

Clarence Greene and Russell

Rouse, the writing-produclng-di-
rectirig team that made “The Well”
for Harry Popkin. So, too, with
Kenneth McEldcwney, a producer
who had the determination and
spirit to make “The River,”, an
unusual story in an unusual setting,

without a single star. name. Mc-
Eldowney demonstrated that the
old pioneering spirit of the film

industry is still alive, for he put
together the only Technicolor pic-

ture ever filmed entirely in India.

What McEldowhey did is now be-
ing dorie by . others. The independ-
ents are making movies all over the
world: David E. Rose produced
“Saturday Island” with Linda Dar-
nell on the West Indies island of

Jamaica; Sam Spiegel got John
Huston, Humphrey Bogart . and
Katharine Hepburn to go to the
African jungle to make “The Af-
rican Queen”; Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., brought Bette Davis arid Gary
Merrill to England for their first

film since “All About Eve,” a
drama "titled “Another Man's Poi-
son”; Glenn Ford, Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke and, Geraldine Brooks went
to France to make “The Green
Glove” for Benagoss Productions;
producer Benedict Bogeaus took
Evelyn Keyes and Dennis O’Keefe
on a tour Of Mexico to film “One
Big Affair,” and Alexander Paul,
carrying this global technique to
its logical conclusion, accomplished
something unique in producing “A
Tale of Five Women” in five Euro-
pean capitals—London, Paris, Ber-
lin, Rome arid Vienna—with five

separate casts, writers, directors
find production crews..

What’s more, outstanding Holly-
-

,
wood talents .continue ta develop
new independent production com-
panies. Among the latest are Mark
Robson and Robert Wise, young
directors with pictures like
“Champion” and “The Day the

Stood Still” to their credit.

who have formed Aspen Produc-

tions and have their first film, “The
Tightrope,” in production; Samuel
Fuller, writer-director, who has be-

come a producer and is preparing

“Park Row” as his initial effort;

Andrew Veiller, who made the

forthcoming “Red Planet”; Frank
Ross, veteran producer of such
dramas as “Of Mice and Men” and
such comedies as “The More the

Merrier,” and John Stillman, Jr.,

who formed Ross-Stillman Produc-

tions, whose, first film is tho Joan
Caulfield-David Niven comedy,

“The Lady Says No”; the writing-

producing-directing team of Peter

Berneis and John Reinhardt, whose
Arrowhead Pictures started put

with “Chicago Calling”; and the

producer-director combination of

Frank Melford and John Rawlins,

who set up Ventura Pictures to

make the outdoor dramas, “Rogue
River” add “Fort Defiance” as an

initial effort.

The independent producer not

only is blazing a production trail.

He is also showing the way in

the merchandising of his films.

COMPO’s excellent campaign of

bringing producers to the public

through special tours is something

independent producers have been

doing for years. They follow

through on their pictures, right

into the smallest situations.

.Clarence Greerie, for example,

went into an entire chain of situa-

tions in advance of openings of

“The Well,” working out problems,

supervising premieres, meeting the

press and the public.
.

Realistic Pulse-Feeling 1

As in their production ideas, this

participation in the merchandising

of their films is not something

altruistic on the part of indepen-

dent producers. It’s a necessity, for

the simple reason that they want

to be sure to get the most out

Of every situation.

While out selling his picture in

person, the independent producer

is enabled to keep his finger on

the public’s pulse. He gets out of

Hollywood arid meets the people

who “ go to the movies” and he

sees how they react to his. pictures.

This field work also provides in-

dependent producers, who have a

very personal' interest in their

films, with the opportunity of meet-

ing exhibitors right in the theatre.

The independent producer gets to

talk to exhibitors, to discuss com-

mon problems, to hear the theatre-

man’s squawks arid to let the latter

hear a few of his own. The. result

of . this face-to-face relationship is

better movies arid better merchan:

dising.

11

By BEN KALMENSON
(WB Sales V.P.)

For the greater part of the last

year we haye been operating with

a slogan that has been widely ad-

vertised arid publicized the

trade papers, asking the nation’s

exhibitors to “Look Forward and

Go Forward” with Warner Bros.

This slogan was launched in every

exchange Center. ’ the country

with a special of trade-

showing at a time when the in-

dustry was operating in an atmos-

phere Of nervousness and anxiety

about the future. These “Look
Forward— Go Forward” showings:

attracted the greatest number of

exhibitors ever to attend trade

screenings and resulted in a wave

of confidence throughout the mo-
tion picture industry.

With other companies: also, comr

ing through with top successes at

the same time, exhibitors had ring-

ing assurance that the foundations

upon which our industry is based

are strong and solid,

I look forward to a very healthy

boxoffice in the future. I base my
optimism on two factors: one, the

product that is coming up; two, the

close cooperation between exhibi-

tion and distribution that has been

developing during the past year.

With the important product, on

the 1952 . agenda of Warner Bros.,

I look forward to the discarding by

all exhibitors of their present ideas

of fixed playing time. I believe the

properties, to be presented by our

studio will go a long way towards

changing the fixed policy of pre-

limited time for a picture engage-

ment, a booking system which so

often curtails the earned run of a.

picture to conform to pre-copceiv-

ed time limitations.

A more flexible policy of playing

a picture strictly according to its

performance, at the boxoffice would

certainly mean better business for

everyone. The recent and current

engagements of “Streetcar Named

Desire” are good cases iri. point,

where iso many exhibitors have

continued the run of this attraction

with profitable extensions for max-

imum returns.

I also look forward to the day

when every exhibitor will show his

own confidence in the product he

is putting on his screen by getting

out and selling that product him-

self to the public. If you’ve got a

valuable piece of merchandise to

sell, you should let your prospective

buyers know immediately and with

every possible medium at your

command. Tell them you’ve got it

and tell them in a big way. And
make sure that you know all about

the product yourself.

There' are still exhibitors who
don’t go to the trouble, of seeing

their own merchandise at the trade

screenings which are arranged for

their convenience all over the na-

tion. How can anyone convince the

buying public of the excellence of

product he has not taken the

trouble to look at himself before-

hand? An exhibitor’s confidence in

his product reflects itself in the

public; and his lack of confidence

also finds its way to the potential

ticket buyers. I see exhibitors be

coming more, alert to their key

position in this respect.

I also look forward to the.results

of the studios’ complete awareness

of the. changing tastes and reac-

tions of the public. Our studio,

along with the other major plants,

is constantly checking the pulse of

the person, who buys a ticket at

the boxoffice. That person’s type

of entertainment is our, type of

entertainment. The public’s taste,

as it changes and as it remains

constant, is a healthy challenge to

the inventive minds of our produc-

tion talent. The studios have defi-

nitely taken up that challenge,

and are meeting it with a range

and scale of entertainment appeal

that -no other entertainment, me-

dium, I feel, can offer.

By BENJAMIN BERGER
(.Northwest Exhibitor Leader)

Minneapolis.
Television Is, without doubt the

toughest competition to motion pic-

ture theatres that has come up. It,

however, is not the death knell of
motion picture theatres., A num-
ber of smaller, so-called fringe op-
erations will be eliminated. Thea-
tres and motion pictures will Un-
doubtedly live forever.

Everyone Is familiar with the
facts. The question is where do
we go from here, and what is basic-
ally Wrong With the business that
makes it necessary to give these
constant hypodermics?
My answer is very simple. The

motion picture industry is a great
industry. Mbtioh pictures are a
commodity which is as much of a
necessity as any other commodity.
However, they do not lend them-
selves to large chain operations.
The development of the large
chains almost eliminated Creative
showmanship and greatly damaged
our industry.
The distributors’ sales policies

are predicated on discouraging
showmanship, rather than encour-
aging it. There is no industry, to
my knowledge, which does riot

offer an incentive , in the sales of
its product in order to encourage
a greater desire for its merchan-
dise.

The present percentage policies,
are most damaging. The rank and
.file exhibitors do not wish, to ex-
ploit these top pictures since they
know that the. distributor will get
the lion’s share of the receipts and,
in addition; use those percentage
receipts as a yardstick to measure

what the exhibitor should pay for

its “B” pictures, which makes for

an- unprofitable operation for the
theatre.

|
From ’Nation’ to ’Wind’

\

An extra large number of motion
pictures are = now being released
and labeled roadshows. The origin
of the name “roadshow” goes back
to “Birth of a Nation.” When it

was first released, it was accom-
panied by a large 'band playing
on the stage accompanying the

.
pic-

ture, Later, the film companies be-
gan releasing pictures and calling

them roadshows without1 an accom-
panying band and insisting on ad-
vanced: admission prices.

Of ail Such pictures released; in

my opinion, there was only one
picture that merited advanced ad-
mission prices, namely, “Gone With'

the Wind.” I feel that these pic-

tures Currently called roadshows
are a menace to the business. It

implies to the customers that all

the other pictures released are not
very good. I can See the advisabil-
ity of showing a so-called top pic-

ture at advanced admission prices
in one showcase in each territory,

thus giving the picture added pres-
tige, but in the rank-and-file thea-
tres all pictures should show at
regular admission prices,

I feel that intra-trade unity is a
must for this industry. COMPO
is the beginning of it and undoubt-
edly has 1

done, some good. Due,
however, to the many diverse per-
sonalities and conflicts, it will take
some time for the establishment of
a real unity in this industry.

ft

By M. LOEWENSTEIN
(Pres., Theatre Owners of Oklahoma, Inc.)

Oklahoma City.

Having just completed a three
months face-lifting job in my one-
house, 37-year theatre operation,

and paid the terrific costs of. to-

day’s remodeling, I feel quite qual-

ified to “crystal-gaze,” with my
now glassy eyes, and expound
upon the past, present and future
of our industry with an unusual
assurance, that time always proves

all things, righ' or, wrong.

Today’s principal upset and
dilemma seems to revolve about the

future Of our latest bugaboo, TV;
Television is picture business in

rfeverse. It came along, sold mil-

lions of sets, and, to date, is trying

to justify itself and produce satis-

factory programs. With some ques-

tionable results. The cost to the

set owners is luxurious as com-
pared with the popular-priced

theatre tickets. The cost to the ad-

vertiser is almost prohibitive.

Theatre owners must recognise

TV as competitive. So was radio

in its beginning. As long as we are

iri business we’ll have competition

of sorts. It’s our place not to get

panicky, and to firmly meet the

new challenge, which may yet

prove itself somewhere a boon. As
tax sources lessen, advertising will

tighten expensive installation costs

and retreating enthusiasm may
land' this new art squarely “piggy-

back” pictures.

The present trend to allocate

special TV channels to theatre use

is highly desirable as special at-

tractions can prove boxoffice. And
as theatres already provide better

film attractions, they may hold the

final key to. success of this type of

broadcasting:
Exhibitors have a correlated

obligation in shaping their own
destiny, and what may be primary

to this i$ the trend toward “super”

pictures and the dropping of “B”

pictures. Our business prospered

highest in mass; appeal. This must

never be lost sight of by exhib-

itors, and while some houses cater

to class trade others, could not ex-

ist long without the bread-and-

butter type of productions.

j

good pictures lately, have there?”
What a catechism of gloom?

Is it any wonder the public takes
up this thinking, loses'in terest,

and our boxoffices .decline? We
should exude enthusiasms, or at

least npt radiate self-criticism. Not
everyone likes the same woman nor
the same film; else critics would
be doing more just reviewing in-

stead of criticizing.

It goes without saying that while
our methods of trading are un-
orthodox, as compared with gen-
eral business; yet we surely are
not the crooks that extremists in

both groups would lead us to be-
lieve. These rabble-rousers fre-
quently make impression through
their vociferousness, but the final

measure of our business relatiort-

shiD is determined by the pre-
vailing human desire to deal above
the table. To follow any other
course defeats its own purpose.
Having traveled part time with

a “Movietime” unit I am convinced
that here exhibitor and producer
spent wisely together and profited.

Mbre tours and convention appear-
ances for exhibitor contact would
prove profitable, more profitable

than much so-called exploitation

effort. Show business is glamor
and we shouldn’t let it tarnish.

Par Brochure Woos
Newsreel Interest

Paramount is aiming to hypo in-

terest in newsreels via publication

of a brochure which argues that

surveys and “careful” analysis

prove that TV cannot, take the

place of the film reels in theatres.

Outfit makes the pitch that only

the newsreels “have the advantage

of expert editing, the finish and

polish, that results in patrons get-,

ting the important highlights of

events that interest them rath

than having to sit through endless,

dull footage before getting to the

heart of the matter.”

Par further contends that, the

newsreels have the advantage over
citing the

1 TV in the sports field,

worst walking advertisement. - I

met one the other day, who que-

ried, “How's business? TV's: hurt-

. ing us, isn’t it?”, and in the next

breath, “There haven’t been many

limitation on football games which;

may not be televised. It’s said that

TV spot news comes ,
at unan-

nounced times arid not practical to.

catch.
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Year-End Holiday; “Dreams’-Vaode

Bright Near $50,000, ‘10 Men’ Tal
Chicago. 'V

Grosses here have reached anew
low in the last three weeks. If it

{.aren’t been deep snow one day, it’s

below zero the* next.
.
While ^the

u^uhl pre-Xmas lull is expected,

the blizzards on top of everything

else are making theatre owners

Sh
pidfup of biz after Christmas is

being tempered by acold wave

and snow over the weekend. About

the only thing tp offset the blasts

is the flock of new product and

New Year’s Eye usual price hike.

Chicago is opening with 111 See

You in My Dreams’' coupled with

a Danpy Thomas personal for one

day. State-lake brought in "Ten
Tall Men” and “Fort Defiance

which should, hit a tall $18,000.

Other product falls in the hold-

over class with the best appearihg

to be “Callaway Went Thataway”
with Ames Bros, onstage at Orient

tal for excellent $50,000. Action

fare of '‘Distant Drums” and “The
Highwayman” should reach nice

total at Roosevelt while “Cimarron
Kid” and “Finders Keepers”
shapes passable at Grand.
“Two Tickets to Broadway” and

“Whip Hand” at United Artists

Seems among better grossers with

brisk take, also in second round.

“Detective Story” at the Woods
should hold staunch. “Emperor’s
Nightingale” at World appears neat

for first holdover week. Only long-

run pic is “The River,” at Ziegfeld

with trim fifth week at upped ad^
missions.

Estimates for Last Week
{

. Chicago (B&K) (3,900* 55-98)—
“I’ll Pee You in My Dreams” (WB)
with vaude. Looks bright $50,000.
Last week, “Man in Saddle” (Col),

$23,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—

“Cimarron Kid” and “Finders
Keepers” (U) (2d wk). Passable
$10,000. Last WCek, $13,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; .
55-98)—

“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G)
with Ames Bros, in person. Head-
ing for great $50,000. Last week,
$40,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—

“Distant Drums” (WB) and “The
Highwayman” (Mono) (2d wk).
Nifty $14,000 looms. Last week,
$18,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 98-
$1.25)—“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and
“Ft, Defiance’ (UA), Tall $18,000
possible. Last week, “American in
Paris” (M-G). (7th wk), $8,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)
—“Two Tickets to Broadway

(RKO) and “Whip Hand” (RKO)
(2d wk). Fine $14,000 in sight. Last
week, $18,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Em-

peror’s Nightingale” (Indie) (2d
wk). Fine $4,000. Last week,'
$6 ,000.

Woods (Essariess) (1,073; 98)

—

“Detective Story” (Par) (2d Wk).
Strong $30,000 likely. Last week,
$35,000.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25-
$2.40)—“The River” (UA) (5th wk).
Neat $4,000. Last week, same.

Grosses This Week
Film grosses in this issue,

because of early presstime, are
limited to recapitulation of
last week’s business. In some
few instances details of how
new pictures opened are indi-
cated,.

Detroit.
This motor capital is piled to the

radiator cap with snow'. A bundle
of it arrived Christmas Day, smoth-
ering biz. Exhibs are hoping that
new product and a herculean snow
removal job will bring forth a Hap-
py New Year. Last reports, howr
ever, were that more -snow arid sub-
zero temperatures are ori the way.
“Distant, Drums,” “Westward the;Women” arid “Submarine : Com-
mand” shape as top newcomers.

Estiiriates for Last Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)—;“Fixed Bayonets” (20th) and

“Japanese War Bride” (20th). Last
week, “Elopement” (20th) and
“Magic Carpet” (Col), slow $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Distant Drums” (WB)
and “Lady Pays Off” (U). Last
week, “Starlift” (WB) and “Dari
ling, How Could You” (Pari) (2d
wk), slow $7,000.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 10-95)—

“Submarine
. Command” (Par) and

“Big Night” (UA). Last week,
“Raging Tide” (U) and “Lady
From Texas” (U), fair $7,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—

“Native Son” (Indie) and ‘‘Angelo".
(Indie). Last week, “Close To
Heart” (WB) and “Wooden Horse”
(Indie), slight $6,000.
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-95)—‘‘Westward Women” (MrG) and

“Calling B u li d o g Drummond”
(M-G). Last week, “Callaway Went
Thataway” (M-G) and “Lilli Mar-
lene” (RKO), dull $5,000.
: Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
“American, in Paris” (M-G) (6th
wk): Last week, okay $6,000 for
fifth round.

‘Quo Vadis’ Pacing Hub

‘Racket’ Lusty $7,500,

Omaha; ‘Tickets’ Wow

$8,200, ‘Elopement’ 8G
Omaha.

Despite improved opposition
“Two Tickets To Broadway” at the
State ran Off with top biz honors
last week when it hit smash total.
Of the others “Too Young to Kiss”
at Orpheum did a fair session.
Severe cold, winds and :

intermit-
tent snowfall was a handicap most
of week. Practically all new pro-
grams opened on New Year’s eve
or New Year’s day.

Estimates for Last Week
" Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; lfr
70)—^“My Favorite Spy” (Par) arid
‘Crazy Over Horses” (Mono). Last
week, “Too Young To Kiss” (M-G)
and “Red Badge Courage” (M-G),
fair $9,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

70)—“Starlift” (WB); Last week,
“Elopement” (20th), mild $8,000.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
American in Paris” (M-G). Last

week, “Two Tickets To Broadway”
(RKO), smash $8,200.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)

~~ Flame of Araby” (U) and “Fury
®f the Congo’? (Col). Last week.
Tanks Are Coming” (WB), good

$8 ,000.

Brandeis (RKO) '(1,800; 16-70)—
Double Dynamite” (RKO). Started
Monday (31). Last Week,. “The
Racket” (RKO), aided by two holi-*
clay stageshows, nice $7,500.

‘CALLAWAY’ THATAWAY

IN DENVER, FINE 10G
Denver.

In a lukewarm Week “Callaway
Went Thataway” Was the only film
rating, a holdover. It did fine at
the Broadway. String of new pix
open for New Year’s. Three houses
used dual reissue setups while two
others had a reissue for half of
heir bills. “I’ll Never Forget You,”
at Denver and Esquire, proved fair.

Estimates for Last Week
^Aladdin- (Fox) (1,400; 40-B0) ^
Weekend With Father” (U). Last
week, “Drums Deep South” (RKO)
and “Hard, Fast, Beautiful” (RKO);
day-date with Tabor; Webber, fair

$5,500.
*Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,500; 40-

80) —i- “Callaway Went Thataway”
(M-G). (2d wk). Last week firie

$10 ,
000

*

Denham (Cockrill) (1 ,750; 40-80)
—“Detective Story” (Par)., Last
Week, “Birth of Blues” (Par) and
‘The Virginian” (Par) (reissues),
air $9,500.
Denver (Fbx) (2;525;. 40-80) r-

“Distant Drums” (WB). Last week,
“Never Forget You” (20th) and
Jesse James” (20th), day-date

with Esquire, fair $12,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80) —

Distant Drums” (WB). Last week,
“Never Forget You” (20th) and
“Jesse James” (20th), fair $2,500.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)—
American in Paris” (M-G). Last
week, “Hitler’s Children” (RKO)
rind “Behind Rising Sun” (RKO)
(reissues), poor $5,000 iri 6 days.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)—‘“Lady Says No” (UA) and “Bad-

lands Dakota” (U). Last week,
“Slaughter Trail” (RKO) and “Ofr
Loose” (RKO), fair $8,000,
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40*80) —

‘Weekend With Father” (U). Last
week, “Drums Deep South” (RKO)
and “Hard, Fast, Beautiful” (RKO),
also Aladdin, Webber, fair $5,500.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80) —

‘‘Weekend With Father” (U). Last
Week, “Drums Deep South” (RKO)
and “Hard, Fast, Beautiful” (RKO),
also Aladdi

,
Tabor, fair $2,500.

‘Drums’ Looks Bright
Boston.

. Icy road conditions bopped
Christmas Day biz at downtown
majors, with the exception of “Quo
Vadis,” which opened that day with
fat b.o. at Orpheum and State. “I

Want You” at Astor which was
fairly good, was riojt up to expecta-
tions On first week. “My Favorite
Spy” at Metropolitan looms nice

while “Distant Drums”, at Para-
mount and Fenway, shapes big.

“Double Dyriamite” at Memorial,
so-so for opening week, is holding.

Estimates for Last Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95)—“I

Want You” (RKO) (2d wk). First

week was stout $11,500.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Unknown
World” (Lip), Not too staunch.

Last week, ‘‘Cave of Outlaws” (U)

and “Diamond City” (Indie), tepid

$7,000;
•'

Fenway . (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Distant Drums” (WB) and “St,

Benny the Dip” (UA), Shaping for

sturdy week. In ahead, “Cross
winds.’* (Par) arid “Highwayman’
(Mono), sluggish $4,000.
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—

“Double Dynamite” (RKO) arid

“Whistle Eaton Falls” (Col) (2d

wk). First round was so-so $11,500.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40-

85)^-“My Favorite Spy” (Par) and
“New Mexico” (UA). Nice week
likely. Last week, “Man With
Cloak” (M-G) and “Mr. Impenum”
(M-G), very dull $9*500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 90-

$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d

wk). Opened very strongly on Dec
25. May go as high as $45,000.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—

“Distant Drums” (WB) and St.

Benny the Dip” (UA). Looms big.

Last week, “CroSswinds” (Par) and
“Highwayman” (Mono), fair $10,-

• estate (Loew) (3,500: 90-$l,50)—

“Quo Vadis” M-G) (2d wk). Hefty

takings in first week with over

$20,000 hoped for.

Philadelphia.
Rain over the holiday cut down

the Christmas week take in first-

runs here, but most houses
held over their bills expect-

ing a strong New; Year’s weekend,
Iri most cases, pix ran below ex-

pectations. “Elopement,” at the

Fox, fell off after nice start to land

a mild total. “Distant Drums”
started out very big arid seems sure

to be the Xmas-New Year’s week
standout.
Most houses have skedded all

night shows for the advent of 1952

and Mummers Parade, the follow-

ing day, generally brings crowds
of 1,000,000 and more into the

city.

Estimates for Last Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-$1.30)—
Man in Saddle” (Col). Though not

an action house this western was
okay at $8,000. Not up to hopes,

however. . .

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.30) —
I Want You” (RKO). Very strong

considering conditions with $18,-

000, below expectancy. Some public

resentment against price hike.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-$1.30) —
FBI Girl” (Lip) plus Lionel Hamp-

ton orch, Clark Bros, onstage. Good
$20,000, over hopes.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Elope-

ment” (20th). Wound up much less

than expected with mild $12,000.

Expect to top this in current week.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

$1.30)—“Double Dynamite” (RKO).

Looks to land strong take. Last

week, “On Loose” (RKO)* mild

$9000
Mas’tbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-$1.30)—“Flame of Araby” (U). Last

week, “Wild Blue Yonder’’ (Rep),

slow $14,000 iri 12 days,

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)—“Weekend With Father” (U).

Last week, “Slaughter Trail”

(RKO) ririd “Whip Hand’ (RKO),

fair $6,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

$i.30)—“Two Tickets to Broadway’
(RKO). Hefty week looms, .Last

Week, “American in Pans (M-G)

(7th wk), sluggist $7,500 in fi days.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-$1.30)—

“Distant Drums” (WB). Likely will

lead town. Last week, “It’s a Big

Country” (M-G), slow $13,000 in

9 days
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99) —

“Flight to Mars” (Mono). Fair $7,-

500 and below expectancy.
Trans-Lux (T-L). (500; 85-$1.20)

—“Detective Story” (Par) (6th wk).

Fine $7,300, a bit over hopes

World (G&S) (500; 50-$1.20 —
“Lavehder Hill Mob” (U) (5th wk).

Solid $3,500 after $3,700 for fourth

round.

Although badly hurt Christinas
Day by the snow and steady, rain
at night, Broadway first-runs then
swung into high gear. Five new
bills launched prior to Dec. 25, plus
the four that opened Christmas
Day, naturally aire whetting appe-
ties of prospective patrons.

Most big N. Y, theatres counted
on trade to pick- up late Christmas
Day, but the rain that day arrived
just when film houses* were look-
ing for the upbeat; As a result
grosses for the day were much be-
low hopes, being especially dis-
appointing after Sunday trade had
soared above Saturday (22).

, Current session carrying through
New Year’s will be helped riot only
by the holiday scale on Jam 1 but
also by the usual kited prices for
New Year’s Eve shows.

Outstanding grosser obviously is

“I'll See You in My Dreams,” . with
the annual Xmas

;
stageshow, al-

though bill is in its fourth week,
at the Music Hall. Strong combi-'

nation hit, a great $151,500 in the
third session, ending Dec. 26.
Of the new bills which wound up

last Wednesday, Thursday or Fri-
day, “Death of a Salesman” looks
tops at the Victoria. It hit a ter-

rific $37,000 in its first week, very
socko for this house. Just a step

ahead, but; in the much-larger Riv-

oli, is “Decision Before Dawn”
with, a big $40,000, or. close to it.

Also very strong is “I Want You”
at the. Criterion, which is looking
for $34,000 iri initial round ended
Friday (28).

“Elopement " with Guy Mitchell

|

headi ng stageshow, was a good
$70,000 in opening round at the
Roxy and likely will go far ahead
of this iri the second week. Bill

perked so much in last four days
of: the past week that the house de-
cided to hold it for a third round.
“Flame of Araby,” which only did
a good $17,000 in first week at the
State, is shaping comparatively
stronger in the six-day holdover
frame. “Wild Blue Yonder” was
pencilled in to open Jan. 1.

Smash stagefilm combo opening
on Christmas was the Paramount’s
“Double, Dynamite,” plus a stage-
show headed by Joey Adams* Tony
Bennett, Art Mooney band and the
Five De Marco Sisters. Lineup was
heading for a terrific total as it

went into Saturday (29), first three
days being well ahead of corre-

sponding week last year.

“Distant Drums*” which alsb teed
off Dec. 25, is heading for a loud
$45,000 or better at the Warner.
‘‘My Favorite Spy” is comparative-
ly as big with $33,000 possible on.

initial round at the Globe. “Tales

Of Hoffmann” is doing surprisingly

smash trade at the Sutton in first

week despite its very long date at

the Bijou.
“Pandora and Flying Dutchman”

wound up its. third stanza Dec. 27
at the new Normandie Theatre
with a big $9,700. “Detective Story”
in its eighth round is soaring ahead
of its

.
big $18,200 registered in the

seventh week at the Mayfair. It

may run as much as $10,000 better

than the previous round.
“Quo Vadis” also is racing far

ahead of its previous week in the

seventh round at the Capitol, with

a smash $56,000. It stays three ex-

tra days to open “Westward the
Women” Dec. 31. “Vadis” contin-

ues at the Astor, switching to con-

tinuous run Jan. 1. It also is run-
ning better than the seventh frame
at the Astor.

Estimates for Last Week
A$tor (City Inv) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th

wk). Current week ends Jan. 3,

With sharp upbeat anticipated via

New Year’s Eve and fact that

house went continuous-run Jan. 1.

Seventh session was $24,000.
Bijou (City Inv;) (589; $120-

$2.40)—“Henry V” (UA) (reissue)

(2d wk). Initial round ending
Monday (31) heading for okay $7y-

000, based on first few days’

trade. Last week house was shut-

tered:
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 95-$l.80)

“Westward the Women” (MrG).

Opened Monday (31), In: ahead,

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (7th wk-10

days) appeared likely to wind up
great engagement With sock

.

$56,-

000 for seven-day' period ended

Thursday (27). Sixth week was

$35,000.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)

—“I Want You” (RKO) <2d wk).

First week concluded Friday (28)

was big $34,000,. but below hopes
J «C4t*onrfb tfT'T) (^fl

In ahead; “Strange Door” (U) (2d

Ghfbe (Brandt) (1 ,500; 50-$ 1.80)—“My Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk).

Initial round eliding Monday (31)
was pushing for possible smash
$33,000. In ahead, “Capt. Fabian”
(Rep) (2d wk-5 days), was fine
$9,000 with boost from preview of
“Spy” on final day . of run;

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (12th
wk). Improving sharply iri llth
stanza ended Monday (31) to easily
top the sturdy $8,000 for 10th week.:

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50^$1.80)
.—“Detective Story” (Par) (9th wk).
Eighth round ending' Monday (31)
pushing near fat $29,000 after big
$18,200: seventh week,: over
hopes.

Normaiidle (Normandie Theatre
Corp.) (592; 95-$l.80)—‘‘Pandora
and Flying Dutchman” (MrG) (4th
Wk). Third wriek ended last Thurs-
day (27) pushed up to big $9,700
after. $7,500 for second round.
First week at new house on West
57th St. got off in smash style with
terrific $10,500.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-$2.40)— All-vaude, twp-a-day policy
topped by Judy Garland (12th wk).
Current frame started yesterday
(Tues.). The llth week ending
Sunday (30) was heading for giant
$58,000,. way ahead of the big $35,-
000 done in 10th stanza. House
getting $7.20 top. for New Year’s
Eve with big advance sale.

Paramount (Pair) (3,664; 70-$l,80)
—“Double Dynamite” (RKO) plus
stage . bill

.
topped by Joey Adams,

Tony Bennett,: Art Mooney orch,
Five De Marco Sisters (2d wk).
First round ending Monday (31)

headed for terrific total and a fig-

ure ahead of the corresponding
week a year ago. Combo started
out with smash totals arid main-
tained pace, and, of course; was
aided by New Year’s Eve, when
house got $2.20. In ahead, “The
Racket” . (RKO), with Pearl Bailey,
Hcnny Youngman, Bernie Mann
orch heading stageshow (2d wk-6
days), okay $40,000 with boost
from previews of. “Dynamite” on
final day of run.

Park Ave. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)

—“Clouded Yellow” (Col) (8th wk).
Seventh session ending Sunday
(30) appeared likely to get up to

$5,000 dr better after good $4*300
for sixth week.

Paris (Indie) (568) (1.20-$2;40)—
“The River” (UA) (17th wk). The
16th round ending Sunday (30). also

building up past the fine $7,500
registered in the 16th Week.

Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945: 80-$2.40)—“I’ll See
You in My Dreams” (WB) with
Christmas stageshow (4th wk). Cur-
rent session ending today (2) seems
certain of topping the third week’s
total by a large margin. Third week
hit great $151,500. Fourth week
helped by fact that the Hall, as
usual, is getting $3.60 for reserved
mezzanine seats on New Year’s Eve
performance.
Ri voli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-

$1.80)— ‘Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (2d wk). Current frame
winds up Jan. 3. First week climbed
to big $40,000, with boost from fine

critical appraisal.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20)—

“Elopement” (20th) plus Guy Mit-
chell and annual spectacle, “Ave
Maria,” topping stageshow (2d wk).
First holdover round ending Jan.

2 seems assured of topping initial

week, with big boost from New
Year’s Eve and tilted scale. Set to

go a third. First week good $70,000,

considerably below hopes, and dis-

appointing for Xmas week.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep). Opened
Jan. 1. Last week, “Flame of Ara-
by” (U) (2d wk-6 days) held about
even in abbreviated session with
first week's good $17,000.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—

“Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk).

Initial session ending Monday (31)

appears likely to reach sock $45,-

000. In ahead, “Starlift” WB)

,

fair $22,000 in 11 days..

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—

“Tales of Hoffmann” (indie) (2d

wk). First round ending Monday
(31) headed for smash $15,000. In

ahead, “Browning Version” (U)

(8th wkr6 days), $4,000.

Trans-Lux 60th St.- (T-L) (4o3;

90-$1.50)—"Galloping Major” (In-

die) (3d Wk). Second frame ending

Friday (28). seems assured of top-

ping $4,000, not far from opening

W
Trans-Lrix St (T-L) (540; 90-$1.50)

—“Man With Cloak” (M-G) (6th

wk). Fifth round ending Monday
(31) likely will hold near previous

week's okay $3,000.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060', ^55-

$1.80)—“Death of Salesman” (Col)

(2d wk). Initial holdover week/end*
irig Jan. 2 probably will beat open-

ing week’s terrific $37,000.
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We object to calling this film ’'For Men Only."

We know its story ... intimately. Sure it's a story of men. But

its emotion is in the relationships of those men to three women.

Yes, we are the three women.

We ask you— are men or women the better judges of emo-

tion? Take it from us. . .we'd call this picture For Women Only.

Because we know. IT’S EVERY WOMAN’S PICTURE 8
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Robert L Lippert presents

An H-N Production

starring

PAUL HENREID wiiK MARGARET FIELD

JAMES DOBSON* Douglas Kennedy ‘Robert Corson ‘Virginia Mullen *O.Z.Whitehead

and Introducing Kathleen Hughe* • Vera Mile* • Russell Johnson • Robert Sherman

PioiuMdsndOirtpIrf by PAillHENREIO'&msnpIsy byLOU
MORHEIMfromilstoiybirlouMorheinisnd HerbertMsrgplis.AUppsrt Pictures Presentation

tt.b >VSS,.

EADY NOW! • • • . LIPPI
FOREIGN SALES DEPARTMENT: 723 Seventh Aye., New Yurie, N. Y. CABLE ADDRESS: GILDF|IMS-UPPFILMS

LIPPERT
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'The Greatest Show
On Earth

(COLOR-SONGS)

Smash b.o. for De Mille’s Ring- .

.

ling circus story.

Paramount release of Cecil B, DeMllle
production (Henry Wilcoxon » associate

producer). • Stars Betty Hutton, James
Stewart, Cornel. Wilde, Charlton Htston,
Dorothy Lamour and Gloria Grahame;
features Henry Wilcoxon* Lyle Bcttger

,

Lawrence. Tierney, Emmett Kelly, Cuc-

clolia and Antoinette Concello. Directed

by DeMllle. Screenplay, Frederic M.
Frank, Barre Lyndon and Theodore St

John* from story by Frank, St. John
and Frank Cavett;. camera^ (Technicolor).

George Barnes; with additional
.

pno^
tography by.ii. Peverell Marley and Wal-

lace Kelly; editor, Artne Bauohens; circus

musical and dance numbers staged by
John Murray Anderson; score, Victor

Young; songs. Young and Ne<L Washing-
ton, John Bingllrtg North,

.
E. Bay. Goetz,

Henry Sullivan it John Murray- Anderson.
Tradeshown' N. Y. Dec, 13, 51. Running
time, 151 MINS.
Holly ....

.

. . . . ......... Betty -Hutton
Sebastian .;. . . . . • ... • • i •> • —
Brad ............ .i. • ,* • • Charlton Heston
Phvllls .

. .Dorothy Lamour
AngeL ............ . . .

.

> • Gloria Grahame
••Buttons,” A Clown ... . .

-

JamesStewart
F. B, I, M^n ........ .Henry Wilcoxon
Klaus . . . V.;.,

v

-
Lyle Bettger

Henderson V.- , Lawrence Tierney
Emmett .

Kelly . . , >. . . .

•

*

Cucciola ... •vHimseix
'Antoinette Concello V. . .. .

.

Herself

John Ringling North- , . . . . - i
Himselt

Harry , * .John Kellogg

Asst. Manager .....John Bldgely
Circus. Doctor Frank Wilcox
Ringmaster Bob Carson
Buttons* Mother Lillian ^Albertson

Birdie ........ Julia Faye

.-Barnum it

“The Greatest Show On Earth”

Is as apt a handle for Cecil B. De-
Mille’s Technicolored version of

the Ringlirtg Bros.-Barnum & Bail-

ey circus as it is for the sawdust;

extravaganza itself. This is the

circus with more entertainment,
more thrills, more spangles and as

much Big Top atmosphere as RB-
B&B itself can offer. It’s a smash
certainty for high-wire grosses.

If the names best known to the

aficionados who crowd the Ring-
ling show each year prove insuffi-

cient for the marquee, DeMille has
also provided Betty. Hutton, Cornel
'Wilde, Charlton Heston, Dorothy
Lamour, Gloria Grahame and
James Stewart. Add to that the.

dozens of circus acts, the ani-

mals, music, parades, aerial specs

and plenty of authentic sawdust
“feel;”

If this spectacle causes exhibs
to do some palm-pounding of their

own, they’ll be plenty justified.

B.o.-wise, its attraction is for so-

phisticates as well as the hordes
who’ve traditionally so well pa-
tronized DeMille epics of the past
and/or any circus in sight. ... .

As has come to be expected from
DeMille, the story line is not what
could be termed subtle. While, it

may draw, some critical catcalls, it

does effectively serve the purpose
of a framework for all the atmos-
phere and excitement of the circus
on both sides of the big canvas. In
any case, what bleacher fan wants
to

.
get mixed up. with a plot he’s

going to have to wrestle with?

The RB-B&B end of the cast

—

actually some 85 acts, Including
vet clowns Emmett Kelly and Lou
Jacobs, midget Cucciola and
aerialist Antoinette Concello— can
well take care of itself. Surprise
Is how superbly the Hollywoodites
come off, Thesping is extremely
effective, particularly as a result of
the way DeMille’s cameras and the
special effects men have meshed
the doubling to give the appear-
ance of reality to Miss Hutton’s
and Cornel Wilde’s feats on the
flying trapeze.

Miss Hutton is pictured as the
“queen flyer” who has a yen for
Heston, the circus manager. Lad
has sawdust for blood, however,
To strengthen the show and thus
enable it to play out a full season,
he imports another aerialist, the
flamboyant and debonair Sebastian
(Cornel Wilde).
Much as it hurts, Heston de-

prives Miss Hutton of the centre
ring to give it to Sebastian. Latter
promptly falls for her and she rifts
with Heston. That’s quickly ex-
ploited by elephant girl / Gloria
Grahame, who also finds Heston a
pretty attractive guy. In turn, that
makes her boss, trainer Lyle Bett-
ger, jealous, resulting in one of the
pic’s big thrill scenes—a jumbo
With foot delicately poised oh Miss
Graham’s nose as the furiou«
trainer threatens her with the word
to the elephant that would mean
death,

,

Bettger’s a thoroughly hissable
villain—with a Teutonic accent yet
—and when he gets fired by Hes-
ton rigs a robbery of the circus
train. That provides what must be
one of the/ most Spectacular rail-
road wrecks in the memory of Hol-
lywood’s oldest special effects man.
Bettger gets killed and

.
Heston

badly hurt—not so much, however,
that he can’t shput directions iri

the best “show-rtiust-go-on” style.
A final parade and performance
are given by the injured, and tat-
tered circusites in a nearby field
for the happy ending.

Most spectacular of the aerial

scenes has Miss Hutton and Wilde
jealously vying to outdo each other
on the trapeze. In the process, the.

film audience ganders such sel-

dom-seen stunts as a double somer-
sault through a hoop to a free*
swinging bar. The aerialist misses
and, working sans net, realistically

crashes to the ground with a thud
that can be felt in the theatre.
James Stewart is woven into, the

pic as an extraneous but appealing
plot element. He’s pictured as a
police-sought medico who never re-:

moves his clown makeup. He ad-
mits his identity as a doctor at the
finale to save the life of the in-

jured Heston and pave the way for
the latter and Miss Hutton to get
together for the bowout. Likewise,
he finds the cure for Wilde’s par-
alyzed arm, hurt When he falls

from the trapeze, enabling “The
Great Sebastian’* to walk off with
Miss Grahame, who has switched
affections under the circumstances.

DeMille has compounded the cir-

cus’s own feat of piling too much
too much. With plenty that’s spec-
tacular and exciting/ for anyone
with any kind of affection at all

for the Big Top, the train wreck
sequence and the show that fol-

lows are excess baggage. Since the
two hours and 31 minutes running
time doesn’t allow DeMille to ex-
ploit the wreck (wild, animals are
pushed meekly back into cages and
no one but Heston seems really to
have gotten hurt), the whole, busi-
ness Could have been better for-
gotten.

Imaginative color camera work
has

.
derived real kicks out of the

sight of the roustabouts pounding
stakes into the ground with their
rhythmic sledges and the canvas
itself slowly and majestically going
up the poles in the early dawn in
preparation for another circus day.
Long tour which DeMille made
with the show last year has certain-
ly paid Off in all these aspects;

RB-B&B technical staff at Sara-
sota and on the road obviously
made a mighty contribution, too.
In addition to John and Henry
Ringling, all seen in person in the
film, they include general manager
Arthur M. Concello and perform-
ance director Pat Valdo. John Mur-
ray Anderson has staged the circus
numbers, just as he does for
the show itself. Miles White,
who regularly, does the cos-
tumes, has contributed some
special ones for the pic, although
the parades and specs were shot on
location and thus the original cir-
cus dress is seen.

Likewise, aside from some spe-
cial, rousing and effective scoring
by Victor Young and Ned Wash-
ington, (“The Greatest Show On
Earth” and “Be a Jumping-Jack”),
tunes are out of last season’s cir-
cus. They include “Lovely Lua-
wana Lady,” by John Ringling
North and E. Ray Goetz, and “Pop-
corn and Lemonade,” “A Picnic In
the Park” and “Sing a Happy
Song,” by Henry Sullivart and John
Murray Anderson.
Among the entertaining gim-

micks inserted by DeMille are the
frequent closeups bf the circus au-
dience, among them the celebs of
the Paramount lot. There’s a sock
laugh when two intent, peanut-
eating bleacherites prove to be
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope.

Herb.

La Plus Belle Fill©

Du Monde
(Most Beautiful Girl in the World)

(FRENCH)
paris.

Gaumont release of Gaumont-Equipe
Technique production. Features Francoise
Arnoul, Nadine Alari, Maria Riquelme,
Jacqueline Gautier, Paul Bernard. Direct-
ed and written by Christian Stengel.
Screenplay, Rene Wheeler, Jean Ferry;
camera, Rene Gaveau; editor, Charles
Brctonlche. At Le Raimu, Paris; Run-
ning time, 102 MINS.
Francoise .............. .Francoise Arnoul
Christiana. ....Marla Riquelme
Marie. ...Nadine Alari
•Tacky . . .Jacqueline Gautier
Martino Paul Bernard

This film Is an attempted expose
of the corruption and . heartbreak
behind trumped up ’ beauty con-
tests. Below par. production,
wooden thesping and a generally
trite script make this only saleable
on its exploitation pegs. Other-
wise, it offers nothing for the sure-
seater or art houses.
Story collects a group of assorted

lovelies Who are chosen to par-
ticipate in a hoked-up beauty con-
test, Though the situations are
meaty, the film unfolds at a slow
pace in a conventional, anticipated
manner. The contest itself is over-
long.
Lensing is murky and gives evi-

dence of low budget. Editing is in
need of drastic pruning to get some
movement into the pic. Acting
cannot overcome the obvious type
casting but Jacqueline Gautier in
the role of a disillusioned actress
brings some poignance to her role.
Francoise Arnoul, Maria Riquelme
and Nadine Alari are properly
decorative and the male roKs are
less than adequate. Mosk.

Rasho-Mon
“Rasho-Mon,” Japanese im-

E
ort which <preemed at the
ittle Carnegie, N. Y.,

Wednesday (26), was reviewed
by Variety at the Venice Film
Festival in the issue of Sept.
19, 1951, Mosk stated “its
brilliance of conception, tech-
nique, acting and its theme of
passion make this a good art
bouse bet* in the U. S. Ex-
ploitation. values are there
and crix should go for it.”

Grand prize Winner of the
Festival, “Rasho-Mon” is set in
the 12th century Japan and
relates a story of a killing told
through the eyes of three pro-
tacffinictc

RKO 'is distributing the
Daiei Production in the U. S.

The White Hell of
Pitz-Palu
(GERMAN)

Poor German remake of silent
pic. Dubbed-fn English dialog
distracting.

Lux Film release of EL R. Sokal ahd
F. A. .Mainz production. Stars Hans Albers,
Ligelotte Pulver, Antje Weisgerber; fea-
ture? Ellen. Wldman. Helnricli Grettler.
Directed by Rolf . Hansen. Screenplay,
Etna Fentsch; based on story by Dr. A.-
Fanck; camera, Richard. Angst; editor,
Anns Hollering; musical score, Mark Lo-
tbar. Reviewed in N. Y. Dec. 12, '51.

Running time. It MINS.

.

Dr. John Jensen........... Hans Albers
Marie ............. ..... .Llselotte Pulver
Peter Antje Welsgarber
Mary Jensen ............ EUen Widmanh
Glooker ................Heinrich Grettler

B. O. possibilities appear slim
for this mountain-climbing . saga,
which never even ascends to the
plateau, level. Lux. import is a
modem version of the 1929 film
made in the Swiss Alps by G. W.
Pabst and Dr. Arnold Fauck.
Current version was filmed In

German in Switzerland. Three
leading characters—a middle-aged
doctor and a recently betrothed
couple—are pictured as Ameri-
cans, who each, for his owii rea-
son, has an overwhelming desire
.to scale the hazardous Pitz-Palu
mountain,. English dialog has been
dubbed in for the American, parts
while English titles are used for
the supporting cast, made up most-
ly of inhabitants of the village at
the base of the peak. Dubbing,
done in Europe, is obvious and
distracting, and the dialog appears
to be a European’s false idea of
how Americans speak.

Scenarist Erna Fentsch and pro-
ducers H. R. Sokal and F. A. Mainz
evidently attempted to depict the
almost unendurable hardship and
danger encountered in climbing
the frozen heights, but the feeling
completely fails to get across. The
doctor, it’s noted, attempts the feat
as an annual pilgrimage, since 20
years before his young bride had.
been killed during a climbing trek,
for which he holds himself respon-
sible. The motives . of the young
couple are vague unless it can , be
attributed to the impetuosity of
youth.

It’s not fair to judge the princi-
pals—Hans Albers, Liselotte Pul-
ver and Antje Weisgerber—on the
basis of this effort since the voices
are not theirs. Voices employed
are stilted, which is apparently
due to the hokey dialog. Only
natural-appearing parts are those
spoken by the villagers in German.
Lone redeeming feature is the

lensing by Richard Angst. Shots
of mountain-climbing, rescue job
of Villagers and mountain scenery
are excellent.

Rente Per Dente
(Measure for Measure)
(ITALIAN-MADE)

Hoffberg release of. Braglia production.
Staw Alfredo . Varelli, Aldo Silvan!, Cat-
erlna. Boratto; features Nelly Corradl,
Carlo Tamberlanl. Directed by Marco Elter.
Screenplay and dialog, Giiglielmo UselUni
and Enrico Ribulsi, based on play by Wil-
liam Shakespeare; camera, P. Fllippone
and G. Borzone. At Cinema Verdi, N. Y.,
Dec. 7, '51. Running time, IS MINS.
Marianne ........ .".

... .... .. Nelly Corradl
.

Isabella -Caterina Boratto.
Claudio .............. . .Carlo Tamberlani
Duke of Vienna ....... . . .Alfredo Varelli
Angelo ; . .*. ... . . .« .... « .

.

.. Aldo .Silvan!

This is one of the more spectacu-
lar films to come out of postwar
Italy, with lavish sets, . lush cos-
tumes and hundreds of extras ex-
pended in a somewhat faithful
translation to the screen of Wil-
liam Shakespeare’s “Measure for
Measure.” Unfortunately, however,
the result is a static effort, which
may get by in the Italian-language
art houses blit will have trouble in
other U. S, sureseaters.

Basic trouble with the film lies
in both the adaptation and direc-
tion. Scripters took little advantage
of the widened scope of the screen
to dress up the Shakespearean
original. Exteriors were shot on the
exact Ideations described by the
Bard in his play, but there are
too few of them. And director
Marco Elter, working with a com-
petent cast, several of whom are
familiar to Italian-lingo pix fans,

apparently was so intent on stick-

ing closely to the letter of the
play that both the dialog and ac-

tion seem stilted.

Story, which is hardly ever pro^
duced on the American stage, is

about 4he 15th century Viennese
nobleman who is appointed by the
emperor as ruler of his duchy, al-

though he would rather study the
classics. Unsure of himself, he an-
nounces that he j$ taking a journey
and appoints" his aristocratic and
power-hungry cousin to rule in his
stead. Latter immediately sets up a
police state, invoking ancient laws
to consolidate

.
his power. When a

young nobleman abducts a girl

whose parents have promised her
to someone else, the new ruler
sentences the abductor to death
but makes a deal, to rescind the
sentence if the boy's beauteous
sister will become, his mistress;
The true, ruler, who has been
watching from behind the scenes
in the disguise of a monk, arrives
in the nick to save the young
nobleman’s life and himself marry
the sister.

While the film is notable for its

richness; it suffers from poor light-
ing in some spots and from a poor*
ly-recorded soundtrack. English
titles (for w h i e h no scripting
credit is given) are inadequate. If

the producers had, spent some ef
the coin they obviously lavished
on sets and costumes on better
writing, the effort could, have paid
off much more. Stal.

Un Grand Patron
(A Big Boss)

(FRENCH)
Paris.

Disdna; production and release. Stark
Pierre. Freanay. Directed by Yves- Ciam-
pl. Screenplay, . Pierre Very, Ciampl,
Very; camera, Marcel Grlgnon; editor,
.Roger Dwyre. At Helder and Balzac,
Paris. Running time; 95 MINS,
Delage . . .....

.

.Pierre Fresnay

:

Florence .
v. . Reiiee DevUlers

Jacquetr. . . . . .. . . . .... . .Roland' Alexandre
Catherine. . . .Claire Duliamel
Tonan. : . .

.

.Marcel Andre

This is a talky, slow-moving
story * of 4 famous surgeon and
hoW he lives and works. Labored
iii exposition and obvious in. un-
foldment, film does not hold
much for the American market.

Pierre Fresnay shapes outstand-
ing as the doctor who subordinates
everything to his work. His fine
acting makes the obvious charac-
ters around him -seem shallow and
unreal. Complications in his per-
sonal life are old hat. There’s his
wife who never had a reaL honey-
moon, his disciple who can’t stand
blood, and a stray waif who is

finally adopted by the childless
couple. Film unfolds at a dull
pace and dialog is flat. Direction
is slow while lensing and editing

is ordinary:
Fresnay is handicapped by. the

script drawbacks but manages to
get a lifesize portrait of a doctor
in love with his work.' Renee
Devillers has nothing to do but
smile and bear Up as the neglected
wife. Roland Alexandre as the
squeamish medical student has a:
tendency to overplay his role.

A students’ medical party has
some bare breasts as the boys strip

the girls, but even this section is

stilted and poorly executed. Pic
will do well here on the Fresnay I

boxoffice pull, but does not have
much to offer for the U. S.

Mosk.

La Poison
(FRENCH)

Paris.
Gaumont release of S. N. E. G.-Paul

Wagner production. Stars Michel Simon.
Written and directed by Sacha Guitry.
Camera, Jean Bachelet; music, Louigny;
At Colisee*Gaumont Palace ahd Le Berlitz
Theatres, Paris, Nov. 30, '51. Running
time, 15 MINS.

XT1
•Victor Nicolas Amato
Germaine - .MarceUe Arnold
The Mercer’s Wife ... .Pauline Carton
Aubanel. .Jean Debucourt
Amelle. .Luce Fabiole
Mr. Brun Jacques de Feraudy
Ernestine Yvonne ' Hebert
Gandin . ..Mercier
Blandine ...............Germaine Reuver
Julie . .................... .Marthe Sarbel
Paul. .Michel Simon

Neither the buffoonery of Michel
Simon nor "the obvious intentions
of Sacha Guitry to do an iconoclas-
tic film in the witty French man-
ner can hide the artificiality ahd
dullness of this effort. At best, it

may get by in U. S. arty houses on
the Simon draw.

Using as his essential gambit
I the sentiment “who among you has
not wished that his wife were
dead,” Guitry runs through his
paces of haying the hero commit
a perfect murder, having him con-
fess the deed frankly and then
having his man acquitted in court.
The film never rises above the

macabre mood, and its direction is
spotty.. The domestic squalls are
unimpressive and fail to advance
the essential idea.

Simon, who exploits the gross-
ness of his appearance, is prone to
mugg too much while Pauline Car-:
toil’s portrayal seems ah assembly-
line job. The introductory busi-
ness of Guitry personally saluting
the merits of each .member of the
cast is no help. Watt.

jmiwr iMinnaqiei
(FRENCH)

Pdrls
_ Marceau Teleacc and production, star*
Bernard BUcr, Danielle DarrleuxT Direct-ed and written by Carlo Rim. Camera!
Nicola* Hayer; editor,. H. Taverna; music!
Georges Van Pary*. At Marignan and
Marivaux,-Paris. Running time, 100 Ml Ns.

* * • • .Bernard Blier
uaorlelle »«•«•••«««*•• **Banielle Barrietiv
Louisette ............... Francoise Arnoul
Paacal. ....... .... . . . . . . .Michel Francois
Moufe. . . . . .... ....... .... .Yves DeniaudGrandma Berthe Bpvy

Film possesses the insouciance
charm, wit and tongue-in-cheek
look at human foibles that most
French pix have lacked of late.
This treats the eternal problem of
cuckoldry, being done with adroit-
ness and taste. Though slow in
spots, the Characterization and in-
terest hold up. Word-of-mouth
and good placing in sure-seaters
and special situations should make
this palatable in the U. S. Danielle
DSrrieux name is the b.o. lure.

Film is a comedy-drama about
a man’s battle to keep a' hold on
his wife after he finds she has
been carrying on with a young
boy. Set m the I900’s picture has
period Costumes and customs.
Dialog is witty and double enten-
dre situations are well handled.
Bernard Blier as the adoring,

gentle spouse seems destined to
fill the shoes of the late Raimu as
the eternal cuckold. He gives a
depth and feeling to the role that
makes

.
him human rather than

pathetic. Miss Darrieux as tjje

graceful, flighty wife is delightful.
The lesser roles are all well-
rounded bits. Yves Deniaud is

excellent as the wry, understand-
ing friend. Berthe Bovy as the
wily; grandmother is fine. The
youthful contingent is very capa-
bly filled by Francoise Arnoul and
Michel Francois. Lensing is

fine asset. Mosk,

Le Dindon
(The Turkey)
(FRENCH)

Paris.
Corona release of Armor-Silver Films

production. Features Jacques Charon. Di-
rected by Claude Barma. Screenplay,
Jean. Luc from play by Georges Feydeau;
camera, Jacques Mercanton; editor, Flor-
ence. Marnier.. At Marignan and Mari-
vaux. Paris. Riinning time, 15 MINS. '

Partignac. .Jacques ' Charon
•Lucienne Nadine Alari
Louis ........Jacques Morel
Pacarel ............ . . • • « • • . Pasqualr
Ernest,.................'., ierre Larquey
Coco v. .Jane Marhen

This turn of the century farce
does not hkve the pace and sauci-
ness needed to make it amusing.
Pic maintains its staginess through-
out and all the comedy and nuance
is in its verbiage. Too slow for
U, S. showing in all except possi-
bly a few lesser spots.
The bedroom is the setting in:

this study of .cuckoldry, with sit-

uation gags brought about by the
sexy machinations of a group of
cardboard, farcial characters. On
tap is the skirt-chasing dandy, the
amorous playboy, the trusting hus-
band, the flighty wife and an as-

sorted group of comic characters
from a burlesque ' cavalry major
and his deaf wife to a bellhop suf-

fering from his first attack of sex.

There are a few good moments
but on the whole the pic lacks

much,
Jacques Charon looms as stand-

out for this type of farce. Most
of the others are offkey in their

playing. Direction by Claude
Barma is static and does not take,

advantage of the many chances for

some fast paced action. The
turkey refers to. the. types who go
about trying to seduce other peo-
ple’s wives. Mosk.

Le Cap De L’Ksperanee
(The Cape of Hope)

(FRENCH)
Paris.

Sirius release of Arlane production.
Stars Edwige FeuUlere, Frank ViUard.,
Directed by Raymond Bernard. Screen-
play. Pierre Laroche; camera. Jacqueline
Sadoul. At Olympia and Ermitage, Pans.
Running 1 time; M MINS.
Myrlam. .Edwige Feuillere
Bob.. Frank V«Ha»'d
Juliette Cosetta Greco
Simon Paola Stoppa
Pierre. .Bernard Lajarrige
Captain William C. Tubbs

This downbeat story of love j

the criminal half world and its piti-

ful consequences has neither the '

depth; or the profundity -of_ char-

acter observation to make this suit-

able for art. houses in U. S.

Plot becomes almost a parody on
the prewar studies of despair and
decadence in its story of a group of

soiled characters. An agihg beauty
runs a bar in a port town and
keeps a young gigolo. He in turn

is planning a big gold robbery. and
is carrying oii with the daughter
of the head safecracker. The rob-

bery is successful, but one man .is

lost. Film concerns itself with the

eventual death and capture of the.

others.
Edwige Feuillere gives nuance,

and poignance' to the role of the

aging saloon keeper. Frank Villard

is properly despicable as the

crooked lawyer. William C. Tubbs
stands out in a comedy relief role

of / a ,
rum-soaked American mu*?

lionailre. Mask.
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position was Henry Koster, whose
three pix for 20th, plus “Harvey”
for Universal, tallied to $7,500,000
in earnings.'

Among the screenplay writers, it

was “D&B” again that was decisive.
Philip, Dunne took top award for
“Bathsheba” plus “Anne of the In-
dies/’ to ,give him a total of $8,550,-

000 earned in film rental. Running
third was Alan Jay Denier, who
did “American in Paris” and
•‘Royal Wedding” for Metro to the
tune of $7,100,000,

Soaring—and admittedly some-
what surprising—success of “David
and Bathsheba” means that for the
second year in a row a Biblical pic-

ture has walked off with top hon-
Last year’s winner was “Sam*
and Delilah” which, with

money still, coming in, will do close

to $9,000,000.

For the first time in many years,

Metro was shouldered out of first

place as the company with most
pix on the ‘‘Top Grossers” list and
the company that got most money
from, them/

.
20th-Fox pushed M-G

down a peg, partially through the
success of “D&B” and partly be-
cause it released more films.

List includes all pix that do more
than $1,000,000 in film rentals re-

ceived by distributors from U, S.

and Canada playoffs. In trade par-

lance that is “domestic gross.” Fig-
ures are expert projections of the
final tally, based on engagements
played by the films to the end of
the year.

20th-Fox landed 29 pix on the list

for a total gross of $55,500,000.
Metro was second with 21 films at

$47,450,000. Warner Bros, was in

show position* followed by Para*
mount, Universal, RKO, Columbia
and United Artists in that order.
Republic, which scored with “Iwo
Jima” and “Rio Grande” last year,
didn’t make it this time.

Metro, in taking last year’s
sweepstakes, got 24 pix on the list

for a total of $56,290,000. 20th
was second with 19 at $42,950,000.

131 0ver-$l,000,000 Pif
Grossed $247,900,000

Floor on the list has been
dropped to $1,000,000 this year

from the $1,250,000 that was used
as the 1950 base and the $1,500,000

the year before. The minimum
figure is considered the point at
which a film begins to make a sub-
stantial impact on theatre boxof-
fices, although not necessarily suc-
cessful financially for the producer
from the standpoint of cost vs. in-

come.

There is a total of 131 pix on
this year’s tally. They’ll bring in
an aggregate of $247,900*000. For
comparison with last year, there
are 107 pix which will do $1,250,-
000 or over. Only 95 pix did $1,-

250,000 or more in 1950; This year’s
$1,250,000 and over pix will ring up
$221*175,000 as against last season’s
$210,565,000.

That would Indicate,, however,
that average income per film was
higher last year—$2,210,000 in com-
parison with this year’s 52,065,000.
In other words, with the declining
boxoffice, it takes more pix to get
the same amount of money. How-
ever, the base of theatre-going apr

“David and Bathsheba,”
which it is estimated will bring
20th-Fox $7,000,000 in U.S, and
Canadian film rentals, is the
company’s alltime top-grosser.
Previous' record-holder was
“Leave Her to Heaven,” which
garnered $5,550,000 when 20th
released it In 1945/
“D&B” will take eighth po-

sition on Variety’s alltime in-

dustry gross list, between “Jol-
son Story” (Col), which got
$8,000,000 in 1947, and “Going
My Way” (Par), $6,500,000 in
1944.

pears to have widened somewhat
during 1951 by the fact- that more
films garnered $1/250,000 or better/
$1,500,000 or better, compared with
77 the previous year, 92 in 1949
and 93 in 1948. It is the first year
there has. been any such reversal
since the big b.o, slide started
after the war.

Top-Grosser$ by Companies
Following are the number of films each company released during

the calendar year 1951 that promise to gross $1,000,000 or more in
U. S. and Canadian rentals. Also included is the total amount of
coin each company will receive from.the pix.

*

1. 20th Fox
2. Metro'

3. Warner Bros,

4. Paramount
5. Universal

6. RKO ,

7. Columbia
8. United Artists

No. of Pix Over Total
$1,000,000 Rentals

•MMIMUOMiOtMHMIMM, 29 $55,500,000
21 47,450,000

2a 43,225^000
21 40,000,000

16 25,625,000

11 20,075,000

7 12,075,000

3 3,950,000

131 $247,900,000

Six in ‘Golden Circle’ I

There are six pix bn the current
list that enter the “Golden Circle”
—those that do $4,000,000 or bet-
ter. They bring the industry’s all-

time total in that ratified atmos-
phere to 87 films. Change in times,
despite the difficult period the in-

dustry has gone through since the
war, is best indicated by the fact

that up to 1946 only 25 films in

all had ever achieved the whopping
$4,000,000 or better gross figure.

Eight pix made the “Golden Cir-

cle” in 1950 with a total take of

$40,025,000 as compared with the
current list’s six at $29*600,000.
However, 1950 had only one pic

over $5,000,000 (“S&D”), in con-
trast to 1951 ’s two—.“D&B” and
“Showboat.”

Indicative of the trend of grosses

in the past five yearsisa compari-
son of the number of pix in various

Using still another yardstick,
there were 81 pix this year that did
fiscal categories. Here’s the line-
up:
Over 1931 1950 1949 1948 1947

S5.000.0b0.. 2 1 1 0 11
p,000.000.. 6 8 & 7 15
$3,000,000.. 10 12 19 22 35
$2,000,000.. 45 43 50 65 75

Figures Variety’s annual

year-end tabulation are U. S. and
Canadian only, since no reliable

estimate can be made on foreign

earnings of specific pix. Overseas

income is generally running 40%
or better of each distrib’s total

gross, but it varies tremendously
from film to film and is next to
impossible to compute in. advance
because of freezes, changes in cur-

rency rates and other problems of.

turning a peso, a franc or a pound
earned abroad . into a usable dol-

lar in the U. S;

Following are the films sent into release during calendar
.
1951

that promise to gross $1,000,000 or more in domestic (U.S. and Can-
adian ) film rentals. Included are all films which have played a
sufficient number of engagements tb make possible an accurate
estimate of the coin the distributor will receive. Any film not
included, it can thus be assumed, will not earn $1 ,000,000. Pictures

With too few dates at the yearns end for estimating total returns
include Metro*

s

“Quo Vadis ” “Westward the Women” and “Pan

*

dora”; Paramount's “My Favorite.' Spy” and “Submarine Com-
mand”; Universal's “Flame of Araby RKO’s “I Want You” arid

“Double Dynamite Columbia's “Man In the Saddle ” and 20th-

Fox’s “Model and the Marriage Broker”

“A Streetcar Named Desire;”
Warner Bros.* film version of the
Tennessee Williams Pulitzer Prize-
winning play, was named last week
by the New York Film critics as
the . best American motion picture
of the. year. “Miracle in Milan,”
Joseph Burstyn importation from
Italy of Vittorio De Sica's fantasy,'
received the critics' accolade as
the Outstanding foreign film.
' Vivien Leigh, currently ajbpea^-
ing on Broadway in Shaw’s “Caesar
and Cleopatra” and Shakespeare’s
‘‘Antony and Cleopatra,” was
named the year’s best actress for
her performance in “Streetcar.”
Best actor honor went to Arthur
Kennedy for his work in tJnivejr-

sal’s “Bright Viptory.” Crix choice,
as best director went to’ Eli
Kazan; for guiding “Streetcar:”. ..

“Streetcar’? nosed out the “!ihe
River;” Ken McEldowriey - Jean
Renoir production being released
by United Artists, on the sixth
ballot. Count was. 8 to 7. According,
to the rules, of procedure, the sixth
ballot is the final one if' a two-

1 . David and Bathsheba .20th

2. Showboat .M-G
3. American In Paris . ... .... . ........ M-G
4. Great Caruso ... ........ ........ . .

;

.M-G
5. Streetcar Named Desire , ...WB
6 . Born Yesterday .. ....

.

.Col.

7. That’s My Boy ...Par
8 . Place In the Sun ... ..... . . ,

.

.Par
9. At War With the. Army ....... . . . ,

.

.Par
10. Father’s Little Dividend . . .... .... ... .M-G
11. Detective Story .Par
12. .Kirn •/. . » » . # , « • « .M-G
13 Across the Wide Missouri ... . . . . . .

.

.M-G
1f4. Capt. Horatio Homblower ...........WB
15. Halls of Montezuma ..... . ..... 20th
16. Flying Leathernecks .......RKO
17." Harvey * » ».* . . . •» . • . ....' ....

U

18. Royal Wedding . . . . . ... ...... . . .

.

.M-G
19. Here Comes the Groom ...... . . ..... Par
20. Gb For Broke ;<..... ... ,

.

.M-G
21. On Moonlight Bay WB
22. On the Riviera .................... 20th
23. Operation Pacific ..................WB
24. Alice In Wonderland RKO
25. Desert Fox .... . . . . . . .20th
26. Ma and Pa Kettle on Farm ......... U
27. Francis Goes to Races U
28. Lemon Drop Kid . . .

Par
29. Mr. Music ; Par
30. Texas Carnival . . . ... , . . . ... . .

.

.M-G
31. Lullaby of Broadway .WB
32. Blue Veil * RKO
33. Branded . .Par-

34. Dallas ........... . , ..I...'. ,..., ...i.WB
35. Call Me Mister 20th
36. I’d Climb Highest Mountai . . . .... .20th
37. Frog Men ... i .....

.

20th
38. People Will Talk . . ..

.

; ... .20th
39. Elopement ... . 20th
40. Enforcer ...... . ........ . .... ; ...WB
41,. His Kind of Woman V . . . > . . ..... . .

.

.RKO
42. Meet Me After Show .20th
43. Only the Valiant .... WB
44. Tomahawk . . ..... ......... ./. ..... U
45. Two Tickets To Broadway ; . . . ... . .

.

RKO
46. Rawhide .20th
47. The Thing . . ... . . . , ....... /. .RKO
,48." .Up Front • . i ....... .... . . . . . . . • , » «

.

IX..

49. Come Fill the Cup ...............

.

.WB
50. Cyrano de Bergerac . . ... . . . ... ...

.

.UA
.5,1 . . Starlift • . «, IVJ8
52. Day the Earth Stood Still . 20th
53; Take Care of My Little Girl ,. . .

.

. . .20th
54. Painting Clouds With Sunshine .WB
55. Strangers on a Trai . ........... .WB
56. Ten Tall Men ...... *. Col
57. Vengeance Valley . , . .

.

. . ... ....

,

M-G
58. West Point Story ... ..... ... .....

.

,WB
59. Excuse My Dust ........ ..........

.

M-G
' 60. I’ll Never Forget You .....20th
61. Mr; Belvedere Rings Beil .... . . .. . . . 20th
62. The Racket' .. •> .. . . . . . , . . ... • ... ... . .RKO
63. Rich, Young and Pretty . . . .. . ..

.

• .

.

>M-G
64; Too Young to Kiss ... . .. . . ........ .M-G

65.

For Heaven’s Sake .... ... • • . • • .... . 20th

$7,000,000
5.200.000

4.500.000

4.500.000

4.250.000

4.150.000

3.800.000
3.500.000
3.350.000
3.100.000
2.800.000
2,800,000
2,750,000
2.750.000
2.650.000
2.600.000
2,600,000
2,600,000
2.550.000
2.500.000
2.500.000
2*500,000
2.450.000
2.400.000
2.400.000
2.350.000
2.300.000
2,300,000
2.300.000
2.250.000
2.225.000
2.200.000
2,200,000
2,200,000
2.175.000
2.150.000
2

. 100.000
2

,100,000
2 ,000,000
2 ,000,000
2

,000,000
2 ,000,000
2 ,000,000
2

,
000,000

2 ,000,000
1,950,000
1,950,000
1.950.000
1*900,000
1,900*000
1.900.000
1.850.000
1.850.000
1.800.000
1,800,000
1,800,000
1,800,000
1,800*000
1,750,000

1,750,000
1,750,000
1,750,000
1,750,000
1.750.000
1.700.000

66. Three Guys Named Mike .......... .M-G
67. Bird of Paradise . 20th
68. The Mating Season .......... .../..Par
69. Payment on Deriiand .......... . .

.

RKO
70. People Against O’Hara ..M-G
71. Sugarfoot ..WB
72. When Worlds Collide Par.

73. You’re In Nkvy Now ,20th
74. A&C Meet Invisible Man ........... U
75. Anne of Indies ... ........ ...20th
76. Jim Thorpe—All-American . . .. . . , .

.

.WB
77. Valentino ..... . .......... .Col
78. Cornin’ Round the Mountain ........ U
79. Golden Girl . . . . . , . . .

;

20th
80. Golden Horde ......... U
•81. Half-Angel .20th
82. Prince Who Was Thief ..... . . ...... U
83. Appointment With Danger ......... .Par
84. Fixed Bayonets ............. ..20th
85. Fort Worth ... ......... . .

.

WB
86. Frenchie . » . .... ... #.*. . . .U
87. Rhubarb . i ...... . . . . .

.

Par
88. Get It For You Wholesale ... ... , ... .20th
89. Never Dull Moment .RKO
90. September Affair ; . ... .

.

.Par
91. Along the Great Divide WB
92. Angels In the Outfield ; .M-G
93. Apache Drums .... . ........... U
94. Secret of Convict Lake . .20th
95. Big Carnival (Ace in Hole) ..Par
96. Goodbye, My Fancy .. ...........WB
97. I Was Communist for FBI .WB
98. Raton Pass . ^ .

.

WB
99. Sirocco ... . . .

,

;*. ..... . .... .. . ... . . . . Col.
100. Tanks Are Coming .... . . ... .

^

. .WB
101. Crosswinds . . . . * . . . . ... . . . . .

.

Par
* 102. Hong Kong , . Par
103. Let’s Make It Legal i .......

.

.20th
104. Redhead and Cowboy ............

.

. .Par
105. Storm Warning . .... . . , .

.

. .WB
106. Warpath • • . . «•;». ..... .Par
107. Watch the Birdie . , . .......... ; . . »

,

.M-G
108. Last Outpost . . . ....... . .. . ... . . ... .Par
109. Bedtime for Bonzo U
110. Force of Arms . . . . . . ........ ... ...WB
111. Kansas Raiders U
112. Follow the Sun ...... ..... . . . . 20th
113. My Forbidden Past . . ... ... . .

.

*

.

.RKO
1 14. No Highway .20th

«

115. Saturday’s Hero .
. ,

v . .

.

. . . . . . . .

.

. .

.

.Col
116. Grounds for Marriage .... . . ....... .M-G
117. Light Touch .....M-G
118. Little Egypt U
119. Peking Express .Par
120. Sante Fe Col
12 1 . Fabiola
122. The Mob Col
123. Smuggler’s Island . .... .

.

. . . *

.

U
124. Soldiers Three *. . . . .; ........ .M-G
125. Passage West ;Par
126. Behave Yourself ....... ... . . , . . . ; ;

.

RKO
127. He Ran All the Way . . . ... . . .. . ... . .UA
128. Iron Man ur
129. Millionaire for Christy , . . . . . . .

.

, ,

,

.20th
130. Mudlark ,20th
131* . Tcircsit • • • a • • ••••• • • .* • « ** *

^ * * **** t

1*700,000
1.650.000
1.625.000
1.600.000
1,600,000
1,600,000
1,600,000
1,600,000
1,550,000
1,550,000
1,550,000
1,550,000
1.550.000
1.500.000
1,500,000
1.500.000
1.475.000
1.450.000
1,450,000
1,450,000
1,450,000
1.450.000
1.425.000
1,425,000
1.425.000
1.400.000
1,400,000
1.400.000
1.350.000
1.300.000
1,300,000
1,300,000
1,300,000
1,300,000
1.300.000
1.250.000
1,250,000
1,250,000
1,250,000
1,250,000
1,250,000
1.250.000
1.225.000
1.200.000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,150,OOO:
1,150,000
1.150.000
1*150,000
1.100.000
1,100,000
1,100,000
1,100,000
1.075.000
1.050.000
1,050,000
1,050,000
1.050.000
1.025.000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
1 .000

.

000
1

.000

.

000

thirds majority cannot be obtained
Ud to that point. “Miracle in
Milan” won on the fourth ballot
with 10 votes as against five for
“Roshomon,” Japanese importation
being released by RKO.
Miss Leigh took top honors bn

the fifth ballot, beating .Shelley
Winters, 10-5, Miss Winters re-
ceived the votes on the basis, of her
performance in “Place inftlie Sun,”
Paramount’s film adaptation of
Theodore Dreiser’s “An American
Tragedy.” Kennedy defeated Mar-
lon Brando (“Streetcar”) by 10-5
on the third ballot. Vote for best
director went to final and sixth
ballot with Kazan finally winning
out over George Stevens; who di-
rected “Place.”

Selection of “Miracle” marked
the fifth time that a Burstyn im-
port has won the Critics’ award.
His previous winners were “Open
City” (1946), “Paisan” (1948), “The
Bicycle Thief” (1949) and “Ways
of Love” (1950), “Miracle” also
marks sixth time that the prize-
winning foreign film was playing
the World Theatre* N. Y,

DE ROCHEMONT SETS

4 FILMS ON BURMA
Four films depicting problems of

real life in Burma have been
screenplayed by the Louis de
Rdchemont organization and will
be filmed in Burma as part of an
effort to develop a film industry
there.

Deal with de Rochemoiit was
set by the Economic Cooperation
Administration and the Burmese
government. Pact reportedly calls

for de Rochemont to receive a
guarantee of between $200,000 and
$250,000 convertible into dollars.

,
Project is viewed as part of the

U. S. program to render techni-
cal assistance to : . undeveloped
countries.

WB s Coast Meet
Meeting of. Warner Bros. West

Coast, district and branch managers
will be held in San Francisco
Jan. 14 with Roy Haines, western
division sales manager, presiding.*

:
Haines held a two-day confab

with midwest and prairie state /s-
trict and branch managers in Chi-
cago Friday (28) and Saturday (29).
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Quota of 'New Faces’
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Continued from pace 3

Mayo, Doris Day, Shelley Winters

and Elizabeth Taylor. ,

Kind of sandwiching that con-

tingent are the new, imestablished

(nr^

e
only semi-established) faces

and the oldtimers (mows or less)

who still count Among the latter

list Clark Gable, Bob Hope, JBing

Crosby Spencer Tracy, Errol

Flynm Abbott & Costello, Betty

Grable and Betty Hutton. The

gals' have faded faster than the

males.

On the other side of the sand-

wich are the relative newcomers

who’ve had star billing during the

past year. Topping them was un-

doubtedly Judy Holliday, who se-

cured a place for herself with the

success :
; of', “Bom Yesterday;”

Others include SfeVe‘ Cochran,

Howard Keel, Gene Nelson, Gary

Merrill, Jose Ferrer, Dale Robert-

sofa^eff Chandler, Louis Jourffan,

TowlGurtis, Debra Paget, Phyllis

Thaxteri Jean Peters, Sally For-

rest, Nancy Olsen and .Leslie

Caron. (For further sidelights on

“new faces”.see Whitney Williams’

report from Hollywood ' this

issue,)

A flock of other players fit in

indefinite categories somewhere
between those listed above. Same
situation as with actors appears

among directors and screenwriters.

There are plenty of new ones get-

ting a chance and lots of the older

ones disappearing. Situation among
producers shows less willingness

to experiment, many vets still

hanging on to the reins.

Players

Topping the list of male money
Stars is Peck, who was in “David
& Bathsheba,” “Capt. Horatio
Hornblower” and “Only the Vali-

ant,” which racked up a total Of

$11,750,000. Femme list is headed
by Miss Hayward^ who was seen in

“Bathsheba,” “I’d Climb the High-

est Mountai ” “Rawhide” and “I

Can Get It for You Wholesale.”
Together they grossed $12,525,000.

Among other players who were
in more than one pic on the list

are those below; Shown are how
many pix they were in and how
much those pix earned. That’s not
an indication, necessarily, ''of ' the

player’s drawing power, but of

how many theatregoers he or she
was exposed to during the year.

That could have, a strong effect on
a player's future, of course. Here
are the figures:

ACTORS
No. of Total
Pix Gross..

1. Gregory Peck.,..,,. 3 $11,750,000
2, Steve Cochran..... 5 . 7,600,000
3; Howard Keel.. 2 7,450,000
4. Martin &' Lewis... 2 7,150,000
5. Van Johnson....... 4 7,050,000
6. Gene Nelson....,;. 3 5,925,000
.7. Kirk Douglas,....* 3 5,500,000
8. Clifton Webb...... 3 5,450,000
9. William Holden.,.. 2 5,350.000

10. Red Skelton. ...... 3 5,250,000
11. Brod Crawford. , ... 2 5,200,000
12 Burt Lancaster. . ... 3 5,150,000
13. John Wayne ...... 2 5,050,000
14. Macdonald Carey.. 3 5,000,000
15. Ronald Reagan. . . 4 4,925,000
16. Robert Mitchum. 3 4,900,000
17. Bing Crosby. ....... 2 4.850,000
18. Richard Widmark,. 2 4,750,000
19. Spencer Tracy... 2 4,700,000
20. Gordon MacRae.... 2 4,400,000

ACTRESSES
1. Susan Hayward.... 4 12,525,000
2. Virginia Mayo..... 5 9,650,000
3. Doris Day 4 7,875,000
4. Ann Bl.vth . ........ 3 7,750,000
5. Shelley Winters.... 4 6,950,000
6. Elizabeth Taylor..; 2 6,600;000
7. Jane. Wyman. ...... 3 6,450,000
8. Ava Gardner 2 6,350.000
h. Kathryn Grayson.. 2 6,300,000

10. Ruth Hussey.. 2 6,100,000
11. Rhonda Flemi .. 5 6.075,000
12. Ruth Roman. . ; . . . . 3 5.900,000
13. Pat Neal........*,. 3 5,600.000.
14.. Gene Tierney...... 3 5,475.000
lo. Eleanor Parker.;.. .3 5,350.000
16. Jane Powell....... 2 4,350,000

17.

JBetty Grable....;,. 2 4,175,000
That there are many elements

beyond a -star’s draw that account
for his or her success is seen by
the fact that James Stewart topped
last year’s list with four, pix that
grabbed a total of $9,225,000. He
appeared in only one minor entry/
released in 1951. That was 20th’s
No Highway,” which did a meagre

$1,150,000.
"

,

, J - Producers
;

(

Producer list, Which was led last
year by Jerry Wald (15th this
year), Joseph Pasternak, William.
Jacobs and Darryl Zariuck, line up
this way for 1951:
1. Arthur Freed . ,

. , . . 3
2. Lepnard Goldstein. 5
"• Darryl F. Zariuck.. 2
4. William Jacobs..., 3
8. Hal Wallis....;.... 3
«• Joseph Pasternak... 2:
7. Anthony Veiller... 4

T Directors

$12,300,000
10,075,000
9.100.000
6.525.000
6.325.000
6.250.000
6.250.000

Among the directors, Henry
King (mainly thanks to “DAB”)

$9,150,000
7.600.000
7.500.000
7
6

,

6 .200.000
5,950,000

repeated last year’s win. Henry
Koster, who was second in 1950,
gave .way one place to Vincent Mi-
nelli, who was responsible for
“American, in Paris’’ and “Father’s
Little Dividend.” Here’s how the
leaders line up:
1. Henry .King.,-,...;*
2. Vincent Minelli. . ,

.

3. Henry Koster....,.,
4. Hal Walker........
5. Richard. Thorpe..;.
6.. Roy Del Ruth..;..,.
7. Henry Hathaway.

.

Screenwriters’ competition is

headed by an old Hollywood hand,
Philip Dunne (“How Green Was
My Valley), who scripted “D&B”
and collabbed on “Anne Of the In-
dies.” Runner-up is Oscar Brod-
ney, who’s., been writing on the
Coast for. some 10 years, but -got
his first big break doing “Harvey.”
In the trey spot with a profitable
twosome (“American in Paris” and
“Royal Wedding’’) is a fresh face,
Alan Jay Lerner. He’s, from Broad-
way.

Here’s how the screenwriters
shape up, allowing them full credit
for films on which they were only
collaborators, as well as the pix on
which they worked solo

:

MUNICH STUDIO BUYS

U.S. SCRIBE’S NOVEL
^ Berlin.
German language film rights to

“The Big Rape,” a historical novel
about the fall of Berlin to the
Red Army by James Wakefield
Burke, foreign correspondent for
the Indianapolis News, has been
purchased by producer Helmut
Weiss of Orlando Filin, Munich.
Weiss is reported, to have paid

$10,000 for the rights and intends
,l50,o6Q±t6 Spend., about $300,000 for the

The City of Berlin and
the Bonn Government are said to
be financing over 80% of the film.

Writers
1. Philip Dunne: . .

2. Oscar Brodney. . .

.

3. Alan Jay Lerrier. .

.

4. Ivan Goff & Ben
Roberts

5. Harry Joe Brown.

.

6. Albert Hackett . &
Frances Goodrich

7. Liam O’Brien. .....

$8,550,000
7.450.000
7.100.000

5.950.000
5.500.000

4.850.000
3.800.000

Paris.

A special subcommittee of the

French National Assembly has

been given powers to look into the

film industry crisis. It started out

by checking the books of the

Centre National du Cinema, the
government .body which sets

French production policy and
handles Various pix biz subsidies.

The group is reported interested

in why only the picture companies
alone, of all popular show biz

branches, had failed to show any
increase in attendance since 1938.

Figures were given out showing
that attendance at theatres and
concerts had gone up 51,000,000

in that period and that variety

show audiences had increased 29,-

000,000. Film theatre attendance
in the same period declined 38,-

000,000.

Minister of Production Louvel
did not reveal his plans for help-

ing the pic business. However, one
plan reported to be under consid-

eration is a cash award for quality

films to be paid from, funds of

the Centre National du Cinema,

The industry’s public relations

hit a new low when the Louis-

Delluc cinema prize jury Voted not

to make any 1951 awards, deciding

for the first time in 14 years to

withhold this prestige award until

the .quality of French filriis im-

proves.

In Aug. WB Release

Two of Warner Bros.’ top pic-

tures of the year are slated for re-

lease during August. They are

“The Story of Will Rogers,” star-

ring Will Rogers, Jr. and Jane Wy-
man, and “Where’s Charley?,”

with Ray Bolger and Allyn Mc-
Lerie recreating their original

stage roles;..

Latter was filmed i England,

enabling Warners to use frozen

coin! Will Rogers yarn had been

a Warner story property for a long

tithe; Both films are in Techni-

color.

Exhibs in 68 Cities

Urged to Aid CD
Exhihs in 68 cities have been

urged by
.

the Council of Motion

Picture Organizations to cooperate

with the Civil Defense Administra-

tion in staging and promotion of

civil defense exhibits in their com-

munities. _
Three motorized CD convoys

will toiir the country beginning in

February.

Often, over past years, rivalry to
ring up the biggest score has be-
come hevted between two compa-
nies with top-grossing pix.

, Prime
instance was the competition in
1947 between Samuel Goldwyn
With his “Best Years of Our Lives”
and David O. Selznick With “Duel
In the Sun.” Currently, 20th-Fox
is scratching to overtake the lead
Paramount’s “Samson and Delilah”
holds over Darryl F. Zanuck’s
“David and Bathsheba;”

“S&D,” which Went out in 1950,
when business was a little better is

expected to gross in U.S. and Can-
ada between $8,000,000 and $9,000,-

000> nearer the latter. That’s a lot

different from the $11,000,000 Par
was counting on at the end of 1950.
20th is figuring on $7,000,000

—

although the Par erdw, with expe-
rience behind it, claims the figure
is nigh impossible to achieve. 20th
is citing lots of facts and figures to

prove it should be easy.*

“S&D” in its pre-release, upped-
price engagements, garnered slight-

ly over- $5,400,000 in 2,100 dates.

“D&B,” which wound up its pre-
release at the year’s end, got just

over $4,000,000 in 3,300 playoffs.

Par expected $5,500,000 the first

time around at regular prices, and
will wind up with $3,500,000 or
slightly less. “D&B,” which goes
into regular release next, month,
will have to get $3,000,000 out of
that cycle to justify its estimate.

Upped Rentals
I

Year, incidentally, saw an excep-
tionally large flock of pix on which
upped terms were sought. They
included, aside from “D&B,” Met-
ro’s “American In Paris,” Warner
Bros.’ “Streetcar Named Desire,”
Columbia’s “Born Yesterday” and
Paramount’s “Place In the Sun.”
That makes the. standing of “Show
Boat” as second in Variety’s cur-
rent list of 1951 top-grossers even
more spectacular. It got $5,200,000
—the largest sum ever rung up by
Metro in selling a film at regular
scale terms.

Incidentally, in the battle be-
tween Goldwyn and Selznick for
top honors, “BYOL” edged “Duel”
out by small amount. “Best
Years” scored $10,400,000 against

“Duel’s” $10,000,000. Both pix

were sold on a roadshow basis,

however, making comparisons be-

tween them—-and between them
and other pix—very difficult; Much
depends on individual bookkeeping
on roadshow dates as to what is

charged off in the way of advertis-

ing, house staffs, etc., against re-

corded rentals.

For the same reason, the gross

of “Cyrano” (Kramer-UA) is diffi-

cult to figure. The $1,900,000 cred-

ited to it in the current tabulation

is admittedly a compromise. It got

about $600,000 via roadsho'wing,

but expanses were extremely high,

so it would be unfair to add that

entire figure to expected gross

from first rcgulair release.

Other; roadshow pix , that, went
put during 1951 were “The Riyer”
(McEldo\yney-UA) and “Tales of

Hoffmann’ (Korda-Lopert). Some
possibility is seen of “Hoffmann”
hitting the $l!000,p00 mark needed
to get it bn the Variety list, but

experts hold out little hope of “The
River’’ reaching that; figure.

1951 Did Well Springing

on
By WHITNEY WILLIAMS

Hollywood.
With fresh faces and new stars

constituting motion pictures’ hope
for the future, the year 1951 did
right well in springing enough up-
coming talent to give 1952 a rosy
hue.
The point of new-face develop-

ment was strongly brought out dur-
ing UI’s December Sales Sessions
in Hollywood,' when division and
district managers generally empha-
sized the value to the company of
the studio having developed during
past year a good half. dofeen new
players.

Sales delegates stated that these
had been accorded “terrific accept-
ance all over the country,’’ and
agitated for

.
the studip to continue

this type of activity; Concensus
was that -this is a “surefire method;
of helping business.”
Other studios have likewise been

aware qf the value of new faces,

for there lias been a great display
during the, year past of unknowns
and comparative unknowns draw-
ing top: spots in films.

Joining UI in such practice,

Metro was a particular adherent to

the theory, as well as giving other
new talent an opportunity in small-
er roles. Leslie Caron was brought
from Paris to costar with Gene
Kelly in “An American in Paris;”

and instantly registered. She fol-

lowed this with costar roles in

“The Man With a Cloak” and “Glory
Alley.” Pier Angeli is another im-
port, from Italy, and after bowing
in “Teresa,” next teamed W i t h
Stewart Granger in “The Light
Touch.” Ralph Meeker, costar with
Miss Angeli in. “Teresa,” followed
this with a top spot in “Shadow in

the Sky.”

Vic Damone’s 1st
~

(

Vic Damonc, although a name
in the singing world, screcrt-

debuted as a costar in “Rich, Young
and Pretty,” and Fernando Lamas,
after a top part in "The Law and
the Lady,” quickly was costarred
in “Rich;” following this opposite
Lana Turner in “The Merry Wid-
ow.” Dawn Addams, English ac-

tress, after appearing prominently
in

.
“Night Into M b r n i n g” and

“Singi ’ in the Rain,” was teamed
with Peter Lawford in “The Hour
of 13;” D o r e t ta Morrow was
rushed from the N. Y; stage to co-

star with Mario Lanza in “Because
You’re Mine,” for her bow.
The names to which UI sales

chiefs referred included Piper
Laurie, Tony Curtis, Rock Hudson,
Julia. Adams. Joyce Holden, Peggy
Dow. Miss LaUrie and Curtis are

becoming established both individ-

ually and as a team, in the latter

category attracting particularly in

their first, “The Prince Who Was a

Thief,” then in “Son of All Baba "

Hudson did yeoman service in

“The Iron Man,” following this as

star in both “Bend of the River”
and “Has Anybody Seen My Gal?’
Miss Adauis bowed as sccon d

ffemme lead in “Bright Victory,”

following this as costar in “Holly-
wood Story,’’ “Finders Keepers,”
“Treasure of the Canyon,” latter

with William Powell, and “Bend of
the River.”

Miss Holden drew femme lead

and registered solidly as a come-
dienne i “You Never Can Tell,”

after several' smaller roles. Miss
Dow, following a number of ap-
pearances on her own lot, w a s

loaned to Samuel Goldwyn for
.
a

star role; in “I Want You.” Yvette
Dugay; ‘ another potential stellar-

ite, having costarred in “The Cim-
arron Kid.”

Bltimberg, Bergman
Out of the Hospital

Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy,

and his aide, Maurice Bergman,
were .

discharged from . different

N. Y. hospitals last week.
Blumberg was at Doctors Hospi-

tal for about a month on a “rou-

tine checkup” and Bergman at

New York Hospital for two weeks

with a virus.

none
.the less impressive hew stars.

Outstanding here are Mitzi Gay-
nor, Dale Robertson and Marilyn
Monroe, with several others being
accorded stellar opportunities.

Miss Gaynor, after a bright
debut In “My Blue Heaven” arid a
followup in “Take Care of My Lit-
tle Girl,” won stardom in

‘ 4Th
Golden Girl” arid “The I Dori’t
Care

;
Girl,” biopix of Lotta Crab-

tree arid Eva Tanguay, respective-
ly. She also is one of the star
names in “We’re Not Married.”
Robeytson, ,a Nit Holt discovery;
Was snapped up by 20tK-Fox after
a single . appearance arid imme-
diately launched upon a series of
top and star roles, including “Take
Caro,” “Golden Girl,” “Return of
the Texan,” “Lydia Bailey” and
“Outcasts of Poker Flat.”

Miss Monroe, a lush, sexy blonde
who had done a number of pic-'

tures for both Columbia and 20th-
FOx before, her elevation to star*,

dom, got her first taste of it on
loariout to Wald-KraSna for “Clash
by Night;” Next came “Don’t
Bother to Knock,” opposite Riclir

ard Widmark, and “We’re Not Mar-
ried.”

Anne Francis caught studio at-

tention in “So Good, So Bad” arid
“Whistle Stop at Eaton Falls,” both
produced in the east, was term-
pactcd and immediately cast in top
femme role with Clifton Webb in
“Elopement.” Jeffrey Hunter and
Helene Stanley are being star-

groomed, former having scored in
“Take Care,” latter in “Return of
the Texan.”

Columbia’s Ray* LaWrance
.. {

Paramount’s Efforts

Paramount, in an earnest effort

to develop fresh talent,, has set up
a pool Of promising new c o mers
dubbed The Golden

;
Circle. Addi-

tionally. studio set opera star Rob-
ert Merrill for one of the top spots

in. “Aaron Slick from P u n k i n
Crick;” After having made a bril-

liant impression in a brief singing

seq lie n ce in “Here Comes the

Groom,” 15-year-old Arina Maria
Alberghetti, from Italy, now is to

star in “The Goddess.”
Golden Circle persohaliti.es who

already have started their Upward
trek include Barbara Rush, lead in

“When Worlds Collide” and “Flam-,

ing Feather;” Michael Moore, co-

star in “Silver City,” “Lbs Alamos;”
Susan Morrow', “War bonnet,”
“Giant T i m b e r;” Joan Taylor,

“Warborinet.”
Twentieth-Fox has fewer but

Columbia Is banking on a pair,

Aldo Ray and Jody Lawrance, and
Edward Small, Who . releases
through Columbia, has Tony Dex-
ter. Ray first attracted in “Sat-
urday’s Hero,” following this with
co-star role with Judy Holliday in
“The Marrying Kind.” "Miss Law-
rance, a Texas swimmel* who was
in Larry Crosby’s “Aquacade,”
started out as a lead and appeared
in five films before the first was
released. These include “Mask of
the Avenger,” “The Family Secret,”
“Son of Dr. jekyll,” “10 Tall Men”
and “The Brigand.” Dexter, after
bowing in “Valentino,” seconded
with “Brigand.”
Warners crashed through with

two Who appear likely to develop
into star names. Mari Aldon played
opposite Gary Cooper in her first,

in “Distant Drums;” This film also
offered Richard Webb, of much
promise although not a Warner
contractee. Miss Aldon followed
with “The Tanks Are Coming,” op-
posite Steve Cochran. Eve Miller
appeared opposite Kirk Douglas
in “The Big Trees” for her initial

role.

RKO started off Elizabeth Thre-
att, a Gotham model, in costar role
with K|rk Douglas in “The Big
Sky,” Howard Hawks .production.
Margaret Sheridan, also a model,
likewise drew femme lead in an-
other Hawks’ production, “The
Thing.” Kenneth Tobey, following
a few small parts, starred in thi

film;

Muriel Lawrance, with grand
opera experience, stars in Repub-
lic’s “Bal Tabarin” for her first

screen role. Beverly Michaels co-

starred with Hugo Haas for her
screen launching, in “Pickup” and
"The Girl on the Bridge.”

PIX AID DEFENSE DEPT.

IN FEMME RECRUITING
To boost enlistmlent of women;

in the armed forces, the film in-

dustry, in cooperation with the
Department of Defense,, is pre-
paring a promotional campaign in

Which every branch of the indus-
try will

.
contribute. Exact nature

of the promotional activities is ex-
pected to be set at a Washington
luncheon in the Pentagon Jan. 18.

Defense Secretary Robert A.
Lovett will invite about 20 leaders

of the pic industry to the luncheon
confab.
Preliminary talks on films’ part

in the enlistment drive have been
held: for, the last two weeks, with
Arthur L, Mayer, exec v.p. of the

Council of Motion Picture
.
Organi-

zations, conferring with Mrs. Arina

Rosenberg, Assistant Defense Sec-

retary, and other, officers of the

Defense Department.
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Congratulations on your 46th Anniversary

SAM KATZMAN
Columbia Pictures
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Director
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For March Release: "BELLES ON THEIR TOES"

In Preparation: "HOW NlGH IS UP"
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PAT DUGGAN
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PINE-THOMAS PRODUCTIONS
FOR

• * * * * * *

/

Current

“HONG KONG”
Starring

RONALD REAGAN - RHONDA FLEMING
. » *

Color by Technicolor

“THE BLAZING FOREST”
Starring

JOHN PAYNE
WILLIAM DEMAREST - AGNES MOOREHEAD

RICHARD ARLEN - SUSAN MORROW
Color by Technicolor

“CARIBBEAN GOLD”
Starring

JOHN PAYNE - ARLEEN DAHL
Color by Technicolor

By AL HORWITS
Hollywood.

Let's see; there’s Mother’s Day*
Father’s Day, Most Valuable Play-
er Award and the Academy Award
There’s a day for everything in-

cluding gorgpnzola cheese and
plastic mousetraps, and there’s an
award for anyone and everything
that breathes in Hollywood, ex-
cept, of course, the poor publicity
purveyor’s pilot.

Why not an award for thisMost
soul? We could call it The Most
Courageous Man of the Year, or
The Man With the Most Cuts, that
is, after they remove the ulcers.

Spend a day with a studio pub-
licity director and see for your-
self.' Come along for an ordinary
day around the lot. You report at

nine o’clock and rush to a meet-
ing and while you are exchanging
thoughts in the meeting room the
phone back in the office is maki
more noise than the proverbial t\v

skeletpns playing canasta on a tin

roof.

So you come back to yoUr desk.

;
where the morning mail and th

trade papers are waiting. Oops!
Where did that son-of-a-misguided
Moslem get that story? Pearl, get
me that producer On the phone.
I’ll tell him off about calling the
trades with that story. Listen,

Mac; Don’t be making announce-
ments for us. Leave it to the pub-
licity department. If you want to

be a planter go buy yourself some
seeds. Oh, you didn’t know you
weren’t supposed to tell the press?
Well, Mac, you know now.

So you hang up and get to the.

mail. What’s that? Louella
(Continued on page 94)

WILLIAM H. PINE WILLIAM C. THOMAS

It There's

\ Cord ZarlctOM

The entire blockfront

of ocean-privacy

40th to 4lit St*.

COMPLETELY
AIR-CONDITIONED

Rciervation*.

Walter Jacob*

N. Y Oflice.TR 4-319)

CLAUDE BINYON
UNDER CONTRACT TO

CENTURY - FOX AND PARAMOUNT
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Mrs. Ted Lewis,
President.
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“SILVER CITY”

“DENVER and RIO GRANDE”
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NOW PREPARING FOR 1952

U I SMITH
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u

a

//KING COOPER##

ROY

in U-l
Continued from page 92 5s _

calling? Put her on, Pearl. No,
darling, that is not so. I tell you
she isn't. Definitely not. Abso-
lutely. How can she be? She isn't

even married.

Back to the mail. Who? Shelley
Winters. Put her on, Pearl. Hiya,
Shel. Now wait a minute, Shel,

hold on, I didn’t give that story to

Hopper. I tell you I didn’t. Don't
call . me that, Shel, I’m a respect-

able married man. All right; i’ll

find out. I’ll ask her. Goodbye,
Shel. Ouch! Pearl, make a note
to put another piece of felt in this

earpiece.
Get roe Hopper. Hello, darling.

Where did you get that item abojt
Shelley and Vittorio Gassman? The
one you headed “The Gassman
Cometh.’’ Oh, she did?

. That’s
all, sweetheart. Talk with you
later.

Back to the: mail. Next week
there’ll be two magazine editors,

out from the east. .
A guy from the

New York office who probably
wants my job. A guy from Wash-
ington who Wants to tie up our
players with deep freezers and
mink coats. The movie critic oE

the Pratt Falls (Mo.) Bugle. And
a couple of dozen assorted guys
with introductions from people I’v

never heard of. Pearl, get my cal-

endar and tell my wife I won’t be
home for dinner next week. And
you better order another bottle of

bicarb.

More Ideas
1

Well, you’ve got a pretty good
idea there, Joe, but I doubt if

President Truman would really

take the time to fly out here from
Washington to accept the first

bagel from Tony for National
Bagel Week.
Sometimes I think you fellows

are stressing too much sex iii. your
ideas. What we need a good
human interest angle that will real-

ly hit the wires. Now while you
boys have been yakking for the

past half hour it occurred to me
that we might get the Midwestern
Association of Tree Surgeons to

name Tony the male movie star

with the sexiest limbs of. 1952. See
what I mean, boys?
And while I’ve got you all to-

gether, boys, I might as well tell

you that the little matter of ex-
pense accounts has come up again.

The front office wants to know if

the columnists out here are really

worth their weight in gold as has
been indicated by a few of the

|

choicer bit of expense account
prose during the past week. All 1

can say is that you planters had
better begin reaping a little, too.

Okay, boys. What was it you
wanted to see me about? Hey,
Pearl, where did the gang go? Oh,
it’s six o’clock. Well, get the steam
room, Pearl, and see if Frankie has
the pressure Up. Tell him I’m on
my way!

ROWLAND

“BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON”
W. B.

“5000 FINGER OF DR* F
KRAMER -COLUMBIA
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By TERRY TURNER
(RKO Exploitation Chief)

Every year I read about, or listen

to, the interesting proceedings of

the really great Academy of Motion
Picture Arts Awards. This and
that star gets an Oscar, and I even
hear of some technical chap get-

ting some kind of slap on the back
for some benefit lie has given to

the industry. The quips are smart
and splendid, the choked sobs and
nervous laughter of the recipients

of these awards are not to be
sneezed at for. their emotional com

tent; but I am still waiting to hear
or read about . some odd form of

Oscar or a tidbit of an award for

a single, or even a collective, brain-

child culled from the advertising,

publicity or exploitation depart-

ments of the many companies turn-

ing out, motion pictures. I have
always thought that they may have
had a lot to do with those Oscars
and Awards so freely handed out

to others.
Certainly we all know some

Season's Greetings

ESSANESS

WOODS

“classics” that would have died
aborning were it not for the ad-
vertising, publicity and exploita-

tion that gave it life and Wings to

carry it to Oscarville and Award-
land.

Let it not be said that there is

no artistry in advertising, public-

ity and exploitation. True, it varies

in its degrees and ofttimes out-

matches and outsells the artistry

found in story, talent, direction and
production. I have known of more
time, thought and energy being put
into the advertising, publicity and
exploitation of a motion picture

than the production itself. That
is particularly true when film folks

start out to have pheasant pro-

duction and wind up with turkey.

Let’s get this straight, also, be-
fore someone gets the idea that

this “jerk Turner” thinks he has
been neglected in the matter of

Oscars and Awards. I have never
accomplished anything that 1 think
deserves such encomium, so this

article can have no personal appli-

cation. Also, L know of; no other
single individual in advertising,

publicity or exploitation, whom I

could name offhand worthy of an
Oscar or an Award. There might
be, but I repeat, I don’t know them.

But I do know of entire depart-
ments in advertising, publicity and
exploitation^ who have in the past
and will in the future earn recog-
nition for their collective work in

presenting a motion picture pro-
duction to the public and I think
it would be worthy and fitting of
the great Academy to include that
in their awards.

GREETINGS

RUSSELL MARKERT

NO CITY MISK HAU

NEW YORK CITY
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FLYING LEATHERNECKS

THE RACKET

THE KOREAN STORY

RLACKREARD THE PIRATE
(III Technicolor)

THE DAY THEY GAVE BABIES AWAY

AFRICAH INTRIGUE
(lii Technicolor)

1 K ©
RADIO

Never A Doll Moment
T ./

-

Hollywood;
After 20 years as a Hollywood

p;a., a guy ought to have plenty
of highlights packed away in his

memory bag. There is one draw-
back to reminiscing, however—you
have to find time to relax and
think of nothing else. Now if such
a luxury were to come my way,
I might remember a lot of things
which I’ve experienced, or seen
happen to press agent friends dur-
ing two decades. Like, for instance:

OUTDOOR
REFRESHMENT;

SERVICE /
from Coast I

to Coast
'

[

ovor % Century

Refreshment

Service for

DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

PA ItTP——- — II

There was the producer who
wanted an honorary college degree
fof making an epic. When the press
department couldn't interest a big
university, he said he’d settle for

a degree each from two small
colleges ... . The drama critic in
Portland who gave a Paramount
picture a bad review, then later

ran in his column: “We’re hereby
getting back into the good graces
Of Paramount by printing the
following recipe on how to cook
carrots by Miss Betty Hutton of
that, studio.’’ . . . And the press
gathering to watch Dorothy
Lamour give up her sarong for-

ever by burning it. The cloth failed

tp, burn, even when doused with
gasoline. How’d the press agent
know the wardrobe dept, had fire-

proofed it for safety? « . . The
columnist who never Would accept
gossip handouts, saying she made

up her own chatter so she could

,

be sure it was exclusive .
", . The

time, too, when the gagster pro-
duction man 'gave the unsophisti-
cate p.a. from Harvard the story,

of having to make water wings
for a

.
herd Of non-swimming cattle

for a Hopalong Cassidy film—-and
the crazy item got printed!

|
Takes Yer Cherce

|

Oh yes, the astounding serious-
ness of the neophyte publicist who
wrote three canned reviews for the
press book—one a rave; one luke-
warm, and the other a vicious pan
—and when told to quit kidding,
replied, “Isn’t this a service we
give drama editors—what’ll a per-
son have to Vj print if he doesn’t
like the picture?’’ . . , The day
on “Boom Town” when we saw
Gable step into ’ bit player’s
punch and sustain the split lip

that cost thousands in delay. Told
it was our neck if anything got
out on this, we rushed back to
the office to find a newspaperman
already

,
on the ‘phone asking for

verification of the story; That was
final proof how full of news-tippers
Hollywood is . . . The hippo, im-
ported for. a jungle scene, which,
the instant he was put into an
ocean bay, sank and never came
up. No one had told the movie-
makers hippos ,can’t live in salt

Water . . . The press agent who
conceived the idea of combining
features of 10 top he-men actors
to~ make up Peggy Hopkins Joyce’s
ideal man. The result looked like
a pansy but the composite job cost
$50, and he had to get it printed,
so sold his soul for its play in
one edition . . , The femme star
Who telephoned the flack to come
right out to the set. Girding him-
self for a beef; he listened in
amazement as she said, “The lead
in this pencil is too hard for keep-
ing our gin rummy score; may I.

trade it to you for of those
soft-lead ones?”
Among other events: our “last

laugh” at the guy who used to
kill all pur cheesecake photos at

the censor’s office and who, after
losing that job, went to work on
a paper and telephoned to plead
for art sexy enough to please his
boss . , . The “drama editor” on
a small southern paper Who wrote
frequently for personally auto-
graphed photPs and who, when
finally .checked on by a field man,
proved to be the office boy who,
by that time, had the finest collec-

tion of inscribed photos in the
country . . . The famous femme
mind-reader, the chief peg for a
campaign, who astounded the press
by her “second sight” and then
cooked everything nicely, when she
lost some jewelry, by asking the
cops to locate it for her ... The
gag expense account of $1,200 that
a press agent turned in for court-
ing the magazine editor he’d just
married.

And how can we forget the little

Swedish girl Who was brought by
stillmen to pose in shorts with
the U. S. C. college track stars
running and jumping and whom
we, still a college senior, were
told, “is some new actress named
Greta Garbo” . . The wonderful
line in a "movie review: “The
story’s nothing much—just some-
thing O. Henry might have writ-
ten” . . . The time our traveling

pal, Rufus . Blair, couldn’t find! a
rpom in Cincinnati and booked
himself into a hospital as a patient
who recovered miraculously after
a night’s sleep . . . The life-size

lobby cutout of Mae West With
flaps patrons could lift to see what
was, worn below—rwhich got killed,

but fast.

New York Theatres

starrint

JANE RUSSELL' SROUCMMARK

FRANK SMATM
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stir nonnt
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Rockefeller Center
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SOUP TO NUTS!
of

By JEROME LAWRENCE & ROBERT E. LEE

-1

Hollywood.

Remember radio? That grand old cabinet that used to

cit in your living room, and pour forth sounds of melody

and laugher? - It wasn’t a demanding old friend. It didn’t

ihrottle conversation, tether your children, or hypnotize

vour household with eye-aching little b.lue lines. Radio

would even let you read a newspaper once in a while. It'

rtirnuraged you to close your eyes and imagine things. It

declined to hog your attention, like a bratty child. And it

almost never brought youJMiltonBerle

Gone* gone are those dear old days! Gone the way

of the hobble-skirt, the high-wheeled bicycle and the horse-

drawii fire engine. So perhaps the houn has oome for

those of us who love the past to savour the sweetness of

those televisionless times. .-.

But it wasn’t all sweetness, to be sure. There, was a

pitfall in the very simplicity of radio. A man stood in

front of microphone and talked or played the flute,

and people all over the country heard him. That was all

there was to it. It was so elementary that almost every-

body thought they knew how it should be done. Even

sponsors. Today, of course, everything is different. In

television, the mere mention of words such as “sync im-

pulse,” ‘‘spurious image” or “Put another silk on the key-

fight, Harry!” is enough to send even the most courageous

sponsors scurrying back to their assembly-lines. And if

the “expert” is wearing 'an exposure-meter on a string

around his neck, he is well-night unassailable.

In the ancient days of radio, however, the so-called

“creative people” never enjoyed this immunity. When a

sponsor came on safari to Hollywood, anybody in the studio

or; control-room was fair game. Even from the remoteness

Of the eastern seaboard, a practiced sponsor could take

pot-shots at his Hollywood drudges with a lorig-distance

weapon called the “teletype,” Woe unto the writer, pro-

ducer or account executive who erred before the baleful

eye of the man who paid the bills! One withering blast

from the teletype—and he was doomed as surely as a

limping pachyderm -in the sights of Frank Buck’s ele-

phant gun.
It is with a sense of historical importance, therefore,

that we bring to light this series of hitherto unpublished

documents of the by-gone “Age of Radio.” Believing that

men are best understood from the letters they write, we
offer the ensuing Correspondence without footnotes or com-

mentary. As memorabilia of a literary form, now forever

lost to us, this correspondence may well achieve a stature

comparable to. the letters Of Samuel Johnson, or the Long-

feilow-Thackeray Correspondence. Only, the judgment of

posterity can decide.
There ensues what we shall call: “The RiddelbWharton-

Tashman-Welles Correspondence.”
.

RIDDELL SOUP COMPANY
Offi of the President

Trenton, N. J.,

Aug. 19.

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Raymond Wharton
Wharton, Peabody & Clark

Equitable Bldg,

Hollywood, Californi

i Dear Ray:
All of us here in Trenton want to be helpful in mak-

ing our new radio show a hard-headed advertising success.

Although I do not consider myself an expert on; radip

production, I am an average radjo listener,, hence, feelfully,

qualified to pass judgment on what is good or bad i

radio entertainment.

Feel “WHAT NEXT?” is great program title. Do

not say this, only because I though of title. Have taken a

private pool of a number of people here in Trenton,,

including miy secretary, my wife, and our vice-president i

charge of new soups. All feel “WHAT NEXT?" has li

less possibilities. It cpn .mean anything. We can jump

from a death-bed scene with Norma. Shearer to Helen

Jepson. singing “Mighty Lak A Rose" (incidentally,

“Mighty Lak A Rose" i.s my wife's favorite piece of musi

and I feel that it may be an ideal theme-song for the

program. However, this is not a “must".)

As w.e discussed in my office last Thursday,, the guest-

stars on “WHAT NEXT?" must be absolutely topnotch

Hollywood names. We are paying a /lot of money for thi

program; and will be satisfied with nothing short, of the

Clark. Gables, the Rudy Vallees and the Greer Garlands.

Also, the telk/on the program must be very clever. As we
all know, you can't make good soup out of second-grade

spinach. Give us a program with real
" “ and every-

body will be happy."
Regards,

J. B. Riddell, President

P.S.: Let me know .immediately who you are hiring to

write the talk.

WESTERN UNION

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF- 22 AUG,
9:04 P

MR. J. B. RIDDELL
RIDDELL SOUPS
TRENTON, NJ

DEAR J. B.: RICHARD TASHMAN AND MARC WELLES

ARE AVAILABLE TO WRITE SCRIPT FOR "WHAT NEXT?"

TASHMAN IS AUTHOR OF “LAKE OF DARKNESS"—
NEWEST BROAbWAY HIT. WELLES ALMOST WON
PULITZER PRIZE FOR HIS NOVEL “THE RESTLESS YEARS".

BOTH HAVE EXTENSIVE RADIO EXPERIENCE. AGENT
DEMANDS THREE THOUSAND DOLLARS PER WEEK FOR
team. This is more than we planned to spend
FOR WRITING, BUT BELIEVE TASHMAN AND WELLES

CAN PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY WHICH RID SOUPS
DESIRES IN PROGRAM. IP APPROVE, PLEASE WIRE

AUTHORIZATION FOR INCREASED EXPENDITURE*

RAY WHARTON

WESTERN UNION

TRENTON, NJ, 22 AUG. II;I9P

MOAYMOND WHARTON
WHARTON, PEABODY & CLARK
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

FEEL PRICE IS FANCY FOR JUST WRITING. BUT YOU
ARE COOKING THE SOUP. MUST SPARE NO EXPENSE
TO MAKE SHOW SMASH.

RIDDELL

TELETYPE TO RAYMOND WHARTON, WP&C, HWOOD,
CAL DEAR RAY: HAVE JUST READ SCRIPT FOR FIRST

BRDCST OF “WHAT NEXT?" COMMERCIAL IS ALL
WRONG; WHEN * ANNCR SAYS: “OH, BOY, WHAT A
TASTE THRILL" SHOULD READ "OH, . BOY; WHAT A
REAL TASTE.THRILL". INSERT WORD "REAL". BETWEEN
"A" AND* "TASTE". RIDDELL.

Clipping from Art Crosjey's radio column, syndicated: 400

newspapers in the United States and Canada:.

Hollywood; September' 5

The new Riddell Soup program "WHAT. NEXT?" proemed

'.from, Hollywood .last night, It's one of the most lavish,

and. star-studded Ventures to hit the ether.. I hate to

think how many* cans of chicken-noodle have .to go across

the counter to pay. for this radi ish-mosh.

“WHAT NEXT?" Has everything, and therefore it has. noth-

ing. it runs the gamut from the absurd to the. ridiculous.

Tashman and Welles, two able scripters, seem to have

been- -hurried into mediocrity. Their adaptation of

“The Barrets of Wimpota Street" was over before I knew

which character was Robert Browning'. Brian Ahearne,

Shirley Temple, Spike Jones, Andy Russell and Cotton-

seed Clark performed ably in a half-hour revue that was

doomed to failure. The opening, broadcast had every-

thing including two kitchen! sinks; and I suspect ther

ight have beep a. third, if the network hadn't cut the

show off the air.for running pvertime. It was the kindest

cut of all. /I've never been 50 glad to hear those 'thrpe

gongs.

Riddell Soup has succeeded in only one thing: they have

put mulligatawny on the air.

MEMORANDUM FROM THE PRESIDENT

Wharton: The attached clipping, is one of several unfavor-,

able reviews which we have received on last night. s- show..

This kind of publi ity is harmful to oiir sales and or

ti

I have asked myself: "Why was last night's broadcast

a failure?." The answer is clear to me. The script was

wrong. The wrong words were used. We are paying

Tashman and Welles a great deal of money tp use the.

right words. When we hire a chef to make our soup here

at Trenton, we expect him to put in the right ingredients

at the right time at fhe right temperature and to cook it

info great soup. Tashman and. Welles are not. giving us

great soup.

It is very unfortunate that the commercial announce-

ment which I wrote was' cut off. the air from lack of time.

This must riot happen agai

RIDDELL SOUP COMPANY
Office of the President

Trenton, N, J:

September 1.2

MEMORANDUM TO: Mr. Raymond Wharton,

Wharton, Peabody ft Clark

Hollywood, Californi

Dear Ray:

Felt that last night's broadcast had more sass than

opener. .We are on the right track. However, I have made

a list of a few logical rules which I want Tashman arid

Welles to follow from now on in Writing the program.

( 1 ) Program must have good taste, personality arid sass.

(2) There is no place for. anything, artistic on "WHAT
NEXT?" Radio listeners do not. like art. Nothing artist!

has ever succeeded on the air.

( 3 ) The jokes must be. funny. There is nothing less, funny

than a joke-, which is.-not laughed-at.-

(4) The guest-stars must be a surprise. There is no sur-

prise to having Edgar Bergen arid Charlie McCarthy bn the

same program. But it would be real showmanship to team

up Rubinoff and. Lissie. ( By the way,,why not team up

Rubinoff and Lassie? My Wife thinks it would be a very

funny idea.)
. . ,

(5) Feel we should use only familiar m u s ,c on the Pr0?

gram and .
be sure we hear the. melody.; People do not want

to hear the harmony, they want to hear the tune. I would

(ike to hear one broadcast whore the whole Orchestra p ayed

nothing but the tune, Tthout ,any. harmony, This could.

make. radio history. . • ..j- -

All right, Ray, left pull this whole thi lth •

bang.
Regards,

.IB.

TELETYPE TO WHARTON, PEABODY & CLARK, iHWOOD C, ,L.

HOOPER RATING OFJ.9 IS VERY UNSATISFACTORY.
“HYMNS OF ALL CHURCHES" HAS BIGGER AUDIENCE THAN
“WHAT NEXT?" .FEEL THAT ROOT OF TRUBL IS WRITING.
THE TALK ON THE SHOW IS NOT SASSY ENUF. THERE ARE
NOT ENUF VERBS IN THE WRITING. VERBS ARE WHAT*
MAKE WRITING SASSY. TELL TASHMAN&WELLES WE WANT
MORE VERBS & FEWER NOUNS '& PREPOSITIONS. RIDDELL.

RIDDELL'S ACRES
Learning's Lane

Doylosburg, Pa.

10/7/
Dear Ray,

. The folks here at the farm liked fast /night's show, osp..

Mimi Benzell singing "Shorliri' Bread", Howe.vor, I felt

much of .the script was far below standard.

Take the place whoro Montgomery says: "Thank you,

Frances, for singing a beautiru) song." Is this supposed to

be great radio talk? Is this what We are paying $3,000
a week for? Not a verb, t'o sass in if. What else could
she sing but a. song? And the audience. has just heard it

so why do we have to toll them/ it was beautiful? And why
should we thank her? Slid is paid. From now on, nobody
is to ..get thanked ontho program,

My wife, who has had several poems published in the

Trenton paper, pointed out that. on last night's sliow the

word " " was repeal od throe times, With- all the Words
there are in the English larniiage arid for alj tho money we

.

are paying. Tashman ft \V "oS, I say they should not. repeat,

words. This, is like soiling fhe same can of soup twice.

People Will not stand for it.

Yrs.,

J.B.

WESTERN UNION
TRENTON NJ, 22 Oct 909A Ni

RAYMOND WHARTON
WHARTON PEABODY ft CLARK
HWOOD, CALIF

NOBODY ON OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS HAS EVER HEARD
OF A SINGER NAMED JOT STAFFORD. "WNaT NEXT?"

MUST HAVE SINGING STARS WHICH ARE HOUSEHOLD
WORDS, SUCH AS RICHARD CROOKES AND GENE AUSTIN.

RIDDELL.

FROM THE DESK OF THE PRESIDENT
I I/I

Ray,

Have just read script for next week's broad-

cast.

My son Jonathan, who started in at Choate this

fall, could Write boiler talk for the, radio; "WHAT
NEXT?" is riot giving people what thoy want, Peo-

ple are not listening,, which is why we do not have a

larger Cooper rating.

If Tashman & Wollos cannot do the job,

somebody else,

Riddell

Teletype to jb riddell pres riddell sykmb xxxxxx soup
TRENTQN NJ 9 NOV. TAT IMAN&WELLES HV DISAPPEARD

WITHOUT WRITNG SCRIPT FOR NXT WK. NO TRACE OF
THEM. AM TRYNG TO SIGN NORMAN CORWIN & SID

SILVERS AS TEAM TO REPLACE T.&W. ADVISE IF ANY
OBJCTIQN. WHARTON.

Mr. J. B. Riddell, President

Riddell Soup Company

Trenton, N;J.

Palm Springs, Calif.

November I I

Dear Mr. Riddell:

During the past several months, we have been the re-

lents of your helpful advice concerning our craft, i.

• writing talk for the radi V/e blush to admit that we have

done nothing, to. repay you. for your kiridriess.. Believing that

one good turn deserves ano/her* wp hasten to make amends,

for put negligence.

Wie freely admit that we are not
.
professionals in the

soup game. However, we have both boon e vtmg soup

for/. years arid feel that we . are qualified, to. .judge, what is

good and bad. in soup-making/ V/e. pass. oh -these obs

lions to you, in exactly the same- spirit as 'your recom-

mendations have been referred to us-

Fee! that soup-making should be conducted :on a hard-

headed business' basis.. There is no r.pom for art. Soup »*'

either, eaten or riot eaten. To make eatable soup, the

following logical rule's should be followed:

/( I ) Soup
:
mUst have : body, flavor sass/

Soup can must be round. (People are distrustful

of square soup cans.)

There' should be enough liquid allow the

to be swallowed without chewing.

A person should be able to Pat the soup without

thinking. People do not like to think while- they a.r

.eating soup..

Soup should appeal: to as nearly 100% of the soup-,

eating public as possible,

(Continued on page i04)

( 2 )

(31

(4)

(5)

(
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EARLY TO BED
Ft FDPIR PAVK —

MAN: I have a prize for you from STOP THE MUSIC.
(Calls off) Come, Tiny. (He enters leading a dog as
big as. a horse. MRS. JONES jumps -on couch and in

frightened tone, asks :

)

MRS. JONES: Good Heavens! What is that!!!?
Of TV,Thurston and a Horse

JONES: 1 think it’s a camel. By BOB HAWK— 1

gown and lacy negligee. She is making herself ready for

bed.

JONES enters In night shirt & night cap. In one hand he
carries book & in the other hand a hot water bottle.

JONES: Honey, I read this book and the author is per-

fectly right. "Go to Bed Early and you’ll live to be a
hundred,” and that’s what I'm going to do right now.
(Puts hot water bottle in bed and then pets in bed.) This
will keep my feet warm, (sticks pieces of cotton in each
ear). This Will keep out the street noises,, .’ . and. this

will keep me from shoring. (Puts clothes pin• over his

nose, falls asleep immediately—Starts snoring loudly),.

WIFE: John, kiss me goodnight!

JONES: Please—I’m having a nightmare of my own.

WIFE: John, I insist that you kiss me now!

jJONES: Sorry, I’m hot facing that way . ( She nudges him),

WIFE: You kiss me good night this minute.

JONES : (Eyes still closed, he begrudgingly turns around,

and kisses the bedpost. Gosh, but you’ve lost Weight.

(back to sleep and more snoring).

WIFkf OHHHHHH! Married to a Buzz-Saw—
(She starts patting a night cream onto ; her face rather
noisily)

JONES: (Aroused by the sound; jumps up).

What Was that?

WIFE: It’s just me applying my cold = cream.

JONES: Oh, for a minute I thought your fan belt was
loose. _

(hack to. sleep: and more snoring.)

MRS. JONES: Good night; (disgustedly) (turns out lamp.
There is a moment of silence, then—phone rings. Mrs.
Jones and Jones jump up, Mrs. Jones picks up phone)
(Into phone).
Hello— (to Jones).
It’s “STOP THE MUSIC.”

JONES: Tell him to go paddle his canoe.

(lies down, covers his: head)

MRS. JONES: (Into phone).
Go paddle your canoe! What?!
(To Jones) .

Honey!
(JONES jumps up)
That’s the name of the song! You win a Bendix Washing
Machine and 20 pounds of dirty clothes.

JONES: For that they wake me up in the middle of the
night!.

(Grabs phone out of MRS. JONES ’ hand, shouts into
phone)'
DROP DEAD! WHAT!!!! (To MRS, JONES

)

Holy smokes! . That’s the name of “THE MYSTERY
TUNE!” I win the jackpot!

MRS. JONES: Oh, darling, think of all the prizes!

JONES: I’ll do that tomorrow. Tonight all I want to do is

sleep and live to be a hundred. Good , night.

.MRS. JONES: Good night, dear. ( Turns out lamp; lies

down. There’s a moment’s silence, and then—DOOR-
BELL RINGS. BOTH jump up).

JONES:. (As HE, starts for door).
With airthese interruptions a fine chance I got to live

to be a hundred. (HE opens door and a FELLOW with a
package enters).

FELLOW: (Pompously)
Mister Jones! Because of your successful naming of the
Mystery Tune, STOP THE MUSIC Awards you this
beautiful prize of 24 diapers!

JONES: Diapers?!! What’ll I do with them?
FELLOW: Don’t ask me. You’re the father.

(Starts to leave, says'.)

Happy diapering. (Exits) (JONES; at .door, calls to
Fellow).

JONES: Hey, these are for a baby!! We have no baby!
( Enter MAN pushing a baby carriage with a baby in it).

MAN:5
Yes, you have! STOP THfe MUSIC adopted one for

you.
(Takes. from pocket a large envelope).
Here’s his adoption papers. (Takes from hook on baby
carriage a container in which are six bottles of baby
formula). And here is his fodd for the next 12 hours.
(As HE starts to leave) Happy feeding. (MAN exits).
(JONES rushes; into bedroom, excitedly announces : )

JONES: Honey; honey, I just had a baby!

MRS. JONES: (Jumps up in bed)
What!!!

JONES: I’m a mother!—1 mean, I’m a father!

MRS. JONES: What are you taking about?

JONES: In the living room, honey. (Leads wife by the.
hand into living room to baby carriage. Points to baby).
There. A prize from STOP THE MUSIC.

MRS. JONES: (Looks at baby).
isn’t it wonderful! Just by guessing the name of a song
you became a father.

JONES: Yeh, but on, the next one I don’t want any help
from STOP THE MUSIC. (THEY wheel baby into
bedroom, they tiptoe to , their beds, lie down).

MRS. JONES:. What a wonderful baby,

JONES: So quiet. (At this the baby lets out a loud yowling,
JONES and MRS, JONES jump up}.. I knew it! Honey,
what do you think he's crying for?

JONES: I’ll give him a bottle, then change, his diapers;
that will take care of him from top to bottom. .

(JONES gets' OUt of bed, takes...hot toater bottle out of
bed takes baby bottle from container and warms it

n hot water bottle . ; . dashes a few drops of the milk
on the back of his hand, then tastes the milk by sucking
the nipple . . . says'.)

Ah, good. (Takes baby from carriage in his arms .

(baby is still crying. HE slams nipple in baby’s mouth,
sayss) Here, take! (Baby refuses

)

Look—it’s good*
(Sucks on the nipple till he drinks: all the milk. Lets
out loud burp. Puts baby in carriage. JONES gets into
bed, and pulls the covers over his head, the DOOR.BELL
rings again. At this, both jump up and simultaneously
say to each other:)

JONES and MRS. JONES: It’s your turn! (BOTH get out
Of bed, saying in unison) O.K. I’ll go: (BOTH go to
to door. Door is opened. A MAN is facing them).

JONES: Aw, no he ain’t! He hasn’t got a whiskey barrel

around his neck.

MAN: He did have before I brought him here. (Hiccoughs)
Hick!

MRS. JONES: I don’t edre what he is! . . . Take him out
of here*

MAN: Too bad, he’d enjoy playing in your yard,

JONES: No, he wouldn’t. We don’t have any trees.

MAN: Then I’ll take him out—this house isn’t fit for a
dog to live in, (HE and DOG prance out.)

MRS. JONES: Oh, I do hope that was the last. (A
.FELLOW enters saying:)

FELLOW: Not yet, Mrs. Jones, another prize from STOP
THE MUSIC! (TWO MOVING MEN wheel in a Frigid-

aire.). Courtesy of Freezie Food Refrigerators. (MEN
exit.)

MRS. JONES: We already HAVE a refrigerator.

FELLOW: Not with THIS feature* (HE opens box door).
Instead of an ordinary light when you. open the door,
this has a sun lamp. You look for the food and get a
sunburn at the same .time. And another thing— (HE
takes out two salarriis 5 ft. in lenth). A year’s supply of
Italian salami!

JONES: Oh! (Another 'FELLOW enters with a large
carton and sets it down heavily) What’s that???

2D FELLOW : A year’s, supply of bicarbonated soda. (HE
starts to exit with 1st fellow) Happy indigestion. (BOTH
OFF).

JONES: Well, as long as I can’t sleep, I might as well eat
something, (Helps himself to an apple from fruit bowl
of wax fruit. As HE bites .into the apple, MRS. JONES
warns:)

MIIS. JONES: Put down that wax fruit!

JONES : (Drops fruit )

.

Well—T’m hungry. I got to eat something.
(Goes to frigiddire, takes out big salami, hacks it in
half with a knife and puts the half of salami in between
two slices of bread. As HE brings the enormous sand-
wi<ji to his mouth, MRS. jONES asks :)

MRS; JONES: What? Salami before going to bed?

JONES: You know of
.
a better way to get rid of this

bicarbonate of soda? Now to enjoy my midnight snack.
(M. & enters, shouts :

)

M. C.: HOLD IT! You shall have entertainment with your
meal! The next prize is the floor show from Leon &
Eddie’s. (MUSIC plays a corny chorus number. Six
broken-down CHORUS GIRLS dance on, do a corny
dance and at finish they exit).

JONES: Boy, that was great entertainment. (MAN
enters).

MAN: You haven’t seen great entertainment until you see
the new super-duper television set you’ve just won—
Boys, bring her in. (SIX HELPERS bring in an extra
large television set and exit). This set has the largest
screen in television.

MRS. JONES: Who needs such a large screen.

MAN: Comes in handy when Jane Russell goes on teie-.
vision—after all she’s got a pretty face. Hasn’t she?

JONES: I don’t know. I never got up that far.,

MAN: And that’s not all—this set comes with a built-in
repair man. (Turns set around. There is a, mechanic
sitting in it with tools in his handI.

MRS. JONES: Gee, it is a nice set. Look, it’s got a tile
cabinet.

JONES: Tile cabinet? What’s the idea?

MAN: It’s the only set, on the. market that matches your
bathroom;

JONES: God, what a place to watch Milton Berle!

MAN: Happy listening. (Exits).

JONES: I hope this is the last.— (A literary-type DAME
enters. Short hair> mannish suit, tortoise-shell glasses,
She says:)

WOMAN: No, it isn’t! (Holds up a book).
Here is the best prize of them all! That popular book:
EARLY TO BED AND LIVE TO BE A HUNDRED. And
we have the author right here to autograph it! (Calls
off)

.

Bring him on! (A bed is brought on: We see the Author
in the bed fast asleep. WOMAN shakes sleeping author,
saying :

)

Author! Author! Wake up! (Author waking Up).
AUTHOR: (Sleepily). Oh you woke me up! How can I

live to be 100 if people keep waking me up.
JONES: (Angrily) What are you compiai ing, on account

of you and your lousy book I didn’t get any sleep either.
AUTHOR: Oh, another annoyer, I'll never get any sleep.

I
4
wish I were dead.

.

JONES: (Takes out gun, shoots author). Now you can
sleep forever.

BLACKOUT

By LESTER GOTTLIEB
Mr: Irving Mansfield
Producer, CBS-TV Network
New York 20, N, Y.

Dear Irving::

Around this time of the year it’s only natural that you
Start thinking about your friends in show- business.
Variety’s anniversary issue always makes me slobbily
sentimental and when I’m on a sentimental kick I start

v

writing letters.

Do you remember the. good old days (b.ty.) when we
both toiled in radio for Hubbell. Robinson? Things were
sort of cozy on the 10th floor.' I miss the bull sessions
around 6 p.m. which usually wound up with orie of us
rolling on Hub’s thick veepee carpeting as Cy Howard
would give us a colored report on a visit he had just paid
to an advertising agency. We had time in those days to
relax a bit.

I remember how I used to envy your newly .acclaimed

Hollywood.
One of my favorite stories is about the guy who knew

everything. To every bit , of choice information his
friend brought him, Weisenheimer invariably said, “Yes;
I know, I know.” If the friend picked up a bit of startling
information about an impending divorce of an important
couple, he would no sooner start to tell of it than he would
hear, “Yes; I know, I know.” In desperation and to try
to be ahead just once, this friend bought a horse, and put
it in his bathroom; then he invited the wise guy over for
cocktails. The host waited all evening for his guest to go
into the little boy’s room. He finally did and then came
running out; exclaiming, “Say there’s a horse in your bath-
room*” Replied the host: “Yes; I know, I know . .

So, with me. When the gang sits around talking Tele-
vision, I just wait for somebody to ask, “When did you
make ydur

.
first appearance on television?” and my non-

chalant, conVersation-stopper reply is, “Oh, in 1930.”

Back in -1930 in Chicagowe did experimental television
broadcasting in conjunction with the regular AM channel.
Our TV

;
call-letters—I can remember them how—were

W9XAA, and our little studio in back of the radio studio
really was the dark ages of TV. The studio was about 10
feet square and was as black as the inside of a coal
miner’s glove. On a little platform about three feet
square one performer at a time stood facing, a piercing
light about the size of a quarter. Each act had to be
one that required ho accompaniment (unless the accom-
panist could read in the -dark). Ukulele players, monolog-
ists, a cappelia soloists usually were the guinea pigs. When
I say that studio was black, -ik-was, black. So black that
when the announcer Stepped up to relieve the performer,
he might stumble on the platform.

One day, after many months of experimenting, the
engineers announced that it was time to spread out and
make it look like a big act. They had worked out a
system for picking up two of us at the same time; I
happened to be. the announcer on duty and we brought i

as our guest the great magician, Thurston, who was appear-
ing that week at the Chicago Theatre. . i

Thurston brought with him his favorite rabbit and hid
it in the huge cape he wore. He told me that he would
use me as his subject and. that while being, televised he
Would plant the rabbit in' my Clothing and then extract it

for all to see. (“All” consisted of one receiving set

the south side of the City, about 18 miles away).

We went into the studio and started into the act,,but as I

was giving Thurston a most flowery introduction and was
about to ask him to step onto the platform Mr. Rabbit
decided to take .a walk. He sneaked out of the cape to.

scamper around oil the floor in the dark. My introduc-

tion stretched and stretched as the Great Thurston in

his: black cape in his black studio searched on his hands
anid knees on a black floor, muttering in a voice off the
video but still good for the audio, “Where are you, you
little so-and-so?" He finally captured the little monster
and planted it in my clothing wblle I was still talking

and then he went iiito his act.

I wish that at that time 1 had known the story about
the horse, so that when Thurston said, “There’s a rabbit

up your sleeve,” I could have replied, “Yes; I know, I
khow.”

success with “Talent Scouts,” and how we teased you
about your original intention to put A1 Jolson in the m.c.

role instead of that redhead from Washington. It was all

radio then, professional and profitable.

Then most of us segued into TV. It would be a cinch,
we said; We scoffed at the TV stuff that was then cur-
rent, .puppets and homemakers and “Blue Angel type”
comics.

We found a whole new crazy world and we stopped
laughing. For not only did we carry with us the normal
burdens of radio production—script and talent—but
latched ori the complexities of scenery, design, makeup,
lighting, cameras, cathoid tubes, stagehands, truckers, and
budget complications that would stagger the R.F.C.

Well, you stayed with TV, adding to yoUr laurels and
your ulcers. I returned to the mother medium.
And you wanna know something, Irving? You can have

it! Keep your choreographers, your makeup men, your
back lighting, your boom shadows. In radio we lead a
simpler, less complicated life. When we do a dramatic
show we can go “Outdoors” Without worrying about a
phoney landscape or film process. When we have a comic
out “in one” nobody cares what the traveler looks like.

What traveler? When a singer sings, he doesn’t play
hookey with a boom. He belts right into an old reliable
microphone. And the orchestra isn’t coming up from a
pit deeper than a Scranton coal mine. It’s right behind
him. We can do a polished, professional rehearsal Under
three hours, relax in civilized fashion with little or no
strain on ourselves or the sponsor’s wallet. All around
the values are realistic.

And the creative challenge is still lusty. You heard
about our documentary series, “The Nation’s Nightmare.”
It was so good even rich people With two TV sets were
tuning in. 1

Oh, I confess it isn’t as glamorous back here in radio.
Blit it’s .still big time show business. Jack Benny, Arnos.
*n’ Andy, “Our Miss Brooks,” and “My Friend Irma” and
Lux are still going Strong and there’s lots of new stuff too,
imed at the ears of America and getting them.
1 kinda thought you’d be interested and if you or any

of the other TV producers want to come back, the door is
always open.

I guess a lot -of characters will think it kind of screwy
for. me to be writing you this way when my office is on the
same floor with yours. But as you know, CBS is separated
into divisions now and getting into a TV producer’s office
is a prodigious, time-consuming task* Aiid I’ll be darned
if I’m going tp stand on line behind a dance director,
production assistaht, a production assistant’s assistant/
agent with a dog act ana two skaters from the Wivel.
As for putting this into the mail, I told you before we’re

cutting down like mad in radio and turning these savings
over to advertisers. Stamps add up.
Drop me a line, sometimes. We’ll be around for a long

tune. As a matter of fact Use the next Anniversary issue
of Variety. That will be around for a long time, too.

Contentedly,
Lester.
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.By MILT JOSEFSBERG.

Hollywood.

PROLOG: To anyone, iff radio, the coming of summer
brines several occupational hazards, including layoffs, no

salary and visiting tourists, from the east. I've endured

this terrible trinity -for ttiany a year now without com-

nlaint I've dulled the monotony of the long layoffs by

learning how to play golf. I've balanced the absence, of

salary by making my. family economize and go without

such luxuries as bread. And I’ve learned to enjoy the

locust like Visits of friends and relatives by turning tourist

With them.

And so it came to, pass, last
:

summer, I showed our

clamorous town to my nephew Stuart. Our itinerary in-

cluded the La Brea Tar Pits, Brown Derby, San Fernando

Valley Country Club,! Hollywood Racetracks Grauman’s

Chinese, Hollywood Bowl, the Legion Stadium, arid finally,

Forest Law*?4

. ! ! t— - '•>

If it had’n’t been for that visit to Forest' Lawn, the fob

lowing manuscript would not be published ‘today. For it

was wfiile .'spoiling- •••through that neo-classic necropolis

that some guiding hand lrid nie to the grave of Herbert

Jones.
’ *•*"

.

I remembered Herbert, vaguely. I had occasionally seen

him in the Halls of CBS and NBC, and we greeted each

other with that tight' "grim smile that corriedy writers

reserve for others of their ilk. A tiny stone marked
his remains, and it bore the simple tale, “Herbert Jones,

Feb. 5, 1912-Oci, $,,1949*”

While looking at his epitaph; I noticed a tiny gopher

hole in front of the stone. ,As I watched, the earth seemed-,

.to move, but no rodent showed its head. liistead,

. envelope slowly slid out of
,

jthfe hole.- I picked it up—
.and was amazed-to see, . written, across the face, the words,

VBy Herbert Jones, 0ct. 2CF, 1949.” It -was- written nearly

two Weeks after he died!, ' I" looked back at the grounds
the hole haddisappeared. So now, with no changes at all,

I pass on to you Herbert's final script,

I'd like to introduce myself, but I don’t know whether „

to say my name is- Herbert Jones, or my name was
Herbert Jones. You see, I

.
died two weeks ago. ;

,

\ They gave me a, loyely funeral even though I was orily a

radio writer. Everyone whs surprised at the tremendous
turnout for the services. There were almost 10 people

there. That is, including me.
I remember the services, I couldn’t move; I couldn’t

breathe; and I couldn’t speak. But somehow, I could see

and hear, Like a supine Superman, I seemed temporarily

endowed with X-Ray vision. I still remember the sad faces

of the mourners as I gazed at them through the cover

of my pickle-pine casket—^-a beautiful silver-handled item

given to me several years ago for a plug on Utter-McKin-

ley.

As I lay there in state, not only did I have X-Ray sight,

but my hearing, was more penetrating too. I could hear

what everyone said, and. I
.
also heard their inner-thoughts

too. It was like a scene out of “Strange Interlude.”

So, for my final script, I am jotting down the various

comments my supposedly unhearing ears have heard.

And in parenthesis I’m aiso setting down the true thoughts

of the speaker.

My agent, Harold McFagin, as usual, opened his mouth
before- anyone- else got a chance to speak. “Poor .Her-

bert!” he
;
blubbered, “Ours was more

.
than a business

association. It’s somethirig rare in iri Hollywood, but we
were friends, do you understand that, friends!. . And now
he’s gone—and part of me has gone with hini.” (Sure

part of me has gone with him,. 10%. You work like hell to

sell a client. You get him a swell job at more than he's

worth. He keeps 90% of the money. . And as though that

weren't enough, the ungrateful louse dies^and during the
second week yet.) •

Then- McFagin stopped talking. He had to; the inter-

ment started. Georgie Jessel wiped a tear from his eye

and spoke softly. : '“We are consigning all the mortal

remains of Herbert Jones to his Maker. Herbert Jones
was a radio writer, unheralded and unsung. He hid his

light behind the bushel baskets, of radio’s best comedians.

The general public never heard of Herbert, so they won’t

miss him. But we—those of us who knew him well—We
will miss Herbert Jones in a way that mere words cannot

express.” (Hmmm, What a life. Every time there's

death- in Hollywood, somebody says, Get Jessel—he’s

cheaper than a minister and sometimes, he gets laughs!

I don't tnind doing it for a friend, but I never even met
this stiff, Jones.) ,

While Jessel was speaking, my collaborator, Harry.

Creel,, broke down and sobbed incoherently. “What’ll I

do? How I’ll miss him. Come back, Herbie boy, come
back.” (I wonder if I could talk the boss into . using an
old script from last year-—then I could fun' over to Las
Vegas for a. week. I hope they get me a good collabo-

rator to replace Herbie.. No more pigeons. I'm tired of

getting mental hernias from carrying no-talent, partners.)

My brother-in-law, Karl Weejum, took his great loss

dry-eyed, and stoically—a strange way for him to take it

because I doubt if he knows what stoically means. Karl
turned to Harry and said, “Usually in-laws don’t get along.

But me and Herbie was more than in-laws. We was pals.

(If I told Sis once
,

I told her .
a hundred times not to

marry this schrrio. I warned her he couldn’t hold a job,

and I was right. Here he’s been on the job for only two
weeks and he < dies. I wonder if .1 could work it. so I

could collect unemployment insurance for him. Eh, bet*

ter not try—I’m having enougih trouble getting my own.)
Holding Karl’s hand was his son, my little 10-year-old

nephew, Willie Weegum. At first glance, little Willie

didn’t look like much. Blit underneath that runny nose
was a semi-intelligent face. ; He looked up at

.
his father,

wiped a tear from his eye and said, “Daddy, I’ve got to

go.” (Gee, Uncle Herbie is dead and I’ll never fee him
again. He was hick—last Christmas he gave, me a bee-bee
gun. I wonder if Daddy will- get mad if I ask Georgie
Jessel for his autograph.)

I guess, excluding my wife, the. one who showed the
most grief

,
was my boss, Rollo Glick. And Rollo had

every right to be mourning. Yesterday his Nielsen dropped
two points. Gee, if it gets any lower, they’ll be shoving
it in this hole with me. That’s not much of a gag, I know,
nut what can you expect from a guy who’s been embalmed,

Rollo cleared his throat, turned so the audience Could
•ee the profile he began to favor in televisionj

and then
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said: “I didn’t know Herbie long, but then it didn’t take
much time to learn what a swell guy Herbie was. I’m not
much at making serious speeches, but then, you all know
what I’m thinking.” (I. hope. they don’t know What I’m
thinking, What a break. This stiff’s scripts were so
had, ho wonder my Nielsen nosedived. This saves me the
trouble of canning him, I hope I leave here in time to
get to Santa Anita. I want to put some dough on 'Hole-in-
the-Ground’—what a hunch!”
My wife Dorothy shouldn’t have carried on like that.

After all, I was her fourth husband. I guess, she was
mad because I got away before she had a chance to
divorce me. Oh, well, she’s still batting .750. But hon-
estly, the way she carried on, sobbing and screeching, ‘

you’d think the cemetery-was loaded with talent scouts.
my one and only, my darling, come back to

your Soul Mate,” (Thefts gonna be trouble if his mother
is named as beneficiary in his insurance.)
Most of my friends couldn’t attend the services because

they ' were radio writers too—and you know, The Show
Must Go On. But good old Johnny Smith Was there be-
cause he happened to be out of work. Johnny choked and
sputtered as he tried to smile through his tears. “Come
on -folks, look at the bright side of things—that’s the way
Herbie would have wanted it. He was like that fe6er
since we. started in this racket together '12 yeats ago,
writing, for- Milton Beyle.” (I’m glad I was the first one

,
Herbie’s Wife called after he kicked Off—byt then, she’s
always been kind of sweet on me. If my agent doesn’t
get me Herbie’s job with Glick, I’m gonna get me a new
boy.).
Somehow I didn’t expect the Radio Writers Guild to

send a representative to the funeral, but they did. Walter
Quail, third assistant recording secretary. “Mrs. Jones,
on behalf of ^ Herbert’s fellow Guild members, I extend
our sympathy in your time of bereavement.” (I wonder
if I ought to. ,ask her about the 76 bucks in back dues
Herbie owed.)
. And then, Suddenly, it was all over—they all went’ away.
I missed them terribly, and Realized I was in a lonely place.
Ahd I skid, “There they go. As nice a bunch of pals as
anyone. eVer had' in Hollywood. My 'only sorrow in dying
is: that I have to leave ;them.” (Oh, this is wonderful, lay-
ing here, resting like -this,. Why didn't. I die 10 years ago .

I never felt .as good in my life-—and if I’m lying, may I
drop dead.)

TV’s ‘Puffing Robe’ Boys
New Findings in the Iiitime In-Between Numbers,

Moods and Moves of Oiir Video Comics

Of Room Re: Radio
By HAL KANTER

Hollywood.

Berle The Innovator

By MANNIE MANHEIM
Hollywood.

In niy previous papers on the habits and deportmerit
Of television comedians, certain startling data were re-
vealed such as the fact that Comedian M. Berle shook
hands with his guests twice as often as his nearest com-
petitor, Ed Sullivan.

You also may recall that I was the first observer to
record on Variety's pages that a certain CBS one-hour
comic scratched himself 30% more than any given NBC
comedian. .

With my qualifications in order, i shall discuss the.

findings of another survey recently completed—this one
discloses sohie mighty interesting figures on another phase
of television—the bathrobe or dressing gown as worn by
comedians.

If you have watched television as carefully as I have,
you will agree with these facts: 97% of the television
comedians at ohe time or another during their programs
will appear before the traveler attired in a bathrobe
or dressing gown. .

This entrance generally is made (a) after said comedian
has just completed a song whose lyric required more
breathing power than the. comic possessed; (b) after the
star was involved in a time step; (c) when he has
removed a female garment of some sort and is now ready
to. continue with his next sketch.

My associates and I have observed that 84% of the
above 97% don the bathrobes when they are out of breath
and for that reason we shall refer to them as "puffing

robes.” We were going to call them “Interlude Gowns”
but someone suggested this was a bit too sexy for a re-

search piece. Now come the figures as they pertain to the
networks:
More puffing, robes are worn by NBC comedians than

their fellow comics, over at CBS.
ABC is out of the running entirely as none of my group

say/ an ABC performer with a robe. Neither did we see
one puff. This is something for Mr. Kintner and his staff

to discuss ovef their paper cups of coffee. Of course we
are not intimating that ABC isn’t a big time operation.

Our point is a simple fact: None of its comedians or even
t

tragedians appear before the travelers in bathrobes or
dressing gowns. Facts are facts.

Back in 1942, I accepted an invitation to participate in

<a symposium held, at Denver University bn the subject:

'“Looking Ahead in Radio.” As an expert whose credentials

were obviously forged, I was chosen to. speak on the

writing aspect of radio. At that time,

I stated the only thing the radio writer

had to look forward to was television.

There was one young man in the

audience who later asked a number of

intelligent, well-thought-out questions.

Little did I realize at the time that

young man would, only eight short

years later, be George Kendall Mar-
lowe-r-a very successful sheep farmer
in Wyoming. ’Most of the others in

attendance that evening went on to

become radio writers, television

Wa1 Uantar writers and—in at least two cases1—:

happy, Contented housewives. (They
were womeri.)

Today, I look back oh what I said 10 years ago with
a twinge of regret. Taking my own words too seriously, I

eventually left radio for a season in television. Believing

that radio was a dead dog being flogged with stale fish, I

figured that the Winter of 1949 was a propitious moment
to get into the new medium. I made the plunge on
CBS via a comedy show which did 40 weeks of duty,

celling watchbands the first 13 weeks and not enough
cigarets the next 27.

During that 40-week period I kept up With the progress

of electronic engineers arid developed a life-sized 16-inch

ulcer. . But it was not all in vain. Looking back—ah ex-

cellent way to view the TV scene—I have come to this

conclusion:

The 14 years I spent writing radio scripts was excellent

training for motion picture writing.. Working in pictures

is excellent preparation for television.. And television is

the best preparation . I know for Forest Lawn.

(Internal Revenue Agents please note; this plug for
Forest Lawn does not mean I get a free sarcophagus.)

To me—as a writer—radio shines like a torch In the
smog of television and I, for ohe, am carrying the torch.

It appears that the outlook for the writer in radio should
be a brighter, one than ever before. Because of slashed
budgets in broadcasting, the writer is more important
than he has ever been for one primary, reason. Less
money to be spent means that the idea must be of suffi-

cient merit to attract listeners. The idea is the thing—
and ideas come from writers.

NTG and Faye Emerson 1

Milton Berle was the first to introduce the puffing robe
m television. Eddie Cantor followed. And we don’t mean
;o offend our friend Berle but with all his money and his

tiigh rating and his title of Mr. Television his puffing robe
ran a bad, second to Cantor’s as far as

.
quality is con-

cerned. Besides, .Cantor wore a Turkish towel around
iis neck to protect his throat while Berle just threw on
iny old thing that happened to be around.

Jack Carson, a. comedian who can stand the rigors of

television much better, than almost anyone else because

Df his large frame and comparative youth, wears a daring,

short robe to sing his signature arid Carson doesn’t even

get out of. breath. Our group Concluded that Comedian
Carson merely wore the. habiliments

;
of his calling*. ;a$ a

FV show isn’t a TV show unless the star dons a robe.

Comedian J. Durante, on his program of Dec. 1, huffed

arid puffed iri a robe that resembled the outer mantle of an

ancient Roman citizen; only Schnoz’s toga was of poor

design, dragging in the rear and ultra-baggy over all. In

the scene that Durante wore his robe, our observers saw

no reason for the tunic—except that a directive may have

been sent out by someone in the tower ordering every

comic to get into a bathrobe. .

Berle, Cantor, Carson and Durante certainly qualify

for NBC’s All Comic Bathrobe Team, but the captai of

the squad should be the most habitual robe-wearer of all

TV—Sid Caesar. Our charts (and they’re pretty accu-

rate) show that Caesar does not have a large collection,

of puffing robes—the truth is he wears the same gown

Dn each show. Younger and probably more virile than his

contemporary, Story-Line-Comic Carson, Caesar, never-

theless, appears in bedroom, attire more often per pro-

It is inconceivable that television will shoulder radio
out of the American scene. If nowhere else, it will always
be in the several million automobiles of the nation—and
you can bet that state laws will prohibit: N.T.G. from
appearing in the front seat of your Chevrolet, They’ll
also keep Faye Emerson out of your back seat . . . and
now that I think about it, that’s a pretty shoddy way to
treat taxpayers.

In the coming years we should find radio growing up
iriore than at any other period of its life.

. There was a
time when it was a novelty—like Hadaeol jokes. But
the novelty, like. Hadaeol, wears off and today we find
radio an accepted ingredient of our civilization. Now
that it is so firmly entrenched, physically, it. can—and
must—broaden its intellectual scope*

Trouble with radio is that once it had reached the
point where it was pouring into every home selling prod-
ucts and ideas, the people in control were content to
allow the status to remain quo. They didn’t warit to

experiment and try to improve, a standard that was
obviously financially successful and intellectually accept-
able to the majority of listeners.

There were exceptions, of course—exceptions which
showed that radio could grow up. But the . need 16
make radio earn a living forced a behavior pattern on it

and it became a Series of variations on familiar themes.
Now that radio will have to struggle for its listeners,

writers will have to invent shows that are different enough
to attract people from the one-eyed monster which has
contributed the singing cigar and the square dancing
pumperknickle to our native arts.

To be different now means that we must improve radio.
We must improve the content of our shows. We must
come up with better ideas, more searching ideas, more
adult approaches to old ideas.

By “we,” I mean writers, of. course, because every-
thing begins with the. script. This is not a new concep-
tion, It goes back to Biblical days, when Moses walked
up a mountai . There was a clap of thunder and a blast
of lightning and a hand, reached out of the, sky with

-Script.. Moses took that 10-line Script down the moun-
tain and the people at last had something to go by.

.
Arid—by the way;—if we’d stuck to that Script, instead

of ad libbing around it so much, we’d ail be in a lot

better shape than we're in now.

gram. NBC’s answer, to our survey could very well be
that Caesar appears each week on an hour and half show
/hile their other gasping comics turn up periodically,

so to Speak, and for this reason Caesar. is entitled to adorn
himself with the vestments of his office more- frequently.

That could be NBC’s reaction—:not ours.

To uphold the good name of CBS iri our: survey, Edgar
Bergen showed his NBC rivals a. thing dr two. On one
occasion last season, Bergen faced the cameras draped

‘

a brocaded affair with silk lapdis and fluttering tassels.

And Bergen wasn’t out of breath cither.

We have word from; a Mr. Markson, large robe
• „ A . • <a 4/fi» J.. 1 ' _
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these comics keep perspiring and if things go the way
J

think they’re going to go, we’re going to put out a special

TV robe just for comedians. Yes, sir, you never know

where your business is going to come from. Who d ever

think television would increase the robe business .

To summarise: Our little group of intrepid, researchei*

Offers this woiid of hope to all young menjho lpngior •

comedy careei in television—“Get yourself a bathrobe.
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It’s Time

By CARROLL CARROLL
Hollywood,

‘When you scan the TV prospect, for 1952, you
;
get the feeling that

It's going to he a great year for the hoys who think intelligently and

constructively instead of those who just think big. It looks as if the

scene painters and the set-builders are going to have to lose some of

their budget-money to the writers. And, the writers are going to have

to invest most of this increased income in midnight oil.

• There are certain ,
clearly discernible signs that the big news is seep-

ing through to the big brains that, the big thing in‘ TV—just as in

radio—is not talking to the top row in the gallery but entertaining

a few friendly people in a comfortable living room. And, just as they

discovered it in radio, the -top TV shows, ere finding oiit that you’ve

got to get to these people fast with something good or they’ll flip to

'

something that seems ’planned more: for them than for the late N, Y.

Hippodrome.
If you • analyze it carefully you’ll find that the basis for the colossal

impact of athletic events on TV is found; in the- fact that the icon

tube has transformed a fairly remote and impersonal contest, into an

extremely intimate experience that you, ’ your living room, share

with the shortstop, the quarter-back, the pitcher, the wrestler or the

boxer.

There seems to be abundant evidence now available that it’s time

the critics of TV stopped screaming for “more production” While ig-

noring the fact that the people they consistently okay for TV have
captivated them with a minimum of production.

To start at the top there are the two who have unquestionably ac-

cumulated .the, most critical kudos since . the course s opened—Sid
'Caesar and Imogene Coca. These two top talents use very little pror

duction to put the comedy across with a crash. Sometimes they use

no more than a couple of chairs and a table/ maybe a minor prop.

Most often all they need to make their comedy effective is,each other.

Frequently Caesar solos with no more production than a plain backdrop
and what looks like a blue serge suit Nor does Miss Coca go in very

heavily for what could be called .production effects. What, both of

these great performers: do mostly is comedy that definitely seems to

lack what the critics call “visual impact.” There are no big sets, no
lavish costumes, nothing but good ideas well executed.

that so many singers get on their faces when they move their feet

above a shuffle, .And when Dinah doesn’t have some mood or action

that calls for dancing, she just stands, or sits, or even lies down and

sings. And the fact that she obviously knows what she's singing about

and has a reason for singingWhat she’s singing is sufficient production

unto itself*

Moving on from Sidi Caesar, Imogene Coca and Dinah Shore, we
come to another outstanding entry in the intelligence father than pro-

duction department. His name is-Red Skelton, Red gets more visual

impact and more production value with a hat, a mobile face and a cast-

iron body? than anyone else in the field today. (You can throw out the

“custard-pie* commercials he does bn film aS these are essentially

film-type rather than TV^type production.) Red’s first TV shows hit

the entire industry with the force of a platoon of bulldozers and. he
did almost nothing but stand in front of a curtain and be entertaining.:

All he had was talent and that’s something all the production in the

world,: can’t substitute for. I did not read one review or criticism of

Red’s first show that complained of it being “static” or "just a radio

show with pictures.”

' The thing Eddie Cantor has been praised most for has been his charac-

ter Maxie the Taxi. Maxiq sit in a cab, talks to someone and, pretends

to steer. There’s no change of scene, no great scope, nothing important

except what hebays. In fact, whenever Cantor's at his best on TV

I Was Dropped

By Jdlo -Aid

I Saw Stars

the entire production rests on his expressions and the impact Of his

timing. The amount of production values and visual appeal in the

much praised Groucho Marx Show could be dispensed with an eye-

dropper . .. . or an eyebrow dropper.

Production Only, as Substitute

By EZRA STONE
My own 13-year celestial trajec-

tory ras star of the radio “Aldrich
Family” having/ ended where it

started, in relative oblivion, I now
find myself
helping to
guide the or-
bits of bright-:

er and greater
stars in the
new Spaceless
heavens of
television.:

My indoctri-

nation as a
television pro-
ducer was a
limited h e c-
tic association

Ezra $tone

with Olsen & Johnson in the early

days of big, hoiir-long: TV variety

shows. In my book they had always
been the masters of loud and fast

nonsense. Now their stockpile of

little people, skirtless ladies, swing-

ing gorillas, spiders and growing
plants was quickly expended, leav-

ing only their arsenal of ammuni-
tion. TV never gave them time
to broaden their talents, only their

humor. One of their greatest arts

is their ability never to be caught
the same room together lest

I
Nod to Garroway

k

Even the dancing portions of “Your Show of Shows” rely solidly

on intelligent, minimal production,, modern in feeling and With econ-
omy of line, with frequently stunning effect. So, with a passing nod
to Dave Garroway of Chicago, who also gave the big production co-

horts the wink, we start off with the most lauded show of all the “big

shows” of TV and go on to several more of the very top productions
of 1951 that were distinctly under-produced in a. year when anything
less than the Rose Bowl Parade was shrugged off as “just a radio show
with pictures” . “not visual.”

If you were a girl-singer the critics felt you had to dance. If you
were a girl-dancer you had to sing. And if the singers, danced badly
and the dancers sang badly thy were severely criticized for incom-
petence. On the cither side of the coin, there is no reason at all why
any performer shouldn’t broaden the scope of his appeal by adding
new facets to his specialty.

But it’s ridiculous for any artist to do something he or she is bad
at just for the sake of ‘‘production* or “visual” value.

Dinah . Shore has danced , and jitterbugged and I'm sure everyone
lo^ed it. Not that she’ll eyer jitterbug herself into the Harvest Moon
Festival at- Madison Square Garden—she probably couldn’t even make
the waltz event—but the jitterbugging and the waltzing she did fitted in
well with the mood of the show. She didn’t just stand-up and dance,
for no apparent reason, With that “look-ma-I’m-dancing” expression

The fact is, production is what’s needed when TV really hasn’t much
else to offer. It’s positively amazing, the amount of production squand-

ered on “The Hit Parade.” “Squandered” because who in the. name
of every great talent ever to trod tin-pan alley needs. 19 successive and
different elaborate stagings of “Because of You.” This isn’t meant to

be a reflection on the song. It’s a nice song. But it has no production

value. Yet, it is produced, over-produced, and re-over-produced ad
infinitum. Someday maybe this type of ,show will not be done on TV.
Perhaps straight pop music shows of this nature belong where they

can be done best—on radio.

The point at which production and intimacy clash on TV is the point

at which TV and cinema technique .
diverge. The TV frame becomes

unbearably busy when there are too many people dancing or milling

around whereas the cinema screen, as G. B. Do-You-Know-Who found
put shortly after reading his Bible, handles vast crowds and distances

With considerable comfort and effectiveness.

What all this is getting at is simply that once more the writer must-

be given his place as the most important cog in the TV machine just

as the writer took his place as the most important person in the radio

scene and, whether they’ll admit it or not, on the cinema screen. In

fact the only ihdispensible combination in the entertainment World is

the writer and the performer. Sometimes the former makes the latter

look better than he. IS. Sometimes a great performer can carry some
mediocre writing *'

. . but not for long.

All the production in the world won't put inferior material across

and so, as TV starts becoming more and more conscious of this, money
must be .channelled from the production of sets, scenes, and props ^ ^
Into the production of better basic ideas and better words on paper. laUghihg
I have yet tp see that one picture which is worth 10,000 words, : but* I -fsrsf session Pinza i

one word that’s worth 10,000 pictures. The word is

By FRANK SCULLY
Hollywood.

Back in the. tail end of the first half of the 20th Century 1 took a

left turn (which was much less suspect then than it is now) from Sunset

Strip and found myself lost in the hills which flank Laurel Canyon, a

faubourg of Hollywood, Calif.

I kept running into and backing out of dead ends. Observing that

I was running out of gas and had long been out of food and drink,

1 hailed a lineman who was tugging 900 feet of wire up a hill. He
was dusty and tired and in no mood to bother with jerks who didn’t

kpow their way around the Hollywood hills.

But there must have been something in my cry that convinced him

that here was; a man in genuine distress. He skidded down the hill and

asked me what was the trouble. I told him I seemed to have lost con-*

tact with the outside world. This didn’t strike him as unique.- “I can’t

make contact either,” he said.

He looked m« over and said, “You look like a Variety mugg I knew.
I thought you guys knew your way around,”

He looked familiar to me, too.

“Are you Jack Paar?” I asked.

He nodded, sort of sadly, I thought.

“America’s new, bright, young humorist?”

He shrugged, adding what might have been taken for either a smile

or n snarl.

“In a now racket?”

“No,” he finally said, “I’m pioneering in TV reception. I bought a

house here and than tried to buy a.TV set. Np make would sell me
one, for fear of kickbacks. They told me reception was deader around
here than our dead ends. They put in sets to prove it. All we got

were some long distance mental telepathy, left over I suspect from
1937 when Sir Hubert Wilkins and Harold Sherman tried to talk to

each other between Point Barrow and New York,

•‘Finally I found a dealer who would sell irie a set. With no war-
ranty* however. I worked at the thing for weeks without success.

But I was not giving up that easily, I finally found that I could get

some reception in -an empty lot. at six feet off the ground, Higher I. got;

nothing. Lower I got ground moles. But at six feet I got two -stations.”

They didn’t indude Faye Emerson, however, and the pioneer wanted
to see eye to eye with her, as the phrase goes. He knew that radio

waves bend, but TV Waves; he now learned, travel in a direct line.

That meant if he yvere to see Faye Emerson at all he would have to

get in a dlbect lihe^li. Mt. Wilspn. He trudged up a hill behind bis

in
they be forced to make a decision,

whether major or minor. Our as-

sociation ended amicably, though,

and in true O. & J. style. At the
signoff of the last show of the
series, they led a finelybred Strath-

glass. heifer calf into the control

room and presented her to me for

my pure bred Ayrshire herd in

Bucks County, Pennsylvania, Also
a shovel.
Next came Danny Thomas. Here

I was faced with a performer who
seemed to be undefined, even to

himself. ! soon found that Thomas
has a strong acting talent, excellent
singing style, physical grace and
rhythm, an outstanding sense of
comedy, warmth and sincerity,

persuasiveness, eight brothers, and
the inability to be awake before

1 p.m. We haven’t yet fully ex-

ploited all these attributes, but it

has been, fun trying,

The television debut of Ezio

Pinza came next. I envisioned

strict, formal rehearsals. Quiet, no
From the

was seldom
quiet, seldom without a cigaret,

never without a smile or a prank*

a tireless worker, letter perfect

by the second day of rehearsal,

arid a stickler for credibility. ‘If

this whole program is supposed to

take place in one evening,” fie

once, asked, “why does the girl

wear a different gown at the finish

than she was seen in when I called

for her at her apartment? We must
have returned there during the eve-,

ning, and if we did . .
?” He

wasn’t happy until he had explored
every delicious possibility of that

off-screen scene.

Ed Wynn, and Martha Raye j

It was a pleasure, getting re-

acquainted with Ed Wynn. I hadn’t

seen much of him since Keenan
and I used to job-hunt together.

Real estate people told him that his reception had raised the value My assignment was Ed’s one show

of.'hi'S property $10,000, but the heavy traffic and cigaret bums in his from
^nd^I

rugs and overstuffed furniture practically wiped out the increase.
sperit a great deaf of time booking

Then a brush fire swept over the hill and burned out his line of com-, at all his old kines. (Wynn calls

municatiori to the top of the hill. The only consolation he got out of them his old kidneysJ He is.

this was that there would be no rattlesnakes around to louse up his twa^riaL^bi^y opiriion. Although
reconstruction project. He lugged 900 feet of new wire up the hill

and built a new antenna*

can tell you
“thought.”

home and tried an antenna there. He got some sound but it didn’t:

sound much like Faye Emerson. It kept repeating its signal. He
looked down and .discovered it was coming from the tail of a rattle-

snake.

This practically scared him back to smoke signals as a source of

entertainment. He dropped his equipment arid scrammed down the

hill for high boots, a gun and a golf club. Thep he went -after the

rattler. He killed the killer, only to discover it was a typical Holly-

wood setup. The rattler had a girl friend. He went Cagney and beat

her brains out.

It took 900 feet of cable, a telegraph pole and a special antenna to

get reception. After that the picture came in clearer than it left the

studio. He was a happy man. Friends Caine from everywhere to view

his reception. His liquor bill was terrific.

He Was so impatient to do this that he didn’t wait for the ground to
cool after the brush fire. This time he wore tennis shoes and felt as if

he were being handed one hot foot after another. People thought he
was doing an Indian war dance.

his style seems to he out of the

current “tempo” vogue, Wynn kids

about this. “When I was first dis-

covered,” he recalls, “critics used
to single out my Unique hesitant

delivery. Now !’m 'doing the ekact

same thing,, and they just Say I

Some snoopers, suspecting subversive activity, notified the police. The keep forgetting my lines.”
cops absolved him of disloyalty but asked him if he had a licensed A Martha Raye’s television debut
union man asked him if hie had a card in the lineman's union. But he • with her own show was one of .my
stood by his rights and invited them- into his house to. gaze with won- most .thrilling theatrical assign
der on his perfect reception. They settled for that.

,
In fact they con-

gratulated him,! confessing that when they tried to get Faye Emerson
all they got was quivering lines that looked like the homeliest girls in
the Waves.

He had offers 1 to buy and could have made $10,000 more on his house
than he put in it. But he feared he could never get such 1 good fecepn
tion elsewhere. So he didn’t sell*

Little by little other people got better reception and his aririy of fair

weather .friends gradually diminished in number. Then the bottom
dropped put of the real estate market; It dropped oiit of radio, to0.
His ovvn show wasn’tcosting enough, so the sponsors ‘ dropped it. lie

thought .he kriew enough; about television by now, so he made a pitch
for. that. But they told huh he was too tail for TV.

In the end he sold, his place and moved down to the flatlands. He lost

$9^000 on the place but he’s quite philosophical about the matter.

“After all” he ydll fell you, “I remain the first guy to get good re-
ception aroUnd Laurel Canyon; They can’t take that away from me*”

ments. . It felt like a good show from
the first moment Leo Morgan, Nat
Heiken, Billy Friedberg and myself
sat own to plot it.

.
Pinza was . to

be her
. guest* We decided to keep

the story in good taste arid physi-

cally exciting, but without .
a

trampoline apt. The two stars re-

hearsed harder than Theatre
Guild Japprentices. The .

usually

frantic camera hours were a pleas-

ure, Miss Raye arid Pinza were
always on their toes and clowning

just enough in. the breaks ta riiiin-

tain a spirit of easy good humor,
Milton Berle dropped in with Dag-
mar, and, of course, the obvious.

(Continued on page 184
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‘ALICE M WOHDERVISION'
=By AL SCHWARTZ and SHERWOOD SCHWARTZ^

Hollywood.

T?verv night Alice sat by the television set, kitten in her lap, watch-

ing all the wonderful programs. Alice and her kitten laughed with the

romedians sobbed with dramatic shows, and even grunted with the

wrestlers
* One night her kitten suddenly jumped oft her lap and

scampered toward,the television set. Alice couldn’t understand why
fintii she looked at the screen and: saw a large bowl of milk. “Come
Sack you silly kitten,” Alice laughed. “That milk is ontelevismtt.You

can’t drink it.”

But the kitten paid no attention to her. He poked his head right

whiffh."the Picture tube .and > started lapping up the milk. Alice

rubbed her eyes in amazement.'
, ;

“Goodness, if a kitten can do that, maybe I can do it too.” With

that she cautiously stepped through the picture tube, half expecting if

to break at any moment*’ But nothing happened. Alice started to

search for her kitten, aiid the next thing . she knew she was falling

down down, doWn. She plftnge.d head over heels down a long thin

tunnel not knowing Where she was or where she was going. She was

falling' so fast, she could just Jjarjely read a sign that said “Coaxial

Cable.”

“Coaxial Cable?” said Alice to herself. “I wonder what that means?”

But before she could figure it out, she landed, with a loud thump.

“Ouch” said Alice, struggling to her feet. “I wonder where I aih?”

“Well, let’s look around,” suggested the kitten,, which had landed

beside her.

They seemed to be on a large stage of spine sort. All about them

were spotlights, cameras and scenery.

“What a strange world,” said Alice in awe. “I wonder where We

are?” she asked again.

“This is the Cehter Theatre in Radio City,” answered the kitten.

'Gracious me; How did you know that?”

The kitten shrugged modestly. “Well, after ail, I’m part Shubert

Alley cat.’’

“This must, be where all the television shows come from,” exclaimed

Alice excitedly.

Just then large white rabbit hopped by, almost knocking Alice

down.

“My, What manners,” gasped Alice, “can’t you say pardon me?”

“Pardon me? pardon me?” repeated the White rabbit twitching ner-

vously. “I never heard of ‘pardon me’—I’m a television producer.”

Alice was puzzled. “What’s sr television producer?”

The rabbit blinked his pink eyes, and twitched twice more. “That’s

a radio producer who wishes he was back in radio.”

Alice was puzzled. “Mr. Producer, you just said the same thing

twice.’’
' "*

“Of course, of course. That’s how I keep my job. It always sounds

like someone’s backing me up.”

The rabbit took but his watch, and twitched so violently he set it

hack eight minutes. “Oh, dear me,” he exclaimed, “I’m let6 , I’m lete>

I’d better jump along, or the Sponsor will be on my tail.

Alice was curious. “Sponsor? Is he a rabbit, too?”

“No, hut’ we, rabbits like to stick close to him. He s got all the let-

tuce.”

“Oh, is that so,” interrupted a gruff voice from above.

“Oh, heavens, Oh heavens/ there he is now.v He pointed. There

perched on a boom' Was a large Cheshire cat grinning wickedly. The

rabbit was so terrified his pink eyes* turned deep yellow, and he hopped

off to his control hutch.
, . ...

Alice looked up at the grinning Cheshire cat, and realized with a

start, that he didn’t have a body. She circled round and round, and

finally bursting with curiosity, she said, “I hope you don t mind my
asking, but aren’t you an odd looking cat, Mr. Sponsor. You don t

have a body.”
.

The Cheshire cat smiled down at her. “It’s elementary, my dear

young girl. If I had a body I’d have a heart, and as everyone knows,

a sponsor doesn’t have’ a "heart.”
.

, . .

“Oh, well,” said Alice, trying to make light of it, “heart or no heart,

Mr. Cat, you still have nine lives.”
. . .

“My dear girl,” commented the sponsor wrily. ‘In television, nine

lives last about one week/’
,,

Alice Was eager to continue ;
this enlightening conversation, put

suddenly a loud Voice shrieked, “Quiet, Quiet.”

A strangely attired creature in a high hat was dashing madly about

the stage, screaming orders at everyone in sight.

“My, you’re -the busiest
4 man I ever saw,” said Alice.

“Naturally; I’m the television director. I stage the $how, rehearse

the actors, and call the camera shots.”
. , „

“Oh. Judging by your outfit, I thought you were the Mad Hatter.

‘‘That’s What a Mad Hatter is,” he answered. “A television director

Who flipped his lid.”

Alice giggled, “My* that’s very funny.” ,

The Mad Hatter turned to two worried looking creatures who were

busily slipping last minute jokes into the teleprompters. You hear

that, boys?”
“Who are they, Mr. Director?” „ , .

“I’d introduce you to them, but they’re writers, explained the Mad
Hatter. “They’re Tweedledee and Tweedledum.”
“So that’s what television writers look like,” observed. Alice, Are

they any different than writers in radio?”
. ^ . .

“Not much*” commented the Mad Hatter.” It’s just that their ulcers

are more photogenic/’
“Is writing for television such hard work?”

*

“It’s not that it’s hard,” explained the Mad Hatteiy it s confusing.

You have to order the scenery two weeks before you. get the idea

for the kind of scenery you need for the idea. You see. w
Alice didn’t .see at all, aiid decided to change the subject.^ With a

director; a: ’producer, a sponsor, and writers Who are all so important*

you must have a great star.” • ... . .n<it T
“Star, star/’ repeated the Mad Hatter, ‘Heavens to Mr. Paley,

knew we forgdt something.” Suddenly he stared at Ah66* How
about you? How would you like to be our star?”

Tweedledee’ and Tweedledum yelled in unison, Yeah,, how about it

•Alice?;”
<(TI

The white rabbit and the Cheshire cat chanted with them. How
about it? How about it?”

.

-. .•

“No, no,” yelled Alice backing away. “I don’t want to be in te

vision. No, no.” ...... . . ...

Through the hubbub of these strange cries, Alice heard a familiar

voice. “Wake up, Alice dear/ Wake up.”
. .

Alice blinked her eyes, and looked around. There she^ was in. fro

of the television set with the kitten on her lap. Her mother was say-

lng, “Alice, how can you Watch television so much. Those prog

are simply terrible.” „v j *. *

“Don’t say that, mother;” said Alice. They all work so hard to pu

On a good show. I know how tough it is.” , . . t

v
You?” laughed Alice’s mother. “What do, you know about tele-

vision?”

“°h, you’d never believe me, mother.” said Alice. She winked at

the kitten. And the kitten winked back.

Annh>er»ary RADIOS

By JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE
All you hear aibout these days is

PROGRESS. I’m getting tired of

it. Youwon’t find anything smack-
ing of progress in the next thou-

sand words or

HARRY SALTER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Stop the Music—ABC

so. Pur your
feet on the
d e s k, lean
back and
lax. This piece
is about the
radio that

. WAS a couple
of decades ago
when, as

young report-

er, I did a 7; 15
a. m. news
broad ca st

John C. Svvayze

L-By Miibouriie Christopher—
( The author magician

)

The vast resources of magic’s

visual trickery have scarcely been

tapped by TV. A few technicians

have used the profession’s optical

principles for eye-catching adver-

tisements stidden appearances

and dissolves but the most visual

of the theatrical arts is still in its

television swaddling clothes.

Most producers • Of variety pro-

grams are content to s h o 0 1 the
tricks as they appear to theatre
and nightclub; audiences without
taking advantage of television’s

special flexibility.

Take closeup magic for example;
Mahy of the most perplexing feats

are those; which until TV* could
only be shown across a table to a

dozen or so people. Astonishing
tricks with small objects such as

matches, dice and finger rings, can
be shown to great advantage with
tight closeups via video.

To show TV’s range, on a recent
‘•Arthur Godfrey and His Friends”
show I Went from intimate conjur-

ing (the spongeball trick) to stage

illusions, (the production of an at-

tractive girl from a miniature doll

house).

The camera came in close for

shots of my hands clU ring the

spongeball skullduggery, then
pulled away for shots that included
Godfrey, me and the dollhouse for

the illusion. Even in the illusion

TV was used to point up the mys-
tery. After the overall sho t* its

closeup eye peered inside the house
just before the production—some
thing the theatre spectator has al-

ways wanted to do, but never could;

At present most of the TV magic
shows are designed for youngsters.

“The Magic Clown,” “The Magic
Sultanv and the “Dell O’Dell Show”
are aimed straight for the youngest
viewers; Magic is far from limited

to such a narrow appeal. Kiddie
shows have their place* but why

(Continued on page 114)

from one corner of the city room
before buckling down to the -

riigrinjents the City ed threw at me,
The hour was a bit early for me
and to make the broadcast each
morning required pretty accurate
timing*

I rode the street car to work
and had everything figured to a
nicety as long as the street Car
company held to its schedules.
Along the route of car to

;
office

were a number of public clocks,
posted oil the outside of buildings
by various business establishments
with accompanying advertisements.
I had them all spotted and kept
track of the progress of the car I

Was riding. By the time the motor-
man reached my stop I knew exact-

ly how. fast I would have to run to
reach the microphone. The run
was an uphill drag; ending in three
flights of stairs at .

the office. At
the head of the stairs was the
United Press, where I grabbed the
overnight accumulation of news
stories; the broadcasting studio,

was then across the long city room.

named Jack Carberry who, when;
last I heard of him, was sports ed-
itor of the Denver Post. In those
days he was full of shenanigans
but his antics probably reached a
peak on this night when he played
announcer. Even In- the very youth-
ful years the paper had a station of
sorts, When working properly, re-
ception Was fairly good for a radius
of eight to . 10 blocks, Occasion-
ally it reached to the city limits.
One summer night an all-school
orchestra was scheduled to broad-
cast, The last edition having long
since , rolled* the city room was
turned over to the young musi-
cians. as it Was the only place suit-

able for such a crowd. The paper
had that day given considerable
space to the concert and it was
to be something of an event. It

was being , covered by Carberry
arid a 'photographer for a story and
pictures the next day./ The play-
ers started tuning up and their in-
structor* in shirt sleeves and per-
spiring, made the last minute
checks. Another group of -workers
i another part of the building
were also perspiring. These work-
ers Were the radio engineers and
an- embarrassing thing had oc-
curred. The station’s equipment
over which the concert was about
to be aired, had gone completely
on the fritz* Things began to add
up

(

to a terrible frost, Finally, the
chief engineer gave up.

“You might as Well tell them to
pack up arid go home,” he an-
nounced,' “There’ll be no broad-
cast tonight.”

At this announcement; Carberry
simply perked to the occasion,

“Just stay put of sight,” lie said,

“We’ll stage a broadcast even if it

doesn’t get ori the air,”

This , route became a race course
]

He rushed to the city room, at
every mornin^h-AWth the early shift

[
one end of which stood the early-

Workers in the U. P. office and the ; day microphone With amegaphone
city room the cheering section.

j

attachment pointing toward the

As I raced around with Coat tails
|

^hestra. The musicians, were now
flying, their whoops followed me

;

warming up with youth fill enth.usi-

until the radio room door slammed nsi Carberry waved his arms
behind me and I hurried through

;

for silence.

the news, Selecting the morning
air edition, Tlien I went on—
breathless. The word “breathless”

is entirely accurate. More than

“In exactly two minutes,” he
shouted, “the concert will start.

Everyone get set/’

From then on, it was every man
once a good natured listener called

, for himself. Between annoimee-
t° say I certainly must have had

|

mqnts, Carberry would dash from
the room to return with telegrams,
supposedly received from listen-

ers, These he would read with a
flourish,

“Here’s one from Hoskins Cor-

to hurry because they could hear
me gasping. In fact, it became
something of a feature. Regulars
would listen to see how hard I was
panting and by that knew, if I had

]

encountered difficulties in reaching
the office.

Fun in the City Room 1-1

Pre-dating those gay days was
the era of really early radio, its

genuine infancy, and it was then

there was staged in that same city

room across which I used to quick-

step as odd a program as you’ll

find in or out of the book. In a

way, you might say it was the

broadcast that never took place.

Motivating force Was a reporter

ners,” he .would say. “Broadcast
coming in fine, thanks, folks. Let’s

hear from more of you.”

Then as the photographer took
pictures, the musicians would whirl
into the next number with added
zest, Bo the summer night wore
on, split with a cacophony of noise.

Youngsters were blowing their

brains out under the impetus of
a wild haired reporter who raced
in from time to time to read mes-
sages he had written himself. But
they loved it, everyone concerned;
It was fun, making the broadcast
that never took place. Never took
place? Well; now wait a minute.
It was hot that night arid the many
windows were wide open. The mu-
sicians’ vigor caused a tremendous
noise Which carried on the still

night, ait. Chances are the concert
was heard over fully as great an
area as if the equipment had been
working perfectly. Carberry’s in-

sistence in carrying on turned out

to be an idea of real merit, a fact

which was purely accidental.

CBS-TV GETS ‘BANK’ TO

FILL SUN.

ARCHIE BLEYER
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

For. tlie Arthur Godfrey Radio rind Television shows

CBS-TV filled its open Sunday

night half-hour, which being

given up by the Fred Waring show,

by raiding NBC-TV tliis week for

“Break the Brink.” Giveaway pro-

gram moves over to CBS Jan. 13,

taking over the 9:30 to 10 o’clock

period, with Bristol-Myers Continu-

ing as sponsor.

Move gives CBS a Sunday night

SRO again and, at the same time,

leaves NBC with a hole to fin,

Wednesday;; nights at 10. WV'WJj?-

show* bankrolled by General Eftv*

trie, has been runn ing fronr 9 to

but cuts back to, the 9 to 9^0 slot

only after Jam -6.
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name is Ulric. I am an ulcer. Anyhow I used to be.

I went out of business, automatically when Joe kicked in

right after the holidays. Joe was my boss. He was the

guy that brought hie to life and fed me.
I was born about five years ago,

just southeast of his liver. Of What
Joe had been previous to my coming,
I learned by hearsay. He was a col-

lege man. He had graduated cum
laude from one of our more erudite

universities; He grabbed off ri BA.
mainly for a document he whipped up
called “Poetry, Ancient and Modern,
as Applied to the Theatre.” He was
front man in Lit. 47, and was picked
as a guy most likely to something or

other. Anyhow, he was smart, and
knew a lot of long words, and how to

spell ’em, and was chockful of Theo-
ories and Drama and Art and Hidden Meanings, and
Subtle Insinuation and all that stuff a guy learns in-

stead of how to swing a pick and locate a bomb shelter

quick.

Paul G. Smith

He was* a very popular guy, and in those days was eat-

ing pretty high on the hog, and spending time Over it

discussing Ethics and Trends, and cogitating over the

State of the Theatre. This gave his
.
grub a chance to

digest, and he slept well nights, and each new day was
another door to open on lovely surprises, which he took
in stride. He was amazed at how beautiful Life was,
and what opportunities it held for a thoughtful young man
with a good education arid a thorough knowledge (theo-

retical, not practical) of the theatre, its meaning and in-

tent.. He knew human nature. He had studied it very
earnestly—from books. He didn’t like people; They
annoyed hii .

mainly because they acted like people, in-

stead of Lesson 12, Applied Psychology. He was happy
arid healthy; He was so healthy he could wade knee-deep
through an epidemic and come out with a good appetite
arid three new muscles.

Then, through the machinations of an alumnus of his

college, who had heard of him and his brilliant achieve-
ments, he got a job in Television;

Ten weeks later I was born. His stomach Was one of
the coziest and neatest places you. have ever seen. The
lining was smooth and lovely, like a nylon shirt. I picked
a nice, section of it and moved iri.

My Coming wasn’t an overnight job. For the first couple
of weeks he cracked out ideas like corn popping on a hot
plate; Each c'ne was seized upon with a whoop and a
hurrah, and put to. work. Joe was a hot Cracker—you
find the question, Joe had the answer; not after a while but
right now. By acclamation the other geniuses named him

.

head genius—that’s how smart he was. They took him to
lunch—one right after the other. They bought him drinks
—one right after the other. Of course the lunches were
pretty short—10 minutes—because there was some Other
notion he was wrestling with. This TV thing ate ’em
up as fast as you cooked ’em. You had to keep digging
Up mbre and more and more. Of course this was no prob-
lem to Joe, Not at first it wasn’t. Then one day he
reached for an idea, and came up empty. He started
changing some of the old ones around and that held up
for a while—but still there were more needed—and more.

Liquid Diet
—:—" — —

: f"~ •
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He started missing lunch and eating out of a bottle. He
couldn’t sleep nights, so he .dropped in to talk to the other
boys. While they talked they had a belt or two, and spent
most of the time trying to interrupt each other at the top
of their Voices,

Those are the circumstances that brought me about. I

sneaked in One morning, just, between the tomato juice and
the black coffee! Just to let him know I was on the job, I

gave a little twitch,- and the coffee was followed by a
double shot of bicarb. Nasty stuff that. It nearly got me.
But after awhile I got used to it, and began to thrive on it.

Then about 2 : 10 would come the lunch—r-not chawed, it

arrived in hunks. When a guy is trying to get rid of a
lot of adverbs and technical suppositions, his jaws are too
busy talking to chaw much. This was duck soup for me.
I’d grab ope of those lumps on the way by and kick it

around plenty.

At 4 o’clock came the martinis. Half a dozen at least.

I loved them. You know, if an ulcer is really sincere about
doing a good job, he can take the alky from one of those
things, hone it on the vermouth and etch the prettiest
pictures on the stomach lining. That’s what I did—night
after night—martini after martini.

! $50 Consultations

Then one day something happened; He went to see a
doctor. For 50 bucks the doc gave him some good advice
and one chip for the spoopgoo was the proportion.

For a week I thought I was a goner. Joe kept loading
me down with sickly paste goo^-mashed fruits and gluey
mashes. I nearly gave up the ghost When he started on the
yogurt. He quit drinking and went up to bed early—arid
started taking, things “a bit easy;,” I lost weight—T was
down almost to a blackhead when the network signed a
big deal with Goodyear and tossed it in his lap. That night
the yogurt stopped and the martinis began agai

I had a tropical field day with a hunk of underdone
roast beef, about the size of a golf ball. I found more cor-

ner pockets in his craw than the' Brunswick people could
turn out in five years. Of course around midnight the
game turned into a sort of Whiskey polo affair, because
the account executives had: called him in to a meeting,
and were liquefying their problems as fast as they came
up. ... ...

The first show was a big success, That meant chain-,

pagrie—buckets of it. Now you give me a little 'champagne
and I can do wonders with it. A cOuple of shots and I

can make a guy think he’s swallowed a spinning mouse
with spurs on and a horn like a unicorn.
Once again I got a scare. One day nothing came in at

all-arid I’d found out I’d overdone things. By this time
I’d got lonesome down there ail by myself—anyhow there
was too much fun for just one guy, so I called in a couple
©f brother ulcers. He’d been to a Christmas party that
day, and between us we put on a real peeler.

They hustled him back, to the medics. They pumped

him out—that wasn’t any fun, believe me. Then they

pushed me some stuff down his epiglottis that nearly

floundered us. We were almost plastered over when
New Year’s came.

It looked like a bum year for us, because we heard him
distinctly make a lot of promises—bed early—no booze-
sane food—calm habits. And then the phone rang. A
cigaret mob had seen what he had done for the .tire people^

They were planning a big show. Would be like to drop
oyer to the New Year’s party they were tossing. He Would
<—he did.

Ten iriinutes after he got there, the embalming fluid

the doc had wrapped us in was dissolved in a flood of

liquid fire. With a yell of relief we Went to Work. We
made up an.' amalgum of hot rum, cold gin and anchovy
paste, moulded it into bullets .and shot it off in all direc-
tions. Talk about your A-Bombs! This stuff went in
deep and exploded—any every time it did, another hunk
of his innards went out of control; We sprayed caviar
around like buckshot and sandpapered the rest of his
stomach lining off, then rubbed it down With gin, slightly

laced with brandy. And then all of a. sudden everything
stopped. They took him home in a cab. When the doctor
came, Joe was whipping around the last turn in the lane
that leads to Life Everlasting,
That is, the spiritual side of Joe was. The rest Of him,

including us, they buried. Only three bartenders, a night
club Owner and a girl he used to know in high school but
had been too busy to look up lately attended.

It was a short life but if : was fun while it lasted;

Soup to Nuts
m Continued from

,
page 99 -as

j

Feel that, judging by those standards, you can make
soup history at Trenton.

Regards,

R. Tashman & M; Welles

WESTERN UNION
PALM SPRNGS CAL 12 NOV 10:1 7A NLPP

J. B. RIDDELL
RIDDELL SOUPS
TRENTON NJ

DEAR J.B.: FEEL WE ARE ENTITLED TO CALL YOU J.B. SINC€
WE HAVE BOUGHT ONE CAN EACH OF THE 96 VARIETIES
OF RIDDELL SOUPS. WHY ONLY 96 KINDS? WHY NOT
THINK UP 4 MORE & MAKE IT AN EVEN HUNDRED? LETTER
FOLLOWS. RT4MW.

Palm Springs

November 13

'Dear. J.B.

' Have just opened your Cream: of Spinach Soup. Spinach
is extremely discouraged-looking. It does not meet the

soup-eater half-way. It looks like grated blotting: paper.

It seems to be hiding in the bottom of the soup bowl.

Once, this soup is placed in the. mouth, it’s' greatest

fault becomes apparent. Your Cream of Spinach Soup
tastes very strongly of Spinach. Any schoolboy knows that

spinach is the most unpopular vegetable to. come out of .

the truck-garden. Expecting to market a soup maid# of
unmitigated spinach shows a die-hard disregard for human
nature, let alone a lack of Originality. Why not brighten

the taste with mint leaves or a dab of rubber cemerit?

Yours in a spirit - of constructive

critcism,

R.T. and M.W.

MEMORANDUM FROM THE DESK OF THE SOUP-TESTERS

To: Riddell

Date: 14 November
Who is- dicing your carrots for Riddell’s Vegetable Soup? We
have never seen such sloppily-diced carrots. They represent

a new low in carrot-di ing.

We make no pretense of being professional carrot-dicers. How-
ever, as vegetable soup consumers, We have as good a right

as any to pass judgment on carrots which irresponsible soup-
makers may foist upon us, ’i- *

The first principle of carrot-dicing is: THE CARROT MUST BE
DICED WITH THE GRAIN. NEVER ACROSS THE GRAIN.
We have before us a plateful of Riddell's vegetable soup con-;

taining 27 pieces of cross-grain diced carrots. It is a shambles.
Do you think that people don't car* how their carrots are diced?
Do you think soup-eaters will swallow anything?

Yours with the grain,

R.T. & M.W.

TELETYPE TO JB RIDDELL PRES RIDDELL SOUPS TREN-
TON NJ: FEEL YOU HAVE CHOSEN A FOOLHARDY
COLOR FOR YOUR TOMATO SOUP. URGE THAT YOU
INTERSPERSE RIDDELL’S TOMATO BISQUE WITH HOMINY
GRITS TO FORESTALL POSSIBLE CONGRESSIONAL
INVESIGATION. R.T. & M.W.

16 November
Dear J.B.

:

Your Cream of Kidney B*an Soup seems to be noth-

ing but unadulterated niud, end not very good mud at that.

Our dog, who is quite an authority on mud, flatly re-

fused to eat it, even when mixed With horse meat. In

fact, the. dog now refuses to eat anything but of the bowl
in which we gave him Riddell's Cream of Kidney Bean
Soup.

As for your product' presumably containing whole
vegetables, i.e. Mushroom Soup, Lentil Soup, Broccoli. Soup,
etc., we have measured them against, three other leading

soup brands. Here is tha result—what we might call a
"Souper Rating’?:

( Figur* at right indicates number
of identifiable fragments of advertised

vegetable- pair cubic inch of soup tested:)

MUSHROOM SOUP
CAMPBELL’S 53

HEINZ . ; 51

VAN CAMP’S ... ,.;..v ...... 50
RIDDELL'S I I

Wo hava no comment. The figures speaks for

themselves.

Yours for a complete housecleaning

.Trenton,

R.f. * M.W.

Berie’s Producer Details

TV Theatre Just for TV
By ARTHUR KNORR

Television will reach Its peak and the results will
approach perfection when TV theatres are constructed for
TV alone. The TV Theatre will be designed to overcome
existing obstacles rind to elaborate on the potentialities

of the inedium.
The answer does; riot lie in Convert-

ing existing theatres to the medium.
This, at best, is makeshift. The ideal
TV Theatre Will have many features
that are taken from the theatre and
the hiotion picture studio, but added
features designed for the production
of a TV Show will aid the actor, direc-

tor, cameraman)' technician, musical
director arid all participants con-
cerned, as well as giving the audi-
ence a better view of the perform-
ance onstage and video screen simul-
taneously. Many programs require an

audience, and their applause ill. the theatre, or studio
greatly affects the home viewer and is most important
to the performer, inspiring him to work all the harder.

Following are some thoughts that blight be incorporated
in a TV Theatre, Visualize a platform, not unlike an
orchestra pit lift or elevator, that is divided into sections
that will raise or lower hydraulically above and below
stage level and so arranged that these sections, each with
a camera on it, will give a variety of shots from different
levels. These platforms will also permit more than one
camera to dolly in arid back at the same time and provide
area enough for cameras to change positions. The plat-
form sections will be controlled in the same manner as

.
a

stage lift- and, when set at stage level, Will permit cameras
to dolly in on stage' proper if such a shot is desired.

Arthur Knorr

|
Other Fine Points

|

The stage will have a turntable or revolving stage
as well as stage lifts made in sections to raise and lower

• above and below stage level. These lifts can be devised
to raise and lower at each end creating ramps at any angle
desired, which will add to many visual effects and elimi-
nate the construction and handling of elevations. Moving
platforms or mobile stages can be operated by motor,
bringing on present scenes of great bulk and weight. These
platforms cari work up and down the stage or from
right to left and used Singly or in groups.' A tread-
mill or a traveling stage can be used for effect and practi-
cability. A bridge or catwalk can be so constructed that the
dolly camera can take overhead shots and travel as well.
The same catwalk can carry spotlight operators to follow
action on stage.

The wireless cue transmitter will be used to Warn and
cue the stage manager who, in turn, will give the direct
cue to the stagehands for opening and closing curtains, set-
ting and striking scenes, flip cards, effects, etc. It will
expedite all phases of the program to have as many opera-
tors, as possible from the control room, where the pro-
ducers, edirector, technical director, electrician, video and
audio engineers, are located during a performance.

The auditorium will be built so that the first row of
seats for the audience is well above stage level. This will
improve sightlines arid give the spectators a better view
of the stage. The control room will be placed under the
audience, and the monitors will be so arranged that the
directors can without effort see the entire stage action and
call his shots, and the performer will be able to see the
director during a performance,

The
. wireless cue transmitter be . used to great

advantage. The stage manager can carry the wifeless Cue
receiver on stage with him as a member of the cast and
cut actioris or cover emergencies that might arise without
the knowledge of the audience or viewer.

Process screens for rear projection, a large screen (like

that in the Center Theatre) to enable the theatre audi-
ence to see the show as aired, spotlights mounted on dol-
lies on platforms, special sound arid rigging equipment-
all this, and more, will be part of the TV Theatre for TV
-alone.

Dear Mr. Riddell:

17 November

It says on the can that the Riddell Soup Company has
been making Chicken Noodle Soup for 49 years. When you
hit the half-century mark, we suggest that you get a new
chicken.

As for the noodle, we are enclosing it with this letter

in case you want to give it another whirl; The.remainder ,

of the can was filled with a cloudy water tasting faintly of

leeks.

W* advise that you immediately discontinue this

ineffective mixture in favor of a more lusty end romanti
concocti

. such as:

Eggplant Bisque

Cream of Spanish Moss Soup
Mock Oyster Soup
Bet's Wing Broth

Liver Noodle Soup
... Cream of Redio Script Soup

Here, is the recipe for Cream of Radio Script

Soup:
-Take the blood of two ripe radio writers. .

Add half a dozen ideas by the sponsor's wife, .*nd
an equal number of aspirin tablets;

Stir in two dozen ears of corn, picked on a Hooper
night by the dark of the moon.

Fold in three inter inable commercials.
Shred $20,000 in large bills,' end one finely diced

eguncy man.
Bring to a simmering boil, adding musical bridges

end exclamation points to taste.

When thoroughly cooked over e national network,

this reap* will make enough Cream of Redi

Script Soup to. turn the stomachs of 20,000,000

potential Riddell Soup customers.
We know this is surefire, stuff, J.B;, because we got th*.

recipe from you. But you’ll have to find some new radio

writers to give you their blood, Tashman and Welles have:

been squeezed dry!

Yours with croutons,

R.T. and M. W.
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Humorist’s Warm Slant

On That New Robot-TV

By HARRY HERSHFIELD

arry Hershfield

Let us exhibit the metamorphosis, the now robust and
' an encompassing indoor mam One who lives and breathes

in the small, closed spaces. But first, prefaced by the

yarn of the husband who never came home earlier than
3 a. hi. To the. surprise of his' family,
he arrived home One evening at mid-
nights— and explained : “This is the
only place that’s still open.’’ Who
can deny , that. his domicile, these days,
isn’t the clearing house/of cabaret;
vaudeville, drama and "forum: Tele-
vision has corralled mankind’s moans
and groans and parked them in your
parlor. And when Video has really
taken his stranglehold, the only move-
ment' on the streets will be actors,
musicians and Milton Berie oh the
way to studios.

Yet, no matter whose program is on,

there are millions of distracted souls still treking our boule-

vards. Not that they haven’t television sets—they’re the
one with sets that don’t get all the stations. Home Squeak
Home. They’re the ones who don’t watch the commercials,
thereby having time to go out and purchase what is being
advertised.

The change in man’s entertainment came too: suddenly.
Overnight our homes have taken over the burdens’ carried

by outdoor strolling, minstrels, park gatherings and sta-

diums. Previously, every man’s home Was supposedly his

castle. The lord of the manor decided
,
what and who

should enter' its sacred precincts. Certainly no. salesman
.could jump the inoat and present his Wares right i

the middle of your drawing room. No wonder one per-
former boasted: “By being: on television I’m able to get
into some of the finest homes.” Forgetting that he is

probably the guy they were referring to* when it Was said :

“Television has proven one thing—that those, before, Who
shouldn’t have -been heard, now shouldn’t be seen.”

However the' die -is cast. Video lias more than “squat-
ters’ rights” in your living room. You may get up and
leave, if it pleases you—-but science stays.

For a long spell there was a period of
.
compromise be-

tween the outdoor entertainer and your inviolate sanctum.
That’s when .we looked out of the window and bridged the
protocols, of living'. Rarely has a streetsinger or “oompah
band” been invited in, for their small change--out of the
window went the.pennies.

Or, trying to get a coherent meaning to. the newsboy’s
raucous “wuxtra paper—read all about the blah, blah,

blah!” It was an annoying age, but at least there was
line of demarcation in privacies and social standings. It

has now been battered beyond . recognition. Home life

may not be destroyed, but it will certainly not have any
second-hand value. Not that the average home life was so

precious a thing. What has come into it in the main, via

television, is progressively superior to that Which stewed
in its own fat, in the average intelligence within the four
walls. In many instances, it was a case of; “We have
absolutely no purpose in life and whatever happens to us,

is velvet,”

|
Critics All

1

Television has been a windfall to the average life. Very
few thought they/d have the privilege of walking out on an
opera singer, at the Met—no less being able to switch a
dial and presto, out of yOur life and home goes basso
ournoted.

Our complaint only is that the transition came too fast. In
one swoop of science our small but homey quarters has
become the headquarters of police lineups, armories of
sports, world events, stages of every conceivable move-
ment known to the exhibitionist, Closeups. of growing
animals are amplified to make your domestic pets scurry
for safety. No Wonder Konrad Bercovici is such a television

addict: “It fascinates me, these little people on the screen
with such giant voices.”

It is written: “The meek shall inherit the earth”—but
it wasrt’t meant to come to him all at once, concentrated
in a 16-inch screen.

Posters flash: “Join the Navy and see the world.” The
owner of video set can now make a sucker Out of Monte
Cristo, when he bellowed, “The world is mine!”

There are rebels, of course, to this newly harnessed
homelife. Illustrated by George Shelton, when he moaned;
‘ I slept all night in a saloon.” Couldn’t you get a room?”
“Yes, but not with a bar in it.”

This higher, less expensive medium of personal enter-

tainment, television, has now brought ’the. bar into the
•home—only for friends and neighbors, of. course. Video
first''Broke up homes, via the tavern. Now it’s back agai

More and more one sense the impact of this modern,
animated magic; lantern on our lives. It gives you every-
thing and you, poor soul, must decide, what is good, bad
and indifferent, A montage of all going on at one’ time
Would be more in keeping With our whirling brains and
twisting dials, than concentrating; on some ; quiz program
that makes you ask the question: “Why was it produced?'’
But no matter, you have a set and rbom to keep it in, and a
bed handy when On the, verge of Collapse. No wonder
the woman asked the doctor if he could give her some-
thing to make her eyes look red and Weary—“Why should
people, think I haven’t- got a television?”

] Tie That Binds

. Cali it forced home life, if you will, but keeping fami-
lies together, no matter how, is for. better, things to come.
Anyway, a television group has learned to obey one order
T7t.be dictum of. silence. Something that all the signs in a
picture theatre hasn’t been able . tp enforce.

So important is silence in the home, when a video drama
, that it is recorded here ’ for the first time, this

unknown fact; An ’ irate wife, bent on murdering her hus-.
band, sitting in front of the television, killed him with a
bow anti arrow, so as hot to make too much noise while
Helen Hayes was speaking on the screen.
Though the members have all Evening to watch the video:

performance, they can hardly wait till they are over. Not

so they can go to bed. No. From that second on you have
the normal abnormalities of filial coherence. Blood is

thicker than water and families are always punching each
other on the nose to prove it, The program’s over and
the group goes into action. The mechanical genius called
television has performed a purpose never attained by any
previous robot. It stirs life and argument and ambition
into every homebody who has a “talented niece, funny
uncle and acrobatic brother superior to Dinah Shore, Ed
Wynn and Dagmar.”
Home is. what you make it—and television can make or

break it. That clever little gadget is a mechanism hew
in only one way. Television is only sound and sight com-
bined, exhibited for years by talking pictures. Invention
has simply brought it into your home.

No\fethat we have paid just cheers to this great transfer,
let us weigh it. for its worth, as of now. True that many
superlative programs: have been siphoned into your par-

lor. The forms and productions are improving by leaps
and bounds. But the real test—--the genuine millennium
of entertainment fof television will come when this ques-
tion,pan be answered in the affirmative: “Would you leave
a comfortable room, dress up and go out and pay for the
show you’ve

:
just seen in your home?” Personally I be-

lieve video will kttain that standard, not only with certain

programs, but in the general offerings.

As in the original movies and talkies, anything- that

moved or barked held you Spellbound, Television has . the
chance to pick the best of past lessons and I’m sure it is

grabbing it faster than any other medium. Television is

the most democratic firm of entertai merit so far devised
by man. There are no privileged classes, no matter how
high the rent of your home or the size of yOur drawing
room. For in television there is. no such thing as balcony
arid orchestra seats.

No doubt there will always be reactionaries regarding
the value of this modern invention. As in the case of the
salesman trying to sell a store, owner , a Certain machine;
“With; this machirib goes a certain powder. When you
see an insect in your place you put the powder in this box,
turn a knob, then squirt the powder on the. insect and it’ll

kill it,” “Listen,” came the answer, “If 1 see an insect

I’ll step on it and kill it.” “That’s also a good idea, my
friend.” ,

"

Reactionaries or no, television is here to stay, as do the

neighbors in your house, to get in on the snack and coffee,

after the programs. And when they, in- turn,; leave to go
to their homes, it isn’t the television shows they are dis-

cussing—it's your Only serving a snack and coffee that’s

the topic. Human nature came before the other inventions.

Hollywood.

Some of my friends just can’t understand how I can

spend so much of my time, sitting horne glued to, my tele-

vision screen. But in this day arid age I see ho reason why
a person needs to go out and spend 15 or 20 dollars for a

night’s entertainment. I didn’t do it

before television, so why should I do
it now?
Of course, when you're in the busi-

ness, you naturally look at television

With a more critical eye than the

casual spectator. You try tp analyze

each program, and ask yourself why
they did what they did, and what, if

anything, could have been done to

improve it. In fact, last year When I

first realized that I would soon be per-

forming in the medium myself, .1 be-

Ygan to make notes, putting down my
reactions as I watched the various

shows. During the year I accumulated quite a collection

of these notes, and it might be of interest if I passed on

these observations for what they’re worth. Some of the

reactions I had while watching TV last year:

“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS” . . . Jan. 6: The sets alone

must cost a fortune. Imogene Coca so talerited—and that

Sid Caesar makes you laugh every minute he’s on. And
he does it for an hour and a half, every week. But Who
cares—he's bound to wear himself out.

MILTON BERLE SHOW . . . Feb. 13: Tuned in five

minutes late and missed the first three costumes. High-

class humor throughout. One first rate bit where Berie

says “makeup” and a stooge runs oiit and hits him in face

with a sack of flour. This is very funny for people in.the

trade, but may be too subtle for general public.

BURNS & ALLEN SHOW . . . March 1: Very relaxed

and enjoyable show. Jokes are funny and situation

cleverly worked out; Grade's stage preserice, timing,

delivery and sense of comedy are exceptional, and George

Burris blows the. finest smoke rings I’ve ever seen. Since

then I heard that Burns &; Allen originally started out to

do an hour show, but George’s lungs couldn’t take it,)

YOU BET YOUR LIFE . . . April 19: Very entertaining

audience, participation show. Everyone seems to be having

good time and Groucho is terrific. Glow anyone can

give away money and tell jokes at the same time, I’ll never

know.:)

SPACE PATROL . . . April 24: Cute show for ...the kids.

Situations imaginative but juvenile arid, not sufficient to

hold interest of adults. .Can’t get too excited about it, but

may like it better when they send nip my Disintegrator

guri. Also, because of the early hour it’s on, I’ve had

to miss three of the last 50 shows.

JIMMY DURANTE. SHOW . May 30: Durante can’t

do a bad. show as far as I’m concerned. What a personal-

ity! (I guess I’ll have to hate him* too)

BOSTON POPS SYMPHONY . . June 11 . .• f Guest:

soloist, Jascha Heifetz.) Here is. television at its best. Such

beautiful > riiusiP. Orchestral numbers magnificent, but

am a little disappointed in Heifetz. He still has to fake

the hard notes. And he definitely isn’t resiried up enough.

It’s a shame—there's talent there, if it could only be.

developed. Even so,, it’ll be years before he’s ready to

play at weddings. The audience apparently agrees
,
with

my criticism. He’s just finishing his number, and they’re

all standing up and applauding, but not one of them is

throwing money on the stage..

RED SKELTON SHOW . v . Oct. Uw.Red’s opening show,

and he Comes over very good .on TV. Sets are very simple

and give him a chance to be his...funny; self. Enjoying

show very muph-^but who dreams up those soap com-

mercials? They put a half a box of soap in a washing
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On TV and the Kids
By SAM LEVENSON

My schoolteacher friends have taken me to task. They
tell me that TV has had a decidedly detrimental effect

upon the study habits of children; that homework, is done
shabbily, that youngsters do not read books; that they do

not take music lessons seriously. For
all this I am being held personally
responsible since I am a former
schoolteacher’ myself now working
on TV.
They tell me further that we are

developing a generation of passive
recipients of network-tailored enter-

tainment which is best appreciated in

the dark. The TV tube has replaced
the 'sun and the

,

armchair has '

placed the scholars, bench.
The great disaster didn’t begin

with TV." It goes way back to the
phonograph. Just as mlin had to sew

his own clothes before the machine ago. so man had to

make his own music before the Devil and Thomas Edison
got together. And the kids are not the ,sole victims. The.
adults also went from playing and singing to listening,

nd now to Watching. We get. annoyed with our children
mostly because: they; Won’t move over and let us watch
the screen.

I honestly do not blame the kids for enjoying TV. It is

the most colorful and exciting medium of entertainment
that .the";world has produced.. And what is most important
it is the most accessible.. Let’s face it. Ilow many ballet

Companies did I see when I
.
was a kid? Ilo\v many good

dramatic performances? How i any good acrobats, Singers,
magicians?

television’s offering is. rich, Stimulating.
.
Its weakness

is its mixture of high and low standards, of high art arid

foul cheapness,: its cultural irresponsibility. But that’s

the /ay the world is . mixed up. It is the duty of the
parent and the school to help the child to select. We
have picked the books we want our Children to rend, th
clothes we want them to wear, the movies we want them
to see, the museum we want them to visit,; the friends
we like them to liaye, the hours we want therii to keep.
Now /the entire world, is on the screen In our home. We

' cari exclude the mediocre by flipping the dial—if the kid
doesn’t let put a yell.

|

Hop Alioard Ho|)along,

. |

The kid won’t let out a yell if the teacher assigns a
particular show for a book report. I wonder how many
schools capitalized on the series recently shown on "Swiss
Family Robinson” of “Monte Cristo” or “Robinson Cru-
soe” or “Huckleberry. Finn.” How many schools have
worked out activity programs related to the cowboy’s
role in the Conquest of the west, to Indian culture, to the
building of the railroads, to the covered wagon, to life

on the great prairie? “Space Cadet” or “Captain
Video” can be the springboard for a lesson On astronomy.
“Slop the Music” can be played in trip classroom.

In order to convert the passive, entertain-me-attitude in-

the kids, the school assembly programs should imitate
the better TV shows. There Is a natural desire in the kids

to imitate- “Mr. I. Magination,” to make puppets, to put
on an “All Star Revue.” My kid does it at home—why
not in school?

i

The. commercial sponsor is interested in the good will of
the public, He will respond to mass pressure. If you stop
buying his toothpaste arid let hii know why-lie ill listen

to reason.

As a former schooltencner I happen to know that there

is an abundance of educational material on film cither

owned by the Board of Education or easily rentable. The
Board of Education should be able to spare a few teachers
to educate the networks, tci bring them the films, to send
them lists of suggested material. The same people could
send the newspapers a listing of "Preferred Televiewing
for Your Child.”

I have little hope that the municipalities will come up
with the money •necessary for maintaining education chan-

nels.. It would be cheaper for educational institutions to

sponsor shows commercially, to buy spot announcements
directed at the kids and their parents, to feed special

shows onto a giant screen into the assembly hall.

Each Parent-TcacherS Assn, should have a TV commit-
tee to barrage the networks with, resolutions, threats, and
advice. Every classroom should have a TV bulletin board
with suggestions for seeing the better shows.

It is entirely possible to educate TV. The FCC is on
Our side.

Sam Lcvenson

machine full of sheets. Anyone knows when you’re doing
sheets yOii have to pul blueing in, too. Red Skelton’s

show is an example of the recent trend for major programs
to originate from Hollywood,. The list now includes

Groucho Marx,. Burns & Alien, .Danny: Thomas, Eddie

.Cantor and Jimmy Durante, to name a few. And I myself

am happy at the prospect of being able to. do the. rest

of my TV shows from Hollywood.

ALAN YOUNG SHOW • Nov. 22; These sketches are

very well planned arid executed. They start ’risy and.

keep building to finish. This'..is- strictly visual, and might

become .rrioriqlonpus,
. if not for Alan’s physical; oxpres,siye-

and great talent for pantomime. A lo.l of older A
comedians are jealous when a young kid like. Alaii. becomes.

a success. Personally, I can’t see it that way. What do I ^
care if Alan is younger than 1 am'; I know ll) at

^
few years he’ll be older than . I am. They’ve got to’ pass

• ;.nie sometime .

WOMEN WRESTLERS. Dec, 18.: They.really put on

a - show.- Love; the' \yay-They pull hair .and throw each-

other around. First Two falls.; vor. exciting and'—oh, for

'‘heavens .sake, this isn’t Wot Wrestlcr.s^it’S the Mif.

ton Berie show.

This takes us up to the 'present, time., arid as you- can

see during the past ).2‘ months fclevisiori , came into its'

Naturally, in a .field as young as this there is still .

room for improvement, but the foundation is solid , and

the possibilities seem unlimited, I’d like to make ’some

predictions for the year ahead, but I’m not getting paid

for, this article, so Jtfl close with two words, Bendix
-Automatic

.
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‘Amateur Hour’ Sets New Show Biz

L
By TED MACK

Thanks to the new application of

a Biblical truth, , that old bugaboo
the. charity benefit show has .

come
forth in all its glory. It has indeed
become a thing of beauty and a

joy forever.

The Biblical truth is, “cast thy
bread upon the waters . . .’’etc,,

meaning literally that generosity in

good faith pays multiple compound
dividends.

What happens is that we of the

“Original Amateur Hour” have a

sponsor who usually pays- all our

expenses so. that some local charity

can take 100%: of the boxoffice.

Following the Biblical admoni-
tion we and.our sponsor, Old Gold,

have been “casting our bread upon
the waters” all over the U.

:
S. A.

We have delivered our “real” 100%
charity shows gratis to help worthy
causes from coast to.- coast, and the

“bread” has multip * d and re-

turned beyond measure,

As far as I know, this is some-
thing Unique in bur business. It

is, I believe, something healthy for

any business. Certainly it has been
a Godsend for all the hospitals,

welfare groups, medical research

funds, etc. etc. gai ing financial

support through our “real” charity

benefit performances.

The “Original Amateur Hour”
benefits, pf course, are our out-of-

town radio originations presented
publicly with an additional two-

hour stage program.
Among other things that multiply

and return to us two-fold ate last-

ing gratitude and an entirely new
regard for our sponsor and his

product. There is no disguising

the truth that we “cast pur broad
upon the waters” to popularize Old
Golds and the. more it multiplies,

the happier we are to multiply our
donations to charity.

My purpose in elaborating like

this Is that I think the plan reflects'

a new credit on show business and
the people who combine goodwill

With advertising. Certainly -it -Offers

us a new slant on relationship
potentials between show business,

charity establishments and the
manufacturer who seeks lasting

public respect for his product.
The new slant, I think, ought to

be welcomed alike by advertisers
and by all the show business folks

who assume the burden of solicit-

ing money for worthy causes, from
promoting War Bond sales to. stag-

ing shows to raise funds for orphan
asylums;
There always will be pleas for

aid. from the needy, sick and help-
less. Medical research always will
require private support and it Will

always hold true that when a local

or national charity needs money,
the dramatic way to get it quickly
is to bring in Eddie Cantor, or Bob
vHope or Jack Benny or any of the
numerous other stars who attract
crowds.
You will never have a substitute

fpr show business glamor in any
charity drive, but what has been
accomplished in the past almost
seems incredible when you con-
sider the limitations. It is inter-
esting to speculate on what the
compensation to everyone might
have been if all such effort had the
backing of a public-spirited spon-
sor and the all-out enthusiasm . of.

a beneficiary who received the
show for free.

By way of report we, and I mean
the “Original Amateur Hour” and
our sponsor, the P. Lorillard Co.,

have been “Casting our (100%)
bread upon the waters” now for
nearly four years.

; With pleasure we remember our
benefit sellouts from San Fran-
cisco’s Cow Palace to Madison
Square Garden in New York,
and we don’t forget Cincinnati,
Memphis, Columbus, Ohio, Chicago,
Houston, Minneapolis, New Orleans
or any of the other 100% benefit

cities in between. That they all

remember us is something sure

They all asked us to come back
again.

:
.
What we have learned about

“real’’ charity shows is something
to ponder. The Biblical truth in

our case has paid off in more, ways
-than anyone could predict.

.

One rather remarkable thing is

that We have made close friends

of organizations that previously
shunned show business;

In Boston, for example, a lead-

ing New England clergyman stood

with me. at the microphone and

told our audience, “I don’t advise

the use of this product, but for

those of 'you who smoke, I ask you
to consider the advantages of Old
Golds.”

In Milwaukee something new
was added to lighten and brighten
the burden of exploiting our; chari-

ty benefit for the City of Hope-

Hospital. It was the unsolicited

support of welfare workers from
Milwaukee's! Methodist Youth Fel-

lowship of Epworth Church.
By “casting our bread upon the

waters”, in Washington, D. C., last

January to help reactivate the

USO-Camp Shows, our .charity

performance at Constitution Hall

included “amateur” appearances of

Senators, Congressmen, military

notables and foreign ambassadors.
President and Mrs. Truman, to-

gether with Cabinet members and
Supreme Court Judges, were in the

audience. *

It might be noted for the record

that nothing comparable to our
Annual V.I.P. 100% charity shows
has been staged in Washington.

Credit for the success, we know,
goes to our belief in the truth that

generosity brings its reward. We
have good reason to feel that offi-

cial Washington has far more than

a passing admiration for the “Orig-

inal Amateur Hour” and the people

who make Old .Golds,

Here and there across the United
States we have found that the

100% charity show idea sells

tickets where ordinarily no tickets

could be * sold. For instance, we
played Detroit last April during
the transportation strike.

Previous benefits, they told us,

hadn’t been too successful in

Detroit. Everyone except the ticket-

selling committees predicted a

failure. The show’s beneficiary

was Boysville, juvenile rehabilita-

tion settlement.
Our show, nevertheless, was. a

capacity sellout. It happened to

be the season’s only charity show
sellout in Detroit, arid remember
the Olympia Stadium where we
played has 16,000 seats.

And I think we have learned
something new about local cooper-
ation.

The full 100% humanitarian
policy behind ciur benefit shows
seems to have kindled cooperation
where little or no cooperation" ex-

isted.

In Los Angeles, where every

By HARRY BANNISTER
(Gen. Mgr., WWJ, Detroit)

Detroit.

1951 for TV brought halcyon days. For AM they were not so healthy

Television firmed up at levels high enough to induce a lot of chop,

licking, but in radio there was wailing and gnashing Of molars.

There are no sales problems in TV. Orders cascade over the tran-

som, and trying to stop them is like trying to dam a flood. There
is a problem in pyramiding costs which might make trouble one of

these days—not soon.

The big aspirin consumer in TV is the danger pf official Censorship.

If it ever comes it will be due to the persistence of those who ignore

and flout the mounting resentment directed at offensive and blue
material.

Talent which is more than good enough to be entertaining, even
when scrubbed clean, resorts only too frequently to routines better

suited for niteries and smokers than for TV. Too many booful babes
are personally conducting tours of viewers’ eyes far above the mammary
foothills, up to heights where no St. Bernard should lug his keg.

It may sound bromidic but unless the industry cleans up its own
house, but quick, the job will be done by outsiders who are itching

and burning to tackle and shackle television. Yet, a lot of amateur
“experts” yell bloody murder every time a televisor iriches towards
decency. That is TV’s No. 1 problem, arid. it is very real arid immi-
nent; Radio has shown an amazing determination to survive the holo-
caust of TV competition, but many reappraisals of values, costs and
methods are in order. Those who bravely stick their heads in

.

the
sands are kidding only themselves. The lads hold meetings in expen-
sive hotels, slap each other on the back between drinks, lie about their
billings, then go back home and fire 10 more guys. You can look for
more of the same in 1952.

benefit boasts a dozen movie stars

in person, the feeling was that no
one would- patronize an amateur
show like ours. But the Variety
Boys. Club co-op committees got

behind our show and packed the

Shrine Auditorium.

Newspaper publishers usually
Wary of benefits have championed
our. “real” Charity, deal to the ex-

tent that our show frequently has
been advertised by rival radio and
TV networks,

Welfare, social and religious
groups, we have discovered, cam-
paign more intensively for our
show because of the full measure
of boxoffice profit we turn over to

charity. There is no mistaking this.

In city after city our performance
has given advertising and other
concessions hitherto deemed im-
possible.

Speaking; of “firsts” we were
invited to stage a benefit in Kansas
City to help raise money for the
Baptist Memorial Hospital Building
Fund.
The invitation Itself was extra-

ordinary. After all, you don’t have
to be too old to remember When
the suggestion of a tie-up like this

might have been called preposter-
ous.

It must be Something of a com-
mentary on Amateur Hour-Old
Gold sincerity of purpose that our
Kansas City friends erased all

remnants of prejudice and asked
for. our show*
What happened after that in

Kansas City was a typical example
of “casting bread upon the waters”
and reaping the harvest. Everyone
concerned, of course, participated
in the harvest.

Ticket - buyers seemed thrilled

with everything in the show.
The Hospital Fund received

every cent of boxoffice revenue.
Two block-ticket sales alone

amounted to $6,000,
The Hospital project likewise

received nationwide recognition via

our TV and radio network an-
nouncements.

Scores of committee workers and
salesmen made new contacts during
the advance campaign.
And for us, We were given the

opportunity to advise Kansas City

about the difference between a
treat and a treatment.

Certainly our way of “casting
bread upon the Waters” will be
remembered favorably in Kansas
City for some time to come, thanks
again to the “real” charity idea
behind our 100% benefit shows.

it’s, a wonderful way to practice

the Biblical truth, believe me.

Tele’s ‘Home B.O.’

HeU Inevitable

By E. C. MILLS

Hollywood.

In and around show biz for near-
ly 50 years, I was just as excited
as the rest When moompitchas came
along, to finally replace, to our
astonishment, living flesh upon
most of the stages of the country.
I was around when radio burst on
the scene arid grew like a bean-
stalk, then the talkers, and now
television.

Sound came: to the “movies” arid
saved them, sight crimes to radi
and promises to save it.

Many -will, with me, remember
when a primary concern of the film
producers was the rate at-Which
stories and literature were being
consumed—in the day of the “daily
change” at theatres. They will •re-

member how difficult it was to
teach exhibitors to play pictures
for a ‘‘run.”

Of necessity, production was
slowed to the point that writers
could keep up With it in their writ-
ing of original (sic) material,
adopting the available literature.

Now the creative Writing talent
of the world is confronted by the
newest arid most gluttonous mon-
ster ever imagined, to consume;
their iriaterial, .after it has again
and agai

,
With monotonous repe-

tition digested and spewed out
Upon the public alt the ancient
gags, stage procedures, hokuiri,

com, and timeworn movies to
Which it has been able to gain ac-
cess. The monster’s name is “tele-

1,*
vision.

In the city in which, this is. writ-
ten there are seven television sta-
tions. They are on an average
showing schedulepf nine hours per
day. Most of the shows are quar-
ter-hour efforts. At one of the sta-
tions a single act is on four-five
hours, but except for this, the
cooking; programs, and the ancient
movies (interspersed now and then
with a “riewie” from England) the
shows ruri ‘ 15-minute or less
periods.

Devours Ideas
I

ALAN YOUNG
Under Contract to CBS—^PARAMOUNT—RKO

Current assignment: Reading “Show Bi ”

It takes no Einstein to calculate
that these stations, between them,
need material (written) for about
30 shows a day. Seven days a
week, this means about 210 15-

minute scripts. Suppose there were
no TV stations anywhere but in the
town where I’m writing this—there
aren’t enough writers living to cre-
ate 210 fresh or nearly original 15-
minute scripts per week.

We all rernember the time:

(1) When it was enough that the
“movies” just moved—that was
enough to entertain us,

(2) When it was enough that the
earphones attached to a crystal ra-
dio brought us distinguishable and
identifiable sound.

(3) And now, that it is enough
(or nearly so) that we have the
movies (free) in our living room
through a process called “tele-

vision.”

The time must come—arid let us
pray that it will not be long de-
layed—When, for the high spot in
the afternoon (the matinee) and
the primary show In the evening—
there will be available for televi-
sion audiences the finest show that
the best talent in America can
produce.

Such entertairiment must be in
the .form of a motion-picture—no
other form is practicable. It must
be paid for by the audience which
receives it—free of advertising
any form of commercial pitch.

For these two principal shows of
the. day television can be made
richly, arid profitable self-support-
ing not only to its own operation,
but to the writers, actors, produ-
cers arid, distributors of the pic-
tures played.

For the rest of the scheduled day
in the TV station, let there be the
cooking program, the news, the
“interviews,” the .“public service”
items, etc,, etc., ad nausOum.

Like it or not—it will come tri

that. Whether it proves ruinous
opposition to films, or not, it will

come to that. Just as the talkers,

displaced vaudeville, so, inevitably,

will television become natural op-

position to movies.
.

There will

never be 100% saturation and
there ,$ill always be the yen to go

out. Be there is room for both.

But a variation on the “home box-

office” is inevitable.
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That’s a fact, you know. Television is Surely the entertainment
medium of Mr. Everyman. The butcher, the baker, the candlestick-
maker—all are street-corner experts, would-be panelists, or have their
own local 15-minute programs of household hints. This is a powerful
force that has invaded your home and mine—-and likely for keeps—
because this is the new Show Business. This is a kind of theatre in.
which we can all participate to a degree that was unknown wheriT
prestidigitators performed their feats at the Palace or when the silver
screen thrilled us once a week (Gallup’s family average) at the local
Loew’s. >. .. .

But if we are all potential participants in this exciting new entertain-
ment force, certainly it must be admitted that the biggest hams of
all are the business executives who combine to form the somewhat-
convoluted backbone of the new Industry. These might be classed
into three major categories: Prophets, Performers (non-professional),
and Paying Participants.

The Prophet classification Comprises a number of different types
but all easily identifiable. For example, there’s the fellow in the
picture business Who still and steadfastly refuses to recognize that
there is such a thing as Television,, and doggedly predicts that next
year motion pictures will be your Most Collossaly-Best Entertainment.
At almost any hour Of .the day ^between nine and. five) you can run
into, a Brooks Bros, suit and a pfljrk pie hat on Madison Avenue, and
you Will learn that without; question Hollywood can . never be as
important a television center as New York, that “live” is the only
thing. And of course you have met the character who, having been
in and out of a dozen get-rich-quick schemes involving the sale or
development of motion picture film fpr television, dubs as idiots all

those who don’t Write off the network concept as passe and go all

Out for syndication. Trouble is, as I see it, that a good prophet can
lead the people—but most of these chaps merely have latched on
to a shred of the larger truth, and will lead only themselves into
forests of confusion because of their emotional Unwillingness to
recognize that this medium is all other media, and something more.
As to Performers (non-professional), the medium seems to hold a

peculiar kind of magic for businessmen and television executives. You
scarcely can tune in a local station these days without having old
Glint Cronkwell, one of the Big Happy 12 Used Car Dealers in your
area, sell you his mechanical tatterdemalions in person—or Watching
kindly Doctor Schmobein perspiringly force his new dog food product
on sundry sullen and unwilling beasts. One the network side, we

unexpectedly developing some most unlikely performers.
One expects a certain amount of this sort of thing from the Paleys

and Stantons and McConnells, but the pull of the medium makes itself
felt deeper than that echelon. There’s a fellow I know named Weaver,
who occasionally plays in featured roles on “Your Show of Shows,”
and right in my own organization there's a fellow named Robinson
Vho’s been known to step confidently before the cameras. Unfortunate-
ly, he found out that he looks best in color, and he goes into a very
pet; if you so much as mention the Word “copper” in his presence:
But where the prophets and the non-professional performers con-

tribute something to the excitement and vitality of the industry, the
same cannot blanketly be aaid of the Paying Participants. For there
is a segment of this classification that , can cause some real harm to
the creative development of television. A typical representative of
this group is either an advertiser or an agency man: although he
had two years at the TuCk School of Business Administration, his
wife- once acted in a little theatre group in Milwaukee, and this
qualifies him to make like a producer in this magical new kind of
show business. If he thought for a minute that he could possibly master
the intricacies of staging and camera , manipulation, he Would try to
direct his program, but Usually he is forced to settle for “producing”
the script This consists initially of reading the script aloud in the
board room, with the advertising manager reading the part of the
Hero and the agency man reading the role of the Villian. (On rare
occasions the President of the Company will deign to read a small
part. that inevitably turns out to. be the key motivation of the plot).
Seems a harmless enough procedure; you say? Sure, if it stops there.
But too often the client script-reading; session results in our self-
styled producer administering rewrites that make of a

1 potentially
good show a pallid one.

Yes, everybody’s in the act. And it is resulting in a new kind of
theatre, in which Mr. Everyman helps set the tone—a kind of theatre -

)

featuring as a sock opening, Hal (“Dimples”) Block grimacing across
a table at Dorothy Kilgallen, and where a big finish is Arthur Godfrey
demonstrating how to carve a turkey.
By the Way, did you happen to see . that; fellow playing the part

of a network executive in a recent Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show?
Sure. Who else? . . . And, why not? This is Show. Business, Boy!

at City HaU’
Some people lead untroubled

lives, and others get mixed iip
with cultists. I belong to that
second unhappy group, The cult

that swept me
Into its fevers
was devoted to
the w o r s h i p
and vocal ex-
altation of the
word “format,’’
a word to look
out f o r . It

bites in the
clinches;

The word
came into my
life some hun-
dreds of TV

Max Llebman

OF A
By SIDNEY REZNICK

I am a young man and I have been to many places and I have heard
many things, and of the things I have heard these are my oldest friends
and I shall never tire Of them.

“I know the money is Short but we have to keep our operation
flexible.”

“Let’s be clever, fellas. Let’s get those big laughs without using
jokes.”

“Frankly, I see this show taking place in an all-night cafeteria where
anything can happen and Usually does.”

My idea is to build Up a family of characters the audience Will grow
to know and love.”

“I know the money is short but I’m a growing comic and you’re gonna
grow with me.”

“Sweetheart,. I like the way you think. We’ll get along fine. Our
chemicals mix,”

“Fellas, you’ve got great jokes in the script but they’re not me.”
I know the money is short but you can knock this thing off in two

&nd be free for another show.”
Let's make this a great program, fellas. The sponsor’s listening

a
.

n4 I understand he’s high on renewal.”
Gertainly I’m aware you’ve written for Hope, Benny, Allen, Bergen,

r ibber & Molly, Durante and Burns & Allen, but without a sample
•

4^
“° I idipw you can write, for Buddy Floogelman?”

4^n°w the money is short but there’s no tension on the show.”
:

we ve Worked out a greet character for the comic—he ?s a well-
meaning shmo who louses everything up, but it all comes out right in
the end.”

"

_ you’ve got there a script, now let’s switch the hotel clerk’s
K

<<
t

s

£
tha* 1 get it. Remember, the people expect me to be funny.”

. _

-

A know the money .is .short but we have a new headwriter and his
' 1S us °n the budget;”

emhc
11

v.

tTn“n® loud,, gentlemen, I’m just throwing this up for

to mnfK
Ut

I
s I see the problem in the round, I’m convinced we ought

qm i w >L
eiA ^he production premise of increased integration andwe H be 90% home on the overall picture.”i 4ur«.» uie uverrau picture.

hrmci® healthy budget for the:writers and-GOPS! WRONG ARTICLE!
»•

hours ago, right after “Your Show
of Shows” made its first appear-
ance on the Orthlconic tube. “For-
mat” laced the words, of people
who spoke well of the show, and
When you’re listening to praise you
don’t object to the needless phrases
that tag along after it.

Friends and relatives, threw the
Word into their rhapsodies. I think
it showed up in a glowing news-
paper: notice. It was recurrent in
exchanges with people met in cafes
and theatres; But their encourage-
ment and well-wishes Were so be-
guiling that I didn’t listen for
the throb of the “buts” and “how-
evers” implied in the very use of
the wOrd “format,”
The gist of all the nice talk

was: “You’ve got something there.
All ypu need is a format.”
Like the Oxford English Diction-

ary, I’d gone slogging along in
the belief that format was a word
that described the size and shape
of a book. But I like change, and
if the word had become . ambitious
to marry into the world of enter-
tainment, I’d play along, I’d ac-
cept it as synonym for “struc-
ture.”

Taking their word “format” for
what I suspected they meant by
it, I agreed heartily with these

By MAX LIEBMAN
advisers that revue required
clever routining. Routining is the
art of shaping the show to the
best possible presentation of its
top Value,, also it must achieve
this emphasis Without harm to the
rest of the show. The perfect rou
tining of a revue makes every
number seem exactly right.

I
Trial and Error

Years of struggle had taught me
that the revue form format cannot
be had by executive fiat, bribery
or knowing somebody big at City
Hall. It comes by sweating experi-
mentation, trial and error, and
when you’ve found it you know
you’ve been in a fight. Its design
is governed by so many, conflicting
factors, that it can never become a
formula, operated by fixed rules.
You Can call the, result a format,

but you still have to do the work
all over again; for next week’s
show.

Starting with such considerable
Values as Sid Caesar and Imogene
Coca, as stars, and a staff of de-
pendable writers, I was On fairly
solid ground for the planning of
each week’s show. But each one
had to be shaped to changing in-
fluences. Caesar and Miss Coca
kept expanding their range, and
the pld forms had to be discarded.
Guest stars brought varying talents
to the show, and created new prob-
lems of emphasis.
Though holding to the conven-

tional revue outline, “Your Show
of Shows” underWent constant
shift and change. But the Well-
Wishers came back, after a few
weeks, With congratulations:

Now you’ve got your format;
YoU’re all set.”

They Were talking sweet talk, so
who wants to argue?
The show enjoyed a successful

season. Another, then another.
Most of the players continued in

j

support of the stars, the creative
staff remained constant,

, but the

show itself followed a graph of
change as jagged iri outline as
the Appalachians. The variety of
guests alone brought a weekly ele-
ment of surprise into each revue.

Then, not long ago, the- cultists
came back and said, “Why don’t
you forget the format? Every week
it’s the same.”
For the first, time I stopped to

wonder just What they mean by
format. Well, they mean anything
and everything. The word is a new
coin in the currency Of contrived
speech, and can be changed into
smaller coins to buy any little
penny’s worth of convenient
service;

.
To some It is no more than a

symbol of identification, like the
dog in the phonograph advertise-
ments. It is Used to categorize the
work of a pointer, applicable either
to the genre or the composition Of
his work, I once heard' it used
in reference to

. a candy wrapper
to include the design of the type
that expressed the candy’s fidelity
to the requirements of the Pure
~ood and Drug Act.

And. so' I exorcise it from my
vocabulary, and take myself back
to fundamentals. I shall call a re-
vue by its right name, which is
a Workmanlike- blend of song,
dance music and related lively arts.
If anything like a format .inserts
itself into the proceedings, it will
be there as one of the help, never
again as a boss.

WALKING ON WATER
By KEN MURRAY

Long ago, a Wise, man said that “familiarity breeds contempt” and
it was accepted as an axiom. Of course, the sage reached this conclu-
sion back in the medieval days when man, seeking to find the mystic
facts of life, gazed into a clear crystal ball, instead of using the more

modern methods of straining his optic nerves by
looking into a kinescope.
.... True, we all know that, in some cases, familiar-:

ity does breed contempt, especially when you’re
married to it. But with home television .audi-

ences, the reverse seems to be true. Any enchanted
evening When they see a stranger across a crowded
room, they’re apt to turn to another channel.

Yes,. TV audiences like to play favorites, and
favorites are made by being on the networks at
regular intervals once a day, or week, instead of
occasionally like once a month or six times a year.
What I’m trying to bring out is that television en-
tertainment, like radio, is no longer a diversion,

but a habit, And habits are formed by constant
repetition.

To bear out the truth of this observation just look at the ratings of
such top shows as Arthur Godfrey. . .Uncle Milty Ed Sullivan, or
the latest sensation, Red Skelton.

So many of the top radio and motion picture stars seem reluctant
to go all out for TV. Their usual expression is that they’ll try it once
in a while, “just to get their feet wet.” Well, jUst getting your feet
wet is no Way to learn to handle yourself in a tricky channel unless,
of course, you feel that you can walk on water.

When I first talked to friends in show business about going into TV,
they advised me to lay off as they said that putting on a show every
week was murder. They had me so convinced that, when Budweiser
signed me two years ago for a show every . other, week, I thought it was
a swell break. Now there would be two full weeks to line up things
for the next Show. It would be easy.; Well, anyway, that’s what I

thought;:

Ken Murray

Head First, Brother!;

However, I soon found out that this was hot. quite the cinch that it

promised to be. Of course, there was a longer time between Shows,
but that just meant a longer time to build up a severe case of perni-

cious video ulcers. There was plenty of time to write a script, rewrite
it, then throw, it out and start all over again. Yes, my script boys took
this right in stride, except that I got a little tired of holding writing
sessions with them in Bellevue Hospital,

Ahd, with the stage, orchestra and camera crews, the same sort, of

genteel pandemonium prevailed. They had plenty of time to work on
other shows, so that each time we came into the studio, we were greeted
with the sanie indifferent enthusiasm as if we were a roadshow playing

one-nighters, , We had to get acquainted all over again.

Familiarity plays such an important part in a smooth show. The
earn that works with you has to get familiar with your methods,, tim-
ing, and learn the tricks and signals of cutting and adding When neces-

sary. If you have to teach them over again at each show, it really

runs into money, because no matter Whether you go oil once a week,
or once a month, you’re- still only allowed about the same time in front

of the cameras and> orchestra. .

So Temerober: If you’re going into television don’t j list get your feet

Wet, but dive in head first, because this i* one business where familiar-

ity breeds success;

the Tricks

Of Telecasting
—By JIMMY POWERS=
Q. What’s the trick of. success-

ful sports telecasting?

A. Use short words at long in-
tervals.

Too many years ago I started
work on the Muskogee (Okla.)

Phoenix. The job was small and
the pay was smaller, tl shot th

works in a barrage or manuscripts,
all aimed at the big Slick, maga-
zines, I used words I read in the
literary publications, hot sparing
the French idiom and the classical

reference. My thesaurus was WeH-"
worn—and I didn’t sell a word.
Around that time 1 got into an

argument with one of my fellow
workers. We began to throw fists.
He. planted a fairly good one on
my eye. Next day a relative ob-
served: “You wore talking when
you should have been listening.”

Those lessons, learned the hard
Way, had great influence on my
thinking. Talk is essential on oc-
casion, but; talk is mostly cheap.
In television you must beware of
talk for it’s not as essential as it
is on radio.

For years radio sports broad-
casters used the machine gun tech-
nique in describing sports events.
A guy could get away with any-
thing as long as he kept the stay-
at-home excited between commer-
cials; I was amazed on more than
one occasion, when sitting next to
a radio spieler, to: hear him give
it the “cplor” treatment.

Television is actually
than radio on the sports commenta-
tor. It’s easier on-his throat and i

some sports, such as football where
the zoomar lens gets into the back-
field, it’s an aid to accuracy in de^
scribing debatable decisions by the
referee or other officials.

Having a monitor in front of you
in the press box gives you two sets
of eyes, your own and the scientific

eyes of the camera. All a TV re-
porter has to do is tell the truth.
Anything else is superfluous, and
resented; The fight fan at home is

a bit of an expert. lie knows a
right cross from a left hook and he
Wants to be left alone. Adjectives
are no good in the middle of an ex-
citing round. i

In my book,, a TV sports Com-
mentator is only at the microphone
to aid the viewer. Heck,, your eyes
are as 'good as mine.

( The author is
;
sports editor of

the Ni Y. Daily News in addition
to being a sports, radio- ahd TV
broadcaster).
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By ADRIAN SAMISH

Let me make my position clear

at the outset. X do not believe that

all television programs will be pro-

duced on film any more than I be-

lieve that all television programs
will eventually emanate from the

east coast, or the west coast. I

believe certain shows are done bet-

ter “live” while other shows are

better when filmed. I believe that

it is the dramatic show Which lends

itself most advantageously to film-;

ing and I believe that dramatic
shows can be produced better pn
film than they can be done- live.

By dramatic shows, I mean situa-

tion comedies; mysteries, arid the

theatre type presentation such as

condensations of plays, dramatiza-

tions of short stories and so forth.

In my own shop (Dancer, Fitz-

gerald, Sample), four of :
pur tele-

vision programs are presently be-

ing. produced on film. They are

‘The Lone Ranger,’' western;

“Beulah,” situation comedy; “The
Stu -jErwin Show,” another situa-

tion comedy, arid “Mystery The-
atre,” a detective story. We have,

found that, by filming these four

programs,
,

we have bee able to

produce them better at a most fear

sonable cost and we have been able

to furnish those stations not. con-
eted by any. network with a print

which by far exceeds the quality,

of any kinescope.. In addition, we
have in each show a series which

be repeated at any time and:

which can be used for theatrical

showings in motion picture houses,
both here and in foreign countries.

Let me develop some of these
advantages, as we see them, in

film? a dramatic show.

Lei’s take scripts first—every
show, starts there. Budget filming

calls for at least six to eight scripts

prepared in advance of shooting.

You work ahead and, because, of

this, your agency producer, or su-

pervisor, has time to make sure

this scripts are as good as lie can

make them before they go before

the camera. In the case of a series

revolving around central charac

ters, he can make certain that his

constant characters, once defined,

stay in character over the series

instead of varying from week
week as happens in many live

shows which usually wind up be
ing written on a week, to week
basis..

Still on the subject of scripts,

the writers, themselves, can use
their fullest imagination in devel-

oping their stories, knowing they

are not confined within the four

walls of a small studio. The budget
need be the only limitation and
not the liriiitations of his live stu-

dio. We Prefer to put the entire

show on filiri and take our story

anywhere.

investment. It is conceivable that?

when he is completely done with
running the series on a network
basis, he can sell this product out-
. * _ *9 A t* _•
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and your low key scenes, or night
i

scenes, will be given too much
light

,
and vice versa.

The other problem is the 16m
projection equipment in most of

the stations outside of New York.

Chicago and Los Angeles. Most of

the stations have the cheapest pro-;

jection equipment they can get

away with and until they get some
up-to-date professional machines,
16m prints aren’t going to give the
quality showing that’s been print-

ed in them.. However, even under
their worst circumstances, they are

TKe Pen In The Other Hand
By WORTHINGTON MINER

(,Producer of CBS-TV ‘Studio One?)

right for syndication-arid get him^^j^y-^^s better than kinescopes,
•m .» ‘

. i * : • 'll! .ii., •'/* 1_1 . _ • ^
. * . *
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self a good portion of his original

investment right back again.

Other Plus Advantage

Another plus for film is its ad-

vantages in creating your own sta-

tion lineup. If a network can't

clear the stations for you, you have

•the opportunity of going out and
buying your own time on the sta-

tioris and spotting your show in-

dependently of the networks.

When new stations in new markets
open up, as they eventually will,

you have a program already paid

for in a handy-size container to

ship and run at the time you wish.

Once you put a program on filiri,

it becomes a permanent possession

to go to work for; the client as he
secs fit arid when he; sees fit, It

doesn’t evaporate irito thin air as

does a “live” show. It can be used
in hew markets almost indefiriite-

ly. In every instance the film print

will look one hundred times better

than a kinescope arid the local au-

diences, will respond accordingly
arid, incidentally, a 16m film

print is less expensive than a ki -

escope.

Can a film: print ever give you
he clarity and “reality” that live

television gives you? Indeed it can,

A show especially shot and print-

in my opinion.
There is no question in my mind

of the value of film for television

usage . . . more and more you will

see filftv come into its own on tele-

vision. It’s one .mope technique the
agency producer, or executive,
must learn, if he- is to give his cli-

ent the fullest measure of service.

Despite steady bikes in television
networlr-finie rates and persistent
squawks from sponsors about Sky
rocketing production costs, a new
survey being conducted by the
CBS-TV research department \v
veals that the average gross coal

-

per-thousand homes for cream
evening time periods is actually
down 27% in 1951 oyer the cor-
responding period iri 1950.

Reason, according to the. web, is

the boost iri. number of homes
reached by the average program,
which is up almost 90% dmmg
the. last year. In addition to a:i

expansion of over 4,000,000 sots in

ed for television today can give you I tie circulation figures, the opening
the same quality as a “live” show.

|
b 4

. new networking facilities during
«*«• i‘ « a • '
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The old films now being run on
television certainly don't—they
weren’t shot for television in the
first place and the prints, them-
selves, are either old and worn out
or are prints made from, a nega-
tive which was made from an ex-

isting print . not the original

negative, or fine grain.

There are two good reasons for

getting less than perfect reproduc-
tion from a print from a negative
especially shot for TV. In the case

of a 35m print run over the riet-

work ."from New York, or Los An-
geles; where there is 35m projec-
tion equipment; make sure the
film is rehearsed before it is shown.
If the network engineer knows the
program before he rides gain the

night of - the performance, he’ll

know where to shade and where to

leave it alone. If he doesn’t, re-

hearse . the filiri beforehand arid

doesn’t know the show, itself, he’ll

try to shade it as it goes by him

the last year has also brought the
average CBS nighttime show with-
in the reach of many more markets
arid thus iriariy more homes; Two
factors combined have p: tilted

CBS to offer a much lower cost-per-

thousand—and this despite the fact

that only one new station has
been added to the total national
lineup this year.

Web bases its study on Ameri-
can Research Bureau figures for

November, Publishers Information
Bureau statistics for October and
Variety’s yearly roundup of talent

and production costs for video pro-

grams. Comparing all; evening
shows on the air of either half-

hour or hour duration iri Novem-
ber, 1950, against 1951, the web
found the 34 shows last year had
a gross cost-per-thousand homes of

$18.33. This year, the web has 41

shows in that category, for a cost-

per-thousand of $13.30. Cost is

now . lower, consequently, by 27%.

Any good script for television is

writtem with two pens; the one in

the .other hand is * camera. Good
camera work is an art of. story-

telling; it is hot a sequence of

attractive, or startling shots, A di-

rector who starts admiring his own
shots is like an actor listening to

his own voice. Both are in danger
of losing their; jobs; Good camera
work is more honest and more
subtle than that. Writer,, director,

and camera man in television must
work with a single mind toward a

single goal, or the result will be
faltering, confused, or, at best;

mediocre.
.
In spite of the fact that,

television has introduced the only

important innovations in camera
Usage since D. W.; Griffith, a very
high percentage of its Camera-
work is hit-or-miss, or meretricious,

or both;

.

There are, I believe, three basic

reasons for this. First, the industry

has grown too fast. Many active

directors have never had an oppor-
tunity to learn the fundamentals
of their craft. Second, television

has been the victim of many false

shibboleths that have grievously

retarded its natural growth; Third,

an important segment of the in-

dustry is controlled by a staridard

of technical adequacy, rather than
by a standard of creative imagina-
tion.

In the early days of experimental
television—the years from 1939 to

1947—all persons working in the

medium , had time to analyze, to

discuss, and to experiment with the
use of cameras. In my own case, I

handled a camera for months before
I began to train the first camera-
man iri the studio. I knew what, it

could do and what it could riot do.

For almost a year I directed an
average of 10 hours of television

programs per week—a total of ap-
proximately 17 individual shows in

five; days. Everything from news
to variety! Each director who came
in in those early days was given
a comparable novitiate. All basic

principles of accepted camera
usage in pictures were explored.
We found out- which principles
coincided; and. also found out
which did not. We learned what
could be done with a television

camera that could not be done with
a film camera. We experimented
with moving cameras and

.
fixed

cameras, with scenes played out
without a cut, and with others
where a cut was made every few
seconds. By the time we were
through, we knew at least the
capacities of the equipment with
which we were working. We also

knew that every move we made
was collaborative. There was no

one big enough to put on a good
television show alone. That, could
only be done-by a good crew.

How many directors today have
ever handled a camera, or- a mike
boom, or a dolly? How many know
what the problem is of maintaining;

focus with a 135m lens; when the
actor or the camera is asked to
move? HoW many have tried it?

How many know the right lens to
use for an extreme cioseup? How
many know the psychological rea-

son for insisting on the use of a
50m for a two-shot, rather than a
90m lens—or Vice versa? How
many know the fundamental con-
cept of the base shot, the orienta-

tion shot, the balanced reverse?
The industry is full of people With
fine instincts and fine imagination;
very few have ever, been given a
chance to learn the basic principles
of their trade. This must: be done
before television truly comes of
age, before it releases the full

Creative ability of its best talent.

The illogical fact is that, in the
face of all these handicaps, televi-

sion has already achieved a camera
standard that seriously threatens
Hollywood’s primacy., Iri certain
areas it is leading the field; Holly-
wood is already lagging. Again arid

again in the last year, I have talked
with television directors who have
recently seen, a feature picture
in which the camera work by
television standards was de-
plorable. More and more often
sturdy advocates of Hollywood
tradition dome to New Turk and
secretly voice amazement at the
ruthless, but none the less effec-
tive, way in which television
camera work is outdistancing; the
West Coast in flexibility, finer
rhythms, .and the greater release
of spontaneous acting talent: :Tele-

|
Then There's the Retake^

What about the playing of the

script? Using film, the producer
need have no worries about
“fluffs”, • the misreadirig of lines,

or the mishandling of a piece of

business. A retake, or two, and
the scene is perfect,, or, if your
budget limits the amount of re-

takes you can shoot, when it gets

to the cutting robm, the scene can

be cut and matched with preced-

ing action so as to be right.

What about cost? The average,

well produced half-hour “live”

television show today is costing in

the neighborhood of $i3,000 per

copy net.. We feel better quality

of overfall entertainment can be
had bn film for the same money.
And, if you are as convinced, as

we are that these shows will bear.

»- second playing at a later date1

without appreciable loss of rating,

you cut those costs right in half.

If your film is coining in at $13,000
net per half-hour arid ypur .second
playing isn’t costing you anything,

you have cut your dost exactly in

. half, or $6,500 per telecast: and I

don’t know how you can do a half-

hour production , more economical-
ly than that. And any repeat fees

which film; unions may legislate

down .the i’Qad can’t amount to

much more than a small, percent-
age Of your original cost of produc-

tion so you will still be ahead on
second showings.

One more point regarding cost

advantages. When an advertiser

puts a program series on film, he
Is creating for himself a- tangible

product he is making a capital

vision has no reason to apologize
to Hollywood. But is it doing as
well as it can?
For over 10 years television has

suffered from a number of glib

catch-words and phrases that, i

the absence of thought or knowl-
edge, achieved^ wide acceptance.
“Television is merely radio with
sight added.” — “Television is a
cioseup medium.”— “Television is

a motion picture theatre in the
home.” The trouble With all these
cliches is that none is completely
false. Television reporting a foot-

ball game is very close to radio
with sight added. But an effective

dramatic script, for television has
little, if any, generic resemblance
to Tan effective dramatic script for
radio or pictures. This does not,
except iri a most remote fashion,
affect the use of cameras. The
statement that television is a close-

up medium
.
has critically affected;

camera work. Where it has been
accepted, it has respited in dull-

ness and monotony; Where it has
been ignored, it has resulted in

confusion; The fact is that good
camera work, demands, for full

identification, being clo
(

ser to an
object, or person, than would be
necessary on a projection screen in

the Music Hall. ‘On the other hand,
this is only a matter of degree, not
of quantity.

. A series of closeups
ori television is; as. monotonous
visually, as a persistently fast pace
is monotonous vocally.

OZZIE - HARRIET DAVID and RICKY
Heard Every Friday Evening-^-on ABC-r-for H. «L HEINZ. COMPANY

Special Thanks to Our Writers...

BEN GERSHMAN — BILL DAVENPORT — DON NELSON
Picture Soon to Be Released “HERE COME THE NELSONS"

Starring the Entire Nelson Family

"How Wrong Can You Be?

Most harmful of all to good use
of value of itself alone; only in

television is only “a Tittle motion
picture theatre in the home.” This
has led to the unhappy conclusion
that television cameras should be
used, like motion picture' camera^.
Nothing could be more limiting and
more wrong.' A television camera
operates at 30 frames per second;
a motion picture camera at 24. A
television camera, by virtue of its

being instantaneous,\has no reason
to be concerned with, matching
shots. It can, therefore, cut during
a .pan, and increase pace; it can
catch action on the run—not riv-

eted to an artificial pause, in a.

li ; it can alter cutting schemes
on the air to take , advantage of the
unusual performance, or to exclude
the weak performance. But most
important of all, every television

camera is mobile. It permits an
actor a flexibility in emotional
scenes impossible in the' com-
position of shot from a fixed

perspectives

I Have said before that television

was collaborative. Only a crew
working together can achieve the

finest results. But someone must

,

be the final authority. For anything

better than mediocre competence-r*
(Continued on page 118)
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By SEN. EDWIN C. JOHNSON
(Chairman, Senate Committee on Interstate and Foreign: Commerce)

« I | VAN VOLKENBURC Washington. by the identical problems which with good will or do a poor job.

' (President; CBS Television) The capacity of television as a Jt has pn my observation that

'
;

V
:

v
.

, . new and Immeasurable font .AT ope»»^»,
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or
Only Hysteria and Panic Threatening State of

Radio Today, Clouding Facts of AM’s Strength

By FRANK WHITE
(President, Mutual Broadcasting System )

By common consent of a great many alleged experts in and out of

this field, a dreary epitaph was chipped out of cold granite some, three

years ago; The inscription ran like this: ‘‘Here lies the mortal coil of

network radio . ... once the greatest, medium, of communication known
to man . . . smashed to pieces by a comet.”

The boys with the mallets and chisels were

working under the light of that comet, and it may
have been the blinding glare in their eyes that ex-

plains why their lettering didn’t hold up very Well.

The fact is, radio seems to have pushed over its

own tombstone—and about all that’s left of that

/premature epitaph, today is the middle section:

. . the greatest medium of communication known
to man .

”
. 4

.

'

What’s more, I suspect those words are going to

keep right, on applying to network broadcasting for

years to come. Why? Because what radio is doing

these days is quite the opposite of rigor mortis, as

diagnosed by the experts a while back. Today it is

It doesn’t take a long trip into anybody’s memory to recall the early

days of radio, when, radio itself was the brightest star in the sky. Most

of us first got acquainted with radio when it was a squeaky contraption

of crystals and headphones called Wireless. We saw it catch fire and

sweep the nation and the rest of the world. And we saw it soar through

space as the glamorous plaything of industry. Sure, it sold goods for

industry—sold them as goods have never been sold before. But lets

not forget that, for years, otherwise hardheaded businessmen often lost

sight of the profit-andrloss columns in the stardust and tinsel of -’Show-

manship On the Air!” There was dazzle in radio , in those days

Which has a clear counterpart in the stuff that TV comes wrapped in

today—and it’s the mature emergence of radio, from, those razzle-

dazzle days, that explains its real vitality in the current scene.

White

JOEY BISHOP
Season’s Best to All!

Otalipan Han<lg Vs. Channel 5

By SEYMOUR N. SIEGEL
( President ,

National Assn, of
Educ’l Broadcasters

)

‘OPERATION FRONTAL LOBES’
By DAVIDSON TAYLOR

( General Production Executive, NBC-TV)

Did you hear of Operation Frontal Lobes when "Pat” Weaver pro-

posed it? It was and is a big part of a big plan for television to en-

lighten the people of our country, including those who are working i

TV.
‘

Operation Frontal Lobes is a tactic in a strategic plan at NBC-TV.
The plan is no secret. It was declassified from the Word go.

Situation: The American people deserve the best that can be offered

them, and need to be prepared for their role of world leadership.

Material: Television has a greater power to communicate fact, infor-

mation, Cultural and educational content than any other mass medium
so far devised. Television is a medium of reality; reality is inexhaus-

tible and fascinating.

Problem: How to use television for the enlargement qf the horizons of

the American people.

Definitions: Entertainment and education are not mutually exclusive.

No true education fails to entertain. People never embrace boredom.

Education* a bad word, to a few people in the industry,, is the right

word for describing what television should do to enlighten (BBC’s

word); Television must inform, instruct, stimulate the curiosity and
move the heart. The NARTB TV Code has a definition of education

Which I wrote and quote: education with television may be taken to

mean that process by which the individual is brought toward informed
adjustment to his society.

Exclusions: Television is not to be expected to supplant the School,

the home, the church, books; newspapers, or magazines. Television has

its own job. This job is not persuading Americans that the real world

is absorbing. Americans are already persuaded.

.. Personnel advertisement: The people who have the ability to convey
reality Via television i sliowmanlike manner are going tq be in

demand.

In one very clear sense, the arrival of television means,the end of a

:

honeymoon for radio. A flashy new blonde has moved into the master

bedroom and radio has changed from blushing bride to a different kind

of status around the house. If that sounds like bigamy or worse, I m
sorry, but actually radio now has to cam her marital rights to bed and

board.
l am utterly convinced that one, simple truth applies to almost every

phase of radio today: There is nothing Wrong with radio’s present—or

its future—that honest, intelligent Work can’t cure. And I’m also con-

vinced that the converse of that truth applies with equal force: There’s

nothing wrong with radio—today or tomorrow—that jittery panic can’t

make worse.
If I were to recite ail the practical Steps we have taken at Mutual to

instill “Vigor. Mortis” into radio today, I would repeat a lot of what
has been duly reported in Variety. But I do want to stress the -

ventory” part of our Operations over the past two and a half years.

Like a crossroads general store, we itemized our entire stock in hand
. . on counters, shelves,, and in the back room . and we subjected

every single item to the cold eye of impartial, impersonal appraisal.

This meant rating everything we had and did—facilities, policies, pro-

grams, sales strategies, everything—ih terms of assets and liabilities.

And it took special concentrated effort to. determine* for sure, which
ware assets and which were liabilities.

For one example, consider our station line-up. For the youngest of

all networks to become the largest of all networks, we obviously had
to affiliate a larger proportion of low-power stations, in smaller markets
—as well as the high-power outlets in big cities. Now. “coffeepot”
used to be the kindest word anybody applied to a great many Mutual
stations—but before; we were finished with the work begun in ’49, the
practical, collective power and impact of all Our smaller stations Was
thoroughly researched and established as one of our greatest strengths
. . out beyond reach of TV, you know: So much so that other net-
works are now Wooing exactly the same sort of stations themselves, in

job lots.

But liability-conversion is only part of the story. We also had to
improve our assets . . . clarify them . . . and sell them to our customers
—keeping an eye on advertising conditions and advertisers’ needs in
all three operations.
Now the real point of all this Stock-taking at Mutual is, I believe, the

point of the whole story of radio today. We have geared this network,
as efficiently as we know how, to the needs of American business and
the listening public, 1951. And the other three major networks are
more and more closely in step with the ideas I have touched on here.
All of us are dedicated, as never before, to the practical concept of
winning and holding the largest audiences on earth—through still bet-
ter listener service—and improving industry’s contact with these, masses
•—through still better service to advertisers.

How To

DURWARD KIRBY
• a

A favorite sport in the first two
dozen years of radio broadcasting
was tossing of barbs between edu-
cators and commerciar broadcast-
ers. The success of radio confer-

ences was often judged by the
amount of heat generated between
educators and the representatives

of commercial broadcasting.

Radio, like the nioyies, had suffi-

cient glamor to provide a perfect
whipping boy for some educators,
and the arguments were constantly
reiterated, i.e.—the best hours on
U. S. radio were given to advertis-

ing programs (as if this were a

great sin)
; hours; assigned to edu-

cation Were shifted around like

freight cars, without notice; ex-

perimentation Was virtually non-ex-
istent; and the claims of minorities

were flagrantly disregarded.

On the. reverse side of the coin,

some commercial Operators and es-

pecially some sections of the trade
press, consigned educational broad-
casting to the role of stepchild . . .

alternating between contempt for
education’s admittedly small audi-
ences, and even suggesting that
non-commercial broadcasting was
not part of “The American System
of Broadcasting.”

In the past year of TV hearings
before, the FGC; some components
of commercial broadcasting have
even suggested that educators
didn’t enjoy the legitimacy of be-
ing a stepchild. Another relation-
ship v . . perhaps a more brittle

term , . ., was employed.

In the past two years, there has
become discernible a melding of
viewpoints, Which has tended to
smooth down the rough edges of
extreme differences.

On the part of educational broad-
casters, they have discovered that
they, are not faint, isolated whis-
pers in the communications world.
They have come to: realize, for the
first time, that they are a part of
something of great Significance in
America. Not only lias there been
the recognition that their role is

important, but for the first time
there is now some prospect of their
controlling their own destiny.
Two years a'go, a group off educa-

tional broadcasters restated the na-
ture and goals of educational broad-
casting, and set up a practical, for-
ward-looking operational pattern
for action.

For years gone by, educators on
the air tried only to serve the
needs of limited groups, especially
those that had 'already been ex-
posed to the benefits of consider-
able formal education. It was at

Allterton House, on the campus of
the University of Illinois, in 1949,
that educational ‘ broadcasters de-
termined to make, direct and fre-

quent efforts to reach and serve
the greatest number of people
“Audience promotion” and “audi?
erice research” became words in
the educational broadcasters’ syl
labus.

Our Society, requires different
services from two kinds of institu-

tions. The educational institution
and its broadcasting arm have the

(Continued on page 116

)

•( f.r » )

Variety likes to build ’em up and tear ’em down, but Variety always

is warm-hearted toward what’s professional, what’s new, what’s better.

What’s different. So, here goes my long neck out again. This implies

no bravery. Nearly everybody’s neck i television is stretched up,

craning at the horizon. '

There are three ways that we are going at our. job of serving the

American public with the materials of fact on NBC-TV:

1. The conventional public service program, which is better, on TV
than it ever Was on radio: news (Camel), discussion (Meet the Press),

education (Mr. Wizard, 47 stations), sports (Westlnghouse football),

special events (the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty), talks (Mr.

Wilson’s reports on production), Controversy (The American Forum),
religion (Frontiers of Faith), experiment (American Inventory), and
above all, Today* which is unconventional.

But this kind of program, may .it increase, is not enough in television.

2. The conscious introduction into the stream of entertainment pro-

grams of educational and cultural elements. There’s opera on Your
ShoW of Shows. There’s ballet, and the best, on Kate Smith’s Evening
Hour. Berle has the Vice President talk about Lincoln. Howdy Doody
plans a children’s newsreel.

Fred Coe does semi-documentaries because they’re good showman-
ship. Henry Aldrich conveys the types of English sentence. We the

People fights narcotics:’ I haven’t the space. You have the idea. So
do the NBC-TV producers.

3. This is what was first called Operation Frontal Lobes: A plan
whereby each period in Class A time will carry at least once a season
a show designed to entertain, yes; to reach the maximum possible

audience* yes; but designed also to enlighten, that is, to inform or to

enlarge, Educational or cultural.

Whatever happened to Operation Frontal Lobes?. First, we have so

far had not a single advertiser who turned his back on the idea. For.

you see, advertisers, agencies, talent, agents must help. This is no job
for a longhaired shop which has to do everything against the tide, The
salesman has to be in on this. It is to the . self interest of American
advertisers to be a part of Operation Frontal Lobes. To this moment
we have only one major Lobe sustaining, but we have had seven spon-
sored. Sell them all. The shows then get more attention, reach more:
people* are better produced, and make money.
By the end of 1951, NBC-TV Will have done 13 Frontal . Lobes in the

format of commercial American television.

We’re working on shows about What Is Man, The Birth and Death
of the World, Communications, The Face of the Earth, Westward Ho,
and The Life of Lorenzo de’Medici.
You won’t become educated by just Seeing all this; you will be edu-

cated some, and with pleasure, but education after all is in part the
enlargement of the horizon of ignorance. Television can not only teach
us something; it can help us realize what wo do not know and need to
learn. A good thing.

SPADE COOLEY
Every Saturday Night 8:30 to 9:30 P.M. KTLA-Channel 5, Loa Angeles

Sponsored by
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS—CHESTERFIELD’S-MINUTE MAID
K 9 i j

"
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By WILLIAM F. CRAIG
CAssociate Director of Television

,

Procter & Gamble Productions, Inc.)

The general impression that room. Her name: Maura Murphy.

clients always prefer to give rather JQU ™ay have seen her in a star-ciienis y
J?

_ _ ring role in “A Question of Wills”
than receives pats on the back or

a^ weeks ago and you,n ^ see
kicks somewhere else Is, line most ing her again in 1952. While it is

general impressions, false. Clients true that Miss Murphy haid a cer-
are what might be described as tain amount of experience in local,
corporatively human. Ana being semi-professional groups, she, was
human, they enjoy a little adula- earning

,
her living as a waitress

tion as well as the nextguy. Thats when we found her.

why the
Awards ^COTnmfMe^^n We’re proud of "Fireside ThCa-

Television Awards Comtmttee in
t?r„ but not smUg While wbe.

granting P ^ Theatre” was liev
f

that we have improved the
award & Theatre was

qualit ^ the sh b ^ techbi_
so gratifymg ..to an Rt us. in any

caiiy and creatively in each suc-

^FirlsidO ml “Fireside’? series, we alsoS £ sincerely believe that- we can and

the
6
°vpraU categopr^r^the use^of hope^o.^^fter mi; we' want to

Scitolly STe btst fi?m made S&Fw? awards‘ ®ients are

for television.
’

Inevitably, the success of a tele-

vision show or any other program

of entertainment must be its suc-

cess in entertaining., Since both

radio and television are mass
media, reaching millions of listen-

ers, a successful show must enter-

tain large numbers of people—the

mass audience*

It goes without saying that good
taste, decency and social responsi-

bility are necessary for any suc-

cessful program. No sponsor who
expects

;
to remain in himiness very Bather reference is to how, when

long will knowingly offend large and where that broadcast advertise-,
segments of tlm population. merit itself does business for the
neither will he bore, vast numbers sponsor. How, when arid Where it

of people by failing to entertam. earns its,keep. It. is the advertise-

No single program will appeal ment’s performance as a moulder
to everyone. Yfe realise that the of public opinion, as a messenger

of good-will, as a conditioner of
the consumer's mind, as a direct
salesman of the product which has
gone local. In terms not of its

origin but of its ultimate end the
broadcast advertisement (which is

the business end of broadcasting)
is performing in a highly individu-

alistic fashion where what happens
in one market bears no resem-
blance to. the next.

A group of advertisers and agen-
cies, fast diminishing in size, is

still hoping for a return of the
“good old days” (of about three
years ago) when they bought (1) a
program with a good past rating

Has Gone Local
- By C. E. HOOPER -

The title of this piece should not

be confused with how broadcast-

ing’s time or programs are bought
arid sold.

American public is made up of a

great many small publics. These
range from the esoteric few who
read Homer in the original Greek
as a relaxation to those who had
the misfortune never to learn to

read at all. Between: these extremes
are millions and^millions of people
with interests as varied as the
houses they live in or the food they
eat for lunch. No one has ever
made a successful attempt to tell

these people what they should like

ancl how they should Obtain relaxa-

tion and recreation. Few attempts
have been made to limit their pur-
suit of happiness within the
bounds of propriety. We Ques-

recofd; (2) an open time spot bn
tion whether anyone can or should

I K ' n fttiirAv*!/' onfl cof Konlr tn

larger animated
v
version of the

same thing. -

.
Both radio and • TV - now need

both measurement and manage-
ment at the local level* It may be
distasteful to have to deal with so
much detail, but, in each field of
competitive activity there is one
contender making the effort. In
every city there are already ope
or two agencies which recognize
that they must know conditions in
local radio and TV in order 1 prop-
erly to evaluate what they have in
the way of local coverage,, to ap-
L’aise thb opportunity for

ment through negotiation with nei
works and stations, To spot the
weakness ini competitive agency ac-
count management: at the local
level-^ori both radio arid TV.
. In current “TV-Home Hooperat-
ings” it is not “low interest” iri

crime that gives “Crime Syndi-
cated” a 1.7 iri Los Angeles or
“high interest” that gives it a 17.9
in Chicago. Rather it is all tied
up in the technique of TV broad-
casting.

:

But the end product is

10 times as many homes being ad-
vertised to in Chicago as in LoS
Angeles.

Other top shows, currently
cleared live, are not without wide
swings ranging in excess of 2 to 1.

Making Radio More
onsor

By Joseph h, McConnell
(President, NBC)

MUTUAL WRAPS UP 4

WEEK

do so.

J Social Message Important
, |

One script was singled out for
specific attention by the 17 emi-
nent judges selecting the Sylvania

.Award—“International Incident,”

by Arnold Belgard, who has writ-

ten a number of fine “Fireside The-
atre” stories. The script dealt
with a peculiarly horrifying aspect
of Communist terror in Europe,
Communist methods of operation,
and specifically with the reaction
of a group of American soldiers to

their brutality* Thus, “interna-
tional Incident” was a story with
a social message.

We suspect this, was part of its

strength. We do not plan that our
show should be made a vehicle for
social messages, but when a script

comes along which, in addition to

doing a fine job of entertaining,
also contributes sound thinking on
an. important problem, we welcome
it most avidly. ;

We look , for many things when
we get to Work on a “Fireside
Theatre” production, but not a
single one of the requirements is

particularly different from those
of any other good dramatic show.
We try for good stories, first of all,

and then we try as
:
hard as we. can

to see to it that they’re expertly
written, dialoged, cast, directed
and produced; ' There are many
other shows ' Which do the same
thing; if there’s any particular se-
cret to the greater success of some,
it must be that We try harder than
most.

Three years ago when we first

began “Fireside,” Our format con-
sisted of two 15-minute shows com-
prising a half-hour program. -The
story problem that exists here be-
comes

; immediately apparent.
There’s little or no time to develop
character or incident and you
often, wind up with A surprise or
trick ending that is -far from satis-
factory. After 26 ; weeks : of this,
We changed to the single half-hour
drama that we use- today.

.We’ve found acting talent of a
ritgh order in the most Unexpected
places. For example, one of the
most talented actresses we’ve used
in a. long time—and agirlwho will,
without a doubt, be “going
ptaces”—is a young waitress in •
Los Angeles department store tea

a leading network and sat back to

watch radio create both new dis-

tribution and new sales in every

state in the union.

One year’s ratings pattern re-

sembled the last. The advertiser

had been sold a blanket of national

coverage. Actually the blanket was
pretty lumpy, thick in some, spots,

not so in others, but he never
found it out. He never got so much
in results from an advertising iri-

vestment.

When television networks were
announced it looked like an even

Mutual last week wrapped up
to Kraft Foods, Kellogg

cereal, State Farm: Irisurance and
Muri

Kellogg bought a five minute,
strip starring Carl Smith, hillbilly

vocalist, cross-the-board at 12:25

p. m., via Leo Burnett, to start

Jan. 14. Murine is taking over the
Friday night segment of Gabriel
Heatter, effective Feb. 29, via
BBD&O.

Kraft is dropping the Tuesday
and Thursday quarter-hour seg-
ments of “Queen for a Day” and
picking up the Monday, Wednes-
day and Friday Segments. Addi-
tionally, cheese outfit is taking the
5:15-5:30 period of “Bobby Ben-
son” on Mondays. Agency is J.

Waiter Thompson.
State Farm, which now has Ce-

cil Brown in the 7:50-8 p. m. slot

on Saturdays, will add a Sunday
newscast with Brown at 6:55-7

p, m. via Needham, Louis &
Brorby agency.

WOR-TV Moves Jan. 10
WOR-TV, N. Y„ will formally

open its new Television Square
building, on West 67th Street,

Jan. 10.

Station
.

prexy Ted Streibert has
temporarily moved his office to

the new building to supervise the

installation. Opening Will be
marked with a Special half-hour

show at 7 p. m., featuring the out

let’s stars, civic dignitaries, etc.

The coming year of 1952. will be
great one for the broadcasters.

It will witness the re-shaping of
network radio to bring it abreast of
the times and keep it strong for

future. It will see television
ering still greater Values With

ever greater impact.
It is M best rash to make . sweep-

ing predictions on any subject. I.

am making mine on the basis of
our own plans at NBC. Our blue-
prints for the future have been
drawri after months of study and
deliberation. We have every be-
lief in their success.

Speaking for NBC, I have moire
confidence and optimism in the
future of radio than I have ever
had before. I think we are finally

coming to grips With our main
problems and that we are develop-
ing patterns that will expand the
future of radio,

In my own company we 'are now
selling radio on its solid advertis-
ing values as a merchandise mover
instead of on the basis of its

glamor as part of show-business.
In our tandem plaris, the new mar-,
ket basket plan, the guaranteed at-

tention plan and the merchandis-
ing plan we ‘are developing new
ways to make radio more service-
able to the advertiser.
Our new programming makes it

possible for us to sell radio as an
economical, efficient mass medium.
We are bringing back into the net-

work roster an array of talent that
would, have made radio proud in

its greatest days. It is a pleasure
to report that these great names
can be offered to advertisers at

reasonable, down to earth prices.

We are backing our plans With
more than words. We are backing
them with hard cash. It is by now
no secret that we are prepared to

take a substantial loss if necessary
to put network radio arid pur radio
network iri particular firm

basis for the future.

Too Much Taken for Granted

Putting a solid financial founda-
tion under rietwork radio will en-
able it to expand its mahy services

to the public. As I said receritly

to the Radio Executives Club, I am
fearful that the broadcasters have
not done a good job in informing
the public of the fine service which
we render from day to day. Much
of out programming is still taken
for granted by the audience. But
the American people are beginning
to understand that it is the adver-
tising support of our free system
Of American radio which really

makes possible the fine musical,

news, information and education

1 programs.
1 We at NBC have taken a busi-

ness man’s approach to the prob-
lem. The good business man is

not fooled by magical formulas. He
knows he’s got to produce an out-

standing product at a price that

makes it a good buy* When he
does that and promotes his prod-
uct properly lie can achieve
flourishing business.

The money which NBC Wilt ex-

pend in 1952 in re-shaping our
radio network and increasing its

value for the advertiser and the
public is tangible ^evidence of our
confidence in the-jfuture of radio.

It is an investment in the future

and one that we are confident, will

pay off for all concerned.

Our policy for television at NBC
has succeeded far beyond our
greatest hopes. We decided some
two years ago to build our tele-

vision network as fast as we could*

Our decision was based on the be-

lief that it was best for all to gai

quick financial support for tele-

vision broadcasting arid to make it

profitable as. rapidly as we could*

Progress will not be stopped and
the prudent business than moves
along with it and promotes it.

Such rapid growth naturally pro-
duces growing pains and we, in

common with the rest of the in-

dustry, have • had our share of

theiri. But with resourcefulness
We expect to pass through this pe-
riod arid relieve ourselves of tem-
porary distresses.

Much is being said and written
today about the so-called high cost

Of television programs. Every once
in a while some one assures us that

the limit has been reached and
warns us that television is about to

price itself out of the advertiser’s

reach. Despite such long-faced
talk more and more advertisers

continue to use television with fa-

vorable results. Let me point out
that since. January, 1950, while
television rates were advanced to

reflect growing circulation our
commercial volume has also grown.
We' have gone from 105 sponsored
hours a month two years ago to

about 230 hours now.

We were able to maintain this

pace because we were giving tele-

vision advertisers greater and
greater values. If we continue to

deliver value for what the adver-
tiser pays, I am confident we will

be able to sell our facilities. Simi-
larly, if we don’t deliver this value

we will not be able to sell our
time and talent no matter how
cheap our prices are.

Recognize the Right Level
f

MEREDITH WILLSON
“May The Good- Lord Btess And Keep You”

Ultimately competition—as it

always does—will bring about a

fair level of: prices for television

shows. We. must be wise enough
to recognize the right level and to

anticipate, it if necessary.

All of our collective skill, inge-

nuity and wisdom will be required
to continue and even enlarge tele-

vision’s value to the advertiser.

Competition will force a more ef-

ficient use of our creative talent,

our great staging arid production
facilities and our technical and op-

erating plants. Television is too

dynamic as a medium and as an
art to be hindered by short-sight-

edness or selfishness. There is

more to progress than mere ex-

pansion. We cannot haye progress

with out the efficient utilization of

our material, creative and spiritual

strengths. I am confident we will

meet the tests of the future.

All broadcasters can share a feel-

ing of pride in the great advance
which we and our stations have
made ‘ the past year in both

radio - and television. These ad-

vances were made possible by hard

work and tenacity and by the con-

fidence and faith shared
,
alike by

networks; stations, artists; techni-

clans and opr operating and busi- A
ness staffs. By working together

we have served the public well
*

and have given the country a great

communications system with which

to meet the future in an unsettled

World.

Of all the groups which make up

a community, the broadcasters

have the greatest opportunity for

service to the .
people. Theirs alone

is the power to enlighten, enter-

tain, inform and. educate the peo-

ple while at the same time Con-

tributing to the growth of business

and industry. It will be up to us

(

to use Our powers in the uncer-

tain year which faces us for the

greatest good of all.
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Hollywood.

I dropped into Noah’s candy store on my way home, as I had been

doing for the past five years, to get my scoop Of Indian nuts. I always

crack Indian nuts with my teeth, while I work, to placate an eye twitch

that I picked up while writing for Pick and Pat, in the early days, of

radio. But there was a stranger behind the counter. The stranger told

ine that Noah had sold hini the store about an hour ago. I wash t sur-

prised, because ever sinceT met Noah Deverish, he talked about retire-

ment. Coming. from a guy over 65 such talk made sense, Since^Noah

lived in a flat, which I had to pass on my way home, I thought I’d drop

in and see how he was enjoying retired life*

Noah must have walked into the flat just before I did. He was still,

wearing his windbreaker. Della, his wife, was waiting for him with a

glass Of hot tea and lemon. After brief “Hellos,” what followed

seemed to be a daily routine. Noah sat down on the Morris chair and,

rested his feet on the oilcloth covered hassock. Della .then handed him

the tea. Noah squeezed the slice of lemon over the steaming tea and

dropped the rind into the glass. He then took a loud sip, smacked his

lips and then removed the spoon from the glass. He then poured back

into the glass the tea that had overflowed intO
:
the saucer. He then

placed the glass, saucer and spoon on top of the television set along-

side Of the chair.

.

The ‘‘tea and lemOn” bit over, Noah settled back in the chair. He
Was how ready for conversation. Delia started it..

She asked, “What happened today?” „ • . ..

Noah quietly replied,
,
“I sold the store!’ Although Della probably

never saw Edgar Kennedy in her life, nevertheless, she did a take.

Before Della could get bade to the script Noah continued. “I sold

the store because, suddenly, I started to
.

hate lollipops, licorice, gum*
drops, rock candy, bubble gum and Indian nuts. I sold it to a .retired

jujube salesman; I got $5,000 for it.” Noah then took a wad of bills

out of his pants pocket and tossed it On the table..

“There it is! Count it!”, he added- with a wave of his hand.

Della raised Noah’s feet from, the hassock, spread a newspaper under

them and then put his feet back on the newspaper, She was neat that

Way.

Della, ignoring the money oh the table, said, ‘Tomorrow you’ll go-

to the Post Office and buy E Bonds.”

“I’m not speculating.”

Della pursed her lips for an insult and then changed her mind. She
settled for “Humph!”
Noah hastened to explain. “With Mexico on the south, Canada on

the north, Bermuda on the east and Catalina on the west, what if they

should all get together? Voom! There goes your E Bonds!”

I always knew that Noah was conservative with a buck. In fact, he
had already stopped buying suits with two pairs of pants on account of

his age. But I never figured he was that conservative.

A $50 bill detached itself from the roll and fluttered to the floor.

Della retrieved if and put it back.

She raised her voice an octave. “I’m not going to have the house
cluttered up with your $5,000.”

Noah pleaded, “Della, this is all the money we have in the world.

“Why take unnecessary risks? Let’s play it safe.” Then emphasizing
each, word, he said, “I’m putting this money into a package!”
“Now, you’re talking sense/’ Della agreed. “Only When yOu put the

money into a package, don’t forget to take out enough to rent a safe

deposit box to put the package into.”

And after a pause, he added; ‘‘Good possibilities for comedy there,

huh?”
Now, I saw him in a padded cell.

, „ , „ ,

“You see,” he continued, “a yellow complexion indicates liver trouble.

If a contestant winces when you poke him in the ribs, it's an even

chance that he has shingles. If the tongue is shiny, it's pernicious

anemia; if it’s black, the contestant has just been eating licorice, or

he has beri-beri. For our panel we have Lew Tendler, the former
lightweight and . . .”

, „ „ . , ,

I stood up. My eye suddenly ,
started to twitch. “Sorry, Noah, but

I have to run along. Good luck with your package." I made a beeline

for the confectionery stall for a scoop of Indian nuts.

A month later I had occasion to drop into the Bureau of Unemploy-
ment I had a date with a jobless pigeon. As I scanned the line of

unemployed waiting for their checks, once again I saw Noah Deverish.

I turned my head to avoid him embarrassment, but he spotted me and.

called me over. With a tinge of sadness, he told me that a film was
made of his package and it’s now- in the warehouse with thousands of

other flops. One thing bothered me and I thought this was a good time

to get myself straightened out.

“Tell me, Noah,” I asked, “did this Fenyock charlatan really have
dealings with Mr. Slarnoff ;and Mr. Weaver?” .,

“He did. He absolutely did,” Noah answered naively. “I investi-

gated him and found out that he did have such dealings. He worked
on the NBC parking lot!”

And then hopefully, he inquired, “Look, Why don’t you take an in-

terest in my package. Sell it and I’ll cut you in for 50% !”

I promised Noah that I would give his proposition some :
thought,

though all the time I laughed inwardly. I should take an interest in

such a stupid, asini , morqnic, idiotic quiz, when I’m working on a

quiz shoW of my own, “Guess the Name of My Underwear!”

Maggi McNeills

That’s Different

)

Noah laughed tolerantly. “Ah Della darling, you’re stupid. I’m not
talking about a bundle package like a parcel. I’m talking about a tele-

vision package.” Picking up the roll of moiiey he continued. “With
this money Til hire actors,, a director and writers and Voom! 1 got a
package. This package I film and this film I sell to a sponsor and
Voom! I got a profit!”

“Voom!” Della echoed Noah. “All of a sudden, What’s with this

Voom?”
“That’s package palaver,” answered Noah, suddenly becoming West-

ern. “I learned it from Mr. Fenyock, my producer. I met. him on a
bus.”

“You-met-him-on-a-bus.” Delia emphasized each word.
.
Noah ignored the emphasis. “Yeah. He’s a 1 big shot with the Na-

tional Broadcasting Co. Hardly a day goes by that he doesn’t have
dealings With Mr. Sarnoff and Mr. Weaver and other big shots. That’s
what he told me.”

Della looked strangely at Noah and murmured incredulously, “That’s
.what he told you.” ^

“I should drop dead if he didn’t! And when I asked him point blank,
‘Mr. Fenyock, are. there many packages being produced today,’ what
do you think he said?” Pausing only long enough to take a breath, he
rattled on. “He said, and I quote, ‘Mr. Deverish, I can only answer
you by saying that there isn’t a warehouse in New York, Chicago and
Los Angeles that isn’t filled to the roof, with cans of television pack-
ages’.”

‘And before Della could reply, Noah stood up and headed for the bed-
room. “If you’ll excuse me,” he said, “I’ll hit the hay. I have to get up
early. I have a conference with my producer.”
A Week later, while I was steering a hot pastrami sandwich and a cup

of coffee through the crowded Farmer’s Market, I happened to see Noah
Deverish, sitting at a table feasting on. a plate of chili and beans. There
was a vacant chair at the table so I sat down.
’

“Well, Noah, how goes.with the package?”
Noah, his.mouth full of chili, made a circle with his thumb and jirs.t

finger, and thrust it aloft. This, in TV language, means “Voom!”
“Is it a mystery show?” Noah shook his head negatively.
“Crime? Science fiction?” .1 asked, fishing.

Noah smirked. “Such shows are for suckers!” The big profits today
are in quizzes and panels. A show with a gimmick.”
“And your gimmick?”
Noah winked to warn: me against a sailor and his gal who were shar-

ing otir table. Then he lowered his voice.

“You’ve seen ‘Guess My Name,’ ‘Guess This Song,’ ‘Guess My Busi-
ness’?”

, At; each question I.nodded.

By FRIEDA HENNOCK
(FCC Commissioner )

Washington.

The past year in show biz was like its immediate predecessors in its

continuing preoccupation with the new (but by now unmasked) marvel

Of television. There were many outstanding events in TV during 1951.

Perhaps the most fundamental and far-reaching change was found in

the balance sheets oi the 108 TV stations now on the air. Telecasting

finally climbed out of the pit of unprofitable operation; black ink came
widely into use and the red was happily stored away, let us hope for-

ever, by the majority of broadcasters. Choice nighttime was already

SRO, with this condition spreading to other time segments.. Television

had become, in Variety iingo, “a B. O. Blockbuster.” Yes, in TV, show
biz did goOd biz.

In contrast, however, to this cheery business outlook there were, in

1951, continued rumblings of Concern about, the future of television.

No one could deny its great power nor ever doubt its unlimited po-

tential. Therefore, from all sides, rfFom parents and set owners, in-?

eluding members of Congress, we heard during the year of the neces-.

sity that serious responsibilities be shouldered by television as it con-

tinued its lightning growth. It was the. hope Of all-that TV realize at

least a substantial part of its potential; that it not become just another,

albeit the most powerful, sales force; that it develop into the finest

cultural, as well as entertainment medium in the entire world.

We all know, and have said over and over again* just what TV could

do if those in the industry set their minds to it. Only a few months ago
millions sat way past midnight to watch a Peace Conference in San
Francisco. All of them learned something vital in those few hours; we
got first-hand information on Collective security in action, as treaty

making was taken out of “homburg-filled” rooms and brought to the

individual citizen’s level,. Here was entertainment at its best; public,

education at its finest!

This, one example is only a small hint as to the future service of

which TV is capable. Yet now is’ the time to recognize and. develop;

this service—tomorrow, plagued by established habits, will be too late..

Why not now? All television Stations presently enjoy a considerable

advantage derived from the scarcity of spectrum space, a physical fact

Which limits the number Of their Competitors. The tremendous com-
mercial success of TV has, moreover; brought about a condition in

which advertisers, almost fight for choice time and there is a unique
opportunity for teleCasters to pick and choose among them and to direct

them. Yet, disregarding this opportunity, too many telecasters, continue
to follow worn paths and patterns, to Carry over programming and
advertising practices that are not particularly appropriate to the new
medium, and even many that had been under heavy fire in the old.

By MAGGI McNELLIS
When television was removed

from its swaddling clothes and Mr.
and Mrs. Public got their first

glimpse of the newborn babe, TV
became an
overnight phe-
n o m e n o n.
Those who ap-
peared on . it

Were phenom-
enal. That is,

If he’ had a
fairly hand*
s o me , h e a d

. (only one)',
spoke English
and sm i l e d
charmingly, if

even occasion-
ally, Caesar’s axiom applied . . .

personality appeared on TV, was
seen, and he conquered. The only
struggle was on the part of the
viewer who worked avidly at his
set to rid it of the ever-increasing
“snbw.”
The new medium was more video

than audio. Everyone wanted to
see what the. local or national stars
of stage, radio and public life

looked like, for here they . were’
practically “in person." Perhaps
it was important to hear what they
said, but. what they said was un-
important The seeing was the be^
lieving.

As the necklines plunged lower,
the femmes’ Hoopers plunged high-
er. ‘ The male comedians didn’t ,

have to be too funny—last year’s
night club ' routine was good
enough. Guest stars were, booked
on their name value alone with
the talent assets secondary.

Suddenly, the habits of a great
proportion of American families
Changed!
The TV baby began to grow and

unlike the average well-behaved
child was to be heard as Well as
seen; Pretty soon the viewer want-
ed to hear something intelligent.
He Was no longer content with
pretty head held high or a neckline
dropped low. He was going so far:
as to ask for new jokes. Sure,
he still liked the comedians, variety
shows, fights

. and Wrestling
matches, but now a program of
public affairs, of news, of the Gov-
ernment and hOw it’s run, of inter-
national situations became Worth
seeing. And Mr. Public, sometimes
Mrs., too, saw and listened.

I
A Real Novelty

“I’m producing a show called ‘Guess My Ailment’.”
.

Though I was already late for an appointment at CBS with Harry
Ackerman, I walked over to a stall for a second cup of coffee; I wouldn’t
miss this for the .world.

When I returned, Noah' w®ut into details. The sailor and his gal

, had left, so he raised his voice to normal.
“Only people With ailments are eligible to be contestants,” he said.

Lucky for'Noah, I swallowed that mouthful of coffee,

Noah continued. ‘‘Each, contestant stands or sits in front of, the
panel, depending On his or her physical condition. The members of the
panel then try to arrive at the ailment Of the contestant.”

Suddenly I started to fee poor.Noah ijn a straitjacket,
Noah, oblivious to my thoughts, continued. “To give them clues, the

members of the panel are permitted to examine tongues, fingernails,
poke ribs, pinch cheeks; tap ehests arid pry into ears and eyeballs.”

i
No Longer Red Ink Excuse

Nineteen hundred fifty-one’s harvest of profits has taken away tele-

casters’ former excuse that better programming and extended public

service could not be forthcoming while their Operations were in the

red. Furthermore, 1951 should have proved to even the most skeptical

that the fine public service programs were the most successful, won the
greatest audiences, and sold the most sets. What other programs se-

cured as much attention as the San Francisco Conference, or the Ke-
fauver Committee hearings?

Furthermore, show biz may be show biz, but it’s not education. Com-
mercial licensees have learned a great deal about the new medium and
they will learn a great deal more, but they are not educators. Experi-
ence with its use now supports the belief that television is a teaching
tool of rare power and persuasion, and that it presents the finest oppor-
unity for public education, both formal and informal, available in our
time. Yet, in order to fully develop TV’s educational capabilities, it

will be necessary for. educators to participate in it on a substantial
scale and to operate their own full-time “Schools of the Air.”

During 1951, I’m pleased to report; major steps were taken in this

direction. In March, the commission, after an extensive hearing, pro-
posed to adopt the general principle of reserving TV channels exclu-
sively for such non-commercial purposes. And, in consequence, great
numbers of educators in the current . allocations proceeding have filed

voluminous and substantial proof of their intention and . ability to make
use of TV as soon as possible. In all, the comments of more than 500
educational institutions have supported the proposed reservations in
more than 240 cities throughout the country.
Among the; major comments have been the requests for three state-

wide educational networks in New Yorki New Jersey and Connecticut.
The plan of the New York Board of Regents, for example, contemplates
11 stations operated under the cooperative efforts Of more than 8,000
schools, libraries, museums, historical societies, gardens, zoos add other
Cultural institutions in the State, possessing plant and equipment valued
at more than $2,300,000,000, and with annual educational expenditures
of $885,000,000, including more than 110,00Q teachers and specialists
serving 3,400,000 students.
These hundreds of comments and affidavits—all filed within the last

few months*—have given conclusive proof of what education can accom-
plish if given a non- competitive reservation and sufficient time to make
use of it. They are, I am Sure, forerunners of the scores of schools and
colleges which- will enter television in coming years- and offer a full-

time educational service to all, to. children as well as adults. Educa-
tional-TV remains a major horizon for television aind the American
people,. • : . .

• «

Now a Family Affair 1
The viewer, especially with the

advent of the coaxial • cable, had;
a wide choice of shows and

. could
change channels with a flip Of.the
wrist. In some cases right from
the control box next to his easy
chair. Thus, the channel bosses
knew they had to offer something
worthwhile or that simple twist of
the wrist would be twisting off
their station.

Television is now a family affair.

Performers have to. please a group
which can include a grandmother,
a husband and wife, a couple of
teenagers and even the. six-year-
old. This is indeed a large order*
If publishers ,had to print only
books that would appeal to every
member of a family to the extent
that they would keep their eyes
glued to the pages hour after hour
with great interest and absolutely
no criticism, the publishers would
soon be out of business, If golf
clubs and sewing circles had to
completely intrigue men, women
and children equally, how many of
them would J)e in existence? If
dress designers and milliners had
to create, dresses and hats that
would be becoming to each and
every woman and meet the ap-
proval of every .man, without except
tioh, the Seventh Avenue district
would be relieved of its impossible
traffic problem because the street
would be empty.
Yet this was the challenge with

Which TV was faced* Programs
must hold the interest of the group
no matter how diversified the ages
or the tastes. Programs must not
offend "anyone in any - way by a
look; a word, an idea. If this was
required of any other business the
answer would be “impossible.” And
it would b.e, top. So, -at least to
me, it’s a constant source of amaze-
ment and admiraition to see how
successfully TV is accomplishing
the “impossible."
TV has grown up*. It can discard

the plunging neckline as an atten-

tion-getter, and is ready for
tallor-rnade suit;
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By EDWARD J. NOBLE
(Chairman of the Board, ABC Network)

The year just past was, to borrow a simile from the military* a
literal proving ground for the two great elements of our industry

—

radio and television,

During 1951 radio proved that it is still a vital, potent, growing me-
dium, firmly rooted in the lives of Americans as a
source of entertainment, news, information
education and as firmly rooted in the world of
American business as a matchless method for the
advertiser to reach mass audiences at mi imal
costs. And during the same period, television
proved itself to be the miracle medium we in the
industry had all envisaged it-^of almost incredible
popular appeal, flexible, imaginative, explorative.
And, on the business, side* television Started to at-
tain full stature during the year and to begin pay-
ing its own way.
There is no question that, in the popular mind,

television has been the medium which captured
more attention and interest during the year,

The factors attached to any expanding industry insured this—the
constantly, increasing number of sets in use, the quality and variety of

programs available, the attention, paid to the medium by the press and,

finally, the giant stride which television took to the Pacific Coast ahd
Which gained for it a truly national audience.

How many Americans a generation ago could , attend the theatre

weekly? Television today permits them to do it nightly. How many
Americans a generation ago saw a World Series? Today millions see

these contests as a matter of course. How many Americans a genera-
tion ago could feel themselves intimately a part of history-making
forces? Today, through television, a nation watches its President as

he opens the sessions of' a peace treaty conclave bringing to a final*

formal conclusion one of the most terrible wars in history.

,
A Proven Quantity 1 '

]

The potential of television as medium for education was definitely

established during the year. That potential is now being vigorously
explored along several avenues. On television,

.

within the past year, it

has been possible to see and hear a physician in Baltimore conversing
with a patient and to see and hear specialists as far away as Chicago
and New York offer their Own diagnoses of the patient’s ailment.

While all of us in the industry can be proud of the advances recorded
by television during the year, I think it incumbent upon us to look to
the future Of the medium rather than to dwell fondly on accomplish-
ments already recorded.

For, despite its achievements during the year, television in some of
its aspects came in for pointed criticism in 1951 and I think it behooves
all of us in the industry to anticipate areas of criticism and to take
corrective steps' to eliminate causes for criticism rather than be placed
on the defensive. ^

''

Re-examine Your Product ]
To that end, I feel that programs and program content should be

carefully pre-tested by the telecaster before they are put on the air;

that new prograriTsources should be sought for and uncovered;, that
program formats should be re-examined from time to time to avoid, the
trite and the Obvious; that We should strive in every way to build
programs that are as exciting and challenging as the very nature of the
medium in which they are presented. And we should never lose sight
of the fact that the ultimate aim of the medium is to appeal, to the
American family in the American home and that there is the final

judgment seat for Our efforts.

I think that 1951 was a year of which radio, too, can be proud. Its

accomplishments have come in the nature of a surprise even to many
in the industry itself and should certainly and finally remove any lin-

gering doubts that radio is an obsolete and foredoomed means of com-
munication. and of advertising.
Radio broadcasters, with the experience of 1951 behind them and with

a clearer and surer, knowledge of the innate worth of their medium,
Can look forward to the future with more Confidence, I believe, than
Was the case a year ago. They have had time to assay and analyze the
medium itself and the probable effects on the undeniable inroads made
upon radio by television. They have attained a realistic attitude con-
cerning the scope and possible limitations upon their medium. I feel
they are better prepared than ever before to operate on this realistic
basis.

.
For both radio ahd television I look forward to 1952 as a period for

further growth and development and for an opportunity to serve well,
in every phase of their, operations, the American people,

j. Noble

ANNOUNCER-NARRATOR vAiKioT*
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This Is Only

By DR. ALLEN B. DU MONT
(President, DuMont Labs.)

Television lip until now has spe-

cialized entertainment chiefly

because such programming offered

the quickest possible transition

from experimental to commercial

status. The big role that television

is to play in our lives is still in the
making but is yet to be revealed
in all of its glory. We should not

make the mistake of placing tele-

vision in the fixed Category of en-

tertainment, since that is but a part

of its function and . place in our
lives. Its significance and poten-

tial in other fields are present.

Full utilization and recognition of

its powerful force for good is in

the. hands of all of us in the in-

dustry.

Television today is but a fledg-

ling. The limitations on the me-
dium’s opportunity to grow, ex-

pand and serve the whole country
and all of its people, brought about
by the exigencies of. the “freeze”

are only too Well known. There
are only 108 stations in 63 cities

serving less, than half the area . of

the nation. In 40 of these cities

there is only one station. These
people do not have the freedom
of program choice from multiple

Services enjoyed in such cities as

New York, Chicago, Washington
and Los Angeles. There are only

approximately 14,000,000 receivers

in considerably fewer than half the

homes of our country. However,
there is a ray of hope coming from
recent announcements by FCC offi-

cials that the “freeze” may be lift-

ed Within a few months.

When that “thaw” comes, tele-

vision will be started in earnest on
its road of destiny. Within the

next 20 years we will see thousands
of TV stations spread all over the

country With millions more re-

ceivers in a large percentage of

the homes in every community,
large and small.

That is the time when general
public recognition will come to

TV. That is the time it will take

its rightful place as the greatest

mass form of communications ever
devised by man. That is when its

potential will be realized as a great

force to serve America and man-
kind in the causes of education, re-

ligion, culture, politics, peace and
world-wide human relations. That
is when the. significance of televi-

sion will be recognized and extend-

ed far. beyond the field of enter-

tainment.

With this recognition will come
ever-increasing civic responsibility

as television becomes such an in-

tegral element of community life..

Potentially it is the most powerful
force for good in the community,
and by the same token the easiest

to maltreat;

j Vast Sphere of Influence
|

Television’s audiences will have
available to them more informa-

tive and cultural programming
than exists in any other medium
of communications. Home audi-

ences will have an opptrounity to

view more public affairs, see more
important people; learn more, and
be able to see at first hand more
of the people who are making his-

tory than, was ever possible .in an

(Continued on page 118)

Changing Styles In

By MARTY GLICKMAN
The day of tlv “holler” guy in

sports broadcasting is ended. Once
upon a time the prime requisites

of a sports announcer were an
animated voice, a healthy set of

vocal cords and Above dll else, a

resourceful Imagination. Today,

with the development of television

,

and the consequent education of

the sports, fan into the category

of “expert,” the sports broadcaster

must be at least as learned as the

listener or the viewer.

Broadcasting technique has

changed because the fan has

-changed: It is not enough today,

in broadcasting football, to say that

Joe Doakes has the ball, “He’s

down to the 40, the 30, the 20, the

10, the five, the four, the three, the

two, the one, he’s over.” The fan

today wants to know how the ball

carrier got there. . Did they use the

“T” or the single wing? Did the

ball carrier take a pitch-out, a

hand-off, or direct pass; did he
go round the end, off the tackle,

over the guard, or up the middle;
did he cut back or flare out to the
sideline, did he have one, two or

any key blocks; was he closely

pursued did he go over all

alone?

In addition, what sort of a de-
fense was being used against him?
Did the defense use a five, six or
seven man line; were the backers
up tight Or were they playing .loose;

Was it a 6-2t3, a 6-1-4, a 5-3-3, a

seven-diamond or a 6-2-2-1 de-

fense? If some of these derails

are missing, the educated fan of

today doesn’t, get the complete
picture. Where once all that was
looked for, from the fan, was who’s
carrying, the ball and how far did

he get, today much more of foot-

ball’s complexities must be in-

cluded.

|
Lay Off The prose, Bub_ _ |

You must remember^those mag-
nificent passages of prose Which
came so mellifluently from your
loudspeaker which described the
state of the weather at a sports

event. “The sun is a burst of golden
fire in a miasma of misty blue as it

tips the western rim of the sun-
drenched stadium,” or "the gods of
weather have conspired to wreak
havoc on the scarred sod of the

field as Jupiter Pluvius Vies With
Thor to harass the protagonists.”

Today’s broadcaster refers to the

Weather to indicate the effect it

Will have on the game. “The sun
is going down” or “it’s raining

hard,” will do for the above. When
Mel Allen, Russ Hodges, Red Barber
or Connie Desmond tell you about
the shadow on the diamond be-

tween the pitcher’s mound"and the

batter ?s box, it’s to point up the
added difficulty the hitter has in
following t-h e ball from the
sunshine of the pitcher into the
shadow of the hitting zone.

Television is making honest men
of sports announcers. Before TV
the ringside spectator and the
radio listener had two versions of
a prize, fight. Almost always the
listener heard a thoroughly exciting
show. Fights on radio were filled

with “crashing rights, jarring lefts,

savage barrage of blows, whaling
away with both, hands, bloody and
battered hulks,” etc. Some of those
fights rated those descriptions . .

but not many. I’ll never forget
waiting4ip for. my Dad after listen-

ing to fights he had seen, too ex-
cited front the blow-by-blow de-
scriotion to sleep, to be completely
disillusioned with his laconic com-
ment, “What a dull fight. I coulda*
Ticked either one myself." Wasn’t
it Common practice a few years
ago to tune in the television and
the radio description of a fight

simultaneously .
•

. for laughs?

A sports fan today is a far more
educated sports viewer than he
once Was. A fan how knows not
only batting averages and com-
parative scores, he knows tech-
niques, strategi , tactics, rules,
and the duties of the officials, As
the public’s knowledge has increas-
ed, the Sports announcer’s activities

have become more specialized. A
broadcaster today is known not so
much for his versatility, but for
the job he does in his specialty.

The requirements foi’ top sports-
casting arc such that a man can
do only two or three sports well
enough to satisfy the demands of
the exacting fan. Hence,, we find

that each sport is identified with
specific announcers, whereas it

used to be that specific announcers
were identified with every sport.

McNamee, Husing and Stern used
to cover them all, Today it’s Hus-
ing, Stern and Wlsmer on football;

Barber, Hodges, Allen and Des-
mond bn baseball; Curt Gowdy*
Bud Palmer and this, writer on
basketball; McCarthy and Field in

racing; Dtinphy, Taub, Powers and
Hodges , on boxing. Sure, we. often
do other events because there are
so many to do, But the top assign-
ments, year, in and year out, go to

different sports announcers. No
One man can handle them all well
enough today to satisfy the fan.

The trend very definitely has
been away from the “holler” guy
to the calculated precise reporting
of the expert. Today’s listener gets
baseball coverage from men who
are students of the game, many of
whom played it prdfessibnally;
football from ex - players and
coaches; horse races from men
who have followed the horses most
of their lives; athletics from ex-
atletes.

MEL BLANC
JACK BENNY RADIO TV SHOWS

JUDY CANOVA SHOW
WARNER BROS. CARTOONS

CAPITOL RECORDS
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By BERT BRILLER
Television is proving itself the

•‘intimate msdium” in mdre ways
than one; The phenomenal growth
of video as a force with impact
on all phases of show business is

making all the entertainment
Unions more intimate, prodding
them to unity.

At the moment the various

guilds, suddenly thrown into great-

er proximity than ever before,

seem to be jabbing elbows into

each others’ ribs, with an occasion^-

at kick in the shins. But if the

crowding has thus far produced
rnostly jostling and bickering, ,

it

has also given rise in many quar-

ters to a commorisensical unde -

standing of the heed fpr common
ims. In 1952. it’ , considered

likely, cease-fires will be inked in

the several jurisdictional wars and
mote or less cordial ententes will

be established.
There are strong indications that

diplomacy, based on the recogni-

tion that inter-union strife can only
weaken the guilds, will prevail. The
will-to-uniiy is evidenced, for ex-

ample, ‘ the talent field. At
, membership meetings, time and
agai speakers have called for

‘‘one big union” among the

branches of the Associated Actors
& Artistes of America. Performers
who pay dues to several unions-1-

A.ctors Equity, American Fed.e i -,

tion of Radio Artists, Television
Authority, American Guild of Va-
riety Artists, etc.—feel that the
need to hold cards in multiple
crafts is a tough .financial drai .

They’ve als expressed the con-

viction that bargaining .positions

will be Irengthened by .
joi ing

forces.
'

T TVA’s Merger Push.

NLRB, . conditions in the jive. TV
and film fields are different; there-

fore, live actors and film actors

should hot be lumped together in
elections for bargaining agent. Re-
sults: where TVA, took on SAG-
SEG, the latter won; in other polls;

where victory for TVA would have
meant the video union's repping
pixites for theatrical product as

well as telefilms, TVA. withdrew.

Screenites Gain in Vidpix

Last monthls TVA convention
should provide a powerful shove
Sri the direction of merger. The
confab resolved that if the five

eastern branches of the 4A’s don’t
get together by July 1 (and provid-
ing AFRA isn’t the only branch

j

tjons, leaders and policies. The
opposing a five-party consolida- i.question of “blacklistirig,” fot ex-

tion) a TVA-AFRA wedding should ! ample, which has been raised in all

be permitted. .

‘ the show biz unions has been met
Such a bilateral marriage is

‘ differently from craft to craft. All

These developments tend to give

the screen guilds jurisdiction over
most celluloid made for tele, There
are, of .course, several areas: in
which the jurisdictional issue re-

garding vidfilm is still unsettled.

However, a basis has been laid for

compromise. The conflict between
the live and screen unions was bit-

ter and vehement, hut the hatchet
could be buried in some lot which
once made quickies and is now
lensing half-hour TV features.

Among the scripters, too, the
new year may bring peace. The
Radioi Writers Guild, in a “shock
therapy” technique, last summer
filed for an NLRB election ambng
tele scribblers. The radio union
assertedly moved to hurry up the
Authors League into jelling the
jurisdictional situation* Previous-
ly, the various guilds (dramatists,:

screen arid radio, book-and-mag
writers) had agreed to a National
Television Committee on which
they arid the ALA’s Television
Writers Group were all repped.
RWG petition brought stormy

protest from the" other League
guilds. However, the RWG subse-
quently withdrew its petition and,
it’s understood, a new formula is

being evolved which will keep the
League intact. Negotiations with
the webs have been resumed and
this year should see the scribes
script a pact with the chai

, bank-
rollers and agencies.

Arriong the problems of welding
unions together are diverse tradi

nnathema to many artists. Equity
and AGVAj particularly, feel the
AFRA-TVA mixture will be poison,
giving the combo greater weight
and putting the other branches at

a disadvantage. With the banns
posted for July 1, if the five

branches don’t work out a satisfac-

tory blueprint for blending, they'll

have expressed distaste for politi-

cal screening, but there has been
little if any joint action.

Looking ahead, unioh toppers
say that the agenda for 1952 calls

for organizing tele personnel in.

the hinterlands. Yet, they add,
radio must riot be forgotten. While
AM’s network income may be

be weeping at the AFRA-TVA nup-
1

dwindling, they aver, the chains
tials.

That still leaves the explosive
question of the TVA-vs-screen
guilds feud. The NLRB, serving
as ump in that kn6ck-dowri-drag-
out Donhybrook, last year made
several rulings which strengthened:
the Screen Actors and Screen Ex-
tras Guilds. Basically, said the

are still in a position to grant pay.

hikes. Although these may not
be great, the laborites believe,
there, should be some fair in-

creases, Additionally, the unions
will probably press for improved
working conditions and terms, such
as severance pay, vacations, pen-
sion funds and the like*

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
Arid

SEASON’S GREET! NGS
DONALD RICHARDS

Continued from page 103..

hocus-pocus shows with general ap-

peal, aren’t being televised at the

moment one of the medium’s

greatest mysteries.

Consider, for example, a weekly

half hour of the “The, Greatest

Tricks/’ One week the -feature
would be the sensational bullet-

catching mystery, Which has cost

so many performers t h e i r lives.

Think of the publicity angles. An-

other week the feature would be

“Sawing Spectator in Half” or

“Houdini’s Chinese Water Torture

Cell” Escape.

In my travels here and abroad
I’ve seen hundreds of seldom-used
spectacular illusions which are per-*

feet for television.

Another way magic can pep up
programming is ini the commercial
department. I n g e n i 6 u s 1 y con-
structed shadow boxes, slates, and
frames could produce the spon-
sor’s message—by magic. Again,
sleight-of-hand can change a dollar
bill into a package of the adver-
tiser’s product, or infallibly choose
the one right (from the advertis-
er’s point of View) product from a
field of many.

Chinese Message
i

In my “Magic by Christopher”
shows I sometimes scrawled a mes^
sage in Chinese on a slate. As the
viewers watched, the Oriental sym-
bols changed visibly into the spon-
sor’s name. When I said you could
stretch your dollar by patronizing
the sponsor’s store, the dollar ac-
tually stretched; when I said you
could change a shopping list into
a tableful of tasties,’ the list melted
away and the promised spread was
in its place.

Audience ,participation is always
popular in magic, arid especially on
television. If the spectator used is

a celebrity, much
.
the better.

When there’s a Garry Moore or
Faye Emerson around for me to
show my tricks to, their acting abiL
ity and informality always punch
up the climaxes.

In TV the magician with one act,

an, act that may have earned him
a handsome incoipe' for many years
in vaudeville theatres, is good for
only three or four guest appear^
ances during the year. But if the
magician is versatile and devises
new routines . for each show, his
playing time is limited only by the
demand for his appearance and the
sales ability of his agents.

The first big-rbudgeted, lavishly
produced TV magic show has yet
to be produced, but -when it is, it

will - work wonders in the v i d e o
world.

I’m just an average housewife

And I live in the suburbs of town

My meals were, on time and my house would just shine

Now everything’s all upside down.

And many a woriian will know' what i mean
Because TV has changed my entire routine

And as for the housework—my place is a sight

Cause I sleep half the day and I’m up half the night

I get out of bed afternoons about; three

Go straight to the parlor and turn on TV.

Then on comes Kate Smith around four o’clock

So I sit in my rocker and just rock and rock

Before I know it the clock’s striking five

And I say to myself, “Land sakes alive:

I've got to go out and get something for dipper”

And I buy what Kate tells me cause Kate’s sure getting thinner

But I do take time out to get something for Charlie

Then we eat in the parlor watching Kuk, Fran & pllie

On comes the Stork Club, and, like a couple of dreairiers

We sit and watch Sherman while we smoke our Fatimas.

I’ve bought every product those men asked me to
Why my hair has been dyed every color and hue.
I bought Pepsi-Cola and all brands of beers
Arid We drink all that stuff ’till it comes out of our. ears
We bought- a new icebox and bought a new range
Everything in the. house I’ve had to change
Well—we bought everything within reason and rhyme
When we didn’t have cash we bought them on time.

We’ve watched, every program my husband and me
And decided last night that we have the right
To' tell you what’s Wrong with TV:

No two ways about it-^-We like dancing that’s true
But dancing’s one thing that those shows overdo
Up comes the curtain arid out trip the girls

We’re dizzy from watching those twists and those twirls
Turn on Channel 2 and they’re prancing arid dancing
Turn on Channel 9 and they’re dancing and prancing
We’re so sick of dancing we turn on Number 4
What happens? They’re dancing and prancing some more.
Which leads us to believe the producers must say
“We’ve got 10 minutes to kill, let’s do a ballet.”

And there’s another thing we think’s just a crime
Every night the best shows go on the same time.
On Tuesdays my hubby turris on Uncle Milty
Arid I want Sinatra—then my darling feels guilty
I like Danny Thomas and that’s another big worry
Cause I know he’d rather be watching Ken Murray.

And no matter what night we turn on any channel
The same girls are sitting right on the same panel.
So we’d like to mentibn—-it’s just a suggestion
There must be more than 10 girls that can answer a question.
’Cause turn one of those shows on-—and
“Shoh as you’re bohn”
There sits Maggi McNellis, Kilgallen and McElhone
So we Switch to a drama—a real killer-diller.
And just as the villain is ready to kill her,
We’re both so excited we start in to yell
When on comes a man with a mouthwash to sell.

He gargles and gurgles and ruins the whole plot
After that we don’t care if he,kills her or not.

I’ll finish this letter tomorrow—-you*ll just have to pardon me
*Cause I don*t want to miss one program tonight on TV.

KENNETH ROBERTS
JRadlo and TV for Phillip Radio and TV

Morris.
. and Gamble;

Jtocky King for Clorets. Butova.
“Tops In Fopb”—WMGM

Phone SU 7-5400

for Procter

Fordham’s Israel Vistas’
WFUV-FM,. Fordham U. outlet

in N. Y„ Will beam “Vistas of Is-
rael,”' transcribed series produced
by the Israel Office of Information:
Show will, be heard Saturdays at
7:15 p; ril., starting *Jan. 5.

Airer will be carried on 42 U.S.
stations.

JACK OWENS
“THE JACK OWENS' 8H,OWw

The Newest and Brightest Show in the' West.* Produced arid Directed
by ROBERT HAFTER

CBS- Radio Western Regional Network
Monday through Friday 4:15-4:45 P.M.-^P.S.T.

Exclusive Management MX,A.



1 Was Taught to Shut Up’
By BILL STERN

It’s hard to practice the golden

rule with a silver tongue. “Silence

is golden,” they say; but: try to

tell this, to a fellow who has been

chewing the fat on radio year after

yehr with scarcely time to draw a

breath. Take any radio spieler,

switch him to a TV chore and see

what happens.

He talks too much.

That’s what people told me,

4‘Bill, you talk too much.” And be-

]ieve me the accusation came as

a shock. In radi I developed a

rapid-fire style of sports audio re-

porting- which, I thought, would

keep my mouth chockful of bread

and butter for life. Then along

came- television and,. -.alas, I dis-

covered my radio approach didn’t

bt at all iii the newer medium.

They say you can’t teach an old

dog new tricks. Yet, here’s one old

dog who was forced to master a

few new wrinkles—or else stop

wagging his tail forever. In other

words, the old dog radio announcer

must learn that on video he wags
his tail, not his tongue.

Between halves Of one of my
earlier football telecasts, I was
paged to the phone booth to take

an urgent call from . stranger,

It developed this guy was a long-

time football fan Who was exas-

perated at my constant chatter;

“Hey Stern,” the heckler Shouted
over the wire. “The football teams
take time out. Why don’t you?”

The words of the fellow stung.

Believe me, during the second half

of this football game I was so

quiet you could hear a halfback
get dropped.

Keeping quiet, of course, has its

virtues. Two-platoon football, as

you are probably aware, presents
substitutions in such great quanti-
ties even the coaches have a tough
time keeping tabs oil all their

players. Therefore, when you are
stumped by a rash of newcomers
on the field, you don’t name names.
You just pick up the backfield at
your leisure and let it go at that,

Dandy, isn’t it?

Most of us have discovered the
fewer times you open your mouth,
the less you put your foot in it.

On. one early job I took great pains
to identify every player who made
or assisted in making a tackle dur-
ing the course of a football con-
test. Naturally, this involved, con-
siderable chatter on my part and
I fear I spent most of my time
talking about tackling.

A couple of nights later I was
emcee for a variety program when
one of the guest stars—a honey-
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haired singer—tripped and almpsf
sprawled on the stage.
From the audience came a boom-

ing voice which I’m sure reached
every other home in America; It

shouted, “Hey Bill, who made the
tackle?”
More recently, Tve learned that

alternating between radio and tele-
vision can be confusing and not
amusing. Mastering the manly art
of silence for video has its difficult

moments but so does switching
back to lovely, loquacious radio
where dead air is suicide. Follow-
ing a TV.breather, a radio commen-
tary is hard Work.

After knocking out a ^number of
silent spells for television, I went
back to radio determined to give
my Voice a good workout again—
which I did. However, I found my-
self with a decidedly irksome fault.

I kept saying: “That fellow you
just saw grab that long pass was
John Doakes; or, “For real, rough-
tough line play keep an eye on
that guard.”

.

If some listener thought I was
daffy for telling: him to; look at
his radio set. and watch long,
pass a heat tackle, I couldn’t
blame him. It’s pretty difficult to
see anything on your radio seti

even if you spin it around and
study the tubes.

Well, it’s. . taken a number of
years but now I think I’ve mas-
tered—to a small degree:—this ra-

dio-television thing. In a way it

reminds me of a husband trying to

please both his wife and his

mother-in-law. Only, it’s tougher.

Who knows, though, perhaps
after we've become expert beyond
improvement at both jobs, some
other medium of transmission will

arrive. But that’s getting ahead of

the story, isn’t it?

AM-TV: A Plaque

Vincent Evans as WLW

Cincinnati.

Vincent Evans, former chief of

the Washington bureau of the Lon-

don Daily Express, has been named
London correspondent for WLW by

James D. Shouse, chairman of the

Crosley Broadcasting Corp, board.

Hubert
.
Holloway, former Wash-

ington and New York journalist, a

newcomer to the Crosley news staff

here, is doing humorus slant

stints on both WLW and WLW-TV.
In addition, Charles K. Parker,

former resident of China and
Japan, has joined the WLW news-
room as Far Eastern observer, and
Robert Schakne has been named
the station’s Korean war corre-

spondent.

By JOHN L. SINN
(President, Zw TV Progrants)

The making of filmed programs
and features for television is big
business. More than $60,000,000
Were spent on such productions
during 1051 according to the best
estimates. About; 3,000 hours of
programming for television were
filmed. What was an infant indus-
try three years ago has grown into
a giant and is growing even more
colossal.

Although not all types Of TV pro-
gramming lend themselves to film-

ing, most of them do. Eventually,
we the industry believe,

between 80r90% of all tele-

vision programming will be on film.

From a technical point of view,
film offers many advantages over
“live.” For example, the Cutting
room floor becomes the final rest-

ing place of fluffs and flaxvs.

From the network advertiser's
point of view, a filmed show can
permit him to overcome such prob-
lems as the time difference between
the east and west coast. From
the “spot” advertiser, regional and
local advertiser’s point of view, the
fUmed-syndicated shows offer addi-
tional advantages by permitting
maximum flexibility ’ program-
ming arid the opportunity to bene-
fit from the hard-hitting local sales

message. To the TV station owner,
such a program offers the oppor-
tunity to snare a local sponsor with
a show featuring top stars arid top
stories.

Because of the increased de-
mands for filmed television shows;,

the busy producers in the industry
have set themselves up on a mass
production basis. Ziv has done so,

meany/hile taking steps to insure
that no corners are' cut in the
process. Briefly, in settinjr them-
selves 25G vs, 250G, filmed tele-

Vision producers have gone far in

long range planning to a greater
extent than the motion picture in-

dustry has. Ziv produces films for

about $25,000 which would require
the motion picture industry at the
present time to spend $250,000 to

produce. It sounds fantastic, but
here necessity was the mother of
invention. To survive, we had to

be ingenious arid set ourselves Up
in such a manner that we could
produce films inexpensively, yet
out of the top drawer.

Ziv produces, at the present mo-
ment, 104 half-hour films each year.

This is comparable to about 40 full

length motion pictures. Obviously,
to produce such an enormous quan-
tity of shows, we have had to plan
at long-range and wisely,:

Amottg our methods have been
the setting up of flexible sets and
revolving stages Which, with a

minimum of effort, can be com-
pletely changed over within 10
minutes. This we accomplish by
•having our own lumber yard and
carpenter shop as well as numer-
ous sound stages under one roof,

and three highly trained work
crews which; at a moment’s notice,

can swing into action and start re-

modelling a set the minute the ac-

tion shifts to another stage.' Our
sets have, moreover, been designed
for easy conversion into new set-

tings. ..We had top designers arid

decorators working with us for

rriqriths to help us solve this prob-
lem, which has since enabled lis

to save thousands and thousands
of dollars inman-hours.

By ROBERT E, KINTNER
( President, ABC Network )

Television was the tonic radio needed! It caused an advertising drama
to be repeated;
Before discussing 1952, let me tell you what I mean by those first two

sentences.

After the initial shock of the spectacular success
of television, the advertising world

,
and radio in

particular began a searching re-examination of

both television and radio. This has been great
benefit to all concerned.

Advertisers tried television alone arid found that

radio /is needed for complete exposure of their

client's messages arid products. Broadcasters arid

advertisers looked at the statistics and yardsticks
of radio and found radio was not being fully meas-
ured. Portable radios arid multiple-set homes took
on new importance. Radio was and is giving far
greater coverage than measuring systems had been
able to report,

In short, television has been a great help i de-
veloping and exposing radio’s full use. We should not have been Sur-
prised, because, exactly the same pattern was followed in the newspaper
and magazine industries with the advent Of radio. After a period Of
intense re-examination it was. found that each did a particular job
best. Today all continue to play vital; roles in the United States’ econ-
omy as movers of goods, as well as in the entertainment arid cultural
life of the natipii. Television caused this little advertising drai a to
be repeated;

Robt. E. Klntner

—And Plenty of Profits " 1
Radio arid television will rise to the occasion in 1952 with the result

that the. year will see new high points ip public inerest arid educational
broadcasting. In my opinion, 1952 also will bring another reward to
the broadcasters: it will be a most profitable year.

It has been said many times over that television will be a vital factor
in electing candidates to political office in the future. This docs not
mean that the most telegenic candidates will be those elected. It docs
mean that those who are able to put, forth their platforms and reply
most convincingly on television to ihe issues of the day lay be ex-
pected to carry the vote.

BUt—and here is where the advertising and broadcasting fraternity
will be awaiting results with great inlerestrr-despite its impact tele-

vision in the coming political season will not be sounding the death
knell of radio.

, Radio’s mass coverage of our country bias been demonstrated many
times. The: convenience of radio listening gives it many advantages
over television; It has always been a potent force during an election
year arid I am certain this Will not change iri 1952, which finds 96 out
of every 100 homes covered by radio.

Just as 1951 saw ABC demonstrate the advantages of morning radio
to leading national advertisers, 1952 will show this network concen-
trating ori the afternoon audience with special block programming.
Flexibility arid mass circulation at the lowest possible cost per thou-
sand listeners are distinct advantages On the side of radio. There is no
other advertising medium that begins to Challenge radio on these
counts. From this coriimahding position radio can look forward to a
long and Useful life in Ainerica’s economy and culture.

There are two areas where the presence of television has barely been
felt. These are education arid hews. In both of these quarters ABC
Television has some interesting plans for the year ahead, arid already
has moved prominently into these fields,

ABC’s Public Affairs Department last month launched “Horizons,”
a new television program in the education field in cooperation with
Columbia University. “Horizons,” which brings the informal give-arid-
take between Columbia faculty members and students before the tele-

vision cameras, has''.been lauded by critics and educators alike as a new
advance in the field of video education. This, naturally, is greatly en-
couraging to ABC and we are planning additional programs of this
nature for 1952.

I know that radio and television are fully aware of these responsi-
bilities and will tackle the problems with all the ingenuity and re-
sourcefulness at their command.

Trying To “Unlearn”
i

JACKSON BECK
fc/iii- ...... Actor-Announcer- Narrator ... .MUrray Hill 8-6600 Radio—TV—Films

Frankly, the firs^ thing we did

iri: order to put our plans into ef-

fect
1

, was ' to :
instruct our person-

nel with motion picture experience
to .unlearn many of their previous

methods of operation and orient
themselves into doing, things a
brand new way—a way which
would . enable .them to turn out in

three ' or four days what would
previously have required them six

to eight weeks to ’accomplish:
.* The probleiri-facing producers ‘of

filmed, television shows today is

that of demand and distribution. As
the television industry grows, so

does the, demand for top filmed

shows.

LAURENCE SCHWAB, JR.
Director NBC-TV
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FilmsYs.TV-‘New Deal’

f By DR. ALFRED N.- GOLDSMITH
There's no quarrel, like a family

quarrel. (Two sisters may think

the world of each Other, but if they

differ, the sparks fly!) And there’s

no business:

like show busi-

ness. T h e s e

are two rea-

sons why a

family argu-
ment in show
business is one
for the books.;

But after the
fireworks,’ it

usually ends
in a friendly

_ A understanding.
Dr A. Goldsmith rm
on the subject on film&versus tele-

vision. Just now these sister arts

occasionally screech at each, other.

Sometimes they approach the hair-

pulling stage. Arid all to no pur-

pose, Sooner Or later they Will

have to kiss, and make up. Each
needs the other. Each can benefit

from the other. So, while a scrap

is sometimes good fun while it

lasts, it’s got to end some day.

Eventually— why not now? The
present is no time for lost motion
and waste effort in the U; S. A.

Having watched the growth of

both arts in closeup, I can find

iany elements of similarity arid

areas of agreement — as Well as

some differences. Each art appeals

to the eye and ear. Each -tells its

s’ory on the screen arid through
the loudspeaker. Television pick-

ups can be used to make films (so-

called kinescope recordings), Film
cameras can make film for televi-

sion. The. studios, their lighting,

sets and operation have close re-

semblances for each of these arts

C. pod film actors do well on tele-,

v' sioh in most cases, and vice versa.

Competent directors have some
difficulty transferring froi one
field to the other — but not too

much. The story material suitable

for the motion picture can be
adapted to. successful television use
in many instances. And of course
such articles as lenses, lights,

microphones and controls serve
almost interchangeably.

Parallel Lines

All this is natural enough. For
both arts developed along parallel

lines. Originally films appealed
only to sight. They played, in

effect, to a deaf audience. Radio,
on the other hand, played only to

the ear and left the audience blind,

so to speak. Then each art decided
to supply, the missing sense. Sound
was added to the silent pictures;

Sight was added to radio—and tele-

vision arrived. During the last 15
years they may almost be said to
have developed together—little as
some will like this statement.
Equally natural is the fact that
their problems are similar. Each
must provide a sharp, bright pic-

ture. Each must deliver clear arid,

natural Sound. Each needs good
co’or reproduction. Each must
supply attention-holding stories,

capably acted. Each has continual-

ly to find new forms, stories, and
methods to avoid losing audi-

ence. And each has serious eco-

nomic problems partly arising from
ever-increasing production cOsts.

(Scratch a film mogul and you find

a TV magnate.)

So both ended up as visual-plus-

aurai program media. As a matter
Of fact, when each is handled pro-

perly, it is not too easy to tell

them apart.

Still more important is what
each art can offer to help the other.

Films can offer television excellent

short subjects, dramas, comedies,
documentaries, sports event records

and cartoons. Pictures can supply
outstanding film commercials for

television. Much Of the equipment
arid know-how of the films can be
partly transplanted to television,

and film clips fit beautifully even
into sortie television live produc-
tions. This list -could be continued
much further-— but the point is

already, obvious.

On the other side, television has
much: to offer pictures- Compact
television cameras can be used to

supervise-and control economical
filming. Television editing tech-
niques, properly adapted, c a n
reduce film production costs
without significant loss of quality.

Through their, high sales impact,
television broadcasts of film trail-

ers can promote: theatre attendance.
Television can create or publicize

stars for the films. Television
offers an e n o cm 0 u s potential
market for the film producer in the
future—and will perhaps

.
be his

;

greatest outlet. Theatre television

can further stimulate theatre at-

tendance. And so on.

Each field has made its mistakes
in its own development and in

dealing with the other field. Why
not let this be water over the dam
—and start fresh on a rational and
businesslike basis? Cherished mis-
understandings will lead Only
to an entertainment “Heartbreak
Ridge.” Rut sensible cooperation
will put lots of black ink in the
right place op the balance sheets
of films, and television alike. I am
sure there is no bankruptcy of
ideas, ingenuity, arid ultimately of
good will and common sense on
either side of the fence. This being
so- constructive statesmanship and
a real “hew deal” are in order.

ming which is so essential to the
educational process, on a longtime,
regular basis. Commercial broad-
casters, on the other hand, are com-
pelled, by reason of having to meet
a weekly payroll, to confine their

public service programming to lim-

ited and sporadic efforts.

That educational broadcasting is

on the move, and appears to be
gaining momentum month by
month, is evidenced by the devel-

opments within National Associ-

ation. of Educational Broadcasters.

As of October, a year ago, educa-
tional broadcasting in the United
States was on a springboard. Under
the administration of President
Richard Hull, NAEB had estab-

lished the beginnings of a tape net-

work, for the exchange of program
resources.

f
r

Bid for TV Channels f

WannaBuild a Fortune?
a ?

Cinderella
Continued from page lid

prime responsibility of rendering
public service and making educa-
tion widely available,

Even though success is judged
riot by economic results, the non-
commercial broadcaster, no less
than the commercial, is dependent
upon proper financing, skills, tech-
niques and information, and limita-

tions of the medium.
The educational broadcaster can

provide the continuity Of pregram-

Last year there was called into

being an Ad Hoc Joint Cimmittee
on Educational Television, which
called together the educational
groups of the United States to pre-

sent education’s case for the reser-

vation of television channels.
Proposals had been made to vari-

ous foundations with specific sug-
gestions of how the .educational

broadcasting
:

establishment could
Utilize financial assistance in the
public interest.

Last year was one of preparation.
It was the administration of the
great ploughing. That that admin-
istration rendered great service to

NAEBi and did its job well, is at-

tested to by the fact that this year
might well be characterized as the
first year of the harvest.
More concretely, in 1951, NAEB

became an incorporated associa-

tion, under the laws of the state

of Illinois. It became a constituent
member of the American Council,

on Education.. It- united with other
adult education groups to form the
Adult Education Association of the
United States.

It joined with the American
Council, the Association, for Edu-
cation by Radio and Television, the
Association of Land-Grant Colleges
and Universities, the National As-
sociation of State Universities, the
National Council of Chief State
School Officers and the National
Education Association of the
United States to form the perma-
nent Joint Committee on Educa-
tional Television, and to provide
one Of the members of its Board
of Directors to act as the Execu-
tive Director of the Joint Com-
mittee.

It established permanent head-
quarters at the University of
Illinois, and, for the first time in
its existence, was able to enjoy
the services of a full-time Execu-
tive Director. It expanded its tape

I network operations to service some
75 stations, and it received grants

aid from the Fund for Adult

NELSON CASE

Education of. the Ford Foundation,
the Kellogg Foundation, the Old
Dominion Fund, the Whitney Founr
dation, the Cooper Union, the NeW
York Herald Tribune, and. the
Edward L. Bernays Foundation,
and from other individuals and
groups, which neared the $1,000,-
000 mark.
The Association has ' established

close liaison with the departments
of federal Government, and has had
representation on the Broadcast,
Advisory Committee to the Presi-
dent of the United States. It has
established a Public Interest Com-
mittee, composed of outstanding
citizens of the nation. .

With some 250 educational in-
stitutions already evidencing an
active interest in television station
operation ... ... With almost two
dozen already having money on
the barrelhead, ready to go at the
lifting of the freeze, it is fair to
conclude that the momentum of
growth, ahd development of educa-
tion on the air has not begun to
reach its full acceleration

If educational broadcasting is a
stepchild ... . ; its name is Cinderella.

By FORTUNE POPE
(President, WHOM, N. Y.)

If all the opinions expressed dur-

ing the past five years regarding

the status of radio vs, television

could be compiled, they would
probably fill a good sized library.

Hardly a day goes by that some
publication, editorially or other-

wise, doesn’t give the. subject a

thorough going over. The propon-

ents of each of the two media are

consistently sounding off on the

relative merits of their respective

forms. ..of broadcasting.

From
.
all this , debate and the.

reams of copy that have been writ-

ten about -it, one fact has clearly

fieeri indicated. Whether you’re

trying to reach your market by

radio or by television, it’s the pro-

gram that counts. Program impact

is Still the answer to tune-in,

This has been particularly true

With reference to foreign langauge

broadcasting the New York
market, which is probably as well

saturated with television sets as

any place * the country. The
specialized programming format of

the foreign language broadcasters

in this area has continued its hold
On listeners to a greater extent
than ever before in radio’s history.

At this moment, there is more
foreign language and specialized
market programming in New York
than at any period during the past

30 years. The demand for time
continues to be brisk and program
popularity is being maintained.

During the past year, we, invest-

ed a considerable sum in the
study Of the six principal special-

ized areas we serve. We asked
Advertest Research to - make a
thorough study of listening habits
i these segments, which happen
also to be the dominant lingual
groups in this area—Italian, Jew-
ish, Polish, Spanish, German, as
well as the Negro market. The re-
sults are not only highly .illuminat-
ing but offer conclusive proof that
the intensity of listening among
specialized radio audiences is far
greater than that, of the non-lan-
guage radio audience;

Nationality Characteristics

There are more . than twice as
many sets-Imuse in Italian and Po-
lish homes, three times as many as
German, twice as many in Spanish,
three times as many in Jewish arid

three times as many in Negro
homes than the average lion-spe-

cialized sets-in-use for comparable
time periods. Even during the key
i i • i 1 *» •
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ture of trie foreign language mar-
ket, we were just as interested in
the nationality characteristics and
socio-economic, status of these
groups as we were in their listen-
ing habits. Here are some of the
interesting things we discovered:

Family size is larger in nation-
ality homes than the New York
City average. The percentage of
family members who speak the lan-
guage ranges from 68% to 93%.
The overwhelming majority of
family members listen to and en-
joy foreign language programs.

Their favorite type of music
ranges all the way from Character-
istic folk melodies, to American
jrizz and bop. 'Popular Italian and
operatic favorites appeal to the
Italo-American audience, The
Poles are just as fond as ever of
their polkas. The German audi-
ence shows a preference for classi-

cal and light classical music. Jew-
ish tastes lean to folk, religious
and Israeli music, while Negro
tastes lean heavily toward blues;
spirituals and race music.

Italians, Jews Lead t

To Actor Who Died
“Dragnet,” NBC meller, dedi-

cated, its program last week to Bar-
ton Yarborough, one of the airer’s
stars, who died in Hollywood Dec.
19. After, the opening dedication,
scripter James Moser touched real-
ity in his yarn by having Sgt. Ben
Romero, Character played by Yar-
borough, die of a- heart attack.
Yarborough will appear tomor-

row (Thors;) on NBC-TV’s version
of “Dragnet,” since it was filmed
before his death, A permanent sub
has not yet been Set, although Bar-
ney Phillips was on last week’s
show as Jack Webb’s (Sgt. Joe Fri-

day) aide.

television hours from 7 p.m. to 11
p.m., the percentage of radio tune-
in in Italian and Spanish markets
exceeds 55%.
In trying to. get a scientific pic-

The economic status of these ,

language groups judged in terms
of television, auto and telephone
ownership puts the Italian, and
Jewish audiences at the top of trie

list. It is interesting to note that
FM set ownership is high among
Italians* Germans and Jews and
practically insignificant in Spanish
and Polish homes.

•The past year has witnessed a
definite increase in the demand for
time on New York foreign lan-
guage stations. The reason for thi

undoubtedly is the fact that scien-
tific proof is available that the for-
eign language audience can be
reached at a cOst of pennies per
thousand.

Agencies and advertisers are
asking more questions about the
foreign language market than ever
before. They are eager to receive
as much scientific information as
stations can supply: Time buyers
are planning their radio buys much
more Carefully and pinpointing
their radio budgets where they will

do the iriost good. When a foreign
language station can offer a time
buyer an audience for as little as
9c. a thousand, the offer naturally
looks very attractive, when com*
pared with costs running into sev-

eral dollars per thousand.

After analyzing the surveys,. w*
Came to the Conclusion that the
foreign language market is verj
real in this area; that it commandf
a huge amount of listening in na
tionality homes; that it represents

a terrifically economical buy foi

the average advertiser; and that i

proves once again that if you have
a format and the programs to g<

with it—there’s plenty of life lef

in radio yet.

STAATS COTSWORTH
“Radio’s Top Dramatic Actor”

FRONT PAGE FARRELL, NBC—MARK TRAIL, ABC
LONE JOURNEY, ABC

SPECIAL EVENTS NARRATOR FOR NEWS WEEK
DUMONT AND CBS TV—STUDIO ONE; CBS-TV
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By A. C. NIELSEN :

"Benny is through.”

"Winchell’s losing his audience.”

"Lever is cancelling the Lux The*

atre.”

That was., the kind of talk: you

could"have heard in trade circles

not too long ago. The speakers

were people who used to take the

Top 10 program ratings
.

a bit too

seriously. With very little knowl-

edge of what was really going on

at the three agencies involved, the

experts had based their choice

pieces of inside dope on the latest

Top 10 radio shows. They had

learned , that (1) Jack Benny had

dropped from first to second place;

(2) ' Walter Winchell’s rating had

gone down two-teiiths Of a point;

and (3) the Lux Theatre had “slid”

from third to fourth place.

In reality, all three Shows were

cruising along, month after month,

with ratings iii the 30's. They were

reaching more than 12,000,000

homes apiece. The fact that Ed-,

gar Bergen may have edged Benny

by a point or two, putting him at

the top of the list,
;

meant little to

Benny, or to his sponsor. But the

dire conclusions drawn from this

change of position were sympto-

matic of that era in radio, with its

obsession that program ratings

were the sine qua non of every

show, every artist. That obsession

got started with Crossley, persisted

through Hooperatings, then Niel-

sen; even today, a few of its die-

hards give it lip service.

I say “even today” because a
slow revolution has taken- place; in

radio and television audience

measurement. Advertisers, agen-
cies .and broadcasters have come to
realize that despite the fundamen-
tal importance of accurate ratings,
the concept of ratings as the be-all
and the end-all, in evaluating a
show, is oil the, way out. And
equally, - the ranking of a show in
the Top 10 list may have very little

to do with its intrinsic strength,
Or coverage, or penetration of the
audience.

|

Other Dimensions f

So, instead of looking only at
ratings or rankings, the user of

radio or TV time now examines a
dozen other dimensions of his pro-
gram’s audience. Research; 1952-
style, gives him the answer to these
down-to-earth questions:

:

What’s
my cost-per-thousands? How many
homes do I reach in a week; a
month? How often does the aver-
age home listen in a week, or a

month? How long do they stay
tuned to each show? How many of
them hear my commercials? What’s
the audience among upper income
homes? ' In the northeast? In the
southwest? Among small families?
In TV homes? In •= radio-only
homes? In small-town and rural
areas? Where do I. stand during
the 3rd minute of the show? The
,16th minute? The 28th? How
many homes that tune to my day-
time radio strip also get my mes-
sage during my evening TV show?
And furthermore, how’s my compe-
tition doing on: all these points?

This . who-what-when-where-how
concept in radio and TV research
has finally moved into the very
fabric of time-buying and program
selection .and promotion and the
allocation of the advertising dol-

lar. Along Rockefeller Plaza and
Madison Avenue, and in the home
offices of the country’s biggest ad-

vertisers, the answers to that great

variety of questions are being skil-

By IRA MARION
(Eastern Region V, P., Radio Writers Guild

)

Despite the “obituaries” printed

for radio, the hardy rascal refuses

to stay buried. This has been re-

flected in many ways, not the least

of which has been tile Increase in

Radio Writers* Gull'd, membership
and the recent rise in the collection

of dues. Certainly we^at the Guild
have no illusions, about the effect

that TV has oil AM. We meet it

every day. A large majority of

our members are working TV
writers. But we cannot agree that

AM’s condition is “mortal.”

It is becoming more and, more
clear, from where we sit, that the
true effect of TV on AM is to raise

the standards of radio well above
what they haVe been in the recent
past. Competition has forced broad-
casters and advertisers to produce
programs which will attract listen-

ers and hold ratings even at hours
When TV is Strongest. Certainly
we can cite the quality of shows
like “Halls of Ivy,” “Theatre Guild
of the Air,” “The Big Show,
“Dragnet,” “Mr. President,” “Ozzie
and Harriet;” ”Stage 52’Wthe list

\f ,
growing constantly. Obviously,

anything goes’’ is no longer a
truism. Acting, production, writing
on a level hitherto heard only on
the socalled “arty sustainers”:
Studio One” (in AM), “Columbia
Workshop” (of blessed memory),
„’; orld Security Workshop,” and
New World A-Comirig,” are be-
coming standard in commercial

The effect of this trend on
the loudspeaker-output in the na-
tions living rooms needs no com-
ment. What this will do to the
quality of television programs is

5,
Question which the future, and

1

e

T
listening public, will determine,

i
tpl^st of it alii of course,

® e “originating authority*: the
auio writer. For years, writers

nave beefed, wailed and cried out

generally against the watered-down
hack type of writing which passed

for entertainment in AM. Now, the

Opportunity seems to be here.

Words-without-pictures must be

truly image-forming; if they are to

offer keen competition to pictures-

with-words-attached. Style, clarity,

intelligence, wit are becoming
necessities in radio. It follows,

then, that the writer has his work
cut out for him, not only to achieve

the new standards, but to slough

off the habits of years engendered
by, the market in which he has

worked. The present high quality

of So many shows is a definite in-

dication that the. writers are re-

sponding (and well) to the new
demands.

A paragraph in the Minimum
Basic Agreement between the
Guild and the four networks states

in part: “It is mutually recognized
that a writer is a creative profes-

sional employee and as such shall

use his best efforts to maintain and
improve the professional quality

of his work and of radio writing

in general . . .
” It states, in Un-

equivocal terms, the responsibility

Of both writer and employer. This
paragraph Was one Of the bases for

the recent Arbitration award to the

Radio Writers Guiid, which re-

moved the so-called ’’morals clause”
from writers’ contracts. In living

Up to this MBA clause, writers in

radio accept their responsibility in

the period of change which TV has
brought about. Only by continu-
ing to improve the quality of radio

in general and of radio writing in

particular will the broadcasters and
the writers both provide the quality

of program which will maintain
radio as the tremendous force for

the continued growth .of our free

American culture which it can and
will be.

In the swiftly changing world of

which We are a part, all writers

have a grave responsibility. Radio
writers have accepted responsibili-

ties in great crises in the past.

They -will continue to do so today
and in the future.

fully utilized to solve marketing
problems.

The producer and the writer, too,
have much to learn from some as-
pects of analytical data. One of
the newest trends in quantitative
measurement i$ that it may be used
qualitatively. The minute-by-min-
ute<profile, the ratio between audi-
ence at the start and audience at
the close of the show, the progres-
sive flow of listeners or viewers in
andjout of the program—all these
have* been Used by our oWn clients
for guidance in the selection of tal-

ent, scripts, subject matter and
timing.

Every now and then, in the pages
of Variety, you'll read of a TV pro-
gram, with a 21 rating, that was
dropped (it failed, to hold its audi-
ence throughout each show ) ; you’ll
hear of a radio series, in the Top
10, that was shifted to another
time period (to give the sponsor a
lower cost-per-thousand homes);
you’ll discover that a big advertiser

.

was juggling his entire schedule of
shows (they weren’t paralleling his
marketing pattern). Those are
some of the overt signs of the quiet
revolution in audience research
that has taken place in the indus-
try.

Well, you ask, why does Nielsen
continue to release the Top 10
lists? Because, experience has
shown, everyone in the trade, in-

cluding our nph-subsenbers, seems
to be anxious to learn who’s on top,
who made the high marks, who are
the select 10 out of 200.

Less In Com

By NEAL ARDEN

Al Jarvis Moves to ABC

Radio-TV on 7-Yr. Deal;

Guaranteed $2,000 Wkly.
Hollywood. ,

Al Jarvis, Who had a year to go
on his seven-year deal as mainstay
of the KLAC radio-video program-
ming. Moves Jan. 28 to KECA on
an exclusive radio-video deal with
ABC, which guarantees him $2,000
weekly. First three years are firm,
with cancellation privileges belong-
ing to the net thereafter.

Jarvis was given a release to ne-
gotiate with the network execs and
pacts are being inked after three
weeks. Understood Jarvis ijixed
NBC and other indie stations bC:-

caUse of the possibility of haying
his daily programs relayed cross-

country. Acting for ABC were
Don Tatum, western division tele

director; Phil Hoffman, manager of
KECA-TV, and Amos Barn, mana-
ger of KECA.

. Under his agreement with KLAC,
the members of his organization
who’ve worked with' him for years
on both tele, and radio remain with'

KLAC as the framework for Jar-

vis’ replacement. ABC deal calls

for two hours of radio and two
hours of video five days weekly.
On KLAC and KLAC-TV, Jarvis

reportedly received around $1,750
weekly for 50 hours, He can bet-

ter a $2,000 guarantee at ABC
on a percentage payoff of spon-
sored time and complete network
spread. Getting paid either a guar-
antee or percentage, whichever is

greater. He’ll do the same type
show which has won consistently

high ratings.

I recently got in from England,
a little island where television hap-

pened around 1936, and where at

the end of December, 1951, it is

still struggling along. No giant net-

works there—no powerful sponsors

to main lain giant networks there-^

you might say not much there—ex-
cept, perhaps, one important thing

—a thorough grasp of what tele-

vision is and, also important, what
it is not.

We know that television is not
cinema; not legitimate theatre* not
Vaudeville, not radio. Radio, spe-
cifically, it is not. That is why I

stand amazed at the number of
people Who, admitting this, still

treat TV as if it were ladi . So
far as I can see, there is no reason
Why . anyone should ever have
thought that television was radio
with pictures, except for the fact

that both are transmitted over the
air.

Only this week a man we will

call Sam, and for whose integrity'

and brain I have the highest regard,
Said ' to me, “That talk about tele-

vision
,
and radio being so very dif-

ferent . . that’s for the birds.

Television and radio,” he contin-
ued, “have many meeting grounds;
for instance, both require a story
line; both require actors and ac-

tresses; the actors both need dia-

log; a director is a necessary evil

to both mediums, and that’s

enough similarities for anyone.”

Taking his first point, “T.V and
radio both require a story line.”

Of course—and so do movies,
theatre, novels and Fuller -brush

salesmen. But each adapts the. story

to its own needs. “TV and radio,”

said Sam, “both, require perform-
ers,” But a faf old actor with
youth iii his voice can play in radio
the part of a young hero. What
happens when, you see him? Fur-
ther, the dialog you give an actor

in radio is very different from the
dialog you give him in the same
situation on TV. In radio, on con-
fronting his rival in love, the
actor says . . . “In my hand I’m
holding a six-gun—when I count
10 I’m going to shoot you.” In tele-

vision you see. that he’s holding a

six-gun.

As to Sam’s fourth point that

both mediums require directors,

this can be countered by the state-

ment that, given the essential at-

tributes of directors, namely show-
manship, experience in the medi-
um, perception and sensitivity, the

radio director’s main need, to be
completely equipped, is a sensitive

pair of ears. In addition to all of
these, however, the TV director

needs eyes in the back of his head,J
nimble feet, a strong voice, and. a"

commanding aspect. He has to un-

derstand camera angles—where to

aim the darn things, sight and
sound perspective, pictorial compo-
sition* matching of sight and sound
so that if a character is far away

his voice will
;
be soft, and if near

loud; he must be a master of
focus and the use of the four dif-

ferent lenses with which most cam-
eras are now fitted; of film editing,
which he: has to do in TV as he
goes along, and the. use of, the
Zoomar lens.

However, in the realm of sound,
Which of course is part of tele-,

vision, the radio man excels. When
I first got to this Country I spent
many enjoyable days and nights
monitoring all the TV I could set
my eyes on. One thing stood out—
TV shows having a production
team with a radio background
seemed to have really fine sound
quality, better than those teams
coming mainly from theatre,
even movies

.
Therefore I would say that the

ideal TV producer or director has
a background of radio which will
give him. command over his Use
of soundr-background of the legit-
imate theatre which will give him
a complete sense of the effective-
ness of his scenes in continuity.
Continuity, that’s the word, be-
cause exactly as in the theatre,
television show having begun can-;
not, as in a movie studio, be stop-
ped and a scene re-shot, but must
inexorably continue to its; end
regardless of breakdowns, actors
fluffing their lines, or mistakes on
the part, of any one of the people
making up the TV team. To this

;

extent, therefore, TV is part of
r

theatrical technique: But because
It is seen on a screen and because
the performers in television must
use much the same technique as in

movies, as must its writers* and
because TV is a matter less of
words than of movement,, it is to
this extent a part of film technique.

Amazing Progress in 2 Years |V

RADIO
GRAUER
NBC

When I visited New York two
years ago, I freely admit it did
seem to me at the time that the
BBC-TV in London were slightly
ahead of New York in production
technique.

I wrote, for instance, for the
London Star about a famous Amer-
ican show . . . “for all the differ-?

ence in angles they might as well
only have used one camera in place
of three. Long shots, medium
shots and close shots were shown
us:—but these in themselves are
useless to vary the picture unless
the producer can provide some
lateral variation as well . , Now
in 1951 I Would go all the way
with Leonard Moseley of the Lon-
don Daily Express, who recently
wrote in the highest praise of
American TV. At the same time, I

believe he is wrong in his esti-

mation of the BBC-TV, which he
dismissed with the words: “pro-
grams look as if they were pro-
duced by blind men stumbling,
arouhd oh their knees . What
does he mean . . stumbling on
their knees? The clothing situa-

tion in Britain is still far too bad
to allow of any such eccentricity.

No, as Sam would say, “That’s for

the birds.’’

Radio, is not television. I’ve ob-

served glaring examples of this

fact in two assignments with which
I’ve been honored since coming
here. It certainly is an honor for

a stranger to be called, in by one
of the biggest advertising agencies
in New York and asked to re-cre-

ate one of its ideas. It makes me
very glad that what I was able to

do not only completely satisfied

them as well as their client, but
also because it will, I hope,

strengthen in some small Pleasure

cooperation between our two couri-.

tries. There was nothing wrong
with tpeir original show except
that it had been conceived in

terms of radio and not in terms of

television. Having put. this matter
straight, it was very simple to

turn out a show on their original

idea, which was in any case

“wizard.”
At about the same time another

agency Came to me With a script

based on another excellent televi-

sion idea. They asked why they
were unable to sell it for televi-

sion. The answer was again of the
simplest, but somehow they hadn’t

seen . it in that light previously-^-

it was a radio script they were
trying to photograph, with the

consequence the idea was “dead”
from the start.
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London.
The phone rang yesterday. Some-

body in Film Section wanted to

know what shots I anticipated

using for “still and moving back-

projectioii” during the next
.

12

months, It's the kind of question;

that only a TV producer would
be expected to answer. If I’d

turned round and asked in which
parts of the world pur cameramen
will be next year I’d have got the

“How do I know?”, but that’s serv-

ice departments—you work for

them I

Hut it set me thinking—thinking
back over 22 years of TV.

In these days of back-projection

and “electronic inlay, and . overlay”

it seems but yesterday that I was
a song-and-dance man ' in James
Logie Baird’s little studio in Long
Acre. That 1929 studio putting out

its little shows of- singers, con-

jurers and comics—all single, acts

until, somebody discovered that

duets were Possible if the artists

lay on the floor—Was little larger

than my present office. At one end
was a little stage some two feet

high upon which we performed,
while, through stygian gloom, a
ray of light—the. scanning beam-
flickered on and around us,. The
studio Was so small that the scan-

ned area Was only about five feet

high and three feet broad, I’m sure

of this because being six feet tall,

I sang my songs sans feet and did

my dance sans head. Which only

proves that even in those days, as

a performer, I was too big for

the medium—they only needed
small fry!

j~Lahd^To Occan Transmission
|

By ERIC FAWCETT
(Producer, BBC Television)

even the BBC has to avoid repeti-

tions of that sbrt of thing—but

let it be noted that do a play we
did.

Twora-Day TV In 1936 \

From there, in 1936, we moved to

the old studios at Alexandra Pal-

ace and here wte started the World's

first regular twice daily high def-

inition telecasts. )Ve not on*y ^ad
two big studios, We had two sys-

tems. The Baird system, with its

intermediate film arid 30-second

lag, was in one studio, whilst the

E.M.I. system. Was in the other

with Iconoscope cameras.- They
were both on trial and in the end
E.M.I. won. Artists preferred the

Baird gear because they could dash

off the set, see the end of their

act and applaud their own curtain

calls, but the engineers hated it

and program staff found it un-
wieldy/ Everyone regretted that

the pioneer who had proved the
whole thing possible should lose

out in the end, but Baird was al-

ready experimenting with color

and probably didn’t worry about
it, as much as we did. He left us

to: our troubles With scenery.prop-
erties, lighting and copyrights and
went back to. his laboratory, from
which he emerged in 1941 With the
best stereoscopic color We’ve yet

seen. In fact; it’s the same color

principle that, we are now using

for training medical students in

our hospitals.

But that's jumping way ahead
and missing all the excitement of

the 1936-39 years when we built

up the Television Service as it is

today with its plays, films, talks,

quizzes and variety shows. Even
Danny Kaye played for us then—
though he wasn’t Danny Kaye in

those days. It was during this time
that “Picture Page” started. It’s

still going strong—viewers won’t
let it die, so its claim to be the

World’s oldest regular TV program
looks like going on forever. The-
atre managers weren't scared of

Us then and Wardour Street rent-

ed us films so We did lots of re

motes from theatres and revelled
in Walt Disney shorts
We learned about superimposi-

tions and did the famous. “Fugue
for Four Cameras” in which
ballet dancer does a pas de quatre
With herself. Very exciting, then!

Much more exciting then than
oUr modern productions can ever
be in . spite of multi-studios, floor

tanks, turret lenses and back pro-

jection (I must remember to ring

that . fellow up!) But the trickies

thing to produce was, and still is,

true television variety. I mean the
intimate kind played solely for,

aiid to, the home viewer. Even
after all these years, We have only
two or three comedians capable of

this kind of work. So, willy-nilly.

We are 0 adopting the old get-out of

using an audience in the studio.

We ; know it’s not true television,

because the home Viewer is mere-
ly eavesdropping on an audience
enjoying themselves in some other
place, but, as in radio^ it makes the
acts sound better than they are and
it’s the easiest way out of the
problem. The way we’re going we
shall soon be building 3,000-seater
studios to accommodate the view-
ers who are no longer content to

stay at home and watch—and then,
look out TV!! Because one day
some clever guy is going to take
away the cameras—and we’ll all

With those early 30-line transmis-

sions Baird had already spanned
the Atlantic and transmitted a pro-

gram to the Eerengaria in mid-
occan, but it was not until, he tele-

vised the Derby in 1931 that the

BBC started its. regular halfhour
programs from .Broadcasting

House. These were transmitted on
the broadcast band after the eve-

ning radio programs had finished.

The new studio, was larger—at
least 10 feet longer—and so ;/we

went to town! Double acts became
quite commonplace and thanks to

the mirror-drum scanner being able

to pan, dancers were able to move
around the floor. This was a pleas-

ant change after the eternal “time
Step” and “cramp roll” routine

—

“over the tops” and “trenches” had
always been too wide for the pic-

ture. And we used scenery • It’s

true that it was nothing more
ambitious than black designs on
a white cloth, but then, everything
was black or white. We hadn’t got
round to. greys. We whitened our
faces and blackened our eyes, lips

and even the sides of our noses:
In fact the only features the
camera noticed were the ones we
painted on. At one time I grew
a moustache—it helped the viewers
find my mouth. They, God bless
them, with their scanning disk re-

ceivers were very loyal, and gave
us great encouragement.

Television got a raise. It moved
from the basement to the top floor

where the studio was so immense
that we had room for a. four-piece
orchestra—any augmentations sat

on the piano!—and, if. I remember
rightly, here we did bur first play.
This was produced by some of
our radio -drama boys. Some even
acted i it., It’s probably because
of this that they have since, be-
come high powered executives

—

1

find ourselves back in the theatre.

Only the Beginning
Continued from pafe 10

ordinary lifetime before tele-

vision’s advent.

The ever-increasing role that

elevisioir is playing in our national

defense effort Is but one facet of

ts diversity. As an industrial tool,

it has already proved itself el-

ective. In medicine its results

have been spectacular.

In any and all fields it has an i

herent quality of honesty. As a

matter of fact, it emphasizes hon-

esty and shows up any deviation

therefrom in bold relief. It sep-

arates the wheat from the chaff. It

picks out the sheep from the goats,

t differentiates the phoney from
the genuine.

There have been no better illus-

trations of that quality than dur-

ing the past year, and as recently

as November. In crime hearings

and political campaigns, television

displayed an unerring ability to sift

insincerity and demagoguery.

The; results of some of the re^

cent political campaigns already
have been attributed to this quality

of television: Already, politicians;

high and low, at local and national

levels, are wondering and planning.
They are wondering what televi-

sion is going to do for them in

1952. They are planning to avoid
or make use of its unerring ability

to distinguish the demagog from
the statesman.

I cannot help but look ahead to

1952 and succeeding years when
the honesty of television is put to

work in earnest in the cause of

good, clean, ‘ honest government
aid a return to the fundamentals
of the ; American enterprise sys-

tem.

It is conceivable, too, that in

the working of that accomplish-
ment, television at its efficient best
will fill our halls of Congress with
statesmen, and our state and local

offices with men Whose greatest de-
.i^.. I. L i.i ' . . 1. 1 • _ • . j La.

By FRANK FERRIN

sire is to serve the public interest
and welfare by means of the appli-
cation of. honesty and sincerity.

With that a reality, television
could move forward, unhampered,
for fulfillment of its destiny in
the full and complete service of
mankind, and mean a reestablish-
ment of all those principles held in
esteem by honest people.

Pen in Other Hand
Continued from page 108

CHARLES IRVING
• * ‘ > LE*T-1109' ’ *'

HOLLIS IRVING
LE 2-1100

certainly in dramatic programming
-—this must be the director. It is

my firm belief that a consistent

bettering of creative imagination

can occur in ho other way,

I can give an example only at a
personal level. I believe that the
technical crew which produces
‘Studio One’ is the best I have seen
in the industry, and best for one
very important reason. From top
to bottom, it is working for one
end only—to give the director what
he wants. Frequently, as a result,

it puts out a picture which may
be. by engineering standards, less

than perfect. It is representative,
however, of the mood that the di-
rector has conceived. Again and
again cameras on the floor perform
moves that look at first to be im-
possible, only because the standard
is that no one ever says “no.”

Such morale and such Collabora-
tion is impossible except Where the
director is in direct

:
and intimate

and. mutually respectful communi-
cation with every member of his

crew, It the result be bad, the
director is the one to be fired, not
the crew. No effort should ever be
made to cover a bad director. He
should be exposed ruthlessly and
deliberately. It is only in' this way
that the best creative talent can
ever reach the top. Wherever a
mathematical eleOtronic standard is

given authority over creative imag-
ination, the result can only be
competent and secure, mediocrity.
It will do for fixed, or semi-mobile
cameras on variety shows in: a the-
atre, for boicing, and such. It is. a.

leaden weight around the neck of
anyone trying to produce first Tate
dramatic television. I believe firm-
ly, after 12 years i - the medium,
that- it is impossible for a director:

to do any truly great creative work
without direct and constant contact
with his ,

cameras.

They are, after all, the pen in

I the other* hand;

Hollywood.

A lot of the boys around the

Browh Derby, and even. ihy old

playmates around Chicago's Pump
Boom and Manhattan’s “21” who
still remember “Wrong Way Cor-

rigan,” have dubbed me “Wrong
Way Ferrin.”

Why, they keep asking, does a

guy who has. been doing all right

as a television film, producer,

suddenly reverse the, field and run

against the herd to become a

producer of films for- the motion
picture theatre? (I should slip the

commercial in. here and state that

I have just returned from South
India where I produced “Gunga
Ram” as a feature for theatres.)

But it’s good question, as

Archie says, and one which I shall

answer in due time—and my own
time, I might add.

Everybody in films is trying to

get into TV, they point out solic-

itously,. as if questioning my
reasoning.

Well, I’ve got theory. Of
course,, everybody in this cockeyed
show business has a theory. Name
me one gi|y who hasn’t got a
theory, and I’ll venture a guess
that his' agent already has him
signed up for a long run, non-
cancellable, at Forest Lawn.
But my theory is that television

or anything else that comes down
the pike is not going to doom the
American film-house. Certainly,
adjustments will have to be made,
blit the public will continue to

insist on. going to theatres to see

good fiiitis. When radio came
along it didn’t knock out films; as
everyone predicted—nor did it kill

newspapers, magazines, recordings
or bridge. A lot of the Weeping
Willies sold their theatres for a
song, then, and have often wished
since that they had waited for one
more chorus before selling out so
cheap.

I’ve been reading Variety as
something more than a casual
bystander for much of my adult
life. I’ve been around show biz and
in the advertising field where I

have sold the public everything
from breakfast cereal to shoes—
still am selling ’em, as a matter
of fact. Add to that the fact that
I have produced and directed over
25 TV films these past two years
—the Smilin’ Ed McConnell 'shows
which racked up a neat 24.6 rating— and maybe I haven't learned
everything there is to know, but
I have learned one thing: that the
public wants good films and will

pay to see them in the local thea-
tres.

apply to America only; I might add.
In India I found people travelling

a full' day by bullock cart to see
a movie in a village tent theatre.
They’d spend the night there, and
another day returning to their
homes. But no matter how tough
it was they’d travel to see such
entertainment.

Speaking of India, you know that
country is the greatest producer of
motion picture film in the world
next only to the .United States?
It’s difficult for Americans or any
foreign-speaking natives to make a
film there because of language dif-

ferences, foreign customs, money
exchange problems, transportation,
and other headaches. But once our
group was there, and the govern-
ment officials saw that we knew
what we were doing, that we were
honest and. would pay our bills,

they gave us 100% cooperation,
and we found. India to be a film
maker’s paradise. Every place we
turned we found color, atmosphere,
spectacle and action such as Holly-
wood could never duplicate, no
matter what the budget: For in-
stance, we landed in Mysore just
before the Dasara Festival, which
is the most vivid spectacle I have
ever witnessed, Painted elephants
dressed in gold brocade and
studded with jewels paraded
among thousands of Uniformed
Indians i the courtyard of the
Maharajah’s fairy-tale palace. We
photographed this event in color
—a lucky break if ever there was
one, just as were the stampede of
hundreds of wild elephants, the
jungle fire and other great mo-
ments that were never in our
original script.

AH of this is compounded by the
fact that if it hadn’t been for my
television experience, for the
knowledge gained through years
of advertising American products
at American people, plus know-how
Hollywood cameramen, and coop-
erative Indian help; we would
never have been able to lens
20,000 feet of color film in 26
shooting days.
So we’re back with the footage

for “Gunga Ram.” They may call

me “Wrong Way Ferrin,” these
guys who think TV is the only
medium and movies are through,
but my dough and my time are
riding on the bet that the motion
picture theatre is here to stay.

Maybe one of these days I’ll make
the wise guys change it to “Fear-
less Frank Ferrin.”

So Where’s The Trend?
I

I think more new. theatres will

be built despite TV just as theatres
were built when radio came along,
and new daily papers started out,

and some fairly important maga-
zines like Life and Look started
doing pretty well.

This interest in films doesn’t

WEVD Freedom House
Series Start Jan. 11

Series of discussion programs
from Freedom House, N. Y., will

be beamed over WEVD on Fridays-

at 9 p. mM starting Jan. 11.

Each week one guest will be in-

terviewed by a panel consisting of

Prof. Robert J. O’Donhell of Na-‘

tional Conference of Christians and
Jews; Dr. Leon M. Birkhead, direc-

tor of Friends of Democracy, and
Victor- Riesel, labor columnist of

the N. Y. Daily Mirror. Moderator
will be George Field.

ART LlNKLEtTER ty?
PEOPLE ARE FUNNY, Mars Candy Co., CBS-Radlo.
LIFE WITH LINICLETTER, Green Giant Co„ ABC-TV.
HOUSE PARTY, Pillebury. CBS-Radio.
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RADIO IS BIGGER
THAN EVER—!
Exclusive Appeals 1 o LBS Coast-To-Coast

Radio Listeners For Edgar Bergen’s “Op-

eration Santa Claus Tour of 17 Army

And Naval Hospitals Across The Nation

During The Christmas Holiday Season

Brought 32,000 Gifts For Distribution

Among Korean And World

B ounded Servicemen Patients.

s'* \
^ \ ' \ s ^

a,%.

BV. ».

' r _ C-„ TV

S.7,

& i

119.

Thank You, Mr. and Mrs. America For Your

Wonderfully Generous Response, Which Made

Christmas Brighter For Our Boys, Bedded In

Hospital Wards All Over America. Also, Our

Gratitude For Your Continued Loyalty And

Interest In Radio.

0
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Doing TV commercials is a fascinating business.

In some ways, it can be tod fascinating.

That is, a lot of people get so excited about barn-door wipes, supered words,

zoomar lenses and stop motion that they forget what the main point of TV really is*

The main point, of course, is selling. Good, simple, clear-cut selling.

Frankly, we’re very proud of the way McCaun-EricksOn commercials sell*



JWs an example t M C C Cin 11 - E I" i C ks O 11 , lllC.
A McCanit-Erickson client with a big-time TV show recently made 1 1 ' ' \ '

•'

,

a special check on his retail sales. He found that as a result
Advertising

Of one program in one market, he sold $161,672 worth Of Ncw York- Boston. Cleveland* Detroit, Chicago. Cincinnati.

m "T*
#

r
—-

. San Francisco, Los Angeles, Hollywood, Portland and offices

merchandise in one week—at an advertising cost of only 2%. throughout the world.
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ERNIE SIMON
Now in Its Fifth Consecutively

Sponsored Year « . .

“Curbstone Cul-Up" WBKB



with

MARY LIVINGSTONE
“ PHIL HARRIS

ROCHESTER
DENNIS DAY
DON WILSON

and THE SPORTSMEN QUARTET

Writers

SAM PERRIN

MILT JOSEFSBERG

GEORGE BALZER

JOHN TACKABERRY

Producer

HILLIARD MARKS

Agency
BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC.

Sponsor

LUCKY STRIKE CIGARETTES
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ALL THE McCRARYS
— Paddy —
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American Bakeries

.*. Anthracite Institute
r

Arrow Shirts

Arthur Murray

Bendix

Bristol-Myers

Brown Shoe

Canada Dry

Carter Products

Celanese

Fonysixth PSKiErr Annwertary

•r

Clorox

Frigidaire

General Mills

Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Dr. Billy Graham

Green Giant:

Hazel Bishop

Hollywood Cmiy

Ironrite Troners

Jacques Kreisler

Kaiser-Frazer

M&M Candy

Masland Carpets

McKesson & Robbins

Minute Maid

Mogen David Wine

Nash-Kelvinator

Old Gold

Peters Shoe

Procter & Gamble

Prom & White Rain

Rdston-Purina

Ranger Joe

Seiberling Tires

Sterling Drug

C. A, Swanson

Sundial Shoe

Voice of Prophecy

A network is known by the company it keeps . . . and today

most of the leading names in American industry send their

goods to market via ABC Television. One reason these advertisers

choose ABC Television is because, it is the only network that

owns arid operates television stations in five of the nation's

seven top retail markets. Also, because ABC has gigantic

production facilities that no other network can match^

Television Centers in both New York and Hollywood.

American Broadcasting Company
'

t

Warner-Hudmt

Young People’s Church, of the Air



G) Cii C) mcl yoar boad hgm straight

arfoag Pb* dotted Sn w that yoar

fcoad if of right aagtat to fiba poga.

Lboir at tb# TV wt ead dowfy lewar

yoar btod aotil yoar aosa foacJ»*s

yoar hood. la o faw secoads WitCa

gad Mr. Wizard will wish yoa a

"sapar" Sacsoa's Graatiag.

MIL WIZARD.

4*

Wtfcl GRACE

STUDS’ PLACE
“ Just a little place in the

neighborhood the food is

good . . .the prices are reasonable”

Created by Charlie Andrews

Producedby Television Airshows Inc.

WIN STUDS

AIC-TY
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Air-Wick

American Bakeries

American Chide

Bristol-Myers

Burton-Dixie

Camels

Carter Products

Club Aluminum

Dr. Billy Graham

Pulany Food

Equitable Life Assurance

Fiee Methodist Church

General Foods

General Mills

General Motors

Gillette

Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Gospel Broadcasting

H. J. Heinz

Institute of

Religious Science

Forly-iixih

Lever Bros.

Old Gold

Philco

Philip Morris

Prudential Insurance

Ralston-Purina

Serutan
'S-/'

Sterling Drug

StolcdyATan Camp

ABC Radio delivers the goods. A network is known by the

company it keeps . . . and today ABC Radio serves most

of the leading names in American industry. We hope to continue

serving them in 1952 . . . offering even greater audiences,

greater efficiency, economy* and flexibility. To serve America

through serving them lias been—arid always will be—our single aim.

The Christian Science Monitor

The Texas Company

The Voice of Prophecy

Warner-Hudnui
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am

eti

flaet your hancf—fingers straight

along the dotted line so that your

hand Is at right angles to the page;

Look at the TV set and slowly lower

your head until your nose, touches

your hand. In a few seconds Willie

and Mr. Wizard will wish you a
“super" Season's Greeting.

MR. WIZARD.
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Air‘Wick

American Bakeries

American Chide

Bristol-Myers

Burton Dixie

Forty-sixth jf'jj Anniversary 1S1

Carter Products

Club Aluminum

pt. Billy Graham

Dulany Food

Equitable Life Assurance

Free Methodist Church

General Foods

General Mills

General Motors

Gillette

Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Gospel Broadcasting

H. J. Heinz
)

-r*

Institute of

Religious Science

Kellogg

Lever Bros.

Old Gold

Philco

Philip Morris

Prudential Insurance

Ralston-Purim

Serutan

Sterling Drug

Stokdy-Van Camp

ABC Radio delivers the goods. A network is known by the

company it keeps . . , and today ABC Radio serves most

of the leading names in American industry. We hope to continue

serving them in 1952 . . , offering even greater audiences,

greater efficiency, economy, and flexibility. To serve America

through serving them lias been—and always will be—our single aim.

The Christian Science Monitor

The Texas Company

The Voice of Prophecy

Warner-Hudnut
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PRODUCER- DIRECTOR

THE JIMMY DURANTE SHOW
ALL StAR REVUE

s,
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ROY ROGERS
"King of the Cowboys"

DALE EVANS
"Queen of the West"

The Golden Palomino'

THE ROY ROGERS SHOW
RADIO AND TELEVISION — NBC NETWORK

SPONSORED BY POST CEREALS

ERNEST D. GLUCKSMAN
PRODUCER -DIRECTOR

\\ it

NBC—HOLLYWOOD

MARTIN and LEWIS

DONALD O'CONNOR

Marx, Roy

and Introducing on TV
Rogers, Eddie Bracken* Arlene Dahl,
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IERICAN TOBACCO CO., INC.
Lucky Strike Cigarettes

“Robert Montgomery Presents

—

Your Lucky Strike Theatre
’ 11

“The Jack Benny Television Show”
“This Is Show Business”
“Your Hit Parade”
“Meet the Champ”

television

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS
OF AMERICA -

‘‘The Groucho Marx Show—
You Bet Your Life”

RA Din RADIO T EI.EVISION'

Lucky Strike Cigarettes

The Jack Benny Program”

Your Hit Parade”

Kenneth Banghart and the

DE SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

OF AMERICA
“The Groucho Marx Show

—

You Bet Your Life”

MINNESOTA MINING & MFC, CO.
“Scotch” Brand Celloph tie Tape

“Juvenile Jury”

telk\ i n< >\ RADIO tei.evi s ion

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY
Floor Coverings, Building Materials

“Armstrong’s Circle Theatre”

E. I. DU PONT
DE NEMOURS & CO. (INC.)

“Cavalcade of America”

PENICK & FORD CO., INC.
My-T-Fine Pudding

“Ruth Lyons’ Fifty Club”

(Participating)

RADIO 2 TELEVISION RADIO

ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY
Quaker Rugs

“Theatre of Today”

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
f

“The Fred Waring Show”

REXALL DRUG COMPANY
Drug Products

“Amos ’n’ Andy”

RADIO 'I hl.lA I
>

I
o\ R \ DIO

CREAM OF WHEAT CORPORATION
Cream of Wheat

“Let’s Pretend”

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY
Silvertoim .

Tires

“B. F. Goodrich Celebrity Time”

U. S. STEEL CORPORATION
‘•Theatre Guild on the Air”

TKI.KX Non

IS PUBLISHING COM
The Saturday Evening Post

“Keep Posted”

R \ D I
o

GEO. A. HORMEL & COMPANY
Canned Meat Products

‘‘Music With the Girls”

RADIO

WILDROOT COMPANY, INC.

Wildrool Cream-Oil Hair Tonic and

W\Idrool. Liquid Cream Shampoo

“The F. B. I. in Peace and War”
“The Shadow”

BATTEN, BARTON, DURSTINE & OSBORN, INC. Advertising
W TOKK • BOSTON • BUIF-Vw • fittsbvROH • iiiNNRii'or-rs :rsco • molly wooi>
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is No Biz

without You

!

us

• • •

THANKS

year

COMPTON

ADVERTISING, INC
NEW YORK CHICAGO CINCINNATI

MILWAUKEE HOLLYWOOD

REX

MARSHALL

Management

FOLEY & GORDON, INC.

9 East 45th Street

New York City

Season’s Greetings

Fram the

NBC-TV

Production Coordinators
Hugh Graham

Robert Garthwaite

Theodore Allegrettj

Julian Bercovici

Walter Law

Jerry Lewis

William Carr

Donald Cash

Alvin Coopermah

Bob Costello

Perry Cross

Joseph Cunneff

Nelson Daniels

James Loomis

William McAndrew

Dick Manley

Robert Milford

Milton Myers

Robert Peary

VltSITl CyUlT

Frank Evanella

Edward Fought

Robert Fiermdri

. LeOnlCI rTCITT

Jsiah Roossin

Edgar Rosenberg

Louis Sanman

Jim Greenstone Hal Shadwell

Edwin Hale

Earle Harris

J. English Smith

Geoffrey Steele

William Hawley

Robert House

Edward Steiner

Ira SugOrmaii

Austin Huhii Ben Tomkins

John Johnson

Rick Kelly

Claude Traverse

Edward Watson
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The only fast dollies in our

TEIiEVISI_ON's grown up awfully fast, and a whole
new language with it* Barn doors we/ve got,; and
balops and swipes and all manner of dissolves.

Sometimes you can't see the video for the
hideo (or the forest for the trees).

What we mean is, the language is ail very
well-—even rather amusing-—but it shouldn't
obscure the basic reason for using television
as an advertising medium. And the basic reason
our clients (P. Lorillard Company, Colgate-
Palmolive-Peet Company, Lehn & Fink Products
Corp . , and Tide Water Associated Oil Company)
use television is to increase sales.

So, without so much as an interrupted zoom,
we point. with some pride to the record: Five
years of steadily increas ing activity in tele-
vision. More shows each year.. More billing.
More clients.

Because what we get in television is sales

,

P.S. Our billing. in radio is higher than ever,
too f

and this comes from knowing how to. use
radio and how to make it pay off *. And the
number of listeners per dollar we deliver to
our client s might open your ayes I

LENNEN & MITCHELL, Inc.
Advertising;

17 East 45th Street, New York 17, N* Y.
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"THIS

F

1$ YOUR FBI”
Friday Night

ABC
A Jerry Devine. Production

Spontortdby

THE EQUITABLE LIFE

ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE VNITEO STATES

PLAINCLOTHES

MAN"
Sunday Night

DUMONT-TV
Spontortd by

EDGEWORTH
and

HOLIDAY Cigarettes

Blue Ribbon

COASTrTO-COAST . . . direct

from, ringside New York, Chi-

cago, Detroit, Sf. Louis, Los

Angeles, Pittsburgh, Cleve-

land, San Francisco or Baltic

more — every Wednesday
night—-CBS-TV and. Radial

Sponsored by

ra&TBlue Ribbon

“KING

ARTHUR GODFREY
AND HIS

ROUND TABLE”
Sunday Night

CBS RADIO
Sponsored by

Kingaii & Co.

.1:11

:«lj
’ $ ff

i. ’
)

* .

'

*
1 ’

I

# t#l \\
•

' M

HOFFMAN

CHILDREN’S HOUR
Sunday Morning

WNBT-TV

Beverage Co.

* 773/* in AnmiverMoy WedMiday, Juray 2, 1952

aMAMAf P

Starring PEGGY WOOD as "Mama''

ith JUDSON LAIRE os "Papa"

ROSEMARY RICE as "Katrin"

DICK VAN PATTEN os "Nels"

ROBIN MORGAN os "Dagmar'

Writer. F. GABRIELSON Director. RALPH NELSON

THE NOTABLE MAXWELL HOUSE PROGRAM ON CBS-TV FRIDAY AT 8

produced by CAROL IRWIN
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EDDIE CANTOR'S
42nd YEAR

and still at it !

"The Confer production was just about all Cantor . > . he was always

in there working hard, driving home the pointy the joke, the effect. The

veteran comic demonstrated that he not only can hold his own with the

best of the jnew crop of TV talent, but in fact, sparked a production that

was as fresh, scintillating and beautifully coordinated as video has seen

this season."

—Weekly Variety

"Eddie Cantor celebrated his 42nd year as an entertainer by doing as

fine a show as heJlasL ever done anywhere regardless of the medium.

He and the Colgate Comedy Hour put Hollywood into the TV bigtime

for fair. • .
."

—Hollywood Reporter

"
• . . Few entertainers can hold down a stage for the better part of an

hour with his spirit and aplomb. . . . . It was Cantor at. his best, and that's

TV at its best. ...

—Daily Variety

''I haven't, of course, seen all the TV shows ever produced, but | never

saw.a better one than. Eddie Cantor unveiled on Sunday night. . .
."

—Pittsburgh Press

"Eddie Cantor came back with 'Comedy Hour' on Sunday, putting the

accent on 'good old days' and singing the songs that made him famous.

• • • He ended with his familiar 'I Love to Spend This Hour With You.'

Believe me, Eddi ,
the sentiment is mutual."

—San Francisco Exami

"Nobody on the American show business scene could make this type

of nostalgic cavalcade came off as did Cantor . .... . nobody but Cantor

could have, gripped the interest as he did. . . . He has a perfect, clear

and fast track for his half-hour stint that augurs high showmanship."

—Weekly Variety

"Cantor spins old records—Helen Morgan, Cliff Edwards, John Barry-

more—and reminisces about his associations with these and other great
V * *

names. His anecdotes are warm and colorful. It's fun to hear the

records too. . . .

"

—N. Y. World Telegram and Sun

"Listening to Cahtor is like having him in your living room talking about

the stage and its people. You don't Want to let him go, so as the next

best thing you'll have to tune him in every Sunday night, and that's what

millions will do. . . .
"

—Daily Variety

THANKS!

TV EVERY 4th SUNDAY

8 to 9 p. m., EST

TV for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.

RADIO EVERY SUNDAY

9:30 to 10 p.m., EST

NBC for Philip Morris Cigarettes

143
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GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN

W0fe&

CBS-TV

FOR

CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
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STAR TIME .......... . ... DUMONT
CAVALCADE OF STARS . ......... .DUMONT
TEXACO STAR THEATRE. ... . . . . . .NBC

Ezio Pinza show,.,... ............ ..nbc

FRANK SINATRA SHOW. ..............CRS
ALL STAR REVUE. . . . .. . .. . . . . .. ... . .. .NBC

Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

"THE BICKERSONS" for Philip Morris, ...CBS

CAFES and THEATRES
PALMER HOUSE CHICAGO
CHICAGO THEATRE CHICAGO
CAROUSEL ......... .-. . .PITTSBURGH

EL RANCHO. LAS VEGAS... ......NEVADA
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jljlS a new year rolls around, Philco sends a

heartfelt "thanks” to all the fine actors

,

writers and technicians who year after year

have made PHILCO TELEVISION PLAYHOUSE

Americans leading dramatic program

•

AY HO
BC-TV
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TWO OF OUR TOPS
A 7 YEAR OLD AN 8 YEAR OLD

Sponsored by BRISTOL MYERS

BREAK THE BANK
Radiol and Television's Leading Quiz Show

Sponsored by MILES LABORATORIES

HILLTOP HOUSE

RADIO
BRISTOL MYERS and

PHILIP MORRIS

y2 Hour Daily, $ Days o Week

11:30 A,M., WJZ and ABC
Coast-to-Coast Network

BUD COLLIER
NIC

With WIN ELLIOT
and

JOHNNY OLSEN

TELEVISION

Wedne$day

WNBT, 10 to 10:30 P.M;

and NBC Cross Country

Network with

BERT PARKS
NIC

About the little (

i Glendale and Its

Matron

Directed by JACK RUBIN

WCBS, 3 P. M., and Entire

CBS Network

WOLF ASSOCIATES. Inc
Radio and television Productions

420 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK
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“THE WAYNE KING
SHOW’
Narrated by

FRANKLIN McicCORMACK

Fabulous showmanship and brilliant

direction hold an enormous audience
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Congrats to

from

JOHN CAMERON SWAYZE

CAMEL NEWS CARAVAN
Week Nights, NBC

TV Network

SUNDAY NEWS FOR RAYTHEON
NBC Coast to Coast

;

Radio Network

CAPSULE STORIES OF GOODYEAR
Alternate Sunday Nights

Television theatre

NBC TV Network

NEWS TO THIS MINUTE
Week Nights Early This Year

NBC Coast to Coast

Radio Network'

AND

Now Available

SIGHTSEEING WITH THE SWAYZES
(In Which a Typical American Family Visits

Places Everyone Wants to See)

GEORGE

FOLEY-GORDON

"We like to do business with nice people'

PRODUCTION OFFICE:

Hotel Sherman Square
70th Street & B'way
New York, N. Y.

SUsquehanna 7-5377

MAIN OFFICE:

9 East 45th Street

New York 17, N. Y.

MUrray Hill 7-5354
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Publicity—DAVID O. ALBER ASSOCIATES: Gene Sheffrin

i
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Music by
Jack Fascinato

Produced by
Beulah Zachary

Directed by
Lewis Gomavitz

Costumes by
Joe Lockwood

George McGarrett
NBC -TV

Production Supervisor

Hal Janis
Associate

SATURDAY NIGHT WITH YOU

YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS

THE JACK CARTER SHOW
THE FRIGIDAIRE TV SERIES

BOB HOPE

BEA LILLIE

JACKIE GLEASON

AN EXTREMELY SUCCESSFUL

i mi WKWiitiv

Telefilm's

ving Cameras”
(65 Complete Episodes)

An outstanding 8Vo minute show
available to stationsfor sustaining

or sponsored programming. Filmed
for TV only - Not compiled from
old pictures or libraries.

TV Spots * Recording Studios * Laboratory
Complete Facilities for Producers, TV

Stations/ and Advertising Agencies

Full Information on Request--Write or Wire:

I N C O R P 6 R A T E D

Since 1938

6039 Hollywood Blvd. Hollywood 28,

- Phone: HO. 9-7205
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GIVES COMPLETE,
LOCAL COVERAGE OF THE

PACIFIC COAST AT LOWEST COST
PER SALES IMPRESSION OF ANY

*

OTHER SALES MEDIA

A big statement ... true, and it takes a big network to ac-

complish it. Don Lee (and only Don Lee) has 45 stations in

45 important Pacific Coast markets. Don Lee consistently sells

your customers from their own local network station in their

Own local market. You can buy Don Lee according to your

distribution pattern. There’s no waste. That’s real flexibility

and real value and only Don Lee can offer it.

Don Lee consistently carries more Pacific Coast regional

business than any other network. The advertisers who know

the Pacific Coast best also know the best Pacific Coast ad-

vertising buy-don lee.

Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company

The Nations Greatest

Regional Network DON LEE
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

1313 North Vine Street

Hollywood 28, Californi
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AIR FEATURES
INC.

347 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y,

MURRAY HILL 9-5900
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“THREE HEADS

ARE BETTER

THAN TWO!”

The Three Johns

“BRIDE AND GROOM” -TV
CBS-TV—Mondays through Fridays at 2:45 P.M., E.S.T.

Sponsored by HUDSON PULP & PAPER COMPANY*
--

“THE CONTINENTAL” -TV
Starting January 22, 1952

CBS-TV—Tuesdays and Thursdays at 11:15 P.M., E.S.T.

Sponsored by BURLINGTON MILLS

“LIVE LIKE A MILLIONAIRE” - TV
CBS-TV—Fridays at 10:00 P.M., E.S.T. i

Sponsored by GENERAL MILLS and GROVE LABORATORIES

“LIVE LIKE A MILLIONAIRE” - RADIO
NBC—Mondays through Fridays at 2:30 P.M.. E.S.T.

Sponsored by GENERAL MILLS

MASTERSON,

REDDY

NELSON
745 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

Best Wishes

from

A DOUG JOHNSON PACKAGE

WRITTEN BY BILL BARRETT

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY BEN PARK

BERNARPINE FLYNN

WIN STRACKE

Hope Summers
Philip Lord

Bruce Frank Dane
Butler Manvijle

. Arthur Peterson

Norman Gottschdlk

Alexander McQueen
Art Van Harvey
Les Spears

Elmira Roessler

Vivian Lasswell

FRANK DANE

ROS TWOHEY

Lucille Lorelle

George Cisdr

Harry Elders

Stanley Gordori

Cliff Soubier

jack Bivans

Vera Ward
Nancy Brougham
Mina Ke-Sb

Viola Berwick

Jim Banhon

NBC - TV, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY, 4 P.M. (CST)

For LEVER BROTHERS/THRU Ni W. AYER AND SON, INC.
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Good-bye Good bud

Television is wonderful—when it pays off*

And it does pay off when advertisers—or their

agencies—don't mistake a show for a showing.

Too many advertisers enter television with a blank

only to draw a blank. And only because they

thought that there is a good substitute for value.

Well, there isn%
It's not too late for you to re-evaluate the television

plans of your clients, to weigh the costs against the

results—to see if the rating is worth the rate. You'll

probably discover that when it comes to real adver-

tising value, your best buy today in network TV is the

DUMONT TELEVISION NETWORK. For DuMont
is the most economical medium of network tele-

vision today.

And we can prove it. Just compare the rate cards.

Line up our facility costs against those of any other

network.

DuMont thinks big. But it thinks in terms of real

value to your clients, whether large or small. And

DuMont still has a few -prime" network time avail

abilities for those of your clients who are looking for a

good buy in television

Du Mont
TE LEVI S I ON N ETWORK

6% Affiliated Stations

515 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y. MU 8-2600

A Division of the Allen 6. Du Mont laboratories, Inc.
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CINCINNATI NEW YORK

the following clients on television and radio

The United states shoe Com

The HUDEPOHL BREWING Co.

The OHIO OIL Co.

TELEVISION

IRVING BERLIN'S "Salute to America"
N.B.C. TV Network

FOREIGN INTRIGUE * HANDS of DESTINY

PRO FOOTBALL • Regional TV

STORY THEATER • Regional TV

RADIO

The CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC Co.

The GIBSON WINE Co.

ROYAL PLAYHOUSE • Regional TV

FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE • Regional TV

BRIGHT STAR • NEWS • SPORTSCASTS
SPOTS

Regional

BIG 10 FOOTBALL
STATE BASKETBALL TOURNEY

Regional

SPOTS
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ETING

(AND LENA)

01$

GOT PLENTY TO SING ABOUT

JOHNNY OLSEN'S RUMPUS ROOM (Daily DuMont TV)

TV'S OLDEST DAYTIME AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION SHOW
Sponsored by Premier Foods

KIDS AND COMPANY (SATURDAY DUMONT TV)
Sponsored by Red Goose Shoos.

BREAK THE BANK (ABC RADIO)
Sponsored by Philip Morris

We're thankful and Happy About the Whole Thing

JOE WILSON, Sports Director WBKB, Chicago

"TELEVISION'S PIONEER SPORTSCASTER"

Wilmette 2054
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WHAT is

9
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NOTE: At the end of 1940, Benton & Bowles lost the

Colgate-Palmolive -Peet account, and the Continental

Baking account. In 1941, and shortly thereafter, these

were replaced with accounts in the same fields, which are

among out* present clients;

Over the last ten years B&B has

grown dramatically. Our business has

more than tripled and the success of

our clients’ business has gone hand in

hand with this growth.

Behind any record of business growth

like this, it is natural to expect there is

some core philosophy at work and a

special set of circumstances.

Both are true in our case.

Our philosophy is simple. We believe

the relationship ofadvertiserand agency

is one of the most intimate of modern

business relationships. On the agency’s

side, it is a partnership that must far

transcend an interest in purely adver-

tising operations. It embraces art inter-

est in the business of our clients as a

whole—their products, their sales and

their profits.

This philosophy is, however, a minor

part of the whole story. The major

factor has been our clients. We have

been fortunate in having experienced

clients who know their business—from

product and manufacturing to mer-

chandising and pricing. And—they

appreciate and know how to use the

special talents an advertising agency

can bring to bear.

Over 700 People to

Serve 18 Clients

We have been favored, too, by special

circumstances. The actual structure of
^ • . .

our business has helped us achieve our

working philosophy. For while B&B
today ranks as a large agency, now
among the first seven or eight in total

billing, the number of clients we serve

relatively small. There are only

eighteen active accounts; With over

700 people made available to this num-

ber of clients, there is, we believe, a

depth of service that fils in a well-

rounded way each particular client’s

needs. Further, due to this almost

unique structure of our business, we
.find that the principal heads of the

business can and do have daily famili-

arity with and active participation in

the accounts we serve.

We believe this close, personal in-

terest and knowledge by the heads of

our company, supported by our large

executive group and the range of facili-

ties ofa large agency, are circumstances

not generally prevailing today. We
are sure that this same personal con-

cern invites the atmosphere of frank-

ness and forthrightness Which our

clients have told us they appreciate in

our relationship.

Advertisers interested in discussing

client-agency relationships are cordially

invited to get in touch with us. 'Many

of our facilities are now sufficiently

large to enable us to serve one or two

additional companies without sacrifice

to our present clients.

CLIENTS WE SERVE

General Foods Corporation

The Best Foods, Inc.

The Procter & Gamble Co.

Arnold Bakers, Inc.

Pepperell Manufacturing Co.

Lenox, Incorporated
1

The Diamond Match Company

The Norwich Pharmacal Company

Benson & Hedges

General Electric Co.--

Chemical Division

.

Bituminous Coal Institute

avco Manufacturing Corp.—
Crosley Division—Appliances,

Television and Radio Sets.

Lycoming-Spencer Division.

American Express Company

—

Travelers Cheques.

Mutual Life Insurance Company
of New York

Association of American Railroads

Cigar Institute of America, Inc.

Brewing Corporation of America

Bellows & Company, Inc.

Atherton W. Hobler, Chairman of the Board; William R. Biker, Jr., President; Robert E. Lusk, Executive Vice-President

444 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N.Y.
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ADVERTISING

CHICAGO NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD

A Team of Stars .

.

• . . Every Night (Monday thro Friday)

Clint

Youle

Herbie

Mints

omaa Y
ABC, Chicago...Channel 7...Monduy thru Friday

DICK LOCKE, Director PHIL PATTEN, Producer

PATTI KEEFE, Interviews

JIMMY MOREHEAD SPARKY WILSON

WISH YOU A HAPPY HOUDAY
AND A BIO NCW YEAR

THE

FIVE STAR FIHAL
Dorsey.

Connors

Tom
Doggait

Clifton

WNBQ Channel 5
NBC-
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Representative:

TED ASHLEY ASSOCIATES

545 Fifth Ave.. New York

JANE
PICKENS

ROBERT
MERRILL

Personal Manageihent

MOE GALE
48 West 48fli Stmt

NEW YORK CITY
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JeatoHiCim
d°nn|k I

T^IraeK

ron

leiJ

and staff kaila sandes

bonnia hunt

vivian

AL LICRERMAN. BUSINESS MANAGER

'

-MICHEL RAVLOrft ASSOCIATE MANAGER

55

The Radio Station of The New York Times, Times Square, New York 18, N. Y.

Represented, nationally by Paul H. Raymer Co.

don

11 West 42nd Str«ot, How York City LA 4-4567
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(ALPHABETICALLY TO)

C. Alexander
«

Morey Amsterdam

Les Arries, Jr.

Norman Baer

Ted BrOgman
Frank Bunetta

James L, Caddigan

Joe Cates

Milton Douglas

Jackie Gleason

Ed Kletter

Bill Seaman
Bob SchoellhOrn

William Tamburri

Bobbie Vlock

Al Wallace

Chris Witting

Cavalcade Of Stars
EVERY FRIDAY,* 10:00 to 11:00 P.M., DUMONT

Take The Break
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY, 12:30 to 1:00 P.M.,

Chief Announcer of
THE DUMONT TELEVISION NETWORK

A

Direction
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MARY MARGARET McBRIOE
ABC Network (co-op)

exclusive Management

ESTELLA H. KARN
49 West 45tH Street

New York City

JIMMY DURANTE SHOW
All Star Revue NBC-TV

Musical Director

Rtprcsenfafivt

SCRAPPYLAMBERT

“FATHER KNOWS BEST”
With ROBERT YOUNG

N B C Radio.



A Rootin Kazootin

Anniversary

CHIEF ROOTER

ROOTIE KAZOOTIE

iwnMi
Ililiiaitil

JMHfe
pnpspl
fciilitlllinHMH

GALA-POOCHIE PUP

GALA-POOCHIE PUP and POISON ZOOMACK;..

Mr. DEETLE DOOTLE

PUPPETEER

CHIEF ROOTER.

NAOMI LEWIS

FRANK MILANO

JOHN VEE

PAUL ASHLEY

MUSICAL. DIRECTOR -. ... MILTON KAYE

.........BIG TODD RUSSELL

|HSH|m
.•XW'X'WX*

‘.'.v.ViCv.

POLKA DOTTIE

mm

EL SQUEEKO

Lilliputians by Paul Ashley

Production Manager Joseph I. Stuhl

Written and Produced by Steve Carlin

Packaged by Telu Enterprises, Inc.

M
Public Relations

DAVID 6. ALBER ASSOCIATES

Monday thru Friday

6:00 to 6:15 P.M. EST

Sponsored by

THE COCA-COLA
Bottling Co. of New York,

Inc,

Agency

VYjLLiAM ESIY CO;, INC.

ic

EVERY SATURDAY
ONE-HALF HOUR
CoasMo-Coast

NBC-TV

SKiST

POISON ZOOMACK

wmm.

Bm
v>'v*y/.v

MR. DEETLE DOOTLE

© Telu EnterpriseSi Inc.
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SEASON'S GREETINGS

A

i¥

\

a *•

Relle

FISHER
and

KATHI NORRIS

WILBUR STARK

ROSS
Currently "SHOW OF SHOWS"-NBC-TV

Direction; WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

l 1 l

TTT Announcer, Narrator, Actor
o

Ringmaster
^Hollywood Jr. Circus’9

ARC-TV
•

1,001
Voices, Ages, Dialects

o
Unusual AM-TV Commercials

Nationally, Locally

T
I

N



Traditionally, year’s end is a time for taking stock, for

adding up a final score.

TKe score at Young arid Rubicam shows that again in
,
195

1

• • •

there was a sizable increase in the amount of dollars placed

through our agency with television networks and individual

local stations.

It also shows that, as the year ends, Young arid Rubicam is

placing the following radio and television shows for its clients;

‘‘Cavalcade of Stars’* for Johnson &’ Johnson.

“Cosmopolitan Playhouse” forJohnson & Johnsori.

‘‘Bigelow Theatre” for the Bigelow-Sanford Carpet

Company, Inc.

‘‘Roy’ Rogers” for the; General Foods Corpora-

tion,

DAYTIME TELEVISION

’“KateBmifli Show” for the Singer Sewing Machine

Company.

“Kate Smith Show” for the Simmons Company.

“Garry Moore” for the General Electric Company.

‘‘Bert Parks Show’’ for die General Foods Com- *

pany.

“Bill Goodwin Show” fortheGeneralJElect#

pany.

“Kate Smith Show’* for Hunt Foods Inc.

“Kate Smith Show” for Cannon Mills, Inc.

“Kate Smith Show’’ for Johnson & Johnson,

TELEVISION SHOWS
“Paul Whiteman Review” for the Goodyear Tire

and Rubber Company, Inc.

“Young Mr. Bobbin” for the General Foods Corpo-
ration.

“Goodyear Television Playhouse’ ’ for the Goodyear
Tire and Rubber Company, Inc.

“Mr. District Attorney’’ for the Bristol-Myers

Company,'

Arthut Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts” for Thomas J.

Lipton, Inc.
‘
‘It’s News to Me” for the General Foods Corpo-

ration.

“The White Owl Sports Spot” for the General
Cigar Co.

‘Herb Shriner Time” for duett, Peabody & Co.

“We, the People” for the Gulf Oil Corporation.

Playhouse of Stars” for the Jos. Schlitz Brewing

any*

u

RADIO SHOWS
Arthur Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts” for Thomas J.

Lipton, Inc.

“Halls of Ivy” for the Jos. Schlitz Brewing

Company.

“Counterspy” for the Gulf Oil Corporation.

“Mr. District Attorney” for the Bristol-Myers

Company.

“Hopalong Cassidy” for the General Foods

Corporation.

“Gangbusters” for the General Foods Corporation.

Allan Jackson St the News for the Metropolitan Life

Insurance Company.

daytime radio

“Give St Take’’ for Gannon Mills, Inc;

Don McNeill’s “Breakfast Club” for the General

Foods Corporation.

“Second Mrs. Burton’’ for the General Foods

Corporation.

“Brighter Day”; for the Procter St Gamble Corpo-

ration.

“Lorenzo Jones” for the Procter & Gamble Corpo-

ration.

r

ADVERTISING

York Chicago Detroit San Francisco Hollywood

Montreal Toronto Mexico City London
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CLIFFORD SOUBIER
Season's Greetings CLIFFY the CLOWN of SUPER CIRCUS and JIM BELL of SKY KING
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RCA-VICTOR

red seal records

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

NBC Western Division

Management:

ART RUSH. INC

MARJORIE GATESON
Currently

MOTHER BARBOUR
ONE MAN'S FAMILY/' NBC-TV

on:

PHILCO, CHEVROLET, SUSPENSE and CAMEO TV

STEVE ALLEN
CBS-TV CBS-TV

"SONGS FOR SALE" "STEVE ALLEN SHOW"
/

Saturdays

10-11 P.M.EST

Daily

12:45 - 1:30 EST

Season ’s Greetings

from

BRESLER
CONDUCTOR
PIANIST
ARRANGER

»y



TELEVISION

“The Name's the Same”

- ABC-TV -

I

rtQ’s

-C

"THE SHOW COES OH”

CBS—TV
RECORDS

H

Exclusive Representative:
TED ASHLEY ASSOCIATES

Press Relations:

GORE SOLTERS
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'HOWDY DOODY*
NBC-TV NETWORK FRI., 5:30 P.M. 1ST

FOR THE WELCH GRAPE JUICE CO.

'TREASURY MEN IN ACTION'
NBC-TV NETWORK THURS., 8:30 P. M. EST

FOR THE BORDEN CO.
'

in association with

Television

Howdy Doody—'NBC

Author Meets the Critics—WNBT

Radio

The Jackie Robinson Show—WNBC

Howdy Doody

Iron Mike— (Full length feature)

4 West 58th Street

New [York, N. Y.
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to all of those whose extraordinary efforts have helped it to earn the

recognition of the press and the public for its contribution to television

and to the cultural enjoyment of the American public.

Best wishes and continued success throughout the year to:
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SEASON'S GREETINGS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR FROM

CHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

Press Relations

SPENCER HARE

JIM JORDON
T.V. Director

NBC

Currently

Eddie Cantor

Colgate Comedy Hour
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COMPLETE ADVERTISING FACILITIES

including RADIO .AND TELEVISION

1
NEW YOUK - CHICAGO - LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS—OKLAHOMA CITY-TORONTO
MONTREAL - LONDON - RIO RE JANEIRO

50,000 Watts

at 8

in

• With a 17,000,000 population area, and coverage in 5

states, CKLW with 50,000 watt power, is selling more goods

at less cost to more people. Schedule ,this greater-than-ever

buy in 1952.

Guardian Bldg.

Detroit 26

ADAM J. YOUNG, JR., INC.

National Rep.

J. E, CAMPEAU, President

'Anniversary

CKLW
Mutual Broadcasting System

Wednesday, lunurjr 2, 1952

DONALD

GALLAGHER
Leonardo Keeler in "Hidden Truth

1

WGN-Mutual

Featured Roles in "Silver Eagle" — ABC

Moderator of "Today's Children" for Hotpoint, WENR-TV
State 2-1 100~Chicago

WJBK delivers the Goods

yOUR GOODS* *

oUNCH

Season's Greetings

KEN NORDINE
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TONI GILMAN
DOWN YOU GO

400
WGN-AM ’29 -TV ’52 •{Mi

FILMS FOR TELEVISION
Having already produced a teries of Vi fiour television pro*

grams In our own studios we are geared to produce your com*

plete program series as well as film commercials.

VIDEO VARIETIES CORPORATION
Office: 41 East 50th Streef, New York, N. Y;

MUrray Hm S-1162

Studio: West Coast Sound Studios
510 West 57th Street, New York, N. Y.

Among Our Television Film Clients Are:
Aerowax
American Home Foods

Argus Cameras
Benrus Watch Company
Borden Company
Bulova Watch Company
Chesebrough Mfg. Co.h;

Conformal Shoes

Conti»Castjle Shampoo
DolcIn

Duniont felevisi

FalstaffBeer

Father John's Medici

Florida Citrus Commission
Forstner Choi

General Electric Company
General Foods Corp.

General Mills, Inc.

Great Western Wines.

Gulf Oil Company
Hinds Honey A Almond Cream
Mastic Tile Company
McKesson 1 Robbins

Mueller's Macaroni
Olson Products Company
Pall Mall Cigarettes

Personna Blades

Philco

Proctor Electric Co,

Sanjflush

Seidenberg Cigars

Schlitz Brewery

Shulton, Inc..

Table Talk Pies

Thor Washing Machine Co.
j

Whelan Drug Company

V

IN THE HEART OF
THE THEATRICAL DISTRICT

MODERN ELEVATOR APARTMENTS
JUST COMPLETED

Mow Renting for Immediate Occupancy

1*4-—2—2*4—-3-—3*4 Rooms

901 EIGHTH AVENUE
Apply Agtht on Promisos or

MAX LIPMAN & SONS
1271 St. Nicholas Avenue WA 7-9210

x

4 Reasons Why
The foremost national and loco ad*

yertisers use WEVD year - after

year to reach the vast

Jewish Market

of Metropolitan New York

1. Top adult programming
2. Strong audienco impact

3. Inherent listener loyalty

4. Potential buying power.

Send for a copy of

‘WHO’S WHO ON WEVD’
!
Henry Greenfield, Man. Dir.

WEVD 117-119 West 46th St.,

New York 19

BILL GOODWIN SHOW
— NBC-TV—

Coral Recording Artist

Direct! i. M. C, A.

' ^

—

*4

Now starring on NBC's
ACL STAR REVUE

Saturday's It p.m., EST

MOL: William Morris. Agency

Refer# Yon Make a Mane
for Screen or TV, See

CHARLES CURRAN
Times Square Productions, Inc.

145 West 45th St. New York 1

9

Telephone: Circle 6-4443

SEASON'S GREETINGS TO ALL MY
FRIENDS IN SHOWBUSINESS

EDGAR
VAN BLOEM

179 Lexington Ave., New York

'SSUETY

CAROUNE BURKE
NBC Television Producer and Director

Vacation Wonderland"

Best 4/5 buy In Philly Jhese
days isn’t 90 proof. It’s WFIL’s
share of the city’s radio audience
—and it’s 100 per cent proved!

Says Broadcast Measurement
Bureau’s latest survey: four-

fifths of Philadelphia radio own-
ers regularly set their dials to

WFIL at 560 kilocycles.

That means when you sched-
ule WFIL, 1,400,000 people are

listening in the city alone, That
means people with $3 ,682,770,000
in disposable cash hearyour pitch.

And if you want to spread
around a bit, count the ears lent

to WFIL outside the city—in all

the 14-County Retail Trading
Area. Here are a million more
prospects. , . . another $3 billion

in buying power,

And then there’s the huge
bonus area beyond . * . but why
go on? Just remember, you’re

first on the dial in America’s
third market when you sched-
ule WFIL.

MAURICE D. C0PELAM
RADIO-TELEVISION— CHICAGO
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A THOUSAND

WHOM
ITALIAN HOMES
IN THE GREATER
NEW YORK AREA

the lowest cost of any station
broadcasting to the ITALIAN

. . . according to ADVERTEST
RESEARCH which, reached thl

conclusi after irnaking an elabo-

rate survey of listening habits i

Itali homes.

Result—getting economical

Spanish, Jewish, German. I

thousand WHOM captures

fs iti Polish,

pennies per

* vast New
ro po ion.

WHOM
AM-FM — The II Progresso Station

136 W. 52st St., N.Y. 19 Circle 6-3900

Set for jafl. Revamp
In order to clear its morning

programming log with the advent

of the Arthur Godfrey simulcast

Jan. 7, CBS-TV is reshuffling the
complete late afternoon schedule
Of WCBS-TV, its N. Y,. flagship.

Revamp ' dictated by the fact

that the Margaret Arlen show is

now aired cross-the-board from
10:30 to 11 *a. m. Since the web
wants to pre-empt that time to build
a solid block after the Godfrey
simulcast, Miss Arlen is moving
into the 4:30 to 5 p. in. strip.

From Jan. 7 until Jan. 28, Miss
Arlen’s show will be followed by a

feature film series, "Film Theatre
of the Air,” from 5 to 6 p. m.,

which will eliminate the current

“Laugh Time” from the 5:30 to 6

periods Starting Jan: 28, though,
“Homemaker’s Exchange” is to be
cancelled, Miss

.
Arlen w

will move
into its time from 4 to* 4 : 30, with

“Film Theatre” going 4:30 to 5 :30

and “Laugh Time” returning from
5:30 to 6.

Jelio Dropped Me
Continued from page 101I

anatomical comparisons were made.
Martha was blocking her famous
“Mr. Paganini” routine when
Mister and Mistress Television ar-

rived. She. came to the bit where
she leans back onto the grand
piano and leers hpydenishly over
her portable treasure chest. “Eat
your heart out, Dagmar,” she ad
libbed without missing a musical
beat, “Reminds me of San Fran-
cisco,” Pi interjected, drolly.

After that show the studio audi-
ence, which is usually headed for
the exits during the closing com-
mercial, stayed in the theatre
cheering until Miss Raye came Out
and made a curtain speech. It was
electric. Backstage we could hardly
believe it. At last inspiration and
teamwork had slain the TV dragon,
and Martha Raye was Brunhilde.

Fred Allen was next in the
galaxy. Here is the entertainer^
entertainer, genuine gentleman
and a fountain of real wit. Rush-
ing before the camera after a
breathless 15-second costume
Change into a train Conductor’s uni-
form, he ad libbed, “I’m a little

late. I had to wipe off the engine.”
Perhaps by the time this is: pub-
lished we will: have done right
by him and presented his rare
talents properly. We hope so. This
is a labor of: love.

There was also a parade of guest
Stars on these various TV pro-
grams. Valerie Bettis, one of the
most versatile female performers
we have ; the uninhibited Joan
Blondell; Paulette Goddard,'* that
rare species of film glamour girl
who has genuine respect for
other mediums of entertainment
and is religiously five mimites early
for every call; arid, lastly, one of
the few ..persons who makes one
really proud to be a member of
the entertainrrient industry, lovely
Jane Fromart,.

So, as Richard Rodgers says, not
only does shoW bqsiness let us
do the work we enjoy the mbst,
but it pays us for it, too.. So, thank
you, : General Motors, Motorola,
Norge, Pet Milk, Kelloggs, Show
Crop, Liggett & Myers, RCA, NBC,
William Morris and thank you,
J-e-ll-o, for the drop which let me
see stars.

Distinctive

television productions

(fivuvo Jk

tOt Weit 55th Street, New York City

,
i

Television and
©

Radio Productions

551 Fifth Avenue New York 17, N. Y.

Murray Hill 7-6320
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OVER CBS RADIO NBC-TV SYNDICATION

THE

HOPALONG CASSIDY HOPALONG CASSIDY

SHOW SHOW

IN NEWSPAPERS EVERYWHERE

THE HOPALONG CASSIDY COMIC STRIPS

KING FUTURES

Robert Stabler, Gen, Mgr.

8901 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif.

Marguerite Cherry, Bus. Mgr.
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1

Congratulations

BILL HARM(
Associate Producer

3N
“ALL STAR REVUE”

NBC—Hollywood

i'IJ llU

r 1

1

mi i ; 1

1

On Mi
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Wilmington, Del

In the market which has highest

income per family in the countrv

Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
New York Los Ancj" ! S a r Francisco Ovcar,

EVIE HAYES
Just Concluded

BEVERLY HILLS COUHTRY CLUB

Currently

SHOREHAM HOTEL
Washington, D. C.

Represented by

ASSOCIATED BOOKING CORP.

Minneapolis.

Radio and TV stations here are

looking forward with trepidation to

the forthcoming political cam-

paigns, which are expected to be
fraught with considerable heat.
The apprehension is due to the
Minnesota state legislature’s fail-

ure to pass the Minnesota Broad-
casters Assn.’s sponsored bill to give
relief to them from a law which
subjects the radio and TV stations,

as well as the speechmaker, to
court action which a political can-
didate, making an ether wave ad-
dress, commits slander.

Nine states already have passed
laws protecting the stations, it’s

pointed out by John Meagher, assoV
elation president.

Stations are not permitted to-

censor any political speeches and
caii’t even demand to see a copy
of the speech in advance, and if

they allow radio or TV time to one
political candidate, they’re re-
quired by federal law to grant
the same to all his opponents,
Meagher also points but.

Local stations’ policy has been
to talk things over with each can-
didate and ask him to submit the
speech on a friendly basis, accord-
ing to Meagher. If there’s any-
thing they consider libelous in it,

he says, the station head talks the
matter over some more with the
Candidate in an effort to induce
the latter to be more tactful.

If any station here is sued, the
association is prepared to back a
test case in the courts, declares
Meagher. He thinks that if the
station can show that it did every-
thing possible to discourage the
libel, the courts would give con-
sideration to such efforts.

Despite the risks involved
*

all

local stations will be giving time to
political talks the same as usual,
both in the public interest and for
the revenue they provide.

San Juan-Drake Set For
MUM ‘Cuban Love Song*
Alfred Drake and Olga San Juan

have been set to do “Cuban Love
Song,” fourtji in the hour-long
“M-G-M Musical Comedy Theatre”
series which M-G-M Radio Attrac-
tions is producing' for Mutual.
Fifth vehicle will be “Born to
Dance,” with Vera Ellen and a
male star still to be selected.
Marx B. Loeb is directing the

shows taped in the east. Raymond
Katz is producing the airers, both
in Gotham and on the Coast.

Chicago.

•Despite the agitation to curtail
the broadcast of major league base-
ball games into minor league ter-

ritory, WIND has the, okay fronr
the Chicago Cubs to continue its

midwest Cubs network next season,
John Carey, WIND commercial
manager, expects to line up some
35 outlets again for the diamond
hookup.
The WIND network encompasses

four states—Illinois, Iowa, Wiscon-
sin and Indiana.

Liggett & Myers for Chester-
fields is again picking Up the tab.

Bert Wilson handles the play-by-
play on the broadcasts, which in-

clude both home and road games.

Sait Antonio—rStan Nelson, an-
ouncer for KITE, has been named
new production supervisor replac-
ing Alec Chesser who has resigned
his post with the outlet effective

Jan. 1. Chesser joins Houston
advertising agency,

CBS-TV’s 9:30 to 10 slot Sun-

day nights, which opens up Jan. 13

when the Fred Waring show cuts

back to a half-hour length, may be
occupied by the B. F. Goodrich-
sponsored “Celebrity Time.”

“Time” is now in the 10 to 10:30
slot, Where it’s been taking a heavy
beating in the ratings from the Red
Skelton show, on the rival NBC
video web. Since CBS has been
unsuccessful to date in lining up
a new sponsor for the half-hour be-

ing vacated by Waring, Goodrich is

mulling the advantages of moving
back a half-hour, such as a bigger
station lineup, less competition,

etc.

Seattle—Ben Harkins, veteran
radio scripter and performer . and
former vaudevillian, is now an ac->

count executive at KJR, local ABC
Outlet. Harkins was formerly pro-
gram director at KXA here and
recently of the team of Mooney
and Mack, radio-TV vocal team.

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGAL-TV
LANCASTER, PENNA

O '
I y TV ' ’o 1

' c " ~ — on ‘ r TV N

station ^ t a , s
1 a r a. -

rich Periiiiylvania market arr-a

c" : .gn. ^'e;

Represented by

ROBERT MEEK
New York Los Angeles San Francisco
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WHY WE BELIEVE IN RADIO AND TELEVISION

BECAUSE their primary function is to operate in

the public interest;

BECAUSE they have become important cultural and social forces

in our American Way of life.

More than 9 out of 10 American families are influenced by

them every day.

BECAUSE they have given us, and bur clients, two of the most

useful of all media for selling people by telling people.

There is no more intimate means of communication

than the human voice,

BECAUSE in their unlimited future of

spontaneous, educational, sales -producing

entertainment . • * lies owr future, too!

FOOTE, CONE C BELDING

NEW YORK CHICAGO

EOS ANGELES > HOLtYWOOD SAN FRANCISCO

HOUSTON
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HELEN HALL
lVI*jr¥4 N =ui3
Radio—Mon.-Fri., V:30-2:00 P.M.

Television—Mon.-Fri. t 2:45-3:00 P.M.

MUTUAL'S "FEMME FAIR"
Saturday—10:45-11 A.M.

Television Review

L O N G I N E S - WITTNAUER
CHRISTMAS FESTIVAL
With Symplionette, Choraliers,
John Butler' d a n c e r s; Frank
Knight, announcer

Producer-director: Alan Cartoun
30 Mins.; Tues. (25), 5:30 pan,
LONGINES-WITTNAUER WATCH
CO.

CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(Victor Bennett)

One of the; few national adver-
tisers to go for these special Christ-

mas one-shot extravaganzas this

season, Longincs-Wittnauer pre-

sented an okay melange of music
and dance via CBS-TV Christmas
Day. .Featuring the Symphonette
under baton. of Eugene Lowell, the
Choraliers and a ballet group uiir

der the supervision of John Butler,
the show Was similar to what Paul
Whiteman or Fred Waring do every
Sunday evening on video.

Program, however, lacked the
sparkle and verve of similar type
productions. Orch and the all-male
choir, doing a variety of carols and
other times attuned to the seasonal
motif, s ounded good, and the
d a p c e r s. while seemingly unin-
spired, provided the requisite Vis-
ual dressing. But the show lacked
the necessary warmth and a feel-
ihg of personal intimacy, at times
even achieving a stuffed-shirt at-
mosphere. Best of the offerings, be-
cause it involved more closeups of
the singers, was the drinking song
before an open fireplace, and a
miisicalized version of i* ’Twas the
Night Before Christmas.”

Sets were interesting and served
as heat background for the per-
formers. Frank Knight, who am
nounces Loiigines’ weekly shows
on CBS Radio and TV, rtiade for
an affable emcee and program host.
With the emphasis on public rela-
tion and goodwill, the blurbs Were
confined to institutional copy for
the most part, e x c.ept for one
straight pitch near the closing.

Stal.

Fleischl G.M. of WMCA
M. M, Fleischlhas been named

general manager of WMCA, N, Y.

He has been acting as g.m. since
July, when Norman Boggs left to
join Don Lee network.



Ohtovr night at the Belasco— in days gone

by a treat for the favored few— is now a theat-

rical event that goes to hamlets and hearthsides

from coast to coast. Thus by radio, the spell of

the theatre is spread into homes remote from

the lights of Broadway.

For seven years, United States Steel—through

its full-hour program, Theatre Guild on the Air

—has brought into America’s homes the genius

of the great actors and actresses of our time . ...

in distinguished dramas of past and present.

Coming up this season are such outstanding

productions as Oliver Twist, The Sea Wolf\ A
Square Peg, The Second Threshold, Dear Brutus

and The Bishop Misbehaves.

With such performances as these, the honored

stage of the Belasco has become the scene of

radio’s most honored show—the U.S, Steel Hour.

P. M. (1ST)
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Thanks FOR A GREAT YEAR!
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PEGGY LEE SHOW
With Russ Case Orch, guests
Writer: Charles Monroe*.
Director: Bruno Zirato
Producer: Louis Melamed
15 Mins.; Tues.* Thurs., 7:30 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS, from N. Y.

Peggy Lee, who has been active

recently on video with guest war-
bling stints, is showcased here in

a neat, unpretentious musical show.
Quarter-hour stanza moves smooth^
ly in an informal mood, spotlight-
ing Miss Lee’s svelte vocal style
against Russ Case orch’s excellent
backgrounds. Incidental chatter be-
tween numbers is pleasantly brief
and lightweight.

On the preem (25), Miss Lee de-
livered a varied repertory of tunes,
including “You,” “Solitaire” and
“Try A Little Tenderness.” Guest
slot on the show was filled by the
Four Lads vocal combo who did
a fair number, “Sit Down And
Write The Folks,” for their solo
turn and joined Miss Lee on a
lively rendition of “Shrimpboats.”

Herm,

Hayes-Healy Show Set

o-—

The Sealtest Barker

'Big Tap' CBS-TV

*Mqrk Hawley, N. W. Ayer Agency.

*Masterson, Reddy & Nelson for their top pro-
duction job of my creation "Live Like a Million-

aire" (NBC-AM and CBS-TV) and for starring

me on '^Your Pet Parade" (ABC-TV).

^Gibraltar Advertising Agency for the many
months on 'Bonnie Maid Versatile Varieties,'

^Product Service Group for ditto on 'Jack and
Jill Varieties',

Peter Lind Hayes arid Mary
Healy, set for featured roles in

Stanley Kramer’s upcoming “5,000

Fingers of Dr. T” for Columbia
release, will originate five broad-

casts live from Hollywood for their

CBSrTV “Star of the Family” show,

while working t>n the film.

Now in the Sunday night at 6; 30
period, “Star” moves into the alter-

nate Thursday night at 8 slot start-

ing Jan. 10. Hayes and Miss Healy,
his .wife, are slated to fly to the
Coast Jan. 24, to be followed a few
days later by producer Perry LaL
ferty and the entire crew. They’ll
be Working On the Kramer picture
for 10 weeks but, since the show
Will be ort a skip-a-weefc basis by
that time, it means only - five pro^

grams will emanate from Holly-
wood prior to their return to N.Y,

BONNE ANNEE

The French Broadcasting System ex-

tends greetings of the season to all

Its friends, with the special hopo

that the year 1952 will see the con-

tinuation of the long friendship be-

tween France and the United States,

we Work together , ,. • through

radi . . . for, lasting peace.

PIERRE CRENESSE, Director,
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"I HAVE ALWAYS BEEN ENORMOUSLY FOND OF
'THE BICKERSONS,' PARTLY AS AN ANTIDOTE TO
ALL THE SWEEfNlESS AND LIGHT ON THE AIR,
MOSTLY BECAUSE I THINK THEY'RE FUNNY."

John Crosby, N. Y. Herald Tribune

Oft •/

"RANKS WITH THE VERY

BEST COMEDY IN TV."

JackMobley,

Chicago Tribune

"I ENJOY THE BICKER-

SONS enormously.
i

MAY THEY LIVE UNHAP-

PILY EVER AFTER."

Dean A. Meyers,

Washington post

"CLEVER, INTELLIGENT,

FUNNY, BLISTERINGLY

REALISTIC, LOADEDWITH

VIEWER IDENTIFICA-

TION/'
.
;

John tester,

Newark Star-Ledger
THE BICKERSONS

"HILARIOUS . . . BEAUTI-

FULLY Written & di-

” RECTED."

VARIETY

"SUPERIOR COMEDY,
PHIL RAPP'S WRITING &
DIRECTION, of COURSE,

is Basically respon-

FOR 'THE BICKER-

' WOW QUALITY."

Billboard

“THE HONEYMOON IS OVER”
"

' BICKERSONS' OUT-

STANDING!"

& TV
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Tourists Remain

Keep France
By MAXIMEDeBEIX

International Vaude’s ‘One World’,

Overnight From London to Chi
By VAL PARNELL

(Managing pirettor of Moss’ Empires, Ltd., Europe’s Bio.
gest Chain of ’Live’ Theatres, which- includes the Lnn
don Palladium)

n'

Paris.

The prime minister of the French King Henry IV once

opined that ploughing and grazing were the tyro main
props of French economy. If instead of living circa 1600

he had gazed at present doings, he might have recon-

sidered his opinion and amended it as. follows: the two
lhaiii props! of French economy are the American taxpayer

and the American tourist.

It is true that the French peasantry is the keel that pre-

vents the ship from capsizing, but French economy is cur-

rently hitched to the overseas dollar. From 100,000

Yanks who went overseas in 1946, the number, jumped to

nearly three times that visiting France in 1950. Not all

of the 3,000,000 tourists visiting France were Americans,

but those 10% Americans provided nearly 90% of the

coin dropped in France by foreign visitors of all nation-

alities.

The most* important show biz phase, from the stand-

point of economics, is, of course, the picture business.

American distribs this year did. not have to suffer too

much/ they had, of course, to fight taxes, quotas, limita-

tions of all sorts and work against the fools and knaves

whosfc immediate cure-all for the crisis that is plaguing

the French picture industry was .the commie-instigated

cry of “Cut in half the 121 import permits given yearly to

U. S. product/’ As thanks' to fhr quality to the efforts of

the Yank distribs and despite the natural preference of

the French for their own product if it is good, American
pix garnered about 45% of the local grosses, and kept

up business despite the diminishing number of admissions

resulting from a tiff in the rates, and also through efforts

of most of their flackeries, spearheaded by RKO.
Piping a tune about the local film industry is like play-

ing a funeral march. There is extant a confidential report

drawn by Pierre Cheret, chartered accountant, official

technical and financial adviser to the French Cinema Ad-
ministration. Its title is “1951—the Crisis of French
Cinema Production—Its Origin, Its Causes, Its Eventual

Remedies.’’ No prosecutor could voice a more scathing

indictment of local habits. The causes named are mostly

“a general disregard of the basic :
principles of any com-

mercial or industrial activity,” which explains partly

Cheret’s mentioning that out of a yearly budget of about

$12,500,000 (at 400 francs to the dollar), there is sure to

be a 30% dip in the red, which explains the yearly 70%
interest rate sometimes asked for picture money. Another
cause is that producers “have next to no personal invest-

ment in the pictures” and also that the proceeds of the

Ponds d’AidejIa bonus raised by means of a supertax on
admissions) is badly appropriated.

Studios Mostly Dark
|

As is, the French setup is a shambles. Most producers,

including the bigger ones, have either stopped producing
altogether or are defaulting on their obligations, like the

Borderie Bros., who can’t pay the talent on their “Salaire

de la Peur,” which had to fold after Henri Georges Clouzot

had spent 80,000,000 francs and got only three reels shot;

or Robert Dorfman, of Silver Film (production) arid

Corona ( distribution ) , who suffers currently from nervous
breakdown while his bahkers suffer from trying to recoup
about 500,000,000 francs.

The studios are mostly dark, arid the morale of. picture

personnel at a very low ebb, even assuming that the
American opposition is riot eriougn to cover the facts. But
the real remedy, at least according to. the heart of -the

French, has been found by a former director, Marcel
L’Herbier, who is currently manager of the Official Cinema
School (IDHEC ), which is government-subsidized. He is

currently agitating to have one competent guy placed i

charge of managing an official cinema that would get a
government appropriation equal to that of subsidized
legiters, meaning $3,000,000 a year. This .figure was
stretched to $6,000,000 at the industry's latest rally.

Meanwhile, the Bank of France has requested’ all banks
to report what their connections and commitments are i

the pic industry. So it’s no Wonder, considering that the
technicians are" making things as tough as possible, if

Yanks are keeping shy of co-producing here. Franco-
Italian productions had gained impetus, but are fast losing
it due to the technicalities the French are raising at every
turn.

Localites, who had been very chary Of. offerings old pix
for video, have found the quick coin lure an inceptive to

dust their shelves. Unfortunately, they have product
that’s not always fit to use on TV, arid they also have an
exalted idea Of the value of their celluloid. A great
many people, \ both locally and abroad, are considering
making vidpix here: What the difference in cost will be
compared to. the difference in quality of product will cue"
the future. The most successful pic producer, Ray Ven-
tura, of - Hoche Productions, is going into, that field. His
feature, “We Shall Go to Paris,” garnered enough coi

to make things easy.

Radio in France beirig non-commercial, it is easy to

understand that it would not be fit even as a sustainer
Statewise. Only Radio Luxembourg, Radio Monaco and
Radio Andorra are coinmetcial.

} ,
, Legifo Peculiarity. '

{

The legit phase of showbiz is something
.
peculiar i

that operations here differ so much frorii one type to

another that they have to be considered separately.
First, thrire is the mass business, revues or musicals,

which are practically a monopoly of Paul Derval, of the
Folies Bergere; Henri Varna, at the Casino de Paris and
the Mogador, and Maurice Lehmann, who has the Chatelet
and is now going to run the Opera and Opera Comique vice
George Hirsch. They produce big shows, intended to run
for months. They gun for the tourist and out-of-town
trade, and both Derval and Varna want the lure

?

of Yank
talent.

The U. S. practice of out-of-town tryouts has become
popular, via provincial, Belgian or Swiss stands, before the
Paris opening.
A new revue outlet is brewing, The Theatre de l’Empire,

now part of the Pierre Louis-Gueriri empire. He already
has the Club Lido and several others, arid after having re-

opened the Empire with ballets, plans to turn it irito a

revue house. It grosses about $3,Q00 nightly, to become
$5,000 when the scale has been brought in line with other
revue houses.

Strangely enough, during this season the next most
important item in show biz was ballet. At the Empire,
the Marquis de Cuevas ballets, -with Rosella Hightower,
Maria Tallchief and George Skibine garnered about
$2,500 nightly. At Herve Dugardin’s Theatre des Champs
Elysees, Kathryn Dunham did hish business.

The lyrical theatres (Opera and Opera Comigue), doing
their sock business on ballet nights, crime under this

heading. The Opera management changed from the
George Hirsch regime, much criticized, to that of well-

regarded showman Maurice Lehmann, operator of the:

Chatelet. The lyrical theatres are getting a state subsidy
of about $3,000,000 yearly, and it’s understood that Leh-
mann intends to handle finances arid ballets himself and
promote Philippe de Bondeville, currently manager of the.

Opera Comique, to art director for both Opera and the
Comique. This would mean probably the fading of Serge
Lifar’s influence in ballet.

Another form of entertainment that got a large part
of the Paris amusement franc was the shows presented
by Pierre Louis-Guerin at the Palais des Sports, such as
“Holiday on Ice” and the Aquacade.

|
Sold U. S. SomeLegits

|

The French sold U, S. a few legiters; but used com-
paratively few foreign plays this season. The most
successful one was Shaw’s “Androcles arid Lion” at the
Tsingos’ Gaffe Montparnasse;
•The French legiters, of courseware run on two different

principles. Some produce plays that are expected to

garner worthwhile returns, such as plays of Jacques
Deval (“Samarkand”), Heriri. Bernstein (“Victor,” and
now “Felix”),: or Andre. Roussin (“Little Hut” and now'
“When the Child Appears”).
But considerable publicity is given to shoestringing

legiters produced by those who have mristly mind
getting a government or city subsidy to putrOri shows that,

are supposedly needed to keep up French prestige. In
these can be iricluded the subsidies allowed so-called de-

centralization theatres, mushrooming on taxpayers money.
However, they are somewhat beneficial in providing em-
ployment for some of the 5,000 actors here, of whom only
about 10% make a decent living and of whom about 50%
are practically starving.

Vaude in Paris is mostly in the hands of Mitty Goldin,

vet showman who is highly regarded by all talent for

not taking advantage of the practical monopoly he has in

the business. His ABC is the equivalent for Paris what
the old N. Y. Palace used to be arid is again now that

Judy Garland is there.

Paris hotels having no equivalent of the N. Y. Maisom
nette or the Persian Room, nightclub talent is confined to

riiteries, the. foremost arid a Visitor’s must being the Club
Lido on the Champs Elysees. Pierre Louis-Guerin and his

producer, Rene Fraday, scout yearly tne wrirld. for inter-

nantiorial draws, and pay big salaries, permitted by a
monthly take of about $200,000.

Despite their gyps and clips, the Montmartre and other

minor joints scattered about town did comparatively good
business last year due to the influx of tourists.

Few American tourists in England ever get a look-in

on its private clubs. London clubs, especially, are
virtually unknown to American visitors, although VIPs,
have been known occasionally tri get a guest card. The
general impression, however, is that most of these
clubs are dismal arid sepulchral old houses populated
in the main by Boer War generals dozing under copies
of the London Times.
During my many assignments to the British capital

I have looked in on several of these institutions, but
the two most exciting clubs I have ever found exist-

ing anywhere are the Escape Club and The Guinea
Pigsr
The one in which a playwright or a reporter would

be likely to .find a treasure house of dramatic material
is the Escape Club, which used to meet at the Allied
Officers’ Club in Piccadilly. Here could be found a
cellar with the wines of every country in Europe, and
two chefs who know how to cook most of the dishes
famous on the Continent; Practically all the club
members had escaped from Occupied Europe at brie

time or another—some of them with their wives and
children. The mansion in which the Club was housed
belonged to the Rothschild family. Around the tables,
at mealtimes, the members and their guests discussed
stories of their escapes, the incredible hardships en-
dured, and the ingenuity and inventiveness practiced
by the members in making their getaway.
The second and equally dramatic of

.
the clubs is The

Guiriea Pigs, also known as “The Few” (Churchill’s
Few to whom is owed so much, etc.). Composed of
the men of the RAF who came down from the flight
over Britain in 1940 with torn and tortured bodies

—

the meri who barely survived—the club was organized
by a famous plastic surgeon who triok what was left of
these heroes, kept the breath of life in them, repaired
them with grafted flesh arid transplanted sinew, and
resurrected them. So badly were some of them burnt
by fire and scarred by bullets that it didn’t seem pos-
sible that their bodies could ever take up the work' of
human life again.
While they were conquering pai and struggling

back to health, following operation - after operation,
they called themselves “The Guinea Pigs.’’ Out of this
was born the most exclusive flying club in the world.
The amazing thing is that nearly 400 of these recon-
structed humans went back on the job as front line
flyers and many of them are to be found today in the
upper echelons of the RAF. Few experiences left to
a foreign correspondent could equal the thrill of sit-
ting down over a drink with the men who saved
Britain—-and the world. —Burnet Hershey.

Val Parnell

“All the world’s a stage* and all the men and women
merely players” may or may not be true (and if it iswho constitutes the audience? ), but as regards vaudeville
performers it may reasonably be stated that their stace u

all the world.
There can be no other profession

composed of so many diverse nation-
alities .working together for the same
end—the entertainment of the public
Arid' is there any other industry
which, as a whole commands such a
world-wide market as that of vaude-
ville? Ever since the days when
strolling players, tumblers and musi-
cians were looked upon, as “rogues
and vagabonds,” the professional en-
tertainer has roamed the surface of
the earth, ready and willing to per-
form for any group of people, from

the courts of kings to the crowd gathered iri the market
place. .

This age of travel by air has speeded up their world-
wide wanderihgs, so that an artist can. play a Sunday
concert iri ^ondon, England, and open the following night
in Chicago, 111. This, incidentally, is an actual case. If
you’re curious, it was Vic Hyde. As a result, the country
of origin of a performer seems to matter less and less as
his, or her, opportunities for international engagements
become more frequent. ...

The circus itself as we kriow it today was started right
here in London (by Philip Astley in 1770), but it has so
spread throughout the entire world that its place of origin
has been largely forgotten. The same is beginning to ap-
plyto Television

!

The ever-increasing demands of TV, especially in Amer-
ica, have recently increased the rippOrtunities for our Brit-
ish artists, for instance, to appear in the U. S. Thus the
interchange of performers has become even brisker, with
stage stars, film artists and vaudevillians becoming more
“globally-minded” than ever before as they are whisked
from one continent to another tri fulfill their engagements
in front of film cameras, television cameras and live audi-
ences in. theatres and clubs.

Neither they, the audiences nor the press should fall
into the trap of imagining that these- artists are being
“exported” and “imported” because they are necessarily
“better” than the home product. It is merely because that
they are different, even apart frrim being an instance of
a world demand being met by a world supply.
When appearing in a new country there is, perhaps, the

additional feeling that he. not only represents himself as a
performer, but also that his country of origin is “on trial”;
especially as newspapers are quick to resent the incur-
sion of acts brought in from abroad if they do not appear
to be “better” than those in the same,

. or similar, line of
business already domiciled in that country. I think this
applies to both our great nations. In” this respect, the
artist has to justify himself and his backers to give all-

round satisfaction, but with more and more interchange of
artists taking place practically every Week, it is to be
hoped that more emphasis Will gradually be given to an
artist’s talent, and less to his country of origin, so that a
“foreign” performer does .not

;
have to go on with an

additional “chip on his shoulder” * because he is in a
strange country. It is frightening enough without that!
The ideal before us is the free interchange of vaude-

ville acts from all over the world to all over the world.
Much has already been done in this direction, as we have
all seen, with the result that unofficial “ambassadors”
from their respective countries, in the form of variety art-

ists, are showing audierices in different parts rif the world
that no one country has the monopoly of talent and that
skilb and personality are an international, commodity.
They are also taking back to their countries of origin de-
scriptions of what is being done elsewhere, so that the
standard is constantly being raised as a result of this;wider
knowledge of what is happening in all branches of show
business in other countries.

;
Here, then, is an example of true international coopera-

tion, and friendly rivalry which can be set before our
leaders and representatives as an instance of what is being
done in one particular sphere. If they can achieve a
greater understanding between nations as the vaudeville
profession has dpne and is. doing, in its own range of ac-
tivities, there is hope for a better future for all of us.

Paris.

Playwright Sacha Guitry was discussing with. a. news*.,

paperman the allegations of “collaboration” against the

playwright who thought he settled everything by con-

cluding, “And what’s more, during the Nazi occupation
I wrote a book on French history arid not in one of the

400 pages did I once
. mention Germany. Now wasn’t that

heroic!”
The same Guitry was asked ip lurich with a frugal busi-

nessman who ordered meagre fare. Guitry is a renowned
epicure. The industrialist/ impressed by his distinguished
guest, wanted to know, “When do you think you Would .like

to lunch; with me again?” “Right away,” said Guitry.
When John F. Royal was here recently as special

crinsultant on National Broadcasting Co: matters he re-

called when in 1919, he played. Sarah Bernhardt at his

105th Street Theatre in Cleveland, which he managed at

the time for Keith-Albee.. She gave a sock performance
and sought out Royal, “And now you can send a good
report to New York, non?” This struck him as very
funny because the Divine One needed no kudos from any*

body at any tirne, and particularly during her fling into

Keith vaudeville. '

Victririari (“Madame Saris-Gerie”) Sardou was a good

playwright but a notoriously poor stage director, apd when
• a.- • •

- _« .4. .

'
* 4 •*- j ' • j'AMArrhe was once trying to show a young actor how to deport

himself, a veteran actor chided Sardou, “Don’t do that.

You know this young actor has no experience—he’s Xiab 1e

to listen to you!” —Maxime de Beix.
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Lavish 115, Fins Stitt

Appeal to Argentina;

’$2 B.O. Looks Bearish
Buenos Aires.

Film grosses reached higHest

levels in- Argentina in the first

nine months It 1951, tapering off

later with the start of torrid

weather; competition from the out-

doors and An incipient depression.

The taperingnoff period happened

to coincide with an abundance., of

American releases after the long

famine caused by a two-year sus-

pension of film imports. This sus-

pension was prolonged by the local

authorities more than was actually

necessary, to insure the choice

playing time going to the locally-

made films withou^^ undue compe-

tition.

A comparison of the figures for

the first five big grossers of 1950

and 1951 shows to what a degree

movie attendance, increased in

Buenos Aires as a result of the

growth of the population, and to

greater purchasing power due to

constantly increasing wages.

First six grossers of 1951 were
"The Red Shoes” (EL), 12 weeks,

$184,690; "Los: Isleras” (San
Miguel), 12 weeks, $151,000;
"Domani e Troppo . Tardi” (Ital-

sud), 17 weeks, $125,690;, "La
Culpa la Tuvo el Otro” (Belgrano),
12 weeks, $80,155; "City Lights”
(UA), 11 weeks,

. $79,235, and
"Enchantment” (Goldwyn) 10
weeks, $76,475.

All year, national -and foreign
distributors urged the government
to okay very necessary price in-

creases for film-theatre admission..
These increases . would go a long
\yay to solving, the financial diffi-

culties of the local .film industry
and are also essential for exhibi-
tors, whose costs have been tripled
over the last few years. American
distributors have also had to face
increased costs due to a high per-
centage of expenses, mainly
through increased national, provin-
cial and municipal taxes, Wage in-

creases, increased cost of prints,
accessories, customs duties and any
number of other items. Pix admis-
sion scales have remained, more or
less stationary since 1.932, the only
increases have been in municipal-
tax additions and a rakeoff for
the "Eva Perqn Foundation” and
Producers Assn, (for a fund to
make improved local pictures.)

No Admission Hike

So far, the government has
turned deaf ears to pleas for price
increases, being reluctant to in-
crease entertainment costs for the
classes which keep it in powers
But just as prices of newspapers
have had. to be Upped, so are the
increases in film admission scales
inevitable.

Press and Information Minister
Haul Apold, who is the country’s
entertainment czar, is mulling
over with local producers and ex-
hibitors amendments to the Pro-
tection Law, which already grants
more favorable playing time, hold-
over terms and percentages to the
locally made films. American dis-
tributors fully expect that the re-
sult of the huddles will be de-
creased playing time for their ma-
terial.

Foreign distributors have al-
ready been served notice of the
schedules on which the two biggest
city circuits must exhibit national
films m 1952, and as is logical,
the nationals get the choicest play-
ing dates.

This follows the trend towards

t
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consensus of opinion is that Argen-
tine fans prefer American produc-
tions of lavish display, preferably
in cplor. They do nbt go for sophis-
ticated Comedies and conventional
melodramas or westerns, but are
gluttons for suspenseful yarns and
thrillers, or human interest stories
of the "Life with Father,” "Father
of the Bride” type. Stories with
a war background are not now
generally favored, and the tendency
of late has been to sidestep any-
thing reminding local fans that
they are enjoying comfort while
other nations starve.

Optimism Prevails in Int7 Market

Yanks Eye $125,000*000 Foreign Payoff for Year; Quotas
Remain Major Problem

By NATHAN D. GOLDEN
(Director, Motion Picture & Photographic Products Division, National Production Authority)

By HAROLD MYERS=J
T , , «

London.
It may have been Festival Year

for Britain, but there was not
mUch cause for rejoicing by the
British film industry in 1951.
On the surface, things looked

placid enough. The J. Arthur
Rank Organization had turned the
corper and the latest accounts
showed this group in much
healthier position. Its principal
competitor, Associated British, had
had another successful year. To
the casual observer it looked as
if many of the industry’s troubles
were over and an era of restrained
prosperity was ahead. Actually,
that, was far from being the case.
A few weeks before the pomp and
ceremony inaugurated the Festival,
the Chancellor of the Exchequer
delivered a staggering blow with
his demand for an additional
$25,000,000 year theatre
taxation.

That the industry was angered
at the new taxation was inevitable.
But for once there was a welcome
unity among all branches of the
trade. Exhibitors, producers and
distributors were agreed that the
government had gone too far, and
they fought back vigorously.
The outcome of the anxious

weeks of negotiation that followed
is now history. What was eventu-
ally achieved was a comproniice
which gave some little, benefit to

theatres, substantially more to
British production* and something
like an estimated $18,000,000 for
the Treasury.

Fund Enlarged

.
Now, under the extension of the

scheme, the fund is being en-
larged to net something like

$10,000,000 annually. In term’s of

its practical benefit for British
film-makers—and this includes
American companies operating
here—it should add something like

34% to the basic distributors’

gross. For the average run-of-the-
mill picture which has to reiy on
the domestic market for its earn-:

ings, this should be more than ade-
quate to insure a profit. Clearly,

the producers have fared well.

Exhibitors, on the other hand,
have less to shout about. Admit-
tedly, under the new arrangements
they get a little bit extra for them-
selves, but in order to raise suf-

ficient coin to feed the pool .and
the Chancellor of the Exchequer,
admission prices have had to take
a sharp upward swing. With com-
modity prices constantly on the
up-and-up, this policy change rep-
resented a serioUs gamble; No one
knew how the public would react;

nor could anyone be too certain

Whether there was sufficient ready
cash available to maintai attend-

ance figures at the regular* level.

At first, it looked as if the
gamble had come Off. The. British

weather seemed to have come to

the aid of the picture industry. A
notoriously wet summer drove
holiday-makers into the theatres,

and a boOni had begun. It was,

however, a shortlived boom, and
today all the signs point to a seri-

ous decline in takings throughout
the country.

So, the weeks to come are

anxious ones, for theatre operators.

Most of them are waiting to see

the outcome of the new tax .scheme
which the industry, is now discuss-

ing with the government. Several
alternatives have been put for-

.ward, but the odds favor a com-
bined flat rote and percentage
scheme. This would involve a seat

tax on lower-priced admissions and
a percentage tax: on the higher
scales. But whatever the system,

the government still wants its rake-

off and is not prepared to make
any, financial concessions to the
Industry.

j

Washington.
Reports from all quarters of the industry, and

from most of the major foreign markets for U. S;
films indicate that conditions in general in the
international market with regard to distribution of
American movies were consid-
erably better in 195i than they
had been during the past sev-
eral years. Estimates as to dol-
lar remittances from, abroad
during i951 have ranged as high
as $125,000,000, and there has
been a general note of optimism
With regard to the future out*
look for U. S. films on the world
market. However, near the end
of 1951 there were reports of
foreign exchange difficulties in
several European countries Nathan D.
Which may forecast problems in
these markets.

Probably the chief factor in this brighter out-

look has been the settlement of some of the major
problems besetting American film companies in re-

mitting film earnings from such important markets
as the United Kingdom, France and Italy. Also,

gotiations have;, been Carried on looking forward
to a mutually satisfactory arrangement in Spai

Argentina, Germany, Japan and other foreign coun-

tries where the distribution of U. S.. films has been
limited due to legislative restrictions and foreign

exchange regulations.

In some foreign markets, however, as in all post-

war years, the U. S. industry ran into several prob-

lems during -1951. Threats of a 50% screen <juota in

Mexico, proposed restrictions on film remittances
from Belgium, and a proposed decree in Brazil which
would greatly affect U. S. film distribution in that

country, have been the subjects of considerable nego-

tiations in the. international field.

Japan has instituted an import program limitinf

U. S. feature film imports to 150, and in Germany a

screen quota for the showing of German films has
been proposed. In most of these instances the

U. S. film industry has been, able to arrange for a

satisfactory settlement or a postponement of the
threatened restrictions, pending further negotiations.

U. S. films, with their broad appeal to all audi-

ences, continue to be the favorites of moviegoers
throughout the'world. Occasionally, an outstanding
film from a non-U. S. producer is successful in the

world market. In boxoffice appeal, however, and in

acceptance by local audiences, American films in

general far surpass those of other countries. A
recent survey indicated that approximately 74% of

the feature films shown in the world’s theatres, out-

side nf Soviet-dominated countries, were produced
in the U. S.

Foreign Production Up

Although production of feature films in a number
of foreign countries has increased considerably in.

the. past few years, the strongest competition offered

to u; S. films in the international field comes not
from- the products of other countries but rather
from legislative restrictions imposed by govern-
ments on the free importation and distribution
of films. These restrictions are imposed 1 both to

conserve the dollar exchange in the various coun-
tries and also in an. effort to assist, the develop-

ment of a domestic national film industry. However,
it is reported that the supply of Yank films in most
countries of the world is not able to satisfy the

tremendous popular demand.

There appears to be general and continued satis-

faction by London representatives of U. S. film

companies and of the British government over the

terms of the new Anglo-American film agreement,
which was signed in Washington Oct. 17, 1951. The
new agreement, which followed prolonged negotia-

tions, extends for two years, effective Sept. 30, 1951,

the basic provision for the transfer of $17,000,000

annually in equal monthly installments. In addition

to this amount* a sum equal to 33V6% of the amount
expended on British productions by U. S. companies,

plus the equivalent of money expended for Amer-
ican rights to British pictures* may be remitted.

The British Government has also guaranteed con-

vertibility of a .minimum of $4,000,000 annually as'

the U. S. film companies’ shares of the Eady Tax
Plan, which provides for subsidies to producers,

distributors and exhibitors in the United Kingdom.
Total remittances to the U. S. under this agreement
are estimated to be in the neighborhood of $25,000,-

000 to $27,000,000 annually.

|

. Limits on Dubbed Pix

; While there are limitations on the number of

dubbed U. S. feature films permitted to be imported
into France, foreign exchange authorities in that

country issued instructions in July, 1951, removing,
all restrictions on the transfer of Yank film earnings.

In May, 1951, an agreement was reached, between
the major U. Si film companies and representatives

of the Italian film industry providing for the re-

lease of blocked film earnings. The agreement is

reported to provide for immediate release of 50%
of blocked U. S. film money to the American com-
panies on July 31, 1951, with 25%. to be. loaned

to the Italians to aid in film production and for

promotion of Italian pictures in the U, S., and 25% toi

be used - for other, purposes, including production
and co-production in Italy by state-side companies.
After July 31, American film earnings were to be
released on this fixed formula every three months.
The first installment, under this agreement, amount-
ing to $3,200,000 was authorized in August, 1951,
and $1,000,000 was remitted in October, 1951. U. S.
film companies agreed to impose a voluntary limita-
tion, on the number of their films exported to Italy.,

After not granting import permits for U. S. films
Into Argentina since March, 1949, the Argentine
Government In June, 1951, suddenly invited Amer-
ican film distributors to apply for import permits in
unlimited quantity. U- S. film distributors Imme-
diately applied for import; permits, and the Central
Bank of Argentina approved in short order the im-
port of some 480 feature, pictures consisting largely
of the finest U. S. productions in 1949, 1950 and 1951.
Five of the distributors also plan to again supply the
Argentihe market with American newsreels, Film
earnings, are now accumulating, but applications
have not yet been made for remittance* The an-
nouncement by the Central Bank permitting un-
restricted imports of U. S. films stated that in due
course the Central Bank would consider the author-
ization fOr pertinent remittances.

Lengthy negotiations have been carried on during
the

.
year between the Spanish Government and ^rep-

resentatives of the U. S. film Industry in connec-
tion, with the import and distribution of U; S. films
in that country. Licenses necessary to import for-

eign films into. Spain are granted only tb Spanish
film producers, the number of Such permits issued
being dependent Upon the. number and elassifica-

tion Of the domestic film produced;
'

!
Spanish Setup |

The Spanish producer may use these import
licenses tb bring in foreign films under his own
name or he may sell the license, at whatever, life

market will bear. This not only limits the number
of* films that may be imported but in many cases
makes it a very expensive business venture. The
same procedure is followed i the granting of
licenses to dub imported films into the Spanish
language. Although an agreement was reported in
the trade press, it was never ratified and has not
been : put into effect. It is encouraging, however,
that the Spanish authorities have agreed -to negotiate
with th* U. S. film companies in an effort to reach
a satisfactory solution to some Of the problems
that have been hampering distribution Of American
.films, in Spain. The nuffiber of U. S. feature films
released in Spain has been declining steadily during
the past several years.

The Japanese film import program as announced
by. the Ministry of Finance for the fiscal year 1951
< April, .1951, through March, 1952), provides for the
importation of 150 U. S> feature films; Of this
total, an agreement has. been reached allocating .120.

features to the nine major U. S. film companies
and 30 features to independents. Of the 120 feature
films allocated to the major companies, 84 will
have been released through the Motion Picture Ex-
port Assn, by Dec. 31, 1951, and the remai Ing 36

*

films will be divided among the nine companies...
MPEA has acted as a combined distribution organ-

ization fbr the ine major companies since 1946.
However, effective Jam 1, 1952, MPEA will. cease to
function in Japan and each member company will
begin handling the distribution of its own films.

The Ministry of Finance has stated that approxi-
mately 30% of film earnings during the fiscal year
1951 will be convertible to foreign currencies,
The future prospects for Yank film distribution

in the foreign markets throughout the world are
very difficult to forecast. Near the close of 1951*
U. 5. film companies

.
Were confronted with

problems in Brazil, Belgium and Indonesia, and
there were some indications of trouble in other mar-
kets. Negotiations were being carried on endeavor-,
ing to reach: a satisfactory solution for the disposi-
tion of accumulated film earnings in Indonesia. In
Brazil, U. S. film companies were greatly disturbed
by a proposed Presidential decree which would have
aided the Brazilian film industry but affected the
distribution of U. S. films in that market.
The Belgian Government, which has placed vir-

tually no restrictions on the importation of films or
the transfer of remittances, has under consideration
proposal to limit imports of U. S. feature films;

prohibit the importation of positive films, requiring
all prints to be made in Belgium; and placing restric-

tions bn the transfer of film earnings. Late, in

November these restrictions had not been put into
effect and negotiations were being carried- on with
(J. S. film distributors seeking a mutually satisfac-..

tory arrangement.
It has been stated that the world market for Amer-

ican films spells the difference between profit and
loss for the industry. In order to Obtain its share of

the International market the .film industry must
see to it that films exported are Of the highest qual-
ity and that they give no reason for nationals of other
countries to take Offense at their exhibition;’ U. S.

film, producers, in • planning a feature film for the
world market, usually take into account foreign
customs, habits and religious practices, and attempt
to portray on the world’s screens a picture which will

not only be entertaining but will be well received
by audiences in all walks of life throughout

;
the

world. Largely as, the result of this practice* wher-
ever the masses of the people have a free choice in

selecting their movies.’ U. S.- films thrive and flourish..
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Lost 30,000,000 fihngoers

Aussie’s Big 1952 Problem;

Legit, Vaude Biz Booming
By ERIC GORRICK

Sydney.

Biggest problem facing the- Aussie pie industry in ’52 is how to win
hack to, cinemas some 33,000,000 payees lost to the boxoffice over, a

span of six years, with the biggest dropoff, in ’61, plus an 'estimated

revenue dive of around £ 18,000,000 ($40,000,000).

Industry leaders have been probing for reasons for the swing away
from pix. Key men have gone out into the byways and talked with'

the public in an .endeavor to fingerprint the sourness to celluloid fare.

Data garnered by the probers blueprinted many factors responsible

for the cinema attendance drop from 151,144,831 in the ace 1945 Span
to 118,400,000 in 1951.

Majority of ex-payees blamed poor product as their reason for seek-

ing, another mode of entertainment. Others said they were tired of

seeing the same old stars on the screen. Another group hit out at the

low entertainment value of supports.

With rumors of war in Europe and elsewhere headlined in the news-
papers daily, there had been a terrific swing away from problem pix

and heavy drama minus the sex angle. Biggest seat fillers were pix

geared for escapist entertainment similar to “Annie Get Your Gun”
(MG), “Great Caruso” (MG) arid "On the Riviera” (20th-Fox). Given
a: solid flow of escapist fare on a similar pattern in ’52, those 33,000,000
lost payees would return to cinema bpxoffices, industry toppers aver.

It has been argued that the current high Cost of ' living, plus heavy
taxation, played, a major part in the ’51 boxoffice low. Against, this

argument, however,: is the fact that straight legit, revUe and .Vaude,
charging three times as much as the price for the best cinema seat,

played mainly to Capacity biz right throughout the '51 span. This also

goes for ballet, opera, concerts and Other so-called longhair fare.

Continuous Flow of Solid Product

Norman B. Rydge, chairman of the Greater Union ’theatres cinema
loop, and Ernest Turnbull, chief of the HOyt loop, aver that a contin-
uous flow of solid product froiri Hollywood arid England will quickly
win back lost payees in 1952. Pix keyed to modern day trends; in-

cluding the good Old-fashioned belly-laugh, will keep boxoffice busy,
toppers say.

Rydge has bluntly ’said that the job Of selling seats is industry-wide,
adding that it must be tackled theatre by theatre, inanager by manager,
and* must be pushed ahead week by week, adding that an industry that
earns £34,000,000 ($75,000,000) is a much more important industry
than one which earns only £16,000,000/ Aussie exhibitors say that
given the goods to sell in the year ahead, irrespective of any studio tag,
the cinema boxoffices will tell a much brighter story.

David N. Martin’s Tivoli vaude loop hit the popularity jackpot right
throughout ’51. “The Ice Follies” (currently in its 11th month at the
Tivoli, Sydney) smashed all b.o. records in other. Aussie keyers. This
show should experience little difficulty in running three years iri this
zone. Other toppers for Martin included “Tourist Trade” and “Chez,
Paree.” In ’52 he has Tommy Trinder doing a repeat here and is
dickering for Danny Kaye and other top U.S. and British talent;

J. G. Williamson Theatres, legit producers, did solidly with ‘‘Worm’s
Eye View,” “Private Lives” (in association with Fuller), “Brigadoon,”
“Oklahoma” (revival), Borovansky Ballet, and medium with “Song of
Norway.” Coming., up in ’52 are. ‘‘Kiss Me, Kate” and “South Pacific.”

D. D. O’Connor, indie legit operatoi*, plans return run with the
Old Vic Co. and the Stratford-on-Avon Players. Little theatres pulled
goad payee trade with “Merchant of Venice,” “Anna Christie,” “Peer
Gynt,” “Beyond the Horizbn,” “The Miser,” “Misalliance,” “The Vigil,”
“Desire Under the Elms,” “Androcles arid the Lion,” “House of Ber-
nards Alba,” “Wil Eine Kircrienmaus” and “Children in Uniform.”

Nothing New in Radio
Radio brought nothing, new to Aussie fans in show presentations.

There were lots of disk jockey stuff and long commercial spiels. One
of the most popular U.S. waxers on Down Under airwaves is “The
Hardy Family.” Biggest blow to fans is the raising of the licerise fee
from £1 to £2 ($2.20 to $4.40) per annum by the government, which
controls the ether here.

>

Early in ’52 the Robert Menzies’ Liberal government will offer legis-
lation prohibiting the taking over of any group Of commercial' radio
stations sby either British or American interests. Coming legislation
is to offset the recent

.
buy into the Macquarie network, originating

through 2 GB, Sydney, by the powerful British Bartholomew newspaper
group, in a deal with Charles Munro, Stanley Crick and Reg Denison.
It’s also understood that the Menzies government will red-light ariy
further bid by American film interests to take over local cinemas or to
buy into pic loops. (Metro operates its own loop of cinemas here, arid
20th-Fox holds substantial stocks in the Hoyts loop, with the J. Arthur
Rank Organization a 50-50 partner in the Greater Union Theatres loop.)

Ealing, operating a studio at Pagewood, Sydney, was all set for a deal
with a company headed by Charles Munro, Frank Tait, Stanley Crick
Maurice Sloman and Reg Denison, to make a series of pix

;

iri ’52 first
bemg‘‘Robbery Under Arms,” with Ken G. Hall as director. Nix means
that Ealing will now have to continue solo. Eric Williams, iri charge of
Ealing s Aussie production, stated that the studio will make the Nevil
Shute yarri, A Town Like Alice.” However, insiders say that Unless
there is. a change in governmental coinage policy, Ealing may be com-
pelled to. cease production. Minor producers have already given uo
the ghost for the year ahead. /

e p

India Skow Biz Beats

By N. V. ESWAR
Madras.

The year 1951, ushered in with
faltering steps, has just ended on
a note of promise. It how seems
that the crisis/ which threatened to
engulf the entire Indian entertai
rnent world; has passed over. The
clouds have especially lifted from
the film field.

Despite restrictions On allotment
of building materials for cinemas,
India again showed considerable
increase in the number, of theatres
that went up during 1951. There
was an increase of 500 theatres
over 1950. Present number of the-
atres in India is 3,198. These the-
atres are spread over 1,313 cities,

towns and urban areas/ leaving the
700,000 villages severely., alone.
The villages carinpt support a

cinema. Their needs can be fed by
touring camps. There are presently
spme 6Q0 touring cinemas which
feed the villages.

Though exhibition activity showed
considerable increase, the

: produc
tion side did not show much prpg
ress. This despite the fact that
the number of studios in India in-
creased by eight during the year.
India now has 60 studios, majority
of these being in Bombay, Madras
and Calcutta. Among these 60
studios, they were able to produce
only 270 films last year. This is a
drop of over 30 compared with
1950.

Biggest thing in India during the
last year has been the organization
of an International Film Festival,
which is to start Jan/ 24. This was
originated by <the Films Division Of
the Government of India, whose
documentaries and newsreels have
shown considerable improvement
in the last year.

U.S., British Flays Ousting

French as Leading Fare

In Swedish Legit Season
By SVEN G. WINQUIST

Stockholm;

Interest in legit continues strong
in Sweden.* Greatest call is for

modern plays, while only a few
classics are included in various
theatres’ plans, Whereas French
playwrights often dominate the

Swedish theatres, it. seems that

British or ‘ American shows' are
leading the present season.

High admission prices keep legit

theatres from being top popular, or
real competitors to the cinemas iri

Sweden. One crin. see a class film

for around 3.50 kroner (70c) , while
it costs between eight and nirie

kroner_l$i.60) arid' $1.80) to attend
a theatre performance. However,
more people attend theatre per-,

formances than 10 years ago, arid

interest is steadily growing.

The Stockholin season has been
good thus far. The ROyal Dramatic
Theatre started . the season with
Friedrich HebbeFs t“Der Diamant”
at. the Big Stage, arid /Noel Cow-
ard’s ‘/Fallen Angels” at the Little

Stage; Next followed “King Oedi-
pus,” with Lars Hansori in the title

role, directed by Olof Molander.

Two’ world premieres were
skedded, the Big Stage presenting
Danish author H. C. Brariner’s

“Soskeh,” also scheduled to open
soon in Copenhagen and Oslo.
Little Stage presented Swedish
writer Per E. Rundquist’s psycho-
logical drama, “Kalla Mig Ismael”
(“Call Me Ismael”).

Oscar’s Theatre presented “Kiss
Me; Kate” as its opener. It .was an
immediate hit, and the theatre
plans ,no change during the season.
Ulla Sallert arid Per Grunden play
the leading roles. Another Ameri-
can musical, “South Pacific,” is

mentioned Iof the 1952-53 season.

Vasa Theatre started the season
With Terence Rattigan’s “Who Is
Sylvia?” with Sonja Wigert in the
lead role. It also has been a big
success arid will probably continue
for some months of 1952.

‘Dream Girl’ Run
Intima Teatern (Intimate Thea-

tre), a new house, managed by film
producer Lorens Marmstedt, which
opened Oct. 17, 1950, with “The
Beggar’s Opera,” found Elmer
Rice’s “Dream Girl" to be its most
successful show, with 186 perform-
ances.

Alle Theatre is the newest le-
giter in Stockholm. It opiened :

Sept. 13 with Somerset Maugham’s
“Home and Beauty,” which is do-
ing Very well. Others skedded are
“Waters On. the Moon,” by N! C.
Hunter; ‘‘Bell, Book and Candle,”
by John van Druten, and “The
Moon Is Blue,” by F. Hugh Her-
bert.

The New Theatre here is scoring
a great success with Jean Anouilh’s
“La Repetition.”

The Municipal Theatre in Goth-
enburg started with “The Rose
Tattoo,” by Tennessee Williams,
and “La Colombe,” by ‘ Jean
Anouilh, at their two stages. Next
came “Hilda Crane,” by Samson
Raphaelson, and “Dsr Kaukasische
Kreiderkreis,” by Ben Brecht. Fu-
ture plans include the American
musical, “Call Me Madam.”
The Municipal Theatre In Mal-

moe opened the Big Stage Sept. 7,
with Dodie Smith’s “Call It a Day.”
Next was “Kiss Me, Kate.” “The
Rose Tattoo” opened recently and
is a great success.

The Municipal Theatre in He!
singborg, which started the seaso
Sept. 11 with Sacha Guitry1

“N’ecoutez pas, Mesdames,” pr<
sented Samuel Taylor’s “The Haj
py Time” NoV. 15.

Ives to London in April
London.

Burl Ives is due here next spring
to fill, dates at the Royal Festival
Hall as well as on radio and TV.
According to present plans, he
Would arrive in London mid-April
and stay until the end of May. Fes-,

tival Hall booking is already set
for May 28. Ives will give , a sold
concert of folk songs and English
ballads.

Coming over here udder the Har
old Holt management, Ives also
is dickering for a pitery 'engage
ment at the Cafe de Paris; His
dates here will be- followed by a
concert and vaude tour of Australia
and New.Zealand in June and July.
Then he may hop to South Africa.

No Place for Mediocrities

In the London Theatre
.

" i By CLEM HUMPHRIEg"»

London.
Taken by and, large, it is generaljly conceded that Festival -Year, as

far as live entertainment is concerned, failed to live up to optimistic
expectations. It brought no magic wand to fill depleted pockets, lure
people from other amusements or to attract prospective customers to
anything but the best.
The annual influx of summer visitors, although 70,000 in excess of

last year’s record, divided their attendance throughout the country
since every towri and village during the five months’ Festival season
put up its own individual contribution for the occasion. This; in addi-
tion to. the regular landmarks and’ showplaces, left little time or cash
to patronize, any but the most spectacular plays.

. In other words, conditions in the legit theatre over the past 12
months have scarcely differed from the situation extant during the
past three years.' / The good shows have done house-full business since
opening -and- -the mediocre ones*-just faded out. of the- picture. There
seems no likelihood of . a repetition of wartime prosperity when any-
thing. any management cared to put on stood a fair chance of raking
in the shekels; /nowadays, it is a hard competitive struggle for any
project, unless of the first quality in material and acting. It is. uni-

questionable that; with the consistent uprise iri the cost of living, there
is less than ever left over for amusements . outside the home, when
even general trade shows a continuous, decline.

In keeping with Festival prestige and Arts Council sponsorship, the

classics were strongly to the fore in legit last year. Heading the list

were the Laurence Olivier season at the St. James Theatre with the al-

ternating Shakespearean and Shaw plays, “Antony and Cleopatra” and
‘.‘Caesar arid Cleopatra.” Plays were sellouts throughout their limited

run, Vivien Leigh getting eulogistic appraisal of her rendering of the

strongly, contrasted characterizations of Cleo. Another Shakespearean
opus, seldom produced, was “The Wiiiter’s Tale,” with topscore mark-
ing for Diana Wynyard, John Gielgikd and • Flora - Rribson.. ’ Olivier’s

second production brought an unanticipated triumph for Orson Welles
as Othello. Concurrently at the Old Vic, an unknown actor, Douglas
Campbell, made an instantaneous hit in the same role, with U.S.-horn
Irene Worth winning acclaim for her Desdemona.

| . ,
Guinness’ Sked Hamlet

To Alec Guinness came the only discredit to the Bard when his

“Hamlet” received a -round panning, and short shrift frorn the public.

“Shavings,” a group,'of Shaw playlets, also failed to attract; but a sea-

son of Shaw playlets at the Arts Theatre Club -found more favor.

’Of the established successes that continue to draw the crowds, “The
Little Hut,” “To Dorothy a Son” and “Seagulls Over Sorrento” are all

iri their second year. “Waters of the Moon,” a slender story, triumphed
because of its starring magnets, Sybil Thorndike and Edith .Evans.
Peter Ustinov’s “The Love of Four/Colonels,” starring himself, and
“Figure of Fun,” by Andre Roussin, author of

' “The Little Hut;” star-

ring John Mills, are settled down to indefinite runs. The only con-
tribution from Christopher Fry was “A Sleep of Prisoners,”' which
played in churches in various towns.
The tryout theatres and clubs had little outstanding in the way of

new offerings, depending on revivals with 'seasoned reputations, with
two exceptions. They were “The Biggest Thief in Town,” currently at

the Duchess Theatre, which moved down from the New Boltons The-
atre, and “Women of Twilight,” the starkly tragic story of unmarried
mothers, which had such a warm reception at its Embassy production
that Jack Hylton, bought it. It is now playing at the Vaudeville Theatre
and skedded for Broadway production. “The Happy Family,” a comedy
about the Festival, was also recruited from the Embassy but didn’t
survive long in the West End. From the Arts Theatre emanated Coc-
teau’s “Intimate Relations,” starring Fay Compton, which had a limited
appeal and a brief transfer to the Strand Theatre, built up on its pub-
licity as “the play that shocked France.”

The flops ranged from five weeks to two nights, this last distinction

being achieved by “All the Year Round,” a feeble play which opened
to a hostile audience on election night at the Duke of York’s. This

theatre then put on the ;medieval tragedy, “Heloise,” which lasted 10

days. It was a disappointing venture for Michael Powell, of “Red
Shoes” fame, .* being his first stage production. “Storks Don’t Talk/’

starring Mischa Auer, had a belligerent, abusive audience at its pre-

miere, necessitating police intervention, which resulted in a three-day

run.

;

[
, U. S,. Musicals Tops

,
.

The American musicals are still tops, with “Kiss Me, Kate” still do-
ing turnaway trade -after almost a year, and “South Pacific,” after a

mixed press reception, is booked far ahead into spring, having a three-

month sellout before it opened. Whatever doubts there may have been
as to the merits of the play, Mary Martin achieved a personal tri-

umph. “The Consul” was hailed as an artistic success, but failed to

draw and only ran a few weeks. The native musicals have a, bigger-

showing this year.. With the fading out of “King’s Rhapsody,” Ivor

Novelio’s last show, “Gay’s the Word” heads the list, the vital per-

sonality of Cicely Courtneidge beirig the mainstay of the production.
Also iri its second year is Emile - Littler’s “Blue For a Boy,” more on

the old-style musical comedy pattern, but still finding an appreciative
public. His latest production, “Zip Goes a Million,” proved a success-
ful gamble, bringing the Lancashire comedian, 1 George Formby, into

his first legit role in this musicalized version of “Brewster’s Millions.”

Another old play that has captured public taste is J. B. Fagan’s “And
So to Red,” with songs: by Vivian Ellis, giving Leslie Henson his first

straight part after a lifetime of broad comedy. Jessie Royce Laridi

also made a big hit in this show. “Rainbow Square” is more cosmopoli-

tan, having an English book and lyrics, with- music by Robert Stolz;

two American singers, Martha King arid Gloria Lane; English leading

man, Bruce Trent and comedians SOnnie Hale arid Alfred Marks. Its

continental flavor strikes a happy balance between the ultra dative arid

U. S; productions.
The Hippodrome continues to house the lavishly mounted nude

“Folies Bergere” revues presented by Val Parnell and Bernard Del-

font; These, with the spectacular Latin Quarter shows at the Casino/

proved a big draw with provincial as well as -overseas visitors. “Th
Peep Show” at the Palladium, “Fancy Free” at the Prince' of Wales
and the ex-radio show, “Take It From Us/' were popular revues in less

flamboyant Vein during 1951, but the intimate revue has receded to

the .vanishing point. The two current ones, “Penny Plain” and “The
Lyric RevUe,” both emanated from the Lyric .. Theatre, Hamimersmith,
in outer London.

Iri keeping witfi the international atmosphere of London’s floating

population, representative ballets found a' conspicuous: place. Apart
from the Sadler’s Wells productions, Anton DOlin and .Abriu Markova
had a special season at the Stoll, Ram Gopal and Indian Dancers made
a return visit, while others were Rosario and Antonia and the Spanish
Ballet, the Fernandez Dancers from South America and the Ny Norsk
Ballet from Oslo on their first Visit to London. Ruth Jpraper and CilH

Wang were other artists paying return visits who 1

always draw their

own special audiences.
*

The ice shOws continue to increase . in popularity, with Belita
“London Melody” at the Empress Hall arid Barbara- Ann. Scott in “Rose-
Marie” heading the * attractions. Special pantomime presentations are

planned for the holiday season, following last year’s successful pattern.
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Eady Fond Aided Briteh Fims in ’SI,

Sez French; Need Other Schemes Now
By SIR HENRY FRENCH

(
Director-General, British Film Producers Assn.)

London.
,
ly appreciated by British pro-
ducers, who fully realize that if

The year 1951 brought a prospect

, of security to British film produc-

es in turn created a revival

of optimism, not the extreme op-

timism of 1946-47, but a moderate

one controlled by reason.

Continuation of the Eady Fund

the outstanding feature of

1951 for British film producers;

This fund, established in 1050 for

an- experimental run. Of. a year. Is

dependent upon an increase in the

price of cinema admissions. In

1950 the estimated addition to the

net boxoffice receipts — that is,

after the entertainments duty had

been paid to the Government —
was divided equally between the

exhibitors and the British Film

Production Fund (Eady Fund). In

195 1 it was decided jointly by the

industry and the Government that

the Eady scheme should be con-

tinued for three further years

(making four in all); that Cinema:

seat prices and entertainments

duty should be increased still

higher; and that, on the basis of

the estimates accepted by all par-

ties for the purpose of the negc*

tiations, the addition to the. gross

boxoffice receipts should be di-

vided 52%- to the Government and

48% left with the industry.

Taking the four years 1950-51 to

1953-54 together, and assuming
that the agreed estimates are real-

ized, the amount left with exhibi-

tors will be approximately 60% of

th additional net boxoffice ter

ceipts after entertainments, duty
has been paid. Insofar as. film hire

is payable on a percentage basis,

the increase in .exhibitors’ receipts

will be liable to additional film

him
Now let us consider the effect

upon British producers. The first

period of the exhibitors’ levy com-
prised 47 weeks (Sept. 8, 1950, to

Aug. 4, 1951); the scheme will con-
tinue to run for a further three
periods each of 52 weeks, the first

of which began on Aug. 5, 1951. It

was estimated in July, .1950, that
the levy would in the first year
amount to £ 1,500,000 ($4,200,000)
per annum; This estimate was not
fully realized for the period lip to
Aug. 4, last when the levy was in-
creased. This was . due . to a com-
paratively small shortfall in box-
office receipts below the amount
anticipated. It was not due to de-
faults on the part of exhibitors,
which were negligible. The esti-

mated amount to be received by
the -fund during the remaining
three years is at the rate of ap-
proximately £3,200;000 ($9,000,-
000) per annum; This will be an
important addition to the revenue
of producers who are eligible to
benefit from the fund. Moreover,
these payments are not liable, like,

film rentals, to distributors’ com-
mission. In the case of many films
this additional receipt will make
all the difference between profit
and loss.

j Object of the Eady Plan
j

Some readers may quite reason-
ably be asking themselves what is

all this elaborate business of per-
centages and voluntary levy about.
Tiie answer is that the object of
the Eady plan (named after the
senior Treasury official, Sir Wil-
frid Eady, who first thought of it)

is to give British . films a slightly
larger proportion of boxoffice re-
ceipts than they can secure through
film rentals. The American indus-
try would have strongly objected,
and rightly so, to a proposal that,
coupled with a screen quota for
British films, the exhibitor should
be required to pay (apart alto-
gether from the boxoffice Value ofMilm> a higher rental for British
than for imported films. The
American industry has, however,
agreed for a period of four

.
years

lo
c
exhibitors making payments out

oi the boxoffice into the Eady
and that such payments

should be made before film hire is
calculated. The American indus-
t|'y s willingness to cooperate with
if® .

®n.^sb Government and the
pntish industry generally is great-

any one of the parties concerned—-
namely, the British Government,
film distributors, both American
and British, and British exhibitors—had refused to cooperate, the
scheme could not have been put
into operation On a voluntary basis.

To see the scheme im proper per-
spective it must be realized that
every interest gains to some ex-
tent, except , the cinemagoers who
are given, the choice of paying
more for their accustomed seats. Or
Occupying lower-priced seats, in-
sofar as the higher; prices .increase
gross boxoffice receipts, the Gov-
ernment, as already explained, will
take more than half of the addi-
tions. Exhibitors after paying en-
tertainment duty and levy, will be
left with more money than before
the; scheme Was introduced.. Com
sequently, there will be a larger
amount upon which to calculate
percentage film hire.

Distributors, both British and
American, benefit because the him
rentals upon which their commis-
sions are. calculated are increased.
If it is assumed that imported
American films earn .70% of the
national total

,
film hire, this is a

consideration of great importance
to Hollywood. In addition, this ad-

j

ditional sterling receipt has be-
come remittable. to the U. S: All,

producers benefit insofar as film

rentals are 'increased consequent,
upon additional boxoffice takings.

But producers of British quota pic-

tures, both feature films and
shorts, benefit chiefly by payments
from the Eady Fund. Here again,

a British quota film made . by
American interests, such as “The
Mudlark” “Treasure Island,”

benefits precisely in the same pro-
portion as a film made by British

producers, such as “The Lavender
Hill Mob,” “The Browning Ver-
sion” or “Tales of Hoffmann.” The
payment, made from the Eady Fund
is in strict proportion to the earn-
ings of the film in Great Britain.

The higher the distributors’ gross,

the larger the payment from the

British Film Production Fund.

|

Too Early to TeU~Yet
|

Ail these benefits, however, de-

pend on the boxoffice showing a

substantial increase; The .
scheme

was necessarily based on estimates.

Will they, be realized? It is too

early to say yet. The increased

prices came into operation on last

Aug 5. August was a month of

bad weather for holiday-makers
but favorable weather for Cinemas.

It was also fortunate that there

were some very attractive films be-

ing shown during the weeks fol-

lowing the increase in prices. The
scheme, undoubtedly got off to a

good, start. Will it last? And if it

does, where is it leading to? The
ultimate objective is to make film

production in Britain an economic
proposition. If this objective is

reached, film production should

again attract private capital and
the Government-sponsored Na-
tional Film Finance Gorp. should

no longer be required to provide

loans for a large proportion of the

new; films made by British pro-

ducers.

It must be obvious that these, re-

sults cannot possibly be realized

if the scheme is to be wound up
at the end of July, 1954, and noth-

ing put in its' place, There is a

good deal of misunderstanding
about this point. When the three-

year period was suggested last

June two reasons were given in
justification of the proposal. The
first object was to make it clear

that although the levy was in-

creased at the end of the first year,

it was to remain fixed for the next

three years. The second purpose

was .to provide .
reasonable

amount of time during which the

trade could find within its own ma-
chinery a»method by which British

films would receive a larger pro-

portion of the boxoffice. than was
the case before the Eady idea came
into operation. In other words, the

different sections -of the trade it-

self were to be given time in which

to devise and agree upon a scheme

of their own instead of operating

one requiring Government ap-

proval ahd closely linked, with the

entertainment duty. This impor-

tant and difficult problem .remains

to be tackled.

26 Religions IT Fix

Being Made at Elstree

London.
Under conditions of secrecy, a

series of Technicolor TV religious
1

films are being lensed at Elstree by
Frederick Packard, son-in-law of
J. Arthur Rank. The series, which
it ,is understood, will total 26, is

being produced at the Gate studios

which are owned by the J. Arthur
Rank group. Each film in the
series, which are. based on biblical

stories, will run: for 27M» minutes,
Name artists haye been engaged

to play in these films, including
Leslie Bradley, who is portraying
Moses; Joan Rice and Bette St.

John, Latter is currently playing
in the London version of ‘‘South

Pacific”

Give British Pix a Break or U. S.

Industry WiD Sutler Too
By TOM O’BRIEN, M.P.

(General Secretary, National Assn, of Theatrical & Kine Employees)

London.
The British film-producing in-

dustry continues in the doldrums,
It faces one setback after another.

Frankfurt.
Television in western Germany

will start off in earnest iii 1952,
but while it is expected to be wide-
spread, the telecasting time will
be on a considerably smaller scale
than in England or France, not
to mention the U. S. While Ger-
man video will be private-run,
there will be no commercial video
programs, as in England and in
the. planned telecasts in Switzer-
land;

At this time, German TV is still

in the experimental stage and only
one station is operating. By the
end of 1952, however, Video ex-
perts hope there will be some
50,000 German TV set owners. The
expansion of the TV net through-
out Germany is nevertheless an
easy possibility, since technicians
will have practically no geographi-
cal problems to Cope with. Ad-
ditionally, distances in Germany are
small by American standards,
facilitating the building of numer-
ous. relay stations, which CoUld
also be used for local telecasting.
At the present, the only TV sta^

tion of western Germany is lo-

cated in Hamburg and operated
by Nordwestdeutsche Rundfunk
(NWDR) , the country’s largest ra-

dio network. TV programs consist
of two-hour casts every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, between
8 and 10 p.m: Most of the programs
are vidpix, with a very small per-
centage consisting of TV shows
and live TV shots, such as sports
events. There, are less than 100
TV sets in Hamburg, despite, the
fact that the city has a population
of 1,600,000. NWDR also operates
a handful of public TV booths
where viewing is free. NWDR-TV
has a viewing radius of about 10
miles.
While this telecasting is only in

an embryonic stage, plans for 1952
would establish regular TV stations

all oVer the country. German TV,
as is radio, would be privately op-
erated by the big radio networks.
These are NWDR; Bayernfunk, in

Bavaria ( Munich and Nuernberg )

;

Radio Frankfurt; ahd SuedWestfurik
( Stuttgart k n d Baden - Baden )

.

NWDR has four AM stations, in

Hamburg, Hannover and Cologne.
As in the radio field, NWDR-TV
is expected to cover the largest
part of the Country;
The German TV system would

be similar to that in the U. S. It

would use the 625-line system, but
for about two or three years there
would be no color telecasts. At
present, TV transmissions cost 200
to 250 marks ( $47.60 to $59.50

)

per minute. As with radio, German
TV would be set up on a subscrip-
tion basis, with set owners paying
a monthly average of five to eight
marks ( $1.19 to $1.90) .

The big deterrent to fast develop-
ment of TV in Germany is the
cost of TV sets. During the recent
Berlin industrial fair j radio manu-
facturers exhibited about 40 dif-

ferent type of TV sets, with prices
generally ranging between 1,200

and 2,000 marks ( $285.60 to $476).
These prices are definitely out for

the average citizen. There ate
about. 5,000 sets already available

for sale, but the demand is very
small; and while NWDR-TV does

hope for 50,000 subscribers (in all

of Germany ) by the end of 1952,

this could be achieved Only with
cutting ’of. prices, With present
manufacturing hosts, this is not

very likely.

The German TV sets generally

have 9-by-12-inch: screens.

Thousands of film employees have
lpst their jobs,, with little; or no
prOspect of getting them back. We
are helped to a very limited extent
by what is, in fact, the government
subsidy.. The entertainment tax
is a crippling burden and harmful
to exhibitors, producers ahd work-
ers: alike. Despite it all, con-
tinue to make very good films,

some of which are second to none.

The American picture industry
may be tempted to believe that if

Britain ceases to make pictures it

WiU be a good thing. What
,
a mis-

take this is! I know of nothing
more dangerous for the; American
film industry or, indeed; for in-

ternational. re 1 at i on

s

than that
America should be the sole film-
producing centre of the world.
Nothing will be calculated to. .in-

crease the anti-American feeling
abroad than for Hollywood to have
a real monopoly of world film pro-

duction, Those of us who, day in

and day out, advocate and work
for good Anglo-American relations,

know that this is the stark truth.

American exhibitors must, once
and for all, give a real break for

good British films. This break Will

not injure the American industry;
ih fact, it will do it good. The Vast
millions of American cinemagoers
have as much right to see regular
presentations of B r i ti s h films
throughout the U. S. as the mil-
lions elsewhere who see American
films. It is manifestly unfair, and
is calculated to stimulate antagon-
ism over a wide field for good
British films to be denied general
exhibition in the U. S.

I
The Day. Might Come

The day might come, and come
Very soon, when the American
film indUstry on a whole will go
on their hands and knees and pray
for a virile British film-producing
industry and for British films. -It

might be too late then. No. one
likes the same thing all the time,
and what our American friends
should realize is the strong possi-
bility that there might be a world
revulsion to American films. If

that day comes, friends of Ameri-
ca, like myself,, will have to resist

the temptation of saying “I told

you so,
v

I know there will, be an outcry
from various sections of: the Ameri-
can film industry to let the British
film industry stew in its own juice.

It is easy to propound a principle

or policy, but carrying it out is

quite another matter.

For a long ‘time I have advo-
cated the establishment of a per-

manent Anglo - American f ilm s

oouncil. The lack of
.

unity in the
respective film industries is large-

ly responsible for this body not
being set up. What a pity, Many of

the leaders of the film industries

on both sides of the Atlantic con-
tinue to live in a fool’s paradise.

They have lived for so many years,

in the big money that they don’t

think that the things can be
changed overnight. But change
they, will, and the change cannot
be stopped because there is no in-

strument or machinery in exist-

ence to stop it.

.

The American film industry is

particularly vulnerable. It is in

the.hands and under, the control of

a very few brilliant men who
started many years ago the hard

Way and. who have reached the

evening of their, lives content in

having built a film empire. But
\vhat of the morrow? What is to

happen to this vast and complex
American industry when the build-

ers. of that great industry are gone?
Who. is there to follow? Bank
managei-s, publicity experts, star

gazers, and a motley crew of

hangers-on? These will never run
an industry. Rather, they would
rui it. There is yet time for

these illustrious men in America,

and the few counterparts we have
in Britain, to get together and do
something to provide a means
where their life’s work - wiil-.:-fiot go

up in smoke after they have gone.

|;7 Films’ Influence _|

If films are to influence the

thought of the world, if they are to

take its part in preserving the

peace of the world, the screens of

the world must be. freely open to
the- best films that are made in
any part of the World. Woe-betide
the country that forces its own
thoughts' and its own wares on the
rest of the world, and prevents the
thoughts and wares of other na-
tions entering into their own!
There are great men in the film’

industries everywhere. Let these
in the English-speaking world, to
start with, get together and work
hard for a mutual understanding
and solution Of their trading prob-
lems so that others may follow.

TV ADDING VITALITY

TO SCOTS’ SHOW BIZ
Glasgow.

Show biz is flourishing in Scot-

land, despite high cost of living.

And now-—a new development is

approaching with, the arrival of
television.

Theatre and cinema operators
aren’t worried. . They see in TV"
a useful fillup to their own pro-
motions. Already.. number of
cinemas are being wired for video,,

in anticipation of the British
Broadcasting Corp. granting them
licenses for relays.

In March the first Scottish video
programs will transmit from the
new station at Kirk ’ Shotts,
Lanarkshire, halfway between
Edinburgh and Glasgow. It will be
one of the most powerful stations
in the world. At the outset, pro-
grams wiU be largely English.

As always, American perform-
ers have earned high popularity in
Scotland. This year didn’t bring
as many top-liners as in earlier
seasons, but undoubtedly, the act
that made the deepest impression
was the Andrews Sisters. They
came to Glasgow’s Empire Theatre
and clicked big.

Judy Garland had a great re-
ception at the same music hall in
a one week date. Donald O’ConnOr
also scored strongly in variety, ac-
companied by his wife, Deep River
Boys, now almost a bi-annual in-
stitution in Glasgow, were another
U. S. act given a top Scotch wel-
come.. Among the lesser names
who impressed was a Canadian,
Fran Dowie and his wife and part-
ner, Candy Kane. Fran has a mock-
cowboy Comedy act that’s likely
to go big. “Sugar Chile” Robinson
also appeared at Glasgow. Empire
to good biz.

The Scottish comedians hold
their own big following and con-
tinue to hold down high salaries,

despite recurring criticism that
new gags and material are needed.
Several are looking to television
possibilities. Harry Gordon, Tom-
my Morgan, Alec Finlay, Jack An-
thony and Jack Radcliffe are in

the top rank, although the last-

mentioned was the object of much
criticism following his appearance
at the Royal Variety Performance
in London, when he cracked jokes
of doubtful taste before Qucop
Elizabeth.

‘Among younger artists, Jimmy
Logan, nephew of Ella Logan,
stands out and is fast approaching
the first rank of Scottish comics.
He’s ably backed by radio, having
his own weekly variety show “It’s

All Yours.”

.Other promising, performers i

Scotland include Jimmy Neil,

whose hOmely patter goes down
big in Will Fyffe style, and Jose-
phine and Alexis Ccombie, sisters

who may team Up.

Pantomime and summer seasons
reign supreme in ••"•'the land of
Lauder and Aiild Lang Syne.
Some criticize on the score that
they last too long,. Pantomime
rirnis well into April and summer
seasons, from May to October. Lit-

tle is left for new productions oi*

good straight plays from London;

Domiciled in
. Scotland (and cur-

rently playing, panto) is English
comedian Freddy Sales." He lives

in Glasgow, riiade a name here
when he stood-in for Dave Willis.

Big event in the legit and music
side continues to be the annual
Edinburgh. Festival, in which, last

fall, British pic star Margaret
Lockwood appeared as Eliza Doo-
little in “Pygmalibn.”
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By NOEL MEADOW

I

The touchingly loyal audiences

for foreign-language films- which

have grown to maturity in the past

two decades are Wavering in their

allegiance.

The rapid expansion of this

group had been fluffed off as in-

significant by Hollywood for many
years, but had more recently

caused American producers to

6how signs of deep anxiety. They

may have had the perception ip

realize the reason behind the phe-

nomenon: Not that this section of

American moviegoers loved the

foreign films more; but they loved

the Hollywood stuff less.

A retreat from foreign-language

film patronage has : come suddenly

in the past year, but Hollywood

needn't indulge in the delusion

that the whole thing has blown,

over and the prodigal has returned

to" its boxoffice fold.

The rebellion is still It’s

just taken a new turn.

There has been . a switch tp

British films, and the rebels are

picking up strength faster than
ever. No more listening to lan-

guages they can’t understand—no
more speed-reading of the visual

titles.

The pessimists can explain the
new twist in this way: Anything
but Hollywood films!

But that might be going too far.

There is no denying that the

British productions have a special

charm Of their own—perhaps an
interesting but unhurried pace
that is psychologically better

suited to the cause of relaxation,

which is what people go to films,

for, after all.
v

'|

For the British product (via

Alexander Korda and J. Arthur
Hank) to gain American audience
favor has taken the best part of

decade. Boxoffice resistance

seemed /to have a twofold cause:

The tough-to-understand British

accent, and that certain minimum
of action.

But a subtle change has been
wrought to make the British pro-

nunciations more clearly under-
stood. There is no confirmation
for this, but it is evident that the

English producers, pitching for the
American market, have quietly

gotten their players to cooperate
in a campaign to promote pronun-
ciation that the U. S., could savvy.

'The inescapable, fact is that they’re

a lot easier to understand than
they were a few years ago.

And the changed character of

the British film is also conspicu-
ous. Stories have become more
zingy, and the development of the
“suspense" film has become a vir-

tual British monopoly.

There can be no denying that

television has done its ample
share to bring about popular ac-

ceptance of
.
British films here.

Whey are being widely shown on
TV screens, though the reason ;is

no news to anyone. They’re
cheaper. But whatever the Under-
lying economic motive for their

use, the fact is that the American
ear has become adjusted to the

British way With a word—even in

the old, unreconstructed pictures

whose players had -not yet. seen
the true light. It's this stuff out

of the vaults that TV is Using.

eign-language films have been dy-

ing in New York, where they could
usually rely oh getting back a con-
siderable portion of their distribu-

1

tiori costs, if they had any stuff

at all. The city which had about
a score of theatres devoted to

foreign-language first-runs a few
years ago now has exactly two.

.
Behind this Sudden switch, too,

is a twofold, cause:

Foreign producers — especially

French —- have priced themselves
out of the IL S. market by demand-
ing exorbitant' advances from
prospective American distributors,

and tightening censorship here
has made the risks of distribution

too much of a gamble, even with-
out the tougher: economical de-

mands from abroad. As to censor-
ship, there are the examples of

‘‘The Miracle" (Italian) and “La
Ronde" (French), the latter having
been kept by censorship from: get-

ting important playing time.

As a result, With but a single ex-

ception, there has been no really

‘‘big*’ foreign-language click here
for a year. That exception of

course, is. “Bitter Rice,” an Italian

import, which remains the most
sensational thing in this class and
still a: factor in the market. Be-
cause of wide distribution, it is

reputed to be the biggest foreign-

language money-maker of all time:

In the past few years, the only
foreigns to approach it were
“Bicycle Thief" and “Paisan."

|

Other Interesting Grossers
|

British Sleeper

As a result, to cite one example,
a British sleeper, “Tony Draws a

Horse," is doing uncommonly well

across the country, after an 11-

Week premiere at New York’s

Park Ave. Theatre. Among British

pix of the. nqt-too-distant pa,

which .couldn't - have done much
better than they did are: “Red
Shoes," “Kind Hearts and Coro-

nets" and "Tight Little Island.

Thriving reports have been forth-

coming among a more recent crop,

namely “Trio," “The Wooden
Horse" and “Tales of Hoffmann,"
and, by all means, “The Lavender
Hill Mob." Even “Oliver Twist,

which had prior ^sendoff on
wave of controversial publicity, is

pulling audiences. ,

On the other hand, most for

Two other interesting grossers
of 1951 were: Discina’s “Manon,”
(French) although it still has
sbrship setbacks in. certain terri-

tories; add “The Emperor’s Night-
ingale,” but the latter, although
of. Czechoslovakian origin, had an
English commentary.

Not to
.
be ignored among the

reasons for decreased sales re-

sistance to British film fare is the

recent exchange of English and
U, S, stars. British players Alec
Guinness, Michael Wilding, Lau-
rence Olivier, Jean Simmons and
Alastair Sim are among the hot-

test things on the Hollywood hori-

zon, and Britisher David Niven
and James Mason are seen often
in films made'"in either country.

Niven, Mason and" Wilding follow-

ers aren’t too fussy about the

origin of a motion picture in which
their favorite appears.

These popular British names
have replaced such famous French
and Italian topflight personalities

as Viviane Romance, Suzy Delair,

Louis Jouvet, Jean Marais; Anna
Magnani and Michel Simon.

With the increasing
.

demand,
two American independent dis-

tributors have come along rapidly

because they could supply it.

Snader Productions has tied up a
long list of Sir Alexander Korda
pictures, and Dr. Arthur Epstein,

heading Fine Art Films, has ac-

quired U. S. rights for a number
Of British product.

Snader has come along with a
unique TV tie-in. Setting up Tele-

scriptions, as an allied agency,

Snader Productions will sponsor
the. Korda films and other British-

ers for first-run and Subsequent-
run theatre showings, and will

|

then, before they are squeezed
completely dry of potential audi-

ence, turn them over to its Tele-

scriptiori counterpart. The latter

has already tied up many of the
nation’s TV stations for showing
the films via that medium, There
will also be a two-way exploitation

tieiip. Hence, the first of, these

films will be taken from the thea-

tre market sometime, next spring

and Will be shown, still fresh, to

TV audiences.

Of Old Heidelberg

And 'Student Prince’

By LT. COL.
—BARNEY OLDFIELD—

Heidelberg.

Frau Teresa Ernst-Schoenenber-

ger says she’ll probably never get

the picture she wanted so long,

She had just read of the death of

Sigmund Rombergs

Frau Ernst’s house is full of pic-

tures—and memories. She owns
the Hotel Waldhorn ob der Bruck
in Heidelberg, Germany, and if

you’ll climb up the 36 stairs with

her. She’ll show you where Prince

Reuss-Koestritz, of Saxony* as a

student, looked .out of his window
and Saw a Kiri .named Kathie in
863. The lightning that: struck

the
.
prince and Kathie was purely

ocal in those days, but for a guy
named Meyer Forster it Was an
idea for a play , called “Old Heidel-
berg’’; for another named .

Viktor
von ' Scheffel it led to poetry and
Student songs; and much later,

Sigmund Romberg put it to music
and it became the hardy perennial
of the Shubert garden, “The Stu-
dent Prince."

Frau Ernst’s establishment is

aithfully reproduced in the bp-
eretta’s opening scene.: She has
been on the job since . 1907, and
since that time estimates she has
Climbed up and down the 36 stairs

from the main floor to the room in
which the prince Was quartered an
average of 30 times a day, seven
days, a week. To this time, She
has shown people of 46 nations
over the premises which spawned
the romance (she had 45 of them
on the books before World War II,

and picked up an Arab sightseer
to make the 46th last October).

FraU Ernst always starts With
two framed pictures just inside:
the dining room, Norma Shearer
and her late husband, Irving Thal-
berg; Miss Shearer’s screen ver-
sion in the late ’20s for Thalberg’s
Metro did much to make the inn a
tourist stopping place. Frau Ernst’s
mother, now dead; had written a
condolence, and the -answering let-

ter is framed with Thalberg’s pic-

ture, dated Nov. 10, 1936. j j

Werner Futterer (nee Bateman,
of “Victoria Regina" with Helen
Hayes in .1938) is a German actor
who has made several Heidelberg
pix and is well up among the faces.
Lawrence Tibbett, who has prob-
ably seen “The Student Prince"
through as many times as there are
stairs in the inn, is hung in the
Brown Derby manner, and the
page in the guestbook where he
has written almost falls open auto-
matically to show his remark:
“Simply fascinating; 1946."

The First Hundred Years-1950-51

(Or, The London Story)
By NAT KARSON

Lubitsch arid Cerf

Louis-Guerin to
Paris.

Pierre.Louis-Guerin of the Lido
who also has the Empire arid has

booked the Sonia Henie ieeshow,

is leaving on a U. S. scouting tour

Jan. 15. His producer, Rene Fra-

day. leaves a few weeks earlier.

Meanwhile, Guerin is presenting
under Jules • Borkon aegis, the

Teresa and Luisillo Spanish ballets

at the Empire. Latter opened
sock and is grossing close to $3,000
nightly.

One of the New York long-
stemmed types signed i , too,

Marion Bradley, who notes her
vintage, “Billy Rose’s Diamond
Horseshoe, Nqv. 23, 1945." Ernst
Lubitsch is down for passage in
1928. There is also either a dis-

closure of a first name for the first

time publicly, or it’s someone else
—a listing of “Alfred Bennet Cerf,”
who, if the Cerf. disowns New York
and gives Hollywood for an ad-
dress.

Another of the trade who has
gone to talk over old times With
Romberg, Scheffel, Thalberg; the
Prince and. Kathie on the Other
Side is Mady Christians, who found
the setting and the banks of the
NeCkar River inspiring. Cary
Grant was in, Frau Ernst says
“with somebody."

Hotel Waldhorn is closed now,
because; like all places which deal
in memories, it has tended to get a
little musty and needs a paint job,

a little heating, and some wallpa
per. It hasn’t yet gone the way
of the Red Ox Inn, on the other
side of the river, which has to put
tip With, substitutes for the drink-
ing songs of German variety Which
run variously as “.Don’t Send: My
Boy to Illinois," "Whiffenpoof
Song" and “Caissons Go Rolling
Along," emblematic of the Army’s
European Command hq. being in
town.

By the way, what really did hap-
pen, to the prinCe. He did marry
the princess, but Frau Ernst
doesn’t know who she was. Nobody
thought to take notes in advance
of the big hullabaloo later, and be-
sides, there were lots Of princesses
in those days.

The fact that the prince fell for

!

Kathie, a summertime barmaid,

London.

it’ll be a cinch for you” That’s

what the. man said to me in the

lobby of the Savoy in August, 1949.

The man was Joe Vogel, veepee of

Loew’s, and it sounded so easy—
doing a new stage show every three
weeks at Metro’s Empire Theatre,
in London. Ah r London—the pre-

war England. I knew in the.’ ’30s—
stately, dignified and leisurely,

none of that New York rat race,

just a. civilized existence doing the
kind of stuff I had been perpetrat-

ing at Radio City and on Broad-
way. No more finding scripts to
produce, auditioning for backers
and fighting with the Shuberts on
house terms, just a nice little resi-

dent company of singers, ballet, or-

chestra and rhythm dancers, 3,000
miles from Lindy’s—yes, it was go-
ing to be a leadpipe cinch*

“You’ll never find the type of
dancers, of singers you require in
this country;, they just don’t exist

in Englmid.” That’s what they all

told me on my arrival' in London.
But I wasn’t buying it! No-r-not in

the country that had produced the
Sadler’s Wells; ballet and the orig-

inal Tiller Troupes of the early
’20s—-and besides, what did we re-
quire other than people with aver-
age intelligence arid enough train-

ing in the basic rudiments of danc-
ing and singing? Beyond that we
were prepared to train our com-
pany to exact specifications. So-o
—no dancers. Well, approximately
2,000 showed up at various audi-
tions, Which we finally weeded out
to two troupes of dancers num-
bering 30 and 20, respectively.

Singers — and good ones —- were
in. abundance, and there was no
trouble filling our complement of
vocalists. So, we were in re-

hearsals, three weeks of it and
one to go—-when, Bqin-n-n-g! ! !—
a strike! It seemed that Brit-

ish Actors Equity and the Variety:
Artists . Federation couldn’t agree
as to who was to have juris-
diction oyer our resident singers,

and dancers. We at the Empire had
no quarrel with the basic contract,

since we were paying double the
basic minimum for 12 shows, as we
were doing 24 per week. . And fur-

ther, we had
.
voluntarily increased

the rehearsal salary, but there we
were in the middle of it just one
short week prior to bur. opening.
Pickets, frontpage publicity, ex-
citement—all well and good—but
what about the rehearsals? The
two unions .finally resolved their
differences in the form of a tem-
porary joint agreement, and so
We carried on in that final short
week replete with rnoments Of im-
pending disaster; mechanical dif-

|iculties, nightmarish last-minute
rehearsals. I was ready to take the
first plane.back and reopen “Nellie
Bly!”

“It’s always a great privilege to
see a genius at work.” That’s what
one of the byline journalists said
in scoffing at our auditions. The.
Metro, press department has asked
me, in view of the great interest in
the new policy, if I had any objec-
tion to admitting the press to audi-
tions. I explained that it was not
customary in the States, as audi-
tions are a cold, hard facet of show
business, not altogether pleasant.
However, Since I was unfamiliar
with local practice, I bowed to their
judgment. The “genius" crack ap-
peared the following day. “Ah," I
said to myself, “a little anti-Amer-
ican bias.” This and other vague
West End mutterings—“he’ll never
open on time etc."—were not cal-
culated to make me feel any more
comfortable or happy. That’s all I

needed now with all of the pre-
production headaches. I awaited
the opening-day reports With not a
little trepidation*

“Well, at least, there are plenty
bf Vaudeville acts in. England.” I
said to myself that I had seen hun-
dreds -p£- acts in London variety
halls, preWar arid postwar, rind ra-
dio had not encroached upon arid
killed vaudeville as it had in the
States;

.
This was going to be no

problem. But I encountered this

was the big news, the makings of
song and play..

Kathie? She went home to Vien-
na, and married an older gent who
had a big stable of. horses—dray
horses, that is, not racehorses.

Real-life moral: If you can’t
make hay, feed it.

kind of baby talk: “Pantomime
season, you know, old man. All our
very best acts have been booked up
since last summer and will be play-
ing pantomime for the next. 12
weeks.” So here I was, stuck, and
with a British quota yet (50% of
all acts in variety theatres must be
British). Frantically, I cabled the
States and the Continent. Some-
how, we got enough acts to open.

"L.C.C. Makes Further Cuts i

Allocation of Steel and Timber.”
Such were the headlines in ’49.

Well, I couldn’t get dancers, acts,

there were technical hitches—
now I . bad to face the brim reg-
ulations so necessary in an Eng-
land emerging from a particularly,

chaotic war period with its short-
ages. What with the licensing re-
strictions and curtailed materials, t
would haye to depend on British
craftsmanship to overcome this
lack of basic necessities and still

maintain a standard of production.
Oh, well, I wasn’t any worse off
than the next producer. As if this

weren’t enough, I Was formally in-

troduced to the “power cut.” Sud-
denly, a phone call at 11:53 a.m.,

•—“Say, there’s a power cut coming
in at 12, there’ll be no lights for
the strige show." I was on the verge
of giving it all up then arid there
and rechristening the show “Danc-
ing in the Dark!"

“Empire Girls Steal Royal Com-
mand Performance. Hon purs”
(quote: from London dailies}.

These were the dancers they told
me I couldn’t get As a matter of
record, our Empire Girls are- ac-

knowledged tp be the finest danc-
ing troupe in Erigland and the Con-
tinent, and have performed at two
Royal Command shows within 24
months. They are in tremendous
demand for all important charity
and gala functions. Our little ballet
company has turned out quite a bit
of talent, some of it migrating to
Sadler’s. Wells. As far as Our
singers are concerned, a number
of them have graduated to more
important parts in current West
End shows.

“Hall, Norman & Ladd Hit of
Royal Variety Show” (quote from
London papers). Faced with the
problem of securing acts for the
Empire, I scoured the provinces
and the more obscure music halls,

with the result that many an uri-

luiown act has played its first West
End engagement at the Empire.
It’s quite a kick to cite the success
of the following: Fayne & Evans,
who went oil to score in the last

Royal Variety Command Perform-
ance; Rex Ramer, who stopped the
show cold opening night of “Folies
Bergere"; Bill Hurley, who at the
moment is hot with his; first re-

cording.
“Minister, of Supply Suggests

Cuts in Luxury Materials” (quote
from London papers). So maybe
there’ll be no more spangles and a

little less oL.. costly fabrics, but
then after two years of working
with

:
British craftsmen I’m not at

all concerned. Somehow or other
they manage to create an illusion

with a deplorable lack of materials.
Don’t take my word for it, just ask
Rodgers & Hammerstein, Jo Miel-
ziner. Jack Hylton and Lem Ayers,
whom I am certain will agree with
me that “Carousel," “South Pac-
ific" and “Kiss Me, Kate" were
more, than adequately reproduced
here in terms of scenery and cos-

tumes. In many instances I feel

that the London production was
much better.

“Imaginative ”
“Colourful.” “In-

ventive” “Brilliant
.”

I could go on
quoting. I cari only tell you that
my anticipatory feat's about a
biased British press were utterly

groundless, that it has been most
encouraging in its praise.

I get a lump in my throat when
a British audience screariis the
house down for a Danny Kaye, a
Bob Hope, a Judy Garland, or a

Mary Martin, whether it be at the
Palladium, Drury Lane .

or any
other West End theatre. But I get

a bigger kick out of the realization

that the British public .has taken
into its hearts the all-British resi-

dent company at the Empire—the
orchestra, Empire Girls, choral
group and ballet. And if we hete
at our little gilt and plrish lean-to

in Leicester Square have done; one
small bit to solidify our Anglo-
American relationship, it’s worth
all the blood, sweat and tears of

the past two years. I wouldn’t ex-

change this experience for the

world.
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Video’s Increasing Influence

By SIR PHILIP WARTER
(Chairmen, Associated British Pictures )•

London.

Let there be no mistake about -I

it TV is making friends and in-

fluencing people. This new me-

dium (still in its infancy) is mak-

ing and will continue to capture

a Substantial share of the British

Public’s interest With its variety of

programs, especially its key asset

of nresenting the news.

We in the film industry were

naturally concerned when TV first

began to cast its shadow over our

theatres. Some even called the

cathode tube the shadow of a mon-

ster whose eventual appearance

would cause a crushing disaster

from which the industry would

never recover. Others warned of

the great transformation of

cinemas to TV theatres. Of course

this isn’t the first time tiie

film industry has been fright-

ened by scientific achievements

or other crises. Shadows have

been with us before, just as

frightening and gloomy as the TV
shadow, or, as I prefer, to call it,

“the five o’clock shadow” which
can be cleared away with a blade

6r an electric s h a v e r. In other

words, we are faced with a “five

o’clock shadow” situation which, if

neglected, Will put our industry in

a very drab position and, before we
know it, we’ll riot only appear
down and out but begin to believe

it Ourselves.

We i the industry
.
must assess

the competitive value of television

as opposed to. the value .of motion
pictures, and We must also examine
ways in which these new develop-
ments in electronics .can assist us
technically ’ producing better
product at a more economic price.

We must also learn (as we did with
radio) how to use this intimate me-
dium as a means of advertising and
promoting our pictures.

From statistics that are avail-
able to Us, it looks as though a
large proportion of regular cinema
patrons are in the 17-to-25 years
age group while at the present
time, at any rate in Great Britain,
apart from certain sports items,
television is inclined to appedl to
the older people. It is, of course,
very noticeable that when televi-
sion comes to a new era the
novelty value alone a 1 1 r a c t s a
much wider circle of viewers 'than
when it has settled down and the
novelty has worn off. This fact Is

generally admitted in America
and it has been noticed here where
the London cinema receipts, which
Were hit badly during the novelty
period, are now on the upgraded
In the Midland area, where TV
Is still the new rage, receipts have
fallen sharply despite, the high
spending power'*in this essentially
manufacturing area. The coriclu-

, therefore, is that provided we
can maintain and improve the
standard of the films we show to
the public and pay constant atten-'
tion to the service and comfort of
the patrons in our theatres, we
need not fear a serious decline in
attendance as a result of a TV an-
tenna on Mr. and Mrs. Public’s
roof. It must also be remembered
that in addition to novelty draw-
ing power of TV, the hire-purchase
monthly payments reduce spending
money for cinemas, but thereafter
the boxoffice does riot suffer to the
same extent.

Large-Screen TV
I

One of the ways which has been
suggested for competing with this
new living room attraction is large-
screen television in cinemas. As
understand it; the proposal is that

Jarge-screen television should take
me place, to some extent, of the
supporting program. Personally, I
am inclined to think that this idea

u'nspund except, perhaps, for a,
liinited number of. large city
houses. The cost of large-screen
television, both for equipment and
nograms, would

.

far exceed the:
amount, that exhibitors can nor-
naiiy afford to pay for supporting
1

• ’ ®hd they would be faced with
.c j«

n
.

either to increase adniis-
. on prices, with a risk of losing
Uendances, or else to reduce sub-

stantially the feature film hire.
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asicaUy» are' What the pub-
Ejy t0 come and see; . In fact,
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now

.

*han ever, our studios
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e to Produce bigger
better films which over the

past year have proved that the pub*
lie. does prefer a seat in the cinema
to an easychair in the lounge.
In the field of publicity, the in-

dustry is making extensive use of
radio which over the years has be-
come an accepted and effective prm
motional outlet. Obviously then,
the visual method of showing the
public extended trailers, specially
prepared scenes, or special adapta-
tions, and using guest stars, should
have a much stronger appeal than
radio. In fact, this medium is still

undeveloped and I feel certain
that the use of the TV screen opens
an entirely new selling approach
which must show results at the bOx-
office.

I, also believe that new tech-
niques in film production can be
developed as a result of research
in electronics. It is interesting to
note that a company has been
formed in England to exploit cer-
tain ideas in this connection. The
industry should take a deep inter-
est ‘ all TV developments and
should certainly adopt any tech-
nique which will' improve or facili-

tate production.

As more and more of Great
Britain is being initiated to TV, it

is most encouraging to note that

the cinema is still, by public choice,

the best form of entertainment.
We are, Of course, very grateful for
Hollywood product, which has cer-

tainly improved in quality, in the

past year.

Buzzell to Europe
For Mag Story Deal

Edward Buzzell^ freelance direc-

tor since leaving Metro about two

years ago, sailed from New York

Saturday (29) on the Queen Eliza-

beth for Europe to work out a deal

in which he’d produce and direct

a film version of a Cosmopolitan
mag story, “The Third Girl From
the Right.”

While declining to reveal the

Identity of his Continental associ-

ates, Buzzell said he would discuss

the project with individuals in Lon-
don and Rome. He then planes to

Rio de Janeiro to look over studios

in nearby Sao Paulo, where the

venture hiay .be made.

BSO in Paris Bow
Boston Symphony Orchestra

will make its first appearance in

Europe next spring. Orch will, give

three concerts in Paris in May, un-

der the sponsorship .of the Con-

gress for Cultural Freedom*

Charles Munch, symph’s musical

director, will share the podium
with Pierre Monteaux, as guest.

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London.

“And So to Bed/’ Strand (11).

“Biggest Thief/’ Fortune (20).

“Blue for Boy,” Majesty’s (57).

“Colombe,” New (3).

“Day’s Mischief,” Duke York (3).

“Figure of Fun/’ Aldwyeh (11).

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp (43).

“Gay’s the Word,” Saville (46).

“Hollow,” Ambassadors (31).

“Indian Summer,” Criterion (3).

“Kiss Me Kate,” Coliseum (43).

“Knight’s Madn’s,” Vic Pal* (94).

“Little Hut,” Lyric (65).

“London Melody,” Empress (31).

“Love 4 Colonels,” W’ndh’m (33).

“Lyric Revue,” Globe (14).

“M’summer Dream*” Old Vic d);

“Moment of Truth,” Adelphi (6),

“Penny Plain,” St. Mart. (27).

“Rainbow Square,” Stoll. (15).

“Relative Values,” Savoy (4).

“Reluctant Heroes,” Wt’th (76).

“Seagulls Sorrento,”' ApollO (78).

“South Pacific,” Drury (9).

“To Dorothy, a Son/’ Gar’i’k (58).

“Waters of Moon,” H’ym’kt (57).

“White Sheep Family/’ Pic. (12).

“Winter’s Tale,” Phoenix (2?)*

“Women .of Twilight’’ Vaude (11)

“Zip Goes Million,’’ Palace (11).

OPENING THIS WEEK
(Figure , denotes preem date)

“Thieves’ Carnival,” Arts (2)..

,

By RUSS SPLANE

7okyo.

You wouldn’t know her today.

Tokyo,, that is. The bomb-scarred
capital of six years ago Which early
occupation troops watched digging
herself out of the dusty rubble of

war is a tinseled city today. Still

drab in spots in the harsh light of
day, Tokyo takes on color and
glamor at night that make it spar-

kle. like an Oriental gem,. Night
life in Nippon has made a sock
comeback, and to many Americans
fighting in Korea Or on occupation
duty in Japan, Tokyo has become
the Paris of the Far East.

Current upbeat can be traced
riot only to Japan’s gradual recov-

ery from the ravages of the last

war, but to the artificial period of
prosperity which a large segment
the population is. enjoying because
of the present conflict In Korea*
There is little evidence by night

of the rigid austerity'' which the
Japanese are supposed to be prac-
ticing to get the country on its

feet and free from American dollar
aid. • Before the present power
shortage brought on restrictions

on kilowatt consumption, Tokyo’s
half-dozen popular entertainment
districts were., a blaze of neon and
incandescent invitations to pleas-

ure. City officials report that by
December, 1951, more than 2,000
licensed bistros were operating.

Joints range from tiny standup
bars, about the size of an eastside'

necktie emporium in N. Y„ to lav-

ish nightclubs like the two-storied
Club Teito, the gaudy Grand Pal-
ace, the rowdy Show Boat and the
popular Harem, which reportedly
employs 600 girls as hostesses and
dancing partners. Lavish clubs of
this nature riot only have English
names, but Offer Americamstyle
entertainment. Western dance-
bands, fast-talking emcees, girlie

lines, singers and Specialty acts

make up the standard bill. Vocal-
ists sing American pop tunes in

English and orchs play so many
U. S. tunes they sound like a re-

cording of one of last year’s Hit
Parades.
J
Police Crackdown on Strippers^

|

Strippers were standard attrac-

tions in nearly all ciubs Until, early

in 1951 when police instituted a
crackdown that has driven the peel-

ers from the better bistros. Gals
are reported to be playing smaller
cabarets on an unscheduled basis,

doing a quick turn at one joint,

then moving on tp another.
Ban on strippers does not affect

theatres, and many comely misses
are peeling for pay and plaudits

at the hurley houses and in the pop-
ular revues staged at a dozen or
more theatres in Shinjuku or the
flamboyant Asakusa

.
district of

Tokyo. A recent innovation in the

latter area which became a sock
success in 1951 is a “strip kabuki,”
a parody on the classical all-male

“kabuki” play which depicts, the
Usual band of heavilyrcostumed
warriors, bUt

.
irreverently adds a

scantily clad female who engages
in-sword fights and generally winds
'up without any sartorial accoutre-

ments whatsoever. Customers'
love it;

Theatres in Japan are okay for

Allied patrons, but majority of the

cabarets are still “off limits” to oc-

cupation forces. Rule is that es-

tablishments serving food or drink
are taboo unless specifically posted

as “approved” for occupation per-

sonnel.
Despite: the outward glitter,

many Tokyo night spots claim that

steep operation expenses cut into

profits so heavily that they are

j
barely breaking even. High prices

keep away many Japanese patrons
who are not benefiting directly

froi the “procurement boom.” Biz

picks Up for two or three days after

end-oLthe-mpnth pay days, then
slackens off* Average White collar

worker can’t afford to patronize a

nightclub where beer sells for 600
! yen ( $1 .65 ) a bottle and

.

where the

[
hostess who sits at his table ex-

l pects a sizable tip/ He may go tp

a more modest cabaret, where beer

j

in 300 yen arid' where he can get

! -by with a nominal 10% tip. Or
he may duck into a standup bar in

qne of Tokyo’s myriad byways,

where he can buy a shot of toler-

ably goOd whiskey for 100 yen
(28c). BUt whatever his inclina-

tions, there are plenty ' of oppor-

tunities in Tokyo.

By PAUL GORDON
. Berlin.

. Berlin, stilt a hotspot for inters

national politicians, also is a city

with plenty of hotspots for night-
club lovers (who, of course, are in-

ternational). The ‘ Berliners refer to

these places as “Bars” or “Tanz-
Kabaretts.” The prices are high
and Berliners are poor but never-
theless business Is gbpd.

The most “sensational” bar is

the Resi, 400-table affair which
has the largest dance, floor

. of any
night club in town and a 23-piece
orchestra to go along With it. There
are two water shows a night which
consist' of numerous fountains be-
ing sprayed thisaWay and thataway
under changing colored lights. It’s

a sort of water ballet (the orchestra
invariably plays, something from
the Tscha iko wsky Nutcracker.
Suite) With just a nozzle instead of

Esther Williairis.

The main attraction_pf the Resi
isn’t the; large dance floor nor the
water show. What really attracts

the customers (especially the sin-

gle ones) is the communications
setup. Each of the 400 tables is

equipped With a telephone and a
vacUumatic mailbox which is just

what the doctor Ordered if you
want a dance with a fraulein at a
table across the floor, (If she’s

beautiful, someone will have her
on the phone before you can read
the table number. It .wouldn’t be
a bad idea to take, a pair of binoc-
ulars to this place. .Among other
purposes it 'facilitates reading the
phone nuiriber hanging; over the;

table),

Last August .the Resi Was a fa-

vorite with the “Oklahoina” cast

which appeared here during the
Cultural Festival. Celeste Holm,
Mary Mario; Ridge Bond, Pat John-
son and all the cast dropped in at

one time or another. They all made
a big hit. with the Berliners readily
accepting all invites to dance.

Still the plushiest joint in, town
arid -still the best place for a good
meal is the Queen Bar. No VIP or
celebrity comes to Berlin Without
dropping in the Queen Bar for a
lobster, filet or shashlik. The
Queen is located in the Grunewald
area where beautiful mansions
with huge terraces are common.

German Jive

Berlin has one. place which re-

sembles a little of 52d street and
a little of Greenwich Village. It’s

a jive joint knowri as the “Bade-
wanne” (the bathtub). Drummer
Joe .Glaser emcees in this cellar

below, what used to be, the pre-

war,. World-famous Femina club;

The room is done in red and black

with giant sketches of Lionel
Hampton, Duke Ellington, S t a n
K e n to n, Woody Hermari, Harry
James and Tommy Dorsey on the

walls. Many Arnericans stroll up
to the bandstand and join the jam
session.

The best night club, complete
With floor show and all, is the
Splendid at Nollendorf Platz. This
place has a 50c entrance fee which
seems rather ridiculous when a

scotch and soda sets you back a

buck. But it isri’t in effect to keep
the drinkers out. There are too

many Berliners around who can’t

afford a dime for a beer but can
afford plenty of time to watch the

Splendid floorshow.

For American in Berlin

there’s nothing like a Saturday
night at the U. S. Press Club. Ber-

lin Used to have oyer 200 corre-

spondents here when the Press

Club was; first .opened. At that time
it was exclusively (emphasize the
“exclusively”) for correspondents
and; their invited guests. General
Frank Howley used to be one of

the favorite invited guests here.
' 35c Scotch at Press Club

Today Berlin has approximately
15 correspondents; It takes a lot

more to support a Press Club than

15 correspondents so there is a

Very liberal policy of giving out

“guest cards” which are good for

a year. On Saturday night just

about all the “guests” are there

and they keep Bartenders Alex and
Kurt, arid RUdy Piesker arid his

combo, on the job until 8 o’clock

on 'Sunday morning. A scotch and
soda here is 35c. Familiar faces

around the Press Club in 1951 in-

cluded William L. Sharer, Stewart
Alsop, Edward R* MurroW; Drew,

Middleton and Marguerite Hig-
gins.

Top names from Broadway and
the Coast in Berlin in 1951 included
Bob Hope, Marilyn Maxwell, Joan
Foritaine, Arthur. Godfrey, Joseph
Than, Jan Kiepura, Martha Eg-
gerth, Celeste Holm, Judith An-
derson, Guthrie McClintiC, Les
Brown, Spyros . Skouras, Francis
Lederer, Robert Stolz, Jerbirie

Whyte, Peter Davis, Robert Schriitz-

er arid Jean Dalrymple. The latter,

by the way; is now living here as
the wife of Col; P. D. Ginder, who
commands the 6th Infantry Regi-
ment.

Berlin also has its existentialist
hangout. It’s a place known as the
“Ewige Lampc.” The floor show
here runs for three hours, starting
at 9 every evening; The sets look
as if they Were designed by Salva-
dor Dali.

Another popular spot
.
the

small cocktail lounge, “Voile.
PUlIe;” which is run by former
filmstar Winnie Markus, It is sort
of the Lindy’s of Berlin, a popular
spot for the after-theatre crowd
and the actors .who drop in for a
drink and a bite of shashlik.

Two. other spots well known in
Berlin are the Eldorado, which fea-
tures female impersonators, arid
the GOlden Horseshoe.

:
The latter

has a riding ring in the center,
surrounding, the. dance floor.

,
The

patron can dance or ride. After
a few drinks; some people have
tried to do both at the sarne time,
but it just doesn’t, go.

’House Girls’ 7

There are plenty of joints in
Berlin. Many of them have *very
modernistic decorations with high
prices and watered drinks; Without
an exception, these expensive ones
have a doorman put front Who not
only keeps an eye on your car
but also keeps an eye on the
“house girls.” These girls are al-
lowed to drum up business at a
bar, which is much better than
operating on the corner of Augs-
burger Strasse and

—
Kurfursten-

damm.
Another type of joint in Berlin

is that which offers a series of
Strip-tease acts. These places are
usually pretty rundown as far
the conditions of the building goes
hut they get prices on par with
the most expensive clubs. The big
trick of this trade is to space each
strip a good 15-minutes apart. A
strip (actually in many cases it is

not even a strip, but just a gal in
a French bathing, suit dancing the
“Rhapsody in Blue” or the “Bolero
in Green”) usually lasts about two
minutes. So, for a half hour of
drinking watered drinks at high
prices the customer gets four min-
utes of “naked” girls.

Another type of night spot to
open during the past year in Ber-
lin is the “Spiel Casino.” Accord-
ing to Berlin law, gambling, joints
are verboten. Some promoters of
the game “Decarte” petitioned the
Berlin supreme court in 1951 ask-
ing that Decarte be permitted jn
Berlin because

(
it was a game of

skill, not chance. When a ; favor-
able permission was handed down,
the Berlin senate lost no time in

passing laws regulating the num-
ber of, and the operation of, these
“Spiel Casinos.” A lot of night
spots Which were on the Verge of

bankruptcy immediately, switched
over into a very profitable busi-

ness;

East Vs. West: Zones
I

There: is quite a contrast in Ber-
lin night life between the East and
the West zones.. As far as the East
Sector goes; there just' ain’t any
night life,

... Typical Commie method in com-
bating the West Berlin showwin-
dow was an editorial in one of
their newspapers a. while .baick

titled, “Bananas, Buicks and Broth-
els,” They pointed out that the
West Berliners have become too
materialistic, succumbing to Amer-
ican capitalism. They imply that
the East Germans are much better
off . without the -bananas and the
"Buicks. With regard to the broth-
els, they may deny they have ’em,

but the West Berliners remember,,
all too Well the. days of Russian
occupation in 1945.

-
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S, A. GORLINSKY
Presents

Orson Ulelles
I N

OCHOLLO
BY

W I L L I A M S H A K E $ P E A R E

Decor and costumes by MOTLEY

Music by FRANCESCO LAVIGNINO and ALBERTO BARBERIS

Directed by ORSON WELLES

» Limited Season at f t» » »

ST. ’ THEATRE, LONDON
October 18th-December 15th 1951

in association

7 + 4^*++ »»> 4» > » f 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 44*

S
123, PALL MALL

Telephone: Whitehall 9676/7

LONDON, S.W.l

Cables: GORLINSKY, LONDON
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LONDON FILMS Present

Moira Shearer Robert Helpmann
Leonide Massine

"THE TALES OF HOFFMANN"
Colour by Technicolor

A Powell and Pressburger Product

i

^

HERBERT WILCOX Presents

Anna Neagle Michael Wilding

"THE LADY WITH A LAMP"

A Wilcdx-Neagle Product!

LONDON FILMS Present

Dennis Price John McCallum
Stanley Holloway

"LADY GODIVA RIDES AGAIN"

A Sidney Gilliat and Frank Launder Product!

LONDON FILMS Present

John Mills Phyllis Calvert Sam Wanamaker

"MR. DENNING DRIVES NORTH"

Produced by

Anthony Kimmins and Stephen Mitchell

*

LONDON FILMS Present

Ralph Richardson Trevor Howard

Robert Morley Wendy Hiller

"OUTCAST OF THE ISLANDS"

A Carol Reed Product!

LONDON FILMS Present

"CRY THE BELOVED COUNTRY"

Canada Lee Charles Carson

A Zdltah Korda - Alan Paton Producti

LONDON FILMS Present

Ralph Richardson Ann Todd
Nigel Patrick John Justi

"THE SOUND BARRIER"

Produced and' Directed by. David Lean

.

HERBERT WILCOX Presents

Anna Neagle Michael Wilding

"DERBY DAY"
Directed by Herbert Wilcox

LONDON FILMS Present

Ralph Margaret Jack

Richardson Leighton Hawkins

"HOME AT SEVEN"

Directed by Ralph Richardson
.

LONDON FILMS Present

Ralph Margaret Celi

Richardson Leighton Johnson

"THE HOLLY AND THE IVY"

Directed by George More O'Ferrall

AND IN PREPARATION

LONDON FILMS Present

Margot Fonteyn

"THE SLEEPING BEAUTY"
Colour by Technicolor

Produced by Alexander Korda

"GILBERT AND SULLIVAN"
A Sidney Gilliat and Frank Launder Producti

.
"TWICE UPON A TIME"

An Emeric Pressburger Producti

N.
riLAis
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To All My Friends in America and England

RONALD
SHINER

APOLLO THEATRE, LONDON

NOW IN ITS

/
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SEASONABLE GREETINGS

ei

AUTHOR OF

“SEAGULLS

OVER

SORRENTO'

LONDON AND
AMSTERDAM’S
LONGEST RUN

Management:

ERIC GLASS

PICCADILLY HOUSE
PICCADILLY CIRCUS

LONDON, S.W. 1

.

Cable Address:

BLANCHERIC

LONDON
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CHAPPELL & CO., LTD*

50 New Bond Street,

London, W. I.

IRVING BERLIN, LTD.

14 Si Gtorgi Stroot,

London, W. I.

WALT DISNEY MUSIC CO., LTD.

14 St. George Stroot,

London, W. 1.

WILLIAMSON MUSIC, LTD.

14 St. Gtgrgo Stroot,

London, W. I.

EDWIN H. MORRIS & CO., LTD*

52 Maddox Stroot,

London, W. I.

VICTORIA MUSIC PUBLISHING
CO., LTD.

14 St. . Goorgo Stroot,

London, W, I.

STERLING MUSIC CO., LTD.

14 St. Goorgo Stroot,

London, W. 1,

NEW WORLD PUBLISHERS, LTD;

14 St. Goorgo Stroot,

London, W. I.

BRADBURY WOOD, LTD.

40A Grook Stroot.

London, W. I.

"The man that hath no music in himself.

Nor is not mov'd with concord of swoof
sounds.

Is fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils

Tho motions of hi* spirit are dull as night,

And his affections dark as Erebus.

Lot no such man bo trusted."

’s G
FROM

UP. PRODUCTIONS
LEON KIMBERLY

DIRECTORS:
HELEN PAGE

Can offer acts plenty of dates if

terms are right. We invite dll

Managers, Agents and Artists to

submit their attractions for Great

Britain and the Continent.

BOOKING THRU:

Agency, Ltd,

Licensed Annually by the L.C.C.

Member of Ike Agents' Association Ltd.

Triumph House, 189 Regent Street

LONDON, W.I., ENGLAND

Cables: KIMBERLY, VARIETY, LONDON

of Unparalleled Progress!
Incorporated In 1924, Hoyts Theatres Ltd. celebrates Its Silver Jubileo,
proud »a be recognised at homo and abroad as Australia's Greatest
Tkeatre Circuit. Controlling ace first-run theatres In Sydney, Mel-
bourne. Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth and Tasmania.
Incomparablo chain of ICS theatres includes dominating suburban
holdings In Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaida!

Ernest Turnbull: Managing Director
Head Office: 400 George Street, Sydney

Telegraphic Address: "Hoytsfilm*1

4te
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In SPAIN say -• "S/ 51"!

In ENGLAND

U

Affiliated Companies

LONDON
Cfnephohlc Music Co., Ltd*

Doth Music Co.. Ltd.

Harms-Conhelly. Ltd.

Bevan Music Co.. Ltd.

Overseas Music* Ltd.

PARIS
Editions Campbell Connelly

NEW YORK
Campbell Connelly. Inc.

(Campbell Connelly)

Greetings to All Friends from

REG CONNELLY
TO DENMARK ST., LONDON, W.C. 2

ENGLAND
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j.

Head of

Grand National Pictures

His Sincere Greetings

His American Friends

113 TO 117 WARDOUR ST.

LONDON, W.I., ENGLAND
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FRIENDS ALL OVER THE WORLD

LONDON AMSTERDAM

— HEAD OFFICE —

138/140 CHARING CROSS ROAD

LONDON, W.C.2., ENGLAND
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our

AMERICAN FRIENDS AND ASSOCIATES

1

MUSIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, LTD.
of ENGLAND

E. C. DAY
Director

HARRY PARR DAVIES
Managing Director

REG. EVANS
General Manager

No. I Song of the Year 1950-51

“MY FOOLISH
HEART”

Eleven Consecutive Weeks

No. 1 in British Hit Parade

and from

Our New Subsidiary

TRANSATLANTIC
MUSIC PUBLISHING

COMPANY
We Send Salutations

No. 1 Song of the Year 1951-52

“TOO
YOUNG”
Net British Sheet Sales,

Half a Million Copies

and Best Wishes for Our Mutual Success in 1952

EMILE LITTLERS

EMILE LITTLER S

Music by Harry Parr Davies

Lyrics by Christopher Hassall

INCLUDING THE FABULOUSLY
SUCCESSFUL

I LEAVE MY HEART IN AN

BLUE FOR
A BOV
Music by Harry Parr Davies

Lyrics by Harold Purcell

SfUife

(27 Consecutive Weeks i

the British Hit Parade)

"WHISPER WHILE YOU
WALTZ," Etc, Etc

sM,>/>//&./>

(if

m HIS MAJESTY'S
THEATRE
London, w. i

Currently

" 456

PERFORMANCES

SUN MUSIC PUBLISHING CO., LTD.
23, DENMARK STREET

LONDON, W.C.2

ENGLAND
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ILM5.

OF AMERICAN MAJOR

AND INDEPENDENT FILMS

INTERESTED IN PURCHASING OR DISTRIBUTING FURTHER
WORTH-WklLE PRODUCT

EROS BRITISH PRODUCTIONS
IN DISTRIBUTION

ANOTHER

NAN’S POISON”

(MR. DRAKE’S DUCK 1

BETTE DAVIS “THE GORBALS STC

GARY MERRILL

EMLYN WILLIAMS "THE TH|RD VISITC

Anthony Steel

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. “ 1 3 EAST STREET”

Yolande Donlan

“THE GORBALS STORY” Glasgow Unity Players

••THE THIRD VISITOR” Sonia Dresdel

Guy Middleton

•‘13 EAST STREET” Patrick Holt

Sandra Dome

HELL IS SOLD OUT” Richard Attenborough “THE FRIGHTENED MAN” Dermot Walsh

Mai Zetterling

Herbert Lorn

Barbara Murray

Charles Victor

IN PRODUCTION

THE LOST HOURS’

'GATHERING STORM 1

CROW HOLLOW”

Mark Stevens
Jean Kent
Sandra Dome
Susan Shaw
Laurence Harvey

Donald Houston

Natasha Parry

“THE SMOKE EATERS’

“GIRDLE OF GOLD

“THE PLEDGE”

EROS FILMS LTD., Ill WARDOUR STREET, LONDON, W.l
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SEND GREETINGS TO FRIENDS

ALE OVER THE WORLD
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GREETINGS
TO ALL MY FRIENDS

LAWRENCE
WRIGHT
DADDY OF BRITAIN’S ‘TIN PAN ALLEY’’

SPECIAL GREETINGS TO MY FRIENDS IN SHOW
BUSINESS WHO HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH
MY PRODUCTION—

“ON WITH THE SHOW”
(NUMBER ONE SEASIDE ENTERTAINMENT OF BRITAIN)

27TH YEAR OF SUCCESS AT
THE NORTH PIER, BLACKPOOL

CORDIAL GREETINGS ALSO TO MY MANY REAL
FRIENDS IN THE MUSIC PUBLISHING WORLD
MADE DURING A QUARTER - CENTURY OF HAPPY

TRADING WITH—

MUSIC COMPANY LTD.

The Following Lawrence Wright Publications

Are Published in America by the Undermentioned Firms:

MILLS MUSIC, INC.

THE DREAM OF OLWEN (Charles Williams)

JEALOUS LOVER (Charles Williams)

THE FALCONS (Charles Williams)

SALLY TRIES THE BALLET (Charles Williams)

CONCERTO IN JAZZ (Donald Phillips)

CUBAN HOLIDAY (Donald Phillips)'

SKYSCRAPER FANTASY (Donald Phillips)

SAMBA RHAPSODY (Donald Phillips)

MEXICAN NIGHTS (Donald Phillips)

WALTZING ON ICE (Donald Phillips)

PARK LANE (Donald Phillips)

LOST LOVE (Donald Phillips)

TANGO OF DESIRE (Donald Phillips)

SHOPPING TOUR (Donald Phillips)

TAP DANCER (Donald Phillips)

BRIEF INTERLUDE (Norman Warren)
MARTINIQUE (Norman Warren)
VALSE BIJOU (Clive Richardson)

SHY SERENADE (G. Scott-Wood)

Corn on the Cob (g. Scott-Wood)

RHONDDA RHAPSODY (Mai Jones)

RHAPSODY OF LOVE (Mol Jones)

DOWN IN THE GLEN
MORNING SONG
FAIRY CYCLE
DEAREST OF ALL
GOD BE WITH YOU
This is the first time
LAND OF MAKE-BELIEVE

MILLS MUSIC, INC. -Contd.
GOD KEEP YOU, IS MY PRAYER
MY LOVE IS ONLY FOR YOU
MAYTIME
MY DEAR, REMEMBER
I HEARD A ROBIN SINGING
THE GOOD LORD'S SATISFIED
GOD GAVE US MEMORIES

LEEDS MUSIC CORPORATION
LEGEND (Robert Docker)
TIN PAN ALLEY RAG (Gus Jones)

BLUE VIOLINS (Ray Martin)

A GORDON FOR ME (Robert Wilson)

TEMPERAMENTS (Alec Templeton)

I WANT TO KISS YOU
here, There and evrywhere
WITH MY SHILLELAGH UNDER MY ARM
I TAUGHT HER HOW TO PLAY

CHAPPELL & CO. LTD.
LONDON FANTASIA (Clive Richardson

1

HARMS, INC.
BABETTE (Horatio Nicholls)

CRAWFORD MUSIC CORPORATION
AMONG MY SOUVENIRS (Horatio Nicholls and Edgar Leslie)

General Manager: BILL WARDI Trade Manager: S. E. RICHARDSON

Secretary: HILDA MACKLIN

DENMARK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2.
'Phone: TEMPLE BAR 2141
Cables: "VOCABLE LONDON 1
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PETER MAURICE »

A WONDERFUL NEW YEAR!

We Think You Will Like Our Big Anglo-French Hit

IF YOU GO"
Which LOU LEVY, Our American Associate, Will Be Handling

ALL FRIENDS FROM

PHILIP KING

AUTHOR OF

“SEE HOW THEY RUN”

“ON MONDAY NEXT”

WITHOUT THE PRINCE”

Management:

ERIC GLASS
Piccadilly House

London, S.W.l.

Cables:

BLANCHERIC
London
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TIVOLI CIRCUIT AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD
DAVID N. MARTIN, Managing Director

CURRENT ATTRACTIONS:

TIVOLI THEATRE, MELBOURNE
"PEEP SHOW" featuring: ROGER RAY, MARQUIS and FAMILY, WALLY
BOAG, PAN YUE JEN TROUPE, ROSITA. ALEXANDER and VIOLETTE,

THE GLENS, CHARLOTTE McGUIRE, CELEBRITY OCTETTE, TIVOLI

LOVELIES and DONALD NOVIS

EMPIRE THEATRE, SYDNEY
"CHEZ PAREE" featuring: JON PERTWEE, ALAN CLIVE, GUUS BROX
and MYRNA, BABS MACKINNON, BOBBY LIMB, CARSONY BROS.,

TIPSY and BROW, EVY and EVERTO, SIGRITA, KOLKOS BROS., HORRIE

DARGIE QUARTETTE, MOIRA CLAUX, JUDD LANE, BORIS KARELL,

CELEBRITY QUARTETTE, TIVOLI ADORABLES

IN ASSOCIATION:

TIVOLI CIRCUIT NEW ZEALAND LIMITED
and

KERRIDGE-ODEON, R. J. KERRIDGE, Man. Dir.

TIVOLI THEATRE, SYDNEY
10th Month ARMANI) PERREN'S "ICE FOLLIE"
Featuring 40 International Shating Champions

LONDON
LEW & LESLIE GRADE LIMITED

Regent House
235 Regent Street

LONDON. W. I. ALSO NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES
MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

9370 Santa Monica Boulevard

BEVERLY HILLS, CALIFORNIA

^ •-
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Season's Greetings to All My American Friends

Opening LATIN QUARTER, New York
JANUARY 6, 1952

BERYL
Personal Representative

LESLIE MACDONNELL
FOSTER'S AGENCY, LONDON

r '

,

'

,
.

'

DIN

NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

IN AMERICA

;hess productions, liro.

Managing Agents: LONDON, ENG. Directors:

DUCHESS THEATRE MARIANNE DAVIS
DUKE OF YORK'S THEATRE LEIGH STAFFORD

SAVILLE THEATRE EDWARD HORAN
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THE

HOUSE OF FELDMAN
(B. FELDMAN & CO., LTD.)

FELDMANS THEATRE, BLACKPOOL

EDITIONS FELDMAN, PARIS

B. FELDMAN (I.O.M.), LTD.

HERMAN DAREWSKI MUSIC PUBLISHING CO.

DIX, LTD.

BRITISH & CONTINENTAL MUSIC AGENCIES, LTD.
EDITION MEITKOFH ft HARTEL

BRITISH STANDARD MUSIC CO., LTD.

SHARPLES PIANOS, LTD., BLACKPOOL

CLIFFORD ESSEX MUSIC CO,, LTD.

SHARPLES DEMONSTRATIONS, LTD., BLACKPOOL

Extend
The Season’s Greetings To Those
Many Kind Associates Who Were
Responsible For Making My Recent
Visit So Happy And Successful And
To All Friends Wherever They May Be

Managing Director

HEAD OFFICE

125-7-9 Shaftesbury Avenue

LONDON W.C. 2, ENGLAND
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Tkwk you

GEORGE and ALFRED

BLACK
.for

Featured Engagement

in Yoiir

SHOW

Thank you

Henry Caldwell
For a Happy Engagement

On Your T.V. SHOW

CONTINENTAL
MASTER of CEREMONIES

"
tin's Changing Show Biz

Pattern As TV Moves Ahead
By CECIL MADDEN

( Assistant to Controller, BBC Television Programs >

LONDON
Barry foster

LESLIE MACDONNEL
HYMAN ZAHL

To Whom Many Thanks and

Season’s Greetings

Greetings

To My Representativeo

W. M. MORRIS

AGENCY
NEW YORK

TAVEbMAROYANI
AGENCY—PARIS

London.

Television is changing living

habits for Britons by bringing en-

tertainment and current life (this

has been Festival of Britain year

with its Battersea Pleasure gardens

thrown in) to rural, districts where

many have never been inside a the-

atre. The housing shortage caused

by war blitzing has forced families

to double up with their daughters

and their husbands and children,

Who between them can usually ip-

vest in a television set. And this

is where Grandma comes in—
Grandma who was too old for any-

one to take out to a show or the

movies. Now Grandma sits per-

manently installed at the family
TV and misses ' nothing On the
screen, hot even a repeat per-

formance, of an Elizabethan trag-

edy. So today Grandma is prob-
ably the best informed person in

the country and will soon be quot-
ing Shakespeare and Ibsen.

Well, what is the state of TV in

Britain today? There are now just
over 1 ,000,000 TV license holders
paying £2 each, and probably at

least 100.000 more pirates who pay
nothing, but are being rounded up,
Compare this with 1 1,000,00p radio
license holders paying £1. Since
the Government decided to raid

15% of BBC’s entire license rev-

enue towards cost, of rearmament,
television has to budget with ex-

treme care on a relative shoestring.
The BBC’s charter will* be debated
in Parliament in the next six

months, with some pressure for a

measure of sponsorship and BBC
against this as avowed policy.

To recap history, BBC started
first television service back in. 1936
(first program of which I myself
directed) sadly and instantly closed
by war in 1939. Re-opened in 1946
TV remains a monopoly under the
BBC umbrella, expanding to the
Midlands in 1949, to the North in

1951—with two powerful transmit-
ters "due to open in 1952, covering
Scotland, Wales and South-West
England. Thus some 80% of the.

country will be served, assuming
manufacturers can get components
and the 66%_j>urchase tax on the
sale of sets is not too great a sales

deterrent. But the- Government
cuts regretfully force abandoning
of giant White City project and
five low-power Stations planned for
Newcastle, Aberdeen, Southamp-
ton; Belfast and Plymouth.

1
Children’s TV Click

|

• Probably the greatest success of
the year has been the development
of Children’s TV, catering from
five to 15 years Old, with huge adult
parent public joining in at week-
ends. Restricted to one hour daily
with specially written plays, serial

novels (Treasure Island, Little

Women, Sara Crewe, Railway
Children) ballet, sport, nature, ani-

mals, costume, art, competitions
and magaines, juvetiile taste is

carefully moulded. Robert Morley
eagerly created and starred in a

comedy series “Parent-Craft” for

children, with Alan Bromley (who
also scored hit with Trafalgar ad-
venture play “Powder Monkey”)
as director. First quarter hour
daily is devoted to younger chil-

dren, mostly with new puppet char-
acters such as (‘Timothy Tele-
scope’) or (‘Vegetable Village,’) the

rest of hour working up robustly
in the age groups,

Children’s documentaries are
“Men of Action,” subtly suggesting
careers, “Junior Wranglers” were
popular debates, and histrionics
came fast and furious in “Play the
Game.” Film star Valerie Hobson
ran “How To” series, actor Hum-
phrey Lestoeq started new career
as foil to “Mr. Turnip” puppet,
light comedian discovery v

Bruce
Gordon scored as “Man in Ar-
mour.”

Program scheme differs from the
U. S. in. length—mornings, two
hours of film for trade purposes:
afternoon: 3-4 for housewives, with
summer sports additional; 5-6 for
children: evening; 8-10:30 p.m.- for

general public. .
Northerners, al-

leged to go: to bed early, are de-
manding ' earlier evening start,

. which is a - likely future" develop*
ment.

Outside’ events, notably public
functions and movements of the
Royal Family, remain outstanding
attractions with General Election
reflected up and down the country
in the new TV coverage of the
change to Conservative Govern-
ment. In Election; telecasts An-
thony Eden revealed 1 himself an*
effective fireside personality. At
fees available sporting promoters
remain intransigeant on profes-
sional bouts. England, land of no
baseball, has its own summer time-
filler in cricket with football

(Rugby and Soccer) in winter and
growing interest in televised ice-

hockey. Important microwave link
program- was across Channel from
Calais, auguring well for Parisian
week being mulled for 1952. BBC
runs its own- newsreels at 15 min-
utes, new three times a week with
Sunday summary, has reciprocal
arrangement with NBC.
Drama at full length (sometimes

up to 2Vi hours) remains backbone
of TV with many stars ready to
appear When free. Local play-
wrights * Rattigan and Priestley
obliged with special TV Festival
offerings. Absorbing Naval POW
play “Albert,”; collaboration of Guy
Morgan (British) and Edward Sam-
mis (USA) obtained highest rating
figures in BBC’s own viewer poll.

“Night of the Fourth” a German
thriller and “To Live in Peace,” an
old Italian character piece (not the
film story), were surprise, hits.

Amongst American plays recently
mounted Were “Lillian Heilman’s
“Little Foxes,” “Dinner at Eight,”
“Petrified Forest,” “Claudia,” “The
Golden Door”—oh, and. “Apple in
Eden” altogether new script so
light it almost vanished in lingerie
and a bath tub which were sum-
marily censored out for repeat
performance.

No Kinescoping
^ .

Equity restrictions so far prevent
any kinescoping whatsoever and
Musicians'’ Union 'likewise prohibit
relays from any theatres as re-
motes. Agreement, "however, is

likeiy soon on TV pickups, from
straight plays. Invited rehearsal,
however, brought spectacle of the
year with Langdon’s “London
Melody” from Empress Hall oh
stage and ice With Norman Wisdom
and Belita.

Variety relied on established
favorite floorshows “Cafe Conti-
nental.” “Top Hat Rendezvous” and
“Music Hall,” adding Terry-
Thomas crazy hit “How Do You

(Continued on page 220)

MR. and MRS. SIDNEY FISHER

Send Greetings
To Their Friends /ill Over the World

Clad to Welcome Our Old Customers

Now Working- in England

HOPE TO SEE YOU SOON

Special Tax-Free Arrangements

for Our Overseas Customers

Still TAILORING to the Best People in tlie Show World

75-77 Shaftesbury Avenue

London, W. I, England

5

OLIVELLI’S
Famous jn Lastl9 Years as

THE SHOW PEOPLE’S RENDEZVC

SEND NEW YEAR'S GREETINGS
TO ALL OUR FRIENDS

HOPE TO SEE MORE OF YOU THIS YEAR

Telegrams Cordiality London
Telephone Museum 3535-9682-7175

35, Store Street

London. W. C. 1



Towers of London
Presenting in the United States

Orson Wells
in

"The Lives of Harry Lime”
Released through Langworth Feature Programs

,

Inc.

"The Gracie Fields Show”
Released through M. C. M. Radio Attractions, Inc. over the Mutual Network

"The Black Museum”
starring

Orson Wells
Released through Aff. G. M. Radio Attractions, Inc. over the Mutual Network

Margot Fonteyn

"Ballerina”
Released through Towers of America, Inc.

Representing Internationally (Outside North America)

M. G. M. Radio Attractions, Inc.

Fredric W. Zjv, Inc.
(for certain series)

The Towers of London Organization
(Under the direction of Harry Alan Towers)

Towers of London Towers of America, Inc. Towers of London Towers of London (Canada) Ltd. Towers of London

Ltd, Towers of London (U.SJL) Ltd. (Aust) Pty. Ltd. 67 Yonge Street Pty. Ltd.

84 HaUam Street, c/o Warren Troob 149 Castlereagh SL Toronto P.O.Box 4301

W.l. 1175 Broadway Sydney Ontario Johannesburg

England New York 19 Australia Canada South Africa

And Representatives Throughout The World
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KEITH PROUJSE & CO LTD

SEN D TO THEIR MANY PRIENDS IN AMERICA

ntUJ vtflR

S.VAN LIEU- General Manager

42-43 POLAND STREET - LONDON • W
IMtGMAMS- ACADEMY RATM . ON O A

C G D E - V^'ES T ERN 'jNiON : lE^

Britain’s Changing Show Biz
Continued from page 218

-View?-’ -Eric' Barker satirical com-
edy half-hour and Jewel and
Warris ‘‘Turn It Up” knockabout
show. British version of New
York’s “What’s My Line?” caught
on with 'political quiz “In the
News,” a Friday night “must.” “The
Passing Show” was series of five

90-minute full scaie cavalcadees of
50 years of British show biz with
four human stories spanning the
times, bridging favorite musical
comedy, excerpts, which mostly
starred lovely American songbird

.
Irene Manning.

Authenticity of medical series
“Matters of Life and Death” caused
widespread attention also documen-
tary series on Law Courts (from
scripter Duncan. Ross and director
Ian Atkins). “I Made News,” week-
ly crime series introduced the
actual character in very case
along with dramatization. Loch
Ness monster program, no leg pull,
produced many eye witnesses with
remarkably sincere evidence of its

existence.

“Picture Page” girl Joan Gilbert
won Television Society award and

j

with Pin-Up announcer Sylvia
Peters heads many popularity
polls. In fact the three regular
staff announcers lead over artists
as household gods.

Novelty experiments have been
i televising of instrumental mu-
sic, also staging of full-length
studio operas, “Butterfly-’’ “Bo-
heme,” “School for Fathers,” “The
Consul” and “Belle Helene”— lat-

ter to mixed notices.
Recent U. S. visitors Interviewed

from London’s Alexandra Palace
studios included Clifton Utley,
Lizabe.th Scott, Jose Ferrer, Evelyn

Keyes, Theodor Uppman, Margaret
O’Brien and Tennessee. Williams.
New idea of surprise items in-

serted 'unscheduled at sudden no-

tice shewed flexibility and often,

cause viewers to regret having
missed a gem, one such being Irish

playwright Lennox Robinson's un-

expected complaint that the royalty

rates would ruin writers. Another.
Naval Captain Brown’s unemotional
account of Anglo/U. S. joint re-

covery from sea of Russian MiG
in Korea, 100 miles behind enemy
lines. Mr. and Mrs. Carlin aston-

ished all by their adventurous
Atlantic journey from Canada to

London in an amphibious jeep,

crowning all by driving their pre-

carious vehicle up the lift into the

Lime Grove TV studio itself.

It is probably true to say that

the endless choice and more violent

tempo of American TV suits Amer-
ica and the solider British brand
fits the quieter. British way of life,

at any rate for the time being.

The twain might meet, but they

seldom do in plays on Broadway or

Shaftesbury Avenue and it is more
likely that common ground would
be found on comparisons of living

and customs, When nations realize

we are fundamentally the same,
television may do much to speak
'peace across - the world, so with

Continental TV now a fact, .though
up to now only on small scale for

restricted hours in France (819

lines), Denmark and Holland (625

lines), with Belgium due to follow

and Spain dickering, thanks., to

Britain's, lead (still on 405 lines,

incidentally) international TV may
be just around the proverbial cor-

ner for a real window on th

world.

SEASON'S GREETINGS FROMHARRY LOWE
GLOUCESTER MANSIONS CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS LONDON W. C. 2 TEMPLE BAR 0B76 Cable address: lowe London
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HARRY MORRIS & EUSTACE HOEY

Who Are Continuing in Control of BOTH the

COLONY & ASTOR
RESTAURANT CLUB

BERKELEY SQUARE, LONDON, W.t.

Send Season's Greetings to their many

Friends in the United States, particularly

all the artists who have appeared with

great success under their auspices

and to

FRED HARRIS
of tho

J. Abner Gresntr Agency

HAROLD DOBROW
of the

Wm, Morris Agency

LESLIE MACDONNELL
and HARRY FOSTER
of Foster's Agency

SEASON’S GREETINGS
from

Closed in 'Taney Free'

December 15

Opened in Val Parnell's

'Peep Show" December 26
h s n *• s

Prince of Wales Theatre

London, W.l. 4

London Roprosontativet

LEW & LESLIE GRADE

' j

Exclusive Management:

LOU IRWIN

By GEORGE F. GAAL
Frankfurt.

|

The U. S. Army is believed to
j

be running one of the biggest, if

not the biggest talent agencies

in Europe, providing entertainment

to American soldiers on the Con-
tinent,

There some 300,000-plus

American GI’s now in Europe, with

an additional 50,000 or more Yank
dependents. Their presence here,
and their possible further increase,
will make the Army’s entertain-
ment program enlarge even
further.

This vaudeville agency is incor-
porated in the Special Activities
Division (SAD) of the European
Command (EUCOM), headed by
Brig. Gen. Charles H. Schwartz.
SAD has three branches, the
EUCOM Exchange System (post
exchanges, commissaries, snack
bars, etc.), the EUCOM Motion Pic-
ture Service, and the Office of the
Chief* of Special Services. Latter
outfit’s entertainment branch han-
dles all talent booked for the GI
circuit, directly or through agents
authorized by the Army.
An estimate of $2,000,000 yearly-

minimum in salaries for talent is

-figured on the basis of actors pres-,
ently employed ’ service clubs
throughout the command There
are some 375 European entertain-
ers how working in these, clubs.
Most , of them are Dutch, French,
English, Irish, Italian and Danish.
If their salaries are figured to
average $100 per week, which is a

low average, then these salaries
alone would come to almost
$2,000,000 a year.

In addition to them there are
German entertainers and musi-
cians, plus a small number of Yank
talent hired in Europe. The Ger-
man acts are all booked by German
agents. The talents do not include
USO shows, and name stars from
Hollywood or Broadway, who ap-
pear on the GI circuit on a no-
salary basis.

Dreher Elected Prexy Of

K.C. Musicians Local

Kansas City.

In its annual election recently
local musicians union boosted Ted
Dreher to the- presidency for 1952.
He had been treasurer of the organ-
ization, Local 34, American Federa-
tion of Musicians. . A1 Phillips, who
had been filling ah unexpired term
as vice-president, was elected to

the position for 1952, Larry Phil-

lips was reelected secretary. New
treasurer is Olin James. Guy Davis
was elected sergeant-at-arms.

.

Board of directors, consists of

Charles Dickert, who served part

of 1951 ak president; George Wei-
ser, Ruel Joyce, William Trum-
bauer, Hubert Willis. The vacancy
in the top spot was created when
Frank Lott, longtime prexy, retired
last October. Local also, picked
Dickert and Willis and delegates
to the convention to be held

'

Santa Barbara, Calif., next June.’

1951 IN EUROPE

DICK and DOT F
Just Concluded 40 Weeks — LONDON CASINO
Just Starting 40 Weeks — BAL TABARIN, PARIS

European Direction—FOSTER AGENCY

1952

1951
1952

U. S. A—HARRY Romm, m.c>.
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acclaimed the world over!
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a great act

Currently at

CLUB LIDO PARIS
and

TWO TICKETS TO BROi

ONE YEAR
ENGAGEMENT

Sole Representatives

ALBERT TAVEt & FELIX MAROUANI
24 Rua Marbtuf, Paris

Thanks To

PIERRE LOUIS - GUERIN AND RENE FRADAY
and

HOWARD HUGHES
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And Inti Rise of U.S. Songsmith

London.

Gallons of ink have been skilled, conferences of

Britlng songwriters held from which delegates have

been appointed to interview British Broadcasting Co.
officials, questions asked in Parliament, all with
the worthy idea of getting a fair quota of British-

produced songs to the public oyer the air!

The BBC has listened sympathetically, circularized,

bandleaders, artists and others, but with little result,

if the showing in the weekly hit parade is any cri-

terion. The percentage of the home-produced article

is about one in 10—not a very encouraging Outlook
for British writers.

With an experience of over 50 years in England
and America in the pop music business, 1 have been
trying to trace the reasons for the decline and fall

in the popularity of British songs and the rise to

the premier position of the American creations, not
only nationally but internationally.

The responsible factors are numerous, but con-

sist mainly in the kind of songs required to fit the

various changing moods of the public over the last

half century, plus the greater opportunities afforded

to the imported article.

The heyday of the British writers was undoubt-
edly in the late ’90s and the early years of the
20th century, and synchronized with the popularity

of vaudeville. At one of these West End places of
entertainment, it was no Unusual thing to get a bill

with 20 to 25 acts, the majority being vocalists

and stars in their own. right.

I
The Golden Opportunities

These golden opportunities, as usual, created a

school of writers who could provide songs to fit

the style and characters created by individual art-

ists, because their strength was in the characters

they portrayed. Artists like Albert Chevalier, Gus
Elen and Alec Hurley; Dan Leno giving us humorous
pictures of shopwalkers, Tower of London beefeat-

ers; VeSta Tilley bringing to life the mashers of

the day ih “Piccadilly Johnny,” “Following in

Father’s Footsteps” and “The Midnight Sun”; while

Ella Shields arid J. R. Riekaby burlesqued them in

“Burlington Bertie” and “They Built Piccadilly for

Me”; Vesta Victoria in domestic situations like

“Waiting at the Church” and “Poor John”; George
Bastow with hi$ Army prototypes, “The Galloping

Major” and “Captain Gingah”; Eugene Stratton a

great artist in minstrelsysfnging such songs as “Lily

of Laguna,” “I May Be Crazy” and dozens of others.

And, of course, Harry Ladder in his romantic and
humorous Scotch studies.

But why go oh—there Were hundreds of ethers,

great artists creating good songs, many of which
still live and will in time become traditional.

The point is that these characters no longer exist

and, in a mixed holiday crowd, it would be difficult

to distinguish the city bank manager from the one

who supplies the needs of his customers from a

barrow, all being more or less cast in a common
mould. Vaudeville, or the music hall as they were
more generally called, was changing in its character,

assuming the cloak of respectability under the in-

fluence of the feminine portion of the population,

__ — :
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‘Puss on Ice’ a London

Hit; Arnold Circus Oke
London.

With three American stars head-

ing the cast, Claude Langdon’s

new blades pantomime, “Puss In

Boots on Ice,” preemed at the

.mammoth Empress Hall Thursday

(20). This sumptuous production

Will undoubtedly pay dividends on

its $300,000 investment. Eric

Waite, as the King, skates with

great skill and a fine comedy
sense, which will appeal to the

moppets while Jimmy Carter and

Alice Farrar the Prince and

Princess glide with spectacular

©harm. With a cast of more than

100, including a corps de ballet

and flying ballet, production is

first-rate seasonal fare and should

draw big/ in its three months

season.

The second major London circus

opened the same day (20) at Har-
ringay Arena. For the fifth year
it is presented, by Tom Arnold,
with Sabu' heading: a big interna-

tional cast. One of the highlights

of the show: is aerialist Rose Gold,
who. reenacts the thrilling high
leap recently performed over the
Seine

*
’ Paris froi the Eiffel

ToWer.

Among the many Specialty acts

to receive ovations were the Schu-
mann Horses, The Andalusian Sex-

.

i

tet, Enrico Caroli, the Great Pusz-
tan Troupe of springboard acro-

bats, the Mazur Bros., Four Fel-
lers, the Eight Flying Croneras
and the Amazing Briton. . Animal
acts play a major part ih the show.

By JOHN ABBOTT
(Director of Francis Day St Hunter, Ltd.)

who saw no reason why they should be barred

from sharing in the pleasures enjoyed by their

sweethearts and lesser halves.

. The situation on the other side of the Atlantic

was decidedly different; only a few years had elapsed

since the passing of the act which conferred the

benefit of copyright oh British musical and literary

works, and anything new in the way of comedy
songs, ballads or the outpourings of a literary

genius was welcomed. Tony Pastor made regular
visits to England, not only to secure the services of

vaudeville stars, but to get a supply of up-to-date

comedy songs.

8

In Television
By ANDRE KOSTELANETZ

Re Stephen Foster

Looking through the indices of copyright entries

at Washington made many years ago, I was amazed

to find that a big percentage of compositions entered

there consisted of sacred songs arid rather maudlin

ballads with, little claim to popularity. In the

middle of the 19th century America produced only

one great writer in. Stephen Foster. He showed his

versatility when he gave, the world “Camptown
Races,” “Oh, Susannah” and “Jeannie with the
Light Brown Hair.”, Here again Foster was working
to get something ini the way of a pattern in supply-
ing songs fpr the numerous minstrel companies com-
ing into popular favor.

After that, witji the exception of several patriotic

songs produced ,by the Civil War, there was little

until towards the end of the century, but America,
while importing British pop songs, ballads arid musi-
cal plays, was learning and catching up. In open-
ing its doors to emigres from Europe, they were im-
porting not only the hewers of wood and the
drawers of Water but something Spiritual and cul-

tural. They brought with them traditional melodies
which were often blended and used in popular
songs, and they produced and gave opportunities to

great composers and authors.

Today America has almost ceased to import, but
exports its musical products all oyer the World.
Gone are the days when Gilbert & Sullivan Operas,

or a musical comedy by Leslie Stuart, drew admir-
ing audiences in New York, but today London
theatres await the latest Rodgers and Hammerstein,
Irving Berlin and Cole Porter successes.

American pop writers also have golden opportuni-
ties through commercial radio, television, sound
films and gramophone: records to get their works
before the public, and -it is in this respect that
the. style Of the British composer is somewhat
cramped.

An . English bandleader making up his usual half-

weekly program , feels that he is bound to include
something from the latest musical play, excerpts
from cinema, films and a few numbers from the
American hit parade. And by the time he has listed

one or two standards; there is precious little room
fOr the hundred homemade songs struggling to find
a place in the suri.

Hence the reason for the continual cry Of. the
British writer for encouragement. But hope . still

springs eternal.

The potentialities which tele-

vision brings to music are as tre^

mendous as they are obvious. For

the first time in history music in.

the form of operatic or concert pres-

entation can be witnessed in their

entire effect not only by those -at-

tending the performance in the

auditorium but by millions in

every big city and small com-

munity.

The potentialities which music

brings to television are equally tre-

mendous. Although the television

industry is young, opinions are

being voiced increasingly that this

form of entertainment absorbs ma-

terial at a greater rate than it can

be created. This is not only true of

comedy material or straight plays,

but also of the personalities per-

forming them. More than once i

have heard the criticism: “I have

watched this actor in several dif-

ferent roles and he is always; very

good—the same face all the time!*

I believe this is one of the reasons

Why some smart actors, though

young and personable, have begun

to “hide their faces/’ as it were.

They balance a “straight” appear-

ance w^b Performances as charac-

ter actors, hidden behind beards,

character makeup, wigs, ets.

Music, on the other hand, doesn’t

present these problems. Past his-

tory has proven, through operatic

performances, concerts, radio, rec-

ords,
,
etc., that we are perfectly

willing to listen to the same piece

of music time and again while we
might get slightly bored seeing the
same play, even with a different

cast, more . than twice Or three
times. To explain the whys and
wherefores of this would take too

long bt this point, as we would
have' to 'discuss the emotional and
mental makeup of people. But let

us not forget that good songs are
being written daily—certainly at: a
greater rate than good dramatic
material. This wealth of continu-
ally appealing' material which
music offers is, I believe, the big-

gest boon to television—certainly
so in the long run.

- Great strides have been made
during the last few years in the
actual presentation of music on
television, although it seems to me

>

FRANKIE LAINE
COLUMBIA RECORDS

Soon To Be Released for Columbia Pictures
“RAINBOW ROUND MY SHOULDER”

: Produced by Jonle Tops
Opening Jan. 8th, “DESERT INN,” Las Vegas

Personal Management: GABBE-LUTZ AND HELLER Direction G.A.C.

that there is still too mush pre-
occupation with showing the tech-
nicalities of a musical performance.
Although it may offer a technically
interesting picture on the screen
showing, through a closeup, now
an attractive singer becomes un-
attractive while singing a high-,

note, and although it might make
an equally intriguing shot to show
how a pianist hits the keyboard
With his fingers a violinist

works, his left hand, these tech-
nicalities diminish the final effect

of music. They distract and rob
the audience of a certain magic
and illusion which should be part
of a good musical performance. In
the filial analysis, an audience is

only interested in the musical mes-
sage, not in its mechanics.

For this same reason-. I beiieve
that the current preoccupation with
the “roving camera” is carried, too
far. Admittedly there is an edu-
cative value in featuring an instru-

ment on .the TV screen at that
particular moment when it is heard
most prominently in the orchestra.
Continuous repetition of this same
effect; however, becomes tiring and
obvious. Such effect should be
used like a -spice in cooking. In
showing an orchestra on the screen
we should remember that when we
attend a live performance we never
lose sight of the entire orchestra,
although our eye may rove Tor
a moment to a particular section.

Just as there are different kinds
of dramatic presentations we have
to consider different forms of pre-
senting music on TV. There is the
concert or opera which is broad;
cast from the actual auditorium;
then there is the musical presenta-
tion which is especially created for
.the cameras in TV studios. On such
programs we might not only show
the orchestra, but feature a musical
scene as interpreted by singers,
dancers, instrumentalists, etc. For
such projects we need spacious and
well-equipped

.
studio facilities

which are still at a premium.

Imagination- Free Rein '
|

Not Until studios, especially de-
signed for musical presentations
have been built, will we be able
to give our imagination the neces-
sary free rein. Such studios should
have the necessary space for pre-.

senting bn the same program a
full symphony orchestra, a ballet,

and several sets in which musical
numbers can be enacted. These
studios should make use of such
modern technical . equipment
turntables, hydraulic stages, etc.;

and. if the producers desire that

an audience witness the TV broad-
cast, then facilities should be such
as to enable the audience to watch
the entire performance without
being in the way of those working

.

on the show.
I also believe in musical stand-

ins, so as not to tire out the per-
formers while cameras, lighting,

etc.,' are being set up. A singer,

more so than any other performer,
is only able to give his best per-

formance if he is not exhausted
by overlong rehearsals on the day
of the show, for otherwise his

voice will betray the strain on him.
Last but not least I would like

to stay a word about the music
itself. I firmly believe that TV will

be such a boon to it that new
works will be especially commis-
sioned and composed for TV pres-

entations. In budgeting a musical
program money should not only
be expended on the presentation
of already existing works, but also

toward encouraging and finding
new ones. The TV medium is much
too important to remain a borrow-
ing agency from other media; it

should take the leadership and be-

come an outlet for new composi-
tions.

French Assembly Keeps
Theatre Admission Tax

Paris.

The National Assembly has con-,

tinued the admission tax on Paris

theatres. The funds from this arc

to be used to subsidize the private-

ly-owned Paris theatres to the tune
of 110,000,000 francs, about $300,-

000 ).

Since the state-owried theatres
are practically exempt from tax,

this means that the funds gathered
from privately-owned houses will

be used to subsidize a smart, select-

ed few.
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By MRS. GUS EDWARDS

My devotion to the songs oi Gus

Edwards is a mixture ot many

things. TO me, each ty+M *

milestone, a happy reminder of

yesterday and the hundred little

things that made it merry and

leSs a little sad. I’ve shared

Gus Edwards’ songs with the world

—they are sung hundreds of times

a day on radio, on records, in thea-

tres and on people’s tongues—hut

the memories behind these songs

are mine alone. I cherish them and

it's no wonder I like to remember:-

“Schooldays”— featured Gus

Edwards’ “Song Revue of 1910.”

Variety — yes, I still remember

that clipping — predicted bright

futures for Georgie Price, Eddie

- Cantor, Walter Winehell, George

Jessel, Herman Timberg and Lila

Lee. They were talented youngs-

ters that Gus had recruited from

ferryboats, street comers, alleys,

and wherever youngsters happened

to be singing dancing. What

wonderful '
youngsters they were!

Whiter Winehell—so handsome and,

a real heartbreaker. Clebrgie Price

_a seven-year-old bundle of cour-

age and talent, , the spunkiest kid

I've ever seen. Bert Wheeler—our

lovable Vbad’’ boy, who caused

many a black eye with his back-

stage scuffles. And.' of course,

..Eddie Cantor and George Jessel,

inseparable from the first dsiy they

worked for Gus.

i remember the early heartaches

of producing the first “Song Revue.”

Gus had an instinct for spotting

talent and a genius for working

with youngsters, but alas, the big

booking agencies didn’t share his

enthusiasm; for kid shows. After

being turned down by everyone,

Gus finally persuaded the manager
of the old Hammerstein. Theatre to

take a chance on his youngsters.

What an ovation on opening night-

A dozen curtain calls and Gus tak-

ing bow after how, with his tal-

ented babes
,

screaming with glee

because we were “in.” Then came
offers from everywhere — ;

“the

Palace,” London, Paris. Eventually

we played them all.

request for one of his “Follies.” It
helped make her a great hit in this
country and cemented a friendship
between Gus and Ziegfeld. Zieg-
feld was delighted'when one of the
kids Would be tapped for the
“Follies.” Eddie Cantor, Mae
Murray, Lillian Lorraine and Mitzi:
Mayfair were just a few graduates
into Ziegfeld shows.

“When Old New York Was
Young” reminds me of Reisen-
weber’s in 1917 where Gus startled
New Yorkers with the first lavish
floorshow in this country; He pro-
duced a show of legit stage propor-
tions—but as a cafe offering it was
unheard of . . $15,000 for beau-
tiful costumes; a li of gorgeous
girls, and a fine dance orchestra.
These Were all innovations. Some
tables Were reserved for the entire
season, With the same “men about
town” coming back ight after
night. That was the beginning of
the real big restaurant cabaret, the
forerunner of today’s Latin Quar-
ter and Copacabana.

Singing ; Commercial

Trouping The World I

What fun we had trouping all

Over the world—Gus and I with
our family of young stars; In those

days vaudeville salaries Were not

lucrative
.
and travelling expenses

made it necessary for us to do a
little fibbing .about the , ages of bur
company. Gus managed to con-
vince one skeptical train conductor
that the youngsters required only
half-fare tickets when suddenly
George Jessel appeared wearing
his favorite derby and smoking a
big black cigar! And he was only
11 !

I also like to remember “Sun-
bonnet Sue” and the way Georgie
Price us$d. to sing it to Lila

(‘Cuddles’) Lee, I’ll never forget
one performance in particular. We
Were on the last lap of a cross-
country tout and had played all the
top cities except Chicago (Which
had a city ordinance prohibiting
youngsters on a public stage).
After much pressure, Gus agreed
to take a chance and bring the
youngsters to the Windy City.

. Opening night Was an exciting
event. Chicago theatregoers had
been waiting for Gus to play their
town, the press had been wonder-
ful and the theatre was sold out;
Then: came the fly in the ointment.
Five minutes before curtai. ,

the
Gerry Society served notice that
the kids chuldn’t appear. Things
looked pretty black but Gus saved
the day with an idea that gave us
quite a chuckle.

Instead of sending Georgie and
Lila, out on. the.-stage, he let them
r
0 .^unbonnet Sue” on .

the steps
leading from the stage to the or-
chestra pit. The rest of the show
was performed in the aisles, in
boxes and from the first row in the
Orchestra. The Gerry Society was;
helpless; technically, we weren’t
Porf onstage. The audience

^e<f and the show Went over

p/J Can’t Make My Eyes

7
recalls memories of Flo
and Anna Held. Gus

this s0ng at Ziegfeld’s

“In My Merry Oldsmobile” was
one of the first hits Gus ever wrote
and probably the first singing cbm2

mercial. In later years, another
Edwards hit, “Tammany;’’ was to

be turned into a singing jingle for

Barbaspl. In those days it was
hard to get an Olds, and Gus occa-
sionally became irked when per-
formers Who merely sang the song
received a bright, shiny car while
the composer Walked. In retalia-

tion, he wrote “Take Me Back In
Your Cadillac,” Which poked gen-
tle fun at the Olds. He had heed
promised a car by the Cadillac

company; as it was interested in

the exploitation value of an Ed-
wards song. When the great day
finally arrived, GUs was introduced
to a top official who informed him,
“Sorry, Mr. Edwards, Cadillac

merged with the Oldsmobile Co.

this morning!”

Of all Gus’ songs I have a par-

ticular affection for “By the Light
of the Silv’ry Moon.” My devotion

to this song is purely emotional for

Within those famous 20 bars are

memories of the first trip Gus and
I took through the Grand Canal in

Venice in 1915. We were very

young, and one beautiful night we
cruised through the (Canal in our
gondola.

Other youngsters Whom Gus
started on the road to fame in later

years included Ray Bolger, Eleanor
Powell, the Duncan Sisters,-

Groucho Marx, the Lane Sisters,

Hildegarde, Earl Carroll, Artn

Dvorak, Mervyn LeRoy, Lilyan
Tashman and Jack Pearl, to men-
tion a few.

Perhaps the continued success of

his songs and the triumphs of his

youngsters are the best memorial
any showman can have.

How Corny Can We Get?, Or How Binge

Of Offbeat Music Brought Sock ’51 Payoff

By HERM SCHOENFELD
New sounds and new talent took over the music

business in 1951. It was a year-long jag of gim-
micks, novelties, alfalfa tunes , and electronic stunts
the climaxed a trend away from the old song pat-
terns building since the end of the last War. With
thfe^end of the offbeat, cycle not yet in sight, the
songmakers are now', seriously and intensively pon-
dering the question; “How corny can we get?”
The disk end of the music industry is apparently

aiming to push the current cycle to its outermost
limits. During the past year, the offbeat; binge has
brought the biggest pbyOff .since the spectacular
profits of the war .period. While the solid songs,
With few exceptions, laid bombs saleswise last year,
the .

noyelties and country tunes have been breaking
through ori Wax with a steady succession of hits.

The disk-makers have found that new sounds can sell

their merchandise and they have been garnishing
their platters with echo chambers, jazz harpsichords,
multiple-VoiCe dubbings and other forms of elec-

tronic exotica. .There are no signs in the wind that
the disk companies Will reverse their field in the
coming year. The present formula has proved to be
the right recipe for the public taste.

But While the diskers have come up with the key
to the mass market,, the publishers: made little

progress during the past year to reestablish, their

operations on a -solid- basis. Thev old squeeze
is still on. The record companies are still firmly
in the saddle of the music business; sheet music
sales, particularly on the hit. noyelties, have con-
tinued to sag; mechanical royalties are hot enough
to pay the. overhead; and the multiplicity of

small firms, with no staffs and sometimes no offices,

are furnishing tough competition in an offbeat song
market.

For the major publishers, the most hopeful, sign

for the future, has been their steadily rising take
from performance rights. During the past year,

the income of the American Society of Composers,
Authors and' Publishers hit an all-time peak of about
$12,000,000. despite the absence of licensing agree-

ments with the picture companies. Radio, in face

of video’s inroads, accounted for over $8,000,000 of

the. total, with television chipping in over $2,000,000.

ASCAP’S TV income is seen growing to the single

biggest source in a few years, while a new avenUe of

performance revenue may be opened Up as a result

of the Kefauver-Bryson amendment to the Copy-
right Act, which would compel jukebox operators to

pay lc a record per week as licensing fees, With an
estimated. $5,000,000 to come from the jukeboxes,
if the amendment passes, the era of a $25,000,000

ASCAP melon is drawing near.

ROCH ULMER
WHB, Kansas City

Roch Ulmer is new to these

parts, but is no newcomer to radio

and the music biz. After a long

spell at KSTP, St. Paul, he put in

about a year as production man-

ager at KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo., be-

fore joining WHB last Septem-

ber. Recently the time schedule

has been made up to give him two

long sessions, one from 2 to 4:15

(“Club 710”) each afternoon, and

the other from 11:15 p.m. to l a m.

He also handles “The Weather and

You,” a five-minute daily shot at

6:45 p.m.

The two long shows are straight

record sessions, Ulmer going in for

most anythingin the field of music*

On the late show he plugs requests

by wire, and draws a fistfull of

telegrams ightly, indicating a

lively and extensive listener fol-

lowing. Afternoon round features

pops, of the day and standards, but

on the everting show the edge goes

to the varied and unusual record-

ings.

In the jockey role* Ulmer keeps

chatter to a minimum and also

keeps it crisp and sprightly much
of the time. Chatter also reflects

his familiarity with the recorded

note; Over all Ulmer turns out a

very listenable platter session.

Quin.

Emergence of BMI

One of the most important by-products of the

recent cornball cycle has been the emergence of

Broadcast Music, Inc.; into a high-powered licensing

organization. Operating with an extensive stable of

folk publishers, headquartered in Nashville, and a

flock of New York “hillbilly” outfits, BMI during

1951 had its greatest play on the best-seller lists

since its formation 1.0 years ago. BMI hits included

such whoppers as “Tennessee Waltz,” “Come Ori-a

My House,” “Cold; Cold Heart,” “Slow. Poke” and
“I Get Ideas.” BMI’s own publishing firm, under
Julie Stearns’ direction, came up with “Because of

You” and “Jezebel” for a record-breaking yep. Top-
ping the previous year’s activity by a considerable

margin, BMI shelled out. about $2,650,000 for per-

formance rights for the fiscal year ending July 31.

The “new sounds” pattern of the. music business,

however,, gave the biggest break of all to new talent

during 1951. The disk-buying public, which is cen-

tered in
,

the 12 to 16-year-old age bracket, brushed

off most of the established name singers for young-
sters’ with a fresh, and sometimes weird vocal

attacks. For the major diskers, the click of the new-

comers took them off the hook for the heavy mini-

mum guarantees made to the vet- stars who failed

to pay off as expected.
The new constellation of disk stars gave bigtime

status to such vocalists as Tony Bennett, Rosemary
Clooney, Les Paul & Mary Ford, Guy Mitchell,

April Stevens, Johnnie Ray, The Four Aces, Eddie

Fisher, Tommy Edwards and Del Wood. One of the

most phenomenal clicks of the past year was Mario

Lanza, who straddled both the longhair and pop

fields with his multimillion sales for RCA Victor on

such numbers as “Be My Love” and “Loveliest Night

of the Year.” Lanza was one of the few “legitimate"

voices to break through this year but, once again,

his powerful tenor fitted the definition of “new
sound.”
Whether the disk companies, are building genuine

new vocalists or only selling: electronic arid, stylistic

gimmicks, only the future will tell.' How many of

the newcomers Who clicked in 1951 will be part of

the disk picture in the years to come? ,/ Some of the

youngsters, .
who rode to the top via tricky noyelties

and background effects, are proving to be orie-shot

flashes in the pari. They are already having trouble

i getting followup hits, arid the tendency of the

artists and repertory brain-trusters to duplicate the

same sound patterns on the sequels is only accelerat-

ing the downward slide.

Paul-FordV 6,000,000 Sale

Such artists as Bennett, Ray and the Paul-Ford

team have shown enough stuff during the past year

to produce clicks back-to-back. The Paul-Ford duo,

with; their soundtrack dubbing technique, racked up

a 6,000,000 sale this year With their 'cuts of ‘‘The

World Is Waiting for the Sunrise,” “Mockin’ Bird

Hill,” “Whisperin’ ” and a couple of other best-

sellers. For the year, they are sharing bestselling

honors with Patti Page, a.vocalist Who broke through

in 1950 with “All My Love” and followed up with a

spectacular string of a dozen consecutive hits bn

the Mercury label,

The shifting pattern of the wax market also re-

sulted in a radical reshuffling in the positions of the

major diskeries on the bestseller lists during the past

year. Columbia Records, which early in 1950, had
been banking on its longhair long-play catalog

ip make up for the deficit in its pop operations,

surged to the top during 1951 With its roster of

young Vocalists . arid, a new administrative team
headed by Jim Conkling, who took; over the prexy
spot early in the year after the resignation of Ted
Wallerstein, arid Mitch Miller, pop a&r chief, who
has lilt with his “experimentation” with, jazz harpsi-

chords, English horns; echo chambers arid offbeat

ypealists. The last 12 months have been the biggest
year In Columbia’s 'history.

RCA Victor and Capitol also perked considerably
during the past! year in their pop operations to boom
the whole disk industry over last year’s retail gross
turnover of $160,000,000. Dfecca slipped: off its 1950
clip biit the company has been maintaining its solid

financial standing due to the strongest pop -catalog

business in. the field. Among the smaller com-
panies, Mercury has also had an exceptional year,

paced by :
such artists as Patti Page, Vic Damone

and Eddy. Howard. London Records, on the other
hand* folded its American Wqxing operations to con-
centrate exclusively on distribution of British-::^ de
platters.

The ever-shifting a&r picture at the major com-
panies brought two Important switches during the
year. At DeCca, Dave Kapp, brother, of the diskery’s
-co-founder, Jaqk Kapp, exited the company Yn a
policy disagreement with Decca prexy Milton R.
Rackmjl. Morty Palitz replaced Kapp at Decca, jand
Kapp moved into the RCA Victor pop a&r spot qeld
by Charles Grean for a little less than two yeaVs.
Mitch Miller, meantime, was inked to another two-
year, pact with Columbia Records, signalizing the
company’s intention to travel in the same offbeat
groove which paid off during 1951.

Disk-TV Link Stronger

The past year saw a growing liaison between the

disk and television industries. In a concrete Way,
Deqca prexy Milton Rackmil mode, a bid to move into .

the vidpix field via the dlskery’s buyout of the

majority holdings in Universal Pictures and the

eventual merger of the two companies.

Television also had a strong positive, impact on
disk, sales during the past year. Fears that video
saturation would eventually cut into the platter
market were completely dispelled in 1951. the
year-end statistics showed that’ the disk industry
take had increased over the previous year while the
circulation of TV sets was reaching into 14,000,000
homes with an estimated audience of 69.00Q,000 peo-
ple. As one trade exec explained it, “TV is keeping
’em at home and. that gives us a shot at the public.”

Although video has proved a valuable adjunct in

selling wax, the new medium has played an insig-

nificant role in making hits to the disappointment
of most publishers who are looking for some way
to take the business, out of the hands of the record
companies and the disk

.
jockeys. But Video, unlike

the early days of radio when new songs were made
by live plugs, has confined itself to the playing of
standards and established hits, wjth new entries

getting the complete brush on important shows or
relegated to minor programming spots. •

No. change in video’s stance ori new songs is ex-

pected with its continued growth. Countering the

belief that TV, like radio, will inaugurate new
era for young songsmiths, vet trade execs point

out that radio was forced to make its own hits. Two
decades ago, disks did not have the power it has
now, with the. result that radio had no outside cri-

terion to go by in the selection of its material.

That factor, plus the power of such names as Bing
Crosby, Guy Lombardo and Kate Smith to make hits

overnight, gave: radio the sclfrconfidence to plug new
tunes. Currently, however; TV can afford to play

it safe because it has an objective check hi disk-

bestseller lists; Tunes that sell on wax are held to

be surefire material for TV shows, and programmers
are taking few chances in testing untried song ma-
terial on high-budgeted shows.

Along with the new sounds, last year saw the com-
plete breakdown in the barriers between bop. and
country music. Once confined to the hinterlands,

the backwoods tunes and the alfalfa artists have
been harvesting spectacular sales in the urban cen-

ters. Such names as Eddy Arnold, Tennessee Ernie,

Red Foley, Lefty Frizzell, Ernest Tubb, Stuart Ham-
blen and Roy Acuff, among others, have developed

into the most consistent bestsellers on wax in the

busi
. , Surpassing most of the top pop names on

the iriajor ,labels.

The click of the cider-jug ditties was highlighted

during 1951 by the “Tennessee Waltz” phenomenon.
The biggest hit in 20 years, the number sold over

4,500,000 on disks; (over 2,000,000 via JPatti Page’s

Version alone ) . and', over .
2,000,000 • copies of sheet

music. The number started late in 1950 and con-"

tinned on the bestseller lists well into 1951. Others

mountain-born clicks this year include “Cold Gold

Heart” and “Slow Poke,” both of which are headed

for the golden 1,000,000 record-seller circle.

Political pundits, meantime,, can read their own
lesson for the 1952 elections in the year’s biggest

"hypo, “Old SoMiers Never Die,” which was taken

from .General Douglas MacArthur’s address to a

joint session of Congress following his return from

Japan last spring. Within a few hours after the

address, all the major labels were rushing versions

of the “Old Soldiers” p.d. tune to the market in

addition to long-play platters of the full MacArthur

address. But despite the disk jockey hypos, the

newspaper bally arid the mag spreads, the “Old

Soldiers” etchings and the L-P platters laid a big

egg in the. disk market.

7
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Th* Funny and the Unusual,

Or Disking’* Early Days
:By JIM WALSH=

Vinton* Va.

During tiie almost 75 years since

Thomas A. Edison Invented the

phonograph, plenty of funny things

have happened in connection with

the oldtime cylinders (known then
as

.
“rollers”) and the still-domi-

nant platters.

Probably most of the funniest
occurred in pioneer days when
techniques were experimental and
all sorts of makeshifts were re-

sorted to, but I can’t withhold a
feeling of envy for a certain New
York record-collector. This bird,

name unknown to me, is said to
have friendships 'with the different
record companies that allow him to

obtain masters that were discarded
when something went wrong. He
specializes in those on which Cros-
by, et al., express their chagrin in

the most uninhibited language. A
New Yorker who has heard some
of the rejects tells me that a num-
ber of the girls—not necessarily
Tallulah, either r— deliver them-
selves even more pithily and to
the point than do the boys. Any-
way, a fellow with such a collection

need, never be shy a barrelful of
laughs.

But getting back to my thesis of
the funny things that happened in

the old days, vet tunesmith Fred
Hager still chuckles at something
that occurred in the ’90's, when he
was directing recording bands for
Edison, Columbia and Zonophone.
Fred, the first man to make a com-
mercial violin record, recalls that

he
,

conducted a band in a room so
small there wasn’t room for the
slide trombonist to do his stuff. So
Mr, Trombone had to stand on a

chair out in the hall and toot his

horn over the transom:

chose to bear the torture rather
than publicly express his senti-

ments, but O’Connor quoted him
as saying: “George, if you ever dare
to sing that dirge in the White
House I’ll shoot you!”

George didn’t.
.* * +

|
’Everybody Works But Father*

Let’s skip now from an Ameri-
can president to a onetime king of
Greece.
One of the big American song

hits of 1905, was “Everybody Works
But Father,” originally an English
comic ditty that was revised for use
on this side by' Jean Havez, ad-
vance man of the Lew Dockstadter
minstrels. The song also went well
overseas and came to the attention
of prince George of Greece, who
was amused by the easy-going
manner in which his father, King
George, discharged his rpyal. re-
sponsibilities,

The prince heard, the number
when he visited an English war-
ship that was cruising in the Medi-
terranean, and some of the ship’s

officers played a recording of it.

Being delighted with the tune, and
even more with ; the words, the
prince obtained a copy of the rec-
ord and a gave a dinner in Athens
to some of his intimate friends, at

which he invited his father to be
present. After the banquet he
played the “Everybody Works But
Father” record. And, as related
by the now-defunct Talking Ma-
chine News, “Everybody present
who understood English appreci-
ated the' criticism of King George,
but no one laughed more heartily,

at the joke than he did.”

* * *

Pres. Taft’s Personal Recordings

>

notes of ‘Fireman, Save My Child/
“ ‘Geer exclaimed a young hose-

man, as he paused to listen, ‘this

is the first time I ever worked at

this trade with music on the side!’

“The performance did not last

long, however. In a few minutes the
floor fell, and the machines went
down to the solemn accompaniment
of ‘The Dead March In Saul/
Some of the firemen who heard the
machines playing from a distance
thought that people had been
penned in the building and were
crying for help. These had to be
held back from rushing to the res-

cue of the supposed victims. It

took four hours to get the fire un-
der control.”
The London Express facetiously

reported that the fire was started
by an incendiary whose life had
been made a hell by constantly
hearing Victor records of the then-
reigning hit tune, “Hiawatha.”

*

The Phonograph Clock

The Big Victor Fire
I

One of the funniest stories I’ve

beard in connection with the pho-
nograph had a. political angle. It

was told me by the late George
O’Connor, a Washington attorney
who has been a favorite White
House entertainer through every
administration from William Mc-
Kinley’s to Harry Truman’s. Back
in 1912, genial William Howard
Taft was running for re-election to

the Presidency but not getting any-
where fast, with Theodore Roose-
velt opposing him on the Progres
sive ticket and the Democrat,
Woodrow Wilson, obviously in the
lead. Taft knew he was in for a
licking, but he didn’t let it get the
best of <his sense of hunior. He
summoned O’Connor to the White
House, and said:

“George, I’ve just made some
Victor records, giving my views on
public affairs,, for use in this cam-
paign. Now I want you to do me
a favor. I Wimt you to go to the
Victor plant, at Camden and make
two records especially for me. I

want you to sing two of. my favorite
songs that have a direct bearing on
the way things are going in the
campaign.

“What are the songs, Mr. Presi-
dent?” roly-sply George politely
inquired. Ana the President almost
burst with laughter as he replied:

“They’re two old minstrel num-
oers
—

’Tain’t No Disgrace to Run
When You’re Skeered’ and ‘If He
Comes In, I’m Goin’ Out.’

”

Recognizing that the “he” in

Taft’s mind was Wilson, O’Connor
entered into the spirit of the joke.
He did go to Camden and make the
records. They, of course, were not
put on sale, and only about half a
dozen copies -Of each were pressed.

O’Connor afterwards became a Co-
lumbia recording star, but that was
the only, time he ever did any re-

cording for Victor.

Phonograph companies in the old
days seem to have been especially

prone to fires. In England, the
Edison Bell Co. was burned out
several times/ and the disastrous
Edison fire at West Orange in De-
cember, 1914, is still a vivid memo-
ry to many grizzled Edisonians.
Ten years farther back, on Sunday,
April 25, 1904, Victor’s entire in-

strument plant at Camden was de-
stroyed, with the loss of about a
quarter of a million records. And
here is the Way a reporter for the
conservative Philadelphia Press de-
scribed it:

"There were several thousand
talking machines on which cylin-

ders had been placed. When the
flames reached the floor where
these were stored,, the heat Set all

the machines working,
,
and for a

few minutes there was a volume of

noise that would have made a
Steam calliope sound like a penny
whistle. In the machines were
scores of popular songs and reci-

tations and dozens of reproductions
of stirring matches by bands. With
them all going at once it was bed-
lam broken loose. Half a dozen
machines were giving a spirited

rendition of ‘There’ll Be a Hot
Time In the Old Town Tonight’
While from others there peeled the

Another gent with an imagina-
tion ahd a solid literary back-
ground, although he was no report-
er, was the fellow who constructed
a clock that had a phonograph at-

tachment. The year was 1908, This
ingenious device announced each
hour with a spoken quotation from
Shakespeare, The face of the clock
was painted to represent the low-
ered curtain of a theatre. Ai the
minute hand touched 12, the cur-
tain would roll Up,' disclosing a
miniature Stage With two tiny fig-

ures, about three inches tall, per-
fectly modeled and' costumed..
They appeared to. be talking with
each other. At six o’clock the fol-

lowing was heard:

“How’s the day? On the sixth
hour, at

;

which time, my lord, you
said our wbrk. should cease”-- a
quotation from act 5. of “The Term
pest.” Other hours were announced
as follows:
“The bell then beating one”

(•‘Hamlet,” Act 1).

“Sure, Luciaha, it is 2 o’clock”
(“Comedy of Errors,” Act 2).

“The clock hath stricken three”
(“Julius Caesar,” Act 2).

“How far info the morning is it,

Lords? Upon the stroke of four.”

(“Richard III,” Act 5).

“At 5 o’clock I shall receive the
money” (“Comedy of Errors,”

Act 4).

“Let's see, I think ’tis now some
seven o’clock” (“Taming of the
Shrew,” Act 4).

“The eighth' hour—be that the
uppermost?” (“Julius C a e s a r,”

Act 2).

“It’s supper time, my yord—it’s

9 o’clock” (“Richard III,” Act 5).

“Ten o’clock; within these three
hours ’twill be time enough to go
home” (“All’s Well That Ends
Well/* Act 4).

“Eleven o’clock the hour” (“Mer-

ry Wives of Windsor,” Act 4).

“What hour now? I think it lacks
of 12” P'Hamlet,” Act 1).

Unfortunately, the name of the
genius who devised this classic

timepiece doesn’t seem to have
been preserved.

* * +

That Dog Fight Record
.1

The average man of 1951, who
has been driven almost beserk by
hearing someone in his cups play
the same maudlin number over and
over on a jukebox may think no-
body ever suffered worse tortures

j
Nuts to “Home on the Range”!

I also remember O’Connor’s say-

ing he used to enjoy Watching
Franklin D. Roosevelt writhe when
somebody-^anybody—began sing-

ing “Home oh the Range.” Roose-
velt, he said, especially hated that

song, but one of his aides, Marvin
McIntyre, liked to form impromptu
quartets and harmonize the number
in barbershop style, so he circu-

lated the report that it was FDR’s
favorite composition.
The hoax Was so successful that

the average American new re-

ligiously believes that “Home on
the Range” was THE Roosevelt
song. Apparently, the President

HUGO WINTERHALTER
Exclusive RCA Victor Recording Artist

Listed below in alphabetical order of the artist are the top 35 besU
sellers in the" pop recording field during 1951, Compilation is based on
the information contained in Variety’s weekly retail record sales chart

Label PublisherArtlsft-TItle

Ames Bros.-Les Brown
“Undecided”

Tony Bennett
“Because of You'*

Tony Bennett
“Cold Cold Heart”

Rosemary Clooney
“Come On-A My House”

Nat (King) Cole
“Too Young”

Perry Como
“If”

Perry Como-Fontane Sis
“You’re Just In Love”

Doris Day
“Shanghai”

-Billy Eckstine
“I Apologize”

Four Aces
“Si ”

Phil Harris
“The Thing”

Eddy Howard
“Sin”,

Frankie Laine
“Jezebel”

Frankie Laine
“Jealousy”

Mario Lanza
“Be My Love”

Mario Lanza
“Loveliest Night of Year”

Tony Martin
“I Get Ideas”

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller
“My Heart Cries For You”

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller
“My Truly Truly Fair”

Giiy Mitchell-M. Miller
“Roving Kind”

Guy Mitchell-M. Miller
“Sparrow In the Tree Top”

Patti Page
‘‘And So to Sleep Again”

Patti Page
“Detour”

Patti Page
“Tennessee Waltz”

Patti Page
“Would I Love You”

Les Paul-Mary Ford
“How High the Moon”

Les Paul-Mary Ford
“Mockin’ Bird Hill”

Les Paul
“Whispering”

Les Paul-Mary Ford
“World Is Waiting for Sunrise”

Johnnie Ray
“Little White Cloud That Cried”

D. Reynblds-C. Carpenter
“Aba Daba Honeymoon”

Dinah Shore
“Sweet Violets”

Weavers
“On Top Of Old Smoky”

.Weavers
“SO Long”

Del Wood
“Down Yonder”

Coral Leeds

Columbia Broadcast

Columbia Acuff-R

Columbia Duchess

Capitol Jefferson

Victor Shapiro-B

Victor Berlin

Columbia Advanced ’

M-G-M Crawford

Victoria Algonquin

Victor Hollis

Mercury Algonquin

Columbia .Broadcast

Columbia Harms

Victor Miller

Victor . Robbins

Victor Hill-R

Columbia Massey:

Columbia' Southern

Columbia Hollis

Columbia Santly-J

Mercury Paxton

Mercury Hili-R

Mercury Acuff-R

Mercury Disney

Capitol Chappell

Capitol Southern

Capitol Miller-Fisher

Capitol Crawford

Okeh Spier

M-G-M Feist

Victor Morris

Decca Folkways

Decca Folkways

Tennessee Southern

than his, but even as long ago as
1903 the phonograph could be, and
frequently Was, an instrument of
torture. Witness this letter writ-
ten by a justly annoyed gentleman
to a New York paper:

“A dozen times a day a dogfight
in its most realistic form is per-
formed on a phonograph, appar-
ently to the unalloyed delight of
my neighbors. A hoarse-voiced
‘tough’ announces the terms of the
fight in tones only possessed by that
variety of mankind of which he is
a representative . . , At last tl\e
fight is on, and if you were actu-
ally assisting at sit, in defiance of
the penal pode, you

. could hardly
get a more realistic sense of the
elevating amusement. The talking
machine tells the. whole story. If
the dogfight was actually taking
place on the lawn, and the. refuse
of humanity had gathered there to
see it, the proceedings would:
hardly be more real than they seem
in this machine reproduction . . .

From repeated, hearing of that
phonograph I feel’ as if f had now
subjected myself to criminal ar-
rest for violating the law by sneak-
ing into that sort of ring.”

The complained-of record was
“A Scene at a Dog Fight,” made
in the early 1900’s by the late Len
Spencer, an imaginative oldtime re-
cording artist, and the animal imi-
tator, Gilbert Girard, If Len and
Gil knew of that letter they prob-
ably were pleased by the back-
handed compliment to the fidelity
of their recorded work.

BMI’s ‘TV Sketchbook’

To Suggest Tele Scripts

For Song Showcasing
In a move to hypo video perform-

ances. of tunes from its affiliates’

catalog, Broadcast Music, Ihc., has

shipped out the first edition of

thp Television Sketchbook to ad

agencies and TV stations around,

the country. BMPs Sketchbqok is

a compilation of songs, with accom-

panying ideas for TV production.

First edition contai 44 songs

With 13 BMI publisher affiliates

represented; E, B. Marks and Peer
International lead the pubs with
eight songs each. The song pro-

duction. sketches Were scripted by
Stephen Hunt White

,
and Stephen

Falk Krantz. Book Was distributed
cuffo.

‘First Bom’ in London* Jan* 28

London.

As an extension of the Arts The-

atre. Club, which is limited to mem-

bers only, Alex Clunes has taken a

lease of the Winter Garden The-

atre for normal public presenta-

tions.

Opening attraction will be Chris-

topher. Fry’s “The First Born,

which starts Jam 28.
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Of Eftriy Tin Pan Alley Era
When V, R. Hearst, Sol Bloom,- Frank Keeney, Carl Laemmle, William Fox,

i, Irving Berlin Were Songpluggers

Or in the Music Biz

ains
By MIKE GROSS

Although the opening months of
.
1951 loomed as the beginning of a

resurgence of the dance band, the year is closing without any positive

answers; the future of the band biz remains the big questionmark for

19^2. During the year, a few remaining name orchs held on to tlieir

top-dog status in the booking scramble, but the new names, with few
exceptions, found it tough going.

In an effort to give the band biz “new look,” agencies went in for

new orchs, package deals, guarantee cuts and promotional hypos, but
were stymied by opposition from the majority of ballroom operators
to accept new names or formats. The ops’ reluctance to stray from the
practices of the past is held as the major factor in the overall b.o. drop.

Their reliance on the w.k. orchs and. a few of the newer names who
have broken through in the past couple of years, such as Ralph Flana-
gan and Ray Anthony, has paid off at the gate, but there weren’t
enough of these attractions to push a 52-week operation into the black.

Standout among the old name bands was Guy Lombardo, who con-
tinued to rack up solid grosses. Several of the other names also fared
well in one-niters and location dates, but since they comprised .only

a handful of the band biz retinue, it wasn’t a representative picture.

Ops kept grabbing these names just as. they did in the halcyon days
but the newcomers remained an agency headache.
Due to the paucity of name attractions and the refusal to gamble

on. new orchs, terpery owners pulled away from a six-day week opera-
tion. Eastern ballrooms, especially, began to concentrate on weekend
shindigs and sluff off the midweek dances by stressing a big name
barrage for. the Friday-Saturday

.

affairs, they drew enough to carry
over the sluggish biz . during the week.
Attempts Were made by agencies to hypo operators’ interest . in pro-

motion and exploitation. Pessimistic attitude taken by many of ball-

room owners on their dance dates curtailed their coin outlay for
newspaper ads or radio time. Through enlarged press books, flyers,

etc., the agencies tried to show how planned promotion campaigns
could boost b.o. Ballrooms, which channelized their exploitation coin
expenditure according to plans laid out by the agencies, generally saw
the results in upped returns.

Ballroom Setup Changed
Along with promotion, agencies pressed the need for a complete

renovation of the ballroom
.
setup, especially in the east. Offish biz

in this area was attributed to the makeshift and shabby 1 halls which
were passing as dance emporiums. Bands, which cleaned up in. the
modernized, well-kept ballrooms of the west and midwest, continued
to make poor showings in the east’s seedy spots. Despite pressure
from the bands as well as the agencies, few of the. operators shelled
out any loot for renovation.
The year also saw little improvement in the impact of bands on

Wax. With the market spotlight still on vocalists, a solid band instru-
mental meant little in the market. Diskeries bypassed their orch
pactees to give the best songs to its vocal stars. Although some of the
orchs were able to break through With a hit, total sales seldom came
close to those racked up by a vocal disk pitch. Flanagan, bn RCA-
Victor, and Anthony,, on Capitol, came' through during the year with
occasional clicks,

.
and though sales were only moderate the bands

; showed a wax profit.
Agency men feel that the public is getting its fill of gimmick sounds

on platters and will want to hear melodic instrumentals again. They
claim that the new sound craze^has reached its peak and the dwindling
ter.p clientele will start coming back to the ballrooms. Evidence of the
forthcoming return to melody was also demonstrated by several
of the diskeries’ artists and repertory heads, who said, in. the closing
months of the year, that they’re going to stress the tune and not the
gimmick.

.

Another factor contributing to bands’ problems was the dearth of
top sidemen available for steady, orch work. The demand for a good
instrumentalist on TV-radio and recording dates has reached the point
that many sidemen have dropped out of the band picture completely
in favor of freelance band assignments. These men pioneered a new

Vfr
ra(Bo-recording specialists, and the orch leaders found it

cl iIncult to buck the lure of regular hours and bigger coin in assembling
a topnotch crew. An additional employment problem which beset the
orc-hman. was the difficulty in getting youngsters to serve apprentice-.~ band instrumentalists. Many of the youngsters were called up

on,-
^raft while others showed preference for small combo work.

The small combo field developed during the year, units of five to

^
e> ' en men

* usually headed by a name instrumentalist, started getting
terp dates as well as nitery bookings. With the dearth of big name

us operators took on the small bands and discovered that the
devotees would come out for them just as often as for a large

unit. Lower guarantees on the combos also ' influenced the steady
stream of bookings:

Y
^jSS^st b.o. draw ,in the combo field were the jazz units. In New

Chicago and San Francisco, the jazz groups found new spots open
with a large new audience comprised mainly of youngsters

^iio had received their jazz indoctrination via collectots-items platters.

i nop
0r

ti
na

.

n<
^
e of jazz bdites in these cities was a throwback to the

,
s imPact was also evidenced by the b;o. cleanup of jazz con-

Tt packages. Such units as “Jazz At The Philharmonic,” Billy Eckstine-
.eorge Shearing, and Stan Kenton scored heavily in their separate

tours during the past fall, ,

saw a fadeout of rhumba orchs. Facing a grassroots area

i Svn°
’ the Latinos began to deemphasize their south-of-the border

uyuims and add a wider selection of pop melodies. With the exception

i ri' iu
av

ir
r
S'us^> the rhumba orchs found themselves limited mostly

ne N. Yv and Miami Beach locations*
moneymakers in 1951 were the rhythm and blues

thn
A °ugh their appeal was centered mainly in the hinterlands;,

i o

h

e
?f.

0
,
comboS were able to rack up as much as $750 to $1,000 a

,
r°yaRies matched their. live b.o. and the indies which

Juhiw
l
?.
e

- b&r groups, such as King, Alladin, Savoy, Atlantic and
ee> hls consistent .top Sales figures throughout the year.

By RAY WALKER
Miami.

I am one of the very few song-
pluggers bn the job before 1900
who is still at it and keeping busy.
I’m now plugging “I Found

. A
Peach On Miami Beach” for.

Charles Abel, Miami Beach music
pub.
My plugger career covers 53

years, I started in 1898 for Willis
Woodward Co., in the Star Theatre
Bldg., 12th St. and Broadway, N. Y„
plugging “Hot Time In the Old
Town Tonight.” For sweeping
floors, wrapping packages, running
errands, delivering music to stores
and being generally handy I got
$3 a week. When I used one Of
Woodward’s 2c postage stamps for
personal correspondence, my salary
at end of Week was $2.98;

In 1900, George C. Tilyou, of
Steeplechase. Park, COney Island,
published the song, “At The
Steeplechase,” and hired me to see
that everyone on Coney Island re-
ceived copies. The fife and drum
corps at the entrance on the
BoWery and Tilyou ’s Walk played
it over 100 times, a day. The corps;
there in 1940 still played the song.
Wonder if they are the same men
or descendants of the original fife

and drum corps?
James T. Quirk had a publishing

business on 34th St;, N. Y„ in 1901.
He published “I’m The Messenger
Boy In Demand.” I started a trio,

with Thomas Potter Dunne and
Arthur Carlton, to plug it. We
were such a success agents offered
us vaude dates, and we were
booked into Huber’s Museum on
14th St. for $45 a week. I left

the trio before playing there.

Willie Howard, who had been Work-
ing as a plugger for Witmark, topk
my place, When Carlton quit the
act Eugene Howard replaced him.
Later on Dunne quit tO do a single,

and the Howard Bros, continued
as a team, still wearing messenger
boys’ uniforms.

v
Doty & Bril, in 1902, had a mu-

sic pub business On 28th St. “Tin
Pan Alley” was born there; Charles
Doty, of the yaude act, Steele, Doty
& Coe, was of this company; for
which I plugged “My Lady Lou”
and “Game Of War.”

Hearst In Tin Pan Alley

By ALAN KAYES
(Commercial Manager, RCA Victor Red Seal)

None Of obits I read of the late

William Randolph Hearst men-
tioned his one-time music business.

He had the American Advance Co.

at 57th St and Broadway in 1904.

I plugged “The Man With The
Ladder and the Hose” for him.

Frank Keeney, later to become a

powerful theatreowner, then owned
Keeney’s FultOn Theatre at. Fulton
St. & Nostrand Ave., Brooklyn, and
started a music pub business about'

1904 on lower Fulton St. in that

borough. George Botsford worked
there with me.

Sol Bloom, who became a con-

gressman later on, was a music
publisher in 1904. “Sunflower
and the .. Rose” was the one I

plugged for him..

Carl Laemmle, who founded
Universal Pictures, also had a pub
biz that year. I plugged “You’ve
Got Me Going,. Kid” for him.
William O’Gorman, coroner of

The. Bronx, started the Atlas Mu^-

Sic Co. on 28th St., ih 1905. For
him I plugged “I’m Going to Tell

On You” and Billy Tracey’s first

sOng, “Ching Foo.” Bill Kelgard
was pianist there With me.
A Brooklyn pawnbroker, Gabriel

Selig, started the Selig Music Co.

On 28th St. in 1907. I worked for

him in 1908 and plugged “All

Aboard For a Good Old Time”
and “Best Of Friends Must Part.”

Latter was one of first songs by
Irving Berlin, but he never men-
tions it in the list of those /he has

written. Wonder if he has forgot-

ten it? I still have a dance orches-

tration of “All Aboard,”
.
introduc-

ing the chorus of “Best of Friends.’’
r Charles K. Harris Co. was On
31st St. in 1908. Meyer Cohen,

(Continued on page 216)

It has been no secret for some,

years past to operatid impresarios

that When all else fails there is

always Ham and Eggs—or Cav and
Pag, as the three-sheets list the

twin-bill operas. That these two
sterling examples of Italian vcr-

ismo are boff at the boxoffice has
been proven again and again by
savants of the business from Gatti-

Casazza right on down to the Met’s
Mr. . Bing, hot forgetting Fortune
Gallo, and Salmaggi. Thus, by a

peculiar juxtaposition of Words,
Ham and: Eggs are bread and but-

ter in the opera trade.

But what is of. particular inter-

est of late is the fact that Ham
and Eggs; arid sister operatic pro-

ductions of the Italian, French and
German schools, are , alsp becoming
the bread and butter, along with
Tchaikovsky , J. Strauss and Bee-
thoven, of -the classical end of the
record business. It wasn’t always
thus.

For many years RCA Victor’s

Red Seal catalog contained a

sprightly assortment of operas on
disks—complete and in tabloid

form. While there was always a

modest customer interest, no rec-

ord salesman ever had the feeling

that they Were his own bread and
butter, much less a dealer’s cush-

ion for the peaks and valleys of

consumer demand.
All that has changed. In the

past two years RCA Victor has re-

leased a spate of operas. Some
had been dormant in the catalog

for more than a decade. One. fast

look at the Windows of record
shops during the Christmas season
was enough to show that dealers
were featuring, opera on disks—
not to the exclusion of other forms
of repertoire—but alongside the

records that for years have been
known as standard Christmas items
for the longhair customers.

It isn’t difficult to trace the new
trend. It started with,

^
has ac-

companied, and in some instances

has outstripped, consumer transi-

tion to new-speed records and in-

struments. Strangely enough, the

demand for full-length opera on
microgroove disks has not been
limited to long-play versions. The
45 rpm disk is getting a healthy

share of the business in complete
versions.

1951, with Licia Albanese, Jan
Peerce and Robert Merrill in the
starring roles, actually would have
been a studio production.

‘

But circumstances prevented
this. The plan gestated for an-
other few years. Then, in the
spring of 1949, RCA Victor, instead
of dipping a dainty toe into the
cold Waters, plunged bodily with a
studio production of “Rigoletto,”
starring Leonard Warren in the
role he has made his own at the
Metropolitan, the ubiquitous
Peerce as the Duke, and Erna Ber-
ger as the Gilda. It may be of
passing interest to Broadway pro-
ducers and angels to know that
the nut for a studio production of
“Rigoletto” was roughly the same
as the current going rate for rais-
ing the curtain On a three-act
drama which calls for a couple of
scene changes and a full crew of
stagehands, It will probably be
of more specific interest to the
money chasers of show biz to know
that within a year of its release
“Rigoletto” was well an its way
off the nut and sailing out of the
Red Seal into the black.

Real Productions k

Classics Go Pop

Then, to thoroughly confound
the crystal-ball gazers of the in-

dustry, operatic repertoire which
once was known as Strictly for

Connoisseurs has begun to bob Up
on best seller lists, proving, if. any-

thing, that Everyman, in addition

to being the salt of the earth, is

also a Connoisseur. .
Thus RCA

Victor’s Glyndebourne Festival ver-

sions of Mozart’s “Don Giovanni”
and “Marriage of Figaro” are giv-

ing our recent studio production of

“Carmen” and the Toscanini off-

the-air “La Traviata,” a good race

for the consumer dollar.

Chronologically it is difficult to

pinpoint the naseence of public in

terest in grand opera on disks as a

volume phenomenon. As far back

as 1946, three years before the new-

speed revolution ;

’ the industry,

RCA Victor had announced plans

for full-length operas, to be made
under acoustically ideal studio con-

ditions, featuring outstanding stars

under contract to the Red" Seal

label.

It is. generally, known that Tos-

canini was to have conducted the

first of these studio-planned pro-

ductions. Had it not been for a

series of: contretemps, the off-the-

air version of “La Traviata” which

RCA Victor released in October,

With this encouraging fiublie re-
action as proof of the putting of
risk Capital into operatic disk ven-
tures, RCA Victor has gone fur-
ther into the field. Last June, an
all-star cast, headed by the Met’s
Rise Stevens, and with Met balon-
eer Fritz Reiner at the conductor’s
microphone, went to work ih mid-
town Manhattan on a complete
“Carmen.” The nut was even great-
er than that for “Rigoletto” but
once, again, public reaction is prov-
ing that the risk Was a sound one
and the project shows signs Of
quick amortization.

At the same, time RCA Victor
engineers, employing an alchemy
best known to themselves, gave the
masters of the Glyndebourne Mo-
zart operas going over, along
With the Sir Thomas

. Beecham
“Faust” and “Magic Flute,” and
came up with a quality of sound in
finished versions now on the mar-
ket which is so remarkable that
many critics still don’t believe
these recordings Originally were
made a decade and more ago.

This is not to suggest that RCA
Victor has been the only sturdy
pioneer in opera on disks, Our
Worthy competitors are providing
their share of first-class opera On
records. And the proverbial bed-
room. operator is also in the act,

securing masters from sources best
known to himself and slipping
them .into the market at a rate,

limited only by. the necessity of
moving from one P. O; box to an-
other in order to avoid, discovery.

This may suggest that competi-
tively, the companies that are in-

vesting substantial amounts of
money in domestic productions of

recorded opera, and. giving gainful

employment to union musicians,
choristers and. principals, are some-
what at a disadvantage.

.

But the public, that same Every-

man, has a. wisdom and perceptiv-

ity which is in direct ratio to the

cost and worth of the project. With
a covey of operas to choose ' from,

Mr. and Mrs. Public have become
more selective. They bypass the

shoddy versions for thp, quality

production.

No sane person makes long-range

predictions in the record business.

But it is pretty safe to assume that

a trend has been established, in

classical recordings which will con-

tinue for some time to come. The
. trend; if I have; not made my point,

is recorded. Grand Opera, full-

\ length and tabloid, is here to stay.
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Saga of a Quest to Recompense George
Cooper Who* Collaborated with

Stephen Foster

By JAMES J. GELLER
Bollywood.

Two incidents of comparatively recent vintage brought
bade a few vivid memories of a

.
personal experience with

an old songwriter. The. first, the Federal Court's drastic
decision which affects a large slice of the enormous
income of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and: Publishers. The second was the .annual contest of
the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of
Barber Shop Quartet Singing in America, which concluded

. its yearly convention on June
.

11 at the Civic
;
Auditorium

In Omaha before a gathering of 10,000 faithfiil devotees.
Among the close harmony exhibits which filled the air

were "Sweet Genevieve,’' ‘‘Beautiful Isle of the Sea" and
‘•Bring Back My' Bonnie to Me.” all of which originated

from the prolific brain of George Cooper about as far back
as four score years ago.

It was exactly 2.7 years ago that Harry Staton of the
N. Y. Herald Tribune Syndicate assigned me to write a
weekly series of nostalgic, pieces under the. general, heading
of ‘‘The Story Behind the Song.” Erich contribution pur-

ported to narrate the little known facls in connection with
a popular ballad of the past. They were illustrated hand-
somely by Reginald Birch’s pen-and-ink drawings which
Were frequently superior to the text.

It was the venerable Henry j; Sayers who, by the way,
was credited in 1C91 as author and, composer of the rollick-

ing “Ta-ra Boom Dere,” that started me -sniffing on the
frail of “Sweet Genevieve," copyrighted i 1871.

I
.
located Copper in an old frame* red dwelling of two

stories at 2172 Washington avenue in The Bronx, N. Y.
As I recall, he was a genial and friendly iiian of medium
height, smooth shaven, a strongly lined face, a trifle robust,
laughing blue eyes behind rimless spectacles, a full head
of silvery white hair, and in his nineties. He beckoned me
to the outside porch where we both sat on the wicker
rockers. He was immensely flattered that a so-called
member of the press had condescended to look him up
after more than a quarter of a century of. total obscurity.
1 asked him for a few anecdotes relating to the writing of
“Sweet Genevieve" and What inspired the song. . He
told me that, the ballad was based on the sentimental re-
membrance of his wife who died during their first year
of bliss. Her memory haunted him at every turn- Fif-
teen yCars after his tragiC loss, heWrote the lyric in quick
order and sold it for $5. It was a common occurrence for

Grace Hayes’ St. Louis Blues
Last year I told you of my debut at the Palace the-

atre, and this year I shall rerplay a couple of dates
that subsequently followed that strange and terrify-
ing experience.
You may recall,, the billing was Grace Hayes &

Go., but I neglected to mention the rest of the com-
pany. Grace Hayes, definitely considered a “class"
act, naturally had to dress the stage with a handsome
young accompanist. .On several occasions we also
had to dress the handsome young accompanist: . .he
drank! He drank periodically (one every five min-
utes) and eventually wound up “Alcoholic tJnani-
motis.” Curiously enough, there was a strange alli-

ance between the accompanist and myself; we Were
always broke, and my mother’s tight grasp on the
community pursestrings soon made her the over-all
“heavy” in our little play. His salary went imme-
diaitely for booze, and my $20-a-week allowance me-
thodically found its way into the nearest marble ma-
chine.

St. Louis in the dead of. winter is dead enough, but
in the year 1934 it became the setting for a dramatic
scene that would have made Madam X run for cover.
The handsome one was stiff as a billygoat and was

(

threatening not to play the supper show (the one
' Variety always catches) unless a slight advance on
next week’s salary was immediately forthcoming. ..

Mme. Hayes was expounding at great length on the
theory that the show must go on, I’ll call the union,
you can’t do this to me, that’s loyalty for you, etc.
Finally the great man stumbled to the piano and gave
the down beat for the opening of our act.

After a couple of warmup tunes, my mother gin-
gerly directed the spotlight to the popular young com-
poser at the piano and announced triumphantly that
he would now play a medley of his hits; By this time
the popular young composer was breathing heavily
•and glaring indignantly at the unsuspecting audience.
Suddenly and without Warning he bellowed a “Haw!
Haw!" at the audience then placed a fixed stare in the
general direction of Miss Hayes; encircled; his puck-
ered lips with his thumb and index finger, and emit-
ted a shrill and soul-shaking razz. .

Miss Hayes, severely shaken by this ad lib, retired
to the wings and eagerly awaited the last bow the
popular young:composer would ever take with us. As
he stepped from the blinding spotlight into the dark
recesses of the velvet curtain, I’m quite sure he never,
knew what hit him. It seems Miss Hayes had bor-
rowed a stage brace from an innocent stagehand, and
anyone, will tell you that a stage brace in the hands
of a panic-stricken star of stage, screen and radio can
be a most formidable weapon. She laid him low With
one Well-placed blow, and then went on to finish the
act.

After the show quite an argument took place re-
garding the advance in salary, as well as the low
punch in the wings: We thought we had escaped
our giddy friend, and mother and son were; scurrying
past the front of the theatre just as the audience
was wandering aimlessly back into the cold, cold
night, several of them recognized us and stopped
us briefly to tell us they had enjoyed the show, and
It was so nice to sc^mother and son doing So nicely
together,; and then it happened a voice rang out
on the cold night- air and as we turned, there he was,
stripped from the Waist up and looking like a
Wounded sea-lion ... yelling at the top of his voice,
“Well, for Fally Markus’ -.sake, can’t Grace Hayes*
piano-player even have a nickel for a telephone
call?’

r —Peter Lind Hayes,

Forty-sixth J^S^BFT Anniversary

Piscatorial Thespian
Pt. Pleasant, W. Vt.

We had an actor on our showboat one season who
loved’ to 'fish and as. soon as the boat was landed and
tied up lig..would go ashore and put out a handy line
that he would anxiously watch throughout the day.and
at night when the fish were biting good he. would
hurry out during the performance and re-bait the
hooks between scenes.
' We were doing "East'Lynne” that year and my wife,

Josephine, was playing Lady Isobel. The actor i

question had the part pf Sir Francis Levinson. One
night we were playing Cottonwood Point, on the
lower Mississippi, when the actor came up missing
during the elopement scene. Lady Isobel had des-
perately repeated, his entrance cue several times but
nothing happened. “Take me away Sir Francis Lev-
inson,” she cried in a final attempt; “I am wretched—jealous—mad—— But there was still no Francis.
By this time the rest, of the cast and crew, were fran-

tically searching for the missing actor and just as the
curtain was about to be lowered on a hopeless situa-
tion, the actor came rushing on stage. His shoes and
trousers were spattered with mud. Out of breath and
trembling^with excitement he whispered to the en-
raged Lady Isobel: “I just caught the damndest, big-
gest fish!" —Capti Billy Bryant.

authors and composers in that distant harvest to create
a song in a few minutes and promptly relinquish all claims
to it for a meagre sum: /

The rhymes aiid jingles that Cooper hurled on his
early public possess a cadence and rhythm that can be
the envy of the better songwriters of today , His lyrics

were vastly above the prevailing doggerel of the timei His

.

lines can be scanned, his sentiments are genui Oscar
Hammerstein 2d and Richard Rodgers could appreciate
him.
Cooper digressed for a few minutes to loving exhume

a number of the old favorites which, were whistled, sung
and bawled at the early public from the old minstrel
shows and variety theatres, to whose languid rhythm,
singers, contortionists, hoofers, tightrope walkers and
jugglers performed their routines.

When Cooper .casually, tossed off a remark concerning
his song collaboration with; the gifted Stephen Collins
Foster, I perked up and listened most attentively. Told,
me how he first met Foster before the American Civil War,
nursed, tidied, fed and looked after him generally until
he, Cooper, enlisted in the 22d New York Regiment which
participated at Gettysburg and; other campaigns. Mustered
out of seryice, he resumed his collaboration with Foster
on ffiore than a Score of published songs thit are registered
in the copyright office at Washington. It was George
Cooper who telegraphed the melancholy news of Foster’s

death to a brother of the deceased in Cleveland. The
original wire, “Stephen is dead. Come on,” *

still pre-
served in the Stephen Collins Foster Memorial On the
campus of the University of Pittsburgh, together with an
ambrotype of Foster and Cooper as they posed for an
unknown’photographer.
When I referred to the popularity of his songs on cur-

rent phonograph records, he revealed his feelings against a
powerful recording corporation that was making beautiful
use of his material without payment of royalty. Cooper
explained that any composition copyrighted, prior to 1909,
could be recorded mechanically without payment to author,
composer or publisher. “Thank goodness,” he said,, with
an indifferent shrug of his shoulders, “I receive my Civil
War pension of $30 monthly."

,

A Tin Pan Alley Quixote
1

I was a little touched. . Voluntarily, I embarked upon
a crusade which might bring, I hoped, a little extra col-

lateral for his lean pocket. I wrote direct to the president
of a phonograph recording company, calling attention to

the impoverished status of the old songwriter in his nine-
ties, barely subsisting on a small Civil War pension and
whose songs were being used for commercial gain by his
corporation, without payment, even though it. was sanc-
tioned by legal monkeyShines. Such soloists as John Mc-
Cormack, Alma Gluck, John Barnes Wells and other pro-,

fessionals were rendering Cooper's material on phono-
graph disks, not to mention various quartets and trios.

Perhaps he should grant, I rambled on, some modest com-
pensation as a fitting gesture to a deserving old man i

the twilight of life. My plea was .promptly shelved.
My next essay in folly was to storm the ASCAP head-

quarters, then housed at 56 West 45th street, where I
spoke to two members of the administration board, J. C.
Rosenthal and E. C. Mills. I inquired as to whether they
knew qr recognized the name of George Cooper. They
were frankly unable to place him. When I repeated a
partial, list of Cooper’s contributions as well as his collab-
oration with the memorable Stephen Collins Foster, they
regarded me as if I were affected by the rays of the moon.
They summoned Silvio Hein from an adjacent office. His,
contacts among the loiterers of Tin „Pan Alley had also
earned for him the reputation of an old song antiquarian.

Rein remembered Copper. I can see him a trifle dazed
when I informed him that the old gentleman was among

.
the living. He dug deep in his memory and began hum-
ming snatches from a number of Cooper’s songs. I re-
minded themthat-he enjoyed no remuneration or income
from the constant performances of his ballads, that
ASCAP’s boast of guarding the people who wrote the songs
pf a nation instead of the laws, could how be gloriously
put into practical use. All that I brashly suggested to
ASCAP was to admit Cooper into the ranks so that he
might benefit frbm the quarterly dividends. I was advised
this could be accomplished at the recommendation of the
administrative board, especially in view of the fact that
his backlog of songs were being played and sung fre-
quently by professionals. As a result, the affable* Hei
was commissioned to make certain Cooper was not
imposter.
That same day, Hein and I taxied to Cooper’s home bn

Washington avenue. The old man was delighted to meet a
fellow songwriter: more so in the case of One who so well
remembered his lyrics. He listened with quiet enjoyment
as I dwelt on the purpose of my second visit. Accordingly,
Cooper signed an application blank in his Wavering hand as
he quoted a line from Oliver Goldsmith about the belated
recognition which finally arrived “when life’s taper comes
to a flickering end.”

Shartly after, ASCAP generously forwarded a quarterly
check for $500 to the old songwriter. Three months later,
after receiving his second dividend, Cooper was stricken
with pneumonia and passed away after a brief illness in

Austria ‘ASCAP’ Revolt

Ousts Veteran Leaders
By ROBERT STOLZ

.

- ' Vienna.
While looking over my previous anniversary articles

for Variety, I read again my 1948 piece, entitled “Meeting
After Death;” It was a Short story about the life of the
Austrian Society of Composers,. Authors and Publishers
(AKM) up to 1938, its real death in that year, its resurrec-
tion in 1945, My first meeting with my “Mother Society"
had the subtitle “Emil Oswald’s Mission." That article
was an optimistic preview of the future. According to my
opinion, there could be no failure. Everything had to
come off right.

'

Today, looking back, I must say that the AKM has
fulfilled in all fields all hopes which have been placed in
it. Still, in the last part of “Emil Oswald’s Mission"
something seems to have gone wrong.
A recent circular of the AKM : dated Oct. 29, 1951,.

which fills me with immense amazement as well as a little

sadness; This circular contains the information • that the
General Assembly of the AKM of Sept! 25, ,1951, has
recalled after only one year of office, the entire board of
AKM, although this board had been elected for a period
of five years. At the same time, the circular Announces
that the general manager of AKM, Emil Oswald, has left
the Society on the same date.
The general manager’s exit was reportedly caused by a

one-sided act of termination of Oswald’s contract by the
new board of the AKM and that with immediate effect.

Oswald, at this, has taken, legal action against the AKM
in the Austrian courts because pf breach of his contractual
rights, demanding from AKM fulfilment of his contract as
well as payment of damages.
... Now an entirely new wind is sweeping the AKM since
its last extraordinary General Assembly of September,
1951. A revolution, organized with a great deal of skill,

swept away from the board men whose, names seemed for-

ever to be associated with the history and fate pf the AKM.
Men like Rudolf Szieczynski (composer of “Vienna, City
of My Dreams”), Dr. Fritz Stein (one of the greatest ex-

perts on copyright law), the well-known writer Dr. Adler,
Mr. Sitka (Owner of Hofmeister Figaro, the biggest sales-

organization of published music).; men who for decades
have been unselfish advisers in the management the
AKM do not appear on the Board of the AKM any longer.
Schlee of the Universal Edition, composers like Haris Lang
and Haps Jellinek, and last but not least, young:' Hoch-
muth, the most successful Tin-Pan Alley music publisher,
have left the Board as well.

|

New Brooms Sweep AKM ;
: '

|

Aside from Prof. Josef Marx, the newly re-elected'^Presi-

dent, there are mostly new “brooms” that came in £nd the
proverb goes “New brooms sweep well.” Even With the
proverbs; matters are not as simple as all that. Sometimes
the new “brooms” believe they are sweeping well while the

r

old ones stand aside watching the mistakes the new
“brooms" are making.
The formation and building' of the new AKM from,

scratch is being regarded as a matter of course. The
house, in its present state, with the most simple and, at

the same time, most efficient apparatus is a natural thing
which came by itself. The ever-growing income of the
AKM (over 10,000,000 Schillings in 1951) is simply flying

in through the window.
The excellent international connections of the AKM

have seemingly been established by themselves. They
don’t want to remember that these connections are the
result of hard, tireless work and efforts Created with great
skill and diplomacy regardless of many difficulties.

“Emil Oswald’s Mission” comprised also the noble duty
of regaining for the. new AKM, all their old prominent
members. Many came back to the new AKM in spite of
the fact that in the past few years AKM had little to
offer1

. In this connection I only want to mention names
like Richard Strauss, Franz Lehar and many others. All
that is considered today a matter , of fact.

The new board started work with a magic word: “eco-

nomical measures.” This, as everyone knows, is a very
effective slogan and makes extremely good propaganda.
Whether it will be possible to enforce effectively these
new economical measures without harming the excellently
working system of the AKM in Austria and in foreign coun-
tries, only the future can tell.

Every revolution brings with itself a certain amount
of violence and that is perhaps the only explanation I can
find for the manner in which the termination of Oswald’s
contract was effected. Now it is up to the courts to decide
if the board has been justified in its decision and way of
acting. .

Like in every revolution the new heads of AKM will

have to prove that they can do better than the old ones.
The heritage they have taken over is a smooth-running
organization with many invaluable assets. Let’s hope they
will do a gpod job running the Society. We all wish it

for the sake of the great., Old AKM, of the oldest
Societies in the world.

Fun in a Fun Factory
Hollywood.

When I first met my wife Bemardine, she was shy
and reserved and very remote from jokes. I was the
first

,
comedy Writer she ever met and “Life of Riley"

was the first comedy show she ever listened to. I was
Very happy with this situation. A few months after
we were married she started to wisecrack; tell jokes
and, at parties, she was. the fitst one to come up with
“this reminds me of a story.” . I. was amazed at the
sudden change in her personality. My wife really had
;
sense of humor. But one morning I was disillu-

sioned. I picked Up her pillow and there was ^ batch
of cards from my gag file. My file now has a padlock
on it.

Pat Costello, a writer on the Abbott & Costello
show, was sore because the other scripters refused to
cut him in on the plugs. When they mentioned a
vacuum cleaner every writer except Pat Would get a
Vacuum cleaner. Ditto for electric toaster, ; typewriter,
bicycle and other items of merchandise. • The week
“Finian’s Rainbow" was ih town, one of the writers
suggested a gag about “Gloccomora." Pat, boiling by
now, started to pound .the desk and scream: “The joke
is out. I say it’s out, unless’ you cut me ih on a

gloccomora;" —Alan Lipscott.
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McKINNEY'S COTTON PICKERS
Laughing At Life • Baby/ Won't You Please
Come Home • Zonlcy • If I Could Be With
You One Hour Tonight * Trav’lin AILAlone
Rocky Road

JELLY ROLL MORTON
The Chant • Original Jelly Roll Blues

Ponchartrain • Georgia Swing
Doctor Jazz • Black Bottom Stomp

SYDNEY BECHET
Sweetie Dear • Strange Fruit

I'm Coming Virginia • Rose Room
The Mooche • Oh/ Lady Be Good

LIONEL HAMPTON
On the Sunny Side of the Street

Don’t Be That Way
Shoe Shiner’s Drag
Gin for Christmas

Buzzin' Round With the Bee
Jivin’ the Vibes

GREAT TRUMPET ARTISTS
Basin Street • From Monday On
When the Saints Go Marching In

Swing Is Here • Frankie and
Johnny Anthropology

BENNY GOODMAN TRIO
Tiger Rag * Body and Soul

After You've Gone
Nobody’s Sweetheart Now
Oh/ Lady Be Good
Someday Sweetheart

METRONOME ALL-STAR BANDS
Blue Lou • The Blues • Bugle Call Rag
One O’Clock Jump * Metronome All Out
Look Out

ARTIE SHAW
Indian Love Call • Carioca
Donkey Serenade • Rosali

Softly/ as in a. Morning Sunrise

What is This Thing Called Love?

EARL HINES^BILLY ECKSTINE
Stormy. Monday Blues • Water Boy
I Got It Bad and That Ain’/ Good
Somehow * Jelly/ Jelly * Skylark

Crazy Rhythm • High on an Open Mike
Parade • Cotton

The Eel * Black Velvet

EACH ALBUM ON "45", $3.04,

ON LONG PLAY, $3.15

From last year’s "POP" Treasury, other "greats" by the great!

On "45" $3.04—LONG PLAY, $3.15 On "45" $3.93-LONG PLAY, $4.19On "45" $3.04—LONG PLAY, $3.15

Louis Armstrong Town Hall Concert Album . . •

Rockin’ Chair, Ain’t Misbehavin’/ St. James Infirmary,

Pennies from Heaven, 2 others.

Theme Songs . . . Shaw, Goodman, Ellington,

Barnet, Hampton, Armstrong.

Dance Band Hits . . . Dorsey, Clinton, Mil ler, Weems,
Ellington, Kenip.

Small Combo Hits . • . Goodman, Shaw, Dorsey,

Hampton, Berigan, Coleman Hawki

Keyboard Kings of Jazz . . . Basie, Ellington, “Lux"
Lewjs, Johnson and Ammons, Earl Hines/FatsWaller.

Colombo, Crosby, Sinatra . .. . All-time hits by the'

great crooners of the past three decades.

Folk Singers . . r Gene Austin, Vernon Dalhorf and
Jimmie Rodgers.^ sides.

ricst Include Federot excise lax. Add local fax.

jeer to government price ceilj regutati

Bunny Berigan Plays Again . . .1 Can’t Get Started,

The Prisoner’s Song, Trees, Russian Lullaby, Jelly

Roll Blues, High Society, 2 others.

Duke Ellington’s Greatest . . . It Don’t Mean a
Thing/Caravan, Solitude, Sophisticated Lady, In a
Sentimental Mood, Prelude to a Kiss, 2 others.

Benny Goodman and His Orchestra ... Sing, Sing,

Sing, King Porter Stomp, It Had to be You, One
O’Clock.Jump, 3 others.

.

Muggsy Spanier Favorites, Vol. II . .

.

Bluein* the

Blues, Riverboat Shuffle, At Sundown,' Dinah,

Lonesome ROad, 3 others.

Fats Waller Plays and Sings . . . Honeysuckle Rose,

It’s a Sih to Tell a Lie, Darktown Strutters’ Ball, I’m

Gonna Sit Right Down and Write Myself a Letter,

The Jitterbug Waltz, 3 others.
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JOHNNY MERCER

thanks to All the Boys and Girls in
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OR NEARLY tyz MILLION VOTES OUT
OF THE TOTAL OF OVER 2# MILLION
GAVE BMI ITS WINNING MAJORITY
(A HEALTHY INCREASE OVER LAST YEAR'S 61%)

2W
FOLK RECORD

17 OUT OF 20

I

81 .5% OF YOUR VOTES FOR "BEST TOUT RECORD of 1951

COLD, COLD HEART—Hank Williams. 48,362
SHOTGUN BOOGIE*—Tennessee Ernie ...... 44,729
KENTUCKY WALTZ—Eddy Arnold. ... ; . . . .36,857
IF YOU’VE GOT THE MONEY—Lefty Frizzell . 35,762
RHUMBA BOOGIE—Hank Snow. .~7 35,258
I CAN’T HELP IT—Hank Williams.. 31,967
I LOVE YOU A THOUSAND WAYS—

Lefty Frizzell . .... v.

•

.28,735
HEY, GOOD LOOKIN’—Hank Williams. . . . .25,324
I WANT TO BE WITH YOU ALWAYS—?

Lefty Frizzell • . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . • . . . . . • .22,946

ALWAYS LATE—Lefty Frizzell.... .21.339

LOOK WHAT THOUGHTS WILL DO—
Lefty Frizzell . .19,476

GOLDEN ROCKET—Hank Snow. .... ... . . .19,105

CHEROKEE BOOGIE—Moon Mullican . . . . .. .15,001

LET’S LIVE A LITTLE—Carl Smith. 14,563
CRYIN’ HEART BLUES—Johnnie & Jack. .. .12,992

I’M MOVIN’ ON—Hank Snow. . ... .... ... .. .11,931

POISON LOVE—Johnnie & Jack. . . . ... • , . .11,749

WESTERN RECORD

6 OUT OF 9

JAZZ and BLUES

RECORD

17 OUT OF 25

RECORD of 1951

10 OUT OF 29

n

T
I

T
I

ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY. .............. .42,836 TENNESSEE, WALTZ—Pee Wee King. . . . . . . 19,704
SLOW POKE—Pee Wee King. ............ .38,397 BEAUTIFUL BROWN EYES—Jimmy Wakely. 16,372

TENNESSEE WALTZ—Patti Page . ........ .32,203 ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY—Burl Ives. . . . . , .15,989

73% OF YOUR VOTES FOR "BBTJAZZ 4 BLUB RECORD of 1951"

SIXTY MINUTE MAN—Dominoes . . . . . ... . . .51,367

BLACK NIGHT—Charles Brown . .47,826

CASTLE ROCK—Johnny Hodges . ....... . . .47,571

BAD BAD WHISKEY—Amos Milburn.. 41,039
TENNESSEE WALTZ—Patti Page .. ...36,209
PLEASE SEND ME SOMEONE TO LOVE—

Percy Mayfield .32,844

I’M WAITING JUST FOR YOU—
Lucky Millinder ...................... .29,425

ROCKET 88—Jackie Brenston.... .26,783

DON’T YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU?—Clovers.
TEARDROPS FROM MY EYES—Ruth Brown.
I_GQT LOADED—Peppermint Harris* ......
I WILL WAIT—Four Buddies.
I GET IDEAS—-Louis Armstrong.........
CHAIN OF LOVE—Joe Turner
LOST LOVE—Percy Mayfield
DO SOMETHING FOR ME—Dominoes ......
ONCE THERE LIVED A FOOL—
Jimmy Grissom ......*,

23,327
20,074
18,348
T6,436
15,822
14,342
13,829
13,104

9,894

38.9% UF YOUR VOTES FOR BEST RECORD of 1951”

TENNESSEE WALTZ—Patti Page.;..... 56,992
BECAUSE OF YOU—Tony Bennett...... 43,226
ON TOP OF OLD SMOKY—The Weavers . 41,437
SIN—Four Aces ... . ... ... . ... . ....... ... 36,735
COME ON-A MY HOUSE—

Rosemary Clooney 35,169

SIN—Eddy Howard ........ . . . . ....

.

30,629

JEZEBEL—Frankie Laine ........... ... 27,368

DETOUR—Patti Page ..... ........... 23,411

I GET IDEAS—Tony Martin ..... .. . . ... , 14,539

THE THING—Phil Harris ............ 5,248

10 ,h* C°ln Machi"e
of confidence^and f

*

>prec'a|,on f«r«his vote

you ,he givlng

8 R O A R C AST Ml’SIC. I X C
s fi f r h \ \ i; n i k N E W YORK 19, N . Y
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WITH A SONG

IN MY HEART
HARMS, INC.

HARRY GARFIELD

Prof. Mgr.

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

Holding Corporation
488 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

MORE!
REMICK MUSIC CORP.

JOHNNY WHITE
Prof* Mgr.

IT’S ALL IN

THE GAME
M. WITMARK & SONS

NAT FREELING

Prof. Mgr.

TAKE ME HOME

TRUST IN ME
ADVANCED MUSIC CORP.

MONROE GOLDEN -

Prof. Mgr.



Through the years, ASCAP has meant the Music of

America. That is because ASCAP’s repertory includes

the finest music produced in the past half century.

From ASCAP’s composers and authors come the

songs America wants to hear over and over again—

smash hits from musical plays and motion pictures,

popular and standard works.

With ASCAP’s simple licensing system, music is

now a part of everyday American life, heard in the

home through radio, phonograph and television, or

wherever the public goes—in automobiles and trains,

in taverns and restaurants, or at the theatre.

ASCAP local offices are on the fob to serve

users of music from Maine to California

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF COMPOSERS. AUTHORS AND

575 Madison Avenue » New Yoric 22, New York
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FRANK

By REG CONNELLY:

London.

Since Britishers sang and danced
the'1950 year out, and the new one,

in to the strains of “I Tawt I Taw
a

.
Puddy Tat,” many unusual pop

tit c$ have become great hits, and
a tew original accompanying noises

contributed in ho small degree to.

the new successes.

In ’50, Gordon Jenkins had
paved the Way to some extent, co-

starred with the folksy and punchy
Weavers vocal group, with their

bcordiiigs of “Goodnight, Irene,”

“Roving Kind,” etc., True, in

these instances the songs con-
cerned were lilting part-P, D.’s,.

blit the introduction of a new type
sound had started, and this year
Jenkins skillful treatment of one
T the best-written recent songs,

“.My Resistance Is Low,” was suf-

fi nent in Engiand-^-where it is still

possible to obtain strong concen-
tration on an outstanding record
interpretation, that will get a

“yes” or “no” from listeners-—to

put the song rapidly in the No. 1

bestseller spot.

With . vastly different and ex-

ceedingly well contrasted formats,
Mitch Miller, producing an un-.

broken chain of successes, month
by month, indisputably became
No. 1 record man of the. year, his

series of accompaniments to Guy
Mitchell’s vocals on a number of

pop tunes having been so sparkling
and zingy as to sweep both records
and singer to stardom. And in the
case of* Frankie Lame’s “Jezebel”
the same feat was accomplished
with just one record. The general
standard of ail output on this par-
ticular label has been amazingly
and consistently high, and is win-
ning acclaim for vocalists and ac-

companying orchestras alike, the
World over, prestige of names such
as Doris Day, Tony Bennett, Rose-
mary ClOoney, Frankie. Laine, Jo
Stafford, Percy Faith, Paul Wes-

Holiday Greetings

SAMMY
FAIN

tort,, etc., to name a few of the

,

principal ones has never been so

high.

Reaction to all this in England
has. been, instantaneous, some Of

the - titles having sold proportion-

ately higher here than in America.
Strangely, one of the year’s great-

est records and biggest sellers,

Patti Page’s “Tennessee Waltz.”

did not share in the general up-
surge due to this particular ver-

sion not being available to British

buyers. This omission did, how-
ever, provide a golden opportunity,
which Was promptly seized by local

a&r man Norman Newell, whose
record of

1 the tune, sung by Teddy
Johnstone, secured sales compar-
ing favorably with the

,
bestselling

U.
.
S; artists. Significantly, local

singers derived great benefit from
this intensified public interest,

records by new vocalist Jimmy
Young of hit songs “Because of

You,” “Too Young,” etc., having
also hit top sales figures.

|

The Disk As New Talent Hypo
[

Looking back on all entertain-

'

ment activity in 1951, the record
has been the greatest single factor

to create new star talent, or to add
to the stature of up-and-coming
artists. Names in the first cate-

gory are such as Laine, Nat Cole
and Dinah Shore, and among the

up-and-comings, Les Paul and
Mary Ford, Tennessee Ernie
and Guy Mitchell being a cinch to
bring crowds not only to London’s
Palladium, but to any other great
provincial British vaudeville house
where they might appear. Of
course, this attraction is even
more strongly emphasized in the
case Where a successful recording
artist is also a film star, such as
Doris Day, Whose “Shanghai”
record was smash - hit. Either
medium is effective in attracting
attention, but the combination of
both is irresistible.

It is hardly surprising, there-
fore, with the hypo this buoyant
record phase is providing, unex-
pected song hits have developed,
Without apparent reason, more so
perhaps in England than America,
where the picture is less diffused
due to the limited number of disk
jockeys and record programs.
Few though these are, one inter-

esting aspect has emerged from
the BBC’s decision to invite per-
sonalities from other sections of
the entertainment World to emcee

record presentations. In every
case Where such personalities have
continued these programs over a
period, it has given a sudden but
unmistakable spurt to their, popu-
larity^—a further, indication of the
potency of the record’s appeal.

In the field of accompaniment,

backgrounds to Vocal records, and

purely light instrumental, records,

there have been always outstand-
ing American arrangers whose
names became bywords, and who,
like Ray Noble, Sid Phillips and
Stanley Black in England, gradu-
ated via their own individual ar-

ranging styles to become directors

of their own orchestras. Morton
Gould* Raymond Scott, Axel Stor-

dahl, .Hugo Winterhalter, David
Rose, Percy Faith, Tutti Camarata
and others equally gifted, have
set a standard which continues to

evoke universal admiration. On
occasions in the past there have
been good melodic compositions
whose popularity and success were
undeniably due to brilliant instru-

mental recordings, as for example
“Pavane,” “intermezzo,” “Holiday
for Strings,” “Third Man Theme,”
etc. But With the development of

this branch of recording, stimu-
lated by the fresh ideas the past
year has brought, examples are in-

creasing of songs becoming hits

from performances of instrumental
records Without benefit of vocal
refrai This happened in Eng-
land with the “Petite Waltz,” and
more recently With “Charmaine”
and

.
‘‘Love’s Roundabout” (“La

Ronde”) due to English maestro
Mantovani’s arrangements and in-

terpretations.

But whether it be Mantovani’s
strings, Mitch Miller’s French
horns and harpsichords, or Les
Paul’s beguiling guitar perform-

ances, we are now embarked upon

a new phase, of experiments with

intriguing fresh sounds, the impact

of which on listeners brings
;
in-

stantaneous reaction—or none at

all!

SEASON’S GREETINGS
vith THANKS FOR YOUR PLUOS

Licensed Exclusively by

CASE KUSBY
Pr'ee.

1143 West 17th STREET
CHICAGO) 8. ILL. CA. 4-2782

ABELES & BERNSTEIN
U

•

Season’s Greetings
745 Fifth Avenue, New York

26th Anniversary at the Palmer House

RALPH GINSBURGH
and His Concerf Ensemble

COLUMBIA RECORDS

JACK ROBBINS

Season*# Greetings
t

EDDIE KASSNER
CHARLIE ROSS "GOLDIE” GOLDMARK

CARLYLE MUSIC CORP.
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• • • and heartfelt thanks to our
many, many friends who have been
so generous with* their cooperation
during the past year. We extend our
warmest personal greetings to

•

* * ^e
.

r®Corc^n9 companies, their staffs and their artists for their fine record*
ings and interpretations of our songs

• • • the 'disc jockeys, musical directors, librarians and all radio and TV stati
for programming Mills numbers

• • . to the movi
their pictures,

studi for Including our great catalog of standards

, . .to the^school music supervisors, band, orchestra and choral directors and
teachers who have recommended and listed our publications in their programs

• • • to oil the composers and authors who have contributed to our catalogue

W* feel especially grateful to our foreign affiliates for the privilege of repre-
senting them in the United States . . . with a special "thank you" to FRANCIS.DAY * HUNTER, LTD., and ALFRED LENGNICK & CO., LTD., for their splendid

^c,uca,ional catalogs . . * and also to ARCADIA MUSIC, PETER

u
LTD ' KEITH

' PROWSE & CO., LTD., NOEL CAY, THE FRED-

£
MUS,C co-» LTD-» MR. T. ST. CLAIR LOW of NORTHERN MUSIC

««...??
CO * L^* • • • ond to our new friend Florian Williams of JOSEPH

WILLIAMS, LTD.

To all of you everywhere, our friends and associates
in the music and entertainment World, we hope for

°.
greater friendship and a continued happy asso-

ciati , in a peaceful world.

1. ifg€» and ObuUuf MilU

and its AFFILIATES throughout the world
* • » • r« . « .’.'/.V ••••«* » . .%

THE IN MUSIC

• POPULAR
• STANDARD

• EDUCATIONAL
• SACRED

• SECULAR

Publications from

MILLS MUSIC, LTD.

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, INC.

GOTHAM MUSIC SERVICE, INC.

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., INC.

PAMPA MUSIC PUBLISHING ASSN., INC

wmmmmm

I"

...OUR NEW BALLAD for '52... OFF TO A GRAND START!

IT S RAINING
(WHY MUST IT KEEP ON RAINING)

does it again . .

.

2 SPARKLING MELODIES FROM ONE OF AMERICA'S MOST GIFTED COMPOSERS
Recorded by the Composer and His 'POPS' CONCERT ORCHESTRA- DECCA 27875 (78) • 9-27875 (45)

BLUE TANGO
B/W BELLE OF THE BALL

BE SURE TO LISTEN TO THE COMPOSER'S "BEST SELLER" DECCA ALBUM DU-885 (78) • 9-272

• Watch for Our Beautiful New Song— WHITE WEDDING

MILLS MUSIC, INC.
SIDNEY MILLS Gc-n P-c( Mg- BERNIE POLLACK Prof. Mgr.

1619 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

6533 Hollywood Bivd., Hollywood 28, Calif. * 64 E. Jackson Blvd Chicago 4 III

MILLS MUSIC, LTD., 24 Great Pulteney St., London W. 1, England — Harry Ralton. Mgr

.. -I a *8 *'<*•*» -iwGhI <• .4/ +*» A. a
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Old Time Song Pluggers
Continued from page 327

“The California Baritone/ 1 was
manager and plugged songs with

me in theatres. Our feature num-
bers were “I Wonder Who’s Kiss*
ing Her Now” and “Love Me Just
a Little Bit.” The Grismer Sisters
plugged with mo in cafes and the-
atres. They went into vaude and
I gave them the name of- Courtney
Sisters. (They wanted to use name
of Walker Sisters). Florence
Courtney married George Jessel
later on, and I understand she had
been married to one of the great
American ragtime piano players,

Mike Bernard. To my knowledge
Courtney never married. Also at

S E A S ON ' S

GREET IN GS

M E Y E R
DAVIS'
MU S I C
Orchestras Extraordinary

MEYER DAVIS THEATRICAL
ATTRACTIONS

Offices

NEW YORK
119 West 57th Street

PHILADELPHIA

The Bellevue Stratford

WASHINGTON
719 13th Street. N. W.

Harris were Harry De Costa, Steve

Jones, Arthur Lange and Felix

Arndt, who wrote “Nola.”

Harry Von Tilzer was on 43d St.

in 1909. I worked there a year,

and plugged “Cubanola Glide”
and “Yiddisha Rag.” Max Winslow,
who became Berlin’s partner later,

was prof, manager — the greatest

plugger Vi ever worked with. We’d
plug in theatres from 7 to 10.p.m.,

and then to cafes until 4 a.m. In

cafes like Maxim’-s, the Abbey and
Pre-Catalan, no singer was allowed
to give' out standing up. They had
quartets sitting at tables, pretend-
ing they were guests. ,

Winslow was
the only performer allowed to sing;

standing’ on the floor. I played
piano for him.

Most music publishers in those
days (before the Music Publishers
Protective Ass n. theoretically

curbed it) paid performers to use
their songs, also loaned piano
players to acts/ Von Tilzer sent

me in 1910 to play for Sophie
Tucker when she broke in her
first vaude act in Stamford, Conn.
She had been singing at the Ger-
man Village on 40th St. “Cubanola
Glide,” “Yiddisha Rag” and “Lovey
Joe” were her feature songs. She
learned “Some of These Days”
later.

Belle Baker’s Start

The team of Leslie & Baker
Were playing at a William Morris
theatre in Newark. Von Tilzer sent
me to see them and try to land
“Funny Face” in their act 'as a
double. Lew Leslie was doing an
imitation Of Harry Lauder. Belle
Baker only sang double songs with
him. Made appointment for next
day to teach them the song at her
home on Delancey St. Leslie didn’t
show up so Belle asked me to play
some comedy songs she had; she
sang them so great I came back
to the Office raving over her. Ar-
ranged an audition and an agent
booked her in a single act. She
was a big hit—and still is.

Many stars owe most of their
success to songpluggers. We taught
them songs, Coached them and
played for them when they broke

in their new acts. The Mystic The-
atre On 3d Ave. and Slst St., in
Brooklyn, was a great break-in for
them, Eli* Sobol booked it for $3
an act, be It one person or 20, I

played for dozens of acts there to
help them break in new songs.
Some of the pluggers who

worked with me at Harry Von
Tilzer’s were Al Doyle, Ben Born-
Stein, Harry Jones, Joe Geisler,
Jimmy Monaco, AlVori Tilzer, Con
Conrad, Ray Brown, Jules Von Til-

zer, Ed Porrays. Ruth Propp was
in charge of the floor. •,

Irving Berlin was a great song-
plugger. With George Whiting and
Ted Snyder, he wrote “My Wife’s
Gone to The Country” in 1909. The
New York Journal printed new
verses to the song each day, and
Berlin would try them out at Ken-
nedy’s cafe, 38th St. airid Broad-
way, the night before.

key. One wepk later he came b*ack

and was hirfed. His namfe was Ted
Shapiro, now, and for many years
With Sophie Tucker. Ray Sherwood
also worked there with me, and
Bob Geraghty, now in Australia,

played the piano.

li
Teaching 'Em How n

D Generous Tanguay D

VICTOR MARCHESE

FLAMINGO

MGM 30494
K 30494

I DRI

OF H
78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS

Maurice Shapiro, Inc., had of-

fices in the Casino Theatre Bldg,
in 1910. For him I plugged. “Good-
bye Hose” and “You Are the Ideal
of My Dreams.” One day I was
playing some songs for Eva Tan-
guay, She told her then press-

agent to look out the window at

the Rolls-ROyce she had just

bought for $10,000. He said he’d

give anything-for a car like it—
and she made him a present of the
machine. She died a few years ago,

broke. Edgar Selden was prof,

manager of Shapiro’s and his son,

Elliott Shapiro, was, learning the
busi . Tom Hughes was in

charge of stock room, and still is.

Some of the pianists there were
Joe Cooper, Herbert Ingraham, Bob
Kaiser (later Bob King, “Mary.
Earl” and other noms-de-Tin Pan
Alley) and Gene Plarzman.

In 1911 I worked for Joseph W-
Stern & Co., on 38th St., plugging
“Mississippi Dippy Dip” and “I

Wish I Had My Old Girl Back
Again.” Henry R. Stern, who wrote
under name of Si R. Henry, worked
there with me, as did Alfred Sol-

man. Ballard MacDonald and
Charles McCarron plugged songs
with me in cafes and theatres.

William Fox, of the Fox Film
Co., backed William Tracey in mu-
sic pub biz in 1912, with head-
quarters on 42d St. I plugged “I’ll

Be Welcome In My Home Town”
and “If We Could Always Live In
Dreams.” Tracey and I would dem-
onstrate the songs all day long in

the five-and-tens, sing with slides

at picture theatres from 7 to 10
pirn., then, to cafes until 4 a.m.,

and be back at 10 a.m. to the
grind in the dime stores. Tracey
never tired. Harry Jentes also
played piano for Tracey.
Jerome H. Remick Co. was on

46th St. in 1912. For them I plugged
“Good Night Nurse” and “Mary,
You’re a Little Bit Old-Fashioned.”
Some of the pluggers there were
Tom Penfold, A1 Gumble, George
Botsford, Richard A; Whiting, J.
Bodewalt Lampe, Vincent You-
mans, George Gershwin, Egbert
Van Alstyne, Ray Egan, Gus Kahn,
Dick Jess, Henry Marshall, Sammy
Cqllins, Ed Abeles, Milton Lee and
-Will McKenna. Mose Gumble was
prof, manager, Joe Keit business
manager, and Fred Belcher, gen-
eral manager.

In 1914, I worked for Broadway
Music Corp. at 145 W. 45th St,
I plugged “Poor Pauline” and
“When You’re a; Long, Long Way
From Home/’ Working with me
were A1 Harriman, Jack McCoy,
Harry Blair, Ed Mobous, Wynn
Brookhouse, A1 Von Tilzer, Sam
Lewis, Joe Young, Jack Egan, Nat
Vincent, Dick. Howard, Jack Ed-
wards (formerly editor of the N. Y,
Clipper), Dave Ringle, Harry Ten-
ney; Harold Normanton,- Walter
Douglas. Francis Carroll was in
charge of the floor. ASCAP started
that year. I was one of its first

members.
The Broadway Music Corp. sent

Will Hart, and me to plug their
songs at a nudist colony at Yap-
hank,. L.

.
I. Everyone was nude.

They 'told Us we would have to be
nude to sing the songs. Hart sang
nude but I refused to take my shoes
off op account of the pedals of
the piano. The song that made the
biggest ' hit was “At The Hoboes’
Ball” but We sang a parody on' it,

“At The Nudist Ball.” Wonder if

any other songplugger ever worked
at a nudist camp?

P. J. Howley Co. were located
on 45th St. in 1915. I plugged
“They Can All Hit The Trail With
Holliday” forthem. Buddy Walker
worked With me in cafes and pic-
ture houses.* Jack Robbins also
worked there; delivering orchestra-
tions to hotels and cafeg for $12 a
week. One day a young man came
in and asked for a job as pianist.
I gave him copies of all the songs,
told him to memorize them in every

Forster Music opened a New
York office in 1917. Abe Olman
was general manager, and Tom
Payton, manager of the New York
office. We plugged “Missouri
Waltz” and “Oh Johnny Oh.” First

one to sing “Oh Johnny” was
..jii r.’ (“Sqi’idcilum”) Lewis in a
Broadway show.

Taps, now a theatrical booking
agent, had * “Songwriters Nights”
at the Mt. Morris Theatre, 110th;
St. and 5th Ave., N. Y. It Was a
must for all pluggers. Tommy
Gray, who wrote “Tommy’s
Tattles” for, Variety sang there
with me every week.

I went to France in 1918 for
America’s Over There Theatre
League to entertain the troops* Had
been rejected by all branches of
the service. While in Paris, Francis
Salabert had me distribute his
song, “Toot Sweet” to American
entertainers.
Back iii New York in 1920, I

went to work for Irving Berlin
at 48th St. & Broadway, and also
in the Chicago office in the Grand
Opera House Bldg. Maurice Ritter
Was Chicago manager. Harry Pearl
succeeded him. Flo Jacobson was
the main singer there, and Mabel
Pearl

.
and Bernice Petkere were

the pianists. I plugged “Tuck Me
to Sleep In My Old. ‘Tricky Home”
arid .“Say It With Music.” In the
New York office were Bob
Geraghty, Jerry White, Jack Mc-
Coy, Ed Porray, Jack Stern, Jim
Clark, Taps, Harry Akst, Ben Bard
(who plugged songs with me at
block parties arid later werit into
pictures), Mornay Helm, Al
Moquin, Max. Rich, Sam Lewis,
Sam Ward, and Ed Chirstie. Fran-
cis Kahn was in charge of the
floor.

Erin Lends a Plug

Iri 1920 I plugged for Thomas
& Walker, Inc. They published
“There’ll Never Be A League Of
Nations Without Ireland.” I had
Eamon De Valera autograph the
title page. On St. Patrick’s Day
we hired a truck and got in the
parade on: 5th Ave. Four singers
with megaphones were on the
truck—-Lou Alien, Margie Bishop,
Charley Robles and Henry Marcus;
I played piano.

A Doughty Corps

Borne of the pluggers I worked
with were

. Nat Osborne, Dave Mc-
Fadden, Max Burkhardt, Ernest
Breuer, Harry Hoch, Ben Edwards,
Jack Glogau, Bert Kalmar, Earl
Carroll, Duke Leonard, Jeff Bra-
hen, Amy Butler, Felix Bernard,
Leon Flatow, Rubey CoWan, Phil
Ponce, Benny Bloom, Maurice
Abrahams; Lewis Muir, Jack Dris-
lane, Sadie Helf, Leo. Edwards,
Harry Armstrong, Dick Gerard,
Mai Franklin, Matt Silvey arid
Mack Stark, who had been a drum-
mer in the orchestra of the Or-
pheum, Brooklyn, opened a music
store next to the theatre, then went
into music pub biz, and is now
general manager for Mills Music.

Others were Frank Clarke, with
whom I'worked in Chicago; Mickey
Curran, who is now a labor leader,
also worked for Clarke; Tom Quig-
ley; Rennie Cormack, Moe Kraus
(M. K. Jerome), Al Raymond, Fred
Fisher, Harry Tierney, George
Fairman, George Friedman, Fred
Rycroft, Solly Cohen, Max Silver
(who was manager of F. A. Mills
Co. in 1901), Joe Goodwin, Bernie

Groswpan, Lou Handman, Dolly
Kdwards, Murphy ’ (the man who
sang to beat the band), Jimmy
Flynn, Arthur. King, Benny Davis,
Felix Feist, Abe Holtzman, Harry
Cohn, (who worked for Waterson,
Berlin & Snyder in the Strand
Theatre Bldg, in New York; he is

now president of Columbia Pic-
tures), Arthur Fields, Ed Weston,
Charley Lang, Charles Bayha, Joe
Cooper, Harry Puck, A. Seymour
Brown, J. Fred Coots, Stanley Mur-
phy, Theodore Morse, Ted Barron,
Seymour Furth, Fred Harail, Ren
Shields, Percy Wenrich, Ed Gard-
ner, Archie Gottler, Bert Grant,
Eli Dawson, Fred Phillips, Alex
Gerber, Addy Britt, Johnny Tuck-
er, Clarence Gaskill, Ben Alberts,
Fred Whitehouse, Charley Ed-
wards, Vincent Sherwood, Henry
Berman, Dave Dreyer, Sammy
Fain, Leon Flatow, L. Wolfe Gil-
bert, Joe Gold, Fred Hall, Will
Heagney, Marvi Lee, Charles
Rosoff, Cliff Hess, Herman Paley,
Dave Stamper, Jack Stern, Harry
Tierney, Pete Wendling; Abner
Greenberg, Johnny Nestor, Jack
Mills, Frank Hennings, Billy
Berkes, Lew Pollack, Billy Cripps,
Jack Elliott, Frank Mervin, Mel
Morris, Joe Santly, Tom Murray,
Harry Ferguson; Many of these
graduated into top ASCAP writers.

NEW BALLAD HIT!

ALWAYS

Percy Faith—Columbi

June Vqlll. H.Winterhalter—

RCA Victor

Victor Yowtg—Dacca

Hollis Music* Inc.

666 Fifth Ave., New York 19, N. Y.

* * *

ROBBINS MUSIC CORPORATION

NEW REVIVALS

FOR LOVE’

•0*

Standardsbg
Jimmy McHagh

PROGRAM
RAINBOW ON
THE RIVER

COLORFUL NATURE HIT

Paul Francis Webster

Christmas Comes But Onto a Year

Always Here

Greeting* From

For 1952 "I'VE TRIED A MILLION TIMES'

ST. NICHOUS MUSIC., INC.
1 iil 9 Broodway, New York
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WIT WAY
By JOEY ADAMS

There are ho people like show

.^nnie Their contribution to the

Torld scene is what built this great

>ivilizatioh. Of course people like

Thomas A. Edison, Alexander

Graham Bell, Marconi, Washing-

ton and Lincoln got into the act,

too' They didn't exactly retard us

even though they couldn’t sing,

dance or tell jokes!

It’s true that Alexander Graham

Bell invented the telephone, but it

took Don Ameche to make it pop-

ular I wonder if Mr. Bell Would

have bothered with the whole bit

if he ever tried to get his wife on

the 'phone when she was talking

to her Mother.
George Washington was the

’ather of our country, but Crosby

and Cantor helped a little!

Abraham Lincoln freed the

slaves arid has gone down in his-

tory as one of the greatest men
in the world, but it took Raymond
Massey .to make him popular.

The people in Show Biz who
make up the great Wit Way may
never be recorded in the History

Books, but .they make all the

Broadway columns* r

Every nation has its own humor;
every religion its own wit. Show
biz is a world unto itself

.
With its

own dialect, expression and humor.
We even, have own bible—
Variety.
Most comedians would rather

get laughs than loot. Jack Benny
has laughed CBS out of quite a few
million! Bob Hope has convulsed
Paramount into accepting a small
percentage of his pix. Milton Berle
“ad-lifted” NBC into . a 30-year
contract where, he put them on a
straight salary. Georgie Jessel has
a great sense of humor and a bank-

|

roll to prove it.

A felloW-writer , called Shake-
peare once said, ‘‘The play’s the
tiling,” but Will didn’t know the
modern comics. . If the Bard of

Avon were bred on Broadway in-

stead of Stratford, he might’ve
said: “The Gag’s the Thing.”

This’ll Kill You
|

American sense of humor has
seen us through everything. Don’t
you feel like gagging when you pay
your Income . Tax? Don’t you
laugh when Harry jsits down to

play? Does the amusement tax
amuse you? Even when a come-
dian doesn’t get laughs, it’s funny

especially to another comic;
A comic’s life is no bed of roses

but then who wants to sleep
in a rosebush? An actor’s life (if

you call that iiving) is perfectly
normal. The only trouble is every-
one else is nuts. What's wrorig
with reading the morning papers
the night before and 'scanning the
evening papers at breakfast. I think
that anybody who goes to sleep at
10 o’clock at night is mad. He’s
wasting the best part of the day,
I became an actor because I like
to sleep late.

Not so in "Hollywood. But who
wants to make pictures? . , . Me!
I am an Academy

,

Award loser.
I made a picture that was so bad,
it'll be the only new picture ever
shown on television. The best act-
ing in Hollywood is done by the
stars congratulating the Academy
Award' Winners. A good friend of
mine won top honors last year.
He’s not an actor or a director-—
be makes popcorn! He received an
Oscar made out of halvah! If they
put me in pictures, there is no
finer industry in the World. If nob-^
^ may get even with those pro-
ducers,. I’ll become an architect
and build couchless offices!

All phases of Show Business
need laughs. It is the most precious
commodity a man can own in writ-

es or in speaking. I have found
alter spending a lifetime in telling
.lokes. that timing is everything,
fhe way you wait for laughs .

Sometimes that .takes, real patience
Laughter is a serious business to

v .

Professional laugh - maker,
'pud-, know what I mean if. you
ever saw a $tpry conference of
gag-writers and comediaris who are
planning a TV or radio show. They
took like they’re laying out the

for the. next war*
Everybody thinks it’s easy to be

ninny. I never finished a show
t nat somebody didn’t Slap me on
Hi back and say: “I got a joke
lor ya; Usually, they fall all over
jiwni^lyes vrith laughter as they
tell you a bad joke that you prob-
«mly discarded

. 20 years ago, Of
ourse, if you never heard the joke
Defore, it’s new! If a gag fits the

*iir
a
^on’ its funny! And if you
it to a comic, it’s sure-death

because he’s too busy thinking of
the topper or the switch;
We need more laughs every

place. In fact, a few laughs in the
White House, the Capitol or in
Congress wouldn’t be amiss right'
now.

..New Acts to Grind
The producer came home to his^

wife, and gleefully announced, “I
think I got a -hit.” “How do you
know?” “I met three critics and
each told me if. I changed one
of the acts I’il have a hit.” “That’s
wonderful!” “Yeah, but: each picked
a different act!”
The male comic arid the female

comic got married and they lifted,

happily eyer after, as they say in
the joke books—until one day she
caught him in the act with her
jokes down—and to this day they
are still fighting over the custody
of the material.

Harry Truman is wearing: ail

those loud sport shirts—“He would
rather be reet than President.”

I asked him why he. looked so
sad. He said, “I had a terrible
argument with my wife—she told
me she wouldn’t talk to me for
30 days,” “Well,” I said, “Then
you - should be happy.”' “What
happy?”, he wailed, “This is the
last day.”
When I wrote “From Gags to

Riches” I asked Earl Wilson to
write the “forward.” He wired
back, “I’ll be glad to, but who will

Write the precipice?

Loefw’s State Bigscreen TV
Loew’s State, N. Y., has installed

RCA big screen television system.

Equipment is ready for use, but
\

hasn’t been tested as yet. It’s the.
second Broadway house to get an
RCA installation. Other theatre is

the Strand.

For many years, the State was a
vaudfilmer, but dropped stage-

shows several years ago.

L_ By HARRY G. SMITH— !

This space is reserved for a brief

on the mother-theatre of them all

—the old Bowery. Its memory lias

become mildewed, its lustre tar-

nished, and the vital role it played
in nurturing the early traditions of

the theatre is given but perfunc-

credit.

Because the final years saw it

become drab arid dingy, its emin-
ence as the standard bearer of

show business is brushed off. It is

remembered now only by senile

historians.

Historically and artistically, as

well
,
as in time, the old Bowery

had the jump on the latter-day

emporiums of entertainment. When
Times Square Was a wilderness

crossroads on the trail to Harlem,
arid the 14th.Street Rialto was fal-

low pasture good only for. sum-
mer stock (on the hoof), Chatham
Square arid environs was the big

show beat, encompassing all that

the amusement world of that age
could offer..

Here it was that the Bowery
started its career (1826) and
weathered 103 years before finally

wilting! in a holocaust. That was
in 1929 and it was the sixth fire

that had burned it down to the
gunnels. But it always arose from
the hot ashes, charred but un-
daunted, and resumed business.

After several fires it was renamed
the Thalia.
The Bowery had a career that

ran the gamut of glory and endur-
ed the vagaries of time and cir-

cumstance with superb nonchaL
ance! It had a crack at everything,
from its opening melodrama, “The
Road to Ruin,” to the clamorous
Chinese drama it housed when the

final grand arson ended it. When
crinoline and frockcoats were in

vogue, it was here that Junius Bru-
tus Booth stormed through “Rich-
ard III.” Edwin: Forrest took, his

bows there in “Hamlet” and
“Othello.” Charlotte Cushman
made her debut there as Lady Mac-
beth.

- By LENNY COLYER =
Chicago.

Between the innocence of danc-

ing and the dignity of a Broadway
show, we find a delightful creature

called an agent. Agents come in

assorted shapes and sizes, and all

have same greed to sign you

for life with options and never

split a commission.

Agents are found most every-

where; in phonebooths, bedrooms,

bookie joints, office buildings, hash

arid pash houses, underneath, on

top of, climbing on or juinping,

to desks, tables and bar stools.

Talented acts hate them, “no-
talent” acts love them, chorus girls

tolerate them and entertainment
cominittee chairmen protect them.
An agerit is truth with its fingers

crossed and the hope of show busi-

ness with, ri racing -form in its

pocket.

When you want them they cari’t

be found. When you don’t want
them, they find y Ah agerit

likes steaks,, chorus girls, ight-

club managers, rates, scotch’n’soda,

the c.Iubdate season arid rebates.

Agents hate mothers who travel

with their talented offspring, clean-
.]

up committees, temperamental
prima donnas, freelancers, bar tabs,

unipns, phone bills arid Senator
Kefauver.

No one. but an. agent can cram
into one pocket a Variety, un-
sigried and signed contracts, a

leaky fountain pen, empty wallet,

a brochure,, a pair of dice, and a

one-nighter hotel key.

An agerit is a magical creature.

You can lock him out of your home
life, but you can’t lock him out of
show-biz. You can keep him out
of your home, but he'll walk into,

without knocking, a dressing room;

So, Acts, we might as well give
up. He is your captor, your jailer,

your boss arid your master, He’s
a bundle of noise with the energy
of a pint-sized atomic bomb. He.
can’t write his own letters, but he
Can always rewrite your act. But
when you enter his office with only
the shattered pieces of your dream,
he can mend them anew with six

magic words:

“Hey, kid, you're booked next
week!”

How They Used to Make
A Star, In The Old I)ays

—-—By SOPHIE TUCKER
I get hundreds of letters from

mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters;

uncles arid aunts statirig their sons,
daughters, brothers, sisters, nieces,

nephews and
all, members of

their families
are talented.
Another Bing
Crosby —
better t ha n
Tony Martin—
c a ri outsing
Mario Lariza—
b e 1 1 e r than
Dinah Shore-
much prettier,

Sophie Tucker than Judy Gar-
land — more

talented than Bette Davis—can out-

act Gregory Peck, etc., etc. Please
give them a break, hear: them sing,

see them act, for' you know all Hie
ropes, you can, help them/
Then you hear from, youngsters

who have had a . little experience
in the small nightclubs, at club-

dates, the USO and hospital shows.
Please give them a break, get them
into the. big nightclubs—you know
all the bosses,: etc. The majority
ask to be given a break, some ask
for gpwris and clothes (to make
a nice appearance), very few ask
for money; but no one asks, for
material to frame an act, arid no
one. asks where to go or whom to

see in order to get, this material.

Few are interested about the act,

what he or she con do or will do;
lew have in mind, th most im-
portant thing lor success in show
business, i.e. material, style of work

Opera Introduced There

The opera was introduced here,

and the rioted English Warbler,
Mme. Malibran, Was imported 'to

give bon tone to the arias. The
debut of the ballet was another
first. Mme. Hutin, the Parisian

danseuse, shocked the old town
with her first piroutte. The tiny

skirt, typical of the Victorian

ballet dancers, brought the blush

of shame to patrician brows and
derby-wearers alike. Many walked
out. The Bowery boys, tough
sissies, were quite a bit abashed
at this unprecedented exposure

of the feminine limb.

The circus came to the door of

the Bowery and was not turned
(Continued on page 248)

trying all the harder to find the
breaks. We knew What we wanted
and we learned where to go and
how to get it. There wasn’t any
of us who imitated any certain
star’s work, We learned to be in-

dividuals, whereas today nearly
every .'singer of .songs is trying to
be either, a Frank Sinatra, a Bing
Crosby a Dinah SI *

, or some
other star; all sounding alike. The
cafe owners’ cry is “I cari get them
for a dime a dozen.”

Of course, I love the youngster
who writes, “You. know as well
as I. do that a performer needs
a lot of money to reach the top.

Do you know anyone who would
back, hie- until I get a; start?”

Where do the kids get. these
ideas,. Not one of Us, I can remem-
ber, had wealthy friends or a
wealthy family to back them., In
fact, we never told bur families
what we vvere doing uritil we had
made a success.

Nearly ail of us had families to
support, ancl those of us who lived
correctly arid saved their earnings
are the ones who are still on top,
and will stay there, because we
can’t forget that it was not easily
obtained. It takes a lot of guts to
weather the storm of bad luck
when it hits you, but we’ve all had
itjrom the. start.

i

'

'

.

The Film Business '. j

The film industry lured many
vaudevilliaris hut there vvere very
few who wore successful in dupli-
cating their former, triumphs. I’ve
seen nvny fledglings witho>'tstage

night,la be employed and, above all* ©x-
j. experience, working ..diy rndni

pcrient! All .they, know is,
as cxtras,^ bitme a bieiiK. j.parl., even menu.il .lib r; rjirls

Ail right,, so I .answer all the
j

work'ng. in drugstores, as wmtrcs-
letters with the following impor- ses. doing anything, to be able to
.tant message. We troupers, when ^maintain. themselves while being
we first started out. never asked

| coached at the studio''—but over-
looking the fact that the emebing
does not prepare them, for th
footlights, Very rarely have they
made a success in. the thee! re. Yet
many of them who ware smart,
enough not to believe everything
the publicity department,'" sent, out
about them, made it a brine's.
They, too, like we tr upers, will
still.be on top. That Poo.Sfby \"dio
and television, too. Ba'’i', ^liy. you
must, know two things: (1) What
to give the publip: (2) How much
to b".pk each week.
Once you/ve made it a busiu

then you gain respect from your
public, and when you have that
respect, you will find the work
easier. A star Is ageless, Irst con-
firmed bv co)jlempcrar !v

'i like Ed
Wynn, Jimmv Durante, Ted Lewis,
Grade Fields, Eddie C^n'or and
many others. A star, is horn, a
star is. made, only when that star,

has talent. Today, Judy Garland
is the big example of our show
business for the younger genera?
tibri, and how is her time to gai
the respect and love from the pub-
lic. And, above all, to make show
business a business.

anybody for help. We found the
breaks ourselves; vve went from
booking offices to agents and to

joints, even sang without pay.
Wherever 'there was entertainment:
we went to get a job, for every
job meant more experience.

|

_ Worked 5 Snots a. Night'
|

We went to each and every pub-
lisher. for their songs. We
would work four and five spots a
night to earn $10-15 a day, and
then there were many nights we
couldn’t get any .kind of job. But
we never wrote letters to anybody.
We didn't have the nerve to write
to strangers. Our school of train-

ing was: hustle, for yourself, get
it the hard way, easy come, easy
go. There isn’t: one trouper who
didn’t go through hard knocks,
heartaches and grief,, but
we never complained. Just as
long as we made enough to eat
and pay our rent. We went along

LUCILLE and EDDIE ROBERTS
The amazing and amusing lagical mental is ts. Op

“WHAT’S OX YOUR MINI)’’?
Currently appearing at the Ca rlhe Hilton Hotel in San Juan,. ’uerto.

Rico thru January 10th. Booking was by Miss Merriel Abbott thru May
Johnson & Al Herman. ••

,, r .

The Roberts return for their third, year opening on January 15th; to the

Radio Club in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
.

i’ress relations: Frances Kaye & Gig Rosenfeld. Booking thru, all major
agencies.

AUDREY VANDERPOGL
Sonrs
10 Mi .

400 Casino, Albany.

Attractive, young Negro mezzo,

has a fine voice enhanced by pois .

Sings “Black Magic,” “Bcraus ”

and “Temptation” on one set;.

“September Song” and “Danny
Boy” another. Claire Woods,

white pianist and a standard her

accompa s Miss Vandernoo’ sure?

ly on the straight ballads, Frank
(Two-Trumpet) Motley’s band

backgrounds, her for the others.

Miss Varderpool was .indistinct

in the first number when caught,

either, the support carrying too

much volume the microphone

failing to function prop .fly, Tber

after she projected nth clarity,

tone and range.

“Because” and “September”'' arc

probably her best. “Danny Boy,”
while splerididly sung, does ,

not

seem an ideal choice. Slicking too

close to tile mike, she also needs
to project more warmth- A
stronger routine, special arrange-
ments and proper management,
should put her, in litte for stronger
dates. Jaco.
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By JOE LAURIE, JR.

Joe Laurie, Jr.

In the many, years I’ve spent traveling in show-
business, I’ve seen enough scenery and got enough
laughs to store away in my heart and hang up on
the walls of my memory to last me a life time!

In the old days when vaude-

ville shows traveled
.

to the

Coast, we Would make our

Jumps in a private car, or what
the showfolks called a"Com-
pany Car.” To get a baggage
car to carry our trunks, Scenery

and props, We had to buy a

block v of 25 tickets or more
(tickets by the way that were
longer than the trip) and that

wotild give Us the privilege ( ?

)

of haying a day-coach all for

ourselves. These cars were our
playground on travel days. They

were old cars. If any fresh air would happen to

get in, it would be committing : suicide!

. Making our jumps to the next towm gave Us a

chance, to relax, if you can say that actors ever, re-

lax. Our thoughts Would, keep tempo with the

'clackety-clack’ of the train Wheels. We would tell

each other Of past triumphs and future ambitions.

The acts would spread themselves all over the car,

Some played cards, the younger and faster set usu-

ally would have a noisy dice game in the smoker;

.
some of Us would read and a few would nip on a

bottle of nose-paint, exchanging "train sickness” for

alcoholic headache. Some of the women folks

would be knitting . or sewing while exchanging the-

atrical dirt. A Couple of acrobats Would be having

a "head-to-head” talk, and maybe some Wife would
be nagging her husband on to better things. The
comedian would tell Us some off-the-record jokes

that, made his listeners laugh until their sides Were
sore. The show^kids; Would be running up and
doWn the aisles playing games that other children

were. playing at home.
.
The kids got plenty to eat,

especially after they learned where the candy-

butcher kept his supplies.

Then there were always the tyros, youngsters just

breaking in the business and making their first

Western trip,
,
Some of them would be impressed

with the scenery while others Would have just as

soon stayed in Brooklyn, with the one good tree.

I- remember remarking to a kid ( Who by the way
is a big. headliner now) when we passed some mag-
nificent trees, "Those are very tall trees aren’t

they?’’ The youngster just gave them a quick glance

and said, "They’re only tall oh top.” And the time
I said to one of a troupe of acrobats from Reading,
Pa., that I thought California was a wonderful, place

to live in, And he shrugged his shoulders and said,

"Yell, especially if you're an Orange!” It was the
same guy who said to me, "California is a nice place,

but it’s too far west!”

The conversation in the smoker was always, fun
for me, There you could always find the fellow
that knows all the statistics. He can name the cap-

itals, stales and rivers of the United States, and
if you get an especially bright one he can also name
the cities in Canada. Then there was the fellow
Who knew all about the different railroads, he can
tell you the exact time the. train will arrive at any
town without looking at the time-table. He can
also tell you .the rate of speed the train is traveling,

he counts the; telgraph posts as we pass them and
times them by his watch . . . and there you are!

Then there’s the actor that reads all the newspapers,
politics is his specialty, he is all befuddled, he ar-

Hhgues one way, then argues, against himself. Of
^Hkourse there is always the actor that asks you a

question, answers it and then says you’re wrong!
I. can always tell what town a man is from. Just
ask him which town has the best fire department.
There was funning- all over the place and pet

jealousies were fofgotteri ... for the duration of the

trip. On traveling days it was a case of everybody
letting off esteem for each other!

Always ‘Oh,’ Even When Off

Running a Good Restaurant

Is Good Show Business .

what you hear in them makes up for it. When we
would get out to where the cows begin, our talk

would switch to "farmer talk.” I have never met
an actor that didn’t want a farm and live a quiet

life of a farmer, while passing through farm coun-

try. But as soon as the train puffed, into a city, the

farm, was forgotten. After all, farmers don’t have
any. fun, they don’t get laughs. And laughs was the

business of this trainlCad of Merry Andrews!

Speaking of laughs, recalls many funny incidents

-that happened on these jumpdays on. these private

cars.

There was the time when Lester & Allen, (Who
were the funniest and highest paid two-man act in-

the early ’90s) found themselves with just enough
to buy their tickets to the next stand. As they took
their seats in the train,, they stuck their tickets in

the band of their hats (the custom those days) and
settled down to read their ' newspapers. Unbe-
knownst to Allen, his partner removed his ticket

from his hat and placed it with his own ticket in

his own hatband. About 20 minutes later he casu-

ally said: to Allen, "Here comes the conductor, you
better get your ticket ready.’* Allen looked up
from his paper, and putting his hand to his hat
said, "I’ve got my ticket right here in my hat.” By

:

now he was feeling for. his ticket, not finding it, he
took his hat off, the ticket was gone. "I’m sure
I stuck it. in my hat.” He got panicky, started
searching his pockets, looked on the floor thinking
he may have dropped it. "I can’t find it Bill, what
will I do?” "Quick,” said Lester, "get under, the
seat and I’ll hide you.”‘ Allen quickly got under
the seat; while Lester calmly spread his newspaper
over the crouching figure, of Allen. A few. minutes
later the conductor came along and, asked Lester
for his ticket. Lester reached for his hat and
handed the. conductor two tickets, and kept on read-
ing; The Conductor seeing two tickets and only one
person occupying the seat, asked, "Where is the
other party?” Lester removed the newspaper over
his lap and pointing to his partner doubled up un-
der the seat, said, "Under here!”’ The conductor
shook his head and mumbled, "Those crazy actors,*

1

as he walked away. I don’t believe Allen spoke to
Lester for the rest of the trip.

Running a

showbusiness.

Working the Railroad

Although our day off, we were still play-acting,

but without makeup and costumes. Every once in

a while, curious passengers from the other cars

would stroll through the showcar on some pre-

tense to take a gander at the actors. Some of us

would put on an act for these tourists. When we
would see them coming some of us would walk up
and down the aisles on our hands, a contortionist

would go into a back-bend and stick his head be-

tween his legs. Others, would make horrible faces

which scared them half to death, while the comedian
would engage them .with double talk and bewilder

them with goofy questions that would send them
hurrying from, the car,

.
away from "them crazy ac^

tors;” Anything for a laugh! The brakeman, and
conductor would always find an excuse to be in the

showcar most of the trip. They liked to talk to

actors, for they were sure of getting a lot of laughs

and a drink from these children of Thespis! I never

saw it to fail that the conductor or brakeman weren’t

a bit stagestruck . * . "you know J coulda gone on
the stage once . . or "a fellow played my town
wanted to take me with him to sing, I have a pretty

good voice and . .
.’’ These guys were duck-soup for

the actors’ kidding. . Before the trip was over We
had them singing and reciting pieces.

We would pass what we would call "Old Glory

Towns” (flag stations) and the "Tired of Growing
Burgs” which we called towns that just stood still

after building a bank, general store, courthouse and
a few shacks. The train would stop to trade off

some people Who were tired of traveling for some
other people who Were tired of staying at home.
We would look at the towners dressed in their go-

to-meetin’ clothes, who Would come down to the

station to see the train come in, and we would
wonder how anybody could be satisfied to spend
the rest of their lives in a "one-course town.” There
Isn’t much to be „seen in a small town, but I guess

Years ago, there was terrific competibn among
the railroad companies. There were all kinds of

bargain "excursion rides.” On long trips you could
buy a rourid-trip ticket for just a few dollars more
than a. one-way fare. Many people would buy these
tickets and when they got to their destination would
sell the. return ticket to a scalper who in turn
would re-sell it to someone who would pay a few
more dollars than he paid for it. To offset this the
railroad companies made you sign your name on
the ticket at the time of purchase and also sign
your name on ticket When making the return
journey, in front of the conductor, to make sure it

was the same person that bought the original ticket.

Some passengers would sign a very short and ordi-

nary name, which Wouldn’t cause any trouble to
the scalper's customer, but some of them would
write their own names and not worry about the
future purchaser’s troubles in trying to forge it.

This, all leads up to the time Bert SWor, the great
minstrel man, bought a scalper’s ticket at Chicago
for his trip back to New York. Bert’s green cabbage
was Very low. The name on the ticket was Dimitri
Moselockovitch, and to make it harder, it was writ-

ten "fancy.” Bert stayed' up all night trying to
forge the signature, so he Would be O.K. when writ-
ing it for the conductor on the train, but he couldn’t
get anywhere near ft." He finally got an idea. (You
get ideas When you are spending case money). When
he got on the train he looked like a man that’s been
on. a binge for weeks. He had sprinkled whiskey
on his clothes—and of course took a. few nips for
his breath. He started to annoy the passengers.
When the conductor asked for his ticket he insisted
he had already given it. to him. The conductor
being used to dealing with all kinds of people, told
him gently to look for it and he would be back to
get it. Again Bert annoyed the passengers telling
them he is trying to make him pay two fares, etc.

The conductor returned*and smilingly said, "Did
you find it?” "No,” said Bert. "Look through your
pockets/’ "Okay, but I'm sure I gave it to you.”

Bert started emptying his pockets, lurching
against the conductor, stepping on his corns, etc.,

emptied his pockets, dropped pencils, papers, hand-
kerchiefs, bottle, etc., while the conductor was
picking them up and handing them back to him.
"Look in your grip.” "Okay,” sez Bert, arid pro-
ceeds to throw out dirty laundry, shoes, socks, etc.,

with the conductor packing them uj>. Suddenly the
conductor spied the ticket in the grip. "Ah, there
it is. I told you you didn’t give it to me.” At this
Bert put on a crying act, apologized, offered a drink
to the. conductor, begged for forgiveness from all

the passengers,- etc, “All right, here’s a pen, sign
your name,” said the by now disgusted conductor.
Bert took the pen, still crying, his hand shook, he
spilled ink on the conductor’s pants. By now the
conductor lost all patience, grabbed the ticket and
the peri and said, "Wait a minute,” he yelled angrily;
"sit down and behave yourself, I’LL SIGN IT MY*
SELF!” Thus Bert; got to New York okay.

Ridgefield, -. Conn,

fine restaurant Is

It is production

without greasepaint, stage flies and

footlights, but it involves color,

props, ingenuity and direction. If

this weren’t so, more of the chefs

who tried their hand at owning a

restaurant Would still be in busi-

ness. Given the same, the finest

of raw materials with, which to

work, a location equal to the next,

sufficient capital and a fairly large

group Of friends, one man will suc-

ceed where 10 others fail; Success

lies in proper timing, comriiort

sense, but most, qf . all a flair for

the theatre. Personality is the term

some use, but after all what is per-

sonality—it is the ability to greet

as if you mean it, to serve ade-

quately but obsequiously, to gain

the respect of the guest to the ex-

tent that he feels beholden to you,

to make that guest happy to be

With you, td have him feel, privi-

leged to be within your walls, to

make him feel part of the insti-

tution. without having your respon-
sibility for it. Success is riot good
food alone. Good; food like truth
is expected in a fine restaurant. It

is the Way it is served* Large .por-

tions . are no more the answer than
low prices. Many a guest is nause-
ated by having an overloaded plate
set before him. Serisible portions,
a little interest in how the food
is being received, friendliness on
the part of the Whole staff, a little

show of the host’s "know-how”-—
these are the. necessary compo-
nents of successful operation.

Further, it is far easier to train
the., staff than it is the guests arid

yet they go hand in hand. The
manager or owner of a hotel or
restaurant who fails to gain the re-
spect of the guest is lost, The in-

stitution is headed for defeat. The
guest must feel that he is proud
of the restaurant, that he may brag
about his patronizing it, that he
knows the boss, that he is accord-
ed a real welcome, but that he is

sufficiently . impressed with the
management to respect the house
rules. Indeed, he is proud of the
rules and would have it no other
way!

Up here in the country we have
a number of really high-priced
inns and small hotels, not least of
which is. one known as Old Drover’s
Inn in Dovers Plains, N. Y. A
scotch-and-spda is $1.50. Yet, down
the road the same scotch (slightly

less of it, but very slightly) is 65c.

Olin Chester Potter’s Old Drover’s
is crowded. The other place is

empty, but the amount of theatre
Potter has put into his inn would
take pages to describe; And there
are others such as the Bird and
Bottle in Garrison, the Fox Hill
in Ridgefield, Conn., and leave us
face it, my own Stonehenge, where
high prices, father than scaring
people away, bring them in. It is

essentially the use of stage, tactics
and, we hope, good taste that lures
the public.

By VICTOR GILBERT

was to work on the room While

keeping it open* We did this and
the public felt they were in on the

deal arid until
.

the job was com-
plete ; they came in droves to see

what, progress was being made
from night to night. I did the same
thing at Stonehenge. When we in-

creased the bar-parlour (and it was
a major operation), we worked
each day with the masons arid the
carpenters but at night I threw
floodlights on the progress, arid

the guests were intrigued. Year?
ago the Trinity Corp. used this
psychology. They had the scrub-
women mop the floors of the public
halls just at the time that the
office workers were coming down
the elevators. While, the workers
complained about the obstruction
in the lobby,, they still , got it

around that the Trinity Corp. fan
the cleanest buildings in New York
as evidenced by these scrubwomen
who must,,they thought, have, been
cleaning and scouring all day!

Common sense, a flair for the
theatrics of the business, the
watching of little things^ Cordiality,

mutual; respect, sensible portions,
and the omission of cut prices are
the : essentials of successful food
and hotel operations. Good food is

to be expected as is honesty. If

this is followed I can’t see failure.

Bowery Theatre
Continued front page 247

Sawdust arid Mrs. Vanderbilt

away, "Buffalo Bill” Cody ap-
peared with other, dramatic and
equestrienne divertissement. Presi-
dent Van Bureri came from Wash-
ing purposely to witness “Mazep-
pa,” first of the boss operas. Af-
ter a sustained and brilliant asso-
ciation With the best in English
and American classics, the theatre,
suffered a period of abasement,
and lost out in tophat favor. Dur-
ing the last decade of the ’70s,

gaudy spectacles, blood-and-thun-
der. metiers and broad farces were
presented for a clientele none too
fastidious.

Then in 1879 William Kramer,
Atlantic Gardens impresario, un-
dertook to conduct it as a German
theatre under the direction of that
fine actress, Mathilde Cotfrelly.
Renamed the Thalia, it became the
shrine of Teutonia. Gustav Am-
berg, later with the Shuberts, fol-

lowed Cottrelly and, with Heinrich
Conreid directing, Germanic drama
flourished gUtturally for almost a
decade. By ’87, however, the lustre
of the house faded. The Irving
Place theatre became the ’ new
home of Rhine art, arid the Ger-
man population trickled uptown.
The onrush of Jewish immigrants

had been, growing, and as the '90s
began, the old theatre, with Jacob
Adler the controlling lessee, had
10 exciting ’years of the best in

Yiddish drama. It brought David
Kessler, Lipzen, and Bertha Ka-
lich, among others, to this country
arid revived the prestige of the
house considerably.

Times Contimie to Change
|

ia’s La-de-da Lays an Omelet
Then there Was the time Lydia Barry, the great

singing comedienne, decided to sit in, the Pull-
man instead of staying in the company car with the
rest of the troupe. A very well dressed snooty sort
of a fellow got into conversation with her. The talk
got around to shoW^people, and: the young man
didn’t seem to like them. Lydia never tipped her
mitt that she Was a yaudevilliari, in fact she told him
she didn’t care for the theatre, etc. The young man
invited her to have lunch. They sat iri the dining

(Continued on page 250)

Some years ago, the writer was
going through* as a sort of preview,
a dinner club which was opening
the next day with the late Maury
H. B, Paul—^the first "Cholly
Knickerbocker”—and an overdeco-
rated room was what We found, ob-
viously expensive, with fine murals
and thick carpeting. He shook his
head and said to me, “Never try
to out-Vanderbilt Mrs. Vanderbilt,
because you can’t;- she can buy and
sell .you.’’; This place Was so: over-
done and so obviously expensive
that it hit you. Paul went on to
say, "Put sawdust on the floor,

.serve fine food, but most of all

be warrii when you greet, the pub-
lic and take them in on the propo-
sition as if they were a part of it

—

you can’t' fail.” This: particular
place lasted four weeks And was
the costliest flop in the annals of
dinner clubs.

I remember some years ago
Dorothy Lamour sang: for me at
One Fifth Avenue in lower New''
York; we were making few
changes * decor. The owners
wanted to close the room while al-

terations Were taking place. I

didn’t agree with them. My thought

;

But times arid the populace con-
tinued changing. The inexorable
trend of show business was up-
town, and the Bowery, or the Tha-
lia, blowsier and more rundown
at the heels, was jauntily tottering
toward its road’s end. Intervals
of Italian stock and the smallest of
smalltime variety concerts pro-
longed its tenure. At the begin-
ning of its second century the old
house, having exhausted Occiden-
tal repertoire^

- turned Wearily, to

the Orient and. the fantastic sym*
holism of the Chinese drama. v

Maybe the ghosts of
.
the long

past were disturbed by the' clang-
ing of gongs and. shrill flutes
that punctuate the mandarin-
dragon type of entertainment, Or
maybe the Far East theatre,, with
its ancient dignity and lineage,
had some kinship to the pomp and
stateliness belonging to the Bow-
ery theatre when it was pristine.

But this is patent: the long pro*
cession of theatres that have put;

on weight of dignity arid an ac-

cumulation of fame all share i

this heritage of theatrical tradi-

tion; and the plays and players
celebrated for all time in our an-
nals are all the heirs, and assigns
of the Old Lady of 46 Bowery.
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THE ‘QUEEN OF GRAUMAN S’
By ASHTON STEVENS

(Paramount's soon-due biopic on

the career of Blossom Seeley .and

hf,r husband, Benny Fields, titled

*« somebody Loves Me,” as inde-

pendently produced by (William)

Pcrlberg-(George) Seaton Produc-

lions recalls when the late Ashton

Stevens caught
f<
Little. Blossom

±

then 17, at Grduman's, San Fran-

cisco. In later years the late great

showman, Sid Grauman’s Chinese

and Egyptian' Theatres,
in Holly-

wood, were to become distinguished

symbols of the cinematic exhibition

field. Mrs. Kay Ashton-Stevens, the

former Kathryn Krug (legit

actress ),.now collating sovie of- the
.

dean of American drama critics'

writings for book publication,

identifies this July 26, 1903 inter-

view as being from the San Fran-

cisco' Examiner) ....

There was no keeping us apart.

Fate willed that Little Blossom, and

I should meet. For ho sooner had
I found, her flame in my favorite

column of the Sunday paper than

the fever to see her and Know her
was UpOn me.
Her name was down near the

middle of the
,
advertisement, in

type no larger than that which set

forth the quality of the other per-

formers at Grauman’s; but L cried

“kismet!” the instant my eye mir-
rored the line—-“Little Blossom,
tile Vivacious Comedienne.” Grau-
man’s, I learned from the same
source; ' the h o m e of “Polite
Vaudeville;” address 7th & Market
Streets, And one might have a
good seat at any of the daily rtiaiti-

nees for 10c. I told the conductor
to let me. off at Grauman’s. Per-

haps it was unnecessary. The car
seemed to stop there of its Own
accord.

There were no ushers. I helped
myself to a seat. Red electrics

lighted the small auditorium dark-
ly. but I could make out the audi-
ence—in fact, count it Gallery and
downstairs we were, all told, not
counting the doorkeeper and a boy
in crimson flannel, just 24 persons.
But others were coming in slowly,
in ones and twos, and the show
was net yet

; indeed, the band
had not blown its opening note.
There was not a man in sight be-
hind the orchestra rail. And the
stillness was a positive shock to
the auditory nerve. Nobody—not
ven those who came in twos—

talked.'

A woman in the gallery coughed;
and 30 necks twisted and craned
with amazement. She coughed only
once, but it echoed spookily for
some seconds and waked the boy
in crimson flannel, who betook him-?
self to the frames at either side of
the proscenium arch, in which he
placed large lettered cards an-:
nouncing The Burroughs.

copation and Little Blossom’s smite
parts to make room for a huge
voice of watermelon lusciqusness
singing about “Ma - Rag - a - Time
Joe,” The building vibrates, the
electric lights flicker, but the
carpet- holds its ground. You nOt
only hear this song, you feel it..The
piano is audible Only when Blos-
som takes a breath, and not then
when the breath is a hard one.
Gone is the. gloom, gone the

timidity; The; audience—-now full

50 Strong—sounds the hot ;.
palm

and
#
the adulative whistle. We want

more of Little Blossom, and here,
and yet more; and we get the
superlative when she sings her
chicken song. (After all, what is

ragtime without a chicken?) For
the third time, and each time
louder, she sings, rolling her large,

eyes and smacking her; generous
lips:

“C— that's the way to begih-
H— that’s the next letter "

>

I—-that's the third-

C— that's to season the bird-

K— that's a fillin’

E— I'm near the en'-

C-B-i-C-K-E-N :

TJi ;.s the way to spell chi-ic-ken,"

Well, after three whirls Of that,

I would have crossed dead bodies
to find her. But doing sO then and
there was no easy job., 1 was. 'a

stranger, in a strange place. All the
diplomatic formalities that usually
precede these artless chats had
been left undone.. Before being
admitted behind the scenes I must
obtain the consent of Manager
Grauman, Whose office door I

would find at the left of the audi-
torium.

Interview With Blossom

CONSOLO and MELBA
“Creators of the. most original

‘ spectacle In dancing! ”

Season's greetings to : pur many
friends who made

,
1951' vieh a

smashing success and. promise,
to he greater!’

, v
AL BORDE

(Miicago .

Al anagemont:
203 X. Wabi

Zano’s Petroleum Bang:

The Burroughs passed away
quietly while the crimson youth
changed the cards for Zano^—

a

prestidigitator,, hut he did not look
as though he could pronounce it;

Zano had a petroleum bang. He
wore evening clothes and lured a
glass of water from his coat tails
Mithout wetting them. He said that
doubtless we had heard of Her-
mann the Great, and that he would
expose one of His Greatness’ tricks,
which we could take home and
tickle the children With.' The ex-
posure was merciless. Hermann
nead and his. Widow depending for
ner livelihood on the tricks he left
nor---l shuddered that Zano had
the heart!
And speaking of hearts, be stillmy own! for here come two new

cards and Little Blossom after
them. And the audience is alive;
applauding before., she has done
c!?

re tbaq qarry her smile on the
a
?f-

This is the first, “reception”.

inw 'e
a^eril0Pn :

No need of . ask-
g who is queen of Grauman’s.

._
one is more than I had expected,

much more. The “Little” is doubt-

Fmv a term of endearment.

t
°i. Bmssqm,. while not tail, is of

soundness. From any
nt _of the compass she would notmu e far to fall

*,ml
I’te white lawn is her costume,

‘ ^or hair and at her throat

5.if^nd ber wamt is pink ribbon,

skii-f
' ai

5 short, likewise her

jnriiV
no Quantity of rouge and.

' 5 1
-

nk qart bide her youth. She
if -ii ?rf

ou
l
ly y°un fl. and I wonder

of ihft
be

- Tor I -shall be Queen01 tne Alay, Mother.”

ProfSC
^ but not for lone- TheP^msspr throws the beat ii

It. was locked. I knocked three
times and I think somebody, pulled
a string. Far away from the door
was the head Of Mr. Grauman
when I entered. His hair was
white as porcelain, Blossom’s
lawn gown, and fuzzy and thick and
standing out all over. It looked
like a big. powder puff. Under it

was a heavily featured, but shrewd,
good-natured face.

I told him I wanted to see Miss
Blossom On business, newspaper
business, I explained; whereupon
he pushed a button and. offered to

produce her forthwith. But I plead
to see her alone.

“Tell Blossom ai reporter wants
to see her, and tell her to keep on
her stage clothes and makeup,”
ordered the manager; and while
the message was being dispatched
he talked to me about himself.

“If I had listened to other people
I’d never have made a success of

this ..business," said he. “Every-
body told me that I’d never
make a success of the place unless
I permitted smoking and drinking
and catered generally to the* Bo-
hemian element; but I have dem-
onstrated beyond the shadow of

a doubt that there are more re-

spectable people than Bohemians.
I don’t allow smoking or drinking
ini the house, or profanity or vul-

garity on the stage, <and I wouldn’t
be connected with . any house that

Was not constructed on a highly

moral plan; in lieu of which I have
made a success, as the public well

knows.”

“No, sir,” he boomed. “No alco-

holic drink of any kind in any place

that I -have control of. And,”
warningly, “I never allow an intox-

icated person in the house, in any
of. my houses.”

He dug into his desk and brought
forth an illustrated weekly contain-

ing the story of his life. He handed,

it rie, wondering how the paper

had secured the information,

which he had never given, but

which whs, he said, truthful ••• in

every word.

I read to find that he had come;

to town without the price of a pair

of shoes and_could now command
three; millions of dollars. He said

I might keep the paper,

It was in my hand when they

led me to Blossom in the wineless,

smokeless green room just off the

stage; and she asked me if I wrote

for it and seemed disappointed

when I answered “no.”

They left us alone with the door

well open, and we sat at. a big

green card table in the center of

the room and talked as though We
had been friends for years.

“I’m glad you kept on your
costume,” said L

T' suppose it does make me look

more natural like,” said she;

adding; as she. looked down at her
short skirt; “I’m 17,”. YOu could

see that she did not Care to have
her years underestimated on ac-

count of that skirt.

“Seventeen! That’s pretty young
to be the queen of Graurri'an’s.”

“The queen of Grauman’s!” she

laughed.

“Sure.. That’s why I’m here.”

“Going to write me up the Queen
oi“ Grauman’s?. That’s fine. This
is my first season in vaudeville;

I’m really a soubret, you know

—

a musical comedy soubret, and
burlesque.”

“When—?”
“Oh, I becai soubret when

I was 15; and it wasn’t with a chil-

dren’s company, either. At 15 I

was sOubret with Fred Irwin’s Big
Show, and later on With his Ma-
jesties—you know Fred Irwin’s?”

I tried to loolf wise-

Modest Gal 1

Another Hard-Luck Year

For Yaude in ’51

By JOE COHEN
Vaudeville Will look back on 1951

as another hard-luck year. It seems
that everything conspired to di-

minish playing time almost to the
vanishing point:
Broadway lost two important

Showcases (Warner and Capitol),

and many major cities are now
]

minus a single house on a regular
vaudeville, schedule. .

The talent

agencies are bemoaning, this plight,

and the vauder has been forced
to tur to other fields in order
to survive.
The rise of names through re-

cordings, with these personalities
heading theatre packages, helped
somewhat, with such notable disk
hits as Patti Page, Les Paul & Mary
Ford and Billy Eckstine being in

the van; of such road Units. How-
ever, the inajor development dur?
ing the past year occurred at the

to make the most of thei The
Judy Garland instance is sufficient

proof to many that the field hasn’t
been lost. A major note" of opti-

mism is struck by the fact that
in teevee areas especially theatres
are hitting sizable increases in

patronage. Television, even for
free, isn’t the lure it was against
superior product. Again, film com-
panies have improved their prod-
uct considerably, and there is a
perceptible movement back to go-
ing out.

Vaiide’s Prestige T
If nothing else, variety Can turn

into a prestige field., It’s long since
attained that stature in the British
Empire, where a stand at the
Palladium, London, is much de-
sired. for an actor. ] Tlie prestige of
a Palace engagement is already re-.

Paiace; New York, where two-a-day
|

established.

has been instituted successfully.
The Judy. Garland show indicates
that there !s still tremendous
vitality, and interest in this field;.

Never in history have there been
such high vaude grosses (as dis-

tinguished from vaudfilm. grosses)
as there have been at the Palace.
Under the two-a-day policy, takes

have gone as high as $51,000. The
old days of this theatre never re-

corded such takes. Miss Garland
is set to pass the old longevity
mark of a, Palace show as well.. At
this point, tickets are being sold
until mid-February.

1

Need For Talent
'

[

The vaude vets feel that there’s
nothing wrong with the ,

industry
that talent and proper presentation
can’t cure. Many feel that they
themselves aire the cause of the
factors that- lead to the dh imition.
of vaude time in 1951. Some show-
men fed that they have allowed
pix to dominate to the detriment
of stageshows. They haven't de-
veloped enough names: that would
permit payees to leave video sets
.for an evening at a theatre, and

|

as is common with other show biz
media, there’s an immediate evapo“Ever get inside?”

‘Certainly. We played at the ration of talent when adverse ecu-
Dewey and other New' York houses,J noniics- sets in. These factors start-

and Chicot, the vaudeville critic,

gave me a fine notice in the ‘Tele-

graph.’ I’ve had fine notices every-

where this season. I was a big hit

at Portland and Seattle. The news-
papers treated me splendidly;”

I asked her who in the bill beside
herself was worth seeing, and she

listed every one of them; from
Hank Whitcomb, the imitator, of

birds and animals and buzzsaws
and champagne corks and tugboats,

to Hathaway &. Walton, the song
and dance team.

“And they do wear the swell,

wardrobe,” said she repturously,

and meaning Hathaway & Walton.

“With so many clever people,

how do. you keep from being
jealous?”

“I’d rather be a failure than be
jealous,” she said, indignantly. “I

like these people; they are my.
friends; we travel over the circuit

together; we’ll all be out at the

Chutes in a couple of weeks and
—why, I’d be miserable if, they
didn’t do well.”

We turned for a footstep ait the

door. It was the orchestra.

“Ah, Blossom,” said he. “What’s
doing? Getting a writeup?”

“I guess so,” she returned. Then
to me: “That’s the leader—that, is,

the piano player. I’m used to a

large orchestra; it’s hard for me
to work without a large orchestra;
I: have to hold back my voice all

the time. You. wouldn’t believe .it;

but. 1 do. But he’s such a nice
piano playeir that I don’t mind;

cd to change the course of the
variety fields some years back.
Once having set i it was difficult
to stem the path.
However, there are some signs

of recovery and it’s up to showmen

Probably the most favorable in-

dication that there will be stage-
shows of one kind or another is tli

feeling by exhibitors that there’s
nothing sacred about , straight
picture policy. That type of pres-
entation can be abandoned at will,

PrOof is seen by the fact that, the
Warner, N. Y.y : which jettisoned
stageshows, will install a ballet
company for two weeks. RICO The-
atre, White Plains, devotes one
night weekly to concert attractions
under auspices other than that of
RICO. The Court Square, .Spring-
field, Mass., is now on a legit fling
during the week and has vaude on
Sundays. The Brandt circuit has
found that vaude can pay off in
three situations. Other •chains are
on the lookout for attractions.

These are indications, not only
of considerable life in the personal
appearance field but In the fact
that the run-of-the-mill shows are
passe. Showmen feel that that’s
what killed off,many vaude houses*
There Was no longer much enter-
tainment left in a lot of undis-
tinguished repeaters. Theatrcmen
failed to provide good new items
in sufficient number.

There’s little likelihood that
enough names can be made, but
there can be improved presenta-
tion and an influx of new ideas.
It’s an era in which there has to
be some powerful Stimuli to go.
to -theatres how that showmen have
to compete with free shows!

with the same care as when there’s
1

a hundred,
Another, voice at the door:
“Say, Blossom, .got a pin? Oh!

’scus.e me for butting in.”

“Don’t mention it, Hank. 1

haven’t got one; if I had you could
]

have it, Hank. There’s Hank, now;
one of the nicest men you ever
met. You fall in with awfully nice
people in vaudeville, and compared
to the burlesque business, vaude-

i

ville. is a paradise. I like it, but
it’s too easy and doesn’t advance
you enough. My ambition is to go
back to the old business and be-
come a star. I. like ‘real parts to
play, where I can talk and run
about and dance as well as sing.
I'm going back to it next season.
By that time I’ll have worked up
new specialties to introduce.”

Those New Specialities

doesn’t worry me. I like to be just
as I am. You know, I think it

improves the turn when girl
looks strong and healthy. Don’t

! you? I wish I’d seen Fay Temple-
ton, then I could put her in my
imitations. . I do a, new turn next
week with imitations of Lottie Gil-
son and Anna Held.”

“It's a shame to leave but Fay
Templeton and .May Irwi ”

“The first coon song I ever sung
was May Irwin’s ‘New Bully.’ I

used to do all her stuff; people
called me the pocket edition of
May Irwin. But I guess it wouldn’t
be a pocket edition now.”

The white figured Little Blossom
jellied with her laughter, For all

the paint on her cheeks, and crusted
black

.
on her lashes and moist

_ |

Vermillion on her lips, she was
wholesome and ingenuous. And of

_ < , , ^ ! all the round beauties of any stage,
l asked her about the process

| j doubt if there lives a happier
One.

I told her that girls, of her age
frequently wrote letters to news-
papers' asking advice on the ques-
tion of their going on the .stage.

“What, would you say, Miss Blos-
som, if you had to do With the
answering?” I said.

I’d say ‘Go,’ to every girl that

of working up new specialties.

“It’s easy enough,” she said, “if

you have plenty of time. You see
a lot of other people’s turns ahcl

get ideas from them; arid soine-

times., once in a while, you get an
idea of your own.”

“But an original idea, is rather,

dangerous, isn’t it?”

“Oh, no; riot if you try it out
j
has the talent and the liking; Let
her go to an agent’s and sign a

cbntract-r-^if she’s of age. . Mother
signs mi

, but doesn’t travel with
A girl can .attend to all the

rest of the business, for herself.
I do. And on the stage a ’girl can
be just as. good as in a Sunday
school. It all depends on the stuff.

tliat’S in the girl* if a girl is

naturally wrong, the only differ-

ence, is that she will have less

He’S awfully nice, not only as a g^ally andlee^Ow it U»kes;
piano player, but a» a. gentleman.,. -How do you manage to look con
Everybody’s pretty nice around „)uch |ike Kay Templetpn?" I sigr
hete, apd there isn t any smoking.

J ^pd been' saying ;this .from the. -
[
me.

Smok-ng’s awfully bad for the
siant she can)e „n the stage,

V0ice
-

! “I didn’t know I did,” she an-
“You don’t mean to.say that one swered.

so young-—-?”
|

“If you Were littler ypu. might
“Of course riot. I mean the audi- be. her little sister.”

ence's smoking—that’s bad for the “is that. so? I’ve never seen her.

voi .; and they don’t do it here, But I've heard a lot about her;

They have nice audiences here— she's one. of. the big ones;”
i

sneaking to do on the . stage Ihan.

only a few at a time, sometimes “Sh wasn’t always so big. .At
|

off.” She rose,

not more than 40 or 50 in the after- one lime she Was quite thin. I’ve

noon,' but awfully attentive. They heard that her weight is her only

never take , their eyes off ypu, and sorrow.”

they seem to appreciate everything
I

“.That’

“Thark you, Miss Blossom.
“Don’t mention it, . Mr.

But that’s only my first name,
's a sorrow that doesn’t real name is Blossom Seeley.

you do. I like to work for an ap- . l rouble me,” she laughed. “I know,

preciative udicncc. I. don’t care i ‘s about time they took the ‘Little’'

how small it is; I don't care if . off my name. I’m not such an

there are only 15 people out in ' awfully little Bloss'om. now. Fact,

front—rl alW' ys dress and i’k F getting pretty stout. But it
J
ful these days.

‘.‘No relation to that dinner —?”

“Well, I should hope not.” she

exclaimed. “And be sure, to get

that right, A girl can’t be too care-
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Britain’s TV Vogue, Unlike U. S., VARIETY BILLS
Rough on Music Biz

By JOHN FIRMAN 1

(Managing Director, B. Feldman & Co., Ltd.)
|

London. follows the American trend. Disk

Tho vpflp iQ'ii ic behind the sales ^ave been Sping up steadily.
The year 1951 »s Benina W«

the improvement, which is

music publishing b«. and few will
quite a healthy one, appears to be

regret its passing. It was a year Of general throughout the country.

rising costs and reduced sales—• Particularly interesting is the fact

House Review

WEEK OF JANUARY 2
\.

Numerals In connection with bills below.Indicate opening day of show
whether full or split week

Letter In parentheses Indicates circuit. (FM) Fanchon Marco; (I) Independents
(L)Loew; (M) Moss; <P) Paramount; (R>. RKO; (S) Stoll; (T) Tivoli; <W> Warner;

• IWR) Walter Reade

Phi NEW YORK CITY
Oriental* music Hail o> a

Chicago, Dec. 26. ^snci Cromptoo

Miss Lorn, Mildred & Jimmy Smandif
Mulcay, Elsa & Waldo, Ames Bros. Jerry Gilbert

(4), Brian Farnon Orch.; “Call- gg^tewart
away Went Thataway” (MG). Corps de Bai

. ' Dnnlrotroaand; in my opi fbp worst the that the increased platter sales are
’ tne worst tne

not restricted to the two major
trade had experienced in a decade

groups> but quite a few smaller in

or more, dependents who have recentlj

Eric Hutson
Dick Stewart
Corps de BaUet
Rockettes
Sym Ore

Palace . (R>

We- believe we know the reasons come into the scene are also re-

for this, slump, but that gives us porting this upward sales trend.
•

r _ .el j!i A. A J.* j_ _

groups, but quite a few smaller in- Ames Bros, are getting to be ah w Paiace <r>

dependents Who have recently annUai Yuletide custom here, with Judy. Garland

come into the scene are also re-
the lads c&rrying off the star l£w<£ces

porting this upward sales trend. honors as usual. However,' the rest g & f Szony

little Son The family I must resist the .temptation, to.

budget: is not elastic. True, there ^uu^ro^hopM- “that tte^atest the holiday“mood with a holiday * pa“«miin"
d
?pi

have been wage increases through- governmental austerity measures ^dley with leader Brian lam Tony Bennett

out most industries, but the cost will soon lead to a new economic
.

_ | dops some fancy foot -’*>ey®Adam?&
of living continues to go up. Prosperity. And. when that

.
comes

4 &**{!£*

TO' aggravate the situation,, »?, barbln^and oter
mus.c publishing industry, like so vantage pf ;thd new situation. SheSa, Dbes a six-day bike *^*8? *
many others, has been compelled Sbme time back I jeommehtated sprint with an extra large block to

;
, __

to. its own prices. Retail, 0h the Way in Which , the disk strong reception.

charges for sheet music have dou- jockey has now become an accept- Jimmy & Mildred Mulcay haven’t

bled in some cases and althbugh ed fact in British radio. Admit- been around here for * few years, Empire ( ) 31
.bled in some cases, ana aimougn

fedly itg operation here is bn a but act has been enhanced with puiy cotton. Bd
trade and public reaction to^ tliis

Comparatively minor scale, but electronic equipment. Pair. gets, off Flying Cromwells
change was at first cautious, there

nevertheless. the jockeys have a fine early morning waker-upper

Bela Kremo
Dolinoff & Raya Sis
Bob Fosse
Norwood . Smith
Evelyn Case

CHICAGO
.

Chicago (P)'

Vaughn Monroe O
Camel Caravan
Ziggy Talent
Moonmalds
Moonmen
Dick Haymen
Roy Benson
CHILLICOTHE, O '

Sherman <W) 4 Only
Asylum of Horrors
PORTSMOUTH, O
Leroy (W) 5 Only
Asylum .of .Horrors

SIDNEY, O
Ohio (W) 2 Only

Asylum of Horrors
WASHINGTON .

Capitol (L) 3
Ethel Smith
Allan Dean
Gary Morton
Reddingtons

George Hopkins
Mary Sullivan
Harris *& Louise
Bill McCune :

Ore
Village Vanguar
Phil Leeds
Harry Belaforite
Clarence Williams 3;

Vouvray
Gigi Durston

i Waldorf-Astoria
Campagnons de la
Chanson

D'Angelo. & Ana
Nat Brandwynne 6
Mischa Borr Orb

Wlvel
Beverly Becker
Sal Noble
Bob Lee

MIAMI-MIAMI BEACH

BRITAIN

” 7 iur r 7-TS tedly,, its -operation here is on a
trade and public reaction to, this /.hmnarativelv minor scale, but
change was

,u
.

D1
i
c

.

reac vrn • comparatively minor scale,
at first cautious, there

| nevertheless, the jockeys have

Walthon 3c

Dorraine ..

Fred Lovelle
Richman & Jackson
Mills & Belita
Joe King

has been a general improvement d a verv Powerful niche for with “Hold That Tiger” and then
• 4.1.. viu vyM ** T v * •*-

i' i_ Uniminningchook up their electric harmonicas east Hampton
Granada (I) 31.for full sounding Peg o My Granada, cn 3

Heart.” They work in front on Royal Avai^
scrim, with duo doing some, aftful p e y

shadow stuff, plus some fancy flut- A 1

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) 31

more recently. themselves hook up their electric harmonicas EAST hampton

sic^SrSn he^U ilh.strated by l r
Jockey Ihfluehce .J Heart," They

the experience ef my company, Some of the acelypcta, likeTlich- fanw
v
totj ' AWS1which has its own summer demon. ard Attenborough, Sam Coste, ing c0ral Record artists do a Melbourne

strations at The Isle of Man. Dur-
Jack Jackson and Wilfred Thomas, fastie, “Caravan,” before going in- Tivoli m si

ing the. past s^son, we .wpre pju£
;

. have regular pebk listening dates, to sure
:
fire, B.dper-patriOtic finale,

the current numbers from
an(j each, at one time Or another, impression of small town band on Marquis & Family,

bt S S0%
5 3 Wre has been Sponsible for cteafing July. * They march oft . to hefty^

•

r-

1 Wtm'uXT “T Then there; IS the fioRultr
•’

' . -.L- -: „u4.i “Housewives Choice", program, JSSgSs* SSMBS 8S*SL

CANADA
I

bedheads
I
„es Freres 6
Eno & Larie
Shamvahs

AUSTRALIA

Celebrity Singers.

Moskani
Slgrlta
Babs Macklnnon
Moira Claux '

Horrie Dargle 4
Celebrity Singers
Les Models
Les' Debonalres
Tivoli Ballet
Lilia Gomber

Tivoli (T) 31
Armand Perren
Fayes 3
Devine & King
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribi

Another important factor which W^ewiyes uno ce pro^aiu,
aha .

grimacing;
.
Ydcks get heavy

.
Mfc&uire Armand P^rre,

T hoe olen nflnotippj flip which is aired daily and has be- with their takeoff on ballroom ter- Tracy Laurence Fayes 3

srad
t°^wltf ThelhM T

*2PS!.» If. i-y
Snsmittine sUUon in the north

character, but now and thpn a cou- femme cackling, is
t

punchy with G
0
u
n
uS
P
Brix

e
& Myrna wim de Jongtransmitung stauon in tne noriii

j of current pops are allowed to team ending in a jivey note for 6 Los Trianas Jacques Cartai
of England has already had its ef- v AnH thogo i»Pt a verv brisk Doundine Tiosy * hrow Jimmv Eider

feet on the local market, Sheet
those «et a very

iu^feet on the local market, ^ . ,

sales took a noticeable dive in this
su^antlal Plu&

iam ending in a jivey. note lor 6 Lbs Trianas

risk, pounding.
. gSrlST

Ames Bros, make their fourth re^- Alan Clive

area which had oreviously been Fihally, a comment on the hit turn^in about two years, ridirig atop Evy & Everto

area, wnicn naa .Pfcy01151
; , ; _ Qbncfc ef the vear With one ex- their latest hit, “Undecided.” While !

regarded as one of the most lucra- son s^ of the year. With one ex
vocal work is high-drawer, it’s the

tive in the country. ^ cue antics of tenor Vic, whose comedy
This, too, I suppose, pnder-

losses of the year j they hav/near-
rig?s

,herd on the rest of the group

Donsive at the best of times, but !
y a11

l?
eeH frantic buffoonery has been toned

wlthlales tax 6? 66%%! they are SeJ ^ b“* ^ *»“^ »
almost a luxury. Yet the public «tv/joci,s * 3ir/j Hill ” “The Thing ” ^ *

. . . ~ ... . . Birdiar

seem to buy them more and more M?cki Snlnh thp Rpl ' QuaItet start off with a special EUa Fitzgeri

nn the weelclv installment dan As pdddy Tat, KUdoipn, tne Red takeoff of “Lonesome Road,” a bit Blue An
*
^^resnit mnlv ^ other^fo^rhs of' en Nosed Reindeer,” “My Truly, Truly tasteless, and then swing into ‘Til gV

a
k
s
wSd

n
&

fprt^inmVrri snff^ln thToroecss Fair-” “My Heart Cries for Y°u” Still Love You,” their latest plat- Goodman
tertainment

^

suffer^in the P d
. » and “Old Smoky.” As always, there ter, which could be dropped for Annette Wai

not least among them being sheet
^-'have been quite a flock of revivals better effect. “Who Built the Ark” |adie

H
&
W
Raf

P*usl c* during the year, and among the is another spiritual paraphrase, stuart Ross

sonos of ' the year With one ex- their latest hit, “Undecided." While

Son “Too Young” (which I re- vocal work is high-drawer, it’s the

ci.p antics of tenor Vic, whose comedy
gard as one of the

rides herd on the rest of the group,

Jacques Cartaux
Jimmv Elder
Joe Whitehouse
Cissy Trenbolm
Terry Scanlon

Cabaret BiUs

NEW YOBK CITY

Blue Angel

music.

There is also a hefty demand more successful I wbuld pick^'Lul marked by heavy comedy, followed Ell>s ^arkm Trio

throughout the country for new laby of Broadway,” “I Apologize” by ‘.‘Clancy Lowered the Boom.” Mae B?ms,
radio sets, and although this may and “Shanty.” British tunes have Straight singing of “Because”

^^.s^Eddfe
mean more listeners to hear our^^ also made their mark, particularly Norenc Tate
plugged. songs, it also means there such numbers as “Ferry Boat Inn,” 0

io 'huvlho "eooies

CaSl"!
'it!l WhiC

'
;‘
T““PS a

H
d

r
U

d S^of oftev ^nge?f"Le vCiy
tp buy th^ cop es, _ less and Good Luck, Good accurate impressions, but little Celebrity

Cafe Society

Oddly enough, there is one Health, God Bless You.?’ Arid once overlong. They end with a medley Alan Gale
.•lx. . i m >f f i x • i _ —, _ : _ L 1 1. 11^. _ J. » ° - *r. . - - ^ ' C

Celebrity

bright aspact of the situation, and again, as seasonal attraction,
|
of their past hits and present “Urt-

Whether by coincidence or not, this “Teddy Bears’ picnic?* has biii t. decided” for sock closer. Zabe.

Private Car
S Continued from page 248 ^

car ready to order, when an acrobat froni the

troupe, who had just finished eating, passed them,
and seeing Lydia, said, “Hey, Lydia, lay off the

soup, it’s lousy!” I believe Lydia went back to

the company car for the rest of the trip.

And will I ever forget that terrifically hot day
when we were traveling across the desert. We were
playing cards and asked the porter to get us a
pitcher of ice water. We tipped hirii a half dollar

(from the kitty. Of course). A little later iye asked
him to bring us another pitcher of ice water. Again
he brought it arid again we tipped him. This hap-

pened about four times. When we asked for. the

fifth pitcher, he said, “Sorry boss, but if I takes any

, mo’ ice from that box in the baggage car, the corpse

won’t keep!” The game broke up.

Do you remeniber those “tourist cars”r-third class

accommodations, instead of
.

plush seats you got cane

seats. There was a stove in the car you could cook

,
and you can. just imagine the smell in the car

when the dog trainer cooked the meals for his dogs!

But it was cheap traveling so who cared? And those

Prohibition days when we would come from Canada.

Loaded in and out. The women would have bottles

aewed on their girdles and when they walked they

would “clang;*’ We would ask the porter to hide our
‘ stuff uhtil we got over the border. He would put

it in the cooler, or in the airvents and under the

Cushions. It was funny how the customs men would
walk right over to the “bunk’’ . . , and find arid con-

fiscate all the stuff. We didn’t know then that the

porter was in with them and got his cut on all the

CtufL ,

And sometimes we would travel with a burlesque

show. They would travel with us to make the next

town. Vaude people would kinda feel a bit superior

to hurley people . . . but not on- those trips, In about

•n hour after the train Parted the boys from vaude
would be airing the chorus girls’ dogs on the plat-

on.al attraction,
j 0f their past hits and present “Un- HaVdocks

Stewart

nic?* has biil.t. decided” for sock closer. Zabe. Napoleon Reed
Chateau Madrid

Pilarin Tavarin
^ Alonso OreA Copacabana

% I ^W0 Mitzi Green
I Mwm I Jackie Miles -

l# wlil Harrison & Fisher
.
Otto Bolivarm page 248 Whitney & Davi
Ted Norman

form at every stop.. Burley people were great com- M
al
DUrso

n
orc

y

pany. • p Alvarez Ore
Then there was tlie time when the late and great ei chico

J. C. Nugent was leaving on an Orpheurri. trip. He aos
.
i.^ 5i03

j
sat in the train looking very glum. Sim Collins, victdrinBarceio
of that terrific team of Collins & Hart, came over Jose Amaya _

to him and asked him why he was looking glum.
”

“Well, I’m leaving on this tour, and I won’t see my Teddy Wiison 4

wife and children for a year.” To which Sim said, Joe
elided ‘cag*

“So what? I have four lots in Freeport that I haven’t Boiianoivanko 3

Cohait’s Craclt -

seen in five years!” Kathy Barr
— — -—— — M & M Viera

|
Cobalt’s Crack -

| EK> ‘bS
bl

And the: time George M. Cohan had an argument yadja Dei Oro

with his family, he walked out of the company car un*

'

e en

and sat away up in the smoker. The conductor gaivin Hoit

cariie along and asked for. his, ticket. He looked up Ro" R^[®
b|

arid said; “Company” (riieanirig he was With the chana Kipness
show troupe and manager had the ticket ) . “What £rno Tanney

company.?*’ asked, the conductor. 'The goddamest Felix Leneman
company I ever was With!?’, said. Cohan. Gleb Yeiiin

_

And the: time. Willie Collier met A1 Wilson at the Be ”fcV
n
serrano

depot. Latter ? was walking on the platform. Tony_ M°ro

“Where’s your company, Al?” “Over there, I don’t LaMinenfa
speak to them, I’m the star you knoW.” To Which Hotel Ambaswu

Collier said, “I saw your show, I don’t blame them.”
J

HpteiGinmoi
And the time Frank Tinney and W. C. Fields were Mischa .Raginskj

h Hotel Ambassador
„ Jules Landc Orc

Hotel Biltmore
e Mischa Raginsky O

Frank didn’t like fresh air and HenPAmmrOrc EelMiS11

Flamingo Arden-Flet
Bill did. When Bill put up the Window Tinney Would Hotel New Yorker Kostya Poliansky Andrews Sistera Dcrs
nut if Houfh ThiQ hAnnpnAH a Viiilf a Ho7pi1 fimpc Tommy RoynoldS' Vcrsfillltt Mich&Ol EdwdfdJ Cirlton Hi
put lt U°wn. 1 nis nappenea a nail a aozen umes. Qrc Carmen Torres Calendar Girls Thundi
Suddenly Bill Fields took his cane and broke the Adrian RoUinl Trio Beverlee Dennis Will Osborne Orch MiUs Bros
window savinff “Now it's neither onen nor closed!” Syd Krofft. Arthur MaxweU Last Frontier Irene Ryaiwinaow saying, i\pw its newner open nor cioseai KaM!n Constance Towera Dorothy Lamour Fedl & Fc
These “special trains* have long since been um- Pat Terry Gene Rowlands Johnny Bachemin Johnny O’

hoed MOw thev're streamlined and airconditiOned Hotel Pierre Two Shirts & Skirt Gene Nash Kathryn IDoea. ^now tney re sireanumea ana airconaiuoneo. HUdegarde bui Norvos & Jean Devlyn Girl Dansatio
When they found they couldn’t open the windows, Chico Roiu ore upstarts Revue Normandii

they airconditioned ther trains! TOch reminds me of g£X fiSf
the Story that . . . Oh, you’ll have to excuse me, Jane Morgan Panchito Ore Patti Page Ritz Bros
THIS Is WHERE I GET OFF! So lone be seeinu vou Hamilton Trio Village Barn Jackie Green Gloria LCi

a
P Mark Monte Ore Zeb Carver Lewis & Van Ei Rancho

in Television! Dick LaSaUe Ore tCeUa Cabot Alan Gilbert Ted Flo I

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
Polly .Bergen
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Ore

Hotel Statler
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Ore

Hotel Warwick
Page Morton

Latin quarter
Noonan & Marshall
Trio Bassl
Jack Kilty
Ganjou Bros &
Juanita

Beverly Richards
Can Can Dcrs
Art Waner Ore
La Vie. En Rose

Les Main Joly
Ernie Warren Ore

. Le. Rl*<30 Bleu
Bibi Osterwald
March Hares
Bea Arthur
3 Riffs
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3

Leon & Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Crosby Sis
Kenny Davis
Szilards
Ruth Rogers
Irma Henriquez
June Oliver Line

Little Club
Sonny Kendis Ore
No. 1 Fifth Ave
Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster '

Old Knlclc
Sammy Smith
Dolly Dawson
Dick Diana
Jerri Talbot

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Johnny Howard
Nina Dova
Buster Burnell
Charles Julian
Joe LaPorte Ore
D'AqUila Ore

' Park Ave.
Scotty Graham
Ruth Webb
Mickey Deane .

Park Sheraton
Miihi Warren
Ernestine Holmes

Penthouse
: Paul Taubman

. Sugar Hill.
Larry Steele's
Smart Affairs

Two Guitars .

. Arena Rane
Elena & Anatole
Ell Spivak •

Mischa UsdanpS

Albion Hotel
Sam Bari
Rose Gallo '

Bar of Music
Bill . Jordan
David Elliott
Sammy Morris
Betty Barclay
Harvey Bell

. Beachcomber
Lili St; Cyr
Norma Pai’ker
The Holidays
Faith Dane -

Patsy Davis
June Korby
Ayh Martin
Lonni Legors
Iru Harmon
Dick Towers
Joni Mack
Chavez
Sula Levitch Ore
Juan COrtes Ore

.

Brook Club-Lounge
Stan -Free Trio
Wayne & Fontaine
Zig & Vivian Baker
Lynne SteVens
Jack Almeida
Casablanca Hotel

George Arnold's
Ice Revue

San Kanez Ore
• Clover Club

Billy Gray
Ben Lessy
Patti Moore
The. Cheerleaders .

Arden-Fletcher Line
Tony Lopez Ore
.Sans Soucl Hotel
Lenny Kent

Delano Hotel
Zina Reyes.
Willie Hollander
Tommy Nunez Ore
Five O'clock. Club
Martha Raye
Jack Durant
Novelltes (3)
Yost Guardsmen (5)
Len Dawson Ore

Gaiety Club
Zorita
Olga Barrett
Sam Bowitt
Marie Stowe
Gilda ' Rogers
Rusty RusseU
Gaiety Girls
Frenchy
Ernie Bell Ore

Johnina Hotel
Michael Strange
Tony Matas
Libby Dean
Jimmy Woods

Jewel Box
Jackie Maye
T C. Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer •

Danny St Doc Rev
Leon A. Eddie's

Eddie Guertin
Sandye
Wilbert Browne
Chuckie Fontaine
Dave Lewis
Gaby DeLane
Billy Austin

:

MacFadden Deavllle
Hughie Barrett
Rollo Laylan 5
Martinique Hotel

Manolo & Ethel
Danny Yates Ore

Mother Kelly's
Pat MOrrissey
Bobby Ramsen
Arne Barnett 3.
Dick Forrest

Paddock Club
Larry Wyle :

Jockeyettes (4)
Terry White

Bob Morris Ore
Connie. Del Monta
Eljean
Al Golden, Jr

Park Avenue
Charlie FarreU
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Leonardo & Anita
Polnclanna Hotel

Leroy Lang Ore
Robert Riehter
Don Lanning *.

Roberta Sherwood
Charles Caste! 3
Roney praza .Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel

Stuart Harris
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Herman-Magner

'

Dancers
Saxony Hotel

Rosetta Shaw
Henri ROse
Miguelito Valdez
Tano & Dee

Sea Gull Hotel
Elaine. Dexter
Terry Shahds
Mae Silva Dcrs
Rafael's Ore

Sea. Isle -Hotel
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbourne Hotel
Juan & ' Marilyn
Alan Kole Ore

Shore.Club
Rajah Raboid
Nick & Dixene .

Arthur Warren Ore
Club 22

Blue -Drake
Danny Bishop
4 Debutants
Sherry Panay
Hy Grossman Ore
. Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds (4)

Hal Winters
Nita Bieber Dawers
Jerri Sullivan
Paul Mallory
Frank Linale Ore

Golden Slipper

.

Michel Rosenberg
Hy Sands
Bernie Sloane
Zenith Sisters
Bella Smara
Sascha Leonoff

Giro's
Tony & Sally
DeMarco

Larry Storch
Dorothy Dandridga
Jose Curbello.Orc

Copa City
Jane Powell
.Gene Baylos

.

Mary Kay Trio
Steve ' Gibson
Redcaps

June Taylor
Line (15)

Dave. Tyler Ore
Latin Quarter

Frank Libuse
Margot Brander
Collette Fleuriot
Danielle LaMar
Marilyn Ross
Gay St Harry Wal
Gautier's Dogs
Andre Philippa
Geneve Dawn
Les Patios
Waller Twins
Mullen Twins
Line (16)
Pupi Campo Ore
Jose Cortes Ore

CHICAGO
Blackhawk

Gloria Marlowe
Pat Hammerile
Don Liberto
Al Checco
Bobo Lewis
Larry Lawrence
Martin Kraft
Tessi Carrano
EleanOr Luckey
Henry Brandon Ore
Blackstone Hotel

Sherman Hayes Ore
Chez Pare*

Danny Thomas
Ginny Scott
Marion Callahan
Johnny Morton
Chez Adorables (8)
Cee Davidson O (8)

Edgewater Beach
Freddie Martin Ore
Merv Griffin
Murray Arnold
Rita St Alan Farrel
Jo Sullivan

D Hild Dcrs (6)

Conrad Hilton
Scarecrows (3)

homayne St Brent
Jo Barnum
Elimar
Jerry Mapes
Jack Raffloer
Harper Flaherty
Bob Fitzgerald
Buddy Rust
Olie Clarks
-Boulevar-Dears (4).

Mariane Fitzgerald
Scottee Marsh
Orrin Tucker. Ore

.
Palmer House

Louise Hoff _ .
Bambi Linn St Rod
Alexander"

Jody Miller
Cabots (3).

Songsmiths (3)

Tommy .Wonder
Margaret Banks
Georgle Kaye
Eddie O’Neal Oro

lOS ANGELES
. Ambassador Hotel
Yma Sumac
Blackburn Twins

St Pam Cavan
Eddie Bergman Ore

BHtmore. Hotel

Romo Vincent
Buster Shaver

Olive
Artie James
Hal Derwin Ore

Giro's
Billy. Daniel Sr
Lita : Baron
George de Witt ;

Dick Stabile Qrc.
Bobby Ramos Ore .

Mocambq
Billy Daniels
Benny Payne.
Eddie Oliver
Latin-Aires

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA
Hotel New Yorker
Tommy Reynolds
Ore

Kostya Poliansky
Versailles

Carmen - Torres

Flamingo
Andrews Sisters
Michael Edwards
Calendar Girls

Arden-Fletcher
Dcrs ^

Carlton Hayes Drc
Thunderblrd

Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towert :

Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts & Skirt
Bill Norvos &
Upstarts

Geo - Hale. Revue
Emile Petti Oro
Panchito Ore

. Village Bern
Zeb Carver
..Celia Cabot.

.
Last Frontier

Dorothy Lamour.
Johnny Bachemin
Gene Nash
Jean Devlyn Girl
Revue

Bob Millar Ore
Desert Inn

'

Patti Page
Jackie Green
Lewis & Van

I Alan Gilbert

Irene Ryan
Fedi & Fedl
Johnny O’Brien
Kathryn Duffy-

. Dansations
Normandie Boys
Al Jahhs Ore
El Rancho Vegas

Ritz Bros .

Gloria Leroy .

El Rancho Dcrs
.

Ted Flo Rito Orch
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Forty-sixth I^SlRih^tY 'Anniversary

Who’s the Forgotten But

The Only Real Star Of

Edwards’ 'School Days’?

By GEORGIE PRICE
Cantor, Jessel, Winchell, Hilde- 0

garde, myself and many more of feaily Kaild WlHS

VAUDEVIIAE 251

$10,514 Judgment
Dallas.

E d ward s’ ,

Fan dancer Sally Hand won a

School Days.” $10,514 judgment in Federal Court
The truth is here in a breabhrof-contract suit

that not one for $18,000 against A1 Wagner, bp-,

of us appeared eratorof the “Cavalcade of Amuse-
in this particu- ments. ,? In court under her legal

lar act. I’m name, Mrs. Helen Gould Beck
not trying to Finkelstein, she sued for full pay-
make myself ment of $3,000 weekly due under a

any younger, 1.950 pact totaling $75,000.

but when I During several weeks of ’50, Miss
joined Gus I Rand charged, she didn’t collect
W a s seven the full amount—and had rejected
years old, and Wagner’s offer of a 50-50 split of

By ROBERT BARAL Sally Rand Wins

on a humming “A College on Broadway ”^“Modn- constantly being referred to' as a $10,514 Judgment
irn™* 5 Heart Stood Still,” light and You,” “Room For One r

"star of Gus _ . .. _ Dallas,

fn

n

66
a° Dance

’’ “I’ve Got $5” or More” (Hammerstein wrote this Edward s’ dancer Sally Rand won a

iSw, Blue Room.” One song with Rodgers), “If You Were You” School Days.” $10,514 judgment in federal Court

. into another until. most of and “Gunga Din.” IF .K«pi The truth is here m a breach-of-contract suit

fu
g n 'I n catalog is run through. “Poor Little Ritz Girl” was hav- ' ® " that not one for $18,000 against A1 Wagner, op-

with the publication of the ing music trouble, and extra songs °f us appeared erator of the “Cavalcade of Amuse-

& Hart Songbook” were needed. R. & H. supplied in this particu- ments.’? In court under her legal

Schuster), replete with “Lady Raffles Behave,” “You Can’t - lar act. I’m name, Mrs. Helen Gould Beck

?» Doris Lee artwork-- Fool Your Dreams,” “Love Will not trying to Fmkelstem, she sued for full pay-

an informative foreword and Call,” “Love’s Intense in Tents” ' make myself ment of $3,000 weekly due under a

introduction .j,y Oscar Hammer- and “Mary, Queen of Scots” ' any younger, 1950 pact totaling $75,000,

i?pin II and Richard Rodgers, re- (which came but of an Akron W but when I During several weeks of ’50, Miss

Sectively—the work of this duo
:
Club, show with Herbert Fields on :

:

joined Gus I Rand charged, she didn’t collect

u rightfully telescoped into the the lyrics). ' W a s seven the full amount—and had rejected

American musical comedy sectibn ' Standouts of “You’d Be Sut- years old, and Wagner’s offer of a 50-50 split of

nf the Hall of Fame. prised” were “Princess of the “School Days” was just finishing the gross, after, taxes.
*

i. rtrrt Qhn awic Comine willoAy Tree” and “When We Are its run. It was a legitimate musi-
But there^s q What about Married.” These were not strictly cal comedy that played at the Cir-

from the. 'Sidelines. vv nat V R . & H songSf as they juggled cle theatre, Ni Y. Edwards ran
them early song .

_ d lyricists. R. C. Englesman, a non- into, a little “money trouble” and
ones, that is. i e y

t pro, and Milton Bender, who was had tQ sell his interest to Stair &
the

«N
S
fv.

n
vmi*» MQ1Q) and the staging the show, helped out on Haviland, who trouped “School

Place^ithYpu these chores; Days” for a while. Edwards later

first

n
^Garrick Gaieties’’ (1925). I

Their 3J Columbia II. Show
I

Put °? several “schoo^acts” and

The embryo material stops there. In 1921, Rodgers & Hart were not
??

e
-

And there’s quite a story to those strictly solo on their Second Col ^
ays title, he ^called them .

• Gus

budding amateur years. umbi/show, “You’ll Never Know.” Edwards’ School Boys & Girls.”

Recently Charles Gaynor ( “Lend This score includes “Virtue Wins
|

Watta Cast |.

an Ear”) put it to Rodgers' this the Day,” “I’m Broke,” “When I YiTu t
Lt— '

.
'

way “I’ve always followed, your Go On the Stage,” “Will You For-
Although I never appeared in

songs from the start with keen give Me?”, “Just a Little Lie,” any of them, I know that Walter
iormat inai woum satisiv

interest— especially those early “You’ll Never Know;” “Let Me. Winchell did, along with Dave
“p

,

w lormai mar wouia sau,siy

ones;” - Drink in Your Eyes,” “Watch Your- geed; Lew Brice Jack Weiner
Televlsl Authority's require-

“Which ones, db you mean?— A self,” “Chorus Girls Blues” and Fn ’

Allio f G ’ T .... T .... ments that all talent on edmmer-
Tree In the Park,-; ‘Yours Sincere. “Jumping Jack"

•J?“
k

'be- paid Welt
ly’?” Rodgers queried back. Also 1921, “Say Mama” (Akron’s Gopne, Roy Mack and Rita Green. _ ta ,

“No*” Gaynor continued. “I’m annual) gave full scope to the com- Harry (MGM) Rapf was the man- „ y
* __ .* _ .

thinking of ‘Peek In Pekin,’ bined talents of Rodgers, Hart and ager The real “School Days” had
Mort Harper and Henry Taylor,

‘Othello,’ ‘Why Can’t’?” Herbert Fields, the threesome only one star and he was Herman °f Vid-Pic, are still, looking for a

The television show of the Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists is up
in the . . Program’s packager
Vid-Pac, Jnc., has failed to come
up with a format that would satisfy

'
.

~
• • ' « . . . - , A t*

' » < TI •
. j . klbUl UUS4 fiv T Y Uk7. AlvA lilOll

With that, Mrs. Rodgers Domed which was later to fuse into Broad- Timberg who played the part of formula, but it’s unlikely that.

Id',*'Wfell’ what^’s this^^
one, then. way legit attention. The frip was “Jewish Kid.” The story of they’U beiable to get around this

and the composer
s_

wife started paid $750 for Say Mama., the show was the life of an immi- reaUirementhumming a tune, thinking she’d Now with two Columbia shows grant kid Comine to America The
requ iremenr.

trip Gaynor oh the song’s identity, behind them, and ah introduction
first scen£ took place on the boat

Shows proponents reported to

“That’s ‘Twinkling Eyes’ from to Broadway, the duo, plus Fields, with Herman ulavine the fiddle have first proposed that artistswho“That’s ‘Twinkling Eyes’ from to Broadway, the duo, plus Fields, with Herman playing the fiddle hav* fil*st proposed that artists who
‘tip Stage & Dowri*_ (1919), Gay- really got serious on fullscale

fr0m steerage while the rich first- contribute their services to AGVA
nor answered. The Rodgerses both shows. In 1924, .they turned ^out

class passengers listened and threw so that the union can eet $10 000

before them”’
SP"nd reV‘Val TinTk 'J&g*far’^ welfar",%f‘wSd’fS;

Thfs particular incident .shows Mam?‘ fnd likl T? Poison
a
? «>•>?.. «ck

,

back thg coin in the

By MARK CURTTS

Reno.
The longest and strongest parade

of talent filed through Reno’s night-

clubs in 1951 than in any previous
year. And though only three spots

book big names, the procession was
endless. The resulting crowds pro-

duced enormous takes at the gam-
ing tables.

Peak business is during summer,
but it appears this winter will see

almost as many star attractions i

the major Spots. The holiday sea-

son has Olsen & Johnson at the

Riverside, Willie Shore in the Sky-
room of Hotel Mapes, and Smiley
Burnett and Jack

.
Hilliard at the

Golden. Hotel.

One gambling club, the Cal Neva,
has closed until May, however, be-

cause Of the usual season slack and
hot because of any unusual dip i

trade. This club had no eritertai

ment. it looked for awhile that

some other clubs would follow suit,

but the panic has died away. Top
bookings continue.

During the big ruii of talent this

year, the Riverside had such nai

as Dennis Day and Frank Sinatra

(both Of whom drew $25,000 for

their fortnights), the Andrews Sis-

ters, and Ted Lewis. The Mapes
showcased such toppers as Liber-

aCC, Toni Arden, Carl Ravazza,

Cortnee Boswell, Ames •'Bros., and
the Sportsmen. The Golden showed
Off April Stevens, Les Paul & Mary
Ford, Tennessee Ernie, Mark Stev-

ens, and Guy Mitchell.

B Prim Renq, Gaudy Vegas

This particular incident shows Mama” and “I’d Like To Poison ^ncinc dancing ^ caechm ;ZL Tuic
'
Q

.
" iT

how high experts rate the early Ivy.” Instead of using their full p y
.

g
’

.

g g ’ g, g gg g ’ This suggestion was^qujek-

R. & H...output. Non-pros also join names for credit, Rodgers, Hart The schoolroom scene was only ly talked down because of the fact

in on this ;sentimentM demand. and Fields only.used their first one
+
of the many scenes in the pro, that Hie artist would be account-.

Long before they actually joined monickers—Herbert Richard Lor- duction. Some others m the cast able for these earnings come

talents, Rodgers & Hart were busy enz—for cover listing. This trick were the Courtney Sisters, Lillian come tax time,

working on their own. They teamed label isn’t generally known, and Lorraine, Joe Keno & Rosie Green TVA spokesmen 1 have reported
with classmates and outsiders for they’re scarce to come across (for

(,P
ar

I

e
£
e
f
n

’ that as yet, Vid-Pac has not ap-

collaboratiori purposes. Hart, the a collector). Menken, and Willie Solar . When plied for a waiver from the “full-

older of the two, was translating Looms 1925-26 and the Theatre things got tough Gus Edwards pay“ resolution. At the same time,

German plays for the Shuberts. He Guild acquired , R. & H. for the played^ the part of an Italian kid TVA turned down a request from
also turned out Vaude skits on the “Garrick Gaieties.” They wrote two himself. the Federal Council of Churches
side, “Girl from Lucille’s” (1918) editions, as the songbook reveals I did a tribute to Gus Edwards of Christ for a waiver so that the
was one. This' was originally in detail. Also in 1926 they worked recently on a TV show. All the Columbus Boys Choir could appear
labeled “Very Bad Eddie” as a for Billy Rose on his “Fifth Avenue names of the proteges who are cur- cuffo on the Don Ameche-Frances
poke at Jerome Kern’s then-flour- Follies” ( which, the songbook does rently popular were mentioned as Langford program. TVA declared
ishing hit, “Very Good Eddie.” not reveal), providing “Maybe It’s “Stars of Gus Edwards’ “School it would have no objection if the

P' —ct—^——i Me” and “Where’s That Little Girl Days.” I noticed that Herman Tim- group worked free on a sustained——

-

gerg Amal€ur &nows——l With the Little Green Hat?” berg’s name was missing. I asked Meeting at Which Taylor at-
Rodgers, very much iii his teens, From here on the Broadway beat the young director if I might in- tempted to get an okay for the'

was" concentrating on amateur quickens: “Peggy Ann,” “Present elude it; “Who the hell is he?” AGVA video package was a stormy
shows. The Akron Club, a social Arms,” “Spring Is Here,” “The he asked. “Herman Timberg is session which had AGVA spokes-
organization, which staged annual Girl Friend,” etc. But they had the only one,” I said, “entitled to men fighting for the package,
shows, was one of the most promi- their flops, too. Ziegfeld’s “Betsy” use the term of ‘star’ of ‘Gus Ed-, Finally, after several hours’ argu-
ment amateur groups which used and “Chee Chee”. were two. From wards’ School Days’.” ment, motion was made to table
Rodgers’ initial music. “One Min- the latter show, “I Must Love Ypu” “j never heard of him,” he re- further discussion. AGVA prexy
ute Please (1917) was one of the was later turned into Send For

piied. Well, television is a nervous Georgie Price declared he second-,
first. According to the souvenir pro- Me, ’ and “Singing A Love Song business and it takes a long time ed that motion so that the meeting
gram of the Akron Club, Rodgers became I Still Believe You. Both to explain. Maybe the young man could get on to other important
Wa

T
Sl^ar^ ?d at th

!
were inserted into Ziegfeld s will read about it here. business.

In 1918, Rodgers and Hart were “Simple Simon.
Introduced by mutual friends, and .

A London stint filtered through
decided to merge their work. “Up these years, with C. B. Cochran:
Stage & Down” (1919), another using R. & H. songs in the revue,
amateur show, was put on with “One Damn Thing After Another.”
most of the score by Rodgers. The For this show, “I Need Some Cool-
songs: “Twinkling Eyes,” “Asiatic ing Off,” “My Luck Star” and the
Angles,”

.
“Love Me By Parcel classic, “My Heart Stood Still”

Post” (his brother Mortimer Rod- were written. “Evergreen,” with
gers was in on this one); “Butter- “Dancing On The Ceiling” (sal-
fly Love” and “Love Is Not In vaged from “Simple Simori” on
Vam’ were the standouts. this side), was another Cochran

Also in .1919, the first Rodgers production. Which starred Jessie
& Hart song reached Broadway. It Matthews. “Lido Lady” (with “A
was “Any. Old Place With You,” Little Flat Near Soho”) was also
which was added to the score of of the 1926 vintage. “I’m Crazy
A Loriely Romeo.” The two were About- the Charleston” was used
Working Closely now and building in another Cochran revue,
up a reservoir of songs to play on By this time, the Spotlight was
request. on fuU-blast on “Thou Swell ” “You
The next year had them going Took Advantage, of Me,” “With A

at a clip. They wrote the Columbia Song In My Heart,” etc. However,
• ,Y

arsity show; had .five songs these smash numbers overshadow-m Poor Little Ritz Girl,” and ed many R. & H. songs of lesser

vSe another amateur show, light which merit a second look,

i

d Be Surprised;” for the good, such as: “A Kiss For Cinderella,”
o id Akron club. Dorothy Fields Was “Hello,” “Country Mouse,” etc.
UMhe cast of this latter amateur .Later , the standout hits of “On
offering; Your Toes,” “I Married An Angel”

Rodgers was in Columbia at this and ‘.‘Pal Joey” also nosed out other
time (Hart had gone there a few significant R. & H. songs with

9acH). The two submitted strong individual, personality. “I’ll
_Fly With Me” to the campus com- Tell, the .Man On the Street;” “How
mittee (Oscar Hammerstein 2d was To Win Friends and Influence

member of this body ) ,. and it People,” “Den Of Iniquity” are
was accepted. “Fly With Me” songs among these. Oscar Hammerstein
include “Gone Are ,the Days,” “A 2d did point but “Waif Till You

Fn
nny

VFor Y°ur Thoughts,” “An- See Her,” from “By Jupiter,” in
ouier Melody in F,” “Working for the songbook as something extra

Government,” “Inspiration,” j to appreciate, but the specialized
•OH t Love Mp TJlra Hfhplln 11 fltinraifial ptiHq thPPA.

LEO DE LYON
Direction: GENERAL ARTISTS CORPORATION

There is still speculation on
whether Reno can support a fourth
or fifth hotel and riitery. Reno,
which considers Las Vegas a little

gaudy (and Las Vegas thinks Reno
prim), has not the same proximity
to ‘Tim money” ns Las Vegas;. Reno
caters to San Francisco, more se-
date and moderate than Los An-
geles and Hollywood, of which L.V-.

is practically a suberb.

Difference in chamber of Com-
merce philosophy is also sharp be-
tween these two Nevada cities:

with Las Vegas, any publicity is

good publicity—in Reno there’s an
effort to stabilize the economy with
business and manufacturing, which
is being more and more encour-
aged. The promotion is for the
area as a ski resort and winter
sports area, with entertainment
and gambling almost secondary.
Even in summer, the climate and
surrounding Country (Lake Tahoe;
Virginia City, et al.) are. promoted
most.

There’s an obvious effort on the
part of the city and prominent cit-

izens to keep the gambling local-
ized within a few city blocks. This
point came to ahead recently when
a building permit for Ernest J.

Primm was. turned down af ter
much wrangling. He wanted to
build a hotel and casino across the
street from Harold’s Club, the fab-
ulous gamery boosting itself as the
world’s biggest.

At the end Of 1951, Mert Wert-,
heimer’s Riverside Theatre Casino
Restaurant stood as the newest en-
tertainment abode, a year and half
old.

Coming of Age
|

The Mapes celebrated its fourth
birthday December 17, with oyer
2,700 guests attending. This is an
annual event now in Rerio and her-
alds the beginning Of the holiday
season. The Golden’s theatre res-

taurant is now three-.ycars old.

. One other spot, the Town House,
has recently come up some; after

several years of ups and downs.
This time it’s partially on the up-

swing on the strength of singer-

composer-pianist Matt Dennis. It’.

.

mostly an after-hours club.

The four big gambling, casinos .

continue good business with liar-
|

old’s Club still the place everyone

heads first. Harrah’s rates second

in quality, and the Nevada Club

probably rates second in take. The
Palace Club and the Bank Club,

two of the oldest, arc doing very

well. And the Gal Neva has shut
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Thanks EVERYONE foraSWELL ’51
I

and STARTING '52

for PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Radio • • *

STIVE ALLEN Show

# MILTON BERLE Show

CAVALCADE OIF BANOS

CAVALCADE OF STARS

PERRY COMO Show

ART FORD Show

KRIESLER BAND Show

ROBERT O. LEWIS Show

KEN MURRAY Show

JAMES MELTON Show

SONGS FOR SALE

PAUL WHITEMAN Show

0 ARMY SHOW
JACK BENNY Show
EDGAR BERGEN Show

MORTON DOWNEY Show

DAVE GARROWAY Show

HITPARADE
TED HUSING Show

VAUGHN MONROE Show

NAVY SHOW
THE BIG SHOW „

* FRANK DAILEY'S, Moodowbrook

VOGUE TERRACE, McKoosport

BOULEVARD, Forost Hilla, N Y.

CHUBBY'S, Now Jersey

THUNDERBIRD, Lae Vega*

STEEL PIER, Atlantic City

TOWN CASINO. Buffalo

CLUB BOLERO, New Joraay

PARAMOUNT, New York

CASINO, Toronto

SEVILLE, Montroo!

STATE, Hartford

CAPITOL, Washington

CHICAGO, Chicago

OLYMPIA, Miami

HIPPODROME, Balti

ILLINOIS STATE FAIR

Exclusively

ASSOCIATED TRANSCRIPTIONS
Personal Management

JOE SHRIBMAN
1270 Sixth Avenue, New

Direction,

MCA

Just Completed One Year of Consecutive Booking from

Cpast-to-Coast

Management

MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

•
'

-

Greetings

MYRON
COHEN

Press Relations Directi

JEANNE and JERRY SAGER WM, MORRIS AGENCY
•* * •' i





***.

To

FROM

THE GREATEST SHOW

AND

BARNUM & BAILEY
# i

CIRCUS

\ etfebe

PATRICE JAN

HELENE and HOWARD
Currently

CHICAGO THEATRE
CHICAGO
Dlr.i MX.A.

C<>P

0««>c<

GEORGIA

BAKBERS and DALE*****
NOW

BIMBO'S 365 CLUB
SAN FRANCISCO—

HAPPY
NEW
YEAR

Personal Management

EDDIE SMITH

Direct! :

JC" MARSOLAIS
1497 Bro:dway, New York

THEATRES

NITE CLUBS

APOLLO RECORDS

RADIO

TELEVISION

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's th,

HOTEL AVERY
Avory A Washington $ts.

The. Home of Show folk

CASS FRANKLIN
'a fid

MONICA LANE
Currently RADISSON HOTEL

MINNEAPOLIS

"Cass Franklin has a new singing partner.
She is a tall, willowy blonde with a volte
that tops her looks. Their material is fresh
and highly acceptable, believe the, but oc-
casionally you forget to listen all the way
through because you're looking at the
lovely Lane gal.

1

Cedric Adams, Minne-
apolis Star.

Direction MCA
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LEW & LESLIE GRADE

as

in announcing the appointment of

MR. HENRY DUNN
1X1

Offices to Be Located in HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

Opening February 1, 1952

Address to Be Announced in the Immediate Future

The California Office will function as a complete interna-

tional booking unit offering world wide coverage to

artists and other attractions.

Agency Submissions

address all present communications to

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD.,

250 West

Suites 201-8 Fisk I

57th Street, New

JUdson 6-4190

York 19, N.Y

(Vice President in Charge)

LONDON • NEW YORK • PARIS • HOLLYWOOD • ROME

STOCKHOLM • OSLO • AUSTRALIA • NEW ZEALAND

*
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HAPPY NEW YEAR • PEACE ON EARTH. GOOD WILL TOWARD ALL MEN • HAPPY NEW YEAR • PEACfON'IaRTH, GOOD Will

re

Toward All Men

HIM <1009 'H1HV3 NO 3DV3d . BV3A MSN AddVH * N3W 11V QRVMOJ. 11IM <1009 'H1HV3 NO 3DV3d • HV3A M3N AddVH • NSW

JACKIE MILES
CURRENTLY

COP AC ABAN

A

NEW YORK

Management—V/M. MORRIS

JACKIE GLEASON

DICK WESSON

CONNIE HAINES

PAGE CAVANAUGH

BEVERLY HUDSON

PAULA STONE

JOE BIGELOW

LINDY DOHERTY

Personal Management

M
6580 Sunset Boulevard

Hollywood, Calif.

TOWARD

ALL

MEN

HAPPY

NEW

YEAR

PEACE

ON

EARTH,

GOOD

WILL

TOWARD

ALL
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and DOLL
Mi
'Comedy of Errors'

With Sincoro Thanks to

EDDIE, HANS. HAT. PHIL and BETTY
for a Most Successful Year

and His DANCERS
Currently Appearing

-BAGELS AND YOKS"

ON BROADWAY
Thanks to BECKMANN and PRANSKY and to LEW and LESLIE GRADE

Recently

CITY MUSIC

Currently

RADIO CITY, MINNEAPOLIS

SCHALLER BROS.
Currently BAL TABARIN, Paris

Returning to USA, Aprij, 1952

BOLIANA IVANKO QUARTETTE
After 16 Weeks with

Leu Walters' "LATIN QUARTER REVUE"

Currently GILDED CAGE, New York

f

Ganjou Brothers

r n

Currently 7th Week

LATIN QUARTER

New York

E and JOE
Currently

RADIO CITY MUSIC

NEW YORK

THE MYRONS
Currently

CHASE HOTEL, St. Louis

Season 7952

POLACK BROS. CIRCUS

(Thnnfcs to ETHEL ROBINSON)

THE DASSIE
Recently RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL

Currently LAS VEGAS and RENO

ELIMAR
"JUGGLING ON ICE"

Since August—STEVENS HOTEL, Chicago

(Thanks to MERRIEL ABBOTT)

LEW & LESLIE GRADE LTD., -
EDDIE ELKQRT, Vice-Pres. in Charge

HANS LEDERER, Vice-Pres. PHIL FARRELL NAT DEBIN BETTY MAYWOOD
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Seas eetings

THE CHEZ PAREE

AMERICA'S LEADING

THEATRE-RESTAURANT

Just Call Me

The Return Engagement Kid

!

First act to be held over Southern

Mansion, Kansas City.

Returning for the umpeenth time

to Ka-See's, Toledo, Ohio, De-

cember 28-January 14.

Coming up— Encores at Town
Casino, Buffalo; Elmwood, Wind-
sor; Lookout House, Covington.

See you soon, Las Vegas.

Jay Jason

THE MIDWEST'S FAVORITE ENTERTAINER

PIERRE LOUIS GUERIN
Producer and General Manager

LE LIDO
also

THEATRE DE UMPIRE

Congratulations to

on Its 46th Anniversary!

ARTHUR BORAN
SEASON’S GREETINGS

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Final Returns Not In)

C/o. IRVI

ROY DOUGLAS
and

VICKIE TAYLOR
“The King and Queen of V

Featuring

“EDDIE ECHO and ANNA IT
Currently ''STEUBEN'S'', Boston

Mgr.: MATTY, ROSEN, MS W. 46tk St., N. V. C. — PLosa 7.5V3S

HIPPODROME
TOWN
LITTLE
THEATRES
BALTIMORE

— Season's Greetings

I. M. RAPPAPORT

TERESA CELL!

Management;

B. NELSON
920 Park Ave.

New York

SEASON'S GREETINGS
To Our Friends Everywhere!

HAVE SEVERAL WEEKS OF PLAYTIME
For Good Units and Attractions

WRITE — WIRE —i PHONE

JOE HILLER AGENCY
Century Theatre Building* Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tel. 1-2600 Atlantic

Anton Scibilia, Theatre Dept*
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THERE’S
WPVE said it before. Weil say it again. You

NO FOLK

showfolks get a big bond from us * with d big

"Thank you!" for your past and present patron-

FRANK W. BERING. Chairman of Board

JAMES A. HART. President

PAT HOY, Vice President & General Manager, The Sherman

EUGENE BARRETT, Manager, The Ambassadors

age.

But we're no more content than you are to rest

on current laurels; So we're constantly improving

our service, comforts and decor to merit your con-

tinued loyalty, your lasting conviction that there

are no Chicago hotels like The Ambassadors and

The Sherman.

THE AMBASSADOR HOTELS

HOTEL SHERMAN

Congratulations t^ARIETY

Greetings to my friends all over the World

BELLE BAKER
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Personal Management STAR MANAGEMENT COIMPANY
Direction MCA 846 StvcnfH Avenue* New York

J.Udson 6-2615
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Currently

13th SMASH WEEK
• VERSAILLES •

NEW YORK

Thanks — NICK and ARNOLD

Direction
GAC

Personal Mgt,
JOE ROSS

in "Dancing Dollusions”

Currently

ROXY
NEW YORK

Thank*, SAM RAUCH

_ 4

Opening Jan . 25th

LAST

FRONTIER

HOTEL

Las Vegas, Nevada

Thanks. HERSHEY MARTIN

"Lovely to look tit . . . delightful to hear .

.

VING MERLIN
AND THE

Personal Management

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil Grao Phil Coscio

1 SOI Broadway

New York City

BRyant 9.0543

ENCHANTED STRINGS
(The Loveliest Girl Violinists in America)

1. AN EXCITING ACT
2. STROLLING VIOLINS

j

3. DANCE MUSIC (SWEET, . WITH A IEAT1

MERCURY ARTISTS, 254 W. 54th St.. N. .Y. C.

f W*:

#4, 1-

.
SeNT* ...

w x-

, v.

:%f ;

. v \

THE

SMARTEST LITTLE SHOW

THE

OANCIEST MUSIC

and

THE FINEST FOOD

\X #i
•

T' V’®W £
.

'

CALYPSO JOE” and “COCO-TE
TROPICAL FUN AND DANCES

'i up.-.

1951 Season
Club - Theater - TV

Port off Spain*
Trinidad

Havana-Paerto
Rlco-Caracao

Caracas-Acapalco

Mexico City

Miami Beach

San Francisco

Hollywood

£y. IS?^«c^S3S?8S?Pi!5S5jKrS2!!S6®3S33egsao^

Available Feb., 1st lHyill

AL ROSENCRANZ
412 Vz N^ Gardner Hollywood, 35

LAUGHS UNLIMITED
754 SeVbnth Ave., New York. N. Y.

JU 2-0373

Send for new 1952 price list off

fresh SOCK gegfiUt, skits, mono-
logs, dialogs, parodies, etc.

IKI
Currently

FOREST LODGE
I

Dir.—MAX NOVELLE
McCONKEY—NEW YORK
SID PAGE-CHICAGO

J\*
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MAZZOHE aid ABBOTT
"Sensational Apache Novelty"

LOIS GERMAINE LOMA LAURIER

LEONA FONTAINE

Now Appearing at LATIN QUARTER, New
One Consecutive Year

JERRY and TURK

Frantic Antics"

with

JOEY DEAN HELAINE GRAYSON
Dec. 24—Carousel, Pittsburgh Jan. 31—Chanticleer, Balt.

Jan. 14—Karakos, Wash., D. C. Feb. 14—Miami

LEBRAC and BERNICE

"The Golden Wheel"

The Only Act of Its Kind in Show Business'
1

featured with Log Walters' Parisian Follies

at Oriental Theatre, Chicago

NATASHA GEORGE

KOMAROVA and KOMAROFF
Producers of

Lou Walters' Latin Quarter, New York

Miami Latin Quarter, New York Gilded Cage and

Bellevue Casino, Montreal

MILES INGALLS

First American Appearance

"France's Newest Singing Star"

Now Miami Latin Quarter, Florida

CORINNE and TITO VALDEZ

Featured Dancers in Mike Todd's "Peep Show'

Just Completed 12-Week Engagement in

"Minsky's Follies On Tour"

TED and FLO VALLETT

"In Whirls and Twirls"

Just Completed 4-Week Engagement

Jefferson Hotel in St. Louis

GLORIA LEROY
Now Appearing at El Rancho, Las Vegas, After a Six-Month

Engagement at the Latin Quarter, New York

THE
Now Appearing at Palace Theatre, New York

JOE FLA
ASTOR HOTEL, NEW YORK— Suite 176-178-180

JU 6-3000
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Wishing Friends Everywhere

Season ’s Greetings

BOY FOY

'''M
t

i

MICHAEL DURS0
and His

COPACABANA ORCHESTRA

Now in 6th Year at the Copacabana, New York

Thanks to Jules Podcll and Jack Entrattar

Diraction: MUSIC CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Night Club Reviews
Waldorf-ANtoria, X. V.

(EMPIRE ROOM)
Les Compaghons de la Chanson*

(9), Pierre D’Angelo & Ana, Nat
Brandwynne, Mischa Borr orchs;
$1, $1.50 and $2, $2.50 covers.

Gallic artists have been con-

spicuously absent on the east side

for the past few months, coincid-

ing the Versailles' embrace of pro-
’ iction policy. The imported Les
Cbmp.agnons de la Chanson is the
firat^ of the French acts to hit the
carriage trade Set in some time;
With Jean Sablon’s upcoming stand
at the other N; Y. Hilton hospice,
the Plaza, it looks like the UN set

will have a few roosting spots,

Les. Compagnons are paired with

'Pierre D’Angelo & Ana and they

provide, an excellent bit of diver-

sion. The former made their U. S.

preem some years ago when the

late Clifford C. Fischer brought
them over to accompany Edith

Piaf’s debut at the Playhouse, N. Y.
They made their imprint as one
of the more versatile and expres-
sive madrigal-mobs.

This nine-man affair Is a well
disciplined formation with solid
knowledge of harmonics, a feeling
for comedy and entertainment
know-how. They reach their apex
with songs of their native coun-

try, They give these an understand-

ing impossible for them to impart

in English. It was a mistake for

them to concentrate so heavily on

tunes in the latter language. Con-

siderable flavor . lost. The saga
of Jimmy Brown is the best in this

grouping. Overall, the most solid

offering is the. multi-styled version
of the French nursery rhyme
“Clair.de la Lime.” This, their cur-

tain piece, resulted in a vociferous
salvo.

D’Angelo .& Ana is another act

familiar to east Of 5th. This terp
duo has fluidity and frequently
give, out an ethereal quality. Their
numbers are sufficiently varied to
maintain interest and their per-

formance has a sophisticated
quality befitting this room. Off to
an appreciative palming;

Jose.

Baker Hotel, Dallas
(MURAL ROOM)

Dallas.

Andy & Della Russell, Pierson
Thai Orch (8); $1 cover, $1.50
Sat.

Holiday fare of Andy & Della

Russell bowed in this swank spot

Christmas EVe to a rousing recep-?

tion from a near roomful of pa-
trons, Singing duo, snowbound’
from Detroit, missed a Saturday
(22) opening. Chanteuse Mar-
garet Phelan did a fill-in stint for

them.

Handsome pair get payees on
their side from the start, with his

lusty soloing of “With a Song in

My Heart” and a softer “You Are
Too Beautiful.” Male half rates a
big mitting with LatUne reprisals

of Capitol recordings, trio of
“Besame Mucho,” “Amor, Amor,
Amor” and “Magic is the Moon-
light” in Spanish. Distaff side
solos “I Think You’re Wonderful”

JAY MARSHALL

ahead of a boff duetting of “Thou
Swell.”

Clever banter between the for-
mer orchester and the beauteous,
TV-gowned blonde spices up and
ties in the intros to a pair of top
novelties—^Don’t Say Hello” and
“Live It Up, Laugh It Up”—both
offerings scoring heavily. Some
throwaway lines lead into nice pair-
ing on “Harvest Moon” and “What
a Difference a Daly Made” before
duo ddns oldie' costumes to revive
“Charlie, My Boy,” “I’m Just Wild
About Harry” and “Jealous.”
Femme half asserts herself in a big
bit, soloing “Honeymoon Is Over.”
Russell’s capable miming of Tony
Martin, Billy Eckstine, Mario
Lanza, Jimmy Stewart and Clark
Gable adds a fillip to a slick show.

Pianist Pierson Thai and his
orch da -a capable backing stint.
At his own concert grand, the
maestro offers toe-tempting tunes
and, for holiday payees, a novelty
medley in Latempo of “Jingle
Bells,” “Deep in the Heart of
Texas” and “Stars and Stripes
FOrevef.” Bark.

HENRY GRADY
HOTEL

Atlanta. Go.

Mgt.: MARK J. LIDDY

Leon Newmoe

ioil
THE YOSTMEN
the Smallest Gift—W.A.B.D.

CHRISTMAS EVI

1650 Bwau. NowYorkNY

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A

Erlanger Theatre* ’ It's the

RANCROFT HOTEL
•9 W. Randolph St. Franklin 2-4740

Special Rate* lor Show Folk
Newly Decorated Now Management

Direction

M C A

COMEDY MATERIAL
for All Branches of Theatricals

GLASON'S FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW HZ GAG HIE

(The Service of the Stars)
35 ISSUES $25

First 13 File* $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)

e ,$ Bks. PARODIES per book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET $25 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., ea. bk. $15 e
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

.. (reissue), $3.00
giant classified encyclopedia
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 St.. New York 1 9 Dept. V

Circle 7-1130

“THE C0MERIAN”
Fun-Matter's Monthly Gag File

(Not * magazine) $10 per year

For $20, first 12 Issues (regular prire $12)

plus current Issues' thru No. .17 with remaining
7 monthly issues to follow as roleased.

PAULA SMITH
(Address above)
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JOE E LEWIS
AUSTIN MACK

Starter

THE

RITZ

BROTHERS

Personal Management

LOU IRWIN
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JIM LEE

KIRKWOOD -< GOODMAN
l

Currently Appearing

BLUE ANGEL, New York

Opened 9-Week Engagement Nov, 20

Recent Engagements:

LE RUBAN BLEU, New York

MOCAMBO, Hollywood

EMBASSY, London

2nd Year on

GARRY MOORE SHOW
CBS-TY

Management: BARRON POLAN Ltd*, 444 Madison Ave., New York
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thanks everyone for a swell 1951!

KEN GRIFFIN
Creator of "You Cart

1
! Be True, Dear"

AMERICA’S FOREMOST ORGANIST

Personal Management: MILO STELT, Mutual Entertainment Agency

Latest Columbia Records Release:

"SLEEPY TIME GAL"

"BACK HOME IN INDIANA"

203 N. Wabash, Chicago 1 Randolph 6-6990

Jimmy and Mildred

Electric Harmonicas

”A New Sound That Has
Everyone Talking!”

THANK8 JOE DANIELS for offering uo return engagemintB.ea your elroult Immediately;

THANK8 MR. MoLEOD for offering uo a headline return eniagemont within 4 week* at
your Haitlnn, Vancouver Theater;

THANKS MILDRED LANE A E. K. FERNANDEZ for 7 wooke In Honolulu and your offer

10 repeat In 3 months;

THANKS WALTER fRABK A KEN HARLAN for having faith In our new Idea and letting

uo break In on your dates.

A8IDE TO BING CROSBY A BOB HOPE: Our eleetrlo harmonicas are a new sound we're
using since we travelled with each of you on your, personal ' appearance tour*. Wait till

you hear It III
Management:

Marcus Glaser, Charles E. Hogan Agency* Chicago

SEASON'S GREETINGS

TO ALL MY FRIENDS

o A n
MUSICAL DIRECTOR

PALACE, New York

tall Lounge — 400
Modern Kitchenette
Apts, and Sleep*
Ing Rooms (all with
Tub and Shower)
—Modern Appoint*
ments—Overlooking
Lake and Park.

BUD and CECE

ROBINSON
“RHYTHM ON A RAMPAGE"

Currently

NICOLLET HOTEL
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

Direction: M.C.A.

AND HIS WIRE)

WISH ALL A VERY
PROSPEROUS
AND HAPPY

1952

LEW

(Beauty and
.. the least)

A new nota. In
Gjainor Comady

Mgt. Not Dunn
1450 B'way, N.Y.

Currently
CHANTICLEER

Baltimora

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT

158 W. 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE showbusiness meets

*TALENTCONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
rafeuionat Engagement

Duplicate Prim Awarded la the Casa at Tlas

GEORGIE KAYE

Currently

EMPIRE ROOM, PALMER HI
Thanks to: MERRIEL ABBOTT

Direction: JACK DAVIES

NEVER AVAILABLE
*

Sensational

GEO. JOHNSTONE and BETTY
A MAGICAL MIRTHQUAKE

NOT JUST AN ACT, BUT A SHOW IN ITSELF
Sincere thanks, Arthur Willi, Ed Sullivan and Mark Laddy
far starting tka ball off, and to all the others Who kept It

rolling to make .1 951 our big year.
* well, hardly . try us in march
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Free
Stag© Remains Last Frontier of an Untrammeled

Art, Not as Restricted as the Wider, -Popular’

Spheres Such' is Films and Broadcasting

By EUGENE BURR

Eugene Burr

Americans fill up with pride and

oratory at mention of the Four

Freedoms; but most of us fail tq

realize that right here at home at
* least one. item

in that sacred
quartet is
largely absent
—-Freedom

,
of

Speech an d
Expression. In
one. of the
greatest me-
diums of pub-
lic expression,
the .entertain-

ment field,
there's little

freedom, ex-

cept in the thin borderline area of

the legitimate theatre. And even

there it’s under constant attack.

The two major divisions of the

entertainment industry, radio-TV

and films, are not especially free.

Films, with their self-established

censorship, their complicated

‘‘codes’’ and frantic fears of offend-,

ing pressure groups are bound
hand and foot. Ditto radio-TV.

Such things are nothing new;
they’ve occurred since the dawn of

the English-speaking stage, and
they scored their first great suc-

cess when all theatres were closed

during the dictatorship of that pre-

Marxian commissar, Oliver Crom-
well. Freedom of the stage re-

turned with the Restoration. It’s

odd, but the theatre has usually

been more nearly free uiider royal-

ty than under the politicians.

On the political side, the British

Stage retained reasonable freedom
until a politician rather than a
monarch arbitrarily ended it. Field-

ing’s satires on the Walpole minis-

try precipitated England’s so-called

Licensing Act, which provided that
all plays before they could be act-

ed must be read and licensed by
the Lord Chamberlain. The act is

still in effect.

As for New York, attempted cen-
sorship arrived here before the
theatre did. When in 1767 the
brave little troupe Of players that
had been brought to America by
Lewis Hallam in 1752 announced
that it would open at New York’s
new John Street Theatre on Dec. 7,

the local press was immediately
filled With the wails Of the right-
eously indignant.

* Most of the letters have a fa-

miliar ring even today—but there
was one important difference. The
self-appointed censors of 1767
wrote anonymously, using fancy
Greek and Latin pseudonyms. Al-
most all of today’s reformers are
hungry for personal publicity.

In the 19th .century there wasn’t
much censorship—chiefly because
it wasn’t needed. Being the mass
entertainment of that day, the the-
atre displayed, the same fawning
lip-service to. surface morality that
hangs like a grave-glow Over films
and radio-TV today. This Was an
essentially commercial condition,
JUSt as it is . now, ' Bound :n the
web of hypocritical morality, de-
cent citizens couldn’t afford to be
seen entering a questionable area.
Theatres with naughty plays were
public; it was far more “moral,”
therefore, to stay, away from them
and spend your free time at other
questionable houses—which, Of
course, weren’t public at all.

r

dustry, the theatre vent on a free-
dom jag that ended, as such jags
do, in pandemonium. Everything
was blown up a bit larger than life,

'rom sentimentality to sex.
The razzle-dazzle naturally

brought a reaction. The reformers
began to march, led by a number
of publicity-minded hatchetmen
who instigated police radio raids
on various offending shows* under
he authority of what was known
as the Wales Padlock Law. The
rouble was, as always, that the
reformers saw

.
smut in everything

that chafed their own. highly de-
veloped - sense of sex; to them, a
serious treatment of a serious
theme, like “Maya,’’ was as filthy

as “Pleasure Man.”
The Wales Law made the in-

ellectual eye of the police depart-
ment the ultimate test of theatrical
dirt. And it provided penalities for
practically everyone connected
With the production, no matter how
guiltless he might individually be.

It took many years for the en-
ightened lawmakers of New York
to, realize that the. actor doesn’t
really create the lines he has to

say, and that the owner, of a thea-
tre has only secondary control
over what happens withi it, once
he has rented it to a "producing
manager.
A number of well-known and re-

spected actors and actresses found,
themselves hauled into night court
because they had had the audacity
to appear in plays dealing with
adult themes, A number of young
ladies who allowed the public to

see them clad in their native
modesty, and not much else, were
also rounded up by red-faced
patrolman. So was Mae West.

'

By the time the stock market
did its fancy dive, the freedom
of the mid-’20s had begun to sub-

side. Intelligent members of the
legislature, who crept in among
the usually equipped solons, had
begun a campaign to end the more
pernicious evils of the Wales Law.
The eventual result, in the 1930s,

Was the Post Amendment. This did

away with the ride of the actors

to the hoosegow (except in cases

wherein so-called actresses could

be legitimately charged with “in-

decent” exposure) and freed the

theatreowner from fear of the pad-

lock.

Nethersole and ‘Sappho’
There Were occasional flashes of

Teyolt as the 19th century ended-—
as when Olga Nethersole, starring

“Sappho/’ a play that was sus-
pect anyhow since it stemmed from
Prance, allowed herself to be car-
ried by her leading man up a long
flight of stairs that led with dread-
ful. definiteness to the bawdy de-
lights of a bedroom.
As for political censorship, it was

practically non-existent. No one
Pared suggest it in the days before
we got used to being hogtied by all
?ort$ of dictatorial government con-
trols,

...
<-'aJn.

e the first World War, and
me Victorian fog was finally- dis-
persed. The pendulum swung in
the other direction. Bars ; were
^osed up by prohibition, but al-
most all bars were let down in the
theatres. With mass audiences of
the Mrs, Grundy type already
Grained off by the growing, film in

ments to the verification of a jury
of impartial citizens, never set the
machinery in operation.
At about the same time another

arid perhaps even more dangerous
type of censorship reared its head.
In the early spring of 1932, at the
tiny Provincetown Theatre in
Greenwich Village, a play called
“Merry-Go-Round” was presented,
ft turned out to be an exciting
and excellent melodrama that was
also a stirring attack on political
skullduggery. So successful did it

.prove that a few weeks later its

producers decided to move it to
^Broadway house-—but at the last
moment the theatreowner (an in-

dependent no longer in the busi-
ness, but well-known as a friend
of various city officials) announced
that, despite an overwhelming lack
of patronage, a flop then playing
at the house would be held over
for an extra week. The producers
then booked “Merry-Go-Round” for
the : Avon—-but just a week before
the opening the city. License De^
partment announced that the li-

cense of the Avon had expired* and
that it would not be renewed until
Various changes had been made
in the theatre. When pressed, the
License Department said the! major
change was the tearing out of
about 50 seats to enlarge the
orchestra pit.

;
Broadway, which

couldn’t understand how an en-
larged orchestra pit would reduce
fire hazards, drew its own conclu-
sions.

The producers drew the same
conclusions, and their wails of ac-

cusation were echoed by press arid

public. It was heart-warming
.
to

see; how Americans of all castes
of political opinion rallied in 1932
when they saw one of their pre-
cious Freedoms thelreatehed.

Jimmy Walker In the. Middle

From ‘Lysistrata’ To Mushy

This, however, Was only in New
York. Throughout the rest of the

country the Black Marias still

shuttled merrily between the stage-

door and the cellblock. The round
of- idiocy was climaxed when that

citadel of straitlaced morality, Los
Angeles, pinched Nancer O’Neil,

one of America's greatest actresses*

for daring to appear in a- “lecher-

ous, disgusting slab of smut”
named “Lysistrata.” The horse-

laughs that emanated from all cor-

ners of the country at this
.
splen-

did defense of the basic morali-

ties by Hollywood’s lily-pure

burghers had some effect in de-

creasing the incidence of similar

cases, at least, for a while.

With the depression came a new
sort of smut—a grubbier sort that

masqueraded as realistic drama or

hard-hitting comedy— plays like

“Washington Square” on the one,

hand and “The Great Magoo” on

the other. The public stayed away
in droves; but the. reformers march-

ed once more. This time the threat

was really serious. Backed by

various church organizations, they

made a determined effort to imr.

pose official arid permanent censor-

ship on the New York stage. The
theatre, waiting as it always does

until some time after the 11th

hour, eventually met the attack.

In order to avoid the approaching

sterility Of official censorship, it

established censoring machinery of

its own.
4

This was set up m conjunction,

with the American Arbitration

Assn, arid provided that, on the

receipt of any complaint concern^

ing the morality of a show, the

opus in ‘ question would be - visited

by a jury selected from the. AAA’s
panel of intelligent and fair-minded

general' .citizens. It was obviously

a workable plan—rbut it never

worked because it was never called

upon to do sovv The reformers, re-

fusing to. trust their prurient judg-

The press interviewed the late
James J. Walker, then mayor, and
the irrepressible Jimmy said mere-
ly that he thought “Merry-Go-
Round” a bad play. When pressed,
he said if there’d been a play im-
mediately preceding it at the. Avon,
there would have been no need for
a Fire Department investigation.
The usually witty James J. thus
made a faux pas; there’d been a
play in the house the week before
“Merry-Go-Round” was supposed to

open.

The mayor’s statement redoubled
the howls. The License Depart-
ment suddenly decided that there
was no need for an investigation
after all; and “Merry-Go-Round”
opened, just a week after schedule.

Six years later came another at-

tempt to impose censorship
through, the License Department,
which was at that time headed by
Commissioner Paul Moss. Moss,
realizing that legal censorship Was
impossible, announced that hence-
forward he would refuse to. renew
the license of any. theatre that had,
in his personal opinion, housed an
objectionable show.

Opposition was so strong that, the
self-appointed Jehovah amended
his dictum; now he said he would
refuse to renew the license of any
playhouse in which burlesque was
presented.' This was- getting in

the easy way; there was little that

anyone could say in defense .of

burlesque.. Those versed in the

Ways in which liberties are lost

viewed the situation with alarm;
but anyone who raised a voice

against the noble crusade was im-
mediately dismissed as a lecher.

Moss carried out his threat and re

fused to renew the licenses of the
burlesque houses.
But the back door had been

opened; once burlesque was safely

banished, Moss advanced on the

theatre itself. Chief object Of his

thunderbolts was an uhembar
rassed tidbit, “Star and Garter,”

which starred Gypsy Rose Lee. It

also included Carrie Finnell, a
not-quite-so-young lady who pos-

sessed the unusual and fascinating

ability to cause large tassels to re

volve merrily, through the exercise

of muscles not ordinarily used for

public display.

The License Commissioner, pro-

fessing himself shocked, threatened

that unless changes were made he
would revoke the license of the

theatre. The house in question was
the Music Box; and the resultant

outcry was loud and widespread—
but neither quite so loud nor quite

so widespread as the outcry over

“Merry-Go-Round” six years be-

fore, Americans were becoming
used to government by decree.

Since then the reformers and
incipient dictators have .concen-

trated on the larger fields of radio

cinema and TV.
Any real political freedom; on

the air is, of course, non-existent;

radio’s own basic rules and regular

:
tionS sen that*' And there are

Stiff Upper Lip

(Thru 3m
By RICHARD JOSEPH

The theatre is thriving in pro-

vincial England, I am happy to

report after an unforgettable eve-

ning in a legitimate house in New
York. You know, I’m darned if I

can remember the name of the play

I saw that night, but it was an

English drawing-room comedy, and.

I can tell you what it was all about.

Its theipe* I gathered, was that

men are all dopes and the biggest

of us would be just that much
dopier if it weren’t for the women
in our lives. To prove It, the play-

wright took an English family and
followed their struggles along for
a while. The play opened around
the time Of the Boer War, when
a member of the cast called Dada
was down iri Africa.

Mummy was .telling Daughter,
about to be: married, about, the

facts of life, which consisted of
the bald statement that Dada never
knew what day it was, in or out
of Africa,, and would never have
gotten to be Colonel of the Royal
Buckinghamshire Fusiliers if Mum-
my hadn’t buttered . up the Gen-
eral’s wife. All men needed look-

ing after, said Mummy, and
Daughter pressed her hand and
smiled understandingly. Curtain.

Act II carried on the theme. It

was 1916. World War I. “Roses
Are Blooming In Picardy.” Daugh-
ter had become Mummy, Mummy
had become Grandm’ma, and Dada
had disappeared from the Dramatis
Personae, done in by a Boer’s
poisoned arrow. (Come to think
of it, I never did see Dada.)

There was a new girl called

Daughter, and she was a driver
for the General, old pal of Dada's.
Only this was a different Dada.

other restrictions, tabus and hur-

dles, In films the situation is ditto.

In the theatre, sporadic efforts to

impose, so-called “jnoral” censor-

ship have been made In recent
years. A few seasons ago the pro-

duction of “Trio” was used as the
basis for. a new attempt to allow
the license commissioner to censor
all plays; but the theatre quickly
threw up United, defenses, and
(since the echoes of the enuncia-
tion of the Four Freedoms had not
yet. quite died away) public opin-

ion helped to beat dowri the. at-

tack.

But the question arose again in

the spring of 1948, following a suc-

cessful attempt by the police , de-

partment to censor the stage on
its own hook, when the manage-
ment of “Mr. Roberts” quietly

changed several lines in the play

at the direct (arid entirely extra-

legal ) suggestion of the gendarmes.
The new attempt tp turn the license

commissioner into a licensed cen-

sor came in the form of a bill in-

troduced by City. Councilman Ed-
ward Cunningham, who was
spurred by the production of Jean-

Paul Sartre’s “The Respectful Pros-

titute.” The bill (which in effect

would have allowed the license

commissioner on his own authority

to censor anything, even a play’s

advertising) was opposed by the Li-

cense Department itself, the com-
missioner at that time being Ben-
jamin Fielding, not Paul Moss.
Fielding thought the bill endan-
gered freedom of expression, and
said publicly that he was against it,

Iri view of Fielding’s attitude, it

was thought that the Cunningham
Bill Would be allowed to die in

committee. But such* optimism
reckoned without , the dubious
methods of would-be censors. At
a committee meeting at which only

six of the 10 members were pres-

ent, four of those six voted to re-

port the bill to the council. It

is usual in matters of. this sort for

the committee to hold open hear-

ings. None was held;

When the bill left the commit-
tee, Equity called a meeting of all

theatrical organizations, and con-

tacted the Central Trades & Labor
Council, which has some 750,000

members. The council did yeo-

man service in helping to arouse

public opposition to the bill.

Still no hearings were held. Rep-
resentatives of the theatre were
promised that when the bill came
up it would be referred back to

(Continued on page 286)

He was the young man Mummy
had wanted to marry back in Act t
when she had been Daughter. Well
this Dada, now powdered alt the
temples, was servlhg in France,
on duty with his unit, an outfit

called the Aldershot Tattoo.

Daughter wanted to marry her
young man, but had to move fast

because he was on leave and had
to return pretty soon to a village

In France called The Hell of Ypres.
Mummy was against the marriage
because the. young man’s father
was In Trade, in the wool trade,
to be exact; in Yorkshire. (Hiss!

Boo!)

Daughter’s young man was a
very dashing yoiirig man. He kept
dashing on and: off the set* dressed
in a trench coat, flailing his. arms
around and saying, look heah,
Daughter had jolly well better
make up her mind because he jolly

well had to get back to The Hell
of Ypres. Daughter couldn’t with-
stand this sort of approach, so. she
gives in, and the happy couple
takes off for a quick honeymoon
at a: seaside resort called Blighty,
which, I understand* is someplace
up near Blackpool. Mummy and
Grandm’ma are left alone, sobbing
softly* Act II Curtain.

| World War II |

Act III, It Is 1940, during the
Blitz. “Bluebirds Over: The White,
Cliffs of Dover.” Daughter has be-
come Mummy, Mummy has become
Grandm’ma, and Grandm’ma has
become Greatgrandmummy, an old
crock of 104 who does nothing but
sit by the fire, mumble to herself,
and ask when’s tea*

There’s another Daughter, this
-tithe -.a Wren, and she does some-
thing real important down at the
Admiralty, Same old story, she
wants to get married; this time it’s

a Flight Leftenant, and he hasn’t
got much time, either, because he
keeps getting planes shot out from
under him, and how long can that
sort of thing go on?

Well, Mummy’s against it again,
only you’ll remember that she was
the Daughter in Act II who 'didn’t

want the Yorkshire lad to go back
to The Hell of Ypres without hav-
ing a bit of bliss in Blighty. That’s
why she’s against the marriage, it

seems. Her young man had never
come back from ... France to be a
Dada,. even temporarily, hut had
left her nothing but memories and
Daughter on the Way, And she
didn’t want Daughter to have noth-
ing from the Flight Lefteriant but
another Daughter. (Which would
have made Daughter a Mummy,
Mummy a Grandm’ma, and go on
down the line.)

;

With that, Greatgrandmummy—
who has done nothing all act but
mutter to herself, ask for. a nice
cup of tea, arid curse the Trans-
vaal and the Kaiser—suddehly has
a lucid moment. She says that men
are the ones who. mess up the
world and bring on the wars* that
the men in that family especially
never had enough sense to know
how to pull up their sox, and that
she, Grandm 'nia and Mummy all
had been better off after Dadas
Nos. 1, 2, and 3 had been removed
from the scene, so Daughter might
as well erijoy the Flight Leftenant
while he was still around. Daugh-
ter then hugs everybody and goes
off to Euston Station, to catch the
first Blighty train;

Greatgrandmummy, still amaz-
ingly lucid, suddenly remembers
a! bottle of Napoleon Brandy the
original Dada had forgotten in his
haste to have a go at old General
Smuts. She tells Mummy where to
find the bottle, sage remarks are
exchanged to the effect that some-
day the men will kill themselves,
off in their senseless wars, until
only a few are left for necessary
biological purposes, arid then there
vwill be a rational world. Great-
grandmummy; Grandm’ma and
Mummy then crack the bottle and
drink toast to Queen Victoria.
Curtain.
Come to think of it, I saw the

same darned play once, in a bain
theatre in Westport, Conn., .only
Dada No. 1 was called. Pop and
was one of Teddy Roosevelt’s
Rough Riders*, what they had
against the middle guy was that
he Wes a Democrat, instead of
from Yorkshire, and the last

Daughter’s young man was an
•atomic scientist* keen blowing
up. the world.
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‘Ballet-High’ Is New Show Biz

Slogan (With Apologies to R&H)
; By ARTHUR BRONSON .* ''«

Ballet iti America has come of

age. That artful blend of the, best
in dance/ story and music—which
had its modern-day inception in

the U. S. When impresario Sol
Hurok imported the original Ballet

Russe de Monte Carlo from Europe
in 1934—has now reached its ulti-

mate in maturity and popularity.

What was originally
.
something

exotic and strange, something “chi*

chi and highbrow,” has been taken
over by the commoner, and is now
on almost every theatregoer’s
.schedule. What was an experiment
17 years ago, and still a novelty
10 or five years back, is today an
established branch of show busi-

ness. Ballet, has definitely arrived.

The classical toe art is not only
found now in the Concert hall or
auditorium, but also in legit, films,

nightclubs and ice shows. Ringling
Bros.-Barnum & Bailey circus lias

even staged a ballet. It’s become
as staple a part of the

.
American

scene as baked beans or apple pie.

Ballet has also become big busi-

ness. Last season, for the first

tii . there were no less than six

major ballet troupes cavorting
through the countryside, while an-

other half-dozen smaller groups
Iso made extensive tours. Audi-

ences poured out about $5,000,000
to view an assorted display of long-
hair terpsichorc, half of this sum
going to view one. company, the

Sadler-

s

;

Wells Ballet of London.
This season the count of ! major

dance troupes is still six, although
two aren’t so much in the classical

department os in specialized dance
—in Uday Shankar and his Hindu
Ballet, and Jose Greco and his

Spanish Ballet. But Hindu or
Spanish dance, they cling to the
“ballet’’ tag, because the word is

now magic.

|
Major Troupes in Action

|

America’s three major ballet

trpupes—the N.Y. City Ballet Co.,

Ballet Theatre and Ballet .Russe dc
Monte Carlo—are very much in

action this season, while. London
has sent a sister company of Sad-
ler’s Wells, called the Sadler’s

Wells ThCatre Ballet to distinguish

it from the other, to make a U. S.-

Canadian tour. There are also

several smaller dahee groups, such
as Marina Svetlova and her com-
pany, Mia Slavenska and her Bal-
let Variante, and Ana Maria’s,
Spanish Ballet, to make sure that
America doesn’t want for dancing,
The N. Y. City Ballet Co., rapidly

attaining critical rating as Amer-
ica’s No.. 1 dance troupe after only
four years of playing, scheduled
three “seasons” of appearances in

N.Y. for 1951-52, dancing three
weeks in September, five weeks in

Novembei-December, and listing a
four-week season for February-
M^rch.
Then the troupe heads, for its

first, continental European tour, a
Hkprestige-laden visit to all the big
^Bnnisic; festivals and to the main
BP cultural centers, on a five-month“ trek. The lush 20-week, $225,000

junket, the most ambitious foreign
trip ever taken by an American
company, will start in Barcelona,
take in the Maggio Music Festival
in Florence; Paris Music Festival;

Amsterdam, Lausanne and. Edin-
burgh Festivals; include a six-week
period at Covent Garden, London,
and possibly a visit to Scandinavia.

Ballet Theatre, having started its

season with a three-week engage-
ment in the fall in New York, is

currently bn a cross-country gal-

lop which will carry it through
March. Then it, too, expects to go
to Europe for an extensive tour.'

Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo is

out on its annual Countrywide trek,

during Which the troupe will dance
for 29 consecutive weeks or more,
not even laying off for the tradi-

t :onally-slow pre-Xmas and pre-
Easter weeks. Last year this com-
pany gave 199 performances
ih 203 days, with only 22 nights

off during that- period.

Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, in

its debut around the country, is

stirring up almost as much fuss as

its elder sister did the last two sea-

/The troupe is doing a 24-week
season’s tour of the U.S.-and Can-
ada. . Unheralded, unknown in the

U.S., and comprised of young kids

most of whom are in their early
20’

, the troupe has been cashing
in on its sister-troupe’s reputation,

while standing up on its own by
virtue of the sock notices it’s been
getting everywhere.
At its tour’s half-way mark,

Xmas week, the troupe had taken
in almost $750,000, a fantastic to-

tal for an unknown young outfit.

Some of the early season takes

—

in face of an off-season, generally
and concert biz slumps everywhere
—have been phenomenal.

.
Grosses

some weeks exceeded the boff

takes of the touring hit legit musi-
cal, “Guys and Dolls.”

In a split week of seven per-
formances on the Coast, Sadler’s

took in a huge $75,800 the first

week in December. Week before,
it garnered a big $57,600 for eight
shows in Vancouver. A week di-

vided between Seattle and Port-
land netted $74,700. A Toronto
eight-performance stay racked up
$45,400; six more shows in Mon-
treal took in $46,000. And so on.

The country is getting ballet hot
only in its original form, but in

theatre and film transformations as

well. The film, “Red Shoes,” built

around a ballet troupe, ran for two
years in N. Y. and is still being
exhibited around. “Tales of Hoff-
mann,” film based on the Offenbach
opera, with a major part of it de-
voted to the dance, is this season’s
ballet pic feature.

Samuel Goldwyn currently
filming a dance picture based on
the Hans Christian Andersen
stories; with Sadler’s ballerina
Moira Shearer playing, opposite
Danny Kaye in the lead. Alexander
Korda is propping “Sleeping
Beauty” ballet film in Europe,
while indie producer Victor Pahlen
is mapping a classic ballet pic,

“The Nutcracker,” in Mexico.

.The current Metro musical, “An
American In Paris,” has as its high-
light a dance sequence for a finale,

in a ballet, which runs 17 minutes.
Such a work in a Hollywood pic
10 years ago would have been Un-
thinkable. Films devoted solely to.

ballet, like “Red Shoes,” Would
have been equally unthinkable, cer-
tainly not boxoffice, a decade back.
Spurred by the success of “An
American in Paris,” Gene Kelly is

prepping for Metro a pic, “Invita-
tion to the Dance,” which will con-
tain no story as such, but instead
will focus exclusively on the terp-
sichorean art form.

.
Legit on Broadway borrows bal-

let’s choreographers, like Agnes de
Mi.Ue, Jerome Robbins, George Bal-
anchine and Michael Kidd, and its

dancers, like Colette Marchand,
Kathryn Lee, Muriel Bentley, ,Vera
Zorina and Irina Baronova. Broad-
way’s two current hits, “The King
And!” and “Call Me Madam,” have
Robbins’ choreography; “the sock
‘Guys and Dolls” has Kidd’s dance-
styles. In many a recent show
(“Oklahoma,” “Brigadoon,” “On
The Town” and others), the danc-
ing—along classical ballet lines—
has been the most spectacular if not
the most important part of the show.
Ballet has raised the standard of
dancing in Broadway musicals, up
and away from the one-twd-three-
and-kick routines. “Ballet-high” is

the new show biz slogan.

Unique Is the Word

For B’way in ’51

By JACOB A. WEISER
When a Broadway legit season

produces several “firsts” which, in

themselves, make theatrical his-

tory, then that season may be re-

garded as indeed unique. To il-

lustrate;

(1) For the first time in the his-

tory of the theatre in America; a

new. professional- play with profes-

sional actors was presented in a

church at fates comparable to

plays on Broadway. The play was

Christopher Fry’s “A Sleep of Pris-

oners.” The presentation of plays

in churches was common practice

way back in England in the 14th

and: 15th centuries, but the prac-

tice fell into disuSe 'with the ban-

ishment of plays during the Puri-

tan period from 1642 td 1660,

when Oliver Cromwell became the

head of the Commonwealth in

England.

(2) For the first time in Amer-
ica, professional play with pro-

fessional actors was given, for

commercial consideration, at first

in a concert hall and later in a

theatre, in which the actors merely
read their parts from manuscripts
which were placed bn stands be-

fore them. The play is George
Bernard Shaw’s “Don Juan in

Hell.” And the illustrious cast is

made up of Charles Laughton,
Charles Boyer, Sir Cedric Hard:

wicke and* Agnes Moorehead.

(3 For the first time in America
a two-character play is such a re-

sounding smash hit that it paid off

its investment within six weeks
after its opening, which in itself

is a stupendous achievement. The
play is Jan de Hartog’s “The Four-
poster.” Moreover, it is only the
fourth two-character play that has
been presented professionally on
BroadWay over a span of almost 30
years. The others were “The First

50 Years,” by Henry Myers; “Jeal-

ousy,” by Eugene Walter, and
“Close Quarters,” by Gilbert Len-
nox.

(4) For the first time within the
memory of the modern theatregoer
two outstanding stars are present-
ing, in repertory, on Broadway,
two 'plays that treat with the same
central character. The plays are
Shakespeare’s “Antony and Cleo-
patra” and Shaw’s “Caesar and
Cleopatra.” The stellar performers
are Vivien Leigh and Laurence
Olivier.

(5) And finally, though it is a

carryover from the spring of 1951,
there is a play on Broadway with-
out a woman in its cast. The play
is “Stalag 17” by Donald Bevan
and Edmund Trzcinskl. Not since

1925; when R. C. Sherriff’s “Jour-
ney’s End” captivated America,
was there a play on Broadway
which did not boast a single dis-

taffer. However, there was another
all-male piece of far lesser persua-
sion—“The First Legion”-—season
’34-’35.

* GREETINGS

Katharine CORNELL and Guthrie McCLIN.TIC

A Memory of C. B. Cochran
By HANNEN SWAFFER

London,

Charlie Cochran was a Bamum
u '

and a Ziegfeld in one. Banging

the drum and staging scenes of

distinction and beauty gave him

equal joy. A Pirandello play,

“The Miracle,” a prizefight a cir-

cus or a Fat Girl ih a sideshow

—

outside all these he shouted “Walk

up” until his lungs gave way.

He Was not only the greatest

showman Britain ever possessed.

His brazenness proclaimed, but did

not destroy, an exquisite taste pos-

sessed by few business men in. the

world' of the theatre.

Sometimes he banged the drum
until he broke it. Sometimes he
was so extravagant that he nearly

broke his backers. But always he
staged a comeback,

I would rank him, as a conver-
sationalist, when he was irt his best

mood, beside Will Rogers and not
far behind Churchill and Lloyd
George, both of whom I have heard
in the. intimacy of their homes, at

their family dinner table and in

the House -of Commons lobby. I

admired his brain, his nerve, his

discernment, his enterprise.

We often quarreled—yes, for

years at a time. We Were both im-
perious, I suppose, and will clashed
with will. Besides, Cocky was in-

tolerant of criticism. If I pointed
out that One of his swans was only
a goose, there was a row which
neither of us sought to end.

When, once, Morris - Gest tried

his best to make us friendly, he
succeeded—but only for a week or
so.

“Do me a. favor, Swaffie,” said
Morris, leaving the Savoy Grill

table he was sharing with the
Cochrans, to walk to mine. “Come
and shake hands with Charlie.”

“But he . wouldn’t shake hands
with me,” I protested.

“Think of Christmas bells and
Father Christmas,” went on Gest.
“Come over and be friends.”

Three times, returning to my
table, he tried. At last, chancing
it, I went over and. shook Coch-
ran’s hand. In a moment We were
friends again. We spoke as though
we had never rowed.

Later, when Cocky and Gest
went upstairs to Al Woods’ room,
.Gest shouted; “Al, isn’t it wonder-
ful! Christmas bells. Father Christ-
mas! Swiffie and Charlie have
shaken hands.”

While Al, who naturally didn’t
care a damn, was pretending he
had never heard of the row, Gest
saw an American pal of Woods’
enter the room.

.
“Get out, you rat,” he shouted.

“Get out.”

“Christmas bells,” jeered Al;
“Try some of the Father Christ-
mas stuff yourself.”

“That doesn’t apply to that
swine,” yelled Gest. “He robbed
me of $500 years ago—and I’ve
never seen him since.”

Next day, when Cochran drove
me to the hotel where Mickey
Walker was training for a fight
C. B. was promoting with Tex
Rickard, he talked all the way of
how it seemed as though we had
never quarreled, of the years of
friendship we had lost, and how
we could never row again.
But—the fight, a few days later,

was a fiasco. Because I was the
only reporter who said so, and in
big headlines, Cochran and I were
again at War, I think for five years
that time.

1 ’Blackbirds’ Blues
, |

Our first trouble was over his
first staging of a “Blackbirds” com-
pany including Florence Mills. Al-
bert de Courville was. bringing a
rival all-black show and I protest-
ed—perhaps wrongly—against the
importation of colored foreign art-
ists at a time when work for Brit-
ish acts was scarce.

So, on the first night, Cochran
threw me out of his theatre.
“There’s no room for you in .any
show of mine,” he said. As I was
barred from a dozen theatres soon
after, that was only one.

When he staged an “Ahn Chris-
tie” season with Arthur Hopkins—
and. I, who had bought a seat, gave
Pauline Lord her wildest rave.
Cochran Couldn’t understand: “I
thought that Swaffer was an enemy
of mine,” he said.

It took him a long time to for-

give my attack on the rodeo he
brought to Wembley, with the pres-
ent King and Queen sitting all
through the first performance. I
thought it cruelty—and so did the
Royal Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals, which* pros*
ecuted Cochran and Tex Austin,
the promoters. They were acquit-
ted—but only by seven magisterial
votes to five.

That ended rodeo in Britain—
and it was followed by a bank-
ruptcy in which Cochran owed
£94,000 more than his assets. So
popular was he, though,* that al-
though small theatrical traders
Suffered, he was pitied and even
acclaimed, “Good old Charlie,”
was shouted. Cochran found fresh
backers and fought his Way back to
a prosperity his daring deserved.

Our other rows were numerous.
I would not stand for his ballyhoo.
As I do not myself write lies, I

object to the overstatements of
showmen.
Mind you, though, there was a

Sincerity of purpose behind Coch-
ran’s exaggerations. He really
loved the theatre and, when we
were on speaking terms, I loved
him for it. When he was knighted
and the Guards played music from
his “Bless the Bride” show while
he was being told by the King to
“Arise Sir Charles/* he had de-
served the title for his great serv-
ices to the theatre.

He brought to London, from
America and the continent, many
artists of brilliant talents and in-
numerable shows of outstanding
merit.

And his shrewdness is illustrat-

ed in the story of how, when he
had ah unsuccessful revue run-
ning, he asked big-hearted Will
Rogers to act in it for a month and
then sent him a blank check-
knowing he wouldn’t fill it in! The
'only one who complained was - the
agent. He didn’t get any commis-
sion!

Cochran’s achievements, for they
exceed those of any other six Lon-
don managers, all combined, were
always “news.” Charlie was al-

ways a “personality.” Being his
friend was a privilege. Quarreling
with him barred one from the de-
light of his company.

It is extraordinary to realize that
he and I, friends, enemies, inti-

mates, foes, were actually born in
the same village, This we did not
know—for my mother only hap-
pened to by staying there at the
time with her sister—-until, during
the first world war. Cocky showed
me, what was hard to get then, a
passport stamped with an Amer-
ican visa.

“Bom in Lindfield, Sussex?” I

said., “Why so was I!”

“Nonsense,” he replied.

When I proved it to be true,
Cochran soon discovered a myth-
ical birthplace for me and used to
point it out to visitors.

L&Y LEAD ATTACK ON

OLD 3-SHEET AS PASSE
Minneapolis.

Russell Lewis and Howard
Young, producers of the touring

“Cocktail Party,” have anticipated

other legit managements in decid-
ing that three-sheets, 24’s and win-
dow cards are no longer effective
ad-promotion gimmicks for legit.

On instructions from the pro-
ducers, Anthony Buttitta, the
show’s advance man, is using ho
paper at all.

:
Instead of billboards plastered

in alleys, etc., the T. S. Eliot play
Uses three-sheets only for front of
the house billing. In some cases,
where the policy of the theatre is

to print its own. three-sheet signs,
L&Y use none at all. They also
use no window cards and, it’s

claimed, some local managers who
swear by them but usually leave
them stacked around the cloak
room, are yelling, about, it.

Instead of billboards, Buttitta is

placing cards ' trolleys and
busses, usually on the outside of
the bus and generally 21x44-inch
size, printed in luminous paint.
.These cost more than window
cards, about the same as three-
sheets, and considerably more to

post, as
;

it involves renting the
space on cars and busses. But the
system, it’s claimed, gets results,

which L&Y believe is more than
can be said for billboarding.
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By JOHN BYRAM

In the theatre, at least, the ex-

pression should be, “As certain as

death, taxes and the ticket prob-

lem.” No matter what else may
happen, agitation over tickets is,

like the poor, always with us. It’s

the one exception to the truism

that there’s nothing wrong with

the theatre that a hit won’t cure;

In the case of a hit, the ticket

problem really comes into its own.

Probably there’s been a ticket

problem as long as there’s been

a theatre—and “theatre” in this

instance, includes the Roman char-

iot races and gladiatorial contests.

Recently some research-minded

observer unearthed the fact that

during the last century, when
Charles Dickens' was to give one

of his readings, there was a public

outcry because scalpers had cor-

nered the ticket supply—doubless

by distribution of whatever they

called “ice” in those days. (“Ice”'

is the. extra-legal money paid by
brokers for tickets).

.

The clamor about tickets is Us-

ually loudest when a hit, is in-

volved, as witness the furore, (in-

cluding the probe by the then
N. Y. License Commissioner John
M. 'Murtagh, and the consequent
revocation of broker r licenses)

nearly three years ago over “South
Pacific.” But the problem is both
more commonplace and painful lor

the management of a non-hit show—when the reverse difficulty is

how to dispose of too many tickets.

The solution of how to. get an un-
limited supply of tickets to a show,
everyone wants to see continues to

stump even the self-appointed ex-

perts outside the tradei

|
Rubber Walls

]

Until someone makes good the
old gag about a theatre with rub-
ber walls, the problem . of insuf-

ficient tickets for smash hits just

won’t fade away. . The same peo-
ple who squawk the loudest about
inability to get tickets for the
smashes * are the ones who insist

upon going during the first weeks
of a run, and thereby create the
demand;

There are several courses open
to this impatient public. It can
get tickets in advance by mail or-

,

der, taking a chance that the show
will be a hit. It can bUy through
clubs or benefit party organiza-
tions and take the flops with the
hits. It can play safe, wait for
the reviews of the show and then
wait to get tickets. Or it can
wait for the reviews and, by pay-
ing the black-market price, patron-
ize a scalper and satisfy the crav-
ing to be among the early birds
W'ho brag to their friends. Or, if

in that still-fairly-select strata of
menaces with an “in,” the eager
legiters can impose on their strate-
gically-placed acquaintances to
get “house seats.’’

,
|

‘House Seat’ Bogey
|

A few words about “house
seats.” To, those called upon to
obtain these tickets, it’s a puzzle
bow brokers manage to stay in
business any more, since apparent-
ly everyone seems to have an “’ ”

for house seats and only a
“square’’ patronizes an agency
nowadays. It’s curious, too, that
practically nobody seems to go to
the theatre in couples these days

—

people Who. ask for house seats al-

ways, need four. And,* as has be-
come a stale jest in the trade,
everyone who wants tickets for a
hit is celebrating 1 an anniversary
or his wife’s birthday, which
through some curious circum-
stance he knew about only three
days in advance.

Clubs, which a couple of seasons
ago seemed likely to improve at

least a few aspects of the ticket

problem, have not. borne out that
hope, and have apparently be-
come snarled in special difficulties

of their own—in the case of Show-
of-the-Month Club this has taken
the form of inability to get allot-

ments to shows playing Shubert
houses. But a more basic problem
for the clubs is that in order to’

By HOBE MORRISON

get seats for the hits (which, if

they are to exist, they must give
their members), they must buy in

advance, which involves heavy fi-

nancial risk.

Although no one thinks benefit

theatre parties are ideal, least of

all the party agents, this form of
group distribution continues to

grow, so it presumably meets a
need. Frequently-mentioned faults

of the party setup are that audi-

ences tend to be unresponsive,
that heavy party bookings tend to

shut out the regular public and
the broker trade for the early part
of a run, and that patrons are

overcharged. Lately, the party
agents themselves have been given
more than the usUal headaches
from the system by the postpone-
ment of opening dates arid the ne-
cessity of rearranging, bookings,
and by the growing number of
house seats Withheld by manage-
ments.

1
... Advance Orders

. [

A relatively new development in

the ticket situation is the; accent
on advance mail orders, In the
last, few seasons, with the knowl-
edge that seats for hits will be
scarce and high-priced for months
after the Opening, legit fans have
tended more and more to order in
advance by mail, This trend- has
become so marked that extra-space
display ads in the Sunday drama
pages, specifically designed to
evoke mail orders, have become
commonplace. In the case of the
current “King and I,” such ads
were inserted nearly six weeks be-
fore the opening, and in the case
of the forthcoming “Venus Ob-
served” they first appeared more
than 10 weeks ahead.

.
Producer Leland Hayward, by

ingenious use of orders for pre-
vious shows, has built up a valu-
able mailing list through which
he solicits advance buying from
former patrons, Byr~these and
other devices, plus the fact that
theatre treasurers have generally
been far-seeing enough to send de-
sirable locations to advance mail
order patrons, this form of ad-
vance “insurance” has grown enor-
mously in recent years. It has not,
despite enthusiastic pressagentry,
reached the $1,000,000 level for
any show, but in some instances
as much as $300,000 or $400,000
has been sold by advance mail
order.

Tlie idea of a central ticket office,

urged by various trade figures a
couple of seasons ago, hasn’t been
heard much lately. Such a setup
apparently involves too many, dif-

ficulties to be feasible, at least
until the plight of the theatre in
general becomes more critical. Ad-
mittedly, no form of such a sys-

tem couild create more tickets for

hits, but might increase business
for the intermediate draws and
perhaps even for the flops. How-
ever, no one in the theatre is in-

terested much in improving the
lot of the borderline shows-—
everyone thinks in terms of hits.

While other issues wax and
wane as topics of discussion in the

endless babble about theatre

tickets, the brokers continue to

be the top subject of controversy.

The Murtagh probe, which brought
the agencies into Page One promi-
nence for a while, seems to have
haid little other effect. Within the

last year the brokers have ob-

tained an increase from 75c to $1
(exclusive of tax) jn the. legal per-

ticket fee, but it’s generally as-

sumed in the trade that a major
part of agency revenue comes from
over-the-limit sales.

Similarly, it’s commonly be-

lieved in the trade that.* most box-
office personnel get “ice,” but ’while

virtually everyone piously con-

demns the practice, certain cynical
observers claim that a large percent-

age of house managers, company
managers, general managers and
even some of the fairly eminent
producers share in the proceeds.

Also, there has been no move to

pay boxoffice men more than the

union scale of $115 for treasurers

and $95 for assistants, which is ap-
proximate starvation level Consid-
ering that these employees are.

paid only when the theatre is

lighted. _

|
Own Competition-

1

Some brokers argue that the
theatre is practically the only
business which operates in com-
petition with its sales organiza-
tion. By this they mean that pro-
ducers and theatre owners Allow
no commission on agency sales

and thus undersell them at the
boxpffice. For the $1 fee, brokers
are expected to carry charge ac-
counts, deliver tickets, push lesser
draws in preference to the hits,

keep almost impossibly compli-
cated accounts, “eat” unsold seats
to hits (on penalty of having their
allotments cut), support a fund to
police themselves and, Under the
new setup, make speculative ad-
vance “buys“ of incoming shows.

Whether the broker problem
would be much improved by giv-
ing the agencies a per-ticket com-
mission or fee and setting ticket

I prices the same at both the box-
office and the brokers, is a ques-
tion nobody has tried to put to
the test. Also, suggestions; that
much of the speculative aspect of
the ticket situation would be elimi-
nated if lower-floor scats were
scaled, have hot been tried. Sev-
eral producers and theatre owhers
advocate such a policy, but most

: Singing Star
Currently Appearing in *THE KING AND I*

Wishes everyone “something wondctlul’- for the holiday

When he died his obituary did

not appear in the N. Y. Times,

nor did Variety note his passing.

Broadway continued on its restless,

turbulent way, with only a few

realizing that a character who had

been identified with, it for many
years was no longer making his

daily and ightly rounds of the

Fifties.

Whiskey was a theatre dog, one

of a Chosen and, presumably; for-

tunate breed. He was not a star

like the talented performer in

“Top Banana,” but, without ever

having appeared in public, his

whole life was linked with the

stage and its people. In early pup-

py days, this Sealyham, who al-

ways had trouble keeping his

whiteness unsullied by the Broad-

way grime, was introduced to the

easy going life of the theatre. Jean
Muir bought him in England and
took him to California with her.

When she went back to London
and was faced with a problem of'

putting him in
.
quarantine for six

months, she gave Whiskey to my
wife.

At that time. Whiskey, just

emerging from puppyhopd, had
been a Hollywood dog,- but he soon

learned Times Square Ways. He
began his career in New: York by
growling at noted playwright,
snapping at a film executive, leap-
ing after a sailor on the Bremen,
obviously a Nazi, and picking' a
quarrel with a waiter in a theatri-
cal restaurant. In these days
Whiskey was as cocky as George
M. Cohan Was in his youth, and
he was always ready for aU argu-
ment or to do the expected un-
expectedly. “All dogs love me,”
said Gertrude Lawrence, reaching
out for a pat “Grrr,” replied
Whiskey, possibly not realizing that
he was trying to take the hand
off of one of the most valuable
properties in show business.

As he grew older, it developed
that he was not bad tempered, but
temperamental, as stage folk are
expected tp be. His critical abili-
ties improved but he was no less
forceful * expressing them, Al-
ways of an independent turn of
mind, he once: disagreed With the
famous dramatic critic, to the dras-
tic disarrangement of the critic’s

people in the trade dismiss the
idea as ^‘impractical” or even “im-
possible.” That it might drasti-
cally reduce house seat requests
for the devils who have Unwilling-
ly become virtual “brokers” in the
field is an intriguing prospect.

There, is almost constant agita-
tion, particularly from letters-to-
the-editpr writers,

;

about' allegedly
high ticket prices. Yet the price

I

of theatre tickets has, for the most
part, risen only 33% in the last
20 years, while the general price
level (including the theatre pro-
duction and operating costs) has
multiplied several times in the
same period.

,
In the case of mu-

sicals, the price of tickets today
is, in’ many cases, actually below
that of 20-odd years ago.

It is this, dilemma of ever-rising
costs and static revenue that wor-
ries and discourages those in the
trade. A manufacturer or mer-
chant, affected by rising costs, can
increase circulation and/or raise
prices. But the producer or thear
tre owrier can do neither. He can-
not expand the walls of the theatre
(although in. a few cases more
seats have been crowded into the
same space); he cannot increase
the number of performances, and
he’s already being bombarded with
claims that ticket prices are too
high, so he faces violent protest
arid perhaps even a decrease in ac-
tual revenue if he raises the ad-
mission scale.

However, despite agitation (some
of it seemingly on the assumption
that some sort of moral or ethical
principle is involved), minor price
boosts are being made* For ex--
ample, the scale

,
for musicals,

which was generally $4.80 (includ-
ing tax) about 10 years ;>ago and
has more recently been $6 and in
many cases, is now $6.60 or $7^20.
For non-musicals, the old $3;60

pants. 0 At first he loved to tear
pages out of or muss up any play-
script that happened to be lying
around, but later he grew quite
selective. In time only the really
bad ones suffered from the dep-
redations of his teeth and paws.
However, around the theatre a
slightly sooty Whiskey, tail wag-
ging and his whiskers parted a
la Charles Evans Hughes, was
nothing less than angelic. He never
interfered with a rehearsal; no mat-
ter how long or how tiresome, and
he never tried to stop an actor in
the performance of his duty. The
necessity for discipline backstage
seemed to impress him as much as
it did the others.

Whiskey easily adapted himself
to the irregular hours of the stage.
Firmly leashed to my wife, he
would walk around town at all

hours of the day or night. He Was
as willing to stroll at the Unrea-
sonable; hour of 8 a.m., if necessity
required it, as at the more riormal
hour of 2 a.m. Though he spent
15 years in the^ theatrical district.

With 55th Street as his headquar-
ters, he was not an untravelled
dog. He had been to England,
California, Florida, and on several
tours with plays through the east
and middle west. Solely through
his efforts all dogs were barred
by the Ambassador East in Chi-
cago'. Among tryout towns he liked
Boston best, but he did not care
much for Pittsburgh. He was built
too low to the ground for comfort
there.

Theatre dogs" are, I suppose, a
very special type even among city
canines. They are pampered and
spoiled, but they also develop
uniqueness of personality. The
whole neighborhood knew Whiskey,
and he regarded it as his special

.

domain. A hit at the Ziegfeld
brought him joy—too bad he
couldn’t

. have lived to see the
citement caused by the Oliviers

—

and he was always glad to see the
opera doing well at City Center
though it created traffic problems
for him. En route to the park he
would usually pause to observe the
billing at the Century. His influ-

ence ori the American drama Was
a small and, perhaps, negative one,
but it did manage to make itself

felt, sometimes rather emphatical-
ly. Those who knew Whiskey and
miss him feel that in his own tiny
way he contributed to the general
picture of the theatrical business
in New York and that something
has gone out of it with his pass-
ing.

rate was changed some seasons
ago to $4.80, and is now creeping
up to $5.40 and $6 for Weekend
nights.

There has been, inevitably, con-
siderable clamor over this trend.
But there has been ho clearly
defined resistance. The tradi-

tional boxoffice man’s observation,
“They’ll pay anything for a hit,

but they won’t take a flop as
gift,” grows truer each- season.
Thus, “King and I,” with a $7.20
top, has been consistently the
most-in-demand ticket for many
months, while numerous $6 musi-
cals, and a few pop-priced ones,
have quickly withered and dis-

appeared in the face of. public in-

difference. Same is true of the
shows with a $6 top weekends.
And, of course, there’s the Lau-
rence Olivier-Vivieri Leigh dual-
revival of “Caesar and Cleopatra’’
and “Antony and Cleopatra,”
which was about 80% sold out in.

advance/ despite the $7.20 top and
the fact that most orders included
both shows, which doubles the to-

tal outlay.

In connection with, the ticket

price situation, the case is recalled
of. a top straight play smash of

several seasons ago. Having i

mind the agitation of letters-to-

the-editor writess who wail about
the obligation Of producers to al-

low for impecunious drama-lovers,
the management set aside one row
of top-balcony seats at $1.20. For
several weeks those locations were
invariably the last to be sold arid

frequently brought demands for

refunds because of bad sight lines

or inaudibility. So the price for

those seats was increased to $2.40,

the same as the other locations in

that section. Whereupon, there

Was no longer as much trouble in

selling them and practically no
complaints about (sight lines or in-

audibility.



rvfrieiAy* U—**T % »» forty-i!xth LEGITIMATE

By SIR CHARLES COCHRAN*
>—

"

A-dedicfltioii.oi* a fly-leaf recalled to the great showman
n springtime in Paris when he was 40 years younger hut

just os much in. love with the theatre,

bathe fly-leaf was an. inscription:

“This posthumous book dedicated in the spirit of its

Author and in her remembrance to Charles B. Cochran,

Paris, July* 1947* Sympathetically, Dr. M. Schiller.”

Some early memories, some youthful impressions, are

ineffaceable; they retain their vividness and color through

the years* fresh nn4-'-tti^P»i^4'’'^.ii®--.,sli0*
,e recent

periences become faint and blurred.:

So it is that the excitement and interest of my first

brief visit to.the Paris I was later to know so well remain

unfaded, and I can recall without an effort the Sights and

scenes which stirred me when I first discovered the

capital city in my enthusiastic youth in the year 1891.

In a sense, 1 was lucky in my period, for great figures

were about, and great reputations Were in the making in

the world of that theatre that I love.

Not long ago there came to me from Paris a recently

published book entitled “Autres Temps-Autres Chants/’

ThC. author was the late Yvette Guilbert and the sender

of the book her husband, Dr. M. Schiller, with whom I

began corresponding as long ago as the early ’90s, when

I was secretary to Richard Mansfield in America.

What memories have been evoked by this book! Le

Ghat Noir, founded and directed by Rodolphe Salis, which

I had the rare privilege of visiting, upon my first visit to

pans, with a young English painter who was studying at

the famous Academie Julian—it was here that I saw the

mbres chinoises; it was here that Maurice Donnay held

Paris under his spell with, his witty text to the silhouettes

cut by Caran d’Ache and shown on a small screen.

A Previous Experience

To be reminded by Typsa, Rruant, Leandre, Steinlen,

:

Willette and Lautrec gives me feeling of having

joyed a previous existence. I cannot recognize, in the old

showman I am) any connection with the'enthusiastic young-

ster who discovered Montmartre as a World apart from

anything he had' known until then or is likely to know
again. Notwithstanding the chaotic upheaval of life gen*

erally in every form and in every place, I cannot imagine

any quartier so shabbily treated by Time as Montmartre.

Although many of the landmarks remain in 1951, as they

were in 1892, the spirit of spontaneous gaiety is no more.

Although I did not meet Yvette Guilbert until about

1910, I had the good fortune to see her and the good judg-

ment to be so impressed by her performance on the second
night of my very first- visit to Paris to mark well

her naifie and to Watch her career. It Was at the Moulin
Rouge, which all English visitors made for in the early
1890s. I was attracted by the gay posters of Cheret,
carried by sandwich-board men and exhibited: on the kiosks
of the boulevards. The great attraction of the Moulin was
the Bal, with the chahut danced by La Goulue, La Mome
Promage, Rayon d’Or and Jan Avril. La Goulue was gen-
erally partnered by a cadaverous-looking man in a tall

hat, tight jacket and tight trousers, called Valentin le
Desosse.. Valentin always kept his hat on and it was a
Current joke that La Goulue was the only person in Paris
Who had ever seen Valentin with his head uncovered.

A British Lampoon
To amuse early-eomers, there Was a cafe-concert from

8-9. Fortunately, my friend and I arrived in time for this,
and there I saw Yvette Guilbert for the first timie. She was
dressed as an English nurse, with false projecting teeth—
the characteristic indication of an Englishwoman on the
French comic stage of the period. It was cruel satire,
but that it was the perfection of caricature and the work of
an exceptional artist was obvious even to the inexperienced,
but stage-struck youth of 20 that I was at the time.

At the same time, Yvette was appearing at Le Divan
Japonois, a little place in the Rue des Martyrs, A few
nights later I saw her there* where, she wore the plai
dress, long black gloves, long bare neck and red chignon
as shown in the famous poster by Toulouse-LaUtrec. Yvette
must have been about 26 at this time and she has told in
her book that, with the two engagements, she Was earning
the sum of about 1,200 francs ($144) a month.
She had started her professional career, some six or

seven years before I saw her at the Moulin Rouge, as an
actress at the Theatre des JBouffes-du-Nord. She passed
fr°m one theatre to another, until she arrived at the
Varietes. where she began to make some mark with the
public. The small fry of the theatre were poorly paid
and out of their meagre salaries had to buy their own
dresses, generally by installments. So “poor but honest”
actresses were constantly in debt. Yvette’s salary was 250
francs

. ($30) a month in the theatre, even when she began
to he given good parts to play. Her diction was admirable,
and she knew many songs which her companions of the
theatre delighted to hear her

,
sing when the Company

went oh tour. There was in the company an actor named
f>arol, who asked her one day \why she didn’t_-try^ the
cafe-concert. "Your voice isn’t good enough for operetta,”
ce said, but he assured her that she could start with four
“hies her . tbr tre salary at L’Eldorado, often styled “La
^omedie Francaise de la Chason,” where later Mistinguette
ecarhe and remained the darling of the establishment for

several years. And so, at the finish of the tour, Yvette

Vu' an audition to the directress of L’Eldorado, Mme.
AUemand. Finally, after a long discussion, the coveted
eneagement. was secured at 600 francs ;($72) a month.

It was September, and she was to make her ddbut in No*

rn™J
er*' Looking for songs at a publisher’s, she en-

in
ni

f.
re<* the,manager of the Casino in Lyons who needed

r„ n)
artl

f
t 10 days. "She must be pretty,” said the di-

th® Publisher.

to w?. beart. beating fast, Yvette plucked up courage
outt into the conversation, "I/m i$t^ pretty,” she said.

•but I conle from the Varietes, the ultra-chic theatre of
the boulevards, and here it my contract for L’Eldorado
next season.” .

The manager from Lyons, seeing the salary in the con-
tract and being at his wits’ end, engaged Yvette at a
salary of 40 francs ($5) a day and return fares, Paris to
Lyons.

On the first night, waiting in the wings for her first
appearance, she heard: the tremendous applause for a very
gross comedienne, the last word in banal vulgarity, who
was at the moment on the stage. At the end of the turn,
the more the applause gained strength, the more Yvette’s
courage failed her.

;
There was a male singer before her,

and then Yvette took the stage, to be greeted with yells of:
“Oh! Oh! She’s skinny—she looks as if she’d left her -^-—s
in her trunk!”

The uproar was so bad that she had to quit the stage
without getting through one song. The director was kind
but endeavored to impress upon her that his casino was
not the Comedie Francaise. "My stage isn’t a drawing-
room,” he said, "and you can’t sing in a music-hall standing
still without moving yoUr arms and legs,” The next night
was another horrible ordeal as the fiasco had been dis-
cussed in the cafes and in the press. For five insufferable
nights she was ridiculed immediately she stepped upon
the stage.

The director paid Yvette for the full 10 days, although
she only appeared for five, arid begged her not to insist on
working out her contract. Despite her chagrin, Yvette
had a long and confidential tfclk with M. Verdellet, the
director of the Casino. "Your cafe-concert is demode,
ugly, common and stupid,” she told him, “but remember
my name, and you will see that I will raise the quality of
the French cafe-concert and, before a year, I will return
here at 1,200 francs ($144) a night instead of 1,200 francs
a month!” The director thoughti slie was crazy, and
begged her to give up all idea of the cafe-concert as
career, and to return to the Varietes, or some other good

'

theatre.

The night before she. left Lyons, unable to sleep, she
wrote the words of a song which became the foundation
of her career—-it was called "La Pocharde.” Eleven
months after the debacle at Lyons, Yvette gained her 1,200
francs ($144) a performance, but there was a hard road to
travel first. At L’Eldorado, Yvette was greeted with silence
—rafter two songs she left the stage without a single hand.
She overheard the famous Jeanne Bloch, billed as La
Chanteuse Cotosse, cry out: "She’s as skinny as; two:
Englishwomen—and she wants to be funny!” I saw this.

great Bloch many times in Paris; Sickert, Ibels,. and sev-
eral other artists have immortalized tier*

At first Yvette was given the 10 o’clock place on the
program, but very soon she was made to start the show,
before anybody was in the hall. At the end of the month,
she left L’Eldorado, with the same parting shot to Mme.
Allemand that she had fired at M. Verdellet at Lyons.

Prophecy
;

“You will come to me,” said Yvette, “to offer me per
night what you have paid me for a month.” And so it was!
In 1892, when Yvette had saved the Concert Parisien from
bankruptcy, Mme. Allemand, who at that time (as Mme.
March did later) ran La Scala As well as L’Eldorado,
offered her 500 francs ($60) per performance; Yvette re-

minded the directress of what she had told her on leaving

L’Eldorado, that her price to sing for h'er would be 600
francs a night, The contract was signed at that figure.

From 1892 to 1895 Yvette sang at La Scala at 600 francs

($72) per performance. At the conclusion a new contract

was made with Marchand (Mme. Allemand’s
.
son-in-law)

for another three years at 800 francs ($96) a performance.

During these years Yvette had certain months free from
La Scala for engagements in the big towns of France or

abroad. It was during the engagement at La Scala that

she sang at a party given by Mrs. Ogden Goelet at Cannes
to entertain the Prince of Wales (later Edward VII), for

a fee of 15,000 francs ( $1,800 ) . For nine years she sang

during the summer at Les Ambassadeurs^then a most
charming garden restaurant theatre—two months each

year, for 50*000 francs ($6*000).

The history of Yvette Guilbert in the music-hall (cafe-

concert) is unique. She invaded a territory where grqss-

ness and vulgarity were rampant,
;

with songs of Xanroff,

Richepin, Aristide Bruant, Jeann Lorrai , Maurice Don*

nay, and other men of letters, and she certainly made no
concessions to her audience's.

Yvette has called this period of her life a martyrdom..

Her success with the public left her cold. When illness

enabled her to cancel her music-hall contracts she deter-

mined to realize a long held ambition; and then began,

after much study and research, those unforgettable ren-

derings by a supreme artist which put, at last, la chanson

de France on its proper pedestal.

* Excerpt from “Diversion ” published by Max Parrish

& Co., Ltd;, London.

.By BERT LYTELL,

Let’s Hear The Words
=By PHIL DUNNING:

The old codgers in the theatre might as well get it

through their noggins that there’s a .lot of changes in
our world today, and in contemplating those changes
it's interesting to note that one of the biggest hits of the

season is swinging merrily along sans
scenery, sans stagehands, sans cos-
tumes and makeup—sans everything
except some good words . woven into
a fine play and a cast of talented
artists to read those wprds.

There’s food for thought in the idea
that before a Broadway, producer
goes headlong into a costly produc-
tion with a new legit play* it would
save him and everyone else connected
with, the venture a lot of time, money
and heartaches if he and the play-
wright heard a first-class cast read
the script first. . Let them listen;

to it read a dozen times with a packed house and get the
reaction of the audience. Let’s hear the words.
Back in the days when it only cost a mere $10,000-

12,000 to ring up on a new play, a producer could afford
•to, indulge in the luxury of an occasional failure without
serious damage to his professional standing. But when
it takes in the neighborhood of $70,000, as it often does
today, that’s pennies out of a different piggy bank, and
the producer; of a flop is likely to find that his backers
have switched off their hearing-aid batteries next time
he approaches them with a new script. With the tight

production budget that most plays* operate under today,
there is no margin for error, and once a play goes into

rehearsal and scenery, props, costume and theatre are
contracted for, then the play must open as per schedule.

Usually a play is. ih rehearsal for three or four days
before the playwright and the producer discover its

weaknesses. They realize that it should be closed for
doctoring and recasting, but that ole debbll budget
doesn’t permit of postponements, or delays. There’s no
turning, back. And so the play is brought into town before
it’s half ready, with new lines being rehearsed right up
to curtain time opening night. It opens, it’s panned, it

closes. Hopes, dreams and a sizeable fortune go right

down the old drainpipe. Chances are, everyone con-
nected with it will recover* lick their wounds and : go
through the same routine with the next play. It’s the

same old story of hit or miss, season after season in

tlie legitimate theatre.

An Uncertain Biz
i

So often the young people of our theatre ask me, "Why
is it necessary to have Equity? Why do actors need

union? We cannot be standardized like bricklayers or

stone masons.” And I always answer them with this little

story which I now direct to all junior Equity members, and

those Who are not in this category might just as well get.

out of show business.

At the ripe, old’ age of. 17 I. was the call boy., the assist-

ant stage manager and the jack-of all-trades in the: Colum-

bia Theatre Stock Co., Newark. My duties included hold-

ing the prompt book, going out with the property man
to gather in all ulpvable props, furniture, etc., make an in-

ventory with the carpenter of all expenditures for canvas,

paint or lumber, and on Saturday night, after the show,

to go out with the two billposters who carried a set of

skeleton keys and opened up any vacant store so they

could place their lithographs in said store window. If

we infringed on the territory of an Opposition theatre, we
frequently ended up Iji A fist fight, and all this lat>dr mpant

seven days a week, .16 daily hours work, for which I re-

ceived $12! .

In those days actors received no salary for any holiday

matinee; the'week- ^before Christmas arid Holy Week they

all worked for half salary, irrespective of how good the

. business might be.
.
Amd j,q Addition* in stock, you iured,

Show business is such an uncertain business for the
playwright, the actor and the producer. You wonder
why anyone in his right mind ever picked such a dizzy

business. There are so many things that can go wrong
in the production of a new play. There are so many
ways for it to fail. The playwright makes a terrific

gamble. He may spend anywhere from six months to two
years on a play that Will never earn him a plugged
nickel.

The actor takes a sizeable gamble, too. When he signs

his contract he’s gambling his professional reputation

on the judgment of the playwright, the producer or the

director. He’s vulnerable to an unmerciful panning from
critics for speaking lines for which he’s in no way re-

sponsible. As for the producer—well, it's only somebody
else’s money—and his heart’s blood that's at stake. Cer-
tainly some new method must be found to minimize*

this gamble. And it would be an enormous help to the

playwright, the. actor and the producer if they had an
opportunity to hear the play read by a top cast to get

an audience reaction before it’s rushed into production.

The enormous success of Shaw’s “Don Juan in Hell,”

without scenery, without production—just a good cast

seated on stools on a bare stage reading their scripts

from lecterns is the method that could be used as a
model for future play producing. Every playwright
doesn’t have to be a George Bernard Shaw, every actor

doesn’t have to be a • Charles Laughton to make the

scheme practical. There are a great many playwrights

with unproduced plays worthy of a hearing. There are

a great, many fine actors who deserve to be on the

speaking Stage. And there are a great many keen pro-

ducers who deserve hits. There are plenty of legit the-

atres that could be had for readings at Odd hours. The
playwright’s advance, the reading salary for the first

class cast and the theatre charges wouldn’t total more
than a thousand or two for a week of readings. Surely

it would be worth that much to hear some constructive

criticism ,
at a time when it would really do Some good.

Yes, let’s hear the words first. The line forms on the

right—no crowding, please!

your own costumes and your Wigs whenever a costume
play was dohe.

This story entails the time we played "Madame Sans

Gene.” I played four parts, had two wigs. Each costume

was rented for $2.50, and the wigs cost $1 each* so at the

end o£ the week I had ho salary at all coming to me. I

went into the manager’s office, told him my plight, and
he thoughtfully looked at the Veiling and said, "Well,

how much do you pay for room and board at Brady’s

; Boarding House?” 1 said, “$7 a week.” He said, “Here
you are, son, here’s your $7.” I went out of that office

thinking that he was the
.
most generous man in show

business.

I think there is a comical side to this yarn, but it also

shrould be a pretty good answer as to why you have an
Actors Equity.

Teutonic Hangover
Peter Davis, of the Theatre Guild, while in Berlin

recently, ordered a “very dry martini,” in a German

restaurant one afternodny The waiter looked at him

sharply and. in a quizzical tone said, “Drei?” (pro-

nounced dry)., Davis said, "Nqt so dry,; but dry.” So

he got “drei” martinis—three of them. It took a little

time to put two and two together;and discover that

drei, pronounced dry, is three in German.
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The Ingrate Barytone

By BILLY GRADY
Hollywood.

'•And then there was the time I
had dinner

s

with Caruso
.
at the

Knickerbocker Hotel, N. Y. I had
dinner—-there were about 200 other
people there. I had been a beer
and pretzel man up to this time,
but, on this occasion, I took a slug
of the grape, and the grape- took,
a slug at me. I had to have air,

and made a very dignified exit.

Dignified—I tipped a glass of water
into Lillian Russell's lap, and
stepped on a pet bunion of Rich-
ard Carle’s. He let out a yelp
you could hear down to Union
Square.

I lived at the Green. Room Club
on 47th street. Lived? I shared
a dormitory with

.
Jimmy Hussey,

Frank Westphal, Otto Kruger and
Sid Wilmer's pet parrot. The first

up in. the morning wore the best
suit and shirt.

Upon leaving the Knickerbocker
Hotel, I got bolloxed up and went
downtown instead of uptown; Ar-
riving in front of the Casino,. I

found the audience just going back
for the second act;. I joined them
more to get out of the cold than
anything else. As I entered

. the
rear orchestra, . the maestro poised
his arm for the downbeat, but a
male voice in the chorus let out
with a premature note. It was a
beaut, as clear and resonant as I

have ever heard. Grady, the agent,
was now going, to work. I went
backstage, waited and met my man.
He was. a goodlooking lug, sang in
the choir over in Weehawken, and
was chorusing to finish singing les-

sons. I invited him to my office

next day. My office-—I shared it

With George Chops, two writers,
a dance, director and a musician.
Last one out turned out the lights.

My man singer came in. I 'took
him to Ziegfeld. From $35 at the
Casino, he is now

.
$750 for Zieg-

feld. Voom, the dames, voom a
new car, voom a cutey from the
dancing chorus. Raus went the
guy’s wife.

Had a pretty habit of writing
letters in poetry to the dancing
cutie. Very sexy poetry. Very
sexy gal.

Finishing the season with Zieg-
feld, I sold 'my chirper to Dilling-
ham, now getting $1,350. Voom a
new car, voom big apartment, voom
a lawyer to keep him out of trou-
ble.

Came a Hollywood star gal to a
mati . $he sought an intro.
Voom, they are that way. The
dancing cutey with the poetry
niches them, runs to a newspaper
syndicate with the. letters of my
now star singer. She asks $10,000,
The head of the syndicate, a friend
of mine, read them, pushed three
buttons off his vest and offered
$7,500. Cutey took it and left the
billet-doux.

Mr. Newspaperman calls.me. “If
I publish these, it will make a
monkey out of your barytone. You
better buy them ahd get ’em out
of. circulation.”

Me buy ’em. If I bad $7,500, I
would have made a play for Lillian
Russell, and that was. playing.

I
Costly Love Words

Well, I went to my baritone, told
him of the status quo. Must have
$7,500 for the Omar Khayams. My
man didn’t have a dime. He went
to Dillingham and C. B, loaned
him $5,000 against his salary. My
man. is now $2,500 short, and he
looked at me with his one good
eye, Well, altar-boy-like, I went
into the; highways and byways on
the dig for $2,500.

.

I had a rich uncle, a midget. He
was as rich as the phony dice he
threw in his last crap game. He
loaned me the mOney. For a long
time people asked me where my
two gold teeth were.

I gave the $2,500 to - the singer
and with his $5,000, we had a
helluva, time at a burning party.
Burning his Jove poetry to the
dancing cute,

For my $2,500 I had 90-day
note. The 90 days went into 120,

from 120 to 160. I am now mad.
The midget uncle is yelping in a
high-pitched voice for his money
and I ain’t got.

I now resort to the law. I sue
the. singer and go with a process-

server to the theatre to serve my
man. I sent my name up, and
down comes .his valet. It was dark
in the alley and the process-server

heard the valet talk and said,

“Never heard of it before, a lady
valet.” I struck a match and he
apologized for his mistake/

•The valet told me the baritone
coiildn’t see me, but inasmuch as
it was just before Christmas, he
had remembered me with a Christ
mas present, and forthwith handed
me a solid gold cigaret case suit-
ably inscribed, “To Square Deal
Grady from His- Favorite Star,”
and no signature.

I turned to the law and told him
I was an ungrateful. stinker. Here
I was suing a guy who . thought
enough of me to give me an ex-
pensive present.. My baritone Was
a Wonderful, thoughtful and gener-
ous guy. I took the summons, gave
the law a sawbuck and bade him
a very merry Christmas. -

Ope week later my wonderful,
thoughtful and generous star sailed
for Europe, He was only on the
high seas three days when I got a
bill from Hemendinger, the jewel-
er, for $165—yep-^the beautifully
inscribed cigaret case.

In New Haven
U-By HAROLD M. BONE—

/•

New Hayen.
There was a time when even the

U, S. Government felt that an
opening night in New Haven was
a pretty important thing. That
was during World War I, when
the campaign to save fuel forced
all public places to close down at
11 p. m.

The morale Value of good enter-
tainment was so vital that m ex
ception was made in the case of a
new show’s premiere. Which ex-
plained why more than. One musical
tryout managed to hold the boards
at the Shubert Theatre here until
the wee small hours as they
launched their initial perform-
ances.

One of the interesting aspects of
first-nights is the backstage reac-
tion of the cast when the final

curtain is down. These reactions
range from the distinctly audible
sigli of relief uttered by the mem-
bers of “Point ofNo Return,” with
a unison that seemed as though it

might have been rehearsed, to the
hysterical nervous reaction that
caused a feminine musical lead to
be carried to her dressing ?ooin
after the final bows were dis-

posed Of.

On more than one occasion, with
substantial applause still ringing
in their ears, first-night troupers
have suddenly been confronted
onstage by directors who admon-
ished the players “not to let this

demonstration go to your heads

—

we still have plenty of work to do.”

Cast elation at the birth of a<

hit is a heart-warming sight .to

witness, but being on bend when
the curtain comes down on .a flop

and the players realize that their

efforts of weeks have brought forth

only an egg, well, that’s something
else again.

Backstage persiflage, incidental-

ly, is somewhat of a barometer of a

play’s acceptance within the profes-

sion, If only a small contingent
of * the

.
show biz personalities in-

variably on hand for a first-night

make the backstage pilgrimage to

extend stilted “congratulations,”
then the producers might well look
to an early closing of their play.

On the other hand, if there is a
concerted rush of celebrities filling

the atmosphere with gay chit-chat,

it’s almost a certainty that a hit has
just been born.

Tell-Tale of ‘South Pacific’

When “SOuth Pacific” opened
here, the surge of Well-wishers
taxed the dressing rooms to such
an extent that visitors had to ap-

proach their favorites in. relays.

But when the colossal flop,. “Let’s

Make an Opera,” premiered, the
backstage area-,gave the impres-
sion of a deserted village.

Of course, the smarter showfolk
are not fooled by the little white
lies that accompany the premiere:
of a weak sister. When the final

curtain descended on. “Miss Quis,”
a mediocre play which he had -

thoted. Ward Morehouse stood in

the Shubert lobby and accepted the
verbal bouquets of host of

friends, many of whom had come
in from New York for the opening.
After the last one had echoed Jhe
some lie, Morehouse turned to a

reviewer standing nearby and said,

“Okay .. . . now you tell me truth-

fully how really bad. this play is!”

First-night good luck telegrams
often are a source of good humor.
When “Fifth Column,” starring
Franchot Tone, opened here in

January, 1940, Billy Rose, who had
previously done quite well with
his Aquacade at the World’s Fair,

was one of the play’s angels. On
Opening night, Rose received from
Burgess Meredith a wire stating,

“Don’t worry.
.
If th? show goes

dull, just flood the stage and put
in a springboard.”
Joseph Hyman and Bernard; Hart

were the. producers of “Light Up
the Sky.” Just before the premiere,
a telegram arrived for the com-
pany. It read, “Our money is on.

you .
' Oiy! . . ... is pur money)

on you . Love Joe and
Bernie.”
Among the cluster of such wires

appearing on the backstage bulle-

tin board, occasionally an “out-
sider”. creeps into the group, like

the following warning to the preen-
ing “Affairs of State” company re-

garding its next engagement . . .

in Philadelphia: “To Whom It May
Concern: The purgative effects of
the tap water in Philadelphia may
be beneficial, or even necessary, to

the inhabitants; but they are usual-
ly rough on .

the visitors. Unless
you like challenge in these matters,

Continued on page 290
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BILL CALLAHAN
Currently appearing In

“TOP BANANA" AT WINTER GARDEN, N. Y*
and

TV Guest Appearances -

Management,' STANLY RAYBURN. 4 K *1

Lobnev Day on Long Island
sBy CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD5

The Mad Hatter’s tea, party was a' sober affair compared to one that

inadvertently took place at my Long Island home some years back.

Blame it on the weatherman, the parrot; or my weakness for stray cats,

but the fact remains that .what started out as an innocent little garden

party was transformed into hysterical havoc by a series of events that

almost set the neighbors scurrying for the nearest straitjacket. But let

me go back to the beginning.

“A quiet Sunday; afternoon” had been promised my 10 invited guests.

Perhaps they doubted this at the outset ,when they met the pet mem-
bers of my household, consisting of 13 dogs, two canaries, a parrot

named Hester and a nameless stray cat. Still, the scene at lunchtime

would have lulled anyone into a false security. The tables near the

tennis court were ladened with food. The dogs dozed in the tall grass

nearby. The canaries’ cage and. Hester’s iron perch swung from, the

tree branches overhead; The cat meticulously scrubbed herself in the
sun. *

,

And then it happened. One of those sudden Long Island rainstorms

blew i from nowhere, heralded by great gusts of wind. Instantly the

peace was shattered. Tables overturned and paper plates, napkins
:and

food went flying in all directions. The dogs all began barking at once,

and dashed madly among the guests: The perch chain broke under
Hester’s frahtic lunges and she flew out of sight. The bottom dropped
out of the canary cage and the two occupants fluttered down into the
tall grass below. This latter fact presented the most immediate emer-
gency,, for the stray cat had doubtful eating habits. Following my
example, all our guests-r-many of them well-known stage and screen
personalities of the day—dropped down on their knees and began comb-
ing through the tall grass, emitting periodic “peep, peep” sounds in a
scarcely accurate imitation of canary talk. Despite our. lack of realism,

WC found the canaries before the. cat did and restored them safely to

their cage; Then the dogs were somehow herded into their kennels,
the tables righted, and the food partially rescued and carted back to

the house; All that remained. Was to retrieve Hester.

Paging Hester

.Under even the. most favorable circumstances, this would not have
been simple..

: With the wind blowing, and the rain pelting down, it

seemed next to impossible. “Charlotte,” one Of my guests pleaded,

“Isn’t there some way of calling your parrot? What does. she respond
to?” I reflected momentarily arid then volunteered, “Well, whenever
I’m talking on the phone and happen to laugh at something, Hester
mimics my laugh until she drowns out the. entire conversation!’! That
did it. The high

.
point of the. party Was reached immediately, . f,‘Pick

out a tree, everybody, and pretend you’re, laughing,” ordered a helpful
guest. ,

The scene that followed defies description. Picture; if you can, 10
drenched guests marching from tree to tree, peering up into the
branches and laughing hollowly in different keys! My sides still ache,
just thinking of it. What the neighbors all thought of it, I can only
conjecture—but the one in whose front yard Hester was finally^ located
admitted afterwards that she nearly called the police. “I was certain
that those people laughing up my tree, in tfie rain had escaped. frbm,.
somewhere or other,” she explained, “but then I recognized you and
said to myself; ‘Why, they aren’t crazy. They’re just friends of Char-
lotte’s’!!’

And so ended the. famous looney day on Long Island—with my guests
drying themselves in front of the fire and reliving between belated
bites of food the events of the afternoon. And laughing loudest of all,

of course, was Hester.

By GEORGE FREEDLEY
( Curator ,

N. Y. Public Library Theatre Collection

)

The past, year brought its con-

siderable accumulation of books,

pictures, posters, programs and

other theatrical memorabilia to the

N. Y. Public Library’s Theatre Col-

lection. In the massive pile behind

America’s snootiest lions at Fifth

Avenue and 42d Street is housed

one of the great-—and certainly the
most Widely used—theatre collec-

tions of the world. —
Mrs. David Warfield contributed

generously of material relating to
one of America’s greatest actors.

Mr. Warfield’s history from his

featured comedian days at Weber
& Fields’ Music Hall to his great
days as a Belasco star is recorded
by her gift. No one will ever for-

get him in “The Music Master” or
in “The Return Of Peter Grimm”
or in his celebrated portrayal of
Shylock in which role he quit the
stage. The present Belasco Thea-
tre, then the Stuyvesant, was open-
ed by Warfield in 1907 With “A
Grand Army Man.”

Vaudeville, stock and repertory
companies were widely represented
in the more than a thousand photo-
graphs given by Miss Rosebud Yel-
low Robe. There were 500 music
sheets included as. well as several
playscripts, manuscripts, programs,
clippings and. posters,:

Mrs. F. Ray Comstock • donated
programs, photographs, wash draw-
ings and a scrapbook of clippings
devoted to an inspection $he and
her producer-husband made of
Japan in. 1926. The Takarazuka
Opera Co. and the annual Cherry
Dance are amply covered.

Mildred H.. ;Core of Washington
gave an interesting group of photo-
graphs and souvenir albums de-
voted to Ted Shawn and his dance
group. Lester- Sweyd made several
considerable gifts of typescripts, of
produced plays; photographs and
programs '. of hon-New York and
foreign productions, Thomas Quinn
Cuftfss.<pr6sented4>rograms of 1950

and 1951 in Paris, London, and
Dublin.
Though a good deal of material

had always been received from
Julia Marlowe Sothern, trunks of

material which had been in storage
were turned over to the Library.
Promptbooks, playscripts, hundreds
Of photographs and other memor-
abilia relating to the great Shake-
spearean careers of her and her
husband, E. H. Sothern, represent
a veritable gold mine for the stu-

dent and historian of the stage
alike.

The continued -loyalty of local

press agents brings contemporary
records of the stage while sum-
mer playhouses, university and
community theatres throughout the
nation make this the top spot for
theatrical research. Stars and stu-

dents sit side by side in the read-
ing room, each anonymous and
content.

Alfred Lent Scores Hit

Cljck, Xosi Fan Tutte’

The. N, : Y. Metropolitan Opera,
put on its third new production of
the season last Friday night (28) in

Mozart’s “Cosi Fan Tutte,” and
the novelty, or star, of it wasn’t
even one Of the singers—but Alfred
Lunt, its director. In his first at-

tempt at putting on an opera, Lunt
scored* the biggest hit of the eve-
ning, staging a production that had
the longhair critics throwing kudos
in abandon.

It was Page One Stuff for the N: Y.

Herald Tribune, which fan three

pictures on the opera—all three of

them on Lunt. (Lunt appeared in.

servant’s costume at the. very start,

to light the footlight candles, shush
the audience, and usher in the

play, before going off to change
end to watch the proceedings). In

praising production, performance
Continued oft pagfe 288
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To Ac
By NED ARMSTRONG

(The author is a longtime theatrical publicist)

If everyone in show business : nation, more of them, richer than
ever. Smarter than ever, too. Mil-

could take a New Year’s vow, and

if he were to pick the one Which

might do him the most good, he

would resolve once and for all to

stop wishful-thinking about reviv-

ing the road. -

The old road is gone. Moreover;

the road which all oldtime man-

agers think of as the great road

across this continent trouped for

years by successful legitimate at-

tractions, has vanished because of

changes so vast in the cultural and

economic pattern of this country,

that even the thought of reviving

a departed age is irrational.

The healthiest thing to do is to

face the facts, and the New Year

is as good a time as any for this.

Suppose we examine several 'tra-

ditional favorites:

1 That people can be promoted

in some new way to buy theatre

tickets.

2 That audiences have been
“lost” and must in some manner
be “rediscovered,” ‘‘recreated.”

3 That the road has declined for

some one great cause, which, if

corrected, would restore the the-

atre outside New York to a sem-
blance of its former glory.

4 That any one of these several

things can be accomplished by .com-

mittee, convention. Conference,

luncheon, tea; or talk.

In short, some scheme, involv-

ing organization, publicity and pro-

motion, has been the. nub of tradi-

tional approaches to restoring the
theatre of the road to a healthy
condition in recent years.

And why won’t this work?
Plan 1 . The scheme to promote

the sale of theatre tickets.

Every theatre manager worth his

count-up sheet knows that you can-
not “promote” the sale of theatre
tickets. There is no general formu-
la for selling theatre. .You can pro-

mote an individual attraction so
that the public is given every rea-

sonable opportunity to go.
.
But

you cannot stimulate interest in

the theatre as a general commod-
ity.

There is no substitute for al-

lure, and there is no device which
can successfully compensate for
the loss of natural attraction. There
was a time when the allure of the-

atre in the hinterland was so
great people attended in droves.
Cities such as Pittsburgh, Which
now has as few as 14 shows in the
theatres operating fulltime, and
this less than 25 years ago!
What are some of the reasons

for this loss of allure?
This country has groWn like an

pverfed infant, and in 50 years has
literally progressed intellectually
and emotionally through epochs of
thinking. By comparison With Eu-
ropean cultures, and with previous
centuries of human thought, the
past 50 years have witnessed in
America the stimulation of thought
to incredible heights. In short, peo-
ple throughout the nation have
been deiuged With dramatic sub-
stitutes, emotional stimuli, by pop-
ular novel, magazine, motion “pic-
ture, radio, and now television.
The dramatic art, which is that of
stirring people emotionally, is no
longer the exclusive franchise of
the great touring attraction head-
ed by the famous star. Radio
hack writers know how to do it, and
even the authors

,
of comic books

have mastered the trick.
Plan 2 Traditional thinking for

reviving the road embraces the
thought that something has. hap-
pened to audiences. People need
to be “reeducated,” “trained” for
theatregoing. “Lost audiences”
must be “recaptured.”

This is sheer folly. Some .peo-
ple will always go to even, the dull-
est play, but the great theatrego-
lng public will attend en masse
°hly attractions which offer them
thrill and excitemenW-no matter
in what package this may he. Th6
less exciting the dramatic fare
the less they go, but offer them
something they naturally, want and
your week’s stand is sold to ca-
pacity.

The less good theatre there is
the more audience exists for the
few big hits that come along. The
word “audience” describes people
seated in a theatre : . it is not a
state of mind; nor a mental atti-
tnde.. Audiences do not have to
be trained,, they exist, more of
them than ever. But they do have
to be given, what they want.
Audiences exist throughout the

lions read syndicated columns and
listen to radio network broadcasts,
and they have a sixth sense in pick-
ing the Winners. Since the com-
petition offered every touring at-
traction is multiple, since attend-
ing a dramatic show is no longer a
rare treat, they simply buy what
they want and reject the rest. The
half-Broadway hit is known in Des
Moines months before it arrives,
and when it does, it dies. The sub-
stitute star, or leading lady, hot
as good as the original, is known
in Karisas City before she arrives,
and people stay home.
These are the sad and truthful

facts. A great audience exists,
eager and willing to buy . the unique
attraction, but unique means no
dthpr like it. Unfortunately, there
are. too few unique attractions
around these days.

t Bids Give Proof

’s Mass Growth
By PETER HERMAN ADLER
(NBC Opera Theatre Director )

When 12 years ago, as a new-
comer to this country, I asked the
late Walter Damrosch about the fu-

ture of opera in America,, this pion-
eer of music in the U. S. said there
wasn’t any. But a few years of
working and experimenting with
opera productions in new- fields

have, given me a considerably less

discouraging picture. As a matter
of fact, the tempo at which inter-
est for opera in America has inr

creased during the last 10 years,
has amazed even the most optimise
tic observer.
Why does the future of opera

today look so different from the
way it looked a few years ago? The
main reason seems to. be that the
word “Opera,” as most people un-
derstand it, is changing its mean-
ing. It used to mean a concert , in
costume, heavy, forbiddingly ex-
pensive, which only, a few people
could attend, and given in a lan-

guage which fewer could under-
stand., During the past few years,
certain developments, have proven
a fact which up until now has been
buried in the history books—that
the word, “opera” actually embraces

.

a much larger segment of musical
theatre.
For many years, opera, in

America was synonymous with the
Metropolitan. This famous opera
house, conceived and founded as a

representative home of interna-
tional grand opera given in the
original language, with the great-
est international roster of opera
stars, by its nature has been re-

stricted to a certain type of grand
opera production. (It has always
been for fhe "few”—if you think of
America as a country of 150,000,000
inhabitants, where five times as
many people attend the Radio City
Music Hall in a year as attend all
professional grand opera produc-
tions in the U. S. put together.)

On the other hand, the general
public is beginning to react very
favorably to a completely different
kind of opera. The Sensational suc-
cesses of (a) Gian-Carlo Menotti’s
operas on Broadway; (b) the How-
ard Dietz-Garson Kanin “Fleder-
maus” at the Metropolitan; and (c)

the NBC Television opera produc-
tions, all have one thing in com-
mon. They are produced according
to modern theatrical standards,
which means first of all in the lan-
guage of the country.

Menotti's Broadway productions
and Our NBC Opera Theatre have
another important aspect in com-
mon. They do not need the astro-
nomical budget traditionally con-
nected with the category of grand
opera, nor do they feature inter-
national stars; but instead are cast
from a group of young Americans,
Who are in turn being made stars
by these very productions.

Digging in the history books we
find that many operas in the stand-
ard repertoire Were Originally con-
ceived as What we would now call
“plays with music,” produced iri a
house of moderate size (the average
European opera house is about the
size of the standard Broadway thea-
tre), where every Word could be
understood and every, gesture could
be seen:. This type of Opera origi-
nally had the theatrical impact of a
Broadway play. Beaumarchais’s
“Marriage of .Figaro” was the most
sensational comedy of its day. Mo-
zart’s musical version of this play
was;, therefore, a theatrical event
comparable rather to a Broadway
premiere Of a Rodgers & Hammer-
stein production than to the open-
ing night at the Metropolitan. If

the American musical theatre suc-
ceeds in following this realistic pat-
tern rather than competing with
and imitating the Metropolitan
(which has a unique place of its

Own in the Cultural life of this
country), then the future of opera
in America seems bright indeed.
The nationwide ; response to the

NBC Opera Theatre television pro-
ductions has been so encouraging,
that NBC's general music director,
Samuel Chotzinoff, has seen fit to
enlarge our plans considerably.
High on. the 'list is the presenta-

tion of new operas. Our first new
work; presented on Christmas Eve,
was Gian-Carlo Menotti’s "Amahl
and the Night Visitors.” which was
specially commissioned by the NBC
Opera Theatre.
Of even greater interest afe

plans to ihclude, in addition to our
regular television schedule, opera
productions in other media, that is,

radio, motion pictures; recordings,
and finally live' presentations
through an opera repertory ; com-
pany Which follows this new line.

And How It Grew
By ST. JOHN TERRELL

(St. John Terrell, though still a

yOung man, is the pioneer of the

under-canvas divertissement known
as a Music Circus.)

Lambertville, N. J.

Up until a ago,

canvas was good enough for ,the

carnivals, the circus, and the coun-

ty fair, but anything presented in

a tent had lit-

tle status in

polite theatri-

cal circles. To-
day the billow-

ing big-top no
longer smacks
of the rene-
gade, and Ac-
tors Equity,
with its tradi-

tionally aloof
a t tit ude to-

ward “tent”

and "rep ”1

shows, has lately gone on record
With an

,

edict assuring “tent"
shows the same privileges con-
tained in their “legitimate” , stock
contracts.

Three years ago I first put a tent
on the top of a New Jersey hill, in

Lambertville. During the past sum-
mer alone 197,000 patrons from a
200-mile radius came here to see
musical Comedy and operetta pre-
sented in the classic arena style.

. Billy Bryant, the philosophical
showboat captain, once said: “peo-
ple will go anywhere as long as you
have seats,”: and John Chapman of
the N. Y, Daily News admitted
that summer Stock Was enhanced
by the opportunity of “walking in

the grass at intermission,” but,

however, or whatever, it must be
admitted that the music circus is

now an established-—and big time
-—segment of show business;

Some folks say the music sounds
better under the big top. Certainly
centre staging has approached the

ambition of every manager since

the beginning of show business to

make “every .seat a front row seat,”

for there are only 14 rows around
the oval stage of the Lambertville
circus, which seats 1,500.

Of course, we do the best we can
With our productions; from star, to

chorus* to music. Pioneering in

this
.
semi-al fresco business has

taught the lesson of bypassing the

serious availabilities. We forego
“The Consul” and “Street Scene,”
and sonic of the big musical, hits

written as “star” vehicles, to favor

the strong story line, the basic sit-

uation, and the. obvious first Con-
sideration—a clean; melodic score.

The old standbys like “The

Merry Widow,” “The Desert Song,”
“Naughty Marietta” and “Rose Ma-
rie” continue to spellbind, as do
such, carefully written, book-wise
recent shows like “Annie Get Your
Gun,” “Brigadoon” arid'' “Finian’s
Rainbow.”
Sooner or later, with the num-

ber Of tent shows on the increase,,

We are going ’ to have to begin the
development Of shows written es-
pecially for central,staging presen-
tation. As a matter of fact, before
the start of the next Lambertville
season, my ambition is to present a.

few original offerings to include
in the schedule,

I have already alerted music
schools and colleges around the
country, and told them of ‘my prob-
lem. New writers and composers
are being offered a $1,000 prize if

they can create a show that Will,

satisfy the judgment of the music
world committee that has been set

UP to monitor the contest. Per-
haps, if We discoVer a few new
writers, we can repay Broadway for
‘supplying us to date by returning
a show or two that, via reverse
treatment, may be converted to the
confines of the traditional theatre.
Come summer, meriiber asso-

ciates of the music circus will be
operating in seven, situations from
coast to coast, and my No. 1 proj-
ect will be to launch the first mo-
bile music circus than can play any
section of the country With great
agility.

People love tent shows, and they
love* music; I’m glad that the
music circus has come along to
prove that we can help keep the
theatre alive whether in a hilltop
wheat field Or on West 44th St.

“Paint Your Wagon” the Alan ,

Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe mu-
sical at the Shubert, N.Y., involved
a production cost of $207,855. In
addition, it has $18,780 tied up

*

bonds and . tryout losses were
$15,309, so the total outlay (exclu-
sive of pre-opening expenses) open-
ing night on Broadway was $241,-
944.

Production items included $71,-
788 for sets, props and lighting;
$35,198 for costumes, $23*332 for
orchestration (subject to $11,300
refund), $5,775 for rental of equip-
ment, $11,500 in advance fees ($5,-
000 to stager Daniel Marin, $5,000
to choreographer Agnes De Mille,
$1,500 to dance music arranger
Trude Rittman), $43,352 for rehear-
sal expenses, $3,805 for publicity
and $13,10.4 for other expenses.
Although the Cheryl Crawford pro-
duction played to virtual capacity
during its seven-week tryout in
Philly and Boston, it lost money
every week, chiefly due to the ex-
tensive revisions, which required
added rehearsal and other expense.
According to the show’s operat-

ing setup, star James Barton gets
a guarantee of $1,500 a week
agairist 5% of the gross as star, co-
authors Lerner and Loewe share
8!4%, and Mann and Miss De Mille
get \ lA% each. The venture was
financed at $225,000, plus 10%
overcall.

ALFRED LUNT and LYNN FONTANNE

FINAL ‘LEAR’ LOSS

RISES TO $78,000
“King Lear,” the- Louis Calhern

revival produced last season by
Robert L. Joseph arid Alexander H,
Cohen, involved a loss of $78*037,
according to a final audit sent to
the backers last week. Although
the show was financed for $71,500
(including $6,500 overcall), the in-
vestors received a return of $1,500,
the balance having been put up by
the producers when the project
ran over the budget.
According to last, week’s state-

ment, the actual production cost

for the revival Was $76,038, arid the

additional deficit was from, opera-
tion, closing expenses, etc. The
offering played 48 performances on

Broadway, but was to have toured

this season with Calhern again In

the title part. Meanwhile, the star

had gone to Hollywood on a picture

deal, however, and has remained

there for additional assignments*

So the tour fell through.
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Olivicfs, ‘Joan,’ ‘Gays,’ Fonda SRO,

business on Broadway last week
was generally far below expecta-
tions. Attendance was highly spotty
as some shows bounced away above
the previous week, while others
slid back a bit further.

Because of the early deadline for
this issue, the week’s grosses are
estimated. Although receipts were
better Monday night (24) than an-

ticipated for a Christmas Eye, busi-
ness sagged Christmas night (TueS.)

and was bad at most shows for the
Wednesday matinee (26). There was
general improvement that night
and. judging by advance sales and
the normal late-week spurt, bullish

' trade was figured; due the balance
* of

.
the week.

. Keys

C

(Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama) , R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy \, MD ( Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top price,

( ^indicates using iwo-for-ones )

,

number of seats, capacity gross and
\ stars. Price includes 20% dmuse-
' ment tax; but grosses tire net: .,

exclusive of tax.

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
(66th wlc) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874)

(June Havoc). Expected to reach

about $16,000 (previous week, -

der $10,000).

“Call Me Madam/’ Imperial (63d

wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847)

* (Ethel Merman). Anticipated ap-

proximately $48,500 (previous

r week, was laying off).

“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (2d; Wk)
<D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh).; First full

week, went clean (standing is not

sold) at over $59,500 (previous

week, first four performances drew
$28,300, plus $10,500 for two paid

orsss rehearsals).

“Constant Wife,” National (4th

wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)

(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,

Grace George). Figured about

$25,500 likely (previous week,
$26,600).

“Don Juan in Hell,” Century (5th

.wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,645; $41,468)

(Charlies Boyer, Charles Laughton,
Cedric Hardwicke, Agnes Moore-
head). Over $41,500 thought prob-

able (previous week, $4i;4Q0); was;

scheduled to .close Monday night
~ (31) after 40 performances, but re-

turns March 30 for another limited

engagement.

“Fourpostcr,” Barrymore (10th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes-

sica Tandy, Huine Cronyn). Antici-

pated around $22,060 (previous

week, $22,900).
k _ ...

“Gigi,” Fulton (6th wk) (C-$4.80;

1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn).
Figured around $21,600 due (previ-

ous week, $20,700).
“Glad Tidings,” Lyceum (23d wk)

(C-$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Melvyn
Douglas, Signe Hasso), Estimated
around $9,000 (previous week* was
overquoted; actual figure was
around $3,000). -

“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street

(58th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319;

$43,904). As always, $44,400.
“I Am a Camera,” Empire (5th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,400)

. ($24,400). Looked for over $23,000
(previous week, $18,200).
“King and I,” St. James (40th

wk) (MD-$7.20; ' J.571-; $51 v717)!

'(Gertrude LawEence>..,\Yith the. star]

‘still out and YUl Brynner.in ony
part of the week, expected over
$44,000 for the scheduled • seven
performances (previous week, with
the two leads out for six perform-
ances, $49,700).
“Legend of Lovers,” Plymouth

(1st wk) (D-$4.80-$5;40; 1,063; $31,-

000) (Dorothy McGuire, Richard
Burton). Opened Wednesday night
(26) to unanimously unfavorable,
reviews; first six performances due
for about $14,000 under Theatre
Guild subscription.
“Lo and Behold,” Booth (3d wk)

(CD-$4.80-$6; 766; $23,000). First

;full week, around $14,000 antici-,

(previous Week, with the star out
one performance, $36,500).
“Remains to Be Seen/’ Morosco

(12th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).
Expected about $20,800 (previous
week, $17,700).

“Saint Joan/’ Cort (13th wk)
(D-$4.80; 1,056; $27,000) (Uta Ha-
gen). Looked for over $20,000 (pre-
vious week* $14,400); moves next
week to the Century, at reduced
scale*

“South Pacific,” Majestic (141st
wk) (MD>$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Roger
Rico, Martha Wright), Anticipated
around $49,000 (previous week,
$35,500).

“Stalag 17,,” 48th St. (34th Wk)
(CD-$4.80; 921; $21,547). .Looked
for over $18,000 (previous week,
$12,000).

: “The Number,” Biltmore (9th wk)
(D-$4.80;. 920; $22,600). Expected
about $10,000 (previous week, un-
der $8,000).
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(9th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7;20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $51,000
seen -due (previous week, $50/200).!
“Two on. the * Aisle,” Hellinger

(24tA wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Antici-
pated around $42,500 (previous
week. $26,300).

'

“Wild Duck,” City Center (1st

wk) JD-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Maurice
Evans, Kent Smith, Mildred Dun-
nock, Diana Lynn). Opened Wednes-
day night (26) to two mildly favor-
able reviews (Hawkins, World-Tele-
gram & Suii; Pollock, Compass)
and five pans (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; McClain, Journal-
AmCrican; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Watts, Post); first eight perform-
ances through Sunday night (30)

expected to draw about $30,000.

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (MC-

$6.60; 1,160; $40,200). Jule Styne-
Leonard Key,; in association with
Anthony Brady Farrell, revival of
1940-41 offering, with music by
Richard Rodgers, lyrics by Lorenz
Hart, book by. John O’Hara,
based on the latter’s New Yorker
sketches; staged by' Robert Alton,
With Vivienne Segal, Harold Lang
top-featured; production was fi-

nanced at $125,000, cost an esti-

mated $125,000 (excluding $20,000
iii bonds and $12,000 tryout loss)

and can break even .at an estimated
gross 61 about $26,500; tryout re-
viewed in Variety this week; opens
tomorrow night. (Thurs.);

on Theatre Guild subscrip-
tion (previous week, $9,800).
“Moon is Blue,” Miller (43d wk)

(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
Nelson).

.
About $20,500 figured

likely (previous week, was laying

off).

“Nina,” Royale (4th wk) (C-$4.80-

$6; 1,035; $20,000) (Gloria Swanson,
David Niven, Alan Webb). Looked
for about $19,000 (previous week,
$21,700).

“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(7th Wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(JamesrBarton). Looked for about
$44,000 (previous week, $42*800).

“Point of No Return,” Alvih (3d
Wk) (D-$4.80r$6; 1,331; $37*924)
(Henry Fonda). Standees at all per-
formances, With nearly $38,400 due.

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated if set) ,

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst, tomor-
row (Thurs.):

“Kiss Me, Kate” (return), Broad-
way, Jan. 8.

“Anna Christie,” City Center.
Jan. 9,

'

•

.

'
•

’

“Fancy Meeting You Again,”
Royale, Jan. 14.

“The Shrike,” Cort, Jan. 15.

“Desire Under the Elms,” ANTA
Playhouse, Jan. 16. .

“Come of Age,” City Center,
Jan. 23.

“Jane,” Jan, 29.
“Gertie,” Jan. 30.
“Month of Sundays,” Martin

Beck, Jan. 31.
“Dickens Readings” (Emlyn Wil-.

liams), Golden,. Feb". 4.

“Mrs. Thing,” ANTA Playhouse,
Feb. 12.

“Venus Observed,” Century;
Feb. 13.

“And Then One Day/’ early
February (tentative).

“Little Evil,” mid-February (ten-

tative).

“Dear, Barbarians,” Feb. 19,
“Mulligan’s Snug,” during Feb-

ruary (tentative).

“Paris ’90,” March 11 (tentative).
ANTA Play Series production,

ANTA ‘Playhouse, March 12* April
16. May 14.

“Line Between,” early
.
March

(tentative). .

“Flight Into Egypt,” week of
March 10.

“Bernadine,” March 17 (tenta-
tive).

“Long Watch,” mid-March (ten-
tative).

\ “Don Juan in Hell,” (return),
March 30.

Gay’ New Yiddish tuner
... “Let’s Be Gay,” Yiddish-Ameri-
can musical starring Leo Fuchs and
Irving Jacobson, Will preem Satur-
day (5) at the Second Ave. Thea-
tre, NY.
Produced by Jacobson and Ed-

mund Zayenda, the Abe Ellstein

show will succeed “Don’t Worry”
as the second and final production
there this season.

STEPHEN DOUGLASS
SEASON'S GREETINGS
Personal Representative;

JANEDEACY
Louis Shurr Agency .

The Wild Duck
. N. Y. City Theatre Co, presentation of

drama in
:
three acts (flve scenes) by

Henrik Ibsen, adapted by Majt Faber.
Stars Maurice Evans, Kent Smith, Mildred
Dunnock, Diana . Lynn; features Philip
Loeb, David Lewis, Nan McFarland, Di-
rected by Morton DaCosta;- sets, Peter.
Larkin; . costumes, Noel Taylor. .

At City
Center, N. Y., Dec. 20, *51; $3 top.
Peterson .

;Wendell Whitten
Jensen ..... . . . . .-. .... .Raymond Johnson
Waiter ... .George Sullivan
Another Waiter ..... . . . . .Wyman Kane
Old Ekdal ... i ........... . Philip Loeb
Mrs. Sorby . . . Nan McFarland
Flabby Gentleman ; . . '..O. Tolbert-Hewitt
Bald Gentleman . : Walter F. Appier
Gentleman : . . .

.'
.. Bert: Bartrqm

Haakon Werle ........ Robert Middleton
Gregers Werle Kent Smith
HJalihar Ekdal ........ Maurice Evans
Gina ..... .Mildred Dunnock
Hedvlg . . Diana Lynn
Doctor . Belling David Lewis
Molvik ......... Leonardo Cimino
Guests: Charle's Campbell, Frank Ford,
Carl Harms, Jack Henderson, Philip
Remer, Arthur Row.

A good deal of fine, talent
,
is

being wasted on a very dated play
at N. Y.’s City Center. Out of the
Henrik IbsCn archives, the N. Y.
City Theatre Co. has dug: up a
minor Work of the Norwegian
dramatist, for the first of its three-
play stock season, and the presen-
tation makes for a dull or trying
evening. Work was previously seen:

on BroadWay for three perform-
ances in 1938. Present adaptation
by Max Faber, whose version Was
staged two years ago in London,
accents further how out-of-key with
modern times the drama is.

What may have been radical or
original ideas at time the play was
written are fairly prosaic now, and
the naivete or stilted quality of
some of the dialog militates further
against their attractiveness. Al-
though human frailty, superstition,
greed and vanity are still universal
subjects, and authentic material
for playwrights, they have to be
dressed up differently now. In this

Continued on page 288

‘Primitive’ $7,000 For

5-Show Hartford Stand
Hartford.

“Modern Primitive,” in a four-

day, five-show breakin at the New
Parsons here last week (26-29),

reached an estimated $7,000 for
the stand, * Show folded here for
revisions.
Adverse notices combined with

the usual seasonal lull arid bad
weather to keep gross down.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama)
, R (Revue),

MC (Musical Comedy ) , MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

“Anna Christie” (D)—City Cen-
ter, prod.; Michael Gordon, dir.;

Celeste Holm, star,

“Come of Age” (D)—City Center,
prod,; Guthrie McClintic, dir.; Jud-
ith Anderson, star.

“Desire Under the Elms” .(D)—
ANTA, prod. ;

Harold ClUrman, dir.

“Gertie” (O—Herman Shumlifi,
prod .-dir.; Albert Dekker, Glynis
Johns, stars.

“Jane” (CD)— Theatre Guild,
prod.; Cyril Ritchard, dir., Edna
Best, Basil Rathbone, stars.

“Shrike” (D)—Jose Ferrer, Mil-
ton -Baron, prods.; Ferrer* dir.;

Judith Evelyn, Ferrer, stars.

‘Dolls’ 40G, Detroit

Detroit.

“Guys arid Dolls” did a terrific

$40,000 in the first week of a four-
week run at the Shubert here.
Top is $5:40. :;New Year’s Eye,

at a top of $8.40, was sold out.

Pal Joey
New Haven.

Jule Styne and Leonard Key (in asso-
ciation ’with Anthony B. Farrell) prea-
entation of musical revival in two acts,

with music by Richard Rodgers; lyrics,

Lorenz Hart; book, John O’Hara. - Stars
Vivienne Segal, Harold Lang; features
Helen Gallagher, Lionel Staiider,

.
Pat

Northrop,, Elaine Stritch, Helen Wood,
Jack Waldron,. Robert Fortier, Dances
and musical, numbers staged by Robert
Alton; book directed by David Alexander;
settings, Oliver Smith; costumes. Miles
White; musical director. Max Meth; light-,

ing, Peggy Clark; orchestrations, Don
Walker; production associate, Emil
Katzka. At Shubert, New Haven, Dec.
25, .’51; *5.40 top.
Mike ...Jack Waldron
Joey • * • • ••••••«•• ’o • s • o .* « • Hfirold,
Kid . ..... ............. . . • . . .Helen Wood
Gladys Helen Gallagher
Agnes ............ ..Janyce Ann Wagner
Mickey . . ... PhyUis Dome
Diane .Frances. Krcll
Dottle Lynn Joelson
Sandra, i ..... . . . .... .’.Eleanor Boleyrt
Adele ................... . - Rita Tanno
Francine ............... Gloria O’Malley
Linda Pat Northrop
Vera- .................... Vivienne Segal
Valerie . . ....... i Barbara Nichols
Walter ................ ...George Martpi
Janet Ina Learner
.Fraser . Ethel Mflftia
Amarilla .Thelma Tadlock
Ernest . Gordon Peters
Victor . . ...............Robert Fortier
Delivery Boy .... . . ...... /. . Barry Ryan.
Louis .Lewis BOlyard
Melba • •• .. .......... Elaine Stritch
Ludlow Lowell .......... Lionel Stander
O’Brien .

.
'. T, J. Halligan

Lawyer . . .Clarke Gordon
Young Man , ;. ...... Ray Kyle
Dancers: . Eleanor Boleyit, Bonnie Brae,
Phyllis Dome, Eleanor , Fairchild, Jean
Goodall,-'‘Patty Ann Jackson, Lynn Joel-
son, Helene KeUer, Frances Krell, Ina
Learner, Ethel Martin, June McCain,
Gloria O’Malley, Thelma Tadlock* Rita
Tanno, Norma Thornton, Janyce .Ann
Wagner, Harry Astmis. Hank Brunjes,
Peter Holmes, Ray Kyle,. George.Martin,
BuzSi Miller, David Neuman, Stanley
Simmons, George Vosburgh.

practically every stage of dress and
undress. Max Meth’s baton work
gives the necessary skill, in guiding
vocalists and dancers capably
through a range of 16 numbers,
"

• Bone.

Modern Primitive
Hartford.

Otto Preminger presentation of comedy
id three acts (four scenes) by Herman.
Wouk. Staged by Preminger. Settings,
Frederick Fox; costumes, Bonnie Cashin
At New Parsons, Hartford, Dec. 26, ’5il
*4.20 top.
Stanley Frederick Koenig. . ; Murvyn Vye
Barbara Cotton. ..... ... . . . .Diana Douglas
Satumina ....... .Margarita Estremera
Walter Bunch . . . .. . . . ,. . . ,Howard Smith
Julius Schenker .Mike Kellin
Gary Mortimer ......; Murray Hamilton
Gomez , Sotero San Miguel
Georgia Winthrop Kraus. : Paula Laurence
Bill Wilson' Ben Hamnier-
Franz Bonsecours ... . , . . Reinhold Schuiizel

Reincarnation of this 1940 Rod-

gers & Hart musical click has been

accomplished successfully to alarge

degree. It steps off with; a sock,

first act that is not fully matched

by the second stanza, but this ;
last

is a condition that should be /rem-

edied , by Broadway opening time.

If Gotham is looking for a tuneful

book show with exceptional cho-

reography, talented performers,
shapely gams and an abundance
of set and costume flash, this can
well be it.

Sticking close to the original in

its book about the bistro m.c. heel
and the Well-heeled matron of

romantic inclinations, “Pal Joey”
maintains an interesting, story line,

which "falters mainly ih • its final

stages. It is this portion that re-

quires bolstering,

Score, vocally, is a replica of

the earlier cleffing. For terping,

a hew set of dance arrangements
has been devised and one Complete
new number, “A Night in Morocco,”
has been added. As evidence of
the original sound construction of
tunes, they are just as hummable
today as they were a decade ago,
when they first hit the popularity
polls. Due for revived plugging are
“You Mustn’t Kick It Around,” “I
Could Write A Book,” “What Is A
Man,” “Iii Our Little Den,” “Take
Him,” and, of Course, the favorite
"Bewitched, Bothered and Bewild-
ered.” Another observation worthy
of note is the fitness , of the Lorenz
Hart : lyrics, as. of today.

Robert Alton has done a highly
competent; job in the staging of
the dances and musical numbers.
He has brought a number of fresh
ideas to the fore and presented
them at breakneck pace. He has
acquired an excellent troupe of
hoofers to put his ideas across, and
that evaluation goes for the en-
semble as well as principals. i

Vivienne Segal, back at the old
stand as ‘Vera, a role she created
in' the original version, sings and
talks her way pleasantly through
the two stanzas, leaving a fine im-
pression behind her. P-laying the
title role, Harold Lang utilizes his
voice and especially his feet to sell

himself solidly as a tailor-made
candidate for the part. His work
is standout.

Helen Gallagher stamps “verf
satility” across her whole perform-
ance with a display of singing-
dancing, pep that is aces. Pat
Northrop makes an attractive in-
genue who adds good Vocal support.:
Elaine Stritch offers a,vocal traffic-
halter with her rendition of “Zip,”
the takeoff on the stripteaser.
Lionel Stander is okay in the some-
what abbreviated role of the black-
mailing agent, and Jack Waldron
fits well as the owner of the honky-
tonk. Helen Wood has some sock
moments in the terps department
and same goes for Robert Fortier.
Lending a good helping hand on
vocals is Lewis Bolyard, and oil

dances George Martin and Buzz
Miller.

’

Sumptuous is a good Word to
describe sets and costumes.,. In the
former department, a reversible
setting that operates on rollers,

shifting in audience view, rates, a
nod for slick designing. Costumes
hit every color of the rainbow and

Soon after the curtain Went up
on “Modern Primitive” irt its New
Parsons tryout here Wednesday
night* (26), it was apparent that the
comedy wa§ in trouble. Slow get-
away of the first act indicated 'the
trend to follow. This one heeds
plenty work.
Play deals with a middleaged

painter, who has f o r s a k e n New
York for the inspirations and. se-
clusion Of a little Mexican hamlet.
Till the very end, he hides the fact
that he is ;a hank cashier on the
lam, after embezzling several thou-
sand dollars. Latter was done to

give him funds with which to paint,
and not starve and rot like many
great artists ih history. He would
have remained, a recluse painter
for the remainder of his days, ex-
cept that Time magazine discov-
ered, him as a new color painter.
From then on, things are supposed
to happen.. They do, but Very fog-
gily.- -

Author Herman Wouk, graduate
gag man and wellknoWn novelist,
has placed the emphasis on moral-
ity and art, rather than on the cre-
ation of comic situations and meat
for his play: Pedestrian writing is

on a par. with the direction. Even
the acting lacks fire. .

Reinhold SchunzCl, in the role of
the art critic, turns in the top thesp
effort with his short bit in the
third act. Murvyn Vye is not too
convincing as the painter Whose
masterpieces turn out to he duds;
but Whose earlier Work b.e. (before
embezzlement) are sensation a 1

items.
'

-

Diana Douglas—his model, con-
cubine, and common-law wife-
takes tWo acts to warm to the role.

Mike Kellin, a. local product, lately
of “Stalag 17,”,works hard at his
comedy efforts, but isn’t successful
in the role of a gag writer gradu-
ated to front man of a Hollywood
mobster cashing in on a Coast
painting fad. Howard Smith, as the
b o n d i n g company investigator,
turns in a good job, as does Paula
Laurence as a special Writer for
Time mag. Setting by Frederick
Fox of a Mexican* studio living
room is okay. Eck.

A Month of Sundays ;

Boston..
Carly Wharton production of musical

in two acts (four scenes) with book and
lyrics by B. G.. Shevelove, music by Al-
bert Selden,' from comedy by Victor
Wolfson. Stars Nancy Walker, Gene Lock*
hart, staged by Shevelove. . Sets and light-
ing Jo Mielziner; costumes, Ken Barr;
dances, Anna Sokolow; musical direction,
Lehman Engel: At Shubert, Boston, Dec.
25, ’51.

Donaldson Michael Doniinico
Durak .j .Richard France
Dunn Buddy Schwab
Jiirimy ..................Norman Clayton
Jack .....Barry Ross
Joe Rose ..Richard Kiley
Obadiah Rich T.^Gene^ Lockhart.
Jolly Rogers * . .'.John Allah Robb
Chrii Farley .Buzzy Martin
Deanie Maxine Berke
Debbie Virginia Bosler
Doe ; . .Elizabeth Logue
Mr. White Frank Rogiter
Mrs, White .Helen Stanton
Connie, White Lois Stone
Mr. Wellman Hubert DillWorth
Mrs. Wellman . . . . .

.

...Urylee Leonardos
Mr.. Fine •. ....... . , .

.

.. Dean Parker
Mrs. Fine Louise Carlyle
Claudia Fihe .... . ...... Patty Hope
Walter . . Robert Dixon
Winnie Lynne Lyons
Miss Wilson . Arlynne Frank
Charley Wing' . Richard Lbo
Charley' Wing, ,Jr. . , . . ; .Lawrence Lee 3d
Danny Wolfe .. .. .. . . . . Eddie' Pmlhps
Davey Wolfe' Ccirky Geil
Mrs. Farley . . . . ; . .......Dorothy Johnson
Mrs. Flschel , ... . . .. .. . . . . . Anna Appel
Shirley Harris ....... .... ..Nancy' Walker
Annie Hart . .............. Estelle . .Loring
Jones . , .'... , . . ... . .

.

.Peter Zeisler
KeUy . ... . ... . . : ..... .Bob Kennedy
Kolaskl Robert St. Clair
Mr. King v. .Henry Beckman
Mr. Fischl Kurt Katch

It’ll take more than a month of

Sundays to fix this one up enough
to pay off. The show, as it stands,
despite the presence of Nancy
Walker in the cast, is deficient in

every department save sets and
costumes.

Principal trouble with the show,
however, is the book. Derived,
mote or less -faithfully from Victor
Wolfson’s “Excursion,” it is the

ramblingly sentimental tale of a
cruise to Coney island on the good
ship Happiness. Inspired by a
whim, and the fact the ship is

Continued on page 268
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Dedicated to the muggs, past, present, and future

and the greatest mugg of them all, Siroe,

whose book this really is.
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National Best Seller

u/JS/M'"

At all booksellers— or use this handy

(Coupon to order TODAY.

j
HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY, INC

! 257 Fourth Avsrtyo, NoW York. 10, N. Y.

J
Please tend me— —.copies of Show Bk by Abel

I & Joe Laurie, Jr., at $5 each.

Payment enclosed. Send C.O.D.

640 pages, with index, glossary and decorative endpapers. *5

(Please print plainly.)
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SCREEN

from

PAULA STONE and MIKE SLOANE

Producers of the New Musical Comedy Hit

TOP BANANA’
Starring

PHIL SILVEHS

Geri'l Mgr.

Harry Zevin

Gtn'i Preti ..Agent

Bill Doll

Company Mgr.

Joe Roth

Stag* Mgr,

Fred Hebert

WINTER GARDEN
Broadway at 50th Street

New York
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ORIGINAL

L THE FINEST

Shipstads and

Present
’

NOW ON TOUR
21 CITIES FROM COAST-TO-COAST

Sept. 4-S«pt. 30'-—Pan. Pacific Los Angolas

7400 Beverly Boulevard

Fob. 3-Feb. 10—TheForum, Montreal
2313 St. Catherine St. W.

Oct. 4-Oct. 30—The Arana. Chicago
430 McClarg. Court

'

Fob/ 1 2-Fob. 24— Boston Gardens
North Station

' .‘V
*•

Oct. 31 -Nov. 4— Ak-Sar-Ben Coliseum

Omaha
Feb. 25-Mar. 2— R. 1. Auditorium, Providence

Mil North Main Street

Nov. 8-Nov. 13— Denver Municipal Stadium

East 46th arid Humboldt
Mar. 4-Mar. 9— Memorial Aud., Buffalo .

e/d Buffalo Hockey Club

Nov. 1 5-Nov.
. .t

25— Cincinnati Gardens
2250 Soymour Avenue .

Mar. lQ-Mar. 17—The Gardens, Pittsburgh

110 North Craig Street

Nov. 27-Doc.

Doc. 4-Doc.

Poc. 1 5-Doc.

3—The Arena, Now Haven
Grove St. at Orange

15— Sports Arena
Hershey, Pennsylvania

24— Christmas Vacation

Mar. 18-Mar. 24—U line Arena, Washington, D. C.
1146 Third St. N. E.

Mar. 26-Apr. 1—Onondaga County War Memorial
Syracuse

Apr. 3-Apr. 20— The Arena, Minneapolis

2900 Dupont Ave. South

Doc. 25-Jan. 15—The Arena, Philadelphia

45th and Market Streets

Apr. 21-May 20— Vacation

May 21 -June 1— Civic Ice Arena, Seattle

4th No. and. Mercer Streets

Jan. 17-Jan. 27— The Arena, Cleveland
3700 Euclid Avenue

Jurie 2-June 15— Portland Ice Areria
.

N. W. 20th and Marshall

Jan. 21-Feb. 1— Maple Leaf Gardens
60 Carlton—Toronto

June l l-Operi — Winterland, San Frandseo
Post and Stainer Streets

A SOLID BROADWAY HIT

!

—LIFE MAGAZINE

GERTRUDE MACY
In •uodatlM wIM
WALTER STARCKE srSMAtS

a Cm&iAm It
a new play by VV
JOHN VAN DRUTEN^
adiptMl Iron the itariss *f CHRISTOPHER ISHERWOOD

ith

JULIE HARRIS..* WILLIAM PRINCE

Nil

MICISi Mon. ffcrw fhMffc Ev.».-$4.tO, 4.20, 3.40, 3.00. 1.40.
i a* i

14 00 4 I0, '4.20, 3.40, 3.00, 2.40/ 1.80, 1.20; Mallnnai WED.and SAT.—$3.60, 3.00, 2.40, 1.80, 1.20.

Ali pr!c«»lncM» tan. MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED. Evai. at 1:40, Mali, at 2»40.

EMPIRE THEATRE, Broadway at 40th St.,N.Y, 18. PE 6-9540

IN MEMORIAM

KELCEY ALLEN

As we come to the turn of the year9

we wish to pause and pay Our respects

to one who so loved the theatre9 our

Kelcey Allen.

We shall miss him in 1952 and in

the years ahead.

WOMEN'S WEAR DAILY

DAILY NEWS RECORD
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JAMS PARE

NOW IN PREPARATION • 1952 TOUR BEGINS JANUARY 12

“Remains T6 Be Seen’'
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Season’s Greetings

JAMESURTOM

•Currently STARRING

Starred . . •

“GOLDEN GIRL”

A 20th Century-Fox Production

“PAINT YOUR WAGON”
SHUBERT THEATRE

NEW YORK
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MSS

MARIAN ANOERSON ARTUR RUBINSTEIN

PATRICE MUNSEL
lftN H

GREGOR PlftTIGORSKV 1 SAAC jV
TE

BLANCHE THEBOM VICTORIA DE LOS ANGELES

HllOEGUEOEN GIUSEPPE Dl STEFftNO

S»K,«S ..--NCUEO.

So
S

DlL MONACO LAWRENCE WINTERS

:,u ..ERSE; -HARO O-BENNET

MOURA LYMPA
l0 | S hunt

el.Tne mTbin

IEHNNE i IOANNE NETTEETON

FR |TI REINER

C
'

WILLIAM STEINBERC

IEANETTE MACDONALb" LEONARD WARREN

Q)ancej\£FAeaAe,

IIn the last thirty-five years th| label “S. Hurokpresents,”
has been a guarantee of the |ighest standards in music,
theatre and ballet. The artisfis listed on this page follow
the great Hurok tradition of faylova, Chaliapin, Isadora
Duncan, Schumann-Hoink, fussian Ballet, German and
Russian Grand Opera, Tet|azzini and half-a-hundred
more whose names are nowfimmortal. S. Hurok estab-

lished a principle: Provide t|ie best, and audiences will

demand more. No season is |:omplete in any city today
without the appearance ofj§ne or, more of $. Hurok’s
celebrated attractions. ^iu|ii?nces everywhere know
through rich experience ^at|tl^ can choose with con-
fidence from the list c#^m|riq& foremost impresario.

/ *
I / \

/ W V

,or9» tokErzr*

For template Iniormotlou communicate with:

NUROK ATTRACTIONS, Inc. and HUROK ARTISTS, Inc.

711 Fifth Avo., N. Y. C. 22

Boohlof Direction: Notional Concert and Artists Corp. ballet

World's

'•^v’C.vMs$
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GILBERT MILLER
NEW YORK:

9 Rockefeller Plaza

LONDON:
St. James Theatre

King Street, S.W.1

BARBARA
PERRY

Season’s Greetings
to all
and thanks to

EMILE LITTLER
for wonderful engagement as leading lady in

"ZIP GOES A MILLION"
PALACE THEATRE. LONDON

Current Road Shows
*

(Dec. 31-Jan. 12) ^
• -i

“Anna Christie” (Celeste Holm) c

(tryout)—New Parsons, Hartford *

(31-5) (premiere). :

“Autumn Garden” (Fredric
'

March, Florence Eldridge)—Murat,
£

Indianapolis (31-2); Hartman, Co-

lumbus (3-5); Hanna, Cleveland (7- l

12)..

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosar .<

lind Russell, Dennis Price)—For- ]

rest, Phila. (31-12). ,

“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)
]

—Arcadia, Wichita. (31-1); Aud.*
Okla. City. (2-3); Convention Hall,

Tulsa. (4-5); Erlanger, Chicago (7- !

12 ). !

“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King-
Marsha Hunt)—Lyceum* Minn. (30- ;;

5); Davidson, Milwaukee (7-12).

.
“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.

Robinson)—Erlanger, Chicago (31-

5); Cass, Detroit (7-12).

“Death of a Salesman”—KRNT
Theatre, Richmond (30-5) (closing).

^Desire Under the Elms” (Karl
Maiden, Carol Stone) (tryout)--
New Parsons, Hartford (9-12) (pre-

miere),

“Fancy Meeting You. Again”
(tryout)—Locust St., Phila. (31-12)

(reviewed in Variety, Nov. 28, ’51).

“Fledermaus” (Metropolitan)—
Gayety, Washington (31-5); Opera
House, Chicago (7-12).

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
(Carol Ghanning)—State Fair Aud.,
Dallas (31-1); State Fair, Houston
(3-5); Orpheum, K.C. (8-12).

“Gertie” (Glynis Johns, Albert
Dekker)

.
(tryout)—Shubert, New

HaVen iiO-12) (premiere).

“Guys and- Dolls”—Shubert, De-
troit (31-12).

“Happy Time”—Blackstone, Chi-
cago (31-12).

“Jane” (Edna Best, Basil Rath-
hone) (tryout)—Playhouse, Wil-
mington (10-12) (tryout).

“Kiss Me, Kate”—Taft, Ci
nati (31-5).

“Member of the Wedding” (Ethel
Waters)—Geary, San Francisco (31-

12 ).

“Mister Roberts” (Tod An-
drews)—Curran,; San Francisco (31-
12 ).

“Month of Sundays” (Gene Lock-
hart, Nancy Walker) (tryout)—Shu-

bert, Boston (31-12) (reviewed in

Variety this week).

“Moon is Blue” (2d Co.)—Harris,
Chicago (31-12).

“Moon is Blue (3d Co)—Plym-
outh, Boston (31-5); Royal Alexan-
dra, Toronto (7-12).

“Oklahoma”—Civic Aud., New
Orleans (31-5); Aud., Baton Roiijge

(7-8); Aud., Shreveport (9);. Robin-
son Aud,, Little Rock (11-12).

“Rose T a 1 1 o o”—Nixon, Pitts-

burgh (31-12).

“Seventeen” — Shubert, Phila.

(31-5); Great Northern, Chicago (7-

12 ).

“Shrike” (Jose Ferrer,: Judith
Evelyn) (t r y o u t)—Walnut St.,

Phila. (7-12) (premiere).

“Sleep of Prisoners”- Temple
Sholom, Chicago (31-6); First Con-
gregational Church, Oak Park, 111.

(7); Rockefeller Memorial Chapel,
Chicago U., Chicago (8-9); First
.Methodist Church* Evanston, 111.

(10-12 ).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair)

—

Shubert,
,
Chicago (31-12).

“Student Prince”—Boston Opera
House, Boston (2-19).

Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d will be toasted at the

Hotel Plaza, N. Y., Jan. 10, in ah
affair sponsored by the Cinema
Lodge of the B’nai B’rith in behalf
of the Joint Defense Appeal. Kitty
Carlisle and Harry Brandt are co-
chairmanning the testimonial.

Hen* Estes Kefauver will be prin-
cipal speaker and a dramatic
tableau, “Our Children’s World,”
will be presented.

Continued from page 267

committee. It was not referred

back. When it came up it was

Simply tabled for a Week, which

meant that it could be considered

and passed at any time in the fu-

ture.

But opposition from press and
public grew so great that the next,

week Councilman Cunningham,
himself suggested that the bill be

sent "back to the committee—
where it could be reported ut

again at any time that public vigil-

ance relaxed.

On the political front,, the the-

atre so far has been comparative-

ly free from the. direct pressures

and the witch-burnings that have
harassed radio-TV and films. But
a big push may come and if it

does it will move, in on bolli

fronts—the political and the so-

called “moral.” The theatre must
be prepared to defend itself des-

perately in both directions.

,
Incidentally, the Cunningham

bill nicely illustrated the general

intellectual level of the reformers

and their hatchet-men. Council-

man Cunningham said: his bill was
prompted by the production of

“The Respectful Prostitute”—but

he indicated that he had never

even bothered to see the play.

However* he pointed out that the

title alone would have justified hi

bill. And here he made the most
grievous mistake of all.

He thought the title was “Th
Respectable Prostitute.”

MARILYN DAY
Broadway and National Company

ME KATE
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OUR SINCEREST THANKS
to thi PITTSBURGH CRITICS

KRUG • KASPAR MONAHAN

FOR THEIR BEAUTIFUL REVIEWS

SttACUSC,M.V.
Bill Roddy, 1 firt o--—a—

a

Grace Law la, / .
JtaBtamiA, Hartld Journal

BNCXKnn
9

WIKI

WIWS-TV

WOOK

WGAR

WHK

WJMO

WJ

WTAM

WSRS

WXEL-TV

Bill Rendl*,

Phil McLtan,
DH Htwhlnt,

Ed Stavana,

Bob Dele,

Walter Kay,
'

GwOnk,
Oath Hoover, .

W^ybo MM,
Hal Marfa,
Stan Gat,.

DMMayar,
BabSmlltv,

' CMwMi*,

Tow Armtbanf,
Bill Goidtn,
To# FUtchlar,

GantCarrall, )
Bud Wtud.lf, (
Paul Naktl. (
Moon Mullins. 1

BartDljton, \

tTSKi,
itth ClipM,
Jay Mllintf,

1h Mulvlblll,

four Hatty,

Gtotfo Gothbeii,]
JnsDonsy, }

' Stan Data, J

Scaty Hints,

MailaMa WutB,
Sarah H, Huntat,

Judy Shtnlll,

limit MaiIk,
' Eleanor HaMao,
Eleanor Hanaan,

JanaSlavoqt,

Mildred Funntfl,

Gloria Blown,
Mr*. ItihttaSayJti,.

WIRE

WOOK
WGAR
WHK
WEWS-TV
WJW
WTAM
WNBK,TV
WXEL-TV

ILADtlPHIA, PA.

Phila, Bulletin

Daily Ntws
Phila Bulltti

Inquirer

Inquirer

Daily Nawt
Daily Newt

Tail Eby
Ed. Delaney.

Huyh Brown
John Webilei
Frank Brookhouitt
Jerry Gaohan
Red McCarthy

Tom Moorthtad,
Georje alih.

Maiy Jonet.

Sionery McLinn,
Jint Leaminj.
Mary Biddle,

Zelle Dralrt Harper, .WlBG
Sherry O'Brien. WDAS
Bill Campbell WCAU
MaH Guolcat; WPEN

WIP

.
Mary Nath.
Paul Jeyaa,'

Clint Buthl

Bob Walla, :
.

John Laicelltil
Bill Mater.
Gene Kelly,

-Mihe Meeii

BUFFALO, N.r,

Evenlnj Navy*
Coartor EiprtM

WBEN
WEBR,
WGR
WKBW
WBNY
WXRA
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CLEVELAND, OHIO
Milton Widder, \ , ..
Winter French, •

0«rtland Raw
Mauiita Van Mtha.i ^1. • J U _
Howard Pration *;

Cleveland Nat#

Oicar Barjmtn, Ctavaland Plain Dealer

.

TORONTO, ONTARIO
Jack Karr, I c^,
Huyh Tluimpion, f

- Talejrim

I

I loba-Mail

WHO HAVE HELPED US SO

THESE PAST 11
HERSHiy.PA.

Phyliii GrlRllhs,

Helen Allan;

StanHellaur,

Waitlay Hlchi,

Bruct Wail,

Lotla Dampity,
RALEIGH, N.C

Jot Cfytdela,

Michael GAirt,
Larry Mann,
Barry Wood,

DKEV

CHUM
CRFB

Chorlos Cravtn,

Ban F. Parlr,

Naml^hiamr
Timet

Jacquaa La Roch,

S. Morjen Powell,

Thomas Archer,
' Paul Patiitqu,

Jacquaa Baauchamp.

Maurice Hout,

Z. Narbonna

Pal. Pearce,

MONTREAL, QUEBEC
La Prttio

Star

Gaiatla

La Gnede
Lo Matin

G PaDio

La Davoie

Herald

Camilla Da Sorhctra, Farm Projram

Keith Dancay, CFCF
Ron Merrier, CJAD
Roland Bayeur. . CKUL
Mrs, Jeanne Fray ' CKAC
Hal Stubbs, CKUL
Franlt Robinton, CFCF
Graft Bartholarntvr, CJAD

& O'Meara, Slat

Elmar Ferjuion, Herald

Dink Grroll,
.

Gaiatta

Charles Mayer il, Journal

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Francis Faijhar

Leulia Mace,
Harley Rudkina

Dally'Nawi.

Republican.

Daily Ntwi

Richard H. Maion, WPTF
Fttd Fletcher, WRAL
Dava Brown, WNAO
Ed Hiysina, WDNC

BOSTON, MASS.

Murray Krsmtt, Record
Tap Goodonauiht, American -

Bill Listen, Pori

Herb Ralby, Glob*
Arthur Sailtl, Traveler

Rudolph Eli, Herald

Wab Morta, Chriilian -Sci

Davt Elan, Record

Tad Aihby, Glefat

Bump Bradlfy, WBZ-TV
Frank Fallon, WMEX
Priscilla fortaicut, WEEI
Bill Whalen, WCOP
Lao Ejan, W8Z

PROVIDENCE, R.I.

Bradford Swan, Journal

'

Vas Sptajut,
’

Pawluckai.Tlmta

.

Robert Wheeler. Sunday Journal

Ambrose Staltfr, Pawtucket Volley Timao
Lucille Elunbtin, Journal

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Sam Cohen, Sunday Herald

Garry Crtan, New Britain Herald

Frank Cetkln, Meriden Journal

Den Anderaon, Nenjatuck Nawt
Art PorraH, Tarrjnalpn Ratltlar

Grl Delquitf, New Haven Journal Courier

Charlie Kalloff, New Haven Raftrtar

Chick Kelly, Wetarbury American

Hank O'Donaall, Walttbury Republican

Ed. Shujrua, Bridyeport Port

Fred Vatelnl, Brldyaport Talaytam

Earl Yort, Maricharttf Herald

Moa Maillot#, Stamford Advocate .

•Art McGlnley, Hartford Tlmtt

Bill Lot, Harlford-Courant'

W. A. Wllllama, Norwalk Hour
John Do Ganjt, New London Doy
Frank Smith, Elm City Clarion

Fred Port, Middletown Praia

WASHINGTON, D.t
Richard Cot,
Wm. Fueht,

Cherltt Davla,

Jim O'Ntlll,

Dick O’Brien,

Francfa Sunn,
Del Gardner,

’

Shlrlty Povlcfc,

Port ^
Evanfny Star

Timet Herald

Dally Nawt .

Timti Herald

Evtnlni Seta

Dally Nawt
Pert

Dick W*W,
Hatkart Kruna,

Tod Grtat,

Harrltburf Eranlnf Nam
Gncartar New. Era

Lebanon Dally Nam

Rod McGrthy,-
Otla Morris,

Harold Morftn,.

111

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Grovotman Blake,

Ed. Grbony,.

E B. Radcl .

Tlmta Star

Pnrt

Enqukoa

Loo Undtrhlll,

lyton ToMart,

Wahar Pkllllpa,

Will Lonay

WCKY
WKRC
WCPO
WSAI

ST. LOUIS, MO.
ylaa StandlA,

arb Monk,
ulA Sckaicht,

Port Dlsnattb

Glob* Democrat
Glob* Democrat

Curt R*v,
Gil Ntwsom,
Bub Iniham,

KNOX
KWK
KSD-TV

ST. PAUL, MINN.

Jekn Harvay,

Paul U|kt,
John Sherman,

Plonttr Praaa Dlipatch

Ploaaar Prase Djapatoh

Mlnntapoll* Star.Trlbrano

Chick O’Malley,

Bob Feldman,

Howard Keith,

WACE
WMAS
WSPR

Warren Waldr'tn,

Gitlyn Wallace,

AlicaJackron, '

Bill illto,
'

Waller rlno,

WJAR-TV
WEAN
WJAR-TV
WDEM
WPRO

Ray Mlckeefi,

Art Gmb,
Bob Wolfe,

Jim Simpson,

Jim Gibbon*,
Bill Hatton,

Arch McDonald,
Bob Wolft,

WNBW
WTTG-TV
WTTG-TV
WTOP-TV
WMAL
WRC
WTOP
WWDC

Kannalh Haney,
Frank Davanty,

KSTP
WMI

CHICAGO* ILL.

- Aik* Hulf, Swr • Tlma»

- Charlie Dawn,
.
Herald American

DkkJofnav, Tribune

Frank GtloU, Dally Nam

OMAHA, MO.

TodlmdaJo,
IMpIHmM,BNmMv
nfeiiisr"'
KuT'

World Herald

Council Bhf. Non Parrtl

Maymo AB^on,u—

.

U-I-

Jin OTtoi,
Th.mii HoM,
LvmDmmn;
FfelWW,

umjkkl
NBQN
KOR.
KOWH
KFAB
WOW
KMLIV

PT. WORTH,nxAl
Oaoto HalaoN, SMrToftfma
hnrtof Forwma, Sbr Talytm
JrthOndA -Ft WoaAPrm

JooWlMt,
B1a|

-aWorAPmaa

KXOL
KFJX

Pool HochuR,
Mildred Stockard,

Hubert'RueeoN,

CMIoEuom,
t]—

L

DM Roberto,

Grl VMtrUdt,
Gb«i|oFi

HOUSTON, TIXA*

Red
Houeton Ckrooklt^
Htualan Port
SiWmltoa ILmMVTVmWVl a IW*

Hurton Port

Prf Flthkrfy,

DkkGorthtb,
Johnnlt Edwardl,

Dll Ntwkhk,

KPtGTV
KPRCTV
KATL
KATL

Dick Moor*,
Btrty G«lf,

DtNVIR,COlO.

|

Port

Slim Yollond,

Polo Moryon,
KOA
KFEL

A . LOS AKOILiS, CAL.
Gooaio I. Port*,

Harry Culver,

Gaum Main,
Dll Kannody,
Jock GtonbaN,
Jtoito MbmHN#wwVT iwmovRa
BmvtnDyor,
DkkHybnd,
Vincent Flaherty,

BanWooW
r-i— - J - J

itdimito

MoTDmbf,
Karl HAmrtkal,

kq^uo.,
Nad Cronin,

Quili Gfwvl^
Loo Payne,
CkmdoNmroiOn,

HnifJ-Eipw

Tlmop

Eumtnoa

Valley Tlmoo

^FaMaoBtoNm

Tom FranAan,

Harry Molilhb,

Amo* Baron,-.

KMPC

PHIItpNorm
Ralph Dory,

Patar Potoav,

lao Cpob.
*

Johrwy Giant, .

Klau* LaadAitf,
Gordon Wrtfkt,
a.L J. r

’H3rmS.
Tommy Harmon,

KECA
CBS
CIS
KFWI
1CA

KTLA
KTLA
NBC-TV
.KLAC

as

OUR THANKS TOO; TO ANY ONE WE MIGHT HAVE MISSED
PLEASE EXCUSE IT WE TRIED TO REMEMBER YOU ALL

12th EDITION the GREATEST SHOW ON ICE!



Plays on B’way
Continued from page 2745=

play, their representations lack

force.

Story revolved around a vain,

shiftless dreamer, married off to

a woman socially beneath him, who
only years later learns .that the

Wife, while a rich man’s house-
keeper, had been the latter's mis-

tress. The parentage of a 14-year-

old, daughter is, therefore, some-
what, in doubt. Around this drama
is* woven an allegory about Wild,

creatures . unhappy in a domesti-

cated habitat, that is neither novel
nor inspiring.

An accomplished set of perform-
ers, in the main, do a creditable

job oh this work, Maurice Evans
plays the pompous weakling who
is a failure as father, husband and
breadwinner, and conveys the
man’s spiritual emptiness With a
good deal of . conviction. Mildred
Dunnock, as his patient, hard-work-
ing and. adoring wife, is excellent
contrast, for one of the most at-

tractive portraits of the evening.

Diana Lynn, as human para-
phrase of the wild duck caught
in a domestic snare, is quite charm-
ing, soft and believable in a role
that could easily .be spoiled other-
wise by archness. Kent Smith, al-

ways a fine actor, has a difficult

part as a priggish zealot whose
misguided attempts to- tell the
truth, about . the family’s domestic
relations result in tragedy. Appeal-
ing in the earlier portions, he finds
the latter scenes a little too snug
to be completely comfortable in.

Philip Loeb is excellent as a fool-

ish grandfather who has taken the
rap for his business partner in a
shady deal, and whose jail sen-
tence has sapped his spiritual
strength.

Of lesser roles, David Lewis is

good as the cynical but helpful
Dr. Rolling; Nan McFarland is ap-
pealing as a hostess; and Robert
Middleton a little cold as. Evans’
devious parent, , Loeb’s onetime
partner,

Mortpn <- DaCosta’s direction,
though adequate, isn’t inspired.
Peter Larkin’s sets, and Noel Tay-
lor’s costumes, catch the eye.

Bron.

Legend of Levers
Theatre Guild presentation (by arrange-

ment wlth.H. M. Tennent, Ltd.) of drama
in three acts by Jean Anouilb, adapted
by Kitty Black. Stars Dorothy McGuire,
Richard Burton; features.. Hugh Griffith,

Edith King, Noel Willman, Bruce Gordon.
Directed by Peter Ashmore. Sets, Eldon
Eldeft costumes, Mildred. Trebor; music,
John Hotchkls. Production under super-
vision of Lawrence Langner and Theresa
HelbUrn. At Plymouth, N. Y., Dec. 26,
'51; $4.80 top ($5.40 weekends).

Musician .Richard Burton
His Father .............. -Hugh Griffith
Actress .Dorothy McGuire
Her Mother ............. . Edith King
Cashier , . .

,

.Ruth Volner
Station Walter Byron Russell
Vincent Alexander Clark
Actor .Cbaddock' Munro
Mathias - : Eric Sinclair
Another Actress ............ Ludie Claire’

Dulac . . ....... .Bruce Gordon
Third Actress ....... ...

.

.Jennifer Ralne
Monsieur Henri ......... .Noel Willman
Company Manager ........ Roy Johnson
Hotel Waiter .... .William Smlthers
Police Clerk ... . .... ..... . .

.

.Clem Fowler

“Legend of Lovers,’’ originally

done in Paris under title of “Eury-

dice” (and subsequently in London
as “Point of Departure’’) is another

illustration of the Gallic phrase,

“chaciin a son gout.” What may
seem piquant to the French seems

a little peurile here. Whatever the
case, “Legend” lacks substantiality
for Broadway.
The drama, adapted from, the

Jean Anouilh original by Kitty

Black, is a modem paraphrase of

the Orpheus-Eurydice legend .of

ill-starred lovOrs. Old legend had
boy losing girl to Death, pursuing

her to the underworld, and charm-
ing Death by music into giving the
girl back, on condition the boy
didn't gaze on her till his return to
earth: Boy broke his promise and
lost her again.

In this paraphrase, set in rural
France, a young' impoverished mu-
sician meets a girl from a travel-
ling legit troupe, the two falling in

love*, instantly.^The^gQu^of(^to-
gether, but after one night and
day, she runs away, afraid to face
the boy when he learns of her past
lovers. She is killed in af. bus acci-

dennt. Death gives the grief-

stricken boy another Chance to

keep the girl, which, the boy flubs

through jealousy.

The Orpheus - Eurydice legend
can meet the scrutiny of modern
eye if it is poetically-enough ren-
dered, but. it fails here under
Anouilh’s somewhat long-winded
dialog and obscure symbolical al-

lusions. First part of the first act
has wonderful mood, and

.

balance
of act has charm and appeal.
Thereafter, play slips away fast,

bogging down, in the next two
frames, with only intermittent bits

of poetic fire or beauty. There are
fine vignettes' throughout, and
some excellent performances, but
not enough to pull the play
through.

Dorothy McGuire, absent from
Broadway since 1941’s “Claudia,”
is beautiful always; very appealing
ill the earlier love scenes, but
somewhat pallid in the latter ones.
Britisher Richard Burton is fine,

as the badgered young lover, while
Hugh Griffith is excellent as his
burdensome parent. Griffith’s bits,

especially his last act philosophiz-
ing on life’s meaning, are virtuoso
stuff.. Alexander Clark and Edith
King, as a pathetic

,
pair of middle-

aged lovers; Noe! Willman, as the
Stranger (or Death); Bruce Gor-
don, as a touring company impres-
ario; Eric Sinclair, as a rejected
young lover, and Bryon Russell, as
a lordly-mannered waiter, head a
good supporting cast.

Peter Ashmore’^ direction, un-
even at times, is satisfactory on
the whole. Eldon Elder’s sets, espe-
cially the station restaurant, are
outstanding. Bron.

Plays Out of Town
555^Contlnued from page 274555J

about to be converted into a gar-
bage scow, the captain persuades
the passengers to turn about and
head for a Caribbean paradise.
They never get there, and neither
does the book; the dialog is almost
amazingly devoid of wit.

In the meantime there are songs
and dances, the former being
pleasant . enough, and. the latter

occasionally lively, though the
liveliness is generally forced.
Among the songs, which include a
chanty-like ballad, a horn pipe and
a few semi-patter songs, the best is

the romantic “You Have To Have

Love,” but it doesn’t appear to
have too many hit possibilities. The
music, hbwever, : would be good
enough if the book and the lyrics

pulled their weight.

Miss Walker appears a wishfully
predatory companion to a Gimbel
clerk, both on a day’s holiday. The
girl meets a boy on the ship; but.
turns him down because of his dim
prospects. Meanwhile, Nancy, in
company With a couple of pre-
posterous zoot suiters (whose cross
talk is incredibly pallid),, gets a
chance to. do a couple of song
specialties. One of these is “Get
Married, Shirley,” and it is the
only thing in the show that arouses
any interest at all. For the rest,

having no comic lines to speak
whatever. Miss Walker resorts to
pantomime, which is amusing but
not sufficiently so to save this one.

Gene Lockhart -does his best as
the sentimental captain, while
Estelle Loring (who could put a
song over if she had one that could
be put): and Richard Kiley make an
acceptable romantic pair.

The single set is a highly faithful
representation of the ship’s deck,
and there’s a neat effect when the
ship pulls away from the dock.
First-nighters, who seemed to be
mostly a. clacque from New' York,
applauded this, too. It may be
added that the intentions of the
.authors were clearly to do some-
thing a little different, a little

“sweeter” than usual, and in a
more intimate vein. But these in-
tentions are not fulfilled in this
version. Cast includes two or more
of all melting pot races, plus
moppets, to point a neat inter-
racial moral. The cast does well,
too, but to no' avail. Elie.

A series of half-hoUr programs,

featuring a number of top longhair

artists on TV, and titled “Meet the
Masters,” is being prepped for Lees
carpets sponsorship in 35 cities.

Artists will include Artur Rubin-
stein. Jascha Heifetz, Gregor Piati*
gorsky, Andres Segovia, Marian
Anderson, Jan Peerce and Nadine
Conner.

• D’Arcy advertising agency, will
handle selection of cities and sta-

tions.

Alfred Lunt
Continued from page 272

and especially Lunt’s staging, th

Trib’s music critic, Virgil Thom-
son, said "The result makes his-

tory.” The Times’ Oli Downes

was no less enthusiastic, also at-

tributing the success of “this very

exceptional” production to Lunt.

Opera, presented at the Met for

the first time since 1928, and for

the first time in English (in Ruth

and Thomas Martin’s translation,

retitled “Women Are Like That”),

is a highly stylized, satirical cham-

ber opera deriding women’s (and

men’s) foibles and fidelity. Lunt’s

staging carried this mood off ad-

mirably. There Were resemblances

to “Die Fledermaus” the

libretto, and more particularly

suggestions of Lunt’s own “The

Guardsman” in the production.

Show was light, witty and gossa-

mer throughout* Another iegit re-

cruit, Rolf Gerard, provided at-

tractively stylized rococo sets, and
dazzling costumes.

Fortunately; general manager
Rudolf Bing cast the opera with
English - speaking singers (all

American except Australian John:

Brownlee), and . the amusing ab-

surdities of the plot brought audi-

ence' laughs, While the story was
constantly and completely under-
stood, -

Singers, too, Were exceptional.

Eleanor S 1 e b e r and Blanche
Thebom played the unfaithful sis-

ters, Patrice Munsel was the maid,

Richard Tucker and Frank Guar-
rera the suitors,, and Brownlee the

cynical Don. Munsel' had some ex-

cellent comedy bits as a pseudo-
lawyer and doctor, Tucker’s dis-

tinguished tenor, was standout, al-

though Miss Steber carried the

show, With! a fihe job of a tremen-
dously difficult singing part. Fritz

Stiedry conducted spiritedly, and
the new production looks like an-

other Met hit, the “Fledermaus” of

1952. Bron:
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HOLLYWOOD NEW YORK CHICAGO

ARTHUR M. WIRTZ
Presents

“The Show with the Stars’’

HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE
Starring

ARBARA ANN SCOTT
andra McLaughlin

SKIPPY BAXTERMICHAEL KIRBY

JOHN WALSH

WORLD’S GREATEST ICE SHOW!
PRODUCTIOH OFFICES—1800 W. Madison, Chicago 12. III.
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WHITE PLAINS, OCT. 23: “One cannot fail

to mention Mr. Gilford’s inimitable Frosch.

He is a great comedian, and as such finds no
need to over-act or merely clown. His con-
ception of the role is rapidly becoming classic.

His facial expressions, expressive gestures and
ambling gait combine to produce the most
wonderful results. His style will be arid has
been imitated, but can never be duplicated.”

RICHMOND, OCT. 16: “It appears fitting that
Fledeririaus, with its unorthodox production,

should derive its funniest scenes from the one
non-siriging member of the cast., He is Jack Gil-

ford, a Broadway comedian who injects Jiis

own brand of tomfoolery into the rple of the

jailer and keeps the third act in howling mer-
riment.” ,

“Rarely does one see these days, such comedy
as Jack Gilford contrived around the part of

the jailer. It was fresh, original, clever and
continually hilarious.”

PROVIDENCE, OCT. 5: . . . Comedy of the

purest sort filled the third act, the scene in

the jail. Jack Gilford as the jailer must be

seen to be appreciated.”

BOSTON, OCT. 9: “The performer who found
most favor with the customers is Jack Gilford,

first Broadway comedian ever to have a role

in a Metropolitan Opera production. He hasn’t

a note to sing throughout the performance,
but his Frosch, the Jailer, has plenty to say

about his work and the interesting people it

permits him to meet. His conducting of

symphony orchestra is a fine bit bf pantomime.
The jail scene has some genuinely funny bust-

ness.

PITTSBURGH, OCT. 30: “Jack Gilford in the
non-singing role of Frosch the jailer is a born
comic. An artist of high calibre, he evoked
-laughter with his humorous antics.”

... “The non-siriging role of Frosch, the
drunk jailer, was played to the hilt by Jack
Gilford—and the hilt is pretty far up."

TORONTO, NOV. 12: .
voiceless opera

comedian vigorous in Fledermaus . . . And the
very excellent comedy work of Jack. Gilford
as Frosch was a wonderful vignette of its own. *

Mr. Gilford didn’t talk very much. He didn’t
have to, his pantomime was exceptional.”

BUFFALO, NOV* 29: “Jack Gilford gave a
display of miming and mummery that was a
masterpiece of deadpan comedy.’’

SYRACUSE, Dec. 1: “Jack Gilford was ap-
plauded before even he was visible to do his

inimitable pantomime. Every move or' word
brought gales of laughter.”

OTTAWA, Dec. 4: " “Convulsed the audience
with his antics.”

AND ALFRED LUNT IN A LETTER TO GAR-
SON KANIN: “.

. . and that great artist who
played the jailer—how listen; I’ve seen Greek
and the Fratellihs and Suvers and albthe best,

but none could touch him. How he manages
to dissolve, vanish completely, while manacled
to the tenor is—I think, the greatest feat of

acting I ever saw.”

JACK GILFORD
Currently oh Tour ih the Metropolitan Opera s

Endless Thanks to RUDOLF BING, GARSON KANIN and CHARLIE BAKER
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OBITUARIES
OSCAR S. OLDKNOW

Oscar Stuart Oldknow, 52, film

theatre exec and former prez of

Fox-Coast Theatres, died Dec. 26
in Los Angeles. Oldknow was ap-
pointed to head the chain in 1931,

and later, was connected With the
National Theatre Supply Co. as
exec veepee, a post he held until

his death. He was the son of the
late William Henry Oldknow, pi-

oneer Georgia theatre and motion
picture, industry leader-

surviving are his wife and son,

latter an eXec of SERO drive-in

circuit.

ELLIS K. BALDWIN
Ellis K. Ba'dwin, 51, drama and

music critic of the Utica, N. Y„
Observer Dispatch for the last 25
years, died Dec. 27 in that city.

- Baldwin began his career as a

critic when Utica Was a popular
stopover for road companies. Only
two weeks ago he spent a week on
Broadway for a composite review
of the season’s new productions.

BERNARD LaBERGE
Bernard R. LaBerge, 60, head of

concert management firm bearing
his name, died in New York, Dec.
2~>i LaBerge had. managed Violinist

Mischa Elman as well as other
longhair performers and com-
posers.

Surviving are his wife, organist
C.aire Coci, two sons; three sisters

and a brother.

WALTER MAHER
Walter Maher, 43, actor, died in

I. 3 Angeles Dec. 27, He once played
the role, of Michael Shayne, radio
phvate-eye; ar.d was currently
starred ' in CBS’ “Lineup;”
He also appeared in films and

TV. Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, son, three brothers and
two sisters.

HARRY MARCUS
Harry Marcus, 45, exec of Re-

public Pictures International Corp.,
died Dec. 26 in New York.
Marcus bad been associated with

various of the Herbert J. Yates en-
terprises for the past 20 years. He
began his career at Consolidated
Film Industries, and was: manager
of the domestic service department
before joining the Army.

ANNA ARMSTRONG SPENCER
Mrs. Anna Armstrong Spencer,

67; retired vaude and burlesque
performer, died in New York Dec.
24.

She was of the team of Spencer
& Armstrong, of which her hus-
band, Billy Grogan Spencer, sur-
vives.

HANS ZANDER
Hans Zander, 63, director-gen-

eral of the New South Wales Na-
tional Opera, died in Ryde, N.S.W.,
Dec. 22.

Zander was associated with the
Berlin State Opera House for many
years before coming to Australia.

J. D. KAREN
J. D. (Jackl Karen, 56, film direc-

tor-producer, died in Pomona, Cal.,

Dec. .27. He was with the Hagen-
beck-Wallace Circus for many sea-
sons and also headed the Karen-
Dil on Enterprises.
Wife survives.

GEORGE WILLOUGHBY
Geprge Willoughby, 82, oldtime

legit actor, died in Sydney Dec. 22.

He was associated with J. C. Wil-
liamson Theatres, later switching

IN LOVING MEMORY
of our organizer and lato

preildent

HYMIE GOLDSTEIN
who passed away Jari. ‘7

a 1950

The Associated Agents of

America

'

Syd Leipzig. Pres.

You are always In our thoughts

to radio with the Australian Broad-
casting Commission.
Son survives.

ALBERT BLACKER
Albert Blacker, 41, Chicago mu-

sician, died, in am auto wreck near
San Benito,' Tex., Dec* 20.

He was a member of the Benny
Storms orch Which was to play for
a /dance that night in Harlingen,
Tex.

Tribune-Chronicle, died Dec. 22 in

that city.

Allyn Glllyn, legit actress, died
Dec. 12 in Sarasota, Fla. Son and
daughter survive.

Mother of Leonard Reeg, ARC
network program v.p., died Dec. 25
in Los Angeles.

Mrs. Catherine Bellamy, 34, wife
of Earl Bellamy, assistant film di-

rector, died Dec. 23 in Encino, Cal.

MARRIAGES
Patti Andrews to Walter Wesch-

ler, Los Angeles, Dec. 25. Bride is

one of the Andrews Sisters; groom
is trio’s musical director.
Simone Signoret to Yves Mon-

tand, in Vence, French Riviera,

Dec. 21. She is film actress; he’s

stage and screen singing actor.

Yvonne Ealy to Herman Hover;
Las Vegas, Dec. 25. He owns Ciro’s

nitery in Hollywood.
Thelma Irene Riley to Louis M.

Frederick, N. Y., Dec. 28. Bride is

legit and TV singer; he’s. On ABC-
TV’s production staff.

Marilyn Eggers and Sheldon H.
Penn, Cleveland, Dec. 24. Bride
was .

formerly with Paramount
Studios, Hollywood,

Louise Elizabeth Medbury and
Lee Gottlieb in New* York Dec. 29.

Groom's TV Guide publicist.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs; Donald G. Sqhine,

son, Gloversville, N. Y., Dec. 27.

Father is prez of Darnell Theatres,
Buffalo, N. Y., and son of Louis W.
Schine, head of the Schine Theatre
Circuit.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Charm, daugh-

ter, New York, Dec. 18. Father is

with the Leon Newman Agency.

IVAN N. BERSENEV
Ivan N. Bersenev, 62, Russian

actor arid director of the Lenin
Komsomol Theatre, died recently
in Moscow.

His wife, ballerina Galina Ulan-
ova, survives.

MAX M. KRAVETZ
Max M. Kravetz, 58, died in

Hollywood on Christmas Day. His
Wife and a son survive.

Further details in Pictures Sec^
tion.

GEORGE H. CARREDINE
George. H. Carredine, 53, xadio-

TV actor, died Dec. 26 in Holly-
wood,

Wife, daughter and mother sur-
vive.

Harry R. Farrall, 55, v.p. and
g.m. of WHHH, Warren; O., and as-
sistarit to the publisher and. ad-
vertising director of the Warren

UA Hectic Years
Continued ft-oni.page 9s

*

granted. He got the deal he de-

manded.
•January, 1920: In a comrrtunica-.

tion to Griffith, Miss Pickford com-
plained that the losses on his

“Romance” so depleted the UA
treasury that the company could

not pay off money due to her and
Fairbanks. The corporation’s and
personal endorsements of Griffith’s

note exhausted Miss Pickford’s and
Fairbanks’ own credit and they
were having difficulty financing

their, theri-current productions.

Miss Pickford . and Fairbanks de-

creed: “No more advances to

Griffith.”
March, 1920: McAdoo was in

receipt of a letter from Miss Pick-
ford, Chaplin and Fairbanks, They
wondered why he should remain
as counsel since his costly services
were unrequired. Similarly ques-
tioned was Price’s continuation as

president at $18,000 per year plus
a percentage. “One of ns could be
president,” the stars suggested.

April, 1920: McAdoo severed
connections with the outfit which,
a year earlier, he formed. Price
was out as prexy. Abrams got the
job.

July, 1920: UA’s exhibitor cus-

tomers were heard from. Sid S,

Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre* Owners of Ameri-
ca, beefed to Griffith about
Abrams’ sales policies. Abrams,
Cohen complained, was. demanding
that theatremen pay for the films

when booked, 30 . to 60 days in

advance of playing them,

f
Griffith’s ‘Way Down East’ I

BEN ATWELL
GARRETT GUPP
GEORGE DEGNON
AL J. HYDE
JAMES KEEFE

GEORGE LEFFLER

ADOLPH MEYER
HARRY MiRSKY
GEORGE SHARP
HENRY SORENSON

L. STODDARD TAYLOR
JOHN TUERK

GARDNER WILSON
LARRY WOOD
JAMES YOUNGMAN

ASSOCIATION OF THEATRICAL PRESS AGENTS AND MANAGERS

By; the fall of 1920, Griffith had
completed his great epic,; “Way
Down East,” Lillian Gish starrer.

Variety’s appraiser hailed it as a

“film Poem” and “the work of the
World’s greatest picture producer.”
The film-maker agreed to. road-

show “East” on his own, rather
than channel it through UA. Hav-
ing fulfilled his three-a-year com-
mitment, Griffith was free ; to

follow the roadshow course for a
single pic.

But with “East” looming as a
big success, Fairbanks squawked
that UA* short on product and
money, should be licensed to han-
dle the. film. Griffith bounced back
with the charge that his other
films were drawing“absurdly low”
coin through UA in relation to in-

come for the Pickford-Fairbanks
pix.

..

Griffith later wanted, to part from
UA entirely. He was in a “hope-
less minority,” he... claimed. Miss
Pickford, Chaplin and Fairbanks
refused to release him from the
contractual obligations.

.

The partnership continued arid
UA, grew as a worldwide organi-
zation but often suffering from in-
sufficient product and the inability
to crack some- segments of the
market. In 1923, back from a tour
of the south, Griffith iriforriied his
co-owners : “In Miami, even though
over-run with tourists, our pictures
fill up only about three weeks dur-
ing the entire year. I think these
small towns coiild do without us-
ing any of our combined pictures.
Strong as we are, we are still very
weak.”
Need for product led to the

deal shortly after with Joseph M.
SchCnck, giving him partial stock
ownership upon delivery of his
pix to UA. This was similar t6
the pacts with,the original owners
and was followed later by .the same
tie-in with Samuel GoldWyn, David
O. Selznick and Alexander Korda.
Of the various owners, only Miss

Pickford and Chaplin, have kept
their identity with UA. They now
hold 4,000 shares each of the
corporation’s 16,000 outstanding
common shares.
In addition to Pripe arid Abrams,

Krim’s predecessors" at the man-
agement helm have been Schenck,
A1 Lichtman, George Schaefer,
Maurice Silverstone, Edward Raft-
ery, Gradwell Sears and Frank
McNamee. McNamee was brought
in by Paul V. McNutt, who reigned
as board chairman in 1950.

CBS-lYs Electionss Continued from page 3^
light of that, that the AM-TV
package will produce the biggest

turnout of voters in election his-

tory. To further that attempt, the

sponsor will make the 13-week
series, titled “Get Out the Vote,”

available in equal time to both par-

ties, for which they will be invited

to present their campaign issues to

the public through their candidates

and other leading figures. Series is

slated to preem in August and con-

tinue until election week.

200 CBS Staffers Involved

Westinghouse, under the pack-

age deal, will be financing the ac-

tivities of over 200 CBS staffers,

Who will cover the conventions for

both AM and TV. Both rrieets will

be held at Chicago’s International

Amphitheatre, with the Republi-

cans teeing off July 7 and th

Democrats July 21. It will be th

first time both conventions, plus

the election, will be televised froi

coast-to-coast and it’s expected

that at least 60% of the nation’s
population will be tuned in. Cov-
erage for the conventions will, in-

clude at least 20 hours for each
party on both radio and video,

Election coverage, will start on
the web at 9 p.m. Nov. 4 and con-
tinue until a definite trend is es-

tablished to indicate the. winning
candidate. It’s recalled that Re-
publican Thomas E. Dewey did not
concede to Hairy S. Truman until

early the following morning during
the 1948 election.

For TV, CBS will cover the con-
ventions via pickups from the am-
phitheatre floor, complete with an-
alyses by the web’s staff; commen-
tary and interviews; pickups of

special • events via on-the-spot mo-
bile crews at press conferences,
candidates’ headquarters, etc.

,
pius

human interest shows built around
the candidates and their wives arid

families. Latter are to be grooved
for the daytime housewife audi-

ence. Radio coverage will include

the same type of pickups, with

walkie-talkie units^ to be used, for

the on-the-spot events.

. CBS staff will include Edward R.

Murrow, Lowell Thomas, Robert
Trout, Doug . Edwards, Walter
Cronkite, Charles Collingwood,

Larry Leseuer, Don Hollenbeck,

David Schoenbrun, Eric Sevareid,

Bill Shadell, Lyman Bryson arid

others. In addition, George Allen,

White House confidante, will serve

as consultant to-the web.

Opening Nights
-Continued from page 272;

Step Child
Continued from page 3

I advise that you use only bottled
spring water while there.”
Among the many “firsts” of the

first-nights that have unfolded here
was “I Remember “Mama,” in: Sep-
tember, 1944 . . . the. first pro-
ducing effort of the team of Rodg-
ers and Hammerstein.
Canada Lee probably still re-

members the December night back
in 1943 when “South Pacific,” in
which he starred, had its opening
here. (Yes,: that’s right, it was
“South Pacific,” a drama which
was originally tagged “New
Georgia.”) • As an American ship-
sinking survivor on a Jap-held is-

land, Lee was supposed to read a
line about being fed “roast pig
and chicken,” The first time he
tried it, it came but “roast chig-
and picken.” The second attempt
brought forth “roast pick and chig-
geri.” 'When the third, try rolled
off his tonsils as “roast chick arid
piggen,” Lee stared blankly for a
second, mumbled, “Oh, well”—and
went on to the next line.

Local first-nighters thought they
had witnessed just about every
style of preem until April 19, 1945,
when “Common Ground” unfurled
its banner here. Following the
final curtain, author Edward Chod-
ofov and- producer Edward Choate
appeared onstage and 'led* with
their chills by lnvitihg audience
comment on the play, The forum
lasted about 15 minutes', with prac-
tically the entire audience in on it.

imposed on purchasers of stocks

and bonds dealt in on the stock ex-

changes in so far as the capital

gains relief areas of the law. Some
of the lawful mean’s for tax avoid-

ance, as clearly distinguishable

from tax evasion, provided for mer-

chants who deal in sealing wax and

ships, are still available to the ere-

.

ative group but seem to be of lit-

tle, if any, concern to the group

itself.

In many situations gifts of cre-

ative properties still may lawfully

be used to advantage by writers,

musicians and the like. Also spread-

back under the statutes and spread-

forward by- contract provisions are

available to the advantage of those

who find great variations in their

annual incomes. The need for aver-

aging P \-oirie for tax purposes
peculiarly needed for creative peo-

ple who so often find wide fluctua-

tions in their incomes. Lawful ben-

efits by the establishments of trusts,

properly planned sales by estates,,

still are often available. But oil

operators and oyster bed planters

are permitted big allowances for

so-called depletion. It is time that

Congress were made to realize that

the life of the creative producer

also depreciates and that oil has

no greater social value than “ideas

—the most precious commodity on

earth.

It is high time that the creative

people banded together and maca
clear to Congress that if there be

preferential treatment among
classes of people, or professions, ,

or trades that contribute to our na- ,

tiorial well-being, that those who
deal with ideas should be givori ri

preference since the wealth of our

nation depends op the development

of the minds of bur people.
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.Musicals and straight dramatic

pix have proved over the years to

be the industry’s . most reliable

moneymakers. That’s indicated by
Variety’s list , of All-Tima Top*
Grossers, published herewith. It

includes all the pix In Aim history

that have gotten or give promise
pf getting $4,000,000 or more in

domestic (U.S. and Canada) film

rentals.

“Gone With the Wind,” produced
by David O. Selznick for Metro
release in 1939, continues to top
the list by more than 2V6 to 1. It

has $26,000,000 -in: the till to date
and gives promise of grabbing
plenty more when M-G sends, it

into its fourth reissue some time
ppxt year.

• Runnerup position is held by
Samuel Goldwyn’s “Best Years Of
ptir Lives” with $10,400,000, fol-

iqwed closely by Selijnick’s “Duel
In the Sun” at $10,000,000. Pos-
sibly ahead of all of them is the
industry’s first super-duper, David
Wark Griffith’s “Birth of a .Na-
tion.” Figures on it have never
b^en accurately known because of.
its franchised distribution and the'
fact that the memories of most
pidtimers are clouded by nostalgia
regarding it.

. There seems ' no
doubt, however; , that the years of
roadshowing.it at tops of as high
as $2,20 may well have produced

(Continued on page 4)

Diana Barrymore In

2d Aussie Walkout

By DAVE KAUFMAN

Melbourne, jan. 8.

, Diana Barrymore walked out of

the cast of Noel Coward’s “Eallen
Angels”, at the Princess, Mel-
bourne, under Carroll management,
following a tiff with director Eric
Reiman. Husband Robert Wilcox
also quit, with local talent replac-
ing. Miss Barrymore said she
walked out because Reiman wanted
to cut her lines. Reiman said the
actress would not cooperate, hence
the clash.

Miss Barrymore quit her first

Aussie date several months ago at

the Celebrity Night Club, Sydney,
Claiming laryngitis.

But Few Events

On the basis of the first four
weeks* run, Katharine Cornell has
0
^
e,°f the biggest commercial hits

of her career In her current re-*
Vival of “Constant Wife.” For the
first three weeks the production
earned an operating profit of $14,-
800 and netted an estimated $4,000
last week; At that rate, it will get
into the black by the end of next
week, or after only seven weeks’
run on Broadway.'
As of this week, 50% is being

J^urned to the backers of the $40,-
P00 investment. The Somerset
Maugham revival cost about $28,-W to produce, Including approxi-

JinnS tryout profit, plits
e.10,000' in bonds. The; actrCss-man-
*ger is co-starred With. Brian
Anerne and Grade George ini the
wow, which is at the' National,
f; Guthrie McClintic, Miss Cor-
hells husband, staged.

Theatre television, which only a
few; inDnths ago had too few thea-
tres” equipped to bid for the top
events* has almost completely re-

versed its field. Today, the new
medium has a total seating ca-
pacity. of almost 200,000 but virtu-

ally no events available to which
it can sew up exclusive rights. As
a result, the houses presently
equipped, numbering about 65,

have had little opportunity to

utilize their big-screen installations

for the last month or so.

According to theatre *JV execs,

(Continued on page 69)

Hollywood, Jan, 8..

Day of the will-o’-the-wisp pro-
moter-producer in telepix has just

about ended in Hollywood, with a
gradual but definite stabilization

of the infant” offspring of television

to the point where 80-odd vidfilm
companies existing in these, parts
early in 1951 have boiled down to

around 20 financially stable outfits.

Adding to baby’s growth was. the
entry into the telepix field of mo-
tion picture companies such as Re-
public, Universal-International and
Monogram.
A noticeable trend Which helped

solidify the picture was the tend-,

ency of more and more sponsors
to put their coin into vidfilm, ap-
parently realizing that in a piece

of negative they retained continued
marketable merchandise. Another
factor, aiding the TV-film producer
was the generally-conceded fact

that better quality could be Insured
With film.

And as the few top telepix com-
panies entrenched themselves in

their positions,, the inevitable re-

sult was that the weaker and in

some instances incompetent pro-

ducers began beating a hasty exit,

As for the phony, it’s becoming
virtually impossible for him to

exist.

Net result of all these growing
pains is that vidpix production is

(Continued on*page 20)
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* Major concession by the “Holly-

RofliAMiiAn T AnA>1iaii* Tioin wood Nine” leading to settlement
ISarDersnop-Longnair Hein ] ast week of their suits against the

For Close-Shave Harmony ^ understood to have been
Toi, n . an agreement that they never again

mu
W

j Would seek or take Jobs in the

q

^

U
nfi?hf

0r
n
d
9.

lddustry. Group of writers and
Saturday night (12) to something directors, who were discharged in
absolutely unique here-a com- i947 for aHeged Cornmunist affllia*.
bmed concert by a full-size major tions, accepted $107,500 in Settle*-
symphony orchestra and a collec- ment of damage suits totaling $62,-
tion of harmonizing barbershop OOO.OOO.
quartets. Coin was anted by four studios,
The gimmick concert will bring while four others, who were like-

together D.C.’s National Symphony wise defendants in the various *c«
Orchestra and the Washington tions in California Federal and
Chapter of the Society for the Pres- state courts, stood on their deter-
ervation of Barbershop Quartet mination to fight the cases out.
Singing in America. Concert calls Latter, from the standpoint pf both
for two quartets and the full unit principle and economics, feel that
of 60 Barbershoppers to harmonize their advantage lies in letting the*
against the background of the 10Q- suits go to a jury,
piece symphony orch. They believe that with the pres*-—: ent tenor of public opinion on
___ ^ _ Communism, they have virtually a
II|A1 ^ 1 t\t£ 100% -chance of coming out of

VTPiIQ liHKIl HIT court with a “not guilty” decision.
II vlly MI Uull VII Some pre charged with violations

of contracts in discharging the em-
T-L-- .ployees and all with conspiracy in

laimadge dcci ]ob;
kUsting them ?gainst further

While from the standpoint of
ml T K !‘law” attorneys for some of the

IIH JlPfflTfl I dlPHl holdout companies, privately admit
VII llVKlU lHll/111 they may have a dubious case, on

the issue of “fact” they think they
Top network television execs in- have a sure thing. One of them

dieated this week that they will remarked that obviously the “Hoi-
take no
Herman

no notice of Georgia Gov. lywood Nine” have the same idear
an Talmadge’s squawks that or they wouldn’t have settled most

several network programs violate pf $62,000,000 in suits for $107,500.iL A . AMImi 4> A AAll 41* VA AAWMA A i til. -t_ 11. ' 1.1 tt 1 14

Is Newest B’way Saga

Havoc’s 2G for ‘Christie’

On TV as Holm Gets $80

For N.Y. Legit Version
Despite the fact that Celeste

Holm will have the title role in

Eugene O’Neill’s “Anna Christie”
opening tonight (Wed.) at the City
Center, Nl Y., June Havoc has
been tapped to play the role in the
“Celariese Theatre’’ presentation of
the play Jan. 23 via ABC-TV.
Celanese producers didn’t want to

approach Miss Holm to do the
show, because she would virtually

(Continued on page 69)

Click opening last week of the
“Pal Joey” revival represents a
kind of personal vindication and
the prospect of a financial life-

saver for Jule Styne, principal pro-

ducer of the show. Besides having
pledged his future composer roy-

alties, from “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” and “Two On the Aisle”

as security for personal loans to

finance the show, Styne made vir-

tually a private crusade of getting

the revival on the boards, despite

negative advice from most of his

friends and associates.

Since most potential investors

shunned the venture, Styne had
almost insurmountable difficulty

lining up financing to revive the

Richard Rodgers-LorenZ Hart-John
O’Hara musical, which had failed

to pay off on Its original Broadway
(Continued on page 17)

the spirit of the south’s segrega-
tion laws, despite a veiled threat
by Talniadge that he might call

for a mass boycott in the south of

products sold by sponsors on such
shows. Consensus among the net-
work brass was they would con-
tinue to select talent without re-

gard to their race, creed or color.

CBS-TV prez J. L. Van Volken-
( Continued on page 20)

Although the quartet of studios
(Continued on page 2)

Go TV Next Fall

Cons Don’t Mind B’cast

Of Own Riot; They Just

Want to Get Into Act
Salt Lake City, Jan. 8.

Last Wednesday's (2) broadcast

of “The Big Story” was fed to all

cells at the Utah State- prison,

scene of last August’s riot that

Was dramatized on the show, Re-
actions among the cons were pretty
unanimously ’ favorable, with two
outstanding squawks*

Billy Randall, Whp.was portrayed
(Continued on page 69)

Bing Crosby, one of the last of
the top-name

.
personalities to re-

main outside the television field,

will make the plunge next fall via
CBS-TV. While specific plans are
still indefinite, web execs reported
this Week that it's almost a certain-
ty that Crosby will be doing a TV
shbw from the Coast next Septem-
ber or October.

It’s expected that Crosby, at least
at the start, will consent to do only
five or six shows during the sea-

son, similar to the Way Jack Benny
has been doing his TV. And it’s

believed that Chesterfield, which
bankrolls Crosby’s weekly CBS
Radio shows* Will also, he in the
sponsor’s seat for TV.

The Greatest Show News On Earth Starts On Page
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Hollywood, Jan. 8. 4-

Stanley Kramer filed a $1,000,-

000 libel suit against a group nail-

ing itself the Wage Earners Com-
mittee. which has been picketing
his “Death of a Salesman.. Pro-
ducer warned he'll no longer tol-

erate “irresponsible, unjiut and
untrue slanders against my name."

Group distributed pamphlets,
maided to some exhibitors, char-
acterizing Kramer as “notorious
for his red-planted, red-starred

films.”
Board of the Producers Assn,

authorized the following statement:

“There has come to our attention

a pamphlet issued by the so-called

wage earners committee in which
it makes vicious, unfounded at-

tacks against the motion picture

industry. We are pleased to learn
that Kramer has seen fit to bring

this group into court so that Its

charges against him may be tested

before a legal tribunal. His ac-

tion in so doing has our complete
support."
Kramer said the time has come

when “obligations of citizenship

and personal integrity demand ac-

tion." Action is asking $500,000
damages, $500,000 punitive dam-
ages, and lists the committee of

four officers, 100 John Does, John
Doe C6rp., Richard Roe and Jane
Doe, promising to supply proper
names later.

Kramer told a press conference
that he can't speak for the indus-

try but he believes pickets of the

picture thus attack the entire in-

dustry.
He said any other industry so

attacked would fight back in face

of breaches of “fundamental
American rights." Producer said

/»

Drop Towiseai Gorge
Hollywood, Jan. &

Exec board of the Screen Writers
Guild voted to. drop the “Ghost-
writing" charge againstLeo Town-
send, who had testified before the
House Un-American Activities

Committee that; he permitted his
name to be used on originals,

“Honey Valley” and “Day She Left
Town,” which were submitted for

sale in early 1950,
• They were written by Lester

s

Cole add Dalton Truinbb, two of
the original “Hollywood 10” who
went to' jail for' refuting to testify

on their alleged Red activities.

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Walter Wanger entered a double
plea, not guilty, and not guilty by
reason of insanity, to charges Of
assault with a deadly weapon with
intent to kill, growing out of the
shooting of agent Jennings Lang
D^C. 13;

Trial is set for Santa Monica
Superior Court Feb, 26.

Legit, Radio, TV Probe,

Washington, Jan. 8.

House Un-Ainfericail Activities

(Committee is expected to launch
its long-planned inquiry into al-

leged Communist sympathizers in
|

Broadway legit, radio and tele-

vision either at the end. of this

month or early in January. Com-
mittee has postponed Until that

time its scheduled windup of the
probe into Hollywood Red sym-
pathizers and now plans to tie the
two groups of hearings together.

Which legit, radio and TV per-
sonalities will be subpoenaed as
witnesses by the committee has not
been divulged; Walter Winchell.re-
ported in his ABC broadcast Sun-

k Dewey

Ilea for Teeth Vs. Bias
Albany, Jan. 8.

Legitimate theatres, hotels, res-

taurants and night clubs are among
those possibly affected, it’s believed
here,' ifthe recommendation which
Governor Dewey makes in his an-

nual message to the Legislature to-

morrow (Wed ), that the State Com-
mission Against Discrimination be
given jurisdiction over places of
public accommodation, resort and
amusement, is -adopted. Discrimina-
tion in such places has been
banned for. years under the. civil

rights law; but complaints must go
through criminal; proceeding chan-
nels, via local district' attorneys.
Students of the problem agree that,

for a variety of reasons, enforce-
ment has been sporadic apd not
too effective.

The Governor is scheduled to
say in his message that the State
Commission, with wider powers,
could successfully combat bias
through a program of education,
cooperation and conciliation. Ap-
prised of an act of discrimination
in a public place, the Commission
could warn the offender, then cite

it publicly, and, as a last resort,

could seek a court order forcing

( Continued on page 20)

FAMOUS FIRST NIG
<Th« Widow James’

{Bijou, N, Y„ S#pt» 1«, IMS)
May Irwin, who wu regarded aa the most abls singer of the the*

popular “coon" songs, came to Broadway with a play by John J. McNally
It waa a light farce, but sufflclent to put her eolldly to the fore as a atar;
and*eaaily the best play she ever bad so far aa antertahimeht values
wars concerned. It had opened in Brockton, Maas, Aug.19, and had been
breaking in on the road with the result -that the performance ran with
unusual smoothness. She Was supported by John C. Rice and his wife,'

Bailie Cohen, and Jacques Kruger* who had been associated With her
It years earlier at Toby Pastor's.

It was from this farce the long famous “May Irwin-John C. Rice Kiss,"
tha first motion picture ever censored and practically the first close-up,

waa taken. The play had a deservedly long run.

day night (6) that 15 names were
American ngms. ^rruaucer

j
^eady on the subpoena list, but!

he couldnt speak for Fredric i rnrnm;tipp snokesmen here de-1
March, star of the film, who was
attacked on placards carried by
the pickets, hut he pointed out the

actor had spent $36,000 to secure

a retraction*from counter attack

of all charges but still WEC re-

peated the charges, ignoring the
retraction.

U. S. Amos. Taxes Dived

Washington, Jan. 8.

Entertainment biz slid off sharp-

ly last October on the basis of "No-

vember admissions tax collections

reported by the Bureau of Inter-

nal Revenue.

The 20% bite on admissions

brought $31,084,965 to Uncle Sam
last November, far below the No-
vember, 1950, take of $34,370,182,
and the October, 1951, tax return
of $37,302,259. November tax re-

ceipts generally represent Octo-
ber payees at thp boxoffice.

About 80% of the tax figures is

estimated to come from admissions
to motion picture theatres.

The 20% slice on nitery checks
brought the Treasury $3,787,071,
compared with $4,125,605 for the
same month of 1950 and $4,624,295
for the preceding month of 1951.

New York*s 3d Internal Revenue
District, which takes in the Broad-
way sector* turned over $3,963,963
in admissions taxes, a decline of
nearly $800,000 from the previous
month. However, the $338,476 in
nitery tab levies was an improve-
ment over the previous month's
$285,473.

committee spokesmen here de
dined comment on the report.

House committee had' originally

planned its looksee into New York
show biz last year. At that time,
however, a special security sub-
committee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee was established and
sent to N. Y.; where it conducted
private hearings on presumably the
same points. House committee,
averse to duplicating the Senate’s

i work, called off Its hearings then.
‘ When the Senate group subse-
quently bogged down, howevr, the
House committee decided to re-
open its investigation.

H’wdod Nine’
Continued from pace 1

Cantor’s 60th Birthday
,

Spearheads Israel Drive
* Eddie Cantor's .60th birthday

celebration will be the fulcrum for

the “Bonds of Israel” campaign
dinner to be held Jan. 31 at the
Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
George Jessel will be toastmaster.

National co-chairmen and spon-
sors of the birthday celebration in-

clude Benjamin Abrams, president
of Emerson Radio fit Phonograph
Company; Barney Balaban, presi-

dent of Paramount Pictures; Jack
Benny, Oscar Hammerstein II, Fan-
nie Hurst, N. Y. Mayor Vincent R.
Impellitteri, George Jessel, Abel
Green, Jennie Grossinger, Senator
Herbert H. Lehman, Henry Morr
genthau, Jr., William: Morris, Jr.,

Spyros P. Skouras, president of

20th-Fox; Herbert Bayard Swope,
Walter White, president of the Na-
tional Assn, for the Advancement
of Colored People, and Jack and
Harry Warner of Wartier Bros.

Supreme Court Rules

Vs. Natalie Kalmus
Washington, Jan. 8.

Supreme Court found, in effect,

last week that Natalie Kalmus was
property divorced from Dr. Herb-
ert T, Kalmus 30 years ago, and
that she has no. partnership inter-

est in Technicolor, nor any com-
munity property interest" in Kal-
mus* other holdings.

The tribunal refused to hear an
appeal by Mrs. Kalmus in which
she claimed to be the common-law
wife, of Dr,- Kalmus. She demanded
an accounting of their community
property and her partnership in-

terest in Technicolor. Dr. Kalmus
denied all her allegations. He wpn
in the trial court and on appeal
to the Supreme Court of Califor-
nia.
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dissenting from the settlement
think the other four were wrong,
they quickly add that there were
controlling factors. Primary one
is the clause that will keep the
“Nine” from further work on the
lots.

Aside from that point, the com-
panies that settled did so on the
basis that it was cheaper to part
with the small amount of coin in-

volved than pay legal fees. Dis-
senters, on the other hand, accept-
ing victory in the courts as a sure
thing, feel that for the sake of not
admitting they were wrong in fir-

ing the men and thus suffering in
public opinion, a fight must be
made.

“Nine” lost their jobs after re-
fusing to answer the questions of
the House Un-American Activities
Committee. There were originally

10, but Edward Dmytryk subse-
quently recanted. All 10 went to
jail,

. Four companies who joined in

the settlement were Metro, which
j

paid $65,000; Universal, $13,750;
Columbia, $13,750, and Warner!
Bros.,'- $15,000. Other four defend-
ants were 20th-Fox, RKO, Par-
amount and Republic,

Metro’s payment was the heav-
iest, since it involved breach-of-
contract actions by tester Cole and
Dalton Tr^unbo. Other three studios
were defendants only in a $61,-

000,000 conspiracy action for black-
listing.

Cole and Triimbo sought $350,-
000 in wages due under cancelled
contracts from Metro. Writer Ring
Lardner, Jr., and director-producer
Adrian Scott similarly seek a total

of $25,000 from 20th and $150,000
from RKO, respectively. Trial is

set for Feb. 4.

- All nine of the plaintiffs joined
in the $61,000,000 conspiracy suit.

Albert Maltz, one of the group, has
a‘ slightly different aspect to his
case.

. . it involves the purchase by
20th 'and subsequent shelving of
his play, “The Journey of Simon
McKetlVer.” He contends that a
product, not a person, is being
blacklisted in violation of Federal
law. Suit comes up in court this
week.

Argentina's Low Cost

on

20c Picture Admissions
By RAY JOSEPHS

Buenos Aires, Jan. 1.

The one place in the hemisphere
where a single U.S. greenback is

still worth more than a few tips

for the Stork Club hatckeck gal is

here in this capital of the Argenr
tine Republic.
For an American dime you can

get a pound of the most luscious
tenderloin; for a penny ride a sub-
way which looks like an art gallery.

And for 4c get the
.
biggest glass of

beer and free lunch—you’ve ever
encountered. Film admissions in

cine palaces which outrival Radio
City come to about 20c. U. S. the-

atres and concerts are only slightly

higher.
And it's almost impossible to

spend much more than a dollar or
two on the most elaborate meaL
The secret is, of course,, the ex-

change—the most favorable ever
given by any Latin country.

In normal times when I used to
cover for Variety under this date-
line Argentina's exchange rate was
4 to 1. This meant your dollar got
you four pesos. But in the past
year Argentina’s meat and wheat
exports have gone down. Inflation
has been spiralling and dictator
Juan Peron and his free spending,
ex-actress wife Evita have been
raiding the treasury.
The peso has, as a result, been

getting more and more limp. Our
greenbacks are essential to those
Argentines who need products with
that Made-in-USA mark. They bid
for dollars on the free market Cur-
rently it's even higher, and many of
the boys who dope out such things
feel it may even go to 40. But ex-
change figures are meaningless un-
less you know just what the 30
pesos you get will buy.
Take food. Buenos Aires, Argen-

tina's capital, is a cosmopolitan
metropolis of close to 4,000,000
whose restaurants are among the
world's best. La Estancia, for in-

stance, specializes in meat Its Bii-
mark steak is 6 pesos or 20c; the
special exportation steak, . smoth-
ered in mushrooms and big enough
to serve an average U. S. family
of four, is 34c. A “baby bqef cUrAs-
co” will cost you a dime. A beam-
ing toureen of creamed soup 4c,

and the fanciest mixed salad lie; A
whole pejerrayr—Argentina’s favo-
rite fitii—is 13c. Desserts are in
the same proportion. The best ice-
cream is 7c. the finest camembert
5c.,' roquefort a penny more and

Bing Gains Point in Case

Of Merrill* Artists Get

Alerted to Ret First'

.
Return of Robert Merrill to the

Met Opera roster bad been antici-
pated in the trade for some months,
despite Met general manager
Rudolf Bing’s assertion last spring
that Merrill was out for good find

the, case closed.
Merrill, who was dropped last

spring for alleged contract viola-
tions when he Went to Hollywood
to make a film instead of showing
up for the Met’s spring tour, was
reinstated last weekend after he
had publicly “apologized” to the
Met. In a letter to Bing, Merrill
begged to come back, and Bing ac-

cepted the apology and request,
calling Merrill’s letter “a sign of
moral courage and decency.” Mer-
rill is officially due hack for the
spring tour, but will likely appear
at the Met during the winter.

It’s known that AGMA (Ameri-
can Guild' of Musical Artists ) had
been in touch with Bing and board
chairman George A. Sloan during
last summer, discussing the situa-

tion. Trade belief was that after
Bing cooled down, he'd reconsider
the Merrill firing. Feeling,, too, is

that Bing has gained his chief
point—which is to alert Met singers
against any outside activities that
conflict with Met performances or
otherwise injure them. In pre-Bing
days, for instance, it wasn’t uncom-
mon for artists to go off on mid-
season concert tours, and come
back late for opera rehearsals,
under plea of bad weather or other
factors. There were many other
abuses.
Meantime, oit the other N._ Y,

opera house, the City Center, ex-

citement over the dismissal of
Laszlo Halasz as director of this

N. Y. City Opera Co. hasn’t sub-
sided. Milton - Pollack, Halasz’s at-

torney, asked Mayor Impellitteri,

as prez 6i the Center, to call a
meeting to discuss the matter,,

claiming the hoard of directors,

in dismissing Halasz, bad “acted
on mal-informatioti,” and that the
decision to dismiss the director

appears to have been reached by
minority of the board." Pollack

preferred making this appeal to

the mayor before discussing any
legal! action. .Various singers in

the opera* company have come to

Halasz’s defense in the matter of
the ouster, disclaiming any pres-

sure or duress in their actions.

Duress" part was not claimed by
AGMA, as erratumed earlier.

The California cases have, ho! you can .indulge' your, taste for
connection with a suit brought
against the studios by the Screen
Writers Guild in N, Y. Federal
Court. It alleges that the anti-
communist employment policy is

illegal. In bringing the suit, the
Guild disassociated itself from the
litigation by the “10,”. asserting it

was acting on behalf of * all writers.
Pre-trial conferences are scheduled

Ifor Feb. 24. No changes are sought

crepes suzette every day since they
only cost 3 pesos, or just under a
dime.

If these prices seem slightly diz-
zying, you’ll be glad to know that
by law every Argentine restaurant
must serve an “Economic Menu.”
La Cabano, where prize shorthorns
and Aberdeen Angus cattle are im-
mortalized in cathedral-like stained
glass windows, offers * Vegetable

soup, vallalligos romano (an Italian

dish) grilled steak and caramel cus-

tard for a legal limit of 4.50 pesos
or 15c. You’ll find similar menus—
served With- Ritz touches, every-
where.

Practically Banknlte
An American who lives down

there with dollars would, of course,
find his grocery bill even less. Just

try these for size: 4 lbs. of potatoes
3c., peas a nickel a pound, pork
chops 14c. a pound, and fresh eggs
up to 19c. a dozen. Partridge, a

luxury item here, run 19c, each
and a 12-lb. turkey, in season, $1.68.

Your other costs are in the same
proportion. Gas in Argentina is

only 4c. a gallon. But since cabs
almost anywhere in town are under
a dime—and no tipping expected—
you mightn’t even want to bother.

American -suburbanites a r o u n d
Buenos Aires believe that trains

are more convenient, however, and
frequently; go home during; the two-1

hpur lunch period. No wonder.
Round trip tickets from downtown
fto San, Fernando—which is about
As far as Penn Station to Great
Neck—are 8c. and 67c. gets you an
unlimited monthly ticket ftom the

centre to the suburb of Martinez—
a distance roughly that of Grand
Central to White Plains.
A furnished house in one of the

(Continued on page 14)
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Minority stockholder group head-

ed by David J. Greene has won

two seats On the RKO Theatres

board. That will be disclosed to-

morrow (Thurs.) when the recessed

annual stockholders meet is recon-

vened in Dover, pel.

Irving Trust Co., N.Y., as trus-

tee for stockholder Howard Hughes,

will elect another, two directors,

and the present:management, head-

ed by prexy 'Sol -J.- Schwartz, will

elect two more - to make up an en-

larged board -of six members.
Since the Irving Trust and

Schwart groups > are closely al-

lied, they’ll outvote the Green dis-

sidents by two to one; That means
that there will be* no change in

the, present management.
Count of proxies has been going

on at the company's nominal head-

quarters in Dover since the share-

holders’ meet was originally con-

vened last Dec. 6. After many re-

cesses while- the tallying contin-

ued, inspectors today were near?

lug the end of their task;

Results of 'the count ^were clear

by yesterday.’ All- that remains
now is for formal - casting of their

votes by the* proxyholders at the
session tomorrow. • Directors, Who-
are elected will' then hold a meet-
ing to relect preisfent officers.

Greene, a * Wall St. investment
counselor and- member- of the N.Y.
Stock Exchange,- drew .his strength,

as might be- expected, from the
professional traders on the Street.

His proxies froriv that quarter far
outstripped those obtained by the
management'.’

Schwartz on -.the other hand,
showed his -strength among the
small, independent stockholders,
most of whom- were pretty much
unfamiliar With the issues. All

(Continued bn page 14)
'

No One Talking on Why

Only One Theatre TV’d

Rose Rowl—and toSRO
What - happened, .fa

. prevent all

but one - theatre .from, carrying the
New Year’s Day Rose Bowl ,game
on big-screen , television . remained
veiled behind the. refusal.this.week
of all interested, parties . to . com-
ment on the situation. It .appeared,
though, that . the . Rose. Bowl com-
mittee had stepped in at the last
minute with a .definite nix on the
theatre televising, and that Sherrill
Corwin,- whose. .Los. Angeles Or-
pheum was the .only house to carry
the event, went .ahead , with his
plans because. he. had sold a num-
ber of seats in. advance.

,

Of particular, interest to theatre
Ty proponents, . meanwhile, was
the fact that the. Orpheum did
near-SRO biz,, grossing $1,600 at a
$1.50 scale, though, the game was
played virtually .in , his . backyard
and was available. on. home.TV in
Li A. Fact that, the .house did such
good biz with . such. . competition
should prove . that big-screen TV
has now established its Jure to thd
paying public , as. one . of the best

(Continued. on page .24)
’
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HITCHY, BERNSTEIN IN

N.Y. PROD. HUDDLES
Alfred, Hitchcock and Sidney

Bernstein are huddling in New
York on the future program of
tbeir Transatlantic indie- unit,
Which releases through- Warner
Bros, They have about decided on
a story and expect to

'
get started

on production in Hollywood within
a month.

Hitchcock came east over the
y^^ood, .with his wife primarily
tor

.

the marriage of their daughter,
Batriqia, in Boston, .Jan. 17. Miss
Hitchcock has done both films and
icgit. She’s marrying Joseph E.O Connell Jr. a textlleman.

0«?
eri

i
s^e^n ' British circuit owner,

®f,
rive^ from London Christmas

Jifk S* 11 8° back to the ..Coast
with Hitchcock and remain in the

tion
wil le Pic is in produc-

Sam Zimbalist; producer of
“Quo Vadis,” is due in N. Y. from
the Coast tomorrow (Thurs.) and
sails Saturday for Europe on the
lie de France.

He’ll set the preliminaries for
his next for Metro, “Mogambo,”
Clark Gable starrer, to be. lensed
in Africa, with some European
players and technicians.

Louis B. Mayer has yet to collect
for settlement of his Metro con-
tract, which -gave him. a 10% own-
ership in all M-G films, while a
stockholders’ action against -his and
J. Robert Rubin's- employment
pacts, has the immediate effect of
jeopardizing the payoff.

1

M-G (or more specifically,
Loew’s, the parent organization)
announced a few weeks ago that
the Mayer contract had been
brought to an end via

.
settlement,

but. terms were not disclosed. It.

was tipped this week that Mayer
has yet to actually collect.

Plaintiff in the suit is Gustave
B. Garfield, as president of Geramy
Holding Corp. The outfit, which
owns 100 shares of Loew’s common
stock, claims that the Mayer and
Rubin employment deals are in
violation of the Security and Ex-
change Commission Apt of 1934.
Garfield is out to. enjoin M?G from
living up to > its end of the Mayer
contract terms on the charge that
they were not given proper stock-
holders’ approval.

Plaintiff believes Mayer’s deal
would give him over $2,000,000 as
the value of his interest in all M-G
pix produced while he was pro-

( Continued on page 17)

PetriUo Silent on TV

es for New Pic Pact

Whether TV has done something
of a fade?}a$ a threat to pix, or
whether exhibs are just getting
used to the idea of living with the
new medium, there’s much less
tendency currently for theatremen
to blame video for their wofes.

That’s evident from a nationwide
survey of exhib opinion made by
Variety correspondents in key
cities during the past several
weeks. (First installment of the
roundup ran in a recent issue).
There .appears to be no tendency

by theatremen to take the TV
threat to their own futures less
than seriously, but their approach
lacks the hysterical and crisis pro-
portions of past years. Exhibs
seem somewhat resigned to a TV-
infested future in which film
houses will nevfcr" again see the
heydays of a 1946.

There’s also a distinct indication
in the exhib interviews that tele
hasn’t retained; the hold it once
had oh audiences. A New Haven
theatremah reports, for instance,
that whereas tele used to kill all

biz after 7:30 Sunday evenings; it

doesn’t take hold until 8:45 or
thereabouts now.

If there’s a tendency to -blame
(Continued on page

,18)

Quo Yo’ All Goip’?
Washington,. Jan. 8.

The balmy Dixie influence
has: gotten to Metro’s super-
dooper epic, “Quo Vadis?’*
Film’s title translates in Eng-
lish to “Whither Goest Thou?"
However, word reaches here

from the deep .south that it’s

being explained down yonder
as ‘'Where Yo’all Goln‘7”.

Mid-Jan. Fla. Gabs

James C. Petrillo, president of

the American federation of Musi-
cians, has been maintaining' a char-
acteristic.. silence regarding all

television angles in a new contract

with the film companies. Negotia-
tions are slated to begin shortly
on a new studio pact.

Whatever ideas Petrillo might
have on possibly lifting the TV
ban on pix are being kept under
wraps, according to film execs.

Present deal expires next Tues-
day (1.5), but the likelihood is that

it Will • be. extended to allow for

time to work out the new deal...

on
Marc J. Wolf, chief barker of

Variety Clubs International, is in

for a busy month being scheduled
to preside at six functions in as

many different cities; He officiated

at installation of officers for the

Chicago Variety Club at the Con-
gress Hotel last Saturday (5).

’ Wolf jumped to Boston Monday
(7) for dedication ceremonies of
the Variety Children’s Cancer Re-
search Clinic and on Friday (11)

is slated to attend the Chick Lewis
Testimonial Dinner at. the Hotel
Astor, N. Y. He installs new of-

ficers and crew of the Indianapolis

Tent Jan. 14, ditibs at the Buffalo

Tent Jan. 19 and speaks at the

annual banquet of the Pittsburgh
Tent Jan. 20.

Par Lunches Zukor

Adolph Zukor, Paramount board
chairman; was the guest of all

Par department heads, including
president Barney Balaban, at a

homeoffice luncheon in N.Y. Mon-
day (7).

It was his 79th birthday.
. ‘i*. l - . ’

•• *.

Prexies of major film com-
panies will hold a general powwow
in Miami Beach ’later this month.
Date has been tentatively set for
Jan. 18.

Talks will range over various
industry problems, similar to those
at huddles in Florida in past years.

Many of the presidents will be
in the resort city at the time, any-
how, which makes the locale con-
venient.

Erie Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prexy, may fly

south for the confabs, but it isn’t

certain yet. Topics for discussion
include labor relations, public re-

lations, foreign activities, cost

structure in Hollywood and a wide
range of Other activities,

*

Investigation will be made later

this year of bribes sought from the

atres by Fire Dept, inspectors In

New York,; Asst, District Attorney

Alfred Scotti, head of the Rackets

SquRd, said this. week. Scotti

stated he would go into the matter

as soon as he concludes the prose
cution on other charges against
James A. Moran, former Fire Dept,
official.'

Regular weekly payoffs to fire

inspectors came to light as a re
sit’, of the controversy on “Ways
of Love,” Roberto Rossellini pix, at

the Paris Theatre. While the film

was under attack as “blasphemous”
by the Catholic Church, house sud
denly received a Fire Dept, sum-
mons for overcrowding.

In ,the ensuifig hearings, testi-

mony was presented by the Paris
management- that regular bribes
were expected by inspectors and
had been made from the^time the
house was opened, That brought
plenty of whispers from other the:

atremen that all houses made such
payoffs and had been doing so for

so long they considered it part of

the normal cost of doing business.

District Attorney Frank Hogan
promised at the time that an inves-
tigation would be. made as soon as

his office had the time free.

4 Actual transfer of 50% owner-
ship and 100% of management con-
trol of United Artists to the group
headed by Arthur B. Krim is ex-
pected In about 45 days, Krim Raid
in N. Y. yesterday (Tues.). In what
he described; as another “progress
report,” UA’s president confirmed
that the outfit, according to prelim-
inary auditing, finished 1951 with
a “substantial profit.” Subject to
affirmation by Price, Waterhouse
& Co., this means that 8,000 shares
of UA’s 16,000 common stock
shares will be pocketed by Krim
and his associates in the UA oper-
ation, with Mary Pickford and
Charles Chaplin holding' the bal-
ance of 4,000 shares each.

Profit the first year also assures
the Krim group of 9 more years In
the tJA management saddle. That
is in keeping with the terms of the
deal with Miss Pickford and
Chaplin.
While Krim insisted that vesting

of the stock by himself and his
partners still is contingent on the
official Price, Waterhouse report,
it was clear that the new UA top-
pers were confident of such con-
firmation. All members of the al-

( Continued on page 17)

Brought on His Resolve To
r

ings as Pic Angel
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Giving his recent battle with
the Screen Actors Guild arid craft
unions as the Reason, Robert L.
Lippert disclosed yesterday (Mon.)
that he is withdrawing from all

future production financing. He
had previously dropped his own
producing activities.

Lippert said he’d concentrate in
the futrire solely oh distribution
via Lippert Pictures, Inc.> releas-
ing company fprmed In 1948 as ah
outgrowth of Screen Guild after
Lippert had bought out all SG
franchises,

Withdrawal from financing will
deprive Hollywood of $2,000,000

(Continued on page 17)

Post-Holiday Biz Still Hotsy ; ‘Dreams’ Mew Champ,
‘Quo Vadis’ Next, ‘Drums’ 3d, ‘Spy’ Fourth

The sharp upbeat at the nation’s

first-runs Xmas-New Year’s Week
still is considerably in evidence,
this session although a majority of

theatres have holdover product or
are playing extended-run. Despite
most films being in second or third
stanzas, current week will" show
more than $1,100,000 total gross
for the five strongest pix in key
cities covered by Variety.

“I’ll See You in My Dreams”
(WB) is taking over No. 1 spot na-
tionally although virtually the first

week out on release. The Danny
Thomas-Doris Day starrer is

rounding out a highly profitable

five-week run at the N. Y. Music
Hail today (Wed.), with better

than $728,000 gross likely for run.

“Quo Vadis” (M-G), in first place

for about a month, Is slipping to

second slot while “Distant Drums”
(WB) is a very close third.. “Drums’

*

caught on from the outset, With
some 17 playdates this week rang-
ing largely; from fine to smash or

terrific. '. “Favorite Spy” (Par) is
^

capturing fq.urth; money, with a

long string of solid and spek
sessions.

Fifth position is "being taken
over by “Westward the Women”
(M-G) though its best dates are

only rated nice. “Double Dyna-
mite” (RKO) is winding up sixth

but currently a bit spotty. “De-?

cision Before Dawn” (20th) is fin-

ishing seventh while “Flame of

Araby” (U) will be eighth, Latter
caught on .remarkably well after

previous somewhat uneven results.

}

“Detective Story” (Par) is cop-
ping ninth place, with “Weekend
With Father” (U) in 10th spot. “I
Want You” (RKO), just getting un-
der way, is taking 11th position
while. “10 Tall Men” (Col), with a
flock of new. dates, is landing in

12th.
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep),

“Elopement” (20th), “Two Tickets
To Broadway” (RKO) and “Call-
away Went Thataway” (M-G) are
runner-up films in that sequence.

“Death of a Salesman” (Col)

shapes as outstanding new film
which is just getting under Way.
It is big both in N. Y. and L. A.
“African Queen” (UA) currently is

fine in L. A. “On Dangerous
Ground” (RKO) looks nice in

Frisco and Pittsburgh but light in

Baltimore. “Model and Marriage
Broker” (20th) is rated mild on
holdover this week in L. A. but
started well in first week.
“American in Paris,” (M-G), with

several fresh' bookings, is adding
three sock sessions to its former
laurels this week. “Bright Victory”
(U) shapes brisk: in- Louisville.

"Never Forget You” (20th) is mild
in Balto.

“Lavender Hill Mob” CU) is sock
in K. C. and Pitt, big in Philly and
great in N. Y. “Racket” (RKO)
looks fast in Montreal.

“Starlift” (WB) is smart in

Omaha and Frisco. “Fixed Bay-
onets” (20th) looms modest in De-
trolt

- in
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Despite the usual sluggish ha-f
tlonal boxoffice pace in December,
there wete some pix which made
strong showings last month. YFhile

only five new films made the Top
12 list, many films that were un-
veiled as the month ended shaped
up as potentially strong drossers

for coming weeks.

“Quo Vadis” (M-G), fourth in
November, easily set the pace in

Variety’s compilations for Decem-
ber. The spectacle finished first

every week of the month by a great

margi . “Detective Story” (Par),

third the previous month, copped
second, while “Two Tickets to

Broadway” (RKO), seventh in No-
vember, wound up third last month.

“American in Paris” (M-G),
champ in the two preceding
months, Wound up fourth In De-
cember With not too many new
launchings. “Blue Veil” (RKO)
duplicated its November standing
by again finishing fifth while “Too
Young to Kiss” (M-G) was sixth.

''Fixed Bayonets” (20th), failing to

display expected strength, Wound
up seventh.

“Lavender Hill Mob” (U), con-

sistently strong all -month despite

the offish tone at the b.o„ copped
eighth place, never falling lower
than 10th all month and- being
seventh and eighth on two weekly
compilations. It is the first time a

British-made pic has been this high
on Variety’s monthly listings in

many months. It was a runner-up
In November.

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) fin-

ished ninth, almost even With “Lav-
ender,” although being preemed
during the worst pre-Xmas Weeks.
"The River” (UA), 11th in No-
vember,, wound up 10th. “Tanks
Are Corning’’ (WB) took 11th

money. It was 10th the previous
month. “Strange Door’’ (U) round-
ed out the Top 12 list.

“Submarine Command” (Par),
“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G),

(Continued on page 62)

December Top 12
1, “DUO Vadis” (M-G).
2. “Detective Story” (Par).

3: “Tickets B’way” (RKO).
4; “American Paris” (M-G).
5. “Blue Vett” (RKO).
6. “Too Young Kiss” (M-G).
7. “Fixed Bayonets” (20th).

8. “Lavender Hill Mob” (U).

*9, “Blue Yonder”-, (Rep).
10. “The River” (UA).
11. “Tanks Coming” (WB);
12. “Strange Door” (U).

Mfr. Color Tube

(OtSrOEHONSRATHIN
Demonstration of Telemeter for

the trade is being planned In the
next couple weeks. The subscrip-
tion tele device, in which Para-
mount owns a half-interest, will

be shown at Telemeter’s plant on
the Coast.
No special Federal Communica-

tions Commission permit will be
required. Outfit already has a per-
mit for field testing, which! has
been going On since last fall and is

about completed. It is picking up
special Off-hour broadcasts from
KTLA, Par’s video station In
Hollywood.

Talks are being held by Carl
Leserman, who owns a chunk of
Telemeter stock and is operating
head of the company on the Coast,
With people from various parts of
the country who have shown an
Interest In franchising the device
in. their territory. Talks are pre-
liminary, however, since no ap-
proach has even been made to the
FCC yet for permission to broad-
cast the scrambled waves picked
up by the coinbox machine.

It is believed likely that invest-
ments made by franchise-holders
may be used to finance production
of the device. If this can be
Worked out, it will probably be
part of the pitch to the FCC. It

may also ' eliminate going to the
public with a stock issue, which
was mentioned as a possibility in a
brochure recently issued by Tele-
meter.

Washington, Jan. 8.

Hints are heard here that Para-
mount may be permitted by the
National Production Authority to

go ahead with ,manufacture of its

colorTV tube if the NPA caii^lnd

Itself a satisfactory face-saving for-

mula. Entrance of -Senator Edwin
p. Johnson, chairman of the Inter-

state Commerce Committee, into

the picture reportedly has put the

NPA. on a spot that may help Par.

Johnson has written Defense
Moblllzer Charles E. Wilson, whose
office heads the NPA, for an ex
planatlon of. the ban about six

weeks ago bn production of tele

equipment that can receive color.

He is understood to have received
no answer as yet, although he
wrote several weeks ago.

Johnson’s Interest is believed to

have been spurred by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
which falls under the aegis of his

Senate committee. FCC has for
several years been pushing for
early lhtroduction of color and got
quite a shock when NPA suddenly
banned it under the guise , of pres-
ervation of vital materials for de
tense.

Par has been buHdoggedly fight-

ing to escape the freeze. It claims
Its Lawrence Chromatic tube uses
no more strategic materials than
black-and-white tubes and that at

a meeting of manufacturers with
Wilson several months ago It was
agreed that NPA would make no
effort to dictate what end products
could be made from allocated ma-
terials.

To that end, Par’s
.

Washington
attorney, Paul R, Porter, has been
pushing the NPA for a “reversal.
The Government agency so far has
been outwardly adamant against
a change.

It is understood, however, that
Johnson's interest, which might
lead to embarrassing Congressional
questioning, plus other factors
which have arisen, have put NPA
in a position where it may want to
backtrack if it caii do it gracefully.

Seymour Poe,, partner with. Irv-

ing Lesser in Producers Represen-
tatives, Inc,, leaves New York next
Wednesday (16) for a tour of ex-

change cities that will wind him
up in Los Angeles Feb. 1. At that
time, he and Lesser, who will fly

from New York, will meet with
producer Sol Lesser.

Sessions will be devoted to

future policy of PRI, which reps
the producer on pix sales to both
theatres and TV, and on Sol Les-
ser's own production activities.

Poe's tour of RKO exchanges will

be on behalf of number of Lesser
pix, “Tamn's Peril,” “Tarzan’s

Savage Fuff/* “Kon-Tiki” and
“Jungle Headhunters.”

Small, Ferry to Team

As Pickman Sells Out
Hollywood, Jan, - 8.

Deal is on for Fefe Ferry to buy
out Milton Pickman’s share in the
Feiry-Pickman talent agency here
Ferry will line up with Paul Small

Negotiations are expected tb be
completed by next Week, when
Pickman returns from Europe
where he Went On agency business
Pickman, brother of Jerry Pick-

man, Paramount Pix veepee, is ex-
pected to join a pix-producing
group when he severs from cur-
rent connection.

[‘Gope’TopsGrossersf
aSSfttsSr fconthiRiuS from vase l aasai

the 335,000,000 to $90*000.000

claimed for it.

Musicals led the way by fRr on

the AU-Thq^ Top-Grousers list. Of

the $8 pix Included, 21 arg straight

tuners, A4d to that gix more musi-

cal blogs to give an idea of what

hold song-and-dancr has held on

the'AmeHcanipubDci taste for en*

tertaiiiment. *

Oh the other hand, pic patrons

have also shown* plenty of procliv-

ity for straight drama. That’s the

second most^often-seen classiflca*-

tion on the ^list, with 13 films. To
that might be added many other

sub-categories of drama. (Any
classification of pix by type is

lqose, at best.)

The nine war dramas that appear

on the list might be added to the

13 others; There ar.e also five cos-

tume dramas and two religious

dramas, plus a couple of mellers

and three Biblical specs.

War Themes Profitable

That war has been a profitable

theme for pix is seen by. the nine

War dramas plus two war comedies

that have made the $4,000,0Q0-or-

over grade. That comedies on the

whole have also had their appeal

is evident in the count. Ten pix

fall in the straight comedy cate-

gory; plus the two war comedies,

plus a quartet of comedies with

music (not actually musicals).

Westerns also account for four

of the films on the list, while five

other pix fall in the general clas-

sification of “action.” Feature car-

toons (both by Disney) also make
up two of the total count of 88
films.

Selznick appears to hold produ-
cer honors, with the first and third

pix on the list, as well as with
“Spellbound” and “Since You
Went Away” down farther. Cecil

B. DeMille figures prominently,

too,, with “Samson and Delilah” in

fourth spot on the list and “Reap
the Wild Wind” and “Uncon-
quered” also on it.

Bing Crosby figures :probably as

the all-time: top moneymaker for

the industry among players. He’s

in no less than six ' of the pix in

the over-34,000,000 category; They
include “Going My Way,” “Wel-
come Stranger,” “Blue Skies,”

“Road to Rio,” “Road to Utopia”
and “Emperor Waltz,”

Irving Berlin appears prominent-
ly among contributors to big gross-

es. Four pix towhich he contribut-

ed the tunes are high up on the
list of the industry's all-time coin-

grabbers. They include “This Is the
Army” (in fifth position), VBlue
Skies,” “Annie Get Your. Gun,”
and “Easter Parade,”

Jolson’s Trio

Al Jolson, too, holds sortie sort

of' record for three appearances
on the list. They include the two
biopix ef late years, “The Jolson
Story” and “Jolson Sings Again,”
plus a film that figured prominent-
ly in the birth of the talkers, “Sing-
ing FooL”
The list proves Metro to be by

far the industry's most durable
producer of moneymaking pix. It

has 32 films among the Big 88

—

more than one-third of the entire

list. In a photo finish, for place
position are Paramount and 20th-
Fox, each with 13 entries. Here’s
the whole lineup:

Metro .... ...........
Paramount ..........
20th-Fox ............
Warner Bros*
RKO a;.....,. «

United Artists........
Columbia
Universal
Republic.
Eagle Lion
SRO .

32
13
13
10
9
4
3
1
1
1

1

4*Regional Sales Meets .

This Month for Sep
Republic will hold a series of

four regional sales meetings this

month. Prexy Herbert J. Yates
will address each session!

Initial meet will be held at Rep's
North Hollywood studios today
(Wed.) and tomorrow (Thurs.),
Second Is set for the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, Jan. 14-15, while
the third will be held at the N. Y.
homeofflce, Jan. 16-17. Meets wind
up in New Orleans Jan. 21-22,

where the final sesh is pencilled for
the Jung Hotel.

Europe to N. Y
Binnie Barnes,
Art^BUchwald'
Mike' Elliott -

Wanza Elliott

Rehe''Fraday
Kipf Kendall
Lizabeth Scott
Ray Ventura
Josh White

N. Y. to Europe
Hermione Gingold
Hilde Gueden
Anna Neagle

. Al Palca
Milton Pickman;
Herbert Wilcox

Filmdom’s “Golden Circle”—1952 edition is presented below,

Jt includes alt of those picture? which Have earned, or give promise
of earning, a miniimm

0 of 34,006,000 in domestic (XJ, s. end
Canada ) film rentals. Foreign income is not included, since it

cannot be accurately, estimated on a dollar remittance standard.

Figures ielpw afe^ in general, what the dtytribt'have in the till

to- date,’ except in the case of 1951 releases. On the latter, esti-

mates of final totals have been projected on the hasty of a film's
earnings up to the end of the year, Monj) of the ptmi-below will
'derive further income from rdissues-^and possibly much additional
coin eventually from TV.

D. W, Griffith's 1915 smash, “The Birth of a Nation” (Mutual),
belongs on the list, but exactly where is a question lost in nostalgia
and unassembled records. Otdtimers in one. Way or. ’another asso-
ciated with the picture estimate its gross at from 335,000,000 to

350,000,000,

Gone With the Wind (M-G) (1939). . . * . . . .......
Best Years Of Our Lives (RKO) (1947) . . .. , ... .

Duel In the Sun (SRO) (1947) * . . ... . . ..... , ...
Samson & Delilah (Par). (1950), « * . . • .... . . ...

This Is the Army (WB) (1943).

.

Bells of St. Mary’s (RKO) (1946k.. ......v ...
Jolson Story (Col) (1947). • . • . • • . . .*

.

David & Bathsheba (20tH) (1951k , ...... . . . . . .

Going My Way. (Par) , (1944). . .
.

, ... . , , ........
For Whibrn the Bell Tolls (Par) (1943). . .. ......
Welcome .Stranger (Par) (1947) .. . . . . , . . .

.'
. ....

Snow White (RKO) (1937) . . . . ................
Sergeant. York (WB) (1941). , . . , . , .. ., .. ..

Blue Skies (Par) (1946). ... .............
Egg and.. I (U) (1947) , ^ »

.

.. . * . * . * .

»

Leave Her to Heaven (20th) (1945)..,....
Big Parade (M*G) (1925) ... . . ... ...... « . »,,,,,
Unconquered (Par) (1947)
Yearling (M"G) (1947) ..... • > .... . . « . ... . . ..

Meet Me In St, Louis (M-Gk (1945) ... ....... . . .

Showboat (M-G). (1951) • • ... ...... »»

Life With Father (WB) (1947) ... , . ......
The- Outlaw (RKO) (1946-50). . ......... i.... •

.

Forever Amber (20th) (1947) . . ... ;. . .

•

Green Dolphin St. (M-G) (1947).. .,v...
Jolson Sings Again. (Col) (1949). . ... . .

•

Mrs. Miniver (M-G) (1942)..,.,...........,,,;
Razor’s Edge (20th) (1947) ... ». v. •

Red Shoes (EL) (1948—50) » . . . • • . • , . . , * ...

«

Song of Bernadette (20thi) (1943). ........ . .. ..

Spellbound (UA) (1946) ..... .....

Since You Went Away (UA) (1944) ........ ... , »
King Solomon’s Mines (M-G) (1950) . • .

»

Notorious (RKO) (1946). ... ... . ..... ..... ...
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) (1942). ..........
Battleground' (M-G)' (1950). . . . .

Annie Get Your Gun (M-G) (1950).
Green Years (M-G) (1946)....
American In Paris (M-G) (1951)
Anchors Aweigh (M-G) (1945)
Bachelor and Bobbysoxer (RKO) (19471....,
Easy to Wed (M-G) (1946) . . > . . .

.

Four Horsemen (M-G> (1921).......,..
Great Caruso (M-G) (1951)..
Paleface (Par) (1945).

Random Harvest (M-G) (1942) . , . . . . . .. .. .. ....
Road To Rio (Par) (1948) . . . . . ... . . .. ...........
Road to Utopia (Par) (1945)
Thrill-of a Romance (M-G) (1945) ..........
Till Clouds Roll By (M-G) (1947). .

Valley of Decision (M-G) (1945) . ..............
Easter Parade (M-G) (1948) .... . . .........
Cheaper By the Dozen (20th) (1950) . . ,

.

Two Years Before Mast (Par) (1946),. ..........
Hucksters (M-G) (1947).
Harvey Girls (M-G) (1946)
Stagedoor Canteen (UA) (1943) . . ;

Lost Weekend (Par) (1946)
Cinderdlla (RKO) (1950) , . , . . . . ..........
Adventure (M-G) (1946)
Saratoga Trunk (WB) (1946)
Streetcar Named Desire (WB) (1951)..........^
30 Seconds Over Tokyo (M-G) (1944)
Hollywood Canteen (WB) (1944) . . . ...... . ... . .

.

Three Musketeers (M-G) (1948).
Weekend at Waldorf (M-G) (1945).*...*..
Rom Yesterday (Col) (1951). . ...
Father Of the Bride (M-G) (1950).
Joan of Arc (RKO) (1949) ....... . . ............
Johnny Belinda (WB) (1948).
I Was a Male War Bride (20th) (1949)..........
Margie (20th) (1946) ...........
Mother Wore Tight* (20th) (1947)

(2
,

0th) {1?A9) / • • • • • - • - . . ....

.

Cass Timberlane (M-G) (1948)
State Fair (20th) (1945) .

.

Ben-Hur (M-G) 11926) .................
Dolly Sisters (20th) (1945) . .

Emperor Waltz (Par) (1948)
Holiday In Mexico (M-G) (1946)
Kid From Brooklyn (RKO) (1946) ..............
Night add Day (WB) (1946)
Reapfhe Wild Wind (Par) (1942)
Red River (UA) (1948).

.

it . .. ..
Sands of Iwo Jima (Rep) (1950)..,..

c
tog2g (^B) (1928 > • •>'

• • •— • . • • . ... .

.

> * • vv.. . . .....

.

Ziegfeld Follies (M-G) (1946).. . . ..... . , .... .V.

1.

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9;

10.

11 .

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22,

23,

24.

25.

26,
27.

28.

29.
30.

3L
32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
41.

42.

43.

44.
45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

sa
51.

52.

83,
54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.
61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

• • • • •'

^ . :

• • I » *.» ,

$26,060,000
10,400,000
10,000,000

9.000.

000
8.500.000

8.000.

000
8,000,000

7.000.

000
6.500.000
•6,300,000
6 .100.000

6.000.

000
6,000,000
5.700.000
5.550.000
5,550,t)00

5.500.000
5.250.000

5.250.000
5.200.000
5.200.000
5.100.000
5.075.000
5.050.000
5,000,000
5,000,000

5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000

4.975.000
4.950.000
4.825.000
4.600.000
4.800.000
4.700.000

4.650.000
4.600.000
4.500.000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4.500.000
4.450.000
4.425.000
4.400.000
4.350.000

4,350,000
4.350.000
4.300.000
4.275.000
4.250.000
4,250,000
4.250.000
4.225.000
4.200.000
4,200,000
4.200.000
4.150.000
4.150.000
4.100.000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4,100,000
4.100.000
4.050.000
4,050,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000

4,000,000

4.000.

000

4.000.

000

4.000.

000
4,000j000
4,000,000

Eddie Barison

Joan Camden
Ronald Colman
Cecil B. DeMille
Bill. Dozier,
-Lisa FarradSy
Y. Frank Freeman
Alfred Hitchock
Benita Hume
Betty Hutton
John Ireland
Viveca Lindfora
David A. Lipton
Anthony Mann
Rose Marie
Ralph Meeker
Ralph Morgan
Doretta Morrow

L. A, to N. Y.
Jerry Paris
Milton Pickman
Wynn Rocamora
Don Siegel
Kay Thompson.
Edward Ugast

N. Y to L. A.
Charles Boyer .

William Buckley
Al Delynn
Paul Gregory
Charles Laughton ^

Joe Laurie, Jr.

Agnes Moorehead
Leo Morgan
Otto* Preminger.
Silas F. Readier
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Sol Lesser and Edward Small +
have discovered that a Hollywood

'

partnership is dot for them..

They’ve both come to the conclu-

sion__reportedly a perfectly friend-

lv one—-that they are apparently

each too set in their own ways of

wealth, success and habit to join

forces at this late date.

As a. result, two projects in which

they were planning to join forces

are understood to have been called

off One was for a combine to

produce and distribute their pix to

tele, while the other called for

them to join with Sam Briskin in

a three-way amalgamation' to turn

out pix for United Artists release.

TV agency, Peerless Television

Productions, was established three

months ago by Small with the ex-

pectation that Lesser would join

him providing pix and running the

operation. Pair joined in hiring

George Shupert away from Para-

mount, where he was guiding TV
sales, to head. Peerless.

While Lesser’s withdrawal leaves

Peerless without the valuable back-

log of product he could provide, it

ill continue otherwise on its Origi-

nal operating pattern. Small will

be principal stockholder, with

Shupert holding a minority interest

and other producers also being of-

fered stock participation. Latter

will include producers with pix

backlogs they are willing to throw

in the .pot and producers who will

turn out special tele material.

Actually, Lesser ,
only tossed in

two of his own pix— ‘R.ed House”

(Continued on page 24)

Universal prez Nate J. Blumberg
will head from New York for the
Coast at the end of this month.
He’ll be accompanied by Mrs,
Blumberg. Plan is for them to re-
main for several months, at least,

“robably only important confabs
on the proposed merger of U with
Decca Records, which Owns- con-
trolling interest in the ' company,
\W11. bring him back east.

Blumberg is recuperating at his
home from a long hospital siege.
He’ll continue to be out of his of-
fice, under doctor’s orders, until
he leaves for Hollywood.

Washington, JJiu 8.

Washington office of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America has in-

stituted. a new system which re-

quires execs and staff members to
turn in detailed weekly reports of
their activities. Staffers, with lone
exception of Joyce O’Hara, who
heads the ' Washington operation,
must outline in ' detail- how they
spent their time, what they did,

whom they ! saiW, etc.

Those in the local- office obligat-
ed to make reports include Jack
Bryson, chief lobbyist; Jerry Ca-
hill, his assistant; Norman- Kuehne,
the new D, C. < pressagent and
speech writer; Edward Cooper,
just hired from the Senate Demo-
cratic policy committee to handle
television and Senate contacts;
Cecil Dickson, listed as assistant
to the veepee (O’Hara), who han-
dles House contacts and is regis-
tered as an MPAA lobbyist; Roger
Albright, director, of the education-
al division of MPAA; Stanley Mc-
Intosh, associate-director of educa
tion; Col. Robert T. McDonnell,
Who was until recently manager of
the Washington office and has done
embassy contact work, but who' is

(Continued on page 62)

Decca attorneys^ reportedly in
collaboration with Serge Semenen-
ko, are said to be working out a
reorganization plan by which: the
record company would be merged
into Universal Pictures. Decca re-
cently acquired controlling interest
in U.
Semenenko’s interest in the

merger results from his position
as banker for both companies. He’s
v.p. of the First National Bank of
Boston and was instrumental in
bringing about. the stock purchase
by which- Decca obtained U con-
trol.

J. Arthur Rank, . whose position
as second largest stockholder to

Decca may make him a key figure
in passage of any reorg plan, has
given no. hint as yet of his position.
Rank’s U. S. rep, Robert S. Benja-
min, said this week that no plan
or indication of a plan had yet
been presented for perusal by the
British film tycoon.
“We can’t possibly take a posi-

tion, one way or .the other,” Ben-
jamin explained, "until we have
something to take a position on.

Our attitude will ;not be deter-
mined until we have studied any
proposals that are made. So far

there have b^en none.”
Merger plan would have to be

okayed by twp-thirds of the share-
holders of each company. Rank

(Continued on page 14)

Johnston Calls FCC Hearings on TV

No. 1 Industry Problem; Cancels Trek

Fear that the "long purse” would
prevail under competitive bidding
has not materialized, distribution
execs have agreed in looking back
over the five-year operation of the
system. At least one distrib, how-
ever, was prepared with a unique,
antidote for overbidding had it be-
come a problem.

Concern of distribs when .the

bidding system was instituted at

the end of 1946 was the. “long
purse” theory. That was that an
exhib who was better heeled—or
more ready to spend money—than
his competition would make ex-
cessive offers for film, just to keep
it away from opposing houses.

Net result Could have been that
the fellow with the “long purse”
might put his competitors out of
business by snatching up product.
He would do a dog-in-the-manger,
sometimes paying ; for pix and.
never actually playing them.

Even worse than that from the
distributor's standpoint was the pos-
sibility that exhibs would overbuy,
and thus, with more films than they
could use, never book -a. pic. The
distrib could wait indefinitely—or
forever—before he’d get paid even
his. minimum rental guarantee.

It was to meet such a situation
that RKO attorneys developed a
formula. They’ve never had to let

it out of the box, however, because
the situation never arose to ariy

significant degree.
Scheme was, in inviting bids, to

set a reasonable maximum on mon-
etary terms that exhibs could offer.

That would leave as the only point
on which one theatre, could trip an-
other the amount of playing time
offered.

Exhib couldn’t bid unless he
had actual playing time to give pix
and would name, the approximate
starting date, This would effective-

ly cut off his buying too many.
Though this one major evil has

(Continued on. page 17)

Foreclose ‘Man-Eater’

„ Los Angeles, Jan. 8.

Foreclosure suit on “Man-Eater
of Kumaon,” produced by Monty
Shaff . for Universal-International
release in 1948, was filed by Pacific

Finance, Which put up second
money, amounting to 15%.
Company also foreclosed on the

Sam Bischoff indie, ‘'Intrigue,” for

which it put up second coin. Bank
of America was paid off for its

first money on the picture but a

PF spokesman said second money
has not been forthcoming.

Refuses To
Hear Sutphin Appea

;• Washington, Jan. 8.
Supreme Courts last week re-

hear the appeal by Sutphin Estates
tnat it be permitted to intervene
in th Warner Bros, antitrust de-

n,
l
!

ee *’ Sutphin owns tfiO Warner
iWr

,
e
„ ProPerty in New York

vluch WB circuit has on long ieasei
i/’tPhm claims that4n the decree

s were not properly pro-
_

r

”ec’’ and it wants the case re-

tl;

e
,

ne<
J

I°i’ addition assurance

Jv j*1® le^e is financially pro-
‘wtecl f0r us fjuU term

Court heard an appeal

niiiJ
a ' T^cn it turned down Sut-S s co

,

nte«ti6n and left the de-

cnnL
vnchan86d

- The new refusal
answer to a subsequent3?*^ ^pWn that the Su-

- Court hear the matter anew.

See Personnel Changes

In Par Sales at Meet

Slated for Next Week
Personnel changes just short of

the top echelon are expected when
Paramount opens its division sales

managers meeting at the Hotel

Plaza, N. Y„ next Monday (14),

Session will go two days at least,

possibly a third.

A. W. - Schwalberg, distribution

chief, will preside at the conclave,

Which will be attended by board
chairman Adolph Zukqr, president

Barney Balaban, all homeoffice de-

partment toppers and the division

chiefs. The territorial, heads are

Hugh Owen, Howard Minsky, Duke
Clark, J. J. Donohue, George Smith
and Gordon Lightstone.

Schwalberg, president of Para-

mount Distributing Corp;, and E. K.
O’Shea, . p. of the subsid outfit,

will be unaffected by the antici-

pated new personnel setup.

Convention will Concern itself

with all new product from the

selling end. Jerry Pickman, ad-

pub director, will discuss promo-

tion angles, This will be the first

such session for Pickman in his

role as v.p. and Par Distributing

board member. He was elected an
officer of the outfit about 10 days

ago.
Repping production at the sales

huddle will be Y. Frank Freeman,
studio boss,, who arrives in N* Y,

from the Coast this week.

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Wald-Krasna are remaining at

RKO .for another year, during
which the team will make eight
more features, following Howard
Hughes’ approval of a continuance
agreement reached by studio man-
ager C; J. Tevlin in huddles with
attorney David Tannenbaum and
Lew Wasserman. repping W-K,
Hughes already has okayed start of
“High Heels,” “Size 12,” "Strike A
Match” and "I Married A. Woman,”
for as soon as the cast toppers are
secured.
Wald functions executive

producer with Krasna writing and
directing two features in addition
to working on other scripts. First

is expected to be ready for May
start. Eaph continues as partners
in W-K, drawing salaries of $2,500
weekly and sharing in 50% profit

on their pix as provided in their

original contract.

'f-
Although deal on whole

.
gives

the team what they wanted, Hughes
still retains approval Of properties
and Casts. It’s indicated, however,
that the producers will get speedy
decisions on latter. Unit has com-
pleted three films and has one
shooting. , „v

WBV 6-Mo. Deferment

On Theatre Divorcement
Washington, jah. 8,

Warner Bros, has been given a

six months' extension for divesti-

ture of the group of theatres sched-
uled to be sold away from the WB
Theatre chain during the first year
of the company's antitrust decree.
The one-year limit expired iat the
beginning of this month.

Justice Department, which has
been reasonable about granting ex-

tensions to antitrust defendants
showing good faith, had no trouble
agreeing to the extension.

Total of 36 productions have
been set by 20th-Fox for 1952 re-

lease, representing the first, time
that the outfit has set a full year’s
schedule in advance. Lineup was
presented to 20th’s N. Y. sales con-
vention by A1 Lichtman, distribu-
tion topper, yesterday (Tues.).

,
With one-third of the roster in

color, films will be delivered
months in advance so that long-

j

term promotion campaigns may be
worked out, it was said. Extensive
releasing sked is attributable to the
"highly geared production pace
which has been maintained at the
studio.” Sked includes five outside
productions to be released by 20th.
Company’s conclave got under-

way Monday (7) with announce-
ment by Lichtman of some person-
nel realignment. Edwin W. Aaron
and Arthur Silverstone, eastern
arid western sales managers, re-
spectively, have been named assis-

tant general sales managers. Aaron
will be responsible for the detail

operation of all. sale§ throughout
the U. S., and Silverstone will su-

pervise all circuit and key city

sales as well as the Canadian
branches.
William C. Gehring, formerly as-

sistant sales chief, has been upped
to executive assistant sales mana-
ger, continuing to assist; Lichtman
in all matters pertaining to the op-
eration of the distribution .depart-

ment.
Glenn Norris was upped from

Washington branch manager to

head of a newly-formed Atlantic,

division comprising Washington,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, Jo-
seph Rosen heads the Washington
office and Robert McNabb succeeds*
Rosen as Cincinnati sales manager,
Marvin Doris, Jormerly Atlanta
salesman, will manage the new
Jacksonville, Fla,, exchange.

In his opening address at the

(Continued on page 17)

MPAA Enlarging Scope

Of Research Department

Under Griffith Johnson
Motion Picture Assn, of America-

will enlarge the scope of its re*

search activity, particularly on the

economics Of foreign countries,

prexy Eric Johnston disclosed in

New York yesterday (Tues. ) . De-
partment, will be in charge of a

newcomer to the staff, Griffith

Johnson. He formerly was an

ecoiiomist with the ESA. „

Johnson replaces Robert Cham-
bers, who resigned about a year-

and-a-half ago, While Chambers
built up the record Of domestic

activities of MPAA member com-
panies, Johnson’s research tenta-

cles will be aimed abroad.

Reason, Johnston said, is experi-

ence has shown the industry has

been able to head off legislation

and get maximum coin out of vari-

ous countries by haying all possible

advance info their

trends.

4- Most important immediate prob-
lem facing the industry is the hear-
ings before the Federal Communi-
cations Coriimisslon on channels
for theatre TV, Eric Johnston said
yesterday (Tues.) . He made the ob-
servation; in explanation of can-
cellation of his plans for a month-
long Latin American tour slated to
begin next week.

Motion Picture Assn, of America
prez said that

. a tremendous
amount of work remained to pre-
pare the industry’s case for pres-
entation in four weeks, He will be
the lead-off witness.

“It’s a particularly important is-

sue,” he explained, "since many
people feel that if we don’t get the'

channels at this time we’ll be for-
ever estopped,”

Despite this pressure, MPAA
topper revealed that he may make
a brie-woek trip to Brazil and Uru-
guay at the end of January. Rio
stopoff would be in an effort to
ameliorate new restrictions on
American filths, which; have been
decreed by the Brazilian govern-
ment..

.,

Uruguay jaunt would be to at-
tend the film festival at Punte del
Este. Johnston said he was under
pressure from both the State Dept,
and the Ambassador in Uruguay to
make the trip.

"If we expect cooperation from
the State Dept, we must also give
some,” he asserted.

Unified Front"

Various facets Of the industry
have been cooperating in prepara-
tion of a unified front at the FCC

(Continued on page 24)

Newsreel companies have discon-
tinued the shipment of films to Bra-
zil,. John <}. McCarthy, director of
the international division of th
Motion Picture . Assn, of America,
disclosed in New York yesterday
(Tues.).

Move is a retaliatory measure
resulting from the implementation
last Friday (4) of a decree which
has beeri on the government books
of Brazil since last December. Lat-
ter provides that for each eight
weeks of playing time for a for-

eign pic, there must be one week
given to the showing of native
product. However, this section of

the decree has been inoperative.

One reason is that not enough na-.

tive films have been available.

Section of ukase which brought
about MPAA action concerned im-
portation of riewsreel, tra^log and
documentary footage. Brazil reg-

ulation provides that for all foot-

age imported, 10% Brazilian prod-

uct in that category must be. taken
in return. This regulation was en-

forced. for the first time last Fri-

day and resulted in the action

taken by 'the newsreel companies.
Newsreel outfits \ the U. S.

agree that Brazil may turn out

enough news films, but that th

(Continued on page 17)

Frank McNamee Named
Fire Commish of Philiy

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.

Frank L. McNamee, former pres-

ident of United Artists and a part-

ner in an Eastern Pennsylvania

film house chain, has been named
fire commissioner of Philadelphia,

one of the first appointmerits of

the newly elected Democratic
Mayor Joseph Sill Clark, Jr.'

During World War II, MteNamee
served as War Manpower-Commis-
sioner and later became War As-

sets Administrator in the Phila-

delphia area. He also is treasurer

economic
j

of the Philadelphia Eagles,
.
pro

‘ football club.
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Detective’ 241Tb
Despite the usual sluggish ha-f

tlonal boxoffice pace in December,
th.ere were some pix Which made
strong showings last month. While
only five new films made the Top
12 list, many films that were un-
veiled as the month ended shaped
up as potentially strong grofters
for coming weeks.

“Quo Vadis” (M-G); fourth in
November, easily set the pace in

Variety’s compilations for Decem-
ber. The spectacle finished first

every week of the month by a great

roargi “Detective Story’* (Par),

third the previous month, copped
second, while “Two Tickets to

Broadway” (RKO), seventh in No-
vember, wound up third last month.

“American in Paris” (M-G),
champ in the two preceding
months, wound up fourth in De-
cember With hot too • many new
launchings. “Blue Veil” (RKO)
duplicated its November standing
by again finishing fifth while “Too
Young to Kiss” (M-G) Was sixth.

('Fixed Bayonets” (20th), failing to

display expected strength, Wound
up seventh.

“Lavender Hill Mob” (U ) , con-

sistently strong all month despite

the offish tone at the b.o., copped
eighth place, never falling lower
than 10th all month and' being
seventh and eighth on two weekly
compilations. It is the first time a
British-made pic has been this high
on Variety’s monthly listings in

many months. It was a runner-up
In November.

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) fin

lshed ninth, almost even with “Lav-
ender,” although being preemed
during the worst pre-Xmas Weeks.
“The River” (UA), 11th in No-
vember,. wound up 10th. “Tanks
Are Coming”’ (WB) took 11th
money. It was 10th the previous
month. “Strange Door” (U) round-

ed out the Top 12 list.

___ “Submarine Command” (Par),
“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G),

(Continued page 62)

TELEMETER DUE FOR

COASTUEMONSTRATION
Demonstration of Telemeter for

the trade is being planned in the
next couple weeks. The subscrip-
tion tele device, in which Para
mount' owns a half-interest, will
be shown at. Telemeter’s plant on
the Coast.
No special Federal Communica-

tions Commission permit will be
required. Outfit already has a per-

mit for field testing, which has
been going on since last fall and is

about completed. It is picking up
special off-hour broadcasts from
KTLA, Par’s video station In
Hollywood.

Talks are being held by Car!
Leserman, Who owns a chunk of
Telemeter stock and is operating
head of the company on the Coast
With people from various parts o:

the country who have shown an
Interest in franchising the device
In their territory. Talks are pre-
liminary, however, since no ap
proach has even been made to the
jFCC yet for permission to broad-
cast the scrambled Waves picked
up by the coinbox machine.

It is believed likely that invest-

ments made by franchise-holders
may be used to finance production
of the device. If this can be
worked out, it will probably be
part. of the. pitch.to the FCC,
may also ' eliminate going to the
public with a stock issue, which
was mentioned as a possibility in a
brochure recently issued by Tele-
meter. N

Seymour Poe,, partner with Irv-

ing Lesser iii Producers Represen-
tatives, Inc., leaves New York next
Wednesday (16) for a tour of ex-

change cities: that will wind him
up in Los Angeles Feb. 1. At that
time, he and Lesser, who will fly

from New York, will meet with
producer Sol Lesser.

Sessions will be devoted to
future policy of PRI, which reps
the producer on pix sales to both
theatres and TV, and on Sol Les-
ser’s oWn production activities.

Poe’s tour of RKO exchanges will

be on behalf of number of Lesser
pix, “Tarzan’s Peril,” “Tarzan’s
Savage FulY” “Kon-Tiki” and
“Jungle 'Headhunters/*

December Top 12
1, “Qua Vadis” (IJ-G).

2. “Detective Story” (Par).

3? “Tickets B’way” (RKO).
4, ’American Paris” <WM5). •

“Blue Veil” (RKO).
“Too Young Kiss” (M-G).
“Fixed Bayonets” (20th).

8. “Lavender Hill Mob” (U),

9. “Blue Yonder”- (Rep).

. “The River” (UA).
11. “Tanks Coming” (WB).
12/ “Strange Door” (U).

5.

6 .

7.

Washington, Jan. \8.

Hints are heard here that Para-
mount may be permitted by the
National Production Authority to

go ahead with manufacture of its

colorTV tube if the NPA caii«ffnd

itself a satisfactory face-saving for-

mula. Entrance of Senator Edwin
C. Johnson, chairman of the Inter-

state Commerce Committee, into

the picture reportedly has put the
NPA on a spot that may help Par.

Johnson has written Defense
Mobillzer Charles E. Wilson, whose
office heads the NPA, for an ex-

planation of the ban about six

weeks ago on production of tele

equipment that can receive color.

He is understood to have received
no answer as yet, although he
Wrote several weeks ago.

Johnson’s interest is believed to

have been spurred by the Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
which falls under the aegis of his
Senate committee. FCC .has for

several years been pushing for
early introduction of color and got
quite a shock When NPA suddenly
banned it under the guise of pres-
ervation of vital materials for de
fense.
Par has been bulldoggedly fight

ing to escape the freeze. It claims
its Lawrence Chromatic tube uses
no more strategic materials than
black-and-white tubes and that at

a meeting of manufacturers with
Wilson several months ago It was
agreed that NPA Would make no
effort to dictate -what end products
could be made from allocated ma-
terials.

To that end; Par’s Washington
attorney, Paul R. Porter, has been
pushing the NPA for a •reversal.

The Government agency so far has
been outwardly adamant against
a change.

It is understood, however, that
Johnson's Interest, which might
lead to embarrassing Congressional
questioning, plus other factors
which have arisen, have put NPA
in a position where it may want to
backtrack if it can do it -gracefully.

Small ^rry to Team

As Pickman Sells Out
Hollywood, Jan. ' 8.

Deal Is on for Fefe Ferry to buy
out Milton Pickman’s share in the
Ferry-Pickman talent . agency here.
Ferry will line up with Paul Small.

Negotiations are expected tb be
completed ‘by next Week, vwhen
Pickman. returns from Europe
where he went on agency business
Pickman, brother of Jerry Pick-

man, Paramount Pix veepee, is ex
pected to join

:

a pix-producing
group when he severs from: cur-
rent connection.

rr *5

4 Regional Sales Meets
This Month for Rep

Republic will hold a series of
four regional sales meetings -this

month. Prexy Herbert J. Yates
will address each session.

Initial meet will be held at Rep’s
North Hollywood studios today
(Wed.) and tomorrow (Thiirs.).

Second is set for the Blackstone
Hotel, Chicago, Jan. 14-15, While
the third will be held at the N. Y.
homeoffice, Jan. 16-17. Meets Wind
up In New Orleans Jan. 21-22,
where the final sesh is pencilled for
the Jung Hotel.

fionttaraii from fact 1

the 195,000,Odtt to $50,000,000

claimed’ for it.

Musicals led the way by fAr on

the AU-Tim$ Top-Gro§serp list. Of

the 88 pix lncluded, 21are straight

tuners. A0d to that aix more musi-

cal biogs to give aii idea of what

hphT song-and-fiancti has held on
th^AraeHcamppbllci taste for en-

tertainment.* '

On the other hand, pic patrons

have also shown* plenty of procliv-

ity for straight drama. That’s the

second most-often-seen classiflca*-

tion dn the ‘list, with 13: films. To
that might be added many other

sub-categories of drama.
,

(Any
classification of pix by type is

lpose, at best.)

The nine War dramas that appear

on the list might be added to the

13 others. There are also five cos-

tume dramas and two religious

dramas, plus a couple of mellers

And three Biblical specs.

War Themes Profitable

That war has been a profitable

theme* for pix is seen by the nine

War dramas plus two war comedies
that have made the $4,000,000-or-

over grade. That comedies on the

Whole have also had their appeal

is evident in the count. Ten pix

fall in the straight comedy cate-

gory, plus the two war comedies,

plus a quartet of comedies with

music (not actually musicals).

Westerns also account for four

of the films on the list, while five

other pix fall in the general clas-

sification of “action.’* Feature car-

toons (both by Disney) also make
up two of the total count of 88
films.

Selznick appears; to hold produ-
cer honors, with the. first and third

pix On the list, as well as with
“Spellbound” and “Since You
Went Away” down farther. Cecil

B. DeMille figures prominently,

too, with “Samson and Delilah” in

fourth spot on the list and “Reap
the Wild Wind” and “Uncon-
quered’’ also on : It.

Bing Crosby figures probably as

the all-time top moneymaker for

the industry among players. He’s
in no less than six of the pix in

the bver-$4,000,000 category. They
include “Going My Way,” “Wel-
come Stranger,” “Blue Skies,”

“Road to Rio,” “Road to Utopia'’

and “Emperor Waltz.”

Irving Berlin appears prominent-
ly among contributors to big gross-

es. Four pix to-which he contribut-

ed the tunes are high up on the
list of the industry’s all-time coiri-

grabbers. They include “This Is the

Army” (in fifth position), ‘.‘Blue

Skies,” “Annie Get Your. Gun,”
and “Easter Parade.”

Jolson’s Trio

A1 Jolson, too, holds some sort

of' record for three appearances
on the list. They include the two
biopix ef late years, “The Jolson
Story” and “Jolson Sings Again,”
plus a film that figured prominent-
ly in the birth of the talkers, “Sing-
ing FooL”
The list proves Metro to be by

far the industry’s most durable
producer of moneymaking pix. It

has 32. films among the Big 88-
more than one-third of the entire
list. In a photo finish, for place
position are Paramount and 20th-
Fbx, each with 13 entries. Here’s
the whole lineup:

Metro
Paramount
20th-Fox .

Warner Bros.
RKO
United Artiste. .

Columbia
Universal
Republic ..

Eagle Lion
SRO .

• « • o O.o o <

< • • • • • • • •• re

32
13
13
10
9
4
3
1

1
I
1

1

1

Europe to N« Y.
Binnie Barnes,
ArLBtibhwald

*'

Mike; Elliott ?

Wanza Elliott

Rene'Fraday
Kipf Kendall
Lizabetji. Scott
Ray Ventura
Josh White

N

N. Y. to Europe
Herraione Gingold
Hilde Gueden
Anna Neagle
A1 Palea
Milton Pickman.
Herbert Wilcox

Filmdom'i, “Golden Circle”*—1952 tdltfcm—is presented beioiy.

It includes op of those .picture* which have earned, or gjtoe promise

of earning, a minimum', of $4,000,00fr in domestic (XJ, S. and
Canada) film rentals. Foreign .income is not included, since it

cannot be accurately estimated on a dollar remittance standard.

.

_
Figures $elow are* iw general, ghat the distribrhave in the till

to. date,' except, in the case of 1951 releases. On the latter, esti-

mates of finql totals have been projected on the basis of a film's
earnings up to the end of the year* Mdn$ of tfcfc fihnj.helow will
derive further income from rdissues--ahd possibly mwch additional
coin eventually from TV.

D, W. Griffith's 1915 smash, "The Birth of a Nation”. (Mutual),
belongs on the list, but exactly where is a question lost in nostalgia
and unassembled records, Oldtimers in one xcay or, 'another asso-

ciated with the picture estimate its gross at from $35,000,000 to

$50,000,000.

Gone With the Wind (M-G) (1939). > ... . . ........
Best Years Of Our Lives (RKO) (1947)..,... *.•
Duel In the Sun (SRO) (1947) . ..... .« . ... . . .

.

Samson & Delilah (Par) (1950).

»

This Is the Army (WB) (1943)...,.
Bells of St. Mary’s (RKO) (1946K . , . , . , . , ,,, *>
Jolson Story .(Col) (1947)'. ..... . . . . . . . • .

,

David 8c Bathsheba (20th) (1951). ,>

.

Going My Way (Par) (1944) .... . . • ..... •

For Whbm the Bell Tolls (Par) (1943).

Welcome Straiigcr (Par) (1947),}.

Snow White (RKO) (1937) • . , ... . V; . ». . . • . ...
Sergeant, York (WB). (1941). . .

Blue Skies (Par) (1946) . . .

.

Egg and I (U) (1947) « •...» . » • . »»,. .

,

Leave Her to Heaven (20th) (1945) . . . .....
Big Parade (]M-G) (1925) < . > .

«

Unconquered (Par) (1947) . .

.

Yearling (M-G). .(1947).. .... . . . . . . . . > ,..... ...
Meet Me In St. Louis (M-G). (1945) . , ... . . . . . . •

Showboat' (M-G) (1951) ..... • . . . . .......... . . ...

.

Life With Father (WB) (1947). ....... . . . .. .....
The - Outlaw (RKO) (1946-50)

. > ,v . . , . ..... . . . . •

Forever Amber (20th) (1947). /i,.

Green Dolphin St. (M-G) (1947) . .. *i. . . » . • . . ...

.
Jolson Bings.Again (Col) (1949) ...... . . . ..... •

.

Mrs. Miniver (M-G) (1942). . . . , . .......
Razor’s Edge (20th); (1947). .' ...... ...

.

Red Shoes (EL) (1948-50) . . . ... .. ...... v#.

Song of Bernadette (20th) 7(1943) , . , . . • . .. .« • . .

Spellbound (UA) (1946) . . .... * . . . .

.

Since You Went Away (UA) (1944). . . ..........
King Solomon’s Mine* (M^G) (1950) . . .V,. . • •

»

Notorious (RKO) (1946) . . . ..... .... . . . .

.

Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) (1942).......
Battleground (M-G) (1950) . . . .

Annie Get Your Gun (M-G) (1950). . .. . . . .

Green Years (M-G) (1946)

American In Paris (M-G) (1951) . . . . . . . . .

.

Anchors Aweigh (M^-G) (1945) . .^ . . . .

.

. . ...

.

Bachelor and Bobbysoxer (RKO) (1947);. . ./«..••
Easy to Wed (M-G) (1946) . . ........
Four Horsemen (M-G) (1921) . . ........... .....
Great Caruso (M-G) (1951) .............. ......
Paleface. (Par) (1945)
Random Harvest (M-G) (1942)......,.........,
Road To Rio (Par) (1948). .

Road to Utopia (Par) (1945) : ... . ; . ... . ...

,

Thrill -of a Romance (M-G) (1945) . , . . . . .....

.

Till Clouds Roll By (M-Q) (1947)...;,.
Valley of Decision (M-G) (1945) . . . . . . . .. . ...

.

Easter Parade (M-G) (1948). . . . . . ...
Cheaper By the Dozen (20th) (1950) 7 . . . . ., . .

.

Two Years Before Mast (Par) (1946). . . .. . ......
Hucksters (M-G) (1947).
Harvey Girls (M-G) (1946).
Stagedoor Canteen (UA) (1943)
Lost Weekend (Par) (1946) .............. . . . . .

.

Cinderella (RKO) (1950)
Adventure (M-G) (1946) . . .

Saratoga Trunk (WB) (1946) .......... .. ... , ,

.

Streetcar Named Desire (WB) (1951).
30 Seconds ,Over Tokyo (M-G) (1944). . .

Hollywood Canteen (WB) (1944). .. . . . ..........
Three Musketeers (M-G) (1948). ....... ........
Weekend at Waldorf (M-G) (1945)
Born Yesterday (Col) (1951) . . . .....

.

Father Of the Bride (M-G) (1950) ..... . ... ...
Joan of Arc (RKO) (1949)
Johnny BeUnda (WB) (1948). ......... .........
I Was a Male War Bride (20th) (1949).. .... .. ..
Margie (20th) (1946) . ... ... . . . , . ..
Mother Wore Tights (20th) (1947) . . ...........

,

§nake^Plt (?0th) (l94d) - • • . . .. ..........
Cass Timberlane (M-G) (1948)
State^Fair (20th) (1945) . ...
Ben-Hur (MrG) (1926) ................. . .

.

Dolly Sistera (20th) (1945) . ...... . ... . . ... . .

.

Emperor Waltz (Par) (1948)...,,............,.
Holiday In Mexico (M^G) (1946). . ..............
Kid From Brooklyn (RKO) (1946).
Night and Day (WB) (1946) ..... . . .. .

.

Reap the Wild Wind (Par) (1942)..,,...........
RejTRiW (UA) (1948). . ; . . .

Sands of Iwo Jima (Rep) (1950). . . . . . . . . * ... . . .

.

Smoky (20th) ; (1946) . . . . . ...
Ziegfeld Follies (M-G) (1946), ............ ,.. v .

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10;

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .

22.

23.
247
25.

26.
27.

28.

29.

30.

31.
32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.
41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.
50.

51.

52.

53.
54.

55.

56.

57.

58;

59.

60.
61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66 ;

*—67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73.

74.

75.

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.

88.

Eddie Barison

Joan Camdeu
Ronald Colman
Cecil B. DeMille
Bill. Dozier
Lisa Farradiaty

Y; Frank Freeman
Alfred Hitchbck
Benita Hume
Betty Hutton
John Ireland
Viveca Lindfors
David A. Lipton
Anthony Mann
Rose Marie
Ralph Meeker
Ralph Morgan
Doretta Morrow

L. A. to N. Y.

$26,060.00Q
10,400,000

10,000,000

9.000.

000
8.500.000
8 .000

.

000
8

,000,000

7.000.

000
6.500.000

6.300.000
6 .100.000

6.000.

000
6,000,000

5.700.000
5.550.000

5,550,t)00

5.500.000

5.250.000

5.250.000
5.200.000

5.200.000
5.100.000

5.075.000

5.050.000

5,000,000

5,000,000

5,000,000
5.006.000

5,000,000

5.000.

000
4.975.000

4.950.000
4.825.000
4.800.000

4.800.000
4.700.000

4.650.000
4.600.000

4.500.000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
4.500.000.

4,500,000
4,500,000

4,500,000

4,500,000

4,500,000
4,500,000
4,500,000

4.500.000
4.450.000
4.425.000
4.400.000

4.350.000
» 4,350,000
4.350.000

4.300.000
4.275.000

4^50,000
4.250.000

4.250.000

4.225.000
4.200.000

4,200,000
4.200.000

4.150.000

4.150.000
4.100.000
4,100,000

4,100,000
4,100,000
4,100,000

4.100.000
4.050.000
4.050.000

4.000.

000
4,000,000
4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000

4,000,000
4,000,000

4,000,000
4,000,000

4,000,000
4

r
000,000

4.600.000

Jerry Paris
Milton Pickman
Wynn Rocamora
Don Siegel
Kay Thompson
Edward Ugast

N. Y to L A.
Charles Boyer
William Bubkley
Al Delynn
Paul Gregory
Charles Laughton ^

Joe Laurie» Jr.

Agnes Moorehead
Leo Morgan
Otto* Preminger
Silas F. Readier
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Sol Lesser knd Edward Small+
have discovered that a Hollywood 1

partnership
* not for them.

They’ve both come, to the .conclu-

sion—reportedly a perfectly friend-

ly one—that they are apparently

each too set in their own ways of

wealth, success and habit to join

forces at this late date.

As a result, two. projects in which

they were planning to join forces

are understood to have been called

off One was for a combine to

produce and distribute .their pix to

tele while the other called for

them to join with Sam Briskih in

a three-way amalgamation to turn

put pix for United Artists release.

TV agency, Peerless 'Television

Productions, was established three

months ago by Small with the ex-

pectation that Lesser would join

him providing pix and running the

operation. Pair joined in hiring

George Shupert away front Para-

mount. where he was guiding TV
sales, to head*Peerless.

While Lesser’s withdrawal leaves

Peerless Without the valuable. back-r

log of product he could provide, it

will continue otherwise bn its origi-

nal operating pattern, Small will

be principal stockholder, with

Shupert holding a minority interest

and other producers also being of-

fered stock participation. Letter

will include producers with pix

backlogs they are willing to throw

in the .pot and producers who will

turn but special tele material.

Actually, Lesser only tossed in

two of his own pix—“Rjed House”

(Continued on page 24)

Universal prez Nate J. Blumberg
will head from New York for the
Coast at the end of this month.
He’ll be accompanied by Mrs.
Blumberg. Plan is for them to re-
main for several months, at least.

Probably only important confabs
ort the proposed merger of U- with
Decca Records, which owns- con-
trolling interest in the company,
Will bring him back east.

Blumberg is recuperating at his
home from a long hospital siege.

He’ll continue to be out of his of-
fice, under doctor’s orders, until
he leaves for Hollywood.

Washington, Jan. 8.

Washington office of the Motion
Picture Assn, of America has in-

stituted a new system which re-

quires execs and staff members to
turn in detailed weekly reports of
their activities. Staffers, with lone
exception of Joyce O’Hara, who
heads the Washington operation,
must outline in detail- how they
spent their time, what they did,

whom they saW, etc. -

Those in the local- office obligat-
ed to make reports include Jack
Bryson, chief lobbyist; Jerry Ca-
hill, his assistant; Norman Kuehne,
the new D. C. • pressagent and
speech writer; Edward, Cooper,
just hired from the Senate Demo
cratic policy committee to handle
television and Senate contacts;
Cecil Dickson, listed as assistant
to the veepee (O’Hara), who han-
dles House contacts and is regis-
tered as an MPAA lobbyist; Roger
Albright, director of the education-
al division of MPAA; Stanley Mc-
Intosh, associate-director of educa-
tion; Col. Robert T. McDonnell,
who was until recently manager of
the /Washington office and has done
mbassy contact work, but who' is

(Continued on page 62)

High Court Refuses To
Hear Sutphin Appea

,, Washington, Jan. 8.
Supreme, Court*? last week re-

near the appeal by Sutphin Estates
:*1a

;
he permitted to intervenem the Warner Bros, antitrust de-

cree Sutphin Owns the Warner
iiieatre property in ISlew York
luch WB circuit has on long lease;

cla»ms that4n the decred

+ .

s
..

riShts were not properly pro-
and ** ^ants the case re-

tivf+
ne

<v
*01’ addition assurance

w' i '

>

e *ease is financially pro-
tected for its full term,

-

Court heard an appeal

bj'i
'!
al^ Then it turned down Sut-

rilo
s co

,

ntention and left the de-

i»nm«
Uncian®ed - The new refusal

rpm.
ans'ver to a subsequent

Sutphin that the Su-
ne Court hear the matter anew*

Decca attorneys, reportedly in
collaboration with Serge Semenen-
ko, are said to be working out a
reorganization plan by which the
record company would be merged
into Universal Pictures. Decca re-
cently acquired controlling interest
in U.
Semenenko’s interest the

merger results from his position
as banker for both companies. He’s
v.p. of the First National Bank of
Boston and was instrumental in

bringing about the stock purchase
by which' Decca obtained U con-
trol .

J. Arthur Rank, . whose position
as second largest stockholder to
Decca may maxe him a key figure
in passage of any reorg plan, has
given no hint as yet of his position.
Rank’s U. S. rep, Robert S. Benja-
min, said this week that .ho plan
or indication of. a plan had yet
been presented for perusal by the
British film tycoon.

t

“We can’t possibly take a posi-
tion, one way or .the other,” Ben-
jamin explained, “until we have
something to take a positftm on.

Our attitude 'will, not be deter-
mined until we have studied any
proposals that are made. So far

there have been none.”
Merger plan would have to be

okayed by two-thirds of the share-
holders of each company. Rank

(Continued on page 14)

Fear that the “long purse” would
prevail under competitive bidding
has not materialized, distribution

execs have agreed in looking back
over the five-year operation of the
system. At least one distrib, how-
ever, was prepared with a unique
antidote for overbidding had it be-
come problem.

Concern of distribs wheri .the

bidding system was instituted at

the end of 1946 was the “long
purse” theory. That Was that an
exhib who was better heeled—or
more ready to spend money—than
his competition would make ex-
cessive offers for film, just to keep
it away from opposing houses.

Net result could have been that
the fellow with the “long purse”
might ppt his competitors out of
business by snatclijng up product.
He would do, a dog

:
in-the-maiiger,

sometimes paying for pix and
never actually playing them.

Even worse than that from the
distributor’s standpoint was the pos-
sibility that .exhibs would overbuy,
and thus, with more films than they
could use, never book *a. pic. The
distrib could wait indefinitely—-or
forever—before he’d get paid even
his minimum rental guarantee.

It was to meet such a situation

that RKO attorneys developed a
formula. They’ve never had to let

it out of the box, however, because
the situation never arose to any
significant, degree.
Scheme was, in inviting bids, to

seta reasonable maximum on mon-
etary terms that exhibs could offer.

That would leave as the only point
on which one theatre could top an-
other the amount of playing time
offered.

Exhib couldn’t bid unless he
had actual playing time to give pix

and would name, the approximate
starting date, This would effective-

ly cut off his buying too many,
Though this one major evil has

(Continued on page 17)

Foreclose ’Man-Eater’

, Los Angeles, Jan. 8.

Foreclosure suit on “Man-Eater
of, Kumaori,” produced by Monty
Shaff for Universal-International
release in 1948, was filed by Pacific

Finance, which put up second
money, amounting to 159'

Company also foreclosed on the
Sam Biselioff indie, “Intrigue,” for

which it put up second coin. Bank
of America was paid off for its

first money on the picture but a-

PF spokesman said second w money
has not been forthcoming.

See Personnel Changes

In Par Sales at Meet

Slated for Next Week
Personnel changes just short of

the top echelon are expected when
Paramount opens its division sales

managers meeting at the Hotel
Plaza, N. Y., next Monday (14).

Se$sion will go two days at least,

possibly a third.

A. W. . SChwalberg, distribution

chief, Will preside at the conclave,

Which will be attended by board
chairman Adolph Zukor, president

Barney Balaban, all homeoffice de-

partment toppers and the division

chiefs. The. territorial heads are

Hugh Owen, Howard Minsky, Duke
Clark, J. J. Donohue, George Smith
and Gordon Lightstone.

Schwalberg, president of Para-

mount Distributing Corp., and E. K.
O'Shea; v. p. of the suhsid outfit,

Will be unaffected by the antici-

pated new personnel setup.

Convention will concern itself

with all new product from the

selling end. Jerry Pickman, ad-

pub director, will discuss promo-
tion angles. This will be the first

such session for Pickman in his

role as v.p. and Par Distributing

board member. He Was elected an
officer of the outfit about 10 days
ago. ...

Repping production at the sales

huddle will be Y. Frahk Freeman,
studio boss, who arrives in N. Y.-

from the Coast this week.

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Wald-Krasna are remaining at

RKO .for another yearj: during
which the, team will make eight
more features, following Howard
Hughes’ approval of a continuance
agreement reached by studio man-
ager C. J. Tevlin in huddles with
attorney David Tannenbauth and
Lew Wasserman,. repping W-K.
Hughes already has okayed start of
“High Heels,” “Size 12,” “Strike A
Match” and “I Married A Woman,”
for as soon ,as the cast toppers are
secured.
Wald functions as executive

producer with Krasna writing and
directing two features in addition
to Working on other scripts. First

is expected to be ready for May
start. Each continues as partners
in W-K, drawing salaries of $2,500
weekly and sharing in 50% profit

on their pix as provided in their
original contract.

Although deal on whole gives

the team what they wanted, Hughes
still retains approval of properties
and casts. It’s indicated, however,
that the producers; will get speedy
decisions on latter. Unit has com-
pleted three films and has one
shooting. -'.tv Si

Total of; 36 productions have
been set by 20th-Fox for 1952 re-

lease, representing the first time
that the outfit has .set a full year's
schedule in advance. Lineup was
presented to 20th's N. Y. sales con-
vention by AL Lichtman, distribu-
tion topper, yesterday (Tues.Y.

. With one-third of the roster in

color, films will be delivered
months in advance so that long-
term promotion campaigns may be
worked out, it was said. Extensive
releasing sked is attributable to the
“highly geared production pace
which has been maintained at the
studio.” Sked includes five outside
productions to be released by 20th.
Company’s conclave got under-

way Monday H) with announce-
ment by Lichtman of some person-
nel realignment. Edwin W. Aaron
and Arthur Silverstone, eastern
and western sales managers, re-

spectively, have been named assis-

tant general sales managers. Aaron
will be responsible for the detail

operation of all sales throughout
the U. S., and Silverstone will su-

pervise all circuit and key city

sales as well the Canadian
branches.

. William C. Gehring, formerly as-

sistant, sales chief, has been upped
to executive assistant sales mana-
ger, continuing to assist. Lichtman
in all matters pertaining to the ^op-

eration of the distribution depart-
ment.
Glenn Norris was upped from

Washington branch" manager to

head of a newly-formed Atlantic

division comprising Washington,
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia. Jo-
seph Rosen heads the Washington
office and Robert McNabb succeeds*
Rosen as Cincinnati sales manager,
Marvin Doris, formerly Atlanta
salesman, . will "manage the new
Jacksonville, Fla., exchange.

In his opening ^address at the
(Continued on page 17)

MPAA Enlarging Scope

Of Research Department

Most important immediate prob-
lem facing the Industry is the hear-
ings before the Federal Communi-
cations

_ Commission ' on channels
for theatre TV, Eric Johnston said
yesterday (Tues.). He made the ob-
servation* in explanation of can-
cellation of his plans for a month-
long Latin American tour slated to
begin next week.

Motion Picture Assn, of America
prez said that tremendous
amount of work remained to pre-
pare the industry’s case for* pres-
entation in four weeks. He will be
the lead-off witness.

“It’s a particularly important is-

sue,” he explained, “since, many
people feel that if we don’t get the
channels at this time we’ll be for-
ever estopped.”

", Despite this pressur MPAA.
topper revealed that he may make
a one-Week trip to Brazil and Uru-
guay at the end of January. Rio
stopoff would be in an effort to
ameliorate new restrictions on
American films which have been
decreed by the Brnzilinii govern-
ment.

Uruguay jaunt would be to at-

tend the film festival at Punte del
Este. Johnston said he was under
pressure from, both the State Dept,
and the Ambassador in Uruguay to
make the trip.

“If we expect cooperation from
the State Dept, we must also give
some,” he asserted.

'

Unified Front"

Various facets of the industry
have been cooperating in prepara-
tion of a unified front at the FCC

(Continued on page 24)

WB’s 6-Mo. Deferment

On Theatre Divorcement
Washington, Jail, 8.

Warner Bros, has been, given a

six months’ extension for divesti-

ture of the group of theatres sched-
uled to be sold away from the WB
Theatre chain during the first year
of the company’s antitrust decree.

The one-year limit expired at the

beginning of this month.
Justice Department, which has

been reasonable about granting ex-

tensions to antitrust defendants
showing good faith, had no trouble

agreeing to the extension.

Motion Picture Assn, of America
will enlarge the scope of its re-

search activity, particularly on the

economics of foreign countries,

prexy Erie Johnston disclosed, in

New York yesterday (Tues.). De-

partment will be in charge of a

newcomer to the staff, Griffith

Johnson. He formerly was an

economist with the ESA. „

Johnson replaces Robert Cham-
bers, who resigned about a year-

and-a-half ago, While Chambers
built up the record of domestic

activities of MPAA member com-

panies, Johnson’s research tenta-

cles will be aimed abroad;

Reason, Johnston said, is expert

ence has shown the industry has

been able to head off legislation

and get maximum coin out of vari-

ou$ countries by having all possible

. advance info on their economic
I trends*

Brazil as Reply

To Pic % Edict

Newsreel companies have discon-
tinue.d the shipment of films to Bra-
zil, John G. McCarthy, director of
the international division of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
disclosed in New York yesterday
(Tues),

Move is a retaliatory measure
resulting from the implementation
last Friday (4) of a decree which
has been on the government books
of Brazil since last December. Lat-
ter provides that for each eight
Weeks of playing time for a for-

eign pic, there must be one week
given to the showing of native
product. However, this section, of
the decree has been inoperative.

One reason is that not enough na-
tive films, have been available.

Section of ukase which brought
about MPAA action concerned im-
portation of newsreel, traJliog and
documentary footage. Brazil reg-

ulation provides that for all foot-

age imported, 10% Brazilian prod-

uct in that category must be taken
in return. This regulation was en-

forced for the first time last Fri-

day and resulted ‘ the action

taken by4he newsreel companies.
Newsreel outfits ‘ the U. S.

agree that Brazil may turn out

enough news films, but that tli

(Continued on page 17)

Frank McNamee Nallied

Fire Commish of Philly
Philadelphia, Jan. 8,

Frank L, McNamee, former pres-

ident of United Artists, and a part-

ner in an Eastern Pennsylvania

film house, chain, has been named
fire commissioner of Philadelphi ,

one of the first appointments of

the newly elected Democratic
Mayor Joseph Sill Clark, Jr.

During World War II, McNamee
served as War Manpower Commis-
sioner and later became War As-

sets Administrator in the Phila-

delphia area, He also is treasurer

j

of the Philadelphia Eagles-, pro
I football club.
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“Hollywood is not in competition yvith television. The competi-
tion is.between the local movie theatre and the living room tele-

vision set.”

Council of Motion Picture Organizations makes that point ih the
public relations plan presented to qpmpany prexies last week. It

asks on the basis of that premise that emphasis in the future be
shifted away from Hollywood and to the local theatre as the pur-
veyor of the entertainment'.

“In telling. the public of the motion picture’s unique assets”
report states, “we must shift our emphasis. Instead of glorifying
Hollywood as the. source of the best entertainment, instead of mak-
ing claims, for the industry, our public relations program should^
point to the local movie theatre as the possessor of these vast
entertainment resources.”

Accepting the combined competition of TV and the public’s-

generally low esteem of pic quality as the industry’s major pub
relations problem, COMPO exec v.p. Arthur L. Mayer suggested:
“In destroying the public’s belief that pictures are not as good as
they used to be, we must not only convince the public that the
movie theatre has production values possessed by no other form of
entertainment; we must make the public believe that these values
are so important they outweigh the comfort and convenience of
staying home and watching a show in the living room.”

Deadline of Feb; 1 has been set

by pub-ad staffers affiliated with

N. Y. District 65, Distributive,

! Processing and Office Workers of

America,', for- • the conclusion of

talks for a new contract with five

pix companies.' ,
If ho pact is

reached at that time or if no con-

crete acceptable proposSls are re-

ceived. union execs indicated that
• the publicists Would take their case

to the public. District 65 reps

flack horneoffice units at 20th-Fox,

’Warner Bros>, Universal, Columbia
and United Artists, .and have been

’

• negotiating for a new pact
.
since

' the week of Nov. 2I. : The old

agreement expired. Oct. 21.

Should the talks break down,
it’s expected that the union, would
put into effect the strategic moves
which its striker and strategy com-
mittee has been mapping for the
past several weeks. Earlier union-
ites noted that they would main-
tain “a period of peace” and would
not resort to any pressure or dem-
onstrations during .the negoti-

• ations. With the announcement of
• the deadline, it’s assumed that
they have made little or no prog-
ress toward the signing of a new
agreement.
Union is asking for an 18% gen-

ral increase in both minimums
and present salaries, a guaranteed

Jni imum staff during the life of
the contract,, arbitration of all dis-

putes, union shop and a pension
pla . As fdl- as could be ascer-
tained, the ! companies involved in

• the talks: have turned thumbs'
down - on all proposals. Several
counter offers have been made, but
it hasn’t reached tlie stage where

(Continued on page 17)

306 Reelects Gelber
..
Herman Gelber has been

.
re-

elected prexy of Projectionists Lo-
cal 306, International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees; Gel-
ber defeated former yeepee Harry
Stdrin and William Salke.

A1 Kunzie replaced Storin as
v.p. while the following were
named for new terms: S. DTnzillo
and Harry Garfman, biz agents;
Ernest Lang, recording secretary;
Izzy Schwartz, financial secretary,
and Abe Kessler, treasurer.

N.Y., Chi, L.A. Leasers

Dicker With Newsreelers,

NBC on New Contract
Cameramen of the New York,

Chicago" and Los Angeles locals
of the International Photographers
of the

.
Motion Picture Industries

currently are negotiating with the
five newsreel ’ companies and the

j

television news, division of the.
National Broadcasting Co. for a new
contract to replace the one which
expired Dec. 31.

Joint talks being held with
Fox Movietone, Warner Pathe,
News of .the Day, Universal and
Paramount while separate negoti-
ations are taking place with NBC!
while talks are being held; the

7 former pact remains in force.

^ elections held last week, the
v local named the following

officers: Fred Fordham, president;
Jack Painter; /Ip.; Harold Muller,
secretary; Sidney ZUCker, treas-
u rer

; Jay Reseller, biz rep, and
* nank Landi, .sgt.-at-arms.

Also presently holding talks with
n
^ysVeel companies is the Mo«

77V xf
icture Film Editors, Local^ Now York, whose contract also

^f red Dec. 31. Officials of both

S,5a^eraman’s and the film ed-
......

S ' l'h,0ns said the negotiations
e a Preliminary stage.

Washington, Jan. 8.

The Supreme Court yesterday.

(Mon.) turned down appeals by
both sides in the Milwaukee Towne
Corp.’s treble - damage antitrust

case,, thereby permitting the dam-
ages awarded by the 7th Circuit

Court to
.
stand.

Milwaukee Towne, operator of

the indie Towne Theatre ini .that

.city, was granted a verdict- of

$941,574 plus $75,000 in legal fees

from Loew’s, RKO, Columbia,
Paramount, 20th and Warners.
Towne appealed,- asking that the

Supreme Court restore the higher

verdict of $1,295,878 plus $225,000

in legal fees, won in the trial court.

The majors appealed on the

ground that the circuit couiT’YfcP-

diet, was too high and was won
partly by perjured testimony.

Each side has a right to ask the

High Court to reconsider yester-

day’s actiori. However; the Supreme
Court almost never reverses itself

after refusing to hear a case.

Hollywood, Jan. 8.
.

Total of 22 films, largest back-

log in the studio’s history, marks
Universal-international’s 1952 start.

Twelve of the pix are ‘ Tech-

nicolor and all will be released

.before Oct. 31, the end of the

company’s 1951-52 schedule.

Two ‘Mi
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Film fans are due to see two

versions of “Les Miserables,” pne

currently, in production at 20th-

Fox and. one -filmed in Italy and

France and distributed in this

country by Lux Films. ..

Starring in the foreign versions

is Valentina Cortesa who, ironical-

ly, has a multiple picture contract

with 20th-Fox.

Conversion of subsequent-run
nabes to first-run art houses in
many key 'cities, is regarded in some
film circles as playing an impor-
tant role in bringing back ‘the “lost

audience” (higher education
groups) to theatres.
Most recent changeover is that

of Warner Bros“ Squirrel Hill The-
atre, Pittsburgh, which launched
ah art policy with J. Arthur Rank’s
VLavender Hill Mob.” B.o. returns
from this neighborhoodvhouse dihv
ing the , recent holiday weeks
showed the theatre keeping close
pace.’ with the well-established
downtown first-runs.

Among other nia.be theatres that
switched within the past year to
first-run art theatres include the
Art Cinema, Rochester, N. Y.;

Guild, Cincinnati; Art, Dayton;
Pageant and Shady Oak, St. Louis;
Coronet, Dallas; 7th Street, Ft.

Worth; River. Oaks, Houston; Row-
net, Milwaukee, and Vogue, Kan-
sas City.

Difficulty in getting suitable
product has influenced the subse-
quent runs to adopt the art policy.

With the nabes usually showing
films on a. second, third or fourth-
run basis, it would be necessary
for them to bid for a film if they
wished to move up a run. Finding
themselves too small to enter into

a bidding arrangement, they have
decided 'to forget the standard
product. \

Better British Pix
Another factor believed to have

influenced the changeover ’ tlic

larger group of excellent quality
British and other English-language
films available for “select”
audiences, Formerly, foreign-lan-
guage pix, especially French and
Italian films, dominated the., art

house field, with only an occasional
‘British production becoming a b.o.

factor. Elimination of, subtitles

and the availability of offbeat Hol-
lywood products also has been a
contributing caiisp.

With release of “Lavender Hill

Mob” and “The Browning Version,”
latter also a J. Arthur Rank pic,

British films are making a strong
comeback in the U. S. market.
Former, now showing in about 25

(Continued on page 53)

See Battle Over Grainger

to Whitewash

25G for Lectures
. »

Public relations plan for the

industry presented by. the
Council of Motion Picture
Organizations to c o m p a n y
prexies last week calls for

$25,000 appropriation for

Speakers’ bureau. It is sug-

gested that six or seven pro-

fessional mien and women gab?

hers be. hired and booked at

conventions, civic group meet-
ings and before opinion-form-
ing organizations.

COMPO. also suggests that

personalities within the indus-
try — execs, stars, directors,

writers, etc. be similarly

booked for appearances at im-
portant gatherings.

in

Hassle over the dismissal of E. C.

Grainger as general 'manager of

Shea Enterprises, extensive eastern
seaboard circuit, is expected to

flare up again on two counts later

this month. Grainger last .week
claimed he was dropped by the

company and barred from his of-

fice unexpectedly, although his

employment contract has until

1956; td~run.
Set for Jan. 23 is a Bronx Coun-

ty (N. Y.) Surrogate’s Court ses-

sion at which Gerald Shea, presi-

dent of the circuit, and heirs of

the Shea estate will demand an
'accounting from the trustees, in-

cluding Grainger and N. Y. attor-

ney Edward C. Raftery.

On the following day, in N. Y.

Supreme Court, .Grainger will press

a demand that any differences over

his employment be submitted to

arbitration.

Company prexies, in enthusiastic
approval of Arthur L. Mayer’s sug-
gestion for renewal of star tours
in the spring, have committed
themselves to expenditure of $25,-

000 more than the personality
peregrinations cost during the
“Movietime U.S.A.” campaign of
last October. Purpose of the added
coin was to enable spread of. the
tours over several months or more,
rather than jamming them into a
single week.

The approximately 30 groups of
players, writers, producers

(

and di-

rectors who hit the road for

“Movietime” ran up a travel tab
of $125,000. To that was added
an expenditure of several times
that sum by local exhib commmit-
tecs, which took the personalities
in hand once they were delivered
to exchange centres.

Prexies, meeting at the Motion
Picture Assn, of America head-
quarters in New York, committed
themselves to $15.0,000 for the
tours to start in thfe-spring. - Added
funds were said- to be necessary
for administration because of the
hegiras being spread out.

Mayer, exfc vip. of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizations,

(Continued on page 14)

Judge’s Wife Sues

Philly Carman on Loan
PhilJldelphi / Jan. 8;i

Suit against the Closed • Carfciafj

Theatre, longtime / /North' Philly.:

vaUdfilmqL has been brought iff

Common.
,
Pleas Court . by Mrs,

Harry Kaiodner, wife of a Federal

Appellate Court judge. Action asks

recovery of $30,000 on a loan al-

legedly made Carman Theatre

Corp.
Albert M. Greenfield, realtor,

has taken over the Carman owner-

ship and his** brother, 'William I.

Greenfield, will reopen the house.

-Although-date hisnH-been set,-the-

atre is due to relight with Metro’s

“American in Paris,” but without

vaudeville.

NEW YORK ACCORD
Uninterrupted delivery of prints

to theatres in the N. Y, metropoli-
tan area Was assured last week
when film delivery men .affiliated

with the AFL Teamsters Local 817

and -1'4 carrier companies came to

an agreement qn a new pact. Con-
tract, which will be officially inked
this week, calls for a $10 to $15
pay hike, increased insurance ben-
efits, improvement in; general work-
ing conditions and nine holidays
instead of the previous six.

Agreement, which contains a no-

strike clause, Has been set to run
for two years, with the unionites

getting an automatic increase aver-

aging $5 per : man after the first

year. Conclusion of negotiations

forestalled a threatened strike

scheduled for the New Year’s

weekend and then postponed to a

week later.

Union and carrier,comparties had
been negotiating for two months
until a final agreement was
reached. Union was formerly an
indie outfit known as the Motion
Picture Film Handlers Assn, How-
ever, with expiration of 1951 pact,

the group became a unit of Local
817, which has jurisdiction of all

teamsters in the theatrical field.

—According to.. Ira. -Meinhardt, at-

torney for the carriers, wage hikes

granted must still be approved by

I
the Wage Stabilization Board.

Film industry should make no
effort to refute charges of Com-
munist infiltration In Hollywood,
nor should it attempt to whitewash
recurrent Coast scandals. . That is

the recommendation of the Council
of Motion Picture Organizatibns in

a confidential memorandum pre-

pared for prexiqs and publicity-ad
heads of the major companies.

Recommendations are part of an
overall plan for public relations

which the presidents and pub-ad
men began to consider point-by-
point at a session at Motion Pic-

ture Assn, of America headquar-
ters in New York last Friday (4).

Plan was presented by COMPO
exec v.p. Arthur L, Mayer and was
prepared with the aid of several
pub-ad toppers.

Time permitted only two items
to be considered. One was for re-

sumption of star tours, similar to

last fall’s “Movietime U.S.A.” in

the spring. Tentative appropria-
tion of $150,000 was made to

finance them. Cooperative ad cam*
pagin was also discussed and given
to art advertising cortimittee .to

work out. details.

References to Communism and
scandals in Hollywood were 'con-
tained in a survey of what the in-

dustry should aim for In i»,-pub re-

lations campaign, Survey precedes
seven points on which COMPO rCc-
oi mends action.

Re Bed Charges
In eliminating refutation of

Communism and scandals po-
tential

.
aims for the campaign,

COMPO memorandum makes sev-
eral points, As l’or the Red charges,
it states:

“While (they) have brought all

patriotic members of this iudus-
try great personal embarrassment,
how. much, loss of patronage they
have, caused, except among certai

( Continued on page 20
)

'

Doubt oo COMPO Exit
Arthur L. Mayer left no doubt

in the minds of company prexies
at a session iast Friday (4) that

vhe
intends to follow through on his
determination to resign exec
y.p. ol

: the Council of Motion Pic-
ture Organizations, He has steal
er passage to Europe booked lor
March 11, apd will; be away for
two months, at least.

Ned E. Depinet, RKO prexy, also
reiterated his. intention of quitting
the COMPO presidency. It is

hoped, however, that . he will be
persuaded to change his mind—

a

hope that has been pretty much
abandoned in regard to Mayer.

Mayer’s trip abroad is primarily
a* vacation jaunt. However, he’ll

also proWl for pix for distribution
in the U. S. by the outfit in which
he is partnered with Edward Kings-
ley. On his return he ‘intends to
complete a book on which he has
been working.
Committee headed by Jack. All-

coatc is eanvessing the field for
possible successors to Mayer arid

Depinet. Names will be presented
for approval at the COMPO mem-
bership meeting now slated for
Feb. 14-15 in New York.

D.C. Coi Sales Meet
Washington, Jan. 8.

Second of series of sales con-
fabs of Columbia pix execs got

underway here today at the . Sta tier

Hotel; Attending two-day con-

clave are Abe Montague, general

sales chief; Rube Jacktcr, assistant,

sales manager; Louis Astof; circuit

sales exec, and; George. Josephs,

Montague’s aide.

Field reps at meeting are Sain

Galanty, mid-eastern division man-
ager, and Bert Caplon, Oscar Ruby,

Pliil Fox and Jack Judd, branch

managers in Washington, Cleve-

land, Cincinnati and Pittsburgh,

respectively.. Company has. set

sales meetings for New York and

Chicago later this month.
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Los Angeles, Jari. 8. f-
Although first-runs here .

this

Week are dominated by holdovers,

a sprightly session is shaping up.

"See You in My Dreams" is top-

ping the town with a solid $45,000

In three theatres. Only other new-
comer, “Weekend With Father
looks mild $12,000 In three houses.

Best of 11 holdovers is "Quo
Vadis which looks sound with

$30,000 for Sixth week in two loca-

tions. "Westward the Women"
shapes good $29,500 for 10-day
second week, also two spots. .Two
Tickets to Broadway" is rated fair

With $19,000 for third session in

two sites. .

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1248; 70-$1.10)
—"Model and Mar-

riage Broker" (20th) and “Crazy
Over Horses" (Mono) (2d wk). Off

to $6,800 in 3 days. Last week,

fair $29,200. nriiio™
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

—“See You in My Dreams" WB).
Solid $45,000. Last week, "Distant

Drums" (WB) (2d wk-6 days), $23,-

^Loew’s State, EgyptianJUA) (2,-

404; 1,538; .
70-$1.10)— "Westward

the Women" (M-G) and “Unknown
Man" (M-G) (Loew’s only) (2d wk-

10 days). Good $29,500. Last

week, nifty $31,900.
. (9

Hillstreet, Vantages. (RKO) (2,-

*752; 2,812; 70-$l)— “Two Tickets

Broadway" (RKO) and ‘ Jungle

Manhunt" (Col) (3d wk). Fair $19,-

000. Last week, $29,300.

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii

(F&M-G&S) (3,398; 1,108; 60-85)—

•'Favorite Spy" (Par) and ‘Old

Amarillo" (Rep) (Par only) (2d

wk). Off to $11,000. Last week,

neat $25,200, bolstered, by New
Year’s Eve preview of Sailor Be-

ware" (Par).

Hollywood Paramount /F&M)
(1,430; 80-$1.50) '— "I Want You
(RKO) (3d wk). Okay $9,000. Last

week, steady $10,700. „ ,

Rita, VogUe, Globe (FWC) dr
87* 885; 782; 70,$1.10) r- rDecU
Sion Before Dawn" (20th) (3d wk).

Okay $13,500. Last week, $17,500.

United Artists, Four Btar .(UA)

Estimated Total Gross
This Week , . < ..... $588,800

. (Based on 21 theatres)
Last Year .$605,000
(Based on 17 theatres)

U1I1ICU V* ii it

We
Flne

U
irtS (FWC)

$

?6J7?
80-$i50)

—“Tony Draws Horse" (Indie) (3d

wk). Small $1,300, Last week,

^ Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80-

$1.50) — "Death Salesman" (Col)

(3d wk). Big $14,000* Last week,

**w1lSilre (FWCT (2,296: 80-$1.50)

—“African Queen" (UA) (2d wk).

Fine $15,000. Last week, smash

^feialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80-

$1.20)

—

“Streetcar" (WB) (2d wk).

Steady $13,000, Last week, tre-

mendous $14,000. .

Orpheum, Iris, El Rey (Metro-

politan-FWC) (2,213; 814; 861; 70-

*1.10) — “Weekend With Father

(U) and' “Elephant Stampede
(Mono). Mild $12,000. Bast week,

“Flame Artfby" (U) and ‘‘Street

Bandits" (Rep) (10 days), $22,000.

H.0.s Hamper Pitt But

‘Ground’ $7,000; ‘Men’ 7

‘Lavender’ Hot 4G, 2d
Pittsburgh, Jan, 8,

Things have been looking up all

over town in the wake of the holi-

day, with holdovers of the New
Year’s pix the general rule. Only

one not sharing the general pros-

perity has been “Elopement’ at the

Fulton. “Distant Drums” at Stan-

ley “Ten Tall Men" at Harris and

“Texas Carnival" are all doing okay

in second stanzas while “On Dan-
gerous Ground" looks nice at the

Warner. New art policy at Squirrel

Hill, WB name house, off .to a fly-

ing start with “Lavender Hill Mob,

and if first film is any criterion,

small-seater should be in for some
heavy sugar. Mr

Estimates for This Week
FUltbn (Shea) (1.700; 50-85) —

“Elopement" (20th. Will hardly bet-

ter $6,000, including the holiday

take, and rather dismal. Last week,

“Weekend With Father’’ (U),

$6 200
karris (Harris) 12,200; 50-85) —

“Ten Tall Men" (Col) (2d wk). Best

thing this house has had in

months. Still nice at $7,500 on top

of sock $13,500 last week,
Penn (Loew’s (3,300; .50-85) —

“Texas Carnival" (M-G) (2d wk).

Holding for 6 extra days and in

(Continued on page *22)

SL Louis, Jan. 8.

Holdovers are predominating

currently and bijz at 'mains'tem

houses has sloughed off after sock

New Year's Eve biz. “My Favorite

Spy" shapes; top holdover at

the Missouri. “Distant Drums" is

getting outstanding money with

big session , at the Fox, “My
Favorite Spy" shapes as top hold-
over with “Detective Story" also

strong at the St. LOuis, “West-
ward the Women” did okay in 10

days at Loewis.
Estimates for This Week

Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-
75)—“Distant Drums" ()VB) and
“Capt. Blood" (WB). Opened to-

day (Tues.). Last week, “Double
Dynamite" (RKO) and ‘‘Elope-

ment" (20th), passable $10,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Wild
Blue Yonder" (Rep) and “FBI
Girl" (Lip). . Opened today (Tues.)

strongly. Last week, “Distant
Drums” (WB) and “Captain Blood"
(WB), big $20,000.

.Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
“Westward the Women" (M-G).
Held three extra to land nice $19,-

000 in 10 days:

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75) —
“My Favorite Spy" (Par) and
“Barefoot Mailman’11

(Col) (2d wk).
Still strong at $10,000 following
sock $16,500 first session.

.
Pageant (St. L. Amuse.) (1,000;

90)
—

“Lilli Marlene" (Indie). Solid

$7,000. Last week, “Odette" (UA),

$6,500.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 90) —
“Detectlve Story" (Par) and “Magic
Face” (Col)* 2d wk). Holding at

$8,000 after fine $15,000 opener.

Omaha, Jan. 8.

There Is more cheer in the air

and it Is hot all due to New Year’s

but to the product. “My Favorite

Spy” at Orpheum looms lusty.

“Starlift” at Paramount also is an
improvement with nice takings.

“Flame of Araby” of Omaha, too,

is bright. Best showing is probably
at State where “American in Paris

shape's sock.
'

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000;* 16-

70)-—“Favorite Spy" (Par) and
“Crazy Over Horses" (Mono). Big

$12,000, best here ih weeks. Last
week, “Too Young to Kiss /M-G)
and “Red Badge Courage" (M-G),

$8,500.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—

“American in Paris" (M-G). Smash
$8,500. Last week, “Two Tickets

Broadway" (RKO), $8,000. •

Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

70)—“Starlift" (WB). Smart $9,000.

Last week, “Elopement" (20th>,

$7 500.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)

—‘Flame at Araby” (U) attd "Fury
of Congo" (Col). Bright ,$8,500.

Last week, “Tanks Coming" (WB),

$7,800.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16^70)—

“Double Dynamite" (RKO). Yanked
after 6 days at light $5,000. ' Re-
placed Sunday (6) by “Girls of

Road” (Col) and “Girls Under 21"

(Col) (reissues). Last week, “The
Racket" (RKO), good $7,800 aided

by two tab stageshows.

%uiiiKe’ NG, ttw V*4s’ 28G, 2d

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . .... $2,518,500

(Based on 23 cities, 213 the*

atres, chiefly first runs, include'

ing N. Y.
) „ t

Total Gross Same Week ^
Last Year . . . . . .$2,784,300

(Based or} 25 cities, and 200

theatres.)

11
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Louisville, Jan-. 8.

Louisville first-runs are hitting a
healthy stride in the new year* and
most of them did fairly well Christ-

mas week and New Years. Current-
ly, Rialto is hefty with “Elope-
ment." Special showing Christmas
Eve of Martin and Lewis in “Sailor

Beware" at 99c tariff, drew 10,200

patrons for four shows. “Westward
the Women" at Loew’s State is

nice. “Distant Drums" at Mary An-
derson is fine hi second round.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (SWitow) (1,100;' 54-75)

—“Bright Victory" (U) arid “Lady
Pays Off" (U). Brisk $4,000. Last
week, “Man in Saddle" (Col) arid

“Purple Heart Diary" (Col), $3,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (54-

75)—“Distant Drums" (WB) (2d
wk); Nice $7,500. Last week, solid

$9,000.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

54-75)—“Elopement" (20th) and
(Continued on page 22)

Fast 16G, 'Kiss’ 14G, 'Dawn’ Obe 8G

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.

With most bills holding oyer

from strohg New Year’s tee-off,

film theatre trade is runnirig sur-

prisingly big for post-holiday

period. “Decision Before Dawn,"
Which came in rather, hurriedly at

the Fox, is pacing the field with

smash gross. “Favorite Spy,
away fast, continues very strong

in second week at the Mastbaum.
“Callaway Went Thataway" shapes,

trim in 9 days at Midtown..“Two
Tickets to Broadway" also is con-

tinuing sock at the Randolph;
“Lavender Hill Mob" is holding
-remarkably steady in seventh

round at ihe bandbox World.
"

I Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99) —

“Man in Saddle” (Col) (3d wk).

Mild $6,000. Last week, $8,000.

Boyd (*WB) (2,360; 50-$1.30) —
“I Want You" (RKO) (3d wk).

Thin $9,000. Last week, $12,500.

. Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99) —
“Calling Bulldog Drummond”
(M-G) plus Blackstone onstage.

Mild $12,000. Last week, “Purple

Heart Diary’’ (Col) plus Josephine

Baker, Count Basie orch, Pat Hen-
ning onstage, liefty $26,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)-“De-
cision Before Dawn" (20th). Huge
$28,500. Last week, “Elopement’
(20th) (2d wk), $13,000.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)
—“Double Dynamite" (RKO)

(2d Wk). Neat $13,500 in 9 days,.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
“Favorite Spy" (Par) (2d wk).

Strong $25,000. Last week,

$30,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)
—“Callaway Went Thataway”

(M-G) (2d wk). Tidy $11,000 in 9

days.

Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Two Tickets to Broadway’
(RKO) (2d wk). Sock $19,500. Last

week, $23,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99) —

“Chicago Calling" (U). Thin

Kansas City, Jan, 8.

’Quo Vadis” in its second week
continues to shatter precedents
here, after record $40,000 in first

week. Among the newcomers,
‘'Distant Drums* 'at Paramount is

socko standout, “and may hold
“Double Dynamite" at Missouri
suffered from crix, and moved out
after five days. Weather has been
uncooperative to

,
first-runs, with

snpw and cold most, of time since
New Year’s.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest). (820; 50-

75)—“Japanese War Bride" (20th)
and “Northwest Territory" (Mono).
Better than average play at $3)500
or less. Last week “Jungle Book"
(UA) and “Thief of Bagdad" (UA)
(reissues), $5;000 in 9 days.

Kirao (Dickinson) (505; 75-99)—
“Happiest Days of Life” (Indie).
Fair $1,300. Last week, “Fantasia"
(RKO) (reissue), $2,008. v ‘

Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 60-
$1.24)—“Quo Vadis." (M-G) (2d wk).
Hefty $28,000, biggest second week
on record. Will go a third. Last
week, $40,000, topped anything on
books here.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“Double Dynamite" (RKO) and
“Magic Carpet" (Col), 5 days split
with “Captain Blood" (WB) and
“One Foot in Heaven" (WB) (reis-

sues), 3, days. Oke $8,500. Last
week, “Man in Saddle" (Col) and
“Son of Dr. Jekyii" (Coil, $8,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;
50*89)— “Distant Drums" (WB).
Socko $12,000; May get extra time.
Last week, “Starlift" (WB), $11,500
in 9 days.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox MidWest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Elopement’ 1

(20th). Average $13,000. “Cimar-
ron Kid" (U) with personals by Au-
die Murphy, Yvett Dugay, Beverly
Tyler, John -Hudson and James
Best opened with, area premier to-

day (Tues.).

Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—
“Lavender Hill Mob" (U) (8th wk).
Hefty $1,800, arid rolls on. Last
week, nice $1,500.

‘Drams’ Giant $16,000,

Port.; ‘Spy* Wham 22G
Portland, Ore., Jan. 8.

Biz perked Up a bit this week

with better product at first-runs.

“My Favorite Spy" and “Distant

Drums," latter being giant at Par-

amount, “Flame of Araby" also is

fine. .

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)—“Flame of Araby" (U) and

“Finders Keepers" (U). Fine $12,-

000 in 8 days, Last week, “Cave
Outlaws" (U) and “Never Can Tell"

(U), $12,200.

Guild (Parker) (400; $1.20-$2.40)—“The River" (UA) (2d wk). Good
$4,500. Last week, $6,500.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-

90)—“F a v o r i t e Spy" (Par) and
“Cavalry Scout" (Mono), day-date
Orpheum. Hot $9,000. Last week,
“Elopement" (20th) and “Love
Nest" (20th) (2d wk) (5 days), $3,-

300.

Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-
90)—“Fa v o r i t e Spy" (Par) and
“Cavalry Scout" (Mono), also1 Ori?
ental. Smash $13,000. Last week,
“The Mob" (Col) and “Criminal
Lawyer" (Col) (2d wk) (4 days),

$4,700.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
65-90)—“Distant Drums" (WB) and
“Never Trust: Gambler" (Col).

Giant $16,000. Last week, “Elope-
ment" (20th) and “L o v e Nes t”

(20th) (2d Wk)' (5 days), $6,200.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90)
—“Callaway Went Thataway"

(M-G). Mild $6;500, Last Week,
“Too Young To Kiss" (M-G) (2d

1 wk) (6 days), $6,300.

Cincinnati, Jan, 6,

An array of choice films is prim-
ing downtown first-runs for a nefty
1952 biz start. Most engagements
are being extended for return of
normal schedules after shuffling to
fit the holidays. “I’ll See You in
My Dreams" is speeding flagship
Albee to top spot this stanza with
smash season. “Favorite Spy," at

Palace and “Too Young to Kiss"
at Grand are iri fancy stride. “De-
cision Before Dawn" is okay at

Capitol while “Fixed Bayonets"
looks nice at Keith’s: “Ten Tall
Men" at Lyric is only moveover
currently after socko first week.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75) —

“See You iri My Dreams" (WB).
Lofty $19,000 in 10 days. Last Week,
“Double Dynamite" (RKO), $12,000,

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-

75) — “Decision Before. : Dawn"
(20th). Okay $8,000. Last Week,
“Elopement” (20th) (2d wk), mild
$5,000.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—

“Too Young To Kiss" (M-G) and
“Bulldog Drummond!’ (M-G).
Pleasing $14,000 in 11 days. Last
week, “Aladdin Lamp” (Mono) and
“Elephant Stampede" (Mono),
$6,500.
. Keith’s (Mid-States) 0,542; 55-
75)—“Fixed Bayonets" (20th). Nice
$8,000. Last week. “Model and
Marriage Broker" (20th), $5,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
“Ten Tall Men" (Col) (m.o.J. Fair-
ish $6,000. Last week, “Hotel Sa-
hara” (UA) and “Chicago Calling"
(U), 5 days, arid “Body Snatchers”
(RKO) and “Isle of Dead" (RKO)
(reissues), $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2>600; 55-75)—

“Favorite Spy” (Par). Fancy
$16,000 for 9 days. Last week,
“Ten Tall Men” (Col), $15,000 in 8
days. . :

"

$7,000. Last week, “Hong Kong"
(Par), $8,500.

Trairi-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)

—Detective Story" (Par) (8th Wk).

Sturdy $8,000. Last week, $10,000.

World (G&S) (500; 50-$1.20) —
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (7th Wk).

Holds at $3,030. Last week, sock

$4,200.

/Racket’ Rugged $16,000,

Mont’l; ‘Spy’ Big 13G, 2d
Montreal, Jan. 8.

*

Booming holiday biz is sending
all houses well above average at

straight prices and no additional

showings. “American in Paris"
holds for. a. solid third stanza at

Loew’s to equal record held by
“Great Caruso." “The Racket" at

Princess is best newcomer. “Fa-
vorite Spy" at Palace looks ace h.o.

Estimates for This Week
Palace (C. T.) 2,626; 34-60)—

“Favorite Spy’’ (Par) (2d wk). Good
$13,000 following SOcko $18,000 last

W06k«
Capitol (0. T.) (2,412; 34-60)—

“Anne of Indies" (20th). Hot $17,-

000. Last week, "Elopement"
(20th), $16,000.

Princess (C. T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“The Racket" (RKO). Fast $16,-

.000. Last week, “Starlift", (WB),
$15,000.
Loew’s (C. T.) 42,855; 40-65)--

“American in Paris" (M-G) (3d wk).
Sock $21,000 after $28,000 second
stanza
Imperial (C. T.) (1,839; 34-60)—

“Flame of Araby" (U) and “Hay-
foot" (U) (^d wk). Off to $6,000
following hefty first at $14,000.
Orpheum (C. T.) (1,048; 34-60)^—

“Man With My Face" (UA) and
“Three Steps North" (UA). Okay
$7,000. Last week, “The Well"
(UA) and “As You Were” . (UA),

$8,000.

Hub; ‘Vadis’ Huge 56G,

‘Drums’ fight 15G, 2d
Boston, Jan. 8.

“Quo Vadis” in second stanza at

State arid Orpheum continues to

lead the field here by a wide

margin. “My Favorite Spy" i

second week at Met and “Distant
Drums" in second at Paramount
and Fenway also shape well, “I
Want You" in Astor third stanza i|

slipping. “Flame 'of Araby” at

Boston looks strong -while “Week-
end With Father” at Memorial
rates fair.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-95) — “I

Want You" (RKO) (3d wk). Off to

about $9,000 following oke $12,800
for second.

Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill, Inc.)

(40-95)—“Marie Du Port" (Indie)

(2d wk). Near $4,000 after oke $5,-

000 for first.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85) —
“Flame of Araby" (U) and “New
Tales of Robin Hood" (Lip). Neat
$19,000 shapes for 9 days. Last
Week, “Cimarron Kid" (U) and
“Unknown World" (Lip), $9,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 55-80)—
“Clouded Yellow" (Col) (2d wk).
Hypoed by New Year’s Eve to nice

$7,500 after $7,000 for first.

Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)—
“Distant Drums" (WB) and “St.

Benny the Dip" (UA) (2d wk). Solid

$4,000 after $5,500 opener.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Weekend With Father" (U) and
“Finders Keepers" (U). Opened
New Year’s Eve but only fair

$12,000 on week. Last week,
“Double Dynamite’’ (RKO) and
“Whistle Eaton Falls” (Co)),

$ 11 ,000 .

Metropolitan (NET) (4,367 ;
40-84)

—“Favorite Spy" (Par): and “New
Mexico" . (UAf (2d wk). Off to

$10,000 after okay $16,000«.for first*

Did riot play New Year’s Eve.

for first.

Paramount (NET) (1,700* 40-85)

—“Distant Drums" (WB) and ‘St.

Benny" (UA) (2d wk). Fine^^$11,000

after great $16,000 first,

State (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.20)---

“Quo Vadis" (M-G) (2d wk). B;g

$18,000 after $29,000 opener.



Twhatot Jtumtf 9t iWj PICTURE GROSSES

ffl, ‘Story

Brisk% Drums’ Fat 14G, AD 2d
Chicago, Jan. 8.

Chicago pic grosses «e running

uneven although generally they

S?e
Y
on the upgradefor a change.

New Year’* Eve. while solid inS eaSea. didn’t work out as well

S exp “t“i» the $2 top push-

ing customers to other houses. This

tab was put hn it 5 O’clock and

several exhibitors jure goiM to

wait until later next year. Grand
retained Its 98c. price, and did

Capacity business. All houses are

holding over from holidays,, but

the Chicago brought in Vaughn
Monroe to top stageshow on sec-

J*Li week ot ‘Til See You in My
Dreams*’ which should land lush

^A?s°<? strong among second week-

ers is ‘^Detective Story’’ at the

Woods with bright ^1.000. ‘‘Em-

peror’s Nightingale’* nt World
looks staunch $6,000. • State-Lake,

‘•Ten Tall Men” and' "Ft. Defiance,

Is catching some of the Chicago

overflow for. Okay $14j000. Roose-

velt with ‘‘Distant Drums” and
’'Highwayman” is loud at same
figure. “Callaway Went Thataway”

at Oriental, plus the Ames Bros,

onstage is very sluggish^ $25,000

while “Two Tickets to Broadway”
at United Artists looks slim.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900* 55-98)—

“See You in Dreams” (WB) (2d

wk) with Vaughn Monroe^ in to

head ,
stageshow. Spcko $54,000..

Last week, $56,000, .

: Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—
‘‘Weekend with Father” (U) and
“Her First Romance” (Col) (2d

wk). Okay $10,000. Last week,
$14,500.

Oriental. (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)-—

“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G)
with Ames Bros, in person. Weak
$25,000. Last week, $35,000:

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Distant Drums” (WB) and “High-
wayman” (Mono) (2d wk). Trim
$14,000. Last week, big $19,000.

State-Lake (B&K) - (2,700 (55-98)

—“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and ‘‘Ft.

Defiance’* (UA) (2d wk). Oke $14,-

000. Last week, $20,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98) — “Two Tickets
1

Broadway”
(RKO) and “Whip Hand” (RKO).
Slim $9,000. Last week, $14,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,087; 98)—

“Detective Story” (Par) (2d :wk).
Fine $31,000. Last week, $35,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Em-

peror’s Nightingale” (Indie) (2d
wk). Solid $6,000. Last week,
$6,500.

Ziegfleld (Lopert) (434; $1.25-
$240)—“The River” (UA) (6th

wk).. Strong with $4,000. Last
week, same.

‘Drums’ Terrif $25,000,

DC.; ‘Father’ Hefty 12G,

‘Quo Vadis’ Hot 35G, 2d
Washington, Jam 8.

The post-holiday letdown shapes
about normal, with newcomers
somewhat on slow side and hold-
overs remaining steady. There’s
no standout .except “Quo Vadis,”
wow in second session at Loew’s
Palace. “Distant Drums” at the
Warner is smash, with New Year’s
weekend Part of its current esti-

mate. “Flame of Araby” with
vaude is okay at Capitol.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)

—

Flame of Araby” (U) plus vaude.
Okay $18,000. Last week, “Elope-
ment” (20th) plus vaude, $22,000.

Dupont (Lopert) (372; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie)
(2d run) (2d wk). Fine $5,000 after
$5,500 last week, and holds.

.
Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 44-85) —

“Weekend With Father” (UK Brisk
$12,000 in 8 days or near, with
double feature New Year’s Day
helping. Last week, “Double Dy-
namite” (RKO), solid $14,000 9
days.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1.200: 44-
74) — “Son of Dr. Jekyll” (Col).
Nice $6,000: Last week, “FBI Girl”
(Lip), $5,000.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 90-$1.50)
•-‘‘Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk). Wow
$35,000 after $52,000 lost week:
Holds again.

Playhouse (Lopert)l485; 55-$l)—
Caesar and Cleopatra” (UA)

(reissue). Fine $5,000. Last week,
.The River” (9th wk), spurted to
big $6*000, at tilted scale, in final
week,

,
Warner (WB) (2.174; 44-80) —

D'stont Drums” (WB). Sock $25,-

,

f°r .10 days. Last week, “When
Wonds Collide” (Par), okay $12,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
. ous key cities, are net; 1. e.r
without the 20% tax Distrib-
utors share on hit take, When
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come. -

The parenthetic admission
prices, .however; as indicated,

' include the U. S. amusement
4ax,

’Smooth

$14,000, Frisco
San Francisco, Jan. 8.

Weekend cold and rains are
dampening firstrun biz here this
session, even putting skids under
“Quo Vadis” in seventh week at
the Warfield.. Fact that city is

nearly 100% holdover also is dam-
aging, nearly all second rounds be-
ing down sharply from initial stan-
zas. “Distant Drums,” which was
fancy in opening round'at the Fox,
managed to hold fairly steady in a
5-day second week holdover at this
house being something new at
house in recent weeks, “On Dan-
gerous Ground” looms pleasing in
first Golden . Gate week.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-85)

—•“On Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
and “Young Scarface” (Indie).
Pleasing $14,000 or near. Last
week, “Double Dynamite” (RKO),
bolstered by special New Year’s
Eve. prevue, weak $19,000 for 9
days.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“Dis-

tant Drums” (WB) and “Bander
Line” (MrG) (2d wk—5 days). Off
to $10,000 after fine $25,000 opener.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-85)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (7th wk), Down
to $18,000. Last week, sock $30,000.

Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
“Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk). 'Fair
$16,000 in 10 days* Last week,
$21 ,000 .

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
“Starlift” (WB) (2d wk). Nice
$7,000, Last week, $16,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85)—“10. Tall Men” (Col) and “For-
bidden Land” (2d wk). Okay
$12,000. Last week, $23,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

55-85)—“Flame of Araby” (U) (2d
wk). Oke $6,000. Last week, nice
$9,000. . .

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; '85-$l)

—

.“Streetcar” (WB) (2d wk). Held at

$3,600. Last week, big $3,800/
Clay (Rosener) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Tales Of Hoffmann” (Indie). Big
$4,400, last week, $4,300.
* Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65r85)

—

“The Mill” (Indie) and “River Po”
(Indie). Nice $3,000. Last week,
“Christmas Carol” (UA), $2,800. .

Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (375;
$1-$1>20)

—“La Ronde” (Indie) (7th

wk). Held at $2,000. Last week,
$2,300.

‘Weekend’ Fancy $22,000,

DREAMS’ BIG $15,000,

BUFF; WADIS’ 35G, 2D
Buffalo, Jan. 8)

Town is loaded with holdovers and
this is being reflected in the overall
gross total currently. “See You in
My Dreams” looms as sharpest
newcomer with great figure at
Paramount. “Double Dynamite” is

good at Century. ‘’Distant Drums”
shapes big in second frame at Cen-
ter. “QUo Vadis” is smash in sec-
ondround at the Buffalo.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 90-$1.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk).
Third week started today (Tues.).
Last week, smash $35,000.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
“See You in Dreams” (WB) and
“Tales of Robin Hood” (Lip). Great
$15,000. Last week,. “Favorite Spy”
(Par) (2d wk-4 days), $5,500.

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—“De-
cision Before Dawn” (20th).

Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
“Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk), big

$10 ,000 ,

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
“Flame of Araby” (U) and “Find-
ers Keepers” (Indie). Opened to-
day (Tues.). Last week, “Weekend
With Father” (U) arid “Lady Pays
Off” (U), mild $8,500.

Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40-
70) — “Double Dynamite" (RKO)
and “Chicago Calling” (UK
Good $12,000. Last Week, “Never
Forget You” (20th) and
Over Horses” (Indie)

, $9,500.

’-Vaude 74G. 2d

Denver, Jari. 8.

Nearly all spots report an up
swing here this round. One of

best showings is being made by
“Weekend With Father,” being
solid in three smaller theatres.

‘‘Westward the Women” shapes
very sturdy at the Broadway, and
holds. “Distant Drums” is rack-

ing up the biggest money with

great sessions in two spots. “Fav-
orite Spy” and “American in

Paris? are showing enough to land

third weeks.
. „ .

Estimates fbr This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-80)—

“Weekend With Father” (U) and
“Big Night” (UAK day-date with

Tabor, Webber. Fine $9,000. Last

week, “Flame Of Araby” (U) and
“Her Paneled Door” (Indie), $6,

500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1.500; 40-

80)

—

“Westward the Women”
(M-G). Nice $16,000. Holds oyer.

Last week, “Callaway Went Thata-

way” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.

Denham (COckrill) '1,750; 40-80)

—“My Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d

wk). Fast $12,000, Holds again.

Last week, $13,000. .
-

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)

—

“Distant Drums” (WB) and “Pur-

ple Heart Diary” (Col), day-date

(Continued on page 22)

Providence, Jan. 8.

Holiday uplift was heartening,
with main stemmers again finding
out that the patrons will; come out
if the product is there. Strand is

holding over “My Favorite Spy.”
Majestic is carrying “Distant
Drums” for extra days to land sock
total. Loew’s State opened Monday
with “Westward the Women.”

Estimates for This Week
Aibee (RKO) (2,200: 44-65)—
Double Dynamite” (RKO) and
“Unknown World” (RKO), Good
$12,500 iii 9 days.

Majestic (Fay) (2.200; 44-65)

—

“Distant Drums” (WB). Carrying
to normal Thursday operiing with
sock $14,000 in 9-day stand.

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65)
—“Indian Uprising” (Col) and

“Northwest Territory” (Mono).
Opened today (Tues.), Last Migek,
“Lady Says No” (UA) and “Pool of

London” (UA), fairish $4,800.

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)—
•.

“Westward the Women” (M-G) and
“When I Grow Up” (20th). Opened
Monday (7). Last week, “Too Young
To Kiss” ((M-G) and “Girl On
Bridge” (UA), big $16,000.

Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)—“Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk).
Started Monday (7). First week was
oke $8,000.

‘Son’ Sock $24,000 In

Det.; ‘Araby’ Hotsy 12G,

‘Drums’ Sturdy 15G, 2d
Detroit, Jan. 8.

Biz is perking slightly with the
holiday week and clearing of deep
snow from streets. “Native Son” is

shaping big at the Madison. “Flame
of Araby” looks warm at the Palms.
Fixed Bayonets” looms modest at

the Fox. “Distant Drums” is solid

in second week at the Michigan,
“Westward the Women” is falling

off. sharply in second round at

United Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“Fixed Bayonets” (20th) and
“Japanese War Bride” (20th). Mod-
est $26,000. Last week, “Elope
ment” (20th) and “Magic Carpet
(Col), $21,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“Distant Drums” (WB) and
“Lady Pays Off” (U) (2d wk). Good
$15,000. Last week, big $20,000,

Pa Im s -(UD).. (2,900; 70-95)--

“Flame of Araby” (U) and “Street

Bandits” (Mono). Torrid $12,000.

Last week, “Submarine Command”
(Par) and “Big Night’’ (UA), $15.-

000.

Madison CUD) (1,900; 70-95)—
“Native Son” (Indie) and “Angelo”
(Indie). Smash $24,000, Last week,
“Close To Heart” (WB) and “Wood-
en Horse” (Indie), $9,000.

’

United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

95)__“W e s t w a r d the Women”
(M-G) and “Calling Bulldog Drum-
mond” (M-G) (2d wk). Off to $7,r

OOOx Last week, okay $14700.
Adams (Balaban) (1*700; 70-95)—

“American^ 4n Paris” (M-G) (6th

wk). Steady $5,000, Last week, big

$8,009.

In the wake of a terrific Christ-
mas week and an" unusually big
New Year’s Eve, Broadway first-

run theatre business Is holding up
in markedly strong fashion this ses-

sion. The post-holiday week is

loaded with extended-run pix and
holdover hills, only two big Aims
coming in during the past week.
The holiday week was nelped by
many out-of-town visitors as well
as servicemen from, camps and
ships within a 300-mile radius 'of
N.Y. Latter got holiday furlough^
enabling them to visit Broadway'
over New Year’s.
Usual kited scales New Year’s

Eve, paced by. a $7.20 top at the
Palace, and the holiday prices on
Jan. 1 pushed trade to its highest

E
olnt in more than a year, many
ouses doing better than a year

ago in the ’Comparable period. The
Paramount, palace and Music Hall
racked up record weeks in periods
covering Dec. 31. Pupils did not
go back to school until Jan. 2, with
Catholic schools resuming a day
later, this being reflected in, thea-
frp 0pnce<i4 *

Best new entry is “Wild Blue
Yonder,” with nice $20,000 at the
State. ‘’Westward the Women” hit

only an okay $45,000 in its first

week at the Capitol, despite extra
shows New Year’s Eve arid follow-
ing day, ‘‘Quo Vadis,” which
switched to continuous run Jari. 1/
at the Astor, came through with
terrific $38,000 in first week of the
new policy. Showing is better
Comparatively than at the Cap
where it finished its seventh week
(10

.
days) on Dec. 30.

Paramount, which hit $120,000,
new Christmas week high, in first

stanza, held to solid $74,000 in sec-
ond round with “Double Dynamite”
and stageshow headed by Tony
Bennett. The Hall, which edged to
new all-time record of $180,000 iri

fourth round, IS down to $128*000
in fifth week with “See You in My
Dreams” and Xmas stageshow.
Music HaU held its annuaL Christ-
mas stageshow through the fifth

session, with the understanding
that a complete new bill would
come in Jan. 10; “Greatest Show
on Earth” and new stage bill opens
tomorrow (Thurs.h
The Palace, with all-vaude policy

headed by Judy ‘Garland, contin-
ued nice with $37,000 in 12th Week
after a record $53,000 for 11th
round.

“Distant Drums,” sock $43?000
opening stanza, still was good with
$20,000 in second frame at the
Warner. ‘‘Favorite Spy,” with
smash $33,000 opening round, held
nicely at $20,000 in second Globe
session.
“Death of Salesman/’ is winding

its third frame today (Wed.)
with big $26,000 at the Victoria.

Another great long-runner is “De-
tective Story,” still socko tit $24,500
in ninth round at the Mayfair. Also
displaying remarkable stamina is

“Lavender Hill Mob,” its 12th
stanza being smash $11,000 at t{ie

Fine Arts.
Although off sharply from its

second week, “Decision Before
Dawn” still is solid $23,500 in third
session at the Rivoli, “I Want You”
is down to nice $19,500 in third
week at the Criterion. “Elopement”
with Guy Mitchell topping holiday
stage bill is also down sharply to
mild $52,000 in third Roxy round
after great $108,000 in second
week. “Tales -of Hoffmann,” play-
ing second-run at Sutton, Is going
great guns with $13,500 in second
stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d

wk). initial week here on continu-
ous run and lower scale ended
Monday (7) at terrific $38,000.
Film did sock $22,000 in eighth

week of only five days,, including

New Year's Eve, on two-a-day and
$2.40 top. v.

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; $1.20-
$2.40)—“Henry V” (UA) (reissue)

(2d Wk). Second, week ended: Mon-
day (7) dipped to $5,500, and closed,

Got okay $7,000 first round. House
stays shuttered until “Cry; Be
loved Country” (Indie) opens Jan.

23.
(Capitel (LoeW’S) (4,820; 70-

$1:80)—“Westward the Women’
(M-G) (2d wk). First stanza ended
Sunday (6) hit okay $45,000 al

belt very disappointing, since it

included New Year’s and New
Year’s Eve. In ahead, Quo Vadis

(M-G) (7th wk-10 days), huge
$101,900. “Light Touch” (M-G),

originally slated for the State,

opens: here after ‘'Woi^ri/^ ,^
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-

$1.80)—“I Want You” (RKO) 3d

wk). Current round ending Friday

(11) is holding fairly well at $19,-
500 after big $26,000 for second
week.

Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$l.R0)
-- “Fayorite Spy” (Par) (3d wk).
Second .round ended Monday (7)

held nicely at $20,000 after smash
$33,000 opening week.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)

—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (13th
wk). The 12th frame ended Morn-
day (7) bold to great $11,000, The
11th week was $12,500.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; -50-

$1.80) — . “Detective Story” (Par)
(10th wk). The ninth stanza ended
Monday (7) held at $24,500, after
big $28*000 for eighth week.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres

Corp.) (592; 95-$l,80)—“Pandora
arid Flyirig Dutchman” (M-G) (5th
wk). Fifth round ending tomor-
row (Tliurs.) looks to reach solid
$7,000 after $8,000 for fourth week.

Palace (RKO) (1,700; $l;20-$2.40)
—All - vaude,. two ?a - day policy
headed by Judy Garland (13th wk).
Present round started yesterday
(Tues ). The 12th week ended Sun-
day (6) slipped .to stout $37,000
after record $53,000 for 11th week
that look in New Year's Eve; with;
$7.20 for that performance.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 70-

$1.80)—“Double Dynamite” (RKO)
With stageshow headed by Tony
Bennett. Jbey Adams, Art Mooney
orch. Five De Marco .Sisters (3d
wk). Second week ended Monday
(7.) continued very solid with $74,-.

000 after terrific $120,000, new
Xmas Week record here, in first

stanza that took in New Year’s
Eve. “Scandal Sheet” (Col) opens
next.
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

Sl.SOJ-^-'Tom Brown’s Schooldays”
(UA). Opened Monday (7), Last
week, “Clouded Yellow” (Col) (8th
wk), hit fancy $7,300 after $6,000
in previous round.

Paris (Indie) (568) ($1.20-$2.40>
—“The River” (UA) ( 18th wk). The
17th. session ended Sunday (6) held
at smash $12,000 after $16,800 in
16th week.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke-

fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“I’ll See
You in

.
My . Dreams” (WB) and'

Xmas stageshow (5th-final wk). Off
to $128,000 or over, but still Very
strong for this stage of ruri Fourth
frame went to giant $180,000, new
all-time high, to edge out “On
Town” (M-G) mark by a couple of
thousand' dollars made two years
ago in comparable week. Combo
this year had advantage of most off

Christmas week, plus New Year’s
Eve and. New Year’s Day which ob-
viously Contributed to high mark.
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
opens tomorrow (Thurs.h

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-
$1.80) — “Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (3d wk). Present stanza end-
ing tomorrow is heading for sharp,
dip at $23,500, after smash $41,-
000 for second week. Stays.
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$Z.20) —

“Elopement” (20th) with Guy
Mitchell heading stageshow (3d-
finai wk). Current frame being
stretched to eight days but looks
only slow $52,000. This is way off
from the great $108,000 racked up
in second week. “Model and Mar-
riage Broker” (20th) with Alan
Dale, Beatrice Kraft Dancers head-
ing stageshow, opens Friday (11).

State (Loew’s (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) (2d wk).
First round ended Monday (7) hit
nice $20,000. Stays only two weeks
with “For Men Only” (Lip) com-
ing in Jan. 16 instead Of “Light
Touch” (M-G).
Warner (WB) (2,756: 85-$2) —

“Distant Drums” (WB) (3d-final

wk). Initial holdover week ended
Monday (7) slipped to good $20,000
but down sharply from sock $43,-
000 registered in first stanza.

Sutton (R&B) (561; : 90-$1.50) —
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (3d
wk). Second session ended Mon-
day (7) held at $13,500. Initial

week; taking iri New Year’s Eve,
was smash $15,200.
; Trans^Liix 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50) — “B o n ri 1 e P r 1 n c e
Charlie” (Indie). Opened Sunday
(6). Last week, “Galloping Major”
(Iridie) (3d wk-8 days) was $3.-

000 after $4,500 in second week
ending Dec. 28.

Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90-

$1.50)—“It’s a Big Country” (M-G).
Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead,
“Man With Cloak” (M-G) (6th wk),

held at $3,009 in week ending
Monday (7), after $3,500 in fifth

frame.
Victoria (City inv.) (1,060; 55-

$1.80)—“Death of Salesman” (Col)

: (3d Ydc). Current round ending to-

day: looks to. hold at :big $26,000

after smash $36,000 for second
week. Stays on indef.
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British Pii Prods. Collect $2^,900

London, Jan, 8.

Producers of British films col-
lected upwards of $2,404,000 from
the first year’s proceeds of the

Eady fund (from Sept. 10, 1950, to

Aug. 4, 1951) and there is still a
balance of $732,000 to be shared
out'. These figures are published in

the interim directors’ report of

the British Film Production Fund,
which was set up by the four major
trade associations to administer
the Eady levy when it first, started

18 months ago.

. In the 11 months reviewed in the

Interim report, Eady collections in

picture theatres throughout the

country exceeded $3,343,000.. Bank
interest added a modest $5,414 to

income, but . administration ex-

penses carved off. almost $50,000
from the total available for dis-

tribution.: Altogether the fund Was
left with a share-out capital of $3,-

304,683, of which $177,426 was set

aside for financing of children’s

The amount paid out to produ-
cers was spread over the four quar-
ters and in the first distribution,
covering the last quarter of 1950,

274 pix qualified for a share, These
earned gross rentals in excess of
$4,200,000. . in the. second quarter,
299 films shared, although gross
receipts Were under $4,000,000.
Number of qualifying British films

soared to 327 In the third quarter
and gross earnings were again in

the region of $4,000,000. Final dis-

tribution covering only - a period
of eight Weeks embraced 290 films
with total gross about $1,900,000.
The first distribution

.
Was calcu-

lated at 12V£% of the gross and
there were 61 recipients. ’ in the
next 1 quarter, the percentage was
up to 16% and the number bene-
fitting rose tp 58. The cut stayed
at 16% in the third quarter, while
in the final payment, at 20%, recip-
ients were down to the original
level of 51..

Since the 'period under review,
the Eady fund has undergone a
major expansion as a result df pro-
posals agreed in last year's budget.
It Is reckoned that in this and sub
Sequent years, producers . will get
an additional 34% on their gross
earnings.

French Animators Seen

TV Ban on Bonze Adv.
Mexico pity, Jan. 8.

Liquor interests, spearheaded by
a local brewery and a rum manu-
facturer, have asked a local cqurt
or an injunction* Against enforce-
ment of the Public Health and
Welfare. Ministry’s ban on alcholic
beverages advertising on TV. The
board drink people argue that the
ban infringes the ' constitutional
guarantee of freedom of expres-
sion, also and because their prod-
ucts are regarded as lawful in

Mexico that lawlessness covers ad-
vertising them.

!

Two years ago, the ministry
banned hard drink advertising' on
radio. The Jiiquoj' people lost their
court .fights, against the ban. The
courts ruled that the ministry, was'
constitutionally correct in the ban
because freedom of. expression has
bounds;

in Stix Win

Aim for Feature Field

Paris, Jan, 1.

French animators have been try
lng for years to get solid footing .in

production, here with limited te
suits. Most animation has been
confined to commercial trailer pix
shown during, intermissions. A few
shorts are made from time to tiine
but they are rare.

.... The important animators here
are. Paul Grimault and Jean im-
age. Grimault has attained some
European prestige in three prize-
winning festival shorts. In 1943,
he copped the. Venice occulade for
liis ‘The Scarecrow” and again in
Venice in 1945 for his “Lightning
Rod Thief.’’ Third Venice prize
in 1948 was for his “Little Sol
dier.”

In 1949, Grimault, in conjunction
with Gemaux Productions,, under-
took the making of a feature ani-
mated film, “The, Shepherd and the
Chimneysweep/’ from a script by
Jacques Prevert; In 1950, the film
Was three-fourths finished when
financial and esthetic differences
halted the work. Sarrut, head of
Gemaux, is finishing the film him-
self without Grimault and prevert,
who threaten to bring shit against
him for changing the spirit of the
work.

Jean Image, who has made a few
animated shorts, finished a feature
lentil pic last year, called “Jcannot
the Intrepid/’ It won a prize for
the best kid’s film at the last Ven-
ice Film Fest. Recently opened
here, film is doing fair biz.

Top animated appeal here are
the Walt Disney films. Every
Xmas, a full-length Disney, usually
preceded by excellent advance pub-
licity, mops up in holiday b.o. re-

ceipts. “Cinderella” stil l holds the
record as three of the big houses
here. “Alice in Wonderland”
opened here late last month, and
looks headed for sock results.

Metro and Warner shorts enjoy a

fine popularity among the film-

goers;

as
Paris, Jam 1, .,

With the perennial cry of crisis
still keeping the film, industry
hopped up here a group of film
lovers have been taking the prob-
lem to the public;- They found .that
the answer still is to. make good
pictures;. Iii seven days they
screened, 10 ; Unreleased features
and 25 shorts in such communi-
ties as Carcassone, Versailles and
Toulon.
.Called “The Day of Cinema/’ the

group hires a local ; theatre for the
showings. Most exhlbS' refused
and were dismayed to find this
carny idea Is giving them serious
competition * ahd exciting populace
interest, Film Ministef FoUrre-
Cormeray even tried to have the
showings stopped in the VaftOUs
towns but they Went off on sched-
ule. Films wCre mainly .of.' art
house calibre; artistic in treatment
and offbeat in subject matter and
treatment. These films., seldom
shown in the .country areas, in
eluded the .Mexican film, “Los: Ol
vldados,” the audacious Swedish
picture/ “Miss Julie” and Rosse-
lint’s !“St; Francis.” Films excited
a .lot of interest and brought many
letters from people who missed
certain showings, asking when they
could see the pix again.
The. public complained about

phony three-sheeting, stereotyped
film content arid the lack pf. inter-
est in some of the famous stars /
No definite constructive plan

has been decided upon here to han-
dle the film troubles. In the ra-
ther typical Gallic manner there is
much agitation, a lot of motion
and handwaving but as yet no new
tangible solutiojri has been, sug-
gested.

Ready 1st Italian Film
With New Ferranicolor

Rome, Jan,. 1.

VToto, a Color!1 ’ is the tentative

title of the first feature-length col-

or film ever to be made in Italy

with an Italian color process called

Ferranicolor. Prior to
1

this time, a

few documentaries and shorts had
employed Ferranicolor mainly as

a basis for experiment. In the
meantime, the Ferrania Co*,

makers of this stock; has spent its

time to perfect the process.

The color picture stars local

cpmedian . Toto and Isg Barzizza.

CurrentLondon Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Jan. 8.
“And So tp Bed,” Strand (12).
“Biggest Thief,” Fortune. (21).
“Blue for Boy/’ Majesty’s (58).
“Colombe,” New (4).

“Day’s Mischief/VDuke York (4).

“Figure of Fuii,” Aldwych (12).
Folles Bergere,” Hipp (44).
“Gay’s the Word,” Saville (47).
“Hollow/' Ambassadors (32).
“Kiss Me Kate,” Coliseum (44).
“Knight’s Madn’s,” Vic Pal. (95).
“Little Hut,” Lyric (66).

“London Melody,” Empress (32).
“Love 4 Colonels,” W’ndh’m (34).
“Lyric Revue/’ Globe (15).
“M’slimmer Dream,” Old Vic' (2).

“Moment of Truth/’ Adclphi (7).
“Penny Plain,” St. Mart. (28).
“Rainbow Square/’ Stoll. (16).
“Relative Values,” Savoy (5).

“Reluctant Heroes,” Wt’th (79).
“Seayulls Sorrento," Apollo (79).
“South Pacific,” Drury (10).

“Third Person,” Criterion (1),

“To Dorothy, a SOn,” Grir’l’k (59).
“Waters of Moon/’ H’ym’kt (58).

”White Sheep Family,” Pic. (13).
‘‘Winter’s Tale,” Phoenix (28).

“Women of Twilight/’ Vaude tl2).

“Zip Goes Million.” Palace (12).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
“Indian Summer/’ Criterion (3)

OPENING THIS WEEK :

(Figure denotes preem date)
“Much A/.o Nothing/’ Ph’n’x ( 1 1 ).

“Search Yesterday,” N L'nds’y (8).

Buenos Aires, Jan. 1.

Four or five days behind , sched-
ule, 20th-Fox expects to complete,

shooting “Way of a Gaucho” .early

this* month. Company then will toto
the cast ana crew at a party in

the home of producer Philip
Dunne ih Martinez, nearby suburb.
About 60 technical men, plus as-

sistant directors, as well as actors

arid extras have been working on
the film since it started last May.
Producer Philip Dunne has been
at work on it over 18 months.
According to an agreement made

by 20th-F6X with the Argentine
Producers Assn, before the film
started, oil: local extras were paid
according to the scale' paid at
studios here.

Luis C. Amadorl of Argentina
Sono Film Studiqs has Collaborated
with 20th-Fox on details , of local
atmosphere, as has local ; writer
Horacfo Rega Molina, an authority
on: gaucho lore.
' The producers found 100% co-
operation all round. Joseph' Behiri,

associate producer, termed it the
most successful foreign assignment
he has ever been. on. ,It will be a
year or more before the. picture
4s ready * for distribution, since
there is processing work to be
done yet In Hollywood, along with
considerable dubbing, editing and
scoring,. Because of fluctuating ex-
change . rates, • the picture ran.
slightly over its budget; but in
general there Were few gimmicks
to Us smooth ' sailing.

British Comic Miller To

•Open Palladium Season
London, Jan. 8.

The London Palladium opens Its

vaude .season this year with a Brit-
ish; comedian

, as headliner. Max
Miller is to be ‘the opening star at-
traction and has ;beep paeted for
two weeks beginning March 10. If
the current pantomime season
should be curtailed,' Miller’s book-
ing will be brought forward and he
will play a three-week engagement
from March 3. ^

Miller’s booking marks the end
of a feud with Val Parnell, who was
angry at the comic’s behavior at
the 1950 Command Performance
when he departed from his script
and overran his time. Miller’s ex-
cuse at that time was that he had
lost his gag {look.

Five U. S. headliners have also
been inked by Parnell to play in
the upcoming Palladium vaude
season, but firm dates have not
been made in all cases. In addition
to Sophie Tucker, Jack Benny and
Jimmy Durante; who had been pre
viously announced, the season’s
headliners may. include Eddie Can-
tor and Judy Garland. The latter
Would repeat her Palace act which
will be done in' similar costume

Shows in Australia
i

'

{Week ending, Jjin. 5)

SYDNEY
“Brigadoon” (Williamson), Royal.

“Ice Follies” (TivqU),; Tivoli.
“Chez Pairce” (Tivoli), Empire;
“Old Mother Hubbard” (mati-

nees) (Williamson); Empire; .

...“Dick Whittington”; (matinees)
(Fuller), Palace’, v

MELBOURNE .

£al1^ Wiljiaitfson),
His Majestys. v :

“Midsummer Night’s Dream
(Williamson), Comedy.

“Fallen. Ahgels” (Carroll) Pri
cc$s«

“Aladdin” (matinees) (Carroll),
Princess.
“Peep Show” (TiVoli), Tivoli.

ADELAIDE
“Gay Fiesta” (Celebrity), Royal

BRISBANE
“Worm’s Eye View” (William-

son), His Majestys*,

WB Sets Second- Deal

For Pix on Rank Circuit

London, Jan. 8.

After having gone for more than
eight years without negotiating an
outlet for its product on either of
the two J. Arthur Rank circuits,

Warner Bros, last week concluded
its second deal within a month.
Two of their latest pix, “Painting
Clouds with Sunshine” and “To-
morrow is Aftdther Day” start a
general release on Gaumoht-Brit-
ish circuit Feb. 25 - after a pre-re-

ease at the Odeon, Marble. Arch.

WB set a deal last month for the
release of “Come Fill the Cup” on
the Odeon circuit beginning Feb.
4. ThiS;Plc qperis a West End tun
at Leicester Square' Theatre’ be-
ginriing Jan. 10.

By the end
;
of the month; WB

Will have, five films running in the
West End, but their own showcase,
the Warner, is housing an indie
film, “African Queen.” “Street-
car -Named Desire/’ set to . follow
“Queen,” will open day date at

their Leicester Square house as
well as at Studio One, probably
Jan. 3L

Plans Campaign Vs. All

Dirt, Nudity on Tele
Mexico City, Jan. 2.

Claiming that TV and radio have
joined films in what it calls con-
taminating the morality of 'school

Children, to' such extent it causes
most juvenile delinquency court
cases, tho Mexican League' of/De-
cency Rians to clean up the klr-

waves just as' ..it did the scre'eriv

Felipe Gomez Mont, league prexy,
reyealed this pla.n;

:

Appalled by. .what the league
calls

,
a - new low in culture and

morality among School children;
Mont said it ;will strive to prune
all dirt from radio. ' Especially
under

,
attack : are blue novels, and

“nudity” on TV. :

League, reporting improvement
iii Mexican censorship' of .native

and imported pix, explained it op-
erates! .like its U. S. counterpart
by Classifying films according; to
Catholic standards! It. will, do the
same with TV and radio.

London Legit Bits

London; Jan, 1.

Glno Arblb, exeb of the jack
Hylton office, looking for theatre
in West End for end of March to
bring back Teresa' and Luisetlo
Spanish Ballet for eight weeks, as
result of their big hit last year,
when they played a season at Stoll
theatre and several

. provincial
dates. • . . Patrick Cargill’s new play,
“The Loving Elms,” to be tried out
at the Embassy Theatre, Swiss Cot-
tage, Jan. 15, with’ Andre Van
Gyseghem to direct.

. As result of having proved a big
moneymaker for the summer sea
son at Blackpool with the “Hobson’s
Choice” revival, H.,M. Tennent,
Ltd;, signed Wilfred Pickles to star
in “A 'Dog for Delmont,” which was
tried Out at the “Q” theatre last
February..

.
Play Will try out in

provinces, opening at the Opera
House, Manchester, March 31, com-
ing to the West End later. Wallace
Douglas will stage, . .Although
“The Innocents” was first produced
in London,: at the Arts Theatre,
some two years ago as a tryout, it
was never staged in a regular thea-
tre. Stephen. Mitchell is 'now to
present it, with .Flora Robson
starred. Play will be directed by
Peter Glenvllle,

r who did the
Broadway production* going into
rehearsal Feb. 25, corning to the
West End sometime iii March. Play
‘isbased On the Henry James novel,
“Turn of the Sdrewv”
“Old Chelsea,” the late Richard

Tauber’s hit musical operetta,
which is owned by Bernard Del-
font, will be revived by the latter
again this fall, with Josef Locke to
play the lead. . .Desmond O’Dono-
van is (tickering for English rights
of Tedwell Chapman’s play, “The
Deadly Done” . . . Peter Ustinov has
just finished two days in Rome,
where he -flew his entire Vyynd-
ham’s Theatre production, “The
Love of Four Colonels,” playing in
j^e native.language. l.ii

Buenos Aires, Jan, l.

As the new year ;o p e n s Ar-
gentine film producers are teeter-
ing once more on the verge of bank-
ruptcy—as they have been many
times before^-but “this time

' with
less excuse, because thrtr.govern-
ment certainly went all out to help
them by excluding foreign films for
two and,a half years, believing that
a protectionist policy would ulti-

mately reap* rich rewards in for-
eign exchange.

*

The Outlook for the industry is

gloomy and uncertain. Producers
are being needled by the govern-
ment into . self-arialysis to deter-
mine where their mistakes lay. The
producers themselves are a bout
ready to go out of business

; unless
the 'government bolsters th^m with'
further protection and financing.
Film talent, reading: the writing on
the wall, are Signing contracts for
legit

’ to keep the wolf, from the,

door.
.

.

.

Both Raul Appld, head of the.

Presidential Press Bureau, 'who is

the ihastermirid .ruling all enter-
tainment matters, . and Eritertai

ment Board chief Ernesto de 6li-
veira repeatedljr ask any U. S. pro-
duction men they meet to tell them,
what is wr on g with Argentine,
films. The answer is: “Everything.”
Producers have certainly learned

the hard way that something is

wrong: through crashing boxoffice
failures with at least 50% of the
year’s record crop of some 70 *films

produced, Last year's . record fig-

ure was 57.

Infuriated by these results, the
industry Is hitting out ait exhibitors
arid foreign competition, blaming
them for this poor, showing, It"

would like.the imqrket closed agai f
little understanding that ,in enter-
tainment, monopolies apd dtotator-
ship defeat their own en^s, be-
cause audiences can’t be fjoraed to
accept what they don’t like. Local
audiences have proved that they
won’t see films indiscriminately. If

a Hollywood picture is poor,, that
picture will flop, too; if an Argeri-
tine-made is poor, mere patriotism
won’t get audiences to endure it.

Rap Exhibs
,

. In turning against exhibitors, the
film producers seek a cure for their,

financial gimmicks, claiming higher
rental percentages. In a series of
producer-exhibitor parleys ^o vet
which the entertainment . hoard is

presiding, they
;
claim that film ad-

mission scales must be upped, their
rental percentages should be boost-
ed arid the foreign imports must be
curbed. Exhibitors haVe countered
by .stating that If the producers
would only get down to

.
making

really good films, the Industry would
have nothing to 'complain aboqt
arid tbe foreign' film -grosses would
help them recoup the losses they
withstand with the local material.

Apold, a former scriptwriter, has
roundly told the producers t h a t

they are mercenary ahd inept, and
have taken advantage of; the gov-
ernment’s generous protection to

put. stress on quantity with disre-

gard for quality films, Results were
so poor that the material lo.st

ground at home and* abroad..
When any observer tries..to. an-

alyze what is wrong with the Ar-
gentine pictures, he flrids it diffi-

cult to answer. Talent seems to be
available. Camerawork and tech-

nique are really, good, especially
if allowances ate made for lack of

equipment, which cannot be re-

newed due; to the dollar shortage.
The fault lies in the selection

of story material, faulty continuity
and. a tepdericy to over-empliasize.

melodramatic treatment. “Los Is-

leros” alone marked a departure
from 4his, arid owed much of its

Success to having b e e n, adapted ^

from a best-selling local novel with
a good local background. This
marked a step in the right direc-

tion, which* producers duly noted;
and there has been a rush to pur-
chase film rights to other bestsell-

ers. But although *'Los Isleiros” is

a fine picture: and is* to be exhib-
ited in Italy. -Under' the exchange'
agreement -with- that country, its

atmosphere • is' too • local • to he un-
derstood by other countries.

,

The greatest fault in trie local

film industry, however, lies in the

complete lack of organization

shown by the producers. That is

one reason why
.
the government

welcomed 20th-Fox’s decision to

make a film in Argentina (“Way Of

a Gaucho”), so that its own pro-

ducers could Catch- the.
''ranks at

work and learri something;
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DECISION BEFORE DAWN Anatole Utvak, IKeln^Fwho gale you the

''SNAKE PIT", has another masterpiece currently winning the critics' plaudits. Gary Merrill,

Richard Basehart, and newcomers Oskar Werner and Hildegarde Neff lead the way in a film

that is on everyone's "Ten Best" list ... A "must" for every showman.

JAPANESE WAR BRIDE" Out of the present Korebn conflict comes a most

unOsuaf love story of mixed marriage: Introducing Japan's top feminine star “Yamaguchi", plus

Don Taylor, Marie Windsor and Cameron Mitchell in a startling motion picture.

THE MODEL AND THE MARRIAGE BROKER" rh.**™,,
human story of the unsung matchmakers who give Cupid a little push in the right direction.

A Jeanne Crain picture perfectly embellished by the exciting performances of Thelma

Ritter, Scott Brady, Frank Fontaine and Zero Mostel.

PHONE CALL FROM A STRANGER In the tradition of"A LETTER

TO THREE WIVES" and "ALL ABOUT EVE" comes a dramatic triumph which lashes out at the

"Double Standard" of marriage. Great performances by Bette Davis, Gary Merrill, Keenan

Wynn, Michael Rennie and the positively sizzling Shelley Winters.

RED SKIES OF MONTANA" The first story of the courageous “Smoke
» •

,
*

' ‘

Jumpers" . . . Technicolor flashing across the screen with the most spectacular action sequences

ever filmed. Richard Widmark heads a cast of rough, tough guys in a picture that combines

power, drama, and dll the excitement of the Great American Northwest.

FIVE FINGERS" The true, shocking revelations of the highest' paid spy in history

whose unbelievable- exploits stunned the world. James Mason, DannieHe Darrieux and

Michael Rennie head the cast of Joseph Mankiewicz's tingler filmed in Ankara and Istanbul*

RETURN OF THE TEXAN The adventurous story of a man who came home

to the land that bred him and the woman who loved him. Vividly set in America's new

great Southwest and dramatically portrayed by Dale Robertson, Joanne Dru and Walter

"VIVA ZAPATA!" Another off-the-beaten-path

the collective talents of 20th Century-Fox's
'

'’Greats": Jo

Zanuckproduced it. Elia Kazan directed it. Marlon Brando

the theatre-going public an idea of whatVin store for them

li dramatic achievement utilizing

John Steinbeck 'Wrote ?t. Darryl

Jo stars in it* "fhat" should 9<v®
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WITH A SONG IN MY HEART" Th. long.w.W jcn. Fromon „ory
brought to the screen as a brilliant Technicolor musical-drama. Susan Haywards David
Wayne,.Thelma Ritter, and Rory Calhoun head a sparkling cast in a film that is destined to be
among the very best in 1952.

‘PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS" Presenting Dan Dailey as he romps through the

ever-loving Dizzy Deon story. A natural for the entire family (for exploitation too, as the

release date coincides With the beginning of the baseball season). Joanne Dru co-stars

in this great picture about a great guy.

ROSE OF CIMARRON" Jack Beutel in his first film since “THE OUTLAW" plus

Mala Powers (of “CYRANO") in an exciting outdoor adventure spectacle filmed in brilliant

^Natural Color.

BELLES ON THEIR TOES" The delightful Gilbreth family of “CHEAPER BY
THE DOZEN" is at it again in a great big bouncy Technicolor film headed by Jeanne

Crain, Myrna Loy, Debra Paget and Jeffrey Hunter! Just the most wonderful kind of

family entertainment anyone could-hope for.

DOWN AMONG THE SHELTERING PALMS"s.u.h Pacific
< 1

.

splendor and good old-fashioned fun in this Technicolor musical featuring Mitzi Gaynor,

David Wayne, Jane Greer, William Lundigan and Gloria DeHaven. A lot of singing . .

.

dancing . . . laughing . . . and box-office I

THE OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT" Bret Harte's classic story now.

unfolded on the screen color by Technicolor with an impressive cast headed by Anne Baxter,

Dale Robertson, Miriam Hopkins, Barbara Bates, and Cameron Mitchell. Top dramatic fare.

KANGAROO!" A roaring Technicolor adventure filmed entirely in Australia;

Maureen O'Hara, Peter Lawford, RichardBobnie ^and Finlay Currie . .
.
plus stampedes,

aborigines, Wild animals and blazing fcrusb ^ujes. Excitement all the Way through and

thoroughly promoted by equally exciting exploitation.

% •

WE’RE NOT MARRIED" . What happens when people suddenly find

that they are not legally married. A group of unusual dramatic and hilarious situation*

breathtakingly performed byGinger Rogers, David Wayne, Fred Allen, Marilyn Monroe,

Pqul Douglas and Jan '-Sterling.
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Washington, Jan. 8,

Government counsel was given a
rough time by the Supreme Court
Monday (7) as he argued in the
appeal of Howard Hughes against
being compelled to sell his stock
in RKQ Theatres Corp.

Philip Marcus, motion picture

specialist of the antitrust division,

spoke in sUppprt of an order by
the New York trial court that the
court-appointed trustees of: Hughes*
theatre stock shall sell it unless
Hughes himself disposes of it with-

in two years. Thomas A. Slack,

counsel for Hughes, asserted the
trial was “improper and without
legal foundation. •’

The RKO consent decree pro-

vides that Hughes’ 24% interest

in either the theatres the
studio should be Voted by court-

named trustees until Hughes sells

his holdings. He decided to trustee
the theatre stock after the the

atre and production interests were
split in the decree.

Slack made' the point that the
decree itself does not compel
Hughes to sell his stock and that
the court and Justice Department
were trying, to rewrite the anti

trust deqrpe, Marcus, who was not
responsible for the RKO decree,
defended on 'the ground that the
understanding of the Justice De-
partment and the trial court was
that Hughes would sell, and latter’s

refusal to unload the theatres
created a change in circumstances.
He pointed to sections in later

decrees against the, other majors
which specifically call for sale of
the divorced- theatre interests by
big stockholders in the studios.

“If the RKO decree Were signed
in 1948,’* asked Justice Stanley
Reed, “why should we look to

something subsequent to it to de-
termine what it meant?”
“You say

v
it was contemplated

that Hughes' should sell within a
reasonable time,” commented Jus-
tice Sherman' Minton. “If reason-
able time were written in the de-
cree, wouldn’t he be entitled to a
hearing on what constituted a rea-
sonable time?” Marcus claimed the
new order gave Hughes a total of
six years for selling the theatres.

Justices Felix Frankfurter and
Hugo L, Black both asserted that
the Government’s position was
“ambiguous.’’ Marcus admitted
there was no agreement ' that.

Hughes should sell, but “we under-
stood he would sell.”

,

*

# Marcus said at first the decree
was not being modified or amended
by the N, Y. court, but merely “in-
terpreted.” Later, however, pressed
by questions from the bench, Mar
cus admitted the Government po
sltion to be that it was “partly’
modified.

In his arguments, Slack contend-
ed that “we cannot, be penalized
by later events to which we were
not a party (the 2Qth and Warner
decrees, which include specific pro-
visions for sale of theatre stock).
“The appellant,” he continued,

Greene Minority
Continue* . IjS

they knew of the battle 'ftwr control

Was via the barrage of literature^

which went out during October,

November and early. December
from both sides in their quest for

support,

Exact* tally won't be known un-
til tomorrow, but under the* cumu-
lative Voting system used, Schwartz
and .Greene obviously had nearly
equal, backing, with the huge block
held* by Hughes providing the de-

cisive balance for the manager
ment.

One Vole For Each Director
*

Each share of stock has one vote
for each director.- There are just
over 3,900,000 shares outstanding.
Hughes owns 929,000 shares. That
would leave approximately 3,-

000,000 shares divided between
Schwartz and Greene.
With the Hughes-Schwartz . vic-

tory, board will be enlarged from
the present five to a proposed six

members. While neither side has
disclosed which pLits nomlneesit
will throw its vote* behind and
elect, insiders vlewv likely a
board make up as follows:
Fdr Irving Trust—-Ben-Fleniing

Sessel, v.p. of the bank, and Wil-
liam • J. Wardall, retired, who, is

something of a professional board
member. He pulled McKesson &
Robbins out of receivership 'and
hari performed other important fi-

nancial feats,'
"

For management^—Schwartz, who
has . been * with* RKO for 30 years
and prexy since company was or
ganized a year ago; and either
Edvwrd C. Raftery or Leland
Hayward, probably the former.
Raftery, former prexy of United
Artists, is counsel for . the RKO
circuit and member of the law firm
of O’Brien, ^Driscoll 4i Raftery
Hayward is a theatrical producer,

.

- For Greene—Greene himself and
A. Louis Oresman; attorney aitid

accountant and former deputy
regional director of the War Pro-
duction Board, .

1

Schwartz, Sessel and Wardall
are now members of the board.
Nominee on, the management slate*
likely tfrdron out is J. P. Dreibel-
bis, v.p. of Bankers Trust N. Y.
His position has. been attacked
since Bankers Trust finances RKO
Pictures, from which "the circuit is

supposed to be detached.
Battle between the Greene group

and the management has been go-
ing on virtually since the company
was organized Jan. 1, i951, under
antitrust

.
decrees requiring di-

vorcement of picture, and theatre
companies. Greene has. maintained
that all the theatre board mem-
bers were named by Hughes and
were thus under his domination
despite his election to stay with
the picture company.

'

Greene nudged the Dept, of Jus-
tice into taking action, but the
N. Y. Federal Court last October
refused to order a change, particu-
larly inasmuch as the stockholders’
balloting was slated to follow so
soon. Meantime, however, the
D, of J. has been fighting Hughes’
efforts to allay a court decision re-
quiring Irving Trust, to Which he
has trusteed his theatre shares, to
sell the stock by 1955 if Hughes
hasn’t arranged a sale by next
year. Argument was heard by. the

Judge Rules Story Bay

for Pit Doesn’t Include

Los Angeles, Jan. 8.

Dashiell Hammett, author of

“The Maltese Falcon,’.’ iVon a de-
cision over Warners in a case that
will have a far-reaching effect on
future literary litigation. r Verdict
by

,
Federal Judge William C.

Mathes upheld a writer* contln-
tiriuing right to a character he has
created. .

•*'

In this case thfc character's, Sam
Spade, private eye' in ’Talcon,”
Which Warners filmed sfcVeral years

ago. Studio sued Hammett, Regis
Radio and CBS, charging plagia-

rism on the ground that in purchas-
ing the story it also purchased all

rights to the: character.
Ruling. ' was that Warners had

iMl*p rights tp “Falcon” but not
tb any sequelJn which the Spade
character is involved.

Jane Greer Buys Back
Contract From RKO

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

.'Jane Greer, dissatisfied with her
assignments at RKO, paid an un-
disclosed sum to

1 the studio for re-

lease for her player contract, which
had five months to run on the cur-
rent option term.
Her most recent • appearances

wefe in “Down Among the Shelter-
ing Palms” arid “You’re in the
Navy Now.” on loanout to 20th-Fox.

Continued from page 2

Uniform Vacation Period

At Col, July 2IrAug. 2
Hollywood, Jan. 8,

Columbia has announced plans
for a uniform vacation period for
studio personnel, with 'studio

suspending all activity between
July 21-Aug. 2.

Studio said, however, that
••activities relating to preparation
of pictures requiring services of
certain writers* producers; and
others will continue, also main-
tenance of plant production per-
•onriel.”

Decca-U
Continued froin pa*® 5

‘has not had one single night of
|

U. S. Supreme Court Monday (7).
ownership of this theatre stock ex-
cept under Government threat of
forced sale. They have riot given
us one day free of harassment and
threats. The. decree should riot be
tortured into a forced sale.”

Slack said Hughes bad volun-
tarily agreed to trustee, the stock
and that, if he hadn’t agreed, the
Government “had no relief against
him” since he was not a party to
the antitrust suit. Slack said the
decree should not require “for-
feiture and forced sale” of stock
by Hughes and added that it

“shouldn’t be construed as if he
walked into a trap^ It is elementary
that the court should not change
the decree without a showing of
changed conditions of fraud.”

owns 13% (134,900 shares), of the
outstanding shares and option war-
rants of U. Decca holds approxi-
mately. 30%—304,000 shares and
warrants.
Should Rank object to the reorg

plan, it is conceivable that he could
rally a sufficient, number of inde-
pendent stockholders to vote it

down. It thus appear^ certain that
when the lawyers have it in pre-
sentable form* Brink will be taken
into confidence on it.

Meanwhile, >ijecca prexy Milton
R. Rackmll. has been on the Coast«j
Reportedly, his work there hris*|

been almost wholly concerned with
Decca, with any huddles at the U
studios pretty much coincidental.
Plan is for him to become preky
of the merged - companies arid U’s
present chieftain, Nate Blumberg,
to become chairman of the board.

Grainger Skeds 6
Hollywood, Jan.’ 8.

Six pictures will make up Ed-
mund Grainger’s 1952 production
program for RKO release, or
double the number he turned out
in 1951.

better suburbs or a. swank eight-
room apartment in the best part
of town might run up to 4,000
pesos monthly, which- at the cur-
rent rate is $133.32. Such prices
Would be rated V?ry much on the
uppish side. 1 ran- into a Panaigra
pilot whose place had three bed-
rooms, each with hath; living and
dining rooms, kitchen, maid’s quar-
ters' and sizable grounds. He was
paying considerably less and com-
plaining. Seems his predecessor
had gotten the whole, deal for
$66.66 „ (2,000 pesos) and he had a
swimming pool thrown in. Most of
the 3,500 U. S. families who live

in Argentiria and earn dollars pay
less. Said one:. “This is the f

.
only

place where you cari really luxu-
riate on your Social Security bene-
fits.”

If you like the best while away
from home, you cari stop at B.A.’s
Plaza, one of the best staffed and
serviced hotels anywhere at $3.00
a day; the Lancaster, a Continental
style hostelry for $1.87. Or get an
apartment for two at the Bristol,

for $1'68 to $2.50. The law requires
top hotels to add 24% for service
in lieu of tips. Lesser places charge
18%. Though it doesn’t seem logi-*

cal it’s even less expensive to head
down to Argentina’s leading sum-
mer vacation spot, Mardel Plata.
The season runs from mid-Decem-
ber through mid-March, season
below the equator being reversed.
Here at such top hotels as the
Tourbillion and Hermitage, a room
overlooking the Atlantic, plus
three meals a day, is only $5 plus
service charges. Your admission to
the world’s largest casino is 88c.
but it serves for a month and even
entitles you to park the kids with
a free, official baby-sitter. Chips
for roulette start with -a peso 3c.*

so that with a few bucks you can
feel just like King FaroUk.

Travelling around Argentina on
one of the many excursions "operat-
ed by Exprinter or American Ex-
press is ' even less costly. Seven
days all expense to the mountain
area of Mendoza; including sleep-
ers, hotels; meals, cars is 630 pesos
each or $21 if two go together. It’s

$18.34 apiece for a party of four. A
15-day trip to the lovely southern
lakes between Argentiria and Chile
will set you back only $40 which
aVeragefeout $2.60 foriverything.
With svipri prites,^ wpNjnight con-

clude* it hardly- seema.Worthwhile
tri &eep bn the local 9"to 5 grind.
But IfierC are a few hifches. Itdbes'
cost $500. Idlewild to Buenos Aires.
Additionally Argentina is rim by
the • Perons although this doesn’t
worry visitors from the States
overly much. Finally, these bargain
prices are only for Americans who
come down with dollars. Argen-
tines who still earn in pesos aren’t
so lucky. When costs will catch Up
with the exchange

;
no one knows.

Rut with "the dollar" bill looking
like small change daily, Argentina
is certainly One place you might
well consider.

Metro (frew-wHisb $0* lobattpii acenes for *Mfci ^dngjsessman” in
Washington lastweek wmm

,
gltfen i lew> bed minute* of Worry by * flip

editorial % the Washington. Post* ^Editorial, in.a Jightv.ein, rimmed
Metro found the, Capitol rotunda “much too dirty for the fastidious
eyes of movie customers” and put a crew of cleaners to work scrubbing
grime from statues and pillars, and shining up the floors.

’

“No doubt/’ said* the Post editorial; “a lot of people who are’ upset
about the current state of political morals will see somethihgLSymbOlic
in the episode at the Capitol.”.; ;

’ v
:•'•••;• :-

r
W

Since Metro was shooting inside: the Capitol,By. sp^cial pemission
from Congress and with special cooperation from the Architect .ofrthe
Capitol and his staff which maintains the structure; it-tyas'felt this
could lead to complication's. James W»- Merrick, publicityJnari on lo-
catiori with the Metro crew, promptly wrote jt letter to the editor de-
nying that' tHe place was “too dirty/ for iriovie customeni/’ hoisting
that it had been well cleaned in advance by' the Capitol crew arid. ex-
plained that the limited amount of cleaning was routine to vbring out
highlights in the pillars and eliminate footprints.

, He called' the, edi-
torial “not only misleading, jn variance with the fact, hut ‘ .definitely
unfair to the office of the Capitol architect/’

“

However, the newspaper had the fiha^word. After printing Merrick’s
letter in full* it commentedt “So, far as it concerned the reasons for
cleaning up Ihe rotunda; thC' editorial was based on information given
to our reporter by Mr. Merrick himself.”

Dore Schary, Metr-o production topper; is the author of a; booklet,
“Hanukkah Home Service/’ which is being distributed by : the /United
Synagogue of America, . , -i

In an introductory note, . Simon Greenberg, executive director, ex-
presses the organization’s gratitude to Schriry for permissiori to make
available “this Hanukkah Home’ Service which he. prepared for his/own
family service.’’ Greenberg further notes that Schary “wrote this
Service out of a desire to fill a deeply felt personal heed. He. wrote
not for an outside audience, but for his children,' his wife, and himself.
He sought to make Hanukkah a beautiful and meaningful experience
in his home.”

Sixteen-page
;
booklet explains meaning of

.
jthe holiday and^ purpose

of the lighting of the carimes. Eighth" and final candle, Sphary notes,
stands for peace and'for the eighth night^service he iwrltes: “America’s
own symbols and words, such as the words

n
on. the. Liberty Bell and

the words 'pri nts; Great Seal, ; arp. words^firom thh Torah^ So, in every
fibre of our being, as American^ anc^Jews; we can’ rededicate ourselves
to the Festival"pf Peace/’

' r '
- ' VWs -

1 v'

“Maurice fGuest/’ which jeportediy will tie, one of Paramodrit’s more
ambitious ventured for 1952, -is based upon a 45-year-old^'noyel bf the
same name by the late Henry Handel Richardson. «Studio ; recently
acquired the work from the Richardson estate and W. ^ Norton; &
Co., Inc./ its publisher, Sellers Were represented' by the Sarah Rollitts
Agency. . . .

Bernard Smith, onetimC Paf story editor, will produce “0uesfe’* dIe’ll
also hold production reins for the.Company on a film versipn of F. Scott
Fitzgerald’s ‘‘Babylon 'Revisited/’ -Latter will be screeriplayed by
Philip, and Jutius Epstein. , They’ll also eo-direct.

Another
.
RiqhafdSOn work, incidentally, was bought by Metro in 1945

but was never put before the cameras. Yarn is titled “Fortunes of
Richard Mahoney^”

Robert Flaherty Memorial Library has been launched by the Assn,' of
Documentary ^. Television Film Cameramen, section NABET-CIO.
Funds obtained from a recent ADTFC showing of Flaherty films Willbe
used' to finance the

,
project. - Library will comprise a collection of

technical arid theoretical books on the film as a means of aiding the
development of film craftsmanship.

Grosses rolled up by “Rebecca” ^n Western Germany indicate a rich
harvest for David O, Selznick, who has at least -a dozen"features never
exhibited in- that sector because of war conditioris. For fhe first six
months of 1952 Selznick has lined up “Spellbound,” “The' Prisoner of
Zenda” and “Duel In the Sun” for German distribution, with more to
follow. /

.
Inadvertently- omitted; from the list of the year’s top-grossing .filmsm Variety’s Anniversary Issue last week was Nat Holt’s “Great Mis-

‘ »
PiCo Was released by Paramount and will gross -about

5M00.000. List comprised films that will earn $1,000,000 or more in
U.S. and Canadian film rentals.

0 u. t a - »'?

Vote 25G Extra for tours
Continued from -page 7

which will again sponsor the tours,
said this week' that the timing of
the trips arid availability of per-
sonalities will be controlled on one
hand by .the local exhib groups,,and
oh the other by a Hollywood com-
mittee. COMPO’s part will be to
coordinate the two.’
That means, he explained, that

tours will be booked’ into each ex-
change tenitory as close as possi-
ble to the time asked by each lo-
cal committee. Latter’s requests
will be forwarded to Hollywood,to
find what stars are available the
desired week and an attempt will
then be made to best satisfy both
sides on timing.
For that reason, no effort will

be madf to condense all the tours
into a specific month or months,
Maj^er said, except that in general
the permd will start in the spring
and ruri through the serison of
good Weather;: .

Most of
.
the difficulties: encoun-

tered in setting the i’Movietime”
tours was tfecause they were
crowded into a single week. It Is
expected the spread will eliminate
such troubles, which primarily
avere the inability to get a suffi-
cient number of . important name
personalities.

Company prexies also listened
to Mayer’s proposal for a joint ad
campaign .along considerably dif-
ferent lines from ' the coihpdsite'
copy used -during last fall’s
“Movietime’’

drive. ^ At that timq.
18 plx" frqm JfO coriipariies were
featured in . the ads, which, were
topped With institutional copy.

1 New scheme, for one thing, calls

for ads to be spread out over-many
months .instead of all. being niii in
one week. Each of the ' partici-
pating companies would be re-
sponsible; bpth financially and in
preparation

. and placement of
copy, for. advertising of a single
month.' It would plug its own pix
in a minimum space schedule and
would agree to an approximate
space division between an indus-
try message arid pitch on its own
pix.

'

Two space 'schedules were sug-
gested, which’ could be used sepa-
rately or in . a combination of parts
Of . each. One' Calls for .600 lines in
220 dailies in 103 cities pf over
100,000 population. Total circula-
tion would be 35,060,000. Cost
Would be $54,000.

.

/

Second schedule' calis for 1,000
lines in the same papers. Cost
would be $90,006. o Mechanical,
production arid shipping costs
would add 10% to each.

Plan was nixed
; by the smaller

companies in the fear that they’d
have no proper pix to so extensive-
ly plug during the months assigned
to them. They also objected to a
suggestion that the industry go
back to the composite ads of
“Movietime” and an impartial, out-
side jury select the pix to be
Plugged.

As a resrilt, prexieS referred thb
matter to an ad committee to try
to find a formula that would be ac-

ceptable to rill companies. There
Was agreement, however, that a
campaign of some sort should he
undertaken.
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Tor the Week ending Tuesday *(8)

Weekly weekiy Weekly
Vol. in High Low.
100s

139
N. Y. Stock Exchange

ABC *

CBS. "A’\.,;>,
CBS,

4,BM * *.» »» • • •* * • • • * * *

Col. Pic.. . . ..... * •

Depca
.Loew’s . . . * * • * * * » *

»

Paramount- :

RCA .

,

• »•. * ...» »,* • •

RKO Pictures. ...

.

RKO Theatres
Republic . i. ..

Rep., pfd.. ........ ........

20th-FoX .-’.’. i'', .;
» -—

.

Un, Par. ..Th> • •»»».*»»•«» «. 206

UniV. ... .... » i *

.

.. .... • » * 66

109
06
34

„ 53
242
80

830
184
71
91
6

124

1234
“85%

Warner Bros .

.

309

12%

16%
26%
2434
4
4%
•434
1014
20%
21%
1234
15%

31
38

'35/8

23

N. Y. Curb Exchange
Monogram
Technicolor

:

Over-the-Counter Securities

CineColoT

Pathe
.UA .

Theatres. ... ••> * * < *.» .

•

•

Walt Disney

11%
34'

3334
12%
•8%
17%
25%
23%
334
3%
4%
10%
19%
,197/g.

U7/8

1434

3%
22%
Bid
2%
•3%
6%
8%

Tues.
Close

12%
34%
34%-
12%
9
ia
26%
24
4
37/a

4%
T0%
197/a

207/a

12
14%

3%
223/

Ask
3
4-'

,7%
9%

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Net
Change

for week

+ 1%— %
> A- •

+ %
-K %
+ 1%
4- %
+ %
4- %
+ %
+ %
+ 1%—

. %— %

4- %

4- %— %
+ %

Continued from page. 1

run of 11 years.agfr And until he

obtained all the bankroll for the

project lil Wks unable to use* any

of the cbinalready invested, so he

had to finance personally nearly,

ail the production expense up to

about 10 days prior to the opening

last Thursday s (3) at the Broad-

hurst, N.-Y.,

Originally budgeted , at $125,000,

the project appeared in sound
shape early last fall. But then Ben
Feiner; brother-in-law of Rodgers,
had to pull out as co-producer be-

cause of
.
commitments in Holly-

wood. Shortly afterward^ a Chi-

cago investor -withdrew his pledged
slice of the financing. Styiie was
by that time emotionally and
financially committed on the pro-
duction, so he started scrambling
to lineup the balance of the re-

quired bankroll.,

He gave «o-producer 'billing and
a small share of the management’s
end of the profits to Leonard-;Key,
.who brought in some"money, and
reportedly offered co-producer
status and ‘dollar-for-dollar return
to other prospective backers, He
generally got turn-dowps;.however,
and still was $45,000 short only
two weeks before the Scheduled
preern.

Royalties as Security

By borrowing from his own
music publishing company and
putting, up

.
his: '‘Blondes’' and

"Aisle” royalties as .security# Styne
obtained $53,000, which was
enough to complete the financing.'
Then, a few days before the Broad-
way opening,' Anthony B. Farrell,
who had put lip’ the bond money
and invested $10,000, being stated
for associate producer billing! took
an additional $20,000 Slice, giving
him a $30,000 share (plus the
bond#) as limited partner and leav-
ing Styne as-- $33,000 limited part-
ner, Although the Styne end of
the manager’s 50% interest’ isn’t

revealed, he is understood to, have
retained most of it, So he stands to
clean up frqm both ends if the
show makes a profit.

The. show*? actual production
cost was around $136,000, exclud-
ing bonds but including about
$11,000 loss on the last-mlnutd try-
put booking in New Haven, where
the gross was approximately $23,-
000. Styne ^figures that On .the
basis of $39,600 capacity

1

at the
Broadhurst, N. Y., the revival’s
$27,000 break-even niit will allow,
an operating profit • •of nearly $8;-
000 a week; At that rate, "Joey”
stands to get into . the black in
about 20 weeks Of-sellout trade, or.
around the last week ia May. In
the event the musical hold! up that
tang and is able to get through
next summer* it might be fn po-
sition to mop up next fall,* either
on Broadway or the road.
.Styne reveals that, after being

given the brush by pearly every-
body he. approached to invest in
the show, he was amused When

of the same people wanted
•

“by in .when they saw the show
in the New Haven tryout. By that
tune, he says, he was in so deep
find believed in the revival so
nrmly; ^t»vJAthfiXwJhait /itedgall

his investment, he was determined
to go all the way through with-it.

However, after that experience,
he says he’s lost,his enthusiasm for
playing horses. Compared to his

“Joey” gamble, any other betting
would seem penny-ante stuff, he
thinks.

N. Y. District
Continued from page 7

either management or the union

has had to give a conclusive “yes”

or" ’’answer.

Nix 18% Demand
Companies apparently are will-

ing to grant cost of living in-

crease, but. aren’t prepared to go

as high as the 18% District 6§ is

demanding. On the basis of the

offer made two weeks ago by Co-
lumbia, it appears the pix outfits

would agred to a 10%,hike. Col’s

offer was for 10% for all salaries

up to $100 and a $10 across-the-

board increase for all those earn-

ing more than $100. Unionites,

however, feel that 10% offer is too

low since, they point out; they

haven't had a pay hike in three

years. The * 10% wage increase

seems to be the pattern being fol-

lowed by the industry. Recent
salary hikes obtained by white
eollarites as a result of new con-

tracts negotiated by Home Office

Employees Union, International

Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees, averaged approximately

10% , In addition. Local 230, Sign,

Pictorial and Display Union, AFLr

which reps pub-ad' staffers at RKO
Pictures, gained a $10 across-the-

board hike.

Question of wages Is not the

only point separating, film execs

and District 65. Security clauses,

which Union deems as important as

wage demands, reportedly is meet-
ing serious opposition. ... “Basic

crew’’, idea, which stemmed from
union's resentment of layoffs and
firings in recent years; arbitration

of all disputes including layoffs,

complete union shop, and the pen-

sion plan, are proposals on which

the union and the companies are

still
:
far * apart*

No Formal Proposal

Although two companies had in-

dicated that they would favor

joint negotiations with all pix out-

fits, With District 65 members sit-

ting in together, the union to date

has received no formal proposal

for such talks; Union execs re-

fused to comment whether or not

they would accept the proposal,

but indicated that the membership
Would consider the offer .When and
if it Were presented.

Meanwhile, Local 230, which
speaks for publicists at RKO .The-,

atres and Loew’s, is setting a date

for the opening of negotiations at

these companies. ’ H-63, Motion
Picture Home Office Employees,

third labor group in the field rep-

resenting pub-ad staffers, is at-

tempting to conclude pacts for all

the white eollarites Under its ju-

risdiction before it begins negoti-

UA Stock
Continued from pace S ss

liance, jubilant in mood, had called
in reporters to comment on the
"progress” and to convey to fill in
the industry their thanks for the
assists rendered.

‘Marvelous’ Exhib Support

.

William J. Helneman, sales top-
EPf, acknowledged the “marvelous
‘sfTpport” given ‘the outfit by ex-
.hibitors^who,_in-spme cases’, actu-
ally^ had offered -cash

, advances
"which we couldn’t accept.” While
he Was grateful, Helneman said
these theatremen recognized that
to help UA initially meant to help
themselves in the long run by con-
tributing to the welfare :oi an out-
fit facing what would have rep-
resented elimination of an , im-
portant source of product.
The new co-owners of UA, With

Miss Pickford and Chaplin, are
Krill!, Helneman, Robert J! Ben-
jamin, Matthew Fox- Max E.
Youngstein and Arnold picker.
Breakdown on the specific amount
of stock held-,by each Was declined
by Krim, .who felt such disclosure
would achieve no purpose.
Under their, deal with Miss Pick-

ford and 'Chaplin, Krim and asso-
ciates receive 100% management
control plus 50% of^the actual UA
ownership upon showing a profit
in any of the first three years; after
signing of their pact. In what the
trade generally acknowledges as a
star tTin g accomplishment, the
group achieved the black-ink re-
port ih the first year.

Uphill Battle

Krim himself said it was "quite
unexpected.” It was aimed .for in
1953 and "secretly hoped for” in

1952, he confided. He recalled that
wheh his group took oyer, last Feb-
ruary they confronted nine weeks
of losses “so staggering” they failed
to see ' how they could be over-
come. The following eight to 10
Weeks were equally discouraging,
improvement was noted in May
and by mid-June the periods of
profit-making, began and have yet
to cease.
1951 ’s upbeat earnings (the spe-

cific amount has yet to be deter-
mined) represent the first profit for
UA since 1946.
Krim complimented his pards in

achieving the success. He cited
Heineman’s development of the do-
mestic

.
sales organization,; .Young-

Stein for building an “imaginative
and vigorous” ad-pub department
and the “remarkable change” in

the foreign distribution setup. Ben-
jamin handled the foreign opera-
tion until Picker . switched, from
Columbia to UA last fall.

Toppers to Coast

Krim related UA is well heeied
with product for 1952 and already
is underway with negotiations look-
ing to releasing deals for 1953, He,
Benjamin and Youngstein probably
will leave for the Coast in about
10 .

days to see new indie product
for UA release and consult with
Lew Wassernian, president of Mu-
sic Corp. of America, regarding th

»

projected package deal with a
group of five MCA-client stars.

Deal, still in the early stages of ne-
gotiation, would have Cary Grant,
Alan Ladd, Marlon Brando, James
Stewart and Gregory Peck each
making one film per year and tak-

ing a partial ownership in lieu of
salary.

Outlook for. ’52 looks “increas-
ingly healthy,” Krim stated. In line

with this, Heineman reported that
50% of. the Eagle Lion Classics

product, acquired last spring, has
yet to be liquidated. This includes
new product sufch as Benegoss’ un-
released “Green Gloves.”
Krim said, he’s “hopeful” the

new Charles Chaplin pic, "Lime-
light,” will be channeled through
UA, but there’s no definite assur-

ance of this. When Krim took
over, preference deals with Miss
Pickford and Chaplin Were elimi-

nated, meaning the two co-oWhers
get no special* di$tributtan deaJ^
With UA but/are. fjfee to inter 'xfe-;

leasing pacts',,w$]fl ?otfter' outfits.
‘ Ea^k Backing / (

UA’s 'prwey^aimed the outfit’s

finances aire/m .good shape. He
said there ; has been,* and/there/Ts
continuing, some bank supporTftbrj

ihdie production and there still re-'

mains $700,000 of the $2,000,000

revolving credit established by the

(Walter Heller factoring outfit of

Chicago. Additionally, borrowings
repaid will be restored to the re-

volving fund.
• UA still, is behfc on barring any
pix Troth television during the dis-

trib’s licensing period which runs
normally from five to seven years,

Krinksaid;

Mayer-M-G
Continued from page 3

duction boss, and which he figured

to collect upon ,employment termi-

nation. Rubin’s equity was esti-

mated at $1,080,000. Mayer’s sev-

erance was immediately significant

since he already has bowed from

the M-G fold while Rubin is con-

tinuing as v.p, and general cousel.

Although controlling only 100

shares, Garfield could reap a hand-

some reward from successful prose-

cution of the action. The courts

traditionally are liberal in Sward-

ing "damages” to plaintiffs in ac:

tions of the kind, although no
fixed percentage Is set, /

Mayer’s deSl gave him 10%
ownership of all pix made while
he was at the helm, including those

which were 50% completed When
he exited as studio topper last

Aug. 31. When he was in N. Y.

early last month, Mayer and
Loew’s officials negotiated terms
for the corporation’s buyout of his

interests. It was estimated that

the basis of this was a payoff of

about $2,500,000.

Gaffield contends that the deal

should be declared “void, can-
celled, aniiulled, surrendered and
relinquished.” His suit, which was
filed in N. Y. Federal Court, names
Loew’s board of directors as de-
fendants, and he claims that “each
of them is liable for breach of

fiduciary duty,; and for waste, mis-
appropriation conversion

,

and
wrongful dealing with the property
and assets of the corporation.”

Garfield became Interested In
the . M-G contracts via a court ac-

tion some time ago involving RKO.
He had represented Frederick
LUndberg, author of "The Imperial
Hearst,” in the successful suit

charging RKO with plagiarism In
its film, “Citizen Kane,”

‘ In this action, GarAeld had cited

the records" of the famed “Letty
Lynton” case,. in Which M-G Was
charged with plagiarism in its pro-

duction of “Dishonored Lady."
From testimony given by Mayer
and Rubin during the “Lynton”
court session, Garfield aims to

show that the two drew straight

compensation for M-G production
and were to receive no right to

residual values in pix.

U. S. Newsreels
i
Continued from page S

quality is too poor to sell in the

U. S. market.

MPAA has made representations

to the State Dept., the Brazilian

Embassy, and to local reps. So
far, the State Dept, has made an
informal protest, but officials are

considering the #drafting of a for-

mal note. Newsreel companies gave
notice that they will fight the de-

cree strongly, since they consider

their product a medium of infor-

mation. The restrictions placed

upon the news films by the Brazil-

ian government is looked upon as

an infringement of freedom of the

press.

In a further effort to lift the de-

cree, Eric Johnstott, MPAA ptexy,

may visit Brazil at the end of this

month to confer with government
officials.

's 36 Pix
Continued from, page 5

convention, '20th’s prexy Spyros P,

:$koiiraS'. said the early delivery of

should mean a big ad-

vantage, in that the sales force will

"be; enabled to give each picture

the kind of handling it deserves.”

•He added; "The techniques of

4>qth the advertising and distribu-

tion departments must be com-
pletely reorganized and reset to

^conform with conditions that be-

set us today, and jheet the taste

and demand of the public.”

Skouras called upon- the field

men to voice tfieir opinions oh sell-

ing methods in the interest of serv-

icing.-exhibs. He pledged that all

recommendations will be consid-

ered and "will be adopted if they

,• ^.reAS<jnabtav v

Several film companies still are
continuing with programs of re-
ducing capitalization structure via
purchases of their own stock on
the N. Y. Stock Exchange. Leading
the field is Warners; whiclrreport-
ed it’s cpnsiderthg an appropria-
tion of $15,odd,000 for acquisition
of about 1,000,000 common shares*

Last summer WB laid out that
same amount to buy up 1,015,913
shares, Invitation was sent to
stockholders to tender their stock
at up to $15 per share. New offer,
when it’s finally decided upon, will
follow the same pattern but the
maximum price is expected to be
upped to around $16 per share or
mor . WB stock on N. Y.’ big
board is now trading at close to
$15 per share.
Columbia still following

through on its policy of reducing
its' outstanding $4,25 cumulative
preferred issue, Col within the
past month bought up an addition-
al 300 of these shares, bringing to
4,000 the number now held in
treasury..

Universal is following the same
course, haying acquired an addi-
tional 350 of its 4%% cumulative
preferred stock. This ups to 6,510
shares now in the U treasury.
On another front, Col is adding

to its outstanding common stock.
Company listed an additional . 16,-
395 common shares on the N. Y.
Exchange, representing the 2%%,
Stock dividend recently paid to
Stockholders, Col now has 672,183
common shares out.

Continued from page 5

not materialized, enough othe^
problems have grown out of bid-
ding to make both exhibs and dis-
tribs unhappy over their five-year
experience with it. Undoubtedly,
lioWever, the theatremen are much
more unhappy than the film ped-
dlers.

Exhibs-^at Whose instance the
decree came about and bidding re-
sulted-^feel that it has inordinate-
ly pushed up film rentals. That’s
their beef.

Distribs, on the other hand,, are
pleased with bidding to the extent
that it is an effective guarantee
against lawsuits for failure to pro-
vide product. - Secondly, just as
the ^fthibS say, it has* pushed up
prices in some instances, Which is

fine as far as the sellers are con-
cerned.

DistrlbS think bidding has* creat-
ed mote evils than it has curOd,
however. That results principally
from the fact that bidding, in part
at least, has. been . responsible for
many moveups of runs. Distribs
feel that this has upset the1 whole
system of gradual, playoff of pix
through 'various runs—a system on
which the success of the industry
was built. This trade practice rev-
olution is thought in many circles

to be largely responsible for the
tough times at the b.o. in recent
years.

Lippert-SAG
Continued from page 3

worth of production annually.
Among those With whom he had
deals to finance their production
and who will be hit are Charles
Marquis Warren and Stephen
Lqngstreet. Move will probably
also be a blow to Carl Foreman,
with whom ^Lippert had a financ-

ing-releasing arrangement.
Lippert said he had been forced

into his decision by suspicion of

SAG and the Crafts that the
financing Was actually a blind to

cover his own production activi-

ties. HAG dispute involved extra

payment, the actors demanded for

use of Lippert films on televisi

Lippert .had previously made
deal With the American Federation
of Musicians by which pix dualled

into tele would be rescored and a

5% of gross fee paid the union.

Lippert Productions, Which will

be dissolved within the next few
weeks, has produced 96 pix since^

May, 1948. Producer last year

spent more chan $2,000,000 on his

program.
It is reported that Murray -Ler-

ner, who acted as exec v.p. of the

company, will set up his Own pro-

duction outfit and release via

Lippert,//
'
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TV Wanes As Exhib Fear
Cpntlntttd from vast I

anything ’for sliding biz, Jit’s the
economic factors, High cost of

living appears to be the’ principal

villain, with inflation, installment

haying and like factors frequently
being named, .

Reports on the whole are gloomy
— even allowing, for the exhib’-s-Uast winterwaccordihg tottoward
traditional reticence it admitting
biz is anything but terrible.

Grosses appear to be down 2% to
15% from 1950, which was in turn
not a good year. There’s a large

variance among theatres and among
area, '

Result is that lots of exhibs are

starting to view sympathetically
dishes and other artificial h.o,

hypoes. Some iheatremen seq no
survival short of the quick devel-

opment of third-dlmensiofaal films,

They’re looking for the pix-in-

depth in a year or so, hilt science

has made virtually no progress in

that direction and, actually, it looks
like years—if ever—before there’ll

be third-dimension, ..

As for admission charges, there’s

pretty much unanimity against
price cuts. Experience has been
that the public will pay for what
it wants and paring Admission taps

won’t encourage attendance. .

Reports frpm a number of cities

follow: *

bigger houses Grid deluxe nabe,
the Fountain Square group's Gra-
nada, was converted to commer-
cial uses;
’Factor’ In favorable comparison

of year’s biz downtown was jprlce
boost from 44^5: scale tb r50-70

K. G. Trade Uneven ; Rural

Area Better Thait City
Kansas City, Jan. 8.

Theatre business during the fall

of 1951 at best was about the
same as that for the same period
of 1950. In some Instances biz is

reported from 10% to 20% under
that for the same period of 1050,
according to exhibs polled on the
subject.

'

Generally opinion prevails that

business in the cities Is off more
‘than in the rural areas, but’ that,

too, is spotty, depending on weath-
er and crop results. .One exhibitor
who operates in both Kansas and
Iowa reported that one of his com-
munities is doing biz at about the
same rate as last year, while
another is definitely less.

Another exhibitor reports that

grosses are so uneven it is difficult

to tell exactly What should be nor-
mal or average. The better pictures
show worthwhile returns, but there
are a lot of in-between films that
don’t pay their way.

“There is no trend anymore,”
onC exhib points out. A chart of
grosses for the

.
past year* shows

sharp rises and declines.

The basic factor is economic, and
exhibs are solidly agreed on this..

“We are still in a period affected

by the credit regulations imposed
months ago,” it was said. “When
the regulations were forecast,

there was a wave of heavy con-
sumer buying. ^The payments are
still in effect on much of this mer-
chandise—television sets, ; washers,
autos, and will be for several
months more. It has made the
patron a little more wary of his

spending and it shows up at the
box office.”

Since customers are shopping,
there is more importance on sell-

ing and exploitation. This has to

be carefully considered and well
done, but it can pay off.

» Admission prices are a less im-
portant factor. One " exhib pointed
out that If ' price was the barrier,

the, lower priced theatres should
be doing better biz than* the first

runs ahd deluxe houses, which is

far from the case. In some, in-

stances even advanced admission
films can do biz, such as “David
and Bathsheba” Which had a fairly

good whirl in this 'territory.

In most cases there have been no
admission Increases for many
months. The last one in the city

came about a year ago, key houses
jumping from 65c. top to 75c,

Indpls. 1st Runs Steady ;

Prive-Ins Even With ’50

Indianapolis, Jan. 8.

First-run and drive-in biz has
Just about held even with 1950! in

past year. Nabes are about 10%
off. Westerns and musicals, or a

combination of the two, are gener-
ally the surest boxoffice attrac-

tions. Effects of television are po-
tent but vary in different situa-

tions.
These are views held by repre-

sentative exhibs here as 1951

S
asses out. Bluest note is .sounded

y nabe operators, most of whom
claim they are losing, money. The
wails are loudest from those with

Rutherford, manager 6f Loew’A. He
finds matinee biz. Is up, due in
part to extending price different
tial from 5 to 6, p.m, Rutherford
does not believe that television is

hurting as much downtown as sub-
sequent-run boysi feel It’s hurting
them. There is uq- guaranteed pix
formula, Rutherford; says—“but*
naturally, when you get fAn Ameri-
can In. Paris' you’re^ going to do
business.” But he confirms the. po-
tency of musicals and westerns,
making it practically unanimous
here.

Rosiest nabe report comes from
Earl Cunningham, general mana-
ger of Fountain Square group.
While biz is generally down be-
cause of a bad; summer, both
“Texas Carnival” and "Across Wide
Missouri” have come within inches
of boxoffice record, he said. His
two houses, Fountain Square and
Grenada, have benefited by closing
of its third, the GrtriadA, he added.
But plans are under consideration
for converting the 672-seat Sanders
to' store rooms, leaving only one
house at city’s big south side com-
munity center.
Sunday nights are better than

they've ever been, -but video
fights on Wednesday: nights have
knocked props from under mid-
week biz, Cunningham; says, Mean-
while, exhibs lit . other parts of

town, like Joe Cantor, on north
and east sides, and : Cart Niessee,
north, complain '.their Sunday

|

nights have been shot to pieces by
video. Both report the situation

“discouraging.” Many operators are
looking for new gimmicks to stimu-
late trade. “Movie! Sweepstakes”
will be inaugurated this week at

nine Indianapolis nabes.
Some are toying with price con-

cessions to particular groups, like

American Legion members, or
free admission for parents accom-
panied by kids. But panel discus-

sion at the recent Allied States
Assn, convention brought out
that price reduction^ as such have
not been helpful where, tried.

Drive-ins did as .well in 1951 as

in 1950. There were .10 in the im-
mediate Indianapolis area" the past
season. But their biz sagged in

September and .didn’t
.

recover,
with result that all closed Nov. 4
instead of ’ Thanksgiving week as

usual.

Good Ones Still Draw
Money in [New Haven

New Haven, Jan. 8.

Business could he worse, and
good pictures continue to make
money. That’s the /gist of exhibitor
opinion, in this area.

Harry Lavletes, ’ operator of the
1,269-seat Pequot (nabe), reports
biz 40% below a year' ago. .He
anticipates ah even neater nick
after Christmas while people are
paying for the 1,200 Video sets sold
hereabouts for the Yuletide trade.

On the other hand, Lftvietes does
hot blame video entirely for the
slump in' hlib.o. He cites living

costs plus, in" bis neighborhood, a
reduction in working time for em-
ployees of a sizable plant. As far
as the Pequot - is concerned, kid
biz is a fizz, HU last all-kiddie show
cost more for film rental than he
took in.

Irving Hillman of the Roger
Sherman Theatre says, “Solve the
baby sitting problem and you’ve
gone a long way towards helping
picture business.”
Lawrence Caplan, at the Dixwell

nabe, reports the b.o. not so hot,

With dishes a mainstay that is prov
ing a substantial prop. Matinees
have dropped oft considerably/arifi
the biggest portion of the night
audiences IS made up of teenagers.
Best biz is done on weekends arid

pix doing best biz are musicals ahd
comedies. Outstanding westerns
also get a fair enough > play, 1 but
not the run-of-the-pralrle type. Pix
with a homey story register well
here. '

*>

According to Sid Kleper, College
manager, December grosses -total
an approximate 8% boost Over a
year ago. Matinees continue on an
even (moderate) keel hut night
biz is

.
better. Attendance has gone

through a levelling-off* process in
regard to overall weekly figures,

with weekends a little less; mid-

week a little more, total gross s
little better.

At Loew’s Poll, uunager Morrl*
RosenthsT reports general big ow
a level with 4 year but Xoufe
week Itself a topper over last year.
Matinee' trade is regulated strictly
by the nature of the picture; being
shown. Matinees fall off .on male-
appeal films like "Fixed bayonets’*
hut bounce hack again tor soon as
a. femme-angle pin comes along.
Such, pix as "MbK! and “Racket"
do- hefty weekend DU here and. a
good musical always farriers plenty
of shekels, Rosenthal noted an in-

teresting point*in regard to Sunday
video competish. Whereas previous-
ly the house' had practically no
flow after 7:30 on i Sabbath night,
they noW do biz right up to 8:45,
indicating that not so many tele
fans as before are sticking to their
sets at that hour. Manager figures
a scale boost would have little, if
any, effect on attendance. Being
more selective these days, if fans
really want to * a picture, a
slight price hike won’t, keep them
away. Conversely, a drbp in tariff

isn’t going to pull them into trie

turkeys.
‘W '

<

i

Las Vegas Grosses

Boosted by Localites
Las Vegas, Jan. 8.

Las Vegas, one of the last fron-
tiers. of legalized gambling,- with a
booming 52-week nitery biz, is still

a; good town for pix. Three down-
town houses, one nabe outlet, a
single al fresco (closed now until
March 1), manage to draw okay re-
turns from what could be an enter-
tainment surfeited community.
Two firms which control pix biz in
town draw upon people who
scarcely set foot within the
niteries.

Business is above 1950 at the El
Portal Theatre, located on the
main stem, Fremont St., two blocks,
east of the, area zoned for gambling
halls, arid owned by Ernie Cragiri.

Matinees and mid-week are us-
ually light. Not too many tourists
make up steady trade. Preferred
pix are in category of action and/
or western. Scale is 65c general
admission, 85 top for loges. Gov-
ernment tax included. In spite of
rising costs, operation has no in-
tention of raising tab. “Any in-
crease,” figures manager Lew At-
kin, “would knock down volume.”

Paul Sperling, operator of four
theatres, relates that b.o. figures
have shown a 10% increase over
last year. ' Evening trade is 3 to 1
over matinee, with weekends,
cream. However, certain pix have
shown good midweek biz, such as
exploitable “M” and “Five.” These
Were gimmicked, with local small
fry being prevailed upon to chalk
letter “M” on sidewalks ail over
town. Ditto for “Five.” All thea-
tres in operation have big kid and
family frade, and preference shown
also to be action pix. Musicals, big
elsewhere, are only medium
grossers in the three houses.

„
Certain types of “art” pix have

never gone over in Las Vegas, but
Sperling believes that if handled
cannily, can do okay. Customers
have been polled, with surprising
figure wanting imports, Price pol-
icy is same as El Portal, 65c gen-
eral admission, 85 top, but an in-
crease may come if current condi-
tions keep up, Exhibs pay same
price as Los Angeles for first-runs,
only profit margin is slimmer be-
cause of lower admish figures.

So. Cal, B. O. Down
,15% Ftorn NSG ’50

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Southern California theatre busi-
ness, which developed the blind
staggers during the first six.months
of 1951 before; engaging in a slight
recovery finished out the y ear
approximately 15% off of 1956,
Which itself lagged well behind
previous 12-month periods.
While the 15% drop is an over-

all figure for first-runs and chief
subsequent operations, individual
houses territory have
mugged iriuch^tower, Area has
been marked by 'a heavy list of
Closures and some of these will
neiver.be reopened, About a dozen
former fringe operations here have
been completely dismantled as

,property* was more valuable ' as a
'parking ' lot or for conversion to
another type of business,

Television draws its proper share
of credits for the boxoffice down*
fall from troubled exhibs, but is

not alone in responsibility. Exhibs
stress that it is more a combina-
tion of circumstances .rather than
any single factor that has nicked
business,: Equal: villains with free
video are pictures and economy,
with latter and high prices grab-

bing off coin that heretofore went
to entertainment. Mushrooming,
dnve-inoperation rier# als* figure#
in. the niciang ot tfte smaller con-
ventional house, but ozonersf

; with
soijfe exceptions, haven’t absorbed
all of the lost trade*

,

. Defense industry spurt and dop-
ing employment may 'bring back
the type of swing-shift theatre op-
eration, that proved very, popular
during thejWorld War n years. In
the downtown Los Angeles sector,
swing-shift trade on weekends al-

ready has increased over the past
few ’/years; but only when’ films

shown, are of the bold action-high
adventure type.

Mid-week trade continues a sore
spot. Houses breaking bills ' on
Friday usually have two-thirds or
more of their business in by,Sun-
day night, and then coast through
the remainder of the ,week, Back
in the. gravy days of World War II
an exhib could estimate within a
dollar or two what the week’s take
would be by doubling the weekend
figure. Some downtown spots still

do well on matinees, but such areas
as Hollywood, Wilshire and Beverly
Hills sell ;few tickets* until after
dark. *.*

Public Indifference

Apparent public indifference to
films, except top features, hasn’t
been changed much by exhibs Who
endeavor to make up entertaining
balanced dual bill combinations.
After a few tries, a house? soon
slips back into the pattern of. An
“A” and a “B” as the first run
combination. In the subsequerits,
more for the money is offered the
buying public through teaming two
“A’s,” nut the extra rental hasn’t
been justified by trade.

Whenever admission prices and
possible, decreases are brought' up
in this territory, circuits arid major
independents always point the fin-
ger at Fanchon & Marco to

.
show!

that cuts do riot bring hack the
customer. F&M, running the two
local Paramount first-runs as well
as a number of suburban spots*
have been "plugging a low admls-r
sion .scale for months, but. haven’tf
increased revenue or customers.

Top features clicking elsewhere
in the country usually react the :

same here, and there doesn’t seCni
to be .any difference whether it’s a
drama, a musical, melodrama or
comedy, ;as long as the appeal is

universal and it has been put: to-
gether With both showmanship and
entertainment values.

Most gloomy forecasters on the
future of theatre business in South-
ern 1

California see an eventual
swing • to practically nothing but
first-run : and drive-in operation.
Anything. In between, they believe,
will be putting up a losing battle
against the changing’ show-shop-
ping trend, As one exhib, heading
a rather large circuit of both first-
runs and outlying nabes, puts it,

the drlve-iri offers a less costly, to
the family; way of seeing motion
pictures, : while tile first-runs take
care of that occasional desire to go
out In more: swanky atmosphere.
Recently Charles P. Skouras,

head of Fox West Coast operating
in the. Pacific area as well as Na-
tional Theatres, stated the local
chain rhad:shuttered a group of Its
losing -houses arid would follow
with others, just as soon as they
failed to make even administration
cost charges. He Is optimistic,
however, about future possibilities
in FWC’s larger theatres, either
first-run or the seven or 14-day
break houses, and has his eye On a
possible plunge Into drive-in oper-
ations when, the situation caused
by material shortages is eased.

Cincy Sees 1951 Holding
Steady With ’50 Levels

Cincinnati, Jan. 8..
*

Exhibitors in the Cincy area will
total their business for 1951 in
much the same figures as for 1950,
survey shows. Any differences will
be slight dips, of from 2 to 5%
overall.

Theatregoers are getting more
selective, exhibs agree, and favor
the big musicals and spectacles
along with occasional heavy sub-
jects,. such as “Streetcar Named
Desire,”

.
Big . westerns also are

included in the “shopping tastes.”

No price changes have been
made in. the past year to stimulate
trade.
Frank Wes Huss, reporting for

his string .of babes, said the first

quarter of 1951 was under biz for
the sariie period in 1950, but gains
were made in the second and third
quarters and continued; after Oc-
tober until the recent spell of bad
weather skidded patronage. Sun-
day matinee attendance has picked

up, but Sunday night biz has
dropped* Hupi observed.

.MPT Finds Boyers In Minn.
Minneapolis, Jan. 8,

.
There still seem’ to be plenty of

people Willing to hack up their
corifidence in exhibition’s future
by. shelling out substantial sums of
coin for theatre properties, in-
cluded ate pioneer successful ex-
hibitors themselves whofigured i

a number of recent deals, ;

Seen as Indicative of the^ good
market still prevailing l* the com-
pletion hr the Minnesota Amuse-
ment Co: (United Paramount The-
attest of deals for the sale of four
housesl "'W
Under the paramount consent

decree provisions, MAC has sold
the 526-seat Strand at Mirip^N. D.,
to Arthur C. Bean, River<faie, N. D.,
exhibitor; and the 500*eat 5th
Ave., La CrosSe, Wis.* to Ben Mar-
cus, arid also leases on two Eau
Claire, Wis., theatres, the . 850-seat
Badger and 450-seat Cameo/to the
latter. The two. Eau Clair£:libuses
Were included in the detol »fbr the
La Crosse theatre and give Marcus
a total of five theatres in La Crosse
where . he also owns a drivejn i

partnership with E^die Ruben.

: .
With the disposal of the houses

in Minot arid La Crosse, MAC has
fulfilled its commitments under the
Parairiount circuit consent judg-
ment, divorcing itself of 22 the-
atres. during..,the past 24 months.
Bean takes over in Minot Feb. 15
and Marcus in LiTCrosse and Eau
Clair Dec. 26.

St, Louis Exhibs >

l^irDiineiision^is; Aid
St. Louis, 8.

Three-dimension pix" wfjE-Jjp the
salvation of motion picture/theatre
[.owners In the judgment ofcLouis K.
Ansell, who. with his brother, Jo-
seph, owns and operates, a. chain
of lndiC, houses In St Louis and
adjacent St. Louis County,. Ansell
said the perfection of sfleh films
may take one year or more hut he
firmly believes that the ejehib who
can weather the current poor biz
cycle will cash in handsomely. The
new product, Ansell said;, will do
for the motion picture theatre own-
er what sound did for the old silent
films. Ansell agrees with other
local exhibs that biz Is from 15%
to 20% below that of 1950

.

and,
in his opinion, it may he as had
but no worse during 1952.

Inflation, television and*high per-
centage pix are blamed - by the
exhibs for the sloughing off of biz.

One exhib said lie ran “Samson
and Delilah” in three of his nabes
at the same time but could not
clear the nut because of the high
percentage demanded. This film
did fine as a -first run. Loew’s
State is. the only house here that
has not hiked its admish scale ex-
cept for road show films such as
“Quo Vadis.” The top price of 75q
was boosted to 90c for “American
in Paris.” Fanchon & Marco- hiked
its price for such films as “Street-
car Named Desire,” “LeRonde”
and “Tales of Hoffmann.” Hoff-
mann” was shown at a $2.40 top, the
highest price for a film lit many
years. “Quo Vadis” was; scaled
from 90c to $1.50, and a reserved
seat policy was adhered to f6r sev-

eral days. Then it was . dropped
and an all-day grind was instituted
hut the scale remained the same.

. Nabes arid F&M and St. Louis
Amusement Co. house have, during
the past year, hiked admish scales

10d with a top: of 50c.> Exhibs have
no intention of a’gaiiv boosting the
price and; are. trying tp figure out
a way they can lower them to at-

tract more customers.
Biz has been so bad that there

are only two houses (Loew’s State

and F&M’s Ambassador) that have
daily matinees. Some of the nabes
ha\e a Saturday matinee for the

juves and all dish out a Sunday
matinee. Except for the Ambassa-
dor, F&M’s. big cinemas, Missouri,
Fox and St. Louis, all located in

midtown, do not open until 5 p, rii.

The St, Louis, a 4,000-seater, is

lighted only for special films.

F&M still continues a policy of

cuffo admish fpr children under 12

when accompanied by adults. It

has discontinued virtually redeem-
ing streetcar and bus transfers

when presented at the b.o. of the

bigger houses.
The films that have garnered

sock grosses locally during the past

year are “Quo Vadis,” “American
in Paris,” “Across the Wide Mis-

souri” arid the .others .previously

mentioned. All of those films were
accompanied by neat ballys and
large newspaper Advertising cam-
paigns.
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COMPO Averse to
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groups, is open to question* /Cer* committees, ads in Editor fr Pub-
tainly there has been no evidence Esher (newspaper trade maferand
of loss of patronage for bur better, Movietime personality tourfc

pictures. As for lesser pictures, Vigilante committee Idea calls fty*

there are so many reason* for their ! a publicity man in each exchange
failure that it is impossible to tell territory to be * designated . as
whether the Communist question ''sentinel" for the industry,

even enters at all. Moreover, our would forward all Industry*

fears that the personalities on the cism to COMPO headquart^bl. id
Movietime tours would be heckled New York* This would he answered
about Communism " proved to he either by letter or by a dele|£tioq

baseless; Communism wasn't men- of local eXnibs /calling on
tioned," • Esher. ...... v / # ... -v.

COMPO memo states it Is doubt- Expenditure of
t

-^$§88"
ful that a refutation of the charges S3J

1

by a pub relations campaign would W6®^. *or a year *n Editor & Pub

increase the film, audience. And if u?her.
it did; it is asked, “how important
would such an increase be com-
pared to that which, might be ob-
tained by attacking other problems
on our list?"

rapidly, apd in a healthy
fashion, with even the motion pic-

rnMPn ture studios taking cognizance olCOMPO memo adds, however, if
their work and their increasing im*

Vidpx Weedht
Continued from rate J S

our original premises holds good
that a public relations campaign
should have for its purpose an in-

crease in audiences, then that
is the only light in Whfch the Com-
munist charges should be consld
ered."

portance to the HoUywood scene.

All-Union Crackdown
An all-unipn crackdown resulted

from the folding 'of Trans-World
Productions,: a company which
blazoned an announcement it would
shoot TV film of all of Rupert

With that, the unions. Which had
been, fairly lenient about telepix

banded together to. police the in-

dustry; The International Alliance

of Theatrical Stage Employees
established a clearing house Which
investigated all new companies,

and required a bond from a. pro-

ducer before he began shooting.

Screen Actors Guild and othef

Unions and guildg followed suit,

be retrieved, however, the memo
assert!; "while actors and actresses
continue to get into police court
Jams; and that they will continue
seems Inevitable."

In any event, attempt to make
all HollyWOodites lily White may
well eliminate their fascination for
the paying customers, COMPO
says.

'Glamorous Sinner*

"If We try to convince the public and rental studios Which had been
that all the people of Hollywood content with promises became fat

are Just like the people next door,** more cautious;
memo explains, "we will not only While a few fly-by-nlght opera
run the risk of being proved liars tors still try to wedge their way
the next day, but may destroy one into the field, it's become a rough
of the principal assets of our busl- job; What with the uhions' crack-
ness, the fascination which the
glamorous sinner has for the per-
son of virtue.

"In any event, we should realize

that Hollywood misbehavior cannot

RQxy ^jpu. Aska 750G .

Tn/ri^TmtSuit
jphiitaatphix, jf

The Boxy Amus. Cou, wt
meriy operated the mV i

Boxborough, has filed sum
Court here Against IB

asking ^75fi,fiOO trelde darnel
dee fqfi ftheraumanUtrustaek
The complaint declares toe Boxy

$290,000 durtog the period of
timber, ; .

November,
when it- ce.

because the def<

to ehferce a
upon them to the
Warner Bros,
ing Germantown,
pheum and CofonH
now operating uhdi
ship.

Named defendants were Warner
Bros. Circuit, Warner Brothers
Theatres, and Stanley - Co. of

America;/, along^ with five major
distributors and five producer-dis-
tributors. ....

opcratjoiw,
conspired
clearance

it of three
neighbor*

Wembn/^f-
e Boxy is

hew owner-.

Fibn Reviews
CuMiml frees page *

down and refusal of agencies and
sponsors to do business without
guarantees of financial security.

Elaborate Program •

Adding to this Substantial tele-

be removed from the public eye by plx picture was the' entry into (he

a public relations campaign, for the field the past year of Interstate

people of Hollywood are what we Television, a subsidiary of Mono-
haVe always wanted them to be;

~

what, indeed, we have spent mil-
lions to make them~that~ls, they
are public figures, and as such are
certain to appear in the news."

COMPO adds that the impres
sions of misbehavior should not be

gram; Republic studios, Which will

distribute via its suhsid, Hollywood
Television Service, and United
World Productions, UI aubsld.

Most elaborate program was an-
nounced by RepubUCv prexy Herb-
ert J. Yates, who said he has al-

dismissed as unimportant, hut ?wiv
*

should be handled as part of a pub
relations campaign, not a major £*5 .? rJlradfln
problem. It recommends dealing
with the problem via exhibs talking
to local editors when their papers <*los are concerned. He expects to

carry anything unfair to Holly-
wood.

Point on which COMPO does rec-

start his program shortly,

G. Ralph Branton, former mid-
west theatre circuit operator and

. ... . . . .now a Monogram veepee; Was put
ommend public relations action i»

] fq. charge of Interstate Television,
the belief that "pictures aren't any

j^ Mono subsidiary.
good anymore." Accusation of
making poor pix came, it is stated,
"at the very moment when a new
and powerful competitor

Branton >was to kick olf with a
"Raffles" series; but as it was about
to roll, legal reps of Samuel Gold-

tered the scene." That is televi-
sion, which COMPO states is a
term it uses for convenience as a
symbol of all competing attrac-
tions.

eI}“ wyn Charged they had prior rights

to the "Raffles" title, and result

was a legal standoff which forced
postponement of the iejepjbc,

George Bowles Is in. charge of

the UI subsid, but has not Vet an-
COMPO. In It* recommendation,,

treats as a single problem the
;
wnU mI; under wav > He has been

t?
0
?
U
*J

t V C
°J
n* supervising Hie Writing of a aeries

petition. It is called the major Ltitled "Don Winslow, USA^
Probably; toe -greatest induce-of all those we haveproblem

listed.”
* TV competition Is a problem that
"can be solved, or at least ameli
orated," via a public relations cam
paign, COMPO asserts. Method
suggested is hammering on the fact
that" world-wide public financial
Support for the Industry

,

make it

possible to employ the World’s
greatest entertainment talent;

No Accident

"Because the world audience as-

sures a financial return that dwarfs
even the most extravagant adver-
tising budgets of television spon-
sors," brochure points out, "it is

possible . . , for all companies to

ment lUriitg companies into the
field was residual rights, Most pro-
ducers are too realistic to expect
immediate and great financial re-

turns from their ventures, but re-

runs and residual rights are an-
other matter. Looking, to the
future, when the FCC may grant
upwards of 2,000 licenses for other
channels, the producers see a vast
and continuing new market for
product nOw being filmed.

Result of this far-sighted view-
point has been a subrosa battle

between the producer and sponsdr
in many instances, with the pro-
ducer seeking to retain all residual

hire the world’s best writers, best rights, if possible, or at least get

directors, best of everything. It is

not accident that Hollywood has
the greatest concentration of talent

the world has ever seen,”
'

To sell the idea that it is worth
the trouble of leaving the living

room TV set. and the comforts of

home to patronize a theatre,

COMPO suggests its seven-point
program. This consists of news-
paper ‘advertising publicity, trail-

ers in theatres, speakers, vigilante

a good chunk of the residuals.

Residual rights are toe most im-
portant factor in the entire picture,

in the view of the average pro-
ducer. Artists also are seeking par-
ticipating interests in telepix,

Ney and stable companies are
stiirenterlng the field, but those
close to the picture feel that when
the smoke clears 10 to 20 major
yldpix companies will survive to
dominate the scene*

Tabnadge Beef
Crattadei from: page 1

burg summed up his reaetibn with

the suedihet statement that "we
will continue to select our per-

formers solely on the basis of their

talent,” ABC-TV programming
veepee Alexander (Sandy) Stro-

nach, Jr., said thxt Taimadge’s
statement "does hot take into ac-

count the majority opinion .of the

nation's TV audience” He de-

clared the American public is TV’s
"severest atlfi moat competent
critib," adding that "the most in-

cisive criticism of TV today and
in the days to come is the flick

of the dial that turns off any one
or group of programs.” NBC-TV
execs declined comment.

T

Talmadge's statement*appearing
in a personal editorial in his politi-

cal newspaper, The Statesman, ob-

jected to toe intermingling of Ne-
gro and white performers on the
same show as representing a "com-
plete abolition of segregation cus-

toms In these shows which are
beamed to states of toe south.”

His beef touched off toe first such
racial problem for network TV, a
problem which has consistently

plagued the film industry via the
number of local and state censor
boards throughout the south.

It's beUeved that TV is in no
danger of any such censorship,
since the entire broadcasting in-

dustry operates under the laws of
interstate commerce, via the Fed-
eral Communications Commission,
Which would supersede any local or
state laws. That was proved, in

fact, several years ago in Philadel-
phia, When the courts . mixed, an
attempt of the Pennsylvania state

board Of censors to pass on film

shows emanating from the TV net-

works to N. Y*
Talmadge, in his article, .voiced

objection to Negro entertainers
dancing With "scantily glad white
females,” Negro and white chil-

dren dancihg together and Negroes
god white talking to each other
"on a purely equal social basis.”

The governor, however, put his
stamp of approval on programs
featuring Negro groups appearing
together "and not mixed with
white performers.”

Talmadge said TV shows should
not offer programs offensive to any
large group -in the nation. He
opined: " . Television, is just
about equivalent to visiting some-
bogy in hit .home.”. The governor
suggested that southern congress*,
/men and Dixie newspapers should
use their influence to "dean up
television now before the situation

grows much more offensive." He
added:

"Good taste* alone should pre-
vent such a situation. "Biit, if the
television executives . and produc-
ers do not have' this good taste,

then the great millions of people
in the southern states can turn
their dwh/rbsentme^t, individually,
tciwttrd to^prodilctls^which sponsor
«iinh oVjnvpe "

r "AS an ’pxample of What he had
id mind; Gov. Talm&dge * Singled
opt the Mariners, a mixed singing
group on Arthur i Godfrey'k pro-
gram.

.
The United Press contacted God-

frey and told hint of toe Talmadge
criticism. Godfrey rebutted as
follows:
"As long as I am on the show,

the Mariners are going to stay.

"The Mariners served together on
a Coast Guard ship during the
war; That's where Jf found them,
We also have some colored boys
fighting in Korea. I wonder if the
governor knows that?”

west toMR a film record of the
gtoat dktnaf Eve lit the primitive
area. At a nature study it comet
close to the three others that pre-
ceded it in toe seHet, lacking only

worthwbue followup.,
: fCaturaHst-Photo^tpher team of
Herb and Ueu Crisler spent neatly
two years getting the story of toe
eHc» from birth m the lower rkln
forests of toe Olympic PeninsiEa
to eomlng'Of-age in the summer-
fall /grating grounds up in the
lofty, peaks of the mountainous na-
tional park.

Story line that ties the film to-
gether- Opehs with the birth of
young elk,linen depicts their an-
nual! trek from the lowlands up
into the mountains for a summer
of feeding. Eilm. ends with the faU
matiing season, when the antlered
stags pattli jt out with rival! and
then . lead their newly-acquired
harems back to the lowlands.

There- is a thrill in the shrill
blast of a Stag's bugling battle
challenge, as/there is in the fight,
sometimes to. the death, that oc-
curs when toe ’Challenge is ac-
cepted. There is humo

r

in toe
elation the herd experiences when
the annual migration to the peaks
is completed and they dance and
prance in thO never melting snow-
that covers much of the craggy
area,;. ,

As Interesting as the animals
shown is the terrain »over which
they annually travel and the
CrislOr cameras record it in beau-
tiful Technicolor, as well as other
types of wild life, such as marmots,
bear and Shaggy, white mountain
goats.

.
r

The True-Life Adventure film
has beeh set to music in the Paul
Smith score^ihat incorporates the
male elk's mating bugle as a motif.
Winston Hibler does the occasional
narration and also scripted with
James Algar and Ted Sears. Algar
also did the< direction. Brog.-

:"T

The Varnishing Oatpest

Lash La-Rue In routine oats-
opera; light returns for west-
ern pie.

P|ctur«« r«lease of Ron Ormond
production. SUr» Lash La Rue. Directed
#y Onnond. 8creenplay. Alexander

Miller; editor.
Hugh Winn. At New York. N. Y., ftart-
ing Jon. a, na. Running time, SI MINS.
yX Mardial. .Lash La Rua

iwiij • • * *A1 St* John
Walker.......,.;,.. ....RUey Hill
Denton. ....... . . . . ; . . Clarke Stetkni
Outlaw ChleL . • , .Bud .Oahome
Outlaw Otiarw...... ..Lea Morgan
Deteetiva...... Ted Adanui
Hla Atelatant. . ... , . ... . . . .Ray Kama
Bartender. . . . ....... Ta^or
Matt . . . . . . . . ; . .

.

.V .ArchleTwitcneU
Nancy Walter. . . . Sharon HaU

Latest Lash La Rue outdom
opus has this whip-cracking cow-
boy figure cooperating- with the
oldtime Pinkerton Detective
Agency ta roUt a band of western
killers. He' rides sWiftly, uses tils
bullwhip to Cripple ids opponents
and tackles Some hard/bitten out-
laws singlerhandedly but the. film

,

never becomes Snything mote toan-j
an ordinary western. Absence 'of
marquee names will hold it down
at the wickets,

Plot makes much over a "tin-
can ..telegraph" system, whereby
messages are relayed to tip the
outlaws about their* victims or
plans

,
of; attack. This- merely

takes up added footage and never
is really comprehended by the. aur
dience. More easily grasped are
numerous mad rides, fisticuffs, gun
fights and the deft manipulations
by La Rue of Jug-bullwhip. La Rue
finally routs th* gang and. claims
a heavy reward;
La Rue is cast as an U. S. Mar-

shal and measures up although not
looking like an accepted western
law officer type. A! St. John, vet
of many silent and talking vcome-
dies, provides the slight humor as
his sidekick. Sue Hussey, up from
the ranks of festival queens, has
the minor femme pole. Bud Os-
borne, Riley Hill ahd Sharon'Hall
head toe support. Alexander
White's original screenplay is

standard and seldom very exciting
while Ron Ormond’s direction : is
unoriginal. Ernest Miller has done
ait okay lens job. Wear.

Maria; Theresia
(AUSTRIAN) ,

Vienna, Dec. 24t
. A Satcha Film release of Paula Wes^ely

f
rodiicUoa. Stars Paula Wessely; fcltfirti
red Liewehr, Marianne. Schoenauer and

Erik Frey; with Otto- Tressler, Rosa Al-
hach Betty, Rudolf Fernaii and Cees La-
aeur. Directed hyTE. E. Relnert. Written
by Paul H. Rameau; music. Alois Mell-
char; camera, FMedl Behn-Grund. At
Apollo, Vienna. Running time, N MINS.

there is • fine patriotic note struck
tor

^ toe account^* iormer Austria,
It Sacks g. real story. To listen for
OO-minutestotoeTecltal that Maria
Theresia rtf Habritorg was a rather
jealoqs wontap is tiring,
Psul IL .RameaWs 'script lacks

punch While E, E. Reinert'e direc-
tion, sometimes carrying a lot of
authenticity; Is mere routine work.
There was no "Grund” (German
word for reas on) to hire Behn-
Grund as cameraman;

Paula ^Wessely deserves credit as
toe femme star. Among the many
others giving able accou nt

s

of
themselves are Otto Tressler, Cees
Laseur and Rosa Albach Retty.
Alois Melichar wrote a fitting score.

Mads;

Incoitiro
(Last Meeting)
(ITALIAN)

Genoa, Dec. 24.

Lux Film rfleaxo of a Pontl-DcLtuven-
(if production. Star* Valll. Amedeo Naa*
xarl, Jean. Pierre Aumont, Directed by
Gianni Frandollnl. Screenplay, Alberto
Mbravia* Edoardo' Anton, Pietrangell,
Giorfio Paatlna, G. P. Callegai-1,: from
atory *fLd Blondlna" by Marco Pragai
camera,* Ancblae Brizzl; music, Enxb Ma-
aettl; editor* Adriana Novelll. At Grat*
tadedo, Geno*. Running time, f? MINS.
Una.'../,.....,.
Piero, ................

......... .Alida Valll
. .Amedeo Nazzarl

Michele.............v.JCan Pierre Aumont
Auguito........ ... . . . . . . Vittorio Sanlpoll

Gut several hotphes above local

par, though iu .many ways a. dis-

appointment, this pic can look for

average returns in most foreign
arid ~ ItaEah-language situations.

Valll-topped name cast will help
considerably on 1 o c a 1 runs ana
should boost itschances in toe U S.

The familiar story by Marco
Prajra, a turh-ofitoe-century shock-
er, has been switched to present-
day Milan, and an auto-racing angle
has bran introduced as a lure for
local sport fans, Story concerns an
unfaithful wife blackmailed into

prostitution'who is shot and killed

when she meets her own husband
in a sporting house. Potentially ex-
plosive material, however, is un-
derplayed to such a degree that the
fireworks expected from such a
plot, with fevir exceptions, fail to

materialize. Soliloquizing of hus-
band on his way to last* rendezvous
with the Wife, after learning of her
Adeline occupation by accident, is

overlong.

Film is nevertheless exploitable

and boasts one of Valli's strongest

and best performances to date.

Amedeo Nazzan gives fair backing
as her husband whEe Jean PierrC
Aumont has Ettle to do as toe lover

who la killed in * a' racing accident.

Vittorio, Sanlpoll contributes an ef-

fectively underplayed bit as the

blackmailer*

Production ’-trimmings, camera-
work, music mid other values are

a^ove-Average* ’ Hawk.

.i

First pic of Paula Wessely, film
star and producer, was received
coldly by audience here. Although

Gav. to®ey P(ea
GnttaWl from page t

compUanco with anti-discrimina-

tion laws.

The five-memi>er body/ created

under the IvesMQuinn Act in 1945

to deal with discrimination in em-
ployment, never ' has been -forced

to take a case to court. Among
the complaints it settled were two
concerning alleged discrimination

by two leading Times Square mo-
tion picture theatres against the

hiring - of Negro-ushers,;The Gov-
ernor will tell the lawmakers that

employment pgacticra. have mark-
edly lmtvpved in 90% of the Com-
miteion» cases. The National Assn,

for the Advancement of Colored
People, American Jewish Congress
and Citizens Union have hailed the

Governor’s contemplated sugges-

tion.

Several bills, including that by

Sen. Francis J. McCaffrey, of Man-
hattan, and Assemblyman Orlo H.

Brees, of Endicott, have sought in.

the past to give the Commission
power in the broader field ,

which
the Governor Is recommending.
Their measure spelled out di

crimination ,in detail.

Another assemblyman annually

sponsoring a bill to tighten the

laws on discrimination has charged
that some New York theatres hous-

ing hits refused to sell orchestra

Seats to Negroes. He has said—
and film industry leaders here con*

firm-^—that motion picture theatres

in New York State practice- no
discrimination. The legislator,

from New York City, stated that

Whatever discrimination' in such

houses existed came to an end
when, a test case was brought

more than 20 years ago.



' The First Reports Are In!

Variety, Showmen's Trade Review, M. P Herald, M. P. Daily,

announce "Top Hits of 1951" as voted by exhibitors. M-G-M
leads with not just one top hit, but with more top money
hits than any other company.* Watch for more trade paper

annual reports. Prediction : a landslide for M-G-M, as usual

!

*In Variety, M-G-M has 8 dut of the first 20; next company 2. In Showmen's Trade Review Annual, M-G-M has

the 2 top. pictures and 4 out of first -10, which is twice any other company. In M.P. Herald, M-G-M has 4 out of

the 7 top-grossing pictures, nearest company 1. In M.P. Daily, out of the 7 listed M-G-M has 4, nearest company 1.

First M-G-M Trade Shows
of the New Year!

FEB* 12lh (WE*)

"THE BELLE OF
NEW YORK”

Gajr TECHNICOLOR Musical

in die M-G-M manner
l- »

IAN. 21st
nann*.TlAll”

FORECAST:

M-G-M AGAIN IN ’52!

The M-G-M Studio has never in its history had a more

powerful array of product than right now. To mention

just a few: "THE WILD NORTH” (Ansco color),

"LONE STAR” and the following in Technicolor

—

"IVANHOE”, "SINGIN* IN THE RAIN”, "THE

MERRY WIDOW”, "SCARAMOUCHE” "SKIRTS

AHOY!” "LOVELY TO LOOK AT” and many more.

And of course, The .Great "QUO. VADIS” the box-

office giant of all time

!

The Story of A Borrowed Love ¥

Please ! In all newspaper ads: “The Armed

Forces Need Your Bloodr—Give Today!*
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NEW YORK meeting of national Allied States

„ , ^ ~ „ AArt j . , ,
board of directors of which heJs

The Palestine, 1,600-seater, and a member. *

' '
'

Reno Wilk, drlve-in circuit oper-
4, AiV A CliwOliiilVj uinf

the Charles, 800-seater, sold by a
corporation headed by Harry
Brandt to a company headed *by

theatre, operator Samuel Freed-
man. Both houses are-on Manhat-
tan’s lower east side* Deal con-
summated through Berk & Krurn-
gold, theatre brokers.

H. L. Spero, one-time manager
of the Little Carnegie Theatre, now
with the Cinema 48 Theatre in like

capacity.

CHICAGO
State Theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.,

sold to Alliance Circuit, which gives

the chain six first-rims in. the area.

Negotiations going on for the
sale of Warner Cosmopolitan The-
atre here.

. Herman Couston elected prexy of
the Local F-45 of the Film Ex-
change Employees' Union.
Oscar Brautman resigned from

the Illinois Allied board and is

r e n t i n g the Avaloe to- Byron
Thompson.. Brautman will devote
time to his law practice.

Ida Lasker and her son, Ben, are
plaintiffs in four triple damage
anti-trust ' suits filed in Chicago
Federal Court last 'week. Seymour
Simon, film attorney, charged that
the majors, Balaban & Katz*- War-
ner Theatres, conspired to prevent
houses playing before the first

week of general release or 66 days
after Loop run. Actions ask for
$1,730,000. in damages.
Herb Elisburg, operator of the

Studio from 1940 through. 1950, in

another suit claimed that the ma-
jors, Warner Bros. Theatres, Bala-
ban & Katz, Great States circuit*

RKO theatres , and Winston Thea-
tres (holding corporation for the
Grand) and RKO operated house
had conspired so that the small-
seater could hot get pictures that
B&K or Grand wished to play first.

Seymour Simon is attorney for the
plaintiff.

Skokie Theatre sold to the Lavin
Bros, and Arthur Gould'by Richard
Berglund, who retires from film

biz.

Balaban & .Katz Southtown re-

sumed regular scale after price
slashing for the last four months*
Maintains 9c children admission.
Manta and Rose dropped, man-

agement of the ’southside Lex with
the firm of Best and Kaplan taking
onto

. Abraham Teltelbaum, whose sen-
sational testimony started the In-
ternal Revenue Department, inves-
tigations, has offered for sale his
interest in the 410 South' Michigan
Bldg. Sale is to settle his tax de-
linquencies with the government,
$330,000.

7

Building, besides housing many
music schools; also is the home of
first sure-seater in town, World,
operatedby Abe Teitel, no relation.
In

.
addition, Studebaker, former

Shubert legit house, which became
.television theatre for NBC two
years ago, is there. Lawyer also
owns chief interest in radio station
WMOR, Chicago FM-er.

i

MINNEAPOLIS
Ralph Green, circuit owner, ask-

ing for 49-day clearance for his 63-
day' neighborhood East Lake thea-
tre, located across street from W.
R. Frank’s Avalon which has the
earlier .slot
Temperatures running as low as

30 below zero in this territory—15
below in Twin Cities-—and near
blizzards took boxoffice toll during
holiday period.

Bennie' "BeTger, circuit owner,
and his Wife, off to Honolulu, but
will interrupt vacation to fly back
to Washington Feb. 4 .to attend

ator, back from California jaunt J

and soon goes south in starch for]
ozoner ideas next season.
Ben Marcus, -Wisconsin, circuit

owner, called off deal to tafcehovAfc

from Minnesota Amus. Co, leases
of 850-seat Badger and 450-seat
Cameo in Eau Claire, Wi?„ bqt he
did acquire 5th Avenue, La Crosse,
Wis., from .MAC. Latter |g 4©ft
with three Eau Claire houses, th«

stead of One, but has completed
Paramount consent decree, commit-
ments with sale of 5th Avenue and-
|-ohe of its two Minot, N.1

0,, thea-
tres.

Lyceum, legit roadshow house,
again b i dd i n g competitively for
some pictures and grabbed Metre’s
"Pandora and Flying Dutchmen,''
Ted Mann, North Central Allied

prexy and circuit owner, vacation-
ing in California for six weeks;

'

Bill Elson, ex-VABKTV mugg and
now a circuit owner, and bis wife,
on a California vacation.

Charlie Weiner back after open-
ing Esianjay Film offices in West
Coast cities for distribution of "Be-
cause Of Eve,’’

Many of loop firstrun houses
raised New Year’s eve admission
ante from 76c to $1.
Radio City theatre ads now stress

fact that, with construction of huge
three-deck ramp across the street,

patrons no longer have any park-
ing troubles.

Faust, St. Paul indie nabe, cele-

brating its 21st anrii by admitting
one patron free with each paid ad-
mission during week.

DALLAS
Mrs. John Jenkins and O. K.

Bourgeois as partner in the Astor
Pictures Co., announced' new
organizational lineup. Mrs. Jen-
kins takes .over duties of her
husband Mio died recently; A. J.

Mertz, will be* local branch mana-
ger with E. H. Elkins as salesman.
Eugene L.. Boggs will be Memphis
branch manager; R. A. Kelly will
handle the New Orleans branch
known as Dixie •Films, Inc., with
H. B. Pgul as .salesman.
The National Screen Service

will hold regional three-day meet
here opening this week;, with
George F. Dembow, veepee in
charge of sales, and Burton Rob-
bins, veepee, attending. About 20
branch managers, office managers
and salesmen here from Dallas;
New Orleans and Oklahoma City
exchanges will attend.
Frank Weatherford, city mana

ger at Fort Worth and Arlington,
for Interstate, announced the sale
of the Texas, Arlington, it was
sold to W. V. Adwell. The Aggie,
also there, was sold to Oscar
Skinner. I n t e r s tat e recently
opened the new .Arlington there.
Rubin Frels, head of Frels Cir-

cuit, recently was honored in Vic-
toria florist there on "An Orchid
to You” radio show. Was cited for
his outstanding wprk in present-
ing entertainment t h r o u g h his
quality programs but in all his
theatres. Frels also is. veepee of
Texas Allied Independent Theatre
Owners,
Preem of the new Clark Gable

starrer, "Lone Star*” story of
early newspaper life in Texas,
will be held at the Paramount,
Austin, this month, with Gable
making personals at opening, There
also will be staggered openings
for Dallas, Houston, San Antonio
and Fort Worth.

You*

Tfc# FtmUp Jmxb*

ST. LOUIS
Lee Bunch, owner of the Home,

Oblong, 111., hack at desk after be-
ing sidelined by Illness for severa
weeks.
W. W. Sharpe, of the Paramoun

exchange here, elected prez of St
Louis Lodge of Colosseum of Mo-
tion Picture Salesmen of America

Burglars who broke into the
Princess, Alton, 111., obtained only
an adding machine when unable to
open the safe.

J. A. Haug relighted his Haug
Burssells, 111., after house went
dark for 30 days.

Clifford Hough; owner of Moon
lite ozoner near Lebanon, Mo.
leased the Lyric, Newburg, Mo.
from Mrs. Mildred Rauth, Rdlla
Mo. She recently sold her Ritz in
Rolla to R. E. Carney but fcontin
ues to operate houses in Caboo
and Crocker, Mo.
A year’s pass is the bait offered

by T. D. Beninati for a new tag
for the Gem, Marissa, 111., recently
purchased from Frank Finger and
Mrs. Sara Began.
Poor biz forced Joe Katz, Bcrild,

Til., to shutter his Grand, Mount
Olive, 111,

The Lincoln, a Fox Midwest Cir

cult unit, Belleville, Bl., relighted

ern Illinois, sorceeaiCJcorgs
, recently retired, *

: Eugene Brezany,
new ozoner near West <

convalescing in a St, Lo
arc; Steinbeig, owner
East Alton, IU,r and a Navy

rvist, ordered to report for ac-
tive d,uty. r

PITTSBURGH
Tony Stern, who was with War-

ners’ theatre department, hefe for
several yeai!$, returned to Pitts-
burgh from Cleveland to go into a
new. field. He*sr taken over the

biff Motor Co. In Wilkinsburg.
He still retains an interest in a
couple of Ohio ozoners.
Film Row Employes Local Bll

has named Ted Tolley, of Metro,
prexy again. He had held the post
•or 11 consecutive years until 1951
When ElwOOd Ohleger, of 20th-Fox,
took ovOr,
Mrs. David JL Green, widow of

the Squirrel Hill .exhibitor who
died in November, and her son,
Ralph, will continue tooperate the
*ndie Beacon. ,

George Wain, .who Was recalled
by the Navy early in 1951, has re-
ceived his discharge and reports
back to Republic exchange again in
old job as head bookkeeper.
James vS. Retter, Warner sales-

man, suffered a fractured right leg
as well as head injuries when his
auto skidded and smashed into a
concrete pillar near the West End
bridge..

‘Blue Yonder’ Sockeroo .

W .

in

Minneapolis, Jan. 8.

Following a sharp holiday up-
urn, grbsses show signs of set-
tling down "in their former rut
again. Intermittent bad weather,
icy stibets and some inferior prod-
uct stack up as important factors
in trend reversal. Plenty of hold-
overs this round also hurt; "Favor-
ite Spy,” "Disant Drums” and
"Westward the Women” are doing
okay in second Stanzas. Top new-
comer is "Wild Blue Yonder.”

Estimates for This Week <

Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)-

—

"Elopement” (20th) (m.o.). Okay
$6,000 in 11 days. Last week,
"Unknown Man” (M-G), $3,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—
Westward "the Wpmen” (M-G) (2d

wk). Neat $4,500 after hefty $7,200
initial stanza*
Lyceum' (Nederiander) (1,859;

76-90)—"Pandora Flying Dutch-
man” (M-G). Opened Sunday (6).

This legit roadshow house plays
occasional pictures between, road-
shows.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)—
Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep). Helped,
by fine exploitation and winning
plenty of fayor, too. Smash $7,500.
Last week, VCave Outlaws” (U),

$3,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—

"Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk). Good
$5,000 in 5 days after big $16,000
first canto.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—“Magic . Carpet” (Col) and
"Lady and Bandit” (Col). Opened
Sunday (6) and in for only 4 days,
house getting back to regular
Thursday opening Jan* 10. Last
week, "Double Dynamite” (RKO),
passable $7,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—"Destry Rides Again” (Indie) and

"Daltons Rode” (Indie) (reissues).
Opened Monday (7) for 3 days.
Last week, "Family Secret” (Col)
and "Indian. Uprising” (Col), fair
$5,500.

State (Par)' (2,300; 50-76)—
"Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk).
Fine $6,000 in 9 days after boff
$12,000 first week.
World (Maim) (400; 65-$l)—

"American in Paris” (M-G) (8th
wk). Has never dropped under

LOUISVILLE
" from jpgge 8)

"ChicMd tailing” (DA). looting
for bhF«lfi,Q00 on nine days* Last
week; Favorite Spy” (Par),

was oho -of year’s biggest Weeks,
robust $14J)00, and m*o. ; .

States'' ftoew’s) (5.000; 45-65)—
"Westward the Women" (MG) and
"True Stto” (Col). Fine $13;000,
Last week. .Pandora Flying Dutch-
man” (M*G> and "Flame Stamboul”
(M-G), modest $9,000*
, Strand . (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—
"Racket” (RKO) and "Fury of Corir
go” (Col), Good $4,800. Last week,
"Double Dynamite” (RKO) and
^Overland Telegraph” (RK O),
$3,500.

; DRUMS’ 8G, 2D
Baltimore, Jan. 8.

There is a general simmering
down here following fairish activ-
ity of the holiday week. "The. Fam-
ily* Secret,” at the Town, and "I’ll

Never Forget You” at the New
are neW and both uneventful; Of
repeaters, "The River,” roadshow-
ing at sure-seater Little, is begin-
ning to build* "Wild Blue Yonder,"
still is solid, in ; second week after
sock first round at the small New
Theatre.

Estimates for This Week;
Century (LoewVUA) (3,000; 20-

70)—“Pandora Flying Dfitchraan”
(M-G). > Opening tomorrow (Wed.)
after nine days of "Westward the
Women” (M-G) hit okay $14,400.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

20-70)—"On Dangerous Ground”
(RKO). Slim $6;000. Last week*
"Let’s Make It Legal” (20th) plus
eight acts of vaude, nice $1T,700.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
70)—"Weekend With Father” (D).
Starts today (Tues.) after second
round of "Favorite. Spy” (Par)
added nice $8,200 to sturdy $11,800
preem*

Little (Rappaport) (298; $1.20-
52.40V—"The River” (UA)* (2d wk).
Building to fine $4,000. possibility
after halting beginning at $2JKK).

Mayfair (Hicks) (890; 20-70)—
"Wild Blue Yonder” iRep) (2d wk).
Looks solid $5,500 After. $7,300
getaway.
- New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—
"Never Forget You” (20th). Mild
$6,000. Last week, "Elopement”
(20th) (2d wk), fair $6,800.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk).

Fine $8,000 after first at resound-
ing $14,600.

,

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—"Family Secret” (Col). Modest
$6,500. Last- week, "Double Dyna-
mite” (RKO), $5,900.

$4,000. Smash $5,500: Last week/| 000. Last Week;
huge $6,000.

PITTSBURGH
(Continued from: page 8)

that stretch, ought to better $11,-
000: Last week, sock $20,000.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (800; 50-85)
—"Lavender Hill Mob" (U) (2d
wk). New art policy at Warner
nab€ house so far is way . above
fondest expectations.- vSock . cam-1

paiga ^directed at class t clientele
PRjdrtg^Mf immediately. Will be
RhOiunq $4,000 this week. and holds
arain/ Last .week, sensational $5,<

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85) —
"Distant Drums” .(WB) (2d wk).
Action picture doing fine at $9,-.

000 In 5 or 6 extra days. Last
week, lusty $21,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85) —

"On Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
Should' beat $7,000, nice here
Last week, "Two Tickets to Broad-
way” (RKO), big $15,000 in 11 days

Seattle; Dawn’ Gebd 10G
Seattle, Jan* 8.

The new year is starting off at
fairly good clip with holiday

takes dimmed some by the> show1

and. icy road?. "Westward ..the
Women” is nice at Music, Hall
while "Weekend With Father"
shapes big at Liberty. Before
Dawn” is rated good at Fifth- Ave-
nue. "Distant Drums” shapes big
in second Orpheum week. ’"Ten
Tall Men” also is big. in second
round*

Estimates for This Week
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—"Ten Tall Men” (Col) and
Crazy Over Horses” (Mono) (2d

wk). Big $9,000 after great $17,-
500.

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,-

366; 65-90) — "Decision Before
Dawn” (20th) and "Harlem Globe-
trotters” (Col). Looks good $10,-

wu. w Joro^SnVg.
'

With Toronto now grippcd
^ bv a

city-widertr«etr«Uw»y^^2.S<l.

$0%. Dip has sloughed holdover
sessions badly new nix. not- shap-
ing to real

T
b.o. pbs^blUtles* pfr

instance, "Ivory, Hupter^ which
was smash last week After;record
tee-off, lAdown to go^ .figure this
frame. This b the Unfter^. Com-
mand Film, "Where NO Vultures
fly,-

,
,Top newcomer is "Man i

Saddle” nice in six spots.

Estimates for This Week
Croat, Downtown, Glendale, May*

fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
LOMh 955; 470; 698; 694; 3&80)—
"Man in Saddle” (ColX And "Sea
Hornet” (Rep). Nice, $17,000.
chiefly via nabe_theatre biz. Last
ycekf Magic .Carpet” (Col) and
ICrazy Over ’Horses” (Mono),
$14,500.

Eglinton, Victoria (FP) (l.dsO;
1,140; 40-80)— "Wooden Horse’*
(Indie) and "Royal Journey” (NFB)
(2d wk). Good $12,000. Last week,
$17,000. ....

^

Imperial (FP) (3 ,373; 50-80)—
"FavmiteBiw^ (Pari^^(2d wk)* Fair
$14,000. Last week; fine $18,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (2 ,743; 40^70)—
Across WidA Missouri” (M-G) (2d
wkJ- Fair $10,000* Last weck. trim
$15 ,000. -;r

•

•••:

• Nortoen, University.
L558;. 40^0)—‘mpmnent'? ’ f20th5
(2

ft
wkL So-#> $10,000.,^Last week,

Odeon (Rank) (2 ,300 ; 50-90)—
(EL) wk); Good

$10 ,000. Last Week, srhAsh $16 ,500.

..JJptpwn* (Loew) ; (2,W3^ 40-80)—
/JSame of Araby” (U), Light $6 ,500.

Uwt week, "Weekend with Father”
(U), $8,000;

*

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)—
"Golden. Giri” (20th) (2d,wk). Fair
$10,000. Last week, big $16,0d0.

DENVER
(Continued from.^sge 9 )

With Esquire. Wow $20,000. Stays
ajcouple of-extrii days.; List week,
"Elopement” . (20th): And "Tales
Robin Hood” (Lip); $15,000.
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)—'^‘Dis-

tant Drums” (WB) .and "Purple
Heart Diarj^*; ^(Col), nalsd Denver.
Sock $5 ,00CK -

. Holds'?TeXtra days.
Last week, "Elopelnent” (20th) and
JJT^les of Robin pood*! (Lip)r.g3,-

brpheuqi (RKO) (2 *600 ; 55-90)—
American in Paris” (M-G) (2d

wk). Good $14,000. Stays Again.
Last week, smash; $30,000. .

Paramount (Fox) (2;200 : 40-80)

—

"Lady S8yk:K65WA®A«aiand«
of Dakota? (tndlA). vPoor $7 ,000.

Last week, "FlxedBt)n>nets” (20th)
and "Badman's GoldF- $11 ,-

ooo.
'

t
Tabor (FoXV. (^067;

'-4O-80)—
"Weekend- With Fatheri*. TO and
"Big Night” (UA), -also 'Aladdin,
Vebher. Nice $8 ,500. ; Ixtst week,
)FIame. Of . Araby" (U) and "Her
Paneled Door” (Indle)v^B,5O0*

Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80)—
"Weekend With Father” (D) and
VBig Night” (UA), Also Aladdin,
Tabor. Big $4,500 . * Last week,
"Flame of Araby” (U) and "Her
Paneled Door” (Indie), $3 ,500,

cs g
"Eliopement”

(20th) (2d wk-5 days), mild $6,000,
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

--"Weekend With Father” (U) and
"Never Can Tell” (U). Big $12,000.
Holds. Last week, "New Mexico”
(UA) and "Hotel Sahara” (UA),
$6,000.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)
—"I Want You” (RKO) (2d wk).
Holding at good $4,000 After $6,000
lnct cfovivo ' A r.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282;. 6^
90) — "Westward the Women”
(M-G) and "Unknown Man” (M-4DV
Nice- $12,000 or over. Last week,
"Callaway” (M-G) and "Calling
Drummond” (M-G) (2d wk), 5 days;

400
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; * 65

90)—"Distant Drums” (WB) jiind

"Cage of Gold” (Indie) (2d wk):
Big $9,000 or" close. Last week;
$13,800.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;

65-90)—“Favorite Spy” (Par) and
"Slaughter Trail” (U) (2d wk)*
Good $8,500* .

Last week, big
$13,000.
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TV-FILMS Wecbeijaj, January 9, 19S2

Merchandise TV

Roland Reed productions will

start to' lens first 13 of a series of

vidpix, "Rocky Jones, Space
Ranger," oh Feb. 4 on the .Coast.

Richard Crane, former 20th-Fox
player; and Crystal Reeves have
been signed to seven-year pacts to

star in the show.

Unusual twist is that the deal
reverses tlie general pattern of

merchandising an established show
Ibiz property. Here the merchan-
dising angles were developed first

and the tele project followed,-

"Space Ranger” was created by
Jack Panov, former manager for

Roy Rogers’ merchandising opera-
tions, to cash in On- the new trend
for science fiction. He has already

inked eight large manufacturers of

boys’ wear, novelties, etc., to turn

out "Space Ranger” products, Con-
cept is that the merchandise will

promote the stanza,

Danov also plans a radio edition

of "Jones,” which will be pitched

to the vidpix sponsor if one is

picked up. Danov arrived in

Gotham Monday (7) from the

Coast.

10 P«t-M42 Far Pii

Lead to Par'. CTtA
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Paraniount-iowned KTLA has

leased 10 pix distributed by Para-

mount Pictures, and produced by
indie producers Bill Pine and Bill

Thomfas, at coin described as "vary
reasonable.” All of pix Involved

were made after 1942, They’ll be

shown on channel 5 for two-year
period, With unlimited, runs.

Most recent release in package
is "Shaggy,” out in 1949. Other
pix going to KTLA are: "Caged
Fury,” Sheila Ryan,- Richard pen-
ning, Buster Crabbe; "Fear in the
Night," Paul Kelly, Ann Poran;
"Swamp Fire,” Johnny Weissmul-
ler, Virginia Grey, Crabbe; "Follow
That Woman," William Gargan,
Nancy Kelly; '"Dangerous Passage,”
Robert Lowery, Phyllis Brook;
."Take It Big,” Jack Haley, Har-
riett Hilliard, Ozzie Nelson, Dick
Lane; "Tornado,” Chester Morris,

Nancy Kelly, Marie McDonald;
"Wrecking Crew,” Richard Arlen,
Chester Morris, JCan Parker; and.

"Wildcat," Arlen, Arlene Judge,
Crabbe.

Jewish-Named Pa. Town
Subject of NCCJ Film

Washington, Jan. 8.

A film called "The Aaronsbprg
Story” is to be one of the features

of "Brotherhood Week” of the Na-
tional Conference of Christians

and Jews this.year.

Pic, narrated by Quentin Rey-
nolds, is the. story of. Aaronsburg,

only community in the U. S.

Stapert’s 500G

Peerless Television, the TV film

unit set up by Edward Small and
George Shupert, has grossed over
$500,000 on the single package of

26 fenfuro oldies it’s been offering

to Wdeo stations since the com-
pany ‘was formed 10 weeks ago.

Pix, all hut one of them originally

produced by small for theatrical

distribution, are now on jtke air in

Lbs Angeles, San Francisco, Salt

Lake City, Dayton, Atlanta, Chi-

cago, Cleveland, Philadelphia and
Milwaukee.

Shupert, who’s exec Veepee of

the company, left for the Coast
yesterday (Tues.) for huddles with
Small on several Series, of films

especially produced for TV which
.they’ll - roll soon. While on the
Coast, Shupert will also scout more
feature product, which he plans
to buy on the open market for
sale .to video stations. Peerless has
set up Hollywood offices at the
Samqel Goldwyii studios and will

probably work out of the (general
Service lot, Shupert said the com-
pany is now negotiating for sev-
eral properties on which the vidpix
are to be based and revealed that
one of them, which goes into pro
duction immediately, will feature
original stories.

On the feature film side, Shupert
said that Peerless is asking higher
fees for its product than other
TV film distrib. Outfit has set up
a formula for the rental price in

each market, which is based on
set circulation, the number of corn-

time rates.

TV Films in

Pa.,
named for a Jew. Film, Which will

Expansion of the activities of be used in both 35m and 16m ver-

Screen Gems, Columbia’s vidpix sions, runs eight minutes, and was
|

peting stations and the station’s

and commercial films subsidiary, produced by Cineffects.

is seen resulting from the extend-

ed Coast visit Of Ralph Cohn, the

subsid’s topper. Cohn, who makes
his headquarters in New York, has

been on the Coast for two Weeks
and is expected to remain two
more. HC is consolidating Screen
Gems’, studio setup to prepare for

fullseale production.

While on the Coast,. Cohn is ne-

gotiating for a group of special vi-

deo films. Among these is a series

for the Christophers, group which
advocates the improvement of eth-

Chlcago, Jan. 8,

Walter Schwlmmer Productions

has pacted with United Television

Program, n,a.n,l dirtributlon
o?

of a new vldoo tdephona the exploits - of CongresslonJ
show, "Movie Quick Quiz, pattern- Medal of Honor winners, with pro-

ed after Sckwiraxher’s
4<Tello-Test" ceeds to be used by the Medal of

syndicated radio package, W
show has already been sold to

WGN-TV here and KSTP, Minne- ceatod winner*, were unveiledthis

iZSu week by Jack Blssell, board chair-

Quia portion,, ye Indie r*dlo-TV package firm, end
a

“Li?,, Col. Lester; p. 8tlcklea, exec aecre-
especially for tije show by Douglas the Society.
Productions. Schwimmer supplies ^ ^
the pix, question and answers and ^ 1 former veepee of the

prizes: Rather than the usual mer- 5°
chandise awards, U. S. Savings

Bonds will be used as prizes. Pack- shown interest in spousu^ue the

age is being sold as a quarter-hour project on a public service, insti*

strip on a 26 week minimum, tutional basis. Bernard Prockter.
who heads his own indie packaging

Tamara J®
runnin* outfit, scripted the audition show

on some 250 stations. and will Serve as. a consultant oh
the Series. Society, comprising
most living winners of the1 medal,
has reserved the right to okay the
sponsor.

Several other indie packagers

hearings, Jdhnslsn arid, but atlft

more must be done along that line* but col. Stickles emphasised that
He asserted there was great pres- the King Associates package Is the
sure against granting of theatre only one authorized by the Society,

channels by the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Co. and some
broadcasting outfits. m uiwai|
Further planning will be done at iai nrn WTOTCDUQ

a meeting of Various industry Ivl ACT nfiulUUlu

lSSSi£'-£SS^mJmS£& PMa^W*. Jsn, «.

a case by ahowlng hot only that t
WPTZ haa algned a new con-

We win ua, tha channels If granted, tract-wlth Republic Pictures which
IF* Will use them and gives the station exclusive TV

Johnston on TV
Continued from page s

but how we will use them and
what we’ll put on them.”

AS OF JAN. 4,1952

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS. FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
Sunset Studloa, Hollywood 6920 Sunset Blyd., Hollywood

“TRAIL RLAZER," half-hour outdoor (Shooting Interiors at Eagle Lion Studloa)
adventure aeries currently shooting at “RANOl .RIDiR" socond half of aerlta
Big Bear.

Cast:' Alan Hale, Jr.> topllnaa, Dlclc Tyler,
Lyle Talbot, Duko York, Bobby Hyatt,
Barry McCormick, Jim Plowtrs featured.

leaf standards in business dealings. I DhSorf wiXy"Barry
roldy

Production, it’s indicated, would
I
Writer: Sam Roecii,. John Marks

be financed by the Christophers
and ptesfented by them. CBS-TV.W -Tun « /-a „ u„o "AMOS“N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Meanwhile, Screen Gems has Culver City series of character - comedy

announced the appointment of Milt telepix resumes shooting week of Jan. 16.

Goodman as general sales manager Sponsored by Biat* Beer.

of 83 half-hour telepix now shoothig. Producer:
rack Mahoney, Dick Jones In fixed lead*.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox.

Gruen^Watch Co. reixune shooting Jax-

Produeor: Fra* Jackman •

Director: ’Norman Lloyd, Richard Irving,
Axel GruCnberg

in Leon Fromkes

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

#'LIFI WITH LINKLfTTEK," atarrlfttf

— Pr^luMf. fit P.

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
CUlver City, Hollywood

"CHILDEIN'S HOUR" one hour teleoic

S
on# in four parts: "Stray Lamb,*5 "Hal
loach Ratals/* “Ctummy the Clown,"

showing of 1Q1 Westerns And 26
features never before shown on
television.

The contract was made to-Insure
a fresh flow of film for WPTZ’s
"Frontier Playhouse," the show
generally credited with blazing the
way for daily cowboy pix on TV.
and which is today the, highest
rated cross-the-board show in the
gity.

Under terms of toe deal, WPT2
gets exclusive toowing rights td
such Republic stars as Johnny

|

Mack Brown, Sunset Carson, Don
Barry, Smiley Burnette, Bob Steel#
and Duncan Rettaldo. The con*
tract ~ negotiated by

,
Edward O,

Maureen O'Sullivan
J
Murray, station’* fllmbuyer, give

of its TV films,

McConkey Tele-Artists

Winds Telescriptions

Cast: Tim Moore. Speheer Williams/ A1 .
yin Childress, Ernestine Wade, Johnny. Director: Irvin Atkins
Lee, Jester Hairston.

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles
Correll.

Director: Janies Barton
Producer; James Fonda
Assistant director: B; F. Mac

hour audience participation show for
.

Va
rLu «

«v.ry other w«k *«, JgSSSf^JSSf^llSu./"
Green Giant sponsors. L

Producer: John Guedel

§

McCONKEY TELE-ARTISTS
CORP.

Swanitrora Studios: Hollywood

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

McConkey Tele-Artists has canned
204 2V£-minute briefles tagged
Tele-Artists Telescriptions, and is

releasing audition prints

Will also release series of 13 15

minute telepiuLstarring Blackstone,
magician, Feb. 7.

Plans of producer Mack McGon-

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix

featuring Clyde . Beatty. Shoot to March
.20.

’

Firm I
Producer: Walter White,
Director: George Blair -

Ten telepix begin shooting Jail. •. fea- _

His Orch.. and Producer: Roy Rogers
J a ^ _ A

turlng Henry Busse and
Mr. - and Mrs. Preston Foster In singing
act.
Producer: Mack McConkey
Director: Hubbard Hunt

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROblRS In four oater telepix roll

J
an. T. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
logere. -Dr*-

-

ha support
Sponsored by General

WPTZ a firm commitment with ti

two largest producers of Westei
fare—a similar contract having
been signed with Mbnogram itar*

lier last year.

Evans topline, Pat Brs^
eneral western

.
parte ip fl .

Foods for NBC-TV.

Asooelate producer: Ji
Director: Bon Walker

lucer: Jack Lacey,,

MARK 7 PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios;. North

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
.
Ragle Lion - Studios, Hollywood

Lesser-Small
Continued frna pace -

and "Our Town"1—as against 26 by
Small, Since Leuer never cam#
through with his signature on i
contract, toe two pix never wer#

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
EKO-Pathe, Culver City

. . , "RBBOUND" series of half-hour adult
key are to syndicate product via drama series resumes shooting Janu-

branch offices of McConkey Artist,
S'.,*},,, „„dlIC«r. cmi.

Corp. in N* Y., Chicago, Kansas producer: Rernard Girard

City, Tampa and Cleveland. Among Director: b., Girard

names in briefles are Preston Fos-

uatfUHJ distributed by Shupert end hsv.
“DRAONiT" serles of half-hour adven- wiU» 8-day shooting schedule, begins since been returned to the pro*

th Jack Webb Jan. V with "The Juiceman" . _ Pasrlsti linn finnn snhnist*ture telepix now shooting with

J
et lead. No parts to fill,

‘roducer: Homer Canfield
Director: Jack Webb
Assistant director: Marty Moss

ter» Eddie Dean, Henry Busse and
|

Ms orch, and Sons of the Pioneers*

Rose Bowl TV
Continued from page 3

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOVB LUCY" half-hour, comedy se-
ries for - CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
.General Service Studios: HoUywood
"THS HOT' STOVI LSAOUI" Leo

Durocher and Laralno Day star In n
series of 104 quarter-hour interviews of
basebaU greats. Different guest stars each
week. Shooting to resume Jan. 19 until

_— Juice:
Cast: Steve Brodle, Ted deCorslca, Key
Luke, Jack Mltchum, Ford
Relkq Soto, Howard Chinhan,
Gould,
roducer: GU Ralston
"WRATHSR CLEAR. TRACK

illiam

FAIT",
•• -i•hoots Jan. 10 for "Electric Theatre” 'se

riea. Lao
to filL

Jason directing, general parts

-Spring training, whenTA goes on road

CaH:*L ucllle
1

Ball* Desi Arne., set lead. ^wiSi %%**» *«*»• rfeturhin*

•uppolrt!
1

'N*o pa
r
rt*

,,

to'fin!
VUn V*h** ,n Producer; Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland

Producer: Jess Oppenheimer

means possible to witness top

sports events, they pointed out.

In a rundown of the events lead.

Ing up to the ban on theatre TVing
of the ganto, it appeared as though

Director: Maro Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenheimer,
Pugh, Bob Carroll

Madeiyn

DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
CORP.

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

, t,.-. "DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half- Writers
only 8. few theatres in the COUnuy. hour . adventure series; Starring Brian

had shown ‘ an. interest in gaining Dpnlevw resumes shooting January 8, 32

big-screen rights, since, the others Producer: Harold
1

e
were afraid of the cbmpetition Director: urKarh

from home TV. For those interest

ODYSSEY PICTURES
606 N. Robertson Blvd., Hollywood
"TERRY AND THI FI RATES'1 26 half-

hour adventure telepix slated for Jan, IS
start, .

Producers: Douglas Fairbanks, Sol
. Lesser
Associate producer: Barney Sarecky

: No(orman Hall, Arthur Rearson

Ed few, Nathan L. Halpern’s Thea-

tre Network TV -attempted to clear

rights; He reportedly received the

blessings of both NBC; which tele-

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver: City

Casting: Ruth Burch
"Rainy Day” - rolls Jan. 9th for "TROU-

BLE WITH FATHER" half-hour comedy
telepix series.

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour
Idvahtura telepix will resume shooting.

4. General parts to fill.

Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Casa'
Jim Tinlihg

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS
General Servlca Studios, Hollywqod

Casting: Phil Bloom .

"DICK TRACY A INFLUENCE/" "DICK
TRACY AND BIO FROST," "THE MOS-
QUITO MURDERS" shooting this week as
part of. 30 half-hour mystery, drama tele

Joe Devlin set leads
, Lyle Talbot fea-

IT-2ast: Ralph Byr .

with Frank Gerstele
tured.

Director: Thomas Carr

JERRY FAIRBANKS
.6092 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
drama series resumes shooting Jan. 19.

"FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE" series of

Vised the game for home ,
reception, half-hour adventure telepix scheduled for

and Of Gillette* which bankrolled Associate producer: Riley .Tacksoh hiMcibr' irnward Brcthcrtdn
the NBC pickup, and also received Directors; Derwln Abbe, Arnold Wester

Awtetant director- HM^^kttcke
assurances that the Nose Bowl com- —— "mystery/ theatre'.* haii-b

mittee would okay it. FAMILY FILMS
When the committee stepped in (Shooting at Iverson Rancid

With its last-minute nix, however, .
Begin shooting 13 la^-minute Bible sto

all theatre Operators but Corwin pro
S
ducen*N^iK.n Leigh, Eddie be

w

backed put. Since Corwin was so Director: Eddie pew

Close to the committee, Halpern

WDBC FILMS
_ KTTV Studios; Hollywood

Cast: Stu "ErWin. June Cdilyer, Ann Todd, p . t.m
Shefld James. WllAe Best. Frank Jaquet, .

8h^i"®
Martin Milner, Bill Er.Vvln, Dick Elliott,

Sam Flint.

ilth, first two entitled "Five Minutes Be-
fore Eternity" and “Cindy Is Dead."

"Stii . Paints, the Boof" shoots Jan. Ill
'rOn the- Tirail** skedded for Jah. 14,
Producer: Roland. Reed

MYSTERY.' THEATRE" half-hour ad-
venture series resumes shooting Jan. 20
with -^Appointment With Death/* "Idol of
Death" rolls Jan* 30. Tom Conway, Jim

with

lurke set leads.
"ROCKY JONES,
alf-hc

SPACE
half-hour .adventure ‘ aeries with Dick 1
Cr*n*- Crvriil Reeves in set ltadi rolle Jan. 21, casting- began Jan. 3.

Cast; Toin S..i Angela Stevens, Phyllis
Coates' set leads.

Producer-director-wrlter;
wood, Jr. '

Asaodata producer: Milton
,
Bowron, Joe

Carter

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

'FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-
drama telepix jresume shooting

advised him. to carfy the hall from
his end. Corwin went through With

his plans because, he said, he had
‘‘never received notice not to.”

From all indications, no action will I nbc” Basoto-piymouth sponsoring

be taken against him by tha com- I
Producer: John Guedel

mittee.

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8451 Melrose,' Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred in 39 half-hour
audience participation Aim productions, to

be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for

“ 111 .8&S&3SKJSBU wisb.rvOi iaMAaUfa BMnAuAssociate producer: Sidney Smi

Film producer: I. Llndenbaum
Directors:. Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: HoUyWood

Casting; Bob Walker
"KIT CARfON" series of half-hour

Western adventure telepix
.
re'sume shoot-.,

iiig January 10th. BiU Williams, Don Dia-
mond set. leads. .

Half-hour drama telepix series

MV TV
8299 Clinton St., . Hollywood

1

Eight in "UNEXPECTED" series Of half
"

Generalhour telepix shoot lh January.
' “ ictures.

andrea, Iddla Davia. So
casting for: all. pictures.

Paul LDirector
bey Martin

ducer. Peerlan has been subsist*

ing rather successfully on Small’*
group (see story in TV Films Sec-*

ion).

Lesser; it is understood, will go
ahead with plans to set up his own
tele distribution agency. It will

trobably be operated by or via

rvlng Lesser and Seymour Poe.
execs of Producers Representa-
tives, Inc. PHI supervises Lesser’s

TV and theatrical distribution.

Lesser, Small and Brlskin at

about the same time Peerless wag
being organized planned to join

forces in.producing pix for UA re*

lease. However, in that, as In the
TV setup, it was soon discovered
that each of the participants being
a vet producer and businessman
with a highly-successful .back*
ground was hardly lh need of the

other.

As a result, they’ve never been
able to nail down their plans,

although they're perfectly- friend-

ly. Both UA and Bankers Trust,

N. Y., which hadtentatively agreed
to provide financing, have becom*
impatient at their failure to con*

summate the partnership* It now
appears likely that separate deals

with UA may be made by one or

more of the U’Ul

Production Pressure
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Lesser is pulling some - 20 pix

which were to have been released

by Peerless. It's also reported that

more than 40 Cathedral Films re-

ligious pix purchased by Irving

Lesser have been withdrawn. A
Lesser spokesman say* the with-

drawal was "by mutual agreement

With Small.”



Television - it ushering in 1952 hy restoring practically every,

major TV casualty of 1951, All the widely-kudosed personalities:

and attractions that felt the brunt of the video axe during; the past
six months, affc set for a reprise in the coming weeks, Sam Leven-
son, Gertrude Berg’s “The Goldbergs," Dave Garroway, and “Mr. I,

Magination”—all lamented casualties of the past season—are re-

turning with their own network time segments,
Garroway moves back into the bigtime sweepstakes next Mon-

day (14) when NBC^TV inaugurates its widely-heralded early morn-
ing “Today” two-hour daily marathon.
Levenson goes into the Sunday 6:30 tb 7 CBS-TV period with

his own half-hour show, starting Feb, 3.

“Mr. I. Magination” initially^tebs off the Sunday 6:30-7 slot for
CBS, but goes hack to the preceding half-hour when Levenson
moves in. ^

“Goldbergs” gets a Monday-Wednesday-Friday 7:15-7:30 p m.
slottihg, as the companion piece to “Kukla, Fran it Ollie,” starting

Feb. 4.

National Collegiate Athletic^

Assn., despite a mounting tide of

squawks from the. public and from
television ' stations on its limited

television football plan, is expected

to vote a similar plan into effect

for the 1952 season at its annual
conclave ih Cincinnati starting to-

morrow (Thdrs.). Resolution will

be based 1 on results of surveys

taken by' NCAA member confer-

ences during the last season, which
reportedly , show the 1951 mora-
torium to have,been successful in

hiking college gate receipts over

the preceding season; when there

Was no limitation on TV.
To date; Variety has learned,

nine of the 29 regional conferences
have voted in favor of some form
Of supervised TV, based on their

own observations of the plan in

effect durifig the '51 season.
, :Most

of these votes have been unanimous,
and, since some of the biggest con-
ferences are included among the
nine which have adopted, the' reso-

lution so far, it's predicted that the
others will follow, ' Nine regional
groups include the Eastern Col-
legiate Athletic Conference,’ the
Big 10, Big 7, Southwest, Southern,
Mountain States,. Ohio Athletic
Conference, Border. Conference
and Mountain Valley Conference.

' Any vote for a continuation of

the limited TV for ’52 Is expected
to result in , a new wave of beefs
across the country, but it’s believed
the NCAA will insist the moratori-
um for another season go through.
While there have been both hints
and threats of Dept, of Justice ac-
tion against the plan, on the allega-

( Continued on page 32)

Tintair is cancelling out its “So-
merset Maugham Theatre” on
NBC, Saturday mornings at 11
a.m., after the Jan. 19 broadcast.
A few weeks back the sponsor,
Bymart, nixed the tele edition of
“Maugham,” which had been on
alternate Mondays at 9:30-10:30
p m. Agency is. Cecil it Presbrey.
Reason for dropping the broad-

casts, it’s reported, is to put more
accent on newspapers, using more
local dealer co-op ads./’Maugham,”
an Ann :Marlowe*3ohn Gibbs pack-
age, was moved over from : CBS
radio to NBC just a few months
back.

Exclusive Radio Pact
Joe E. Brown may be inked to

an exclusive talent pact with CBS
,
Program yeepee Lester

^ottheb confirmed this"* Week that
he is talking a deal with the come-
dian, but said he has no specific
Program format in mind at this
time.

Interest in Brown as a network
Personality was reportedly cued, byms work as summer replacement
last year for Don McNeill on the

ABQ
S Brea *cfas^ Club” show via

Whatta Switch 1

A new use for old kinescopes
has been developed at Music
Corp. of America.
Dick Rubin, of MCA -s radio

sector, is using kinhies to sell

Jan Murray—for a radio show.

Hartford, Jan. 8.

By >$eizing upon an issue that has
been footbalied by both, major po-
litical parties and pusseyfooted by
all the newspapefs in the state,

WCCC here has added a new chap-
ter to the tregtlse, “How ”to Win
Friends *and Influence People” and
at the same time pointed out the
extent to which radio stations can
participate in affairs of public in-

terest.

For more than a year the 5,000
members of the State, County and
Municipal Employees (Composed of
state employees) have been trying
to get a cost of living raises For
that equivalent period the political

powers had been bucking the Issue
down the line, until the employees
had no place further to go. The
newspapers, they claimed, weren’t
presenting their side of the issue;

Finally, the union decided to
take their issue directly to the
public via the radio. Getting, wind
of this,'Paul Martin, skipper of the
daytime ' indie, offered the em-
ployees an hour and three quarters
of air time, provided all sides Of

(Continued on page 32)

Wholesale Exodus At

WKRC-TV Blamed On

Web Encroachments
Cincinnati, Jan. 8.

New year personnel traffic af-

fected publicity directors of all

three Cincy radio-TV operations
and included exiting of 10 talent

staffers from one.
Dick Gillespie leaves Crosley’s

WLW and WLW-T publicity de-
partment this week to replace Lou
Gallop at WKRC and WKRC-TV.
Jack Sebastian left WCPO and
WCPO-TV publicity direction to

freelance: in New York.
. Departures of 10 from WKRC-
TV were termed “resignations” by
IT. A. (Jake) Latham, general man-
ager. In expressing regret for the
wholesale exodus,^atham said it

was. due to “an unfortunate net-

work situation” resulting from
“CBS-TV taking over ov.r entire

morning schedule4with Arthur God-
frey and other network attrac-

tions.”

Latham added that WKRC-TV
“is not alone in curtailing local

talent is taking a beating from net-

work expansion practically every-
where*”

By GEORGE ROSEN
The competitive television tan-

gents surrounding sponsorship Of

the political conventions in 1952,
which find NBC and Philco in one
corner and CBS and Westinghouse
in the other, are taking on* almost
as much Of a dramatic wallop as
the main ev^nt itself.

If the Dems and GOP
plunge into the ballot battle with
even half the enthusiasm that’s
going into the Philco ys. Westings
house bid for topdog supremacy,
the success of the 1952 campaigns
would be a foregone conclusion. ••

Right now the competitive net-
work race for facilities, though
strictly behind-the-scenes, intra-
trade maneuvering, has taken, on
an excitement of its own analagous
to the proverbial pre-convention
smoke-filled sessions of the politi-

cal biggies who call the turns.

.
As of the moment, it looks as

though Westinghouse, through its

determination to save $400,000 on
the convention-election TV cover-
age spread, is due for a rude awak-
ening when the final returns on
Station availabilities are posted
within the next few days.

Frozen Out
On the basis of the station lineup

as it presently shapes up, it looks
as if Westinghouse will be frozen
out of practically all the major
single TV station markets, such as
St. Louis, Milwaukee, Buffalo, Kan?
sas City, Providence, etc., and will
probably wind up in only six of
the 37 single station cities and
towns that will be tied to the in-

terconnected network by conven-
tion time. Thus it looks like the
Westinghouse single-station area
TV coverage on CBS will be re-
stricted to Charlotte, Indianapolis,
Greensboro, Kalamazoo, Bingham-
ton, and a sharing of the Miami
and Jacksonville facilities with
NBC.

Just how NBC’s Sheldoh Hickox
and his station relations boys man-
aged to grab off the cream single
station availabilities, despite the
fact that CBS had jumped the gun
by several days' on a sponsorship
deal, will probably cue some West-
inghouse 'repercussions when the
“station availability” score is tal-

lied. It’s figured that somewhere
along the line the CBS boys, with
several days’ head start, had
slipped up In pinning down the
stations for Westinghouse commit-
ments, even though it might have
entailed , a burning of the midnight
oil. Since Westinghouse, like Phil-
co, is sharp on the merchandising-
promotion uptake, it’s Conceded
that Westinghouse is faced with an
additional budget to penetrate the

(Continued on page 44)

Olivier-Leigk for $35
Although Sir Laurence Oli-

vier and Vivien Leigh have
been .turning down radio and
television bffers, indie WNEW
in • N. Y. Wrapped up a cuffo
airing of the husband and wife
team last week. Station picked

,
up A ilve broadcast from the

could-)- British Broadcasting Corp.’
North American Service of the
Olivier-Leigh team in excerpts
from their “Crfesar and Cleo-
patra” and “Antony and Cleo-
patra.”

WNEW program director
Dick Rack, spotted the fact that
BBC was airing the Oliviers,
in a recording made during an
actual performance of the
“Cleopatras” in London last

year, while perusing the BBC
magazine. He got permission
to pick up the,BBC shortwave
signal. Total cost to WNEW
for the show was $35, the
charge for RCA ’s services in
getting the feed.

Strange Loyalties

By. one of those strange
quirks of affiliation, WBZ-TV,
the Westinghouse-owne<J tele-

vision station in Boston, will

not be carrying the Westing-
house-sponsored political con-
ventions, but will be plugging
the rival Philco organization’s
coverage.
WBZ-TV is primary NBC

affiliate. Westinghouse gave
its business to CBS-TV and
despite Philco’S deal with,
NBC, the.Boston outlet is playr
ing ball With Its network.
(WBZ - TV, incidentally, has
been Carrying the /“Philco
playhouse” Via NBC-TV, while
the Yankee net’s WNAC-TV
has been carrying Westing-:
house’s “Studio One” via CBS-
TV),

In. a bid to black out the
Westinghouse' coverage in its

own back yard of Pittsburgh,

NBC has even offered to give

the DuMont network a free

feed (sans commercials) of its

Philco - sponsored coverage.
That would permit NBC to

grab off DuMont’s WDTV,
Pitt. DuMont hasn’t made up
its mind as yet.

What vwill probably go down as

the “neatest TV trick of the year,’’

was the manner in which NBC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell single-

handedly wrapped up the Philco

TV sponsorship of the political

conventions and election coverage,

after’ Westinghouse had decided to

throw in its lot with CBS.
Deal was arranged .(and on a

Sunday, at that) over the tele-

phone between McConnell and
James H. Carmine, exec veepee of
the Philco Corp., and was made
strictly on mutual faith and con-
fidence. somewhat reminiscent of
the Ben Duffy telephone call to

Florida several years back, which
gave the BBD&O agency acquisi-

tion of the $10,000,000 American
Tobacco,account.

McConnell, who had spent some
time with Carmine at the recent
NBC convention in Boca Raton,
Fla., put in a phone call to the
Philco exec, gave him a verbal out-

line of the deal and its cost, and
within four hours Carmine called
back to clinch the pact.

WCPO’s Watters Nixes

Mutual M6M Pickup

As Bad Business Deal
Cincinnati, Jan. 8.'

Mort Watters, general manager

of the Scripps-Howard AM, TV and

FM WCPO stations here, has

turned down the Mutual-MGM 8

to 9 p.m. weekday programs, per-

mitting them to be carried by
WMOH, Hamilton, O,, 20 . miles

from Cincy.
Mutual, according to Watters,

wanted , WCPO to make available

to the network six half-hours week-
ly at no charge which it would sell

to national advertisers. “The six

half hours,” he said, “Would utilize,

the MGM features. Our only com-
pensation from Mutual is the right

to sell, without payment to Mutual,
six half-hours per week of MGM
features, This is not a good busi-

ness arrangement.”
Watters went on to say that “if

I didn’t firmly believe that there
is no nighttime radio audience left

for anything except music and
news, I would argue the point with
Mutual.” He recently cut nightirae

rates for WCPO.

NBC refuses to budge un it$ eco-
nomic study reappraising the value
of its radio affiliates* The three
major opponents (and old NBC
standbys) of the revamped AM
rate structure—Glair McCullough,
of Lancaster, Pa.; Richard Shafto,
of Columbia, S. C., And Paul W.
Morency; of Hartford-^-put up a
last-ihinute battle in closed-session
with NBC prexy Joseph * H. Mc-
Connell. McConnell gave' a. flat
nix to their demands that NBC hold
the new economic study in abey-
ance pending a new survey. .

As result, notice will go out on
or before Jan. 'J5, notifying all the
affiliates of their new status and
importance to the network, effec-
tive as of next July 1.-

Question now: intriguing the
trade is : Will any or all of the Mc-
Cullough-Shafto-Morency trio, call
it quits with NBC upon expiration
of their contracts? It was no secret
that the three had their dander up
and were fighting mad when, at the
Boca Raton, Fla., convention, prexy
McConnell let it be known that
nothing could, influence NBC to
changing its mind. However, their
agitation, was mild compared to
their reported bitterness last week
when McConnell told them in no
uncertain terms that the “new
order” sticks—but for good.
There have been reported threats

of seceding from the network—-in
which case NBC would undoubted-
ly go after the opposition stations
in the respective cities. But NBC
feels practically certain that; the
threats will remain just that and,
come contract renewal time, Mc-
Cullough, Shafto and Morency will
again be flying the NBC colors.

James Melton and Ford wash up
with their Thursday night NBCrTV
show at the end of the current sea-
son, when Melton’s contract with
the auto magnate expires.
The Melton show was only re-

cently shaved from a full hour to
30. minutes, with the initial $45,000
weekly talent-production nut, mak-
ing it one of the costlier stanzas
In video, also being scaled down-
ward. Program never quite man-
aged to get off the ground, despite
several attempts to refurbish thf
stanza.

Agehcy is J, Walter Thompson*

CBS-TV RESTORING

SAM LEVENSON SHOW
Comedian Sam Levenson, who’s

seen duty this season oply as a
panelist on CBS-TV’s “This Is
Show Business,” will have his Own
half-hour show on the web again
starting Feb. 10. Levenson will
hold down the Sunday 6:30 to 7
p.m. slot. Web has not lined up a
sponsor for the show to date.

In line, with Levenson’s return,
CBS is also dropping “Out There,”
its science-fiction series which it

has not been able to sell. Latter
show is now in the 6 to 6:30 period
Sundays; With “Mr. 1. Magination”
in from 6:30 to; 7. When the new
Levenson show starts, “Out There”
will be axed, with “Mr. I.” moving
back to 6 and Levenson going at
6:30.

Levenson,
;
incidentally, had re-

portedly been insisting on a later
time period this season, hoping to
slant his show for adults, rather
than the predominantly juve audi-
ence which he attracted last year.
He finally agreed, however, to ac-

cept the 6:30 to 7 slot.

Folsoms Off to Sea
Frank Folsom; president of Radi

Corp. of America, and Mrs. Fol-

som sail today (Wed.sLfor a 21-day

cruise on the Constitution.

Folsom is tired out from a heavy;

work sked.
'*
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Hollywood, Jan. 8. 4
Oct. 1 will be moving day for

CBS; that is, the movement* of TV
shows from New York. That's

the date for start of operations at

the Network’s Television City, with

four big studios "off and running,"

but the skein's bosses ere begin:

ing to realize that - that's not near

enough to accommodate all the

•'reservations,”

Starting the
>hegira west will be

Peter Lind Hayes and Mary Healy,

due out next month. Certain to

be given studio space is Ken Mur*
ray, who hasn’t been too happy
since he left. ."Everyone "who
pulled’ stakes here for tile east

wants to come bach,” said Harry
Ackerman, CBS veepee in charge
of network television from this

terminal.
Where to put them is a vexing

problem to the ;Ackermhn - forces.

Just now they’re using studio A at

Columbia ,"Square, Earl Carroll’s,

recently leased, studio D at Don
Lee, and "borrowing” space from
NBC on an exchange basis. On
Ackerman’s blueprint ' for the

spring are 10 shows either now
cabling ready, and 10 more
coming up for the .autumn push.

As against only two nationwide pro-

grams from Hollywood .one year

ago the list will comprise: Alan
Young, Burns and Allen, Amos ’n*

Andy, "I Love Lucy,? Frank Sinat-

ra, "Corliss Archer,” "My Friend
Irma,” Jack Benny, A1 Pearce
daily strip, Ginger Rogers dramatic
s€i*ics*

Amos ’n- Andy resume produc-
tion on the isecond series of 26
pictures Jan. 19 with Jim Fonda as

producer and Charles Barton com
tinuing as - director. Writers will

be Dave Schwartz and Bob Ross,

with Joe Connolly and Bob Mosher
teaming on the radio scripts. "Cor-

liss” starts Jan. 19 as a sUstalner,

airing from here on Saturdays at

(Continued on page 43)

I

In One of the first straight deals

for a
.
network radio show in some

time, CBSJthls week tagged Ad
miral for a new Sunday afternoon

news program, which is slated to

preem Feb.' 17 in the 5:30 td“‘5:55

p.m. period; Under terms of
;
the

sale, Admiral will be picking up
the tab for all time and talent
costs,, with CBS contributing none
of the budget, as some of the webs
have done in recent months in

order to get sponsors.
. New show will have Bob Trout,

who recently rejoined CBS, as co-
ordinator of a world news round-
up. Trout, from N. Y., will inter-
view CBS correspondents through-
out the world yia shortwave. Show
marks his second,, series for. the
web,- since he’s also doing a five

minute news spot four nights
weekly.

No Cream Team
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Wary 'of any Pet " peeve.
Fibber Mc,Gee ; -& Molly are
nixing milk blurbs.1 for spon-
sorship of home games ofi their
basketball team oyer* KTTV.
The Jliri Jordans are also, nix-
ing beer blurbs.

'Pet
,
Milk sponsors Fibber &

Molly and NBC, and with the
possibility Jordan may be seen,
in some of the telecasts,
they’re taking no chances of
offending their angel.

Robert L. Co«, ; formexv veepee
and goner*! mapagor of the N. Y,
Daily New*1 WPIX, ha* joined Du-
Mont's relation* department id* a
move designed to further the net's

all-important efforts to clear sta-

tion time. He’ll work under El-

more B. Lyford, recently named
chief of the department.

. Cog. was also .the “first manager
of <KSD-vTV, Rt. Louis, . Under
George 'Burbach. He. headed WPIX
from 1947 'to 1950 arid has been
operating since then as a manage-
ment consultant#. 1

Continued existence of WFDR,
New. York FM outlet, was guaran-
teed for another year last Week,
When the International LadiesGar-
ment Workers Union, owner of the
indie, okayed a new budget incor-
porating a 25% cut. Reduced, nut
Will involve dropping of seven
staffers.

Last year ILGW.U folded its two
other FM outlets, WVUN, Chatta-
nooga, and KFMV, Los Angeles.
Last year.' the United Auto . Work-
ers also shuttered its WCJJO,
FM-er in Cleveland.

The garment workers union was
considering closing down .WFDR,
but. filially decided that the outlet
could continue "its public service
broadcasts at the same level if

.
the

overhead was, trimmed. Station
will continue to air* speeches and
meetings on public issues, but the
remote pickups Will be done via
tape recording, rather than live,' to*

axe costs. There will also be more
emphasis on editing these . alrers
into more compaqL programs.
WFDR’s beaming of classical music
will not be affected.

One factor in ILGWU’e deciding
to maintain Its radio activity was

(Continued on page 44)

Tom GaRery is sticking by his

decision to * exit the DuMont net-

work -andr check in at NBC-TV as

coordinator of sports deals for the

web, despite, attempts of DuMont
execute keep him in the family.

When it was revealed, that -NBC

had negotiated a deal with Gallery

for his switchover, the DuMont
high command used some persua-
sive, arguments, including a stock

participation deal, in a bid to have
him stay put.

Gallery took, it under advisement
and ''last , week official!; resigned
DuMont to join NBC; He joins the

latter web this Week. In his new
capacity he’ll* move in on an ad-

ministrative level in negotiating

long-range deals on major sports

events^

NBC-TV has grabbed off the Lee
Carpet Half-hour musical series. It

goes . into the Sunday afternoon
5:30 to 6 p. m. period on an every-
other-week basis. Show will alter-:

nate with , the Derby FoodS-spon-
sored "Sky King Theatre.”

.
Lee Carpet show will be a

filmed, series called "Meet the Mas-
ters/’ depicting the early life strug-

gles of outstanding longhair vir-

tuosi, such as Marian Anderson,
Jascha Heifetz, etc.

Despite Its o&o Status

NBC-TV found itself up against

an unsolvable station clearance

problem with its oWn/flagship sta-

tion this -week when WNBT, N. Y.,

turned down two of the ,four new
half-hour morning shows which
preeriled on the web Monday (7)

in favor Of continuing its own local

programming..
WNBT has refused to give up its

local option time for the web’s

"It’s in the Bag/’ from 1Q:30, to

11 a.m., and the Ernie Kovacs show,
from 11 to 11:30. Instead, the sta-

tion will continue with "It’s a Prob*
lem” at 10:30 and the Josephine
McCarthy show at 11. Both loba!

programs are sold on a participat-

ing basis. WNBT figures it will be
serving its local community inter-

ests more by retaining the local

programs. *

Station will carry the other two
network shows, the "Mel Martin
Show," from 10 to 10:30, and
“Dave -and Charley,” from 11:30
to noon. Latter period has been
filled on WNBT with "Date in Man-
hattan,” which is to be expanded
into a full hour on WNBT under a
new title, "Breakfast- with Music,”
which will open the station’s local

programming cross-the-board at 9
a. m. WNBT will, of course, carry
Dave GarroWay’s "Today.”

STEELES EXITING ’MUSIC’;

WMCA GOES ’JUKE BOX’
Ted -and Doris Steele will give

up their - "Mr. and Mrs. Music”

show on WMCA, N. Y., end of the
month.
WMCA will replace /the team

with a three-hour pre-noon show
emphasing records among the top
30 tunes ahd playing down the
gab. Station says that its new
policy of“more music, less talk”

and concentration on hit disks has
paid off Witii' a 15% bbost in its

Pulse ratings over a year ago, and
the "jukebox” policy will be ex-

tended.
The Steeles are exiting their 9

a.nl.-to-noon cross-the-board pro-
gram to devote more time to their

dairy farm in Bucks County, Pa.

Steele, however, will continue his

2:30-5. p.m. strip on WPIX, N. Y.

The ; Steeles :started on WMCA
in November, i04T, following
Andre Bar.uchVand Bea Wain, who
launched the -series. They’ve; had
some dickers' to do a taped show
from their farm#

(Jan. 9-19)

Following is d lineup of the hour-long dramatic shows
,
on the

four mdjor, television networks during the next 10 days:
Jan. 9

Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p:m.). "Philip Rose Forth,”
by George Kelly. With Roddy MacDowall, Blanche Yurka, Pat
Ferris, WilliamJHarrigan.

Celanese Theatre (ABC—10 to 11 p.m:). "Reunion in Vienna;”
by Robert E. Sherwood, adapted by Don Ettlinger. With Melvyn
Douglas, Signe Hasso.

Jan. 11
. .

Schlltz -Playhouse of Stars (CBS-—9 to. 10 p.m.). "Billy Budd,”
by Herman Melville, adapted by Don Ettlinger. With Walter Hamp-
den; Charles Nolte, Peter Hobbs;

Jan. 13
. Philco TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10' pm.)./ ^Without Fear or
Favor,” by H, R. Hays. With .Mur.vynVie/E.’G: Marshall, Bran-
don Peters, Walter Woolf Kjngfi*f«

^

''

Jan. 14
Lucky Strike Theatre .'(NbQ—9:30 to 10:30 p.m.),:

’ "Cashel
Byron’s Profession,” by George Bernard Shaw, adapted by Alvin
Sapinsley. With Charlton Heston, June Lockhart. >

Studio One (CBS—10 to 1 1 p.m.), "Waterfront Boss,” by Edward
Radin; adapted by . Joseph Liss. With Roy Hargrave, Kent Smith,
Jerome Cowan.

Jan. 16
Kraft TV Theatre (NBCr-9 to 10 p.m.). "The Round Table,” by

Lennox Robinson.
.
With Katherine Bard, Gene Lyons, Chris White;

Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC—10 to 11 p.m.). “The Town,” by
Conrad Richter, adapted by Irving Elman. With Aline MacMahon*
John Forsythe.

Jan. 18
Schlltz Playhouse, of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p.m ). "The Man That

I Marry,” by Arnold Schulman# With Diana Lynn;

Cecil B. DeMille, *kedded tomake hi* television bow on CBS-
TV’a "What’* My Line?” Sufiday (6), was cancelled off the show.
Reason for the nix was that DeMille** guester—he was to be the
"mystery celeb”—Was tipped to the press, and the airer’s produc-
ers, M^irk Goodson and Bill Todman, felt that the lack of "mys-
tery” would open the program to charges of pboniness; To replace
the pic producer,' Goodson-Todman secured Oscar H&mmerstein 2d.

DeMille arrived in N. Y. Sunday (6) *fid Will make some/radio
and tele appearances to plug his new pix, "The Greatest Show on
Earth,” Which preemis at Radio City-Music Hall tomorrow (ThursJ.
The Paramount producer-director lias been barred by the A'ther-

.

lean Federation of Radio Artist* .for ll years from performing
with AFRA members, The ban was instituted after DeMille refused

.

to paly a one-dollar AFRA political assessment to -the Democratic
’

party’s campaign funds in the 1940 Presidential race and was up-
held by several courts.

*

/AFRA and Television Authority take the position that, it is okay
for DeMille to appear before the piikes and cameras, provided he
is merely an interviewee and not ,a performer. Couple of years
back he made ;the rounds for his"Unconquered.”

In Gotham Monday (7) DeMille said that he, has the right under
the Taft-Hartley Law tp perform on commercial shows for com-
pensation (as he previously did-on "Lux Radio Theatre”), but that
"sq far no one has asked me to/’

The radio union told Par that while it had no objections to hifc

doing interviews
;
as a private citizen, in some cities ho might; find

individual AFRA members not willing to work with him. It’s re-,

ported that in Ohio, where-peMiUfi .testified before the state leg-
islature and scored AFRA, some union members have strong feel-
ing againtt DeMil&^*W /,
DeMille was announced as - a ‘guest on tomorrow (Thurs.K “Betty

Cfocker” show on ABC-TV. However, he withdrew, due to "too
many commitments.”

v

Dallas,, Jan. 8,

The; Texas State Federation of

Labor is protesting the dropping of
the newscasts of Frank Edwards,
from the municipally operated
WRR, local Mutual affiliate.

Edwards newscasts are Sponsored
by the American Federation of
Labor. No reason. Was :

given - for
the cancellation;' The labor group
will file complaint with the FCC.

Chicago# Jan. 'S.

With several neW daytime ven-

tures already scheduled or close

to. finalization, CBS-TV is finding

Itself In the best shape it’s been
for some time as far as a Chicago

outlet is concerned. Due. to • com-
bination of factors tfie web is now
able to assure baqkrollers of day-
time-shows Windy. City coverage
to a much larger degree than pre-
vailed heretofore.

It’s been no secret that Columbia
had been handicapped in several
Instances in selling sunlight shows
because it had no claim on daytime
hours on WBKB, its Chicago
affiliate. Although the indie the
past two seasons has . carried some
afternoon CBS shows, the slotting
has been at the station’s determi-
nation and in some cases the web
offerings have been carried only
via kinescope.

The .logjam first was breached
when CBS entered into a pact
with WGNrTV whereby it would
carry the daytime shows WBKb

(Continue,, on page 42)

Albert’s $1,500,000

In 7 Years as Coast

Video Sub for Jarvis
Hollywood, Jan; 8.

Eddie Albert bowed in yester-
day (Mon.) as KLAC-TV’s replace-
ment for, A1 Jarvis, who moved to
KECA-TV in a seven-year deal
guaranteeing him $2)000 weekly.

Albert, a newcomer to live. TV
in L; A., .has been inked to a seven-
year pact at a reported $3,000 a
week by Don Fedderson, general
manager of KLAC-^TV. He’ll Oc-
cupy .the ‘‘Hollywood on Televi-
sion” program daily from 12:30
p. m. to 5:30 p. m.

Albert will get weekly guarantee

(Continued on page 43)

Washington,.!*Jai\. ! 8; ..

•. Stage is set for coipmencement
next Tuesday. (15) of tho important
hearings before, the Federal • Com-
munications Commission^ on the
proposed ABC-UFT merger and

,

Paramount anti-trust issues. Pro-
ceedings will be held before Ex-
aminer Leo Resnick, -with Freder-
ick Ford as Commission counsel.

Aside from determining whether -

control ofABC shall pass into new
hands, the proceedings will likely -

set the pattern for Commission pol-
icy on eligibility of motion picture
anti-trust violators to enter, the ,

television fields They will also seek
to show whether conflict; in inter-

>

ests would result If picture pro-
ducers or theatres,.are allowed to
own TV stations pr networks.

In addition, the proceedings are
expected to settle the long-stand-
ing q uestio

n

of whether Para-
mount's 28% interest, in DuMont
constitutes control. XJiitil this issue
is decided, DuMont .will be unable
to push its TV epplicaiions in both
Cleveland ahd Cincinnati, since the

.

network and Paramount together

'

now own four TV stations, one less <•

than the limit allowed to be held
by the same interests. Also involved

'

is par’s application for. TV in San •

Francisco.
Commission action on the AR-PT

merger will .determine whether
CBS acquires a third

.
owned-and-

operated TV station, WBKB in* Chi-
cago, for which it has agreed to
pay $6,000,000, contingent on ap-
proval of the merger. The station,
now held by United Paramount,
Would have to’ be sold, since ABC
already owns a TV station (WENR-
TV) in Chicago.

Par-DuMont Issues First
Of the various matters which

have been, consolidated in the hear-
ings, the anti-trust issues are con-
sidered by far the most important,
if not determinative to all the
Others. One member of the Com-

( Continued' on page 44

)

Increased use of ABC’s radio and
tele Webs by- automotive bankrolN
ers in the second half of 1951 has
brought the chain gross billings of
$1,500:000. Some of the coin conies
from the ;motor outfits using satu-
ration campaigns, but the bulk if

from full-cycle, sponsorship.
Among the automotives on ABC.

are General Motors, the Pontiac
and Buick divisions of GM, Kaiser^
Frazer dealers and Pontiac dealers
of N. Y. Web/had Packard - and
Chrysler on tele last year, but
those spenders 'have ankled the.

medium1

*

Buick, during the week of Jain*

14, will take over three ABC radi
programs for one-time backing—
"The Big Hand,’’“Top Guy” and
"Hollywood Star Playhous0 ,” via

I (Continued on page 44)



KAilO-mEVISION

Following Is the lineup of network programs which originate
from either Chicago or Philadelphia, showing that Phllly has as-
sumed a major role recently as a network program point:
from eiuier w riuumemuui, snowing mar pnilly
sumed a major role recently as a network program point:

ROM CHICAGO FROM PHILADELPHIA~ - - TV Teen Club
Ranger Joe
Youth on the March

SUU1CU » :

FROM CmCAGO

.

ABC Super Circus
Stud's Place
Chicago Symphony
Wrestling
Hail the Champ

CBS (None)

DuMont Wrestling
Pet Shop
Down Yfiu Go
This Is .Music
The^ Stand Accused

NBC Hawkins Falls
Cactus Jim *

What in the World?
In the Park
Big Top
M&M Candy Festival

(None)

Ernie Havacs

as

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.

With, several major network tele-

vision ghpiv's having closed down in

Chicago’ this- season. Philadelphia
is gradually assuming a : top 1 role

as a' network 4
' Origination point

Cheek on’ the-riets’ current sched-
ules reveals ''that -Chi Still, leads
Phitfy,

1

with; 12 network origina-

tions to Philly’s eight, but With the
webs Still cramped*for studio space
in N. Y., they’re turning to 5Philiy
more* and more fbr shows, they can
pick up and feed to their, affiliates

cross the country.' •*

Situation is somewhat of a ripley
in the trade, since Philly never
meant much for network radios
while Chi staked out its place in the
radio programming picture early in'

broadcasting’s history. Orie answef
may be' the fact that

.
CBS-TV-'

which has no primary ’ affiliate in
Chi, has turned to Philly for most
of its programming ^outside N/ Yi
and Hollywood. CBS now has four
programs emanating from Philly’s
WCAU-TV. Web will buy WBKB,
the Balabad & Katz station inChr,
if and when the United Paramount-
ABG merger plan goes thftmgh.
At that time, it’s ;belieVed, CBS

( Continued oh" page 44)

Walter O’Keefe ’Big Store’

Gets CBS-TV Test Kine
Walter 6’Keefe, whose ''Double

Or Nothing” has been a longtime
feature on the radio nets, may wind
up in television on CBS. Latter
web Is cutting an audition kine of
a new audience participation show,
With O’Keefe as emcee, during the
next" several weeks in N. y.
Show, titled “Big Store,” is the

brainchild of CBS producer Irving
Mansfield. If the test, kine is suc-
cessful, it’s believed O’Keefe will
move to N, Y., which means his
“Double Or 'Nothing” would also

emanate from' the .east.

Future status ;of Coca-Cola in-
radio and .television appears to be
up in the air, and the anticipated
Coke company sponsorship of the
Andre Kostelanetz TV musical
series is now out

,the window. It’s
understood that in the forthcoming
weeks, the soft . drink outfit will
reappraise its programming setup
with an eye toward -staking, a ma-
jor claim in the video sweepstakes.
Initially it was planned to install
Kostelanetz as a Sunday afternoon
attraction on CBS-TV, With Colum-
bia putting considerable stress on
a Kosty audition show.

It’s virtually a certainty that Ed-
gar Bergen will wash up with Coca
tola at the end of the current sea-
aon, when his radio contract ex-
pires. Coke company also sponsors
Mario Lanza on NBC radio.

’ Conte-On:

.or

T
Chicago, Jan. 8.

•«i
* mov® to Increase tele set

Jfies in fringe areas, Hallicrafters
lo. Js guaranteeing 150-mile recep-
on on nine 1952 models un-

-yesterday (Mon.) at NU-

I!^
ftal

-

Sales Convention. Manufac-
ls Placing a money-back war-
on *ets with provision that

im
y
+

rS
if^ “satisfactory” reception

P to 150 miles- from station.
Claims guarantee is

because of new powerful
dynamic tuner” and the

pgc recently ap-

Sal “rensm!”;,
‘r*n“,nitt«r sl«-

• / United Nations Radio Division -is

launching, one of_jts most extensive

projects, “UN Communications
Campaign,” to get 20,00.0,000 more
listeners to UN broadcasts by June
Among the reasons for the drive

is the fact that 1952 is an election
year and interest in national affairs

may result in radio stations tend-
ing to devote more time to political

airers at the expense of UN .pro-

grams.
Backing. the campaign are some

35 national organizations, including
the League of Women Voters, Ro^
tary. Internatidhal,. National Educa-
tion Assn., YMCA, YWCA, United
Church Women and National Con-
ference of Christians and. Jews.
Over 8,000 civic leaders in 250
cities are being invited to form

(Continued on page 32)

CBS POLITICO STRIP
CBS-TV, furthering its plans for

coverage, of the political, conven-

tions in Chicago next summer, has

decided to send its husband-and-
wife team of Mike and Buff (Cobb)
Wallace to Chi to originate a daily

show during the run of the political

conclaves, in addition, the web.
will stage a “Man of the

.
Day”

show, with both programs to be

grooved^ mainly for the housewife
audiences;
Mike and Buff show now i$ aired

cross-the-board from 3 to 3:30 p.m.,

but the specific time at Which it

Will be aired from Chi will depend
on the* conventions’ schedules. Duo
is expected to interview top politi-

cos and party potentates. “Man of

the Day” will also be an interview-

type show, with George Allen;

White House confidante who's serv-

ing as a consultant to CBS, helping

to . line up the subject each, day* i

After more*than two years -of

growing anxieties over inability to

grab off some of the more recent

vintaged feature pix for television

the. TV impresarios today are be

ginning to reverse themselves.

Now. that some of the more rd
spectable-budgeted , well-produced
films dating back only a year or
tWo are. beginning to find their way
into television, there is a mounting
concern, particularly around the
TV networks, that they may do
more harm than good in the over-

all programming picture.

Primarily; the' worriment stems
from a sudden realization that the
more qualitative feature pix that

have reached the TV screens are
beginning to show up the

.
poorness

of the slovenly-produced live dra
matic shows, notably those in the
adventure-mysterioso idiom;. In
contrast to these

,
latter attractions,

of which there is an abundance on
the various, webs’, '.the well-pro

duced, carefuUy-directed feature
film presentations, are .leaving an
indelible impression on the view-
ers and are already beginning to

stand out as beacon lights.

The TV moguls right now are
thinking a year and two. ahead

;when, it’s -virtually conceded, the

TV floodgates will, be open to all

pix comers. How; they are asking,

will the moderate-budgeted live

dramatic show be able to compete;
production-wise, with the lavish pix

presentations? It’s these half-hour,

run-of-the-mill live series that have
been the come-on for sponsors with
medium-sized bankrolls. And these

are the clients who, basically, are

the life blood of network televi-

sion, .

It’s still too early to accurately

gauge the seriousness ’ of what
many feel may be the new TV
Frankenstei >

since only a hand-
ful of the .more qualitative feature

films have been released for video

.screening. * But they see as a straw
in:the Wind the unprecedented TV
audience reaction among stations

around the country that have had
access to suchipix. ,

f

The fact that Cincinnati’s

WLW-T, to cite but^one example,
has be^n engaging in some virtual

handsprings in jubilation over the

manner in Which the city has
flocked to its channel for its new-
ly-acquired feature pix presenta-

tions (and this is one of the basic

NBC affiliates taking the cable ride

on live dramatic shows) is but one
facet In the growing dismay over
what the future may portend.

CBS-TV is switching its stand

against panel-quizzers in cream

time. Although the web had been

trying to move Sanka’s “It’s New8

to Me” out of the Monday 9:30 p.m.

period, against wishes of the client

and Young & Rubicam, CBS-TV
has now okayed the panel stanza’s

right to the berth.

Web Is also allowing another
participationer, “Break the Bank,”
to go into the 9:30 p.m. Slot on
Sundays, in the - outback of . the

General Elective “Fred ' Waring
Show,"
Change of heart is reportedly

due to the good showing in viewr
ers-per-dollar data made' by -the

Mark Goodson-Bill Todman; airers^

“News,” “Beat the Clock” and
“What’a My Line.”
CBS is understood to be consid-

ering setting up its? own. depart-
ment to produce audience* partici-

pation atid quiz Shows, thus com-
peting with the Goodson-Todman
outfit, an indie packaging opera-
tion, Previously CBS took all * pf

the G-T shows, but recently the
packager sold “The Name's the
S«yne” to ABC-TV. > |

$21, 334,172; Y&R 2d, BBD&O, 3d

Red Face
„ .

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Shall Stalin’s face appear in
the montage opening used by
United Press Movietone News
on KECA-TV? That’s the
burning question of the day.
Station had so many

squawks about the inclusion of
the Russian leader's phiz in
the opening shot that it de-
cided to ,-toss the problem in
the laps of the town's teleview-
ers. Squawkers weren’t satis-

fied by the explanation that
Stalin is considered a news-
worthy personage so a mail
poll is underway to deter-
mine public reaction.

Deal was finalized last week for
Gertrude Berg to move her “Gold-
bergs” situation. comedy into the
7:15-7:30 pirn, slot on NBC-TV on
a three-times-a-week basis (Mon-
day-Wednesday-Friday). Thus the
“Goldbergs” will be a back-to-
back attraction with “KUkla, Fran
and Qllie,” which was recently
shaved from 30 to 15 minutes.
Show preems Feb. 4, minus the

services of Philip Loeb, who has
been dropped from the cast as an
aftermath of the “Red Channels”
publication.. Loeb, denying any
affiliation with the Communist
Party or sharing Communist sym-
pathies, says he will appeal the
ouster to Television Authority and
Actors Equity Assh. for right to -a

hearing. (When, two months ago,
Variety first learned and printed,
that Loeb was being dropped when
Goldbergs’' would resume, it

drew a round of denials.)

In a protest letter sent yesterday
(Tues.) to George Heller, Televi-
sion Authority prez, and Louis?
Simon, exec secretary of Actors
Equity, the American Civil Liber-
ties Union asked that Loeb be
granted a hearing to answer the
charges.

“Action toward Loeb,” the ACLU
letter added, “is one more instance
of the growing trend toward mak-
ing political opinion rather than
competent performance the cri-

terion for employment in radio-TV
field.” Patrick Murphy, ACLU
exec director, and Elmer Rice,
chairman of the National Council
of Freedom for Democracy,’ signed
the letter.

The 7:15-7:30 time has been oc-
cupied on a jross-the-board basis

by the “Bob and Ray Show.” Lat-
ter show, will continue in the Tues-
day-Thursday segments, having
been repacted for another 13-

week cycle.

“Goldbergs” has been sold for
the Monday spot to the American
Vitamin Corp. The network is

currently negotiating for a food
company to pick up the Wednes-
day-Friday Strips.

60GRAP FOR KFVD

IN NIGHTTIME FADE
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

KFVD is fading from nighttime
broadcasting because KDKA, Pitts-

burgh, has been designated as the
key station in event of a national
emergency, going round the clock
on Jam 13.

Indie station manager Frank
Burke, Jr., says $t will cost the sta-

tion' about $5,000 monthly in

ost commercials. Clear channel
KDKA has dominant control of the
band...

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample topped
the agency field- in combined AM
and TV time billings for 1951, the
18th consecutive year it has led the
pack.
Time billings for the top agen-

cies; as supplied by the four radio
and four tele nets and released by
D-F-S, follow: (1) D-F-S, $21,334,-
172; (2) Young & Rubicam, $18,-
356,745; (3) BBD&O, $15,056,657;
(4) Benton & Bowles,’ $13,043,067;
(5) J; Walter Thompson, $12,813,-
868; (6) William Estv, $10,967,224;
(7) Cunningham & Walsh, $8,593,-
080; (8) Leo Burnett, $8,496,843;
(9) Compton, $7,921,081; (10) Mc-
Cann-Erickson, $6,582,448; (11).

Ruthrauff & Ryan. $5,767,826; (12)
Blow, $5,449,331; (13) Lenneh &
Mitchell, $5,419,869: (14) Cecil &
Presbrey, $5,235,649; (15) J, F.
Murray (AM billings only), $5,086,-
993; (16) Ward Whee’ock (AM
only), $4,321,635; (17)' Wade (AM
only), $3,593,243; (18) Foote, Cone
& Bolding (AM only), $3,513,500;
(19) Kenyon & Eckhardt (TV bill-

ings only), $2,871,766; and (20) Wil-
liam H, Weintraub (TV only), $2,-
479,559.

Inclusion of the omitted. AM or
TV billings on the last six agencies
would place them in higher .posi-

tions .in the list, although probably
not jumping them Into the top *10.
It should be noted that these bill-

ings represent biz placed on tjie

networks and don't include . local
and spot allocations'

Individual .. reports ' supplied to
|_Variety from the networks follow,
with CBS and DuMont providing
only the ranking and omitting bill-

ings. NBC did not make its figures
available.

Mutual, only one of the four
major webs, devoted to radio ex-

(Continued on page 42)

“America’s Town Meeting of the
Air,” veteran radio discussion pro-'

gram, will get a tcleversion on
ABC-TV in the 6:30-7 p. m. period
Sundays, starting Jan. 27^ Reich-
hold Chemicals, Inc., is picking up
the tab, via MacManus, John &
Adams agency.

, Show, will be beamed on all five

ABC-TV o-and-o stations, plus
Cleveland, Washington and Philly.
it will be live in the east, with kine
airings in Frisco and L.A.

George V., Denny, Jr,, will be
moderator. Program .will* origi-
nate from ABC's Elysee Theatre
rather than Town Hall, and a rep-
lica of the old legislative chambers
at Philly’s Independence Hall will

be used as settings. In the switch
from AM to TV, film clips, will be
used 'and members pf the studio
audience will be permitted to dis-

cuss issues with the guest speakers
rather than merely tossing ques-
tions at them.

Transit Radio Fades

In Omaha; Revenue Off
Omaha. Jan, 8.

Omaha bus riders will no I6nger
get music and news with their

rides. President Paul Fry of the

Inland Broadcasting Co. said last:

Friday (4) that KBON-FM, which
had supplied broadcasts for buses
the last two years, will icease on
Jan. 15. KBON-FM’s license will be
surrendered to the- FCC, he said.

“It has become impossible to

maintain—the top programs and
technical standards the street rail-

way officials insist upon,” he said.

He added that advertising reve-

nues, originally an important part

of the service, have declined, to

nothing, due to the uncertainty

clouding FM.





ftdbiMbrt TELEVISION REVIEWS
free TELEVISIONvOPERA TIB-
ATRE . _

!

With'oalM WwlMlk Bfrtat,
' Winifred HeWt* Mir*«riti Z*m-
brana, Guy .Tm*- Kenneth
Smith, DatM OfWB,Jton Km*
aer, Florence Fettbcrr* Delcres

de Purlin, ForneyFrige^A?^
Fraser, Carnln CPfLure, WUUi*

Paul
Ukeha., Shir»dnd Mwcy. John
Kuhn, Jtyris Tumari«, Cart Don;
peter Herman Adler, conductor

Producer: Samuel GhP|Wnoif
Director: Charles 'polacheck

technical director: Alian Hender-

00 Mins,; Thor*. (3), 11 »m.-.

Sustaining. .

NBC-TV, ,N. y.

fChaikovsky’s opera, “Pique

Dame,'* ‘“The Queen of Spades,”

had an.exciting production last

Thursday night (3) on NBC-TV, to

enhance further the rep the NBC
Television Opera Theatre deserv-

edly is acquiring. Coming so soon

after the unit’s world preem of

Menotti’s “Amahl and the. Night

Visitors” Christmas Eye, the pro-

duction did pot. suffer in light of

"Amahrs” boff. presentation, being

able to stand on its own as 'fine TV
musical entertainment.

This was accomplished even

though “Pique Dame,” despite its

dramatic story, is a static Opera
(which may explain why it’s rarely

done in opera houses here). Peter
; Herman Adler, music and artistic

director of this NBC series, who
prepared the TV version, overcame
this static ^^uality rather ingenious-

ly/
‘ Actually ^as niuch as for time

limitations - a» • well as production
problems), ;-

f

ihis English version

gave oriH^cerialn scenes from the

opera./ Adler pepped it up by
making the production a spoken
drama as well as song-story. Yam
was told in spoken dialog, with the

operatic, scenes Serving as flash-

backs, -this alternating method
making for variety and added in-

terest. Segueing was smoothly
done, too.

There were seme defects, such
•s a somewhat stilted libretto and
cliched dialog, in Jean Karsavina’s
translation, hut these were of

minor importance in the produc-
tion as a whole. The drama moved,
aided by a fluid camera; It wasr
Slso very well cast and sung. Pro-
duction

.
showed '

' imagination; in
camera work, staging, direction
Snd backgrounding. •

Story concerns a young army
officer in the Russia of 1830, too

E
oor to play with, the usual gam-
ling set, hearing of an aged coun-'

less who had a magic .formula for
Winning at cards, and ingratiating
himself with the countess*' yourig

Sanion in order to learfn the
t.. Making love to the girl,
ains access tp the counters’

bedroom, and demands the' secret,
Under threat of death. The coun-
tess dies of fright, and -the girl
drowns herself when- she realizes
the captain’s love-making was
false. The captain himself -goes'
mad after he dreams that the
countess’ ghost has givem him the
JP^gic formula* and he loses what
little money he has at the' gaming
table.

David Poleri, N. Y. City Opera
l,q, lead tenor, was an unusually
stirring actor in the difficult cap-
tain s role. Although his tones 'at
hrst were somewhat nasal and me-
tallic, he shook this off to sing su-
perbly. in the strong' latter scenes.
Margarita Zambrana shqwed a
nice dramatic soprano as the be-
trayed girl. Lisa. Winifred Heidt,
also a N. Y. City .Opera stalwart*
had a relatively brief role as the
countess, but dominated the scenes.
She appeared in, With her rich
mezzo-soprano Singing, her bearing
and makeup. Ralph Herbert was
an accomplished, baritone as Tom-
Sky; the card dealer; And Guy
jano, in a speaking role as the
doctor-narrator, also did an im-
pressive job.

Tchaikovsky’s lush, . dramatic
music .gave the production -pulsing
®PPeal* ...especially

, under -Adler’i
atoning . and . good or-

chestral support. Poier^’s several
snd the French Song of nos-

talgia which Miss Heidt sang, were
standout. J,ong shots of the gam-
jug room,, with* dancers in the
background;, the countess

. being
P^P^cd for bed by her maids;
the shot through the mirror of the
captain approaching the countess
n?tr-

first time, were excellent

rui r ^,ar* Kent’s sets arid Lte
le

,
s costumes were superior.
Ghotzinoflf,

. as producer,
and. Charles. Pblacheck. as. associ-
ate producer" and television direc-
tor, 'Share in ’the’et^dit; too. Brow.

REGENT CAMEO THEATRE
(Dark of tfae Mm)

With Alfred Drake, Rita Gam, Ray
THnlieji. Heeny, Mend

Scheerer, Erie Fleming. Barbara
Ashley, MilUeent Coleman* Anita
Webb, Agnes Yost, Essie Coryell,
others

Predneer-directer: A1 McCleery
Writers: Howard Richardson, Wil-

liam Barney
30 Mins.; Sun., 10:30 p.m.
REGENT CIGARETS
NBC-TV, from New York

(Brooke, Smith, French it

Dorrence)'
/‘Cam e o The a t r e,” Albert

McCleery’s Vi deo theatre-ln-the-
round show, is back on NBC-TV,
this time backed By Regent cigar-
ets (which dropped “Leave It to
the Girls” to take on the stanza). It
should do well' by the sponsor,
since at 10:30 p.m;

'.
Sunday

“Cameo” doesn’t, have opposition
from other dramas, except for
DuMont’s “They Stand Accused”
courtroom documents;

In “Dark of the; Moon*” the
drama with music which hit
Broadway in 1945/ McCleery had. a

g
owerful vehicle, adapted for TV
y the authors of the original,
Howard Richardson and William
Berhey. However, though the-story
is potent, it is too complex to be
condensed into a half-hour frame-
work. The production suffered
from the necessity for telescoping,
with the.rapid changes of mood re-
sulting in a jumpy effect.

The story has a real folk-classic
quality which cast its spell never-
theless. There’s appeal in the tale
of a witch-boy who for love of
Barbara Allen is permitted to be-
come human for a year, provided
the gal stays faithful for that
period. If she so much as kisses
another man, she will die and the
witch-boy condemned to a soulless
existence, riding the sky on his
eagle. When their child is stillborn,
the superstitious hill people are
convinced that Barbara Allen has
beep bewitched, and. hold. a. meet-
ing to drive away the evil spirits,

resulting in Barbara’s death and
the witch-boys .return to his super-
n a t Ural state, underlining the
theme that “humans kill the things
.they don’t understand.”

Production and direction were
generally good, proving the ver-
satility of the set-less Cameo ap?

E
roach. There were some lapses,
owever, as in the not-so-cffective

witch-girls and . .the unconvincing
finale. Alfred Drake and Rita Gam
handled their roles movingly and
the support, which included some
vets of the legit production, was
good. Commercials for the king-,

size smoke were effective. Bril.

BASKETBALL SCOUT
With George Svendsen, Whltle
; Skoog, P. B. Juster, Bernle Wien
Producer-Writer: Svendsen
Director: George Anderson
15 Mins., Sun., 4:30 p.m.
JUSTER BROS.
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
George Svendsen is k former U.

of Minnesota and .Green Bay grid-
iron star, coach and scout, who has
had basketball playing and coach-
zing experience, too. His present
show, set for the cagers’ season^ is

patterned after the 30-mJnute foot-
ball layout, which preceded it on
this TV Station as a prelude to the
telecasts of the Sunday Chicago
Bears and other pigskin clashes.

Again " Svendsen ; proves to be
right at home before the camera
and possessor of a flue speaking
voice* photogenic qualities and an
ability to express himself. well and
quickly. He also demonstrates a
proficiency , at putting together a
show that is certain to hold abun-
dant interest, for the many local

hoop game enthusiasts,

In this show, Svendsen centers
his attention principally on the
Minneapolis Lakers and their just--

;
played .and. upeoming games. His
analyses are expert, of course. He
illustrates various types 'and kinds
of play on a blackboard and by'

means of -motion, picture clips,'

showing the . Lakers ana other
teams' in action in a way to in-

crease hi$ audience’s knowledge of

the game- and, probably, their ca-

pacity for enjoying it.

Each' week Svendsen h£s a bas-
ketball notable as a guest, such as
Whitie Skoog, of the Lakers* last

week. While seemingly overly
long, the commercials, as iri the
football shows also, sponsored by:

Justers, one of the city’s leading
'men’s stores, hold a degree: of. In-'

terest for men, too, because P. B. t
Juster* the establishment’s presi-T
dent, and Bernle Wien, a slick an-
nouncer, give useful tips on male
apparel.

1

There’s a “basketball quiz” in
connection with .the show.. Each
week Svendsen answers questions
On plays, players arid rules. Ques*r

tions sent in by watchers and ttsed
net the senders a $Jrgift certificate

and tickets to Lakers’ games. For
one qaestion Svendsen himself
asked Skoog how he developed a
certeiA shot. i' i Bees.,

HALLMARK TELEVISION THE*
ATKE

(Dr,- Serocold)
With Earth Churchill, f emcee;
Oscar Sterling, Isabel Elsom,
Graham Velsey, Eileen Poe, June
Peel, Zolya Talma, Olive Blake-
ney, others

Producer-direeton William Corri-
gan

Writer: Jean Holloway
30 Mins.;. Sun., 3:30 p.m.
HALLMARK...
NBC-TV, from New York

^JFoote, Cone & Beldvng)
“Hallmark Television Theatre”

(which starting next week will be.

retitled “Hall of Fame”) is making
a bid for the sentimentalists in the
video audienpev That’s an under-
standable sales strategy, in view of

the sponsorship by Hallmark
greeting

. cards. . . H owe v e r, the
opening vehicle, went beyond senti-
ment into a cloying exhibit with-
out much poipt.

Scripter Jean Holloway, one of
radio’s most prolific' yarn-spinnPrs,
had a static plot in “Dr. Serocold.”
Tale- dealt with a middle-aged
British medico who took over the
practice of an older colleague after
the latter’s death. Serocold him-
self feared that the was stricken
with some dread disease and im-
patiently awaited a report from
London. Meanwhile, the doc went
about his duties, delivering a
child, innoculatlng a little girl,
counseling a patient, helping a
blind lover, etc. The latter epi-
sode had something of a spark-—
the blind youth’s wealthy mother
wanted Serocold to help take her
son away from a girl whom she
feared was after her boy’s dough.
It was done mechanically, how-
ever, relying on the coincidences of
the son’s overhearing his mother's
cruel remarks, followed by the
girl’s overhearing the medico’s re-
assuring him of his sweetheart’s
love*

Show waS episodic, which
stemmed from the fact that the
end-^-the - doc’s getting a report
that his health was okay—had little
to do with the events preceding it.

Acting by Oscar Sterling as the
physician : and Isabel Elsom as his
nurse was okay, and the production
was good. What is needed is strong-
er material. Upcoming program,
also by Miss Holloway, will be
based on the Robert Brownlhg-
Elizabeth Barrett saga.

Sarah Churchill, who will occa-
sionally also star in the series,
did a neat job, as hostess-narrator.
Commercials for the

.
greeting

cards were done effectively arid the
date-book offer should generate in-
terest iri the client, Bril.

THOSE ENDURING YOUNG
CHARMS
With Maurice Copeland, Betty Ar-

nold, Clarence Hartzell, Norm
Gottschalk, Gerald Garvey,- Pat
Matthews, Everett Clarke* Helen
Barrett

Producer-director: Ben Park
Writer: Rill Barrett
30 .Mine;; Sun., 4:30 p.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Chicago
There’s a kernel of a good idea

in this family .situation series,
which debuted Dec. 30 for an,alter-
nate week ride on NRC-TV. How-
ever, on the evidence of the initial-

er, it’s going to take a lot of
nurturing in the writing depart-
meht if It’s > to blossom into
anything significant. The yarn,
unreeled via competent thesping
with .

adequate production trap-
pings, matched the series' title in
triteness.

The series is built around the
doings of the Charm family, which
includes the inevitable daff uncle.
The characters, among them a lo-

quacious delivery boy; are strictly

stereotype, and the tale they had
to tell was likewise. -The; penny-
weight plot kicked off amidst a
domestic rhubarb* with Mrs. Cl
griping about the lack of glamor
in their life. So glamor was in-
troduced in the person of 3 writer
and his wife who dropped in for
dinner. The scribbler turned Out
to be a phony and his frau a
talkative bore.When the guests de-
parted, Mrs. C. admitted her circle

is pretty charmed, after all; .(This

pun on the ftUhily ! *haWie' -WASn’t
used on the ?•

1 shbw
1

^ ^hut 'seyeraf
others iff like -quality ’were.) '

.

Into soiriethittk/like a rqral ver-
sibn ofihe Barbours. Betty Arhold;
and Maurice Copeland make an
acceptable hubby and wife combo
as Mr. and Mrs. C. Clarence Hart-
zell was particularly good as the
eccentric uncle ana Norn Gott-
schalk 'was okay as the snoopy
grocery man. Gerald Garvey and
Pat Matthews handled the young-
sters' roles well as the Charms’
son and 'daughter. Everett Clarke;
and Helen Barrett' gave a fair

reeding of the broad roles as the'

•author and wife* .
* * ^ > Dune.

ROY ROGERS SHQW-
With Boh Hope. Okie Evans* Glenn

Turnbull* Pat Brady, The Whip-
poorwills, Lou Bring Qroh

Producer: Ed Sobol

.

Director: Jim Jordan
60 Mins.; Sun. (30), 6 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
NBC-TV, from Hollywood

(Benton & Bowles)
Roy Rogers' entry into TV for

the Post Cereal division Of General
Foods was a holiday high spot
Sunday (30). Preem of his regular
30-minute filmed western on NBC-
TV was preceded by a live, half-
hour sendoff from Hollywood’s El
Capitan Theatre that included Bob
Hope, Dale Evans (Mrs. Rogers)
and a solid supporting cast.

Sporting a 10-gallon black cha-
peau a la Hopalong Cassidy, guest
Hope was in fine fettle as he made
with the mesa gags, aided by
Rogers’ stralghtirtg. The bonmots
flew thick and fast in the prairie
atmosphere and led into a nifty
climax where Hope, Rogers and
Trigger (the horse) joined in a
hilarious poker game. Hand wound
up with the steed knocking the
table over and pushing Hope off
the sot.

Musical portion of the special
presentation was equally topgrade.
Rogers arid Hope duetted a fetch-
ing “Tears in My Ears” that was
highlighted by the hossopera star's
yodeling. Miss Evans and The
Whippoorwills, a vocal group, con-
tribbed a couple sprightly numbers
while Pat Brady; Rogers’ film
sidekick, crooned a novelty in the
outdoor idiom. Good backing was
supplied by Lou Brlng’s band and
Glenn Turnbull scored with his
eccentric dancing.

If anything, the live introduction
served to strengthen Rogers’ hold
oh the affections of his fans. He
occasionally muffed a line but this
Was more than offset by his win-
some personality and spirit of
wholesomencss that have always
pervaded his pictures. Thes^ quali-
ties appeared even stronger on TV.
Miss Evans wa$ pert, relaxed and
typified what everybody thinks the
American girl should look like.
Film half of the inaugural layout

offered no pretense at originality.
There were the standard chases,
the heavy, the guy who was wrong-
fully imprisoned, the break from
jail and the happy ending. In short,
the ingredients, were the same to
be found in almost any western.
But despite a trite story, the
initialer had to its credit a breezy
pacing from director John English
and excellent camerawork. Rogers
Was his sterling self and supporting
players were good. \
On the basis of the opening shot,

“The Roy Rogers Show” Will have
scant difficulty in snaring a hefty
slide of the juvenile supper hour
audience for Post Cereals. Plugs,
incidentally, were cleverly ani-
mated for the sponsor’s “Sugar
Crisp.” Another point In bank-
roller’s favor was the omission of
blurbs for the live sendoff.

Glib.

BREAKFAST PARTY
With Mel Martin, Eileen Martin,
Larry Downing, Bel-Aires Trio

Producer-director: Bob Gilbert
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-FrI., 10 a.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Cincinnati
As the starting point of its new

morning program lineup, NBC-TV
is picking up this half-hour audi-
ence participationer from WLW-T,
Cincinnati. FeaturingJMel Martin,
an exuberfint-type emcee, the
preem. show (7) indicated the series
will follow rather closely a num-
ber of similar programs on the air,,

which are grooved strictly for the
housewives. As such, it should’
garner enough of an audience to
lure in some participating bank-
rollers.

Martin
.
and his small crew

worked in' a studio, which is prob-
ably the same used by Ruth Lyons
for her noontime NBC video snow*
which was dressed up as a kaffee-
klatsch. There were the usual in-
terviews with interesting personali-
ties in the audience (on the preem,
it was an attractive policewoman),
the pinning of an orchid ' on the
oldest guest, etc. There Was none
of the raucous audience participa-
tion' stunts, however, and little

singing, which should be an
age for a show aired so early

e. morning:

,
,tt)(n displayed an affable per-

sqrialUy and a know-how in cater-
ing. to his predominantly femme
aqdi&hce, which should carry him
through with ease<

.
Eileen Mar-

tin, gal vocalist, treated the “Snow-*t
flakes’’ number capably and shared
in the chit-chat among Martin and
his * guests.

.
Bel'-Aires, the musical

trio, worked well in both the, com-
edy and music departments, and
Larjry Downing, the male singer.
Scored solidly with his rendition of
“There Goes My Heart.”
Production was adequate for the

show and .the camera work re-

flected the competent professional-
ism 'Of th*iWEW-T cWttr; Stel

CLAUDIA: THE STORY OF A
MARRIAGE

With Joan McCracken, Hugh Reil«
ly, Margaret Wycheriy, athera

Producer: Carol Irwin
Writer: Dougnerty Brown
30 Mins., Sun., 6:30 p.m.
GENERAL FOODS
NBC-TV, from Now York.
(YAH. Benton & Bowles )

It was inevitable that “Claudia’
should reach the TV sclreen. Rose
Franken’s show biz war horse,
which has done multiple duty on
stage, screen and radio since grad-
uating from the mags 14 years ago,
is getting a video reincarnation un-
der General Foods auspices, and
preemed Sunday evening (6) in the
6:30 to 7 slot on NBC-TV ,under
CarC4 IrwiiTs production aegis.
Thus, GF now enjoys a 90-minute
franchise on choice Sabbath eve-
ning NBC time segments, with Roy
Rogers and “Young Mr* Bobbin”
rounding out the triumvirate of
half-hour Showcases.

Fortified With such personalities
as Joan McCracken in . the title role
and vet legit actress Margaret Wy-
cheriy as ,

the mother, “Claudia”
nonetheless Was a static*' listless
affair op the preem installment,
failing to generate arty warmth or
sympathy. Certainly these are two
major requisites when it comes to
successfully depicting the life and
times of the teenager who must
hurdle the transition of love for
her mother to that of hey husband,
Assuming that It will require a

number of installments to Vest the
show with the necessary “heart”
and project a quality of realness,
the fact remains that “Claudia” in
its first time up Was almost totally
bereft of any Imaginative scripting.
Even ^such talented performers at
Miss McCracken and Miss Wycher-
iy were handicapped by writing
that was strictly out of the cliche
books. Particularly In Mist
McCracken, there is a distinctive
quality that’s refreshing, but With-
out the much-needed sparkle In the
scripting even the most inspiring

S
erformance can- be wasted. Hugh
ellly, also from legit, plays the

husband role, but he was given llt-w opportunity to do more than
strike up some unreal poses ana
mouth some innocuous lines.

Unfortunately, the first episode,
on^the eve of Claudia’s marriage,
had a Phoney ring about It, since
the conflict—the poy begging off
from marriage bee a u se his Job
wouldn’t permit for a honeymoon
out of town-^was based on such a
weak premise. The resolving of the
denouement, by sending mother
off to the honeymoon cottage to
leave the apartment free for the
newlyweds, had a similar “so
what?” limpness about it.

Production-wise, “Claudia” en-
joyed an exactness for TV detail
and maintained high nro standards.
Major plugs are devoted to Swan-
down Cake Mixes, with Maxwell
House Coffee also tagging on for
the ride. Rost.

THE BATTLE OF THE AGES
With John Reed King, Peggy Klnr,

Charlie Althoff, Kirkwood A
Goodman, W. C. Handy; Nor-
man Brokenshlre, announcer; A1
Fanelll, musle

Producer: Norman Livingston
Director Mende Brown
Writer: Tom Murray
30 Mins.; Tues., 9 p.m.
SERUTAN, GERITOL
DUMONT, from N. Y.

(Franklin Bruck

)

New Year television came In
like a lamb on the Virgin day (1)
with a contrived talent contest
called -'The Battle of the Ages.”
This one pretends to pit pro
youngsters vs. show biz vets, with
that unique contraption known as
the applause meter deciding the
Winners.

Such a hook, being innocuous
enough if not very bright, would
get a passing mark in the presence
of class showcasers. The acts pre-
sented were just routine, and with
no name value save possibly that
of the revered blites riian and
trumpeter, W. C. Handy.
The challenge pairings were

young Peggy King* recently at Blue
*

' si,.: N, Y.V.who chanted a cou-
ple of tunes, against oldster
Charlie Althoff, rube comic and
fiddler, and Jim Kirkwood & Lee .

Goodman, young funsters (also at

Blue Angel) vs. Handy. The meter
gave the nod to the yets. Format
provides for voting by viewers in

the event that the meter indicates

a Mexican standoff. In this case,

the hoipe audience was saveq the
trouble. There’s a donation, setup
in which the sponsor enriches ,

the
Actors Fund of America when, vets

wiri, arid the scholarship fund of

the Professional Children’s School
if the young entertainers come out
on top. Addenda gimmick has old-

est and youngest members of stu-

dio audience awarded prizes.

.

John Reed King is permanent
empee .with star billing. He de-
livered a hard-driving ’ commercial
for Geritol. Norman ‘Brokertshire

was in there for'SeriiihfnV’ TyWI.
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THE PEOPLE ACT
With Robert Trout, othera.
Producer-writer: Irvine Gitlln

*5 Mine.; Sun,, 10:05 p.m*
Sustaining
CBS, from New York

M-G-M THEATRE OF THE AIR
("The Feminine Touch’)
With Martha Hunt* Jay Jostyn.
Louise Albritton, Howard Diets,

others
Producer; Raymond Kata

The basic importance of “The Director: Mane Loeb
People Act” is not in this preem Writer; William Kendall Clarke

of a series as such but rather what Music: Joel Herron
its effectiveness is and will be in 60 Mins.; Sat., 8:30 p.m.

galvanizing the citizenry to action. MBS, from New York
The seriousness of its lofty objec- With the wealth Of film script

tive is indicated in its underwriting material in Metro’s files, it seems

by the Ford Foundation for which that Mutual’s new. series M-G-M
the CBS TY-Radio Workshop has Theatre of the Air” could have

gone into the field as reporter-pro- selected a better scenario for -its

ducer. David Moore and A. Wes- preem Offering. “The Feminine

tin are field reporter chiefs. Touch” wasn’t a successful* pic of-

It is geared for 26 “represents- feeing in its initial release ana

tive oase histories of community fared no better in the radio re-

problems effectively * dealt with hash.

through the use of democratic pro- Story line centers, on a young
cedures by interested individuals married couple who believe that a

and citizens- groups in widely sep- marriage can only be successful; if

arated and dissimilar localities.’’
5

it’s based on mutual trust and re-

The programs consist Of . on-scene spect.
,
The husband even goes so

tape recordings made by the same far as to pen a tome on jealousy

CBS radio unit which produced the which his wife tries to peddle to a

avocatlve “Nation’s Nightmare” publisher. Tlfe publisher is more
last summer. Only a few months interested in the wife than the
passsage of time and the country book and the plot moves into a

is again faced with a fresh series weakly eontrived groove from
of problems anient organized vice which it never pulls out. The
and crime which will make the yam’s entanglements create more
Kefauver investigations small po- noise than humor and the 60 min-
tatoes in comparison. TMis “The uter achieves little stature. _
People Act” comes into the picture Thesps MarshaHunt, Jay Jostyn

during a period when the search- and Louise Albritton try to keep
light is most needed, especially in things gay. but suffer from the

the matter of that kina of public script’s inadequacies. Marx Loeb’s

apathy which the Kefauver Cbm- direction rates : a kudo for its fast

mlttee itself mentioned in its sum- pace. Howard Dietz, Broadway
mary of work done. If the public 1 brettist and Metro veepee, filled

continues to display mental lari- the emcee spot nicely; Hell also

ness despite everything, this series host the future stanzas, which ac-

can be scrapped. But if only one cording to skedded l*neup looks

person in each state is aroused out like MetroJs keeping its best yarns
of lethargy, “The People Act” will locked tightly in its vaults. Gros.

have been eminently worthwhile :

;
•

and a credit to its protagonists. ’* VOICES AtfD EVENTS OF 1951
The bow-in sfory-in-actuality wi«|, u v Kaltanborn Georre

concerned the 1949 murder bf a
W

Hi-fi’ w W Chanlln Lief Eid
schoolteacher in Gary, Ind; , and SlStKh™h«?PBob -Trout’
what the women in that town did PrSJcer- Jofffvem
to bring about punishment. They Director* Jack Gerber
didn’t find the mureder, but they sSnttoTInin
did thenextbest thing:' their cam- travelers ' INSURANCE CO
paigns drove the politicians and vRr^nmNewYork

^ C
” C

‘ (Yomg t Rubicam)
power. It just sb happens that a Nury* hmir-innp sum uu of

PAULA STONE
Prod.: Milton B* Kaye
With . Phil Goulding, others

15 Mlhs.; Mon>Fri., 12 (noon)
Writer: Paula Stone
PEQUOT MILLS
WMGM, N. Y.

Paula Stone, a familiar figure in

radio and most other phases of

show biz, is well qualified to speak
on events in the entertainment
field. One of the original Step;
ping Stones, a famous family act

mat toured the big. time, Miss
Stone has been in films, and has
produced legit shows. She, was
co-producer with Hunt Strdmberg,
Jr., of “The Red Mill” and is cur-

rently represented on the Stem
with “Top Banana.”

Miss Stone, ia. lmrx
45-minute

stint, displays an interesting line

of chatter. Efforts on her preem
(Mon.) were concentrated on set-

ting the stage for subsequent shows
and there Was a taped interview
With. Yvonne De Cano. Quality of

the taping was not up to par and
there Were, some stretches fit which
the verbiage war hardly intelligi-

ble.

She’s okay w i t h the badinage,
can conduct an interview in a
manner to retain interest and has a
vivid delivery, Phil Goulding, an-
nouncing the show, makes a good
foil when Miss Stone needs a con-
versational partner.

Jose.

murder in Gary: is not an isolated
thing. The town was credited as was an exciting tane compilation of
being the No. 2 crime center in the -S" Se histor? dur-
U. S. A. Its proximity to Chicago
was not lost sight of. The women
who went to the' front did so at the
expense of threats, but they con-
tinued their activities, made vice

I

ing the past year, Web’s Radio
News and Special Events depart-
ment rates kudos for a- clear, well
paced job.

and crime a key election issue, ^nAwJfliralvgts
drove the rascals* out. and saw to

6£ the
?
voicas 'and

4f. flint cirnHinotArl Konlroto u.oro Aa. On 1116 fCPiay OI me VQICB5 «UU
events with vivid

,
and terse ap-

praisals of cause and effect. It was
a hangup operation in all segments.
Producer Joe Myers and director
Jack Gerber collected and edited
he tapes of the voices which played
an important role;in making up the
past year’s history. Their choice
left nothing to memory since they
backgrounded each event with a
lead up tape or an explanatory
commentary.
Such 1951 moments as the Ke-

fauver investigation, MacArthur’s
report to Congress, Washington’s
mink coat scandals, Judy Garland’s
Palace Theatre, N; Y., opening,
Brooklyn Dodgers’ pennant deba-
cle, etc., were recaptured effec-

tively. Bob Trout emceed the sum-
mary in top style arid the Travelers
Insurance Co.’s commercial”pitches
Were unobtrusive. It was a fitting

closeout .to a hectic year. Gros.

it that syndicated rackets were de
stroyed at the core, driven under-
ground, where the ozone is not so
pure.

Production-wise, the taped job
was good, perhaps a bit halting at
times, which, of .course, gave it

that much more realism in a done-
from-life enactment. Robfert Trout,
in his first majofr program since re-
turning to the Columbia colors, did
a deft stint as narrator. The tim-
ing was slick; and the slicker this
kind of “show” is, the better its

homework vis-a-vis John Q. Public.
Trctu.

an

THE BLACK MUSEUM
With Orson Welles, narrator
Producer: Harry Alan Towers
Writer; Ira Marlon
30 Mints., Tues., 8:30 p.m.
Sustaining
MBS, from N. Y.
Produced in England as

M-G-M package, “The Black Mu-
seum” is run-of-the-chill dramatic
series that’s above-par for . this

genre. Solidly scripted and per-
suasively performed, this show

?
ets additional horror values from
>rson Welles’ portentous

,
narra-

tion Which bridges the plot se

quences. Welles’ mysterioso gab 1

Ding style sets an appropriately
clammy atmosphere for this ses-

sion and the surrounding produc-
tion succeeds in sustaining the
mood.

Series’ title refers to the Scot-
land Yard collection bf murder in
struments and the opening show
was a gory yarn about a corpse
stuffed in a trunk. The airlane
detective wbrk is much the saixie

on both sides of the Atlantic ex
cept that the British coppers are

mrich more literate and urbane in

tracking down the eulprit. The
substance of this yam was other-

wise grooved along familiar lines.

Herrtu

OZZIE COWLES SHOW
With Halsey Hall, Bill Farrell,

Willie Petersoh
Producer-Director: Bob McKinsey
15 Mins., Sun., 3:45 p.m.
TWIN CITY FEDERAL SAVINGS

Se LOAN
WCCO, Minneapolis
In its third season, this show is

a "natural” for basketball fans, of

which there are many hereabouts
and who receive from it the lbw-
down on University of Minnesota
hoop games just played and coming
up and Western Conference and
other basketball generally. Cowles

(Continued on page 43)

MUSIC MAGAZINE
With Frederic V. Grunfeld, narrator
Writer; Grunfeld
55 Mins., Mon. thru Fri., 9:05 p.m.
WQXR, N. Y.
Although longhair devotees usu

ally prefer their music straight
with a minimum of chatter inter*
ference this new WQXR seriesjreg-
isters as interesting mixture of mu-
sic and gab. Idea underlying the
“Music Magazine”- stanza is the
presentation of musical selections
which are tied together by a his-
torical, liter ary or personality
theme. Frederic Grun-f e 1 d, who
handles this series in a one-man
operation, does am excellent job of
announcing his well-written and
stimulating continuity.

On one recent stanza (3), the show
revolved around the musical criti-

cism of one Cqmo di Bassetto, a
George Bernard Shaw nom de
plume in 1888-89 When he was re-
viewing concerts and operas. Music
on this, session was linked to
Shaw’s opinions on such composers
as Wagner, whoiri he revered, and
Brahms and Verdi, whom he, in-
itially disliked but later learned to
appreciate. The show’s format un-
doubtedly helps to stir interest in
the selections played and could
serve as an easy introduction to
longhair music fgr the uninitiated.

Herrtu.

s
—

*

ADVENTURES OF CASANOVA
With Errol Flynn, others .

Producer-director-writer: William
Robson

Music: Walter^ Schumann
30 Mins.; Thurs., 8 p.m.
MBS, from Hollywood

The Mutual network’s.1952 build-
up pitch via a series of transcribed
shows featuring top Hollywood
names had a weak entry in the
Errol Flynn “Adventures of Casa
nova” teeoff. Marquee value of
the Flynn label may win over some
dialers but if the preem (3) was
any indication of what’s to come,
it’s doubtful if the web’U be able
to hold ’em in that segment.

Series centers oh the. adventures
of a modern-day roue whose mon-
icker Christopher Casanova forces
him into affairs with the lovelies

of the world. Aside from the ap
pellation : gimmick, series is just
another adventure yam presented
with little imagination. At times it

borders on the banal and plays
down to the listener with its trite

dialog and situations. Williarii Rob-
son, who took on the triple rol$ of
producer-writer-director for the in-

itialer, concocted a confusing yarq
which held little interest. Series
will use other scripterr during the
course of its Mutual ride.-

In the role of the dashing Casa-
nova, Flynn projects an ersatz
charm and- his thesping suffers
through lack of mike savvy. The
screen hero; it seems, would do
better on TV where his physique
and good looks would overshadow
the unimpressive reading. Other
cast members are adequate in

their lesser assignments. Robson’s
direction wasn’t much help* Gros

CAFE ISTANBUL ,
'

With Marlene Dietrich, Ken Lynch,
AmeM Meee -

Director: Mnrtny Btmrit '

Producer: LeonajpABUIr
39 Mina.; Soua 1:15 p.m.
Soatainlng __
ABC; from N. Y. . .. 4

“Cafe Istanbul,” Marlene Diet-
rich’s fifst dramatic radio aerie*, i»

being' showcased in a cream Bun-
day night spot, following the high-

rated Walter Winehell show. . As
the title indicates, the Dietrich
vehicle is an exotically upholstered

soaper marked by topflight produc-

tion values, and an ace supporting
east. The fly In this dish of Turk-
ish halvah, however, Is the script-

ing which sidetrifcked the preem
show into a bog of corny cliches.

Although each stanza "will pre-

sent a complete episode, the yam
for this series will center in a Near
East cafe where MissyDietrich, ,

as

thb sultry Mile.- Madou, performs
before a clientele made up of in-

ternational spies; murderers, secret

police f ,and a smattering of old
lbVers. ..Arnold Moss, one of the

ca$t regulars in this series, plays

as a local copper while Ken Lynch,
another regular, plays an American
with an obsession for Miss Dietrich
and a '‘hard buck.” It’S a corny as-

semblage of characters and vie
plots are tailored to fit. -

The getaway stanza unfolded a
pprple yam about hidden ,

oil wells
and the search for the.killer of one
of the International gangsters. It

was an incredible, and confrising
succession of events in which Miss
Dietrich saves her lover through
an unlikely ruse after betraying
him to the. police. En route, she
sang a few bars of “La Vie En
Rose” for the high point of an
otherwise silly script. Henrik

CARL SMITH SHOW
5 Mins., Motp-thru-Frl,, 3:45 p.m.
prod.-Dir.-Writcr: Nowell Diifby
KELLOGG CO.
CBS, from New York

,. (Led Burnett)
Kellogg’s for the. past few . sea

sons has latched onto a policy of
multi-weekly five-minute shows.
Apparently it’s found the policy to
be successful. To the lay listener,
it is similar to getting one corn-
flake on a plate. Apparently, it’s

enough to determine whether you
ike the show or not, and not
enough to satiate a listener who
happens to be on that segment of
he dial.

In Carl . Smjith, apparently the
6nc-wheatie policy Is okay. -The
housewives caught between the
welter of soap operas, may find a
respite in these hillbilly render-
ngs. It’s hard to Imagine a mass
movement to tune into the show.
Smith yodels the bartiyard bal-

lads in the approved manner. For
devotees of that type art, he may
have,some appeal, but for the city
dweller, the com is not indispen-
sable. Jose*

JOHN CONTR SHOW
With Charles Matnant# Trio
Producer: Henry H«U
g .Mins*; Mem-thrm-Frt.* 8.*55 aja.
STOKBLEY-VAN CAMP, INC.
ABC, from Now York

(CaUcinf A Hdlden)
A flve-ipinute show offers a chal-

enge to agencies arid sponsors*. For
\ poses the problem ofhow can an
opening and closing commercial be
inserted within the time limit and
still mrike the overall program an
entertaining one. In “The ^Jphn
Conte Show” which, preemed Tries.
(1) on ABC as a Mon.-thru-Fri.
cross-the-hdardOr this dilemma hag
been solved tp. some extent.
By judiciously restraining the

ength of the plugs for Stokeley’s
cut beans and Van Camp’s assorted
canned food products' this stanza
permits singer Conte to get in i
minimum of two numbers accom*
panied by the Charles* Magnante
trio. His is an easy-to-Usten style
that concentrates upon the stand-
ards and current ,pops. But an ad-
ditional whittling of the commer-
cials would make the session more
palata

b

1 e for the hausfrau and
would still permit ample sponsor
Identification. Gilb.

“Grftcie Fields Show” preemed
over Mutual Friday night <4) in
the 8:30 p.m. slot, but from an
historical perspective 'it wasn’t a
bonafide preem for the transcribed,
half-hour airer had been beamed
on a number of stations over the
past couple seasons. Program
originally was produced by ,

M-G-M
Radio Attractions as an open-
ender.

Bow on Mutual was through
joint auspices of. the net and
Metro. Aside from Miss Fields, the
variety show format included
Bernard Braden, a Canadian hu-
morist; Billy Ternent’s. band and
The -Keynotes,” a British- vocal
group led by Johnny Johnson.
Miss Fields* style and ability at

turning a tune ably withstands the
attack of time. Her vibrant deliv-
ery and. her own peculiar manner-
isms have an . ageless quality. But
even so she still requires fresh
material to keep herself up among
the top stars ,

from a rating point
of view.

Unfortunately> Friday’s inau-
gural had a veneer of datedness.
The songs were old and what little

comedy there was hardly contem
poraryr Braden was unimpressive
as 'a quasi emcee. He spoke too
rapidly and had no sense of tim-r

ing. Ternent’s musical backing as
well as the harmonies of “The Key-
notes” were no more than ade-
quate. \

t
.

ShoW was saved only by fne. fine
work of Miss Fields. To hear her
sing such typically British airs as
“One Day When We Were Young”
or ‘.’Mother’s Wedding Day’’ was
well worth any dialer’s time. How-
ever, before this stanza can hope
to build its audience there’ll have
to be crisper writing and a firm
emphasis on the contemporary.

In lieu of a sponsor’s message
Mutual inserted some public serv-
ice announcements in behalf o‘
the National Safety Council’s drive
to cut down traffic deaths along
With a plug for U. J5. Defense
Bonds. There was also a house puf
pointing up “The Movie Stars Are
Moving to Mutuall”

LET’S TALK TURKEY
With Hal Searis, Guests
Producer-director: Jerry Cohen
90 Mins.; Mon.-Sat., 10:30 p.m.
620 Club
WDGY, Mpls.
This is Minneapolis* first radio
show patterned after .the Jack
Elgen-Barry Gray f o rm u La. It

originates from the 620 Club,
popular loop specializing in
turkey, hence the title. Particular
program caught had emcee-disk
jockey Hal Searis firing questions
at four mate interviewees, one

?

o'
them a Congressman, regarding
conditions in Israel, ' the U S.-
Hungarian hassle over, our fliers’

release, an eye-witness account o'
atomic bombing in Japan; and en
tertainment for the state’s, menta
institution patients. Digk spinning
breaks up the Interviews and
there’s an occasional outside com
mercial, too. Patrons’ Chatter is

audible and helps to provide prop-
er atmosphere.
Show undoubtedly has poten

tialities for entertainment arid 'in-

struction, and for enlisting a large
listening audience. On this occa-
sion most of the aforementioned
potentialities remained Unrealized
because the rather long-drawn-out
interviews lacked sufficient gerieral
interest and were somewhat clum-
sily handled. Preceding shows have
included verbal, sessions between
Searis and taxicab drivers, sports
coaches, stripteasers and otper
performers from local niteries and
theatres, and wrestling referees.
They’ve even afforded the' es-
tablishment’s less colorful patrons
a. chance to take, a whirl at the
mike, to get beefs off their chest
or just to let off surplus steam
white having their big radio mo-
ments. In fact, some of the contro-
versial matter discussed led to
telephonic threats from irate lis-

teners. These shows undoribtediy
represented better programming
and paid off larger listening divi-
dends.
With more careful preparation,

Searis, who has an excellent radio
voice and easy, friendly mike man-
ner, undoubtedly will improve as
an interviewer. Rees.

WOMAN OF THE YEAR
With Bette Daria, George Brent,

others; Dick Joy, announcer;
Pete Rurolo, muiie

Producer: Raymond Kata
Director: Fred MacRaye
Writer: Jameson Brewer
30 Mina.; Mon., $ pan.
Sustaining
MBS, from Hollywood
From the 1942 Metro pic,

“Woman of the Year,” MGM
Radio Attractions has fashioned a
new radio series, leading off the
block of MGMRA programs being
beamed on Mutual. There’s good
marquee values in the show’s
stars, Bette Davis (in Katharine
Hepburn’s film role) and George
Brent (who has taken the role
played by Spencer Tracy in the
original). Airer should prove one
of the stronger entries in the web’s
new evening lineup.

Story, literally following the pic,

deals with a fast-moving femmo
columnist who covers international
affairs—presumably the role was
suggested by Dorothy Thompson*
However, the deep-tninking jour-

nalist fell in love with a two-
fisted sports writer, for the same
paper (George Brent), and that

forced tier to change her outlook
-from ' “Woman . of * the '*YearIW tri

just plain “woman.” It’s done
amusingly, with bright lines and
some topical references, although
the basic situation is familiar

one and the tone not flattering

to career women.
It remains to be seen what sort

of variations will be provided in

future episodes, ‘ since the first

broadcast didn’t-: go beyrind a con-
densation of the film.. There was
some indication that the course of

the whirlwind romance will not bo
unruffled, since while she’s tied up
with diplomatic confabs he’s trek-

king around the country to various

sports events.

Both Brent and Miss pavis did

well by the script. Production,in-
cluding music by Pete. _Rugolo,

was good. Plugs were devoted to

the new MGMRA stanzas and tout-

ing Metro pix.v -Bnl.

UTAH COPPER SYMPHONY
HOUR

With Utah Symphony Orchestra
directed ' by Maurice Abravanel,
Allen Jensen, JOe Kjar

Producer: Allen Jensen
60 Mins., Thurs., 8 p.m.
KENNECOTT COPPER
KSL, Salt Lake City

(Adamson A Bttchnum)
The kickoff of this year’s Utah

-Copper Symphony Hdur indicates

no' great changes are planned,, and
listeners can expect top flight mu-
sic and a minimum of commercial
pitching..
Programs are whipped together

from tapes of the concerts held at

the Tabernacle, and no effort is

made -to play down to the audi*
ence’s musical tastes. On the
preem (3) Maurice Abravanel led
the orchestra through slick rendi-
tions of Rayel’s “Mother Goose
Suite,” Debyssy’s “Clouds” and
“Festivals,” arid Respighi’s “The
Pines of Rome.” <+

Introductions -and commentary is

handled by Allen Jensen who does
a nice middle of the road*job, com-
bining dignity and smoothness, Ris
remarks on niuribers to be played
were held down with commendable
brevity, and avoided-the mistake .of

,

putting the listener to sleep while
waiting for the music.
Joe Kjar followed the same pat-

tern in the two comiriercials. which
were basically public relations in

their approach.
Everyone, connected with ’ the

show rates a hand for putting to-

gether an hour concert that loota

towards listener enjoyment first,

and selling secondarily only.
„

Bert
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• » *already KNXT has1 climbed to a first-place tie

!

averagt nighttima rating

From fifth to first in *51! It's the success

story of the year in America's second

television market. ^

NQV. INO JAN. Itil
KT3L1KNXT) CBS-TV
«(73 CBS-Ti uaiumti .

PomptittoT) 'oonirolof

KI3L.

AW*1L l»fI OCT.ItSI

C.B8-TV KT3L btcavi

•how* wore KNXt. ..

to KT3L. vdt*
{lion.

¥ KNXT 9.1

'station Kf.8

Station C 9.4

Station D 71

NOV.tMl
TclepnUe

iflrOlif-d. in'

Jhd titw

Channel 1.

ata on feQHtat*

In the first 'Mepulse survey since KNXT

moved to .Mt. Wilson (with 10 times more

power), the new Channel 2 is tied for first

in average evening ratings throughout

the week. And in average evening share-

of-audience as well!

knxt's viewing is way up, but knxt's

cost-per-thousand is down . , . down 18.5%

since the start of the past year!

And if knxt is tied, it is not tied down»

The new Channel 2 is just starting as CBS

Television's key station on the Coast!

No wonder national spot advertisers have

more than tripled their investment on knxt

^rnm.;KNXT is liead-arid-shoUlders

Angeles' best television buy.

! v <1 >. <

Ijt yoi; wanji tb move up in the world in 1952,

there'a no limit to where youxah go on . .

,

KNXT the new channel %

Lop Angeles * CBS Owmd • Represented by

CBS Television Spot Sales
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Moves by the National Assn, off
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians

‘

<G10) to get bargaining represen-
tation for technical workers at

s

all

of CBS’ owned-and-operated sta-

tions ’ have brought charges of

•‘raiding" from AFL unions. Na-
tional Labor Relations Board elec-

tion will be held Jan. 24 at the

CBS outlets between NABET and
the AFL International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, which has

repped the CBS technicians for 19

years.
Meanwhile NABET’s actions

have been brought up for discus-

sion in the National • Assn, of

Broadcast Unions & Guilds, of

which many AF1I unions,
thors League of America and
NABET are members, a reso...

censuring "raiding” practices was
introduced at a NABUG meeting
last October. In mid-December an-

other NABUG meeting, with two
reps from NABET jpreserit, voted
to table the censure resolution and
instead seek some sort of under-
standing. A joint NABUG-NABET
committee is being set up to study
the issues and. make a 'report ;

by
end of January.
Queried by Variety, NABUG na-

tional chairman Oliver W. Nicoll

said that an understanding ofc. com-
plex issues of legitimate union ex-

pansion as opposed to unfair raid-

ing is. possible. He 'said that first

NABET has to clarify its past
actions and upcoming plans, and
added that the AFL:' and ALA
unions in NABUG have an open
inind on thequestions.

In Chicago NLRB hearings are
currently underway to determine
whether NABET should rep the
news writers in NBC headquarters.
NABET already has a Joot in the
door at NBC and ABC in Chi
through its pacts for technical
workers.

No Fancy TV Frills

GA.-0WNED WGST’S

126G NET FOR ’51

Atlanta, Jan. 8.

WGST, Georgia Institute of

Technology’s radio station; netted
$126,411.38 in> 1951. Tech is a
state-owned school.

Total income fbr the station for
the year was set at $452,420.24
compared to $337,887.06 in .1950
and $380,034.12 in 1949,
Out of 1951 ’s surplus, $35,000

will be turned over to Georgia
Tech. ^

TMcf Opera Auditions'

When “Metropolitan Opera Au-
ditions of the Air” goes to a simul-
cast basis over ABC and ABC-TV
Tuesday (15), the present radio

format will be kept intact, Tele-
vision cameras Will be admitted
"only as spectators peeking in”

and . won’t be allowed to change
the format of the T2-year-old AM
airer.

The network feels that it’s not
a good policy when simulcasting
a sustainer to let the video end
dominate the program. In the past,

when a series ,
was simulcast and

the video department was domi-
nant, the radio; show Suffered by its

rCliancC on. sight Values, Further,
if the TV time was preempted for
a commercial show, the AM boys
were left with a weakened airer.

The Met show, which gives a
showcasing to hew operatic talent,

will take the 8:30 p.m; slot now
Occupied by "How Did They Get
That Way?”, psychological panel
show femceed by Isabelle Leigh-
ton.

AO-Star Grill, Glovers
Chicago, Jan. 8.

Admiral Corp. .has ordered a re-

peat on radio-TV rights to this

year’s All-Star football game and
the finals of the Golden Gloves
fisticuff tourney^ The set manu-
facturer bankrolled both events
last year with DuMont again get-

ting the video nod and Mutual
carrying the AM version.

The boxing show is slated for

March 7 and the football game
will be held Aug. 15. Both events
are sponsored by the Chicago Trib-

une Charities.

‘TV ROYAL SHOWCASE’

AS U.S. RUBBER ENTRY
"TV Royal Showcase,” a hew

show in which an established star
each week will salute a lesser-
known, has been selected by U. S.
Rubber as its .Sunday night entry
on NBC-TV show. Series preems
this week (13) in the 7 to 7:30 p.m.
slot, filling the time vacated by
Chesterfield’s "Sound Off Time.”
For the Initialer, Bert Lahr will

introduce TV viewers to Guy Ray-
mond. Show is to be emceed and
directed by legit director George
Abbott,, although he may decide
not to serve as permanent emcee.
Gordon Jenkins affd his orch will
handle the music for the series*
with Rosemary Clooney also guest-
ing on the preem. Format will also
have the stars saluting , their
choices of the "bests,” such as the
best recording, best film, etc.

Sferies is to be produced by Joe
Bigelow, chief of NBC-rTV’s come-
dy development program. Ernest
Walling will be production super-
visor.

Despite earlier indications that
CBS-TV’s "Frank Sinatra Show”
might be able to hold its own
against Milton Berle’s "Texaco
Star Theatre” on the rival NBC
Video web, Sinatra this week lost

his single participating sponsor,:
Ekco Produets. Show, as a result,

resumed a sustaining basis, with
CBS forced to shell out the entire
budget .each week. Program's com-
mercial fee is $41,500 for an hour,
or $11,000 for a quarter-hour seg-
ment.

Sinatra’s rating has run consist-
ently over a 15 and the only reason
ascribed to the lack of sponsor
interest is that the ^show is ,prob-
ably too expensive a package to
carry against the 50s and over
being drawn by Berle. While
Sinatra * has never -threatened
Berle on a point-for-point basis, he
nonetheless succeeded at one time
in chipping enough points off

Berle’s. rating to permit CBS-TV’s
“Talent Scouts” -to.overtake Berle
in the. ratings parade.
Ekco had bankrolled the first

quarter-hour of the Sinatra show
for 13 weeks, with the cycle hav
ing expired jan. 1. Only other
sponsor was the Susquehanna
Waist Co., which came in on a
one-shot deal for a 15-minute seg-
ment prior to Christmas, Web is

planning no changes in thd show
and will not cut back on the budg
et, hoping it. can snare other spOn
sors.

Philadelphia — M a r.v Shapiro,'
WCAU-TV sales representative, has
been named a judge by the Penn-
sylvania State Boxing Commission
. . .. Barry Kaye, former Miami disk
jockey, is doing a nightly platter
and comm e. n t a t o r show from
WCAU

.v.v.'S*.w.v. v.

CARLON

Continued front 9*ge 8 aacaJ
tion that it violates antitrust jaws,
association spokesmen contend
they had the D. of J. blessing be-
fore the start of last season. Most
of, the hints, they contend, were
the results of organized pressure
brought to bear by alumni groups
and other interested parties who
objected to not seeing their alma
maters’ games televised.

Whether the plan for '52 will

follow that used during the last

season may not he decided until

next summer. In '51, each inter-

1

connected ,TV market area in the
country had .a game on the air on
all but three Saturdays- during the
season. Those three

.
blacked out

weekends were designed to give
the member colleges a chance to
judge the gates without TV, as
compared to those at games Which
were televised, Colleges polled all

fans who attended their games dur-
ing the seaspn, with results of the
polls having been turned over to
the National Opinion Research
Centre for a final breakdown of
results, NORC study will be un-
veiled for the first time at tomor-
row's conclave in Cincy

.

Continued from page 25

the controversy were aired: He also
said he would arrange a statewide
hookup.
.Date for. the forum has been set

for Jan, 12 from (of all places) the
State Capitol, where the issue has
been traveling in one big, - wide
circle.

Radio row statewide reports, this
gesture on the part of Martin is

one of the biggest bits of station
promotion and public service of ra-
dio in the state in a long time. It
is pointed out that at least 50,000
persons (friends, family and em-
ployees) will have been sold a bill
of sale for the .station as a result
of this move.
The five-station network will In-

clude WCCC, WICK, Norwich;
WLIZ, Bridgeport; WWCO, Water-
bury, and probably WAVZ, New
Haven. One- odd fact is that the
titular head of a competition sta-
tion, WTHT, Francis Murphy will
top the forum committee. He is
the publisher of the Hartford
Times, which owns the station. Sev-
eral other bigwigs of both parties
have joined the . bandwagon and
will appear at the forum.

Radio
Continued from page 27

local committees to hypo UN au-
diences./
At presept the broadcasting in-

dustry is giving the UN programs
cuffo time Valued at $12,000,000 a
year. UN" Radio wants to up this
figure by at least 30%, Currently,
five AM networks release regular
daily or weekly UN broadcasts, and
another 500 stations, carry a weekly
transcriber. Three video nets—
ABC-TV, CBS-TV and NBC-TV—
are releasing program*; from the
Baris General Assembly. Addition-
ally, "900 AM station' news desks
receive weekly, news summaries
from UN headquarters.
Dorothy Lewis, UN Radio coordi-

nator for U. S. station relations,
said that the new drive was con-
ceived in Minnesota by the Minne-
sota Broadcasters Assn, and local
groups, It was then expanded to 30
cities as a pilot operation, with
experience gained there applied to
the upcoming campaign.
The pitch for more UN listen^

ers will he promoted through
ganizations, radio, tele, displays,
industry and newspapers.

Washington, Jdn., 8.
- Hollis M. Seavey, director of.

Washington operations for Mutual,
was elected president yesterday
(7) of the Radio Correspondents
Assn., organization of accredited
radio and TV reporters in the na-.

tion’s capital. He succeeds Wil-
lard Shade! of CBS, »

Elected vice president was, liar-
tin Agrensky of ABC; secretary,
Joseph C. Harsch t»f Liberty, and
.treasurer, Richard Harkness of
NfiC, Named to executive board
were Rudolph Block of KOMO,

{Seattle; Howard L. Kany, of. AP,
and Charles E. Shutt, of Telenews.

Importance of the Negro market
in New York City4s underlined in
a comprehensive survey made by
WLIB, which reports ihat in the
metropolitan area there are 1,012 -

883 •Negroes, making this “city
within a city” the sixth largest in
the U. S.—bigger than Cleveland,
St. Y^ouis and Boston,
The Negro population in N. Y. is

growing, increasing 63,1% in the
past 10 years. Shift away from
Harlem—with’ 30% of the Harlem
residents leaving the area—was
noted, with Brooklyn’s Negro popu-
lation growing fastest. With more
than 800,000 Negroes moving into
new homes, they aredherefore in
the market for new household ap-
pliances, clothing, furniture, etc.

the indie declares.
, Calling the Negroes in N. Y. a

“billion dollar plus” market, study
states that the average income of
Negro families in the U. S. has
tripled since 1940, compared to a
100% increase for the general pop-
ulation,' Close to 96% of all em-
ployable Negroes wore working in

a typical week, and new avenues of
work are opening. High school at-

tendance of Negroes is at its high-
est and college enrollment is up
1,000% in 10 years.

With respect to buying habits,
the survey reports that nationally
advertised brand names are pre-
ferred. Radio saturation is almost
complete.
WLIB, since it was taken, over

from the Now York Post by Harry
Novik, has been increasing its Ne-
gro .programming and now liak -38

hours weekly directed to this mar-
ket. Stations has istudios in Har-
lem and a talent roster that in-

cludes Ruth Ellington James, Joe
Bostic, Lorenzo Fuller and Nipsey
Russell. Sales m the Negro pro-
gramming block TSst year were up
49% over '50, NoVik declared.

GODFREY SIMULCAST

Simulcast of Arthur Godfrey’s
morning radio; show via CBS,
which preemed Monday (7) as a
15-minute spot, may be expanded
to a half-hour in the near future.
Ovaltine this week bought into

the radio side, of the show, pick-
ing up the 10 to 10:15 a.m. seg-
ment alternate day^ which was
dropped by Reid-Murdock. Oval-
tine reportedly wants to put that
segment on TV as well, , as soon
as the necessary arrangements can
be worked out.

. Currently, the 10:15 to 10:30 por-
tion of the show, which is bank-
rolled cross-the-board by Lever
Bros., is the only part to take, the
simulcast route. If Ovaltine suc-
ceeds in. getting its part of the
show on TV also, it’s believed that

CBS will’ first have to
.
get Toni,

which shares the segment with
Ovaltine, to go along.

A WRITER?

(After: Jan. 15)

At Fmtfll:

Two for NBC
"FRONTAL LOBE"

BEFORE?
CAMEL TV

Screen Adaptation:

Modern Arms, Free Mon"

BO Originals for

Ellery Queen

Fred Astaire—
ButterworHi Hour

*
r,

First Two Years of Original

MARCH OF TIME"

I

I
/•

Batting.Avaragp: 16.1

Telephone:

HUntiiigton (N. Y. I 4-0420
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Exploding ThatTV Bromide-
*ItVJust A Radio Show . .

.

KSTF* HF.D.-IV’
MInnenpoSi, Jan. &

By MARK GOODSON

Hmfemstation director* pulled a literaryJll- XI.- / L U w? - M ' mw ' ^ .* — TV’**arert&rt TV^™2S^M !££ 801 dtrini.WMB, Hew BgVwCriatton director, milled» literary

SaSi ®ftled^!LFS>rv« Sie
wdam bitep fijijfjR week njWl the inception of Vol. 1, No.l, of Info;

Ste show an il^O a m loc* *™sem*t monthly, the -bite** angle stems from fact that the

itUrdav slot ^^d^featurek Cal Publication!* putjut by Chein’a station but its content plugs all local

ZES* t*f&nffStJF3EZ hi rival sUtlons as will a* his own*You don’t hear it today as much human values* i.e*, is exciting and 5?i rival stations u wlff ah his own*"
"

" 7
' #vw

as you did a year ago but the real—then 'the. pictorial quotient Aa^tedt, jKS'gP farm -emtacr ana
periodicals 31 pages and cover* lists schedules of WELI, Wnhc,

Ohrase la sUU used by Iho«e w6o *•»**;• ***,•*& ®*»l ufce
. Eg «*Perta from aU ogriculture WAVZ w ais» Sontataa editorial material on those stations. Initialphrase Is stlU used tty tnos^ wno My Line?" present real ft8!**-,. ... . ... issue eaSes cover photos of WNHC-TV exees.with a bow to them forapproach television down the cUche p^0p|e In an unrehearsed situation* Portion of the show wiilcarry bringing <video to ^Connecticut.

alley: “It’s a good- radio show—but They .are seated. The set never complete summaries, of livestock, An'outcropping of a previous throwaway, Info is bandied on a sub*
honest* fellas, it’s not for TV.” changes, nor the costumes. The prin produce and commodity mar- stoptloii.basiSvAs a guide to tele, radio, art, lectures, sports* music,

t. wir. «,« «ia-a.„ csmoras shoot from fixed positions ketf, is well as top farm news, eptertyjjment* >
’

If show lacks the ..classic ^ of.-tj,*th«ati« *> as not -headline*, weather and road re-
hoppedjup productton of an ex-

^ , j 4 , „ t
Actk contrition driven out of .Germany- under

pensive variety or dramatic show* action of the studio audience. All Guests will include swine and the Hitler regime is accomplished by South German Radio? which
it can expect comments along these these are_ in

n
revewe in terns poultry specialists, among others, operates Radi* Stuttgart* theWedJepartment reports. ,

lines: Whats there ito iuok ft? promotion. Rut they Live animals WTO be used in most Radio Stuttgart has established an “Artists Fund” of 4,000 marks per.Where are your Visual values? mj£e
.

s
fSl^ n«

PnA«wf programs, and from time to time month from the proceeds of radio advertising to help “indigent German
Where S .the movement; * ^ the where

\ JJj®
viewers Will See film reports on artists in foreign countries wrho were forced to leave Germany because

show is so Static. Haven t you and primarily on spoken material, future agricultural activities; of persecution auring Hitlmr’s era.”-
learned that the eye Is more de- V«»—nasty word—on audio. v -—— ..

'
;

"—-—
? Eligible recipients are actors, musicians, singers, composers and writ-

manding than the ear? BUI Tod* As a matter of fact, our mail re- ^ - ers who left Germany between 1033 and 1045 for political or racial
reasons and who are in financial straits. Priority goes to those who
wtere horn or who worked In Wuerttemberg-Baden.

learned that the eye is more de- V«»—nasty word—on audio!
_ y

manding than the ear?” BUI Tod* As a matter of fact* our mail re-
man and I had all of these chal* fiects a growing popular reaction WhrittA ParHr* nil Rflflin
lenges, and more, tossed at “What’s against over-elaborate production* l Utijf UU liauiv
My Line” in the early days before
the ratings began to roll in.

A great deal of the mail on “What’s
My Line?” expresses pleasure with HMlViiMEEl

Certainly, on the .basis of the the basis?” simplicity and relaxed
old-time text book criteria for a quality of the program. One view-

. A series of 13 transcribed quarter-hour programs dramatizing tech-

Vnrcinn laavac IlfI [
nlques used by the Voice of America will be made available, begin*

VCIoIUU liCATw V*» ning Jan: 15, to domestic radio stations at no cost* the State Depart*

-Si
wlth razd*“dazde CBS with Indie packager John America,” have been contributed by Wesley I. Dumm, member of theThe pictures are relatively static, I vaudeville. Guedel for the latter’s “House U.S. Advisory .Conunisslon on Education and president of Associated

there s no production, no
i
move- Naturally, we do not ^oppose Party.” show will result in the Broadcasters* Ific. (KSFO) of San Francisco which is recording* proc*ment to speak of—-just people ask- making a show visual. Tq the con- most rapid television-toradio trans-> essiiig and distributing the series.

lng questions and taUung^to each trary, we try to
.
use the camera ppgal yet devised. Under terns of Programs employ a documentary format, with film actor Gerald Mohr

other. Sure, it s interesting and with maximum effectiveness as a the deal, the cross-the-board series, as narrator., producer is Will H. VoeUer anckwriter is Robert C. Vinson,
amusing hut pictonally^ for the flexible reporting instrument. We starring Ralph Llnkletter, is to Direction is by Frank K. Danzig-and music by Del Castillio and his
picture-conscious critic, it s a goose do object-, however,, to: plush pro- originate in Hollywood as a TV orchestra.

This same lack of traditional pic-

do object, however, to: plush pro-
duction for its own srice^—hnd par-
ticularly where it is used to cover

torial values holds true With the up a lack of real substance under
GtouchO Marx quiz^ show—in fact; neath.

production on CBS from 2:45 to Broadcasters may obtain th
3:15 p.m. Audio portion of the TV ers, Box 87, Hollywood, Calif,

show Will he taped and go on the
CBS Radio web immediately follow- p0n bv the Amsterdam Nei

Broadcasters may obtain the disks by writing Associated Broadcast-

!ath> CBS Radio web immediately f®U®W“ Poll by the Amsterdam News, Negro weekly, for unofficial mayor of
It’s time to revise the criteria. mg, from 3:15 to 3:40 p.m. (-with Harlem, saw Jack Kunejr, program director of WLIB, N. Y., finish in

Mind less how expensive the pro- jLj differential to be H2th position with 27 votes. Kuney, who is white, pulled more ballots

ictlon, how dazzling the cos-
eniiea out;.*

.

than Billy Eckstine or Father Divine.
** ' "

’ Election was won by Willie Bryant, who beams over WHOM, N. Y.

It’s a simulcast. It holds true—take it’s time to revise the criteria.
a deep breaffi—for thi now highly Mind les» how expensive the pro- »»• *ve^minute differential to he

htarinn ductlon, how dazzling the coa- e<**t*<1 °"t) '

.. ^rig ;n, n^r
1

ii
tt

t f
1 tunjes or set, how pretty the pic- Show Is currently sponsored on

enoughafter the fart to.pralse all
tures; how “visual" the concept. CBSRadlo In tte. same, tlmealot

Mind more how rich the content, "ELWSKcxolftiil with hindqieht Rnalvfli^.
Auuftu spivav «un s&vn wvuvcuiif 7^

- ’JT 1" n \

—

:

— n ' Grosley Broadcasting Corp. furnished display kits to 5,000 grocery

why^hese MomMnabMame suS i
ow »l>Wf'>1“g the.atory or people, oftriVM* «I!

stores InObio. Kentucky, Indiana and West Virginia for merchandising
p#»Refill wjfhmif^® Piacaip niofuro how vital and gutsy the genuine -3 • promotion, this ’month of 65 products, glorified as the ’’Parade of Stars.

sutetanw* of ttie show.
roil(n.TV «vcfPtrt Plllehnrv uu yiuuuuw, ewuucu we r«due uram.

element* Biit it i* mv belief that “*w
a Material includes window streamers, shelf and counter displays,

a majority of nroeram buyers M you want a laboratory ex- „„ in
According to; J. M. Zinselmeier, director of merchandising for Cros-

faced with these shows betare the »mPle ot this, eonflict^-between ?tead thJ*3 to ^lSsemnent Mi
WLW, 50,000-watt CincinnaU station, and its TV outlets in Cincy,

test of audimee reaction* woiild visual valu*» and content values- TVThat means' thatCBSwiS payt®n and Columbus,q.,the campaign is the largest mass merchandis-

have taraed tt“m dovra ioid b“ *o see the First Drania Quartet have tmStertiour semnent of »rom«HS9
^

^swnsored in the^^ftocery field by^^any single radio or TV
"ad “D»» i«a» in Hen." thrshSwTaltahta ttr spSship «“ Is backed by station facilities.

shows with cameras put on them.”

What, then, do I think counts?

Essentially—content. If what
goes on In front of the camera has

aq wa ouan m xieu. the show available for sponsorship
Heck* that’s no play—it’s a radio five days weekly on both AM and

show.

New setup is scheduled to preem
sometime in March. Deal between
Guedel and CBS means basically

« . 0 | m • 1 1
that the packager is turning the

Eastern Sales Chief 0
n‘',

Hou^LParty
”

. .
• over to CBS to sell for him.

William Hylan, CBS-TV as-

sistant sales manager, has . been
upped to the post of eastern sales

chief by sales veepee Fred ' M.
Thrower. Job is a new one created

by Thrower since he succeeded

David Sutton at the web. As an

hy Thrower smee he succeeded Chicago, Jan. 8. wnen OTlglaally eiectea
David Sutton at the web. As an Mars Candy has about-faced and pverwhelmingmajority iastNovehi-
assistant sales manager, Hylan had is buying into ABC-TV’s "Super her despite lack of organized party

been in charge of color TV sales Circus.” after
v
having originally support, Kaufmann gave credit for

iinHi pninp wfl* iptHcnnpH fhp« shied away because of the several his upset victory to his loyal lis-unul color was Jettisoned and then other confection outfits using the teners, and said they’d have to
became an assistant on black-and- video circus format. Starting Feb. make the decision for him whether
white. 3, Mars will bankroll the final half- to stay on the air or not, Mail

In' another change In the web’s hour of the hour-long; Chi origina- was heavy and most of its favored

sales department this week* Ben tion. beamed at 4 p. m* his continuing after becoming a

Margolis shifted from his.'post, as The Mars purchase enables the judge.

contract manager of ~the sales web to keep the high-rated show However* in. some quarters it

service department into the job of completely sold out. M&M Candy was felt that a commercially-spon-
businesS manager 4f CBS-TV Spot is bowing out from its alternate

Sales. He was succeeded by week ride, and Canada Dry Is cut-

George A. Koplin, who was pro- ting back from a weekly to a skip-

moted from the web’s accounting «-week basis.

sored newscaster would possibly
be beneath the dignity of the court,
and although Kaufmann; Said he’d
leave it up to the Bar Assn., news-

PiffcKnrorV. Tan ft
caster made his own decision be-

Heconsldertag^ his original decj- w With

sion to remain on the air as a news-
any recommendation,

caster, after becoming a judge of
the Allegheny County Court, . Louis
L. Kaufmann, vet Pittsburgh "radio
man, had a change of mind upon
being swOrn in as a Jurat and de-
cided to quit being a mikeman.
When originally elected by- ap^

AGENCY
Former Air Force Officer (301.

Show builnoss connections. De-
sires to Join top-flight agency.
‘Box 228, Variety* 154 West 46th
St.; Now York 1 9*

Beforo Yon Make a Movie
for Scroon or TV, So#

CHARLES CURRAN
Ttmos Sqaaro FroducHons, 1st

145 Wost 45th St*. Now Yorh 19

tolopkoMt Clrclo 6-4443

department* Leo Burnett is the Mars agency.
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Miiter PLUS wears cowboy boots,.

His hat's fen-gallon size.

He's full of yips and rooty-toots

And news to pop your eyesl

"If you want KIDS, by flock arherd,

fry MBS— we've won 'em I

And if ypu'll simply say the ward.

We'll put your brand upon 'eml"

- the difference is MUTUAL! W

soles punch!
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Pittsburgh—Frmfc Smith, owner
of WBVP in Beaver Falls, has

upped Tom Price to manager of

the station. Price, since 1948

veepee and «ales head of WBVP,
was a salesman for Smith at
WWSW here before latter left to

launch his own broadcasting proj-

ect . Max Reilly, the WJAS
salesman, has decorated the en-

gagement finger of Frances Lank
with a sparkler . , , Over the holi-

days KDKA threw open the Cin-

derella Week-End contest to Its

femme employes, and Ruth Mc-
Nally, secretary to Homer Marti,

farm director, won three days in

New York with all expenses paid.

She took her mother along on the

house/ too . . . Sun Drug Co, has
bought “Hollywood Theatre/' half-

hour film series, for 13 weeks on'

WDTV Tuesday nights at 9:30. It’s

half of segment previously held
down by Cosmopolitan Theatre,
which Sun people co-bankrolleaT

Salt Lake City — Paul Koyall,
veteran of ip years of announcing
and newscasting at KSL, has given
up spieling and switched over to

the station’s sales department,

Sani Antonio—James M Brown,
of the commercial staff of KONO
for the past 21 years, has resigned
his post. He has purchased an in-

terest i WDXB, Chattanooga,

Richmond — Polly Daffron,
WRNL’s woman commentator, is

in New York this week to do a
special series of fashion com-
mentaries during National Fashion
Press Week.

Dayton—Great Trails Broadcast-
ing Corp., owned : principally by
U. S. Secretary of Commerce
Charles E. Sawyer, Cincinnati, has
named Neil Smith, formerly With
WLW, Cincinnati, as manager of
the two newly-acquired Stations,
WOOL and WCOL-FM, Columbus.
In other changes, Charles N.
Evans, manager of WIZE, Spring-
field, for three years, has rejoined
WING, Dayton, as manager, hav-
ing served as account executive
there before going to Springfield.

Cleveland—Robert Forker, re-
gional sales manager, and Julius
Glass, promotion manager, WGAR,
elected to board of directors As-
sociated Grocery Manufacturers’
Representatives : , . Don Golder-
berger has joined the WERE sales
staff . . Don Cordray; ex-WERE
now announcing on WGAR.

Community Service Award. He Will
be. presented with a loving cup
emblematic of the award at a
dinner at Hotel Ft. Des Moines
next week,

Detroit— Pfeiffer Brewing Co.
will sponsor the Jim DeLand Show
on WJR. Singer DeLand features
nostalgic songs popular in the mid-
twenties,. and novelty songs taken
from Beirt Williams' repetoire.

WSRS’ AFRA Pact
Cleveland, Jan. 8.

AFRA and WSRS, indie, pacted a
new contract calling for increases
in salaries and fees of about 12%
for seven staffers; an escalator
clause based on thecost of living;
checkoff, and bonus 'for night work.
The contract expires March 31,
1953.

Negotiating for the station were
president Bam Sague, James P.
Miller, station labor relations, and
Ted Smoot and Walt Davis, the lat-

ter two representing AFRA.

B’casts ofN.Y. PixPreems

WINS, Crpsley-owned indie in
GOthan^, is picking up extra change
by beaming broadcasts of the New
York pteems of new pictures. In
the past year the outlet aired eight
film openings.
The Hollywood companies spon-

sor the preems as an important ad-
junct of their tubthumping for a
now-feature. At the same time, the
station feels that clearing time
for the special broadcasts pays off,
in terms of the stars and celebswho
are brought to the mike during the
show.
Handling the interviewing as-

signments for the station since
1947 is Martin Starr, who has been
doing Hollywood commentary on
the air for 17 years. He’s now
heard on- WINS with Hollywood
and Broadway news cross-the-
board at 7 p,m.

Companies which used WINS for
their preems In '51 included War-
ner Bros., Universal-International,
RKO and 20th-Fox. WINS got
practically all the major preem
broadcasts In Gotham, except for
Metro product, which was plugged
via the Loew’s-qwned WMGM .

Washington, Jan, 8.

A propose} of the Federal Com-
munications Commission to re-
quire companies and' individuals to
file annual reports on patents used
in services under the agency's juris-

diction, including radio and tele-

vislon, is bringing in a rash of
protests. So far, about 50 opposi-
tions have been registered, while
about TOO requests have been made
for more time to comment. . The
Commission has extended the dead-
line to Jan. 31.

Protests run . the Whole gamut
from objection to expense involved
to charges of un-Americanism, A
number of patent attorneys, appar-
ently aroused by the National Pat-
ent Council, question the Commis-
sion's authority to require the re-

ports. One of them, John J. Regan
of New York, declares the pro-
posal is Van unconstitutional seiz-

ure of power by a mere administra-
tive body.*'

Another lawyer, Harold R. Sav-

age of Medford, Mass., asserts the
proposal is "utterly un-American
and in violation of the most funda-
mental concepts" of the Declara-
tion of Independence and the Con-
stitution. Savage calls it "an in-
sult to the people of the U. S."

Globe Wireless Co, fears the pro-
posal Would be burdensome not
only for those affected, "but al.so

in the possible effects growing out
of interpretation of reports by per-

sons having access to certain or all

of the matters appearing on the
public records.';

Allen B. DuMont Labs., which
owns 184 patents largely used In
production of TV and other elec-
tronics apparatus, claims the pro-
posal goes beyond the broad juris-

diction of the Commission. The ma-
terial required, it declares, "Would
be practically useless for any such
comprehensive investigation

.
as

might .relate to monopoly arising
from the use or suppression of pat-
ent rights/'

San Antonib Ardyce Pfanstiel
has been named promotion and
publicity director for KEYL-TV
here replacing Gerry Fislier who
resigned. Miss Pfanstiel comes
here from KSIX, Corpus Christ!.

Minneapolis—Loca1 -radio, cir-
cles surprised by sudden and un-
expected resignation of Ralph Mof-
fett, one of city’s ace disk jockies.
from WDGY. Formerly prominent
as a European record spinner and
a WCCO staff member before
quitting that CBS station to join
WDGY, Moffett hasn’t announced
hisfuture plans . , . Cedric Adams,
WCCO kingpin radio personality
and Minneapolis' Star columnist,
and wife to vacation for three
weeks in Bermuda . . . New York
disk jockey Leigh Kammen, former
Minneapolitan, here over the holi-
days with his wife, a member of
the "Honeydreamers," playing

,
at

the Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-
race.

Kansas City —--Stations KMBC
and KFRM have a new news chief
in Claude Dorsey. A longtime
newscaster for the Midland Broad-
casting Co., operator of the two
stations, Dorsey Was made manag-
ing editor of KMBC-KFRM news
in an appointment made last week
by Arthur B. Church, president.
Dorsey is known to area listeners
as John Farmer.

Syracuse, N. Y.—Jean Roxi
Mason; former newswriter at CBS
and ABC in N.X, added to WSYR-
1 v as assistant promotion manager.

Detroit—WWJ-AM & TV an-
nounce these new appointments.
Wendell Parmelee from WWJ sales
lanageir to a newly-created post of

national sales liaison; James G
Eberle, former public affairs mana-
ge.1, for WWJ and WWJ-TV, be-
comcs sales manager, and
;£f.bnel P. Dype is the newly jap-

WWJTV
SS*S^n^ sa^s manager for

# t •
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Acceptance! Consistently ranked among the

! top 5 multi-weekly shows in Los Angeles*

’ highly competitive seven^station market.

• • « • it

Action! In just 24 hours, Cyclone Malone moved more than 10,000 self-liquidating

premiums for a single sponsor...and started a rush that netted over 106,000 tie-in sales!*

* Curries Ice Cream & Candy. Co., Los. Angeles

Available ! "The Adventures of Cyclone Malone"

is now available on film. Find but more about

this delightful musical marionette adventure

series. .. quarter-hour, five-a-week ; . . ready to sell

for you today ! For audition print and complete

information call or wire our nearest sales office:

44 West 56th Street, New York City 19, N. Y.

612 North Michigan, Avenue, Chicago 11, 111.

Sunset and Van Ness, Hollywood 28, Californi

Des Moines—John (Tony) Mihal-
41, traffic policeman arid

„J,
slc

T
jJockby with a weekly program

has been selected for
the Des Moines Tribune’s 1951

A Division of Consolidated Television Productions, Inc
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New York
Jack Masher exited the TV guest

shot department of General Artists
'Corp. / . . Moppet Michael Mann
'pacted for a role with Con Chaney,
Jr.,on ABC-TV's "Tales' of Tomor-
row" Jan. 18 • ; Times Square
Productions has been incorporated
to produce theatrical and TV films.

Charles W. Quran, former Holly-
i

wood seripter, is prez, with Ste- i

phen E. Fitaflbbon, former studio
:

chief for Fox Movtetonews in N. Y.
,

as production veepee . . . Paul C.
;

Munroe, exec director of radio and
i

TV. for the weintraub agency; has ,

resigned to join liberty Broad- .

easting ai; sales veepee. William H. ;

.Weintraub, Jr., takes over as exec
]

in charge Of TV production for
the agency, under Carlo# Franco. •;

i . . Bernard Jay Shaw, formerly i

.with WATV, Newark, has joined :

the Zlowe agency as an account
exec . . . David Savage, manager
of the WCBS-TV film department,
elected veepee of the National TV
Film Council . . * Ted Baldwin,
Inc., indie yidfilm producer, has
pacted with Manndn Sound Stages
and Mannon Productions to handle
all productions west of the Missis-
sippi ... Kenneth Twyman, former
chief of the beer and beverage
division of Ruthraiiff & Ryan,

E
arned a veepee at Cecil &* Pres-
rey.

Thomas Buchanan, ex-KOTV,
Tulsa, is new WOR-TV account
exec • .. . Norman J. Heridershot,
former sales manager for Sudler Sc
Hennessey, added to ABC-TV as
account exec . . . Margaret Phelan,*
back from trek to Fort Worth,
guests on NBC-TV’s "Break the
Bank" tonight (Wed.) . Henry
Morley,' board chairman of Dy-
namic Films, off to the Coast to
sign talent for a new women's vid-
pic series ,and to get location shots
for a Whodunit program ... Film
actor Dan Duryea to make his
Video bow on the Kate Smith eve-
ning show via NBC-TV next Wed-
nesday' (16) . . . Don Ward appoint-
ed an account exec for Chi office
of Blair-TV, station rep outfit.

Hollywood
KTTV changed format on Ada

- Leonard, show from talent hunt to
variety bill . . . William Morris
Agency packaging Half-hour tele-

E
ix series, “Don Diablo," produced
y Paul Landres and Mel Mark at

Hal -Roach studios, and starring
Richard Avonde . , . Commodore
Productions resumes next five
Clyde Beatty yldpix Jan. 14 at Gen-
eral Service studios. Commodore
prexy Walter White leaves Jan. 17
with first four of series to talk to
agencies, sponsors in Gotham...Ed-
die Dean inked for five 3V£v min.
briefies for Mack McConkey Pro-
ductions . ... . KTTV general man-
ager Dick Moore named veepee and
member of the board of directors
of station . . . Quality Films prexy
Charles Weintraub left on biz trip
to N. Y. t Detroit arid Chicago . . .

United Television Programs to han-
dle national distrib of “Cowboy
G-Men" telepix series, produced by
Telemount Pictures, and starring
Russell Hayden and Jackie Coogan

. James T. Aubrey, KTTV ac-
count exec, named sales manager
of KNXT, succeeding Bob Hoag,
transferred to CBS-TV spot sales
in

. N. Y. . . . Revue Productions
top echelon shift sees Leon From-
kess taking over as producer of
“Kit Carson" telepix series, while
Fred Jackman, Jr., moves in to
take over Fromkess’ spot as pro-

ducer of dramatic aeries for Gruen
and Chevron Theatres . . . Margaret
Buell Wilder inked as story ed for
Frank Wisbar Enterprises . , .

Lawrence Welk orch snow sold on
KTLA for almost $3,000, hour-long
program going to Chicken of the
Sea tuna and Laura Scudder on
Split-sponsorship deal .~ . . Joseph
schlldkraut and ABC talking
seven-year telepic deal in which ac-
tor would star in series called '.‘The'

Professor," with pilot to btf made
Jan. 15 . . . Herbert Wixson named
head of Coast sales for Jerry Fair-
banks Productions . . . Hal Roach,

‘

Jr., was elgcted ' prexy Of the
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences with Charles Buggies and
Don Fedderson as veepees . . . Vin-
cent Price, one of the original
panel members, rejoins “Panto-
mime Quiz" on NBC-TV tomorrow
night (9) after a month’s illness.

Chicago
Bur Tillftroui and his NBC-TV

“Kukla, Fran andOllle” troupe,
airing from New York this week
while east to receive a» Look
award, have a busy month lined
lip. They appear Sunday (13) at
the annual dinner; of the Chi chap-
ter of the Baseball Writers Assn,
and the following week they plan
to beam the show from Washing-,
ton, D. C., where Jan. 26 they
headline the National Press Club's
Father - Daughter banquet . . .

WGN’s afternoon gabber Earl
Nightingale has added an early
evening talkfest on WGN-TV. Bell
Savings Sc Loan is bankrolling the
quarter-hour strip . . . Chi NBC-
newsriiari Jim Aldrich has switched
to NBC-TV news in New York . . .

Producer Alan Sweetow has set up.
his own TV packing firm, tagged
Television Features . . / Clark
Davis, formerly with Sherwin
Rodgers fie Assocs., has joined the
Ross Roy agency as TV director.
First assignment is “Pantomime
Party" bankrolled Saturdays on
WBKB by the Shoe Corp. of Amer-
ica . . , Dorsey Connors, WNBQ’s
femme gabber, debuts an early eve-
ning strip Jan. 21 . . . Toni Gilman,
panelist on DuMont’s “Down You
Go,” back on* the rostrum after a
brief hiatus due to injuries suf-
fered in a traffic mixup . . . Art
Llnick reading the Chicago Tri-
bune comics on WGN-TV’s “Funny
Paper Theatre" which Nelson
Bros. Furniture is sponsoring Sun-
day mornings . . . Bankers Life is

picking up the tab for a Saturday
afternoon feature film series on
WGN-TV.

*

Ackerman East For

CBS-TV Program Talks
CBS programming veepee Harry

Ackerman is'' slated to arrive in
N. Y. from the Coast tomorrow
(Thurs.) for a : week’s huddles with

,
CBS-TV program veepee Hubbell

,
Robinson, Jr. Since CBS has Vir-

• tually no time open in the current
r schedule, the two veeps will talk,
' for the most part, on programming
! plans for next fall, including the
1 tying down of plans for several

;

new shows.
Robinson will return to the

;
Coast with Ackerman next week to

! continue the talks in Hollywood.
’ While there, he’ll look over the
> web’s TV city, currently under con-
i struction, which is expected to be
,
ready for occupancy next Septem-
her.

shows tit as many days.
He was supervisor-stager of

the Ezio Pinza program Friday
night (4); director of the' Mar-
tha Rsye All-Star show Satur-
day night (5), and stager of
Fred Allen’s fourth and last

“Sound Off" airer Sunday
night (6), All shows were on
NBC-TV,

Washington, Jan. 8.

Reports that Justin Miller, board
chairman and general counsel of
National Assn. of Radio-Television
Broadcasters, may become U; S. At-
torney General in event J. Howard
McGrath resigns, sre regarded
here .as well-founded.

Appointment of Miller for the
post Is understood to' have been
urged on President Truman : by two:

intimates, Charles Murphy, White
House legal counsel, and Chief Jus-
tice Fred M. Vinson of the Su-
preme Court.. Murphy is a former
student of Miller’s and Vinsori

served with him for five years on
the U. S. Court of Appeals for the
D. C. circuit.

Miller, 64, a native of California
and i Democrat, wss special as-

sistant to the U. S. Atty. General
from 1934 to 1$36 and chairman of
the Atty. General’s Advisory Com-
mission on Crime from 1935 to

1937, ‘ Previously, he taught at

Duke, Stanford, Columbia -and
other universities.

According to informed sources,
selection of Miller was urged when
the heat was on the President to
oust McGrath as result .of the, tax
scandals. However, after a meet-
ing last Friday (4). with the Pres-
ident, McGrath told newsmen .he
was not quitting, and indicated he
had Presidential ^sanction for his
statement,

Masland Starts on Tales’

With Verne’s leagues’
ABC-TV’s “Tales of Tomorrow"

will take a tale of yesterday, Jules
Verne’s “20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea," to kick off the Masland co-
sponsorship of the science fiction

series. < Thomas Mitchell will be
starred in the classic, which will be
dramatized

.

in . two installments,
Jan.- 25 andFeb.l.

Interestingly, while “Leagues"
will be done with a combination of
animation and live action by Walt
Disney in Hollywood, producers of
“Tomorrow" feel that they can
achieve all the undersea effects
live on TV.
Jacques Krelsler (watchbands)

is currently sponsoring the George
Foley-Dick Gordon package on al-

ternate weeks, with Masland car-
pets buying in as a skip-week back-
er effective Jan. 25.

t

- s

Minneapolis—Bruce F. Anderson,
formerly -with WMT, Cedar Rapids,
has joined the WCCO news bureau
staff. He’ll supervise all morning
news programs and assist on docu-
mentary productions*

Clay B. Daniel, production manager of WNBC.N.Y., is traveling
3,900 miles to make the switch from AM to TV. He leaves Friday (in
for a post with another NBC owned-and-operated outlet, KNBH,

^ Holly-
wood, where, he’ll work for Tom McFadden, another former WNBC
exec.

Daniel had been trying to get into' the video end of the NBC station
in Gotham for two years, without success. Last month, while setting
up a WNBC show for which Danny 'Kaye was picked up from Holly-
wood, he was on the phone with the Coast and jokingly asked Whether
there were any vacancies in tele—-which resulted in his new. jpb,

* ... *

A demonstration of what TV can do skyrocketing station values is

the- sale of Garo W- Ray, Connecticut consultant, of his 10% interest
in WNHC, New HaVen, for $80,000. Seven years ago Ray invested
$2,500 in the station, then radio only, which makes his profit 3*500%.
WNHC added video four years ago and is yet the only TV operation in

Connecticut.

Ray continues a consultant relationship with WNHC and is also i

telefilm production,

CBS-TV, in a move to inform the viewing public of its program
packaging activities, has tacked a slide on the end of each house-
produced show on the air, which says that “This has been a CBS-TV
network production."

Slide is being used, strictly ,to let Viewers know that the web is in

the* packaging,, as well as time-selling, business, according to network
execs, add has nothing to do with any copyright protection problems.
Since most of the shows on"CBS-TV are now house packages, the slide

is used a number of times each day.

' J
.

Television activities have paid off at the William Morris agency during
the past year. Expansion in that direction is so marked-that office has
acquired additional space on the 25th floor of the Mutual Life Building
in N, Y., where it already occupies two full floors. New space will

also house office of Helen Harvey who will work in the play dept.

She’ll move over from Music Corp. of America.

Strength Of television activity is also seen in the fact that activities

in this sector was sufficiently profitable to provide the bulk of the

revenue for Christmas bonuses to the staff.

Agency also . restored the cuts which several top execs took during
the past year. Cuts were retroactive to the time of the pay slice.

Several members of the N.Y. staff got raises.

ABC-TV’s “Celanese Theatre,” which had been sending out printed

texts of the; original plays dramatized, on the series, hgg .jswitched to

.

distributing copies of the tele scripts instead.
~ ''

Reason for the change is that the editors and critics who had re-

ceived the original published editions were raising questions oh why
one or another scene was iiot included in the telecast version. Pro-
ducers feel that due to the need for condensation all the critics can't

be satisfied, and thus have stopped* releasing scripts pf the legtiers as

presented on Broadway. The members of The Playwrights, whose
wprks comprise the offerings on the TV show, have final approval of

the scripts as televised.
I

Legal hassle appears imminent between telepix producers frying

Allen and Cubby Broccoli, and estate of late Sir. Arthuc-Conan Doyle
over video rights to shorts and novels riot covered by U. S. copyright.

Alien-Broccoli, repped by attorney Fulton Brylawski, have determined
there are 26 short stories and two novels not covered, 31 more shorts

rin which the lawyer is certain of . clearance. Producers plan to shoot

series in Hollywood Immediately.

Republic plans to build television talent from within studio, ranks
Mt) 111 Vi I il'l »T:Vi iT^i Vlit i OWA'M w V-4 i

policy patterned after his motion picture operation. Yates has nixed
several deals involving top names, in favoring of building, then promote
ing nkmes on TV.

WNBT, Gotham key of NBC-TV, is wrapping up four flye-miriUte pro-

grams to be inserted in the local cut-in breaks iri the web’s upcoming
two-hour-long “Today” stanza.

The capsule shpws include a sports news selgment, a weather report

to be handled by a puppet,’ a strip with Mary Kay (who does the sta-

tion’s late-night trailer announcements), and “Weather Station," with
Milton DeLugg. Latter, former accompanist for Abe Burrows and
later orch leader on, “Broadway Open House/' will do a .comic weather
bulletin feature.

* Machinists Union’s Non-Partisan Political League is setting up a 52-

week television series which will start on three* west Coast stations

Friday (11). Half-hour program, “Without Fear," will .feature Bill Grago
as narrator and Wendy Patterson and Carl Ruffing as a young American
couple discussing various public questions.

Show will be heard on KTTV, L.A., Fridays, at .8:30 p.m., with the

kinescope recording going ori KFMB,- Sari Diego, Mondays, at 10 p.m.^

and ori KGO, San Francisco, Tuesdays, at 9:30.

First airer will be on U. S. Communism, with second to cover the

price situation.
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IN NEW YORK CITY
The Ed Kobaks have returned from a four-week vacation in Mexico

. . . .French Government Tourist Office has appointed Benton & Bowles

as its agency. . . .Dudley Faust has been upped to eastern sales man-

ager for CBS Radio network ... .Sammy Kaye* Elliot Lawrence* Kay
Armen and Guy Lombardo are artTong talent waxing tunes and inter-

views for March of Dimes campaign Leland Merrick, WNYC pro-

motion head, has resigned to establish a merchandising organization

for show biz accounts ... .CBS’ HUbbell Robinson, Jr., has that “all's-

weli-with-the-World” demeanor now that spouse Vivienne Segal, has

scored such a resounding click in “Pal Joey" revival.

Theatre Guild has bought participation in Martin Starr’s WINS
BroadWay-Hollywood show to plug its “Lo and Behold” . . . .N. C. Sailer-,

stein promoted to Sales veepee for Storecast 'Corp . . . . Josh White back
from a five-month tour of Euaope, during which he recorded several

programs for .the British Broadcasting Corp. . . . ..Nicholas J. Liicarellt,

of the ABC sound effects department, has written lyrics to “Lovely
World” and. “Yesterday's Song,” recorded by Paul Valentine and
Sarah Lou Harris , . . Robert R. Pauley named WOR sales rep in Bos-
ton. , . Paul Baran has been appointed field engineering rep for Audio
& Video Products Corp . . . Warren Jennings upped to national spot
sales manager for ABC's o&o radio stations,

Carl Pearl has resigned from Air Features to become publicity di-

rector of Columbia U’s new engineering centre ....WHOM is inviting

its Italo-American listeners to its offices where aliens can get help fill-

ing out address reports required by the U. S. Immigration-Naturaliza-
tiori Dept . . . Arnold Starr, ex-WVNJ and WPAT, is new account exec
at WMCA Dorothy Gordon (WQXR), Edythe J. Meserand (WOR)
and Helene Faith Keane (ex-WABD) to be kudosed at a lunch at “2i”
Friday (11). by McCall’s; they’re the local winners of the mag’s “top
women in broadcasting” poll. . . Charme Allen and Cathleen Cordell
have joined cast of “Lorenzo Jones”. . .Horace Braham and Mary Orr
added to “Our Gal Sunday” . .Ann Shepherd to “Young Widder Brown’’
... Margot Stevenson, Joseph Curtin and Ruth Gates to “Just Plain
Bill.”

IN HOLLYWOOD
NBC prez Joe McConnell came, out for the Rose Bowl game and hied

away to La Quinta on the desert for a few days of sun and rest.. He
maintains an interest, in football since his coaching days at West Vir-
ginia University. . . .Willard Waterman, NBC’s “Gildersleeve,” skipped
a .show to have a troublesome appendix snipped. . . .There are two
Bill Brennans in radio and TV and the confusion of identities has been
a source of annoyance to both. Last week the Brennan who is pro-
gram director at KNXT, had a frantic call that his house was afire.

He rushed home but no blaze. It developed that the fire gutted the
home of the Brennan, producer Of The Tide Show, who was out on the
golf course unaware of the minor conflagration. . . .To help along the
March of. Dimes, Marie Wilson has offered her services as “Irma” the
secretary for one day to the, one who makes the biggest donation to
the polio fund . . . .Gene Autry started his 12th year on radio for Wrig-
ley last week. . . .Renewal, its 17th annual, came through from Lever

' Bros, for Lux Radio Theatre,. When the Thompson agency moved to its

new building away from Hollywood, the staffers were amazed at a ban-
ner strung across the front of the building down the street reading
“Welcome J. Walter Thompson.” It was a greeting from BBD&0...,NBC’s
Charleen Hawkes checked off to prepare for motherhood and her time
was taken over by Eileen Christy,, singer, formerly under contract at
Metro and Republic . . Duane Jones opened an office in L. A. and set
Ken Barton as manager- . . Betty Lamm joined CBS.as photo editor and
mag planter “Father Knows Best” shifted over from Maxwell House
to Crosley sponsorship without missing a broadcast.

IN CHICAGO . .

Jack Simpson has ankled his radio-TV director slot at the Russel M.
Seeds agency to join Foote, Cone & Belding as a radio-TV account
man for Armour . . . . After six years as Schwimmer & Scott radio di-
rector, Earl Bronson has resigned to move to the Charles Temkin

agency as radio-TV chief* Temkin shop is now handling station WJJD’a
advertising. . . .Voice of America and Radio Free Europe beaming por-

tions of NBC's “Welcome Travelers” Xmas broadcast Frank Reed,

ex-Macfadden Publications, has taken over as head of the John E.

PeafAmChl office. Jfc succeeds George Clark who resigned to set up
his oym yep .firm. , , .E. A. Tronghton added to the Mutual Central

Division prombtion dept. . . . .Metropolitan life is backing Norman
Barry’s morning newscast on WMAQ for another cycle. Ditto for

Hotpoint Dealers and Jim Hurlbut’s nightime “Reporter At Large”
strip. . . .WLS set a new high in mail pull during the first two weeks
of December with 77,956 pieces received. .. .WGN last week hired
George T. Suderman as newscaster to replace Robert Secrist, who re-

signed to go into politics, only to immediately lose the new man to the

Air Force. , , .Benson-Rixon has latched onto John Harrington's WBBM
morning newscast for the third year. . . .Chi MBS topper Carroll Marts
in Gotham for web huddles.

IN WASHINGTON
George H. Sandefer, controller for NBC’s radio anil TV stations in

D.C., recently appointed director of radio and TV for U. S. Chamber of

Commerce, with Arthur Hamilton, .chief accountant for NBC’s New York
stations, replacing him here . . . .WWDC newscaster pinch hit for

Mutual commentator H* R. Baukhage during latter’s recent vacation
; ! John Mills, ex of WGAY, Arlington, Va., and KLZ, Denver, is new

staff announcer at WTTG-DuMont ....WWDC-Mutual disk jockey,
Milton Q. Ford, teed Off a new high-powered hourly giveaway gimmick
past week, with $100 plus a consolation award offered every half-hour

. . , Col; Mary A, Hallaren* director of the WACS, personally accepted
the Don McNeill ‘.‘Woman of the Week” award on' the Ruth Crane
“Modern Woman” show, WMAL-ABC . . . .Charles W. Trippe* ex of
WDXB, Chattanooga, and onetime WINX, Washington, sales manager,
named account executive for WWDQ-Mutual “The Lonesome Road,”
series on problems of alcoholism written and narrated by Gunner Back,
returning to WMAL-ABC after a hiatus during which; it was distributed
nationally, via transcription, by Columbia U. Press.

wishes to thank Variety

and the reviewers throughout

the country for their wonderful

reception of the
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-The Spbit of Christmas”
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SIMON SHEIB
521 Fifth Avenue
New York N Y.
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DF&S’ Top Agency Billings
Continued from page M;;
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the year
gross 'billings up 11% over ’50,

with the ‘51 December billings

30% above the same month of ’50.

MBS had 69 advertisers last year,
against 56 in .’50, and did biz with
60 agencies, eight more than in the'

previous year.

Top MBS advertisers were: Kel-
logg, spending $1,407,900, a million
more than the previous year;
Johns-Manville, $1,275,700; B. TV
Babbitt, $1,245,800; P. Lorillard,

$1,245,400; American Federation of
Labor, $1,208,600;' Quaker Oats,
$1,056,600; Miles Labs, $677,800;
Kraft, $624,200; American Tobac-
co, $562,342, and Derby Foods,
$545,200.

Top MBS agencies were: J. Wal-
ter Thompson, $1,899,900; Wein--
traub, $1,430,700; Lennen & Mit-
chell, $1,245,400; Furman, Feiner,
$1,208,600;. Sherman - Marquette,
$1,056,600; Leo Burnett, $895,600;
Needham, Louis & Brorby, $800,-

600; BBD&O, $737,700'; Harry B.

Cohen, $704,100, and Geoffrey
Wade, $677,800.

GM Tops ABC Sponsors

ABC radio gross network time
sales for the year dipped from
$35,124,625 in 1950 to $33,242,182
for ’51. ABC-TV, however, saw its

gross triple, from $6,470,916 in ’50

to $18,297,589 in ’51.

Top advertisers at ABC were:
General Mills, $4,612,376; Stirling
Drug, $2,707,239; Swift* $2,386,810;
Philip Morris* $2;23I,345; Loril-

lard, $1,495,217; Philco, $1,469,649;
Serutan, $1,188,740; Mars, $944,-

366; Heinz, $942,795; Equitable
Life, $923,771.
Top agencies at ABC were:

D-F-S, $5,930,627; Cecil & Pres-
brey, $2,585,120; J Walter Thomp-
son, $2,386,810; Maxon, $1,713,293;
Lennen & Mitchell, $1,495,217;
Hutchins, $1,469,649; ’Kudner, $1,-

310,036; Roy S. Durstine, $1,271,-

024; Knox Reeves, $1,008,044; Leo
Burnett, $986,291.
Top ABC-TV advertisers were:

General Mills, $1,460,037; Kellogg,
$1,032,972; Lorillard, $799,455;
Nash-Kelvinator, $751,141; Good-
year, $751,095; Ralston-PUrina,
$689,568; Bendix, $647,006; Canada
Dry, $626,665; Schlitz, $540,704;
Gruen, $496,408.
Top ABC-TV agencies were:

Y&R; $2,050,932; D-F-S, $1,949,-

|
426; Kenyon & Eckhardt, $1,245,-

444;: Tatham, Laird, $1,11616.49;
Weintraub, $863,528; Lennen &
Mitchell, $799,455; Geyer, Newell
& Ganger, $751,141; Ruthrauff &
Ryan, $7 13,184; Gardner, $689,568;
J. M. Mathes, $681,704.
The top agencies at CBS-TV

(billings not available) were head-
ed by Y&R, followed, by Biow’
Cunningham & Walsh, Esty, Cecil
.& Presbrey,

4
McCann-Erickson

,

BBD&O, Benton & Bowles; Comp-
ton and D. P. Brother.
Top spenders on CBS-TV were

Procter & Gamble, Liggett &
Myers, R. J. Reynolds,. General
Electric, Lever Bros., Philip Mor-
ris, General Motors, Westinghouse,
Ford and Anheuser-Busch.

P&G Leads CBS Spenders.
CBS Radiol leading advertisers

were: Procter & Gamble, Lever
Bros;, General Foods, Liggett Sc

Myers, Pillsbury, Colgate, Ameri-
can Home Products, Wrigley’s, Gil-

Division)* and Miles
Labs.

CBS^Radio’a key agencies were
topped by Benton & Bowles, Comp-
ton, BBD&O, p-FiS, FC&B, Y&R*
Cunningham & Wal'sh, Leo Bur-
nett, Ruthrauff & Ryan, and Esty.,

DuMont’s top bankrollers (fig-

ures, not available) were: General
Foods, Drugstore TV Productions,
Ballantine, Rosefield Packing, Wal-
ter H. Johnson Candy, Francis H.
Leggett, Mennen, Larus & Broth-
er, Kaiser-Frazer dealers and Tide-
water 0^
DuMont’s top agencies were:

Benton & Bowles, Product Adver-
tising Corp., Franklin Bruck, J.

Walter Thompson, Guild, Bascom
& Bonfigli^ Peck, Lennen & Mit-
chell, w&Ortick & Legler* BBD&O,
and D-F-S.

BOB C0NSID1NE MAKES

SWITCH TO TOES. NIGHT
Deal for Pontiac to take over the

10:45 to 11 p. m. Tuesday night

slot bn NBC-TV has fallen through.

(Time opened up when Old Gold
shaved its “Original Aipateur
Hour” from a full hour to 45 min-
utes.) -

Instead, NBC isrturiiing over the
15-minute segment to Mutual of
Omaha, which sponsors the Bob
Considine show. Considine moves
his program over from the current
5:45 -to 6 p. m. Saturday slot, ef-

fective Jan. 15.’

CBS Chi Logjam
SS Continued from pap H^

was unable to handle. The WGN-
TV deal opened the €hi market
to Colgate’s “Strike It Rich;”

American Home Products’ “Love
of Life,” and Procter & Gamble’s

“Search For Tomorrow.”

And With the WGN-TV arrange-
ment having the effect of breaking
up WBKB’s >monopoly on CBS-TV
pickups, the latter outlet’s man-
agement has been looking further
ahead before nixing web offerings.

Also there’s, been a noticeable
slowdown of local daytime sales
with WBKB currently having a
somewhat looser schedule in which
to carry more network shows.

Since WBKB has first refusal
rights over WGN-TV on any com-
mercial shows Offered by CBS,
manager John Mitchell lost no time
in grabbing off the Arthur Godfrey
simulcast which boWed, yesterday
(Mon.) and the tri-weekly Bert
Parks show which goes next Mon-
day (14) in the* 2:30 to 3 p.m.
CST period.
And Mitchell has made addition-

al concessions to the network in
order to have first crack at any
sponsored shows CBS might put
into the post-Godfrey 9:30 to 10
a.m. slot. Thi^segment is currently
being filled locally by WBKB with
the “O’Neil’S At Home” show bank-
rolled by the Charles Antell hair
tonic firm. But the local Sponsor
will be bumped when and if CBS
sells the time nationally. WBKB
is also beaming the 15-minute

. CBS
news show that preceeds Godfrey
in anticipation of the portion being
sold by the web.

. Incidentally, WBKB’s reservation
Of the 9 : 30 to- 10 morning segment
for potential CBS shows, has knock-
ed out the planned breakfast re-

mote frOm Isbell’s restaurant
which was to have been emceed
by Ernie Simon.
Although the daytime Chicago

CBS picture looks the rosiest it’s

ever been the web may again, run
into a snag when the baseball sea-

son rolls around.. Although no dia-

mond deals have yet been set, both
WBKB and WGN-TV have beamed
baseball for the past several, sea-
sons. What’s to happen with the
CBS afternoon programs should
both stations again carry baseball
is a highly moot question at this

point.

Despite the reasonably good ar-

rangement now in effect, there’s
no doubt the CBS hierarchy will

heave a sigh of relief if and when
the FCC okays its purchase of
WBKB as a byproduct of the pend-
ing United Paramount-ABG meld-
ing.

ATTENTION TV
PRODUCERS, AGENCIES

Producer Ju?t strived! from Italy, where con-

nected wltl' best local niotlon pictures,- rich' In.

Ideas, fresh approach, remaining. Bis months
New York, desires, connection as assistant TV
producer.

CAN RECIPROCATE IN ITALY
Writ* Box 975* VARIETY
154 W«s» 45»h «t.* N Y. C.
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In WFIL-adelphia
You can’t stand on ceremony

if you want to be heard by shop-
pers in all 14 bounties of Phila-

delphia’s $0 billion market zone.

Best way to break the. ice in

this area of 4,400,000 people

and $6 billion in buying power,
is to get ’em at home, where
more radio owners tune WFIL
than ever before.

BMB says - two-thirds of all

radio-equipped homes listen

regularly to WFIL—5,000 watts
at 560 kilocycles. You hit hard*
fast, and clean—not only in
Philly but in all' 147 “home
markets” outside city limits

Where a majority of the area’s

population lives and shops.

And.these same fl^e kilossweep
way out into a huge bonus area

in many nearby counties, giving

WFIL total coverage of 6,800,006

people with more than $9 billion

effective buying income.

To be first on the dial in

America’s third largest market.
Schedule WFIL.
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Series

Monday (3D with a iparked depar-

ture from its usual dramatic for-

mat Th? special New Year's Eve

Sow was a documentary on film,

with the live portions consisting of

host-producer Robert Montgomery
narrating a pictorial record of 1951

ST* litUe girl who was bom .only

& minutes before airtime. - The
program will be kept on kmescope

and presented to the girl on her

16th birthday in 1967.

Airer had a sock opening in the

shots picked up live from the ma-
teriiity Wing of New York’s Pres-

byterian Hospital and the universal

interest in seeing a newborn babe,

the nurses, her father and other

impatiently-w a i t i n g prospective

dads. The latter, all smoking cig-

arets (undoubtedly Luckies) ner-

vously, appeared stiff and posed,

but the overall effect was interest-

ing.

The film record of the year was
hot as effectively done. It was slow-

moving, dull, without much point,

and generalized when it should,
have been specific. There Was a
pleasant-enough feeling in the var-

ious sections—“How We Played,”
“How We Worked/* “Our Beliefs

and Ideals
”“How We Worshipped,”

etc. But the individual clips lacked

,

potency and there was only super- 1

ficial integration and editing; Shots
such as Bobby; Thompson’s pen-
nant-winning homerun against the
•Dodgers were good, hut there
weren’t enough of these. Greater
use of cream newsreel sequences,
such as those on NBC-TV’s “Camel
Newsreel/’^-would have helped.

WMCA, Nathan Straus-owned

indie in N. Y., has wrapped up a

series of four broadcasts by Sen.

Estes Kefauver (D., Tenn.) in which

the former chairman of the Senate

crime probe committee will state

his stand on foreign and domestic
policies. Series kicks off Friday
(11) at 9:30-9:45 pm.

Straus announced that the sta-

tion will permit rebroadcast of the:

Kefauver series by other stations,

either on a live or recorded basis.

He said the program is designed
to . promote public understanding
of important national issues and
will be followed by other airers
originating from Washington or
N. Y.

: Boston— WHDH, which incu-
bated NBC’s Bob and Ray, has
come up this week with another
d.j. and a new show. Called “The
Cloud Club,” this will be an across-
the-board feature aired from 10:35
till midnight with announcer New
Powers acting as host.

GREYSTONE PRESS TO

ABC SUN. NIGHT SLOT
Greystone Press has bqugbt the

Sunday 9:45-10 pjn. slot pn ^BC
to plug a number of books'for
13 weeks, via Huber Koge agency.

Purchase takes the web off the
hook for half of the period left i

vacant by Ronson’s dropping of

“Hollywood Stars on Stage” in the
9:30-10 pm. slot. Web put Marlene
Dietrich's “Cafe Istanbul” into the
9:15-9:45 position . and had been
mulling a musical stanza at 9:45.

Greystone is using a 71-station

lineup. Press, which generally uses
one-time shows, was committed to

a 13-week cycle. In addition it

bought two 15-minute one?shots
last night (Tues.), booked back-to-
back in the 8 p.m. half-hour.

SSL’S BANNER ’51 BIZ
Salt Lake City, Jan. 8..

RSL, local CBS outlet, has com-
pleted preliminary figures for .1951

biz, and everything seems to point

to a record year. According to

station execs, year should total

more than 2% over 1950, which
was their last top session.

MAMO-TELEVISION

|

CBS* East-teWest Moving Day I
Cengm^d f$0» |ft|t 2$

2:30 “Irma” takes off for Cava- is “Man Against Crime,” which will
Iter cigarets tonight (8) with Marie be fifihed hi Hollywood. 1

Wilson and Kathy Lewis essaying Ackerman has several other
their radio leads, supported by Sig shows on the planning hoard, in-

Arno, who replaces Hans Con- eluding a variety layout with a top
ried, Hal March in the John Brown name. He is also talking a deal
role. Brooks West, husband of Eve with John Guedel and Art Link-
Arden, and Gloria Gordon. Richard letter for TV*ing “House Party,”
Whorf directs and Frank Galen Heavy schedule of shows,- both
heads up the writing staff. ’ customed here and moved from
A1 Pearce half hour morning N. Y., is forcing Ackermau to ex-

strip, airing from here at 8 a. m. Pand his personnel. He is now on

thur Godfrey^ daytime show *xi' £&assistant to Ackerman on tne pro-
duction side, and Hal Hudson is

s£rt is

S
the Winter Stole* series

manager of the TV department In.

the search for new talent. Larry

haH hnnr Burns is auditioning and scouting

Jr£2#d,W this territory, while Bill Dozier
or director has been picked.

New. shows now being ready for
pursues these duties out of N. Y.

CBS has concluded a hew deal
spring duty are “Our Miss Brooks/' with Hal

.
Roach for continuance of

which will be pilot-filmed Jan. 29; the Amos • ’ Andy series. “Cory
‘‘Life With Luigi/* also to be liss Archer” will have Helen Mack
Aimed, and "Johnny Dollar,” with as producer until she leaves for
Edmund O'Brien likely as the lead. N. Y. to join her husband, Tom Me-
Another departing show from N.Y. Avity; an executive With NBC-TV.

IRadio Reviews
Continued from page 30

is the Gopher coach and right now
he’s somewhat in the limelight be-
cause his club is one of two
throughout the nation which have
defeated the supposedly invincible
Kentucky quintet.

The coach is right at home on
the ether waves in consequence of
a slick speaking voice and a faculty
to express himself quickly and well
during his exporting which carries
authority. Hall, a leading local
newspaper sports writer and radio
sportscaster, is right in the groove*
too, during the interviewing ses-
sion with Cowles, for he, of course,
knows what he’s talking about and
his own opinions, which he occa-
sionally gives voice to, carry
weight. His radio voice leaves
nothing to he desired. Fairell, at

local high school coach and basket-
ball official, also is at home oh the
air, while Peterson, an organist, in-
terrupts the gabbing with well
spotted renditions of college songs.

Ordinarily Cowles .appears in
person on the show, but on the
one caught he was in Milwaukee
for a Minnesota game with Mary
quette, and the Hall interview was
conducted over the long: distance
telephone and tape recorded.

Commercials at the start and end
are' held down. The show for the
basketball season's duration re-
places a similar football program
featuring Bemie Bierman, long-
time Minnesota gridiron coach,
with Hall doing the interviewing
on that, too. Rees.

Ebert’s $1,500,000
Continued ' from past 2t

against, a participating agreement
on a gross percentage of biz. He’s
also inked a deal with Fedderson
whereby the channel’s Syndicated
Television Productions will handle
product made by Albert’s telepix
.company..

Station says Albert Will get ap-
proximately $1,500,000 in seven-
year optional deaL
ABC is going after former

Jarvis clients on - KLAC-TV, . but
station said it hadn't lost Business
yet. A net' spokesman, - however,
expressed confidence some spon-
sors would switch stations with
Jarvis.

Peter Potter’s Switch
- Hollywood, Jan. 8.

KFWB. prexy Harry Maizlish
fired deejay Peter;Pbtter Monday
(7) afternoon. Latter wound up
half-hour later at KLAC with a
two-year pact calling for a guaran-
tee $45,C00 annually in the spot
vacated by A1 Jarvis. -

|

Maizlish heard that Potter was
dickering for the spot and demand-
ed the deejay give 90-day notice
or be fired when finished his after-
noon program. When no notice was
forthcoming Potter was ousted.
Joe Yocam and* Hed Rowe , will

•hare Potter’s time on KFWB.

JARVIS

Los

the Sellingest Man in Las Angeles Teleyisien

moves to
•_ ><

KECA-TV January 28 3:00-5:00 pm

Select Time Still Available. Place Yoi

•Phone Your Nearest ABC -TV Spot

cos angeLes
NOimandy 3-331

1

CHICAGO
ANoovre 3-7800

V ABC Television

SAM FRANCISCO
EXhook 2-6544

ce:

NEW YORK
SUsquehanna7-500Q

DETROIT
WOooward 3-8321

in Los Angelei
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shoe vfffeh-a philodei^r
out of it, .

Others oni the '‘Corner’’ are
cat named Tondelayo, which is vis-
ible enough although the pretense
is made that only Kovacs s^nd lit-

tle children can see it. Pete Boyle,
WPTZ staffer, plays the Irish cop
on the beat. Setting, incidentally,
is good with street corner back*
ground giving an appearance of
depth despite the small studio

. stage, Singer Edythe Adams works
in nicely with the Kovacs antics
furnishing quiet-contrast for., the
extrovert lead. Together they did
takeoff on “The Third Man” in
dialect. Miss Adams also sings a
couple numbers in pleasant melo-
dic style, with backing by Dave
Appell’s Trio, well known here on
the musical bar circuits who wear
Street cleaners outfits for the "Cor-
ner” motif. Finale had cast doing
“On Top of Old Smoky” with Kov-
acs reading the lines to a vocal
background.

Kovacs has the faculty of making
everything s e e m ad-lib, and no
doubt a lot of it is. Gagh.

TRADE INN
With Pat Tobin, Tpdd Purse
Producer-Director: Grover J.

Allen

30 Mins.; Mpp.-thru-Fri., 4 p.m.

Sustaining

WENR-TV, Chicago
With a little tightening this

gadget-laden affair looks likely to
gain momentum with later after-
noon housewife viewers. It’S

hosted by a Couple of personable
people—Pat Tobin and Tpdd Purse*—arid its basic ingredients are es-
-‘ntially sound. "

The session is divided into four
Segments and is laid out in sort of
a rural swap shop setting. On the
show seen (4) the first portion was
given over to guest participation
with viewers invited to. bring to
the program articles they wish to
swap. With the Show just getting
underway, the couple wjio appeared
to exchange a meatgrlnder for a
coffee maker smacked pretty
much as “plants.” However; once
the project gets rolling there’ll
probably be- an oversupply of
David Haruhis anxious to appear
on TV.

Other items included a personal
service section with the usual* ap-

a^hich
provided the hearts and jlowers
touch. ''Then- there was:*m letter

writing contest and a white ele-

phant game which had two guests

attempting to guess the knick-

knacks brought in the other. This
bit seemed the Weakest- link and
overlong.

It’s ah offbeat format at least as

fat as the local video scene is

Concerned and therein lies its

strength.- That and the fact Miss
Tobin and Purse W°Fk the show
with a nicely relaxed style. Miss
Tobin would impress evert more if

she would remember to check that

“intimate” wink at the door.
Dave.

Continued from, page 26

the survey on FM ownership,made
for WFDR manager Lou Frankel

Survey showed that 260,000 of the

950,000 FM set. owners in the met

ropblitan N, Y. area listen, to • the

union-owned station.

Study also indicated that , the

FM owners are in a very high in-

come bracket, the median family
being in the over $6;000 group. FM
listeners also have more educa
tiori than the general population,

with 46% being college graduates
and 72% having high school diplo-

mas Survey .also .reported - that
FM families have 20% less tele-

vision set' ownership than the gen
era! population of New York, and
that they listen to FM. more than
they watch TV.
On the basis of these figures,

Frankel is making pitches for class
bankrollers, who direct their ap-
peals to a high-income audience

Philly vs, Chi
Continued from page M

Now starring on NBC's
ALL STAR REVUE

Saturday's 6-9 p.m., EST
Mgt.t William Morris . Agency

may turn to WBKB for some net
shows.

Status of affiliation, in fact, de-
termines to a large extent which
cities get the networks’ blessings
as origination points. While CBS
has no shows coining from Chi
DuMont, on the basis of its close
ties with AyGN-TV, now has five

Chi-briginated packages on its

schedule. DuMont, at the same
time, has no primary affiliate in
Philly, so has no network feeds
from that city. ABC, with its

o.&o. outlet in Chi', WENR-TV, has
five, show from there, but also has
three from WFIL-TV, Philly, which
is a primary affiliate.

NBC, which sparked the move
to Chi originally for TV and
helped establish the so-called. Chi
technique with programs like “Gar-
roway at Large,” is using both
cities less

.
than any of the other

nets. NBC now has two shows
from Chi and one from Philly;

lunenl
:o, Jan. 8. -

eally hot as*

radio and
itaffUs Who will

. -^ ipon $fcicago for the
national political conventions
next June; - Work was started

last week on the installation of

a $300,000 air-conditioning
unit at the International Am-
phitheatre, where the political

powwows will be held. But
the cooling plant will only
serve the arena portion of the

. building Where the convention
proper will be held.

This means the big side

rooms, which will be largely

taken over by the radio-TV
contingent, will not have the
benefit of the air conditioner
to take the curse off the usual-
ly hot Windy City summer
temperatures.

‘Hot

Westinghouse May Be

Initial User of CBS

‘Selective Facilities’

Westinghouse may become the
first CBS radio sponsor to adopt
the web’s new “selective facilities”

plan, by signing, for only a part of
CBS’ 206 stations to carry the up-
coming political conventions cov-

erage.. Under the plan, devised- by
CBS Radio prexy Howard Meighan,
the web Will have the right to sell

the conventions tp one or more
sponsors for the remaining markets
if Westinghouse limits its station

lineup.

Westinghouse originally ordered
only 60 AM markets,, on the as-

sumption that it wouid need the
rest of its budget to pay the costs

for the complete CBS-TV . station

lineup. On the video side, however,
CBS is having-difficulty in single-

station. markets. As a result, if

Westinghouse is frozen out of those
TV areas, it may decide to take
the entire CBS Radio lineup.

Under the “selective facilities”

plan,;CBS will allow a sponsor, to
take a network as small as the
basic group of 26 stations, hut re-
tains the right in all such cases
to sell the. remaining markets

,
to

one or more other bankrollers.
Web is attempting to insure,' in
that way, that its affiliates will

have as few sustaining holes as
possible in .their network sched-
ules.

Continued from page 25,
’ e -

blacked-out
.

single stations
:
mar-

kets via use of other promotional

methods that may well cost them

twice as much as the original

$400,000 saying.

Under terms of its CBS deal,
Westinghouse will compensate sta-

tions for 34 hours, including 30
hours of the conventions and four
hours of election coverage. In addi-
tion, there will be 13 half-hour
pre-election campaign programs.
NBC demanded that Westinghouse
buy 45 hours, including 40 hours
of conventions, and five hours of
election coverage. The additional
11 hours would have; hiked the
Westinghouse tab by $400,000.
Westinghouse pointed out that it

had a limited budget and grabbed
the CBS deal; Two days later NBC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell sold
Philco (See separate Story) on. buy-
ing the conventions-election pack-
age that was originally offered, to
Westinghouse.

#

As it shapes up, Westinghouse
Will, have a 30-station intercon-*
nected lineup of CBS stations. With
Philco totaling 51 on NBC. -

Zhr’s TWas a jCommie’

FBI Open-find; Series

ABC-UPT
Continued from page 26

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Only TV station m — only TV

i f a f > c r, seen — in this large

rich Pennsylvania market aren

POOL PICKUPS IN WEST

FOR POLITICAL TV’ER
Confronted With the fact that

there is only one networking chan-
nel available from Omaha to the
Coast, the television webs, in the
middle of their hassles last' week
^ver station clearances for the po-
litical conventions coverage, de-
cided to pool all pickups west of
Omaha. Local commercials will
probably be cut in on the Coast
stations, which means that West-.
inghouse, which is. sponsoring on
CBS; and Philco, which will bank-
roll the -NBC coverage, - will not
be represented in the far west!

Situation will apply to the four
interconnected markets west of
Omaha, including Sa.it Lake City,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and
San Diego. If present plans go
through for the insertion of local
commercials in each market, it

would mean the convention cover-
age would be sold bn virtually a
co-op basis among the four net-
works on the Coast.

mission, Robert Jones, vigorously
dissented to lumping the issues in
one package. Since the Commis-
sion has not yet acted on Par’s ap-
plication to .transfer WBKB to
United Paramount, Jones contend-
ed thaL Par’s status as a licensee
should first' be determined before
taking up the merger.

The hearings Will tee off with
testimony on the Par-DuMont is-

sues, which is expected to consume
a week. The proceedings will then
be recessed until Feb. 4 when the
Paramount inti-trust issues will be,
heard, followed by testimony on
the merger. Proceedings should
wind up by March 1, with a final

decision in the fall.

The! Par-DuMont question is be-
ing heard first at the request of
William A. Roberts^ counsel for
DuMont, who' has indicated he will
afterward petition the Commission
to sever the testimony from the
proceedings and decide the control
issue beford the hearings are com-
pleted, If his request is granted,
DuMont will be in a position tp act
one way or another on Its TV ap-
plications when the freeze is lifted.

The hearings, are almost certain
to be confined to the parties in-
volved—Paramount Pictures, UPT,
DuMont, ABC and CBS. Fanchon
& Marco, theatre operators, and
Gordon Brown, owner of radio sta-
ti o n WSAY in Rochester, N. Y.,
were still fighting doggedly last
week to. enter the proceedings as
intervenors but their chances ap-
peared slim.

It also appeared unlikely . that
the Dept, of Justice will participate
directly.

Car R

.

M ^ v c 1 '
-

r' h P 't3

Represented by

ROBERT
%

New York Lot
A i V. *

f-9 «

et San Francisco Chicago

Stepping up* Its production of

new transcribed programs, Fred-
eric W. Ziv Co. has started wax-
ing “I Was a Communist for the

FBI," starring Dana Andrews, Ziv

bought the rights to the property

from Matt Cvetic, for nine years an
undercover agent for the FBI.

The open-ender, to be released

March 30, is budgeted at $12,500,

according Jto John L. Sinn, execu-
tive veepee of Ziy. . Sinn plans to
have 52 half-hours taped by July
30. Musical director will be David
Rose,, with; Henry Hayward direct-
ing. A stable of four or five writers
will script the show, with yarns' by
Miltort Geiger and Herb Purdum
haying already been waxed.

Cvetic, who has been lecturing
on his experiences as an FBI eye
in the Communist Party, joined the
Reds in 1941 at the request of the
FBI. In February, 1950, he ap-
peared before the House Commit-
tee on Un-American Affairs with
93 pounds of R8d letters, records,
files, etc., gathered while he held
posts in the party. While he was a
member he supplied the FBI with
20.000 typewritten pages of reports,

30.000 pages of exhibits, letters and
publications, He alsn gave the FBI
the names, of nearly 1,000 CP mem-
bers,

Sinn said that Cvetic will be
available for lectures and appear-
ances on bihalf of local sponsors
of the program on payment of a
fee. Material for the show was
gathered over * four-week period
by sitting Cvetic down with a team
of writers and ‘stenographers while
he spieled. Cvetic, who authored
a Saturday Evening Post series

with Pete M&rtirt, is also checking
over the finished scripts.

Show will be in first-person nar-
rative_ form, with episodes drama-
tizing* incidents from Cvetic’s ex-
perience and testimony. Sinn said
that the program’s aim is not to get
people “to look under their beds
for Commies” but. to achieve a
documentary style. In New York
this week Cvetic said that when
he left the FBI he declared that
he would continue to fight Com-
munism.

Radi

Registry

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Continued from page 26

Kudner agency. GM, also through
Kudner, recently renewed “Your
Land and Mine,” 15-mlnute stanza
hCard Mondays at 8 p. m., for 52
weeks.

Pontiac dealers are backing a
cross-the-board newscast over
WJZ-TV, N. Y., with John Daly.
Show, placed through MacManus,
John & Adams, is beamed at 7:-7:15

p. m. Last month Pontiac bought
half-hour participations in the AM
version of “Stop the Music” on two
Sundays, tp unfold its new ’52 line,

also through MacManus, John &
Adams.

Kaiser-Frazer started on the web
in November, with the Betty Fun
ness “By-Line” series, which was
replaced last month by “Ellery
Queen.” Agency is William Wein-
traub. i i 'i

Wilmington, Del.

r' the market which ha? hia^ 0

''come per family i r. the cc.o r 'trx,
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GETAWAY FOR
5' ?«“!*

In a drastic step to halt distribu-

*

tion of counterfeit platters of its
1

hits, Columbia Records- last week
•warned all New York metropolitan

dealers that they would-be crim

inally prosecuted if - they handled

.the illegal merchandise. ' • Col’s

latest move against the boot-

leggers was prompted by the fla

grant marketing of. Johnnie Ray
disks by shady operators.

Columbia discovered that at least

one outfit was issuing copies of

Ray’s “Little White ClOUd That
Cried” and “Cry” platters to record
retailers under the Okeh label, lat-

ter being a Columbia subsid; The
extent of the 'circulation of the

counterfeit disks has been, difficult

to determine, but it’s estimated
that a big, fast deal was swung by
the counterfeiters involving sev-

eral thousands copies. * Ray’s disk
has already hit the *600,000 mark
for the legitimate Okeh label.

It’s believed that the counter-
feiters latched onto the Ray disks
because of the strike at Columbia’s
Bridgeport plant.. Although Co-
lumbia is being serviced by other
majors’ pressing facilities,, notably
RCA Victor and M-G-M Records^
shortages on the top hits have de-
veloped in some areas, leaving an
opening for the bootleggers.
The strike of Col’s factory work-

ers at Bridgeport has also had a
negative impact on Several minor
disk labels which were pressed by
Columbia. Such longhair compa-
ies as Westminister’ and Cetra-

Soria, among others, have been
finding it tough making deliveries
in the last couple of weeks.

MPCE Exec Committee

Proposes Amendments

To End Factionalism
At the initial meeting of the

newly elected exec- committee of
the Music Publishers Contact Em-
ployees last week, amendments
and bylaws to the- union’s • consti-
tution were suggested for- submis-
sion to the MPCE membership; The
constitutional innovations will b”e

voted on at a general meeting
Jan. 17,

Changes in the constitution were
necessitated by ... the ^factionalism
which sprang up among the con-
tactmen during the- election cam-
paign last month. Charges of un-
constitutionality in- - the election
procedure weren’t pressed, but the
exec board hopes to tighten the
loopholes with the new amend-
ments.
An MPCE relief committee was

also appointed at last week's con-
clave. The committee, which will
be headed by Joe Santly, includes
Irving Tanz, Bernie Pollack, Harry
Santly and Jack Johnstone.
Bob Miller, MPCE prexy, leaves

for the Coast at the end of Janu-
ary to conduct board meetings
there. He’ll be gone about a
month.

ives
-Gene Krupa has revived his jazz

trio, comprising Charlie Ventura
on sax and Teddy Napoleon bn
piano, Combo will break in at Ven-
tura’s Open Rouse Club, Linden-
wood, N. J., prior to opening at the
State Theatre, Hartford, Jan. 19 .

Trio last worked together
1946.

Initial full membership meeting
of newly-formed Record

1

. Industry

Assn, of America, originally pro-

jected for this month, has been set

back by the failure of the screening

committee to come up with a can-

didate for the exec director’s post.

Top disk companies, which have
taken the initiative in organizing
the industry association, have indi-
cated that they wanted all mem-
ber companies, even the smallest,
to have an equal voice in selecting
tlic exec director.

Committee, headed bjf Leonard
Schneider, exec veepee of Decca
Records, has been interviewing
candidates for the spot and will
continue to screen additional ap-
plicants until a Selection, is iade.
Serving with Schneider oil the com-
mittee are Howard Letts,%CA Vic-
tor; Kenneth Raine, Columbia Rec-
ords; Wallace Early, M-G-M Rec-
ords, and Martin Edelstein, Capi-
tol Records.

Expectations of a
.
bullish disk

year by industry execs has been
buttressed by the fast getaway in
the first week of the new year.
Although sales have dipped a bit
off the Christmas season pace, disk:

eries are hitting a solid January
clip with the new releases which
have begun rolling for them. Gen-
eral pickup has been, evidenced

in
! during the past week when the
majority of the new issues began
to step out.

Columbia; meantime, is still rid-
ing high with* Johnnie Ray's “Cry”
and “Little White Cloud' That
Cried,” which cleared, the 600.QOO
sales mark during the past week;
Col’s other powerhouse: items
Frankie Laine’s “Jealousy,” Jo
Stafford’s “Shrimp Boats” and
Tony Bennett’s “Cold, Cold Heart”
are rolling along in High gear.
Of Col’s first of the year issues,

Ray’s “Broken, Hearted” and Guy
Mitchell’s "Wimnii ’’ are; moving
fast.

With the Four Ace waxing of
“Tell Me Why” and Louis Arm-
strong’s “A Kiss to. Build a Dream
On” on the Decca label building
into hit proportions, the diskery
is expected to’ be very strong in
January. Early sales figures indi-

cate it will, be the company's big-

gest morfth in many years, RCA
Victor;- under its new pop artists

and repertory head, Dave Kapp, is

(Continued on page 53)

Dccca-U Merger Plan*
Decca attorneys are under-

stood to be working out * re-

organization plan by which the
diskery' would be merged with
Universal Pictures, in which
Decca recently acquired con-
trolling interest, . Decca prexy
Milton R. Rackmil, currently
on the Coast, is slated to be-
come prez of the new com-
pany.

Details in Picture section.

IN SOUTHERN 50-DATER
New package unit of Billy Eck-

stine and Count Basie orch heads
out on a southern tour of concert
and ballroom dates next month.
The 50-date tour tees off in Hous-
ton, Feb. 8. Eckstine recent-
ly concertjzed in a package deal
with. George Shearing.

Unit is being booked, by Shaw
Artists Corp., which bought the
package via William Morris, which
repr esents Eckstine, and Willard
Alexander, Basie’s rep.

RCA Victor’s pre-Christmas bus-
iness during 1'95-i maintained., an
even keel as compared with tlic

previous year, according to the
diskery ’s royalty statements to the
major publishers. Although the.

payments to the majors for the
three-month period ending Nov. 20
fell off about 10%, the drop in this

category was compensated by the
pickup in payments to the smaller
publishers which have been han-
dling the novelty and country hits'.

Victor’s royalty payments for the
last quarter were 12% over the
previous quarter ending Aug. 30,

1950. Top click on the Victor
roster during the last three-month
period has been Tony Martin’s ”1

‘ Get Ideas,”

The Montevideo Carnivals, which

open in the Uruguayan capital this

year in February, is shelling out

over $150,000 .for bookings of three

name bands, including two from
the U. S. Coin will be spread

among the Tommy Dorsey, Migue-
lito Valdes and Perez Prado orch.
In addition, the carnival organizers
are paying about (,>65,000 for round-
trip air transportation for the three
musicrews to and from Montevideo.

Perez Prado and a 20-man troupe
Will play in Montevideo from. Feb.
16 to March 7* Dorsey and a 26-
man outfit will play a montli-long
stand from Feb. 23 to March 21,
while Valdes’s 22-man‘ organization
.will play from March 1 to March
23. The Carnivals have options on
each orch for two or more weeks.
McConkey . Artists Corp. has han-
dled the deals for the Carnival.

RICHMOND SITS TIE

WITH AUSSIE FIRM
Augmenting his tie-ins with for-

eign publishing houses,- -Howie
Richmond has pacted a three-year
exclusive deal with Dee Davis &
Co,, Australian pUbbery. Richmond
inked a similar three-year exclu-
sive pact last spring with Edizeonl
Curd, Italian firm.

Pact with the Aussie firm in-
cludes catalogs of the Richmond
subsids, Ludlow, Hollis, Dartmouth,
Cromwell and Folkways. Publish-
ing rights to the songs in 'other
foreign countries are contracted
on a per-tune basis.

Listed below are the sales leaders in the sheet music field during 1951, based on the weekly tabulation

of sheet music best-sellers reported to Variety by leading music jobbers and retail outlets.

ARS’ Distrib Deal In
r

The American Recording Society,
which Was launched’ last year via
a grant from the- Alice • M.- Ditson
Fund of Columbia- Records*- is ex-
panding, its operation’ with the- take-*
over of distribution services for •the*

Young People’s: Records label: New
move

.
puts the ARS into a key ppsi-

tioh in
1 the educational-juve field

sihcc it already
‘ produces its own

long-play classical* • disk line and
acts as rep for the Children’s Rec-
ord Guild,

• ’ » « 4 •
’

Lester Troob/ YPR ptexy; "said
j
Penny a Kiss

Song
Aba Daba Honeymoon.
And .So to Sleep Agai
Be My Love. ...

Beautiful Brown Eyes .

.

Because of You
Bushel and a Peck
(Cold, Cold Heart;
dome on-A My House,

.

Domino
Down Yonder
Frosty, the Snowman .

Harbor Lights
How Hicli the Moon . . ... ... •: . . .

.

I Get Ideas- :

If .• *
...

In the CoOI €601 of: the Evening

.

it ls Nb scefef V
' •

Loveliest 'Night of the Year . .

.

May the
1

GOod Lord Bless You. .

.

blockin’ Bird Hill . ! .

,

<

Mr. and Mississippi .

.

My Heart Cries for You .........

MyTruly Truly Fair .... .... .

.

On’ Top.of Old Smoky. ...... . . .

.

Writers
.A.

.S.

.N.:

. A .

.A.

. F.

D.
L.

,S.

.J.

the distrib deal • with ARS ' Will' be
timed with an extensive' promotion
f the kidisk lihe on radio' and tv; f sin

Although under ARS • 1
direction; \ Slow

Rudolph the- Red-Nosed Reindeer.
Shanghai

Poke
YPR sales will -remain Under tlie r Sparrpw in. the Tree Top
direction of Jerome ' Gordoii,: sales

1

Street Vio :e*s

manager since the disk' aisTfOryTTas ’Tennessee Waltz.

.

founded six years ago/ - ' ' "
* ;Too Young. v .

.

,
- .-—^ *• 1 • •

• ‘Undecided .

, Iwe LimonDhiice Co.’.h'ow m f
WhiteYChcisthl^S,.

Mixico, propping a spring tour -of ’ would .1 Love you*. . *

•

Fields-W. Dono.van. ... ......
Skyiar-J. Marsalla . .........

,

Brodsky-S. Kahn
Smith-A. Delmore . ..

Hammers:’. ein-D. Wilkinson

,

Loesser
.Hark Wiliiai

R. Bagdasarinn-W. Saroyan
Raye-J. PJante-L. Ferrari
Wolfe Gilbert . . .... . ,

.

Nelson-J.- Rollins . . ....

Kennedy-H. Williams.
Kamelton-M. Lovis

•iv. cs Corcoran ......

. ; . .. H6 T.ves-S. Domere) 1-T. Evens •.

J. M ;,-H. Carmichael.

,
Ftev/art Hamb:'

. . P. V/ebster-I. Aaronson ...........

.

, r/crcdith Will,1
:

. Vaughn Horton

.living Gordon . . , . . . . .

.

I ail h-C. Sigman. .

.

Merrill.-.

. .Fe;e Sesger.

.

. .-Buj^dy KayO/. . , . ... ......

,
.-.TpPnny Marks .- .

;F. Hilliard-M/De Lugg. .

.

. .C. Chull-G; Haven . .

. . V.c 2 King-R. Stewart

.

. .Fob -/.criill

. ,Cy CMcrv'-n-C..' Credni:

.

. " • ’ c e K*'n.e;- ... Stewart

;

Lippi* :U-S, Dee/.
"U.n-C. fcoavers , . . . ,

.

- . lcr/h :( , ...jv,. ... ..

<"4 f!€ 1

1 .....

Ii \ liig Beni , . ..

,

• V • •

4 lit. *.

• Feist ASCAP
. Paxton ...... ASCAP
.Miller ASCAP
. American

.

ASCAP
, Broadcast , BMI
.Morris ....... ASCAP
. Acuff-R. .BMI
. Duchess .BMI
.Pickwick ASCAP
. Southern ...... > ASCAP
. Hill-R . . BMI
Chappell. ...... .ASCAP

. Chappell. .

.

. . ASCAP
. Hill-R BMI
Shapiro-B.

.

. . . .

,

ASCAP
.Famous ASCAP
Duchess ....... BMI
.Robbing ..... .ASCAP
, Pickivitk*. '. ^». .

,

.ASCAP
. Southern .

.

.ASCAP
. Shapiro-B . ..... ASCAP
, Massey. ACCAP

1 vly-J ..... ASCAP
, .Foik-VYAYS . . . BMI
.Shapiro-B . i , .

.

. ASCAP
,. St. Nicho as i . . ; . ASCAP
.Acvanced.. . . ASCAP
:.
a ''^onqi'iQ'! . . ; ... .BMI

. Ridgew; y . ...... BMI
,

.Santly-J. . .... .

.

ASCAP
..r"orT*> ASCAP
. Acuff-R . . . ...... BMI
. Jefferson . . , . ;

.

! ASCAP
* tr •. S .ASCAP

• • * ***•* • * * ASCAP
.Disney. . .

.

; ...

.

.ASCAP
^ EcFiin , ASCAP

A sharp upward swing for the

disk biz in 1952 is predicted by
Frank M. Folsoi , RCA prexy, M
part of the general optimistic Out-

look for industry execs for the new
year. Folsom said that “the sales

trend of records should continue

sharply upwards, unless material

shortages cause a slackening in the

present production rates of the

new-speed instruments. But.

then,, sales should be above, those

of 1951, due to the increased num-
ber of these instruments: now in
use.”

Accenting the role of the new
speed systems in the business up-
bea,t, Folsom said sales of 45 rpm
and 33 rpm disks accounted for
90% of the year’s industry-wide
total in the classical field. Folsom
particularly plugged the Victor 45
rpm System, declaring that demand
for 45 rpm turntables: had created
shortages in many areas during the
latter part of 1951.

Indicating the complete adjust-
ment of the retail end of the In-

dustry to the three-speed setup,
Folsom reported that inventories
were approaching “effective levels/*

for the first time in many years.
He said that dealers also Were sold
on the new speed platters because
of the “ease in handling, the lack
of breakage and the over-all. su-
periority in recording.”

Folsom declared that new tech-
niques for improving the sound
quality of the old masters has.
proved highly successful in stimu-
lating interest in reissues of the:

classics. As a striking example,
Foi.sqm pointed out that more Ca-
ruso records were bought In 1951
than in any year since the tenor
died in 1921, Folsom announced
that RCA Victor is planning an ex-
tensive series of reissues ITom its

old catalog as part of Its “Treasury
of Immortal Performance” series.

Cugat’s 16 Sides For

In Rid to Widen Market
Following liis switch from .Co-

liinvhia to Mercury Records/Xavier
Cugat cut 16 sides for- the new
label in the last three weeks. Al-

though still accenting the rhumba
rhythms, Cugat is making a bid for

a wider market via orch slices of

mambo and hillbilly tunes, the lat-

ter being an unusual departure for

the Cugat orch. Among the num-
bers just cut is an English rendi-
tion of “Babulu,” with Richard
Hayes vocalling.

Cugat, who just closed a stand
at the Copacabana, N. Y., opens at
the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chi-
cago Jan. 25 for four weeks and
then goes into the' Schroeder Hotel
in Milwaukee for one week. Subse-
quently, Cugat will pky the Last
Frontier in Las Vegas for three
weeks, and tlie Riverside Hotel in
Reno.

Cugat, meantime,, has been inked
to two-a-year pic deal by RKO
for .three years with his next as-

signment to be Tony Martin
starrer.

Bui*ke & Van Heusen Music,.

Johnny B&rke’s and jimmy Van
Heusen’ firm, has. tied up with

George Simon’s publishing conn*

pany in j partnership deal;

Burke Ac Van Heusen Associates,
a separate company and subsid of
Famous, will continue

4
to operate

for publication of Paramount pic
scores. Of this subsid, Famous
owns onerhalf, Burke & Van Heu-
sen, one-quarter; and Bing Crosby,
one-quarter.
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Perry Como: “Tulips and Heath- 1

er”-“PleaSe Mrr 'Sui” (Victor).

,

Perry Coma’d ' expert;' 'workover of
these two top ballads should rack
up plenty of spins. It’s Como’s
best job in some months, “Tulips
and Heather” is a solid romantic
item rich in. melody and mood.
Tune’s sentimental flavor is pro-
jected excellently by Comb’s un-
derstanding delivery. “Please Mr.
Sun” is another of the new year’s
strong ballad entries and should
nab an equal number of juke and
jock plays. Tune’s plaintive quali-
ty is aided by Como’s simple and
direct styling; Mitchell Ayres orch
lends an able assist on both sides;

Mindy Carson: “Allegheny Fid-
dler”-“Dance Me Loose” (Victor),

“Allegheny Fiddler” is a jaunty
novelty item due for big returns.
Blending of a bouncy beat and an
ingratiating lyric makes it a sure
jock and juke 'bet, Mindy -Carson
handies the vocal with an infec-
tious gaiety. Hugo Winterhalter’s
spirited orch backing gives the
side another important plus. Al-
though Miss. Carson gets across an
okay rendition of “Dance Me
Loose,” she’ll And it tough pulling
ahead Of Arthur Godfrey’s Colum-
bia waxing.

Les Paul & Mary Ford: “Tiger
Rag’VTt’s a

.
Lonesome Old Town”

(Capitol). Paul-Ford team tees off

the 1052 platter sweepstakes with,
one of its best entries. Combo’s
electric workover: of /the . oldie
“Tiger Bag,” should dominate for
some time. Paul’s effective guitar-
ing and Miss Ford’s multiple-
voiced handling Of the lyric blend
into an exciting platter.

.
Reverse

is a change of pace but. a continu-
ation of the Paul-Fopd electronic
gimmickry.
Gordon Jenkins Orch: “Some-

body” - “Anna Maria” (Decca).
“Somebody” is" a pleasant waltz
item which is handled, affection-
ately by Gordon Jenkins’ orch; and
chorus. It’s easy on the ear atfd
with a proper juke jolt could move
into the big seller class. Bob Car-
rbll is effective on the vocal.

..“Anna Maria,” although given a
bright Jenkins’ interpretation, is

just a so-so side.

Johnnie Ray: “Please Mr. Sun”-
“Broken Hearted”. (Columbia).
Currently riding high with “Little
White Cloud That Cried” ahd
“Cry,” Johnnie; Ray haS a potent
entry in “Please Mr.’ Sun.”- His
pulsating delivery ’Of the tender
lyric will build his stock as a bob-
bysox fave. On the M-G-M* label*
Tommy Edwards dishes out a . sin-
cere, straightforward rendition of
“Sun.” It should catch on despite
the Ray phenomenon. On “Broken
Hearted,” Hay’s vocal' ylbrattos
seem overly dramatic achieving an
unintentional ludicrous effect,

Johnny Desmond: “Until”-“Oh,
My Dartin’ ” (Coral). Johnny Des-
mond, who recently ankled. the
M-G-M fold, gets off to. a fair start
with initial Coral release. “Until”
is an okay entry which Desmond
sells convincingly. Tune, however.
Isn’t strong enough to stand up in
current big ballad market despite
the standout piping. . Reverse is an
Americanization of the French
tune “Alouette.” Desmond’s- saucy
workover makes it a good juke bet

Victor Marchese: “Flamingo”-
“When I Dream of Home
(M-G-M). M-G-M has a potent
tenor attraction in Victor Mar
chese. On his initial sides for the
diskery, Marchese displays an ex
citing wax personality whose well-
trained pipes should build a fol
lowing of pop and semi-longhair
platter fans. His voice is pure and
clear and his vocal range is an ear
arrester. Although the oldies
“Flamingo” and “When I Dr&am
of Home” are aptly suited to his
top styling, Marchese’s entry in
the male disk sweeps would have
been stronger With at least one
new pop tune,

Doris Day: “Oops”-“Baby Doll”
(Columbia). “Oops.” a novelty
number from the- forthcoming
Metro fllmusical “Belle of New'
York.’’ has a good chance to click
via Doris .Day’s' workover!. Cute
lyric idea Is well complemented by
a refreshing melody with Miss
Day projecting the happy refrain

.
in standout style. Margaret Whit-
ing’s cut on. Capitol captures the
same spark while Debbie Reynolds,
on the M-G-M la^el, is okay but
lacks the disk Savvy displayed by
Misses Day and Whiting. “Baby
Doll/’ also from the pic score, is

given an effective rendition by
Miss Day in a more serious vein.

Paul Weston’s orch scores with a
firstrate backing assist,

Rick* Vallo: “Trust in Me”-“Ruby
Lips -Emerald Eyes” (M-G-M).
Ricky Vallo impresses as a strong
addition to the M-G-M stable with
his solid etching of the oldie
“Trust in Me.” Young baritone
knows the value of a lyric and

prpjcds the
ease. Vallo

eatman Animal Surrey of Song Hfe on Radio and TV

romantic mood with
is also sock oil the

lighter reverse item. It’s a gay
cornfed number which he belts

out 1 with exuberance. . This side
could make him another juve set

ave.

Guy Mitchell: “Wimmin’^We
Won’t Live in a Castle” (Colum-
bia). “Wimmin” is potent fodder
or the folk faddists who’ve been
warily watching the folktune de-
cline during the past few months,
This, side could bring a resurgence
with full force. It’s got a charm-
ing lilt and an infectious lyric.

Mitchell boosts his stock /with his
captivating, highly humorous vo-
cal rendition while Mitch Miller’s
orch hacking (French horns
stressed) adds a spicy flavor. It's

headed for top jock and juke spins.
Mitchell changes pace nicely on
the fllpover. It’s a sentimental
number which he delivers with
feeling,

Ella Fitzgerald: “Baby Doll”-
“Lady Bug” (Decca). Ella Fitzger-
ald handles “Baby Doll,” ballad
entry from Metro’s “Belle of New
York,” with enough warmth and
care to make it a sbek Wax poten-
tial. Miss Fitzgerald’s rich piping
builds a mellow mood which
shoiild capture the juke trade,
Bottom slice is a Miss Fitzgerald-
styled blues number but not so ef-

fective.

Dinah -Shore: “Life Is a Beauti-
ful Thing”-“Why Should I Believe
in Love” (Victor).. Coupling of
tunes from the Paramount film
Aaron Slick From Punkin Crick”
should net Only moderate returns
in the jock and juke market. Dinah
Shore gets the most out of “Life
Is a Beautiful Thing” with her
warm thrushing. Tune has a pleas-
ant lilt and a . charming sentiment
but is too reminiscent in both lyric
though , and melodic line to click.

Bottom deck is a ballad item, too
heavy for popular appeal.

Plotter Pointer*
The late Charley Christian, gui-

tarist, is featured on an exciting
10 inch LP waxing of a jam ses-
sion taped! in 1941 by the indie
Esoteric label. Christian is ex-
pertly backed by Thelonius Monk,
piano; Joe Guy, trumpet; Kenny
Clark, drums, ' and Nick Finton,
bass . . . Rita Moss shows off some
top blues styling in her Decca’ ini-

ti&ler, “Datlin” . . Red Foley is

headed > for big returns with his
workover of the “Snow White”
fave, “Whistle. While You Work”
(Decca) . . . Norman Kaye con-
tinues to impress on “Once I Loved
[You.” (Capitol) 1

. . . Thea Weavers
and Gordon Jenkins Orch have .an
exciting African folk number in
“Wimoweh” (Decfca).

(Jan, I# 1951* to Jan. l, I9R2

)

if The 15 song hits with the largest radio and r television audiences are listed below in order of the total
AC} Points received in the ACI radio and TV surveys during 1951. The top 10 Standards of the year on
radfo and television combined are also listed. Songs WhoSe activity began in 1950 are indicated by the 1950
date. Spngs currently active are marked by an asterisk.

x
Total ACI

Song Title and Production Publisher
Too ' Young / . , . . . . . . . .

.

• •

.

*

,

• ••*.• * * ,, . • .Jefferson

If . . . . < , . . . . . ». • . . «> » .« • Shapiro-B
Because of You (I was An American Spy) ..... .

.

.V

.

:»’.* . . .Broadcast
Be My Love (195.0) (Toast of New Orleans). * * . . .

.

.Miller
You’re Just in Love (1950) (Call Me Madam) .......... , , . . » .....

.

Berlin
. Mockin Bird Hill . .*«»»,»

.

*/.. . • .... » » . ,,

.

Southern
Tennessee Waltz (1950). ... . . .Acuff-R
WQuid i Love 'You . > . . • • , Ili6ney

.-My Heart Cries for You (1950) •
.. , . ; . . . • ... « . . • , ,

«
* . ....

.

* ^4a§sey
How High the JMoon. ./. *> • . . . • ... .

r
. ... . , • , .'«.« , .... *• ... • .'..Chappell

Shanghai ... > • ... » > ... •>. • « A^dvaiiced

Rank Points
l 39,148
2 39,027
3 37,924

•:4- 37,230
5 34,490
6 27,594
7 27,486
8 26,005
9 23,905
10 23,360
11 23,042
12 22,204
13 20,400
14 19,920
15 19,919

Total ACI
Rank Points
1 12,260
2 9,763
3 8,513
4 8,168
5 6,753
0 6,465
7 6,288
8 5,945
9 5,633
10 5,620

• * i « • rLoveliest Night of Year (Great Caruso) , .

* In Cool: of Evening (Here Comes the Groom) ... . ..

It’s a Lovely Day Today (Call Me Madam) (.1950),

.

Aba Daba Honeymoon (Two Weeks With Love) . .

.

Top Standards

* • • ». 4 • # • • .Robbins
.Burke-VH

* * * ... > .. , Berlin
.Feist

Song Title

Lullaby of Broadway. . ; . . . ...... . . . . . ; . . . , . , . . . . . . . . . . .

.

. ... . . . .

.

Publisher
.Witmark

...... ..... ... ........... .Harms:
'

. . . ...... . .... . .

.

. Famous
Tea for Two.
Lover
On the Sunny Side of the Street. .. ... . . ..... . . ... . . . ..... . ... . « , . . ...Shapiro-B
That. Old . Black .^lagic ... . . « ,, , , « , • .<«*., , ... « ...

,
*«; . » , . » . •»«•'* t

.

* v . •* Famous
Take Me Out to the Ball Game . . ... . . . . ; . , * . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . , . . . . ...

.

..Broadway
All

. the Things You Are. *..»»'« . . ,*«'»» * , . -Chappell
Tenderly •E. H. Morris
Tico Tico

.

< . «

.

r « ,

.

V- , , , , i , * * . ... «

.

• • . i Chas.K.Harns
S ITonderful « . . ... . . , , . . . , , . ... . •

.

/Harms

(Jan. 1, 1951, to Jan. X, 1952)
The 35 song hits With the largest radio audiences listed below in order Of the total ACI points received

in the ACI Surveys during 1951.
Number of

U. S. Tour of Valencia Orch

Guest Maestro, in Works
.
Columbia Artists Mgt. is dicker-

ing to bring over the Valencia Or-
chestra from Spain, for a tour of
North and South America this

spring, with Jose Iturbi as guest
conductor. Tour would be. managed
by the Goppicus, Schang & Brown
division of. Columbia, and cover
eight weeks in the U. S., prior to

the South American visit.

Frederick C. Schang, prez of Co-
lumbia, made a special trip to the
Coast over the holidays to. discuss
the matter with Iturbi, and got his
okay. Schang is now in cable nego-
tiations with Valencia town author-
ities (the orch is a muny venture),
to see if the- trip can be made this

spring, and a muny guarantee pro-
vided.

Iturbi, who is well known as
conductor as well as pianist,

formed the Spanish orchestra some
years ago (Valencia is

-

his home
town). He not only toured Spain
with it, but also took it on a suc-
cessful tbur of England: and France.

There’s also "beep some question
Of Columbia taking on concert
management of Iturbi as solo art-

ist, since Jean Dalrymple relin-

quished the post due to her recent
marriage and stay, abroad. Iturbi’s

pix-^and foreign concert commit-
ments are likely to prevent this

tieup, however, although Colum-
bia’s recital department is handling
(as a One-shot) the special concert
which Iturbi is presenting, at

Carnegie Hall, N. Y., ' Saturday
afternoon

.
(12). Iturbi • will direct

the RCA Victor Symphony in four
concertos, by Mozart, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn and Liszt,, conducting
from the piano.

Total Weeks
ACI ACI

Rank Points Surve;

.1 28,571 24
2

-
27,31U 33

3 27,273 31
4 ; 25,943 35
5 25,079 31
6 22,374 2d
7 -21,548 25
8 19,957 25
9 18,668 19
10 18,442 21
11 16,447 23
12 16,164 30
13 16,034 26
14 15,671 29
is 14,443 19
16 14,149 17
17 13,447 26
18 13,318 22
19 13,095 18
20 12,929 26
21 12,551 14
22 12,130 16
23 11,818 18
24 11,668 17
25 11,654 14
26 11,235 19
27 10,983 15
28 10;903 16
29 10,380 24
30 10,358 18
31 10,188 21
32 10,184 19
33 10,161 21
34 10,085 17
35 9,822 22

Publisher
. V . . . .

,

Shaplro-B
. . . ... .Jefferson

. Miller

Song Title and Production
If

Too Young ...

Be My Love (1950) (Toast Of New Orleans) . ...

Because^ of You (I Was An American Spy) Broadcast
You’re Just in Love (1950) (Call- Me Macjam) . . .

.

Berlin
Tennessee Waltz (1950) . ; . . ..... ..... Acuff-Rose
Mockin’ Bird Hill*. \ ,, , . .....

.

. Southern
Would I Love You (Love You Love Ypu) . . . ; . , .

,

... .
.
; Disney

My Heart Cries For You (1950) . , . , . . . . . . . . , . .. . Massey
Shanghai . . . . . ; . . ..... * . . .

.

Advanced
In the Cool of. Evening (Here Comes Groom) . . . . . .

. > . , ... ........ Burke-VH
Loveliest Night of Year (The Great Caruso)- , . ... . . . ... . . . . . .

.

Robbins
It’s a Lovely Day^oday (1950) (Call Me Madam) .... . . ........... Berlin
How High the -M'o^n . . . , . ....... . . .

.

Chappell
Aba Daba Honeymoon (Two Weeks With Love) Feist
Mister and Mississippi. — . ............... Shapiro-B

*1 Get Ideas . HilL& R
I Apologize . . .... DeSylVa-B&H
.A Penny, a ICiss*. ... . .. .. .

.

.

'Shapiro-B
Hello Young Lovers (The King and I) . . Williamson

.(It’s No) Sin . ............... ,v , . . . . . . .

;

Algonquin
A Bushel and- a Peck (1950) (Guys and Dolls) . . . .

‘. Morris
You and Your Beautiful Eyes. (At War With Army) Paramount
If I Were a Bell (1950) (Guys and Dolls) Morris
Undecided Leeds
May the Good Lord Bless and Keep You . .Pickwick

"Down Yonder. . > . .... ... . .... ... ... La Salle
On Top of Old' Smoky Folkways
Syncopated Clock;

, ,M[illS ,,

My Truly Truly Fajr. ... . . . .

.

SantJy-J
I Whistle a Happy Tune (The King and IK... ...... . .

.

. . . . . Williamson
Wonder Why (Rich, Young aiid Pretty) .... ; . .. . . . . Robbins
Morningside of the Mountain.

.

.Remick
I Love Way You Say Goodnight (Lullaby of Broadway) ..... . . /. Remick
I’m Late (Alice in Wonderland). . . . . .

. ; . . . ... , .
< Disney

Top Hits on TV

.• ••• • . . . . . , . . . . Berlin
. Chappell

( Jan. 1, 1951, to Jan. 1, 1952 )

The 35 song hits with the largest television audiences are listed below in order of the total ACI points
received in the ACI Surveys during 1951.

Number of

Song Title and Production Publisher
Too Young.

. :
.... ,

.

. Jefferson
Because of You (I Was An American SpyK ... . ... . .

.

, .Broadcast
.

• * • • •••• * - - • * .

• v • • i

,

Shapiro-B
Be My Love (1950) (Toast of New Orleans), . . ... . • Miller
You're Just in Love (1950) (Call Me Madam)

,

How High the Moon

.

....
Would I Love You (Love You Love You) ^ . .Disney
Mockin’ Bird Hill . , .

. . Southern
Loveliest Night of the Year (The Great Caruso)

. . . . . .

.

Robbi
Aba Daba Honeymoon (Two Weeks With Love) . , ... ........ . . .

.

Feist
My Heart Cries tor You (1950) . . . . . . .

.

. . , . . . , ... . . ,

.

Massey.
Down Yonder, . . . ^ . . La Salle

^Tennessee Waltz (1950) ... . . . . .... ... .......... . . .

,

Acuff-R
I Ideas . • • , . « . . . . . • . . . . . • « . • ... . . . ...» ;.... . . .... . . ,

.

Hill & R
* • « • • • ... ..... ......... , , .i, ...

.

.Folkways

Come On-A My House .....Duchess
(Ity No) Si ... . . • . . • . . . . . . ; ; ... ..... . ... ... . AlgonquinIn the Cool Cool Cool of the -Evening (Here Comes the Groom) . . . . Burke-VH
.It’s a Lovely Day Today (1950) (Call Me Madam). . . . . . ... . . . , .Berlin

i ...... .... .Leeds

Nevertheless (1950) (Three Little Words),. . . .... . .Chappell
<A Bushel and a Peck (1950) (Guys and Dolls) . . . . . . . .Mbrris
When You and I Were Young Maggie Blues. . . .... ... . . . . .. .. . . .

.

.MillsAnd Sjto Sleep Agarff.,-. ... ..... . * . .

,

Paxton
Hello Young Lovers (The King and I) ....;.

.

Williamson
My Truly Truly Fair . . . . ... . . . . . ; ... ......... .

,

. ..Santly^J
IflWcrea Bell (1950) (Guys and Dolls). ; Morris
Mister and .Mississippi . . . . , . ... . .. . . . . ... . . . . ....

.

ShapirO-B
World Is Waiting for the Sunrise. . . . . . ; .

,

DeSylva-BH
Zing Zing Zoom Zoom, . . . .Robbins
SpaiTow in*the Tree Top. . . . . ...... . ... . . . . .

,

; . .... . . .... ,

.

Santly-J
, Broadcast

Domino

Total Weeks O
ACI ACI

Rank Points Survey
1 12,137 31
2 11,981 27
3 10,456 22
4 9,947 25
5 9,411 31
6 7,689 27
7 6,048 15
8 6,046 19
9 6,040 21
10 5,476 20
11 5,237 13
12 5,144 11
13 5,112 15
14 5,049 20
15 4,769 15
16 4,600 21
17 4,412 18
18 4,203 12
19 4.043 16
20 3,886 18
21 3,706 9
22 3,690 12
23 3,483 10
24 3,230 12
25 3,070 11
26 2,796 11
27 2,781 14
28 2,758 14
29 2,646 11

30 2,433 10
31 2.304 10
32 2,204 10
33 2,007 9
34 1,947 9
35 1,898 7

U

• • • •; $ • «.• s < • • 4 4 a • 4 r • * #^4 • > .f t « » f • 4 • • • •

e* * • • t #,** •••«•• 'a# *; * #- •.« a •• • Pickwick
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PtiSSEtr Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlet^

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
as Published in the Current Issue

WEEK ENDING JAN. 5
NOTE: ^he-OAfrenii/c^nparative sdles strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider; sources, which are . exclusive
loith Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent {disks, . coin machines),
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks,

4

machines, sheet music).

TALENT
POSITIONS
This Last
Week. week. TUNE,

1

2

3

4

5

6

-7

8

9

10

3

2

4

7

a
5

9

POSITIONS
Tills Last
week. week.

1

2

3
'

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

6

8

3

9

5

4

7

ARTIST AND label

Johnnie Ray (Okeh) . .... .
(Little White Cloud

Eddy Howard (Mercury)..... .... ........ Sin

Tony Bennett (Columbia) . .
Wd, Cold Heart

. / Because of You
Airies Bros.-Les Brown (Coral) Undecided

Four Aces (Decca) (Tell Me Why
(Garden m the Rain

Jo Stafford (Columbia) . ........ ... . . . Shrimp Boats:

Pee Wee King (Vi'ctor) . . . . . . Slowpoke .

Frankie Laine (Columbia) . .... Jealousy

Mantovani (London) ; . . .

.

Charmaine
Eddie Fisher . . Anytime

TUNES

TUNE PUBLISHER
Sin . ...... . . .

.

Algonquin
Little White Cloud That Cried . ....

.

• : • • • a • > * • • • • • • M H • • > a 9 • » • Spier

Cry • I • •• • •••••. Asa a a f t i. Ill # M M* * « ^^tell.0

Slow l^^olce * t i t • i * * m' m i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M m m i i t i 1 1 * 1 1 1 1 i ll 1 1 m * i m i *

ndecided . • • ^ a***'* s * * '# ###'

Down Yonder t «.

•

••*,•* •«••»• »•••••••••« ••**•••«.».

•

Southern

Shrimp Boats Disney

Cold, Cold Heart .... . . ..... »v . . ................. .

.

Acuff^R

Because of ^i^ou * . . . .. #. • ... . i • . . . . • . . >
. .

.

• • • . . * . . * . . ... . . . ^^Broadcast.

Tell Me Why . . .......... . . Signet.

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Pfatmir
Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based oh reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

nd showing comparative sdles

rating for this and last week.

National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending
Jan. 5

Title and Publisher
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1
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Slow Poke” (Ridgeway) ..... .... .11 1 8

3 "Down Yonder” (Southern), ,v,..' 5 • 3

4 6 “Undecided” (Leeds ) . .;. .......

jl

A

J5

JS
'7

‘Sin” (Algonquin) ...... . . . . — . 3 2 5

3 10 3 10

2 105

6 78
"70

8 8

5 9 “Cry” (Mellow) .

.

8 8

55
"52

‘Shrimp Boats” (Disney) . 7 6 2 10 9 46

8 ‘‘Little White Cloud” (Spier) , . . . . 4 9 3 10 5

8__
“9

10

5 “Because of You” (Broadcast) .

6 “Cold; Cold Heart” (AcuflMth > .
. .. 10 10

A
T

6 9

7 45

5 37

358

13 ‘Domino” (Pickwick) . . . .

.

8

11

It
13

_
14
_

15

“Anytime” (Hill-R) . . .

.

8 10

IT “And So to Sleep” (Paxton) .

.

6 8 7 8

“Tell Me Why” (Signet) .

.

‘Solitaire” (Broadcast) . .

.

8
u,Charmaine” (Lion) . .

.

30
"23

_15
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Fix Scores, Tunes Back to '50

Victor Pacts Don Estes
Don Estes, disk jockey for WSN

i Nashville, has been inked to art

exclusive longterm pact by RCA
Victor. Bejore joining WSN, Estes
had been a singer with a vaude
road unit.

His: initial release Will be ‘The
Map on the Mountain.'’

By MORT NUSBAUM
( Dish Jockey at WHAM,,

Rochester, N. YJ
Rochester, N, Y„ Jan. 8;

Now that* the smoke of battle
. li as cleared aWay, and the consen
sus is that the disk jockey is here
to stay, new question is making
the rounds—thljs time from ‘within
the ranks. It’s hot the kind of
question that makes the headlines;
most, of the time it’s a question
that isn’t even asked out loud. But
whenever two deejays get together
the conversation: sooner or later
drifts around to one nucstion:
The radio picture is changing;

television is changing listening
habits; many artists are drifting
from AM to- TV. Just where does
the disk jockey fit into this chang-
inb

That’S the $64 question right
now!

First, let’s examine the deejay’s
position in radio.

As a low-budgeted local show,
the deejay <4particularly the early
morning man) has probably the
least to worry about from the im-
pact of TV on radio listening and
consequent sales. Sponsors may
cut down oh high-cost AM shows,
but when they want to sell their
products on the local level,

,
they

still haven’t found a substitute for
the deejay who carries their mes-
sage informally and unhurriedly
to an enormous and loyal follow-
ing.

Sure* 'listening habits may be
changed by TV. Sine, TV will
make some inroads on AM. But
it’s going to be a long, long time
before TV can reach the number
of people the deejays, collectively,
do on, radio. And If-—not when,
mind you—but if—TV ever cuts
into radio to . the point where it

ceases to be as promising and
lucrative as before; then what’s
in store for the deejay?

The Elusive Answer
Now, I’m not going to say that,

every deejay is going to be a sec-

ond Milton: Berle—but I do believe
this: as a group, deejays arc
among the best qualified radio per-
formers in the business to make
the jump.

In the first, place, the deejay is

by nature an ad libber. And don’t
ever sell that point short!. When
you can spiel off a sponsor’s plug
sarts aid of script, you’ve won one
of the major battles in TV.

Deejays are used to cuddling up
to their audience and making with
the “intimate’! patter. The jockeys
Vmore than any other group—talk
to their audience, nevCr at, them
—or even worse—down to them.
Now when TV opens up on a

larger scale, local TV outlets are
going to need local shows. So
who are they going to turn to. for
talent? There’ll be certain basic

shows like news and sports—but
When, they want local entertain-

ment and need guy. to do the
[emcee jobs—who’s .going to be
more logical for the job than the
guy who (a ) can ad lib commer-
cials:; (b) is already well-known
locally.; (c) can deliver plenty of

sniooth patter, about this, that, and!

the other thing.. In short, the dee-

jay!

,
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Irving Mills, head of Mills Music,
Inc., opened an office at RICO stu-
dios (o serve as liaison with pro-
duction

. executives * under the
terms of a new agreement giving
the pubbery exclusive rights to all

background music used in RKQ
films. Dqal, retroactive to 1950,
also includes individual film tunes
owned by 4he studio rath' r than
by the songwriters involved.

,

Pact covers all films made or
released by RKO exclusive of Walt
Disney product. Sonic 40 films now
ip. release, including “Two Tickets
to Broadway,” "I Want You,”
“Vendetta,” “The Outlaw," “His
Kind of Woman,” “Flying Leather-
necks;” and “The Racket,” are cov-
ered.

Mills will serve as a cpnlact with
Coristahtip BakaleipikofV, head of
the studio’s music department.

Withi the next lew: months
publisher will head for Europe to.

begin putting the worldwide aspect
of the agreement in operation and
establish a; pattern for royaHy/eol-
leetions. Mills Music, Ltd,, of Eng-
land will handle collections for all
RKQ pix and releases abroad and
Mills will rep background coi
posers to collect royalties they
have coining to them apart from
what is due RKO. Music royalties
in Europe are on a per perform-
ance basis..

Mills, largest indie music pub-
bery in the U.,S., has served many
indie pic producers in the past,
but the tie with RKO marks its
first link with a major studio. RKO
has for some time been the only
film outfit without publisher rep-
resentation.

D.J. GUEST SHOTS
Boston, Jan. 8.

Hub’s Local No. 9, American
Federation of Musicians, has issued
a ukase banning all mbmbA’s and
(raveling members, coming under
its jurisdiction, from guesting on
deejay shows on local radio sta-
tions. Action stemmed fropi . the
growing practiee of several platter
Spinners who have lately been in-
tensifying the acceptance of en-
gagements to; conduct “record
hbp$” for various teen-age groups,
Uhion execs feel the practice is

cutting into the work of local-
bandsmen and If allowed, to mush-
l-oom would seriously hinder the
casual engagements so important
to local footers. Advised by sta-
tion execs that they have no juris-
diction over spielers’ extra-curricu-
lar activities, union decided shut-
ting off of guest bandleaders and
card holding music personalities
on offending deejays platter shows
could possibly stymie the trend.

— “
. t . .

. .

*j
y ;

o

Old Pops in 2-a-Month

Release by RCA Victor
Dipping further into its back

catalog, RCA Victor is: projecting
release of its old pop hits on a two-
a-month basis. Numbers will be
selected in line with requests reg-
istered by dealers. Initial disk;

‘

sued this week, is Dinah Shore's
“Blues in the Night” and “Yes, My
Darling Daughter.” Next disk will
be the late George Gershwin play-
ing his “Rhapsody in Blue” compo-
sition.

Victor is also prepping early re-
lease of an extensive folk, dance
program on wax, comprising 20
platters etched under the baton of
Michael Herman. Series is being
issued by Victor’s educational de-
partment.

Mex Ajl-Girl Orch
Mexico City, Jan. I.

Consuelo Velazquez, songwri ter
and composer of “Besame Alucho,”
has organized ap all-girl orcli.

She
.
plans tours of Mexico,, some

other Latin-American countries,

and the U. S.

Capitol’s Top Brass
In N.Y. for Sdles Meet

Capitol Records’
,
top brass ar-

rived in N. Y. last week: from the
diskery’s Coast headquarters to
head, up company’s regional sales
meet Monday (7).

Accompanying prexy Glenn Wal-
lichs were veepee William H. Fow-
ler; merchandising y.p. Lloyd
Dunn; Hal Cook, director of adver-
tising and publicity; and Alan Liv-
ingston, artist ah'd -repertory head.

William Primrose, Glnsg w-borii.
violinist, was made a Commander
of the Order of the British Empire
by King George in the recent New
Year’s honors list.
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By ARNOLD SHAW
(V.P. and G<zn.„Pjmf0£ppal Mqr.

:
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,p.ucJic$$^Raic Q?rp,)

(«#

, 10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

The nufsic biz mahiSfafclurls slanguige/alnriost as-fast aSif does frtt

songs. Since April, 1950, when BMI published a “hitionary” of Tin,

Pan Alley lingo, which I put together, additional weirds and phrases

have come at me from all directions. Here is a brief supplementary

songlossary to make plugger conversash more intelligible and hash more,

edible at luncheon.

Back-Breaker: A song that’s tough to put over. These days it’s usual*

ly a slow, pretty ballad—the kind that gaye Jerome Kern a double-

A

rating in ASCAP.
Biff Hypo: A. lot of talk and a lot of pressure, but the song hasn’t

got it. ^

Bill: The boys don’t carry anything smaller. A century note.

Blast: What a publisher gives a record exec, who jumps a release

date. What the record exec, gives the publisher when another record

company jumps the. gun.

Blow a Fuse: When a contactman gets curved by a plu^ during his

driveweek, he blows his fuse; his stack, his top, or anything that’s

handy.

Bug: What writers do to publishers, publishers do to record execs,

and everybody, does to everybody to get action.

.

Lay a Bomb: When a song doesn’t happen, it lays one. Shortened
to “bombsville.” ^

Dlpsy: Short for “dipsy doodle.” What everyone is trying to pull

but recognizes only when the other guy is doing it.

Down Tempo: Slow, Opposite of “up tempo.”

Fasti Short for ‘‘fast one;” See “dipsy.”

Feelsville; What an artist gives a spng when he’s trying it on for size.

Finagle: See “fastie. Also “dipsy.” This one also goes as a verb.

Flip One’s Lid: What every -songwriter believes publishers should
do about his songs. Abbreviated to: “He flipped.”

Flub a Dub: To make a boo-bbo.

In Front: Where writers want their money on, a new song.

Get Him: Believe it or not.

Hassle: What you get into when a dipsy doesn’t come off.

Head Arrangement: The boys start playing and~where they go, no-
body knows. You see, it’s not written down. It’s coming out of the
head,

It Doesn’t Hit Me: Who. let that guy in here with that song?

Hornsville: Any Mitch Miller recording.

Lift It: What they’re doing to the tempo on most records and com-
mercial shows today.

Loaded: Refers to what’s in the money-clip, not the gut.

Marked Lousy: What, happens to a contactman when he puts an ar-

il ngement into a band’s book, and the firm goes off the song.

Material: It isn’t a plug song.
For No: What publishers like to get songs for. No dough.
Pickup: Could be a note (when a song begins on the last beat of a

measure), a band (when the personnel is not set), or a chick.
Rack: Big order .for sheet music given, by jobbers on potential, hits.

If the song misses, the publisher feels as if he’s been put on one when
the returns start coming back.

Shot: A plug, .

Thou: What thou wantest as an advance if thou hast a hit; A thou-
sand.
Throwaway: What a bandleader gives a plugger’ when the guy needs

a shot and there’s no arrangement in the book. .

Top: “From the top,” used by musicians to mean from the beginning.
“Off the top,” used by agents to mean wh^n they get their commis-
ions. “Blow his top/’ used by everybody in the business.
Toughie: See “back-breaker.”
Turkey:' When plug songs missed, they uSbd to be called dogs. Now

they’re turkeys.

1, LITTLE ^IIITE CLOUD (5) (Spier) . . .......... Johnnie Ray ......... Okeh - >

SIN (13) (Alronquin) ...........

-X’*ex* (3) (Mellow)
• { GeorSS Gibbs *

4. UNDECIDED (10) (Leeds) Ames Bros.-Les Brown ..Coral t

5. BECAUSE OF YOU (22) (Broadcast) Tony Bennett ...... Columbia

6* SLOW POKE (9) (Ridgeway) ..... . . . ....... • ••.•

|

Roberta Lee f. . .... .....

.

Dacca

TELL ME WHY (1) (Signet)

8. COLD, COLD HEART (15) (Acuff-R)

9. DOWN YONDER (13) (Southern)

• . *'. f , , • . 1 n •

'4.

4 10. I GET IDEAS (20) (Hill-R)

JEALOUSY (7) (Harms)

CHARMAINE (Lion)

SHRIMP BOATS (Disney)

GARDEN IN THE RAIN) (Melrose) .

DOMINO (6) (Pickwick)

TURN BACK HANDS OF TIME (3) (Choice)

ANYTIME (Ilill-R)

JUST QNE MORE CHANCE (Famous)

DANCE ME LOOSE (Erwin-H)

JINGLE BELLS (Beachwood)

UNFORGETABLE (Bourne)

RUGGED BUT RIGHT (Pickwick)

AND SO TO SLEEP ACxAIN (7) (Paxton) .

.

IFigures in parenthe. indicate umber ot umefes

t

Four Aces Decca
Tony Bennett . ...... Columbia J

j Del Wood ........... Tennessee

\ Eddie Smith ; . King J
Tony Martin ..........

.

.Victor

Frankie Lairie

Mantovani

S Jo Stafford

] Dolores Gray
Four Aces
Tony Martin

Eddie Fisher

Eddie Fisher ..

.

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Arthur Godfrey

Les Paul-Mary Ford

Nat “King” Cole

P. Harris-A. Faye

Patti Page

song has been m the Tor 10.

» »
’ » » »

Columbia

London

Columbia
• • Decca 4
. .

.

Decca

Victor

. . . Victor

... Victor

... Capitol

. Columbia

, . Capitol

. . . Capitol

Victor

Mercury

< \t
»

Utah Symph Engineers

Bankrolling Deal Foe

Free School Concerts

Salt Lake City, Jan. 8.

Utah Symphony Orchestra has

closed a long-worked-on deal for

sponsorship of free concerts pre-

sented before high school audi-

ences, which will bring in 2G to

the till. Setup calls for eight con-

certs before local, schools; with tab

picked up by Deseret Book Pub-
lishing Co. to the tune of $6,000.

Utah Power and Light will go for

two out of towners for $1,000 each.

Deal is the culmination of three

years of pioneer work by Maurice
Abravanel, orchestra, musical dP
rector. He kicked, off the idea of

free concerts over the opposition

of many who felt the kids ;
weren’t

interested. That teen agers will

go longhair has been proved by
the fact that Abravanel’s concerts

have been voted the best assem-
blies of the year at all schools.

The maestro feels he’s accom-
plished four goals by setting up

<lUe«k V*1

.. iu

in «>•

HW* “*

SHY SERENAWt

dearest °fQ
UT A soldier

tunc*

"LI

the free concerts on sponsored
basis. First, income is upped. Sec-

ond, an audience for. the future is

being built. Third, thousands of

future adults are learning the im-

portance of good, music, and Will

be willing to lend support when
needed; And fourth; kids are

shown it’s possible to concentrate
on one subject for 45 minutes and
enjoy it.

The last, thinks Abravanel, is the
most important, because it reverses;

the concept of. radio and TV, Whiqh
are training our younger genera-
tion to expect constant change in

entertainment.

MENOTTI’S TV OfERA
Cued by the. click preem of

Gian-Carlo Mepotti’s new opera;
“Amahl and the Night Visitors/’

on NB*C-TV last Chrisjtmas Eve,
RCA Victor is planning an early

issue of tlie work pn wax. The
original cast will be used with Mfc-
notti to supervise the recording.

G. Schirmer Music will issue the
Score of the opera in a couple of

months^ The opera was commis-
sioned by NBC’s video division.

Berlin, Jan. 1.

Sports promoter Fred Kitsch has
engaged the Tommy Dorsey orch

for a Week’.s tour through Germany
in May. ""Band is definitely slated

for. an appearance in Berlin’s 25,-

000 seat ozoner, The Waldbuehne.
Dorsey and company will appear

for a command performance for

the British royal family in May
and will then be flown to Germany
by the U. S; Air Force. The deal

Was arranged with Kirsch by the

Army, .who will provide air trans-

portation. In return
.
Kirsch will

book the outfit at a $17,000 guar-

antee and include a couple of ap-

pearances at military stations in

Germany.

RCA Custom Record Biz

Hits Peak Biz in ’51

HCA’s custom record business
racked Up its best year in sales dur-
ing 1951, according to James P.
Davis, manager of the division.
Davis reported that an Increasing
number of indie disk companies
has used RCA’s pressing services
in 1951 with an even bigger year
expected during the next • 12
months.

In 1952, Davis disclosed that the
custom record division will intro-
duce several new services, such as
the 45 rpm system for sales train-
ing, and an extensive line of pre-
mium, promotion and children’s
records.

w

Harms Sues Celebrity Club
In Infringement Action

Alan Gale’s Celebrity Club/
N. Y., last week was named a de«
fendant in a song copyright in-
fringement action brought in N. Y.
Federal Court, by Harms Music,
Suit seeks an injunction and dam*-
ages of not less than $250.
Complaint charges that tinder its

corporate name of Cam! Ehtertain-
ment Corp., the Celebrity Club
used Harms' copyrighted “Zing
Went; the Strings of My Heart,” “I
Get a Kick Out of You” and “Three
Little Words.”

M-G-M Inks Furtado
Tommy Furtado, baritone, who

was formerly with Ted Mack’s
“Prudential Family Hour,” has
been pacted

v
by M-G-M Records.

Furtado cut his first sides for
the diskery last week.

Krefetz New Sales Rep
For Atlantic Records

Louis H. Krefetz was appointed

national sales representative i'or

Atlantic Records, indie diskery,

last vveek. Krefetz, who has been

.

associated with the rhythm and

blues field in the Washington-Balti-
more area, takes over the new post

Jan. 15.

Jack Walker, former disk jockey

and mag writer, is heading Atlan-

tic’s publicity and record promo-
tion department.

f
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35 WEEKS IN THE ENGLISH BEST SELLERS
AND CHOSEN AS THE BRITISH SONG OF THE YEAR'

* U.

f /

GOOD LUCK, GOOD HEALTH
J

GOD BLESS YOU
HANDLED IN

129 WEST
BY DARTMOUTH

52nd ST., NEW YORK

THE GREEK GLENS OF ANTRIM
A REALLY BEAUTIFUL NEW IRISH BALLAD

IN THE CAPABLE HANDS OF PICKWICK MUSIC CORP.
1270 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS. NEW YORK

COMING UP WITH BOURNE MUSIC

AS LONG AS TIE BIVEB FLOWS ON

CANTON CANTEB

FESTIVAL BOP

THE WABBIT SONG

LONDON RECORDS: THE NORSHY SAMBA — Edmnndo Dos

ODD LOVE STOHY — Vera Lynn
/

THE HEART OF LOCH LOMOND — Anne Shelton

OUR SINCERE THANKS AND SEASON'S BEST WISHES
TO ALL

miBUE ADDIE EUNORE

FORSYTHE SEAMON •» FARRELL

UNIT AND CAROLIN MUSIC COMPANIES
3 SOHO STREET, LONDON W. 1, ENGLAND

-•>
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On tbeUpbeat

NcwYoyk,
Tommy Edwards into. Birdland,

N: Y., for U days beginning Jan.
17 . . . Songstress Rita Moss pacted
by General Artists Corp , . . Tony
Bennett weds Ann Beech, non-pro,

in February . Josh White, back
from a .five-month European tour,

opens at Cafe Society, N. Y., to-

morrow (Thurs.) . . . ; Harry Bela-

fonte held over for an additional

four weeks at the Village Van-
guard, N.Y. . . .

. Ella Fitzgerald
into the Blue Mirror, Washington,
Jan. 14 . . Mary Mayo opens at

Moe’s Main Street, Cleveland, Jan.
18 ,

Dick Gersh, of the Buddy
Basch flackery, engaged to Joan
Seller . Toni Arden opens a
week’s engagement at the Casino
Theatre, Toronto, today (Wed)* . . .

Esoteric Records bought the two
WNEW, N. Y., indie, “Off the Air”
jazz albums from Vox Productions.
Disks will, be released in mid-Feb-
ruary . . . Irving Fields Trio began

his third engagement at the park
Sheraton, N. r., Monday 17) ,

Bcrnie Mann orch ankled Music
Corp. pf America for General
Artists Corp. . . , Happy Goday,
pubbery head, on a disk jockey
junket to Boston , , Pub chief
Irving Caesar also hitting the road
to plug “If I Love You.”

Chicago
Chappell - Williamson left Sol

Wagner and Paul Salvitort out
after nitie months. It leaves the
music publishing firm With only
Norman Fink to cover the terri-

tory Eddy Howard headlines
the Oriental stage show Jan. 10
for two weeks as a single . . .

Herbie Fields holds over at the
Silhouette Club until Jan. 27 . .

Weavers do a repeat at the Blue
Note March 31 . . . Tiny Hill,

while vacationing near Denver, is

doing a three-day-a-Week stint at

FRAN WARREN
SINGS

II

ME 99

If

LOW"
MGM 11114

K 11114
78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
THE GREATEST NAME dV IN ENTERTAINMENT

701 SEVENTH AVE NEW YORK IQ N Y

the Rainbow Ballroom there . . .

Bandits last week took $4,000 In

cash' from the Raikway Ballroom
and jewelry from. *4 patrons , • •

Betty McGuire ahd*die Bell-Tones
return to the States after dive
month stay itt* Honolulu, which
ends Jan. 20. i
> Jack Whittemore, who joined the
Chicago pfftcfe bf General Artists

Corp, six months ago resigns and
returns to New York to enter the
personal management field . . .

Ames Bros, move over from the
Oriental to headline the Jan. 11

Chez Paree show ... . Fats Pichon
moves east for Willow’s, Syracuse,
N, Y. date Jan. 7 . . . Danny Alvin
Dixieland group moves oyer to
Helsing’s . . . Chordsmen set for
the Ritz Club, Salt Lake City, 'Jan.

11 . . . Harmonicats have a two-
weeker at the Henry Grady* At-
lanta starting Jan. 7 • • . Bob Vin-
cent is heldover at the Stage Club
till Feb. 1.

Pittsburgh
Baron Elliott’s band opened in-

definite engagement at William
Penn Hotel's Terrace Room, which
has been shuttered for seven
months . . . Tony Little replaced
Jean. Allen on the organ at the An-
kara Lounge . . . Bill Bickers Star-
liters out of the Roosevelt Hotel
and back into Johnny Laughlin’s
Shamrock Room beginning Friday
(11) . . . Bill Condeluci, on drums,
and A1 DeRose, sax and clarinet*
have been added to Bobby Car-
dillo’s. combo at the Monte Carlo
T. . Jimmy Tticci, first trombonist
with Tommy Carlyn, into the U. S.
Air Force . . . Jimmy Rubbo, who
used to stage the Normandy Club
dances on the Northside, will run
them this winter at town’s newest
downtown ballroom, the Melody.

hade Orchestras-Mosk
In the 1091 Christinas sweepstakes, the three-year old “Rudolph,

The Red Nosed Reindeer” topped the list again, racking up close to

400,000 sheet :
music sales and an estimated; 3,240,000 disk sales. Colum-

bia Records, with etchings by Gene Autry, Sammy Kaye, Ken Griff

i

and Ray Heatherton, led with more than 070,000 sales, Versions by
Bing Crosby, Guy Lombardo and Red -Foley on the Decca label hit

750,000, While RCA Victor’s Spike Jones waxing topped 300,000. Smiley

Burnett and Sugar Chile Robinson clicked with oyer 100,000 for Capitol.

In. the kiddie division Mitch Miller’s etching on Golden Records topped

400,000 while the releases issued by Peter Pan and Children’s Record

Guild totaled 500,000. Other indie diskers cleared about 240,000.

Sheet sales i “Rudolph’s” three-year span have remained constant,

bringing the total up to 1,200,000 copies. Royalty figures on the

“Rudolph” tie-ins won’t be completely compiled until early spring.

Launching one of its major longhair promotions, RCA Victor opened
an exhibit in New York yesterday (Tues.) of a collection of personal
effects and costumes of the late Enrico Caruso. The exhibit, which
has been timed with the release of the second series of the “Treasury
of Immdrtal Performances*” will also be in Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Chicago and: other cities to hypo the longhair "reissues on both the 45
rpm and 33 rpm speeds. The items in the exhibit had been stored
away , since Caruso’s death in 1921 and were brought to light recently
by Caruso’s widow, now living in Baltimore.

Can, Terpery's Holiday

Biz Goes Up in Smoke
Regina,* Sask., Jan. 8.

Damage estimated at $40,000 was
done when an early morning Are of

unknown origin swept the front

section of the Trianon ballroom

recently, The blaze occurred a

few hours after a dance and no
one was in the building at the time.
The Trianon, Regina’s major

dancery, lost its entire Christmas-
New! Year’s trade which .was sched-
uled to be heavy. Operated by the
Queen City Amusement Co., Ltd.;

it is managed by Ross Sneath.

Best British Sheet Sellers

(Week ending Dec. 29)

London, Jan. 1,

Longing for Yoif . . -
;
Sterling'

1 Love Sunshine. New eWorld
Loveliest Night YearF.D.&H.
Because of You • ... Dash
Rosaline . . . . ;.»*. .Reine
My Liberty Belle . ; .... Dash
Allentown Jail .Bourne
If You Go . .... . . . ,

.

Maurice
Tulips and Heather. ; . .Fields
Too Young . Sun.
Enchanted Eve. .

.

.Williamson
Shrimp Boats . .Disney

Second 12
Love’s Roundabout . Cinephonic
Kentucky Waltz.. .Southern
I Wish 1 Wuz Maurice
Beggar In Love . . Cinephonic
At End of Day Chappell
Be My Love. .F.D.&H.
Mistakes ... ..Wright
Black and White Rag R.D.&H.
Sweet Violets Morris
Rudolph Reindeer . . . Sterling
My Truly Truly Fair Dash
Why Worry . . .Macmelodies

NEW BIG
by the sensational

JOHNNIE
r.‘v/Av

PLEASE, MR. SUN *

Here Am I

BROKEN HEARTED
with the FOUR LADS

and Orchestra under the direction pf JIMMY CARROLL

78 RPM 39634 * 45 RPM 4*39636

Exclusively on

COLUMBIA@DREC0RDS

Goodbye Rudolph - Well see you next winter!

to every one who helped place

THE REP-NOSED REINDEER

on
//

Hit
//

watch TOR I’VE TRIED A MILLION TIMES
e ST. NICHOLAS MUSIC, INC., 1619 Broadway, New York 19) N Y. •
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BETJUL DISK BEST SELLEHS

Survey of 'retail disk best

sellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing ' com-

parative sates rating for this
'

and last week.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

Jon. 5

Artist, Libel. Title
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JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

“Cry',

'~
ri™G840' ».* •

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

“Little White Cloitd”—6840 >.

BODY HOWARD (Mercury)
II Ert’ll

8 3 4 69

4 1 10 3 9 3 2 64

10

6

5 “Sin”—5711

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

7 “Shrimp Boats”“T—39581 . • » • 7

AMES RROS.-L. BROWN (Coral)

3 “Undecided”—-60566
"" FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia

2 “Jealousy”—39585 ....

o * « • 1 6 61

8 4 10 • $ 3 52

6 6

y
8 6 8 9 46

10 3 8 41

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)

i *6 “Cold. Cold Heart”—39449 .

.

' PEE WEE KING (Victor)

8 13 “Slow Poke”—21-0489
FOUR ACES (Decca)

9 10 “TeU Me Why”-r27860. .

.

“ CHAJV1P BUTLER (Columbia)
’

10A 17 “Down Yonder”~~3953 .... . . . ...

«

6 8 10 7 2 .. 10 38

8 8 • • • *. • 9 • .a • .* 35

3 3
.
• • • • • • • 9 .. 32

10 • * •• • 30

9 7

* EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

10B 9 “Anytime*V*20-4359 w .. , . ,

.

MANTOVANI (London) :

11 8 “Chamuilne”—1020 . . . . . . .

.

TONY Ae'NNETT (Columbia)
^

12 10 “Bccause of You”-~39362< ..... ;•».

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)

13 14 “And So to Sleep Again”—5708.

.

BOBBY WAYNE (London!

6 8 10 5 30

25

• •. i i • • • • 20

• • • • 8 6 10 7 19

14

15

“Mother at Feet Kneeling”—968 .

.

FOUR ACES (Decca)
"

“Garden In the Rain”—27860. .....

10 • • * « 11

• .• « • . • • • f. 10

. TONY MARTIN (Victor)

16 14 “Domino”—20-4323 ..... # t • •••• *.*«.. a v • • • • • •• . 9

17
NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

“Unforgettable”—1808 ... . . . .

.

9 10 • • • • 6 a • •* 8

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

18A •— “Charmaine”—20-4375 ......... a • •’ • i » • • ••

18B
G. LOMBARDO-G. DeHAVEN (D)

“Because of You”—27666 ; , . . . .

.

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1 2 3 4 5

AMERICAN IN KINO AND 1 GUYS AND DOLLS SHOWBOAT GLENN MILLER

PARIS Broadway Call Broadway Call Hollywood Coil CONCERT
Hollywood C«t Decca Decca M-G-M Victor

M-G-M
E-93 DL-9008 DA-825 M-G-M84 LPT-16

K-93 9-260 9-203 K84 WPT-25
M-93 DA-870 DLP-S036 E 559 P-25

Disk Bis-V-FastGetaway. 4i.it.
Continued from pin IS

piepphir * big splash*-wither
stable p£ixupne .uctist^ . Victor i*
already pushing Ferry 'Como’s
“Tulips and .Heather,’?; iwhich e watf'l

released last week. Also on tap
for a Victor push are the newly
released Mindy Carson's “Alle-
gheny Fiddler” and Dinah Shore's
“Life Is a Beautiful Thing ”

Capitol is booming with its first

of the year release of Les Paul-
Mary Ford etching of “Tiger Rag,”
It’s estimated that 50,000 copies
were sold in the first week. Mer-
cury launched the year with four
etchings which racked up 175,000
sales In Its Initial week. Disks in-

clude Patti Page’s “Retreat,” Eddy
Howard's “Stolen Love,” Richard
Hayes’ “River Stay Away From My
Door” and harpist Bobby Maxwell’s
“Chinatown.” Also from preem
w6ek reaction, Tommy Edward’s

“Pletrsr'Mr.1* Sun” points to*r click
for M-G-M. s*,,:

v
./

1 In the rhythm arid blues field,

bothf1 the mator* rind tHo iridlea re-
poTt a jthleri' ripbeat* In ’ the grass*
roots areas. The Indies are again
anticipating a boom year despite
inroads made by the majors into
the r.Ab, waxlngs. Okeh,_Colum-
bia subsid reactivated last fall, and
Mercury’s reorganized r.&b. setup
are beginning to click in areas
heretofore dominated by the indie
companies.

Diskers feel that the shortage of
materials due to the war effort will
channelize the extra spending coin
Into the wax market. With an in-

creasing number of consumer items
being dropped or curtailed produc-
tion wise, the. diskery execs expect
that 1952 will be one of the Indus-

’s biggest years.

To Trailerize New Disks
RCA Victor’s top tbrass bit the

road this ’ week, for an Intensive
cross-country series of meetings
with key city distrlbs on forthcom-
ing platter releases. Roster of
travelling exe6sr include vice-prexy
Paul Barkmeier; sales manager

NEW BALLAD HIT!

ALWAYS
Percy Pattk-^ColwiiMc

Jane Y«IH, H. WlMcrlraltev^.

RCA Ylfter

Victor Y—m Pcccu

Hollis Music. Inc.
M* Rfth Ay*., N*W York if, N. Y.

PROGRAM

GREAT ’JUMP STANDARD

Paul Francis Webster

Larry Kanaga, field sales manager
Ed Dodelin, merchandise manager
Jack Burgess and promotion man-
ager Bob McCluskey.
George Marek, head of artists

and repertory for Victor, is remain-

ing in New York to haridle dealer'

promotion on Victor’s “Treasury

of Immortal Performances” re-

leases.

AS NBC ORCH FINALE
Arturo Toscanini will close his

15th season with the NBC Sym-
phony March 29 with a Carnegie

Hall, N. Y., performance of Beethor

ven’s Ninth Symphony. Concert

will be a benefit for the Building

Fund of
.
the New York Infirmary.

Maestro will be 85 on March 25.

Nabe Arties
Continued from ptf* 7

situations, Including many nabes

turned first-run art, is running

ahead of “Brief Encounter” and

“Tight Little Island,” two of Rank’s

top grossers on the art circuit,

In addition, American audiences

are becoming increasingly familiar

with British pix because of the

large group of these films now be-

ing presented on video.

Best example of the successful

America's Fastest

-Selling Records!

conversion of a nabe to an art

house is the experience of the

Gramercy, N. Y., which reportedly

upped its yearly gross by $30,000
since it- switched to an art policy.

While the. conversion of riabes to

first-run art houses is a recent

trend, art theatres in general have
experienced the same: problems as

the regular houses. For awhile the

sure-seaters found, themselves
without sufficient suitable product.

With the fill-off of top French and
Italian Imports, these situations

desperately sought replacements,

and it wasn’t until only recently

that outstanding British films came
along to fill the gap.

Stress Comfort

Besides presenting film fare of

special appeal to the “lost audi-

ence,” the art houses stress com-

fort and convenience. They ar-

range for " appropriate starting

times for the main feature, fre-

quently serve free coffee and cl-

garets in the lounge, and many
have installed wide, comfortable

seats. Theatre managers also

make a special pitch to this “spe-

cial” audience by maintaining .
ac-

curate mailing lists, inserting ap-

propriate ads in the local newspa-
pers, and offering other “extras”

such as art exhibits,, etc.

According to Jeff Livingston, J.

Arthur Bank’s U; S, pub-ad topper,

the sorcalled art films do not have

to be arty per se, “but they must
be adult,” They have^to be fresh,

says Livirigston, “and must get

away from the hackneyed.’J It Is

Livingston’s view that the art house

presentations have been Instru-

mental in bringing part of the “lost

audience” back to the regular the*

atres, and it Is t^is group that

has returned to .see such “adult”

films as “A Place In the Bull,” “A
Streetcar Named Desire,” “Death
of a' Salesman,” ‘Detective Story”

and '‘Bright Victory.”
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BILLBOARD

PICK

“SLIIPIR

OP THR

WIIK91

"DISK

OP THI

WCEK”

WINS

HONORS

IN
• «

RIG

DEMAND

fPPECTIVI

“SLIIPIR”

NEW
ORLEANS

SMASH

COMING

UP

BERMUDA (Goday)—The Youthful Boll Sla-
tera (Vic, ) , rate a vigoroua Billboard
•Piok*1 for "an lmpreaslve wax bow with an
unuaual piece of material," and a "Beat

.9*%* froBa Cash Box,, Roberta Lee’s (Dec,)
yeraion also earns Cash Box praise for a
nwaber that "certainly Sounds terrific."

I WANNA SAY HELLO (Johnatcne^Montei)—
Breaking for a smash with Sir Hubert Pimm
ghd Ellen Sutton (Kern) showing the way.
'Treatment and sound are tops • Diao is named
"Sleeper of the Week" by Cash Box and
"strong sleeper potential” by Billboard. 1

Ditty is oovered by Sophie Tucker (Mer. ), i

Four Knights (Cap.), Frank Petty Trio
(MGM) , Lawrence Welk (Coral), Dorothy
Louden (Vic.) and Eddie Piano Miller
(Rain.

)
All rate ae contenders

•

.4t
:

It;

WHY DON’T YOU LOVE Mi (Aouff-Rose)_
Rosemary Clooney ( Col • ) picks another win-*
ner. Billboard gives the "oountryish item"
its "PICK" honors while Cash Box hails it
•Disk of the Week. "

~ "

*

TELL ME WHY (Signet)-—Eddie Fisher (Vic.)
vies with the Four Aces (Dec.) for honors.
Eddie lands a Billboard "PICK" and A1
Alberts. and the Aces win "Sleeper of the
Week” choice from Cash Box.

,

Tune is.climb-
ing to the fore rapidlyT (Non-exolusive
miy.

fir-

THESE THINGS SHALL PASS (Duohess)—Follow-
ing IT IS NO SECRET, this Stuart Hamblen re-
ligious-type number is pushing its way to
the top. Sheet musio and record dales are
bl£. On records t Ink Spots (Deo. ) , Ernest
Tubb (Deo.)* Stuart Hamblen (Col. ), Champ
Butler (Col. ), Hank Snow (Vic.), Ray Smith
(Coral) and Alien Holmes (King)*

* * * *

WHISPERING SHADOWS (Algonquin)—Guy Lom-
bardo (Dec.) and Tommy Tucker (MGM) have
turned out effective Interpretations of
this mid-western sleeper* Cash Box labels
the discs "strong material* 7* worthwhile
** • «pleasant and llstenable*" Billboard
gives Lombardo an 64 deajarratIng.

* * * *

ALL OVER AGAIN (Lockrae)—Folks in New Or-
leans started this one off via Tommy Ed-
wards •' (MGM) outstanding disc • Comes now
a big-voiced Tony Fontane (Mer.) version
which Cash Box recommends and Billboard
Calls "first*-rate. " Ballad is authored by
Edwards. Betti e Clooney (King) gives it

the distaff treatment which helps put the

tune over.
* ,* * #

GONE FIVE MINUTES (And Already I'm. Lonely)

( Melody Lane)—Showing every sigh of de-,

llvering, tune is hioely presented by,

Frankie Carle (Vic.), Anne She!ton •(Lon.)

,

Tommy Tucker. (MGM) and Rosalind Paige

(Dubonnet) • <

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
j 9 0 f V- 7 n t

H r. .

CCC. ' •

‘

. ,. n

z
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CspiesliU) H. V. ytar later and this is hli first

.crack at Montrealers since that

spent much of his time
ast and. elsewhere devj

brahdi? com#r
^

pSEd£Tw|th^

on the
)ping a
jpt hint
w him

sfart. Ahd m we people

Michael ' Durso Orch, Frajik Marti

aaewsr
With Jahkie lljfa n&JBM were to "the room Men De "Wolfe

Green heftdliuingrthere 0pene(j present stand.
'

of * entertainment on the -cprient p
His gtyle and ingratiating man-

Copa layout, which is generally a
ner project aS smoothly in person

breezy mixture o£ > ®nd
.

new
as on celluloid, and without any ap-

(

talent. It s a great combination for
parent routine, he draws salvos for,

business as well, in e .two-piy
a fdst 30-minute session. Openirig

comedy thrust . that finds _botn
ig a, <,^0 as he runs through a

headliners neatly complementing
sarjej5 Qf fiim parts he has done

each other.
. and those of other screenites sans

If Mitzi Green was nervous at the usual hokum. Building easily

herTTpeitPr^mnst have been only he avoids, for the most part, any
because she said so. It wasn t contrived humor and begs off with

• - " — • • — « ’

"-irs. Murgatroyd”
heftiest palming,

-—.7 -j-i-.i —.j’s trademark no
old standby which she introduced I matter how hard he tries to ignore

in the years-ago Rodgers & Hart
]

musical, “Babes in Arms/' This

is always a sure click,, and she was

home all the way from then on.

Her “Country Gal," from . the

latest Abbott & Costello picture, in

which she appears, is an okay fol-

lowup, but it’s when she gets into

her satirical personality bits gat
Miss Green really takes;off. Her

number kidding Milton Berle and

his Texaco Star Theatre is a neat

laugh-getter that allows her to

shift into impersonations of

“guests” such as Richman,
(

Garbo,

Cantor, and, of course, the Inevita-

ble Sophie Tucker. Miss. Green

seems to out-Tucker Soph more

and more, and if ever they do

“The Sophie Tucker Stor/’ in pic-

tures, Mitzi Green should be a

would probably make& ’wUHam I sparked by the
: ol

,,
ou

/r_ fftr two Tea- 1 Norma Hutton. Hal White’s trio
takes over the. interlude spots.

Newt.

it. Until such time as he hits on
something as solid, he Is stuck
with it despite the signs of wear
and tear that are beginning- to
show both from his. Usage *and
takeoffs by other comics.
On night caught, De Wolfe

Worked his offering in a nervous
rush that took the edge off soime
of his material; Fact that he was
the entire show without any warm
up act seemed to knock him off
balance for the first few minutes,
As a single, he could do at least
another 10 minutes without lard-
ing present stuff. Even a brace of
new bits midway through stanza
wouldn’t hurt overall viewing.
The Chamitov orch backs the

De Wolfe session with authority
and sets up some fine'; terp ar-
rangements for -the patrons,

Morris office happy for two rea-

*Q
A “surprise” guest to work with

Miss Green on opening night was

Gene Baxter (formerly Gene Wes-

son of the ex-Wesson Bros ), who
came out of the audience to do

several click personality takeoffs

with the headliner. They had a

nifty few moments of comedy re-

volving around such caricatures as

Robinson, BOgart,-Lorre, Green-

street, Bergen-McCarthy and the

like.
*

Back to her solo chore, she does

a nifty Joe E. Lewis, done with

great affection, .
while her finale,

the “The Good Old Two-a-Day,” is

a nostalgic, effective piece of ma-
terial revolving around the Palace

Theatre on Broadway, past and
present. This gives Miss Green a

chance* to impersonate in spng--

some of the oldtimers who used to

. play the Palace, up to the current

responsibility for once again re-

vlvfng the old two-a-day- stand,

Judy Garland. , .

Miss Green did around 30 min-

utes on her opening show; she

could probably have done ft .least

30 more, if she had heeded the

mob’s demand.
Like the Llndy’s comics say, the

,

next spot shouldn’t go to a. leopard,

but generally speaking Jackie

Miles can handle it. If he doesn t

click all the way, It’s because he s

using practically all of his .older

material. A Copa returnee has al-

ways got to have a completely new
routine, because of the constant

repeat trade here; . that, is, except

La Vie En Rose, X. V.
Anita Ellis, Bill Bailey, Les

Mains Joly (4), Nancy Reed Trio
Jde Candullo; - $5 mintmum.

Miking their American debut at
La Vie en Rose, Les Mains Joly
(The. Hands of Joly)’ are an ex-
tremely novel, amusing act of two
men and two/women who project
their gloved hands to simulate a
series of characterizations. They're
currently sharing the billing here
with Bill Bailey,

:
the vet hoofer,

and Anita
:
Ellis, songstress (New

Acts).

Working behind a black curtain,
with only the four pairs of hands

€ira%
. Hollywood, Jin, 4.
1 %e$: Paul j^mru^Ford. Mayo
Bt09. <2 ) , PtfklsiameOrch I8h
Bobby Ramos .fthumband (5);

$2

Ihltiil OfferiiigTof the
f

new year

ht this -Sunset Strip boite should

get /52 : off to a- pleasant start for

Boniface H. D. Hover. Business will

be brisk, if not earth-shaking, with

Les Paul & Mary Ford serving as

the lure lh their local how.
Platter faves have dropped the

backstage voices and gimmicks
that, in eastern engagements, .-

abled them to simulate on stage

the multi-voiced and multi-part

guitar playing that has zoomed
their disks into the top seller

brackets, father, they’re depend-,

ing solely on their individual

abilities to sell the turn and they

do it well. Dexterous fingering,

of course, is the basis of the act,

but it’s lafded. with Miss Ford’s

okay, vocalizing -of such disk clicks

as “Mocking Bird Hill,” “Can’t

Give You Anything But Love” and
“flow High the. Moon.” Pair re-

main on a strictly instrumental
idek for other hits including “Whis-

pering/* “Lover” and “Nola.” Occa-
sional bits of humor such as the

husband-Wife rivalry and the comic
hick number, “No Place Like
Home” (With an assist from bassist

Wally Kamin) provide the needed
change of pace.

' Layout boasts- a smash opener in

the Mayo Bros., tap twain who win
a hefty response. Far above, aver-

age, they work swiftly, showcasing
some difficult routines atop a small
platform* and winding-up -with some
aero touches that provide, a begoff

finish:
Dick Stabile and Bobby Ramos

musicrews share the dance assign-

ments with the former backstop-

ping the show. Kap.

Riverside Hotel, Reno
1

Reno, Jan. 3.

Olsen & Johnson "Hetlzapoppih’
Revue,” With Marty May, Tessie

O’Shoe, Riverside Starlets (12),

Bill Clifford Orch; no cover or

minimum

,

Is Olsen leading a community sing
in “Glory Glory HaUeluitlh, with
girls Singing a^d. men singing and
everyone waving handkerchief* end
jumping up aha down out of their
chairs. Very confusing and totally

out of place.
‘ Props seem to be invaluable in
this Operation. First 10 minutes of
show is so confusing, people are
won’t to wonder what they’ve got-
ten into, Also, although fore-
warned, show is toot long (hour and
a half). ,

*

Show is success for holiday Rea-
son and is packing this showcase of
the west/ Somehow, the Riverside,
with all its occasional miscastihg
of talent

,
and improperly timed

shows, remains the elite spot, con-
taining (even with Olsen & John-
son) taste and reserve.
Although this show may s ee m

thrown together, there are 135 cues
in the whole run. Mark.

Southern Mansion, K. €.
Kansas City, Jan. 3.

.
Henhy Youngman, Billy Williams

Orch (9 ) ; no cover or minimum,

Olsen & Johnson make their first

nitery appearance in two y e a r s

with their “Hellzapoppin* Revue.”
Show still possesses the original

formula of continuous and t otal
chaos, with midgets, - girls and gad-
gets popping out of the woodwork:
every few moments.
Layout starts off with a solemn

seen, they -go through a number
of assorted characterizations com-
prising an underwater ballet of
fish, an unusually humorous bit
depicting two lovers in a moon-
light bathing scene on the.- Cote
d’Azur, an Apache number, etc.

Heading the group is Yves Joly,
former French legiter. The act
is under management of Lou Levy,
the music publisher-manager, who
“discovered” them recently- while
lh France, It is an extremely en-
terprising turn that requires an in-

timate
:

spot such as La Vie; its

subtlety is certainly not for mass
audiences.

,

Bailey remains one of the great
tapsters in* what he hopes will be
just a temporary comeback after

for the staples that the customers having turned preacher some
really want to hear all over again.

Withal, Miles gets a strong quota

of laughs. His racetrack yarn is

one of his oldies that can always
bear repeating, and this gets him
off the hook as his closer. That
reefer routine, however, Is some-
thing Miles ‘should dispense with;

it’s in bad taste during these times

of crusading to stamp out the dope
traffic. Generally speaking,

though, he remains one of the. great

cafe comics. He has a nifty flair

for telling a story and, what is

probably very important "for a

nitery comedian, he keeps it clean.

The bill also features Harrison

& Fisher With their standard and
entertaining ballroom dancing.
Specialty hoofer Elaine Dunn (New
Acts) . is a v youngster who shows
lots of personality and ability—-

"someone for the legit musicals.

Harry Snow, production singer, is

better than usual for this type of

Copa singer with his neat sense of

phrasing and feel for a lyric.

Sheila Arnold is the girl produc-
tion Singer, •

...

Michael Durso’s Copa orch is

still a nifty accomp for the show,
While Frank . Martl’s band does
neatly as replacement for the long-

time. standby, Fernando Alvares,
the Latin dance music, -

Kahn.

years ago. Preaching apparently
doesn’t pay off for an itinerant
pulpiteer, except in salvaged souls,

and that’s not enough to feed the
wife and kids, which is the. reason
Bailey is taking dates here and
there. Here he has been substi-

tuting for his sister, Pearl Bailey,

during her Illness. Kahn,

Hotel Bellerlve, K. C.
(EL CASBAtt)
Kansas. City, Dec. 30. -

•Sammy Walsh, Harry-McMasters

Orch (5) ; no cover or minimum,

dim stage. Then, after a waiter
falls, fiat on his face with a tray
full of dishes, the .show is really

underway. Curtain opens with a
bang,” shots from all over, arid

the Riverside Starlets open with a
smart, eye-filling prance in top
hats arid white briefs—a very
abandoned and Sexy number. This
George Moro line, as always, is

wonderful to see.
Best comedy in show is Johnson

and Marty May. The two from out
of the early 1900’s cause near apo-
plexy with this bit. May sings about
a number of dolls, each a flower by
name, and Johnson discusses their

reps under his breath with great
contempt. When a girl named Lily
is mentioned, he breaks up in grief.

Act has no apparent reason, but is

showstopper.
Tessie O’Shae is a mammoth

English : red-hot mama who Im-
presses. She warns up from a
fairly slow start as She exudes
great- energy and bounce for some
jazz (dancing and singing until the
place rocks. She clicks in impres-
sions of Sophie Tucker, Kate Smith,
et al.

,

Marty May is smooth When he
wanders on alone, explaining; tie

has to kill time while acts are
changed.. With his violin and chat-
ter, he deadpans for fine reception.
One of mainstays in organization,
he works . in most routines. His

This time around, funnyman Is

playing a fortnight in this down-
town spot; in contrast to his three
former sorties at El Casbah in the
midtown sector. It's a fortunate
booking for the Mansion, as biz was
heyrhey for the week through
New Year’s eve arid is holding its

own nicely in the week following,
when many spots report a

.
post-

holiday sag. Judging from current
results the new connection should
be good for a reprise: in the near
future,

• Show tees off with orch leader
ly Williams doing one of. his

first rate - vocals on “There’ll Be
Some Changes Made,” and han-
dling ..the m.c. role. Youngman
enters on a vocal note, but gets
right into his comedy chatter. He
propounds his “people are nuts”
theme for some clever and chuck-
ling lines about any number of
subjects, including tailors, the
Trumans,, psychiatrists.

Change of pace comes on Young-
man vocal with orch backing of a
parody to “All of a Sudden My
Heart Sings/’ and follows with
funny bit, “Miami,” a takeoff on
“Mammy.” Then pokes some flip-
pant fun at push-button cars,
drunks, girl friends, before an-
other parody to “Enjoy Yourself.”
For a final fillip he drags out the
fiddle, arid cracks away as he saws
out “Smoke Gets in Your Eyes.”
It’s good for keeping, the custom-
ers chuckling all the way. Quin.

Carousel, Pitt.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 3.

Tony Reese Sc Pepper Davis,
Peter Higgins, Virginia Ayres,
Johnny Marino's Orch (5); $3-
$3.50 minimum.

ChexParee, Chi
_ . . .

Chlctgo, Jan. 2.

^ Danny- Thmot, Gimiy Scott

X?rio x^
Cal

ft
han

/o
Johnny Martin!

Chez Adorabtes (8), Cee Davidson
Orch (8); $3.50 minimum $?
cover. T

Sammy Walsh is back in show
biz as a comic after a recerit fling takeoff 1 on crooners gets fine re-

into the booking side of the game, suits.

on

Normandie, Montreal
Montreal/ Jan. 4.

Billy De Wolfe, Max Chamitov
Orch (9), with Norma Hutton* Hal
White Trio; $1.50 cover Sat. only.

For Billy De Wolfe, the current
stint at the Normandie Room is

something of a re-intro to local

cafeites: In 1939 he did his first

singlfc at the old Chez Maurice, ap-

peared at the Norimandie Roof a

He’s also; back at the Bellerive, his

second time irt eight months, indi-

cating the warmth^fpf his welcome
here. It’s all to the good, , for the
Walsh routines make for plenty of

laughter and fun. ,

This time aroririd, Walsh is lard-

ing some of his proved routines
with a couple of new sequences,
and it all makes for an enjoyable
half hour. It’s the sort of informal,

parlor antics where most anthing
can happen, arid Walsh keeps the
proceedings fairly varied. After
some amusing chatter, he gets into

his song cycle with “Got To Get a

Room Tonight,” and follows with
his shoe store salesman’s lament,
“Making a Buck for Becks/’
Then turns to caricatures, get-

ting yocks as he carbons name
players on his beat up trumpet.
There’s also some kicks in a stanza

of harmony with a bus boy before
he goes into a terp session. His
sbftshoe number kids Fried Astaire,

and full dance routine done on a
regulation tray winds work with
loud response' from customers:
vi Quin.

Winter Wonderland” chorus
shows Starlets to best advantage in

intricate layout, - costumed fluffily

Third time in less than a year at
Jackie Heller’s room for team of
Tony Reese & Pepper Davis, and
the boys . are definitely comers.
They’ve shown an improvement
each succeeding visit, and with just
a little more polish and perhaps
some sharper material for the gag
interludes, . boys will be ready for
the biggest of the big.

They’re ori for around 40 min-
utes and hardly one dull spot in
the entire routine. Guys are
loaded with dynamite; and are
plenty versatile. Their song im-
pressions are played for laughs/
Bit Of Reese interviewing the big-
ger, clownish Davis as a punch-
drunk pug is a four-alarm howl,
hoofing s out of the topdrawer in
a funny follow-the-leader session,
and team winds up at a pair of
drums (Davis used to be with
Stan Kenton) for a sock finish
Carousel hasn’t had a sock like
this in a blue moon.

Jackie Heller’s on the sick shelf,,

so Peter Higgins °
is pinch-hitting

|

for him as singer and m.c. But
Higgins is ha, ordinary sub. He’s
a solid performer on his own
Those tenor pipes may riot be quite
what they were some .years ago,
but Higgins still packs a mighty
Vocal wallop. And on the show-

It’s been a long, long, time here
since tables have been jammed on
the> dance floor. The ariswer is
Danny Thomas. Originally set for
a four-day fill-in, comic extended
his visit to two weeks. It’s mainly
a labor of love, as the Tv star
points out/ hinting that with his
new schedule of four pix yearly

S
lus his video commitments, it will
e many moons before he ven-

tures
,
out- on bistro floors again.

So it lessens the number of star
attractions ’

still available for
niteries.
Thomas makes no attempt to

bring any new material for this
visit,* relying on the demands for
the standard “Jack” and “Wailing
Syrian.” Most of his stuff is' of
the hearts arid flowers typ?;. but
here, where he- got his real break
it goes over very well, especially
since he knows sb many Of the
crowd. Comic makes cracks at the
quartet of bosses here, talks to
the customers, rind all in all has
a good time. Only new phase of
his stint is several songs -fr6iri-“i’H

See You In My Dreams,” curreht
pic in which he stars. •

Ginny Scott is getting her first

big break now. 0,n
, thp basis of

her preem appearance and fighting

big odds, blonde, chanteuse comes
off 'in first-rate fashion'. Refugee
from the teevee parlors, thrush
has a bright opener with . “Sing
You Sinner*,” which" gets attention,

but her sexy rendition of “Better
Go Now” really quiets the crowd;
More Jn the same groove,- instead

of rambling specialty, “Inside
Hollywood/’, would make for a
clickier package. Svelte lass gets
off well with “El Cumbanchero.”
Marian Callahari, a pert brunet

garbed in an abbreviated slicker,

taps out “Rain” ahd then does a
reverse atrip, working- from parity

arid bra, dons a spangled skirt

and top
.
hat, and ..ties things up

nicely with “Birth of the Blues.”
Johnny Martiri does okay on pro-

duction vocals arid bmceeship, Chez
Adorables, an'Arden-Fletcher line,

have several new numbers.- “Sans
Souci,” from “Top Banana,” has
as much life as a withered banana
Stalk. “Blithe Spirit” is weak.

Cee Davidsori continues to baton
the show in handy manner and
drags the customers from the

tables to: the dance floor with hi*

firie rhythms.' ...
Zabe.

Baker Hotel, Dallas
(MURAL ROOM)

Dallas, Jan. 2,

Sylvie St. Clair, with
4
Joe Mer-

man; Pierson Thai Orch (8); $1

cover, $1.50 Sat,

in red and white. Number impress- mariship end, they don’t, come
es with its taste and charm. Four much better, fle’s as mUch at home
showgirls appear in breathtaking on a nitery floor, with the knack
costumes. Johnson tries to break for making the ringsiders feel the
this up with his running gag, chas- scime way, as anybody in the brisl-
ing woman around the ringside, ness
both iri pajamas. On return trip, Layout operis with shapely
they w ear part of each other’s blonde Virginia Ayres in a terp
nightie.' Then another run-through
with. Johnson pushing a lawnmower
after the babe in a grass skirt. And

session. Gal’s built to whistling
proportions, is costumed to do her
shapely figure a favor, arid al-

fourth trip sees gal in metal chas-* though the tap number she does
tity shorts and Johnson on the trail

with a blow torch. Through it all,

Starlets never miss a step.

Audience is dragged into acts

throughout. When Starlets, pick
out dance partners froih the male
table opulace1—in a sort of square
dance routine called by Olsen-?—
they manage to get all the men
mixed up in each other’s coats.
Customers are also plagued with
cakes of ice, chickens, mice, and
parts of cast coming to life among
the tables.

Most puzzling aud participation

at the teeoff is only so-so, Miss
Ayres really, rocks ? them upon
changing to ballet slippers and
going into some acrobatic
and tumbles.

Carousel' band is now under
baton of Johnny Marino, trumpet
player, since Herman Middleman
left to work at Heller’s new Dinner
Key Terrace restaurant in Florida
(Joe Lescak has replaced Middle-
man at the piano), hut quality of
both show arid dance music re-
mains high for a five-piece combo

' Cohen.
1 <

Departing, brefly from, a lineup

of top thrushing tal*nt of domestic
variety, management here vis show-

casing Gallic charmer Sylvie St,

Clair In her second U. S. nitery

stint.

Pretty French
:

chanteuse, in

strapless gown, jeweled collar and
beret, opens, with? narrative lyrics

of “Mon Dimarichie” in heavy ac-

cent that has the ryou-all” payees

giving light, mining — they no

savvy. She follows quickly with a

nostalgic “Charm • of Paris’, and,

with ipving mike in hand,.tours the
floor with “The C^t Song.” Feline

miming and humorous English

translations get polite plaudits.

Under soft lights, after Shedding

collar and beret, ’ Miss- St. Clair

snrires them with the familiar La

Vie En Rose” and /‘Domino/’ With

bubbling humor, she keeps the cus-

tomers with “Air’ Poprilaire” and

recounts an nffair,,with Apatole, a

zesty “Bistro du Coin.” Finale is a

sock selling of “C’est Si Bon/' Ar-

ranger-accompanist •Joe Merman
earns a boW for his expert backing*

Pierson Thai is an able emcee

and adds keyboard artistry while

his? orch dispenses' terp tempos.
Batfc#

-j

Lady Patachon, Paris
Paris, Dec. 26.

Lady Patachoii', Hilbylis (?'•

Pomme, Apel & Bernard, Leo

Clarehs Orch (6); 2,000 francs

($6) minimum.

Lady Patachou, Maurice Cheva-

lier’s protegee, sparks her own iw*

seat club which recently has heen

remodelled into a finely panellea,

well lighted spot. The old bakery

shop still fronts thfe, club and she

still dispenses. -her gastronomic

specialties. Place
1

is
r
riestaririant until

10* pm. and* then converts to

cabaret. .Minimum for two includes

a bottle of champagne.*
‘ Show tees Off with a harmonic?

quartet called the. flilbylis
;

( Gain®

for hillbillies). Dressed in cowboy

regalia, act Is a pleasant openei.

Followed by pbesri*; sparkling
eyed

POmme, Whose- Atint Jemima ap'

|

*
(Continued on page 61)
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By LAKY SOLLOWAY •

Miami, Jam 8.

The holiday aftermath, following,

biggest 10 days inyears,is on the

hill side, with the heavy traffic go-

ing north rather than to .this sun

Rector. Resultant letdown for most,

cafe and tavern spots is in sharp

contrast. Hotels are keeping go-

ing though not as plentifully sup-

plied with the roomers, as eeme
season time (about Jan. 20). Same

; situation prevails every year. In

the two-week or sn break between

‘'Happy New Year" and “Hialeah

Is open,” the cry is again raised,

where’d they, all go, followed by

the almost sudden change to

“where are . Wri gonna find the

rooms for them?'’
,

‘

Same applies to majority of. the

cafes who’ve come up with either

heavy personnel,shows at moderate

tariffs, big names that draw, or

the average who are trying to make

a go \yith at least one attraction

which might bring them in. In the

forefront in this respect are Latin

Quarter, with Lou Walters’ lavish

production and fiveTbuck food Or

beverage minimum; Copa City,

with the names, also on a reason-

able food or bev idea; Clover Club,

with the Billy Gray revue that’s a

solid click; the Vagabonds, with

their own personal draw;
Girding Their Sirloins

Most others did okay for the

(Continued on page 5&>

Hoosier

“nr

Maxine Sullivan Set For

Brit, Vaude-Concert Tour
London, Jan. 8.

Maxine Sullivan is due in Lon-
don next month for a concert and
vaude tour, having been signed by
Harry Dawson, head of Harry Daw-
son Enterprises, who returned last
week from New York. The tour, is
being arranged by Dawson in as-
sociation with the Poster’s Agency.
Among, other artists signed for

British engagements are Mary Lou
Williams,

„ Sarah Vaughan, Ella
Fitzgerald and Art Tatum.

Can’t Make It Sans Gaines
Indianapolis, Jan. 8.

County fairs in Indian?! cannot
survive without some games of

chance,, according to Robert M.
Morse, La Porte, president of the
Indiana Assn, of County & District

Fairs. He said without gambling
customers would not be attracted

to these events.
Morse, who is secretary of the

La POrte County Fair, said the
amount and kind of games “is up
to the individual fair manager, that
is, what he wants and what his
community will stand.’’

He said that a fair had to have
a carnival to draw crowds, . and
carnivals refuse to come with rides
and shows alone, because, they
can’t make expenses without bring-
ing their games of chance.
Morse said that While his group

is neither “for” nor “against” any-
thing, fair operators generally
were encouraging “hanky-panks”
in their fairs as. the lesser of sev-
eral evils.

(“Hankyrpank”; a game in which
a player wins something every time
he plays, even though the prize
may not be worth the price of the
game.)

Minneapolis, Jan. 8.

:
Local nlteries are taking heart

from the fact, that New Year’s eve
business was much better than the
earliest signs indicated it would
be. The town’s top supper clubs,
the . Hotel Nicollet Minnesota Ter-
race and Hotel Radisson Flame
Room; were SRO and many were
turned away. Because of the rush
o£ reservations neither spot had to
advertise its festivities.

Results Were considered all the
more encouraging because of the
subzero temperature, a snowstorm
and icy thoroughfares; Even the
lesser Spots all reported trade bet-
ter than normal for the eve. Be-
cause of the weather, however,
many of these filled up several
hours later than usual. And in Min-
neapolis, owners of the establish-:

mients were required to stop sell-

ing drinks at the usual 1, a.m. hour
and have their patrons out .15 miri-

utes later.

The fact that the Minnesota Ter-
race and Flame Room forewent
New Year’s eve parties last year
because it fell on a Sunday, when
liquor sales are prohibited, might
have been a factor in attracting
capacity patronage on this occa-
sion, the trade points out. After a
two-year lapse, the public was hun-
gry for another celebration, it’s

felt. Modest' tariffs also are be-
lieved to have been lures. Minne-
sota Terrace had a new low tab. of

$5 per head minimum which could
be used both for food and bever-
ages. The Flame Room $10 per
charge included a steak dinner, fa-

vors, dancing and entertainment.

Hazel Scott Scores In

1.0-Concert Israel Tour

‘SOUTH TERRIFIC’

UNIT IN GERMAN CLICK
By CPL. JESSE GROSS'

(On Leave From Variety

)

Bad Kreuznach, Germ., Jan. 2.

The 2d Armored Division, in
conjunction with the Bad Kreuz-
nach Military SulTPost, is current-
ly touring, among its units, the first
soldier show to be put on by that
command since its arrival in Ger-
many early last summer. Presenta-
tion, a musical revue label “South
Terrific,” was produced py two
femme entertainment specialists
from - EUCOM (European Com-
mand) headquarters. Gals, Lee
Eastwood and Faith Forte, both
sport show biz backgrounds. Latter

appeared on Broadway in
Laughing Room Only” and in the

*evival of “Burlesque,” starring
Bert Lahr. She’s also done some
film work, having appeared in
Sleeping City’UU) and “Mr. Uni-

verse” (UA). Former was associated
'vith little theatre groups in the
states.

• Running 60 minutes, production
js a meritorious one. Broken up
into five scenes, offering, though no
South Pacific,” makes for general-

ly relaxing viewing for entertain-
ment-hungry GIs here.
Qf the talent showcased, two

acts are above average, though all
Performers draw a strong response
tor bits offered. Duo are the Novel-
l's. instrumental-vocal group, and
tveily Zobeck, songster. Former
unit headlines and holds down the

(Continued on page 60)

Tel Aviv) Jan. 1.

Hazel Scott, who finished a 10-

concert tour of Israel here a week
ago, under management of the

Yuval agency, could easily have
duplicated 'with another 10, due to

the enthusiastic reception and re-

sultant b.o. Pianist was here with

her husband. Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell, Jr., arid son.

Her opening concert was held

under the patronage of the Ameri-
can Airibassador to Israel, and
among those present were Henry
Morgenthau, Jr., and other distin-

guished guests from Israel and
abroad. Two days after her ar-

rival, Miss Scott was received by

Prime Minister Ben-Gurion in Je-

rusalem,. who, upon her special re-

quest, also attended her farewell

concert The Powells were enter-

tained several times by the Am-
bassador. No guest artist before

Miss Scott has been as greatly hon-

ored, by leading personalities as she

was. v
The press was full of praise,

most magazines carrying front page

pictures, and generally her visit

aroused great interest here. All

her performances were sellouts.

Shay From MCA to WM
Dorothy Shay,

:
Who has been

booked by Music Corp. of America

for the past five, years, has shifted

to the William Morris Agency.

Reason for tile transfer is re-

portedly caused by failure of MCA
to deliver a video layout for the

singer,;

That’ll Make ’Em Happy
Circleviltoi O., Jari. 8.

J

Ted Lewi?; this town’s No;j :

show biz figure^ last' week
placed a full-page paid ad in r

the Cirelevillfl Herald, end of
year (31 ), .* '‘wishing . all home »

folks best of everything' in •

1952,’* r
Though Lewis hasn’t been in

Circleville for several years,
he owns real estate here, and
has a park named after him.

The Judy Garland show at the
Palace, N Y., continues to score
heavily. Last week, ending Sunday
(6), house drew good $37,000
for 10 performances. Palace held
a matinee and evening show on
New Year’s Day, and closed entire-
ly on Wednesday (2).

Previous week, during the 1 1 per-
formances; theatre hit a record.
$53,000, which ' was $2,000 more
than previous high.-

Tickets are still being sold into
February. There is still no suc-
cessor to Miss Garland as has been
rumored around. According to
theatre spokesman, neither the.

house nor Miss Garland has given
the four-week closing notice as. re-

quired by contract.
NeW Year's week saw an addi-

tional change in the layout. The
Nicholas Bros, replaced Doodles
& Spider, who took off for a British
engagement. It’s the third replace-
ment from the starting show. The
Christianis went in for the Lang
troupe and Senor Wences took over
from British comic Max Bygraves.

Globe Theatre Razed

In $4,000,000 A.C. Fire,

Worst in 97-Yr. History
Atlantic City, Jan* 8.

The Globe Theatre, a 1,500-seat-
er which for a score of years has
housed summer burlesque, was one
of several buildings razed early
yesterday (Mon.) as a $4,000,000
blaze took toll of three hotels, par-
tially razed another, and consumed
a dozen rooming houses and many
more stores in the uptown board-
walk section of the resort.
The Globe building, facing the

ocean, had been operated by the
Hersch circuit, of Philadelphia, the
past 14 years, with Jack Beck man-
aging it through the 10-week sum-
mer season. It was shuttered on
Labor day, although it had been
rented out oh several occasions.
The building was directly in the

path of flames which gave the re-
sort its worst fire in its 97-year
history* Only the fact that the Wind
was blowing from the land to sea
kept the flames from roaring
through the island’s big business
centre. Firemen

: fought for six
hours before getting them under
control.

Hotels destroyed were the Con-
gress, Lorraine and New Davis.
Gutted and virtually wiped out was
the* 12-story Delaware Ave. tower
of the 96-room St. Charles Hotel,
Which cost $1,000,000 when built.
Scores of rooming houses up and
down nearby streets were either
razed or1 suffered other fire dam-
age.

The Globe will probably have
to be demolished. Standing only,
are its four walls. Its inside Is com-
pletely gutted. No estimate of the
building’s damage could be made
until its owners arrive. The in-
surance is undetermined.

. Before becoming a hurley house
it was used by the Shuberts arid

other New York producers for
their Atlantic City openings.

Gardiner’s N.Y. Cafe
Monte Gardiner, Who at various

times operated cafes in New York;
is propping to open a bistro on the

site of Jack Eigen’s Guest Room,
which had a brief run a little more
than * year ago. Gardiner plans

to bow the spot around Jan. 20.

Name, and policy not yet set.

Gardiner^operated La Conga and
La Martinique, both N. Y., for

short periods arid was boniface at

the Golden Key, an after-hour pri-

vate club.

Buddy De Franco signed a term
deal with Music Corpi of America.
He was formerly with General Art-

lists Corp.:
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Larnoor to Roxy in Feb.;

1st N.Y. Vaude Since ’40

Dorothy Lamour will play her
first N, Y., vaude date in many
years at the Roxy, in February*
MisS: Lamouf forked the Para-
mount. Theatre in 1940 and pad
been booked to play that house re-

cently, but changed her mind short-

ly before she was officially billed.

Miss Lamour is currently on a
series of personal appearances.
She’s now at Last Frontier, Las
Vegas.

Boston,
.
Jan. 8.

The Latin Quarter, Hub's lone
nitery stronghold of name acts,

shuttered New Year’s eve with
lessees Lee Fields, Eddie Meister
and William Oxman bowing out
of the operation. LQ, owned by
Michael Redstone, ozoner operator,
had been leased to the trio for;

the past three seasons, but with
biz getting progressively worse
arid when it became apparent Hub
citizens' would not support a glam-
our spot if the tab ran into more
than a buck, the boys decided to
throw in the sponge.
While several policies had been

tried, with cover or minimum and
cover, policy of late had been a
$2 minimum with reports that
many customers refused to go
above the limit and in some cases
reluctant to even use that up. If

the Cafe- had handle® 1,000 such
Customers nightly, this would have*
worked advantageously, but with
a 400 seating capacity it failed to
match the topheavy nut. .

Bonifaces had previously gone
on all-out binge of staunch
names in an effort to hypo biz,

but with exception of a few they
failed to click at the b.o. While
the Ritz Bros, and Andrews Sisters

were the biggest disappointments,
Lena Horne, Danny Thomas,
Frankie Lai , Billy Daniels and
Some others were socko here.
There just weren’t enough of the
latter with solid draw to balance
the books*

It’s expected LQ will reopen
within a few weeks, but definitely
under new management which Will

of .necessity be okayed by owner
Redstone.

Acts Lure 28G in Ft. W.

Runyon Fund Benefit
Fprt Worth, Jan, 8.

More than 3,000 persons attended
the pre-holiday Damon Runyon
Cancer Research Fund benefit

show staged here at Will Rogers
Memorial Auditorium, with $28,215
earmarked for the fund. Site was
changed twice due to overwhelm-
ing demand for tix, which went at

$2, $100 and even $500.

There were 13 acts on tap with
headliners appearing in specialty

bits. Entertainment was arranged
through cooperation of Vincent
Lee of American Guild of Variety

Artists and union-affiliated booking
agencies in the Fort Worth-Dallas

area, and Dick Leonard of Music
Corp. Of America. Other groups

also gave full cooperation.
|

Acts included Margaret Phelan,

Andy Sc Della Russell, Joan Frank
Dancers, Wimpy, Ching Ling t
Soo, Ray Riggs, Les Lamar Si

Poppy, the; Lesters, Uncle Willie,

the Harringtons, the Gascas, Henry
Hale, the Dancing Kramers and
Joe Reichman orch; Curly Broyles

band in pit. Dink Freeman and
Bobby Peters alternated as emcees.

N.Y. LQ’s Foreign Acts
Lou Walters, operator of the

Latin Quarter and Gilded Cage,

both N.Y., is concentrating heav-

ily on foreign talent. He’s signed

Freddy Bamberger Sc PAtri -to open

Jan. 27, at the Cage. Others part-

ed are Fernanda Montell, Seven
Ashtons and the Curibos.

Marilyn Hightower, originally an

American act, who has been work-

ing in England, will play LQ in

April.

Guild of Variety Artists; which is

meeting for three days starting
Jan. 14 at Hotel Taft, N. Y„ will
face , the major problem of select-
ing a new national administrative
secretary to succeed Henry Dunn.
Latter leaves Jan. 18 to open Holly-
wood office for the Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency of London..indica-
tions at this point are that Jack
Irving, who has announced his
candidacy for the job, will get the
nod. But Irving will reportedly
stipulate that he also be allowed
to retain the position of midwest
regional director which he now

’ holds.

Board will come smack up
,
against the question of whether to

‘ permit Irving to hold two Union
jobs simultaneously, but with one
salary.. Irving, is determined to hold,
onto the Chi position and will even
forego the national' job in order
to maintain his status in Chi. He
had been previously offered; the
national job, but always stipulated
that national headquarters be
moved to the midwest. This time,
he’s willing to h.q. in New York*

Petrillo Precedent
Irving will likely cite as prece-

dent the fact that James C: Petril-
lo, American Federation of Musi-
cians prexy, also heads the Chi
loOal. ;He stated that he feels he
can handle the two jobs simul-
taneously. A stiff fight is expected
On that score, however. For ex-
ample, AGVA president Georgie
Price, who has. declared himself
put of the running, has stated that

(Continued on page 60)

Fairmont 2-Room Scram

Leaves Frisco Hotel B.0.

Wide Open to Mark Hop,
San Francisco, Jan. 8.

Folding of the Venetian Room
of the Fairmont. Hotel as a name
talent spot $75,000 in. the red, the
blackout of the Birch Room and Its

projected removal to another spot
in the hostelry, and the shuttering
of the inn’s coffee shop eclipse
that hotel as a major centre of
Frisco gaiety.

With the Rose Room of the Pal-
ace Hotel also dimmed as an en-
tertainment spot, only the Mural
Room Of the St. Francis Hotel re-
mains currently to book top names
and bands in the hotel scene. The
Mark Hopkins Hotel will; resume
its entertainment policy in June
with Hildegarde, Dorothy Shay and
Julie WilsOn pencilled in for the
season.

. The Venetian Room show policy
foundered in spite of bookings of
stars such as Lena Horne, Denny
Thomas, Martin 8c Lewis, Ethel
Waters, Margaret Whiting and
others.

FOREIGN AGENTS 0.0.

NY. TALENT, SHOWS
New York Is again hosting for-

eign talent buyers. Among those
currently gandering acts and shows
are Leslie MacDonnell, partner in

the Harry Foster Agency, London;
Rene Fraday, on the staff of the
Lido, Paris, and David N. Martin,
managing director of the Tivoli

Circuit, Australia, who had been in

N. Y. last week and left for Eng-
land. He’ll return to the U. S. in

about four weeks.
MacDorinell arid Fraday are

o.o.ing talent for the upcoming
tourist season, while Martin will

confer oil his next trip with his

U. S. rep, Eddie Elkort; of the Lew
Sc Leslie Grade Agency, London.

Cleve., Shrine Pay V/zG-

For Stampeding Bulls
Cleveland, Jan, 8.

Stampeding elephants frighten-,

ing a circus spectator, who suffered

injuries in a fall, cost the A1 Sirat

Grotto And the City of Cleveland
a lot of hay in a. lawsuit here.

Settlement of $7,500 was made
with Mrs., Geraldine Noles, who
dras thrown Into a panic by several

unruly pachyderms at. a perform-

ance of the Grotto’s annual winter

circus in Civic Auditorium Feb.

14, 1950.

Plaintiff’s attorney charged the

circus Sponsors arid city with neg-

ligence in allowing spectators to be
in a “zone of danger,” and in plac-

ing seats so close to th®/. ring.
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figure to force nitery owners to

insure themselves a fresh reservoir

of talent. Video already has cut off

most of the top echelon headliners

from regular cafe xyork, and pres-

ent indications are that eyen'

the lower levels are gradually di-

vorcing themselves from 'depend-’

ence on the bistros because of the

fact thjst they can often hit a full

weed’s salary .via TV one-shdt.

Some indication of .
honiface

thinking is seen in the fact that

Bill Miller..Riviera, Ft.Lee, N, J.,

operator, has joined town Casino
(Buffalo) owner Harry Altman in

the management of 19-year-old

Billy MacDonald to Glaser
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Billy MacDonald, formerly
'
part-

nered with' Carlos Molina in the
operation of a '.talent office, .has

joined . Joe Glaser.’s .
- Associated

Booking COrp.’s Hollywood office.

He’ll work in cafe and band

THE MULCAYS
Jimmy'and. Mildred

and Tholr llactrle Harmonicas

Now In 2nd Week at 1

ORIENTAL. CM
Coral Retards

fxc. Mgt.t MARCUS CLASH, CHICAGO

UCaSV BQOK1IIB9 li

been 'assigned to the William Mori-

ns Agency. It’s likely that other

talent will be pacted by .the pair.

It’s the first talent management
venture for Altman, but Miller, a
former agent, has had. interests in

various performers, including the
Ames Bros; It’s also reported that

he has a financial .interest in dancer
Nanci Crompton.

Risk for a Click
Advantages of such a move are

obvious. In the event of a click
they’ll be assured a headliner at a
ower salary, plus participation in

the act's earnings.
However, the riiost important

facet will still be the power to call

upon services of their talent when-
ever their own spots are in need
of a tdpliner. If this movement
reaches general acceptance among
nitery owners, it’s possible that
a cooperative plan will be estab-
lished whereby; they’ll be using
each others’ acts;

Another
.
advantage to. nitery

owners is their being in a position
to wrest some of the control of
talent agencies in the' matter Of
names. It remains to be seen how
many b.o. lures are produced under
this system, however.
Movement* is not new among the

nitery owners. In former years
Barney Josepii$on, who owned
Cafe Society Downtown and Cafe
Society Uptown, both N, Y. (latter

now defunct), had a considerable
stable

4

of talent Which included
Hazel Scott, ?ero Mostel and
others, Monte Proser (La Vie en
Rose) at one time dallied in talent,

as did Herbert /Jacoby, co-owner
With Max Gordon of the Blue An-
gel, Lou Walters, Latin Quarter
operator, has also had acts under
personal management.

Except in the case of Josephson,
most of thfc boniface-managed .acts

failed to achieve headline status.

There is never
,

any ^guarantee, of

course, that acts signed in the fu-

ture will become names, but some
niterV men feel that it’s, worth the
gamble. The benefits will far out-

weigh the investment, they claim.

slno nouse.record here With a'ter-r

rific $22,180. Previous peak in, the
16-year history* of Toronto’s only
surviving vaude spot; was set last

May by Gypsy Rose Lee unit when
she grossed $18,890.

For Toronto date; MacRae was
in’ at $10,000 flat, with 50% over

($20;000* he paying the acts.

Miami, Jan, 8.

Olympia Theatre here, which
dropped stageshows several weeks
ago because - of a dispute with the
musicians . union, will: reinstate

vaude Jan. 16. Initial bill hasn’t
beert booked as yet.

Pouse 'dropped the talent policy

when tootlers
. demanded a consid-

erable salary hike. A compromise
with the union has been reached,
although scale hasn’t been revealed.

During its recent brief tenure as

a straight pix house business dived
sharply, despite influx of winter
vacationers.
Booker Harry Levine, setting the

bills out of New York; Will again
attempt t.a get acts working the
Cafes in this area to essay a stand
at the Olympia.

’ Music Corp, Sf America is giving

up the ‘‘cadet” system; Agency is

jettisoning the practice of * hiring
j

college grads and^ training them,
and will henceforth go in for fak-
ing on agents with experience.

They’re looking for heavyweights
in the field..

Theory with MCA execs had
been that new personnel, if caught
young enough* could be broken
into the MCA system more easily

than those with % background*
Theory, however, didn’t work put
as well in real life. There had been
a heavy staff turnover since the
policy was inaugurated;
Some departments at MCA have

been seeking manpower, and heads
of these, sectors have declared that

they arc looking for veteran hands,

and
v

.

SEE SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT JANUARY 16

‘Vanities’ Low 17G in,

7

•/Denver; Jan.
-

8.

Three skating shows for Denver
in one season are too many, as evi-

denced by the poor $17,000 grossed
by “Skating Vanities of 1952”

(roller) in seven shows at the

6,500-seat city auditorium,
A skate /show played Denver

earlier in the season, and just a

few days before “Vanities” opened
the Denver Post announced it was
bringing Sonja Henie and her show
to the new Coliseum this winter.

That slowed up sales. Top for

“Vanities” was $2.75.

Vauder Sid Slate Sounds

Off Vs. TV Draining Acts;

Suggests ‘Local’ Circuit

In its heyday. * Vaudeville "was
the staple fare of the smalltown
theatregoer. Today, as we all

know, two developments—radio,
and .

television—have contrived to

tap that audience to a degree that

the oldtime vaudevillian never

Situation holds true In radio and
elsewhere. The teevee. department
hap hired Dave Sutton, a’ former
CBS sales veepee. The vaude divi-
sion some time ago took* on Jimmy
Schure, who has been in the bte
for a number of years.

, . yi •

'
*.

Some rah-rah tyros have done
comparatively well, but neverthe-
less, agency toppers came around
to the belief, that the percentery
was handicapping itself unneces-
sarily. This feeling was first mani-
fested on the video end when the
agency went through a comparative
slump. Position improved some-
what when men from other divi-
sions were shifted to tele. -

Dallas’ Adolphus leer

Dallas, Jan. 8.

. New ice revue opening Jan. 10 in
the Century OEtoom of Hotel
Adolphus is “Stars on Ice” with
Casf including Karyl Lee and. Dick
Simonton.
Duo were formerly with Sonja

Henie icer currently in Houston.

dreamed of.

Yet, there
which give,

grounds for

Romm Exits Arena Stars
Leonard Romm, head of Arena

Stars, Inc., talent agency owned by
Spike Jones and headed by Ralph
Wonders, has resigned as boss of

the agency’s New York office, ef-

fective Feb. 13.

Romm’s ‘two-year contract will,

expire on that, date, and he has
decided not to renew. Parting is

amicable. No successor appointed
yet.

Saranac take
Bydflappy BenWay

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan, ft.

“We The Patients” thank
Charles “Chick” Lewis and execs
of the Will Rogers fund for pre-
senting every patient with a gift..

Also a bow to RCA Victor, Decca
and Columbia- for filling our
library with up to date records
and scores of- Broadwaj) musical
hits. A large carnation to the
Christmas committee of the N. Y.’s

Theatrical Protective Union No. 1
(Joe McCarthy, Joe Sinclair, John
McDowell and John Garvey)* our.
personnel and staff being gifted'

by the backstage boys. Ana thanks
to George /Roberts, Rube Bern-
stein and Ernie Burnett for their
timely presents. -

Dick Mills, deejay and singing
emcee of WPTR, Albany, stopped
off at the Will Rogers Hospital
with his gang of radio* artists aiid

gave a full hour of top entertain-
ment. Features .with the gang were
Rachel Cossack, Marion Harbour,
Ben Rosenberg, and Roslyii Balch.
Eugenia Meo, of the N.Y. office

Of RKO, who recently checked in
for that o.o. , gets her first nifty
good report that ups her for pic-
tures and special occasions.

'

Stephen Baranek, staffer with
Warner Bros.; /shot in from Yon-
kers, N. Y.,. and registered for ob-
servation. Ditto Henry Evans, an-
other Warner product, who’s tak-
ing to the cure like a veteran.
’ A carnation to Margie: Coate, di-
rector of the AGVA welfare fund,
for playing host during the holi-
days to many of the showfolk of
the actors’ colony,' including the
Will Rogers Hospital.

Write to those who are 111*

exist today /factors

the variety artist

hope} the theatre-

owner has been crying to high
heaven at the sight of his .empty
seats all over the country,, usually

blaming this disaster on television,

and televised, needs. The .vaude-

villian Is his hope. ;

Oh; we know you can pick up a
fast ..tatek on Uncle Miltie’s pro-
gram^pometime Tuesday ight.

Swell, out how often and how many
of you? How aibout the hoofers,

the acrobats, the jugglers, the nov-
elty acts who’ve spent years per-

feptl^jptheir routines who won’t
get a #o-week spot, or even a
weekend; because their audiences
are at home watching you give; your
all over TV. And . we do mean
your all. .

Remember the old days when
you spent a year working: put a

routine all your own? It was good,
wasn’t it? For two or three years
of traveling engagements, ip each
new town the old routine was new
to audiences who hadn’t seep or
heard it. before. Now in a five-

minute spot, on video you. blow in

that year’s work, Try taking it to
nightclub and roadhouse owners.
They’ll scream:, old stuff—all the
customers have seen it on TV. And
all because you’ve just* shown your
act over a national hookup, allow-
ing; millions to see that one per-
formance for which you received
approximately one Week’s salary
instead of parlaying that same act

(Continued on page 60)
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Where showbusiness meets

*TALENT CONTEST *

Monday
Pri»» Professional Engagement

Duplicate PrUca Awarriai In tha Canal Tin

THE SENSATIONAL

‘7 MARVELS"
Iff

''World's Greatest Exponents of the Teeterboatd'

The Only Act to Ivor Ploy I Consecutive Wotks at the

LAI VEGAS, NEVADA

Booked Originally far a Two-Week Engagement

HELD OVER 3 EXTRA WEEKS
Contracted for Return Engagement

. of 4.
Starting October 23rd, 1952, Immediately Following
Completion of Barnes and Carruthers 1952 Fair Rdnfo

Thanks fa MR. HAL BRAUPIS, Director of Entertainment
THUNPERBIRD HOTEL, Las Vogels, Nevada

Pefsonal Management

SAM R08ERTS

203 No.Wabaah Ava., Chicago 1, III.

Eastern Representative

MATTY ROSEN

Mi W, 46th St.f New York Mr N- Y.
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ifTuVa Archbishop Cpshlngr who - _ n .

a year ago aimed a verbal slap at A I Krp^lrpr

c

TV comics via his weekly column
t .

in the Sunday Advertiser, last IjuifllliarK K Smfl
week focused his attention on *al- WUUlUflinj .15 mUIU

leged immorak-conditions in down? Atlantic City, Jan. 8.

town niteries and hurleys. Blasting Sale o{ Breakers Hotel for
strippers and homos at several T
Bpots (in one cafe—College Inn— an undisclosed price to Irving

they comprise, the floorShOwX, -the Meltzer and Herman Geller, of

archbishop declared . sex was “sold Lakewood, was announced here,

on a silver platter” and ‘Vile, ini- ip^e 500-room structure facing the
' — - Jm a A «^ A aftm 4 aiA M^ 1^* ' AiMvAMI > •

. « || .a X 11V UVU"1 VVlU kjv* i*vvv»*

' Profita wnrnpd ftllCli toil* CFStGCl by tn6 K^nu yOlUpsnyf IHCm

and a disgrace to the city of Bos- *

Local reaction was immediate,
with Navy placing College Inn off-

large mid-city beachfronter.

.

The Breakers is one of the oldest

in the resort. It was built in 1895

K.C. El Cafihah Shots

’Fw piooth El Rxo
l f

•;
^a^isa* City, Jan. ,8.

1

After njore than seven years of

)

(jiperailon» Hotel Bellerive has

Closed its entertainment room, El

Casbah, for redecorating. It will be

out of service for about three

months, according to manager Rob-

ert Noyes.

Spot had been operating with
name acts and bands, recently

playing Sammy Walsh,
4
Hoosier

Hotshots, Harmonicats, Liberace,

Henny Youngman, among others.

Jpe Vera orch held the room for

more thaii two years, but recently

gave Way to the Art Devaney crewl

Cover charge, in effect for many
years, was recently dropped.

Change is one of several taking

place among hotels of the circuit

owned by Barney Goodman, who
died about two months ago.

Wednesday* January 9, 1952

Post New Year
Gohfjnuc* from pago U

•bounds and Mayor Hynes shedding by Charles R. Myers as the Ru-

a‘ meeting, with licensing heads and dolph and was acquired several

ordering suspensions of - activities years later by Joel and Julian Hill-

at nine offending spots. man, who changed it to present

While nitery licenses are under name. A large fireproof wing was

the supervision, of the Licensing added in 1915 and a $2,000,000 fire-

Board, headed by Miss Mary bris* proof addition in 1924. Emanuel
coll, she passed the buck to the Katz assumed its operation in 1931

police, ,With Commissioner Thomas and the Malamut family in 1940;

F. Sullivan claiming hjs depart- Malamut bought it in 1945.

ment was powerless to act unless ——

—

- '

complaints were received. Defend-
.

• f . .

lhg his position, city Censor wai- Agent Singer Joins Later
ter

;
MilIiken, who has jurisdiction Johnny Singer, an indie agent

over hurley, stated “whenever we £or the past 32 years, is closing
have difficulty with girls who re- his offiCe and wm j0i the Ken-
fuse to carry out the orders of my/. neth Later Agency as head of

(Continued on page 60) vaude.

NEW! NEW! NEW! NU?
LEW . DOUG

BEDELL and MATTSON
"Dropped their, record stuff . . new materiel gives them a hearty

shove. Idta the better comedy .brackets." :—DAILY VARIETY,

HELD OVER:

BAND BOX—Hollywood
Thanks Sammy Lewis and Billy Ofay

Direction: G.A.C.

Vaude, Cafe Dates

Chicago
: Eddy Bfoward, Joey Bishop, De
Santis Trio and Martin & Florenz

:at
v

-the Oriental starting tomorrow

(Thurs.) . . A1 Bernie and Grace

& Nicco join Chez Paree show

Jan: 11 with Ames Bros, headlining

. . Emoby Theatre, Ft. Wayne,
Ind.; which started 'vaude several

months ago, is doing so well it’s de-
cided on Weekly fare With Leo
Salkin booking ... Arnold Skoda
back as star of Stevens ice show
starting Jan. 11 . . . Lenny Colyer
heads east for Show Club, Boston,
Jan. 21 . . Nip Nelson cavorts
at Minneapolis Auditorium show,
Feb. .16 . . Low, Hite & Stanley
booked for 10 days at the Boat
Show beginning Feb. H. ;

Jack Lau made dinner-dance
chairman of Entertainment Mgrs.
Assn, annual at Bismarck, Jan. 28
. . . Palmer House has set its head--
liners until mid-June, with Billy
De Wolfe and Margaret Phelan
Coming in Feb. 7; Mimi Benzell
and Roily Rolls, March 6; Kay
Thompson Sc. the Williams Bros.,'
.April 3, and Dorothy Shay, May
15 . . ; The Buttery finally dropped
acts last week.

holiday season and are now girding
for the upcoming plush winter
weekf'come end of month. There's
plenty of competish from the strlpr,

peries, bellwethered by the Beach-
comber with a fancy, sprawling pro-

duction, with Lili St. Cyr. the pull.

Hotel cafe row is on the profit

side, thanks to low minimums and
one-show kicks. Saxony has Mi-
guelito Valdez Sc Co.; San Soucl,.

Lenny Kent—most potent b.o.er in

this segment of the area's gllt-

terama—plussed by Sacasas
.
and

his dreb; the Casablanca, introing
an ice show that is not too solid

but with Tito Puente drawing the
mambo addicts just the same; Nau-
tilus, back in the run with bids

out for the more popular mid-budg-
et acts.

*

More conservative hospices sudh
as the Lord Tarleton are featuring
well versed orchestral setups
backed by club dates featuring the
top acts available when their other
local dates wind up.

Vexing Problems

. Currently, it’s a hassle for many.
Typical is the Five O’clock Club
which booked in Lou Holtz as in-

terim replacement for Martha
Raye. Biz was offish throughout
his run. Return, of Miss Raye to-

day (Tues.) had the place sold out.

Ciro’s, opulent and well staffed,

is undergoing a problem—-to get
the type of name, that will bring
them in; that looks to be solved
with entry of Joe E. Lewis on the

22d, with other laves locally (Harry
Richman, Frank Sinatra, at al.) be-
ing bidded for,Ho bring the Pollack
plushery into the run for the pa-
trons.

Holdover shows are the predomi-
nant habit, as of this week. Come
end of month, however, there’ll be
changes and additions for all, with
such marquee lighter-uppers
Jimmy Durante (Gopa City

) ; afore-
mentioned Lewis, and Lena Horne
(Clovdr). Reservations for hotels
mark the upsurge as per every Hia-
leah time. If you’re going to get
a room, get it reserved before the
20th

.
of January.

Phillips’ Gl Formula Gabs
Washington, Jap. 8.

Lawrence Phillips, USO v.p. i

charge of Camp Shows, is slated to
conduct two days of huddles with
armed forces officers Thursday and;
Friday (10-11).

He will meet witfr Col. • Joseph
Goetz, head of the Professional En-
tertainment Branch, and his aides
to seek a better formula for han-
dling live entertainment sent to

overseas bases.
,

Four units of Hollywood stars

who covered the world in special

holiday junkets were hailed by a
Defense Dept, spokesman upon
their return. Lavish praise was.
heaped upon 68 Hollywoodites who
participated.

The Distinguished International Mystery Artist

FAIRFAX
and Hi*

“FANTASTIC SORCERY"
Thanks to Jachla Hollar for tha CAROUSEL, Pittsburgh

JANUARY 11 -24 : HOTEL CLARIDGE, MEMPHIS. TENN.

BUSINESS* ADDRESS:
CARE RADIO REGISTRY. 39 Wait 51st St,. Now York 19

, MUrray Hill 8-4600
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A.C Convoys ’52

Bistros, Hotel
Atlantic City, Jan. 8.

The New Year started off aus-‘

piciously here, with some hotels

and niteries opening especially for

the occasion, Resorters anticipate

lush convention hi? this month.

Prices for the eve were slightly

under those a year ago, when the

better-known spots got a $15 top

vs . $10 this year* Fees ranged

from- the sawbuck right down 'the

line, with many places plugging no'

cover and no minimum.
Hotel Traymore brought jn Juan-

ita Hall and drew $10 per for its

swank Submarine Room, serving

a filet mignon supper plus eve

extras, but liquor not included.

Claridge got same tab for talent

and a breakfast. . .
Hotel President

featured- Larry Daniels, a show

DESERT INN
LAS VEGAS

ftrunof Management

EDDIE SMITH

1

Direction

M C A

and dinner for $9. The Senator
tariff was $6 for its La Vie en
Rose Room, with a floorshow. May-
flower’s price for its Holiday Room
was $7.50 with acts. Other spots
in many cases offered no talent and
asked no cover or minimum.

Straight nitery prices were un-
der those asked by hotels. The 500
Club showcased comic Myron
Cohen and four other acts for its

new Vermilion Room and tabbed
$7.50 a copy, including breakfast.
Club 15, opened in midtown Christ-
mas week* by Henry Koster and
Leone Thurston, was $3.50 for its

floorshow only; Margate Casino, $6
for acts and a buffet luncheon. Hia-
leah Clulv $2 for Bob O’Neill and
sitting room.

A. C. Excises Up
Atlantic City, Jan. 8.

Luxury tax collections here in
1951 were $40,476 more than in

j

1950. August and September con-
tinue to be the two big revenue
producing months, With A. C. col-
lecting $270,362 in August and
$266,923 in September. For June,
$113,615 was paid, with $161,122
the take in July. February was
poorest month with only $46,227.

The tax is paid on hotel rooms,
amusements, liquor and tobacco.
This resort is the only one in the
state to have it.

PUBHETf

Rio Righto'
Hollywood,- Jab. 8.

First physical skirmish In
the long-smoldering 'American
Guild, of Variety Artists-Tele-
vision Authority battle has
been won by AGVA;
Vaude union’s Coast topper

Eddie Rio, incensed when TVA
rep Henry Reese called him an
"anti-union man” during a
meeting of five showbiz unions,
sprang to his feet and let fly

With one right-hand punch.
Reese went down and “six
guys” reportedly pulled Rio
off.

Rio heads east this week to
continue the verbal battle over
the AGVA video shows which
TVA opposes on the ground
that it cuts actors’ earnings.

‘Holiday on Ice’ Bows

VAVKmut

“THE COMEDIAN”
Pun-Mostor's MoathlyAag His

(Not a mafazln,) llo .pof year.

For |20, first 13 iiiuo (recular twice |13)
plus current itiuaa thru* No. ,10. with remain.
Inc 6 monthly laauea to follow aa ralaaaea,

PAULA SMITH
(Address .above)'

IN TMI HiART OF CHICAOO'S LOOP
hoar the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A

Irlanser Theatres It's the

RANCR0FT HOTEL
» W. Randolph St. Franklin M74S

Special Retea for Shew Falk
Newly Decorated New Martasement

.MjdwestDates; London Out

. Deal for the Larry Steele unit,

“Smart
.
Affairs of 1952,” to play

the Palladium, London, has fallen
through. Negotiations had been
going on for a six-week stand at the
London house, followed by a tour
of the provinces and the Conti-
nent. It’s reported that the Palla-

dium Is still Interested In a Negro
show.

The Steele unit is slated to play
dates, at the Circle Theatre, Cleve-
land; Regal, Cincinnati, and Regal,
Chicago. Outfit is current at the
400 Casino, Albany.

Steele recently signed with Joe
Glaser’s Associated Booking Corp.
to represent the show for theatres
and one-nighters.

Pitt Bands Winding
Long Nitery Stands

Pittsburgh, Jan. 8.

Couple of long band runs in the
niteries are ending here. Walter
Gable just closed at the Ankara
after four, and a half years, with
Whitey Scharbo replacing him, and
Bobby Cardillo, who has been at
the. Monte Carlo more than two
years, winds up Jan. 17. A new
outfit headed by Ross Hall takes
over, Cardillo’s going to concen-
trate on teaching and teevee work;
he holds, a degree In music from
Carnegie Tech.

Neither Gable nor Cardillo, how-
ever, came close to the all-time

mark held by a local band, that of

A1 Marsico, who Was at the old
Nixon Cafe for 12 years until that

spot, was torn down. Marsico’s
since been with Smith, Taylor and
Jenkins agency as musical, director,
conducting the outfit’s two TV pro-

grams for Pittsburgh Brewing Co.,

“Perfection Time” and “Tech Va-
rieties.”

Jan Garber orch will play Jan.
20 one-nlghtier at Sky Club, Dallas.

IHB NEVOID DIFFERENT . . . a

S0i
A Feature

COMEDY Novelty
.

Costumed
LAVISHLY

A Clops “A” Act Lasting

I S MlRMtOt

ASSURES A VERY ENTERTAINING TIME TO
THE MOST DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCES

Pm. M»f.: JOLLY JOVCI
1501 Broadway, Now York

Pfcoaa: LAekawanna 4-9469

Buenos 'Aires, Jaii. 1.

“Holiday on Ice,” a Victor Stur-
divant production, preemed to a
capacity audience, last Saturday
(22) at Luna Park Stadium here.
It’s in for a limited 28-day booking,
all that cap be managed after de-
lays caused first by the New York
port strike and later by an airport
personnel strike in Rio de Janeiro.

‘ This is the third visit of the Stur-
divant icer to South America, The
swift pace is an eye-opener to local
audiences, while choreography, liish

costuming and effective program-
ming make this a sock entertain-
ment.

Jean Arlen and Marshall Beard
are starred, together with juggler
Topper Martyne and the Ryles, a
hair-raising acrobatic trio of two
girls and a man. There were some
slight production kinks to be ironed
out on opening night, natural
enough as majority, pf costumes
only reached the Stadium with sec-
onds to spare -before the teeoff
number. The musical background
particularly lacked careful rehears-
ing, but as all but four of the mu-
sicians are hired locally, that was
not surprising.

Show is due back in the States
by mid-March, which means cut-

ting short the Buenos and Monte-
video bookings. While the show is

performing here a second tank is

being erected
.
in Montevideo.

Meanwhile, the local, tank has to
be dismantled and sent on to Chile,
while the one in Montevideo will
eventually precede the performers
to West Coast points from Chile to
Miami. Erection of the tank in
B.A. took.two months and even at

that it was not ready for the orig-
inally scheduled opening date.

The costumes this year are par-
ticularly striking, especially some
white feather effects, while the use
of plastic getups had the local au-
dience gasping.

The program has some rapidly
paced 25 numbers, The “Glamour
leers” troupe earns full marks for
freshness and enthusiasm, quali-
ties not familiar in local shows,
There are plenty of thrills in the
hair-raising jumping and whirling
of Marshall Beard and Herman
Maricich, while Kenny Rogers,
Guy Longpre, Ben Dova and
Tommy de Paw keep tip the laughs
with steady antics. Jean Arlen’s
grace is a click in a “Ballerina”
solo. Petite Jean Cheadle’s solo

j

numbers are other highlights in a
patent entertainment.

Admission scales range unusually
high for this visit, from $10 'for

stalls to $1 for standing room, but
as show will get in only two week-
ends, it would be hard to break
even otherwise. Last year’s top.

was $1, which indicates the current
rate of local inflation. Because
there are few entertainment nov-
elties available and the Yuletide
holidays induce a festive mood,
the show should gross well despite
the current slump In local spend-
ing and possible preoccupation
with family meetings.

Mpit. Niteries’ Gangup
Minneapolis, Jan, 8.

Patrons and employees Were en-
dangered when bullets were fired

from autos, in gangland fashion,
through the windows of four lesser
nitferies here*. Mystified police hint-

ed that the attacks might have
been preliminaries to the oldfash-
ioned “protection” racket.
Owners of the spots denied they

had been approached by anyone
asking they pay “protection”
money on penalty ' of * damage, to

i
the establishment?.

Havana, Jan. 1.

Cuban tourist season has gotten
off to a click early start with hotels
jammed from mid-December on
through the holidays. Airlines re-

port solid bookings into mid-Janu-
ary, with reservations not easy for
a month after.

Havana and Veradero took the
brunt of the hordes who descended
upon; the island for the festivities,

Niteries were at mid-season activ-

ity with all three major clubs and
International Hotel sold out in ad-
vance

.
for New Year’s Eve, .Over-

flow from the bowl games helped
swell the crowds.

Regular tourists are finding Ha-
vana pretty much the same this

year. The biggest change is at

Hotel Presidente, which enlarged
and modernized its lush Chez Me-
rito dining room, and is rushing to
complete work oh a pool and cab-
ana club which should be ready in
a few weeks.

i Hotel Nacional got Inside' repairs
and paint job during the off-sea-
son, hut otherwise the same, Hotel
International Was plagued by hard
luck and strikes but is still the
chief attraction In Veradero.

Big Boites No. 1 Mamet
The big lures are still the big

clubs, their gaming rooms and
their entertainment. So far they
stand:,

Montmartre had Los Chavales de
Espana for .seven months, aind re-
portedly will return soon to stay
till June. This is a Spanish show
band which has been the hottest
thing in Cuba’s entertainment
since their arrival. They do Latin
and Yank numbers with a lot of
life and schmaltz, including tre-
mendous, elaborate costumes. Va-
riety acts are booked for short runs
now and to round out the show,
when the band is at the only one
of the three clubs where; you are
sure you won’t get wet if it rains.
Tropicana has a. shell over a good

deal of its area now to protect
against rain. It’s adjustable so that
al fresco dancing is still possible,
and it doesn’t hurt the appearance

bf the prettiest ’of*the clubs. Tropi-
cana sticks pretty much to local
talent, and not always the best,
though the gate doesn’t seem to
suffer, This spot usually saves its
big money talent for the height of
the season and is expected to pick
up the qualities of its shows soon.

Sails Souci, for the third year,
is keeping its revue for the entire
season, The ’52 version opened in
mid-December with Skippy, Amer-
ican dancer, as the permanent fea-
ture, Idea of this show is a con-
tinuous one - hour performance
based on mixed Latin-U. S. dance
numbers by the chorus and Skippy,
with spots for soloists built into tho
pattern of the production. Good

(Continued on page 60)

Tfce Ben Yost's ROYAL MUARD8
Opening January 9
OOLPKN HOTKI, Rene

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Presents

aof

Currently, Matter of Ceremonies

CAFE CONTINENTAL
Britain's TOP Televltlon Shaw

American Rep. WM. MORRIS AOINCY
TAVIL-MAROUANI AOINCY, PARIS

DflRVflS
and

JULIA
SEE SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT JANUARY 16
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office, it is < tecOeWmCnded : tauftfcW

manager that theymot be contrac*-i

ed with in the futures :PcIritin&'

out that* only tWd bUtfe'y' houses
are now in operation compared to
the three when he Jtook office she

years ago, Milliken also revealed
his censoring 6f nitery acts applied
only to Sunday performances.

Promise Cleanup

Following a huddle with .Miss

Driscoll, Commissioner Sullivan,
State Public Safety Commissioner
Daniel Murphy ana Milliken, May-
or Hynes Issued a statement prom-
ising a relentless cleanup of of-

fenders and threatening drastic

Bort Eddir

STONE and SHINE

’Kpw Appearing

CHUBBY'S
W. Colllngswood, N. J.

Matarlil by KALCOHIM
CHUESY STAFFORDPersonal Mgr

Booking Excluilvaly—NAT SIOALL'S
KEYNOTE AMUSEMENT AGENCY

1011 Chastnvt Phlla.,Pa.
WA 9-4553; WA 5-398S

action 40IIw tom&fT.-'r. ; .-r

evidepoeof
,
sensual

performances. Femme imperson-
ators had been banned in Hub two
years ,

ago, although, as Hynes ad-

mitted, they must have -'filtered”

back, and peelers, according to

code laid down at the same time,

were required to wear spangles
and seqUins and refrain from "ob-
jectionable "movements of the

body.” From now on, only a "modi-
fied” strip will be tolerated at bur
leys, with strips completely out-

lawed at niteries.

While majority of spots punished
by suspension of .licenses cater to

"Small beer” clientele, the. College
Inn (apparently the fuse that ignit-

ed- the archbishop's blast), Show
Bar, Petty Lounge, Ranch House
and the Phil Harris Cafe also got
the axe. How long the suspension
will last has not been indicated,

but if and when it is lifted, Hub
niteries will be strictly under
wraps for some time to come.

Neatest crack of the week was
the report' that Milliken received
the "shock” of his life when he
attended the Old Howard, in line

of duty, and glimpsed a reverse
stripper. Gal began scantily clad,

winding fully dressed, complete
with fur coat,

? T
H
E

and Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIOHS"

NOW—CLUB DATES

Opening LAST FRONTIER
Las Yagas. Jan. 25

Personnl Management

THE WILSON AGENCY g%
Phil GRAI—Phil COSCIA f

1 501 Broadway, N. Y. C. I

Sid Slate
Continued from pas* 59b

into 52 weeks at 52 times as much
money.
And while we're counting, name

the performers who've gained fame
through TV. No, don’t take oft your
shoes—you fingers will be enough

t
to count on.

You’re probably saying: "What's
the pitch?” The answer is very
simple: "Keep your specialty act

off all. television programs that
broadcast over a national hookup.
By this simple self-defense you will

aid in creating a new circuit of

work-in the local, and locally

sponsored TV stations all over the
Country. There are now 108 such

stations in operttiafr, fach cover-
ing ap area of a little more than
200.squaVe mfleir This, at.the very
least,' meansilOf days of TV ibows.
The future picture is, even,

brighter. ‘TbOiJPCC 4 planning to

release restrictions on local TV
stations; ”We ream anticipate $iat
thei^.Will soon be over 2,000 out-

lets for variety* talent But will

these local stations seek vaude-
villians and, if so, who will spon-
sor them? The station operator
cannot hope to keep his station

going on ancient ' mystery films,

horse operas and local chit chat by
an untrained commentator. Tfet, he
has few sources of material, -Sports

events are being increasingly kept
off TV; legitimate plays are never
shown, until they have closed both
their Broadway and national runs;

by agreement with Hollywood, a

feature film must be more than 10

years old before video cameras can
be pointed its way, The local sta-

tion operator, therefore, needs the

variety artist.

As for the sponsors, many such
organizations, like automobile man-
ufacturers, grocery chains, and all

other companies which farm out

their dealerships to local agencies,

the existence of live talent lii their

immediate area would be nothing
less than a godsend.

Even large national organizations

will some day see the light. If

they cannot purchase your act tor

national hookups, eventually they
will have to recognize the necessity
of buying it for a long series of

local station appearances.

Just imagine 2,000 TV stations,

2,000 days of work, a minimum of

2,000 new sponsors!
..

Under these
circumstances yoUr act can last 10
years instead of three or four na-
tional shots at the most, By this,

means we can create a national TV
roadshow for each actor, and the
good old days will be back again—

>

only better than ever!

SidI Slate.
(Ed Note—Sid Slate is a veteran

vaudevillain, formerly of the Slate
Bros., but now working with Ben
Blue.)
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DICK SMART
TERRY HELGESEN AT THE PIANO

Aftor sfcmonthl Club Lida, farlA

NOW ON TOUR OF NORTH AHHCA
Just completed record breaking wtakt In

CASABLANCA, MEKNES, ORAN, ALGIERS

WEEK or JAN, 8—CONSTANTIN!
WEEK OF JAN. T5—BONE
WEEK OF JAN. 22—TUNIS

DIRECTION—WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

‘South Terrific’

'

* rf

CentinaeA from p*s« II

bulk of tbt entertainment burden.
Outfit took third place In the 'Ted

Mack Amateur. Hour* contest held
in U. S. Army Installations In Ger-
many. during the past summer.
Copping of the trey spot got boys
a cuffo ride back to the states,

where they made a video appear-

ance on the Ted Mack show.
Combo is ' comprised of Howard
Finger, accordion; Louis Marino,
guitar; Michael Short, bass; Fred
Vitagliano, drums; and Jack Klay-
mon, trumpet. Gerard McNulty
holds down the vocal chores with
the combo, while Peter Hogan, who
didn’t appear in show caught, fills

out the act with some impressions.

Zobeck demonstrates a good set

of pipes via his vocaling of "Bam-
boo,” which is one of the show’s
highlights; Albert Rossi, another
sipger, does okay with his rendi-
tion of "Temptation,” with the
Noveleers hitting up a nici back-
ground beat. Miss- Eastwood,
decked out :

in a flapper costume,
could give a little more zest to her
Lorelei Leeing of "Diamonds Are
a Girl’s Best Friend.” Number, in-

cidentally, paves the way for .her
doing a temperate Charleston with
Robert German.
As is the case with most produc

tion of this sort, there is little tal-

ent demonstrated in the terp de-
fpartment. Datices, choreographed
by Miss Eastwood, are basic, and
for the most part give the viewer
an opportunity to orb the gams
of the three femmes appearing in,

the show. However, terping. offered
does help to brighten, the proceed
ings. Gals, Incidentally, are, in
addition to Miss Eastwood, Sally
Good, Bad ,Kreuznach Sub-Post li-

brarian, and Lt. Jo McKinney.

ine-AGVA

Cuban tourists.

ss Continued from page 59

costumes, timing' and talent make
thi$ about the best In town at

nrpqpnt
Non-Stem Mlddlera

The "middle ’clubs” are off the

beaten track and usually are
touched only by. the conducted
tours. These hideaways are small-

er than the big three, have 'no
gaming room, play small sliows and
book only one orch.
Two such cafes are Bambu, out

In
.
the country, and La Colonial,

down by the docks. Bambu usually
features mambo dancers, Latin
torch singers and lots of tom-toms
in an atmosphere which is pleas-
ant, seml-outdoor and very, very
dark. The Colonial is reached via
a phoney tunnel and is distin-

guished by the amount of light
they do not have. Female imper-
sonators doing Lathi numbers has
been their main attraction for some
time now.
Tn addition, many new little

places have sprung up around the
areas of the Nacional and Presi-
dente hotels. These places rely on
small' combos Or jukeboxes, cozi-
ness, dim lighting and some really
terrific decors to draw trade! Some
of these are Maxim’s, .Club 23* Turf
Club, Johnny’s 88, Tally-Ho, Ma-
cambo Club and the Torreon. Tour-
ists are usually in town a week
before they find out about these
places, and then frequent them for
relaxing evenings.

Heminrway’s Fave

1 1 The only new restaurant in town
Js the Radio Centro in building of
same name. A good, eatery, but not
drawing much as yet. People stick
to’ the spots with the reputations—
Paris,. Chez Merito, La Reguladora
knd the Florida; Ernest Heming-
way’s favorite spot when he’s in
town from his farm. Chez Merito
is the only one which, provides
entertainment with a trio.

.
In addition to the jai-alai, jockey

club, Cuban baseball and soccer, an
autodrome has been added, match-
ing foreign drivers against Cubans,
and there is some talk but yet no
action on Kennel Club opening for
the season. Amusement park called
Coney Island,

,
with the 6nly rolldt

coaster in Cuba, is sure- not to at
tract many tourists, though pro-
moters are.tryihg. Circuses are in
season now, .and a half- dozen of
every type imaginable are operaf-
ing at one time.

General opfcuoir is that this looks
like '.(tie jMJstyearyeL

Hilo Polynesian Package
Sky Clubbing In Dallas

Dallas, Jan. 8.

Hilo. Hattie show, a package re-
vue with the Hawaiian comedienne
starred, opened here Friday ( 14 >

at the .Sky Club and will play
through Jan, 19.

y

Unit, include! ’ Carlyle Sc The
Beachcombers, an orch; the Poly,
nesians, line; Lei Moml, Pineapple
Pete, Milflilni Bob, and Leina Ala.

Akron Summit’s New Mgr,
Akron, O., Jan. 8.

?Ed M. Palmer,.of Griffiths-Palm-
er Enterprises, ad and promotion
firm, has bean named v.p. and man-
ager of Summit Beach Park, suc-
ceeding the late Frank Raful.
The firm has operated auto rac-

ing, the Summit County Fair; and
the annual Cleveland Browns game
in Akron.

LEW

BLACK
PAT

DUNDEE
(Btauty and
tji» L*a$t)

A now not* In
eiamor Comody

M«l. Not Dime
Ufa B'way, H.Y.
Oponlng inn.. 91
LATIN CASINO

Shlladolptiro
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he is in favor of keeping the post
vacant as a come-on for a "one
card union.” Under Price’s i>lan

:

Al„ ^Westbrook, assistant to Dunn,
would perform the functions of
that post until the amalgamation
were effected.

Whether the majority of the
board would.permit Irving to hold
both posts is problematical. Many
are of the belief that dual func-
tions cannot be successfully main-
tained. Others will oppose him be-
cause of preference for other can-
didates. There ere some supporters
for Westbrook who feel he’s quail*
fied."

There is also a movement to
bring in Dave Pox, former AGVA
eastern regional director, who was
boomed last week by Phil Foster
on the Barry Gray radio show on
WMCA. Gray has shown some In-
terest in the pitch. However, as
far as is known, few members of
the AGVA. board are picking it

up. There has been politicking for
various other candidates, including
Bill Feinberg, who frequently acts
as the union’s impartial arbitrator
and who at one time was secretary
of Local 802 of the AFM.
There are several AGVA board

members who are reported eyeing
the job for themselves and are
consequently not expressing them-
selves in the hope of becoming
the dark horse in the event of a
deadlock.
Agent Jerry Rosen has objected

to the appointment of Henry Dunn
to the Hollywood office of London’s
Lew & Leslie Grade Agency. Rosen,
in a letter to the Grades, declared
that during Dunn’s tenure at
AGVA he Worked against the in-
terest of agencies.
Rosen prefaced the letter..with

the phrase "It’s none Tof my busi-
ness—but. ...”

CLUB DAtBf
(Nets)

Mgt.s MARK J. LEDDY

Looo Net

WHEN IN BOSTON
If* fh»

HOTEL AVERY
Av«ry*A Wmtiinffen lit,

Tkt Horn# of Slow Falk

JACK DEMTON
WORLD'S GklATIST COMEDIAN

(Final Rtturni Not In)

/• IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

YOUR CHANCE
In TV an! VOOVIL Is as taod a* anybody'*
If you havo tha riflht toado. To a«t the

MOST af the BEST camedy matarlal far the

LEAST, money. Tit aura ta Rand far a copy of

COMEDY ROUTINES and BUALESOUE—$3

A. GUY VISK
Writing Intarprlsas

12 LIBarty Street '’ Tray, H. V.

MR. or MRS.
FRANK J. CORBET

Get lii toHcli with O. Ellis, 100$
Street, N.W.. Washiegtoe, D. C
Reward to enyene who wilt put a

in loach,

"TV'S TOP MAGICIAN"
—TV Shaw Magazine, January, 1952

LANGFORD - AMECHE Show
ABC - TY Natwork, January 1 0th

. STEVE ALLEN Show
CBS - TV Natwork, January 16th

WANTED: A Famees TV comedian to be "shot fliriHifh
11 by a Christopher

.Dnllet* (See Harold Brown's article in tho Suitday New York Herald

;
Tribune, Janeary A, 1952.) Phone David Shaplre,. Wm. Morris Agent
in charge of the firing squad.
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Numeral* In cannartlon^lth^nr btlow^^ndleati. opening day al thaw

r (u«r in paranthasa* Indicate* circuit. (FM) Fanchan Marc*; (|> independent;
(U Laaw; (M> Mast; (P) ParamoynJMIJ)JKO; Stall; <T> Tivoli; <W>Warn*n

new york city.
Mo»lc Hall (l) *

Patricia Bowman
Charles Lttsky
Anthony Make*
Stanley Kine*
BOckettes
Corps dt Ballet
Sypi Ore •

Palace. (R)

Judy Garland
Smith 4e Dal*
Sr. Wences .

G &• F Szony
.

Doodles 4c Sjpi

Grislanis.

8 Boy. Scouts
Paramount (P) .9

Art Mooney Ore
Tonv Bennett
De Marco Sis
Joey Adams it..

Al Kelly.
4 step Bros

Roxy (I) 11

Alan Dal*
Lou Wells Jr
Beatrice Kraft Dcra
Joy Cohley
John Tip

CHICAGO
Chicago (P)' 11

Saul- Grauritdn
Bill Snyder

Pgarl Bailey
• (1 to fill)

Oriental (I) 10
Eddy Howard
Joey. Bishop.
Brian Farnon Ore

<1 to fill)

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 11-1J

Jim Wong Tp
The Wlnlbwa
Smith it Kimbrough
SAN FRANCISCO

paramount (P) 11*14
Patti Page .

Jay Lawrence
Tennessee Ernie
Paul King
WASHINGTON
Capital (L) 10

April SteVens
Joey .Foreman
Lauretta A.Clymans
Tien-Tal-Lin Tp

Howard Cl)r. 11
Earl Garner .3

Gene Ammons.Ore
Sonny. .Stitt*"
Bette McLaurln
Patterson it
Jackson

4 Buddies .

(1 to AID

CANADA
MONTREAL

.. Amhorat (I) 7
Maury Kaye 4
Hoo She*
Chet' Clark

Seville (I) 7

Gloria de HaVejt
We.

3

Ken Whltmer
Ferdlnalid St Jerry
Burton it Janet
Len Howard . Ore

Cabartt Bills

NEW YOKE CITY

Blrdlan*
lla Fitzgerald

•lua Angel
Clvas Trenet
Kirkwood it
Goodman

Marti Stevens
Eadle A Hack
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

•
. Bon fair

Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels
Tony it Eddie
Noiene Tate

Cafe Society
Josh White
Claude Hopkins
Cliff Jackson

Celebrity
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart
Haydocks
Napoleon Reed
Chateau Madrid

Pilarin Tavarln
Alonso. Ore

Copacabani
Milzi Green
Jackie Miles
Elaine Dunn
Harry Snow
Shiela Arnold
Harrison St Fisher
M Durso Ore
F Alvarez Ore

1 Chico
Roslta Rios
Emilio Escudero
Victoria Barcclo
Jose Amaya

'

Ramon Torre* Oro
Embers

Teddy Wilson 4
Joe Bushkin

Glided Cage
Boliano Ivainko 3
Kathy Barr
M k M Viera
Tippy it Cobina
Jeffrey. Clay
Vadja Del Oro
Leila it Steffen
Line
Calvin Holt?.
Hon Rogers'

Hablbl
Chana Kipriess
Arno Tanney
Rikkud-Am 3
Felix Leneman
Gleb Yellin

Havana-Madrld
Bertica Serrano
Tony .Moro
Citribbeans
La Minerva
Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

Hotel. Blltmora
Wheel Kent Ore

.

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel Now Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore
Rookies
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Nadine it Ray
Schramm

Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Plorra

Hildegarde
Chico Reili Ore
Stanley Melba Or*
v Hotel Piaia
Jane Morgan
HfimlltonTrriO
Mark Monte Ore
"'k. LaSalle . Ore

. Hotel Roosevelt
yi'.v Lombardo Ore

St, Regis
P;’ l ‘y. Bergen
Mdt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz" Ore

. Motet stellar
immy Dorsey Ore

... Hetel Tett
vmoent Lopez Ore

Hetel Warwick..
Morton

. Latin Quarter
Noonan 4c Marshall
Jack Kilty
Ganjou Bros A

.
Juanita

Brenda Hollis'
Marzone-Abbott

Dancers-
Art Waner Oro
La Vlg ;En^Ros*

Les Main July
Pearl Bailey
Anita Ellis

'

Ernie Warren Ore
L* Ruvan • Bleu

Blbl Osterwald
March Hares
Bea Arthur
3 Riffs
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Leon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis
Crosby Sis
Kenny DaVis
Szilards *

Ruth Rogers
Irma Henrlquez
June Oliver Line

. Little Club
Sonny. Kendls Ore
No. 1. Fifth Ava
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvllle
Hazel Webster

Old Knlck
Sammy Smith
Dolly Dawson
Dick Diana
Jerri Talbot *

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Johnny Howard
Nina Dova
Buster Burnell
Charlea Julian
Joe LaPorte Oro
D'Aqulla Ore

Park Ava.
Scotty Graham
Mickey Deane

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields
Miml Warren
Ernestine Holme*

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Sugar Hill
Larry Steele's
Smart Affairs

Two- Guitars
Arena Rane
Elena it Anatole
Ell Spivak
Mischa Usdanoff
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles
Carmen Torres
Beverlee .Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts it Skirt
Bill Norvos it

Upstarts
Geo Hale Revue.
Emile- Petti Ora
Panehito Ore .

Village Barn
Celia Cabot -

L it S Willis
Terri Stevens
Bobby . Gordon Ore
Village Vanguard

Phil Leeds
Harry Belafonte
Animators
Clarence Williams >

. V.ouvray
Gtgl Durston -

Waldorf-Asto i la
Campagnon* de la
Chanson

D'Angelo it Ana
Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Bnrr Ore

Wfvol
Beverly Becker
Sal.Noble
Bob Lea

Stan Free Trio
Wayne 4c Fontaine
Zig it Vivian’ Baker
Marjorie Gamtson
Jack Almeida
Casablanca Hotel

George Arnold's’
Ice Revue

Tito Puente Ore
Clover Club

Billy Gray
Ben Lessy
Patti Moore
The Cheerleaders
Arden-Fletcher. Line
Tony Lopez. Ore

Delano Hotel
Zina Keyes
Willie. Hollander
Tommy Nunez Ore
Five O'clock Club

Martha Raye
Johnnie Morgan
Novclites (3)
Yost Guardsmen ( )

Len Dawson Ore
Gaiety Club

Zorita
Senorita Herraro
Olga Barrett
Sam" Bbwitt
.Marig Stowe'
Gilda Rogers
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls
Frenchy,
Ernie Bell Ore .

Johnlna Hotel'
Michael Strange
Tony Matas
Fran Carol
Jimmy Woods

JOwel Box,
Jackie Maye
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey 'Mercer?
Danny 4c Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's >

Eddie Gilertih
Sandye
Wilbert BroWne
Chuckle Fontaine
Dave Lewis
Gaby -DcLane
Billy Austin
MscFadden Oeavllle
Hughie Barrett
Rollo Laylan 5
Martinique Hotel

Milt Ross ’

Helen Aimec
Manolo 4c Ethel
Danny Yates Ore

Mother Kelly's »
Pat Morrissey
Bobby Sherman
Arne Barnett 3.

Salvador Munoz
Paddock Cfup

Trudinc
Dolorgs
Eleanor Dale
Storm 4c Gale
Bob Morris Ore
Carrie Finndl
Jockeyettes (4)

. Nautilus Hotel
Don Tannen
Ralph Font Ore
J 4c S Reyes
Candi Cortez

La Rue's
Chuy Reyes Ore
Rudy's Gypsy Ore

Park Avenue
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals .

Alfredo Seville
Leonardo it Anita
Polnclanna. Hotel

Phil Napoleon Ore
Robert Richter H't'l
Don Lannins.
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Caste! 3

Roney Plaxa Hotel
George Hlttes Ore
Sens Seud Hotel
Lehny Kent

.

Stiiart Harris
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Herman-Magner
Dancers .

Saxony Hotel
Bertica Serrano
Henri Rose
Miguelito Valdez O
Tano it Dee

Sea Gull Hotel
Dorothy. Blaine
Lynn Stevens
Terry Shands
Mae Silva Dcrs
Johnny Silvers Ore
. Sea Isle Hotel
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbournt Hotel
Juan & Marilyn
Alan Hole Ore

Short Club
Bi^ddy Walker
Raj*h Heboid
Nick 4c Dixene
Arthur Warren Ore

club aa
Mystery Girl
Blue Drake
4 Debutants .

Sherry Panay
The Raven
Hy Grossman Oro

Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin . Ore
.-Vagabonds Club
Vagabonds <4)

Hal Winters
Condos 4c Brandow
Cece Blake .

Preacher Rollo 9
George Hopkins
Frank Linale Ore

. Golden Slipper
Michel Rosenberg
Hy- Sands
Beriiic Sloane
Bella Smara
Sascha Leonoff Ore

Clre's
Chandra Kaly pers
Larry Storch
Dorothy Dandridge
Jose Curbello Ore

Cope City
Billy Daniels
Archie Robbins
Benny Payne ,

Mary Kay Trio
Steve Gibson.
.Redcaps

June Taylor
Line (15;

Dave Tyler Ore.
Latin Quarter

Darvaa 4c Julia
Frank Libuse

AMargot Braodor^Collette Fleurlot
Danielle LaMar
Marilyn Ross
Mara 4c Maurice
Gay 4c Harry Walls
Gautier's Dogs
Andre Philippe
Geneve Dawn
Les Patios
Waller Twlhs
Mullen Twins
Line (16)
Pupl Campo Ore
Jose Cortes Ore
Sherry Frontenac

San . Kanez Ore
Frank it Lita
Leonora St Stan

. Lord Terelton
Michael Selker Ore

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)

Enrico 4c Novello

CHICAGO
.
Blackhawk

Gloria Marlowe
Pat Hammerile
Don Libcrto
Al Checco
Eobo Lewis
Larry Lawrence.
Martin Kraft
Tessi Carrano
Eleanor Luckey
Henry Brandon Ore
Blackstone Hotel

Sherman Hayes Ore
Chez Pare*

Ames Bros (4)

Al Bcrnie
Grace k Nicco
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8 )

Cce Davidson O (8 )

Edgewater Beach
*

Freddie Martin Ore

Merv Griffin
Murray Arnold
Rita -4c Alan Farrel
Jo Sullivan
D Hlld Dcrs (6)

Conrad Hilton -Hotel
Arnold Shoda
Phil Romayne
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Ed Brandstetter
Scotty' Marsh
Boulve-dear6 (8)

Orrin Tucker O (12)

Palmer House
Evelyn Knight
Robert Maiwell
Peggy Ryan it

Ray McDonald
Abbott Dcrs (8)

Eddie O'Neal Ore

1>0S-ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

John Carroll

Eddie Bergman Ore

Blltmor* Hotel

Romo Vincent
Buster Shaver

. OHve
Artie James

.

Hal Derwin Ore

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Clre's
Les. Paul 4c Mary
Ford

Mayo Bros
Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Ore

Mocambo
Fran Warren
Eddie Oliver

*

Latin-Atres

.

miami-miami beach
. iblen Hetel
«ani Bari
Rose Gallo

Musis
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Duy Rennie
"Vtly ^Barclay
Harvey. Bell

Parker

Sr.li^Tlbb*4U1B <3)

* p’V MS.* ^ j

Rudy Cardenas

:

.The Holidays
Faith pane
Patay Davis
June' Korby
Ayn -Martin.
Lenni Lqgora
:rv Hartnort
Dick Towers
Jonl Mack
Chavbt
-Sula 1 LeVltch .Ote

,

Juan; /Ceptes Ore

Flamingo
Olsen k John.so
"Hellzapoppi ’

Revue"
Tessie • O'Shea
Marly May
The Ivon.' ots.

J C Olsen
lilaui'ice Millard
Billy Kaye
Mighty Atoms
N T 6 Calendar Gls
Michael' EdwatdS

.

Will Osborne Ore
Bobby Page Ore

Lest Frontier
Carmen : Cavallaro
Deep River Boy*

.

Gene Nash
J Devlyn Girl Rev
Bob. Millar Ore
Don Baker

Desert Inn
Rosalind Courtright

Bobby Srirgent
The Colstons
Alan Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher Dcrs
Carlton Hayes. Ore

B!

fma Sumac .

Blackburn Twins k\
Pum Cavan f

Aligos Perez V-.

Ted Flo Rlto Orch

Thunderbird

MlllsBros
Mar-Vels
Fedi . St Fedl
Kathryn Duffy
Dansailons

Johnny O'Brien
Normandie 'Joys
Al Jahiis Ore
Jagk Magtlh Five

Olive Haion't Ft. W. Switch

Ft. Worth,. Jan. 8.

Olive Mason, singer and operator
of a local Jiitery, ii taking over

the Parkaire Lounge here.
'

She Will jglve' up -hei* other spot

to 4 devote full time to the new

MARRIAGES
Jeon Schroeder tp Charles L,

Gingerlch, Hollywood. Jail. 5. She’s
comptroller for ihdie producer
Alex Gottlieb.

Janet Claire Croteau
1

to Robert
J. Shields Keene* N. H„ recently.
Bride Was on WKNE staff therei.

Ilona Massey to Charles Walker,
New Rochelle, N. Y., Jan. 6,. Bride
is actress.
Rose Marie Sheehan to Harry

Joseph Kay, Dec; 29, Chicago.
Bride is a Chi Mutual radio staffer.

FlfeJBrundage to Ray Hyke, Bev-
erly. Hills, Dec. 28. She’s a baller-
ina; he’s a screen actor.
Margaret Savoy to Rocky Pits,

Phoenix, Dec. 28, She’s a former
Metro flack; now columnist for the
Phoenix Gazette.
Evelyn Holland to Dick Welch,

Los Angeles, Dec. 25. She’s secre-
tary in the Hal Wallis publicity de-
partment;

.

Mary Hartline to George Hugh
Barnard, Dec. 27, Chicago. Bride
is TV actress,
Nancy Blice to Pete DeFazio,

Pittsburgh, Dec. 15. Groom man-
ages Warner exchange in Washing-
ton, D.C..
Thelma Irene Riley to Lou Fred-

erick, New York, Dec, 28. Groom,
floor direct o r for ABC-TV, and
bride were both with Civic Light
Opera Co. in Pittsburgh last sum-
mer.
Joan Carroll to James Joseph

Krack, Beverly HillsT, Cal., Dec. 29.
She’s an actress.

Pat Easton to Joe Derise, N, Y.,
Dec. 27, Bride is with Four Jacks
& a Jilli vocal combo; he’s leader
of the group.
Margaret Strauss to Israel M.

Berman, Dec; 30, N. Y. He's presi-
dent of Viking Films, ..

Toni Robin to Martin Snyder,
N. Y., Dec. 31. 'She’s fashion editor
of Holiday jinagazihe; he’s a former
magazine entertainment editor,
now field director for Valley Forge
Foundation.

Betty Sweeney ‘ to Eric Fried-
heim, N. Y., Dec. 31, He’s

.
in public

relations, as well editor of
Travel Agent mag.

Roberta Macdonald to Ken Mc-
Cormick, New York, Dec. 30. Bride
is cartoonist with the New Yorker
mag; he’s editor-in-chief of Double-
day 8c Co.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Blumberg,

son, New York, Jaii. 2. Mother is

Patricia Bright, comedienne; father
is an executive of Brooks Bros.,

theatrical costumers.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Hartley,

boy, Dec. 24, New York. Father is

program director of WOV, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Boles, son,

Dec. 31, N. x. Parents (she’s

Athena Lord) are radio-TV actors.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Choate,
soli, Dec. 28, Tarrytown, N. Y.
Father is . business manager of

Broadway legit’s “Saint Joan,” up-
coming “Venus Observed” and re-

cently closed “Don Juan in Hell.’’.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Duiin, daugh-
ter, New York. Dec. 31. Father (ex-

Cross & Dunn) is national admin-
istrative secretary (resigned) of

American Guild of Variety Artists

who joins London’s Lew & Leslie
Grade Agency as Hollywood repre-
sentative; mother is former show-
girl Ruth Tierney.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Co n n e 1 1 y,

daughter, Hollj'Wood, Jan. 1. Fa-
ther is a writer for the “Amos ’n'

Andy” show.
’

Mr. ahd Mrs. Tony Conforjti,. Jr.,

son, Pittsburgh, Dec. 24. Father’s
the son of longtime operator of old

Nixon cafe in Pitt.

Mr. and Mrs. Loppy Bryant, son,

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30. Father’s with
hillbilly combo of his brother. Slim
Bryant, on radio, and TV,

Mr. and Mrs. John Nicholas,
daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 1.

Father is a Paramount flack.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Floyd, son,

Jan. .1, Kansas City. Father is a

disk jockey handling “Courtney’s
Corner* for KCKN there.

Mr. and Mrs. Dan Petrie, son,

N. Y., Dec. 25. Mother is radio-TV
actress Doris Grundy; father is TV
producer-d’rector.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray

;
Sullivan,

daughter. H oily w o o d, Jan.' 3.

Father is with ABC-TV in Holly-
wood.
Mr. ahd Mrs. Eddy Manson. son.

New York, Jan. 6. Mother, Mar-
jory Wellffs, accompanies her hus-
band in harmonica act.

Mr. and Mrs; Jon Fogel, dauf?h-

ter, Bronxville, N. Y„ Jan. 4. Fa-
ther is a staff director at WCBS-
TV, New York flagship of CBS
video.
, Mr, and Mi’s. Myron Josephson;
daughter, N; Y., Jan; 3. Father is

member1 of Metro's special service
department.

N.Y. LQ’» 7-Day Void
Lou Waiters,' Latin Quarter,

Nv Y., 'boniface, is 1 attempting to

get the State Liquor Board to post-

pone the seven-iiay suspension of

the ^pt’si -liquor license, effective

Moinday ’ V14>.

Penalty Was for serving a minor.

Mi

Club Reviews^
Continued trora page 94

Lnily Palaehou. Purls
pearance belies her ribald material;
She toSses off shme snappy double-
entendre stories that hku.e the
French clientele chortling and the
tourists nudging their neighbors
for quickie translations.: She has
good delivery and keeps tlie act
short and piquant, finishing with
a throaty rend itipn of a French
street song. Apel A* Bernard a
song-mime duo, are pleasing in an
intimate atmosphere, but don’t
quite have the timing %-to make
them outstanding.

Then comes Lady Patachou,
brilliant in showmanship and de-
livery. Her vivacity soon has the
audience right in her hands. After
a witty warmup, and chiding a few
customers and latecomers, she
goes into her song routine. First
0 J is “Troulala” a bouncy ditty
with audience joining. Changes
pace with two haunting Gallic
street songs, ‘‘The; Little Ball” and
“The Kid of Paris.” Two blues,
items in low key with sensual de-
livery follow “Bluer Than Your
Eyes” and a sclf-cleffed ditty. Then
a torrid “Lai, Lai” and “Paris Has
2,000 Years” and an audience par-
ticipation on • "Alouette,” Begs off

to heavy mitting.

Jean Billon handles .the direc-
torial stint adequately.*' Situated iri

tfie colorful Butte. Montmartre dis-

trict, this bolte is a tourist mecca
and gets the French carriage trade.
Music is good under the batonnlng
of Leo Clarens. Lady Patachou got
her name from one of her old
pastry specialties. Stateside con-
tacts are handled by Arthur' Lesser,
and the Lady lopks like a sure
thing for U. S. nticniion. With her

new club, she has given up the

old gimmick of cutting off the

neckties of custo; who refuse

to sing. Her old hoard still adorns

I the ceiling. Maxi.

Edgewalei* IKoaeli. 4"lil

(MARINE DINING ROOM)
. Chicago, Jan. 4.

Freddy Martin Orch, with Merv
Griffin, Murray Arnold, Jo Sulli-

van, Rita. & Alan Farrell, Hi 1d

Dancing Sextet;. $3.50 minimum
80c cover.

The latest package put together

by producer Dorothy Hild at this

North Shor hotel leans heaviiy

on “Show Biz,” tome written by

Abel Green .and Joe Laurie, Jr.

This semirbook show shapes up

as a staunch “best seller.” From
the manner with which the rirtg-

siders ogled i happy concentra-

tion at tlie edition caught,, this

offering will garner plenty of that

important word-of-mouth plugging.
It’s a bright, splashy production
with the Vaudc to video travelog
providing the nostalgic wrap-
around* ribbon.

Major credit must ;go, of course,
to Freddy Martin and his smooth
musical aggregation with its host

of specialists who supply the basic

ingredients in lush f a shio n. An
adept emcee in his own right, Mar-
tin has surrounded himself with a
personable group more than able

to fill the demands of a show biz

cavalcade. Besides backing the prb-
duction excellently, the orch takes
over the 1930 portion of the show
biz “history” with a pleasing
“bring-back-memories” medley of

tunes played in the style of Benny
Goodman, Tommy Dorsey and
Glenn Miller.

Merv Griffin, band’s featured
singer, also registers with a hefty
contribution. He’s in the spotlight

with an impression of the singing
stars of the past several decades,
Starting with Al Jolson and wind-
ing with Frankie Laine,. Pianist

Murray Arnold likewise plays to

miicho mitting .with his medley of

top ditties of the.’20s and later the
keyboard specialties associated with
the Martin band — Chaikovsky’s
“Concerto,” “Bumble Boogie” and
“Cumana.”
, A big nod, too, must go to Jo
Sullivan. The petite warbler fits

superbly into the format, . scoring

with , her “She’s Only a fill'd in a

Gilded Cage” in the Gay ’90s seg-

ment; her hat tipping to Judy Gar-
land and the return of the twora-
day via ’’Over the Rainbow,” and
h*er sprightly “The Ladies Who
Bing With the.Bands” in tlie finale.

The terping department is ade-
quately filled by Rita 81 Alan
Farrell and the Hid Sextet. The
Farrells rightiuKy earn heavy mill-

ing with their reprise of the CaSLe
Walk and softshoe -steps a la Eddie
Leonard. Tlie Hild group spans
the years with va diverting interpre-

tation of L*ving • Benin’s ’ ivery-

bdidy’A Doing- DonnA

Wengert nnd> Bob * Curran, and,
later, an eye appoaling version' fit

the Charleston.
The setup plays off against a

Variety front page backdrop with
banner in ad Ints unucrscoring the
various show biz e.as. The show
finales with “No Business Like
Show Business,” villi both the
Cashiers and the patrons obviously
convinced; Dave.

Billy Grnv’s, L. A.
Los Angeles, Jan. 3.

Buddy Hacketi * Bedell & Matt-
son , Amie' Russell, Joe Castro's
Players (4), Bill Howe; $3 mini-
mum.

One of the toughest chores on
the Coast for a coi is this off-

Hollywood late spot wuere Billy

Gray’s Band Box has ruit d supreme
for a considerable period. Funsters
who canJmakc an iminediate iin-
pressi ; the regulars are
cinch to barn lengthy bookings—
and on that basis, rotund Buddy
Hackwlt looks Hke he’ll be. around
for .some time to come,
A product of the borscht belt

(wnere e\se?), Hacketi Is the best
newcomer to hit the- Box in some
time.

. A. genuinely funny* guy, his
material is largely splcedv; with ad
libs that, fit perfectly into th
audience mood. Quick-witted, lie’s

able to gag his way into as well as
out of a situation to take care
of the little diversions that con**
stantly crop up. Occasional doses
rnf “fractured French” bring added
yocks to his fund of reminiscences
which range from e-iperirnces with
N. Y; state police who “are iri busi-
ness for themselves” to 1 lie Painful
party he attehded whei? I'c was
eight days o’d.. Friendly, vopen
faced approach adds to ‘ impact.
Remainder of lnybut piit together

by Sammy Lewis is in the pleasant
entertainment vein which is the
Rand Box keynote.. With Bedell &
Mattson (New Act*)., JV wls has
.'’“mimic Anne Russell who rattles
off her impressions. Some arc good,
notably the Mae West takeoff.
Others are weak and ch»Vl do well
to sharpen a few md offer three
or : four good ones at eceh show
than the several, so-so hits she now
essays.

.Toe Cairo Players, 1 hi\ e guys
and a gal; keen , the show ’’oiling
with some okay song S recial-
materlal dJttv hMps aRhough it’s
'bmclJmes too lon^; WMI He.we
h>7"k.s show and ban'iie- in< ' ” n(s-
slon pianistics that please. Kap.

(MINN. -rry
Mi iibee-un?

.

T
"n. 3.

Hoiieydreamers J ? •

.

/
' ,; d .& Cece:

Robinson, Cecil Golhi Orch (12),
with Mildred Stanley; f2.50-$3,50
minivium.

Song, dance and a sma'.lering of
comedy, all top-c’ra vver, nv he the
current lay ut a truly gala holiday
show for this elri-chl spo' Both
acts whip up an abundance of ap-
petizing entertainment.

The Honeydreamers , rale with
the most pleasant singing groups
to play the rocm. 'They 're. strictly
big league in

-
all denartnVnts. The

two girls arc a W*at. for the optics
and the three well set uo boys don’t
disappoint the femme I redo in the
s.a. groove. Presentation of their
numbers includes e.iough clever
accompanying husine's to ; Ive pro-
duction values and lift the ret from
the straight singing category;

^Surefire show tune.':, mod 1 e y s
from “Kiss Me K.at'p” “Okla-
homa,” revealing I off* afrange-
ments and skillful handling, get
the quintet off to a click start. As
they unreel “So to S’ecn P :hain”
“Pretty Eyed Baby.” the amusing
“Ain’t Going to ;

Take It Silting
Down,” the .serious “You N e v e r
Walk A,lone,” from ’’Carousel.” for
a pace-changer, and “There'S. Some-
thing About a Hpr'c Town Band,”
th( y‘r always on the ball.

Attractive Bud f\ C; 'e Robinson
mr.ee. hit at initial Afinneapolis
rope . rnce in last suminer s “Aqua..
Follies” and. they more than dupli-
cate it now. In tills swanky supper
club, at closer view, they appear
to much better advantage. Their
routines reflect imagination and a
sense of humor as well as excep-
tib"al dancing skill.

Eccentric comedy overtones and
smart routining give distinction to
the act. They score equally in
rhythmic divetting and solo contri-
bution:’. Working at great speed
throughout, they Communicate their
own Jiigh spirits- to the customers.

- The Cecil Golly orch and singer
'PAi’&red; Stanley .share honor? With,

fbe> 8ho.W; 4is Usual.
1

Rees* $
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The MOonmaids (4) and The Moon-

nee on
ath of
”; Lea
puppet

VSfif^WS(imm- &» gmgat « first
You My Dreams week, has speed and sophisticated‘Til See

(WB). polish. McStdy*

House booker Nate Platt has
done an unusual stunt this week,
setting this orch show here the sec-

Marlon Brando role in “Streetcar
Named, Pe«drtf

,

,“
s „ Excursions into

fiquepr” stuff .seem tasteless and
out lOl'idacB airdba family house.
Payees gave nifcf'nice sendoff at

show caught;.

Reddingtons, family trio consist'

ing ofmother, father and daughter,
is a« good trampoline act with a
novel twist. Mother narrates act,

with father introduced as a stooge

from audience. Act is fast and en-

tertaining, and payees liked.
Lowe.

Apollo, N. V.
Cab- Calloway Orch (16), Billy

& Anne, Spider Bruce & Co. ( 3),

Threat” (RKO ).

Apollo’s post-holiday bill is a
fast paced,' music filled potpourri
which clicks; Although headliner
Qab Calloway topped the show
here only a few months ago, it’s a
credit to his showmanship that he
keeps the house eager and alert

for his offerings.

Comprised of six brass, five reed
and four rrhythm, the band dishes
out an assortment of jive and bal-

lad tunes. Calloway’s standard
body motion and facial grimaces
give the set a visual plus.. He
scores with his vocalling of "Lulla-

course, does the bulk of the singing by”

chores and pairs with the Mobil- ®et* ’ JhipHly styl-

maids and Moonmen. His throaty ized rendition of Smooth Sailing,

crooning registers with “Char- .
Billy & Anne set the

maine,” "Tenderly” and others, but *« th« ®P®mng If?
gets his best hand for work with stepping turii. It s a fharp. aeb fea-

male group on "Sound Off.” Both gring some .standout c^wurk.
vocal quartets are : fine, with Ruth fPff SFE? *!!«
Winston stepping forward to get a A EwhS
nice reception on ’’Granada” and
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#U,ng lnLoVe ^ The Vou^Tunes ’an ^attractive
mile vocal combo, are effective in

the film for the first week with
ordinary vaude bill and, with a
break in the zany Chi weather, pull

of Monroe should* hike the take
here. There aren’t many musicrew
shows that can :

do business in the
Windy City, btit the aggregation
here put, On a relaxing 50 minutes,
smoothly paced, Without a letdown.
Surprising is the lack of plugs for
sponsor or record firm, an unusual
(and welcome) novelty.

Orch is on the sweet side but on
a right beat. However, band doesn’t
get a chance to ride on its own,
being mainly backing for vocal ef-
forts of the others. Leader, of

Ziggy Talent, sideman, scores
the best with his rendition! of "Ma-
harajah of Magador,” replete with
mind, and a somewhat double-en-
tendre tune, “X Ain’t Gorilla Take
It Settln’ Down,” a dissertation on
the, love life of chickens. Other
orch member, who works as single,

their zingy songalog. Boys work
through "Ohe Mor.e Time,” “How
Can You Say I Don’t Care,” "Coot
Water” and "Just in Case.’’ Work
the latter two into a solid begoff.
Congaroos. two guys and two
femmes, whip up plenty, of terp
frenzy in the closer. .• Team has

L
S
hf

a
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m
ffldilij*

wirkJd here "often bitW
Mfn >>'

on - Hora Stac- wj^ their wild tap and ballroom

'Sinir tTo,,w,o« dance antics. They project lots of
spirit throughout and hold the

neatly with .the. gen- ^ouse all the way. Calloway cuts
era! pattern,, first with a. serious the show in top style.. 'Cros.

‘Vadis’ Tops B. 0.

“Orpheum” overture and., then
really registering with a Spike
Joriesish "Merry Oldsmobile;” Roy
Benson, magician, Who displays
fine finger dexterity With some
billiard balls and an ever running
salt trick, however, gets more
laughs with his corny quips and
»elf*derision. Zabe.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Jan. 5.

Ethel Smith,' Alan Dean, Qary
Morton, Reddingtons (3 ) ; "Flame
of Araby” (U).

This is a trim, nicely paced lay-

out, featuring one clicko name, two
musical acts, and one newcomer.
Payee reaction is good, with top
enthusiasm reserved for headliner

at > the Hammond

Casino* Toronto
Toronto, Jart. 4!

Jimmy Dorsey .Orch (16), Pat Ethel Smith
O- Connor, Amazing: Mr. Ballantyne,. organ.
Sandy Evans, Lea Wallace it Her Miss Smith does a hep job not
Little People, Vanderbilt Boys; only of wringing beautifully
Man with My Face (UA ) . shaded tunes and flawless rhythm
„ , . . .... from the instrument, but of com-
TorontO break-in date of Jimmy bining her technique with top-

Dorsey’s new stage unit shapes up drawer .showmanship; La Smith
commendably on band values and has a fine flare for comedy, which
integrated vaude acts. It’S a Swift she uses to sell herself, but Wisely
65 minutes of show that will defl- keeps it subordinate to the music,
nitely please the adults on the all- visually, the tiny blonde, beauti-
round stage package and the en- fully gowned and perched on a
thusiastic younger hepsters on

:
the raised- platform, with a mirror can-

Jinimy Dorsey alternating brand nily reflecting the nimble fingers
of blaring brass and Dixie beat.

‘

Needed ear-soothing interludes
with the 'vocals of Pat O’Connor
and Sandy Evans lend astute bal-
ance to the Dofsey teeoff, plus
puppet work and dance-acrobatics
that add up to a neat and nifty
unit. Next to the marquee lure.of
the band name, and an act that
will do well on word-of-mouth; are

on the . organ keyboard,, is Show-
cased! in a masterpiece of pro-
duction.

In the music department, the
"tico-tico” gal shows versatility

and technique. Teeing off with
"Fiddle Faddle,” she goes on to a
Spanish tune, a wistful melody
translated "The Breeze and I.” Her

, i

"Parade of Wooden Soldiers” is a
the zany antics of the "Amazing flashy catchy thing, and reaps

Continued from page 4

"Worlds Collide” (Par) and “Sil-

ver City” (par) were the runners-

up. *

Besides “Vadis” and “Blue Yon-

der,” newcomers likely tp be heard

from strongly include “I’ll See

You in My Dreams” (WB ), cur-

rently fifth at the vast Radio City

Music Hall after hitting an all-time

money high in its fourth Week with
$180,000.

‘Death of Salesman” (Col) also

looms as a sock moneymaker,
based on the first few opening
dates. “Double Dynamite” (RKO),
Which went to $120,000 oh initial

stanza at the N. Y. Paramount,
also is doing well as is “Decision
Before Dawn” (20thh "Favorite
Spy”, (Par) was doing typically

smash Bob Hope trade on
- its first

playdates. •

"Distant Drums” (WB) is a sock-
eroo entry predicated on the first

eight opening weeks registered
thus far. “I Want You” (RKO),
big in many spots; “On Dangerous
Ground” (RKO) and "Elopement”
(20th) also loom as satisfactory,

boxOffice wise, although “Ground”
started out unevenly.

“Ft. Defiance” (UA),.runnerup
one week, landed Some substantial
coin during the month. “Streetcar
Named Desire” (WB), winding up
its initial string of dates in bigger
key cities; showed oyer $110,000
gross in keys covered by Variety
last month: It was second in No-
vember. "Golden Girl” (20th)
still was doing some sizeable trade
early in December.
“The Racket” (RKO) was

Seventh one week during, the past
month "The Raging Tide" (U),
pn the runneriip list twice in De-
cember, Showed a gross of nearly.

$100,000. "Starlift” (WB) gross
for the. month ' was over $140,000^
being a runnerup film one week.

“I’ll Never Forget YOu” (20th)

was surprisingly mild at the box-
office. There Were too many

,
thin,'

drab and light sessions for the pic
to get far I the ratings., "The
Highwayman” (Mono) collected
some okay coin last month while
"FBI Girl” (Lip) was in a like

category.

"Little Egypt” (U), which had
not done much in November,- came
through with some fine to okay
stanzas. "Oliver Twist” (UA) also,

rated okay in a number of play-
dates. "Let’s Make It Legal”
(20th) ranged from mild to slow
the few weeks it was out in the
keys. "Lady Pays Off” (U) was
okay and nice to mild the first week
out.

ANITA ELLIS
Songs
14 Mins.
La Vie En Rose, N. Y. *

Anita Ellis, in her advertised

cafe debut, is the brunet singer

whose voice has been used in

dubbing for film stars like. Rita
Hayworth ("Put the Blame on
Marne’? in “Gilda”), etc. She does
nicely on' her own.
Miss Ellis is doing mostly stock

numbers, and she will obviously
have to amplify her repertoire. As
is, she has ai nice ballad voice,

neat phrasing and good, feel for a
lyric, but could a,dd one or two:

special - material numbers. Her
"Someone to Watch Over Me” is

her opener, much too slow as a
starter. The French followup is a
fair pace-changer, while “Porgy,”
next, is too dramatic to be so

close to the opener.
The Frenchy “Oola-la” hardly

means anything in light of the
stock nature of the rest of her rou-
tine; while her “Do Something to

Me” Is her neat get-off. Par-
ticularly noticeable in. the latter
are a couple of phoney mannerisms,
namely that Buly Daniels trick of
cracking the voice; it’s something
that she doesn’t need, since sim-
plicity is her forte. Miss Ellis

needs a more, flattering gown than
the grey one she: wore on her
opening night, but these are all

comparatively m i h o r items when
ohe considers that she is just em-
barking oh an in-person career.
Miss Ellis, with a little more

Work arid the right guidance, is a
bet for any of the sight ,media, in
addition to radio, and disks.

Kahn,.

MARTI STEVENS
Songs
12 MUis.
Blue Angel, N, Y.

The. theatrical talents of Marti
Stevens lie in a- different direction
from that of her father, Nicholas
M. Schenck, president of Loew’s,
Inc., And Miss Stevens is equip-
ped on her own to make the grade
as a singer On the sophisticated
circuit. Her pipes are expressive,
she can create a mood and her
projection is well suited for in-
timeries. Miss Stevens could be
equally effective in larger rooms,
but her current tune selection
militates against mass outlets,

Songstress has apparently gone
out of her way to present tunes
new to niteries; She’s taken songs
from ' lesser-known Works of top
writers, and these hold consider-
able interest. Ohe of them is “Nina
from Argentina,” from a Noel
Coward score, which provides an
adult comedy note.
“Where is the Boy,” while over-

dramatized, also holds listener at-
tention, Miss Stevens also, reminds
one that there are lyrics to "Lime-
house Blues.” Of the better-known
numbers, the lyrics

, have received
some working-over .to inject fresh-
ness.

Miss Stevens has carefully
worked-out arrangements and
there’s enough interest, in her
selections to keep a wide variety
of payees entertained. -She is-

a

bet for most aural media, and also
stage musicals and video. Jose.

Mr. Ballantyne,” whose ..tricks of
"magic" always reach frustrated
fruition.

In his new unit idea, Dorsey Is

the suave and well mannered con-
ductor who takes it easy, never maiiie,
grabs the spotlight, is generous to others.

sound mitt action. Has an appeal-:
ing medley of "Girl” tunes, which
she introduces in inimitable style
•^-"Clair de la Lune” (included
with a pun on first, word), "Char-

"Good Nightf Irene" and
Walks off .to burst of en

D. C.
Continued from pane S’

the band boys in their stepout spe- thusiasm.
cialties, commendably walks offf Alan Dean, young British pop
stage while the Vaude acts on the singer, got a bad break in his first
bill ..are doing their individual American encounter with a theatre
stints. Whole is marked by good .audience. At show caught, he had
taste, without any sacrifice to mu- to beg off with two pop tunes be-
sicianship’ or comedy entertain- cause of a noticeable -case, of
ment values. laryngitis. Even so, despite pitch-

Before the gold and blue drapes, ing his voice several keys lower
band whams Into Opening “Sweet than normal, with obvious diffi-
Georgia. Brown,” complete with culty with the higher notes, he
the Dorsey . clarinet; Then Pat does a very creditable job of sell-

O’Connor; comely brunet in blue ing himself. His patter is natural
sequined gown, works •"Them and appealing, and his stage per-
There Eyes,” moving into a novel-
ty song duet of “Lover” with
Shorty Sherock on the "talk-back”
trumpet. Throughout the sesh,
however, it’s the .Dorsey band as

sonality projects strongly over
the' footlights. Takes a stab at
•‘Because of You" and "Sin,” and
has to beg off. A check with Lbew
D. C. producer Alan Zee reveals

howcasbr, particularly on • "Kiss
|

Britisher’s reception in show be-
fore his voice failed was amazing
for a newcomer not known here;

youngsters listen silently and rev- Lad shows promise, and should go
erently, then give their under- far along U. S. show biz shores,
standing and vociferous appreci- Comic Gary Morton’s routine
ation to the solo stepouts of Frank impresses as a formless hodge-
Rehak (trombone), Karl Kiffe podge of patter, zany takeoffs and
(drums), Bill Lolat-te (bass). Bob general inanities. Effect is un-
Carter (piano), Glelm Stainer even, with some moments of fine

(tenor Sax) and, of course, the comedy, and others, that just -don’t
maestro on the licorice stick. come off. His gag on the-Enipish

In there too are the Vanderbilt subtitles of foreign films strikes

Bros, for nifty taps and acrobatics; a responsive note in galleries, --fa

Sandy Evans, male vocalist, for a does his repeated ribbing of the 1
this may come later.

scheduled to be shifted to japan
in the near future;

System of reports required by
the Washington branch is being
received with lifted eyebrovte in

Capital circles, since the MPAA
office in Washington will function
largely in the future as a lobbying
group, and contact members of

Congress,; officials of the White
House, State Dept., Dept, of De-
fense, embassies, etc*

Washington observers were won-
dering about a Congressional com
mittee investigating lobbying, pos-
sibly subpoenaing 1these reports.

According to the order, all re-
ports will be turned in to Robert
C. Vietheer, new D. C. office man-
ager whom- pfexy Eric Johnston
brought over from the Economic
.Cooperation Administration. It’s

understood that highlights of the
reports will be summarized by
Vietheer and turned over to Johns-
ton.

So far, according to a Washing-
ton source, it Is not planned to
require these reports from person-
nel in the New York and Holly

ELAINE DUNN
Dancing-Singing
6 Mins.
Copacabana, N. Y.'

,

. Elaine Dunn is. a youngster who
sings, dances and projects an amaz-
ing personality in the.few moments
she Is oh the floor of the Cijpa’s
new. show. Brunet has plenty of
s.a., a; pair of flashy*gams and a
neat Voice, all of !which stamp her
as fine musicbmedy material.
Miss Dunn is cast here as a pro-

duction performer, but s from, the
moment

,
she steps on there is no

doubb ‘this kid deserves more im-
portaht position. She’s not a look-
er in the strictest sense of the.
word, but she. exudes sex and per
sonality—and talent—to point up

'

her future potentialities. Kahn,

NAT (KING) COLE it TRIO
Songs-Instrumental
Tiffany Club; Los Angeles
Personnel changes warrant a

New Acts idt. this Icbnlbo, 'which
continues to pour out the now-
aocepted. Nat (King) Cole stuff
which finds a .ready market. Back-
bone of the turn, of course, is still

Cole’s relaxed singing and pian-
istics.

Group draws from a vast reper-
toire to maintain a steady interest,
working here bn .a' five-set-a-night
basis that keeps the house crowded.
Newcomers are John Collins on
bass and Charlie Harris on electric
guitar. Bongo drummer Jack
Costanzo remains with Cole from
the old days.
Unit has been well put together

and works easily to live up to the
expected. Cole standard, Kap.

ROBERT MONET
Songs
15 Mins.
Cafe Gala, Hollywood

Gallic charm is the strongpoint
of Robert Monet, personable young
Franco-American singer.. The voice
is pleasant, albeit not too big, but
he’s got the continental flavor that
should win approval along the
intime circuit.
' Bulk of his stuff is un-aiccented
pop tune material such' as "That’s
For Me” but he occasionally show-
cases a French ditty in the authen-
tic idiom to good effect. Delivery
still is a little on the stiff side, but
he’s a personable gent .which over-
comes some of ’ the awkwardness.

Hap.

DOMINICK BROS.
Balancing
9 Mins;; Full
Cnlonial, Albany
Dark-haired duo/opening the bill

here, present a fine balancing act.
They start mildly on darkened
stage by thumping illuminated
bongo drums. When the lights go
on, they move into a series of
spectacular lifts and balances,
keeping step in dance tempo be-
tween tricks. A hazardous stunt is

followed by a cbmedy bit in which
top man walks around under
stander. .

The Dominicks, with somewhat
of a Continental appearance, are
neatly dressed In light blue^uni-
forms,

BEDELL it MATTSON
Comedy
15 Mins.
Billy Gray’s Band Box, L. A.
Having dropped their record

panto act \ in favor of - straight
comedies, u Lew Bedell and Doug
Mattson shape up as strong entries
ini the humor .;, handicap Of 1952.. .

While some of their material still

heeds careful culling, they’ve de^
veloped some okay stuff that ranges
from thb zany to satire, and they
earn constant attention.

Takeoffs on the' "Whistler” and
"Dragnet” programs are okay, and
their Kay Thompson bit (sole hold-
over from their, former routines)
has been needled a: bit td garner
more laughs. In addition, they’ve
got the basis for a i fine satire in
an East Indian dance ndmber’ With.
commentary, The gab, however,
needs: to be ' sharpened to provide
a better payoff. And for the better
spots they now . have the potential
for' they could soften some of the
teeth-spitting slapstick. Kap.

i ..

with contrasting flared
wood offices, but it's indicated that

[ sleeves. Scored at early-evening4l! ' “ ‘ t A “
[ show. Jaco,

BERYL ORDE
Comedy Songs
14 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. Y.

British import Beryl prde, who
came over expressly for a stint at
the Latin Quarter; ,N. Y., didn’t
Work out as anticipated in her brief
run /one show) at this Broadway
cafe, Miss Orde indicates that' she
is a superior music hall artist, but
lack of familiarity with U. S. cafe
customs licked her before she
could even get started.
She was obviously nervous at the

beginning, but might have over-
come that with' some choice mate-
rial. Instead, she. elected to open
with an impression of Gracie^Fields
doing "Biggest Aspidistra,” and
she lost her audience early during
that number and couldn’t recapture
them, though her material seemed
to' get better as she went further
into her act. Jose.

JEAN LEONARD
Comedy-Bongs
15 Mins..
Cate Gals, Hollywood
A musicomedy femme turned

candlelight comedienne, Jean Leon-
ard should do well in the intimate
boites with her special material
stuff. Garbed in slacks and blouses
(changing blouses for each appear-
ance), ' she makes an immediate
visual impression which is fortified

by her material and delivery.
Songs are slickly sold' bits of

satire, delivered^ with know-how
and zest. Turn is carefullyroutined
for best effect and she wins strong
response on such items as "One
Little Rut,” : “Ballet” pnd “A
Model’s Life.” Even thie familiar
"Minnie the Moocher” gets new
lyrics for additional impact.

In addition to the bistros; Miss
Leonard could go well in TV. Kap.

Canton Aud’s Big Jan.
Canton, O., Jan. 8.

Biggest month is slated for 6,000-

seat municipal auditorium.
After Hank Snow and Grand Ole

Opry last week (1) come three
nights of wrestling on alternate

Tuesdays; Golden Gloves boxing*
Jan. 14-15-17; Oscar Levant, Jari.

25; Passion Play by Black Hills Co„
Jan. 26-29; Ballet Theatre, Jan. 30,

arid Gene Autry, Jan, 31.
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Discrsnination in D. C, Baltimore
Baltimore* Jan. 8.

Gov Theodbre R. McKeldin,

Penned into the problem of segre-

gation which has been plaguing the

leeit theatre here, and this week

instructed his Commission on In-

terracial Problems and Relations to

solve the question of discrimina-

tion at Ford’s, local legit-stand, and

the Lyric, concert hall housing

operatic, concert, and symphonic

bookings. ... ...

Ford’s, legit landmark, has long

been picketed for itS policy of re-

stricting Negroes to second balcony

seating; and is currently in the

worst slough of inactivity in its

history. Lyric changed its policy

some years
:
ago. when the question

of discrimination tbok' on legal

aspects through its. use as head-

quarters for the Baltimore Sym-
phony Orchestra, one of the few
municipally supported musical ag-

gregations in the cbuntry. Gov*
ernor’s current blast is aimed at

what he claims is a discriminatory

attitude by the concert hall man-
agement towards Negro artists and
attractions, in spite of its liberali-

sation: of admission policy.

Ford’s, operated by Marcus Her-
man of the United Booking Office*

who ran into similar difficulties

during his leasehold of the National
Theatre in Washington, has been
approached by various groups, local

and national, to lower its barriers,

but has been reluctant to be the
forerunner in breaking down a.

long-standing local custom and tra-

dition. Current lack of attractions
is said to have been occasioned by
touring companies and stars refus-
ing to pTay Baltimore because of
the discrimination and picket lines.

The Governor’s Commission was
created by the 1951 Maryland
Legislature to cope with the* gen-
eral question of statewide inter-

(Continued on page 88).

Aldrich Due Out of Navy

In Month; Will Return

To Legit Production
Richard. Aldrich, -currently on.

duty as a Commander in the. Navy,
expects to be released from the
service within a month or so and
return to legit production. He
plans to /resume active participa-
tion in Broadway production in
partnership with Richard Myers
and to take over operation again
of his three Cape Cod strawhat
operations.

Besides their presentation of the
Broadway and ' two touring com-
panies of “Moon Is Blue,” in asso-
ciation with Julius Fleischmann
.and Otto Preminger, * the Aldrich
A Myers firm is mulling a produc-
tion of -‘Hermit’s Holiday,” by
Charles Frankel. It's set to take
over May 4 as operator of the Na-
tional Theatre, Washington, upon
expiration of Marcus Heimah’s
lease of the house, and will re-
open it to legit on a non-discrimi-
natory policy.

Aldrich’s strawhats on the Cape
Include the Gape Playhouse* Den-
ms

; Falmouth Playhouse, Coona-
niessett, and Cape Cod Music. Cir-
cus, Hyannis. He is also associated
in an advisory capacity with the
South Shore Music Circus* Cohas-

{p Mass. During his absence on
Wavy duty last summer, his attor-.
hey; David Marshall Holtzmann,
represented him at all four spots.

Economy Size-Up
Literary agent Shirley Burke

has a 12-year-old son, Stephen,
who was recently chosen to
sing with the children’s, chorus
at the Met. The boy can’t see
why he now has to take sing-
ing lessons,

“Why spend money on
teaching me singing when I
can gbt a job at the Met with-
out it?” he exclaims.

“Paint Your Wagon,” Cheryl
Crawford’s production of the Alan
Jay-

. Lerner-Frederiek Loewe mu-
sical* earned an operating profit of
about $5*000 a week for its first

four-and-a-half weeks, ending Dec.
8, at the Shubert, N. Y. As of that
date, the amount recouped caihe.
to $23,025* plus $2,495 represent-
ing an advance bn sheet music
royalties.

According to the accountant’s
statement sent last week to back-,
ers, the production actually cost
$255,331 to bring in, excluding $18,-
780 in bonds and . deposits. Since
the -last statement, additional
charges had increased the produc-
tion outlay to $218,318, plus $21,-
703 pre-opening expenses in New
York and the previously reported
tryout loss of $15,310.
Although the operating margin

has presumably decreased in the
last four weeks, during the general
boxoffice slump, the expected busi-
ness upturn in the next week or
so may boost the Show’s gross back
to capacity level, at whicli it can,
net around $6,000 or more a week
until, certain, rental items are paid:
off, after which the margin should"
increase. At 'capacity, the company
expense for the musical is approxi-
mately $26,000. The theatre’s share
is 30% on, the first $25,000 gross
and 25% of the balance.

VERNON DUKE WARMS UP
3 MUSICAL COMEDIES

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Vernon Duke - heads east next
week to ready three musical come-
dies for which he has cleffed the
scores. All are slated for produc-
tion this year.
Duke has turned out' “Casey

Jones” with lyricist Sammy Cahn,
‘•Wedding Day” with Ogden Nash
and “John Murray Anderson’s Al-
manac.” He recently finished a

film stint on “April in Paris,” based

.

oh his own song hit, and will de-

vote his time to legit.

Composer recently won an inter-

national accolade when the U. S.

Government, in response to an offi-

cial request from Yugoslavia, sent

copies of his ballet, “Les Bal des
Blanchisseuses/* in the first pouch
of cultural material sent to the

Tito government.

If
11

To Star Mitzi Gaynor
Hollywood, Jan. 8.

"

Edwin Lesser, Civic Light Opera
Assn, producer, is hunting new
Musical comedy to serve as a star-

ing vehicle for Mitzi Gaynor; 20th-

J
ox starlet. Musical would be pro-

flUced here and then taken to
Broadway if it shows sufficient
Promise,

Uaypor, nee Mitzi Gerber*
v

,f-?
discovered ,by the studio

'?ode a member of the CLO com-
pany here.

Lester’s contract with CLO pro-:

.
,

es> that he can produce one out;

Wvf ,

sho>V annually if he. desires.
.,

-°t^er" the Gaynor property
. oojd be an independent venture,
Included in the CLO season* re-

Ina*ns tq be decided.

Blitzstein-Weill ‘Onera’

New version of Kurt Weill’s

“Three Penny Opera*” with a.fresh

libretto, lyrics and some new mu-

sic, which Marc Blitzstei -

pleted about six weeks ago, is be-

ing considered by several Broad-

way producers; It’s also reported

that the NX City Opera: Co. is

interested in the work for its dom-
ing spring reason, at the City Cen-
ter, N. Y„ with Leonard Bernstein
as conductor. Center officials,

still in the middle, of the “Halasz
affair;” won’t comment.

Meantime, Blitzstein. has gone to

Yaddo/ at Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,

to work for the next month or two
on his play with music, “Reuben,
Reuben,” which Cheryl Crawford
has on her production schedule for

next season. _

* John Golden has contributed an-
other $2,000 to the Ne\v Dramatists
Committee, according fo prez How-
ard Lindsay to aid new play-

wrights. Gqlde i’s blest contribu-
tion brings his. to the commit-
tee to a total of $5,000.

CHARTOCK SKEDS 15SG

FOR G&S REPERTORY
The Gilbert 8c Sullivan repertory

skedded for Broadway production
|

this spring by S. M. Chartock has
been capitalized at $155,000. The
presentations will star former
D’Oyly Carte comic Martyn Green.

Although Chartock expects to
cast the. production with players
from his. former Savoyard pres-
entations, no decision will be made
until Green’s arrival from England;
The comedian is currently working
before the cameras in Sir Alexan-
der Korda’s production of “The
Lives of Gilbert & Sullivan ” Date
of the N. Y. preem Will be: set
when the comic winds up his
chores there.

Selection of the operettas

—

Chartock plans to present five or
six during the four-week run on
Broadway—Will be made in col-

laboration .with Green. Company
will break in put of town at a city

yet to be designated. Low budget
for the planned repertory is ex-
plained by the fact that Chartock
will use some of the sets arid cos-

tumes from his former productions.
Already, pacted for the repertory

are Ralph Alswang, sets; Peggy
Morison, costume supervision; and
Lehman Engel, musical director.

Lawrence Files Petition
'«r

For Bankruptcy After

‘Peter Pan,’ ‘Opera’ Flops
Peter Lawrence, co-producer of

the recent “Peter Pan” revival and
pf last Season’s “Let's Make an
Opera*” filed a. voluntary petition
of bankruptcy last week in N. Y.
Federal Court, listing $75,291 in li-

abilities and $125 assets. The debts
include $12,792 in federal and- state
taxes, plus $62,500 due 80-odd un-
secured creditors.

Among the debts listed by Law-
rence as an, individual were various
amounts to numerous business Con-
perns, plus $150 to Frank Mayer,
$2,500 to Lester Herbert Produc-
tions, $214 to the N. Y. Hospital
and $21.50 to Universal Funeral
Chapel. Obligations due as sole

general partner of the “Peter Pan”,
tour included $300 to. scene de-

signer. Ralph Alswang, $2,631 to

Artcraft Printing, $819 .to com-
poser-conductor Leonard Bern-
stein* $1,500 to attorney Everett
Birch arid $49 to pressagent Leo
Brode.
Also $819 to British director John.

Burrell; $738 to Century Lighting/
$1,100 to legit investor Adel.e R.

Levy* $400 to Frank Casaro; $2,761
to insurance agents Cotterell &
Mitchell, $2,404 to concert man-
ager-booker David . Libidins, $1,757
to Erie Transfer Co., $3,942 to the
Great’ Northern Theatre, Chicago
(Shuberts), $725 to accountants Klein
& Ziegler, $228 to Malta rehearsal
studios, ' $485 to Masque Sound
Engineering, $1,203 to Nolan Bros,

scenic studios, $50 to Elizabeth
Montgomery (Motley costume de-
signers) and $4,096 to Paramount

(Continued on page 68)

FIRST RETURN: $35,000
First return, amounting to $35,-

000, Was sent last week to backers
of “Top Banana.” The Phil Sil-

vers-starring musical comedy, pro?

duced by Paula Stone and her hus-

band, Mike Sldane, has approxi-
mately $70,000 in additional assets,

including bonds and a $35,000 sink-

ing fund. The
.
show is currently

making an operating profit: of

around $11,000-$12,000 a week at

the Winter Garden, N. Y.

Financed at $175,000, plus 20%
overcall, the show involved a pro-

duction cost of approximately
$205,000.

Moritz in BVay Producer

Debiit With ‘Fire Sale’

LEGITIMATE

mm “Happy.’

‘Season,’ Pair of Hops

Who It Sylvia?,
Sylvia Davis, femme lead.ih

Kermit Bloomgarden’s touring
company of “Death of a Sales-
man,” revealed that she itiet

not only her namesake but her
match recently' when the show
played Burlington, la.

The other Sylvia Davis Came
/backstage, the actress reported,
introduced herself and dis-

played a fistful of
.
clippings

referring to her (the other
Sylvia Davis; that is) as Queen
of the Hoboes.

Hollywood, Jan. 8.

Unexplained; intra-union differ-

Of fiye out-of-town closings of the
last two Weeks, four represented
losses on tour and one about broke
even but three of the shows
had previous earned sizeable profits

on Broadway? one having provided
a huge payoff. One of the two
failures: was a tryout and the other
a Broadway flop.

.
The major money-maker of the

four was “Happy Time;” which
Rodgers & Hamcrstein folded
Jan. 1 in Chicago after generally
unfavorable local reviews and slim
boxoffice response. The play, adapt-
ed by Samuel Taylor from Robert
Fontaine’s book, had done uneven
business en route to Chicago. How-
ever, it earned about $330,000 on
Broadway, including the producer's
end of tlie film sale, but minus ap-
proximately $15,000 in preliminary
ton ring expense, The production,
originally financed, at $100,000, Cost
$46,500.

. r
Another former Broadway hit

was “Death of a Salesman,” Kerinit
Blooingardeii’s road edition of the
Arthur Miller drama. It finaled

ences left Equity without duly Saturday night (5) In Richmond af

designated assistant executive sec-

retary on the (Coast following what

ter approximately breaking even
on this season’s, tour. It had pre^
viously paid about $270,000 (in-

appeared, to be the ouster of eluding return from film, sale) on
Christopher D. O’Brien, who had an investment of $100,000.
hrfd the post for two years. Equity • Th «, otliep Broadway hit that
Office said merely he was no 'dosed on the road Was “Season in
longer connected there, .implying the Sun,” the George Brandt tour-
id5

.

resignation. O Brien denied he jng edition of Wolcott Gibbs’ corh-
xcsigned, and said any statement

eclj:, which collapsed Dec. 31 under
must come from Equity Council, savage reviews and 'meagre' at-
in N. Y.

Louis M. Simon, Equity exec
secretary here for few days, re-

fused to issue a statement pending
his .return to N, Y. and submission
Of a report to Council. Even mem-
bers of the .Coast advisory board
were not Informed. Board was to

have held .a final meeting Monday
night (7) to wind up its business
before the inauguration of a new-
ly-elected board next week. Simon
called off the session a few hours
before it was tq have been held,
in .a series of telegrams.

tendance in Chicago. The shutter-

(Continued on page 68)~

With the click opening - of - the
“Pal Joey’? revival in N. Y. Inst

week, composer Richard; Rodgers
hit an. all-time high in represen*

Simon, who’ll remain on the three musicals running

Coast a few more days, indicated on Broadway, and carbons of his

lie may pick a successor before AV01'ic being offered on tour, on rec-

hls departure.

‘RAKE’S’ Ui/PREEM DUE

AT METOP NEXT FALL
Igor Stravinsky’s latest opera, “The King and I,” are still run-

“The Rake’s Progress,” with llbret- strong. “South Pacific’.’ and

to by W. H. Auden, is skoddod for o 'Vlnft
Its U, S. premiere at the Metro-.•"Jjg’ .‘“V.S"* h

th
® ,f’’"f

politan Oper. in N. Y. next WU-
Opera had a boif world preem at

“"d Okla-

ords and in books.
The “Joey” revival received gen-

erally smash , notices and the sale
upbeat after the proem points to a.

solid run. Also, on the same 44th
Street, two Rodgers-Oscar Ilainmcr-
stcin 2d .shows, “South Pacific” and
“The King and I,” are still run-
ning strong. “South pacifio” and

Opera had a boff world preem at
,

the Venice Music Festival last Sep- ^
temher before ah international

*k
B
s ’ J

audience, and has since been eager-
ly sought by other managements. ,.>?

10 ? n
?

in U. S. and abroad, for their and
.

r
? „

Pal Joey, •’ .‘ Connecticut
Yankee and the score to the filmn-.

repertoires.

Opera will mark the first new
opus put on at the Met since gen-

Yankee” and the score to the fllmu-.

sical “State Fair.” Such orcli lead-
ers as Andre Kostelanetz, Fred
Waring, Ralph Flanagan and Car-

third Season* there GeorJc Bal?n
ot "odRers music. Leo Wiley and

Woiiaaf Margaret Whiting have waxed al-
chine, Bro&dwdy And bAllct Ciioic* L. ljrvic, A j » A i

oeranher is set to dirpet “Rake’s ” bums of and Lorenz Hart

tuff qwL- J e f n r<f

i

,vL tunes. Some of the single clislts of
this iHArlcinA his iii^st ventui g as u /••ia.i* u,. „i, if _ __

_

'an opera stager. It’s reported that
° l

Auden hi m s e 1 f recommended '
vll,cb

St. P. Nixes Ads* Space

Time*” which Was a Rodgcrs-Ham-
merstein Broadway production.

Al Moritz, televisiop writer and
former strawhat operaitor* ill

make his Broadway managerial
debut with the production of “Fire
Sale,” a farce by Chuck Horner
and Hank Miles* writers for Ar-
thur Godfrey, Vicki Cummings is

set. as femme lead..

The show, already capitalized at.

$50*000, is slated to open on Broad;
j

way in February, after breaking in
;

at Stamford and Boston.

Gracielo R'vcra, Puerto Riqo
coloratura w o s;;ng with the. N. Y:

j

City One 1
' 1 C' . l'\st fall. lias been

[
signed by the Metropolitan Opera. J

amHpti him., if nierstein collaboration ) , whicli

Balanchine to Bing for the job.
™:Qrd

,

ed
*

1by
,

wh
,

s
r

or

“Alanhattan,” which he penned in

P Niyac A Jo Qnara 1928 with Hart » ls getting a r
ul» IIIavS JiU5i opdte vival via the RKO filmuslcal, “Tw

As ‘Gents’ Books Mols. Pub.

Minneapolis. Jan. 8.

St. Paul is getting another slap
‘ncIu

?ff f
bo^ 47 01

in the face this month, with !<Gon-
,

®ta±L K
.:']
mCr

tlemcn Prefer Blondes’’ passing it m
nn entirely to snend its entire

1 ^
.

..which w«is a Rodficr»s*HiUn-

TWin" dghfdfys ,7«S; nierstein Broadway production.

ceum here, starting Jan.*26. Others
f

Bahet
i

Theatre‘
S

and
1

*’’Don
S

Juan^in •

U Pay®enl ^
.

^Eollowing their usual custom, the BaCkcfS fot 50% Total
St. Paul newspapers, all under the Backers of “I Am a Camera” will
one Kidder ownership, are refusing receive 30% payment on their
to accept any “Blondes” paid ad- investment this Week; bringing the
vcrtlring, or tb permit any mention total return to 50% thus far
of the impending local engagement the .$65,000 venture. In -letter
in its news columns. accompanying; the payment; pro-

Uriited Paramount Theatres and diicers Gertrude Macy .and Waller
RKO-Theatres, however, also play Starcke predicted that the balance
their big stage shows exclusively of the capitalization will be re-

in Minneapolis, and as far as is turned in six or seven more weeks,
known there have been no protests Meanwhile, the management will

in these instances—at least the. St. toss si party backstage at (lie Em-
Paul newspapers accept the ads for pire, N. Y„ after the performance
i he shows the same as they do for tomorrow night (Thurs.) ’

,
honor

the Minneapolis Symphony Orches- of Julie Harris, who is being given
tra concerts, local supper club'' and star billing. Actress received criti-

'
tlie Alvin here, the only Twin cal raves, for. her performance in

Cities burlesque theatre.' 1 (he John; van Druten play.
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RY. Met’s 35G Day,

Biz at the N. Y. Metropolitan4

Opera this season Is up over last

year, in. sharp contrast to the dip

in concert, legit and film takes

everywhere. Subscriptions (the

backbone of the Met’s b.o.) are up
$300,000 oyer last season, while at-

tendance has also increased. It’s

considered an unusual bright spot

iii an otherwise general downbeat
show biz picture.

Met subscriptions ran a. little

over $900,000 for the 1949-50 sea-

son. For 1950-51, the first year

of Rudolf Bing’s regime as gen*

era! manager, subscription sales

totaled $1,034,785. or just under
70% of capacity. This season sub-

scriptions have increased to

$1,355,210, or over ?0%, The Met
is offering more* performances this

season than last, but the percentage

of sales is still up;

Where there were 7,311 sub-

scribers last year, the number of

subscribers this season ran to 7,825,

the figure leveling off to 7,600 due
to defections or lateness in send-

ing in subscription . checks. Ac-
cording to Francis Robinson, box-

office and subscriptions head, the

Met has a subscribers waiting list

of nearly 1,000.

There were 5,000 fewer unsold

seats in the first six weeks of this

year’s Met. season than, last, Re-

ceipts for the six weeks are tip

$23,100 over last season’s.

At a $10 top New Year’s eve,

with “Die Fledermaus,” the Met
took in over $23,000, Regular top

Is $7.50. A week ago Saturday

(2), for two regular performances,

the Met had a $35,000-plus day.

'‘Lucia”
-
was the matinee show,

with “Aida” done that evening. On
a non-subscription night, the Met
can get nearly $17,500 in the

house. The “Aida” take that

night was over $17,700, setting a

house record this year for a regu-

lar performance. Standees to the

limit accounted for the boff take.

Hypoed interest In the Met, and
Its result on the b.o., is explained

by the innovations of the Bing
regime, by new or streamlined pro-,

ductions, borrowings from legit

technique (use of Broadway stage

directors, for Instance), fresh

talent, etc.

Troupes for Next Year;

Special Ballet Russe Co.
i

•

An imposing list of dance attrac-

tions is being propped by Columbia
Artists Mgt. for its Community
Concerts circuit next season. A
trio of attractions is being set up,
under supervision of Columbia
prez Frederick C; Schang, Jr., to
take over dates handled the past
seven seasons by Mia Slavenska’s
Ballet Variante. Latter troupe
hasn’t been re-signed for next sea-
son.

Serge Denham, general director
of the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo,
is organizing a separate troupe of
20 dancers for Columbia, to be
known as the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo Concert Co. Group
Will in no way affect the usual
full-season tours of Denham’s Bal-
let Russe. Schang expects to use
the new troupe for 20 Weeks of
touring.
He has also signed.Janet Colli

the Met Opera’s Negro lead dancer,
for a concert tour, subject to her
availability next season. Miss Col-
lins Will do both a Coast and a
southern tour, accompanied by a
singer, pianist, and drummer.
Schang expects to use her for eight
Weeks on Community dates.

Third terp attraction will be the
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival,

Which Schang Will also send out
for eight weeks.

St. Loo Symph Drives

For $175,000 Kitty
St. Louis, JCn. 8.

With its reserve funds exhausted,
the. St. Louis symph Orch society

has launched a drive to raise

$175,000 for its maintenance fund,
m goal of $25,000 more than was
Achieved last year.

Alvin S. Novack, exec of a local

truck firm and chairman of the
4riVe, declared failure to obtain

the funds Would make it necessary
to curtail activities and would re-

sult in a foqrth-rate orchestra.

Omaha Junior C. of C. As
' Drama Season Sponsor

. Omaha, Jan. 8.

Omaha Junior Chamber of
Commerce is in show business to

a limited extent this winter.
Junior C. of C. announcedJit is

sponsoring the Civic Drama Festi-

val of three plays.
1

First will be “Voice of. the Tur-
tle,” with Wendell Mayes and
Phyllis Manning, Jan, 15. Second
is “Heaven Can Wait,” Feb. 19, and
third is “Darkness at Noon,” with
Herbert Voland, May 9. All at-

tractions will be given in the Cen-
tral High School auditorium. Sea-
son tickets are $6. Productions are

by the Civic Drama Guild of New
York.

St. Rete Operetta to Bow

With ‘Brigadoon’; Trend

Seen to Tents Indoors
St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 8.

The Operetta is opening a ten-

week season here Jan. 22 with
“Brigadoon,” with a hefty advance
reported for the theatre-in-the-

round operation,' Producer Pat
Hurley believes he’ll establish a

trend by staging the Operetta in-

doors this season, utilizing *tHe Gay
Blades Roller Rink instead of the

tent used last year.

“if we are as successful as We
hope to be, you will see the thea-

tre-in-the-round going indoors- for

winter production all over the

country,” Hurley predicted.

The Operetta company this year
will consist of 16 principals, 30
voices and a dance group of three
men and three women. Name stars

will be in St. Petersburg at vari-

ous times during the season to

permit a change of billing from
week' to week, -

“Brigadoon” will feature several

original Broadway cast members.
Show will include Victoria Sherry
and Ronnie Cunningham, here last

winter; Lawrence Brooks, who
starred three years on Broadway in

“The Song of Norway,” and Robert
Smith and Susan Johnson, who
created the roles of Jeff and Meg
in the original “Brigadoon.”

Director Qlenn Jordan had
charge of Music Circus productions
last summer

:
at Cohasset, bn Cape

Cod, and at Hyannis, Mass., the
summer before.

As reconverted by Hurley, the
roller rink will resemble a saucer,
with a level area midway between
the stage and the outer rim. The
central level area will be a boon
to company members, who can
pause there for lines or song, then
continue down the ramp to the
stage. Orchestra pit Will be set

under the stage. The orchestra,

this year, will again be under the
direction of Roland Fiore.

J. Webb Potts and William F.

Gorman, local businessmen, are as-

sociated. with Hurley in underwrit-
ing the production.
The schedule of shows is “Briga-

doon, Jan. 22; “New Moon,” Jan.

29; “The Red Mill,” Feb. 5; “Bit-

tersweet,” Feb, 12; “Sally,” Feb.
19; “Music in the Air,” Feb. £6;
“The Merry Widow,” March- 4;

“Carmen,” March 11; “Sweet-
hearts,” March 18, and ’“‘Show
Boat,” March 25.

Pitt Playhouse Eyeing
Book Show for Spring

Pittsburgh, Jan; 8.

Pittsburgh Playhouse, which an-
nually produces an original revue
every spring, (Charles Gaynor’s
“Lend An Ear” had. its inception
here), may do a book show this

year if idea now being
worked materializes. Ken
Welch, recently appointed musical
director

.
for the Playhouse, who

wrote the score and lyrics for two
past revues, “Fifty Grand” and “Of
All Things,” and Dorothy Daniel
are in the process of developing a
tuner based on the story of Econo-
my, Pa , which was one of the first

communal settlements in America.
Mrs. Daniel, wife of. Royal Dan-

iel, managing editor of the Hearst
.
Sun-Telegraph, is no newcomer to
the Playhouse. She authored a

comedy called “Remember Me,”
Which was tried out by the com-
munity ‘ theatre here two seasons
ago, 4 i

3 Dance Recitals Set
For Choreogs Workshop

- - The Choreographers Workshop,
N, Y., is skedding three dance re-

citals, this winter, with best works
to form nucleus for a spring tour.

Giioiip went to Bermuda last spring,

for a 10-day concert date.
Initial concert at YMHA, N. Y.,

Sunday (13), will include seven
works by as many choreographers,
with principal dancers to' be Gerry
Arpino, Barbara Bocher, Joan
Bowman, Bodil Genkjl, Dorothy
Hill, Jimmy Smith, Glen Tetley
and Lillian Wellien.

Problems to Drive Any

By MAX RUDOLF
( Artistic Administrator, Metropoli-

tan Opera)

Imagine producing four new
full-scale musicals, as well

,

as

keeping 17 longrun tune shows in

playing form, and you will have
an idea what is involved in plan-
ning a 22-week Metropolitan Op-
era season many .months in ad-

vance. Couple with this the ne-
cessity for 'integrating rehearsals

so that artists will not be over-

burdened on performance days,

and for planning a variety of mu-
sical fare for 12 different sub-
scription series, and the general
structure.. Of an opera season be-
comes just slightly apparent..

The intrinsic problems facing
the management are many, be-
cause the Met is a repertory thea-

tre-^the oldest of which America
can boast—-and repertory presents
countless .complications not found
in the Broadway theatre.

During a season, the Met offers

about 220 performances—between
six and eight operas each Week—
within a period of 29 Weeks. Ap-
proximately three-fourths of these
take place in New York with the
participation of 87 principal ar-

tists, while a group of 60 to 70 are
involved in the seven-week road
tour which brings the company,
the entire orchestra, chorus; and
ballet to 18 cities. .

'

Fewer than half of the 'princi-

pals are engaged for the entire

22-week New York season, while
others give only six to 16 weeks
of their time to the Met. This is

Often due to the repertory, which
may include only onj or two op-
eras in which certain singers, may
be cast, or to the fact that many
prominent artists must fulfill con-
cert engagements during the win-
ter months. In any case, the task
of relating available dates to a sea-

son’s repertory, has all the aspects

of a crossword puzzle worked in

m&ny languages.
.Customer’s Angle

To make mutually satisfactory

arrangements ? with leading an
tists, a relatively large number of

(Continued on page 66)

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre indicated if set)

•
'

'

“Anna Christie,” City Center,
.tonight (Wed.).

’‘Fancy Meeting You Again,”
Royale, Jan. 14.

“The Shrike,” Cort, Jan. 15.
“Desire Under The Elms,” ANTA

Playhouse, Jan. 16.

“Come of Age,” City Center,
Jan. 23.

“Jane,” Coronet, Jan. 29.
“Gertie,” Plymouth, Jan. 30.
“Month of Sundays,” Martin

Beck, Jan. 31.
Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil-

liams), Golden, Feb. 4.

“Mrs. Thing/’ ANTA Playhouse,
Feb. 12.

“Venus Observed,” Century,
Feb. 13.

“And Theh One Day,” early
February (tentative).

“Little Evil,” mid-February (ten-
tative).'

“Dear Barbarians,” Feb. 19.
“Curtain Going Up,” week of

Feb. 28.
“Mulliganifs Snug,” during Feb-

ruary (tentative).
“Fire Sale,” during February

(tentative).
“Paris ^90,” March 11.
ANTA Play Series productions,

ANTA Playhouse, March 12, April
16. May 14.

“Line Between,” early March
(tentative).

“Flight Into Egypt/’ week of
March 10.

“Three Wishes for Jamie,” March
14.

“Bernadine,” March 17 (tenta-
tive).

“One Bright Day,” March 19.
“Long Watch,”. March 20. i

Wednesday, January % 1952

Victor Samrock, general managerof the Playwrights Co., pulled a switM.
last Week In shuffling the performance schedule of “Fourpojter ” at *52
Barrymore, N. Y. He played a Sunday show the night of Dec 30 .Sr
ing out with 30 standees, and staying dark the traditionally’

S'
attendance New Year’s night. Most shows followed the regular schedniT
staying ,dark that Sunday night and getting relatively poor trade iSS
Year’s night. Largely as a consequence, the Jan de Hartog dram,
with Jessica Tandy and Hume Cronyn starred, drew a gross of $22 inn
last week, only about $500 below the previous stanza. Most off
shows took sizeable drops last week.

John Chapman, drama critic of the N. Y. Dally ftews, commentin®
in a column in last Thursday’s (3) edition on the fact that French
dramatist Jean Anouilh has had three failures oh Broadway offers!
the following explanation: “I don’t believe the playwright’s’ London
and Paris following is any more sensitive and intelligent than thlo
typical American playgoer; they’re more easily fooled by pretentious"
ness, that s all,.’

Which paper the New York drama critics read Was demonstrated last
week when the N. Y; Times erratumed that the premiere curtain for
“Pal "Joey” was scheduled for 8:30 pm. Although the other dailies all
announced correctly that the opening was slated for 8* o’clock pres£
agent Jack Toohey was kept busy most of that day answering phone
calls from confused patrons. The callers included several non-Timp.
critics and legit editors.

s

legit Bits

Joe Shea, recently out ahead of

the touring “Death of a Salesman,”
has switched to p.a. for the third
“Moon Is Blue” company, succeed-
ing Sam Stratton, who left to han-
dle Cornelia Otis Skinner’s new
one-woman show, “Paris ’90 ... . .

British comedienne Hermione Gin-
gold sailed Sunday (6) on the
Queen Mary for London .. . ; An
tour Cantor will pressagent Irv-

ing Jacobs’ production .of
.

the new
Mary Chase play, “Bernadine,” for
which Joe Harris will be manager
. . Margo Jones, director-mana-
ger of Theatre ’52, Dallas, is in
New York this Week discussing a
possible Broad Way show . . ,

Odette Myrtil takes over the role

of Bloody Mary next week in the
Broadway edition of “South Pa-
cific,” succeeding Musa Williams;
Who .has been playing it since
Dlosa Costello withdrew recently
because of illness.

Mike Goldreyer is company
manager of “Pal Joey,” with Neil
Hartley production stage manager,.
Barry Ryan stag e manager and
Reed Allyn assistant . . . Jack
Schlissel, Who wound up a stint

last Week as manager of Hermit
Bloomgarden’s touring edition of
“Death of a Salesman,” switches
this week to a. similar assignment
with the sanie producer’s touring
“Autumn Garden,” replacing Joe
Cohne . . . Norman Rose succeeds
Kendall Clark this week In “Saint
Joan” . . . William Fields back on
the job this week as Playwrights:
Co. pressagent after handling the
recent Havana engagement of the
Ringling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey
circus, reveals that the show will
play Caracas, Venezuela, next win-
ter besides returning to Cuba.
Danny Scholl takes over as juve

singing lead next week in “Top
Banana,” succeeding Lindy Doher-
ty. This week, Rose Marie re-
sumed as featured femme lead,
after a four-week leave because of
illness. Audrey Meadow' subbed
... Film actress Midge Ware will
be in the cast of “Clutterbuck”
for a two-week run starting tomor-
row night (Thurs.) in St. Louis . . .

Mills Ten Eyck, on a year’s leave
of absence as executive-secretary
of the Dramatists Guild, leaves
Italy this month to continue his
bicycle tour , through France and
Spain . . . Robert Willey, general
manager for Gant Gaither, has
been admitted to the Assn, of
Theatrical Press Agents & Mana-
gers under the “new .blood” clause,
and will be company manager of*
“Dear Barbarians.”

WVMI* w VIUUdKU vms WGek
for Webb Tilton’s opening as co-
star with Janet Blairin the touring
edition of “South Pacific” ,

Richard E. (Dixie) French will be
company manager and Lucia Vic-
tor stage manager of “Gertie.”
David Leland and Howard Mor-

ton will appear at Malcolm Atter-
bury’s Playhouse In Albany for the
two-week run of “Hasty Heart,”
opening Jan, 16. Leland filled a
three-week engagement there in
the season’s opening production of
“The Happy Time,” in which he
portrayed the tippling uncle. Gay-
lord Mason, engaged for “Lady in
the Dark/’ will remain fffr “Hasty
Heart.” He did a television guest
shot on “Backstage .With the At-,
terburys’’ over WRGB, Schenecta-
dy . . .^Sylvia Davis back in N. Y.
after touring in “Death Of a Sales-
man” for four months as Linda Lo-
man ... Garry Davis on the Coast,
actiilg in TV.

Marshall Migatz, owner of the
Salt Creek Summer Theatre,
Hinsdale, 111., may manage the Ba-
hama Playhouse,. . Nassau, for
Philip Languor, starting Jan. 28
. , Biff McGuire replaces Robert
Keith, Jr., in juvenile lead of Chi-
cago “Moon Is Blue” company .\ .

Irene Bordoni hit bY weather bug
in Windy City for. a- week . . . Alan
Kurlan has been added to the cast
for “Hasty Heart” opening at the
Playhouse in Albany, Jan. 15.

Atwood (Doc) Levensaler has
bowed out as director at the Al-
bany Playhouse, after staging
“Lady In the Dark;”
Owner-actor Malcolm Atterbury,

has taken over the directorial as-

signment for the next production*
“Hasty Heart.”
Baylor U., Waco, Tex., will pre-

miere another original, “The An-
swer is Two,” by Gene McKinney,
Jan. 18. Paul Baker is director.
John Klllen, producer-director of

the Great Neck, N. Y„ Summer
Theatre, has taken an option on TV
writer Milton J. Kramer’s “Stray
Seed,” a poetic drama, either for
Broadway or his next strawhat sea-
son.

Alfred' Lunt, who staged the
Metop’s new hit, “Cosi fan Tutte,”
and has a bit at the very start, ap-
pearing as a costumed flunkey to

light the footlights and shush the
audience into quiet, will repeat
the bit as long as he’s in N Y.
When he’s away, the. chore will be
dropped. Lunt appeared for. the
preem Dec. 28, again Jan. 2,‘ and
will repeat for Saturday’s (12)

matinee.

Cheryl Crawford will go to
Cleveland for the opening there
next Monday (14) of her produc-
tion of “Rose Tattoo” . , . Robert
Wright, who returned to Broad-
way last night (Tues.) with “Kiss
Me, Kate,” had his entire family

j

(wife and four children) with him
On tour during the holidays. Dur-
ing the show’s Cleveland engage-
ment week before last, they had a
Christmas tree iri their suite in
the local hotel . . . Michel Mok,
pressagent for Rodgers & Harii-
merstein, has moved his office to
the Royalton Hotel, N. Y. Inci-
dentally, Ben Korazweig continues
as his associate several more
weeks, then transfers to handle
Irene M. Selznick’s production of
“Flight into Egypt,”
Dorothy Sarnoff takes a leave of

absence Jan. 28-Feb. 23 from her
featured part in “King and I” for
a picture assignment, With a sub-
stitute not yet selected. Doretta
Morrow is due back in another
featured role in the musical next
Monday (14) after a

.
second leave

for a film stint, which: also failed
to materialize because of the ill-

ness of Mario Lanza, who was to
!
have starred . • . Oscar Hammer-

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy) , D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R ( Revue )

,

MC ( Musical Comedy ) ,
MD (Musi-

cal. Drama ), O (Operetta )

“Come of Age” (D)—City Center,

prod.; Guthrie McClintic, dir.;

Judith Anderson, star. -

“Dear Barbarians” (D) — Gant
Gaither, prod.-dir.

*

“Mrs. Thing” (CD) ANTA,
prod.; Joseph Bui off, din; Helen
TTflVAC ef at*

“Three Wishes For Jamie” (MC)
—Albert and Arthur Lewis, prods.;

Abe Burrows, dir.; Anne Jeffreys,

John Raitt, Stars.
“Venus Observed” (D)—Theatre

Guild, prod.; Laurence Olivier,,

dir.; Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer,
stars.

Equity Scrapbook (scenes from
Shakespeare) -— Lenox Hill Play-
house, N. Y., Jan, 16*20).



Little Theatres Go Bigtime on Road,

LEGITIMATE

Py NED ARMSTRONG

Th© community, or little thestre,

ictivity in two major road pities
*' Pittsburgh and Cleveland —

.

lias crown to such proportions^ re-

Sently St the term “little the-

atre” seems no longer to apply.

the Pittsburgh Playhouse has

raised $2,000,000 to build a theatre

near Schenley Park. Construction

is delayed by critical war short-

ages and may be for several years.

However, the Pittsburgh Playhouse

so urgently needs greater seating

capacity that the next-door syna-
' „neue was purchased a few months

fgo and, at a cost of $400,000, is

being converted into a 600-seat the-

atre By April, the Pittsburgh Play-

house will be operating two “little”

theatres—one seating 400, the

Other 600, and plans call for simul-

taneous operation.

In Cleveland, the Playhouse, in

its 36th season, Is operating three

“little” theatres with a total seat-

ing capacity of .1,300—All three

theatres under the same manage-
ment: operate simultaneously, ex-

hibiting separate attractions. The
directors of the Cleveland Play-

house recently purchased the

Christian Science church at 77th

and Euclid, converting this into an
800-Seat house at: cost of $350,-

000 . ... ...

A local drama scribe who fre-

quently visits all three theatres' on
his nightly rounds says he has
often found all three filled to

capacity.

Frederic McConnell, managing
director of - the Cleveland Play-

House, estimates that their present
real estate could not be duplicated
for $1,000,000. Moreover, the three
theatres under McConnell’s direc-

tion have a budget for the 1951-

1952 season of $196,000, which,
McConnell anticipates, will be ap-

(Continued On page 68)

m Amato

Off-Broadway House In

Union Brushoff Claim
Failing to come to terms with

the theatrical unions* Pact Finding
Committee, the Amato Opera The-
atre bn Bleecker st;, N. Yv and its

play, Lynn Riggs’ “The Year of
Pilar,”, are being picketed by the
Assn, of Theatrical Press Agents
& Managers. Producer David
Lohgstreet claims he could, not
meet the union’s figure of. 16%
of production gross to be paid for
the hire of union employees.
A union spokesman said that

when the theatre last presented
legit, as the New

. Stages Theatre,
it had cooperated with the unions,
and acknowledged the unions’ con-
cessions in the program. For the
current production, he stated, the
unions had even relaxed some of
the conditions New Stages had had
to meet, but despite this, theatre
owner Anthony Amato and produ-
cer Longstreet would not agree to
What, the union felt were equitable
terms.

Lohgstreet stated that although
he had organized the production
on a non-union basis, he later came
to terms with Equity, agreeing to
give 10% of the gross to the

,
craft

unions. The current run marks the
premiere of the Riggs play, a
tragedy written in the ’30s and
concerning the trials of a Mexican
family that returns tb Yucatan
from New York at the insistence
of the daughter, Pilar.
Another offr-Broadway group, the

Sunday Theatre, originally sched-
uled as a subscription theatre club
Swing Sunday performances, aban-
floned its program for this season
atter one production, and gave as
the reason inability to meet union
requirements. Of. the four con-
tinuing off-Broadway groups; three
hon-union ones have been operat-
ing this season so far. the fourth,
equity Library Theatre, is union-
produced.

iters

10G More to ‘Darkness’

Backers; 60G to Go
Another $10,000 payment was

made recently to backers of “Dark-
ness at Noon,” bringing the total
return thus far to $40,000 on the
Sidney. Kingsley dramatization, of
the Arthur Koestler novel. That
leaves $00,000 still to be paid on
the Playwrights Co. production.

;

The N. Y. Drama Critics’ Circle
awaird winner, .currently touring
With EdWard Robinson in the
starring role played on Broadway
by Claude Rains; earned an op-
erating profit of $4,500 for the first

five weeks on the road, ending
Dec. 1. As of that date, the show
had $12,000 in bonds and deposits
and $8,749 balance available for
sinking fund. There was still $39,-

251 production cost to be recouped,
epuped.

“Curtain Going tip,” intimate
revue to be produced and. directed
by Mervyn Nelson, is financed at

$100,000, without provision for
overcall. The show is slated to

open the week of Feb. 28 on Broad-
way, following a two-week tryout
starting Feb. 4 at the Forrest,
Philly.

Nelson will be the sole producer
of the show. Theatre treasurer
Daniel Melnick, who was formerly
involved in the management,,

(
has

withdrawn, but remains a limited
partner with a. $2,000 investment.
Other backers include Milton
Berle, $1,000; Eddie Cantor, arid,

his wife, Ida, $12,000 and $1„000
respectively; Jimmy Dur a'fL*;t e

,

$2}000; agent William Morris, Jr.,

$1,000; theatre, owner Harry E.

Gould, $1,000; resort operator Jen-
nie Gfossinger, $2,000, and restau-
rateur John R. Ruggiero, $5,000.
Sketches for the revue have bfeen

written by Max Wilk, George Axel-
rod, Charles Scheuer and Mel
Brooks, while the songs have been
supplied by Charlotte Kent, Iryiri

Graham, Arthur Siegel and Michael
Brown. General manager of the
operation is A1 Goldin, while.

Phyllis Perlman and Marian Byram
are the pressagents.

in

; 1st Stock Version
t> - Phoenix, Jan, 8.

''A<r
0I

^
ita Granville will star in

hr ,?
lls State,” 'which opens the

a season of the Sombrero Play-
n°use m Phoenix next vveek (15).

Lee-Richard Charlton • pro-

tin?
?0
PiIs the first stock presenta-

oa of the Louia Verneuil comedy.

New Haven Sets Campaign

To Hypo Subscriptions
New Haven, Jan. 8..

Something new :

for the local

Shubert goes into effect with the
launching of a soon-due campaign
to promote subscriptions for the
next five shows booked here.

List includes “Paris, ’90,” Jan.

24-36; “Jamie,” Feb. 4-9; “The Long
Watch,” Feb. 14-16; “Flight Into

Egypt,” Feb. 25-March 1, and “Au-
tumn Garden,” March 6-8.

Actually there is no cash sav-

ing involved in the plan, the gim-
ihick simply being a matter of

choice locations. In announcing
the setup, Shubert manager Ben
Segal stated that it will not be nec-

essary to sign up for all five, in-

cluding any possible weak sister, in

order to get a look at a possible

smash. A subscriber may come in

for a single play or the complete
list, the only stipulation being that

seats will be allocated on the basis

of nqmber' of plays bought. Ob-
viously, the patron who subscribes

to all five gets a better location,

break than tli single show cus-

tomer.
Plan is a subtle reminder to the

intermittent playgoer that if he
wants to see a specific attraction

without the aid of field glasses or
a periscope, maybe he’d better do
something about signing up for
added plays on the list, is

Campaign involves a substantial
budget, utilizing 14 state newspa-
pers..

Scattered’ Repertory Set
For Dallas Theatre *52

Dallas, Jan. 8.

For the second time in Six sea-
sons, Theatre ’52 Will employ a
“scattered” repertory plan. Be-
ginning Jan. 14, the company will
present “A Midsummer Nights
Dream” on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday evening, with a Wed-
nesday matinee. On Jan. 17, it will
present “One Foot in Heaven,”
with showings on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday,; with a Saturday mat-
inee.

The regular policy of tri-weekly
productions will resume Jan, 21
With the premiere of “A Gift for
Cathy,” by Ronald Alexander.

ANTA Bounces Back From

Calls for More Criticism
•

'

Chicago, Jan. 8.

Robert Breen, in an address be-
fore the . American Educational
Theatre Assn, here last week, re-
vealed that the American National
Theatre Ac Academy is pulling out
of a falling membership mire that
had been threatening the organi-
zation. Roll was 1,118 in June;
slipped to 946 iri October, but has
risen to 967 as of Dec. 15. The
former executive-secretary asked
for closer cooperation and more
active participation of delegates
from the country areas.

In line with that, he pointed out
that one of the two annual board
meetings would.be held outside of
New York. . Catch, however, is that,

the new board of directors cannot
be elected until the 2,500 member-
ship mark is reached. While direc-
tors are supposed to be limited to a
three-year term, absence of enough
members might lengthen their

tenure.
Breen went over the reorganiza-

tion plan of ANTA, reviewing some
of the highspots of the desire for
a national theatre, and asked for
closer cooperation and more con-
stant criticism, remarking, that
ANTA could only live through ac-
tive sharpshooting by members.
Convention here was held, in com
junction with Speech Assn, of
America, American Speech and
Hearing Assn. and National Uni-
versity Extension Assn.

MIAMI BEACH WINS OK

*' ; r.V- * Vs,

Phyllis Love to Play Lead
». .

'

s
Phyllis LoVe, who scored a per?

sonal click last season as the In-

genue in “Rose Tattoo,” is set for
the ingenue lead in Herman Levin’s
production of “The Temptation of
Maggie Haggarty,” authored by
her husband, James V. McGee. The
title part in the comedy is an
Irish-American biddy, for which no
one is set,. The other principals
are her son and what is described
as a lovable phony man,
The production, to be staged by

Martin Ritt, requires an
.
elaborate

single setting of three levels, for
which Boris Aronson will probably
do the design*

.
The sii6w is budi-

eted at $80,000 and is pointed for
an April 15 opening on Broadway
after a tryout tour;

By MIKE KAPLAN

GUEDEN TO VIENNA
Met soprano Hilde Guedert flew

to Europe Sunday (6) for a month’s
engagement with the Vienna State
Opera.

She’ll return to the Met in Feb-
ruary,

Miami Beach, Jan.
. 8.

Long-pending suit seeking to
prevent the City, of Miami Beach
from presenting theatrical and
concert attractions in the new Mu-
nicipal Auditorium, in competition
with private enterprise, filed by
Starlight Corp., which owns Copa
City, came up before the Florida
Supreme Court last Weekend, with
decision going to the city.

Original suit in County Circuit
court was dismissed. Appeal found
the Supreme Court ruling that “we
must not lose sight of the fact that
visitors to Miamf Beach during
winter months are an important
business, and . materially affect the
economic life of the community.
While the law . does not spe-

cifically authorize the city to. em-
ploy an agency and book attrac-

tions for the city, auditorium . , .

its construction and ownership is

clearly designed to accommodate
visitors. Power to own the audi-
torium carries with it, by implica-
tion. power and authority to oper-
ate in behalf of public interest."

The 3,500-seater has. booked a

heavy schedule of concerts and
operatic attractions this season,
with some star names on the agen-
da:. Attempts at ice shows and
musicals like last season’s ill-fated

“Brigadoon,” have failed to draw,
as have certain percentage of con-
cert artists. Overall, the longhair
stuff has, however, managed to

make a fair profit; for the organiza-
tions sponsoring.

For First Aussie Tour
Alec Templeton has been signed

for a tour of Australia-New Zea-
land next summer under manage-
ment of J. & N. Tait, concert divi-

sion of J. C. Williamson Theatres.
Pianist was pacted last week by
Doi'othy Stewart, TaH’s *N; Y. rep,

and leaves next June.

Templeton will
-

give about 30
concerts, mostly

,
recitals, over a

two to three-month period, This
will inark his first Aussie tour.

“Glad Tidings,” Harald Brom-
ley’s production of . the Edward
Mabley comedy, which closed Sat-
urday night (5) at the Lyceum,
N. Y., after a run of 100 perform-
ances, represents a loss of about
$25,000, or 50% of the investment.
However, a prospective film sale,

plus stock rights, a projected Lon-
don production and a. possible tour
next season may pay off th bal-

ance.*

Two other shows that shuttered
on Broadway last week represented
profits. One was “Don Juan in
Hell,” Paul Gregory’s lecture-style

presentation of the excerpt from
Shaw's “Man:' and Superman,”
with Charles: Boyer, Charles Laugh-
ton, Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes
Moorehead starred. It made an es-

timated .profit of about $55,000 on
its scheduled 39-performance run
at the Century, N. Y., closing Dec.
31. The novelty offering, which
has netted around $150,000 pre-

viously on tour (including the Brit-

ish Isles), is due for a return limit-

ed engagement on Broadway start-

ing March 30.

The other closing over the week-
end was “Wild Duck,” the limited-

engagement revival of the Ibsen
dr“ama starring Maurice Evans i

Kent Smith, Mildred Dunnock arid

Diana Lynn. It closed Sunday,
night (6) at the City Center after a

scheduled 16-performance run. On
a fortnight’s gross of over $68,900,
it is figured to have netted around
$19,000.

“Glad Tidings” is already set for
J

a stock presentation during Febru-
ary at Winter Park, Fla., and may
be booked by Bromley for another
strawhat tour next summer, with
the hope of repeating its cleanup
of the barn circuit last year.. The
producer also has the idea of send-
ing the play on the road next fall,

preferably with Melvyn Douglas
in his original co-starling role.

Also on Bromley's tentative

schedule for. next season are two
new straight plays and a musical.
The latter Isn’t identified; but the
former include a dramatization by
Joanna Roos and Mabley of Alex-
andra Orme’s book, "By the Waters
of the Danube,” arid a stage ver-

sion, of David Westheimer’s short
novel, “Magic Fallacy.” for which
an adaptor is being sought.

Los Angeles, Jan. 8.

The traditional “Happy New
Year” greeting has a hollow ring
in Los Angeles legit circles; The
outlook is anything but happy..

Steadily declining business and
a deterioration iri production qual-
ity, climaxed by the “My L. A.”
fiasco, has legit veterans wondering:
uneasily whether the handwriting
on the wall has assumed 24-sheet
size. Certainly, there’s nothing oil

the bopks to indicate that 1952 will
be even as gopd as 195 lr—and the
year just passed was the grimmest
th local theatre has experienced
in recent memory. Comparative
1950 and 1951 grosses skidded an-
other $500,000 to , hit $2,313,570---
a postwar nadir. Alarmingly;
losses skyrocketed out of propor-
tion; best estimates at year’s end
placed the total lost here, at $609,-
529, with another $750,000. . lost

elsewhere by local .producers wh
ventured beyond the city limits.

The. crippling effect of these fan-
tastic losses upon what remains of
legit .locally is already being felt.

It will probably be months befor
usually-interested backers start an-
swering telephones, again. Even
worse, however, is the red ction Of
the public to another year of l)ig

promises that turned out to be bad
productions,
'‘’‘Complications arising from- the

swift shutdown of “My L. A,,” for
example, will undoubtedly have a

#

deteriorating effect bpon business*
for sOme time tb come. The fact
that the general public was “per-
mitted” to get In on fhe debacle
compounded the blow to general
show biz prestige, and the town’*
handful of legit producers are pri-

(Continued bn page 68)

Davis Buys ‘Porgy’ to Tour

Through Europe; Ballet

Slim B.O. Sloughs Date

For ^Carmen’ in Albany
Albany, Jan. 8.

The Variety Club cancelled a

presentation of “Can by the

London Opera Co. at the Strand.

j

set for/tonight (8), because , few
tickets jhad been sold, despite sev-

eral newspaperadvs.

Fact that the touring troupe. had
done the opera, before a gobd-
sized audience, at Proctor’s in

Schenectady (15 miles 'distant.) in

November, and the closeness of the
Albany date to the holidays, were
considered adverse factors. A later

hooking could not be arranged.

The San Carlo Opera Co. has
drawn well on several engagements
at ' the Palace Theatre in . recent
years.

Blevins Davis has bought the
rights to Gershwin’s “Porgy and
Bess,” after negotiations which be-
gan in June, 1950, and has mapped
an ambitious schedule for the.

Negro folk-opera.. With, Robert
Breen in as co-producer, Davis
plans to take the musical to Europe
for a tour this, spring, if time per-
mits, or if not, theri.next season. Eu-
ropean trek Will be followed by a
US. tour next season. Bill Lieb-
ling will help Davis and Breen
with the casting.
Overseas Engagement is looked

on as a natural. Opus has been
done in .drily- brie or two cities
abroad, and only in the opera
house, with an almost exclusively
white cast. (Anne Brown, Negro
soprano In the Broadway original,
sang it with a Scandinavian opera
company.) But the musical hasn’t
been dome as a legiter, or with a
Negro cast, on the continent. And
London, has never seen it.

It’s believe the work would be
presented With the cooperation of
the U.S, State. Dept, as a cultural
venture, similar: to the official U.S.
.aid given to attractions that played
the recent Berlin Festival, and to
U.S. ballet troupes in former sea-
sons. Breen/ through his former
ANTA connections, helped in the
bal Jet-State Dept. tie.

Davis plans to devote most of
his time to the “Porgy and Bess”
venture, which means curtailing
his activities as prez and financial
patron of Ballet Theatre Founda-
tion, sponsors of Ballet Theatre.
The dance troupe, which : had
planned art extensive European tour
this .spring and summer, is report-
ed likely to cancel its. trip as
suit, postponing it till at least next
year.’ Davis, although officially
denying it, paid for Ballet The-
atre’s European tour in 1950, which
resulted

* " reported • $150,000
loss to him.

In
Deal for the British rights of tlie

Howard Lindsay-Russel Crouse
comedy, “Remains to Be Seen.” has
been completed by the Kenneth
Later agfeney. Jack Hylton will do
the show, to open irt London.
May or June.

Deal Was started .during Hylton's

recent U, S, visit*
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Play on Broadway
Pal Joey

,

Jul«$tyne and. Leoimra ilfiey (ia'ifsO*
' flUtjan with Anthtony >B-jFatreiD rtfWpc-
fion of musl^.'gdlnM^irenval jit

-

41Mb
acts (12 sceneo), with music by 'Richard
Rodgers, lyrics by Lorenz Hart and book
hy John, O’Hara, baaed on the latter's

t
ew> ydrker Sketches. Features Vivienhe,
;eaL:HaroIdtLahg, wifh Lionel Stamier.4
elen Gallagher# Pat Northrop, Elaine 1

Stritch, Helen Wood, Jack Waldron, Rob*
ert Fortier. Dances and musical numbers
Staged by Robert Alton, book directed by
David Alexander, entire - production , su-
pervised by Alton; settings, Oliver Smith;
costumes. Miles White; . lighting, Peggy
Clark; musical director. Max Meth: spe-
cial orchestrations, Don Walker; produc-

’ tion associate, Emil Katzka. At Broad-
hurst, N. Y., Jan. 3, '32; $0.00 top ($9.60
opening).
Mike : .............. . . ... . . Jack Waldron
Joey . . . . . . .......... ...

.

„ > .Harold Lang
Kid . ..... . . . . . ... . .Helen Wood
Gladys^.. ......,.,,,.1...Helen Gallagher
Agnes . .........

.

. . Janyce Ann Wagner
Mickey . Phyllis Dome
Diane. . . ...... . . . . ...

.

.Frances KrcR
Dottle.,....,.,.,. Lynn Joelson
Sandra leanor - Bojeyn
Adcle . . .. ... ... ............. . • . . Rita Tanno
FranclnO. .. ... , .Gloria CTMalley
Linda . ..... Pat Northrop
Vera ...... . . . . , . . , ... . . .

.

Vivienne Segal
Valerie . . ^ .Barbara “Nichols
Walter....;..,........;.. George Martin

' Amarllla ... . ; ,

;

.Thelma Tadlock
Ernest. /. ; ...

.

.Gordon Peters
Victor. . .... V. ; , . . ... . . .

.

. .Robert Fortier
Delivery Boy. , : Barry Ryan,
Stage Manager. . . , .... . .

.

.Clarke Gordon:
Louis (The Tenor) . .

.

.Lewis Bolyard
Melba ... ..... .:. Elaine Stritch

' Ludlow Lionel . Standcr
O’Brien ... ........ ....;.T. J. Halllgan
, Dancers: Eleanor Boleyn, Bonnie Brae,
Phyllis Dome; Eleanor Fairchild, Jean
Goodalf, Patty Ann Jackson.. Lynn. Joel-
son, Helene Keller. Frances KrdU. Ina
Learner,. Ethel Martin,. June McCain;
Gloria O'Malley, Thelma* Tadlock; Rita
Tartno, Norma Thornton, Jauyce Ann
Wagner, Harry' ASmus, Hank Brunjcs.
Peter Holmes, Ray. Kyle, George Martin,.
Buzz Miller, David. Neuman, Stanley Sim-
mons, George Vosburgh,.

This revival of the Rodgers-Hart
and John O’Hara musical comedy
apparently has a chance to revise
the commercial failure of George
Abbott’s original production of 11
years ago, It has been better re-'

ceived than the original and is oft

to a promising boxoffice start.

However, certain of the: basic
negative factors Of the show are
still there, and at least one addi-
tional .element may limit its stay-
ing power. But because of the ob-'|

vlous positive assets, chief Of which
are the numerous Rodgers-Hart
song hits, this “Pal Joey” reincar-
nation appears a probable bet to
pay off.

Although the original produc-
tion drew generally favorable re-
views and won a fanatical follow-
ing, its appeal proved to be some-
what limited. It hung on for 374

S
erformances, but failed to earn
ack its investment on the Broad-

way run and ultimately paid off

only by. Virtue of the sale of the
film rights.

It was generally agreed that the
show suffered from two principal
adverse factors. One was that it',

opened during the ASCAP-net-
WQi’k warfare and thus failed to
get the tune plugging that might
have put it over, at the b.o. The
other was that its relatively so-
phisticated quality, with an array
of disreputable characters, limited
popular appeal.

Despite the gamey quality
. of

many of the lyrics, the score has
recently had a potent radio buildup,
one song alone, “Bewitched, Both-
ered and Bewildered,” having had
the most-played rating for several
months’ stretch, in addition, a
Columbia record album of about
six months ago, with Vivienne Se-
gal in her original role and Harold
Lang in the title part originated
by. Gene Kelly, has had a lively
sale. Finally, a strawhat edition
of reportedly dubious quality did
satisfactory business, so it was fig-

ured that the public would now be
ready to accept a musical show
with seamy characters.

Biit whether the Broadway
crowd-r-tlie cafe clientele and
show biz inside coterie*—that has
always Had a special crush on “Pal
Joey,” will be extensive enough to
carry this revival to payoff suc-
cess, is less certain. However, there
is a sizable boxoffice: demand and
a steady broker call since the open-
ing, and the feeling around the
street is that the show is

That is where the show’s basic
drawbacks may hurt. For “Joey”
still suffers from the fact that not
only its herb but all Its Characters
are unsympathetic., Joey himself
is not just a punk and a heel, but
also a conceited, lying, double-
crossing small-time wolf . who
stumbles into his big “break” and
turns nasty and odious wheri his
luck

.
runs out. The heroine, is , a

not-so-young, habitual adulteress
and nitery prowler, who also be-
comes spiteful when her latest -•

mance sours, With the exception
of a decent but dumb ingenue, the
other characters are mostly black-
mailers; connivers, tramps , and as-
sorted riff?raff.

Another essential weakness in
the show is that the second act
is a letdown. Most of the top song
hits and the more amusing, palat-
able incidents of the story are in

the first act. But the plot turns
really sordid and the characters

become downright unsavory iff the
second act. Then thefe are rela-

tively few- big songjT qffd the pro-
ceedings tend to bogdown in over-
long production numbers.
The paramount r favorable ele-

ment: in the show remains: the
great Richard Rodgers score,

coupled with some of the late Lo-
renz Hart’s most skillful (and ex-

plicitly naughty) lyrics. The fact

that such numbers as “Bewitched,”
“I Could Write a Book,” “That
Terrific Rainbow,” “What Is a

Man?” and “In Our Little Den”
have become established via radio;

recordings, etc;, is a tremendous
plus for this revival. Also, the
dances staged by , Robert Alton
seem better than his routines of

the original, at least in retrospect;
and the • Oliver Smith scenery and
Miles White’s gaudy costumes a la

1930-ish niteries provide an assist.

Miss Segal, who Wasn’t too
young for the part in the original
production, doesn’t seem a bit

older now as the two-timirtg hero-
ine. In all but one gown she looks
surprisingly attractive and is more
relaxed, ;

authdritatiye and expert
than; ever. .

Iri the title part, which could be
a. singer or even an m.c.-comic, the
producers have followed the ex-'

ample of the original production
and cast a dancer, using Lang, ap-
parently suggested by the Colum-
bia record album. One of the most
versatile, spectacular contempo-
rary dancers, Lang clicks in that
department and is at least accept-
able as a singer.

In general, the casting of the
other parts is at least equal to

the original edition. Helen Gal-
lagher scores emphatically as the
roundhcels nitery hoofer-singer,
played originally by June Havoc.
In .the. brief, but juicy part of the
newspaper interviewer, played by
Jean Casto in the original, Elaine
Stritch is a bit too tidy looking,
hut she whams the comedy song,

“Zip,” about hurley stripners.

Lionel Slander is. suitably loathe-

some as the blackmailing talent
agent, originated by Jack Durant;
Pat Northrop is appealing as the.

ingenue: “mouse;” created by Leila
Ernst; Helen Wood impresses in

several terp spots; Jack Waldron
is plausible as a seedy nitery
Owner, and Robert Fortier is no-
table as a dancer and cabaret stage
manager.

Besides staging the /dances, Al-
ton has returned from a. long stay
in Hollywood to direct the overall
production, which seems to Spoof
the story and locale a bit more
than the original production did.

David Alexander has directed the
book acceptably, and Don Walker’s
Orchestrations (by comparison
with those provided by Ted Royal
for the Columbia album) are par-
ticularly effective .for the hot num-
bers, but less so for the other
number;

.

•From a management standpoint,
life opening night performance
was unusually well handled; espe-
cially in the coordination of house
lights and curtains for the two
acts. Hobe.

Bo Gay
Irving Jacobson and Edmund Zayenda

production of musical comedy in two acts.
Directed by Leo Fuchs. Stars Fuchs and
Jacobson. Book, Samuel Nydell; music
(and conducting), Abe EUSteih; lyrics,. Ja-
cob Jacobs: dances. Felix Sadowski: sets.
Michael SaM/man: assistant director, Isi-
dore Goldstein. At

.
Second Ave. Theatre,

N. Y., Jan. 5. '51; $3,60 top.
Prof. Leckzaltz ......... Leo Fuchs
Kalmen Klotz, .......... .Irving Jacobson
MOlshe Leib . . ..... , . , . .

.

. Jacob Zanger
Rebecca . . . .

.

Rose Greenfield
Sylvia .Miriam Kressyn
Millie Esta Saltzman
Beatrice ; ; . . . , ...

.

Yetta Zwerlin ;

Maxle .....David Lubritzky
,\le.\ Greenber Muni Screbrov
Frieda . ... ... . . . .Lucy Gehrmaii
Jack ‘ Charles. Cohan
Pauline. . . ; . ... .

.

... ... . , Mae Schoeiifeld
Cantor: . . 1 . '.. .......

."
William Secunda

“Let’s Be Gay.” the new musical
comedy at the Second Ave. Thea-
tre, is in the spirit of its title. With
Leo Fuchs operating at the peak of
his zaniness, and with sparkling as-
sists by co-producing character
eoinic Irving Jacobson, that engag-
ing buffoon; called Yetta Zwerling,
and other bright performers ca-
vorting to some nifty tunes manu-
factured and: batonned by Abe Ell-
stein, “Gay” is a thorough triumph.

Fuchs is by way of being A one-
man laugh - factory. Among the
most versatile of performers in any
idiom, he encases in his gaunt and
flexible frame, an A to Z study in
quick-derived contrast. He moves
easily and gracefully from sophis-
ticated wit to Chaplinesque help-
lessness, from lofty song to low'
whining, from leer to fear. When
he hoofs, his. eyes dance and his
long and learned gams form a pret-
zel, meanwhile contorting his dia-
phragm. As Prof. Lccksaltz, that is,

“lick salt,” of a book themed on

marriage lost and marriage won,
he can give a course in basic come-
dy to some of pur top funsters.

Pressing tUm closely for Harle-
quin honors Is co-star Irving Jacob-
son, as Kalmen Klotz, his step-

father while third artist bustin’ the
applause meter is Yetta Zwerling,
a manchasing cutup in bizarre get-

ups who combines the best ele-

ments of Martha RayC and Joan
Davis.

Miriam Kressyn, in a wistful; love-

crossed role, is skillful in the mood
sequences and salvo in a torchef
that reaches operatic proportions,

In the lighter roles, the standouts
are Esta Saltzman, art attractive

soubret, and David Lubritzky, as

her Maxie the Taxi husband. Cap-
able performances in the serious
stanzas are turned in by Lucy
Gehrrnan, Jacob Zanger, Rose
Greenfield and Muni .

Serebrov,
while others in the cast, are alive

to their, jobs.

.. “Gay” is surrounded by fresh-
looking youngsters in ballet and
flat dances devised by Felix Sa-
dowski in a aeat workover of the
modern groove. Their best choreo
is in a nitery atmosphere and in an
Atlantic .

City bathing sequence.
The Michael Saltzman sets are eco-

nomical, but effective in their sim-
plicity. Ellstein’s music is nicely
mated to .lyrics by Jacob Jacobs,
and some of them would be smasho
in a Yiddish hit parade. The score
is largely American in feeling.

Fuchs’ overall direction is tbps,

giving the show good pace and
splendid balance; between the.

utifolding of the story proper and
the enactment of the musical-vaude
portions. Trau.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. .7-19)

“Autumn - Garden” (Fredric
March, Florence Eldridge)—^Han-
na, Cleve. (9-12); Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (14-19).

“Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosa-
lind Russell. Dennis Price)-—For-
rest, Phila.- (9-12); -Nixon, Pitts-

burgh (14-19).

“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)—Erlahger, Chicago (9-19).

“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,
Marsha Hunt) — Davidson. Mil-
waukee (9-12); Orpheum, Daven-
port ( 14) ; KRNT Theatre, DCs
Moines (15); Omaha. Omaha (16);

Orpheum,: Kansas City (17-19).

“Come of Age” (Judith Ander-
son) (tryout)-New Parsons, Hart-
ford (15-19) (premiere).

“Darkness at Noon” (Edward G.
Rpbinson)—CasS, Detroit (9-19).

“Desire Under the Elms” (try-
out)-—New Parson, -Hartford (9-12)

t

(premiere).
“Fancy Meeting You Again”

(tryout)—-Locust St., Phila,. (9-12)

(reviewed in Variety, Nov. 28, ’51).:

“Fledermaus” (Metropolitan)—
Opera House, Chicago (9-19);

ii“Gentleinen Prefer Blondes”
(Carol Channing)—Orpheum, K. C.
(8-12 v; Keil Aud., St. Louis, Mb.
(13-18);

“Gertie” (Glynis Johns, Albert
Dekker) (tryout)—Shubert, New
Haven (10-12) (premiere); Plym-
outh, Boston (14-19).

“Guys and Dolls”—Shubert, De-
troit (9-19).,

“Jane” (Edna Best, Basil. Rath-
bone) (tryout) — Playhouse, Wil-
mington (10-12) (premiere); Wal-
nut St., Phila.-(1 4-191.
“Member of. the Wedding”

(Ethel Waters)—Geary, San Frail-
Cisco (9-19).

“Mister Roberts’’ (Tod Andrews)—Curran, San Francisco (9-12);
Civic. San Jose, Cal. (13); Rich-
mond Aud., Richmond, Cal. (14);
And.. Berkeley (15); Aud., Fresno
(16-17); Aud.. Sacramento (18-19>.

.

“Month of Sundays” (Gene Lock-
hart. Nancy Walker) (tryout)—
Shubert, Boston (9-12);. Forrest,
Phila. (14-19) (reviewed in Variety,
Jan. 2, ’52).

“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Har-
ris. Chicago (9-19).

“Moon Is. Blue” (3d Co.)—Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (7-12); Er-
ianger, Buffalo (14-17); Aud., Roch-
ester. (IB-19).

“Oklahoma”—Paramount, Baton
Rouge (7-8); Municipal Aud.,
Shreveport (9): Robinson Aud.,
Little Rock (11-12); , Municipal
Aud.. Okla, City (14-15); Conven-
tion Hall, Tulsa (16-17); Aud,; Jop-
lin. Mo, (18-19).

“Paris J90”
;

(Cornelia Otis Ski
ner) (tryout)—Academy of Music,
Northamptonv Mass. (12) (pre-
miere); Shubert, Boston (14-19).
“Rose Tattoo” — Nixon, Pitts-

burgh (9-12); Hanna. Cleve. (14-19).
“Shrike” (Jose Ferrer, Judith

Evelyn (tryout)-—Walnut St., Phila.
(7-12) (premiere) (reviewed in
Variety this Week).

“Sleep of Prisoners”—Rockefel-
ler Memorial Chapel, Chicago U.,
Chicago (8r9); First Methodist
Church, Evanston, 111. (10-12).

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair.
Webb Tilton)—Shubert, Chicago
(9-19),

“Student Prince” — Shubert,
Phila.; (9-19).

%
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Tlie Shrike
Philadelphia, Jan. 7.

Jose Ferrer (lit asioclatloo with MUton
Barron) presentation of drairta in three
acts by Joseph Kramm. Stars Ferrer,
Judith Evelym features Leigh Whipper,
Will Lee, Will Kuluva, KendaU Clarke,
Phillip Huston. Staged by Ferrer. Set-
tings, Howard Bay, At Walnut, Philadel-
phia, Jan. 7, ’52. „ . .

Jim Downs ... ... .Jose 'Ferrer
Ann Downs ;..... ... . , ;

.

.Judith .Evelyn
Miss Cardell ...... .....

.

.. Phyllis Hill
Fleming . , ... ..... ... ...

.

Tom Reynolds
Miss Hanson . « . . , .... .Jeanette

.
Dowling

Dr. Kramer , , . . . a . .Stephen Elliot

Grojssberg ............ .

.

.William Bush
Dr. Barrow . . ...

Dr. Schlesinger.
Sam Tager.
George O'Brien
Joe Major .....
Don Gregory ,

John Ankorltls
.Frank Carlisle
William Schloss
Dr. Bellman .

Miss Wingate .

;

Harry; Downs .

Tom Blair
Perkins ........

. .Isabel Bonner
, .Somer . Alberg

• •••«>
Will Lee

. . ; Martin Newman

. . Joe Commodore
r.', . . .Phillip Huston
.... . Will Kuluva

... . Leigh Whipper
Billy Greene

. .

.

'. .Kendall Clark
...... Mary Bell
. ; . , . Edward Platt
...... .Arthur Jarret
. . .

.

James H. Bay

There much about “The
Shrike,” new play by Joseph
Kramm. A localite, which preemed
here tonight (7) at the Walnut for
a single week’s ,

break-in, that calls

for recommendation and endorse-
ment. Mbst important factor is

that after the play’s slightly-fum-
bling and rather-hesitant start, it

picks up momentum and rises to
some real dramatic heights in act
one and the early parts of act two.

Then, as a surprise to probably
most of the audience, comes a
semi-happy ending after grim trag-
edy had. been indicated from all

but the start. It’s doubtful if this

quasi-cheerful finale, is going to

seiwe as a sop to. the amusement-
seekers who have been moaning
about the depressing note of the
play’s earlier scenes, and it cer-:

tainly will be open to argument as
fa(r as artistic justification is con-
cerned;

“The Shrike” (it's defined in the
dictiqhary as a predatory bird)
deals with a husband, Jim Downs,
whp tries to commit suicide and
doesn’t quite succeed, An unhappy
marital setup, cQmplicated by the
usual “other woman,” is the cause
oBUis taking the unusual overdose
of 156 pills, The audience first

meets him in a Ward' of a city hos-
pital, when he is admitted very
near death. With him is his wife,
Ann; apparently highly Solicitous
antfrWitely, but, as* the author pro-
ceeds to prove with savage glee,
the real “shrike’ -in this case:
On his recovery, Jim is regretful

of his attempt and apparently quite
normal. But the doctors and hos-
pital authorities cannot sanction
his release unless Anri gives her
unqualified approval, and this she
never does, although protesting her
love and loyalty. A couple of mis-
guided 'verbal outbreaks, make
Jim’s position, even more unten-
able, and it begins to look as if he
may be committed to some, perma-
nent state institution.

A visit from his brother, who
gives him very sane . and practical
advice, changes Jim’s whole atti-
tude and. paves the way for the os^
tensibly “happy” but. inconclusive
climax. Acting according 'to the
brother’s theory, Jim, in a final in-
terview with the psychiatrist Who
has been handling his case, pro-
fesses a sincere desire to be recon-
ciled with his wife and gives a com-
plete brushoff to Charlotte, the
“other woman.” Mrs. Downs is on
hand, with an overcoat and tie, to
take Jim home, and they depart,
in apparent comp’ete amiability,,
just as the audience (or most of it)

is counting on the last-minute flare-
up on the part of Downs that will
give the play the tragic 'touch . in-
dicated through most of the action."
One cannot help but conjecture

what’s going to happen after the
final curtain of “The Shrike.”
Every indication j)0ints to plenty
of fireAvork#4n the Downs menage,
with possibly a complete crackup
on Jim’s part and his eventual be-
stowal of a just- com-uppance on
the superficially sweet and sugary
Ann.'
Kramm has done some brilliant

writing in many scenes of the
play .which, lor setting, reniinds
one of Sidney Kingsley’s “Mert in
White,” as all 14 scenes are in this
same city hospital.

Jose Ferrer, producer, director,
and Co-star, has acquitted himself
well in all categories. On the act-
ing side, he underplays With great
skill a part that might well havg
been hanimy, but on the directorial
end there are a couple of scenes,
especially in act orie that could
stand re-staging. Judith Evelyn,
Who was the long-suffering wife in
“Angel Street,” is here tfie .preda-
tory bird as Jim Down’s wife, and
her main fault opening night was
inaudibility at times. Most of the
characters 'are either doctors, pa-
tients or hospital attendants and'
they’re neatly done, with Philip
Huston and Kehdall Clark out-
standing.

After the steady buildup of emo-
tional interest that “The Shrike”

4rti,ner mud- star!
it seems rather a shame to see ;

slide away into what seems lik* ,
pacific attempt at audience aoneM
at the very end. Most onlookers
thanks to the vividness of Krammv
writing and character drawing
would most certainly have nre
ferred to see Jim Downs stand im
oii his two hind legs, tell his wife
where to get off, and dare the Dos
sible consequences. Waters

Anna Christie
Hartford, .Jan, l..

N, Y. City -Theatre Co, presentation of

:

vdrama in three acts (four scenes) bv pi.
gene

;
O’Neill. Directed by Michael Gor

Uott. Stars Celeste Holm. Art Smith
Grace Valentine^- Kevin McCarthy Set’
tings and costumes by Emelinc Roche
At New Parsons, Hartford; Dec. 31 ^ ‘siV
$4.20 top.

.

x *

Man at :Bar . . . v

.

Johnny, the Priest .......

I

1st .Longshoreman ..........
2nd Longshoreman . . . ....
Postman ... ......
Larry, the Bartender. 1 .

:

Chris Chiistopherson . .

,

Marthy Owen ,'
. . . : . .

,

;
.

Anna Chrlstophei son . . .

.

Mat Burke . .

.

.Johnson

Revival of “Anna Christie” is the
second offering of the season here
by the New York City theatre Co.
At the New Parsons: for a week's
tuneup before its New York stand,
the drama constitutes a .neatly*,

wrapped package of theatre fare,

although some of the crix may
hammer away at its relatively an-
cient vintage; It deals with a spe-
cial era in American literary his-

tory, of hard men;and ships, water-
front boozery, red light districts

apd elemental drives of men and
women.

There, were a minimum amount
of opening night difficulties and
show should be shipshape by the
time it reaches Gotham. It lias ah
excellent cast backed up by good
direction by Michael Gordon and
equally good mountings by Erne-
line Roche. Latter’s bar and . barge
settings aie particularly colorful;.

Plot .concerns the ancient sea-

farer Who abandoned his
.
family

early in life.
,
He turns up later in

life as a hard-drinking bargeman
at a waterfront saloon. There he
expects his daughter—fresh from
a midwest hospital—to Visit hii .

He hasn’t seen her for 15 years and
envisions in her everything that is

pure and fine about a woman. She
turns up as a refugee from a.

brothel.
The femme; goes -to live aboard

the bid man’s ; barge while she re-

covers her health; Iri the process,

.

the bargeman’s commbn-law. wife

and drinkmate is kicked out to

make room; A sea rescue brings

aboard ‘thb man with whom the

daughter falls in love, with her
father eventually finding out that

the daughter had been a prostie.

Celeste Holm essays a. heavy
role- in the title - part. She does

well as the daughter bruised by
life’s/ hard knocks. Opening night

she seemed restrained by a fear

Of going overboard in the foie. As
the Irish bully, boy who falls in

love With her, Kevin McCarthy
does a fine job. As the aged sea-

farer, Aft Smith turns in a top-

drawer performance with his

skilled handling of varied moods.
From the opening scenes with his

childlike humDrs to the closing

scenes with his childlike grief, lie

displays acting artistry, Grace Val-

entine, as the. waterfront com-
panion of the bargeman, offers an

excellent portrayal, Eck.

Met Repertory
Continued from page. 64

performances mustv be scheduled
for thei within a limited time.

However, no leading singer wishes

to perform mprev than twice—very

rarely three times—during any

week, and never on successive

nights, Usually, he must be kept

free of- rehearsals oh performance
days—for very exacting roles,

evert the preceding day-^and he.

will not sing a general rehearsal

the morning after a performance.
To a considerable, though
what lesser degree, these ques-

tions also arise concerning the al-

ternate or standby cast for each;

show. v
.

The most important factor,

however, is coticern for the cus-

tomer, and no decision regarding

repertory ‘ made* without hours

of deliberating how to satisfy the

Mel’s Subscribers and where to

place the limited number of non-

subscription performances. Great

care must be taken that the sub-

scriber is Offered sufficient va-

riety from season to season. A
double subscription series in*

eludes 20 subscription nights, and

on at least 15 of tliese, operas are

played which the subscriber did

not hear the year before.
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Chicago 6.(1 Bounces Back a Bit;

Chicago, Jan. -8.

Legit grosses finally rose out of

the .enveloping.*snow and zero tem-

neratures, but more snow hit the

weekend take. New Year & Eve
helped most attractions. ‘.‘Happy

Time” and “Season i the Sun”

folded New Year’s Day. “Darkness

of Noon” clo&fed a strong five week
stay here Saturday (5).

“Cocktail Party” is inked fpr the

Erlanger Jan. ?8. There's nothing

much definite for February, al-

though there’s talk of “Bell, Book,,

and Candle/' “Fourposter” and
“Tree Grows in Brooklyn” com-

ing in. .r--.

Estimates for Last Week
Ballet Thgatre, Opera House

(2nd week) ($3.71;- 3.600). With
New Year’s Eve did okay $38,000.

Closed Sunday (0).

“Darkness at Noon,” Erlanger

(5th week) ($4,40; 1,334). Closed
Saturday (5) with strong $20,100

for final week,
“Moon is Blue,” Harris (36th

week) ($4.40; 1,000). Sprang back
With good $17,000.
“South Pacific,” Shubert (60th

week) ($5; 2,100). Got back to terra

firma with sound $39,700.

loon’ Ida Hub
Boston, Jan. 8.

Hub legit fare is at low ebb this

stanza with one entry, the disap-
pointing “Month of Sundays,” in
its final week at the Shubert; Two
newcomers are skedded immediate-
ly ahead, the comedy, “Gertie,”
bowing into the Plymouth Jan. 14
and Cornelia Otis Skinner’s “Paris
90” skedded for the same night at

the Shubert.
Estimates for Last Week

“Month of Sundays,” Shubert
(2d wk) (1,700; $4.80). Sluggish at
$16,500. Final week current. . .

“Moon is Blue,” Plymouth (6th
wk) (1,200; $3.60). New Year's Eve
helped this to a fair $10,000 finale,
following its $6,100 fifth stanza.
“Student Prince," Opera House

(2d wk) (3,000; $^). Okay $21,000
for second and final week.

‘BLONDES’ $56,000 IN

HOUSTON-DALLAS WEEK
Houston, Jan. 8.

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
opened here Thursday (3) for a ca-
pacity five-day engagement at the
Music Hall, grossing $37,200. The
show came here from Dallas, where
it had a successful nine-day run of
11 performances. The show grossed
$77,360 there, a substantial hike
over last year’s Dallas presentation
of “Kiss Me, Kate,” which took in
$63,900.
Of the $77,360 Dallas take,

$18,800 was garnered - in three
shows last week (31-1), while
$58,560 was taken in ill eight per-
formances the previous week (25-
30). The $37,200 in Houston and
$18,800 in Dallas gave “Blondes” a
$56,000 take for last week.

Good Kaycee Advance
Kansas (City, Jan. 8.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
opening tonight (Tues.) at the Or-
pheum here, has. an advanoe of
about $25,000, which is -figured
healthy.

,
Indications are much better, how-

ever, for next week at Kiel Audi-
tonum, St. Louis, where the ap-
proximately $39,000 advance points
toward a capacity gross for the
stand.

‘

Sadler’s $116300 for 15;

‘COCKTAIL’ 15G, MPLS.;

4G FOR 3 IN ST. PAUL
v .

Minneapolis, Jan. 8, c

Considering numerous adversi-
ties, the $15,000 chalked up by
“The Cocktail Party” for seven
nights and one matinee at a $3.60
top ($4.80 New Year's Eve) in the
1,859-seat Lyceum was excellent.
Refunds -had to be. made after an-,
nouncement that the; show's star,
Vincent Price, Would not appear
because of illness, and when it be-
came known that the company’s
stage manager, after tWq weeks
with the Price leading role, was
still reading instead of acting it.

BeloW’-zCro weather and blizzards
also hurt.

Show’s cast was in a shakeup
state here, Dennis King and Julie
Haydon rehearsing with the com-
pany in Minneapolis in the Price
and Marsha Hunt parts, but not
opening with the play until Mil-
waukee this week. Miss Hunt re-
turns to Hollywood to fulfill pic-
ture commitments. On its eastern
tour attraction will have £.T.S.-
Theatre Guild subscription season
sponsorship and in the late spring
may play a return New York en-
gagement, according to Russell
Lewis/ co-producer, who flew in
from the Coast . to supervise re-
hearsals of the reorganized cast.

In St Paul, at the 3,500-seat Au-
ditorium at $3.60 top, the attrac-
tion did poorly, grossing under
$4,000 for two nights and a mati-

Met ‘Fledermaus’ 32G, D.G.;

2-Week 55G Sets Record
Washington, Jah. 8.

Metropolitan Opera version of
“Fledermaus” rang up the season's
record for a fortnight stand at the
Gayety Theatre, with a little over
$55,000 in the till for the two.
weeks ending last Saturday (5). Ac-
tually, the run was a day short of
two weeks, 'Opening Tuesday, Dec;
25, instead of Monday (24).

’

•First week was $23,000, and last

week a boff $32,000 plus. This is

a little better than “Kiss Me, Kate”
did for two full weeks in October,
The Jose Greco Spanish Ballet is

here for two weeks, as one of the
attractions on the Theatre Guild
agenda.

nee.

Sadler's Wells Theatrfe- Ballet
grossed $116,300 in two weeks in
L°s Angeles, giving 15 perform-
ances (one of which; was given in
Pasadena). Troupe . this week is
doing splits in San Antonio, Hous-
ton, Waco and Dallas.
^Ballet Theatre racked up a
$77/215 gross for two weeks (15
Performances) in Chicago, Dec. 27-
Jan. 6.. Troupe this week is danc-
es Lafayette, Ind., Bloomington,
tu., Louisville and Columbus, Q.

Dance festival will be held at
Hunter Playhouse, N. Y., this
nronth, with Jean Erdman & Co.
Performing Jan. 18; Erick Hawkins,

1.9; Donald McKayie-Normand
Maxon Co., Jan. 20 matinee, and
„;°rce Cunningham, Jan. 20 eve-
ning.

‘Kate' Is Offkey in Cincy

With $22,300; Shiiberts,

to

Cincinnati, Jan. 8.

“Kiss Me, Kate” was off key last
week in the 2,500-seat Taft ( Thea-
tre. Estimated gross for eight per-
formances, at a '$4.31 top, was
$22,300, a drop of $1,600 from the
previous frame. On its first Cincy
Visit, last season, the Cole Porter
musical grossed $45,000. Letdown
was in wake of the local $63,000
record bagged by “Guys and Dolls”
in the same house at a higher scale.
Next road booking is “Moon Is

Blue,” for week of Jan. 28 in the
1,300-seat Cox theatre. Then “Bell,
Book and Candle/' starting Feb. 11.
They will be first dramatic plays
here this season,

.
due to delayed

settlement of contracts between
the Shuberts and stagehands, mu-
sicians and treasurers.
An agreement including a 10%

salary increase and running until
Labor Day, 1954, has been reached
by J. J. Shubert and theatrical
unions at his Shubert and Cox
Theatres here. New weekly
salaries for ticket sellers are $105
for treasurers and $95 for assis-
tant's. Electricians, property men,
flymen, carpenters, grips

. and
clearers, and musicians have ‘been
granted a 10% increase.

TATTOO’ OKAY $18,400

IN FIRST WEEK AT PITT
Pittsburgh, Jan; 8.

“Rose Tattoo” at the Nixon last
week got the first benefits from
the bulge in local subscriptions
produced By the concentrated
drive of ATS-Theatre Guild and
Council of Living Theatre, and. did
an okay $18,400.
How “Tattoo” will fare without

subscription support this stanza is

something else again, although
there has been a pretty steady ac-
tivity at the office on the strength
of followup press support and
raves for two • stars, Maureen
Stapleton and Ell Wallach.

Rosalind Russell in “Bell, Book
and Candle” comes in Monday
(14) for a week, followed by “Moon
Is Blue” and then “Student Prince”
week of Feb, 4.

‘Wedding’ 20G, Frisco;

Andrews-'Roberts’ 2()G

San Francisco, Jan. 8.

"Member Of The Wedding,”
with Ethel Waters, chalked Up a
neat $20,000 for its second stanza
at the 1,550-seat Curran. Theatre
Guild production was scaled to

$3.60.
“Mister Roberts/* With Tod An-

drews, moved up to a fine $20,000
for its third frame. at the 1,775-seat
Geary, with a $3.60 top,

Philadelphia, Jan. 8.

Philly’s best legit bet, as of now,
is “Bell, Book and Candle,” which
hit a luscious $30,300 in its second
of three weeks at the Forrest,
which was a substantial “up” over
the initial session;

Last night (7) “The Shrike”
preemed at the- Walnut for a sur-
prise single week’s stay and the
advance was very encouraging.
Also bowing in last evening was
the perennial, “The Student
Prince,” how announcing “posi-
tively farewell tour*”

Next Monday (14) “Jane” opens
a tryout at the Walnut with Basil
Rathbone and Edna. Best; in for
two weeks as sixth and last ATS
subscription offering of regular
1951-52 season.

:
Estimates for Last Week

“Bell, Book and Candle,” Forrest
(2d week) ($3.90; 1,760). Has been
best business bet of holiday legit
offerings. Upped to a sturdy $30,-
300 last week, and should do very
well this final stanza; which is hot
on ATS subscription. "Month of
Sundays” in next Wednesday (16)
for week and-a-haif stay.
“Fancy Meeting You Again,”

Locust (2d week) ($3.90; 1,580).
Fine followup in press, plus good
word-of-mouth, has helped this
George Kaufman comedy tryout
build Up a solid draw here; $16,800
last week. Theatre’s next is Cor-
nelia Otis Skinner, Jan, 28.
“Seventeen,” Shubert (2d week)

$4.55; 1,870). This musical never
did get started here and manage-
ment decided to wind up tour last
Saturday (5). High scale was
believed a factor against it. Got
$23,000. House currently has “The
Student Prince,” with “Venus
Observed” due to preerri Jan. 25.

‘DOLLS’ SETS DETROIT

MARK; 55G IN 2D WEEK
Detroit, Jan. 8.

All house records at the Shubert
were smashed last week, when
“Guys arid Dolls” racked up a tre-
mendous $55,000 in the second
week of a four-week run. The first

week gross was $42,500.
The $55,000 take topped the pre-

vious high of $44,000 hit by “An-
nie Get Your Gun” a couple of sea-
sons ago. The, “Annie” gross was
obtained with a $4.80 top, while
the “Dolls” gross' was helped by a
top of $5.40, and $8.40 on New
Year’s Eve, The Shubert seats
2,025. “Dolls” looks like a sellout
for the remaining two weeks.
Cass reopened yesterday (Mon.)

With a fortnight of “Darkness at
Noon,” starring Edward. G. Rob-
inson.

'Garden’ Tops $14,000 In

IndpIs.-Columbus Split

Columbus, Jan. 8.

“Autumn Garden” just topped
$14,000 in a split between the
Murat, Indianapolis and Hartman
here last week, Show did above
$6,800 at former spot Dec. 31-
Jan. 2.

Four performances at the Hart-
man (3-5) hit a gross of $7,200.
Show opened slow here but built
steadily. Top was $3.75, tax. in-

cluded.
House lights up again Friday

(11) for a two-day, three perform-
ance stand, of Ballet

,

Theatre. Next
dramatic attraction is “Darkness
At Noon” Jan. 1 21-22.

Hartford; Jan. 8.

N. Y. City Theatre Co. presenta-
tion of “Anna Christie” squeaked
out a fa*r $1^,000 for eight shows
at the New Persons last week.

. House was scaled to a $4.20 top.

4Sir

9

With the usual exception of the
top sellouts, business; was gener-
ally disappointing last week. Only
the fact that the stanza included
the extra-price performance New
Year’s Eve, kept the gross for most
shows from really big drops.
Coupled with the traditional post-
New Year slump was the. appar-
ently shaky condition of. general
conditions. Because the upped
scale, for New, Year’s raised the
potential capacity, the percentage
of gross for the week was substan-
tially below the preceding frame.

The total gross for all 26
shows last week was $712,100,
or 78% of capacity (for the t
corresponding week last year
the total; gross for 26 current
shows was $681,100, or 74%
of capacity, a drop of 8%
from the previous week)./
Week before last the total

for nil 25 shows was $733,100;
\or 85%, a jump of 8%.
Last week’s sole opening, the re-

vival of “Pal Joey,” drew a solidly
favorable press (with only one
qualified approval), and started
with standee-limit business and a
steady jam at the ticket window.
Closings of the last, fortnight have
included the limited - engagement
“Don Juan in Hell” and “Wild
Duck” (the former due to return
in the spring), and “Glad Tidings.”
Schedule to fold next weekend are
“Nina” arid ’‘Legend of Lovers.”
This week’s arrivals included the
limited-run “Anna Christie” and
the repeat “Kiss Me, Kate.”

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Rev\te)<
MG (MusicalComedy) . MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta),
Other parenthetic designations

refer, respectively, to top price;
(Vindicates using iwo-for-ones),
number of seats, capacity gross and
stars . Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, . but grosses are net: • i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Estimates for Last Week
“Affairs of State,” Music Box

(67th wk) (C-$4,80; 1,012: $26,874)
(June Havoc). Nearly $12,7Q0 (pre-
vious. week, $18,600).

“Call Me Madam/’ Imperial
(64th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1.400; $51,-
847) (Ethel Merman), Almost $45,-
000 (previous week, $48,000).

“Cleopatras.” Zicgfeld (3d wk)
(D-$7.20; 1.628; $59,536) (Laurence
Olivier, Viyien Leigh). Refunds
because of Miss Leigh’s absence
due to illness at the two perform-
ances Wednesday (2) held the gross
under $57,800 (previous week, the
Shaw-Shakespeare repertory drew
capacity, $59,500).
“Constant Wife,” National (5th

wk) (Cr$4.80-$6; - 1.172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Grace George). Nearly $22,800
(previous week, $26,800).
“Don Juan in Hell.” Centurv

(6th wk) (CD-$4.80; 1.645: $41,468)
(Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton,
Cedric Hardwicke, Agnes Moore-
head). Final three performances
Sunday and Monday (30-31.) drew
capacity again at river $17,500 (pre-
vious week, the limit as usual,
$41,500); closed Monday (31) after
.39 performances, but returns
March 30 for another limited en-
gagement.
“Fovrooster,” Barryrnore (11th

wk) (C-$4.80: 1,060: $24,996) (Jes-
sica Tandy; Hume Cronyn), Over
$22,100 (previous week, $22,600).

“Glgl.” Fulton (7th wk) (C-$4.80;
1.063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn).
Almost $20,000 (previous week/
$22 ,000 ).

"Glad Tidings,” Lyceum (24th
Wk) (C-$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Melvyn
Douglas, Signe Hasso). Nearly-
$6,500 (previous week, $$,800):
closed Saturday night (5) after 100
performances, at a loss of. about
$25,000.
“Guys and Dolls.” 46th Street

(59th Wk) (MC-$6.60: 1,319; $43.-

904). Extra-price performance took
the gross to a new high for the
engagement, $46,900 (previous
week, the usual $44,400).

“I Am a Camerd,” Empire (6th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,400),
Almost $22,700 (previous week;
$23,80Q); Julie Harris being upped
to stardom this week.
“King and I,” St, James (41st

wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). Price in-

crease boristed the take tri a new
high for both the show and the
house, at $53,698 (previous week,
With Miss Lawrence out sick,

capacity: $44,600 for scheduled
seven performances).
“Legend of Lovers," Plymouth

(2d Wk) (D-$4.80-$5.40; 1.063; $31,-
000). (Dorothy McGuire, Richard
Burton): Over $11,500 (previous
week, first six performances got

$14,000); closing next Saturday
night (12).

“Lo arid Behold,” Booth (4th wk)
(CD-$4.80-$6; 766; $23,000). Over
$13,700 (previous week, $12,700).

“Moon Is. Blue,” Miller (44th
wk) (C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Bar-
bara Bel Geddes, Donald Cook,
Barry Nelsori). Over $18,200 (pre-
vious week, $20,000).

“Nina,” Royale (5th wk) (C-$4.80-
$6; 1,035; $29,000) (Gloria Swanson,
David Niven, .Alan Webb). Topped
$10,400 (previous week, $9,300);
closing Saturday night. (12).

“‘Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(8th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(James. Barton). Under $42,000
(previous week, $43,800).
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (1st wk)

(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,600). Opehed
Thursday , night (3) to unanimously
favorable reviews; first four per-
formances drew nearly $20,300,
plus $3,900 for a single preview;
there’s been a constant line at the
boxoffice and lively broker call

since the preem.
“Point : of No Return,” Alvin

(4th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). With the/ extra-
scale performance, the gross hit a
new house record for a non-musi-
cal, at $42,177 (previous Week, the
standee limit at $38,400).
“Remains to Be Seen,” Morosco

(13th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).
Nearly $18,200 (previous week,
$20,000); cutting the price for rear
rows of the Orchestra for the extra-
scale Weekend performances.

’‘Saint Jrian/’ Cort (14th wk).
(D-$4.80; 1,056; $27,000) (Uta
Hagen). Almost $16,200 (previous
Week, $20' 700); moved last night
(Tues.) to the Century at a $3,60
top.

“South Pacific,” Majestic (142d
wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Roger
Rico; Martha Wright). Nearly
$45,000 (previous week, $48,300 L
“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (35th wk)

(CD-$4.80; 921; $21,547). Almost
$16,400 (previous week, $18,600).
“The Number,” BUtmore (10th

Wk) (D-$4.80; 920; $22,600). Nearly
$9,300 (previous week, $9,100).
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(10th Wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,88.1) Phil Silvers). Extra price
show boosted the take to $53,500
(previous week, $51,600).
“‘To on the Aisle,” Hellinger
(25th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). About
$31,900 (previous Week, $37,000).
“Wild Duck,” City Center (2d

Wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Mau-
rice Evans, Kent Smith, Mildred
Dpnnock, Diana Lynn). Ov^r $35,-
400 (previous week. ?’33,500);

closed Sunday night (G) after the
scheduled .16 performances, at an
estimated profit o 4

! aro , *«'1 9,000.

OPENING THIS WEEK
“Anna Christie.” City Center (D-

$3; 3,090: $38,000) (Celeste Holm),
N. Y. C, Theatre Co. revival of Eu-
gene O’Neill drama, stag e d by
Michael Gordon, opens tonight
(Wed,) for 16-performance engage-
ment;. entire production (including
twri weeks' Operating expenses)
cost around $50,000; tryout re-

viewed in Variety this week.
“Kiss Me, Kate,” Broadway (MC-

$3.60-$4.80; 1,900; $35,000). Saint
Subber .& Lemuel Ayers produc-
tion of musical with songs by Cole
Porter and book by Bella and Sam
Soewack, which was a hit of the
1948-49 season and has been cur-
rent on Broadway and/or road
since then, paying a profit of $1,-

012,000 on its original $180,000 in-

vestment; ooened a return engage-
ment last night (Tues.); Present
cast reviewed in Variety, Sept. 26,
’51.

; Baltimore, Jan. 8.

TOwn’s lOne legit stand, Ford's,

Opened its long-shuttered doors last

Week for the Jose Greco Spanish
Ballet.. Ringing it into the nebu-
lous season of five ’’plays” prom-
ised under American Theatre So-
ciety-Theatre Guild subscription,
attraction managed to build $13,000
for eight performances. There’s
nothing else on the immediate
calendar or in the near future.
Don Swann, Jr., is resuming his

theatre-in-the-round operation at

the Sheraton Belvedere Hotel,
Opening tonight (Tues.) with

.
Ilka

.

Chase in an. Oldie, “A Happy
Thought,” a rewritten version of
St/: Johri. Ervirie’s “Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary.” Star is a re-

peater, being the Only name to

draw respectable
.

grosses in the
eight Weeks previously attempted.



The Merchant of

if . | cept*. Negro actors, but restrict!

khfAAll Negro theatregoers.

1VI UflU “Curiously^nbugh, there was an
*' "

* ...
;

.
Interval* from-’fW* to 1948 when

of the original French. It also la[cks Negroes Avpre .udt segregated while'

the inimitable Guiltry who wrote attehdmg performances at Ford’s.
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London, Dec. 28. seifa i>-
' : — of the season’s gross. land theatres enjoy a non-profit

«d^Tn 4hree
H
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S: Play concerns the.

;
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, , . , , The same is true in Pittsburgh, legal status, and both showshopg
rected ny Aiidre vin cyfleghert/ av Em^ chiatrist who finds himself in thl where the current season's budget have the flavor of amateur, their
b««y Theatre, London, t»eo.J2T. si; «•«* middle of a husband and wife situ- - ig $148,000, and which managing actual boxoffice success would peg

Hornce v«nder*eider . , . R.vmond Loyeu atioft with both asking him, to help
v L3WF6IIC6 director Dick Hoover is confident them bigtime, or, if not quite that

Amurose Keinner. ...... . Robin Hunter cure the other of mental instabil-
will be met by the sale of tickets. yet. at least threshold to bigtime

Corneliii^ Huckl
!‘

•* * 1,1 ' Vfiwiam Ai>tninvniri .

^TlrC u - ! , «
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I Actually, between $150,000 and UeSit.
•

$200,000 worth of show, business In several ways at least, both

CornelHi Hackl . . . . , , . ,
Robert EddIson ity. The medico, Of COUl’Se, cruises

SpmlnSurde
• ; • * • < ‘ Hu?lS into an affair with the wife which

^/•P^dlfOrde ........ an n i„ Vi<n<d In nnHeretaiifl iri this raspgffiir?Hock S hard to understand in>ls case Pictures (representing author, roy- $2Q0;000 worth of show business In seVm?al ^y^least, both

Bpmnbv Tucker ........... AiRc Basj as played by Lotte Lari£. The com- alties to the Hospital for Sick in these two. Cities would look very Pittsburgh and Cleveland, play.

" Henrfeua'watsmv edy is„of the type-which depends Children, London). handsome to either the downtown groups are in reality becoming
Miss van iiuyscn Henrietta w*won ^ ulMk ^^, irki,Alef^^ „iri .. Nixon or Hanna Theatres. But, un- winter stock operations with resi-Mrs Le"i

•

’

Sonhie stewnr: on puns like the upholsterer s girl

Minnie Fay Ecma Cannon ags istarit who consults the doctor
Joe scan’-” igei Arkwri ht

6n chair coverings while he asks

j double entendre questions about
This old Thornton Wilder comedy her sex life.

Also, $513 to Pictorial Associ

was brought to the Embassy by pi-vine is of the routine variety
Ben Sternberg, $248 to Clifford August until July 1

Anthony Hawtrey
^
or

. .

tw® (Viennese style with lets of breast Strohl ad ^agency $360 to Wendy land Playhouse is
Lit. .e attempt is made to repro- ^eatingand heavy breathing) arid Toye (British technician who set armmH tho rinnk-around the clock.

more or less mation of a professional perform-
ance.

rected ii: v/iMi a boisterous exuber- ing department is by membership
ancev •-n m-m outline, is ,nvin- tb "be foll^1rig^"?Vcent ^ullSari Sriude lisao®^ Alswan- *197 to '«»*. membership meaning season
tai-ed in i n ioih cc.rn.ry setti n.

to earaestl? eoSv SiT subscription to tickets; Thus, the
T'^ Q'.o r-' or, the wealthy Yo^k-

;
.v \v‘(V- mating a new wife.-

and e”do ; vorin" to prevent hi°.

'’ce frr" marrying . a pennil 2
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vately fearful that all will be

tarred with the same brush.

Bursting of the “My L. A”, stock

promotion bubble serves to em-

one or h.vo orosoective brides, end0
I —

in becoming enmeshed in the rn^tri-
j

mbri.ial ri^t. of a widow rho had 11 J| 1%
acted as his go-between, and the IMfl |«flV
joyhl rnUVn^r whom he had mark- u "

•
v "

ed for himself oairs off with his Continued from page 63 ——
employee. His own plans cause a

, ,
•

. % *,

change nf heart and he gives con-, racial problems and to find “or-
sent to his niece’s betrothal, when ’

derly and peaceful solutions.”
.11 Li * t ^ 'L. ..i- J • L *7

(agency, $118 to Masque Sound En-
gineering/ $ 1 .500 to eomposeu Marc

|

Blitzstein, $119 to Brode, $150 to

tioris.

Decline of Road..

Not the least, out-of-town show-

facto^

yhree years in preparation; "My
L. A.” closed after three days with

pressagent Arthur Cantor and $57 nien think, is the. decline of the an estimated loss bf better than
to D. & S. Music.

Delinquent withholding arid so
- *1 •• •** J 1 ft

road, and the gradual drift from
the professional stage * these

cial security taxes on ‘‘Let’s Make cities to the amateur groups.

$300,000. Lost ’ the wreckage
were shareholders with pieces rang-

ing upwards from $102. Many saw/*V‘ • ft 1 • i J . ' _ . rt., .. . ,
- - t .• ITUiUU . AA AfAUlIJ JU II

an Opera are listed as. $3,848, and As fewer and feWer road shows their life savings literally sweptam • * I J rf-u */«m TiA " " .
.* *% m <1*c Onn t t _ _ _ •

. . .
*

all the characters get wt^ out ^ ^
merXrS are °?

‘‘
Pet
f p?n” as $5,880. Unem- piay the regular legit theatres, op- away,

of the ffeneral mClee. e 0
•

men Ders are ployment insurance taxes on porUinities iricrease for the com-of the general mClee. ,

Hayniond Lovell oscillates be- NeSV°es,

tween the roles of stern guardian McKeldin’McKeldin’s denunciation

"Opera” are $763 arid on “Pan”
in- $1*828, While the overdue Withhold-

Slipping Attendance

and elderly wooer in his usual eluded in a letter to William C.
blithe manner. Maureen Hurley Rogers, chairman of Maryland’s
acts and looks charmingly in pe- Commission on Interracial Prob-

2S? lems and Relations. The governor
and Robin Hunter is attractive, ln n „ rf .

^

Imnptnniift lnvpr. .TpsRin ' Evans " roie in Pari<

munity acting groups. As a product Similarly, the new backers of the
of time itself, these groups have Greek Theatre Were non-showbiz

impetuous lover. Jessie .Evans
makes a sprightly figure of thie “Discrimination betweeri

the W?
^ are

;wbn the conflde^nnrsiSort S ln^$243 and
;

$231, respectively. their townspeople, some /whom pa
°
r^ Si

b?ve plenty of heavy coin to invest was on the payroll solely as pro-
'

.

in something they feel good about ducer. The decisioris of the back-

G OSinSS
and waxit to encourage. ers thus must bear some of th

® More and more, too, the function blame fo/ the loss of $100,000 dur-
1 i~ continued from page 63 5^5^ of the community or tributary' the- ing the ozdrie’s legiters’ 1951 oper-Irish milliner, and Sophie Stewart races in theatres and other cul- continued from page 63

. stitt. of the community or tributary' the- ing the ozdrie’s legiters’ 1951 .oper-

gives a, rich performance as the tural institutions is both offensive w reDortediv involved a 1a«« of
in Pittsburgh and atiori. ; Another $150,000 was lost,

designing widow. Alfie Bass makes arid illogical. The absurdity of the around '$15 000 for Brandt hut tho £leVmbrid
f> ...has /Worked , away. :from in San Francisco through the de-

the most of his brief opportunities practice is illustrated by the gross- oriffirial Production ttf tho’chowhv
the arty or experimental type of cision to present the Greek Thea-

as a sly cleric, and Robert Eddison
iy inconsistent and arbitrary man- Courtnev Buir & Malcolm Pearson

pla
Y

and begun to. concern itself tre’s five musicals on a “twin city”
is a personable young apprentice ner o£ its application both , in^ this had earned “about

^
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ooo’nroflt nS
.“dUsiyely with the comedy

, and basis.
who spikes his • employer s guns. cfat« flnvi siMwhpri.

naa earnea aDout ^>oo,uuu pront on dramatic Broadwav hits released rnu - m u j r • 1 au L t
Henrietta Watson convey* to a ;

state and elsewhere. Broadway on an investment .of for
^

'

releasep The^^ oft-heard complaint that Los

nicety the fluttering, half-witted- For example, in Constitution $60,000. .
.

...
.

r
Angeles is. not a good show , town

ness ‘of the old friend to whose Hall in Washington, Negroes are “Seventeen,” the musical ver- ^ Hurleigh, stage director gained credence during the year,

charge the defiant ward has been not permitted the stage, but sion of Booth Tarkington’s old play at Pittsburgh, explained the situa- Sobering analysis of the record in-

committed, and all supporting may and do sit in the audience and book, folded Jan. 5 after a
tlon

> their theatre is totally de- dicated that only musicals or name-
characters are commendably por- without restriction. ( Constitution week in Philadelphia, cutting short Pendem °n each Broadway season bolstered road offerings are able
traVOd. .Clcill. I Wiill hac V*Por* nnUHv. nufHner an o tmip fViat Vna'a to prOVide them With next Winter’s to olioif nrofitaKln Infbroct' lnpallv

r -ri : n« ui us auuucduuu uuui'in 1111s
who spikes his, employer's guns.. state and elsewhere.
Henrietta Watson conveys to a •
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nicety the fluttering, half-witted- For example, in Constitution

ness of the old friend to whose Hall in Washington, Negroes are
charge the defiant ward has been not permitted the stage, but

itself tre’s five musicals on a “twin city”
'

. arid basis.

eased The oft-heargj complaint that Los
Angeles is not’ a good show , town

Yerrunkt
(Crazy)

Vienna, Dec. 25.

trayed. Clem , Hall has been quietly putting an a tour that Was to have continued ProVH]e thwn with next Winters to elicit profitable interest locally.

.

•

' end to its racial bias policy this this .week in Chicago. The Milton
’

.

r identical to the old A three-week gross of $51,000 for

Ycrruckl season.) Simultaenously, another Berle, Sariimy Lambert & Bernie J°afi* “©Pending on last year’s hits “The Member of the Wedding.’’

(Crazy) theatre which had no objection to Foyer
^ production, which had in-

tor its
t,
numPhs ori tour. with Ethel Waters, underlines the

Vienna Dec. 25. Negro actors on the stage, forbade volved a loss of about $175,000 on In royalties paid to playwrights," fears of out-of-town producers.

Comedy in f<*ur acts by sagchfl Guitry. Negroes in the audience. Still other its Broadway run, dropped nearly Pittsburgh and Cleveland both Many skipped Los Angeles entire-

translated bv uirich Keyn. Directed by places of entertainment in. that all the balance of its $210,000. in- budget $6,000 a season. Even the ly during thie year arid the paucity

Thoa?re In ^dci**' Josersti^R
1

.

0
v?enna

^r *
'At

-city allow Negroes to appear on vestment on the abortive tour. Ac- little Karamu theatre in Cleveland, df offerings continues Well into

Dr. Fiache Anton Edthofcr the stage and also to be in the cording to a letter sent to the back- with 300-seat thriatre, devoted 1952 -

MUsia . ,.^....,......,...._L0tte_Lang audience without any^type of segre- ers last week, the loss will be about exclusively to presenting plays The Biltmbre, local UBO outlet,

Paulite
u s C<>

. Hsabeth
r
Markus Satipn, and apparently the general 98% on the venture; with Negro casts, has reached an has only eight weeks scheduled i

Frauipin putifat Lisi Kinnst public accepts the latter pattern “Modern Primitive,” Otto Prem- operational nut of $42,000 a year, the next five., months, and save for

—

: as normal. inker’s production of a comedy by With $4,000 paid in royalties to au- a little theatre “tryout” announced
With the unerring instinct of “a similar capriciousness is ex- Herman Wouk, expired Dec. 29 thors. for- this coming week at the 255-

Vienna theatre directors for select- hibited in Baltimore. Negro art- after a split-week break-in date at An Important factor ih the seat Coronet, there’s nothing in t’n

lnS Ji]e worst plays of good play-
lsts are banished from the stage Hartford, cancelling out a sched- growth of these community play- offing from local producers. The

Dr. Fiache
MUsia
Jenn-Louis Co
Puullric
Fraulpln Putifat

the lines of “who’s looriey noW” complaint from white patroris. understood to represent a loss of Drama Critics Help harmnni^ A
r
fd'
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nS: °nly

does little to entertain an audience Ford’s Theatre, on the other hand, 5
?arl

o
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«
a 11 the investment; m Pittsburgh, several of the anH
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^! Is

without the. brittle Gallic lances follows the converse rule. It ac-
A”

n
announcement that the play critics feel they have . Contributed

the Sadlei s e

will D6' reooen^d aftpr soHnf anri o j. nea tre uaner.

challenge
Drama Critics Help seats) operations, only the Phil-

harmonic Auditorium was alight

—
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^ reopened after script and importantly to the growth of the

cast changes is discounted. popular community theatre Kkrl'
Shockirig change in local atten-

r— Krug, of ^he Sun-Telperanh foit
dance in the last two decades has

’Time’ to Coast for L&Y that hard-hitting notfce^
h
’have i

VOI
T,
ie
t

legi
}

circles for some time.

Chicago, Jan. 8 . driven the local group to reach
Leglt has deteriorated in inverse

Coast producers Lewis & Young for higher acting standards proportion to the mushrooming
have taken over the touring rights However this mav be both Hoo Population arid no remedy appears
of “Happy Time” from Rodiers ver aSrldgM^itisSi sSS to be- in sight Whether Concerted
& Hammerstein. Show, which had they felt each play they do depends

effo? mi®ht alter tlle situation

been playing here for the last two entirely for its boxoffice success
mu?t remam a rhetorical question,

months to mediocre grosses after on the notices received in the three ?
in
^
e there appears to be no gixiup

being a hit on BroadWay, had big dailies downtown. Several pro- V
1 town willing to make the test,

broken up New Year’s Day. Rus- auctions at the outset of this win-
this so-called Athens of

se l Lewis came in to buy the physi- ter’s season Were panned, and died
the^ JPPears destined to be*

cal property, and as soon as he at the boxoffice " come, at best, a third-class legit

clears^with Equity, will start lining Much the same is true in Gleve-
tqwn ’ a Pe0ria With Palms.

dP
rw^:,uu *k ma, .

land, where the three major dailies
—
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:

of tiir
POSSlb

®u®
xecptlon atttmd each opening night faith- WANTFDof Wwren Bellmger, who played fully. In fact, the Cleveland Press

^ WAIN I tU
the son, and Jacques Aubuchon, as a Scripps-Howard paper, has this AMERICAN REPRESENTATION

be Picked Up winter created a group of Oscars Th, mt.rn.tion.i Th,.i,r vriM.
in xiouywood, with a name* being for the Cleveland Playhouse artinp o«rmtny, h«» «umer*us <r#m

SOUght fOr nart of fh» faflio,- j Garman produeart far. succ*>sful American
g n xor part 01 tne iatnei. and technical, staff known as operetta* and dramas. ITV deiiret a contad

,

-———^————— - “Omafs ” after Omar Bannov With an aitabliihad New Vark agency, t®.

ADO*. MO v , .

WMIM9, yfnidr Itaiiney, ^ xne seaura German riahta te the;# areiuctions.ABC s 73 New Year s Eve Shows drama critic. Thejse prizes will int«ra*ted agtncis* writ* t*: conkao

*, .
London. Jan. 1 . be given at the end of this season, ..*««*» »*MM-. _

to.m and will be for best leads, male p

grams comprised forthcomiiig Pic- a iV '
i, .u- . > joo,oo# drawing pop.

tures, and in, a number of cases.
A
J
l w,hlch means, of course, FOT> SALE

.
..

stageshows Were added professional recognition of these soo . thnatr* snntc, apnciai iijihnna<

, Of the total midnight showings, ‘'little’’ theatre groups and increas- "r«n*

’Time’ to Coast for L&Y
Chicago, Jan. 8 .

Currently:

GENTLEMEN PREFER

Formerly:

INSIDE USA

television:

Rm Ulllo Comedy Hour
Milfoil lorlo Show

Slootro Show
Sfartlmo

Nightclubs:

(with BEN BLUE REVUE)
La Martinlqno, N. T.

Choi Paroo. Chicago
Latin Cailno, Philddalphla

Coiablanca Hotol, Miami
Charlie Poy't, ’ Hollywood

Managomoilt: DEBORAH COLEMAN. Now York. PLose 9-1 103

Wes, arid in7a nuiriber of cases,
A
}
1 Of ^IVich means, of course,

stageshows Were added. professional recognition of these
Of the total midnight showings, “little*’ theatre groups and increas-

32
.
were in London and the re- ing public support and patronage,

mainer in the vartous part of Eng-
land,

The “little” theatre has become a

heavyweight enterprise, Despite

WANTED
AMERICAN REPRESENTATION
The International Theater Verlai, Iteidel-

bera, Germany, hat . numereus reauect* tram

German - producers far . successful American
operettas and dramas. : ITV desires, a. conlan
With an established New Verk agency. t®

seeiirs German rights te the;e productions.
Inttratted. agencies write to: CONRAO
OERLEIN, Olrecter. . .

Theatre-ln-the-Round
CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND

300,000 DRAWING POP.
FOT> SALE

500 tHnatrn snptt, apnclal lighting,

sound •quip., coitumos, etc. Ona ot

Angst and complntnly oqiilppad arana
thaatraa In tha country, ; . lU
Writ# VARIETY, Box V-3453r 154 W.
44th Strqat, Now York 1», N. Y.
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N.T. PostBally** Wtachell Series

the Now York Post allocated

heavy ad budget last week to plug

a single feature, its "Inside Wip-

in’’ series which started Mon-

day (7). Daily took a full page in

hp N Y. Daily News and a half-

oage iii the N. Y, Times. While the

Times ad included 14 mentions of

Walter Wincl\ell by name, the ad

in the News Was a teaser that

didn’t name the syndicated column-

ist o*& News’ rival N.Y. Mirror.

The WW series was plugged with

advance house ads in the Post*

color on the front page and posters

on the Post’s delivery trucks. The
ioumal’s h e a v y promotion cam*

,,aign is cued to a circulation drive,

results of which are already being

felt, a Post spokesman said.

How long the series will be run
hasn't been set yet* Post editor

James Wechsler said, due to the

fact that the initial installment

prompted many phone calls: and let-

ters with additional info, oh the

basis of which articles already writ-

ten are being revised and ex-

tended. It's expected the series will

nm for at least two to three weeks.

/ Series is being written with a

‘‘group journalism’* concept. Staf-

fers who have worked on It in-

clude Alvin Davis, William Dufty*

Irving Lieberman, Ngncy Seely*

Bennett Schiff, William Y. Shannon
and Robert G. Spivak. Final writ-

ing and editing are handled by
Wechsler and executive editor Paul
Sanni Diifty read through It years

of WW’s columns to compile Win-
chellisms w h 1 c h the Post terms
“‘WWrongos/*

Editorial in the Post, which re-

vealed that some years back it

would have welcomed WW to Its

pages, declared: “We take him only
as seriously as the size of his audi-

ence and the volume^of misinfor-
mation and venom he is capable of
spreading.”

Promotions At Cowles
Gardner Cowles, president and

editor of Look and Quick, has an-

nounced five promotions following

a meeting of stockholders Jan. 3.

Marvin Whatmore, business man-
ager and at vice-president, has been
named general manager of Cowles
Magazines, Inc. Vernon Myers* vice-

{

resident and assistant to. the pres-
dent, has been ’named publisher
of Look, a newly-created post.

John Reiss* Quick advertising
director and a vice-president of
Cowles Magazines, Inc., has been
named publisher of Quick, also a
new post; S. O. Shapiro, vice-pres-
ident and circulation director, has
been elected a director of the com-:
pany» Harold B. Hawley, a member
of the Look advertising sales staff,
has been named advertising man-
ager of Quick.;

The board of directors of Cowles
Magazines, Inc., consists of Gardner
Cowles, president; John Cowles,
chairman; Fleur Cowles, associate
editor; Marvin C. Whatmore, gen-
eral manager; S. O. Shapiro, vice
president and. circulation director,
and John Harding, secretary and
general counsel.

Joe E. Brown’* L. A. Kudos
In a poll of Los Angeles Mirror

readers' concluded last week, Joe
E. Brown was kudosed as the town’s
“Citizen of ’51.” Citation was given
for the comic’s extensive stints for
Gls overseas and 'in hospitals, for

his work, as a (member of the State
Athletic Commission, and. for his
humanitarian efforts in general.
His nearest* theatrical vote^getters
were Irene Dunne and George
O’Brien.

(

v

Brown piled up a record in ’51

as one of the most accoladed of
show bizzerS;

Saturday Review Switches
Saturday. Review of Literature

has. instituted a flock of changes
lh title, format and officers. Al-
though representing, no change in
staff, mag has Set J. R, (Jack)
Cominsky as publisher, and W. D.
Patterson as associate publisher.
(Cominsky continues as exec vee-
pee and treasurer). Music critic
Irving Kolodin has been moved- up
from Contributing to associate edi-
tor When Bennett Cerf takes a
prolonged vacation ‘next " month,

NO LUCK
‘FINDING! A

_ _ PUBLISHER?

*i
•stahUrtiert booy publlibcn wh*w

w»Hor li to Mcouiiito imw or unVtjown
aiithors. IT you ire looklDg for a publisher

»hort stories, scholarly
*how basinets ineiliolrs or experleneei,

we cu lelp .you. Write
for Booklet VT. If* fr«;

ANTA6I PRESS. INC.. ' 239 W. 41 «t.Nm York i|

Laura* Z. Hobson will write his
Trade' Winds column for a month.
The 28-year-old literati weekly

is dropping the “of Literature”
part of its tag* as ho longer descrip-
tive of the mag, though carrying
the tag on the inside, oil the • edi-
torial page, for a few more, weeks.
Mag is also cutting out its person-
als or “lonely hearts” ads, which it
carried since 1932, claiming that
since the; mag’s circulation went
above. 110,000, it’s been impossible
to monitor the; ads properly, and
they've become “susceptible to
abuse.” “The -correspondehce per-
sonals were a pleasant tradition,”
said the mag, “They were fun to
publish and ;to read. But it .would
cease to be fun If someone got
hurt.”

;
N. Y* City Ballet History

Alfred A. Knopf has signed with
Anatole Chujoy* editor of Dance
News, for a book, “History of the
N, Y. City Ballet.” Tome* first
such history of the ballet troupe,
will discuss the group’s beginnings
from its parent company, the
American Ballet, in 1934. The
90,000-word book is to be deliv-
ered in May, fpr October publica-
tion. Chujoy’s last book was his
“Dance Encyclopedia,” published
by Barnes in 1949.

Life magazine is also to do an
extensive photo-story on the N. Y.
City Ballet in February, with Win-
throp Sargent writing the feature.

McGraw-Hill’s Hifh School Catalog
, McGraw-Hill is buying the high
school book list of Harper & Bros,
this week. Purchase includes ill
inventory and publishing rights for
about 80 titles used in the schools,
covering science, math, English,
social studies and modern lan-
guages.

Curtis G. Benjamin, McGraw-
Hill proxy, said the Harper list

dovetails with his outfit’s present
high school list.— i

MacMillan Show Biz Tomes
MacMillan has scheduled several

books on American and European
show business for release during
the next 'three month.

*

. Tomes on the .roster ip^ude a
biography of Sir Henry Irving by
his grandson,. Laurence Irving;
“Reflections on the Theatre,” by
Jean-Louis Barrault; “Theatre
World Annual” (London), written
and.compiled by Frances Stephens ;

“Theatre of Two Decades,” by
Audrey Williamson; and “The
Italian Cinema,” by Vernon Jarratt.

CHATTER
Beh Bodec, foriner Variety staf-

fer, appointed exec editor of Spon-
sor by publisher and editor-in-
chief Norman Glenn.
Radio actor Jack Lloyd is wri-

ting feature stories on singers
Tony Bennett, Merv Griffin and
Mel Torme for Movies magazine.
Fay and Michael Kanin, who

sold their screenplay, “How High
Is Up?” to. 20th-Fox, rewrote it as

a two-part serial for publication in
Redbook mag.
February issue of Esquire has

article on Madison Ave., N. Y., by
Sidney Carroll, discussing the ra-
dio, book, advertising and dinery
side of the Street.

Frank Rasky, Sponsor mag staf-

fer, takes over as editor of Tele-
vision mas next Monday (14). Also
sold couple of articles to U. S.

Crime and Everywoman’s mags.
Dr. Bruno Furst, . director of the

School of Memory and Concentra-
tion* Steinway Hall, signed with
Wilfred Funke to pen another book
(his fourth) on memory training.

. Random House will publish the
complete screen play of “The Afri-

can Queen, with added text by
John Huston, S. P. Eagle, Humph-
rey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn,

Ernest Lehman’s novelette, “The
Cohiedian,” in current Cosmopoli-
tan mag, is an acid portrait of a
television comic, particularly in the
latter's treatment of his brother.
Berle?

Bert Bachrach’s syndicated fash-

ion column in Parade now em-
braces 82 top U. S, dailies; It’s

probably a peak for a male fashion
column; it goes into the Sunday
editions as part of the mag supple-
ment.

Columbia U- Press is preparing
a condensed version of its Colum-
bia Encyclopedia, which Viking
will publish under title of Colum-
bia-Viking Desk Encyclopedia. Edi-
torial Work is being done under di-

rection of Dr. William Bridgwater.
“The Cyclists’ ‘Raid,” short story

by Frank Rooney being converted
into: a screenplay for production
by Stanley Kramer, has been se-

lected by . Martha Foley for her
collection of best stories of 1951.
(Houghton-Mifflin). Yarn originally
appeared in Jlarper’4 Magazine.
Robert Hawkinfc, Variety mugg

in Genoa, has also been named film I

correspondent in Italy for The New
York Times. He succeeds Jane
Cianfarra, who Amoving to Spain
with her husband. Times Corre-
spondent Camili^CiantarrsL Haw-
Ians will be in the Uf ;

S, for a visit
In late January,;!/

'
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TheatreTV
Continued from page 1

however, the present situatibn had
been foreseen and, in fact, had ac-

tually been planned. They pointed
out that the winter season is tradi-
tionally a slow one for sports, cit-

ing as proof the condensed sports
pages of the key city newspapers.
As a result, they said, they had
planned on the current period : 'to

give them an Opportunity to ex-
pand the base of their operations.
When the

,
spring and summer

sports seasons roll around, they
said, there will be a sufficient

number of . big-screen installations

to provide a solid foundation for
the anticipated bidding against
home TV for top events.

Theatre Network TV is now at-
tempting to line up the' Sugar Ray
RObinson-Carl (Bobo) Olsen mid-
dleweight title fight, for big-screen
houses, which would be their first

in several months. Fight will be
held Jan. 24 in San Francisco,

Several projects are in the works
now for the first entertainment
show for theatre TV but, since

each of them is to be a “first
”

they’re necessarily progressing
Slowly, it Was said. Big-screen
execs working out such projects

are now attempting to line up
deals with the ..craft, and labor
unions, as well .as the talent guilds.

It was the inability to arrive at

any compromise with the unions
which precluded Nathan L. Hal-
pern’s Theatre Network TV from
picking up the annual Christmas
pageant from the stage of Radio
City Music Hall, N. Y,

Specific number of equipped
houses has been difficult to deter*:

mine, since exhibitors who have
recently ordered equipment are

reluctant to publicize that fact un-
til they can kick off their installa-

tions with an actual event. In that*|

way, they hope to capitalize on a
fullscale local exploitation cam-
paign, RCA, however, reported in

a
'
year-end statement that it has

now equipped 50 houses. It’s be-

lieved that theatres using other

systems of big-screen TV would
raise the total to about 65.

Cons’ Riot B’cast
Continued from page. I

on the program as Jesse Kendall,
wanted to know why they didn’t

use his right name; and a number
of the listeners thought the script-

ed version of the fracas made them
sound too tough.
Report on how the prisoners felt

came from A. Michael McGee, an
inmate who edits the prison paper.
He said the boys were particularly
impressed with the sound effects

used on the show, and all got a
bang out of the casting of Randall.
By coincidence, the actor ‘’who
played the part sounded exactly
like Randall,
Only other professional criticism

concerned minor details. Clark
Lobb, reporter for the Salt Lake
Tribune-Telegram, whose story it

was, was wondering what his re-
ception at the prison would be the
next time he was there on a story,
but McGee reassured him An that
score. By and. large, prisoners felt
no resentment against him; and
they plan to .greet him as “the.
Hero” when they see him next.

Havoc Gets 2G
Continued from page 1

have to unlearn or relearn her part
.from’ scratch, since the TV version
will be so different from the legiter
version.

Another paradox in the situation
is that Miss Holm receives only
$80 per week (Equity minimum)
for the City Center presentation
(and got $100, for the tryout week
in Hartford), while Miss Havoc will
receive the .usual top guest fee for
the Celanese version, or about
$2,000 .

Another interesting aspect of the
situation is the fact that Miss
Havoc followed Miss Holm into the
lead role of “Affairs of State” on
Broadway,- at the Music. Box The-
atre. Producers of “Affairs” have
agreed to cancel the legiter the
night of Jan. 23, to permit Miss
Havoc to do the video show*

<> . iHollvwnnd: JnriV ft

Would it be the last straw if I went the whole hog and admitted that I
had met synthetic mothers who were better at the task of raising a
family than some natural mothers? Or did you catch the "Welcome
Travelers” show over NBC yourself on Christmas Day? If you missed

;it you can thank'the Old Scullywag for catching it for you.
For weeks Messrs, Bartlett* Lear, Cunningham, Hatos, Barton, Olson

and Clapper of “Welcome Travelers” had been combing through nomi-
nations of “the family most typifying the spirit of Christmas through-
out the year.” They received 50,000 nominations. The final choice
was up to Judges Cornelia Otis Skinner, Joe E. Brown and Wade
Nichols, editor of Red Book.

! They/picked a Methodist minister and his wife in Boonville, a road-
side stop between the redwood ‘ lumber camps and San Francisco.
Here Rev. Carl Doss and his wife Helen Grigsby Doss are raising nine
children. When, it became clear years ago they could have none' of
their own, they began adopting Unwanted orphans of far-flung storms.
A Methodist minister, Rev; Doss certainly has proved that ther is

method in his mihistering and that ‘synthetic parenthood can give all

the love previously believed to be the exclusive property of the orig-
inal model.

.

What this miniature United Nations will grow up to be none can
say, but so, far they have brought the family, fame, and by American
standards, riches:. Before Christmas day was over their 11-room house
had been inundated With $10,000 in merchandise and $2,000 in cash.

Procter & Gamble and its cleansing products got all but snowed
under as Tommy Bartlett and Bob Cunningham begaii rattling off the
gifts for the Doss dynasty. A four-door sedan, a complete living room
set, a mahogany dining room set, two complete bedroom sets, three
sets of boxsprings arid mattresses (to these kids who were already
sleeping on a cloud),* a kitchen of a range, refrigerator, dishwasher,
laundromat and drier, a home-freezer, a combination TV record-player
and radio, a set of sterling silver for 12, six bikes, three gym sets, fivo
doll buggies, five treasure chests of play tools; five coaster wagons, 10
sets of Gene Autry cowbdy clothes, .15

:
dresses, an automatic ironer,

four dozen bath towels, 10 sets of snow suits, 10 sets of underwear,
arid $500 In Christmas toys, decorations arid gadgets from a store in
San Francisco. Most of the loot was lugged overland from Chicago in
two trucks that broke down more often than a relapsing A.A. But the
trucks arrived in Boonville by Christmas Eve. By then the place had
been decorate# and dolled up by the Frisco wing of this beautiful plncer
movement

No Candy But Burnt Toait Is “Chocolate Toast”

Notably, there was no candy in all this outpouring. Why? Because
the Dosses never use sugar,

,

and since all their children have strong
white teeth, this may be sufficient reason for bypassing confectioner’s
tic. Mrs. Doss doesn’t even have the children brush their teeth, She
claims that children only damage their gums trying. She believes
eating, fruit after each meal is a much healthier kind of cleanser.
There are no starchy foods in the loot either. It would haVe been

wasted, because this great mother doesn’t believe in Starchy foods. All
11 of the family dririk milk three times a day. If you warit to know:
how they can afford that much milk three tinges a day, the reverend
will tell you. He goes to San Francisco about five times a year and
buys dried milk by the barrel. This is added to canned milk and two
quarts of fresh milk. Among theiri they consume 12 quarts a day, but
this way it costs them only 96c. Much of their vegetables are raised
in their own garden. For meats they hunt out the cheaper cuts.
When they started put with their first child Rev. Doss was making

$900 a year. He now is pastor of two churches and by bicycling be-
tween them, manages to amass $65 a week. Each child cleans up one
room, Except the baby. That leaves three of the 11 rooriis for the
parents to keep in order. If they come to blows she sits the bellig-
erents on a bench. They are sentenced to Sit it out for an hour—or
until they begin laughing again. This seldom exceeds 10 minutes.
At one time she had four in diapers, which meant four washings a

day. She had no washing machine, nor running hot water. That came
on Christmas day. Tommy Bartlett told the radio audience that she
looked like, a college girl. From her pictures she looks prettier than a
picture star. I hear Stanley Kramer has made a “firm offer” for their
story, but If he says she’s not the type when he comes to casting his
picture he’ll get his first bad notice from me, and that’s a panning not
to be viewed lightly.

There is some order about the Doss house. They have nine glasses,
each one a different color to take care of those too young to read.
Their clothes have the same color tag. Boys sleep downstairs, girls up.
I don’t know where they will sleep now with all this new furniture
crowding every corner. In the stable, probably.
The oldest, Don, Is 9, then come four, all aged 6. Then coine two

aged 5. Then one aged 4 and the youngest, Alex* 2. The boys go up
like stairsteps,/but the girls ate all the same size. They are mixed—
American, Filipino, Hawailari-Japanese, Chinese-Japanese, Indian-
German-French-Irish, Mexican-Indian, Japanese-Mexican and the baby,
Korean-Japanese. Part of this mixture is due to the fact that children
from elsewhere are easier to adopt. California is toughest in its con-
ditions but most .states are pretty had. It took the Dosses three years
to prove to orphanages that they were fit to raise one unwanted child,

and another three years to get their second. Once Mrs. Doss got $3 in

cash for a Christinas present. She spent it for postage stamps and
began dunning child-agencies for more children. By now practically
all resistance has broken down. They suspect they could get a 100%
Aryan by just lifting a little finger. “But we want to love each child,”

she says. “We want a normal family, not an institution.”

Being Biblical students they knew the good book said; “God hath
created of one blood all nations of men” and that all this nonsense
about insisting that children must be a perfect match with the adopt-
ing parents in race, nationality arid religion was stretching thinks a hit,

All-Color Production
These wonder parents agree that racial differences are superficial, a

matter Of pigmentation mostly, that social differences are learned, not
inherited, arid that even anthropologists have got arourid to agreeing

with the; Biblical premise.
Once a year the Dosses, get out a paper of their own called The

Doss Digest. It is mailed from Box 73, Methodist Parsonage* Boone-r

ville, Cal. The last orie told of the whole'family going to San Francisco

to meet two orphans from the Orient. Two minutes before/plane time
they were told that the plane they .Were looking for would come in at

another airport a mile dowri the. .road. They, streaked, out of there

and reached the right ramp just in time.
They recognized the children, front pictures. One was five-year-old

Elaine of Japanese-French-Irish ancestry, the other was four-year-old

Diane, with a background that included Chiitese-Hawaiian-Iridiari^Ger-

man-French and Irish extraction. But she looked mostly Hawaiian.
“I knelt down ; to their level,” wrote Mrs. Doss,.“ ‘Hello, girls,’ I said.

'I’m your new Mummy.’ They hesitated and then Elaine smiled shyly,

dimples flashed in her cheeks and she said, 'Hello Mummy, I’m Elaine.*

Diane threw .her arms tight around riiri and the. searching look was
gone from her eyes, i’m Diane, Mummy,’ she* said with a slight lisp.

'Are you really our very own Mummy, Really and always,’ I hugged
them both; assuring them that I would indeed be their very own
Mummy for ever and always,”
Now isn’t this better than just wishing you a Happy New Year?
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; Seadler> ->|$eti9**x advertising

manager, hops to the Const Friday
(11) for a twO-week studio visit:

Joseph B. Haffner admitted topass#*
Johmj'^Dugan,,. of ;lfqsip -£qrp.

of America, feted last week by the
staff upon his elevation to vice-

presidency of the firm.
Linda Darnell lost jewels valued

'at $9,500 and a stole valued at

$3,000 When thieves burglarised
her hotel room last week.
Anthony Mann, director of U's

•‘Bend of the River/' in Iron* the
Coast for three weeks to take part
in advance promotion for. the film.

Herbert Wilcox, British film-

maker, and his actress-wife, Anna
Neagle, returned to Britain on. the

Queen Mary after a six-week U. 3.

stay.^-. . .

David A. Lipton, Universal s

pub-ad topper, who mavke s his

headquarters on the Coast, arrives

in New York tomorrow (10) for two
weeks.
Dorothy Stewart, songwriter and

N. Y. rep for J. C. Williamson Thea-
tres, Aussie legit Chain, in Doctors
Hospital recuping from major op-

eration. * ,

James A. FitzPatrick, travelog

producer, sailed on the Caronia for

Capetown, where he’ll start gather-

ing material for a new series of

Metro shorts. . . ,

George Olsen, Jr., son of Ethel
Shutta and the bandleader, joins

the Air Force Jan. 23. Another son,

Chuck, gets a masters’ degree from
the University Of Texas shortly.

‘

Art Buchwald, after - dark col-

umnist for Paris edition of* the
N. Y. Herald Tribune, in town for

three weeks of huddles with HT
execs. He may also make a short

Juriket to the Coast.
S. Jay Kaufman put, oh his 21st

show for the Actors Fund at /the

Actors Home in Englewood, N. J.,

Sunday (6). The home’s guests see

a show twice a year under the aus-
pices of Walter Vincent, the Fund’s
president.

Songstress Dorothy Sarnoff
takes one-month leave from “The
King and I” Jan. 26 and leaves
for the Coast, where she’ll appear
in 20th-Fox’s “Park Row,” for
which Samuel Fuller is writer-pro-
ducer-director.

Zachary Solov, choreographer of

the Metropolitan Opera’s ballet,

has won the 1951 Capezio Award
of $500 “for important achieve-
ment in dance in the U. S.” Award
will be made annually, with Solov
the first winner.

Eddie Cantor on the national
• committee of the American Jewish
Historical Committee preparing to

mark the 300th celebration of the
first settling of Jews in .

America in
1654-55 in New Amsterdam. The
Spanish & Portuguese Synagog
was the first in the . U. S.

J. Willard Hayden, Hayden Foun
dation prexy, and George P.
Skouras, head of Skouras Theatres
Corp., will be honored at a dinner
In the grand, ballroom of HOte'
Astor Jan. 17 to finalize campaign
to raise $200,000 for a Boys Club
In Queens. Herbert Hoover will be
principal speaker.

Tarleton. Others in show biz colony
there include Billy Gray,

.
Paffti

Moore, Ben Lessy^
A +

Rory. Calhoun, stopped in T

for brief round, of cafes .qn way-
back to Hollywood

. frpm South)
American pic assignment.
Chandra Kaly, and enlarged

< 7 ) , Larry Storch held

Londoi

Monday
over.

'

Olympia Theatre resumes vaude
on the 16th, now that squabble
with AFM local has been settled*

Returning to. policy Of top record
names for topliners.

Miami Opera Guild opened sea-
son with “Manori,” featuring Met-
opera’s Ferruccio Tagliavini, Anne
Bollinger and Martial Singher, at
Beach Auditorium. On sked is

‘Fledermaus” with Patrice Munsel,
or late February. Concert book-
ings locally include Leonard War-
ren; Ballet Russe for January
dates..

Washington
By Florence S. Lowe

Mrs. Van Johnson in town pas
10 days ^during Capitol Hill loca
tlon shooting of Metro’s “Mr
Congressman.’’
• Variety Tent 11 installed Its of-

ficers, headed by chief barker
Jerome Adams, Metro exchange
boss here, Monday (7).

National Symphony Orch teeing
off its 22d annual fund, drive this
Week with British maestro Sir
Thomas Beecham highlighting kick
off luncheon.

Louise Albrltten (Mrs. Charles
Colllngwood), wife of the CBS
White House correspondent, ac-
tively participating in local March

• of Dimes drive.
Loretta North, the “Miss Kanga-

roo” title winner in contest inspired
by 20th during filming of its Aus-
tralian-made “Kangaroo,” being
feted here this week at Australian
Embassy, with studio beating the
drums for Aussie beauty and pic.

taxes were expressed at the annual
Israel Cinema Owners Assn. Con-

Alastair SIm)?l.»ed t. Home tori jetton. Jhe^ibitoi^wamed

were not made available,

King presented **
with- a cocktail cabinet to tom- awons of tneir nouses.

Australia

tiVlmohite his 50 years in show bjz.

Edward* <J.* Bryson named sales

manager of? Columbia, succeeding
Eric P. Greenspan, who resigned By Eric Gorrick

**
Ernest^ Roy, managing director &. wnUam“ pZce*

Of Butchers-Nettlefold, convales-
vvimamson at Paiace,

cing in Madeira after a recent ap- ... .

pendectomy Cliff Edwards here to do & nisht

Original Italian version of “Quo Club chore for Joe Taylor at Celeb-

Vadis,” made as a nine-reeler. in rity, Sydney.

1912, was revived by the New Lon- Miles Goldrick, Westrex regional
don Film Society.

. manager, will looksee here early
Nell McCallum , making his Bnt- this month on looksee.

By Jerry Gaghan
Bob Corson, co-owner of Ciro’s*

was held up there following New
Year’s celebration, and relieved of
$800.
Sidney Brody, partner , in the

Wedge, uptown musical bar, is giv-

ing up the cafe biz to- go into pri-

vate trade in midwest.
Lee Guber, whose Rendezvous

Ropm just wound up a repeat
smash engagement of . George
Shearing, is off to Bermuda.
Adele Jergens in town with her

husband, Glenn Langan, who has
second malV lead in “Fancy Meefr
ing You Again,” at the Locust.

Rosalind Russell, current at For-
rest in “Bell, Book and Candle/’
opened March of Dimes drive, with
appearance at Wishing Well in

City Hail courtyard;'
Club Ebony, Ehilly replica of

New York’s SugJr Hill, tailed, t.o

reopen Jan. 1. Sign bn door win-
dow announced: “Closed for 30
Days—Taking a Vacation.”
Herman Weinberg, former vio

linist with the Philadelphia Orch
estra who later switched to NBC
symph, Is back with local ensemble
substituting: for ailing David Cole
man.

.

Bill Siemion, who Introduced
teen-ager niteries last year, has
taken over old Nixon Ballroom
(atop Nixon Theatre, In W, Philly )

for a dancehall gimmick. Will
operate with a jukebox, spot to be
known as ’‘'Recording Artists Fan
Club/’

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Aldo Fabrizl turned: director for
“A Sea of Worry.”
Producer Alberto Salvator!

planed in from N. Y.
“Desert Fox” at the Fiammetta

starting last week in December.
Franco Corsaro back to . Holly-

wood after working in an Italian
film here.
Jack Kirkland in from Paris to

work on script of Jean Renoir’s
“Carriage of Gold,”

Vickie Henderson, an American
Negro, signed by Centaurus Films
for “Hauertzer, to be filmed In
the Somaliland.

Peter Ustinov planed In from
London to see the Italian produc-
tion of his “Love of Four Colonels”
at the Teatro delle Arti.
/Paul. Gruenberg's opera, “Em

peror Jones” staged In Italian at
Rome Opera House for two ca
pacity performances, will be done
again soon.

Minneapolis

By Lary SoRoway
Guy Rennie into Bar of Music.
Fran Carol into Dream Bar in

Johnian Hotel:
DeMarco Sisters pacted for re-

turn to Vagabonds Club.

,
Billy Daniels, Archie Robbins

head up new'show at Copa City.

Irving (Milton Berle aide) Gray
and bride honeymooning at Saxony.
Ruth Wallis bowed out of date

at Saxony, with Rosetta Shaw
coming back in.

Jane Powell closed at Copa City
Sunday (6) With return expected
for Danny Thomas booking in Feb-
ruary. '

.

Jane Froman vacashing at Lord
».-*» •

.

HoDywood

s^ radio debut in “Ah, Wilder-
ness.” Hartley Power also appear-
ing in this show next Sunday (13).

Robert Morley being pacted for
ead in film version of “On Mon-
day Next,” which has been scripted “Browning"Version
by Jack Davies and Michael Pert- second month
wee.

RKO-Disney running six shows
daily with “Alice in Wonderland”
at Plaza, Sydney, on Hosts’ loop.

“Trio” (BEF) has swung into its

third month in Melbourne, with
(BEF) now in

, . ... . . ... “Show Boat” (M-G), playing four
George and Alfred, Blacks revue theatres in Sydney currently,- is a

tftW ^)i "Big*
1

Show*TV ?.
l5ash hit ancl .may even outgrpss

George. Black leaves Feb, 14 for
Johannesburg.

Virginia Somers hopped, to Ma-
drid for a two-week cabaret stint

at the Morocco and goes on for a
fortnight in Paris, before opening:
at the Berkeley Jan. 28.

Jack Caritpn, who Was entertain-
ments manager .

Of the. Festival
Pleasure Gardens at-*- Battersea
Park, made a member of the Brit-

ish Empire in the New Year’s hon-
ors’ list.

Tennessee Williams’ /‘Summer
arid Smoke,” which tried out sue-:*

cessfully at the Lyric, Hammer-
smith, moves to the West End Jan.
23 opening at the Duchess. Mar-
garet Johnston and William,
vester take the leads.

“Great Caruso.”
Clay Hake, Paramount’s local

topper, said his company figured
on entering the 16m field here and
New Zealand shortly*:

Syl-

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

Yehudi Menuhin at Mark Hop-
kins.

'

Saks Fifth Aye. setting up branch
teepee on Grant Ave,
Dan London,. St. Francis Hotel

head, ’back from Palm Springs
siesta.

“Skating Vanities” into Civic
Auditorium tomorrow (Thurs.) for
five days. .

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., In for
two days of- “Another Man’s Poi-
sOn” plugging.
JOan Fontaine and the Joel Press-

mans (Claudette Colbert) in en-
route to Squaw Valley for winter
sports.
Academy of TV Arts and Sci-

ences set annual award dinner Feb.
16, at Mark Hopkins.
A1 Katz doing the seven hills.

Mildred Fenton Goetz and husband,
William, to Manhattan on biz.

By Irene Velissariou

“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB)
playing day-date first-run here.

Spanish trio of Antonio, Carmen
and Marrietina at the Femina. .

Andre SegoVia, Spanish guitarist,
gave three- recitals here before
going to Tel Aviv. y

Bernard Shaw’s “Ceasar and
Cleopatra” at National Theatre
with Vasso Manolidou in starring
role.

Henry Baud, Swiss conductor,
off to Madrid after conducting two
concerts here. He plans to visit
Portugal, Africa, Morocco, arid
Latin-America.
Marika Kotopouli, Greek actress,

presented a medal to Elli Labetti
as the best actress of the year for
heraperformance in Hartley Man-
ner’s “Peg O’ My Heart,” a record-
breaker last year.

Nancy Kelly in from N. Y.
Marie McDonald in hospital with

virus,. .

Mary Foy laid up with broken
ankle. .

”

Phil Scheuer hospitalized with
ulcers.*
Dawn Addariis returned from
ojndon.
Robert Taylor in town after Eu-

ropean jaunt.
Lynn Bari’s divorce from Sid

,uft finalized,
Jimmy McHugh in town alter
luropean tour*
• Gunther Lessing to Mexico Citv

'or Walt Disney. ^
Esther Williams returned, from

Hawaiian vacatiom
Irene Ryan in town after Las

Vegas nitery stand. .

Mrs. Gene Nelson lost her pre-
maturely born baby.
Gower Champion hospitalized

for an appendectomy.
George Seatori under treatment

for an old back injury.
Bing Crosby out of the hospital

after his annual Checkup.
JOhn Riley is new athletic direc-

tor for Hollywood Athletic Club,
Stanley Bergerman and his staff

affiliated With Sam Jaffe Agency.
Gene Autiy heading for Wichita

o open 45-rCity tour in 52-day span.
Moriroe Greenthal in town for

ad huddles with David Lipton at

HI.
Ted Mann 'looking Over product

fOr his Minneapolis film house
circuit.
Adolph Deutscli returned to his

Metro deSk .after three weeks out
fOr surgery.
Blossom Seeley in town for con-

ferences at Paramount regarding
iier film biog.
Frankie Laine’s medico told him

he may be able to sing again next

month without throat surgery.
William R, Walsh resigned from

Metro’s labor rel^tioqz department
to resume private law practice,

James E: Perkins in from Eng-
land for icorifabs with Y. Frank
Freeman on upcoming product,

Daniel Mann itfMrom N. Y. to

confer with Hal Wallis on directing

film version of “Come Back, Little

Sheba.”
‘ ‘

Scotland
By Gordon. Irving

Chipperfields* Circus inked for
Perth in June.

.
Freddie Sales, English comic,

taking over lead in Scot radio
show, “It’s All Yours.” ^
Anne Shelton booked for vaude

at Edinburgh Empire Jail, 28. She
gOes to Glasgow Feb. 4.

Unpublished James . Bridie play
considered for performance at
1952 Edinburgh Festival. .

vVereria Kimmins, daughter of
film- director Anthony Kimmins,
playing Amanda in “Puss iri Boots'
pantomime at King’s, Edinburgh.

By Fred Woodress
Don McNeill arid his-Breakfast

Club to broadcast' from Muny Au-
ditorium here Jan. 17 via WSGN.

Virginia Hill and Tallulah Bank-
head named Alabama “Women in
the. News” in 1951 by Post-Herald
scribe Laurie Maxwell.
Henry P. Johnston, managing di

rector of. WSGN—AM and FM—
named to State Dept. Radio Ad-
visory Committee by Dean Ache
son.
Continental RoOm of TutwRer is

only local hotel with live music
and dancing under new policy. Ed
Nichols orch opened in time for
New Year’s biz.

By Hal Cohen
“Student Prince” will pay its

Theatre

By Les Reel
St. Paul Civic Opera Co. to pre

sent “La Boheme.”
St. Paul Heinie^s has ’’leopard

dancer” Denice Darnell.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre offer-

ing “See How They Run.”
Comedian Dick Smith, dancer

Pat Hutta and singer Pauline Parks
irito Curly’s.

.

. Carl Rrisson Opens three-weeker
at Hotel Radisson Flame Room to
morrow (Thurs.).
Musicomedy “Rose Marie” ,on Ice

to be a St. Paul Winter Carnival
attraction next month. .

. Schiek’s starting third season of
clicko policy of capsule musicom-
edies for its floorshow.
Hotel Nicollet * Minnesota Ter-

race has Hariy Carroll & Polly
Baker for their 10th engagement
there.

Exotic dancer JOan Gemay St.

Paul Flame’s headliner, with Frank-
ie Yankovic band uriderlined to
follow.

Exotic dancer Dardy Orlando,
Lili St, Cyir’s sister, into the Red
Feather , with singer Anri Evaris,
comedian Har^r Eaton and the
Featherettes line.

Jon Gregory in from N. Y. to
look oyer Honeydreamers and Kyle
MacDonnell, acts at Nicollet Min-
nesota Terrace arid Radisson Flame
Room, re s p e c tl ve ly, which he
staged.

first visit to . new NixOn
Urpplr TTph 1
Booker Joe Hiller in N. Y. lining

Up talent for Variety Club’s annual
banquet Jan. 20.
Harry Kodlnsky named chair-

man of Variety Club’s weekly Fam
ilyJNights for ’52.

John Elliott, of New York, again Sid Dickler stays on as promof
heading cast in “Oklahoma,” at tion man for Lou Sowa’s M-G-M
King’s Theatre, Glasgow, early records outfit here during ’52.

this month.* It goes next to Ly- John Peter, who owns a super
cepm, Edinburgh. market, has taken over the Vogue

Citizens Theatre, Glasgow, mull- Terrace from Andy Chakeras,
ing new- play- by Murray McCly- . Colleen Delaney, TV singer, and
mont, based- on George Douglas Frank Deiripsey, Chicago Bears
Brown’s Scot novel,
the Green Shutters.”

Hazel Scott was in Israel for sev-

eral concerts.

k
Yifrach Ne’aman, Israeli bom

violinist, back after many years of
study abroad. During his concerts
in Israel, he Will, be. accompanied
by British composer Howard Fer-
guson.

Most"* successful pix receritly in
Israel are “Toast of New Orleans,”
“Samson and Delilah,” “Four In a
Jeep,” , “Au Royaume. des Cieux,”
“Our Very Own” and
Affair.”

Israel saw its first revue when
George Val’s “News from Li-La-Lo"
opened with a cast of about 60
dancers, singers arid comedians.
Show has beeri exceptionally suc-
cessful.
Problem of coping with the black

market in 6inema tickets was the
subject of heavy attacks by the Is-

Hpuse With
|
llneriian, to wed in Miami Jan.., 20
Miriam Sage line into Monte

Carlo after three months at Bill
Green’s. Another group is still at
Copa.
Joe Shea in town ahead of “Moon

Is Blue,” replacing Sam Stratton
who’s going with Cornelia
Skinner..
UI has sent Ralph Ober back

here to h a n d 1 e. exploitation, of
“Here Come the Nelsons” in preem
at Fulton Jan, 16,

Russell Lewis in town buying
September

|
’’Happy Time” pr o due tio n for
Coast dates:
Meyer Levin, author and indie

film producer, in for B’nai B’rith
Festival address.

Richard Myers in to look over
the new juve lead of “Moon is

Blue,” Biff MCGuire, vice Rober
Keith, Jr.

Clarence Derwent, Equity head
is here with “A Sleep of Prison-

rael press against managers in Tel- ers,” playing midwest churches for
Aviv. Some tickets have sold for the next few weeks,
approximately six times the official Thomas Hammond, producer o
price. • . •> “Candida,” in toWu for new cam

Hardships on cinema owners be- paign on Olivia de Haviiland star
causa of the high entertainment rerf which opened at Erlanger.
,.t:. <. '

! •<*
1 * :;

f *v;. />,* - ;
'

Pordand, Ore.
Lee Donn headlining at Castle

Club in ..Vancouver, Wash.
* Louis Armstrong & All Stars set

for a one-niter at Auditorium Jan.

17.
>

"Ice Cycles of 1952” completed
a big nine-day session at Portland

Ico Arens.
-

Mary Ward here oil advance for

Member of the Wedding,” due
here with Ethel Waters Jan. 20.

B.o. heavy. ; ,

Jat Herrod’s “Manhattan Cock-

tail Revue” held for a third inning

at Clover Club, making eight ses-

sions in about 12 weeks.
Herb Royster, Mayfair Theatre

Manager, has signed Edward G.

Robinson . in “Darkness at/ Noon
for March with “Rose Tattoo” to

folldw. - -

Professor Backwards and the

Barrys topping the show at Ama-
to’s for a second stanza. Supper
Club pulled a second'New Years
delebratidn on Jan. 1 night for the.

people who worked on the eve.

By Marjorie G. Pohl

Mervyn Le Roy down for week.

Mr. and Mrs; Les Brown re-

turned.
Beatrice Kaye opened Starlite

Room Friday (4).
•

Duncan Sisters held over at 'Sad-

dle & Sirloin through 12th.

. Rudolph Halley and his bride

honeymooning at Racquet Cluk
Mr. and

.
Mrs. Phil Regan and

family stayirig Racquet Club; Sy

Bartlett, there for couple days, re-

turned Hollywood; Bert Friedlobs

(Eleanor Parker) also at Club.

Jo Stafford, the Eddie Cantors,

Don Hartman, Dore Schary, the

George Seatons, and* the .Paul

Smalls returned L.A. after welcom-
ing New Year at Deep Well: Guest

Ranch.

By Emil W. Maass
Franz Theodor. Csokor

prexy -of thq Austrian Peri Club.

U. S. pianist
;
Maria Stoesser

appeared at Cosmos USFA Thea-

tre.

The new Opera The:atre her®

will have 1,600 seats and standing

room for 430. >

Pianist Friedrich Gulda inked

for concerts with the. New Yor*

Philharmonic.

Operetta producer Stefan Wagnef
leased Raimiind Theatre for the

winter season.
,

A Bing Crosby Club was founded

by Mrs. Angelina Guriitt of Bafl

Aussee, Upper’ Austria. It is tne

first fan club formed there;

.
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WILLIAM H. LYNN
William H. Lynn, 63, stag* and

film actor, died in New York Jan.

5 He had recently returned from
Hollywood where heJiad completed

two films, Arch. Obolers The
Twonkey” «> and the 20th-Fox pro-

duction of “Outcasts of Poker

Flat

"

Lynn began his stage cfureer as a

singer-dancer in “Jumping Jupi-

ter,“ later appearing in, vaude
sketches and stock and touring

companies. He was a member of

an act billed as “Character Songs

arid Dances.” After appearing in

several plays and musicals, Lynn
achieved his greatest success 4s

Erwin Trowbridge in “Three Mep
On A Horse” on Broadway. The
part, which he played for inpre

than 500 performances in 1935-36,

typed him as a “Casper Milque-
toast” character. He starred in the

JOHNNY ARTHUR
Johnny Arthur, 63, stage and

screen comedian, died Dec. 3l at
the Motion Picture Country Hospi-
tal. on the Coast. Once a page in
the U. S. Senate, he was a legit
actor for 25 years before moving
to Hollywood. He appeared in
numerous comedy roles in silent
pix, including the Christie come-
dies.
Arthur was with Warners for

a number of years after Sound
came in, retiring in 1945 because of
failing health.

COL. ZACK T. MILLER
Col. Zack T. Miller; 74, last of

three brothers who owned the
Oklahoma 101 Ranch and the
Miller Bros. Wild West Show, died
i Waco*, Tex., Jan. 3. A pioneer
of the old wild west entertainment,
he and; his brothers, Joseph and

i*

IN LOVING MEMORY

op

HARRY VON TILZER

July 8, 1872—Jan. 10, 1946

His Brothers

WILL—JULES—HAROLD—ALBERT

same part in the 1942 Broadway
revival. Last season, he appeared
in the revival of ‘’Twentieth Cen-
tury.”
Some of the dramas and musi-

cals in which he appeared were
‘‘The Silver Whistle,” “Ladies In

Retirement,” “Something For The
Boys,” “MiSs Simplicity,” “The
Midnight Girl,” “The Star Gazer,”
“The Desert Song,” “Kill That
Story;” “Sing High, Sing Low,”
“Little OF Boy” and “They Shall
Not Die.” He also worked in radio
and TV shows and in the Clifton
Webb film, “Mr. Belvedere Rings
The Bell,” among others.
Two nieces and two nephews

survive.

JO DAVIDSON
Jo Davidson, 68, world renowned

sculptor whose subjects included
many w.k. theatrical, national and

George, built up ranch holdings
of 110,000 acres and the travelling
show.

Irt the early 1930s the “inland
empire** near Ponca City, Okla.,
fell apart,, and Miller lost it all,

including the wild west show,
putting some 300 persons oiit>of

work.
Miller was in the spotlight' in

1930 when he won a $90,000 breach
of contract suit from the late Tom
Mix, film and circus cowboy, at

the same time losing a libel suit to

Mix,"
Surviving are a son, Zack, Jr.,

and a daughter.

EDDIE KUHN
Eddie Kuhn, 68, orch leader and

composer, died in St. Louis Dec.
27. A native of'Kansas City; he
lived there until, about 10 years
ago, and for twodecades before that

IN MEMORY OF OUR DEARLY BELOVED BROTHER

WILLIE HOWARD
Jon. 12th 1949

Eugcna, Sam, Ray and Ctlia

international figures, died in Tours,
France; Jan. 2.

Among his principal works are
portraits of President Woodrow
Wilson and Anatole France in
the Luxembourg Museum, Paris, a
bust of John D. Rockefeller in the
Standard Oil Building, N. Y., and
the statues of Will Rogers in
Claremore, Okla.,. and Washington,
D. C. His head of Franklin D.
Roosevelt was shown at the N. Y.
World’s Fair. *
During the 1944 Presidential

campaign, Davidson headed the In-
dependent Voters Committee of
the Arts & Sciences for Roosevelt:
He continued as chairman /Of the
organization when it became the
Independent Citizens Committee

was one of its biggest musical con-
tractors, His three older brothers
were members of a vaude act, the
Three White Kuhns.
Kuhn left K.C. about 1941 to

operate; a restaurant in Jefferson
City, Mo. Besides his work as

pianist and leader, lie was known
for his booking agency and a res-

taurant in K. C. Tunes he authored
include “Just a Little Kiss from a
Little . Miss” and “Blessed Baby.”

Survived by his wife, son, daugh-
ter and stepdaughter.

JOHN H. KING (KUNSKY)
John H. King,, (nee John H. Kun-

sky), 77, film exhibitor, died Jan.
2 in Encino, Cal. Reportedly the
first exhib in Detroit, his John H.

IN MEMORY OF

ALIEN T. SPARROW
January 14, 1951

JIMMIE. ALLYN and BOYD

of the Arts; Sciences it Profes-
sior.s,-

'

Surviving, are his wife, and two
*°i) - by a former marriage.

Norman s. Alexander
Norman S. Alexander, 62, Phila-

deiphi amusement park exec,
died in suburban Merion, Pa., Jan.

He was prexy of the Philadel-
phia Amus. .Co,, owners of Wood-
®ide Park, a city landmark in that

lone.

Alexander was an early presi-
!nt of. the National Assn, of

aJ^
Us * ParRs» Pools it Beaches,

ana served for years on its execu-
te council. He was head of the

th
Fairmount Transit Co. in

^ne days when many such outfits
Perated amusement parks as a

spur to transportation.
.

|brotlr'

ViV^ng are w^e» Son and

Kunsky Theatrical Enterprises at

one time operated one of the. four
largest'chains of film houses in the
country. He made his bookkeeper,
George Trendle, a partner in the
business and together they built a
large number of the Motor City’s
leading theatres.* They sold. Out to
Paramount in 1929 and many of
their houses now are operated by
United Detroit Theatres, subsid of
United Paramount Theatres.

King and Trendle also became
owners of station WXYZ, Detroit,
and WOOD, Grand Rapids. At one
time the duo controlled a 10-sta-:

tion Michigan radio network.
WXYZ was sold to ABC in 1946,

JOHN S. CARLILE
John Snyder Carlile, 55, forme

CBS production manager, died i

Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 5. He wi
exec veepee and managing dire<

tor of the Fidelity Broadcasting
System in that city.

One of radio’s pioneers, Carlile
was on CBS’ 'announcing staff in
N, Y. in the late 192Qs. For several
years he was 'With .Paramount Pic-
tures as the “Voice- jof Paramount”
on its radio show in the early .’3j0s:

He worked on “Voice of .America”
programs from 1944-48.
Surviving are his wife, two

daughters and a son.

€akLotta NILLSON
i

^Carlotta Nillson, retired legit ac-
tress, died in New York Dec. 31.

1

She starred in London and N. Y.
productions at the turn of the cen-
tury.
Miss Nillson appeared in “Hedda

Gabler” in 1903 * and later played
in “Letty,” “Love’s Pilgrimage;”
“The Triumph of Love,” “The Man
on the Box;” “The Three of Us,”
“This Woman arid This Man” and
“Deborah.” After an interval of
27 years, she made her last ap-
pearance in “A Delicate Story” in
1940,

HARRY LUBLINER
Harry Lubliner; 72, former thea-

tre operator; died in Miami Jan. 5.

He was former prexy of _the old
Lubliner & Trinz circuit iri .Chi-
cago, once operating 25 theatres
there. Before that, he opened the
Electric, first, picture hqtise ,in

Milwaukee: His * sons, Robert and
Howard, Operate the Four Star in:

Chi, and in conjunction with
Samuel, Edward and Bruce Trinz,
the Clark in the Loop..

Also surviving is his wife and
two.daughters.

BENJAMIN WHITTAM
Benjamin Whittam, 75, retired

orch conductor and pianist, died
in New Port Richey, Fla., Dec. 29.
He had been a concert pianist in
England before he came to the
U. S. in 1907. For several years
he conducted the orch at Harmanus
Bleecker Hall, Albany, before it was
converted into a film theatre. He
had led his own orch at Sacaridaga
Lake, upstate N. Y. summer resort,
He also served as organist at an
Albany church for eight years.

A daughteirand a son survive.

Ashley cooper
. Ashley Cooper, 70, legit actor,
died Jan. 3 in New York: Arriv-
ing in the U; S. from Australia in
1903, Cooper appeared with the
Duncan. Sisters i “Topsy and
Eva” with William Faversham in
“The Squaw Man,” and with Otis
Skiriner in “Captain Fury.”
Cooper toured in vaude with

Fay Bainter and was in the origi-

nal cast of “Tobacco Road.” He
was in the road company of “Ar-
senic and Old Lace.”
A daughter survives.

MtJRlEL GUILBAULT
Muriel Guilbault, 28, French-

Canadian legit and radio actress,
died Jan. 3 in Montreal.
She was a member of the French

Montreal Repertory Theatre and:
starred in French network shows
over past five years. She was per-
haps best knowri for the femme
Jead iri Gratien (Fridolin) Gelinas’
“Ti-Coq” las year during its French
run.

EDWARD SEILER
. Edward Seiler, 40, lyricist, died
of a heart attack in Linden, N. J.,

Jan. 1. He wrote' the words for
such tunes as “I Don’t Want to Set
the World ori Fire,” “When the
Lights Go On Again All Over the
World,” “The Menace of Venice”
and “Strictly Instrumental.”

Surviving are his wife, two
daughters and two brothers.

KEANE WATERS
Charles C. Waters; 56, legit ac-

tor known professionally as Keane
Waters, died in New York Jan. 4.

Waters was associated with the late
Daniel: Frohman as manager for
the Actors Fund Benefit shows. He
was stage manager and actor in
“What Price Glory,” and appeared
iri vaude with Ethel Barrymore.
Surviving are three brothers and

three sisters.

ALBERT A. GAMBLE
Albert A. Gamble, retired vaude

performer who, though uneducated-,
used to astonish math profs in.

leading universities with his mathe-
matical acumen, died in New
York Dec, 29. Born in Rochester,:
he did an act with Val Eicheri (as

Val dc Al) and also played niteries
as a single.

Surviving are his wife, a
brother arid a sister.

DICK CURTIS
Dick Curtis,

.
49, screen actor,

died in Hollywood Jan. 3. Curtis
recently finished a three-year con-
tract at Columbia, where he played
western roles. His most recent
film, “My Six Convicts,” is as yet
iinppIPficaH-

Surviving is. his wife,. Ruth Sul-
livan, silent pic actress!

BILL MANN
Bill Mann. 65, former blackface

performer, died in Burbank, Cal..

Dec. 27. He toured the Keith end
Pantages circuits for more than 25
years, appearing with LCW Dock-
istader and George Pritnrosetifchvin-
§trel shoWs.* '3SS

Wife,' daughter arid

“

survive,
' : '

, DAVID 1HU YREDERkCK
David M. Frederick, 43, business

manager of Harper’s Magazine and
former director of sales promotion
and advertising of CBS, died of a
heart attack in Noroton, Conn.,
Jan. 2.

Surviving are his wife, two
daughters, son, parents and three
sisters.

FRANK AUSTIN
Frank Austin, 55, former circus

clown, died of a heart attack, in.

Fort Meyers, Fla., Jan. 3. He had
been on Ringling Bros, arid ,Bar-
num & Bailey Circus.

.. Since 1941, Austin had toured
the southeast with a specialty ad-
vertising' stunt known as Wizard,
the electrical bike clown.

HERBERT CHARLES
Herbert. Charles, 64, retired

legit actor, died Jan. 3 in Engle-
wood, N. J. He appeared with the
late Eugenie Blair in “Madame
X“ and with Blanche Yurka in

“Through the Ages.”
Others of his plays were “The

Honor of the Family,” “Up in

Mabel’s Room” and- “Bird of para-
dise”

LUCIUS COOK
Lucius Cook; 60, stage manager

arid drama teacher, died in Los
Angeles, Jan. 2« Cook had beeri

associated with the Theatre Guild
and the American Academy of
Dramatic Art., in N. .

Y.
Wife and two daughters survive.

agnes Thomson Neeley
I

Mrs. Agnes Thomson Neeley, 88,

retired concert singer, died in West
Islip, N. Y., Jan. 3. She had concert-

i ized under the direction Of Victor
Herbert, Walter Danirosch and

i

Theodore Thomas.
A daughter survives.

CLIFFORD BROOKE
Clifford Brooke, 79, actor-direC-

tor, died Dec. 28 iri Santa Monica,
Cal.; after being struck by an auto-
mobile. Born m.Erfgland, Brooke
appeared in numerous plays in

London and N. Y. and had been -a

screen actor for the last 12 years.

A son survives.

LRO SCHWORTZREICH
Leo Schwortzreich, 86, pioneer

N: Y. exhibitor and owner of the
Boardwalk Hotel in Palm Springs,
Cal., died Dec. 31 in Hollywood.

Surviving ate his. wife and two
sons.

JOHN A. TONDRA
John A, Tondra, 45, Fox Movie-

tone News cameraman, died in

New York Jan. 5. He had been
with Fox for more than 25 years.

Wife, father, sister and brother
survive.

L 'Carlos Crombe, 75, vet Mexican
architect, pioneer and, one of the
top builders of deluxe cinemas,
died recently in Acapulco. Wife
and daughters survive.

Widow, 73, of Aaron Jories,

owner-operator of Chicago's first

accredited motion picture house,
died in Chicago Dec. 30. Surviving
are two sons,. John J. and Aaron,
Jr., both associated with, circuit of

Jones, Linick & Schaefer.

John J. Caddigan, 72, song-
writer, who was advertising man-
ager of the Boston Edison Co., died
in Coming, N, Y., Jan. 1. He
penned more than 50 tunes, in-

cludirig the 1918 hit, “The Rose of
No Man's Land.”

Wife, 72, of Maurice C. (Boss)

Johnston, philosopher and conduc-
tor of rural programs ori WLW,
Cincinnati, for 25 years; died Dec,

5 at their farm home near Aurora,
Ind. Survived ,

also by daughter
and sister.

Krank Wakelam, 60, one-time
drummer in the pit. of the old

Empire'’ Theatre in Saskatoon,
Sask., died in that city Dec. 19. He
was a life member of the American
Federation of Musicians, and a

former prexy of Local 553 there.

Widow of Benjamin E. Cupler
Pittsburgh d i s t r i c t exhib and
mother of Chalmers E. Cupler and
Mrs. John G. Lacock, operators of

the Court Theatre, Washington,
Pa., died in latter city Dec. 15.

Pfc Edgar (Ruddy) Lewln, 22,

who worked iri continuity depart-
ment of WCAE, Pittsburgh, before
going mto the service, died of

lukemia at Walter Reed Hospital,

Washington, D. C., Dec. 23.

Mrs. Marlon Stuart Oaillard. for-
’

71

mer singer and actress who ap-
peared in Shakespearean roleg
with the Augustin Daly Go.,died in
N. Y., Jan. 7, Two sons and a
daughter survives ^

Mrs. Regina Colgan Mulrain, '43,

radid commentator and' poet;-.‘died

Pec. 31 iri Roselle Park; N. J:.* She
conducted her own program over
WSOU at Seton Hall U., and ov
WNJR, Newark.

Joseph Jordan, 35, manager and
sports director of WSAL, Logans-
port, Ind., died Jan. 2, after an
appendectomy.. „He was formerly
With WKMO, Kokomo, and WIBC,
Indianapolis.

Widow of a pioneer Albany ex-
hibitor and mother of John W.
Gardner,- owner of the Colony
Theatre, Schenectady, N.' Y., died

. in latter city Jan. 2.

Paul Raul, 76, violin and cello
maker, died in Paris Pec. 31. He
had made instruments for Pablo
Casals, Yehudi Menuhin, Lucicn
Capet and Georges Eriesco.

Mother of Jack Lange, longtime
Pittsburgh film salesman, and
mother-in-law of David Wald, 20th-
Fox salesman in Pitt, died in that
city Dec. 17.

Cora Belle. Lane, 70, mother and
former manager of the Lane Sis-
ters, died Jan. 4 in North Holly-
wood.

Father, 74, of actor Arnold Moss,
died in New York Dec. 30. Others
who survive are his wife and a
daughter,

Russell F. Heilig, 55, concert
pianist and head of the music de-
partment at Albert College, died i

Reading, Pa., Jan. 3.

Father of Ruddick -.LawTerice,- di-
rector of sales development for
NBC-TV, died recently on the
Coast

Cdr, Harry Vollmer ' Reynolds,
USNR, 55, aviation technical ad-
visor on numerous motion pictures,
died Dec. 30 in San Diego,

Howard Easterwood, 66, former
Broadway stage manager and one-
time associate of Florenz Ziegfeld,
died in Monroeville, O., Dec. 23.

Ramon Perez, 59, Spanish com-
,

edjan known professionally as'
Ramper, died . in Seville, Spai
Jari. 5.

Edward Stack Sayre, 74, who
operated the Universal Theatre
Premium Co., died iri Chicago
Jan, 5.

Herman Bluiri, 51, who had
played with a number of top dance
bands, died Jan. 6 in New York,
Wife, sister and brother survive.

Ludmilla PitoefT, 28, legit ac-
tress, /drowned recently in Paris.
Survived by six brothers and sis-
ters, all in showbiz.

Herman Applebaitm, 65. retired
motion picture theatre owner, died
in Chicago Dec. 27.

Harry Britwar, 63, officer of
N; Y.’s Prudential Circuit, died on
the Coast Dec. ,28.

Israel Gottlieb, 76, father of
Alex Gottlieb, independent film
producer, died Jan. 1 In Hollywood.

Brother, 69, of J. Arthur Rank,
British film producer; died in
London, Jan. 3.

William Freedman, 53, purchas-
ing agent for 20th-Fox, died
New; York, Jan. 3.

.
Mrs. Mary. Condon Corr, 74, re-

tired stage actress, died in Chi-
cago Jan. 3;

Reginald Travers, 72, pioneer lit-

tle theatre producer, died in San
Francisco, Jan. 5.

Mrs; Beatrice Priest Fine, 79,
former concert singer, died in Yon-
kers, N. Y., Jan. 4.

Mrs., Eva Aver Smith, 67. former
concert singer, died in Nyack, N.Y.
Jan. 5.

Wife, 81, of Dr. Ernest T. Car-
ter, retired musician, died
Stamford, Conn,, Dec. 31.

Mother, 85, of Enid Markey,
legit, TV arid raidio actress, died i

N. Y: Jan.-6.

Harry L. Zeda, retired vaude and
musical comedy performer, died in
Philadelphia Dec. 6. Wife survives*

Paul Gavault, 85, French play-
wright, died recently in the south,
of France.
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"-IN RECOGNITION OF OUTSTANDING

TELEVISION ACCOMPLISHMENTS-"

JAMES MELTON
"Vocalist' of the Year"

jk
*

''The concert and operatic star not only

has one of the time's really . stirring

voices, but the dramatic ability to make
the most of it." -^7V GUIDE
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— Mu Sincere ^Ihank4 —

TO THE WONDERFUL PEOPLE
WHO MAKE MY LIFE A SONG-

the entire east and crew of

“FORD FESTIVAL”
NBC-TV

• ANNOUNCEMENT •

Due to unsettled economic conditions and pro-

duction cutbacks, "FORD FESTIN^L" has been

reduced to one-half hour weekly. It will con-

tinue on NBC-TV through the first half of 1952,

terminating June 30th.

At this time I should like to thank the Ford^ »

Dealers of America and the Ford Motor Company

for their warm cooperation in helping us achieve

in our first year in television the current A.R.B.

rating of 29.1
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Hollywood’s interest in high-

priced legit rights, which flagged

during the past three years under

the sagging b.o., has taken a sharp

upturn in recent months. .
Switch

reflects the full realization of a

comparatively new economic mani-

festation—the big payoff is in the

Wg pix. .

As a result, in addition to such
recent buys as “Remains to Be
Seen” and “The Number,” there’s

hot interest currently in “Paint

Your Wagon,” and Broadway may
also see -its

1 first pre-productioli

(leal With Hollywood in several

years,

Metro and- Warper Bros.; par-
ticularly .the former,, are attempt-

ing to land “Wagon.” Price is said

to be between $225,00d and $250,-

000. M-G producer Arthur Freed
has been in New York huddles
with Alan Jay Lerrier, who wrote
the book ' and lyrics, “Wagon”
Would be a natural tieup for the

two, .since they were associated

last year, in Metro’s highly-success-
* |ul “American

,
in Paris.”

M-G is also, the possibility for

entering into a pre-production deal.

Show is “One Bright. Day/’, by Sig-

mund Miller, which Howard Lind-
say and Russel Crouse will pre-*

pent next month, tinder a pre-.

(Continued on page 20)

fal Joey’ B’way Click

Zooms Col Pic Rights

Originally Bought in ’41

Success of the current . Broad-
way revival of “Pal Joey!’ is greatly
enhancing a Columbia investment
which it had pretty well marked
down in value. Studio bought
screen rights to. the show during
its original -run in 1941 and never
produced it.

Col was stalled, by its inability

(Continued von page 63)

TUNES ON ‘ENTERPRISE’
• Tin Pan Alley latched onto the
heroic saga of freighter, captain
Henrik Kurt Carlseri with its usual
speed last week. On the same day
(10) that the Captain’s boat went
down, King -Retords released a cut
ef a new tune, “The Skipper of the
Flying Enterprise,” made by the
Alan Holmes orch. The major
diskers are rushing folk’ artists!

versions of. the same -number.
• Tune - Was originally Written by
Larry Clinton and Herb. Hendler
when, it looked as if the freighter
would be brought to harbor safely.
A few hours after the ship went
down, a revision of the lyrics
Was made and King pressed and
shipped copies to disk jockeys,
pther tunes about the Flying En-
terprise have also been making the
founds of the diskers since the
*vent. Leeds is publishing thei
Llinton-Hendier opus.

|

Skelton Staffs Radio

For More Pix, TV Time
Hollywood,. Jan. 15.

Red Skelton is “kissing off” radio
after this season. Comic’ says the
strain of pictures, teevee and' radio
is too much' of a load and' now
that he’s pressing Milton Berle for

the rating leadership wants to de-

vote more time to his videopus.

\ At season’s outset he told Free-

man Keyes, his mana’ger-packager,
that this would be his last and was
disappointed at the inability of

CBS- to sell his show to a single

sponsor. Net put him on the market
on one-shot basis.

Possibly Milked

Chicago, Jan. .15.

Number of Chicago film exhib-
itors, in a move to forestall any«J
commercial success for Zenith Ra-
dio's proposed Phonevision, are. re-
ported to have been quietly regis-

tering the. telephone numbers of
their theatres in their own names.
If and when Zenith gets a commer-
cial go-ahead for PV, the exhibs
hope they’ll be able to dial the
operators to hook them in on the
circuit and then transmit the PV
signals onto their fullsize theatres
screens, for which they’ll charge a
fiat boxoffice scale of 25c. Zenith,

they claim, will never be able to

buck such competition.
While .it’s naturally anticipated

that Zenith will not take such go-
ings-on sitting down, the exhibs
contend that as “private citizens"

they’ll have a perfectly legal right

to pick up the, PV signals off the,

circuit and treat them in any way
they desire. They point put that

(Continued on page 61)

‘Pacific’ Mgt. Sez It Tried

For Months to Shed Rico;

Actor Threatening Suit

Dropping of Roger Rico this Week
as co-star of the Broadway com-
pany of “South pacific,” followed
the singer’s refusal .-to agree to a
settlement of his contract. With
George Britton, understudy, now
singing the role permanently, the
matter is apparently slated to be
settled by Actors Equity, possibly
after arbitration, Rico said Mom
day night (14) that he intends
suing thfe management, but Equity
rules compel arbitration of all dis-

putes,
According to Richard Rodgers,

( Continued, on page 20

)

By GEORGE ROSEN

,NBC and ABC this week effected

one of the major reversals of policy

on political, campaigning—a switch
that may not only have widespread
repercussions before election time
rolls around and cue some D. C.

eyebrow-raising, but may well de-

termine the effectiveness of TV’s
impact in winning cohorts arid in-

fluencing voters.

For- the first time in network
annals, effective immediately,

.
both

NBC and ABC are eliminating the

practice of offering cuffo time to

candidates before the national po-

litical conventions. From-’here on
in, it’s strictly cash ori the line for

the use of NBC’s and ABC’s ex-

tensive video facilities, which em-
brace many of the major outlets

throughout the country. In the

case of ABC, immediate Commer-
cial sponsorship extends also into

its AM facilities.

The reversal practically renders

impotent the broadcasting standr

ards promulgated by NBC last Oc-

tober when the network high•com-

mand ruled: “When NBC facili-

ties are used for presentations by

or on behalf of a legally qualified

candidate for public office, equal

opportunity in the use of such fa-

cilities ‘is afforded to all other

legally qualified candidates for the

same office.”

Similarly it’s ABC’s boast that

(Continued on page 63)

Chez Josephine Baker
Vice La Martinjaue, NX
Josephine Baker will become a

nitery impresario the first week in

February. She’ll take over ’ La
Martinique, N. Y., and will open
it as Chez Josephine Baker. Type
of surrounding show-, hasn’t been
set as yet.

Until a few weeks ago, spot was
operated by Alan Gale as the
Celebrity Club,

This will be the singer’s Second
Manhattan cafe venture. Some

rears ago, she took over an east-

iiderie, also with the Chez J. B.
label.1

Young & Rubicam agency in-

quiries on TV time' availabilities

for a proposed Dwight D. Eisen-

hower for President rally sched-
uled for the night of Feb. 8 at

Madison Square Garden, N. Yl,

has raised the question in some
quarters as to whether Henry R.

Luce coin is backing the five-star

general's campaign. Y & R has
the Luce Life-Time billings and
negotiates all its radio-TV deals.

Behind the Garden rally are the
(Continued on page 16)

m
London, Jan, 15.

Noel Coward has turned down
an offer of $7;000 for one TV apr

pearance for NBC in America.
He was also offered a suite of

rooms and all his meals to play

four weeks, at the Waldorf-Astoria
at $6,000 per, and given a conces-

sion to do one show nightly instead

of the usual two. He also nixed

| this.
' *

Theatre television exhibitors
greeted this week the news that

the Theatre Guild is progressing
rapidly on plans to produce a series

of legit shows for big-screening on
an experimental basis, With a lack

of major spurts events to light

their big-screen installations in the

last month or so, exhibs have found
it virtually impossible . to. make
use of their equipment. Hence,
they eye the Guild plans of Staging

a show every two or three weeks
as a major “step towards solving

their programming problems.

Lawrence Langner, co-director

of the Guild, told Variety yester-

day (Tues,) that"’ the theatre TV
plans are still in the talking stage

but that the project should kick

off by spring. United Paramount
Theatres execs are working with

the Guild in an advisory capacity.

According to Langrter, the line-

up of shows to be staged for big-

(Continued pn page 4)

•f Both NBC and CBS have In-

itiated overtures with Laurence
Olivier and Vivien Leigh to bring
their “Caesar and > Cleopatra”-
“Antony and Cleopatra'’ brace of
legit attractions to television on
successive nights. It’s reported the
competitive bidding for the TV
coUp has been waxing hot and.
heavy, and that*, both webs have
tentative clients wrapped up in

the event Of an okay from the stars

and their manager.
NBC is setting its sights on the

dramatic entries aS its major con-
tribution to , its “Operations
Frontal Lobes.” Web figures that,

sans intermissions, the plays can
be telescoped Into

,

possibly 90 min-,

utes pr two hours at the most of.

running time.
For the occasion, the network

would preempt choice nighttime
segments, with refunds- to the
regular sponsors. Thus it’s fig-

ured a sponsorship deal for the
Olivier-Leigh attractions would en-
tail a minimum 6f $100,000 for each
night. (Last year, it’s recalled,

NBC and a prospective client dan-
gled as high as. $125,000 for a one-
night pickup of “South Pacific,”

-but Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein 2d nixed the offer.)

Plan would be to pick up the two
^Continued on page 63)

For TV, Radio, Newsreels

Foundation to Render

Aid to Needy Students
Albany*. Jan. 15.

The George Abbott Education
Foundation, Inc., has been char-
tered as a non-profit membership
corporation here. Its purpose is

“to promote the general public

welfare by the grant of funds, with-

out regard to race, sex, color or
creed, for tuition, books, incidental

(Continued on page 2)

Sen. Estes Kefauver envisions

the building of special hearing

rooms . where, - television, radio • arid

newsreel personnel arid equipment
coujdi function without, unduly an:

moying, witnesses. Observation was
made to Variety by the Tennessee
Senator Thursday (10) after he

addressed the New York Cinema
Lodge, B’riai B'rith, meeting hon-

oring Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein 2d.

. The Senator, former head of the

Senate Crime Investigating. Gom-
.‘mittee;, discussed two resolutions

he’ll introduce in the Senate, which

(Continued on page 61)

GODFREY TALENT SHOW

AXED BY WDAF-TV
Kansas City, Jan. 15.

Thud heard here last week was
WDAF-TV dropping the Monday
night Arthur Godfrey Talent

Stouts program, immediately fol-

lowing a controversial broadcast

on Jari. 7. The decision ends the

use of a program from which the

station has
.
received, many com-

plaints, according to Dean Fitzer,.

general manager.
The- incident of last- week only

served to emphasize Godfrey’s con-

tinued use of .questionable ma-
terial and lack of good taste, Boy
Hoyland, radio and television

critic, said in his Sunday column in

the Kansas City Star. .

Monday evening (14) WDAF-TV
began carrying “Voice of Fire-

stone’’ in the spot formerly occu-

pied by Godfrey ' Talent Scouts.

The AM affiliate, WDAF, also car-

ries “Voice of Firestone” at the

same time, making one of the few

programs to be simulcast here.
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By JIM CARHARTT & NICKY WINTER
Cannes, -f*

Because we ' both had nothing
worse to do, we’ve spent two Weeks
listening to French radio. If this

fact becomes widely known, we will

be eligible for the Croix de Guerre'

with two palms, eich of which may
may be placed firmly over an ear

to
.

prevent such a horrible thing

from recurring.
. But you've got to say onp thing

about French radio. At least we-v.e

got to, since we’re guests of the

country. So we’li say one thing

about French radio: there’s a lot

of* it. And it’s very enthusiastic,

Take thd commercials; Please

take the commercials, In the
States, if the man who pays a lot

of dough to bring you the best

possible entertainment is silly

enough to expect you to buy his

product in return, he asks you to

buy it. Nicely, politely, cajolingly

the announcer tells you that, really,

in all fairness, -you Ought to try

this product. Just once, Of course.

And if you don’t like it, you get

your’ money back. They may pout
about it, and consider you some-
thing less than a gentleman, but
you do get your money back. ..

This is not how it is on the
French radio. Here you^are ordered
to buy something, Not tomorrow
when the stores are open. But now,
right .now, get out of bed, put On
your pants, go down to the corner

grocery store, break down the door
and steal some Duval’s Macaroni.
Never mind if you get arrested.

You’re lucky to be allowed to go
to jail for stealing Duval’s Maca-
roni, because they serve just that

in every French Jail, and besides

it's well worth going to Jail just

to taste Duval's.
Commercials

And there is none of this if*

you*don’t-like-it-you*get-your-dough

back stuff. Brother, if you don’t
like Buval’s, kill yourself. Life, the
announcer says, will not be worth
living for you if you don’t like

Duval’s. In fact, there’s every
chance that he personally will

come ’round and set fire to your
house if you don’t. That’s about
the way French commercials seem
to run. And they get the same
effect In singing commercials, only
it’s more violent set to music, “You
want soft; luxuriant hair, don’t

you?”, booms a baritone, “Of
course you want soft, luxuriant
hair,’’ Carols a tenor. (Both of

these voices sound kinda bald to

us, but no matter.) “In that case,”

they both sing with full orchestra,

“Use so-and-so’s brilliantine.” If you
don’t have soft, luxuriant hair after

10 minutes of brushing your hair
with this brilliantine, to blazes
with you. You can dip your head
in boiling bacon grease, for all.

the tenor and baritone care. And
if you think all this is easy to

express in 16 bars, just try it.

Then there is this big program
every Thursday night. At least, we
think it’s on a Thursday. Any dis-

crepancy between the day we name
and the actual broadcast may be
attributed to the stubborn refusal
Of the French to name the days
of the week in English. Anyway,
this program is called a Grand
Concourse. This has nothing, to do
With The Bronx. In French, it

means a contest. Yes, we know
there’s a gag in there somewhere,
but you work it out, will you?
The Contest is run by somebody

named Zappy Max. (Don’t be silly.

How could we make up a name like

(Continued on page 20)

Shades of Welles
Detroit, Jan, 15.

A panicky public caused WJBK-
TV to throw out a feature'westeirn

and declare it “evidently unfit for

television use.’*

The final scene of the film “From
Texas to Bataan,” included a news
bulletin broadcast over a rancher’s

radio which ' skid: “We interrupt

this program to bring you a spe-

cial news bulletin—Pearl Harbor
has just been bombed.’’
The switchboards jammed imme^

diately at all Detroit radio stations

and -newspapers. One station’s

news editor even called the FBI
to check on possible Red sabotage
before the kource Could be traced

and the panic subsided:
WJBK-TV’ promptly shipped the

film back to' its distributor and in-

formed its frightened public that

the 1942 western had no; bearing
on current events.

I Fflm Execs Outline Plan*

•For Cantor- Israel* Fete
. Film executives met Monday
(14) in New York to outline Indus*1

try ’ plans to help celebrate Eddie
Cantor’s 60th birthday, at a din-

ner being held at the Hotel Com-
modore, N.Y., Jan. 3i, to spear-

head the $500,000,000 “Bonds for

Israel’’ drive. Cantor will be guest

of honor.

Headitig the /fiKh- contingent is

Spyros Skouras, president of 20th-
Fox. - Admission to the 'dinner is

by purchase of a $1,000*bond. The
drive, since, its inception in May,
1951, has brought in cash or

pledges exceeding .$100,000,000.

No One-

Grand Ballet Keeps to ’51

$50,000 legal’ Loss Limit

And Radio in Britain

London, Jan. 15.

Although prospects for the intro-

duction of commercial radio and
TV in Britain are far from bright;

they are not quite as dim as they
were a year ago when the Bever-
idge Commission recommended a

total thumbs down to sponsored
broadcasting of any kind. Two
things have happened in the year
to raise the hopes of the political

minority that voted in favor of

commercialism in the commission's
findings.

In order of importance, these
developments are: (1) the change
of government; and t2) the austeri-

ty program which may make it Im-
possible for the British Broadcast-
ing Corp. to meet demands for in-

creased TV time.
The Beveridge report was in-

tended as a guide. for the govern-
ment in framing its policy for a* re-

newal of the BBC Charter which
expired Dec. 31 last. In the sum-
mer, the then Labor government
indicated in broad terms its accept-

tance of the main provisions, but
also threatened a 15% expenditure
cut in view of the strain of the de-

fense program.
With the return to power of the

Conservatives, the introduction of

the new BBC charter has been de-
ferred for six months to give the

Cabinet time to frame its own poli-

cy. Meantime* a number of Con-
servatives who came out in favor

of sponsored broadcasting during
the last Commons debate, now have
formed a Parliamentary committee
to agitate for the introduction of

this.

For obvious reasons, any form of
TV sponsorship would have to be
on the most limited scale. At pres-

ent there is only one telecasting

channel. Consequently, to pro-
vide other wave bands for adver-
tisers would make the million sets

now in use out qf date. The alter-

native would have to. be the utiliza-

tion of time hot at present taken
up by the BBC, which normally has
about two hours at night and one
hour in the afternoon.

Since the extension of
.
the TV

(Continued on page 63)
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The Grand Ballet de Monte

Carlo, owned and operated by Mar-

quis George de Cuevas and his

wife, Margaret, granddaughter of

John D. Rockefeller, managed to

stay within the prescribed $50,000
limit on losses in operations last

year. The de‘ Cuevases thus avoided
the possibility of having to pay
back to the U. S. Government well
over $1,000,000 in tax deductions,
plus penalties.

Their troupe, which has been
playing in Europe and North Africa
all during ’51, finished the calen-
dar year “well Within the stip-

ulated limit,” according to the
management, ending up with a loss

of “around $25,000.” In the pre-
vios three years, the de Ctievases
had expended $987,500 on the com-
pany, half of that in 1950. (Troupe
dropped $150,000 alone in a trip to
America for a four-week engage-
ment at the Century, N. Y., in No-
vember, 1950).

The Grand Ballet is a limited
partnership, set up in. N. Y. with
the marquesa as -owner of 87V6%
of the net profits of the partner-

ship. ,
Under the setup* the de

Cuevases have been able to deduct
the troupe's losses, which they
inanced, from their personal in-

come. Tax law forbids such, deduc-
tion in a fifth year, if the company
has sustained losses during the four
years previous, unless the loss is

under $50,000. This is on the prob-
able theory that a company drop-
ping, coin so consistently would
have to be classified as a “hobby 1

rather than a profit-geared busi-
ness, The de Cuevases would also

[Jiaye forfeited the deductions of
over $1,000,000 taken for the pre^
vious four .years* plus, penalties.

It was necessary for the marquis
to curtail expenditures sharply and
cut; down on his usual lavish way
of operation. Bookings and tour-

ing were carefully watched. Troupe
started touring in February, ’51,

with dates in Spai , France, Eng
land and elsewhere. All but one
were guarantees, and troupe
came out okay on that one, too.

Troupe, finished the year with
week in Tunis, and began 1952
with a week in

.
Algiers. After a

couple of weeks’ vacation, it goes
to CanifUs for the month of Feb-
ruary, and to Belgium in March.
Company, though started in Monte
Carlo and playing Europe steadi-
ly (except for the brief, costly
N. Y. visit in 1950), is ah Ameri-
can troupe, with its owners U. S.

citizens* and most of its lead
d a n c e r s (Marjorie Tallchief,
George Skibine, Rosella High-
tower, etc.) Americans.

With other ventures into the
dance field in the last decade, the
de Cuevases have spent about
$2,000,009 backing ballet' They
shelled out about $800,000 in 1944
in a brief eight-week, season with
Ballet International at the Inter-
national Theatre, N* Y.

The other day some 65 Hollywood personalities returned from
the four corners of the globe and arduous missions to entertain
American Gra in Korea, Africa* Europe, Alaska and the Carib-
bean area. They willingly sacrificed time, effort and com-
fort, not to mention their Christmas and New Year’s holidays
with families and friends. They did a job and they did it well
—And there’s been no big industry hoop-la about it:

On Jan. 24 there will be released simultaneously in all u. s.

theatres and Army and Navy posts, here and abroad, l8,4oo

prints of the 1952 March of Dimes film* “You’ll Never Walk
Alone,” produced by Metro, which has done, the job for the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis for the past 12 years.
This year the film stars Howard Keel, who contributed his tim
and effort; was produced and directed for Hie tenth year by
Harry Loud, and its title song is by Richard Rodgers and Oscar
Hammerstein, who donated its usage; It’s an excellent, moving
short* probably the best in the entire terrific money-raising
series, but here again there will be no particular effort on the
part of the film business in general, and Metro in particular, to
take credit for a fine job in behalf of the community.

And there are numerous other Instances; such as Defense Bond
drives; blood bank appeals. Red Gross, emergencies, and national
and local fund-raising benefits for which Hollywood manpower,
resources and know-how have been continuously solicited arid
found readily available. Yesterday, George Murphy, president
of the Hollywood Coordinatiiig Committee, released a sta^eriient
to the effect that film personalities made 2,931 free appearances
during 1951* double the number made during the previous year*
This is not being advertised by the film industry and its people.

But it hasn’t been noted that pressure groups are posting
pickets urging people to see the pictures containing personali-
ties involved in public welfare work. Neither the Wage Earners
Committee, nor any other group of self-professed patriots, dema-
gogues andbluenoses can be expected to voice commendation
of the industry, since they know that being nice to Hollywood
will not afford them any publicity, but smears, slander arid
defamation of Hollywood gets them headlines, or at least some
attention. ?*

But . it’s just this calloused. Indifference by pressure groups
to the whole truth about Hollywood, and their cynical disregard
of the truly remarkable patriotism and civic-consciousness of
film companies and film people, that has finally aroused the
motion picture industry to the point where it will make its first

concerted fight against crackpot attacks and indiscriminate
vilification. Scho.
(Reprinted from Daily Variety, issue of Jan. 11, ’52).

Vets Unit Backs Kramer
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

The Hollywood chapter of the
Disabled American Veterans be-
came the first veterans group to

voice public support of Stanley
Kramer in his battle agains the
Wage Earners Committee.

A telegram, from chapter presi-

dent Sam Davis said the group
“Unanimously endorsed your coura-
geous stand against WEC’s irre-

sponsible action and accusations.
'Such anonymous Organizations,
'using the cloak of. false American-
ism as a cover for an attempted
grab of power, are. as bad as tbe
Communism they pretend to fight.”

During Paris Talent 0.0.
Paris, Jan. 15,

Gene Kelly, in town to ..hunt

talent for his upcoming . Metro
Starrer, “Invitation to : the Dance,”
cancelled his search -following a
sudden appendectomy. He had
also planned to visit Rome,

In addition, Kelly
%
has a major

role in Metro’s “The Devil Makes
Three,” which producer Richard
Goldstone expects to roll shortly
in Germany, It’s believed that, in

the event Kelly is not ready in. time
for the start the picture will be
£hot arouitd*him* r VI-

Continued from Rage 1

fees and maintenance, including
board and' lodging* to worthy and
deserving high school, prep school,
college and post-graduate students
in schools, colleges and universi-
ties throughout the United States.”

This is to be done without pe-
cuniary profit to the corporation or
its officers. Principal office of the
Foundation is to be located in New
York City.. Directors shall not be
less

,
than five or more than nine.

Directors listed are George Abbott;
his daughter*; Judith Abbott Clark;
attorney Edward E. Colton; Carl
Fisher, and Isabel Juergens, Ab-
bott’s sister. Supreme Court, jus-
tice Irving L., LeVey approved the
certificate of incorporation. Dr.
Lewis A. Wilson, State Commis
sioner of Education, consented to
its filing.

No Legit Angle
.
According to Abbott, there, is no

theatrical significance to the Foun
dation. It is simply intended to
help young people in all fields to
get an education. The producer
explains that since he had to work
his Way through school and college,
he’s sympathetic to youths in the
same predicament today;
Abbott indicated that the fund

would be relatively small to start
but that he plans to add to it regu-
larly, with, the amounts to be de
termined largely by his tax* situa-
tion from time to time;*'' *

1

Hollywood* Jan. 15.

Stanley Kramer called on thA
Hollywood Junior Chamber of

Commerce to support his $1,000,000
ibel suit against the Wage Earn-
ers 'Committee arid voiced a wani-
ng that irresponsible attacks on
he film business by pressure
groups have developed into a “se-

rious community issue as well as

an industry problem.”

Speaking at the chamber’s an-

nual Distinguished Service Award
dinner,’ the producer of film “Death
of a Salesman,’’ which had been
picketed by members of the WEC,
urged that the subject be taken up
at the next

,chamber meeting, add-
ng: “Remember, any person sit-

ting in this room tonight could be

attacked 'irresponsibly.”

“The motion picture industry,’’

he said, “must have a yardstick by
which it cap clean house, but it

must be a yardstick set up by re-

sponsible people.”
He could have prevented the

picketing of “Death of a Sales-

man,” he said, if he had agreed to

let WEC set up its own yardstick.

He also declared that the group

attacked Fredric March even

though a retraction, of the charges

originally made against the actor

Was on file in the WEC offices. The
shadowy figures in that organiza-

tion* he declared, will soon be

brought out into the open.

Backed By Industry

Kramer’s libel suit was promised

hearty support throughout the filnj

industry. The major studios offered

their, backing, and So did the Inde-

pendent Motion Picture Producers

Assn,, the Society of Independent.

Motion Picture Producers and civic

arid community groups. Joint state-

ment by the two indie groups was;

“We
.
commend to the fullest

Stanley Kramer’s forthright action.

The actions Of such irresponsible

pressure groups have brought great

harm to the motion picture indus-

try ~ an industry which actually

should be praised for its long ana

successful fight against the Com-

munists who attempted to infiltrate

arid control its "product. We urge

all branches of the industry to get

behind Stanley Kramer in tnw

fight. We are offering the legal tal-

ent and. Other facilities of our or-

ganization to him.”
Dore Schary said: “Good

i .HCoritiftued oil page 63)

for
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FOREIGN INCOME

After & Y., Miami Exec Huddles
Preston Davie, chairman of a-

committee of Universal board

members named to look into the

feasibility of a merger with Decca

Records, said yesterday (Tues.)

that he personally felt there was
sufficient -“community of interest”

between the two companies to

make the move advantageous.

Davie added,* however, that

Rbasco Service Corp., an appraisal

outfit, had been hired by both U
and Decca to make a study of the

two companies, to determine the

practicality of merger and how it

would best be accomplished.
A committee has also been

named by the Decca board for the
same purpose,' Until the two com-
mittees separately and then togeth-

er go over ail the facts and figures

which have been made available to

them on both (companies, and until

the Ebasco report is in and has
been studied, Davie emphasized, no
decision will be made,

'There’s a ^possibility, he pointed
out, that everyone will agree with
his Off-the-cuff Opinion concerning
the “community of interest,” but
that fiscal studies would show a

merger to be bad tax-wise or in

other ways. Davie is a retired at-

torney and a vet member of the
U board.
there may be a possibility, he

Said, that the two, companies might
best work closely together without
an actual merger. Davie asserted
that no plans, at all had been for?

( Continued on page 18

)

Political Squeeze
With England's dollar deficit

rapidly growing, American in-
dustryites figure their greatest
danger is getting caught in a
political squeeze. They are
fearful that if Britain does not
get the financial support it is

seeking in Washington, it may
cut off dollar payments for*
films as a means of dramatiz-
ing its need.
Yank distribs have been able

to thaw virtually all of their
earnings during the past few
years via fairly favorable
agreements that allow more,
than half to be converted di-

rectly to dollars and the rest
Used for Various purposes.
Present pact runs until; Oct; L

(GOP, Dem Powwows)

Little note has been taken by pix

Companies of the 'weeks of next
July 7 and July 21, which loom a9
the most disastrous .b.o. wise. The.
political conventions are set for
those periods, and with the Repub-
lican and Democratic powwows
slated for televising, it’s anticipat-

ed that a goodly- portion of the
population will be glued to their
TV sets,

As far as could be ascertained,
no company has arranged its . re-
lease schedule with the conventions
in mind. Nor would any company
say that it would withhold its lesser
product for distribution about that
time, since no pic exec would ad-
mit that he had a weak sister on
his slate.

One theatre exec discounted the
effect of the convention on the
b.o., feeling that the proceedings
in general were boring and would
not hold the viewers for a great
length of time on hot summer
nights. He said it was quite con-
ceivable that theatres equipped
with large-screen TV might pipe
in a part of the event, especially
when it got down to the. decisive
moment of a nomination.
In general, pic execs felt that it

was too early to make any plans,
and indicated that they would wait
and see what happens.

N. Y.’s Jungle Aura, As

2 So. African Pix Bow
New York, which it is believed

has never before seen a picture
completely located in South; Africa,,
is about, to- get two of them With=_
in a couple weeks of each other.
Coincidence ' goes even farther in
that they both centre about -the

Same native area in Johannesburg
“-although treatment of the sub-
ject matter is diametrically - op-
posite.

The films are “Cry* the Beloved
Country” and “The Magic Garden.’’
Former, a very close adaptation of
Alan Baton’s bestselling novel, was
produced under Sir Alexander
Korda’s banner arid is being re-
leased in the U. S, by Lopert Film
Distributing Corp. “Garden,” pro-
duced,. written and directed by
Donald Swanson, an. Englishman,
is being released by Arthur L.

(Continued on, page. 16)

Bd. Reelects Mgt.
Dissident RKO Theatres’ stock-

holders group will not press the
claim it made last week that it was
short-counted in winning only two
places on the six-man board. Deci-
sion to ' abandon further battling
was indicated by the appearance
of the two minority members, Da-
vid J. Greene and A. n Louis OreS-
man, to take their, places on the
new directorate at its first meeting
yesterday (Tues.).

Board session, held at RKO The-
atres homeoffice in New York, was
for the purpose of electing officers.

As expected, the management,
headed by prez Sol A. Schwartz,
was renamed,

Isidor J, Kresel, counsel for the
minority group, claimed following
the stockholders meeting in Dover,
Del., last Thursday (10) that dis-

puted ballots entitled the group,
headed by Greene, to -at/least three

.

directors. He threatened court ac-
tion.

After considering possibilities, it

is understood the Greene contin-
gent came to the conclusion that
the best interests of the sharehold-
ers lay in discontinuing further
battling. They felt that litigation

would merely use up time of RKO
execs that might be better spent
in company operation.

Greene group claimed victory in

the heated two-month contest for
proxies in that it got a greater
number of public votes than did.

the management. Series of appeals
which both Greene and -. the
Schwartz management sent out re-

(Continued on page 15)

Capra to India as U.S.,

Pix Rep to Festival
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Frank Capra leaves for Washing-
ton Thursday (17), thence to Bom-
bay to rep: the American film in-

dustry and function as official

delegate of the U. S. State De-
partment at the International Film
Festival Jan; 24-Feb. 27.

A number of American films will

compete with English, French,
Italian, Indian, Chinese and Rus-
sian entries.

Reed’s N.Y. Feb. Visit

.... British producer-director Carol
Reed is due in New York from
London the first week of February.
He is coining, over for publicity in

Connection with his latest pic,

“Outcast of the Islands” (Lopert),
which * expected to open on
Broadway in February.
Reed will be in the U. S. about

two weeks. He’ll start production
preparation on his return for an-
other pic under the Sir Alexander
Korda banner.

American film industry, which
four years ago was viewing its for-

eign markets With complete de-

spair, is believed to have received

more coin from abroad in 1951

than any previous year in picture
history. Foreign managers, are not
optimistic, however, that they can
repeat in. 1952.

Complete count is hot in as yet,

of course, for the 12 months ending
Dec. 31. But, from preliminary tal-

lies, it appears likely that the
$120,000,000. record rung up by the
majors in 1947 was exceeded,

Amount by which it was topped
may be even more than the figures
will indicate on the surface, be-
cause of a bookkeeping change
made by most companies in the
interim.' Rack in ’47, before, cur-
rency^ freezes were a large-size,

problem, all earnings abroad were
taken up on the.books in New York
as income. Now, most companies
record only actual funds received
in dollars in this country,
.Film b.o.s were fantastically

good in most of the world during
1951. Prospects are that they will;

continue/ so. Attendance .
is not.,

what’s worrying the majors’ for-

eign chiefs; the big problem is the

(Continued on page; 15)

Hollywood, Jan. 15.

The State Department has ap-
pointed Frank McCarthy as a con-
sultant and set him as a member
of the executive reserve. He was
Assistant Secretary of State under.
James F. Byrnes.
NeW duties call for him to make

occasional Washington trips.

Meanwhile, he carries on at 20th,

where he’s to produce “Assignment
Stockholm” and “Singlehanded.”

(ID

Gets Rundown on State’s

Int’l Film Operations
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Report on the operations abroad
of the State Department’s Inter-

national Motion Picture Division
was made to. the Motion Picture
Industry Council’s manpower com-
mittee by James B. Fainchey,
foreign, production staff topper.
Fainchey, who has recently re-

turned from a world-wide survey
of the State Department’s overseas
production and distribution activi-

ties, outlined to the 'group the work
being done by film industry man-
power in various sections; of the
world.

Fainchey commended the pic in-

dustry for its cooperation arid

asked the reps of the producer
associations, guilds and craft

unions for continued support of
' (Continued on page 15)

Industry policy on further set-

tlement of suits by the '‘Hollywood
Nine” is reportedly a major item
of discussion at the conclave of
company prexies. that began in
Miami Beach yesterday . (Tues.).

Also reportedly on the agenda are
discussions of ways and means of.

reducing the quantity of antitrust

suits being thrown at the majors
by exhibs.

.... General sessions are continuing
today (Wed.).: They are also pre-
liminary to a meeting with James
C; Petrillo, president of the Ameri-
can Federation of Musicians/ on a
new studio pact with the AFM.
Except for some presidents Who
are Vacationing in Miami Beach,
company toppers will: be back in

New York,. Friday (18),

Eric Johnston, Motion Picture
Assn, of America prez, was on hand
yesterday for the talks. With him

( Continued on page 20)

Schenck Staying in Fla.

Nicholas M. Schenck, president
of Loew’s, leaves N. Y. this week
for his annual winter stay in Flo-

ridan where he continues
-

business
operations.

Schenck usually travels south
prior to Christmas but stayed on in

N. Y. later this year for the windup
of consent decree negotiations

with the Department of Justice..

Trade Tapers Oft;
4Quo Vadis’ Back in First Spot,

‘Dreams’ Strong 2d, ‘Dawn’ 3d, ‘Spy’ 4th

Current session at nation’s film

boxoffices. is a typical post-holiday

one, with biz generally, sagging.

Oversupply of holdovers and ex-

tended-runs naturally is- con-

tributing to the downbeat, along

with bad weather in some sections

and transportation strikes in Bal-

timore and Toronto.

“Quo. Vadis” (M-G) is resum-
ing its leadership at the wickets

after dipping to second position

a week ago. It will pile up over

$225,000 in some nine: key cities

covered by Variety—this stanza.

A strong second is “See You in My
Dreams” (WB) although it’s largely

on holdover.

“Decision Before Dawn” (20th)

is. perking up to ^capture • third

place while “Favorite (Par)

is running almost ’ nock-! ’-neck

With it to wind up fourth. Fifth

money goes to “Westward the

Women”. riM-Gl.

•“Wild /Blue Yonder” (Rep') will

finish in sixth Spot *
with “Distant

Drurris” (WB)/ which had been go-

ing great .guns the two previous

weeks, i seventh. “Detective

Story” (Par) is capturing, eighth

position although it has finished

most of its key first-run dates.

“Blue Veil” (RKO); “Weekend
With Father*' (U) and, “Flame of

Araby” (U) round out the top 12

list. “Lavender Hill- Mob” <(U); and

“I Want You” (RKO) are runner-
up pix.

“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)

is standout new entry, with big

session at N. Y. Music Hall and
prospects of an exceptionally long

run. "Another ’Man’s Poison”
(UA), big in Frisco, shapes good
i Pittsburgh but. mild in L.A.

“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) looms as a potential win-
ner, being big in N. Y., okay ini

Toronto and Washington, and fair-

ish in Balto. “Cimarron Kid” (U)

started out good in K. C., preem
date ; “Boots Malone” (Cpl), fast

in Cleveland, shapes okay in Cin-

cinnati.

“American in Paris’' (M-G),

/which has nearly finished its ini-

tial batch of runs principal

'keys/ is adding substantial , coin

this stanza. “I Want You” (RKO)
is mainly, holdoyer or extended-

yun currently on first test engage-

aments.

I “Strange Door” (U) shapes- ice

?in D. C. “On Dangerous Ground”
(RKO), good ‘ Buffalo, is rated

weak in; Philly. “Death of Sales-

man” (Col), big in N. Y„ looks

mild in L. A. “The Well’* (UA)

looms smash in Chi. “Bright Vic-

tory” (U), getting sortie new dates,

is trim in Detroit and solid in

Pitt.

(Complete Bpxoffi.ce Reports on
v» n, d Popex 8:9) -I. «*»» «

Concentrated round of sessions
which Eric Johnston and his staff

held with groups of company execs
at their various homeoffices last

week left the clear impression that
the Motion Picture Assn; of Ameri-
ca prexy will, have to ditch, all

other ideas, political or otherwise,
and concentrate on the domestic,
problems facing the industry.

Johnston and his principal aide,
Joyce O’Hara, are Understood to
be getting another feel of the
down-to-work attitude, of. the
MPAA’s diies-paying meriibers at «
huddle in Miami Beach which,
started yesterday (Tues.) and con-
tinues today.;

Sessions in New York- are be-
lieved unique. Johnston and his

Staff went to the offices of seven
different companies arid sat down
with their, topofficers for a discus*

slon of what they think the Asso-
ciation ought to be/ doing. While
the talks were off the record, from
what could be pieced together
from the various companies, it ap-
pears that they considered the:

(Continued on page 16)

B’wav’s

As Kramer Pic Trailers:

Boyer, Harris, ‘4-Posler’

Broadway is proving something
of an unexpectedly sock trailer for
pic producer Stanley Kramer. He
has bought a play and signed two
people for top roles in other pix
and in eaoh case they’ve unexpect-
edly proved to be Broadway hits

before the films have been re-

leased.

Play is “Fourposter” and the
pair of players are Charles Boyer,

and Julie Harris. Kramer acquired
the Jan de Hartog legiter last

spring, before Jessica Tandy and
Hume Croriyn were even consider-

ing it. for Broadway. They tried It

out in strawhatters during the sum-
mer and it was so successful they
brought it to the Stem in the fall,

where it has proved a smash—
(Continued on page 16)
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With the traditonal pattern oft
first-run bookings in N. Y. largely

upset oyer the past year* it's now
becoming clear which of the town’s
showcases and which film compa-

{

pies now are more or less ’-going

Paramount Pictures and the Par
Theatre* once members of the same
corporate family, are behaving like

total strangers. Film outfit is giv-

ing Brandt’s Mayfair and Globe, a

big play with a recent' sked of

seven pix at the two spots. Par
Theatre, where a Par film is now
rare, has seven bookings lined up,

four of them from EKO, two from
Columbia and one. from Warners.
BKOi product over recent months
has been going mainly to the Par
house and the Criterion, Charles

-Moss operation. Criterion, where
BKO’s release of Samuel Gdld-

wyn’s “I Want You” is current, fol-

lows this with the same distrib’s

“At Sword’s Point” and a reissue

of Walt Disney’s “Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs.”
BKO began its romance with the

Criterion' last summer when * pro-

jected deal with the Mayfair for

Disney’s “Alice in Wonderland”
fell through as Brandt balked at

the terms demanded: Film com"
pany switched to the Criterion and

since has been" using that house

and the Par for its N. Y. showcas-

ing. / . ,
......

Columbia has a non-exclusive

tieup with City Investing’s Astor

and Victoria.
Pix tn Loew's State

Loew's State, .has been open to

a variety of product, including Lip-

pert’s ‘‘For Men Only,” which

opened yesterday (Tiies.). Metro-

affiliated house also has had a

number of Universal pix.. Warners
confines its top product to the

(Continued on page 16)

MPAA,

Bernard Smith East

On Sliest’ Huddles
Paramount producer Bernard

Smith arrived in New York from
the Coast last Saturday (12) for

a week’s stay, He’s east to huddle
with Ruth and Augustus Goetz on
the picture , adaptation they’re
propping of Heniy Handel Richard-
son’s, novel, “Maurice Guest.”

Pic is the initiator on Smith’s
slate. . He’s’ former story editor at

the studio. Also on his schedule
is a. filmization of F. . Scott Fitz-

gerald's “Babylon Revisited.”

Theatre Guild Maps

Hollywood, Jan. 15.'

Alex Gottlieb, indie produee^
Will make a four-episode picture,

“Billy Rose’s / Broadway Tales/’

based on Billy Rose columns. Sacjh
episode will have a different direc-

tor.

Shooting starts in July, with
Richard Conte and Lee j. Cobb
already slated foir one of the epi-

sodes.
Gottlieb is Rose’s brother-in-law.

In D.C. for
< •

.

On Theatre Television

Washington, Jan. 15,

Attorneys and engineers for Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America and

Theatre Owners of America com-

pleted two days of meetings at.

MPAA headquarters here Saturday

( 12 ) to lay plans for the big the-

atre TV hearings before the Fed-

eral Communications Commission
beginning Feb. 25. The organiza-

tions will be ready to go ahead

oh the scheduled date, a spokesman
said, but ; recognize the possibility

that the Commission may be
.
un-

able to proceed if its deliberations

attendant to the lifting of the TV
freeze, expected in mid-February,

are still in progress;
Approximately 50 witnesses, in*

eluding the biggest names in the

motion picture industry, have been
tentatively lined up to present the

case for special theatre TV fre-

quencies. Among them will be Eric

Johnston, head of MPAA; Mitchell

Wolfson, head of TQA; Spyros P.

Skouras, 20th-Fox proxy; Si Fabian,

head of Fabian Theatres, and vari-

ous Hollywood figures.

Representing MPAA
,
as special

counsel on theatre TV were Vin-

cent Weich and James L. Fly.

Frank H. McIntosh and Andrew
Inglis represented the association

as engineering counsel. Marcus
Cohn and Stuart Bailey represent-

ed TOA as legal and engineering

counsel, respectively.

Sitting in at the sessions from
MPAA were Joyce O’Hara, exec

assistant to Johnston; Ed. Cooper
new TV director for the assn.;

Sidney Schreiber and Taylor Mills.

Johnston sat in for part of the

meetings.

Skoura’s NT Prez Pact

Extended Through 1961
Los Angeles, Jan; 15.

Charles P. Skouras will continue

as president of National Theatres

until Dec. 31, 1961, under a seven-

year extension of his present con

tract, which runs to Dec. 31, 1954.

Fact calls for a yearly salary of

£130,000, plus a percentage: of the

circuit’s, profits, with the total an

hual amount limited to $490,000.
: Under the new arrangement

Skouras will remain as head of the

theatre chain after, the divorce-

ment from 20tH-Fox next June,

While his brother Spyros will rer

jpain as head of the production and
distribution company.

For Theatre Video
Pointing up the probability that

a number of theatre television en-
trepreneurs may soon be compet-
ing to'line up events for big-screen
exhibitors, the Theatre ‘Guild, in

mapping its own plans to produce a
series of legit plays to be made
available to theatre TV, has de-
cided it will also handle distribu-

tion of the shows. Guild shows will

be the first; emanating from the
New1 York area which ., have not
been booked through Nathan L.
Halpern’s Theatre Network TV.
While the Guild’s method of sell-

ing its shows to exhibitors in all

parts of - the country with big-
screen installations has not been
finalized yet, It’S presumed the
legit organization has decided to
bypass TNT on the assumption
that there’s no need to cut an out-
side agency in for a share of the
profits. In the same way it’s be-
lieved that 20th-Fox will handle
sales of its theatre TV shows when
its long-pending; plans for big-
screen extravaganzas get under-
way. Another indie group, com-
prising California exhibs and real-
tors, has been set up on the Coast
to handle sale of theatre TV events
to exhibs in its area.

Halpern, as the first in theJjusi-
rtess, has lined up all the top sports
events carried by theatres during
the last year, except for a few
college football games tied down
for its own theatres last fall by the
United Paramount circuit. TNT is

currently working on one or . two
big fights coming up but, with a
scarcity of major sports events
during the winter season, is also
mapping plans for entertainment
shows, it was Halpern who sparked
the move to big-screen the Christ-
mas pageant from the stage of
Radio City Music Hall, N. Y., but
his plan fell through under the
weight of numerous problems.

'

As further indications of the re-
newed interest in theatre TV, a
spokesman for legit producer Gil-
bert Miller told Variety this week
that a number of would-be pro
moters have attempted to obtain
big-screen rights for Miller’s two
Cleopatra” shows, currently plac-
ing the Ziegfeld, N. Y., with Sir
Laurence Olivier and. Vivien
Leigh starred. Spokesman empha
sized, however, that no deal has
been made with ahy of them.

Good, pictures, in France -reap
tremendous grosses, according to
producer-bandleader Ray Ventura,
while poor product finds it difficult

to recover budgetary costs. Failure
of mediocre films to excite mudh
attention at the boxoffice, he said,
stems from the country’s general
economic condition. Cost of-living
is high, the public spends its money
on essentials and shops carefully
or entertainment.
Though filmgoers from a numeri-

cal standpoint are fewer today
than in pre-Korean War times, pro-
duction financing can still be ar-

ranged for meritable projects: An
incentive to film-making, Ven-
tura pointed but; is a payment from
the ;government. This amount
equals 7% of the gross of a pro-
ducer’s last film and is extracted
rom a portion of the boxoffice ad-
mission to be applied to the budget
of his next picture.

Ventura, who arrived in New
York Sunday (13), revealed that
producers are now. campaigning
or a 12% rebate instead of the
existing 7% on the assertion that
conditions warrant higher produc-
tion .aid. Also of considerable
value to French film-makers is a
joint production agreement recent-
ly renewed with the Italian govern-
ment,. Under this pact pictures

.(Continued on page 16)

OPS TO BAILY CONFAB
Implementing the 20th-Fox pol-

icy of stressing merchandising ap
proaches in advance of release, of

product, distribution topper A1
Lichtman yesterday (Tues.l dis

closed that a number of prominent
eastern circuit-operators will meet
at the 20th homeoffice for a dis-

cussion of the company’s 1952
plans. Lichtman will present the
product lineup and ad-pub direc-

tor Charles Einfeld and his staff

will, go into detail on the prom'o
tion work which has been mapped
Chain bps invited to the htiddle

said to be the fii;st- of its kind for
20th, include Leonard Goldenson
Harry. Kalmine, Joseph Vogbl^BO
Schwartz, Louis Schine, ’ Georfe?
Skouras, Spyros SkouraS; Jr., Ger-
ald Shea, Samuel Rinzler, Fred
Schwartz; Si Fabian, Joseph
Se,ider; Byron Linn, Harry Brand
and Walter Reade, Jr.

New' techniques in distribution

and merchandising of films were
urged by 20th-Fox president Spy
roS P. Skouras and Lichtman at the

. company’s convention in N. Y. las

l week.

Divorcement Would Givi

Roxy Better Prod*Position
Roxy Theatre, N. Y„ will be in

as good, if *not better, position

when divorcement of 20th-Fox’s
theatre and production units is

finalized, according to David T.
Katz, new managing director of
20th’s Broadway showcase. Katz
feels that house will not only be
able to bid for top 20th product
but would also have available pix
of other companies which fit into
thb Roxy, policy.

Katz disclosed that the Roxy ex-

pects to install sometime in March
the Swiss Eidophor Theatre tele

system.
Problem facing the Roxy at pres-

ent, Katz stressed, is the inability

to sign up top talent for the stage
attractions.: (See story in Vaude.)

TV
Continued from page 1

screening in theatres throughout
the country is indefinite but he
said there’s a good possibility the
project may proem with George
Bernard Shaw’s “St. Joan*’’ in.

which Uta Hagen is currently star-

ring at the Century Theatre, N, Y.
It’s presumed Miss Hagen and the
current Broadway cast would re-
peat for theatre TV.
Langner revealed that he has

had several talks with representa-
tives of the various theatrical tal-

ent and craft unions, all of whom
have been favorable to the idea as
an experiment and have shown a
willingness to cooperate. He em-
phasized, though, that no wage
scales have been established. Plays,
he said, will be picked up directly

from the stage of theatres rather
than being restaged in TV studios.

Langner also predicted that , some
shows may be televised during a
regular performance, while cus-
tomers are seated in the theatre
audience.
He said that most of the plays to

be done, at least at the start, will

comprise those to which the Guild
owns all rights, in order to elimi-

nate as much as possible the prob-
lems involved iri clearing rights to

others. This Would preclude the
big-screening of several musicals
produced by the Guild. in coopera-
tion with Richard .Rodgers and
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, such as
“Oklahoma,” “Carousel” and “Alle-
gro.” Langner said no formula has
been worked out. yet for the rental
fees to theatres tying in on the
legiters but estimated that it would
take 50 'to 100 theatres for the
project to make expenses.

Recalling that the Guild had pio
neered in the presentation of hour-
long dramatic shows on broadcast
T-V,1 'Via a series of-4even shows'^o-
thhe^a vine cooperatioh with \>'NBC<-

TV mote than four years ago, Lang-
ner said: the Guild hopes to be able
to pioneer similarly in the presen-
tation of drama on theatre TV.
“We’re not. interested so much in
bringing our shows into the larger
cities, which have theatre regu-
larly,” he said, “but .into the small-
er towns and villages which have
not had thqriribal presentations for
a number pi, years.”. /-.*

Seen

Resigning Col Bd.

Due to BizPressure
Arnold, Grant and Col. Henry

Grown are understood resigning
from the Columbia Pictures board
as of the date of the nftet annual
stockholders’ meeting, Feb. 19.

Amendment to the bylaws, at that
time will .reduce the authorized
size of the board from 13 to nine
or 10 members: Two places on the
new board will be left vacant, as
required under Col’s certificate of

incorporation.

Grant and Crown joined the di-

rectorate in February; 1949, Board
was further expanded in Decem-
ber, 1950, by the addition Of‘Lewis
Rosenstiel, *prez and board chair-
man of Schenley Industries, dis-

tillers. Board’s authorized size was
increased to 13 when he was
elected.

Rosenstiel has already submitted
his resignation, That is under-
stood to have been on a personal
basis, since he was married to Col
prexy Harry Cohn’s niece, from
whom he has since been divorced.
Grant and Crown have declined

to run for reelection because of

press of other business. Their de-
parture is understood to be
friendly.

Enlargement of the board was
announced at the time, as an effort

to utilize the experience of men in

other fields with broad business
background, in the hope that they
could bring the advantages of new
thinking to the film industry.

Crown heads a large construc-
tion supply company in Chicago,
is principal backer of Conrad Hil-

ton in the latter’s hotel chain and
recently acquired controlling' -in-

terest in the Empire State Bldg.,

N. Y. Grant is a film attorney and
personal counsel for Harry Cohn.
He’s also attorney for Crown,
which accounts for: the Chi mil-
lionaire’s interest - in Col. Grant
was associated with him in the
Empire State Bldg. deal.

Departure of the three directors
will leave a board of seven. They
are Harry Cohn, Jack Cohn, Abe
Schneider, Abe Montague, Nate
Spingold, J; M. Blancke and Don-
ald S. Stralem.

Under Col’s certificate, of incor-

poration, two places on the board
must be left open. Directors to

fill them are to be elected by
holders of Col’s $4.25 preferred
stock in the event of default: On
dividend payments.

N. Y. to Europe
Vera Caspary
Alfred de Liagre, Jr.

Roger Furse
Ben Goetz
I, G. Goldsmith
Alexander Markey
David E, Rose
William Snyder
Nikolai Sokoloff

. Samuel /Taylor-;

Mike Todd
Michael Wilding
Sam Zimbalist

Europe to N. Y.
George Bookbinder

» Claude Dauphin
Jack Forrester
Pierre L.ouis-Gueri
Morton Spring
Ray Ventura

,
Baltimore, Jan. 15.

Move to end film censorship in
Maryland was launched last week
with the Battlmope Sun, state!
leading newspaper, editorially call,
ing for the elimination of the state
censor board* Which has functioned
since 1917, Editorial pointed out
that Maryland “Is one • of eight
among the 48 states which has a
board; pass judgment on what
movies can and cannot be shown
here.”
Terming the existence of; a state

censorship board as superfluous
the Sun pointed out that the pic-
ture industry has its own rigorous
censorship group, and it is sup-
ported and supplemented by the
action of many private groups. The
editorial indicated in addition that
there were Federal and local laws
governing indecent matter, “plus
the freedom of choice exercised by
the customer/’
The newspaper: charged that ip

the past the board had extended its

powers into political fields and
matters of minority-group sensi-
tivities. “Marylanders,’’ the Sun
says, “do not need to have thei
movies passed on in advance by
politicians any more than they
need have their newspapers, books,
radk> programs and television
shows passed on by politicians. If
a movie is really indecent, the po-
lice powers will take care of it

in the saine way that indecent
shows are closed up. If the movi
is just plain distasteful, the public
has a way of making its feelings
known at the boxoffice and in
forceful protests to the motion pic-
ture industry.”

In calling for the elimination of
the board, Hie Sufi said that film
censorship was costing the state

$58,000 a year. However, Sydney
R. Traub, head of the State Board
of Motion Picture Censors, told the
Sun in a letter that film censorship
had actually netted the state $500,-
000 during the; 35 years of its ex-
istence. He noted that in the fiscal

year ending June, 1951, $32,195
had reverted to the state treasury.
Board’s income is obtained by

(Continued on page 15)
N.

L. A. to N. Y.
June Allyson
John H. Auer
Barbara Britton
Roy Brewer
Vera Caspary
Ronald Colman
Alan Courtney
Robert Cummings
Howard Dietz
Jim Dolan
Joanne Dru
Dan Duryea
Andre Eglevsky
Arthur Fellows
Benny Fields
Kurt Frings
George Glass
Ben Goetz
I. G. Goldsmith
James R. Grainger
Edward Grossman
Melissa Hayden
Paul Henried
Karl Herzog
Joy Hodges
John Ireland
Viveca Lindfords
Lida Livingston;
Don Loper
Florence Marly
Merle Oberon
Dick Powell
Don Prince
Donna Reed
David E. Rose
Blossom Seeley
Don Sharpe
Louis M. Simon
Bernard Smith
Richard: Tregaskis
Betsy von Furstenberg
Bill Watters
Michael Wilding
Shelley Winters.
Cobiha Wright, Jr.
Sam Zimbalist

N. Y to L. A.
Frederick' Ashton
Jerry Dayis
Vera-Ellen
HarveyGrahfc
Charles •Hefiderson

:

Douglas Henderson
Dave Kapp'
Harvey Lembeck
David A. Lipton
Don Mahkiewicz
Anthony Mann.
Ottq Preminger
Jerry Rosen

,

Willard Swire
PhilJWillicuiukv



I

Twentieth-Fox prez Spyros P. Skoiiras, in turning down the
request of Skiatron for 20th films to be used in the projected tests

of Skiatron’s Subscriber-Vision hi New York, reaffirmed his belief
that in theatre TV and in no other method of “pay-as-you-see’
video lies the film industry’s future. Noting that 20th is now
concentrating all its TV activities on its Eidophor system of big-
screen TV, Skouras Wrote Skiatron prexy Arthur Levey:
"We believe that the future of the motion picture industry

depends on the success of theatre TV and that through it our busi-
ness will have a very promising and prosperous future. We have
cast our lot with the theatre because we feel that motion pictures
can best be enjoyed in the surroundings and under the psycho-
logical conditions prevailing in modern properly-equipped theatres.
This is a basic precept of our company, which we shall follow until
such time as experience; demonstrates that .we are wrong.

“In view of the above, you can readily understand that it will be
impossible for us to make available to you any films of this com-
pany for your forthcoming Subscriber-Vision test in New York. ...
Since the interests of your system are opposite to those of our
own, we cannot depart from oiir present plans' and objectives,
which we feel will ultimately be of great benefit to our company
and to our industry.”

s’

Skiatron prexy Arthur Levey, +•

who has been able to obtain prom-
ises of product from only two of
the major film companies for his
projected test Of Subscriber-Vision
in New York, indicated to Variety
yesterday. (Tues.) that he will seek
aid from the Dept, of Justice fo
bring the other Companies into
line.. According to Levey, the re-
calcitrant . majors may be subject
to charges of discrimination be-
cause they okayed use of their
product in last year’s Phonevisiop
tests in Chicago but are nixing
Skiatron’s request.

In a letter sent to the president
of each of the majors asking for
use of their

,
films, Levey asked for

a reply by yesterday. As of .yes-
terday, he had received the neces-
sary okays from Paramount and
RKO, but both companies set up a
number of conditions with which
he first must comply* Metro and
20th-Fox turned him down, while
he received no reply from the
others, including Warners, Colum-
bia, Universal and Republic. It’s

reported that the' latter four are
also planning to turn down his re-
quest,

Levey said he will meet with his
attorneys 'this weekend to deter-
mine what Skiatron’s

.
next move

will be. He indicated, however,
that the outfit will ”be forced to
take some definite action.” He
voiced conviction that the majors
cannot discriminate against him,
and said Skiatron will in all prob-
ability follow the lead of Zenith
Radio, which obtained D. of J. help
in getting the majors to cooperate
with its’ Phonevision tests. Levey
added, incidentally, that Skiatron'
has no intention, of trying to buy
an /‘influence pe'ddler,” referring
to James Finnegan, former St.
Louis tax collector to whom

(Continued on page 16)

Metro Wary of Shifts

In Population as Key

To Revisions in Rentals
Metro this Week instructed its

field sales force to keep hep on
population shifts across the coun-
try with the view of abandoning
rental precedents in areas which
have experienced upped numbers
of residents.

“Rental expectancies may need
revision upward,” It was noted.
‘It’s time to be examining . every
ituation in your sales section with

eye on the new business pic-
ture which a new, busy industrial
year presents,” the fieldmeh were
told. ’

Communication to the' field di-
rected that new industries, defense,

'

activities and increased military
and industrial populations have
been spotted in many parts of the
country in 1951, and this likely will
continue this year. In line with
this, the M-G-ites were told that in
many cases the value of a new film
cannot be gauged via a comparison
’lth a previous pic alone, but also

by up-to-the-minute knowledge of
marketing conditions, in each area.

Lawyer Sues Garland

For 1306 Pact Breach
Los Angeles, Jan. 15.

Charles Goldring, attorney, filed
suit against Judy Garland for
$130,000, charging breach of con-
tract.

Plaintiff declares he signed a
contract to handle Miss Garland’s
business affairs oh Jan. 16, 1951,
but she repudiated the agreement
on July 9. Pact, he said, called for
5% of her earnings for the next
seven years. He figures she will

earn $2,600,000 in that time.

In UA s Reorg
Max E. Youngstein, United Art-

ists v.p. in charge of advertising,
publicity and exploitation, will take
on an expanded management role
around March 1, when the entire
ad-pub department at the N. Y.
homeoffice will be reorganized.

Youngstein still Will hold the
reins on the department but Will
vacate his present office to join
the other exec tenants of the build-
ing’s 14th floor. In the widened

. post, it's expected he’ll function
as a “troubleshooter ” taking on
spot assignments in distribution
and handling special problem situ-

ations for the company.
Francis Winikus, now second in

command of the ad-pub operation,
figures to take over the top spot
under Youngstein’s supervision.
He’ll move into Youngstein’s office
on the 12th floor, where the depart-
ment is housed.

Additionally, the
.
distrib intends

to build up the ad-pub department
with a flock of new personnel;
Company already is set with a
number of pix which loom as im-
portant for

.
the current year and

( Continued on page 18)

M-G Processes Bids

On ’Vadis’ Licensing
Metro this week began process-

ing of theatremen’s bids for the li-

censing of “Quo Vadis” in cities

of 100,000 or more in population.
Offers of terms for the film were
received in each exchange area up
until Monday (14). Exchange 'per-

sonnel are to inspect the proposed
licensing terms and relay them to
the homeoffice for contract ap-
proval.
M-G execs at the h.o. in N. Y.

yesterday (Tues.) said they have
no idea as yet on the number of
exhibs who have bid for “Vadis’’
or the specific terms generally of-

fered.

Steadfast refusal of me Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sci-
ences to permit telecasting of the
annual. Oscar derby has exhibs
plehty riled. Actually, the Acad’s
nix is not of its own choice, but a
decision forced on it by a variety
of factors*/..

With the acknowledged dearth
of acceptable shows for large-
screen theatre TV, exhibs are par^
ticularly hot that the annual Acad
event can’t at least be cleared for
that purpose. Aside from that,

many theatremen feel that this

show on home tele could be the
greatest promotion of the year for
films.

Acad obviously handled its pub-
lic relations badly, within the
trade, at least, in its manner of
turning down the request of Allied
States Exhib Assn, prez Trueman
Rembusch and other theatremen
for putting the derby on tele.

While Acad topper Charles Brack-
ett had good reason for the nega-
tive response, exhibs don’t real-

ize it.

Acad’s position vis-a-vis tele is

primarily limited by the player
contracts of the major studios,

which forbid their stars to appear
in the new medium. With a thou-
sand or! more players in the audi-
ence^—let alone those who walk to.

the platform to get awards—it is

(Continued on page 16)

W.E. Heller Sued for 15G

By Budd Rogers on % In

’Walk in Sun’ Distrib Deal
Walter E. Heller, Chicago financ-

ing firm and owner of the Lewis
Milestone production,“A Walk in
the Sun,” was named defendant in
a $15,000 breach^of-contract suit

brought by Budd Rogers in N. Y.
Federal Court this week. Accord-
ing to papers filed by attorney Saul
E. Rogers, his client negotiated a
distribution deal for Heller’s ’?Sun”
in the United Kingdom, but *was
nevtfr paid for his services.

Rogers, who : now is executive
veepee of Realart Pictures, assert-

edly entered into a deal with Hel-
ler on Nov. 15, 1949, whereby he
was to act as an agent in procuring
a distribution arrangement for
“Sun” in the UK. Between that
time and January, 1951, the: com-
plaint charges, Rogers lined up
Eros Films to handle the picture
on terms which Heller considered
“satisfactory.”

But, Rogers contends, after he
effected the release pact, -Heller
brushed off his claims for “services
rendered.” The Realart exec esti-

mates that “Sun” grossed Heller
around $150,000 in the UK and he
wants 10% of that amount as his

commission. Suit originally was
brought in N, Y. Supreme Court
but was transferred to Federal
Court at the defendant’s request.

Picture was distributed in the tJ;.S;

by 20th-Fox jn 1945 and eventually
was acquired by Heller.

20TH SETS 10-MINUTE

REEL AS SUPPLEMENT
Peter Levathes, short subjects

sales manager for 20th-Fox, leaves
N. Y. Monday (21) for a - tour of

key cities across the country to
line up accounts for 20th’s new
newsreel. Company disclosed this

week that it’s set with a 10-minute
special reel to be issued twice
weekly to augment the regular is-

sues of Movietone News/ Levathes’
first stop will be L. A.
Reel isV designed for a,, limited

number of theatres, and will be
run along with Movietone, giving
programs about .18 months of news
coverage. Six theatres in N. Y.,

including the Roxy, will play the

supplement beginning Friday (18).

Public’s growing interest , in

World affairs prompted the added
coverage. Levathes said the idea
for it was conceived only last Week
and the company tocjjjj^infpedlate.

action on setting it unT

Kane Par Division Mgr.

Al Kane, assistant easier and
southern division manager for
Paramount, has been upped to
south central division manager,
replacing M. R. (“Duke”) Clark.

Clark resigned, effective Feb.
29, because of illness.

Clark had been with Par more
than 30 years; having started as
a salesman in. Columbus, O.

277G to Schenck

Tops at M-G, WB;

Mayer Cut 200G
Year-end reports from Warners

and Loew’s disclose that Harry
and Jack Warner drew slight in-
creases in their Compensation from
WB and the salary collected by
Louis B. Mayer in his final year as
MVG studio topper dropped off
over $200,000 under terms of a re-
vised contract for the year.
For the year ended last Atfg. 31,

Mayer earned $299,999. In the
previous year, the amounts paid to
him directly or to a retirement
fund in his behalf totalled $509,-
622. He was. limited in the recent
year to a total'. of* $3.00,*000'.

On a second front, Loew’s in-

formed the Securities and Ex-
change Commission that Mayer’s
participation rights in all M-G
pix made while he was on the lot

have been bought out for $2,750,

-

000. A “lump sum” in that amount
•was paid to Mayer last December
14 “and all obligations of the
registrant to make any residual
payments under his terminated em-
ployment agreement were can-
celled,” the company disclosed.
Other officials of, the. two out-

fits collected about the : same in

fiscal 1951 as they had in the pre-
ceding year.
Harry Warner received $185,900,

up from $182,300 in ’50. Jack
Warner drew $185,550, up from
$182,050 in ’50. Other WB-ites,
all v.p.’s, collected these amounts*
Albert Warner, $105,050; Harry
Kalminc, $130,000; Samuel Car-
lisle, $51,070; Stairileigh Friedman,
$66,150; Robert W. Perkins, $105,-

150, and Samuel Schneider, $105,-
150.

J/rexy Nicholas M. Schenck.
topped the M-G payroll, excluding
Mayer, with a total of $277,863.-

(Continued on page 20)

‘Rashomon’ Doing Sock,

RKO Nabs Israel Film
With “Rashomon,” Japanese im-

port, doing surprisingly big biz in

New York, RKO this week acquired
another foreign pic for U. S. re-

lease. It is “Faithful City,” pro-
duced by Moyame Friedman in

Israel.

While “Rashomon” is subtitled,

“City” is all, * English. Acquisi-
tion of both pix by RKO is part
of a new policy to take on foreign
product. Committee headed by
Leonard Gruenberg, metropolitan
division manager, is on the prowl
for them.
“Rashomon” is currently at the

Little Carnegie, N. Y., in its preem
U. S. date. Very good reviews have,

resulted in strong opening and
surprisingly steady biz. First week
( Christmas-New Year’s ) was $14.-

100, second $10,700 a'nd the third,

ending last night (Tues, ), was
about $10,500. Last Saturday (12)
was* $2,500 against the previous
Saturday’s $2,100.
RKO will also release ’’Whisper-

ing Smith vs. Scotland Yard” in

the U. S. Picture was produced in

England by Julian Lesser in asso-

ciation with Exclusive Films. It

stars Richard Carlson.

Laew’s Will separate its domestic
theatres from production-distribu-
tion by Aug. 31, .1953, under terms
of its antitrust consent dcree with
the Department of Justice, it was
indicated in N. Y. this week, Final
accord between the two sides on
all; but one or two relatively insig-
nificant points was reached in
Washington last week.
While D. of J, and flint company

-reps agreed to bar the official

terms, bf the. deal from public view,
sources close to the negotiations
said that a period of 19 months for
the outfit to complete divorcement
would be plausible. Loew’s fiscal
years ends Aug. 31, consequently
it follows that the. split can be ex-
pected by that date next year.
Loew’s will be the last of the

original eight defendants in the.

long-running industry trust battle
to bow out. Of the other major
companies, 20th-Fqx aims to com-
plete divoircemeht by June of this
year, a full year ahead of ' the
schedule set forth in its decree,
and Warners Will break off the the-
atre end of its operations in April,
1953.

Unlike Paramount and RKO,
which effected divorcement some
time ago by way of each setting up
two separate companies, Loew’s,
WB and 20th are likely to establish
only one new company each, This
will be to operate domestic the-
atres. Three outfits’ present parent
corporations jvill continue in exist-

ence to tako over production-distri-
bution and foreign assets.

Dissolution of the parent outfit

was the only way in which Par
and RKO could reorganize On a
tax-free basis, thus that Was the
course they followed. , However,

(Continued on page 15)

Indiana Allied Takes

By DeMille on Selling

Indianapolis, Jan. 15.

Allied Theatre Owners of Indi-
ana takes exception to a statement
recently made by Cecil B.. DeMille
in which he sees the practice, of
filmgoers to “shop fpr the attrac-
tion” as a “healthy condition”
which is bringing about a brighter
outlook for the industry. It’s the
picture that draws them in, said

the producer, not popcorn or be-

cause they want to come in out of
the weather.
“We quickly agree with Mr. De-

Mille,” the organi/ation points out
in its current bulletin, “that real

showmanship must lie in selling

the. attraction. And probably the
condition today may be healthy for

the situation with enough potential

to hold a strong attraction several
weeks.
“But What about all the theatres,

so limited in their possibilities that

they must Use 100 or 200 pictures

a year to keep a light oil their

screen—there are not many attrac-

tions worth high pressure selling,

(Continued on page 18)

Third of 4 Sales Talks

In Chi for Columbia
Columbia’s third of a series of

four sales confabs is underway at

the Drake Hotel, Chicago, with
branch, division managers and
homeoffice execs in attendance.

Session opened yesterday (Tues.)

and will close Friday (18).

Homeoffice contingent includes

Abe Montague, general sales man-
ager; Rube Jackter, assistant sales

chief* and George Josephs, Mon-
tague’s aide. Fieldmeh present are

Carl Shalit, central division man-,

ager; B, CV Marcus, mid-western
division manager, and Abe Gelman,
M, Zimmerman, Harry Olshan; C.

D. Hill, Tom Baldwin, Joe Jacobs,

B. Shapiro, and H. J. Chapman^
respective branch managers of In-

dianauolis, Detroit, Milwaukee, St.

Louis, Kansas City,. Omaha, Des
Moines and Minneapolis.

Fourth and final sales confab will

be held at the Warwick Hotel, N.Y.,

next Thursday (24) and Friday (25).
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HMH tor Om M*re
Topn^ttlii family-life drama,
told wlfH Rumor. Cary Grant
and atrooK word-of-mouth for
building ^grosses.

body who rpge from* the atreri* to ling a man In sel&defense. -Th®,**-

a top crooning position. „As * ro- most impossible task of bringing
suit, it la bweveaWe entertain^ him in to stand trial la Tiandod to

ment, told Witn a sense^of humor Corey, a Mountle who always gets

most of tho time. For added weight Ids man. Finding, Granger is'mot

in the general market,. Shelley top hard, but bringing him back
Winters costers with Sinatra and supplies the suspense. The trapper,

Alex Nicol, helping to give it okay through superior outdoor knowl-
possibilities. edge, leads Corey astray from the

Title role is tailor-made for Si- home trail. They battle loneliness,

. natra and he plays it to the hilt blinding storms, eventually run out
with an off-hapd charm that ‘dis- of supplies and are attacked by

>p crooning position. ,

d

re- most impossible task of bringing

, it is bmieveaWe entertain^ him in to stand trial is 'handed to

it, told with a sense^f humor Corey, a Mountie who always gets

Hollywood, Jan. 10.
Warner Bros, release of Henry Blanke
roduction. Stars Cary Grant, Betsy

_>rake; features Lurene Tuttle, Randy
Stuart, John Rldgely, Irving Bacon, Mary
Lou Treeit Directed by Norman Tauron.
Screenplay, Jack Rose,1 Melville Shovel-
•on. from book by Anna* Perrott Rose;
camera, Robert Burks; editor, Alap Crop-
land, Jr.; music. Max Steiner. Trade-
shown Dec. '51. Running time, V
MINS.
“Poppy" Rose Cary Grant
Anna Rose ..Betsy Drake
Miss Kenyon. ...... ........Lurene Tuttle
Mrs. Foreman ............ .Randy Stuart.

Harry Foremen...;...,., ...John Ridsely
The Mayor. .... ...V, ...Irving Bacon.

; Mrs. Roberts..,,.. . . . , , .Mary ' Lou. Treeri
Jahe * * ... . •«

, , * . . . . .
.

. . . • .*
,

' Iris
.
Wittiih

Teenle ......... . . . , . George Winslow
Jimmy-John, .Clifford Tatum, Jr,
Trot..,. . ; .Gay Gordon
Tim . , . ; . . , , ... * . . . .... Malcolm Cassell
Ben ... . . . , . .... . . . . ; ... . ... Larry Olsen

"A happy combination of goodfhu-
mor and. warm drama has been put
together with neat results ih

“Boom for One More/’ It has an
unusually good word-ofripouth po-

.

tential that should be a trade stim-
ulator after Initial openings; indi-

cating profitable grossing possibil-

ities in overall release.
Cary Grant and Betsy Drake

make a smart star team to head up
this story Of a real-life couple who
open hearts and home to unfortu-
nate children. Themselves Mr; and
Mrs., Grant and . Miss Drake spark
the film with the humor it needs
without neglecting any of the
honest tugs, at the heart the story
has. Both Henry Blanke’s produc-
tion supervision and. Norman Tau-
rbg’s direction are understanding
and. sell the mixture of naturally
humorous . incidents and genuinely
moving sentiment.

“POppy” and Anna Rose were a
Lynwood, N. J., couple in middle-
class circumstances who still, found,
time to try to do something for the
“disturbed adolescent” type of
child and direct them towards be-
ing good citizens, The wife, Anna
Perrott Rose, put the family ad-
ventures down in book form, and
Jack Rose end Melville Shavetson
have done- a topndteh job .of find-

ing the natural screenplay material
in it. The mam-wife talk is honest,
told with an open frankness that
goes with the happy family flavor

of the film. That frankness also
lends' itself to some of the moei;
straightforward ‘‘birds and bees”
talk yet to hit the screen. In fact,

Grant's explanation of procreation
to a curious youngster is a good
model for real-Ufe parents,
Yarn tells of the Roses, financi-

ally insecure and with three young-
sters of their own, bringing into
their uninhibited family life two
children whom life’s hard knocks
are rapidly warping beyond repair.
One is a sullen girl of 13, already
scarred beyond her years because
of being unwanted anywhere.
The other is a crippled boy, al-

ready on his way towards being a
mean, retarded citizen.

Humor balances the honest tear-
jerking as the domestic setup is

played off. Familiar situations that
arise have a fresh touch and there
are a number of new opes that reg-
ister strongly as the two • ‘disturbed
adolescents” respond to the love,
kindness

,
and understanding gen-

erously handed out by the Roses.
Iris Manp and Clifford Tatum,

Jr.; are the two misfits of life re-
molded during their stay with the
Roses, and the two youngsters piay
their roles for strong results. The
Rose offspring are portrayed ex-
cellently by George Winslowr~G5y
Gordon and Malcolm Cassell. 'Lit-
tle Winslow is a frog-voiced five-
year-old and his sonorous croaks,
While unintelligible mostly, make
for a laugh-provoking delivery.
There are some fine, if short-

footaged, performances from adults
cast in supporting parts. They
include Lurene Tuttle, Randy Stu-
art, John. Ridgely, Irving Bacon and
Mary Lou Treen.

Production-wise, film benefits
from, the excellent Robert Burks
photography and the easy-listening
Max Steiner music score. Broq.

cious side the real-life, crooner state of shock,
demonstrates on occasion. Miss Plot is then concdmed with
Winters and Nicol score with equal* Granger’s getting the wounded
effectiveness in the other star roles, man out of the wilderness,'nursing

and Raymond Burr is good, him back to health and then re-en-

Sinatra and Nicol are buddies hav- acting the. self-defense killing

ing a hard time making a living at scene during a swift canoe ride

barroom singing and playing until through river rapids to shock
Miss Winters, nitery entertainer, Corey back to sanity. This re-en-

comes into their lives, She gets the actment establishes Granger’s.
,
boys a trial in the night spot run claim' that the. killing was in self-

by Burr, a * racketeer. He’s im- defense, arid he is freed to again
pressed by Sinatra’s ability, prom- live in the wilderness he loves,

ises to push him provided he is
.
Cyd Charisse, featured as the

given 50% of anything the singer only femme in the. cast, has minor
makes from that point on. It’s a footage as Granger’s romantic in-

deal and the rise to the top is rapid, terest but plays it charmingly,
including a picture bid. A three- Film could .

have used more ro-

sided romance which has Sinatra manCe for popular appeal. Excel-
going for Miss Winters and she lent supporting work is furnished
for Nicol,. and the more melodra- by Morgan. Farley, J. M. Kerrigan
matic racketeer angle Come to a and others. ..

head in Hollywood when a rift de- Andrew Marion’s direction of

velops between Sinatra and Nicol the 'Stephen Ames production is

over Miss .Winters and Burr shows well done, particularly in the
up for Tiis 50% cut.

v
feeling he gets in the long, lone-

There’s a shooting melee climax some treks, the wolf fight and the
in which NicoHs wounded by Burr, rapids-shooting sequences. A beau-
bringing Sinatra back to his senses tiful job of. photography was
and off to render justice, to the turned in by Robert Surtees, cap-*

racketeer. Windup is rather wildly turing in full measure the grandeur
melodramatic, being a chase in the of. the outdoor locations. Bronislau
Wrigley ball field that ends with Kapqr’s music score fits the story.
Burr shot down by the crooner, hut Other technical credits are ^rst-
it does wrap things up logically.. rate. Brog.
Nine tunes are in the score for

Sinatra to work over and several
draw reprises. Songs are all stand-
ards .that Sinatra has sold effec-.

tively in the past and they listen
well. Included are ‘‘All of Me,”
‘‘How Deep Is the Ocean/’ ‘‘She’s
Funhy That Way,” ‘‘That Old Black
Magic,” ‘‘When You're Smiling,”
“You’re, a Sweetheart,”, ‘‘Lonesome
Man Blues,”

4
‘I’ve Got a' Crush On

Here Come the Nelsons-

Ozzie, Harriet, and offspring,
move over front ether to film
with good family comedy, pat-
terned along lines of air show;

.

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
Universal release of Aaron - Rosenberg

You” and “A Good Man Is Hard production. Stars ' Ozzie, Harriet, David
to Find.” Miss Winters joins si- and_ 1Ricky Nelson; Rock Hudson; features

Tffifra nn Vha lotto* Hurlnor o nartv Barbara Lawrence, Sheldon Leonard, Jim
natra on tne -latter during a party Backus. Directed by Frederick de Cor-
sequence, and also uses it for a dova. Story and screenplay, Ozzie Nel-

talking solo in a cafe scene. son, ^Donald ^elEon. Wllliam P^enport;
n jij based on radio show. ’The Adventuresaft tlft based on radio show, "The AdventuresDon McGuire aid the original of ozzie and Harriet”; camera, Irving,

story and script, as well as serving Glassberg; editor, Frank Gross. Previewed
as associate to producer. Leonard >Fan ’ 2; *52. Running time; 75 mins.

Goldstein. He earns . a good writ- £ZZ
J®. ^eJT

s<
J
n - ozzie Nelson

ft” “,1 Harriet Nelson .......Harriet Nelson
ing credit for smart framing and David Nelson ...DaVld Nelson
punchy dialog although the like^ Ricky Nelson....;.....-.;.. .Ricky Nelson

?hi
e

iSfthe yarn gets sidertrackea a bit Duke. ................ ..Sheldon Leonard
towards the end. Joseph Pevney-s i-'tToC 1

• * • * • « • • • • »;• • • * • • Juii Bsclcus
HirnrHnn ic rncfiAndKlA fVin nnhf Clara ^ 9 *••••*•••••••••••• Anil' -Dorandirection is responsible for the peat Bellows.' V.V

,

,V.V.V.V.V.V V.
,

.Gaie
n
Gordo^

pace.
First-Class lenslng

Gertsman, excellent musical direc-

tight ^lUnT6y ^Ift'vogJl.iea- «

.

tur, the technical credits. Brog. 5S

tfeatment 'bfradioV«AdJen-
tUre.s of Ozzie and Harriet.” The

Th» Wild Ynwh Nelsons and their type of situation

/rmnii family comedy take rather well toILULUK1 the screen; initialer • being a

SiiwiSt*&.#£« outside o£ key situations

Corey and good b.o. outlook. ,,
Ozzie and Harriet

.

Nelson, and
their two sons, David and Ricky,

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
spark, the antics Pleasantly in

•Metro release of. Steuben 'Ames Pro- S ^S made
duction. Stars Stewart • Granger, Wendell the air show listenable and en-

S. T. Jones...... .......Paul Harvey
Maury Monk........................ ....Ed Max

-
- JohnsonTex:....;.; ......;

tight editing by Virgil Vogel, fea-
ture the technical credits. Brog.

The Wild North
(COLOR)

Rugged adventure yarn laid in
primitive reaches of Canada.
Stewart Granger, Wendell
Corey and good b.o. outlook.

Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Metro release of Stephen 'Ames pro-
uctlon. Stars Stewart- Granger, Wendell

Cor^y; features cyd Charisse. Directed joyable since 1944. Laughs are
by Andrew Marton. Written for screen allowpH tn flnw nntnrallv fhoby Ffank Fenton) camera (Ansqocolor), «li0wea now naturally in tne
Robert Surtees; editor, John Dunning; hokum Setup, With just enough

Tjfdeshown Jan. mugging by the various members
s, M. Running time, f7 MINS. .urac* ' Of the talented family to win audi-
Constable .Pedley . . . . Wendell Corey. returns.

_

Film is actually a
Indian Girl. cyd Charisse family enterprise, because, in ad-

caii
h
ah
r
an
Slmon ••••••••••• y dition to having the Nelsons per-

B?id?.
n
.'.V/^^^ forming, Ozzie and Donald Nelson

oid Man. ....... ... ..HoUseiey Stevenson did the story and screenplay with

!SE?cUu:::S:::nn;iilSfn^B«ft- wuHam Davenport,
.

sioan. . ..... ............. .cianey Cooper tal jealously that comes about
-j..;. . when Ozzie invites comely Bar-

The Wild North is pic- bara Xawrence, the grownup kidtllPincmin 'finimnniPA- a 4 a « xr . fAlil _•*.•» « « • . .

^

Sloan. . ......... ..... . . .

.

“The Wild North’
ciuae Lui-ene Tuttle, Randy stu- turesque adventure s t o ry, told sister^ of

:

an old school chdm fo

iar^Lou^Treen!
Irving Bacon and against as nigged a background as stay at the Nelsons’ home duriiigV

Production-wise, film benefits generally interesting if a°biriong B
an

vom the excellent Robert Burks ind has good boxoffice chances be- -Stf

^

u<?“
mtdffranhv nnd tfiA

U owAomqe cnances De- son. Each mistakes the other s at-

ax Steine? music serte Broa
& * cqSbi,

If
t
i
0
!?
°^? tenfion to the guests. Events leadax Steiner music score. Brog. ber of favorable ticket-selling an- pzzie to prove he is still a not-

m n gl.es, including the re-teaming of so-old male bv enteriiiff a t'hhtpd-Danny WUson
(SONGS) Of the Successful King Solo- tpnnial’c rirtrlpn PMo:

Tailor-made Frank Sinatra
starrer with Shelley Winters;
okay possibilities.

: Hollywood, Jan. 11.
-Universal release of ^Leonard Gc’*rr'ein

production. Stars Frank Sinatra, Shelley
Winter*. Alex' Nicol; feature* Raymond
Burr. Directed by Joseph PeVney. Story
.and acreenDlay, Doh McGuire; earner.-',
Maury Gertsman; editor, Virgil Vc"el;
musical direction, Joseph Gershen—
Previewed Jan. 8, '52. Running time, 86
MINS.
Danny Wilson., . .. . . .. . . . : Frank Sinatra
Jby CarroU . . ........... Shelley W' -

' 2rr
Mike Ryan Alex Nicol
Nick Driscoll.. ........ . . .Raymond
Tommy WeUs'. . . .

.'
. . ... . . Tommy Ferrell

T. W. Hatcher. .Vaughan Trylor

The resemblance to Frank Si-

natra’s own career is more than
passably noticeable in “Meet
Danny Wilson,” a yarn about a no-

_ 1 « •• a j. ,
- j. w ;W. iW HAWV A1U AO OtUi" .1111

1

-*

gleS’ including the ^e-teaming of so-old male by entering a contest
aftd cameraman to ride a bucking bronc in the cen-

Sva kxi
suc

?i
ess^u l^in8 Sold- tennial’s rodeo. Ride comes offmon ? Mines. abortively but Ozzie still manages

Picture; introduces the new to prove his point by leading a
Ansco, single-negative color de- chase to capture -two robbers who
veloped in cooperation with Metro, have *run off with the fair’s re-
aiid the hues are a decided advan- ceipts and taken little Ricky along
tage . in ’ displaying the pHjmitive with them for cover,
locations used to tell a screen Climax also solves another story
story taken from the files of the point, as Ozzie, ad agency writer;
Royal Canadian Mounted Police, needs to come up With a campaign

Stewart: Granger
:

imd r:Wendell to
:
sell ladies’ foundations for a

Corey sharpen the masciiline fla- client. Robbers are brought to
vor of the Frank Fenton screen bay. by stretching an improvised
story, both supplying the vigorous string of foundation garments
portrayals the tale needs to get it across a mountain road, giving the
over. Film has a leisurely start client publicity and furnishing a
and moves along at a fairly even laugh windup to the. wild doings,
pace until picked up rousingly

,

Miss Lawrence and Hudson bring
with several extremely exciting off. their roles in okay fashion, and
climactic sequences that add im- Jim Backus, as the Nelsons’ neigh-
pact. • bor Joe, rates chuckles. Sheldon

Granger, a trapper, takes to the Leonard and Ed Max are good
deep woods to hide, out After kill-' 'comic robbers. Capable support

-mnri "

is supplied by Ann J>oran, Gale
Gordon^ Paul Harvey and others.
Frederick de Cordova’s direc-

tion of fke Aaron Rosenberg pro-
duction is lightly paced to keep the
fun rolling, and technical assists

are good. Brog.’
’

,

•

For Men Only

Drama on dvils of uncontrolled
fraternity haring, with strong
exploitation angles to rate
business in ballyhoo dates.

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
Llppert Pictures Release -of Paul Hen-

reld-(H-N) production, Stars Henreid;
features. Margaret Field, James Dobson.
Robert Sherman, RusseU Johnson, Kath-
leen Hughes, Vera Miles. Douglas Ken-
nedy, Robert Carson, Virginia. Mullen,
O. Z. Whitehead. Directed by Henreid.
Screenplay, Lou Morheim. from_ original
story by Morheim and. Herbert Margolies;
camera, 'Paul Ivano; editor;. Shermin
Rose; music. Laving Friedman, previewed
Jan. 11,^52‘. Running time, 93 MINS.

Dr. Stephen- Brice. . . ,. . Paul Henreid
Tod Palmer; . . . . . .... . .Robert Sherman
Ky Walker..............Russell Johnson
Julie. ............... ... Margaret Field
Tracy . . . ; . . . ... . .. .Kathleen Hughes
Kathy, . ... . . ... ....... . . . . . . . . .Vera^ Miles
Bc&ni^v • •• ••«••• *.*.• • • • Jwtics Dobsopf
Mayberry. . ...... .*. ... . . .Douglas Kennedy
Hopkins . .. . ............ . Robert Carson
Mrs; Palmer. . . ......... ; . Virginia Mullen

-Roy ... ........ ...

.

Steven Clark
Jack . . . , * *-.

.

.> * Chris.
.
Draks

PhU . . . . . . . ... ... ...... , , . .Bpb Chapman
Prof. Bixby . . . ......... .0. . Z, .

Whitehead
Oglethorpe ... ; ,. .... . .Arthur Marshall
Jerry / . . . . ... . . . .... Frank Mathias

This is a drama on the evils of
fraternity hazing, With a« professor-
coed- angle thrown in, that will

have profitable going in those ex-
ploitation dates that take advantage
of the kind of strong ballyhoo sell-

ing Lippert Pictures gives to its re-

leases. An independently-made H-N
production on which Paul Henreid
does the triple-threat duty of pro-
ducer-director-star, film is a good
entry for the exploitation market.
The story could have' been

stronger, but serves its selling purr
poses in okay fashion. Henreid’s
direction, too, could have been
more forceful* but for market in-

tentions all concerned combine to
bring it off satisfactorily: Henreid
has. used many unknown faces, in
the young cast, giving picture a
freshness that helps to put over
the campus flavor, These unknowns
react' to the script and direction ex-
cellently.

'

Henreid, pathology professor*
takes up the cudgels against undis-
ciplined frat hazing when pledge
Robert Sherman

,
discloses to him

a dog Was; killed in initiation rites.

The .scandal breaks over the
school but the frat boys success?
fully conceal evidence of their
crime and turn oh Sherman. Driven
from, school, he. is fatally, injured
in an . auto accident, making Hen-
reid even., more determined to,car-
ry on his fight. A rebuffing he
gives Kathleen Hughes', a coed on
the make, brings down trouble on
his head when she, with the con-
nivance of Russell Johnson,, cam-
pus ;leader, charges him with try-
ing to make love to her.

Script gets itself out of the as-
sorted involvements when- Henreid
is able to trick a confession from
Johnson through a phoney blood
test that would" tie him in with
pledge mistreatment; the school’s
board, of regents apologizes for not
believing the prof in the first place
and rewards him with post of dean
of the medical school.

'

Johnson is one of the more
standouts of the unknown laces,
getting a lot of punch into his
mean, warped character of campus
leader. Sherman,* too/' impresses,
as does Vera Miles, .his girlfriend,
and Miss Hughes. Margaret Field,
not new to ’ films, is very good as
Henreid’s wife. James Dobson,
Douglas Kennedy, Virginia Mullen,
Robert Carson, Steven Clark, Chris
Drake and Bob Chapman are
among others providing capable
support.
While picture was made on a

comparatively low; budget, there is
no obvious cheating in its physical
dress. Paul Ivano used . his Cam-
eras expertly. Brog.

Woman in tho Bark
Poor programmer, shy of en-
tertainment even for that
bracketing.

Hollywood, Jan; 11.
Republic release of Stephen Auer pro-

duction. . Features Penny Edwards. Ross
Elliott, Rick Vallin. Richard Benedict.
Directed- by, George Blair. Screenplay. Al-
bert DeMond; based on play by Nicholas
Cosentinp; camera, John. MacBurnie; edi-
tor, John Rich. Previewed Jan. .11, '52.
Ruhning time, 44 MINS.
Anna Reichardt. . ..... . .Penny Edwards
Father Tony Morello. . . . .

.

.Ross Elliott
Phil Morello... ..Rick Vallin
Glno ' Morello . .. . . ... .

.

.Richard Benedict'
Mam* MoreUo ....... .Argentina Briinettl
Papa Morello, . . . .Martin GarralSga
Tante Maria ............ . . . . -Edit

.
Angold

’ Nick- Petzlck «

•

• iPctfif Brocco
Evelyn . ... : . . . . . , ... . . .Barbara Billingsley
Dutch Bender. . ... .. ... .; . John Doucette
Slats . Hylan .... .. ...... Richard Irving
Inspector : Johnson. . .

.

.Luther Crockett
Mickey.., . . . . . , ,, . . .....

.

.Carl Thompson
Bartender. . ......... . ...Charles SuUivan

Dull film material, even for fill-

in; lowercase bookings iii the lesser
situations, is provided by “Woman
in the Dark. It’s a hapless yen-

elodrama. Thn thme.sons of th*mill, ***“

a lawyer and •a ne’er-do-well ra i

ter is used as a patsy in a jeweil
robbery but, with the help of thi
two big. brothers, he is gotten out
of the jam, ls lateT shot down hv
the drqoks .and the lawyer brother
takes revenge With an assist from
the police.

1

Cast Is competent enough but
has been badly, tised by script
Principals are Penny Edward*
Ross Elliott, the priest; Rick Vail
lin, the. lawyer, and Richard Bene-
dict, the ne’er-do-well. George
Blair’s direction does nothing toimprove the Albert DeMond
screenplay,, based on a play bv
Nicholas' Gopentino. Production
and technical values are stock for •

the low-budget expenditure.
~

Brog.

Harem Girl
x •

Slow Joan’: Davis comedy lo-
cated In Near East; strictly a
dualer.

Columbia release of Wallace MacDonald
production.' Stars Joan Davis; featurea
Peggie Castle, Arthur Blake, Paul Marion.
Donald Randolph, Henry Brandon, Miner’
Va Urecnl, peter Mam&kos/ John Dehner
Directed by Edward Bernds. Screenplay!
Bernds and Elwqod Ullrhan, from story
by Bernds; cam;era. Lester White; editor,
Richard Fantl; . mulical director, Mischa
Bakaleinlkoff. Tradeshown N. Y., Jan. 11.
'52: Running time, 70 MINS. V
Susie Perkins...,;.,,..... Joan DaVia
Prlneeas Shareen... Peggife Castle
Abdul Nassib .......... .v; .Arthur Blake
MfljCfidi * 4 a • 1

1

•«.'« m«

•

» » •Piiil Marion
Jamal. . . .Donald Randolph
Hassaih . . . ; .

.

Henry Brandon 1

Anlseh. . . .

.

.Minerva Urecal
Sarab . . ,•« ,v.-. , , ...Peter

.

1 Mnmakos 1

.

Khalil . . .... .......... . . , . . . . John Dehner
'

Ameen.v...; .Peter Brocco
Sami . , ......... v ... ........ Rub Conklin
Habib* ,. .'IVilroTi' Millar •

Hamad. .

.

Ric Roman
Ben • Ahmed; . . .; . . lek Thompson

,Suleman ..

.

Alan Foster,
Captain LeBlanc . . . . . .

.

- .Robert Tafur
Major Blahchard: . . . . . . . .Shepard Menken

“Harem Girl” is a weak comedy
entry whose market potential ap?
pears to be limited to the lower
half, of the duals. .. Story may have
been a good one oh paper but it un-
reels for the most part as familiar
slapstick with few genuine audience
chuckles. Aside from Joan Davis,
there is little marquee value in the
lengthy cast. “ •

The Edward Bernds-Elwood TJlk
man script, fashioned from Bernds*
story, places the action in a mythi-
cal desert kingdom where a sheik
(Donald ..Randolph) is attempting
to dispose of’ a princess (Peggie
Castle) in order to seize the coun-
try’s. oil resources. However, he
fails to reckon with the powers of

Miss Davis, who serves as her
highness’ companion-secretary.

Miss Davis rises to the occasion
by posihg As .a harem dancer and
successfully spiriting away the

keys to Randolph’s arsenal. Before
all -this is .accomplished, - she. leads

the sheik’s men on a merry chase
through the. palace. It’s a peg on
which a flock of tepid gags are

hung. Finale provides a typical

happy ending/
Performances are none too con-

vincing. Miss Davis milks a few
laughs and does as best she can
with poor material. Miss Castle;

although scoring from a pulchritu-

dinous standpoint, is never believ-

able as an Arab princess. Randolph
is adequate as the heavy while

Arthur Blake, Paul Marion and
other players contrib.fair support.

Scripter-director Bernds wisely

gives' Miss Davis maximum oppor-

tunity to make with the levity but

nevertheless his directorial touch

isn’t strong enough to overcome
deficiences of the story; From a

geographic aspect this Wallace

MacDonald production is also

somewhat artificial. Desert sands

appear bonafide but the rocky hills

look suspiciously : Californian
.

in-

stead of Arabian; Lester Whites
camerawork is good as is Mischa

BakaleinikofPs musical score.
Gilb.

Captive of Billy the Klil

Allan “Rocky” Lane geti his

man again in topnotcb western

packed with action and fistk .

cuffs.

. Republic production and release. Stari

Allan ’’Rocky” Land; features Penny Ea

wards. Grant Withers, Clem Bevans, BP7
Barcroft, Directed by Fred C. Branriojl1 '

Screenplay, M. Coates Webster, B»clwra

Wormser; -camera, John MacBurnie;
tor, Robert M. Leeds. Tradeshown
N. Y., Jart. 8 , '52. Ruhning time, 64 Ml

AUan ‘'Rocky” Lane . . Allan “Rocky L^"«

His Stfllion .. . . . • ®^Lird«Nancy McCreary. . , . . ... .Fenny Edward
Van Stanley. . .... ...... ..Grant Wither*

Skeeter Davis,...;....... ,.‘ .Cleni ®eva"[

Paul Howarth . ......... . Clayton Mdore

If Republic will continue yak-

ing westerns with off-the-bcaten-

trail plots, as/ In “Captive of Buly

the~Kid,” it is apt to force other

m (Continued.on page 40 )
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More than a dozen Hollywood*
stars planed from New York yes-

terday (Tues.) tp attend the 'Second

International Uruguayan Film Fes-

tival at Punta del Este as guests of

the Uruguayan government. Fete
got underway Thursday (10), at the
beach resort hear Montevideo and

scheduled to run through the
end of the month.
Among those, making the junket

re Yvonne De Carlo, Rhonda
Fleming. Irene Dunne, Merle
Oberon, Alexis Smith, Barbara
Britton, Donna Reed, Robert Cum-
mings, Cobina Wright, Constance
Moore, Reginald Gardiner, John
Barrymore, Jr. r/ Russell Hayden
and husbands of several Of the ac-

tresses.

While the Motion Picture Assn,
of America did. hot recognize the
festival officially this year, it had
no objection if member companies
chose to partcipate. However, a
survey this week showed that „on!y

RKO, and United Artists indirect-

ly, entered product.

,

RKO submitted three films,

Samuel Goldwyp’s “I Want You;”
Wald-Krasna’s “The Blue Veil” and
Walt Disney’s True. Life Adven-
ture, ‘‘Nature’s Half Acre.’’ Re-
nown Pictures of England- entered
“A Christmas Carol,” which UA is

distributing in the U. S.

Last year the American majors
participated much more extensive-
ly largely due to a suggestion of the
U. S. State Department that such
a move Would aid hemispheric
solidarity, MPAA’s lack of inter-

est this year is prompted by the
belief that there have been “too
many festivals.”

Organization points out that
most of the festivals want product
that has not been entered in Other
competitions and this ' cannot be
done since there aren’t that many
pictures of a quality suitable for
such events. Cannes and Venice
festivals Will continue to be recog-
ized since they haVe “seniority”

( Continued on page 18
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Last Year UA Planned

Brazil Fold, Now Maps

First Sales Parley There
Announcement that United Art-

ists has set the, first Brazilian sales

convention in the outfit’s history,
to take place this, month in Rio de
Janeiro/ was in sharp contrast to

UA’s plans about this time last

year. At that time the distrib

wanted to fold up its offices in
Brazil and channel its product to
a franchise

.
operator. However,

severance pay to employees, as de-
manded by the Brazilian govern-
ment, was so steep that.UA de-
cided to maintain its own offices,

Rio sales session also., points up
the growing importance of that
market for U. S. companies. Brazil’s
total film remittances last year re-
portedly were over $6,000,000. Pre-
siding at the UA meeting will be
Arnold Picker, foreign department
v.p,, who left N.Y, yesterday
(Tues.) for a full swing Of the La-
tino territory. He’ll be gone about
a month.

Others at the Rio conclave will
include Sam Berkcris, • S. A. su-
pervisor; Enrique Baez, general
manager in Brazil, and all* branch
managers in that country.

TV Firm Charges Mono
Bill Elliott

Trenet Settles Pact
Suit Vs. Eagle Lion

Gallic chanteur Charles Trenet
last Week settled a byeach-of-con-
tract suit against Eagle Lion during
trial before N. Y. Supreme Court
Justice Thomas A. Aurelio. Singer
had sued the film (company, claim-
ing that the. firm had him pacted to
a. two-picture deal in 1946 at $85,-
000 each.

In defense, EL attorneys claimed
that Trenet. had violated the morals
clause in the contract. Trenet was
represented by Silverstone &
Rosenthal.

Attempt by Projectionists Local
306; International- Alliance of The-
atrical Stage Employees, to have
the N. Y. State Attorney General’s
office revoke the incorporation
charter of the Independent Motion
Picture Operators and Television,
Employees, was termed last week
by Charles Axelrod, the indie
prexy, as a pre-election “political

stump” which Local 306 officials

used as a campaign issue in their
recent elections.

Axelrod further gave notice that,

the indie outfit would fight the
revocation move

,
all the way. He

said that Although -Local 306 had.

filed a petition with the Attorney
General in October, he has not yet
been summoned to a hearing?

Election to . Which Axelrod re-

ferred Was concluded
.
two. weeks

ago, with Herman .Gelber' Local
306’s incumbent prexy, being re-

turned to office for another two-

year term, It was Gelber’s fifth

consecutive triumph.
Gelber, characterizing the indie

Outfit as a “rump” union, declared

that Local 306 is appealing for

revocation of the Axelrod union’s

charter because the group is mis-

using it. He said it was using the
charter in an attempt' “to put a

halo on their organization.” Gel-

ber indicated that the obtaining of

the charter about a year ago was.

an attempt to show that it has been
officially sanctioned by the state.

All it has, he pointed out, was an
incorporation charter similar to,

ones held by countless business or-

ganizations. IA prexy charged that

in letters soliciting the business of

indie exhibs offering rates below

the Local 306 standard, the Inde-

pendents wefe prominently display-

ing the phrase “Chartered by the

State of New York.”
Herman Cooper, Local 306’s at-

torney, said the petition asking

for revocation of the indie charter

had been filed and that he’s await-

ing word from the Attorney Gen-

eral’s office.

In a switch from the widely ex-
pressed sentiment for the entire
elimination of “B” production,
film-makers now are inclined to
drop from the skeds in-between
budgeters. “B’s” will continue but
they’ll be the definite unpreten-
tious type. It’s the moderately ex-
pensive product that’s on the way:
out, in the opinion, of money-mind-
ed market analysts.

Easterners who have a big voice
in deciding lenslng costs figure that
pix ^budgeted at between “A” and
“B” budget levels for the most part
present a difficult .economic prob-
lem. Unless they quality as “A”
product in terms of entertainment
value, there’s virtually no hope for.

a profit. Flat rentals paid for "B’s”
simply no longer justify production
expense in that bracket.

Continuing the production of
minimum-cost films of the type
which brings only the flat rentals

is a matter of economic necessity
so long as the majority of the na-
tion’s theatres operate on a double-
feature policy. rIt’$ figured that

70%. of all houses offer two pix.

Point made by the financial ob-

servers is that to fill the bill with
two “A’s”. or one “A” and another
brought in at a, little below top

budget would be hazardous. Sec-

ond features on the program must
be trimmed, budget-wise, commen-
surate With the continually decreas-

ing amount of coin
,
they give the

(Continued oil page 18)

UA NABS 1ST FEATURE

Los Angeles, Jan. 15.
Monogram is charged with luring

}Yild Bill Elliott off the TV trail
nv a $225,000 damage suit filed in

,
Superior Court by Century Tele-
vision Productions. '

J
,

•

\ Plaintiff declares the cowboy atai*
*(gned a Century TV contract in
June, 1950, and appeared in a pilot
"u}1

4

wllieh was shown to Monogram
officials, Later, the complaint
fates, Monogram “enticed” Elliott
to sign * film pact, ignoring his tie-
up. with Century, Named in the
action along with the studio are
Steve Broidy, W. Ray Johnston and
Scott R. Dunlap.

First feature-length (47 minutes)

film using the new Eastman Kodak
color process has been set for dis-

tribution in the U. S. by United

Artists. Pic, produced by Tom
Daly for the Canadian Film Board,

is a documentary account of Prin-

cess Elizabeth’s recent visit to

Canada. Director of photography
virhs - Osmond H. Borradaile, who*

had been associated with the’ late

Robert Flaherty in documentary
production.

In another deal, UA picked up
distribution rights to two King
Bros, productions, one of which;
“Mutiny,” has been completed.
Film stars Patric Knowles, Angela
Lansbury and Mark Stevens, and
was done In Technicolor. Second is.

“The Ring,” to be shot , at the
Goldwyn Studio.

Spitz to Remain

Active at U-I
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Contrary to . indications Of last

fall, Leo Spitz is understood plan-

ning to remain active, on the Uni-
versal-International lot for at least

the two-years remaining under his

current contract. Spitz and Wil-
liam Goetz, who head the studio',

recently sold their stock in Uni-
versal to Decca Records.

At the time of the sale in No-
vember, it was reported that Spitz

was planning to pull out because
Of illness. He is said now, how-
ever/ to.,have changed: .his mind,
since he is in better health, al-

though he’ll remain on a strict

medical routine which restricts the
time he can spend on the lot each
day.

Spitz and Goetz both have em-
ployment contracts. They date

back to 1947, when they merged
their International unit into Uni-
versal via a stock swap. Spitz in

November was said to be ready
to ask permission to break his pact.

Milton R. Rackmil, prez of

Decca, which now owns controlling

interest in U, has assured both
Spitz, and Goetz that he would
welcome their remaining at the

studio. Spitz has been an impor-
tant factor in guiding the produc-
tion policies of the company,
generally taking a conservative at-

titude, paralleling that of prez

Nate J, Blumberg.
1 Goetz has been for a somewhat
more expansive

j.
policy, ’ which

he has found a backer .
global

salesmanager Alfred E. Daff. Dif-

ferences have usually been general

rather than specific, and Always
^friendly. Company Is now ‘em-
barked oil a program of more ex-

pansive production than the.' past

three years, along the lines advo-

cated by ’ Goetz end Daff,

' tjI Up* Alland
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Universal-International upped
William Allarid from assistant to

full prodUcership and handed him
three stories; “Riding Kid,” “Bad-
man With a Gun” and “Sign of the
Green Man.”
Richard Conte will star in “Rid-

ing Kid,” first of the trio to be
filmed.

*

Lensers Nix Concessions

For Indies, Vidpic Prods.
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Motion picture lensers will grant
no concessions to indie producers
or producers Of TV film. Executive
board of International Photog-
raphers, Local

,

659, announced,
there will be One basic contract for

their craft with all film producers,

regardless of the costs of their

productions.
Formal notice to that effect has

been sent to the Independent Mo-
tion Picture Producers Assn,, the

Society of Independent Motion Pic-

ture Producers and the Alliance of

Television Producers. These three

groups had asked special contracts

with wages and working conditions

below those of the major lots.

Problem of ironing out classifi-

cations
,
is delaying signing of a

new pact for homeoffiee white
collarltes between Paramount arid

H-63,, International Alliance of

I Theatrical Stage Employees. Para-.'
' mount unit, formerly associated

with the defunct Screen Office and
Professional Employees Guild, re-

cently entered the IA homeoffiee
employees union fold; and the job
of shifting classifications from the
SQPEG to H-63 standards is caus-
ing the temporary snag.

H-63 also is dickering for new
pacts for homeoffiee white col-

larites at 20th-Fox, RKO Pictures
and RKO theatres. When these and
the Paramount pacts are finalized,

union will just about have sewed
up all the homeoffiee help in the
industry; Lone exceptions are the
units at National Screen Service,
which voted not to affiliate with
H-63, and . Metro, which hasn’t
indicated a choice for any union.
For the first time H-63 is also

repping a publicists unit, having
won the right to act as bargaining
agent for the Par flacks. Union is

preparing a pact for the pub-ad

I

staffers, and expects to seek a date
with Pat execs next week for open-
ing of negotiations.

Local 230,. Sign, Pictorial and
Display Union, AFL, which reps
publicity units at RKO Theatres
and Loew’s, expects confirmation
tomorrow (Thurs.) on the dates for
the opening of talks at these com-
panies.

SCHWALBERG PUSHES

INDIVIDUAL SELLING
Each film must be handled on

ar* individual basis because con-
ventional selling patterns are no
longer reliable, A. W. Schwalberg,
president of Paramount Film Dis-
tributing Co., told the outfit’s con-
vention of division managers and
homeofice department h e a d s in
N; Y. yesterday (Tues.).

Others who addressed the con-
clave,. which ends today, were
Par r president

.
Barney Balahan,

Ad.ojph Zukor, board chairman; Y.

Frank Freeman, studio v.p.; Paul
Rdibourn, v.p. in. charge of bud-
gets, planning and television; E.

K. O’Shea, distribution v.p.; Os-
car Morgan, shorts and newsreel
aal$s/i;rrianager, and Jerry Pickman,
ad-pub. v,p.

Schwalberg Toaitmaiter

A. W. Schwalberg, president of

Paramount Distributing Corp., will

toastmaster at the N. Y, Motion
Picture Bookers Club annual din-

ner Monday (21) at the. Tavern on
the Green.
New officers, will be installed

at the get-together.

Reports by Warners and Uni-
versal covering their finances for
their last fiscal year point up the
measures adopted by the industry
generally to get back on the road
to Upbeat economics.
.
Various of the film outfits have

been cutting, capitalization struc-

tures; largely by reducing the
amount of common stock outstand-
ing so that per-share earnings still

can hold up even though total net
earnings drop off. Second step
was to cut down on pic budgets
plus administrative expenses. These
•new policies resulted in a nice
payoff for both WB and U.
As disclosed earlier, WB's op-

erations for fiscal 1950-’51 brought
earnings of $1.67 per share, up
from $1.46 per share in the pre-

ceding year. Overall profit was
$9.427;000, down from $10,271,000
in the preceding year. Company
had cut its outstanding stock by.

1,377,515 shqrcs during the latter

year, bringing the total to 5,619,

-

785 and accounting for the jump
in per-share profit.

U within the past week an-
nounced a profit of $2,092,783,
representing an increase of about
30% in spite of the much heavier
tax bite, U’s fiscal 1951 was the
best year for the company since

1947. Money-making advance large-

ly reflected a change In lensing
away from heavyweight, serious

and. expensive pix and toward
more earthy comedy and adventure
material. The turnout of “bread
and butter” pix has served to fat-

ten the b.o. for U. Company’s
gross business, both

.
domestic and

foreign, has been consistently on
the upgrade.
That there’s big money in the.

not-so-lofty pix . is shown in rental

(Continued on page 16)

HCL Greatest Threat

To B.O., Daff Stresses;

U’s $2,092,783 Profit

The greatest threat to the future

of the film industry is the high cost

of
.
living, according to Alfred E.

Daff, Universal’s global sales chief.

As long as a “gap” prevails be-

tween individual incomes and the
cost-of-living there will be suffi-

cient coin for entertainment pur-
poses, with the pic biz getting a

healthy share, Daff points out.

With employment at a top peak
and the general economic outlook

for the country extremely encour-
aging, Daff believes the gap will

exist for many years to come. As
a result, he expects an increase in

film grosses in future years. ‘‘The

crisis in the film industry is over,”

he observes: “Th^e recent crisis is

perhaps the best thing that could
have happened to the industry be-

cause it taught us that we cannot
rest on our laurels.”

Daff’s observations were made
Friday (11), the day U released its

1951 financial statement. Report
showed a net profit of $2,092,783

and a world gross of $64,783,789,

largest overall income in the 40-

year history of the company, The
global sales chief attributes the

alltime top gross to a combination
Of factors.

“We’ve learned/’ he says, “that

we Can’t stand still. We’re con-

continued Oil page 18)
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Asks Majors for 540G
In Pittsburgh Action

Pittsburgh, Jan. 15.

Lpu Kaufman, owner-operator of

the Metropolitan Theatre until

early 1951, has entered a Con-

spiracy antitrust action in Federal

Court, seeking triple damages
amounting to $540,000. Practically

all of the major distributing com-

panies arid their affiliated theatres

are named defendants. Excepted

from the action are the local indie

exchanges, including Crown/
Franklin arid Screen Guild. Elliott

Firikel, attorney here for Allied

MPTO, is representing Kaufman.

The Metropolitan is now oper-

ated under lease from Kaufman by

George Mandros.
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Los Angeles, Jan. 15. -

Local flirst-run pace still re-

mains fairly fast in some spots

here, currently despite post-holl-

•day softening and heavy rains, lat-

ter hurting most first-runs over

weekend. Top new pic is “10 Tall

Men,” which is sock $33*000 in two
theatres.

“Pandora: and Plying Dutch-
man” is shaping to get very lively

good with $28,500 in two houses.

Neat bUt not big $25,500 is seen for

“Honeychile ” With Josephine

Baker onstage the big draw at the

Paramount. Only light $25,000 is

on tap for “Another Man's Poison

in four locations. Big $6,000 looms
for “Lavender Hill Mob" at sure-

seater Fine Arts.
,

.

Holdovers are tapering although
“Quo Vadis” still is handsome at

$25,000 in seventh round, two
spots, “See You inN Dreams” is

down to $24,000 in second session,

three sites. “African .Queen still

is pleasing $9,500 in third frame at

the Wilshire.

Estimates for This Week
Los Anreles, Chinese/- Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) <2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

11248; 70-$l.10)—-“Another Man’s
Poison” (UA) and “Tony Draws
Horse” (Indie). Light $25,000. Last

week; “Model and Marriage
Broker” (20th) and “Crazy Horses
(Mono) (2d wk-3 days), $7,000.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

(WB) (2,756; Lt57; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

—“See You In Dreams (WB) (2d

Wk). Fair $24,000. Last week, good

$35,000, below hopes.
Loew's State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Pandora
Flying Dutchman'’ (M-G) and
“Sellout” (MG). Good $28,500.

Last week, “Westward Women”
(M-G) and “Unknown Man” (M-G)
(2d wk-10 days), $26,500.

Htllstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)-/‘Ten Tall Men”
(Col) and “Corky Gasoline Alley”

(Col). Sock $33,000. Last week,
“Two Tickets Broadway” (RKO)
and “Jurtgle Manhunt” (Col) (3d

Wk), $14,700. A
Los Angeles Paramount (F&M)

(3,398; 80-$1.50) — “Honeychile”
(Rep) With Josephine Baker on-

stage; Neat $25,500. Last week,
“Favorite Spy” (Par) and “Old
Amarillo” (Rep) (2d wk), $6,500

Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 60-85)

“Favorite Spy” (Par) (3d wk).

Nice $3,500. Last week, good
$4,300.
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)

(1,430; 80-$1.50) — “I Want You”
(RKO) (4th wk). Thin $6,000. Last
week, slow $7,000,

Wtf Vogue, Globe (FWC) (1,370;

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $526,500

(Reused on 20 theatres)
Last Year ; .... ..$460,000

iBUsed on 17 theatres )

Hit*, vogue, lilODe (rwu) u.j ru

885; 782; 70-$i;i0>—-“Decision Be
fore Dawn” (20th) (4th wk). Mild
$8,500. Last week, $12,000.

. United Artists, Four Star (UA)
(2,100; 900; 90-$2.40)—“Quo Vadis”
(M-G) (7th wk). Good $25,000.

Last week, $27*000. .
.

Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)

—“LaVender Hill Mob” (U). Big
86,000 or close. Last week; ‘/Tony

Draw Horse”. (Indie) (3d wk), $1,

600.
Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80-

$1.50) — “Death Salesman” (Col)

(4th wk). Medium $8,000. Last
week. $11,001).

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)

—“African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
Pleasing $9,500. Last week* $.14,'

000 .

Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80
$1.20)—“Streetcar” (WB) (3d wk).

Nifty $8,500. Last week, fine

$13,000.
Orpheum, Iris, El Key (Metro-

politan-FWC) (2,213; 814; 861; 70-

ll.10)—Orpheum closed, other two
back to moVeover and sub-runs
after small $10,500 on 10 days
“Weekend With Father” (U) and
“Elephant Stampede” (Mono),

Del. Spotty; ‘Spy’ Solid

Washington, Jan. 15. /
Mainstem biz is about average in

current session, with a general air
of stability prevailing. Holdovers
show more strength than newcom-
ers, except for “See You in My
Dreams,” which shapes smash at
the Warner. “Strange Door” at

RKO Keith’s looms nice, “Big
ght” at Metropolitan is only

so-so. “Quo Vadis,” in its third
week at Loew’s Palace, is still sock,

with last week's biz skyrocketing
well above hopes. “Model and
Marriage Broker” with vaude is

okay at Capitol.
Estimates for This Week

Capitol (Loew’s) (3;434; 55-90)—
“Model and' - Marriage Broker”
20th) plus vaude. Okay $18,000.
Last week, “Flame of Araby” (U)
plus vaude, same.

.

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 44-74)

—“Unknown Man” (M-G), Average
$5,000 for first-run. Last week,
Elopement” (20th)f so-so $3,500 in

4 days.
Dupont (Lopert). (372; $1.20-$2.40)—-“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (2d

run) (3d wk). Steady, $4;500, with
house actually scaled at $1.20,

rather than higher tab. Last week,
good $5,000. Stays on.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—
“Strange. Do6r” (U). Nice $9,000.

Last week, “Weekend With Father”
(U), pleasing $11,000 In 8 days.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1 ,200; 44-

74):
—“Big Night” (UA). So-so $4,-

500 despite big buildup. Last week,
Son Dr. Jekyll” (Col), nice $5,500.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 90-$1.50)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk).
Striking $35,000 after smash $41>
000 last week, well, above estimate.
Holds again.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l)

“Caesar and Cleopatra” (UA) (re-

issue) (2d wk). Okay $3,000 in final

4 days. Last week, good $4,500.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 44-80)—

“See You In Dreams” (WB). Smash
$20,000. Last week, “Distant
Drums’-’ (WB), $24;500 for 10 days.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-$l)—

“Place in Sun” (Par) (14th wk).
Still holding well, at $5,000 After
$6,000 last week. Holds.

Dreams’ Same 2d
Buffalo, Jan. 15.

City is nearly 100% holdover
this stanza, and overall total gross
reflects this since some of these
h.o.s, are sagging. Besides “Quo
Vadis,” still smash in third week.
“See You in Dreams” is doing best
with fine .

total; “Dangerous
Ground,” lone newcomer, looms
good at Century;

.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 90-$1.25>

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk).
Starts today (Tues.), Last week,
smash $26,000.
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)-—

“See You in My Dreams” (WB) and
“Tales Robin Hood” (Lip) (2d wk-
6 days). Holding at very good $10,-

000. Last week, fine $15,000.
Center (Par (2,100; 40-70)—“De-

cision Before Dawn” (20th) (2d wk-
days). Still stout with $8,500.

Last week, rousing $12,000.
Lafayette (Basil) <3,000; 40-70)-

—

“Flame of Araby” (U) and “Find-
ers Keepers” (U) (2d wk-4 days).
Off to about $3,000 after modest
$8,000 opening stanza.
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70)—“Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
arid “Yellow Fin” (Indie). Good
$10,000, Last week, “Double Dy-
namite” (RKO) arid “Chicago Call-
ing” (UA) (8 days), $9,000.

TORONTO STILL SLOW;

‘TELL’
Toronto, Jan. 15.

With city-wide streetcar strike in

second stanza, film biz is taking a
terrific beating, revenue being
down about 30% at downtown de
luxers. Nabes are doing okay, how-
ever. Only new films are “Never
Can Tell,” “Model and Marriage
Broker” and “Close To-My Heart,”
but overall, including holdovers, is

just fair, and no indication of nor-

mal potentialities.
Estimates for This Week

Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May-
fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;.

1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)—
“Never Can Tell” (U) and “Capt
Fabian (Rep). Neat $16,000, but
mainly at nabes. Last week, “Man
In Saddle” (Col) and ‘/Sea Hornet”
(Rep), same.
Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—

m t a o |
“Favorite Spy” (Par) (3d wk). Fair

12G, Face Droopy ZtoI^ooo. Last week, ditto.

Detroit, Jan. 15.

Biz is spotty here this week.

Only bright spot appears to be

“My Favorite Spy” which is head-

ing for a good session at the!

Michigan. “Magic Face’’ looks

Slow at the Fox. “Bright Victory”

is trim at the United Artists.

“Slaughter Trail” at the Palms

*hap
*l^£S*« f.r tw. w,«k

Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)

—“Magic Face” (Col) and “Harlem
llobetrotters” (Col). Slow, $24,000;

week, “Fixed Bayonets”
i) and “Japanese War Bride”

_ i), $gc,ooo.
Mtehigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

(Continued on page 22)

Loew’s (Loew) (2>743; 40-70)—
“Across Wide Missouri” (M-G) (3d
wk). Light $6,500. Last week, $7,500.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;

1,558; 40-80)—“Close To My Heart”
(WB). Good $11,000. Last, week,
“Elopement” (20th) ,(2d wk),
$10,000. ;; -v

.
5

Odeon (Rank) (2.390; 50-90)

—

“Model and Marriage B r o k e r”
(20th). Nice $10,000. Last Week,
“Ivory Hunter” (EL) (2d wk),

$8,
000 ,

Shea’s (FP) (2,386; 40-80)—“On
Dangerous Ground” (RKO). Fair
$7,500. Last week, “Golden Girl
(20th) (2d wk), $6,500.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)—

“Flame of Araby” (U) (2d wk)
Poor $4,000, Last week, $5,000.

Denver, Jan. 15.
Loudest news this week is “The

River,”' which is hitting a new
high at the baridbox Vogue. “Wild
Blue Yonder” shapes smash in
three houses. “Decision Before
Dawn” looks fine in two.

Estimates for This Week
Aladdin (Fox) (1*400; 40-80)—

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Stars and Guitars” (Rep), day-date
with Tabor, Webber. vFirie $8,500.
Last week, “Weekend With Father”
(U) and “Big Night” (U), $9,000.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

80)—“Westward Women” (M-G)
(2d wk). Good $8,000. Holding.
Last week, $16,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80)

“My Favorite Spy” (Par) (3d wk).
Okay $8,500. Last week, $12,000.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)—

“Decision Before Dawn” (20th) and
“Girl on Bridge” (20th), day-date
with Esquire. Fine $18,000. Last
week, “Distant Drums” (WB) and
“Purple Heart Diary” (Col), big
$20,000

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)—“De-
cision Before . Dawn” (20th) arid
“Girl on Bridge” (20th), also Den-
ver. Nice $4,000/- Last week, “Dis-
tant Drums” (WB) and “Purple
Heart Diary” (Col), big $5,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)—

“American in Paris” (M-G) (3d wk).
Off to $8,000 or less. Last week,
neat $14$00
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)—

“Man in Saddle” (Cot) and “In
Navy” (U). Fine $11,000. Last
week, “Lady Says No” (UA) and
“Badlands of Dakota” (Indie),

$12 ,000 .

Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)—
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Stars and Guitars” (Rep), also
Aladdin, Webber. Solid $8,500
Last week. “Weekend with Father”
( ;U) arid “Big Night” (U), $9,000

‘ Vogue (Pike) (600) 60-00) —
“River” (UA). Record $7,000. Holds
Last week, “Odette” (UA), $2,000
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-86) —

“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Stars and Guitars” (Rep), also
Aladdin, Tabor. Big $4,000. Las
week, “Weekend, with Father” (U)
and “Big Night” (UA), $4,500:

Transport Strike Bops
Balto ; ‘Dreams’ $12,000

Baltimore, Jan. 15.
Added grief to local downtown-

ers came thi week with all-out
transit strike tying Up every
streetcar arid bus in town. Get-
away Thurs. (10) proved a killer
diller, but by weekend private
transportation was bringing peo-
ple to downtown area and. some
bright spots began to show for the
ace product. “I’ll See You in My
Dreams” is pulling well at the
Stanley and the Hippodrome, tem-
porarily reverting to stage shows,
is promisingJor Rlackstone magic
layout plus “Son or Dr, jekyll.”

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3.000; 50-

$1.25)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Open-
ing tomorrow (Wed.) after un-
eventful week with “Pandora Fly-
ing^Dutchman” (M-G), blah $6,500.

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... / . . $2;392,060
(Bated on 25 dticfr, 217 the-

atres, chiefly first nifitf includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same

.
Week

Last Year ....... $2,360,000

(Based oh 25 cities; and 209
theatres.)

Gindhnati, Jan. 15
' HIz at downtown bouses is nearly
back to seasonal stride this stanz?
Sweetest cage music is ceS;
from “Distant Drums” at the ft?
“Bouts Malone” has the pS
heading for a payoff. Other new
bills are okay except “Flame nf
Araby” only /air at Capitol ™Wild
Blue Yonder” at Grand and “Week,
end with Father” at Keith’s are
both nice. Midwestern preem 0f
“Yonder” was bolstered with miU.
tary band, parade and kleig lights
Only holdover, ‘‘See You in'*
Dreams,” looks satisfactory
Lyric.

My
at

ippodrome (Rappaport) • (2,-

240: 20-70) — “Son of Dr. Jekyll”
(Col) plus Blackstone show on-
stage. Fine $16,000 via stage draw
despite solid transit tieup. Last

(Continued on page 22)

$18,000 h Pitt

Pittsburgh, Jan. 15.

Biz is looking sharply up again
this week and several pix should
wind up easily in the winner’s cir-

cle. “See You In My Dreams” at

Stanley looks easy topper among
new entries. “Westward the
Women” at Penn looks light. “An-
other Man’s Poison,” however, at

the Warner is getting heavy trade.

“Bright Victory” at
.
Fulton drew

raves; with nice 9 days in prospect.
“I’ll Never Forget You” is stagger-
ing at the Hards. /‘Lavender Hill

Mob,” debuting art policy at nabe
Squirrel Hill, shot back into high
again in fourth week and will hold
for awhile yet.

Estimates for This Week
Pulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—

“Bright Victory” (U) (2d wk). Hold-
ing for two extra days with solid

$7,000 for nine days. “Here Come
Nelsons” (U) world preem is

Jan. 16.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)

—

“Never Forget You” (20th). Doesn’t
have it and will probably be
yanked after 5 days, at blah $5,000.
Last week; “Ten Tall Men” (Col)

(2d wk). $4,500 in 5 days on top of

sock $14,000 first week.
Penn (Lbew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—

“Westward Women”, (M-G). Minor
$14,000. Will stay through Jan. 23
in order to restore house to a
Thursday opening (24) with “Too
Young To Kiss” (M-G). Last week,
Texas Carnival” (M-G) (2d Wk-6

days), $8,500.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (800; 50-85)—
“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (4th wk).
Fell off first part of week but shot
right back into high again ! over
weekend and should grab sock $3,-

000, phenomenal here at this stage
of run. Last week, huge $3,500.

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)^-
"See You in Dreams” (WB). Fine
$18,000 or perhaps better. .Happily
received by crix. Last week,. “Dis-
tant Drums” (WB) (2d wk)> $7,000
in 5 days.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85*—
“Another Man’s Poison” (UA). Best
opening this house has' had in
months. Good $8,500 looms. Last
week, “On Dangerous Ground”
(RKO), $6,500.

‘Malone’ Fast $9,500 In

Cleve; ’Drums’ 9G, 2d
Cleveland, Jan. 15.

Climbing out of post-holiday
dumps, key houses

,
are going

through a flurry of new openings.
Palace loks surprisingly good with
“Boots Malone.” Holdovers of
“Westward the Women” at State
and Allen’s “Distant Drums” are
coming through in great shape.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3.000; 55-80)^-

“Distaht Drums” (WB) (2d wk).
Off, to $9,000 after sock $21,000
last week.
Hipp (Seheftel - Burger) (3,700;

55-80) ;— “Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (2d wk). Held at $12,000 or
near. Last week, big $15,500.

Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80) —
“Flight to Mars” (Mono) and
“Lorighorn” (Mono). Fine $5,500.
Last Week, “Wild Blue Yonder”
(Rep) (m .0 .) , lusty $4,500 on third
downtown .folio.;

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80) —
“Boots Malone” (Col). Fast $9,500;
Last week, “Lady Pays, Off” (U),
mild $4,500 for 4 days, with 3-
day h.o. of “Double Dynamite”
(RKO) thin $5,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80) —
“Pandora Flying Dutchman”
(M-G). Opened Sunday (13). Last
week, “westward the Womeri”
(M-G) (2d wk-6 days), held at $8,-
000 after $19,000 opener.

Stillman (Loew’s) (3,700; 90-
$L50) — “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th
wk). Acquiring fresh life at $15,-
000 after strong $16,000 last week.

Estimates for This Week
. Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—
“Distant Drums” (WB). Toppina
town with loud $14,000, Last Week
“See You in Dreams” (WB) id
days, big $19,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-75)—“Flame:, of Araby” • (U), Fair
I

$7,000. Last week» “Decision Beforn
Ddwn” (20th), $8,000,
Grand (RKO) 11,400; 55-75)—

“Wild Blue Yrinder” (Rep). Finn
$7,000. Last week, “Too Young to
Kiss” (M-G) .and ,“Bulldog Diiim.
mond”‘(M-G), 11 days, $14,000.

Keith’s (Mid-States) <1,542: 55.
75)—“Weekend With Father'’ (U).
Nice $7,000. Last week, “Fixed Bay.
Onets” (20th), $6,500. .

. Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—“Sen
You in My Dreams” *(WB) (m.o ),

AH right
: $5,000. Last week, “Ten

Tall Men” (Col) (m.o.), 10 day*.
$5,300.

J •

Palace (RKO) <2,600; 55-75)—
“Boots Malone” <Col). Favorable
$9,000. Last week, “Favorite Spy”
(Par), ine days, slick $16,000.

Hub Betteir; ‘Dawn’ Lusty

Target’ Good With 17G
Boston, Jan. is.

“Quo Vadis,” in third frame at

tilted prices, is still out in front at

downtown main first-runs. Biz was
very good over weekend: “Decisioii

Dawn” at Met shapes top new*
comer, and Very strong. “Elope,
ment” at Memorial. is disappoint,
ing; “I’ll Never Forget You” at

I

Paramount and Fenway shapes
fairly good. “I Want You” is skid*

ding and bows out
.
of Astor after

fourth week.
Estimates For This Week

Astor (B&Q) (1,200; .
50-95)—“I

Want You” (RKO) (4th-final wk).

Off to about $6,000. Last week,
nice $9,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)-
“Dark Victory” (WB) and “Maltese
Falcon” (WB) (reissues). Slow
$8,000. Last Week, “Flame of Ara-
by” (U) and “New Tales Robin I

Hood” (Lip), slick $19,000 in 9

1

days.
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 55-80)-*

“Clouded Yellow” (Col) (4th wk).

Off to $4,000 after okay $5,000 for

third.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)-

“Never Forget You”- (20th) and
“Elephant Stampede” (Mono).

Fair $5,000. Last week, “Distant

Drums” (WB) and “St. Benny the

Dip” OJA) (2d wk), okay $4,300.

Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)-

“Elopement!’ (20th) and “Chain

Circumstances” (Col). NSH $15,

•

000 or close. Last week, “Week*,

end With Father” (U) and
I

“Finder’s Keepers” (U), $12,000.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,363; 40;

85) — “Decision Before Dawn’ 1

(20th) and “Galloping Major” (In*

die). Soaring to big $22,000. Last

week, “Favorite Spy” (Par) and

“New Mexico” (UA) (2d wk),

$11 ,000 .

Orpheum (Loew) (3,000;. 90-

$1.20)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk .

Held at $35,000. Last week, tall|

$4!,000, .

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—“Never Forget You” (20th) and

“Elephant Stampede” (Mono),

Good $12,000. Last week, “I .

Drums” (WB) and “St. BennyJh«|
Dip” (UA) (2d wk), okay WSOJ.

State (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.20)-7’

—“Quo Vadis’* (M-G) (3d vkh

Still good at $14,000 after ^ W.™
$19,500 for second week.

‘Veil’ Smooth $20,
000,

Mont’l; ‘Outlaw’
Montreal, Jariv. 13*

Trade is holding at all deiuxerjl

:d e s p i t e several holdovers *

week. Best of newcomers^ tnr

long-awaited “Outlaw” which .1

sock at Capitol even though h®M
ily censored by local board- ^ 1 "

Veil” is neatly as big atPalac®*

Estimates for Thls^Week _
Palace (C.T.) j?,626;

34-60)

“Blue Veil” (RKO). Hot $20»06u

(Continued Pfi ^
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Chicago, Jan. 15.

There is not much encouraging

tor Chicago exhibitors on. top cur-

rently, although a few films might

fare profitably. In main, however,

most houses are on the light side,

double Dynamite” at the Chicago

ulus Pearl Bailey in person mightS Up a fair $40,000; “My Fa-

vorite Spy” with s'tageshow at the

Oriental should hit good $42,000.

“Decision Before Dawn” coupled

with “FBI Girl” shapes great $26,-

ooo at State-Lake. “The WeU”
*nd “Big Night” at’ the United Ar-

tists looks sock $17,000, with best

weekend for any UA pic at house.

Lost half a day because of minor
backstage fire. Roosevelt with

"Flame of Araby and Raging
Tide,” is okay $11,000.

Of the holdovers, “Detective

Story” at the Woods continues to

set a fast pace with a fine total for

third stint. “Emperor's Nightin-

gale” at the World, also in third,

looks lush while “The River”

winds up With nifty total for sev-

enth frame at the Ziegfeld. Grand
brought in “Disc Jockey” tp pair

with “Weekend With Father”"* for

third week;

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—

"Double Dynamite” (RKO) with
Pearl Bailey Onstage. Fairish
$40,000.. Last Week, “See You in

My Dreams” (WB) (2nd wk) with
Vaughn Monroe onstage, big
$44,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—
"Weekend With Father (U) and
"Disc Jockey” (U) (3d wk). Off to

$7,000. Last week, nice $9,000.
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)—

"favorite Spy”. (Par) with' Eddy
Howard topping stageshow. Might
capture good $42,000; Last week,
"Callaway Went Thataway” (J^-G)

With Ames Bros, onstage (2d Wk),
$25,000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
"Flame of Araby” and “Raging
Tide” (U). Fairih, $11,000. Last
week, “Distant Drums” (WB) and
"Highwayman” (Mono) (2d wk),
$11,000. .

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700: 55-98)
.—“Decision Before Dawn (20th)
and “FBI Girl” (Lip). Rousing
$26,000. Last week, “Ten Tall
Men” (Col) and “Ft. Defiance”
(UA) (2d wk), $12,000,
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55

88)—?“WelI” (UA) and “Big Night”
(UA) (6^ days). Sock $17,000 or
over. Last week, “Two Tickets
Broadway” (RKO) _and “Whip
Hand” (RKO) (2d wk), $8,000.
.
Woods (Essaness) (1,087; 98)—

"Detective Story” (Par) (3d wfc).

Excellent $23,000. Last week,
$30,000.

Ziegfeld (Lopert). (434; $1.25-
$2.40)—“The River” (UA) (7th wk).
Bright $4,200. Last week, $4,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; I. e.,

without the 20% tax. Distrib-
• utors share on net take, when

* playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

000 inProv.

‘Drums’ Smash $13,000,

Best in Omaha; ‘Cloak’

Fair 6G, ‘Mob’ Oke 6iG
Omaha, Jan; 15.

All spots are being helped by
good weather this week. The Or-
pheum is; rolling with “Distant
Drums,” a solid five-figure with a
smash total likely. It is the first
time in more than two weeks, that
patrons could get .out because of
bad weather; One of the surprises
here is the Continued, draw
through the second week of
American in Paris” at the * State
where a third week is likely.
Brandeis looks: fair with “The
Mob.,” “Man With Cloak” looms
tnm at the Omaha.

Estimates for This Week
Orpheum' (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

70)~“Distaht Drums” (WB) and
Corky Gasoline Alley” (Col); a
?Msh $13,000 or near. Last week,
.Favorite Spy” (Par) and “Crazy
Over Horses” (Mono), $11,500. .

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)

^ Man With a Cloak” (M-G) and
Bannerline” (M-G). Fairish $6,000.
Last week, “Flame of Araby” (U)

$8 500
<FUry °f Congo” (Gol) * bi8

..Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Tiie Mob” (Col), Okay $6,500.

week, “Double ^Dynamite”
(«KO), only $5,000 for 6 days. Re-
pnjf? /or three'days by “Girls of
Jjoad (Col) and “Girls Under 21”
/Col), mce $3,200. ;

^fhramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-
Callaway .Went Thataway”

«c* I**
Fair $8>500. Last week,

Starliif- (WB), good,$9,000.
.
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
American in Paris” (M-G) (2d

firnl’
.

Hot
, $5,000. Last week,

S1nash $8,500. Holds, again.

Providence, Jan. 15.
“Decision Before Dawn” shapes

very stout at the Majestic. Next in
line is the State’s ‘Westward, the
Women” fairly ^good> in 10 days.
Otherwise the city is $00% hold-
over. “Favorite Spy,

,r sagged shariv
ly in second Strand’ week,

Estimates fof This Week
Albee (RKO) <2,200; 44-65)—

“Maltese Falcon” (WB) and “Dark
Victory” (WB) (reissues). , Opened
Sundey (13). Last week “Double
Dynamite” (RKO). aind “Unknown
World” (RKO) (2d wk), good $8,-
000.

Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Decision Before Dawn” (20th) and
.."Woman In Dark” (Rep). Peppy
$12,000 or near. Last week, “Dis-
tant Drums” (WB), nice $13,000 in
9 dftys*

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—“Indian Uprising” (Col) and
“Northwest Territory” (Mono) (2d
wk). So-so $5,800. Last week, $6,500.

State (Loew) <3,200; 44-65)—

.

“Westward the Women”.(M-G) and
“When I Grow Up” (UA). Nice
$16,500 in 10 days. “Ten Tall Men”
(Col) opens tomorrow (Wed.).
Strand (Silverman). (2;200; 44-65)—“Barefoot Mailman” (Col) and

“Sonof Dr. JekyU” (Col). Opened
yesterday (Mon.). Last week, “Fa-
vorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk), meek I

$3,500.
*

Dreams’ Tops K.C. New

Films, Rousing $13,000;

‘Kid’Hepl5G;V12G
Kansas City, Jan. 15.

Theatre row is going great guns
currently, with a lineup of. strong
pix. “1*11 See You in My Dreams”
at the Missouri is topper, and liker
ly to go a second week, an unusual
occurrence in this house. “My Fa-
vorite Spy” is sock at the Para-
mount and also may go a second
week: “Quo Vadis” continues
smash in its third week “Cimarron'
Kid” shapes good on midwest
preem in four houses here.

- Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox; Midwest) (820; 50-

75)—“Harlem Globetrotters” (Col)
and “Street Bandits” (RepL Light
$2,400. Last week, “Japanese
War Bride” (20th) and “Northwest
Territory” (Mono), satisfactory
$3,000 in 6 days.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)—

“Of Men and Music” (20th). Mod-
erate $1,700. Last week, “Happi-
est Days Life” (Indie), $1,400.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 90-

$1.24)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d
wk). Continues sock pace at $20,-

000. Will go a fourth. Last week,
$24,000.

Missouri (RKO), (2,650; 50-75)—
“See You in Dreams” (WB). Good
from opening gun and Will rack
lip big $13,000. Likely to get a
holdover, one of few films recently
to reach this level here. Last
week, .

“Double Dynamite” (RKO)
and “Magic Carpet” (Col), 5 days,
split with “Captain Blood” (WB)
and “One Foot, in Heaven” (WB)
(reissues), fair $8,000.

Piafamount (Tri-States) (1,900;

50-69) — “Favorite Spy” (Par).

Opened strongly, may hit sock
$12,000. May hold; Last Week,
“Distant Drums” (WB), great
$15,000.
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gran-

ada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;

700; 1,217; 60-75) — “Cimarron
Kid” (U). Midwest preem With
personal appearance of Audie
Murphy. Others from cast Open-
ing day; Good $15,000. Last Week,
“Elopement” (20th), $13,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550: .75-85)—

“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (9th wk).

Nice *1,600. I*# wtek, $1,8QQ*

DYNAMITE’ DANDY IN

1NDPLS. WITH $11,000
Indianapolis, Jan. 15.

Biz at first-runs .
here continues

to benefit from holiday stimulus,
including tilted price scale. Top
of 76c, against former 65c, Is now
in effect at all houses except
Loew’s, which is still showing
“Quo Vadis” at advanced prices;
which, now in its third week, con-
tinues to lead town and will hold
again. 4!Double Dynamite/’ at Cir-
cle, and “The Racket,” at Indiana,
are strongest new entries, former
being big.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800;

50-76)—“Double Dynamite” (RKO)
and “Panelled Door” (Indie). Dan-
dy $11,000. Last week, “Weekend
With Father” (U) and “Great Ad-
venture” (Lip), oke $10,000.

Indiana (C-D) (3;200; 5046)—
“The Racket” (RKO) ana “Woman
In Dark” (Rep). Moderate $10,000.
Last Week, “Distant Drums” (WB)
and “St; Benny The Dip” (UA), big
$15,000.

.
Loew’a (Loew’s) (2,427; 90-$l.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk).
Solid $15,000 making it a great
$71,000 for run to date.

Lyric (OD) (1,600; 50-76)—“Lost
Continent” (Lip) and “Superman
and Mole Men” (Lip). Fair $5,500.
Last week, “Capt; Fabian” (Rep)
and “Sea Hornet” (Rep), $5,000.

B’way Steady; ‘Greatest Shew’ Big

L DIodeT-Vaude Neat 90G,

Philadelphia, Jan. 15.

Spring weather kayoed Sunday
biz here and holdovers are proving
a deadweight to hold back trade
eherally this session. “Favorite
!py” dropped off sharply in sec-
ond round at MastbaUm as did
many others. One of standouts
among the newcomers is “See You
In My Dreams,” which looms solid
at Stanley. ‘‘Westward the Wom-
en” is rated big at the Goldman
while “J a p a n e s e Wax' Bride”
shapes surprisingly strong at Stan-
ton. “On Dangerous Ground” is

a weakie at the. Earle.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 5049);-

“Reunion in Reno” (U). Dull $6,-
500. Last week, “Man in Saddled
(Col) (3d Wk). $6,000. ^

Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.30)—
“I Want You” (RKO) (4th Wk).
Mild $8,000. Last week, $9 000.
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“On

Dangerous Ground” (RKO). Weak
$7,500. Last week. “Calling Bull-
dog Drummond” (M-G) plus Black-
stone onstage, $12,000.
Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Deci-

sion Before Dawn” (20th) (2d wk).
Light $14,000. Last week, sock
$28,500.
• Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99) — “Westward Women” (M-.G),
Great $18,000 or close. Last week,
“Double Dynamite” (RKO) (2d
wk), $13,500 in 9 days.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk). Off
to $13,000. Last week, good $21,-
000 .

Midtown "(Goldman) (1,000; 50-
99)—“Family Secret” (Col). Dim
$6,500. Last week, “Callaway Went
Thataway” (M-G) (2d Wk), $11,000
in 9 days.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)
—“Two Tickets Broadway”

(RKO) (3d wk). Fair $10,000. Last
week, $19,500.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
See YoU in Dreams” (WB). Solid

$21,000. Last week, “D i s t a n t

Drums” (WB) (3d Wk), $11.000.

.

Stanton ' (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Japanese War Bride” (20th), Fine
$12,000. Last week, “Chicago Call-

ing” (U), thin $7,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$l,20)—“Detective Story” (Par): (9th wk).

Sock $8,500. Last week, $8,000.
World (G&S) (500; 50-$1.20)—
Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (8th wk)
Smash' $3,500. Last week,

. $3,000.

Launching of new. stronger
product and mild weather over
the past weekend is giving Broad-
way first-runs a somewhat better
tone this stanza despite a plethora
of extended-run bills. Steady rain
most of last Thursday (10) put a
dent in trade in all houses that day,
but favorable weather Saturday-
Suhday brought more encouraging
business for many first-run thea-
tres.

Standout, of course, is “Greatest
Show on Earth/ 1 with stageshow.
at the Music Hall. Opening Thurs-
day (10), Cecil B. DeMille opus is

heading for big $145,000 or better
in first week, with every indica-
tion of an unusually long run.
Patrons who stayed through more
than one show slowed up turn-
over Saturday-Sunday, although
the Hall has trimmed its stageshow,
to a minimum because of the
lengthy picture.

“Model and Marriage Broker,”
with stageshow headed by Alan,
Dale and Beatrice Kraft Dancers,
is handing the Roxy a big week.
House may haVe been' helped some
by turnaways at the Hall over the
weekend although the picture did
well from the start. A big $90,000
is in prospect.

The Park Ave. with “Tom
Brown’s Schooldays” is disaP*
pointing at $7,300 for first week.
In the same category is “It’s a Big
Country” at the Trans-Lux 52d
St. “Bonnie Prince Charlie” hit

a nice $7,500 on first week at the
T-L 60th St. ;

“Detective Story” continues in

smash fashion, landing $20;500 in

10th week at the Mayfair. “Quo
Vadis” is following up its first

week of continuous-run, lower
scale, • at the Astor With a great
$33,000 for second frame of this

policy.
“Double Dynamite,” with stage-

show headed by Tony Bennett, held
to okay $55,000 in third round at

the Paramount after great takings
in .first .two weeks. “Death of

Salesman” continues in the chips

with $20,500 likely for fourth ses-

sion at the Victoria.
Capitol, Globe, State, Warner

and Paramount are coming in with
new bills this week.

Estimates, for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1,80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (11th

wk). Tenth round here but only
second. Week on continuous run,

lower scale, great $33,000 after

terrific $38,000 on opening week
of new policy. Pic ran here eight

weeks (final round of 5 days) prior

to current run with two-a-day and
$2,40 top policy. Stays on.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)— “Light Touch” (M-G). Opens
today (Wed ). In ahead, “Westward
the Women” (M-G) (2d wk-9 days),

down sharply to $13,000 or less

after thin $28,000 opening week,
way below hopes.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$l.80)

—“I Want You” (RKO) (4th wk).

Present session ending Friday (18)

sliding to $10,500 or less after nice

$15,000 for third week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80>

—“Favorite Spy” (Par) (4th final

wk). Third stanza ended
.
Monday

(14) was off to $12,500 after solid

$19,000 for second week. “Sub-
marine Command” (Par) opens
Friday (18).

. A .

Fine Arts. (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)

“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (14th

wk). -Proving a smash draw; hold-

ing to stout $8,500 in 13th- round
ended Monday (14) after $11,000
for 12th week.

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50-$1.80)—“Detective Story” (Par) (11th

wk). The 10th round Monday^ (14)

held stout at $20,500 after $23,500
ninth frame. “Sailor Beware”

‘DREAMS’ HOT $15,500,

PORT.; ‘VElL
f FINE 15G

Portland, Ore., Jan. 15.

Strong product is giving city a
week at most first-runs this round.
‘See Yoii In -My Dreams’' and
“Blue Veil” look best, forme)r be
ing especially- sock. “Fixed Bay-
onets” also looms good. .

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-90)—“See You In My Dreams” (WB)

and “Big Country” (M-G). Smash
$15,500. Last week, “Flame of

Araby” (UJ and “Finders Keepers
(U) (8 days), $12,000.
Guild (Parker) (400; $1.20-$2.40l

—“The River” (U-A) (3d wk)

I <Continued on page 22

)

in
. .

(Par) due to open Jan. 30.

Normandie (Normandie The-
tres) (592; 95-$l.80)—“Pandora &
Flying Dutchman” (M-G) (6th wk).

Sixth session ending Thursday (17)

looks to hold at $6,000, big, after

$5,400 fifth week.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $1.20-

$2.40)—All-vaude policy on two-a-

day with Judy Garland starred

(14th wk). Current frame started

yesterday (Tues ). The 13th week
ended Sunday (13) was $39,000

after big $37,000 for 12th round.
Paramou n

t

(Pari (3,664; 70-

$1.80)—“Scandal Sheet” (Coll plus

Ink Spots, Sarah Vaughan, Stump
& Stumpy,, Erskine; Hawkins orch
topping stageshow. Opens today
(Wed ). In ahead “Double Dyna
mite” (RKO) with stage bill head-

ed by Tony Bennett (3d wk-8
days), held at okay $55,000. Second
frame solid $74,000.

. _
Park Ave (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50) ..

.

-i—^‘Tom Brown’s Schooldays” (In-
1
of Congo, (Col), $4,800.

die) (2d wk); First round ended
Sunday (13) hit $7,300, disappoint-
ing for initial week. In ah e a d*
“Clouded Yellow” (Col) (8th wk),
$7,000.

Paris (Indie) (568; $i,20-$2.40)—
“The River” (UA) (19th wk). The
18th session ended Sunday (13)

wound up with $8,700 after nice
$12,000 in 17th week.

Radio City Music llall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Great-
est Show on Earth”. (Par) with
stageshow. Climbing to big $145,-
000 despite having to open in the
rain last Thursday. Stageshow has
been held to about 32 minutes be-
cause 'of Rim’s length but despite
this, turnover is tough over week-
end. Holds, natch! In ahead, “I’ll

See You in My Dreams” (WB) and
Xmas stageshow (5th wk), big
$130,000, slightly over expectancy;
giving combo terrific run.

RivoU (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-

$1.80) — “Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (4th wk). Current: round
ending tomorrow (17) looks fair

$14,000 after fine $20,000 for third
week albeit below hopes.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —
“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) with stageshow headed by
Alan .Dale, Lou Wills. Jr„ Beatrice
Kraft Dancers. Initial week ending
tomorow (Thurs.) looks to smash
$90,000^ House got . best three-day
non-holiday weekend in months.
Thelma Ritter personal at first

show opening day helped. In ahead,
“Elopement” (20th) with- Guy
Mitchell heading stage bill (3d wk-
8 days), mild $52,000.

State (Loew’S (3,450; 55-$l.80)—
“For . Mon Only” (Lip).; Opened
yesterday (Tues.). In ahead, -'Wild

Blue Yonder” (Rep) (2d wk),
dipped around $9,000 after nice
$20,000 opening round.

"Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—
“Room for One More' 1 (WB),
Opened yesterday (Tues.). In

ahead. “Distant Drums” (WB) (3d
wk), slid to $13,000 after fine $18,-

000 for second week after sock
$43,000 opening stanza.

Sutton (R&B) (561: 90-$1.50) •

—

“Tales of Hoffmann’’ (Indie) (4th

wk). Third frame ended Monday
(14) held at fine $8,500 after big

$13,000 for second week.

Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453;

90-$1.50) — “Bonnie Prince
Charlie” (Indie) (2d wk). Initial

week ended Saturady (12) was
nice $7,500. In ahead, “Galloping
Major” (Indie) (3d wk-8 days),

$3,000.

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50) — “It’s a Big Country”
(MtG) (2d wk). First round ended
Mtmday (14) landed barely- okay
$5i000. In ahead, “Man With
Cloak” (M-G) (6th wk), $3,000.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55-

$1.80)—“Death of Salesman” (Col)

(4th wk). Fourth frame ending to-

day (Wed.) is holding at $20,500
after great $26,000 for third stanza.

New Fare Perks L’ville;

‘Veil’ Nice 126, Dreams’

Sock $8,000, ‘Araby’ 106
Louisville, Jan. 15.

Patrons of downtown houses are

turning to theatre-going in increas-

ing numbers as the yeajf 1952 pro-

gresses. Excellent product on tap at

first-runs may account for part of

this. “Blue Veil” at the Rialto is

pulling nicely but the real new
champ is “I’ll See You in My
Dreams” smash at the Mary Ander-
son; “Flame of Araby” at the, State

is okay.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) ^ 1^100; ,54-

75)—“Bright Victory” (U) (Id. wk).

Off to $2,500. Last week, bumper
$4,509.

Mary Anderson (People’s)^/1,200;

54-75)__“See You in Dreams’ (WB);

Socko $8,000 or close. Last week,

“Distant Drums” (WB) (2d wk),

$7,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

54_75)
—“Blue Veil” (RKO). Nice

$12,000, Last week, “Elopement
(20th) and “Chicago Calling (UA),

$16,000 on 9 daya.
,

: State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)r"
“Flame of Araby” (U) and Chain,

of Circumstances” (Col). Okay $10,-

000. Last week “Westward Women
(M-G) and “True Story” (Col),

$13,000,

. Strand (RA) (1,200; 54-75)—

“Flight to Mars” (Mono) and High-

wayman” (Mono). Fine $4,500. Last

week, “Racket” (RKO) and 1
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Sydney, Jan. 8. <f

Apart from topflight J. Arthur

Rank films, the Aussie film thea-

tres to start 1952 (and it will prob-

ably be the same story thruout the

vear) are dominated by American

product in the keys, nabes and

country spots. Early quality up-

beat as presently evidenced, points

to a lush year .for a. majority of

pown Under cifaemas. General

opinion here indicates that the

New' Year will see fewer empty

seats than in 1951. Circuit toppers

of the calibre of Norman B. Rydge,

of Greater Union Theatres, and

Ernest Turnbull, of Hoyts, have
stated that given good product, the

Aussie cinemas will have little to

fear from any other brand of en-

tertainment (Australia has no TV
yet and won’t have for. some years).

Both Rydge and Turnbull have
geared their respective loops on.

nation-wide specialized advertising-

exploitation campaigns to sell films

irrespectively of where produced.

Current lineup is one of the

strongest seen here in a long time

and includes "Show Boat” (M-G),

playing four houses; "Mr. Bel-

vedere Rings Bell*’ (20th), "David

and Bathsheba" (20th), "Double
Crossbones" (U), "Get It Wholesale"
(20th). "The Thing" (RKO), "Alice

in Wonderland" (RKO), /‘When
Worlds Collide” (Par), "torna
Doone" (Col), "Prince Who Was
Thief" (U), "Trio” (BEF), now In

third month; "That's My Boy”
(Par), "Browning Version" ^(BEF),’

in second month; "On Riviera”
(20th) and "Francis Goes to Races’*

<U).
.. \

British distribs will make a. real

bid this year to capture screens

fr m Yank product. British Empire
Films, handling all J. Arthur Rank
pix here, already his two outstand-

ing winners in “Trio” and "Brown-
ing Version" with "Lavender Hill

Mob " "Pool of London," "Hotel
Sahara," "Wherfe*No Vultures Fly,"

"Encore," and "White Corridors"

coming up.
Associated British, via 20th-Fox,

has scheduled ‘The Dancing Years,"

"Happy Go Lovely," "Laughter iii

Paradise,” "Tom Brown’s School-

days" and "Three Men and a Girl"

plus several indie Britishers. Top-
pers on the London Films’ sched-

ule include "Outcast of the

Islands," "Mr. Denning Drives
North," "Tales of Hoffmann," "Cry
Beloved Country" and

.
‘‘Gone to

Earth;” Of course, British pix will

be aided by the 15% quota,'

Italo Distrib by 1 U.S. Co.

For Count Gallo’s Product
Rome, Jan. 8.

Count Nazareho Gallo, who owns
and operates the Gallo Film Co,
(Italy), plans to produce two or
three films annually hi Italy, but
in the future will confine distribu-
tion to oneJVmeriean company. He
recently set a deal whereby Metro
will distribute "The Forgers’’
throughout the country. Film stars
Fosco Giachetti and Doris Duranti.J

Gallo’s Film’s "Northern Bar-
rier," also made for the 1950-51
season, was distributed by J. Ar-
thur Rank It stars Louis Trenker,
Emedeo Nazzari and Marianne
Hold; Both of these pix now are
in N. Y., where they will be
screened for possible distribution
by a U. S. company.

Negrete WinfrGoId Medal
Mexico City, Jan. 8.

Jorge Negrete, film and radio
actor and secretary of the National
Actors Union, has been given
medals numerous times in his film

roles, And how for the first time
in his career, he was * awarded a
gold medal as a defender of Mexico
by the Defenders of the Republic.
Award was made at a ceremony at
the National Palace. *

Negrete holds the grade of, cap-
tain in fee Defenders of the Repub-
lic, an organization similar to U. S.

War veteran organizations.

to

Last Year in Scotland;

‘Caruso/ ‘Samson* Score
Glasgow, Jan, 8.

American pix grossed the most

coin at Scottish film boxoffices dur-

ing 1951. Technicolor musicals and

spectacle films were the biggest

hits with ‘"Annie Get Your Gun,”
"Great Caruso" and "Samson and
Delilah” rated among the top 10;

British pix showjyl low ~ coin

grosses. Among the few to do,well
here were “High Treason," "The
Mudlark," "Laughter in Paradise"
and “Tales of Hoffmann."

U. S; comedies that did solid biz

were “The Jackpot," "Lemon Drop
Kid" and "City, Lights." Other
moneymakers included. "All About
Eve,” "Rio Grande" and "Iron
Man.-’ The French film VManon"
was a top draw in Glasgow/ Other
Continental pix which set records
were “Keep Your Eye on Amelia"
and “La Ronde."

Stockholm, Janl 81

The Swedish State. Censorship
Board ( Statens, Biografbyra) ban-
ned 14 films during 1951. Two of
them, “Rawhide” and "Great
Missouri Raid" (Par), later were
Okayed; after some cutting. The 12
films still banned are "Kansas!
Raiders" (U ) , "Dial 119" ( M-G.)

,

Under the Gun" (U ) , "Highway
301" (WB), "Unknown Island”
(Indie ) , "The Enforcer’’ (WB )

,

"Guilty of Treason" (UA), "He
Ran All Way" (UA), "The Hood-
lum” (UA); "Double Deal"
(RKO)y "The Whip Hand" (RKO)
and "His Kind of Woman" (RKO).
All of these films wer produced
in the U. S.

"Guilty of Treason" and "The
Whip 1 Hand" reported were nixed
because of anti-communistic themes
while most Of the others were
gangster or westerns with too many
killings to please the Swedish cen-
sors;

Several films were passed only
after numerous cuts. Often this

scissoring resulted in protests
when the pix were shown. For in-

stance, the French film, "Under
Paris Heaven/’ has a surgical op-
eration on a human heart, and this

pljiys a great part in the story.

But the tensors clipped all such
scenes, and the public protested
when the pic was shown. Protests
also were loud when "Guilty of
Treason" was banned, reviewers
and. observers declaring that "the
Swedish people would not lose any-
thing by learning the real facts
about the countries behind the
"Iron Curtain.”

London, Jan. 8.

Bernard Delfont’s "Folies Ber:
gere Revue,” which Val Parnell has
beep running at the London Hippo-
drome for the last two years with
profitable intake, is Vacating the
Hipp this spring. Although a
moneymaker, Parnell feels that
house should resume its once-night-
ly policy, which it always operated
till the “Folies/’ so as to maintain
its: prestige.

But Parnell will continue to play
the Delfont Parisian revue in one
Of his West End theatres. Present
arrangements are for that show to

go to the Prince of Wales Theatre
in its usual twice-per-night format.
It is expected to follow Parnell’s
"Peep Show/’ starring the Wiere
Bros, and TSue Carson, which lias

just; been transferred from the
London Palladium. It likely will

stay till end of April or early May.
Show will be an entirely new ver-

sion with a complete change of

cast.

;

Although. successor yet has
been decided' On for the Hippo-
drome, it is understood that it will

likely be an American show in con-

junction with: Jack Hylton, either

"Call Me Madam" or "Guys and
Dolls." Hylton recently acquired
the English rights to both. r

All-Industry Setup to Iron Out

Eckman Sees Strong Pix
Winning New Patrons

London, Jan. 15.

Criticism from theatre operators
on the policy of extended-runs set

by Metro for "Great Caruso" was
answered- by Sam Eckman, Jr.,

company’s local topper when he. re-
ceived a deputation from exhibi-
tors.

Explaining that extended-runs
were only adopted occasionally for
pix of such ..calibre as "Caruso,"
Eckman claimed that

,
the effect of

the policy had been to draw riiany

people to the theatre who were not
regular patrons. He also pointed
out that in all. cases in which sub-
sequent-runs had been agreed, ex-
hibs had been notified of the posi-

tion before confirming contracts.
‘

Snares French ‘Caroline’

C ommercial Pictures, distributors
of

. I lie controversial French .film,
‘1/ Ronde,” thi? week acquired
Vi S. distribution rights fb "Edou-
ard et Caroline/’ Gallic hnpbrt is

a UGC. production ;

5tarrin^.Danier
Gel in and
Becker di*ett£dlT' v —

Previously'^ Cohirrterclki
:

pifcked
hp U. s. release rights to another
French picture, "Cheri/’ Directed
by pierre Billon, it stars 'Jean
Pesa illy and Marcell Chantai. In'

another deal Walter Bibo’s Excel-
• s-ov Pictures secured "Maitre
Apres Die.u" from Silver Films for
lhe American market. Pic is based
upon the Jain de. Hartog play,
Shipper Next to God./’

LUSH LONDON SEASON

FOR DUNHAM DANCERS
London, Jan, *15.

The Katherine Dunham Dancers
look set for another lush London
season.. More than three years
ago. they did turnaway biz at the
Prince of Wales, and now, at the
Cambridge, under the management
of Peter Daubeny, they opened
last Tuesday (8) in sock style.

Although, since ; then, many
other dancing troupes have come
to town, node has made a com-
parable impact. In style, perform-
ance, rhythm and presentation,

this company stands high above the
others,. The routine with its Bra-

zilian arrangements, its dramatic
voodoo number and its “Ameri-
cana" sequence, is exceptionally

high-grade. Colorful costuming is

neatly touched off by Robert Nes-

bitt’s expert lighting.

.

Show is scheduled for at least

three ftiohths at the Cambridge,
before going tour through
England.

ONLY 2 U S. FILMS ON

BBC PIX BALLY TV’ER
„ London, Jan. 15.

First of the new British Broad-
casting Corp.-TV features, planned
iii cooperation with the picture in-

dustry to boost new. product; has
its initial airing over the London-
Midland-Northern Wavelengths on
Jan. 17. Series,,which will be aired
fortnightly! is entitled "Current Re-
lease." The first will contain ex-

cerpts from six pictures, four being
British-made.

Films selected for the first pro-
gram are "Where No Vultures Fly"
(GFD), "Lady Godiva Rides Again"
(BL), "Encore” (GFD), "I Want
You" (RKO), "Magic Box” (BL),
and "Cyrano” (UA). Two of the
pix are scheduled for Gaumont re-

lease, another two will have an out
let on. the Associated British cir-

cuit, one is being screened in the
Odeon group, add the sixth, "Cy-
rano," is having an independent
release.

When, compiling the first pro-
gram, the BBC had selected "Amer-
ican in Paris" and “Lullaby Of

Broadway," hut for reported tech-

nical reasons they were hot avail-

able at the required time.

London, Jan, 15.

The new Conservative govern-
ment will have to decide within
the' next few weeks whether it in-

tends to prolong the life of the
National Film Finance Corp. The
State-owned films bank, set up un-
der the Labor! administratioh in

1948, has virtually exhausted the
$17,000,000 already allocated and
consequently is being compelled to

restrict its activities. ,

. Of its initial capital, half was
diverted to. the Alexander Korda
group of companies: Although the
interest has been, paid regularly
there have been no capital repay-
ments. The remainder of the coin
was mainly distributed to finance
independents. .

The day the House of Commons
recessed last July, Sir Hartley
ShawCross, then the Board of
Trade prexy, promised a further
($5,600,00Q) advance to the NFFC.
To implement that promise a mi-
nor measure of legislation was nec-
essary, but the Labor government
never had the opportunity to in-

troduce thi bill.

Since the return of the Conserv-
atives, neither the Chancellor of

the Exchequer nor the BOT prez
have indicated whether they will

hand out this additional cash. How-
ever, Tom O’Brien, M.P., and sec-’

retary of the National. Assn, of

Theatrical & Kirte Employees, hud-
dled with the new BOT chief, Peter
Thorneycroft. The union leader
discussed the serious situation of

British film production and under-
lined the need for extra coin for

the Finance Corp. • NFFC support-
ers even so may have a tough time
trying to squeeze the new govern-
ment. out Of more money;

London, Jan, 15.
The plan to create an all-indus-

try panel to achieve unanimity on
major trade problems appears
headed for defeat or sweeping re-
vision. The original idea; conceived
at a meeting of four trade associa-
tions last month, envisaged ei

ploymen t of a full-time ‘ secretary,
'drawn from outside the industry;
The new body was to be wholly
.financed from the proceeds of the
Eady fund.
The proposal was referred to the

four associations for tlieir com-
ments, and the first reaction has
come from exhibitors. The Cinema-
tograph Exhibitors Assn, general
council at its meeting last Wednes-
day (9) flatly turned down the
suggestion that Eady Fund money
should be used to subsidize the.

new organization, Apart froi
opening the door for the creation
of -other trade

.
organizations, it

feared it might perpetuate the
present levy, which, under the last
agreement; is restricted to a three-
year period.

Secondly, the CEA objected to a
full-time secretary on the grounds
that there .would hot be enough
work to justify One, and suggested
the selection of a part-time worker
drawn from within the industry.

In view of the! limited budget
required to run the organization,
the CEA considered it within the
means of the four associations to
provide the necessary funds.
Some of the administrative pro-

posals for ttye proposed, new com-
mittee were endorsed by the CEA.
They found favor with the sugges-
tion that the chairman should hold
office for a full year instead of the
office rotating among the four or-
ganizations from meeting to meet-
ing. It also agreed with the pro-
viso that action on behalf of the
new panel could only be taken
when there was complete unanim-
ity among the . constituent, organi-
zations.

‘SQUARE’ IN LONDON

Govt. Grant of $476,000

For German Pix Prod.
Hamburg, Jai\. 1.

The Hamburg Buergetschaft
(state assembly! has approved a
government plan to grant $476,000
for financing filfn production in

the 1951-52 season; The action

brought the amount of credits

granted to date up to $1,309,000.

The government plans to finance
eight pix with its credits, but 10%

bolhg set aside

Grbttifez Set for 2 in Iffexicb

Mexico City, Jan. 8.

Fernando Fernan Gomez; Span-

ish star, has been inked by Emilio

Tuero, Spanish pic producer here;

to make two films in Mexico this

year at the rate of $5,500 for the

pair.

Jose Diaz Morales Will direct tqe

pix/ still untitled.
;

Alma Delia
I

l Fuentes will be the femme lead;

On the averag# $47-j606' credit« '$jce

usually grantwl forTndivldual pix-, y
or about 25% ;

'oi: ,the
.
production

cost.

eduction .qob^hnies; Real Fitm^mrl
Junge Flint Union/ are‘ located
here. It was believed they would
get most of the. credits, with the
likely inclusion * Of Pontus Film, a

smaller production company also in

Hamburg,

London, Jan. 15.

Prince Littler’s $100,000 musical,

"Rainbow Square," which
.
opened

at the Stoll last Sept. 21, folds at

the end of next week (26). It had
done little more than average biz

since its inception and the run was
prolonged in the hope

;

that it

would eventually attracts a wide

enough audience.

Show opened originally with
.
two

Broadway vocalists, Martha King
/ind Gloria Lane. Former left the

cast before the end of last year

and returned to N. Y. Sonnie Bale,

who had a leading role, left the

cast last .month to fulfill a panto-

mime , . engagement. "Rainbow
Square" has a score by Robert

‘Stolz with the book and lyrics
v’.' *

„

'

•. A ~A

2d Rank London House

to

Films; 4 Pix Lined Up
London, Jan. 8.

For the second time Within a few
weeks, one of Rank’s West End
theatres has been ' leased to show
Continental pix.The latest deal in-

volves the Marble Arch Pavilion
which has been taken over on a
three-month tenaincy by Archway
Distributors. Last month it was
announced that the New Gallery
had been leased on a long term,
pact, the Regent Street house
changing to its new policy last

Thursday (3) with the preemlng of

the Italian pic, "Le Citte Si

Difendc."
The Archway deal is restricted

to three months because of the in-

ability of the distributors to meet
the British, quota requirement of

30% which the theatre has to ful-

fill. It will start its new policy

Jan. 17 with the English-speaking
film version of the Italian-made,

“Les Miserables," starring Valen-

tina Cortesa. A Sylvano Mangano
picture, “Fugitive," and “The Devil

is a Woman," in which Maria Felix

is starred will follow,

If the policy proves successful,

it is likely that Archway will, nego-

tiate another short term lease later

in the year.

Guy Bolton andHarold

Other Foreign News
On Page 13

De Sica Honored by Irish

Rome, Jan. 8.

Italian director Vittorio DeSica,

recently returned from Dublin;

where he received an award from
the Catholic Guild of Scenic Arts,

Award was a statuette of St.

Patrick; Dublin Guild gives six

statuettes each year to outstand-

ing persons, in various art fields.

De Sica announced that Cesare

Zayatti ', who writes, all his scripts,

is preparing his next, “My Italy.”

Production starts in March.

Reins on Immoral Pix

Mexico City, Jan. 8,

Hairsh experience of pix that

could get few playdates at home
or abroad, particularly in the U. S.,.

and the move by the U. S. Legioii

of Decency to ban Mexican, filmi

that fail to meet its moral stand-

ards, has prompted the film trade’i

bank; the Banco Nacional Cine
matografico, to crack down on ques

tionable themes. It will not provide

one centavo for pix it considers

immoral in any way. Bank’s co.n*

ceptlon of film, immorality covert

blue .stories, dialog, action, stag

ing, Costuming, and in any waj

offending g e n e r a 11 y accepted

morals and good taste;

Producing decent 1 but. entertain-

ing films will; enable Mexico to, re-

coup .losses in Mexico and abroad

resulting, from the production of

many cheap and bawdy films, the

bank is convinced;
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Brit’s Show Biz School M*innn IlmrAfi Plan fa* II Q Rmie
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By ERNEST TURNBULL
(Managing Director, Hoyts Thea-

tres, Ltd., Australia )

Sydney, Jan. 2,

Exhibition in Australia laces the

tremendous task in 1952 of .increas*

ing attendances in spite of the eco-

nomic forces that threaten to

reduce them, superficially, pros-

pects appear favorable.. Out of a

total population of some 8,000,000,

Australian wage and salary earners

number nearly 3,000,000, with an

estimated 125,000 vacant jobs wait-

ing to be filled.

Australia’s overseas trade has

never flourished so spectacularly.

Income from exports in 1950^51,

compared with the preceding year,

soared by £350,000,000 to nearly

£1,000,000,000, and official pri-

mary producer organizations expect

the market to remain strong and
become even more stable in 1952.

Gould any picture be iriore re-

assuring? On the surface—no; but

on simple analysis, one is reminded
that all that glitters is not gold.

The Villain in > the stofy is the

cost factor. Living costs in Aus-
tralia (to quote official figures)

showed a greater percentage in-

crease duringjthe 1951 fiscal year

than in any country in the world
except France;
Pay envelopes have bulged,- but

their real value has been under-
mined by the inflationary condition

with which the Australian economy
has been infected since ' 1.9*8, * Es-

sential foodstuffs arid Clothing,

household requirements of all

kinds, transport, education, direct

and indirect taxation -— prices for

all these things are constantly on
the rise and- individual incomes are
hard-presSed to keep the pace.
How does all this affect the ex-

hibition- industry? »

Operating Costs Up
Firstly, hon-essehtials must give

way to essentials. It may be argued
that entertainment is essential to a
satisfactory standard of living, but
at best it must run second to food,

clothing, housing and transport.

The entertainment industry can
only hope ;to receive a proportion

of what is ieft over, from the work-
er’s wage, not from the wage itself.

Secondly* wage increases, a con-
sumer demand far in excess Of

goods, and production cbsts gen-
erally have forced up theatre oper-
ating costs to staggering levels.

The last basic wage adjustment of
14 shillings added about £150,000
($337,500) per annum to the in-

dustry’s wages bill alone. Add to

that the effect this adjustment has
On production costs <and therefore
consumer prices) and’ the degree
of the burden shows crystal clear.

Basic wage, adjustments are fixed

quarterly. Another is due in De-
cember-January—another £ 150,- •

000 (and perhaps more) for the
industry to carry in wages.

That living costs Will continue to
increase during. 1952 is certain.

Although his September budget
was prepared as. qn anti-inflation-

ary measure, the federal treasurer
candidly admits this; Other. legisla-
tion designed to halt, inflation —
such measures as' restricted credits,

capital issues control, restrictions
on mortgages, hardened hire put-
chase, repayments and the “drain-
ing off” of money in the public’s

pocket through heavier direct and
indirect 'taxation— may curb the
inflationary spiral but not stop it

The real solution, of course, lies

in the quality, of .film Wb receive
from Hollywood, in particular, and
from .Great Britain. As a dual-
feature country, Australian exhibi-
tion has been embarrassed by
production policies * which have
affected' the output of B features;
numerically and qualitively.

. Inferior B features are definitely
discouraging • patronage. In this
country and reducing the length of
run to be expected from the A
feature they support.
We all know that nothing i that

exhibition Can dd — in terms df*

marketing-
theatre^ ftfifactiVehess

“
“auld/public;

rela^0i|B^Htbuld be so beneficial as
a Supply of outstanding attractions
to the. industry the world over. Six
to 10 more films each year .of the
calibre of “Oh the .Riviera,” “The
Great Caruso,” “Cheaper by the
Dozen,” “The Wooden Horse,”
“Treasure Island,” “All About
Eve,” “The Third Man” — and
90% of exhibition’s troubles in
Australia would be solved.

Brit* Would Place 16m
Under 35m Pix Setup

^pndonrJan. 8.

A project to bring sub-standard

film shows within government con-

trol has been submitted to the

Home Office by the Magistrates’
Assn., which asks for extension of
Censorship and safely rules to

16m exhibitions. Around 600 sub-
standard exhibs are Operating in
Great Britain,,but hone is governed
by the -1909 Cinematograph Act
Which controls screenings in public
theatres.

The. MA is also urging the Home
Office to ban moppets Under the
age of five from picture theatres
and to refuse admission to young-
sters from five to seven unless ac-
companied by an adult. The same
provision is proposed for children
under 12 at London shows. Similar
proposals were made last year by
a departmental committee on chil-

dren -in the cinema, and these are
now being examined by Home Of-
fice experts.

Rome, Jan. 8.

Italian film production Will slump
to the year’s lowest point this

month and in.February. While only

last November, there were some 36
pix in some stage of production*

there are only 15 now in Work.
Part of Jhis: decline stems from

the fact tnat the greater part of
Italian films are made during the
non-rainy period because producers
depend upon natural sunlight for
a major portion of footage. Then
there are the festas and holidays
during December which does not
promote steady film production.
The post Christmas season, fol-

lowed by Carnival season, causes
another national let-down. With
other producers, it is a matter of

simple economics.. They are wait-

ing for -the revenue from their

products, Which were finished dur-
ing the. last quarter.

Five films are now in work, while
.17 are planned for January. Arid
only .five are set to go before the

camera in February;

London Legit Bits

London, Jan. 8.

H. M.
:
Tennent, Ltd., has ac-

quired Sam Spewack’s “Look to

the Ant” for West End production.

Peter Glenville will direct, with

Alec Guinness starred. Show
opens in the provinces Feb. 18 for

six weeks, after which it goes

either to the Phoenix or Strand

Theatres . . . Frank Randle, comic

who has been touring the provinces
and London suburban spots with
his revue, “Randle’s Scandals,” to

big biz, follows the Ballet Russe at

the Adelphi, when it closes Feb. 2,

making his first appearance in the
West End. Show stays for four to

five weeks, after which Jack Hyl-
ton brings in his niusical “Bet
Your Life,” which is currently
playing Manchester.

Bertie Meyer , to do new Peter
Chpney play; “Meet Mr. Callahan,”
with Terence de Marney in the
lead and his brother Derek de
Marney to stage. Play is .being

tried out iri the provinces for four
weeks,, .opening early February
prior to the West End . . Con-
stance Cox’s “Nine Days Wonder,”
is being tried out at Northampton
in Marche with a West End objec-

tive . . . Alan Russell sending out
second tour of Rodney Ackland’s
play, “A Multitude of Sins,” open-
ing at Cardiff Jan. 28, With Helena
.Pickard- and-Mary MeiralLfStarrbd.

, Oscar "HomOlka due fii from
Zurich prior to departing for Hol-
lywood .. . John 1 MacCormick
launching into legit management
and partnering Norman Ginsbury
in latter’s new play, “The King
Couldn’t Sleep” . After touring
Patrick Gargill’s “Cry in the
Night” for H months last year,

Barry O’Brien is sending out an-

other company in the play for fur-

ther; extensive tour, starting in

February.

London, Jan. 8.

Under the auspices of the Arts
Council ahd the Council of Reper-
tory Theatres, a three weeks’
course in theatrical business man-
agement is to be held here in con-
junction with the London County
Council.

It is hoped the course will at-

tract actors and others already con-

nected with the theatre. It Will

cover accountancy, publicity, public
relations* control of .bars and re-

freshments, taxation and other mat-
ters concerning artists and theatre
staff. Course was launched because
of growing Civic interest in the
drama.

Alarms British Exhibs

Because of Quota Setup
London, Jan, 15.

Exhibitors are becoming alarmed
at the scarcity of British product
and fear that insufficient films will
be available to meet their quota
requirements in the second half of

Current v quota year beginning
April 1.

The quota currently stands at

30%, but under the 1948 Films
Act it. has to be fulfilled in each
half-yearly period. In. the first half

of the year the major Circuits, at

any rate, will be on the right side

of the law and most indie manage-
ments, particularly those with
modified quotas, Will come very
dose to their legal obligations,
According to information com-

piled by the Cinematograph Exhib-
itors Assn., however, it seems like-

ly that the situation will change
drastically in the coming months.
The position was considered by the
association’s officers, who had at

first contemplated submitting a re-

port to the board of trade.
' Subsequently* they considered

their case could be presented bet-

ter by the exhibitor reps on the
Films Cbuhcil. Hence, their five

members on that panel are to be
briefed by the association.

London Film Notes
|

London, Jan. 8.

Sydney Box jh a s acquired. E.
'Craw'Shay Williatasvnew play titled

“Error and Omission Excepted’-’
which, he. intends to film early this
year ... Richard Attenborough will
star in ABPC’s filmization of - Noel
Langley’s legit hit, “Little Lambs
Eat Ivy,” which goes into produc-
tion at Elstree Jah.28* with Heath-
er Thatcher in femme lead; Pic
will be made, in - Technicolor with
Henry Cass directing. . .The suc-
cess attained by filming of the legit

hits, “Worm’s Eye View” and “Re-
luctant Heroes” by Jack Raymond-
Ronald Shiner combo, respectively
as p r o d u c e r . and starrer, has
prompted the outfit, to do a third
film. This third one is “Treble
Chance ” based -on legit play of
same1

name- by film sfcripter John
Paddy Carstairs. Pic goes into pro-1

duction early in February and be-
sides Shiner also 'will star Derek
Fanvand Marie Lohr. ...Van Hef?
lin was guested and feasted at spe-
cial .luncheon given in his honor
by the chiefs Of the CID (Criminal
Investigation Department) of Scot-
land Yard.

Ik/I 1 UIUO

BBC’s Sutherland To
U.S. as Tele liaison

London; Jan, 8.

Alec Sutherland, TV program
organizer for the British Broadcast-
ing Corp„ planes to N. Y. Jan. 26
to serve under Basil Thornton, the
corporation’s North American rep
iri. N Y. His pact with the BBC
calls for a three-year stay in New
York; During that time Suther-
land hopes to work out an exchange
system for telefilms from the two
countries. At present the situation

is confused by union problems in-

volved, but negotiations are in

progress with the three: artists', or-

ganizations with a view to getting
clearance on film recordings of
plays and other programs.

Mexico City, Jan.. 15.

Film production in 1951 now
definitely set as hitting total of 99
pix, new low for 15, years , and 'far

from the. record high of .126 in

1950; Small crop last year is re*

garded as reflecting
,
the trend to

quality to conform With President
Miguel Aleman’s desire for only
quality productions and films that
would entertain everywhere' as well,

as the grim experience with big
stockpiles of films that get few.
playdates. Sharpening competition
from U. S. films in Mexico plus
Credit tightening for back; pix dates
that screen productions also figured

in the production downbeat.
Although local pic production

was off last year* quality of films

was apperently higher because 107

native productions were released
in Mexico, all of the 99 produced
plus eight of 1950 vintage.

Trade scoffs at the1 beef of some
producers that 1951 production
sagged because of too few cinemas.
Trade contends that the truth Is

that there are already too many
film houses.

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks; of run)

London, Jan. 15/

“And So to Bed,” Strand (13).

“Biggest Thief,” Fortune (22).

“Blue for Boy,” Majesty’s (59).

“Colombe,” New (5V
“Day’s Mischief,” Duke York (5).

“Figure of Fun/’ Aldwych (13).

“Folles Bergere,” Hipp (45).

“Gay’s the Word,” Saville (48).

“Hollow,” Ambassadors (33).

“Kiss* Me Kate,” Coliseum (45).

“Knight’s Madn’s,” Vic Pal. (96).

“Little Hut,” Lyric (67).

“Love 4 .Colonels,” M’ndh’m (35).

“Lyric Revue,” Globe (16).

“Master Crooks Comedy (4),

•“Much :

1
*

“Peep ShOW^J^ihce Walfes^i^
/‘Penn^B^^. :

"PUSS Mitiiaii.fMi }* PtinWoca (1)'

“Rain
“Relative Values,” Savoy (6).

“Reluctant Heroes/’ Wt’th (80).

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (80).

“South Pacific/' Drury (11).

“Third Person,” Criterion (2).

“To Horothy, a Son,” Gar’i’k (59).

“Waters of Moon,” H’ym’kt (59).

“White Sheep Family,” Pic (141.

“Women of Twilight,” Vaude (13)

“Zip Goes. Million/’ Palace (13).

CLOSED LAST WEEK
“Moment of Truth/’ Adelphi (8).

’Winter’s Tale.” Phoenix (29).

London, Jan, 15.

Steps to persuade American com-
panies operating in Britain to in-
crease theii* film-making activities
in this country, were suggested to
the. Board of Trade prez, ^.Peter
Thorneycroft, by Tom O'Brien,
M.P., when he headed a deputation
yesterday (14) on behalf his
organization, the National Assn, of
Theatrical & Kine Employees,

A similar plea was made by
O’Brien last summer,: when he
headed a delegation to Thorney-
croft’s predecessor, Sir Hartley
Shawcross. Also, on that occasion,
O’Brien. advocated the formation of
ah Anglo-American films council
and he. reiterated this idea at yes-
terday’s confab.

O'Brien’s conception of the new
council is that, it would act as a
negotiating body for film trade
agreements with Hollywood, .rather
than having such pacts negotiated
(as they are at present) directly
between the BOT and foreign film
interests.

As safeguards, for British produc-
tion, jthe union topper sought as-

surances that no studio: would be
sold or dismantled. He also urged
a longterm financing plan spread
over three years to support British
producers. Figure suggested by
O'Brien is around $28,000,000.

Longhair Talent Seen

Doing a Dive in Arg.
Buenos Aires, Jan. 8.

Concert managements are treadl-

ing warily in plans for booking
long-hair talent for Argentina this

year. On one hahd they have a

hunch that the booming biz enjoyed
for the last five years is no longer
around and that; an economic de-

pression will make it impossible for

Argentine music lovers to pay $10
for concert admission as last sea-

sdh. On the other hand, deprecia-

tion of Argentine currency makes
it practically impossible for them
to book concert performers who
demand dollar payment plus trans-

portation expenses and taxes. The
$8,000 fee When' multiplied by -27,

for conversion into pesos represents

such an astronomical sum that

concert managers or- theatre opera-

tors are unable to See any profit.

The singing fraternity finds it

can earn more money by confining

its activities to Italy. So there is

marked reluctance by opera sing-

ers to accept Argentine engage-

ments. This makes the. Colon
management, all the more anxious

to line up good concert material

Several local musical organiza-

tions are trying to persuade Brit-

ain’s Sir Malcolm Sargent to Visit

Argentina in 1952, His. first visit

in 1950 was a brief one, but a great

success; The British Institute,

which takes care of the maestro's

Latin-American booking from a

prestige-for-Britain angle, reckons

Jfofr he will not have time to come
'ak.Jar south as Argentina.

. At the present time • the only

defiulte.^bookings are those of ba-

Sevitzky, Who has

been sighed exclusively for the

official state radio outlet’s sym-
phony unit. Maurice, Rosenthal,

who already made a big hit in 1951,

is another conductor signed plus

a new maestro from. Europe by the

name of Paul Kleckai.

In order not to make their visits

too frequent, pianists Artur Rubin-

stein, Alexander Brailowskv and

Jose Iturbi. are eliminating a

South American tour in 1952.

Reinhardt-Lothar Feud

On Staging ’Everyman’ At

Salzburg Grows Bitter

Vienna, Jan, 8.

The feud between Helene Thimig
Reinhardt and Ernst Lothar, which
broke out when the Salzburg Fes-
tival Committee announced that
Lothar would restage, the. tradi-

tional Reinhardt - HoffmannSthal
production of “Everyman” for the
1952 season, is growing in inten-

sity; Reports here are that Lothar
is experiencing difficulty in getting
major stage and screen names to

accept “Everyman’.’ roles with Mrs.
Thimig apparently swinging her
artistic and political influence to

get friends to turn down parts. The
Reinhardt widow, who has directed

and played a lead in “Everyman”
since the war, herself rejected

Lothar’s offer to continue her role

as last year.

. Paula Wcssely, top player whose
postwar career has been hampered
by previous pro-Nazi film activities,

and a close friend of Mrs. THimig,
is also reported to h^ve nixed a

major .part. Albin Skoda, Burg-;

theater member who was. offered

the role of ’’death,” played last

summer by Ernst Deutsch also said,

“no,” as did Franz Boheim and the

German actor Gustav Grundgcris.

Lothar has no comment on all this.

Mrs. Thimig stands pat *on her
published blast against the com-
mittee" and Lothar for allegedly

planning to “violate the Reinhardt
tradition.” Show world here is

happily awaiting the fight of the

century between now and the July,

production deadline.

Filial plans for the 1952 Salzburg

program include, in addition to

raised prices for all events, con-

certs led by Wilhelm FUrlwangler,

Clemens Krauss, Raphael Kubelik,

Igor rMarkewitch and Victor de
Sabata. The opera slate will in-

clude “Magic Flute,” “Othello,”

“Don Pasqualc”and world preem
of the late Richard Strauss’ last

work ‘The Loves of Danae/’ On
the dramatic side there arc to be,

in addition to “Everyman,” a pro-

duction of Moliere’s “Misanthrope,”

directed and starred in by Gustave

Grundgens and a Nestroy work
directed by German Axel von

Ambesser.

Russos Want Ace Brit.

Pix But on Their
London, Jan. 8.

The Russians, are prepared to

buy a number of British films for

showing in the Soviet Union, but

on their terms. Terms asked i

elude a reciprocal agreement, giv-

ing at least • 300. major play-dates

for Russo pix; Negotiations were

opened softie months back by Con-

corde Distributors with J. Arthur

Rank. Intimated that the Russkis

would be interested in films like

“Hamlet,” ‘“Henry V,” “Passport

to Pimlico” and “Seven Days., to

Noon.”
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J*—ary Ift» If52 pictures IS

For the Week ending Tuesday (15)

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues. Net
Voi. in High Low Close

^
Change

100* lor week
N. Y. Stoek Exchange
ABC .... 41 12% 12% 12%

"

— %
CBS. “A”.,,.,,.,,... ,... 104 35% 34 3434 -f %
CBS, (M .... 47 35^ 83% 3434 4- %
Col. Pic., • • • . * . .. 49 13Vi 12% 13% rH %
Decca V. .... 57 9% 83/ 9% 4- %
Loew’* ....185 18 17% 1734 — %
Paramount .......... . 82 2634 25% 26%
RCA ... ........ .... «31 24% 23% 24

RKO Picture*. . . v, ,• .

.

.... 347 4% 4 4% f %
RKO Theatre*..,.... .... 193 4V4 4 4% 4*

^6public • .*,• • • • * • » • .... 135 5 4% 4%
Rep., pfd. ........... 6 1Q% 10% 10% 4- V4
20th-Fox • • • * • * > » « • * * 100 20 19% 19% — %
Un, Par. Th. .

.

.... 138 21 20 20% -- %
Univ. ... • * ».* » ,*«•••• ....148 13% 12% 12% 4- % ,

Univ., pfd . . .. . . . . . . . .

.

1.6 60% 58% 5834
Warrier . Bros . * . ... .

.-. .... 137 15 143/ 14% + %
N. Y, Curb Exchange
Monogram 22 334 3% 3%
Technicolor 38 23% 22% 22% — Vi

Over-the-Counter Securities Bid Ask
Cinecolor 2% 3

Patbe .......... 3% 4
UA Theatrics. 6% 7%
Walt Disney . . . .t. . 8 9 — V

Italy Routing Over

U.S.

( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

Continued. from

charging exhibs a per footage fee
for every film screened.
Admitting its factual error, the

Sun Said that the point was* not
whether or not censorship, gained
or. lost money for the state. -‘The

point is," the newspaper stressed,
- that Maryland officially censors
all newsreels,; animated cartoons
and feature pictures, and censor-
ship of this type is as unnecessary
as it is abhorrent.”

Sun’s editorial was prompted by
a recent .controversy revolving
around the ; showing of “Dante’s
Inferno” at the Fine Arts Theatre,
operated by Walter Gettinger. Get-
tingeri had neglected to obtain the
state seal and showed the film over
an entire weekend. He got the Seal
on Monday .for the version he
showed. Traub, as chief censor,
Wrote Gettinger asking for an ex-
planation for the earlier showing
without the seal. He received no
reply and therefore

;
got a Show-

cause summons for Gettinger, who
claimed that he believed that the
matter would be taken care of by
the Motion Pictures Owners of
Maryland.

After a session in Central Police
Court, Magistrate Marshall A.
Levin dismissed the. show-cause
summons. Traub protested to the
end, charging “Don’t make hint
(Gettinger) innocent and the board
guilty. Since I’ve been before you
I feel as if I’ve been the one on
trial-—me, a state official.” During
the hearing Magistrate Levin indi-
cated that he thought the law es-
tablishing. a censorship board was
unconstitutional.

Charges ‘Protection’ Money
Ottawa, Jan. 15.

_Film censorship fees, which add
$500,000 a _ year to Canadian dis-
tribution costs, “amOUnt to a form
of -protection’ money,” George
HiUyard Robertson charges in the
Jan. 15 issue of Maclean’s, Canada’s
leading general magazine.
“By paying censorship fees,”

says Robertson, “he (the distribu-
tor) is assured that his product will
never get him personally into any
kind of legal trouble and, consid-
ering that he passes on the cost to
the movie, patrons, anyway, it’s a
fairly satisfactory arrangement.
The Only person who should, be
unhappy is the customer .

”

The writer contrasts the dis-
tributors’ attitude in Canada With
“their fierce and militant position
in the United States, There the
same companies spend millions an-
nually. fighting every attempt to
increase existing censorship. They
point with pride td their Hollywood
production code .(which Robertson
later, cites, ig/r aibaple protection
against moral harm, with further
censorship unnecessary), '

c "They
demand the same freedom which is

accorded the press, stage, radio,
television and other entertainment
ledia.” J

Robertson quotes “one prominent
Canadian movie man” as describ-
ing Canadian moviegoers as ‘‘vic-
tims” of one. of the most arbitrary,
unnecessary and expensive systems
of motion-picture censorship ever

devised,’’ and says that the censor,

“although his salary may run any-
where up to $6,000 a year, requires
no specific qualifications to perform
his duties. He gets his job either

through the provincial civil service

or as an unabashed political hand-
out.”

Robertson, however, sees impend-
ing TV in Canada crashing through
and toppling, this censorship wall.

“Censors,” he says, “are already
worried that if the Canadian Broad-
casting Corp. can ‘play’ films with-
out first Submitting them, to cen-
sorship, the commercial theatre op-
erators would then be entitled to

do the same. Further, they can be
sure that CBC will not look kindly
on the cost and inconvenience of
having each of its television films
passed by eight separate censor
boards before telecasting it coast
to coast.”

Rome, Jan. 8.
4 Over $1,300,000 has been turned

over by the Italian government

film heads to American majors for

the last quarter. Under the terms

of the existing Italo-Amerlcan film

^triade “ agreement, 50% of the

American companies’ blocked earn-

ings must be melted at the end of

each quarter; 37% is transferred to

N. Yi. banks in favor of the various

companies while 12%% reverts to

the Italian Film Export Assn., an
organization set up when the ac-

cord was signed. Actually, the
money Is not in hand yet.

Formal procedure consists of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
making application, followed by
normal routine; Having been
signed by the various agencies, it

goes to the Ufficcio di Cambi (Ex-
change) where the lire amounts are
transferred into dollars, and cried
ited to the individual company ac-
counts. The routine' measures
should take about two weeks.

Towards the end of each quar*
ter, it is necessary to repeat the
procedure of computing the return
of the preceding three months.
However, now that the Italians see
how the system is operated; it is

becoming a matter of formality
only.

Roughly computing the amounts
for the. individual companies, the
list is: Columbia, $120*000; Metro,
$470,000; Paramount, $110,000;
RKO* $26,000; 20th-Fox, $420,000;
Universal, $20,000; Warner Bros.,
$140,000* and Republic, $3,500.
This makes a total of over $1,309,-
000 for N. Y. accounts.

Loew Decree
Continued from page S

the so-called "spin-off” section of
the Revenue Act of 1951 permits
continuance of the parent organi-
zation without tax burdens.

WB’s reorganization plan, which
already has been approved by
stockholders, had called for set-

ting up two separate companies.
However, the board of directors

now, favors establishing only the

one new company for exhibition,

and a new plan may be mapped
and. sent to stockholders for an-

other approval.

New Temporary Snags

On Loew’s Judgment
Washington, Jan. 15.

The Loew’s antitrust judgment,

disclosed last week as wrapped up

and ready for submission to the

New York trial court on Jari. 23,

has apparently run into one or

more slight snags and might not
be offered to the court for several

days after that date. This was dis-

closed indirectly here yesterday

(Mon.) when advance copies of the

proposed judgment were not made
available to the press.

The original plan was to release

copies so that the facts could get

to parties that might vfant to in-

tervene when the decree is offered

I,
to the court This is a fairly cus-

tomary procedure in the Justice..

Department. However, it was ex-

plained that the documents would
riot be giveri out until, today be-

cause the Government was giving

the .details a final checking. Then,
later, it was

;
learned that the* pro*

posed judgment might not be
ready, for advance press airing

until some time next week—“at

the earliest.”

Thus, it would be necessary to

ask the New York court for a

later date to receive the decree
proposals. There was no comment
about What might be. wrong but
it is believed to he dnily minor
technical details in drafting the

document.

Cinema Anus*’ Million

Suit in 2d Denver Wk.
Denver, Jan. 15.

The $1,000,000 > suit for treble

damages of Cinema Arnus,, : Inc.,

owners of the Broadway,, against
RKO, Loew’s and 20th-Fox, is en-
tering its second Week, with most
of the tirrie having been taken up
with

v
the direct arid cross-examina-

tion of Harris Wolfberg, president
of Cinema Amus. and formerly a
district manager with Metro,
Cinema Amus., composed of Har-

ris Wolfberg, his son John and
Trueman Rembusch, Indiana the-

atre owner, made a lease for the.

Broadway in 1944, while the house
was being operated by Fox Inter-
mountain

: Theatres,- and took over
the house soon after. Prior to that,
Fox Intermountain had been op-
erating mainly as a moveover, get-,

ting films that had shown at the
Orpheum just previously, with the
Orpheum participating in the
Broadway profits on such films.
Cinema claims that inability to get
similar terms and runs damaged
the house to the extent of

« $1,000,-
000. Deferidants claim that after
some negotiation the same terms
were offered, ‘but Cinema claimed
the terms were not the same.

Former Assistant U. S. Attorney
General Thuririan Arnold, who was
head of the Justice Department’s
antitrust division when the con-
sent decree was obtained, heads
counsel for Cinema. 'Defendants
are represented by Frederick W.
Pride, N. Y. f representing 20th-Fox;
James V, Hayes, N. Y., a member
of the anti-trust division under
Arnold, representing RKO, and
Stanley Thompson, also of New
York,, representing 20th.

The first major difference be-
tween counsel was whether to ad-
mit evidence outside the 69 weeks
covered by the complaint. Federal
Judge' Lee Hriou? refused to 'take a
definite stand- ’bri ‘the issue? ‘Brit*

said he would rule on the admissi-
bility of such evidence as the case,

progressed, taking into considera-
tion as ta whether it concerned.the

Pihsubs. ISihce $he)v fdr the ’matter

of comparison, he has admitted
grosses at the Broadway., Deliver

arid Psr?mourit, the latter two be-

ing ; ated by Fox Iritermoun-

tairi. It was Shown by such figures

that while the Broadway could
profitably run films longer, and
thus aggregate a larger gross* the
Denver could, for the most part*

gross about twice as much in an
[-opening week than could the
Broadway,

Foreigahum= Continued from pace $ a=
continued convertibility into dol-
lars of these vast earnings abroad.

Chiefs of the international de-
partments are frankly downbeat
about the signs from principal mar-
kets abroad that they will not be
able to permit as much irioney to
leave the- country as during the
past few years. The Indications are
unmistakable In England arid the
entire sterling area, France, Italy,
Scandinavia and some of the Far
arid Middle East.

Principal problem is the pressure
by the U. S. on the entire non-
Communist world to build up its

defenses. In England and on the
Continent, particularly, armament
production and maintenance, of
armies have already outstripped
the ability of the economies to
stand the strain.

Losing ground rapidly, doilar-
wise, these couritries are Being
forced to choose among guns, but-
ter arid pictures; There’s no doubt
which of the three is bound to
suffer most In a crisis.

Hope for U. S. Help
Saving factor bn which foreign

chiefs are counting are anticipated
large appropriations by the U, S.
Government to help the aritirCom*
mie nations weatli the storm.
With, lots of help in producing
arms, the economies of these na-
tions will have greater, leeway for.

butter and pix.

A more remote chance for help
is one that prexy Eric Johnston
and the member companies of the
Motion Picture Assn. of. America
have not lost sight of. That is ‘he
State Dept.’s belated but Increasing
enthusiasm for showing of U, S.
films abroad;
•Plea will probably be made, by

Johnston for direct Government
payments to the industry to con-
tinue pix into areas where they
are badly needed and where they
might be cut off by lack of ex-
change, In the past the iridustry

has sent in films and let blocked
money accumulate ' and, in some
cases, has Sent them even gratui-
tously at the request of. the: Gov-
ernment,
As has been pointed out numer-

ous times, American steel or food
processing companies dori't give
their products away abroad. The
Government here pays for them,
if need be. Same plea will be made
irijjregard to pix if the State Dept,
really feels films should be in a
particular country.

Precedence for Aid
There's precedent In the cur-

rency convertibility made available
to Yank pic companies for shooting
their product into occupied Ger-
many, Japan, Austria and Korea.
Similar deals could be made for

other countries.

Since Britain is by far the U. S.

industry's major foreign market*
principal concern centres around
its financial position. This, as’ has
been noted in the press during the

past few riioqths, has been de-
teriorating rapidly. Latest report
indicates that Britain’s adverse bal-

ance of . trade With the rest of the

world tripled during 1951. It

reached a record £1,120,000,000
(about $3,135,000,000 against

£392,000,000 (about $985,600,000)
for 1950.

Fortunately for the American in-

dustry, its payments are covered

by an agreement that runs until

next Oct. 1. It is not expected

that the British would jeopardize

their reputation by defaulting.

However; they’ll certainly put up
a tough battle against renewal at

the same terms.

Disney’s "51 Net

Kps to $429340
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Walt Disney Productions showed
a consolidated net profit of $429,-
840 for the fiscal year ended Sept.
29, 1951, prexy Roy O. Disney has
announced in his annual report to
stockholders. This Was equivalent
to 65c per share, after payment oil
preferred dividends, on the 652*840
shares of common stock outstand-
ing.

k. New figure compares with a
profit of $717,542 during the pre-
ceding- year* equal to $1.06 per
common share. Profit for 1951 be-
fore Federal taxes amounted to
$636,840,
Disney reported that the com-

pany’s gross income for the 1951
fiscal year was $6,287,539, as
against $7,293,849 for 1950 fiscal

year. In explaining the gross drop-
page during ;the year just closed,
exec stated that the 1951 gross
figure reflected only slightly the
returns from company's highest-
cost feature, “Alice in Wonder-
land,” released in July. First, cash
returns from this Were received
only one week before end of the
fiscal year, he said.

During; the preceding year, he
pointed out* gross income benefit-

tad heavily fromi returns chalked
up by “Cinderella,” which was re-

leased in February, 1950.

Statement disclosed that out-

standing debentures were reduced
by $40,110, totaling $660,210 on
Sept, 29 last. This repped a reduc-
tion of $703,990 from the original

$1,364,200 obligation in 1945,

It was also stated that a long*

term serial loan, originally amount-
ing to $1,000,000 in 1948, Was re-

duced by $279,224 during the year
and amounted to $57,085 at the
year-end. This balance was paid
off in December, 1951* when reve-

nues from, publications, which con-

stituted the sole security for th

loan,, had exceeded expectations.

Stale
Continued from page

the film section of State’s inter-

national information program.
Industryites present included

Art Arthur, exec secretary of

MPIC ;
Gunther Lessirig, Society of

Independent Motion Picture Pro-

ducers; I. E, Chadwick, Indepen-

dent Motion Picture Producers
AsSn.; George Stevens and Hank
Potter, Screen Directors. Guild;

Howard . .Green, Screen Writers

Guild; Buddy Adler, Screen Pro-

ducers Guild, and D; Jzzard, Unit
Production Managers. ' .

Filmore Phipps, aide to the As-

sociate. Chief of the International

Motion Picture Division, discussed

the domestic , phase of the State

Department’s . film operations, arid

J. Robert Paxton, film section’s

business manager* outlined condi-

tions for obtaining contracts for

the production, of films for the de-

partment.

RKO Dissidents
Continued from paie.3

suited in 1,341,058 shares voting

for the opposition group against

1,085,124 for the management.
Balance Was swung in favor of

Schwartz by the block of 929,020
shares held by Irving Trust, N. Y.,

in trust for Howard Hughes. There,,

are 3,914,913 Shares in all outstand-
ing.

Krescl’s Claim
Kresel claimed that the inspect-

ors of election had overruled chal-

lenges by the dissidents on about
150,000 shares. He said the coun-
ters Were biased In favor of the
management, which was a rever-
beration of squawks originally
heard at the first of a scries of
recessed stockholders’ conclaves,
Dec. 6. At that time, Kresel ob-
jected to the election inspectors
both Being employees of Irving
Trust , because, of the latter’s asso-

ciation with Hughes.
Greene associates finally accept-

ed the Irving Trust men, but were
allowed “watchers” of their own
to oversee the count. As the
proxies Were tabulated, the watch-
ers ^ made their challenges and Were
either overruled or not in each
case.

Greene watchers then asked at

the final stockholders’ meeting
that the inspectors be directed to
make a written report on each
challenged proxy. This was re-

fused, which caused Kresel to re-

riiark yesterday: “We are in the.

dark,” But the “darkness” is only
an official one. Actually, the
Greene watchers made their own
notes ori each disputed ballot.

A major point in the challenges,
it is understood, is whether a post-
mark on the envelope in which a

proxy was, received should be taken
as the date in the event the proxy
itself is undated. Under the rules,

if a stockholder votes more than

once, his last-dated proxy is th

one that counts.
Inspectors refused to accept such

a date; going back to the last proxy
with a date actually on it. Kresel
claimed that was contrary to legal

rulings on the matter. He said that

counting such ballots .would have
given the Greene contingent a con-

siderable advantage.
Directors elected by the man-

agement were Schwartz arid RKO
Theatres’ counsel, Edwkrd G, Raft*

ery. Irving Trust elected Ben-

I

Fleming Sessel arid William. J*

i Wardall.
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Inside Stuff—Pictures
Council of Motion Picture Organizations is making available to

txhibs a reprint of a Sunday feature by Bill Diehl* motion pic editor

Of the St. Paul Pioneer Press. Diehl’s article is headlined "Now It's

Television That Has The Headaches. TV Grabs Aspirin as Movies
Bounce Back.” It points ^out that the competition of video proved, to

be the film industry's “best friend.”

“I toured Hollywood , in 1950, combed it. again in' 1951, just a fort-

night ago,” Diehl says, "a difference of night and day. Gone are the
jitters, jaunty is the spirit—and with good cause.” * The 50-year! oldin-
dustry, he notes, has! dispelled any shadows of gloom and has come, up
with pictures "which are continuing to set all-time boxoffice records
in theatres the length and breadth of the land.”

: ,

Diehl points out that the upbeat in film interest is also
v due to. the!

decline in TV programming as compared to the quality of current
picts. Noting the withdrawal ot.some sponsors because of a . steadily
gaining skepticism as to TV’s effectiveness as a selling agent, Diehl
notes: "With a medium such as television, it • is akibmatic.that when
revenue dwindles, quality hurriedly tags along; Video currently con-
tinues to sail right along, but the seas are noticeably Choppier as some
of its biggest accounts appear to be eyeing the exit.”

In discussing the; mounting concern over TV
.
program content,

Diehl says, "As competition for viewers
.
both within and without its

field grows hotter, TV has resorted to near drastic ends to keep itself

in public focus. Interspersed among the seemingly,harmless parade
of dancers and acrobats have come the bdsoirh and crime.” He quotes
-Archbishop Murray of St. Paul, who declared that television is having

.
"disastrous result, especially on children,” while motion pictures

are produced under a self-imposed production code of decency; a con-
dition that causes television circles to shudder.

There’s a hot race on to film the George Du Maurier classic, "Trilby,”
•according-to claims staked with the Motion. Picture Assn, of America’s
Title Registration Bureau. Film producer-agent Charles K. Feldman,
Who produced "Streetcar Named Desire’’ for Warner release, has sub-
mitted titles of "Trilby” and "Svengali.”-
Feldman is unopposed in his claim to the tag "Trilby,” but Film

Group, Inc., and Warners have priority over him On "Svengali.” FGI
is headed by Forrest E. Judd. However, Renown . Pictures of Britain
is likely to roll "Trilby” first this year, Company recently disclosed
plans to shoot the venture sometime in March.
Du Maurier novel has beep filmed five times. Initial Version was

lensed by producer Harold Shaw for the London Film Co. in 1914.
Equitable Motion Pictures Corp. followed a year later and Maurice
Tourneur’s World Film Corp. shot it in 1917. First National filmed
the yarn in 1923. Sto.ry was shot as "Svengali” by Warners in 1931.

Hassle between Howard Hughes and Jean Simmons over a new con-
tract comes down to! this: Hughes, who; took over the old J. Arthur
Rank pact Which expires in June, declares he has a verbal agreement
with the star for a new deal running to 1956. Miss Simmons’ repre-
sentative, the William Morris agency, says ell. negotiations' for a new
contract Were called off definitely and decisively last Dec, 2. Mean-
while, the actress owes Hughes three pictures, to be made before June
30, if .possible.

Upbeat in television activity is underlined by the Screen Writers
Guild bulletin, listing lit) members employed in video Writing as of
Dec. 15, against 61 a year ago. Eight major studios had 191 Writers
working, a drop of 15 in a year. Indie activity dropped from an esti-
mated, 11950 total of 145 to 90. Metro had 45 on the payroll, 20th, 43-
UI, 27; WB, 22; Paramount, 21; Columbia, 20; Republic, 10; RKO, three.
Fifty-six members had writer-producer or writer-director pacts.

Perc Lewis, former music arranger at the old Vitagraph Studios, last
Week won $5,770 on ABC "Break the Bank,” a daytime cash-quiz
show. Participating on the airer with Mrs. Lewis, he hit the jackpot by
correctly naming Sinclair Lewis as the first American to win the Nobel
Prize for literature. Lewis, 62, is now- in the restaurant business
in Paramus, N. J.

t,
F
?
b™?.ry i

£sue o£ Argosy mag, out tomorrow (Thurs.), gives 20th-
Fox s Viva ZapataL’’ a ?32-page layout including a full-color cover of
Marlon Brando, the film’s star. Major’s publicists call the spread as a
journalistic first of its kind in a nationally circulated publication.”

Kramer's Unexpected B’way Hits
Continued from pace 3 — : r . -

Exhibs Sinn
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Continued from pate I
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obviously no place under circum-
stances of their contracts for a wild
TV camera.

: Acad also has the problem of

music. American Federation of

Musicians would have to waive
clearance for such a show. Both
this and the player contract clauses
are scoffed at by exhibs as mean-
ingless* if the industry really were
putting effort forth to make the
Acad awards the promotional
event it could he.

""Obviously,” declared a top New
York circuit operator, "there’s no
problem for the major companies
,ih waiving for this occasion the
.contract Clauses that prohibit their

players appearing on the air. And
as for the AFM block, either Pe-
trillo. (AFM prez James C. Petrillo)

should be convinced that he should
waive his rights for the overall

benefit of the entertainment indus-
try or a method should he worked
out for paying for the perform-
ance.

"Certainly, if the 50 or more
houses now equipped With large-

screen tele1 were fed the event they
could pay plenty for! the show. It

Would' not only fill their theatres
and make it Commercially profit*

able, but it Would prove a real
hypo. The dozen or more' pictures
that get plugged during the awards
would specifically be helped.

"But it is .the same old routine,”

he concluded resignedly. "No one
in Hollywood is thinking big
enough Or far . enough When it:

comes to promotion and public re-
lations. They’re taking a two-bit
attitude and they shouldn’t be sur-
prised When they get a two-bit re-
sponse to some of their, product.”
Another angle that might ' be

even harder than the legal ones
to overcome is what the TV camera
does to a glamor gal when she’s
not made Up to face it. Reportedly,
lots of Hollywoodites Would duck
the awards shindig if they thought
they had to face up to a tele lens
ungarhished.
Their cry is that rather than sell-

ing Hollywood, the TV-iiig would
Create so much disillusionment
about favorite personalities it

would do permanent harm,

tun expects to be in the V. S.
about two or throb weeks to com-
plete final editing end scoring on
his recently made "Monte Carlo
Baby,” He’ll also work out a dis-

tribution deal for the Western
Hemisphere. Musical stars Audrey
Hepburn, and features Jules Mun-
shin and Michelle Farmer in its

English version.

Upon his return to France, Ven-
tura will place two more ventures
before the cameras. First to roll

is !a Danielle Delorme starrer, "La
Jeiiiie .Folle” (The Mad Girl of
Dublin*; ‘It will be followed Feb.
11‘with a Fernandel film, "Coiffeur
Pour Dames” (Hairdresser

t
for

Women).

Continued from page 5

Gotta Be Sock
Continued from page 4

which is all to the good so far as

:

Kramer is Concerned.

In the case of Boyer,, producer
signed him months ago for the lead
in "The Happy Time.” In the in-
terim, the actor went on the road
with “Don Juan in Hell,’’ reading,
of the George Bernard Shaw work,
which proved sock. It has already
made two forays to Broadway and
is due to return when Boyer fin-
ishes the pic version of "Happy
Time;” for which he took a hiatus.
Of : the four "Don Juan” read-
ers — Cedric. Hardwicke, Charles
Laughton, Agnes Moorhead and
Boyer—Boyer made the greatest
individual impression on the
critics. Notices he got were smash.

Negotiations with Miss Harris
started during the fall, prior to
her opening in John van Druten’s
legiter, "I Am a Camera,” She out-
shone. the play in the critics' esti-
mation and has proved such a draw
that she has just been elevated to
stardom by ,the producers.

Kramer will use Miss Harris in
the role she created on Broadway
last year, the part of the 12-year-
old, in "Member of the Wedding.”
Producer will have his script, being
prepared by Ben Maddow, ready
for shooting in about 60 days.

However, Miss Harris has a run-
©f-the-play contract in "Camera,”
which will carry her to May 31.

SlstJias not renewed. It is expected
that she may. make the pic during
the summer and return to the show
in August. .

Release 'date of the pic* version
of "Fourposter” is still in negotia-
tion between Kramer and Leah
Salisbury, ‘ agent for

.
the author;

Kramer can send the pic out at

any time, under his contract, but

since it would undoubtedly kill the
b.o; on the legiter,,he has agreed
to hold off.

Miss' Salisbury is pushing for a
delay until next year, which would
provide an opportunity to wind up
the Broadway run and get out one
or more road companies. Kramer,
in appreciation of the fact that the
legit run is good plugging for the
pic, has agreed to compromise and
wants to release the pic in Septem-
ber.

N.Y.’s Jungle Aura
U= Continued from page. 3 a—,

Mayer-Rdward Kingsley, Inc.

“Cry" goes into the Bijou next
Wednesday (23), "Garden” follows
the present tenant, “Bonnie Prince
Charlie” into the Trans-Lux 60th
St., probably early in February.

“Cry,” which stars Canada Lee)
is a serious yarn based on the race
problem in South Africa. "Gar-
den,” using an all-African cast, is

described as "a modern folk com-
edy with music.” It treats the light-
er and gayer side of the life of the
same people whose problems Paton
presents.

"Garden” won top prize at the
Edinburgh Film Festival last year.
Since it runs only a little over an
hour, it is being , coupled with an-
other 40-minute pic, "David,”
which likewise won acclaim at
Edinburgh; It was made by Paul
Dixon for the Festival of Britain.

.

Mayer-Kingsley is also handling
"David.” Mayer is exec v.p. of the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zations.

made with French and Italian
financing qualify for certain bene-
fits, available in both countries.
French industry also got a shot

in the arm when the Bank of
France stepped in to guarantee a
150,000,000 franc ($335,000) loan
to revive the tottering Robert Dorf-
mann film enterprises. Dorfmaiin’s
production outfit, Silver Films, and
his distribution organizations—- Co-
rona Paris and Corona in the prov-
inces — reportedly overextended
themselves and were said to have
liabilities of about $1,500,000.

Dorfmann’s Illness

Chief reason why Silver and Co-
rona fell into difficulties, it’s under-
stood, is due to illness of Ddrf-
mann. Producer-distrib is now re-
covering at a mountain resort
where he's expected to remain for
at least two or* three more months.
Ventura headed a committee of five

-

to help get the firms’ production ac-
tivities back on a solvent basis
while Henri Berard headed an-
other committee to smooth out the
distribution situation.

Dorfmannf who turned out "Jus-
tice Est Fait”* (Justice Is Done), a
prizewinner last year, owns Silver
outright and has a 50% interest
in Corona, Latter is the largest
domestic distributor in France, In
the past three years it’s distributed
some 85 pictures and currently has
about 30 available for release.
Pathe, reportedly was to absorb
Corona, but fresh financing from
the Bank of France ended the

.
deal:

L^M^entime, Ventura has taken
b^P^vporfmann’s interest in “Car-

pjp!M’Or” (The 'Coach of Gold )

,

P^;FkahcprItalian co-production,
VldWPh,; will star Anna Magnani,

a
al deal gave Prince Alliata*s
a Films of Italy a 70%
/vtrhile Dorfmann had
e. An' adjustment now in-

creases Panaria’s investment. Ven-
tura will" have distribution rights
in French-speaking countries plus
Holland and Scandinavia. Picture,
incidentally, was to have rolled
about six months ago hut now is

slated to start sometime next
month,
Prez of Hoche Productions, Ven-.

Zenith paid ‘$50,000; reportedly for

aid in getting the D. of J. help.

Skiatron prez also took excep-
tion to statements from Par execs;

which were repeated in Par prexy
Barney Balaban’s reply to his let-

ter, to the effect that.. Skiatron’s re-

.

quest . for pictures is premature,
"It is apparent,” Balaban said,

"that, you do not have as yet any
authorization from the Federal
Communications Commission to
utilize the facilities of Station
WOR-TV (indie N. Y. outlet with
which Levey has been experiment- •

ing on Subscriber-Vision trans-

missions) to conduct, such tests.”

FCC Application Pending

According to Levey, however, his

application to the FCC is ready for
filing but the Commission, before
it can act on the application, must
know the program content of! the
tests, the number of pictures to be
used, etc. Thus, he said, it will

be impossible for him to file with
the FCC until he receives full co-

operation from the film companies.
He claimed, though, that FCC top-

pers have indicated they’ll okay,
the experiment once he files the
'necessary information..

In complying < with Levey’s re-

quest for product; RKCLprexy Ned
E. Depinet said he would cooperate
so long as SkUtron gets the neces-

. sary .license Irom , the FCC and le-

gal clearances from the American
Federation of Musicians and other
unions. He pointed out, that,

while RKO did not charge Phone-
vision for product, "I desire to de?

fer determining that aspect with
you until all the details of your
proposal have been formulated.”

Balaban, in okaying Par films

for the test, asked Levey to fur-

nish a . “detailed statement” of the
techniques and methods to be fol-.

lowed in the experiment. He also

asked for assurances that the pub-
lic will. "iii. no way be misled” into
believing that Par is endorsing or
sponsoring the experiment, He
also advised that any arrangement
to be worked out should include
WOR-TV as a third party, on the
assumption that the FCC experi-
mental,license will be issued to the'

station and not to Skiatron.
From Metro, Levey received a

terse reply from sales veepee
Charles M. Reagan to the effect

that, "we cannot now comply with
your request.” Twentieth prexy
Spyros P. Skouras, noting that his
company did not furnish product
for the Phonevision tests, said
20th is putting all its emphasis on
theatre TV at this time and so
Jfinds it impossible to cooperate
with. Skiatron. (See separate box.)

Continue* front page l

"Friends of Eisenhower;” and the
assemblage will kick off the Gen-
eral’s campaign war chest.

,Y & R initially proposed a
10 p.m. NBC-TV pickup, from
the Garden, but this.would entail
preempting the. , Gillette "Caval-
cade of Sports” Friday.bight bouts
necessitating a refund .to the razor
company.

, NBC instead, has pro-
posed an 11 p.m. Garden pickup,

“Friends of Eisenhower” rally
would .involve, the. first major TV
coin outlay on behalf of a Presi-
dential. candidate ' Under NBC’s
newly-promulgated pattern ... elimi-
nating henceforth any cuffoing ofTV political time, . and granting
equal video privileges to all com-
ers on a lay-it-on-the-line basis,

Johnston-MPAA
Continued, from' page 3.1

EPar Pix-B’way Par
Continued from page 4

Warner Theatre and Music Hall,
while 20th-Fox does about the
same With the Roxy and Hall.

M-G dates the Capitol, State and:
Hall, and currently has the longr
running “Quo Vadis” at the Astor.

United Artists in a recent period
has gone to Loew’s operations.
Harry Popkin’s indie production of
"The Well” played the State, Doug-
las Fairbanks’ "Another Man's
Poison” opened at the Loew’s habe
circuit and "African Queen,” Hori-
zon-Romulus production, is set to
bow at thq Cap.

,
While the scrambled hature . of

hookings, has' settled jo some'- Ex-
tent, :Vihe competition among the
first-run houses for top product
and among the film companies for.
showcases is expected to wax
plenty, hot When the Loew’s, WB
and 20th divorcements go through.
This will put the Cap, State, Roxy,
Rivoli and Warner in the "inde-
pendent” class with the Par, More
spirited . bidding for important
product is expected to result.

plethora of antitrust suits pending
and still being thrown at them by
exhibs their No. 1 problem so far
as Johnston is ebneerned.

If the MPAA chieftain takes the
cue, the Association ‘will Undoubt-
edly embark on a large-scale cam-
paign: to settle or head off further
legal actions by theatremen: Some
company execs are- understood to
have suggested specific steps by
Johnston, including use of his per-
sonal influence and persuasive-
character.

Various company officials had all
sorts. of suggestions for useful ac-
tivities by the MPAA. While ac-
tion on the antitrust suits seemed
to take the lead, other* problems of
public relations, assemblage of
data, television competition, large-
screen TV channels and many oth-
ers were 'discussed..'

intensive Session^

MPAA group generally held ses-
sions with two different-companies
each day in their efforts to make
the rounds within a single week.
Meetings generally ran about two
hours each.

It was the first time that John-
ston and his staffers had ever been
in some of the homeoffices. Those
that they covered were Warner
Bros., Paramount, Metro, RKO; Re-
public, Columbia and 20th-Fox.
Johnston also called .personally on
Nate J, Blumberg, prez of Univer-
sal, who has been confined by ill-

ness to his Shetry-Netherland
Hotel suite.

Companies generally had on
hand their prexy, or, if he. were put
of town, his top-ranking, deputy,
plus chiefs of sales, publicity-ad-
vertising, legal and fiscal depart-
ments. In addition to Johnston
and O’Hara, the MPAA contingent
consisted of . Sidney Schreiber,
counsel; Ralph D. Hetzel* N. Y.
office manager; John G. McCarthy,
director of the International Divi-
sion; Fred DuVail, treasurer, and
Kenneth Clark, public relations
chief.

It is understood that the sug-
gestion for the huddles came from
the company execs themselves.
They are believed indicative of a
switch Johnston is in the process
of making in personal policy. He’ll
be paying much more close ‘atten-

tion to the Association’s day-to-day
operations, particularly domestic.
It is understood that almost all the
comment in the sessions last week
was favorable to the international
operation, so that Johnston’s at-

tentions apparently aren't required
there.

. New deal apparently grew out of
the, MPAA boss’ announcement
early in December that he intended
Starting on a lengthy series of

overseas jaunts Jan. 15. He re-

turned to active MPAA duty only

'

Dec. 1 from 10 months' absence in

Government service.
Last word from Johnston on the

planned Jan. 15 junket . to Latin-
‘America was that if it takes place
at. all .it will be at the end of the
month, and for only one week.
The homeoffice sessions Were all

completely amiable, ^here was no
direct criticism of JoKnstton what-
soever, Criticism was the
implication of what this* "Various

execs thought the MPA

A

doing domestically.”
v

Yates Inks Seiter
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Republic signed William Seiter

to a term contract as producer and
director.

Seiter will rein some of th^ com-
pany’s top product this year.

.
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Captive of Billy the Kid
j

producers to use a little ingenuity
with their oat operas. This one has
much, action, aided by Allan

,

“Rocky” .Lane's hero performance,
j

The excuse for all of the hard '

riding, gun battles and rough-end- ,

tumble fist fights is a race to un- :

cover the secret hiding place of
Billy the Kid’s long-accumulated
bandit gold. Plot would have one ;

believe that the bandit, tore up a :

map, giving the location, of this i

buried treasure, into five pieces i

before lie died. He gave one piece
i

each to five friends with the un- :

derstanding that they were to meet
on a certain date: and then reclaim
the hidden riches. Ply in the oint-

ment is that, per usual, one of the
cowboy friend’s. Grant Withers,
wants all the coin for himself.

Plot concerns itself with his ef-

forts to steal or bump off various
holders of the map pieces so he
can snare the works. One of the
lucky five, Cleni Bevaris, suspects
as much and calls in the sheriff -

(Lane), who operates undercover
as a cattle detective. The maneu-
vers to thwart Withers build to the
customary climax but with more
suspense than usual, While the
complications have been, piled on
rather heavily* director Fred C.
Brannon has employed m arke d
skill, in maintaining interest. Even
the cl i m a

x

provides a surprise
twist.

Lane has one of his best cowboy
roles despite a minimum of hero-
ics. Only thing to make this com-
pletely different ffour most west-r

crns would be to give it a real love
story.

Penny Edwards is comely enough
to have made a real heart interest.
Besides Withers, Clem Bevans
stands out as an elderly ex-carnl-
val man now retired to his ranch.
Roy Barcroft is the real heavy as
operating cutthroat for the leader
of the crew seeking, the buried
money. Clayton Moore, Mauritz
Hugo and Garry Goodwin provide;
Strong support.*,

In addition to Brannon’s fine di-

rection, the film boasts a tight
script by Mi Coates Webster and
Bichard Wormser as Well as neat
photography by John MacBurnie.

Wear.

Pals of the Golden West
(SONGS)

Standard Roy Rogers oatuner,
his final Western for Republic.

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
Republic release of Edward J. White
roductlon. Stars Roy Rogers. Trigger

(equine). Dale Evans, Estellta .Rodriguez.
Pinky Lee; features Anthony Caruso. Roy
Barcroft, Edwardo Jiminez. Ken Terrell,
Emmett Vogon, Maurice Jara, the Roy
Rogers Riders. Directed by William Wit-'
ney. Screenplay, Albert DeMond, Eric
Taylor; story. Sloan Nibley; camera. Jack
Marta; editor, Harold Minter;. songs. Jack
Elliott, Aaron Gonzales, Jordan .Smith.
Previewed Jan. 8, .’52. Running time, 67
MINS.
Roy Rogers , . ... ...Roy Rogers
Cathy Marsh .Dale Evans
Elena Madera; . . .Estellta Rodriguez

i Pinky..................... .Pinky Lee
I Jim Bradford ............ Anthony Caruso

Wnrd Sloan - . ...-.Roy Barcroft
Poncho .... ... .......... .Edwardo Jiminez
Tony :Ken Terrell
Colonel Wells .Emmett Vogan
Lopez ..Maurice Jara

Roy Rogers Riders

This is the final Roy Rogers
western from Republic and stacks
up aa about average for his entries
over the past season. It blends a
standard amount of oatuner action,
four songs and some trite comedy
Into 67 minutes of footage. The
usual market reaction to Rogers
westerns can be expected.

Rogers, U. S. Border Patrol trou-
ble-shooter, is assigned the duty of
preventing hoof-and-mouth disease
from* getting into- the States from
Mexico. Chore is complicated be-
cause Anthony Caruso, fugitive
gapgster hiding in Mexico, is ship-
ping doubtful beef on the hoof
across the line for resale by Roy
Barcroft.

Smuggling takes place in sand
storms, with heavies letting th e
sand pile ud high enough against
the border fence to walk the cattle
over. One patrolman is gunned
down when he comes upon such a
scene. His body is recovered by
Rogers but the hero is still getting
nowhere until the dead patrol-
man's son is kidnapped, inadver-
tently tipping Rogers to the
scheme. He rides i with guns
blazing and the heavies are handed
their just deserts.

Rogers is his usual, likeable self
In the heroics, aided by Trigger
and Bullets, his educated equine
and canine. Presence of Dale Evans
in the cast as a rambunctious news-
paper gal should help in the mar-
ket. Pinky Lee’s comedy style and
the antics handed him as aide to
another news gal, Estelita Rodri-
guez, do not fit this sagebrusher,
serving ohly to slow it down. Miss

Rodriguez, Caruso, Barcroft, young
Edwardo Jiminez and the others
are standard.
The Roy Rogers Riders join the

star on the title tune and “Beyond
the 4 Great Divide,” as well as
“Slumber Trail,” with Miss Evans
assisting on the latter; Miss Rod-
riguez does “You NeVer Know
When Love May Come Along.”
The stock script by Albert Dei-

Mond and . Eric Taylor, from a
story by Sloan Nibley, is: filled'with
dialog cliches and has been given
formula direction by William Wit-
ney. A standard round of produc-
tion values are furnished by Ed-
ward J. White, and rate okay pre-
sentation from the technical staff.

ingthe tribe with which the pic-

ture deals. Disconcerting at first,

but soon accepted, is the stark
nakedness of the muscularly
phvsiqued males. Femmes are
only slightly less naked in their

waist aprons.
' The script by Charles L. Ted-
ford has a slight plot line to carry
off" the documenting of the
Latukos. It concerns a youth
readying to become a man and a
hunter and the various tribal

customs he must undergo. Se-
quences showing* the forcible

gouging of two lower molars* a
maiming each young male must un-
dergo, the drinking of blood freshly
drawn from a cow and similarly

grisly customs are presented in

matter-of-fact style.
*

licizing their beaches and attract-
ing tourists.

This year affairs have been put
in the hands of a National Cultural
Committee, headed by Uruguayan
sculptor Jose L. Zorrilla de San
Martin, and it is hoped to avoid
some of the organizational pitfalls

that made last year’s festival very
much of a fun fair hut hard on the
delegations invited to attend it.

Committee is lining up an array
of open-air symphonic and ballet
entertainments, for an expected
flow of

.
international tourists at-

tracted by the big film names.

Continued from pace 71

Lawless Cowboys v

Standard oater built around
gambling fix yam; for western,
fans.

Monogram release of Frontier Pictures
.(Vincent M. Feqnelly) production. Stars
Whip Wilson; .features - Jim Bannon and
Fuzzy Knight. -Directed by Lewis Collins.
Screenplay. Maurice Tombragel; camera.
Ernest Miller; editor, Samuel Fields. At
New York Theetrb. N< Y., week of Jan. 7,
'52. Running time, ft MINS. ...

Whip... .Whip Wilson
Jim Bannon................. Jim Bannon
Smltherfe .Fuzzy Knight
Hanson »*.*.• >* • . . , «.»« .Lee Roberts

-

Nora Clayton. , t.. .......Pamela Duncan
Ace MaUoy.. .Lane Bradford
Sheriff:. .................. . . .Stan JoUey
Bob Rank...,;,....., .... .Bruce Edwards
Jeff ... .... . i .Richard . • Emory 1

Paul Maxwell. * ... . , . . . . . . .Marshall Reed j

. * ,1 in

“Lawless Cowboys” is right off
current front pages though set in
stagecoach days. Yam ,

revolves

Some 80,000 feet of film was
taken on 10 16m cameras during
the expedition and will be sut into
three separate subjects, of which
“Latuko” is the first; Editing on
the latter was capably handled by
William K. Chulack. Sound was
tape-recorded on the scene by
Jack Clink, and Paul E. Prentiss
does the action-explaining narra-
tion. Brod:

U-Decca
p

Continued from page S1

Continued from page 7

about a gambling syndicate’s at-

tempt to fix.rodeo events,.
Except for the ihodern-Jay twist,

the film is a standard oater with
sufficient gunplay, brawls and
chases on* horseback to, satisfy the
tastes of western film aficionados.
Former Texas Ranger Whip Wilsdn
is hired by the Central pity Rodeo
Committee to investigate a betting
ring believed, to be bribing top
performers to throw certain events.
With the aid Of Jim Bannon, rider
for the Bar Circle ranch, and theivi jmiu vuviv a
local newspaper publisher por-
trayed by Fuzzy Knight, Wilson
succeeds in smashing thd gambling
ring and saving “a great American
sport.”

Thespirig bn the whole, is on the
plus side, with Wilson and Bannon
making acceptable heroes, Fuzzy
Knight rendering the comedy re-

lief, and Lee Roberts, Lane Brad-
ford and Marshall Reed appearing
as the villains. Only femme in

the cast is Pamela Duncan, who
provides the slight romantic in-

terest.

Lewis (Collins’ direction is first-

rate, with action the keynote.
Ernest Miller’s camera work is on
the credit side.

Latuko
(DOCUMENTARY—COLOR)

Interesting, although grim in

spots, documentary of life

among the Latuko tribe in

Africa. Exploitable.

,
Hollywood, Jan. 11.

Producer*' Representative*. Inc., release
Edgar MV Queeny . production under
sponsorship of American Museum of Nat*
ural History.. Screenplay, Charles L.
Tedford; ' camera ..Aimed in 16m.
Kodachrome, prints In Technicolor),
Edgar M. Queeny arid. Fort B. Guerin;
sound, Jack Clink: editor, .William K,
Chulack; narrator* Paul E. Prentiss. Pre-
viewed Jan. 9, '52. ' Running time 56
MINS.

The customs of the Latuko tribe

in Africa have been caught by the
cameras in an oddly fascinating
nature study. Filmed during an
expedition into province of Equa-
toria in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan
in 1950 by Edgar M. Queeny for
the American Museum of Natural
History, picture at, this point is

without a regular commercial dis-

tribution setup, although having
played an eight-week run in St.

Louis last spring and opens in Hol-
lywood, Jan. 18, for a special
showcasing.
Commercial possibilities are

good, if given the : right kind of
exploitation and booked into the-
atres ideally situated to push this
type of product. Picture bears the
lab>4 of the Jarville Studios,
which is one Of the hobbies of in-
dustrialist Queeny. Filming was
done in 16m. Kodachrome and the
35m prints were processed by
Technicolor. Camera work by
Queeny and, Fort B. Guerin is out-
standing, particularly in the action
shots, and rarely reveals its ama-
teur origin.
Some audiences will find a num-

ber of the filmed Latuko customs
are bit too grim, being strictly na-
ture in the raw and savagely prim-
itive. However, the many strong
exploitation factors are not sensa-
tionalized as such, being offered
as interesting information concern-

biit others won’t have official sanc-

tion.

Fact that the Uruguayan gov-

ernment picked up the tab on the

Hollywood stars’ traveling ex-

penses was welcomed by some of

the.more economy-minded studios.

Meantime, there’s still a possibility

that MPAA prez Eric Johnston
may visit the fete.

Johnston Cancels

Johnston, under original plans

was to have arrived in Carrasco,

near Montevideo, ' Saturday (12).

^Pressure of domestic business

forced him to cancel his plans. But
it’s understood that the State De-
partment looks upon the trip in

the. nature of of a goodwill gesture

that should be made, if at all pos-

sible.

Other Hollywood , execs expected
to be - on hand are .

Phil Reisman*
RKO’s foreign chief, and Arnold .

Picker, UA veepee in charge of

foreign operations. Reisman is

combining a stopoff at the festival

with his annual swing through the

Latin-American market, as is

Picker.
Japan’s Daiei Motion Picture Co.,

producers of “Rashomon,” prize-

winning film at the Venice Festival,

will be well represented at the

Uruguayan meet. Slated to attend
are Hideo Matsuyama, assistant

managing director in charge of

production, and Takechiyo, secre-

tary to studio head, M. Nagata, and
chief of the foreign liaison depart-
ment. In addition, Daiei delega-
tion will include two of the com-
pany’s stars, Sanjyo *Miki and
Fushinii Kazuko.

.
Besides “Rasho-

mon,” firm is also entering “Yuki-
wariso” in the contest.
John Sutro, George Minter arid

Trevor Howard
;
will represent the

British Film Producers’ Assn. Brit-

ain’s entries are “Christmas Carol,”
CaVol Reed’s “Outcast of the
Islands” and “Where No Vultures
Fly."

1 1 a 1 i a n " industry promised to

'send a star contingent comprising
Silvana Pampani, Elenai Varzi* Raf
Vallone, Lucia Bose, Cosetta. Gree-
ce and Isa Miranda as well as pro-
ducer Anibal Pares and director
LUciana Emitter. Italy’s entries
are Vittorio DeSica’s “Humberto
D,” “Bellisima," an Ann Magnani
starrer; “The Girls from Place
d’Espagne” and “Guarda e Ladri.”
Expected from France . are such

stars as Daniel Gelin, Brigitte Au-
ber, Dany Robin and Francois
Christophe, plus director Jacques
Becker. French entries are Beck-
er’s “Casque d’Or;” “Night Is My.
Kingdom,” a Jean Gabin starrer;”

“Barbe Bleue,” “Dieu Besoindes
Hommes” and “Garcon Sauvage.”

Assurances have also been re-

ceived by festival officials that
emissaries will be sent from the
Swedish, Brazilian and Mexican
film industries. Mexican delega-

' tioa will be headed by actress
' Maria Felix, who will stop off at

;
theVfest ehroute to Buenos Aires,
where she’s due to start J* 'film

-soon.

mulated yet and laughed at a re-

ported Wall Street rumor that U
was going to * buy the stock * of
Decca until it had a controlling
interest.

Merger studies grow out of Dec-
'ca's purchase last November of ap-
proximately 30% (304,000) of the
outstanding shares and Option war-
rants of U. That gives it the larg-
est single block, second being J.

Arthur Rank with about ' 13%
(134,900 shares). Aim of Decca in
the purchase has been said right
along to; be eventual merger.

Rank has been repeatedly re-
ported objectirig to a inerger. Davie
said that Robert S. J|enjamin,
Rank’s rep in the U. S. grid fils rep
on the U board, had been sitting in
with the exploratory committee. Hb
said that all was friendly, but that
In any case, if there were differ-
ences of opinion, he thought thejr*d
be squared, away withdtit difficulty
when Johbi Davis, Rank’s principal
lieutenant, arrives in the U. S. At
the end of this week.
A merger of U and Decca would

require approval of the stock-
holders of both corporations.

returns. It’s estimated that “Ma
and Pa Kettle on the Farm” will
wind up its domestic playoff with
$2,350,000. “Francis Goes to the
Races” is figured at $2,300,000. As
.reported by Variety bn Jan. 2, u
had Iff releases during calendar
1951 with rentals estimated to ex-
ceed $1,000,000 . each. So far as
big-money pix are concerned, U
was fifth ori the list, following
20th-Fox. Metro, . WB: and Para-
mount, and ahead of RKO, Colum-
bia and United Artists.

U’s $2,092,783 fdr the year
ended last Nov. 3 (53 weeks) com-
pared with $1,355,886 for: 1950
Provision of $3,300,000 was listed
for Federal iritome ' and excess
profits taxes and $500,000 was put
aside for contingent liabilities in
the new year. Coriimon stock per-
share earnings jumped from $1.14
in '50 to $1.92 in ’51.

Taxes in 1950 amounted to only
$950,000, partially because U l\ad
a tax credit against over-payments
in previous years.

Company in ’51 cut its bank in-
debtedness to $3,312,000, repre-
senting a drop of $1,741,000. U
also bought up $1,190,000 principal
amount of its 33^% debentures,
reducing to $3,205,000 the amount
in thie hands of the public. Aggre-
gate domestic bank debt and 334%
debentures during the past three
fiscal years has been reduced from
$15,815,000 to $6,517,000.
U had a cash balance of about

$6,750,000 at the end of the ’51 fis-

cal year, an increase of more than
$1,000,000 over the

.
previous year.

Indiwia Allied
Continued from page 5

KSE5 Continued from rpage ] jssj
is planning bin more elaborate pro-
motional campaigns to back them
up.

,. It's understood UA already is ori

the prowl for aft advertising man-
ager to

. replace Winikus when he
is upped to the overall spot. Com-
pany -also is considering setting up
a liaison officer at the h.o. who
would deal with all indie producers
ori .the Coast. Others will be .added
to the N. Y. staff and several ex-
ploitation field men will be taken
ori on a permanent employment
basis.

‘

Immediately in view for a” spot
at UA is Mort Nathansori, now
publicity rep for Sami Spiegel’s
“African Queen.” When he. winds
up this job Nathanson reportedly
will be added to the UA payroll.
There appears a chance he’ll be-
come the liaison between the h.o.
and the indie film-makers but this
apparently hasn’t been decided
upon.

Mort Freedgood, Who resigned
his Paramount post 4;his week, re-
portedly is another in line for a
spot at UA< He had been the top
publicity writer at the Par h.o.

NCL Threat
llss; Continued from page 7 sssbI

stantly .in search of the fresh and
the new approach,” He notes that
Universal for the coming year will
up its production budget.

Further explanation of U’s suc-
cess is offered by Charles Feldman,
U’s domestic sales topper, who sat
in at Variety’s interview with Daff.
“It’s a result of perfect coordina-
tion between the studio and the
sales staff,” he points out. “The
people ori the Coast pay attention
to - the views of the sales staff,

which usually knows What the pub-
lic wants. Our sales force is the
toughest critic.”

Daff indicates that U’s product is

aimed at providing the greatest
mass appeal for every market in
the world. “A picture that does
well in the United States,” he says,
“almost invariably does well

arid no theatreowocr.can keep his
patronage by repeated strong sell-

ing* that is not backed up with
worthwhile merchandise.

’This kind of exhibitor can’t stay
in business by keeping his house
dark part of the time. He must
depend on moviegoers who regu-
larly attend the theatre because it

is a clean, comfortable arid' pleas-
ant place to relax In mind and body
for an horir or so. Because the
movies are wholesoriie; economical
entertainment providing a chance
to laugh or to wofry over somebody
else’s trouble ior a change.

“When people outside of those
who only want to ’sit’ down, kill

time, or eat popcorn’ start buying
only the big attractions, then there
won’t be nearly so many film thea-
tres to exhibit., the ’Greatest Shows
ori Earth * and the condition ..won’t

be nearly as healthy for producers
like Mr. DeMiUe.”

In-BetweeRs
Condnned from pace 7I

Hotels, Niterfes Have High Hopes
Montevideo, Jan. 8.

Operators of hotels and. niteries
at Uruguay’s beach resort of Punta
del Este are staking high hopes on
this year’s second film festival.

Since Argentine socialites are sty-

mied from holidaying at the Uru-
guayan beaches because of
change difficulties,. Uruguayans
have to think up riew ways of pub-

Contrary to general belief, pub-
lic tastes do not change as rapidly
as most people believe, Daff notes.
He says there’s always a market
for good musicals, comedies, action
films and gangster drariias. Trends
may change perhaps in a decade,
he observes, but the history of the
industry shows that, these types of
films invariably make a comeback
and become as popular as ever.

distribs.' The medium graders sim-
ply are uneconomic, it’s said.
There’s a market payoff only for
the top “A’s” and the true,
costly “B’s.”
Film companies in recent months

have found virtually an absence of
in-between money-makers. Films,
largely, have brought in either
smash revenue or unusually low
income. Thus, there has been cre-

ated only the two market grooves.
Exhibs, meanwhile, are express-

ing little fear so far as their pro-
gramming needs are concerned.
They feel there always will be a
sufficient quantity of both top and
lower-bracket product. Concerning
the second half of their programs,
theatremen reason that many films

which start out as “A’s” on produc-
tion skeds wind up as “B’s” on the
market* regar<jless Of the lensing
budgets.
Comment from Mitchell Wolf-

son, president of Theatre! Owners
of America, is that “riot even the

best brains in production can turn
out a world-beater every time. He
hopes the majors will . shdot only
for top product but takes the view
that “their bullets in many cases

will fall short of tjiri range. So
We will rieVefrlACk for ‘B’ pictures.”

/Example cited bY the theatre org
chief, who is also president of

Wometco Theatres, Miami, was
“Arch of Triuiriph,” made by the

riow-defunct Enterprise Produc-
tions. Despite the impressive cred-

'

its and. cast names, including
Charles Boyer and Ingrid Bergman,
the film turned out to be a “definit

minus,” recalls Wolfson. He said

it “was a secondary feature regard-

less of the terms asked for it.”
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Yanks’ Perspective
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that?) Zappy covers more terri-

tory in a week than the sole raale^

mink on a mink ranch. He wanders,
and the word is used advisedly,
all over Prance, running local

amateur hours at local broad-
casting stations, then brings each
set of local winners to Paris for
the big .broadcast Thursday. These
Winners have reached Paris by
sheer dogged determination.
What happens to them when

they get there; should not happen
to the dogged. The bad ones, that
is to say all of them, get the
gong. .From the delighted howls
and screams of the studio audi-
ence, they get the gong broken
over their heads. After that; to
judge by the increased delighted
howls and screams, they are ap-
parently broiled alive over a slow
fire. And if Maxie gets his
lunchooks on a sweet-old-lady type,
there’s none of this, “flow old are
you; dear,” and “Here’s a lovely
orchid for a lovely* granny.” Gran-
ny gets to open her yap, and if

tlie emcee doesn’t like her yodel-
ing, he tells, her that at her age
she ought to have learned to sing
on key, and Granny goes to the
guillotine; too, Torturing amateurs
like this just couldn’t happen on*
a U. S. radio show. Dam it.

Gory Gallic Soap Operas
Again, there is the “roman quo-

tidieri,” or daily romance. This is

not the French version of ’’John’s
Other Wife,” although that is some-
thing he Would love to hear. The
French daily romance is called “Le
Pouce Qui Tue” (“The Thumb That
Kills,’’ which has nothing to do
With what Lou Holtz used to do).

In the States; a housewife gets
to listen to all ‘sorts of , Uplifting
things in daytime radio: wives whp
go blind &s regularly as we go to
the dentist; husbands Who have
strange brain diseases, like no
brains. That sort of thing. In
France, while she’s cooking the
dinner, madarne gets a double-por-
tion of nice gory murder, with nonfe
of these psychological trimmings
about what made the killer kill,

French murderers kill because they
darn well want to. Because they
like the sight of blood, maybe. And
the housewives apparently like it,

too. Or maybe there’s-another rea-
son why French meat is always
rare.

There are also comedy radio pro-
grams. Ones that are deliberately
written to be funny, that is. You
can always tell. French humor. It’s
much louder than unhumor. French
comics are great for funny voices.
And funny hats.: There are several
comics who use. both funny voices
end funny hats. And, sooner or
later, they are liable to end up in
drag. That is all there is about
French comics.

La Hit Parade
But the bulk of the radio shows

here are musical shows. French
x music (pop.) comes in two tempos;
fi rhumba and not-rhumba. The
r songs divide up abput like this:

First, American songs with French
lyrics. Such as “Le Coffret” (The
Thing), “Mon Faible Coeur” (My
Foolish Heart), “La Colline Aux
Oiseaux” (Mocking Bird Hill), “La
Petite Valse” (The Cafe Mozart
Waltz from “The Third Man”),
About “The Thing,” the author of
it should have some sort of honor-
ary medal, followed by a quiet
funeral; To our knowledge no Other
songwriter has driven people in-
sane* in five* languages. We have
heard the thing in French, Ger-
man, Italian, Swedish, and some-
thing that sounded like vocal
Cuneiform, but probably wasn’t.
Then, just to prove their versa-

tility, there are the original French
Songs. These include things like

“Aimer LComme je T’Aim.e” (To
Love ass I Love You),. “Domino”
(this is about a girl named Domino
who was called that, presumably,
because, she was pretty well spot-

ted), “DeTemps En Temps” (From
Time tq uTime), . etc. • Of these,

’’Aimer Comme Je T'Aime” is

finally crowding '“Domino^ out of
the No. 1 spot. At least we think
it is. Here there’s ho Hit Parade,
such as we knovif it, and, except in

Some bars in Paris and the larger

towns, no jukes. How then is a

song hit born? Very simple. First,

you write your song. Then you
take it to a publisher, who wel-

comes you with open hands. When
you put the .money into his hands,
he publishes your song. Then you
start plugging the song yourself.

Plenty of Paris cafes have “Nuits
de Chanson” (Song Night) when
•spiring Berlins get up and sing a

medley of their song hits, which is

the neatest trick for free enter-
tainment since radio invented give-
aways. Then you take your song
to the biggest name singer you
know, and tell her how good the
song will sound if she sings it, how
good her pic-will look on the cover,
and what her percentage of the
song’s sales will be; If the cut
is nice enough, and the song’s po-
tentialities potential enough, one
singer will be enough per one song.
If not, you may have to work out
deals with seven or eight, your
song cover will look like the Mon-
.day morning lineup at the 12th
Precinct, and your net profits will
be some copies of your own song.

, Rue Te la Payola
You can do all that, or maybe

you get commissioned the way we
almost were. There was a w.k.
chanteuse down here a: while back
who

: thought she’d like some Eng-
lish lyrics. She asked us about
Writing them. We asked her about
the payment for them. She said
she wanted to be fair to us. Be-
cause we were strangers here, add
all, she wouldn’t make us pay her
any more than half what we usually
paid singers to be allowed to write
for them, arid what did we think
of that? We told her; hut she did
not seem to feel she could do as
we suggested as an alternative.
There are, of course, some good

things about French radio; So far
as we know, Sadie Hertz hasn’t
been on any show here. And it

goes off the air early enough so
you can tune in the U. S. Armed
Forces station In Frankfurt, Ger-
many, and hear the latest U. . S.
disks. Or you can wander around
the (five) dials and the (one) globe,
going from London to Stockholm
to Vienna to Budapest, And from
Budapest one night we heard a
Russian voice announcing in
Hungarian that they would now
play the English recordings of an
American musical: “South Paci-
fic.” .

- We love Europe. It’s so .

European,

Grist lor * Film
Bribery and frauds in th«

Government which have been
exposed during the past three
months may provide the. grist

for k film. Indie producer Ed-
ward J. Ldven has registered
with the Motion Picture Assn,
of America a whole series of
titles indicating he may take
a whack at a' pic based bn the
exposures.
They are “The Political

Fraud,” “The Government
Bribe,” “The Government Ex-
pose;” “The Government
Fraud” “The Tax Fraud,”
“The Tax Scandal,” “The Tax
Swindle,” “The Political Scan-
dal,” “The Political Swindle”
’’The Tax Bribe, “The Tax
Expose,” “The Government
Scandal,” “The Government
Swindle,” “The Political

Bribe” and “The Political Ex-
pose.” «

P

H’wooi High Prices
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As 'Savings’ Since Wt.

No Factor in Trucking
Distribution execs this .week re-

jected a suggestion made by a
Texas exhibitor that steel cans for
film be replaced with a lighter con-
tainer to effect what he called
“transportation savings from 33 to
40%.” Proposal was outlined to
the Theatre Owners of America
last week by Henry. Reeve of Men-
ard, Texas, who heads the Texas
Theatre Owners, Inc.

Reeve feels that In light of the
fact that much of the industry’s
prints are now on non-inflammable
acetate stock there’s no reason why
“unnecessary heavy, cans should be
continued to be used in view of the
miracles of modern scientific devel-
opment of plastics, veneers and
many lightweight metals.”
General attitude of the distribs

is that abput 90% of all shipments
from exchanges to theatres is made
by direct truck delivery in which
the exhib is charged by the num-
ber of packages or cases. Hence
weight cannot be considered a fac-

tor as when sent by express or
parcel post, . Moreover, it’s argued,
a lighter container would not be
as durable as the conventional steel

cans.

Col’s $1.06 Divvy
Columbia board at a meeting last

Thursday (10) declared a regular:
quarterly dividend of $1.0614 per
share on the company’s $4.25 cu-
mulative preferred, stock.
Checks go out on Feb. 15 to.

stockholders of record on Feb. 1;

Continued from page k SSSS«I

M-G figures include sums:
.

paid
directly or deposited ..#i mnslon
funds. Others collected Ss* f6I-’

lows; J. Robert. Rubin, v.iE :
,and

general counsel, $224,437; Edgar
J. Mannix, studio v.p., $251,666;
William F. Rodgers, v^p. and gen-
eral sales manager (since switched
to advisory post), $153,090; Charles
C. Moskowitz, v.p. and treasurer;

$188,174; Joseph R. Vogel, v.p. and
theatres head, $177,837, and Leo-
pold Friedman, counsel and cor-
porate secretary, $107,564.

Sans B’way lst-Run
Unuspal step of playing off “An-

other Man’s Poisonj” Bette Davis-

Gary Merrill starrer, in New York
without a Broadway first-rim has

proved profitable, according to

United Artists, its distrib, and Sey-

mour Poe, of Producers Represen-

tatives, Which reps producers Doug-
las Fairbanks, Jr., and Daniel M.
Angel.

Pic copped about $17,000 in a
we^k at Loew’s Metropolitan,
Brooklyn* where it played its first

engagement, and another $150,000
in four days on the Loew’s circuit
and day-and-date houses in, the
metropolitan, area.

According to UA, all that was
lost by skipping the highly-com-
petitive battle to get a Broadway
house around Christmas .was an
almost-sure b.r., nick. Like many
pix, it is figured “Poison” might
well have coit more for. Broadway
first-run advertising than would be
obtained in film rental. Producers
ordinarily charge such a loss off
to ..the national advertising-pub-
licity value of a Stem preera,

“Poison” is getting a bad break*
however, in subsequent circuit
playoffs. End of its Loew’s. run,
coming at the same time as that
of Warner Bros.’ “Streetcar Named
Desire” on the RKO chain, gives
subsequent, exhibs a choice between
the two pix. Virtually all have
chosen the latter for long-end of
the week bookings.

“Poison” is slated to open its
out-of-town engagements today
(Weep with a flock of dates
throughout .the country; Circuits
playing it include Warner Bros.,
United Paramount, Fox West Coast.
Fox Midwest, Ldew’s, RKO, Fa-
mous Players, Kerasote’s, West-
land, Fabian, Comerford and
Wometco> -

Betty Hutton Wows

Toronto Tent Benefit
Toronto, Jan. 15.

With Betty Hutton heading
stageshow, plus one-night preview
of “Greatest Show on Earth,” an-
nual benefit show of Toronto Tent
28, International Variety Club, saw
close to $30,000 contributed to “Va-
riety Village,” vocational training
school here for crippled kids. Gala
sellout was staged at the Imperial,
largest theatre in Canada and flag-
ship of Famous Players (Canadian).
Miss Hutton, backgrounded by

The Skylarks, held the stage for
about 50 minutes, thereby upset-
ting the previously-set stageshow
but Miss Hutton obviously was the
draw and the patrons were not; dis-
appointed, With ‘‘Greatest Show”
running two - hours and 32 mins;,
remainder of scheduled and long-
rehearsed stageshow was cancelled,
with eight guest acts taking a spot-
lighted. bow in the boxes for their
donated troubles.

y Reproductions of famous circus
paintings has been lent by Para-
mount to the N.Y., Board of Edu-
cation , for display in the high,
schools during the engagement of
“The. Greatest Show on Earth” at
the Radio City Music Hall.

Ten sets of reproductions have
been made, and they will: travel
through the schools starting this

I week.
’

production arrangement, a studio
insures itself of first crack at a
new play by putting up coin in ad-
vance of prjodudtionr and making
payments eaeh weekit runs until
a' prescribed martmum is hit.

Biggest item recently plucked by
Hollywood from the Stem Is “Re-
mains to Be Seen/’, for which
Metro paid $125,000. it’s a Leland
Hayward production of a Lindsay
&; Crouse comedy. It opened in
October.

Two weety ago* 20t{i-Fox ac-
quired “The Number.’5 Priee was
$37,500. Cdmedy by Arthur patter
opened in October and closed last

weekend,.' flop, by Broadway
standards;

Also acquired . by Hollywood
Since the beginning of the film
season last September were “Sta-
lag 17,” for which Paramount j>aid

$110,000; “Gentlemen ‘P r .e*f e r
Blondes,”:, for which * 20th , gav4
$150,000, find “Sobbin’ Women)”
an unproduced play, * for which
Metro paid $40,000.

While renewal of interest in
Broadway indicates ', principally
desire to obtain properties that
have the makings of “big’’ pictures,
it also results from, another cir-

cumstance. The majors so com-
pletely laid off buying during the
severe economy wave that followed
the b.o. and foreign decline of
1947r48 that they pretty well used
up the acceptable, story material
on their shelves. Thus, fresh out
of material, they’re forced to go.

into the legit market.

December’s Buys
Hollywood, Jan. 15^ ;

Half of the 14 December story
purchases for films were novels or
published material, Screen Writ-
ers Guild bulletin reveals/ with
Originals jecond with a total of
four, Two plays and one tele story
are on the completed list.

'

Metro leads with five' buys, War-
ners and Paramount had three
each, Republic two arid 20th one.
Neither Columbia nor Monogram
bought any. Metro .bought “Lucy
and- the Stranger,”

,
tele story by

Early Phillips, “Night Is Ours,”
Laszlo Vadnay-Boris Inster orig-
inal; ‘.‘Remains to Be Seen,” Lind-
Say-Crouse play current on Broad-
way; “‘Sobbin Women,” Stephen
Vincent Benet novelet and a story
idea by Dan Templin.
Paramount bought the Edwin

Balmer-Philip Wylie novel, “After
Worlds Collide;” Henry Handel
Richardson’s hovel, “M auri C

e

Gest;” musicomedy idea; “New
Haven Story/* by Robert Ehimett
Dolan. Warners snared ‘‘Investiga-
tion/’ original by Samuel and
Edith Grafton; Paul I. Wellman’s
novel, “Iron Mistress,” arid Grace
Mobre’s autobiog, “You’re Only
Human Once.” Republic bought
“Great A-Bomb Robbery,” from
Bob Considine’s

. newspaper arti-
cles, and Gwen Bristow's novel,
“Jubilee Trail.” 20th bought “No
Number,” play by Arthur P. Car-
ter.

.

advised,” The composer-producer
added that thq management will
now writ to hear from Equity on
the matter, and expects to settle
oirwhatever terms are negotiated
with the union, ,

Rico, who took over the role of
Emile de Becque last June, suc-
ceeding Ray Middleton, had never
before appeared in the U. S., hav-
ing been an opera star in Paris. He
cbuld not speiiic English, so hi
entry Into the cis£ was delayed
several week* wh% he learned it
phonetically. I* recent months
the singer has/ miased numerous
performances, brit there has been
little audience c^Afanent and the
matter was neVer/^eported in the
dailies, Vn

Britton, Who ha$'Subbed in the
part since; Webb Tilton left the
company to replace Richard East-
ham as coestar the touring edi-
tion, joined the;brid about a month
ago as one of the Seabees, doubling
as understudy. Ezio Pinza, the
original de Becque* left the show
at the end of the 1949-50 season,
after- 15 months in the part. Mean-
while, Mary Martin, the original
Co-star as Ensign Nellie Forbush,
withdrew last Jurie, and is now
playing: the same role in the Lon-
don edition*

Effective* Monday night (14),

Odette Myrtil took over the part
of “Bloody Mary” in the Broadway
troupe, succeeding Musa Williams;
who had been subbing the part
Since Diosa Costello left some
weeks ago because of illness.

IH’wood 9’ SailsI

Lm Continued from pace 1

composer and co-producer of the
show, the management sought_for.
several months to reach an amica-
ble agreement whereby Rico would
withdraw from the cast. The pro-
ducers wanted to make a financial
settlement, and offered to let the
singer draft any announcement he
.wished to explain his departure
from the cast.' Rico’s contract,
calling for $2,500 a week Without
a percentage extends until next
Sept. 1.
* “There was nothing personal in
the situation whatever,” Rodgers
said yesterday (Tries ); “When
we .signed Rico for the part We
'hoped, his accent , would improve;
but : it has grown steadily worse,
and the show Can no longer support
such a situation. We 'wanted to
make any

;
arrangement we could to

ipIdmct^.Rico, but ffte absolutely Ter
fused, so> we siiriply had ‘to take
him-

hut of the cast. You should
hive heard the performance Mon-
day night with Brittori in the part—the whole company got a lift.

Badly Advised?
“I’m sorry this had to come out

this way,’’ Rodgers continued. “We
would have preferred to arrange it

quietly for Rico’s sake. This way,
it all comes out. I think Rico has
make 1 a mistake. He’s been badly

Continued from page 3

were his aide; Joyce O’Hara, and
MPAA’s counsel, Sidney Schreiber.

Schreiber la industry coordinator

and an expert On both the “Holly-

wood Nixie” suits and the antitrust

actions by theatremen. Johnston

and his aides will not participate

in the Petrillo discussions.

Policy on the “Nine” suits has
become of major/ industry im-
portance since settlement two
weeks ago of some of the actions
by four companies. * “Nine” are
alleged pro-Communists who re-
fused to answer House Un-Ameri-
can Activities Committee' questions
in 1947, arid have been refused in-
dustry jobs Since then.

Settlements by the: four com-
panies have caused sotne public,re-
lations backfire on the theory that
they gave the impression the in-
dustry. recognized it:>was wrong in.
blacklisting the “Nine:” Four
companies have refused to settle.

Petrillo has not indicated his de-
mands as yet, but it is being taken
virtually for granted, that he’ll ask
tilts for the footers. Almost equal-
ly likely, the opening gambit of the
industry reps Will be to object to
the increases,

Prexies today will be -briefed i

preparation for the Petrillo talks.
Charles Boren, labor contact for
the Motion Picture Producers
Assn., will be on hand from the
Coast for the purpose.

MPPA prexy, Y. Frank Freeman,
Paramoiwt studio chief, who. has
been visiting in New York, also has
gone to Miami, for the conclave.
Most of the other studios are be-
lieved sending their execs in
charge of labor relation^

Prexies on hand include Barney
Balaban, Paramount; Ned E. Depi-
net, RKO; Nicholas M. Schenck,
Loew’s, and Spyros Skouras, 20th-
Foi. Major Albert Warner will
represent Harry Warner, of Warner
Bros.; Jack Cohn will rep Harry
Cohn, of Columbia; John O'Connor
will

, stand-in for Nate J. Bluraberg,
of Universal, and .Ted Black will

be on hand for Herbert* J. Yates,
Republic.
Present AFM studio contract rep-

resents a two-year renewal of an
original two-year 'pact. When it

was renewed, which occurred with-
out even a top»brass meeting, Pe-
trillo accepted the same |:erms as
before. Thus, it is not anticipated
that he’ll repeat/since he has; called
for the negotiations. v

.
AFM Midi* Fischer.

/ : : ; HriSrjwhSd, Jam 15^
^

/American Fedjntrilon ofj Musi-
cians’ exec hoard -is reportedu-<^n-

sidering Phil . Fischer, veepee of

Musicians Local 47, as successor, to

AFM studio rep J. W.* Gillette, who
has requested retirement.

Fischer, in charge of AM and
TV, is understood to be leading
candidate for the job, arid it’s be-

lieved decision Will be made when
AFM: exec board goes into. huddle

1
in Miami Beach.
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NEW YORK
John Cunningham, who joined

Columbia in October, 1950, as
specialassistapt4o the pub-ad ;dl-

rector, named creative advertising
manager by the company.

Martin S. Davis, assistant . ad-

pub director for Samuel Goldwyn,
left N. Y. yesterday (Tues.) for ad-
vance promotion work on the open-
ing of “I Want You” Jan. 24 at

the Beach and Olympia Theatres,
Miami.'
Samuel Rosen, executive v.p. and

treasurer of the Fabian Theatres
chain, named chairman of the pro-
gram committee of the 45th annual
meeting of the American Jewish
Committee; Jan. 25-27, at the Hotel
Commodore* N. Y.

William Snyder, head of Rei -

brandt Films, to London and Paris
on four-week hunt for for e i g n
product.

Sid Mesibov, Paramount explai-

tation manager, elected president
of Paramount Pictures Ch»b for
1952. Other officers of h;o> per-
sonnel outfit are Paul Ackerman,
veepee; Herbert Schmidt, treasr
urer; Ida Miller, secretary, and
Mary Brady, head of board of gov-
ernors. Mesibov succeeds Albert
Deane.

assistant manager, takes over the
post

.

’

Albert Sherer and Dennis Vil-
iams elected directors . of Ency-
clopaedia Britannica Films.

’

Warners George Lefko from as-
sistant branch manager to branch
manager in Chicago* He replaces
~ack Shumow.

BOSTON
* * ,

Sam Seletsky, 'formerly head
buyer and booker for B&Q Cir-
cuit, joined the Phil Smith Man-
agement Circuit ih , like capacity,
John Feloney, assistant to 20th-
ox division manager Edward X.

Callahan, recently subbing as
branch manager at New Haven ex-
change, back at Jiis desk here.
Kenneth G. . Robinson, United

Artists salesman, upped to sales
manager replacing Irving Mendel-
son, who left to be branch manager
of newly opened Lippert ex-
change here,
Arthur Mayer i n.v i t e d Ray

Neeley, Samuel Plhanski ,and Mar-
gin J, Miillin to serve on committee
to bally Civilian Defense Admin-
istration’s forthcoming tour of ex-
hibits.

KANSAS CITY
Fox Midwest again revised its

first-run day-date setup 'here as
Tower Theatre reopened after a
short Closing: Tower joined the
Uptown, Fairway and Granada in
first-run combo, replacing the Es-
quire.
The Esquire now goes on solo

operation with policy of dual sub-
sequent-runs, films being mostly
those which have played but all
city time or having " special bally
angles.
Wintry weather coming early

combined with the pre-holiday sag
shuttered four * subsequent-runs
here. They are . Southtown, Fiesta,
Strand and Colonial, all southside
houses.

Golden Theatre Service added
two Kansas towns to its -list of
booking clients, the. Meade, Meade,
Kans., and Twilight Theatre,
Greensburg, Kans.

Universal followed a previously
proven

' pattern of ad-exploitation
in playing ‘‘The Cimarron Kid”
here and in surrounding area. It
was advertised with large space in
the K. C. Star, ad including places
and dates for area bookings num-
bering over 150 in Kansas, Mis-
souri, Arkansas, Iowa, Nebraska
and Colorado. Also took ‘ large
space in Weekly K, C. Star for em-
phasis over the territory, Preem
was keyed with personals of five
players from film at four Fox Mid-
west houses. Audie Murphy carried
out schedule of press and radio in-
terviews and speaking dates at
luncheon clubs. Yvette Dugay, Bev-
erly Tyler, John Hudson and James
Best joined him: for theatre appear
ances.

CHICAGO
Plains, Plainfield, 111,, Is 141st

house to shutter in Chicago ex-
change, area. Theatre was operated
by Anderson circuit.

Clark Theatre will run two-week
film festival starting Feb: 10.

Variety Club will hold amuse-
ment activities division meeting to
screen appeals for aid.
A1 Weinberg, Warner Bros. The

atre publicity head, off for two
week California vacation.

Plcadilly, southside nabe, Insti-
tuted student rate of 50c against
normal 74c price, regardless of
age.

Jack Shumow departs from War-

§
ers here after a decade as Chi
ranch manager. George Lefko

DALLAS
John L. Franconi has organized

Capitol. Pictures, prbduction-distri-
bution firm tp distribute through
franchise holders. Franconi organ-
ized Screen Guild several years
ago, selling out to Lippert.
James Lewellen named treasurer

Of recently reopened Tower Thea-
tre. He held same post at the For-
est Theatre.,
W. W. Miller, formerly of Na-

tional Theatre Supply, Oklahoma
City, will become an operator for
J. C. Parker, owner of three houses
at Dalhart, Tex,

C, Mills and D. F. Strickland, Jr.,

purchased the Plaza at Donna from
the Interstate. Theatres.

Bill Wright made manager of
Velasco at Freeport, Texas. He
comes from Houston where he was
manager of Union for the Long
Theatres.
Audie Murphy and other Holly-

wood stars due here to attend
opening of Universal's “Cimarron
Kid” at the Majestic Jan. 10. Mur-
phy and four other players will
appear also in San Antonio, Hous
ton and Fort Worth.

Cecil B. DeMiJle will be here
Jan. 15 and 16 with a print of
Greatest Show on Earth” for spe

cial screening.
Heywood Simmons, former

branch manager here for Para
mount, opened his own booking of-
fice here.

George Dembow, Bales chief, and
Burton Bobbins, homeoffice execu-
tive, will preside.
Manhattan Films will distribute

“A Watch for Joe,” Hal R; Makelin
production starring Edward At-
nold, Alan Mowbray, Robert Jor-

dan and Beverly Campbell.
Monogram's releasing program

for February calls for three pic-

tures/ “Fort Osage,” "Night Raid-
ers” and “WaCo.”W • . _ « M .

DETROIT
(Continued from page 8

)'

70-95)—“Favorite Spy” (Par) and
“Longhorn” (Mono). Good $18,000.
Last week, “Distant Drums” (WB)

. « m • Ml* jw k . * m m vHarold Wirthwein, western sales Pav? nff

’

nSwm wS
manager for Monogram-Allied Ar- a™*- ^ (2d wk),

-
: i. _«• , nico sin.(inn.

manager lor Monogram-Ainea Ar- ^
tists, left on, tour of exchanges, to

| (2,900 . jo.95)_
'Slaughter ' Trail” (RKO) and

set arrangements for Monogram [„
Week.

' 1

-Bayonets' Dull

Seattle; ‘Bride’ Big
Seattle, Jan. 15.

Cool and rainy rather ... instead /TT . v __
of snow is helping firstruns cur- 55**®*?. U,90Qi. 70-

rently. Holdovers *are hurtin

g

0R'“ /Tn

Whip Hand” (RKO), Slow $10>
000. Last week, “Flame of Araby”
(U) and “Street Bandits” (Mono);
good $12,000* ,

Madisdn (UD) 0,900; 70-95)—
Native Son” (Indie) and “Angelo”

(Indie) (2d wk). Oke $11,000. Last

mount;
Estimates for This Week

Coliseum, (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)—‘.‘Japanese War Bride” (20th)

and “Jungle Manhunt” (Mono).
Swell $11,000. Last week, “Ten
Tall Men” (Col) and “Crazy Over
Horses” (Mono) (2d wk), $8,800. .

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen, (2,366;
65-90)—“Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) and “Harlem Globetrotters”
(Col) (2d wk). Fair $5,500. L a s t

week, $9,800.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)—‘'Weekend With Father” (U) and

“You Never Can Tell” (U). (2nd
wk-8 days). Good $7,000. La st
week, sock $11,700.
Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-

90)—“Bright Victory” (U), Mild
$3,000. Last week, “I Want You”
(RKO), (2d Wk), $3,800.

.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65-

90)—“Westward Women” (M-G)
and “Unknown Man” (M-G) (2d
Wk). Trim $9,000. Last week, $12,-
700.

. Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65-
90)—“Distant Drums” (WB) and
“Cage of Gold” (Indie) (3d wk).
Held at $4,000. Last week, good
$8400.
Palomaf (Sterlihg) (1,350; 40-70)

—“Love Nest” (20th) and “Ft. De-
fiance”. (UA) (2d runs). Light $2,-
800. Last Week, “Starlift” (WB)
and “Mob” (Col) (2d nips), $3,200.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;

•65-90)—“Fixed Bayonets” (20th)
and “Girl on Bridge” (20th). Slow
$9,500. Last week, “Favorite Spy”
(Par) and “Slaughter Trail” (RKO)
(2d wk), big $8,800.

nice $12,500.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—“American in Paris” (M-G) (7th
wk). Steady $7,000. Last week,
$8 ,000.

PORTLAND, ORE.
(Continued frftm page 9)

Climbed to $6,000 or better. Last
week, stout $4,500.
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)

—

.
. “Flame of Araby” (U) and “Find-

Mrs. Kathryn Verser, manager ers Keepers” (U) (m.o.) About $1,-
t»i— i- ^

i ooo in three days. Last week.
“Wore Yellow Ribbon” (RKO) and
“Blood on Moon” (RKQ) (reissues).
(5^ days),, $1,800.

Oriental "(Evergreenl (2,000; 65-
90)—“Blue Veil” (RKO) and “First
Romance” (C61), day-date with Or<

of the Plaza in Donna, transferred
to Weslaco where she will manage
the Qem and Ritz for Interstate.
The Star drive-in at Brownsville

sold by Howard Metzger to Dave
Young, Sr., and C. C. Ezell and as-
sociates.
The Town at Spearman, which

has been shuttered for two years,
remodeled by Wright Hall who
plans to reopen house in March.
Tom McKean, Jr., named man-

ager of the Texan and Liberty at
Shamrock, which are operated by
Virby Conley.

MINNEAPOLIS
Good break for film industry

here is a Minneapolis Sunday Trib-
une “match the stars” contest pro-
motion with $3,500 in cash prizes,
Metro htfs Invited bids for “Quo

Vadis.” On competitive bids; its
“American in Paris” was sold away
from the Paramount and RKO-
Theatres circuits to the independ-
ent 400-seat World where it’s in its
ninth week.

Louis Orlove, Metro exploiteer,
in from Milwaukee to pilot Leslie
Caron and her husband George A.
Hormel, 2d, member of the mil-
lionaire meat packers family,
around town. Orlove has just re-
turned north from a visit with his
seriously ill mother in Florida.
Fay Dressell, RKO branch man-

ager, summoned to Los Angeles by
the death of his mother,
Joe Loeffler, Republic branch

manager. In Chicago for sales! con^
ference.

You* Horn.

Tl« Ftmltf /m«U

LOS ANGELES
Gorman Heimuller, manager of

the Egyptian, transferred to^UnRed
Artists Theatre Circuit’s home of-
fice to act as assistant to Harry
Wallace, district manager. A1 Hut-
tig moved from United Artists
Theatre to manage the Egyptian
while Bill Saxton succeeded Huttig
at the UA.

National Screen Service western
district, managed by Bernie Wolf,
will hold a two-day sales meeting
Jan. 2Q-21, with salesman from of-
fices west of Denver attending.

pheum. Trim $6,000. Last week.
“Favorite Spy”, (Per) and “Cavalry
Scout” (Mono), $9,000.
• Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-
90)—“Blue Veil” (RKO) and “First
Romance” (Col)* also Oriental. Big
$9,000. Last, week, “Favorite . Spy*
(Par) and “Cavalry Scout” (Mono!
$13,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400:

1

65-90)—“Fixed Bayonets” (20th)
and “Two Dollar Bettor” (Indie).
Good' $11,000 or near. Last week.
“Distant Drums” (WB) and “Never
Trust Gambler” (Col), $16,000.

United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90)—“Man With Cloak” (M-G).
Sad $4,000 in 5 days. Last week,
“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G).
$6,800.

• w

BALTIMORE
(Continued from page 8)

week, “On Dangerous Ground’
(RKO), $6,600.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
70)—“Strange Door” (U). Started
today (Tues.) after “Weekend With
Father” (U) inched out $6,000.

Little (Rappaport) (298; $1.20
$2.40)—“The River” (UA) (3d wk).
Winding up with $3,000 after solid
second round at $4,200 which
topped pr&em.
Mayfiur (Hicks) (980: 20-70) —

“Man in $addle” (Col). Fairish $6,-
000. Last week, “Wild Blue Yon-
der” (Rep) (2d wk), bice $4,800
after $7,300 opener..
Nerr (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

“Model and Marriage Broker*
(20th). Fairish $7,000. Last Week
“Never, Forget You” <20th), $5,900

Stanley (WB) (3.280; 25-75) —
“See You in My Dreams” (WB).
Despite tram tieup looks to do okay
$12,000, with higher possible.

.

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
-r* “Barefoot Mailman” (RKO).
Might reach $6,500 in tough fight
for trade. Last week, ‘‘Family
Secret” (Col). $5,700.

TOSSESSED’ FAT 13G,

’126

St Loo; ‘Drums’ Hep 126
St. Louis, Jan. 15,

Increase in temperature over
Weekend sent first-run biz up cor-
respondingly at mainstem houses
this session, “Callaway Went
Thataway” looks trim at Loew’s,
“Distant Drums” is Winding Up a
fancy stanza at the Ambassador,
with “Favorite Spy” moving over
from the Missouri for further run.
“Wild Blue Yonder” did nicely at
he Fox where “See You in
Dreams” moves in today.

Estimates for. This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,500; 60-

75)— “Favorite Spy” (Par) (rti.o.).

Opened today (Tues.). Last week,
“Distant Drums” (WB))* and “Capt.
Blood” (WB), solid $12,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“See

You In Dreams” (WB) and “Big
Gusher” (Col); Opened today
(Tues.). Last week, “Wild Blue
Yonder” (Rep) and “FBI Girl”
(Lip), nice $14,000.
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 50-75) —
Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G)
and “Fort Defiance” (UA). Good
$15,000 or

:

near. Last week, “West-
ward Women” (M-G) (2d Wk),
$4,500.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—

,

“Weekend With Father” (WB) and]
“Flight to Mars” (Mono). Opened”
today (Tues.), Last week, “Fayorite
Spy” (Par) and “Barefoot Mail-
man” (Col) (2d wk), fine $10,000.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000;

75-

90) — “Kind Hearts--and Coro-
nets” (UA). Okay $8,000i Last
week, “Lilli Marlene” (Indie),
$7,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 90) —
D e t e c t i v e^ Story” (Rep) and
Magic Face” (Col) (2d wk). Off to

$3,500. after big $7,500 v opener.

Mpls. Skids But ‘Flame*

Hot $7,000; ‘Victory’ 5G
Minneapolis, Jan. 15.

Weather continues brutal here
and so does biz. ' Major newcom-
ers are in a minority sgad only a
few are doing well. “Flame of
Araby’’ shapes nice while' “Bright
Victory” is rated good. Holdovers
still are making their presence
felt.

Estimates for This Week
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—

“Bright Victory” (U). Highly
praised picture given fine exploi-
tation and ad campaigns. Good
$5,000.-' Last week, “Westward
Women” (M-G) (2d wk), okay
$4,800.
Lyceum (Nederlander) (1,859;

76-

90) — “Pandora, Flying Dutch-
man”JM-G) (2d wk). Light $2,500.
Last \v£ek, $4,000.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) (2d Wk).
Packing plenty of boxoffice power.
Good $4,000 In 9 days^ Last week
smash $7,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—

“Callaway Went Thataway?’ (M-G)
Dull $8,000. Last week* “Favorite
Spy” (Par) (2d wk), Okay $3,000
in 4 days.
RKOrOrpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—“Weekend With Father” (U).
Modest $7,000. Last week, “Magic
Carpet” (Col) and “Lady and
Bandit” (Col). $3,500 in 4 days.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

“Harlem Globetrotters” (Col) and
“Smugglers’ Gold” (Col). Good
$5,500. Last week, “Destry Rides
Again” (Indie) and “Daltons
Rode” (Indie) (reissues); anemic
$2,000 in 3 days.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) —
“Flame of Araby” (U). Nice $7,
000. Last Week, “Distant Drums
(WB) (2d wk), big $8,000 in 9 days.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$i) —

“American in Paris” (M-G) ,(9th

Wk). Big $4,500. Last week, $6,000

S$m J^aiicisco, Jan. 15
.Record raiu^and high winds
sloughed weekend grosses and will
cut .down total -biz* this roubd
Patti Page heading four-day run
of vaude with “Secret Flight” is
only fair at the Paramount. “De-
cision Before Dawifc” is giving the
Fox a -fairly stout- week. James
Mason came in for personals to
boost “Lady possessed” to a sock
stanza at St.- Francis while Doug-
las Fairbanks, - Jr./ helped start
“Another, . Man’a.: > Poison” to big
round at Unlted Artists.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; '60-

85)—“Aladdin” ‘ (Mono) “Double
Confession” (Mono). Weak $10,-
000 or Close. Last week, “Danger-
ous Ground” (RKQ) and “Young
Sciarface” (Indie), $13,500.

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)—“De-
cision Before Dawn” (20th) and
“Calling Bulldog Drummond”
(MrG). stout $20,000. Last week,
“Distant Drums” (WB) and “Ban-
nerline” (M-G) (2d wk), okay

,800.

Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 60-
85)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (8th wk).
Holding near $18,000. Last week,
sock $18,000.

' Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—
Secret Flight” (Indie) and 4 days

with Patti Page heading vaude
plus. Tennessee Ernie and Jay
Lawrence. Fair $18,000. Last
week, “Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d
wk)^ $16,000 in 10 days.

St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 60-85)—
Lady : Possessed” (Rep), World

preem getting sock $13,000 or near.
Last week, “Starlift” (WB) (2d
wk), $8,500.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-

85)—“Weekend With Father” (U)
and “Street Bandits” (Rep). Oke
$11,000. Last week, “10 Tall Men”
(Col) and “Forbidden Land” (Col)
(2d wk), $12,500.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

55-85)—“Another Man’s Poison”
(UA). Big $12,000. Last week,
‘Flame of. Araby” (U) (2d Wk),
$5,500.

IStagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l) —
“Browning; Version” (U).

.
Nice

$4,000. Last week, “Streetcar”
(WB) (2d wk),' $3,000.

MONTREAL
(Continued, from page 8)

Last week, “Pavorlte , Spy” (Par)
(2d wk) okay $13i000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60)—
“Outlaw” * (RKOL Great $24,000.
Last week,., “Annci of Indies” (20th),

$17,000.
> Princess (C.T.) (2,131; 34-60)—
“The Racket” (RKO) (2d wk).
Okay $11,000 following great first

at $f8,000.
loew’s (C.T.I (2,855; 40-65)—

“American inv
’ Paris”- (M-G) (4th

wk).' Fair $15,000 after socko third
with $22,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
“Submarine Command” (Par) and
“Voyage Royal” (Indie). Mild
$6,000. Last week, “Flame of
Araby” (U) and “Hayfoot” iU) (2d
wk), $7,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—

“Lost Continent” (Lip) and “Mas-
ter Detective” (indie). Fine $8,000.
Last week; “Man With My Face”
(UA) and “Three Steps North”
(UA), same.
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Fairbanks’ Distrib
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

.
Jerry Fairbanks Productions cre-

ating new national distribution di-
vision to handle his and other com-
panies* products for TV, move fol-
lowing relinquishing by Official
Films of distrib rights to Fairbanks
vidpix.

Fairbanks immediately throwing
on market all-his telepix plus huge
batch of properties he recently
bought from NBC for $200,000,

Dave Schooler to PRI

Chicago, Jan. 15*.’ 4
In an open letter to indie pro-

ducer Edward Small, Allied The-

atres of Illinois prexy Jack Kirsch

blasted the growing number of

indie filmites who are turning their

feature oldies over to television.

He declared the nation’s exhibitors

will not "take this kind of treat-

ment lying down,” adding that the

"indignation welling up in every

Individual exhibitor" will make
unnecessary any threat of organ-

ized boycott against such pro-

ducers.

Addressing the letter personally

to Small, who recently established

Peerless TV to handle sales of his

old features to TV, Kirsch de-

clared:

"I sincerely believe, that you are

doing the exhibitors of the country

a grave injustice by attempting to

carry water on both shoulders—-to
sell to both theatres and TV; If

you think that TV offers you a bet-

ter source of revenue, you should
concentrate on that field. We will

miss you but not so much as we
would have a short while ago when
we regarded you as a loyal friend.

If you are going to continue to sell

to TV, you should, in all fairness,

leave the production of pictures

for theatre consumption to those

producers who still believe that

their future rests with the motion
picture industry,”

Kirsch said his letter was
prompted by announcement of

Small’s most recent feature, "In-

dian Uprising," which brought* to

his mind announcement of the sale

of the first package of 26 Peerless,

films to a Chicago TV station.

"Have you any idea as to the extent,

of the harm you have inflicted on
theatres in the Chicago area by
making these 26 pictures available

for telecasting," he asked, "many
of which, I am sorry to admit, were
outstanding pictures of their time?

Plenty!

that
A

p
d
erh?pnhose

r

theatres ‘ whll WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.

it IS released, will have to compete.
shuman intarost medical telepix cries*

with the showing over TV of a pic-
--- --

ture .made by the same producer?

Does that make sense? Certainly

not, ' because you know as well as I

do that people, are not going to

pay to see motion picture entertain-

ment that they can get free in

theif homes."
Sittall’s Reply

If exhibs would pay more atten-

tion to selling new pix instead of

worrying about teevee, they’d do
better, producer Edward Small
opined after hearing of the Kirsch
blast. He says he’s unable to under-

stand why he was singled out for

the attack and poihted out that a

large number of companies have
already sold pictures to Video, and
many majors have also applied for

licenses.

interest in Vidfilm Outfit,

New Syndicate to Bankroll
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Telepix producer Edward Lewis
is finalizing a deal to purchase
Ralph Brariton’s financial interest

tinder the Lewis banner, which
Branton is angeling. Sum Involved

Is over $200,000.
Syndicate to bankroll future

Lewis vidpix has been organized

by the law firm of Brand, Rosen-
thal, Norton and Miller. Branton,
prexy of Interstate Television,

Monogram TV subsidiary, says he’s

selling out his interest to devote
his time to Interstate production
•ked.
Lewis is near dosing a deal for

i top star to intro and femcee the
former Joan Bennett series. Tele-
pix canned include topliners Dan
Duryea, Teresa Wright, Boris Kar-
loff, Ann Harding, Preston Foster,

Jane Wyatt, Eddie Albert and Rich-
ard Haydn, Lewis resumes shoot-
ing Jan. 20,

RKO’a Cincy TV
The Albee Theatre, Cincinnati,

Is getting ap RCA big-screen TV
Installation. Work already has
been started.

It's the fourth RKO house to

receive the system. The others
are the Fordham. N; Y.; Keith's,

Washington, and the Palace, Cleve-
laiuL

Dave Schooler has joined Pro-

ducers Representatives, Inc., N. Y.,

to handle TV sales of the series

of ’religioso pix made by Cathedral

Filyps. ' PRI, headed by Irving Les-

ser and Seymour Poe, recently

acquired the Cathedral library* for

tele.

Schooler during the war was pro-

ducer and chief booker for USO-
Camp Shows, Inc. He was later
on the talent staff-’of Warner Bros,
and more recently has been produc-
ing TV packages on his own and
for DuMont*

Cathedral films were made
primarily for church and school,

use in 35m and 16m. . PRI has 40
subjects, - most «f them ranging
from 20- to 60 minutes. There are
also a few brlefies of single hymns
and prayers.

Time Pact Pic Release

With Churchill Visit
British Information Services has

made available for bookings "Keep-

ing the Peace/’ documentary film

on the North Atlantic Pact.

Release in U. S. was timed to
coincide, with the visit of Prime
Minister Winston Churchill.

Hollywood; Jan. 15.

Ben Hecht has inked a deal with
Snader Pictures for a series of 13
half-hour telepix and options for
26 more, which John Fulton will

produce. Pact covers five years on
an optional basis, with Hecht to
serve as associate producer-writer-
director.

Most of the series will be based
on his stories. Snader Pictures
prexy Alexander Bismo is associ-

ated with Snader and Reub Kauf-
man, head of Snader Sales, in the
venture Which' has earmarked a
budget of $28,000 for each telepix.

Hecht hnd Snader will share owner-
ship of the negatives and split

profits 50-50.

Series, tagged "One ^Thousand
and One Nights," starts June 1.

Sales plan is being set for the fall.

Snader Expansion
In an expansion of its scales or-

ganization to handle sale of itsj

television film packages on the
local level, Snader Telescriptlons
this week named George Fisher to
head its midwest sales, with Alfred
LeVine also joining the Chicago
office and Robert F. Blair heading
the' Cleveland branch.

Fisher is a vet radlqite, who
broke in at WlBO, Boston. LeVine
was formerly with the Rex agency,
Detroit, while Blair was with the
Fuller, Smith & Ross agency in
Cleveland.

CM Norton East For

‘State Trooper’ Vidpix
Charles Henderson flies to the

Coast this week to wrap up final

negotiations for filming of his vidt
pic series, "State Trooper." Showi
being scripted by Wayne Shoe-
maker, is based on police files,

*

Wife Mitzi, Mayfair remains east
for some tele guesters.

Copiedian Cliff Norton, formerly

of NBC-TVs ‘‘fiarroway at Large"

cast, is slated to arrive in New
York firom Chicago this week for
filming of his new five-minute tele-

vision film Series, which is being
produced by Benton

:
k Bowles,

Plans call for Norton, bn a souped-
up production schedule, to rehearse
for the shows on a Thursday and
shoot five of them completely on
Friday. ^

Series is now being, spotted by
B&B via local sales in TV markets
throughout the country, with 13

having accepted them to date. In
N. Y„ the piX are aired from 11:10
to 11:15 p.m.* cross-the-board on
WNBT, the NBC web’s flagship,

where they are bankrolled by the
Nucoa branch of Best Foods.

Deal fbr David Q. Selznick to
release 12-15 of his pix to tele*
vision for an estimated $2,000 ooo
is reported still far from the jelling
stage. Reason is that Selznick won?
turn over the pipduct until he gets
commitments for the bulk of the
country’s 63 tele markets.
Thomas F. O’Neil, of the General

Tire & Rubber radio and tele in-
terests (Yankee & Don Lee Net-
works, plus the upcoming merger
with WOH. N. Y„ which is still be-
forfe the FCC), had lined up a na-
tional sponsor who Is willing to
back the Selznick pix in 26 mar-
kets. Stations taking this biz would
have to buy residual rights for the
second and third runs of the pix.

It’s reported that in some
stances the stations are reluctant
to commit themselves for the sec-
ond and third years, although they
would have made a profit on time
sale for the first year. In the other
37 markets, stations would have
had to sign for three years, without
a definite sponsorship commitment.
Some feel the product was strong
enough to warrant the investment,
while others are hesitant.

O’Neil,- it’s understood, may now
exit the deal, feeling that it won't
go through on the present basis.
Option on the Selznick product is
held by Bruce Eells St Associates,
headed by Eells, former Coast exeg
for Young St Rubicam.
Plan has been to televise the pix

in two half-hours a week,.'with the
features continued lor two to five

broadcasts* depending their
length.

AS of JAN.n, 1952

Produtcr: John Gucdel
Film producer: I. Lindenbaum
Directors: Bob. Dwan, Bei'nie Smith

rolls Jan. 20.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald
Writer: -Sam lloecn, John Marks

"AMOS
CBS-TV

'N* ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,
Culver City series of character comedy
telepix resumes shooting week of Jan. 16.

Sponsored by Blatz Beer,

.

Cast: Tim Moore, Spericer Williams, Al-
vin Childress. Ernestine Wade, Johnny
Lee, Jester Halrstoh.

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden,
.
Charles

Correll.
'

Director: James Barton
Producer: James Fonda .

Assistant director: B. F. M.acEveety

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 SunSet Blvd., ^Hollywood

(Shooting Interiors at Eagle Lion Studios).
• "HANOI RIDER" second half of series

of 32' half-hour telepix now shooting.
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in Axed lea<&
Producer: Louis Gray .

Director: Wallace Fox

Western adventure telepix shooting "Bad-
men of Marysvllle" Jen. 15. Bill Williams,
Don Diamond set leads.

Half-hour drama telepix series for
Onion Watch Co. resuma shooting Jan-
uary ’l*.- . :

'

Producer: Fred Jackman
Director: Norman 'Lloyd, Richard Irving,
Axel Gruenberg

Producer; Leon Jromkea

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS,
600 Taft Dldg., Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
Art Llnldetter In series of 16 vidpix,: half-
hour audience participation show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for
-26> weeks.
Green Giant sponsors. ^
Producer: John GUedel
Director:' Irvin Atkins

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure telepix

featuring Clyde Beatty, Shoot to March
20 .

Producer: Walter White;
Director: George Blair

»McCONKEY TELE-ARTISTS
CORP.

Swanstrom Studios: Hollywood
Ten telepix begin shooting Jan. 9, dif-

ferent artists to be featured each .week.
Producer: Mack- McConkey
Director: Hubbard Hunt

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
Culver City, Hollywood

"CHILDREN'S HOUR" one hour teleplc

S
one . in four parte: "Stray Lamb/’ "Hal
oach Rascal*/* "Criimmy the Clown."

''The Little People." Maureen O’Sullivan
femcees each portion.
Producer: Sidney F. Van Keuren
Production supervisor: Jack Reynolds
Director: James Timing, Louis McManus

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
v. Goldwyri Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERSin four oater telepix rolled

i
an. 7. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
logers. Dale Evana topline; Pat Brady

in support. General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob. Walker

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe, Culver-City

"REBOUND" series of half-hour adult
drama series resumed shooting Janu-
ary .14;

Executive producer: Basil Gri
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

MARK 7 PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"DRAGNET" Series of half-hour adven-

ture telepix now shooting with Jack Webb
set lead. General parts to fill;

Producer: Homer Canfield
Director; Jack . Webb
Assistant director: Marty Moss

SCREEN TELEYIDEO PRODS.
Eagiel Lion Studios, Hollywood

• "THE- ADVENTURE" rolls Jan. 14 In
'Ueetric Theatre" series of half-hour tel-
epix. "Tiger Balt" skedded for Jan. 17.
Producer: Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

^
"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy se-

ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball, Desl Arnes; set leads
with William Frawley, Vlylan Vance In

- support: No parts to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenheimcr
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenlieimeg Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"THE HOT STOVE* LEAGUE" Leu

Durocher and Laralne Day star in a
Series of 104 quarter-hour interviews of
baseball greats. Different guest stars each
week. Shooting to resume Jan. 13 until
Spring training; when show goes on road
until end . of baseball season, returning
here to wind series.
Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series of half-hour

J
dventure telepix will resume shooting
anuary 14. General parts to fill.

Producer: :Hal Roach, Jr.: Carroll Case
Director: Jim Tinling

DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
.

CORP.
'Republic Studios. North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half-

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week,' 32
to be shot- to June.
Producer: Harold E:
Director: Bill Karr

ODYSSEY PICTURES
666 N, Robertson Blvd.. Hollywood

* "TERRY. AND THE PIRATES" 26 half-
hour adventure telepix slated for Jan. 13
start.
Producers: Douglas Fair Sol
.Lesser

Associate producer: Barney Sarecky
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood

Casting: Phil Bloom
- "PJCK TRACY-. IN "THE MUMMY

P,CK t*ACY MEETS THE
footing this week as part of

S
39 half-hour mystery drama telepix..
ast: Ralph Byrd, Joe Devlin set leads,
irector: Thomas Carr

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd.; Hollywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
drama series resumes shooting Jan. 13.
"FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE" series of

half-hour adventure telepix scheduled) for
Feb. 1 start.
Associate producer: Riley Jackson
Directors: Deiivln Abbe, Arnold Wester

FAMILY FILMS
(Shooting at Iverson Ranch)

. Begin shooting 13 13 '/a -minute Bible sto-
ries. January 13.

1

Producer: Nelson Leigh, Eddie Dew
Director: Eddie DeW

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
8431 MelroSe, Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX atarredin 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to
brmade once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC, DeSoto-PIymouth sponsoring.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach. Studios: Culver City-

Casting: Ruth Burch
"On The Trail" skedded for Jan. 14

start in "TROUBLE WITH FATHER" to-
/Ties.
Cast: Stu Erwin, June Gollyer. Ann Todd,

Sheila James. Willie Best, Ralph Brooke#
Charles Collins,: Pet*r Mamakos.

Produced Roland Reed
Director Howard Bretherton
Assistant director: Harry Mancke
"MYSTERY THEATRE" half-hour ad-

venture senes resumes shooting Jan. Is
with "Appointment With Death." "Idol of
Death" rolls Jan. 30. Tom Conway, Jim
Burke set leads.
"ROCKY JONES, SPACE RANGER"

halfrhour adventure . series with Dick
Crane. Crystal Reeves in set leads rolls
Ffiv* 4Uli

WDBC FILMS
KTTV

. Studios: Hollywood
. Casting: MUton Bowron
Resume shooting 15-minuta dramas Jan.
17th, first two entitled "Five Minutes Be-

{
ore Eternity^* and"Cindy Is Dead/’

Powers, Angela Stevcm,
Phyllis Coates set leads.

Producer-director-writer: Edward D.
Wood, ..Jr.*

Associate producer: Milton BoWron, Joe
Garter

'

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagm Lion Studios: Hollywood

,
"FIRESIDE THEATRE" aeries of half-

hour drama, telepix resume shooting
Jam. 21, casting began Jan. 3.
Producer-dhector: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer:. Sidney Smith

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Ragle Lion Studios: Hollywood

Casting: Bob Walker
"KIT CARSON" series «f half-hour

ZIV TV
8233 Clinton St., Hollywood

,
Right in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-

hour telepix shoot in . January. General
catting for all pictures..
Director: Paul Laffdref* Rddie Davis, Ro-
bey Martin

B. P.vScliulberg will resumo thc
production of Vidpix in the fast
in about a month, Bjudd Schulberg,
novelist-son of the producer, dis-

closed Friday (11). Reached at hif
Bucks Country, Pm., home, th#
author of “What Makes Sammy
Run” and, “The Disenchanted"
said that his father hag been ail-

ing and When he fully recuperate!
will once again begin work oh i
tele series.

Telepix serieg Is based on short
yar

v
ns by Biidd Schulberg, of

which” one was completed about a
year ago. Finished pic,

;

4’The Gnat,"
was sold to Bing Crosby Enter-
prises, which is arranging for telE
distribution. Young Schulberg said
that he had completed four morE
screenplays and that there were
about 20 piore short stories suit-

able for tele adaptation. He said
he was seeking writers to tackle
the job of converting the yarn*
for vidpixing, since he wanted to
devote his full time to m novel on
which he is currently working.
Author said he had no knowledge
of whether or not his father would
reenter theatrical film production,
but disclosed that the elder Schul-
berg would be available next
month to reveal his future plans.

Gargan to Coast For

‘Barrie’ Vidpix Version
William Gargan, who stars on

NBC’s '"Barrie Craig,” has. gone to
the .Coast to plan filming a series

of pix based on the radio show.
Gargan expects to shoot the who-
dunits as 30-mlnute features for

distribution to theatres. How'ever,
script would be tailored to allow
for deletion of three ‘minutes’
worth of footage, permitting later

insertion of commercials when the
pic is used on tele.

Gargan taped several broadcasts
of "Craig" in advance enabling
him to spend a month on the Coast.

Weill Sells Interest

In Masterpiece Prod.
Jules B. Weill, head of Specialty

Television Films, Inc^ last week
sold his ^ interest in Masterpiece
Productions to Essential T. V.

Films for what, is described as a

"substantial sum." Masterpiece has

a sizable library of film, oldies.

Specialty is a production-distribu-
tion organization for packaged TV
film shows. On its release slate

are 26 half-hour Buster Crabby
westerns; "The Big Game Hunt,
a series of Martin and Osa John-

son jungle adventures, plus 63 fea-

tures and 35 full-length Paters*



or Didn’t He?
Tex McCrary says he didn’t meian. to infer on his “Tex and Jinx”

radio show Monday (14) that the NBC-TV brass had swiped an
original idea of his for the net’s new “Today” show, which preemed
that day. Bather, McCrary said, he had meant to compliment the
web on its Initiative in finally giving news coverage its rightful
place on TV. According to McCrary, news is the “only solid
foundation that can keep TV from becoming a vidiot’s delight.”

McCrary’s remarks, made with his wife, Jinx Falkenburg, on
their Mr. and Mrs. Show, occasioned considerable comment in the
trade, especially since their show is aired on WNBC, N.Y., flagship
of the NBC radio web. Listeners were convinced that he had
literally accused NBC-TV exec veepee, Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver.
Jr., of stealing his idea. On his program, McCrary said:

“Just four years ago, we really tried hard to sell NBC on the
Same kind of show that Anally made the grade with Dave Garro-
way this morning--* show called ‘Today’.” After outlining the idea
he had at that time for a similar program, to be titled “Daily World
Mirror,” McCrary said Frank E. Mullen, then NBC video chief, had
turned down the idea as being “too. expensive.” He said he then
pitched the idea to agencies and advertisers.
At Young & Rubicani, he said, prexy Sig Larmon told his staff

to “take a good look at this idea.” But, McCrary added, “the guy
over at Y&R who really helped us most to get a thorough hearing
was a young vice president who had just been put in charge of
television. I spent a couple of hours one day outlining our ideas to
him and he asked every account executive at Y&R ,to come to a
big meeting for a look at our 'television newspaper'.” But Mc-
Crary said, again the idea was found to be too expensive.
He then traced the various attempts to utilize his idea on TV,'

first in the abortive Philip Morris-sponsored series on CBS and
then the Swift-sponsored series on NBC. “All of this account of -

our flops,” McCrary told his radio listeners Monday, “explains the
reason we’d like to tip our hats this morning to the super-salesman
who listened to our ideas so courteously four years ago at Y&R and
gave us a hearing and as much help a9 he could. His name is Pat
Weaver and he’s the head of NBC-TV now—and somehow he sold
NBC in 1952 on taking the gamble on a basic idea which NBC
turned down in 1948.”

Indicating that sponsors are*1

finally turning their sights back tol

radio, both CBS and NBC this
week inked straight* non-gimmicked
deals with major advertisers- for
weekly shows. On jCBS, General
Foods bought the web’s “Mr.
Chameleon” for slotting in the
Thursday night at 9 period, start-

ing Jan. 24, while American Bak-
ers pajpted with NBC for the Sun-,
day 5 to 5:30 p.m. slot for “Holly-
wood Star Playhouse.”
CBS is. also near the inking stage

for American Safety Razor to buy
the Red Skelton show on the web’s
special one-shot availability deal
for a 12-week spread, as part of a
special promotion push this spring.
In addition, CBS sold its “Garden
Gate” show, aired Saturday
mornings . from 9:45 to 10, to the
Ferry-Morse Seed Co. of Detroit
on a 14-week cycle starting Feb.
16. .For CBS, the GF purchase
marked the - second such straight
deal in as many weeks, following
Admiral’s decision last week to
buy the 5:30 to 5:55 Sunday after-
noon slot for a worldwide news
roundup, featuring Bob Trout as
chief newscaster.
Top AM sales execs attributed

the bankrollers’ renewed interest

(Continued on page 36)

NBC has found that its high-
pressure publicizing of its am-
bitious early morning “Today” TV
series is paying off—in ‘reverse.
Network press department over the
past several weeks is credited with
doing a* particularly effective job
in exploiting the manner in which
the Dave Garroway-emceed show
will project itself as a newspaper-:
magazine of the air, , bringing to
the early morning viewer a visual
presentation of practically every-
thing—and more—that He’d get; in
his favorite morning newspaper.
• ft now appears that NBC did its
job too well-nfor the newspapers
are looking askance at the show
and are inclined to treat it as a
competitive encroachment on their
own domain of news communica-
tion. Apparently the word’s gone
out from the high command of the
dailies to lay off publicizing the
shows ahd some dailies are even*
giving it the brusheroo in the pro-
gram listings..

Dead Air
Chicago, Jan. 15.

^Gabber A1 Parker is work-
ing the graveyard shift on
WJJD, only this time It’s mid-
morning rather than midnight.

He’s spieling the station’s new
“Obituary Column of the Air,”

which goes six days weekly at

10 a. mv

The show includes the read-

ing of death notices. It’s bank-
rolled by a local undertaker;

On the heels of the critical ku-
doeS and agency reaction to Mom
day’s (14) initial installment of
NBC-TV’s two-hour, early-morning
“Today” show, the network’s tele-

vision administrators began setting
their sights on a late-night com-
panion show. Latter would be
tabbed “Tonight” and, when and if

the plans are crystallized, will go
into the midnight to 2 a.m. period,
virtually giving NBC-TV a round-
the-clock, 24-hour, operation.

(Although the network h$d to re-

turn 11 to midnight back to the
stations because of the clamor of
local clients seeking late night pe-
riods, NBC, on the basis of studies,
is convinced the affiliates will hop
abroad the midnight to 2 a.m.
showcase, just as they did with
the 1 to 9 a m. display. On the
basis of preliminary discussion, the
late show would follow approxi-
mately the same pattern as the
early morning newspaper-feature
page attraction.)

With only two clients Sold for
once-a-week, five-minute participa-

tions as of the time “Today”
preemed, within 24 hours the net-

work reported a veritable on-
rush of agencies and prospective
sponsors making inquiries. #Kip-
linger’s magazine, ’ “Changing
Times,” began its sponsor partici-

pation on Monday* Kenwill Corp.,
makers of “Magikoter Paintroller,”

starts sponsorship in February,
Deals are imminent With Lucky
Strike and American Chicle Co.

“Give us 10 more days and we’ll

be sold out,’’ said one top NBC
video exec.

’Today’s’ Local Bonanza
. Chicago, Jan. 15.'

Now that NBC-TV’s “Today,”
hosted by Dave Garroway, is off

and running, it shapes up as a po-
tential. bonanza for the local out-
lets carrying it. To secure the best
possible

,
lineup of stations, the web

obviously has patterned the ambi-
tious two-hour morning spread so
it can be used by the local plants
as a lure for hometown revenue.
For instance, WNBQ, the Chi

(Continued on page 36)

jBut Let’s Keep It in the .

In a throwback to an earlier era
in broadcasting when his ex-boss,
the late George Washington Hill,

who masterminded the Lucky
Strike programming, published in
booklet form his own treatise on
the GWH concepts of radio, Syl-
vestor L. (Pat) Weaver, Jr., NBC’s
veepee in charge of television, has
issued to his production staffers

an exhaustive, searching memoran-
dum called “Opportunity.” Weav-
er’s * analytical lookirig-into-the-

future-of-TV broadside went out
to the program department, execu-
tives, producers and directors in

TV as “interdepartment corre-

spondence.”

A couple weeks back Variety
made a stab at unearthing a copy.
Weaver said he’d rather not give

it out. Subsequently the word ap-
parently went out to “Keep it in

the family, .boys,” for several ef-

forts to latch oh to one of the
mimieoed copies’ sent to directors

and producers failed.

Following is the text of Weaver’s
“Opportunities”:

This, continues my discursive

^memorandum on the dramatic
form for television, and the limita-

tions of our Work' therein. Per-
haps I-.am not articulate enough to

spell it out for the higher primates
in our employ, but my themes are
simple.

First, television is primarily a

communications medium, taking
the viewer out of his home to
arenas, theatres, movie houses,
Broadway extravaganzas, etc. It

is also an art form on its own, and
television originals will gradually
develop to gaiit major audiences.

So far, no television original has
been a smash, if you take the top
five or 10 to be a smash. Berle
works from a vaudeville house,
and you have a front seat, ahd
closeups too. Godfrey works a
radio show with the camera on.

Liebman presents a Broadway
show. Skelton does almost a per-
sonal appearance. Durante appears
in an extravaganza, Philco is a
legit house.

,
Montgomery does a

movie. Ahd so on.
Second, dialog in a set is a very

limited form of entertainment or
theatre, yet it comprises most of

our shows, and virtually dll of our
drama. This is wrong, because it

fails tb try new avenues open to
all writers and producers.

Medium of Reality
Third, television Is a medium of

reality, which is why great special
events and sports are so compell-
ing, why Point 1 is so important in

program planning, whereas in the
theatre and m0re‘ importantly in

the movies, most thinking is done
in the fictional, make-believe,
amusement field. It is also why
television will be used to upgrade
humanity across ..a abroad base,
Whereas movies - W' have largely
diverted a\selective mob,' and the
theatre has been potent only to a
small group. When you use tele-

vision remembering that it is a

medium of realty, it enables you to

be true to the form you are work-
ing on. This can be, and largely
is, the communications use of the
medium in taking you to places
where shows are being put on, or
as in our “Today” show, taking
you to the communications centre

Now It Can Be Told
It took a trip to Mexico to

find a title for the two-hour
early morning NBC-TV “To-
day” series, which preemed
Monday (14).

It Was while visiting in

Mexico City some weeks back,

and looking over Emilio Az-
carraga’s TV operation there,

that Sylvester L. (Pat) Wea-
ver, Jr., NBC’s video chief-

tain, came across,the word Hoy
(meaning “Today”) on prac-

tically every street corner, in

front of film houses, etc.

That, Weaver decided, is it.

+ Henry R. Luce’s Time and Life
mags may wind up with an ABC-
TV sponsorship deal on the politi-
cal conventions and election 'cover-
age, similar to the pacts negotiated
between CBS and Westinghouse
and NBC* and Philco. It’s under-
stood talks have been progressing
over the past couple of weeks, con-
tingent on just what kind of
network ABC will be able to de-
liver.

With NBC now practically as-
sured 50 Video outlets and CBS
settling for 30 on behalf of its

Westinghouse client, the big poser
for ABC lies in grabbing off suf-
ficient outlets, over and above its

five owned-nnd-operated setups, to
make a Time-Life deal attractive;
Meanwhile, it’s reported there has r

been pressure from some ABC out-
lets to set up a co-op sponsorship
deal.

Deal to Showcase

In a further bid to glamorize its

TV programming rosters, NBC is

Reported dickering with Rudolf
Bing, general manager of the

Metropolitan Opera, for a deal

whereby son\e of the Met’s tdp
stars would be available for a
series of guest shots on the net-
work’s top musical extravaganzas.

Deal would be completely Inde-
pendent of the overtures initiated
last year by Bing via the William
Morris agency to showcase a series
of Met TV packages, but which
fell through some months back.

Currently Marguerite Piazza, a
Met singer, is Integrated into the
NBC-TV Saturday night “Show of
Shows,” but on a regular feature
basis. NBC’s plat) is to rotate dif-

ferent opera stats oh various major
shows as inserts in perhaps 10 or
15rmlnute scenes highlighting their
favorite arias.

of the planet. But it also should
be applied by the many over-pro-
duced and over-experted shoWs
which are neither fish nor flesh, to
go no. further with the proverb,
and which have .mixed up radio,
theatre, television original, and
movies into a mishmash.

Fourth, to the student of enter-
tainment through the aeons, the
limitation of drama generally to de-
velopments of story- is most un-
necessary. The . ancient theatre
was basically without suspense, in

that the audience knew the plot,

and came to watch performance, or
what the author had to say in

terms of message, and in terms of
technique. Moving the accent
from writer to a performer, mod-
ern theatre replays the same basic

material giving individuals a per-
formance opportunity, in opera
or in far eastern drama and dance,
and as in our own Shakespearean
and Shaw revivals.

‘Job Runs You’
Let me repeat that I; know a

great many of you
;
are Working

very, hard, and that one of the dif-

ficulties in running a dynamic
operation without sufficient men,
money, or material is that the job
runs you. Consequently you labor
in the vineyards without a thought
about getting your shoes off. to

press the graphs. But some chaps
will kill themselves on the work
and still think and plan and try and
create. To those, I address these
several thousand symbols.

I may'be unfair to our creative

group, but I do not sense in the

work the restlessness with our

(Continued on page 38)

What DuMont intends to do ap-
pears a moot point. NBC has of-
fered to iced the network its

Phileo-spoh.sored coverage of the
conventions ahd election (sans
commercials), which Would enable
NBC-Plillco to move in on the
DuMont WDTV in Pittsburgh,
home base of the Westinghouse
Corp.

Meanwhile, CBS-Westinghouse
appears to be facing up to the re-

'

alization that NBC and Philco
grabbed off practically all the
cream single station market avail-
abilities, as detailed in last week’s
Variety* necessitating bids for
auxiliary deals with stations for
sale of Westinghouse spots and*
other methods of video penetra-
tion.

Pointing up again the continued
adamance of the major film com-
panies’ stand against television,
Warners this week refused to

:

per-
mit clips from its “Streetcar
Named Desire” to be used on Ed
Sullivan’s “Toast of the Town”
Sunday night (20), despite the fact
that it’s to receive the N,. Y. Film
Critics’ award on the program as
the best feature of 1951. Producer
Charles K. Feldman and director
Ella Kazan, however, are to appear
on the show to receive their cita-

tions.

Awards are to be handed out by
N. Y. Times’ film critic Bosley
Crowther, representing the crix
group. This marks the first time
that the awards are to be presented
on a video show; in former years
they were handed out at the Rain-
bow Room in Radio City, N. Y,
While WB nixed the showing of
“Streetcar” clips, Sullivan will be
able to present scenes from Uni-
versal’s “Bright Victory,” featuring
“best actor” Arthur Kennedy,
who’s slated to appear on the pro-
gram in person, and from the Ital-

ian-made “Mii'acle in Milan,” se-

lected by the crix as the best for-

eign film of the year.

CBS-TV will gain a small, tem-
porary respite from the cost of sus-
taining its expensive Frank Sina-
tra show when Elgin-Americaa
comes in for a one-shot, quarter-
hour segment Feb. 12. Jewelry
outfit is buying the time as part of

a special pre-Valentine’s Day pro-
motion push.
Web’s sales execs declared . this

week that there are no prospects
in sight for a long-term deal on
Sinatra j. which buck’s NBC-TV’S
Milton Berle show Tuesday nights
at 8. They said, however, that

they’re presently working on •
number of prospects interested in

buying into the show on a one-shot
basis similar to E-A, Show has
been sustaining since the end of
the year, following Ekco Products’

decision to give up the 8 to 8:15

segment
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NCAA’s "52 Reprise oa

Cincinnati, Jan. 15. 4"

While it’s expected that the.

National Collegiate Athletic Assn;
will duplicate for the 1952 season
the same limited television plan it

had in effect last year for college

football games, decision on which
network or sponsor will have the

games is still undetermined. Ac-
cording to delegates attending the
NCAA annual conclave here last

week, neither NBC, which carried

all games during 1951, nor West-
inghouse, which bankrolled them,
has any carryover rights; As *

a.]

result; it will be iip to the new
NCAA •video committee, to be

|

named in
.
March, to make a deal

with the web or bankrpller for next
season’sr schedule.

All networks, consequently, are
expected to be pitching for next
season’s games, since the '51 sched-

ule meant almost $1,000,000 to

NBC in gross billings. While it’s

thought that the questioned legal-

ity of the limited TV plan might
have scared off one or two of the
nets 'last year, the fact that the
NCAA has voted the same system
into effect for ’52 indicates the
legality is no longer a question.

In- addition, CBS bowed out of the
running last year in order to con-

centrate, on its color TV pickups of
college football. That web will

have no color by next football sea-
son so is also expected to put in a
pid for the games.

SCe CBS in Favored Spot

If Westinghouse buys ~the ’52

schedule, in fact, CBS may be in a
more favorable position to snare
the business because of its present
lose association with the ap-

pliance' manufacturer. Besides
having sponsored “Studio One” for
several years via CBS-TV, West-
ing house will also bankroll the
political conventions next siimmer
on the same web, along with the
Presidential election returns and a
13-week series in between. Ketch-
urn, McLeod & Grove, the agency
which repped Westinghouse on the
football', deal last year,, also set the
deal with CBS for the political

events. !

In setting plans for what it

termed a '‘middle course of mod-
eration” for TV football in ’52, the
NCAA emphasized it§ belief that
“college football and live TV can
and will live side by side.” Com-
mittee, in rejecting the “urgings
of those who seek a complete ban
on live telecasting,” declared that
•'equally firmly we reject, urgings
of those who would return college
football to unrestricted live Ty
and seek thereby to profit from the
loss of others, and particularly
from the. loss of small colleges and
high schools.”

Committee presented a 30-page

(Conti ued on page 36)

TeleVicious
, .

Detroit, Jan. 15.

WWJ-TV and its parent

—

The Detroit News-—are apolo-
gizing all over the place be-
cause one of the actors in the
telecast -'Traffic Court” -pro-
gram gave a too realistic per?
formance of a drunk driver.
The aefor was JOhn Holland,

who served as commentator
during the Christmas religious
telecasts. He enacted the part
of a drunk driver in a reenact-
ment of the Oourt scene.. Some-
times the actual defendants do
appear on the, program, and
that’s what led to all the
trouble.

WWJ-TV began to get indig-
nant calls asking what was the
idea, of humiliating; Holland,
etc. So the News; ran a long
story clearing his reputation
and assuring his friends that
he was just acting.

„
WWJ-TV issued; a statement

which said: "The only connec-
tion JOhn Holland has had with
drunk driving has been strictly

fictitious and llelcvicious”

Sears Auto Spot Rates

Rile Station Reps; See

Staug’s TV Lampoon
"

Of Private Eye Shows
Comedian Arnold Stang hair

been set as star of a projected new
television series designed to lam-
poon the rash of private eye shows
now on the air. Titled “Malcolm
Murdock, Boy Detective,” the show
is being packaged by Al Levy, who
is working out plans for an audi-
tion kinescope to pitch -the proper-
ty to agencies and cilents.

Show will be scripted* by Joe
Stein, who wrote the “Gerard”
spots for. .Stang, when the latter

played that role on Henry Mor-
gan’s old; radio series. It’s to be a
half-hour, ohce-weekly deal.

Spot radio campaign propped by
Sears Roebuck for its new auto-
mobile, the All-States, has brought
recommendations from several sta-

tion. representatives that their
clients turn down, the biz. The
reps stfy that the SR deal, which,
would be placed at the local rather
than national time rate, “threat-
ens the generally established policy
in' broadcasting, whereby automo-
tive accounts pay at the national
rate.”

The All-States is a new car which
is .being built for Sears by Kaiser-
Frazer. Sears has outlined a spot
campaign which would plug the
new model in 18 markets. Accord-
ing to th.e reps, the Tmz would be
placed by • the local Sears store,

without, agency or station reps get-

ting commissions^
Motor accounts usually pay a

higher rate than other national ad-

vertisers in newspapers, for which
the papers generally give them
extra editorial support, such as

photos and stories on new. models.
It’s reported that the . dailies are
holding the line on their automo-
tive rates, which has prompted the

station reps’ recommendation that

the AM outlets stand by the na-

tional rate for the All-States; cam-
paign. ,

The station reps View the Sears
deal as a test case. Should Sears

get the lower local rate for its

campaign, they argue, Plymouth,
Chevrolet and other automotive
spenders would similarly want to

place their billings through their

many local dealers and get the low-

er rate.

Designation of NBC’prexy Jo
seph H. McConnell as chairman of
the. Salvation Army Drive for
Greater New York has sparked an
unprecedented round of activity

embracing show biz and the va-
rious arts.

As one of the major entertain
ment facets in connection with the
drive, James Starbuck, chore-
ographer on the NBC-TV Saturday
night “Show ^ of -Shows” has been
commissioned to do a special "Sal-
vation Army Ballet,” which will be
performed on WNBT, the Gotham
key station of the TV network;

Noted composers, including
Meredith Willson, Don Gillis

.
and

others, will vie in cbmpetitive com-
position for a theme song set for
juke-box airing. Fahnie Hurst, Bob
Considine. Ed Murrow, - Mary Mar-
garet McBride and Norman Cous-
ins Will write special pieces for

distribution in pamphlet form.
There will be a photography con-
test, embracing top amateurs and
professionals, for a special exhibit.

Top .cartoonists, including Milt
Canniff, Al Capp and others will do
special drawings themed to the
drive, for display and auctioning,

with proceeds going to the-Salva-

tion Army;
RCA veepee Manie Sacks heads

UP the entertainment, committee
solicitation.

'
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JANISfAIGE SERIES

SET FOR ABC PREEM
Janis Paige, co-star of Leland

Hayward’s "Remains to Be Seen”
on Broadway, will star in a neW
radio series, tentatively titled "The
Affairs of Janis,” on ABC. Situa-

tion comedy is being booked into

the Thursday 8 p.m. spot, starting

Jan. 25, following the dropping of

“Hollywood Star Playhouse
(which moves to NBC).
ABC program veepee Leonard

Reeg is skeddirig a quarter-hour
of "Dean Cameron” at '4:30 p.m
and George Ansbro’s "Manhattan
Maharajah” at 4:45 p.m. cross-thc

board. Both Ansbro and “Came-
ron” (Arthur Van Horn) are cur-

rently beamed, on WJZ, ABC’s
Gotham outlet. They are taking
over the half-hour Of George Fen-
namen’s “Perfect Husband/^' audi-
ence participationef’ which exits

after Jab. 25.

Tootsie Roll TV Coin
Tootsie Roll will sweeten. ABC-

TV’s coffers with a new stanza,

"Kids Karnival Kwiz,” Sundays at

12:15 to 12:30 p.m. Show will start

on Feb, 3, with John Reed King

Washington, Jan. 15.

Federal Communications Bar
Assn., whose membership includes
the 'nation’s radio lawyers, started
the ball rolling here last week to
revamp hearing procedures of the
FCC. Such a move, it was pointed
out, will speed up handling of TV
station applications following the
lifting of the freeze*

Associationi adopted a recom-
mendation by Leonard M a r k s,

chairman of its Practices and Pro-
cedures Committee, to form a Gov-
ernment-industry group to pre-
pare revised rules for conduct of
hearing cases. Marks submitted a
report declaring that radio law-
yers are trying cases today, under
antiquated rules.- He recommend-
ed that procedures be streamlined,
unnecessary testimony

.
eliminated,

and the, number .of witnesses be
kept to the minimum.
The proposed Government - in -

dustry committee would consist of
one member of the FCC, one FCC
examiner, one Commission top
staffer, one representative of
FCBA, one from the National Assn.
Of Radio and TV Broadcasters, and
one from the Assn, of Federal
Communications Consulting Engi-
neers.

To implement the FCBA action,
efforts are being made to enlist
the aid of Judge Justin Miller,
general counsel and board chair-
man of NARTB, who has had ex-
tensive experience as a judge of
the U. S. Court of Appeals, in ef-
fecting improvements in hearing
procedures.

At its annual election last week,
FCBA elected Arthur W. Schar-
feld as president, Fred Albertson
and Vincent B. Welch as first and
second vice-presidents, John Spear-
man as secretary and Charles F.
Duvall as treasurer.

Named as new members of the
executive committee were Clyde
Bailey, George O. Sutton and
Marks.

FCC Still Hands Out

Radio Station Permits
Washington, Jan. 15.

Just as though there were no
such thing as television, radio sta-
tion permits were being handed
out as usual last week by the FCC.
Authorizations Were issued for two
new AM stations and .one FM sta-
tion. In addition, several grants
were made for expansion of exist-
ing facilities.

A daytime AM permit Was issued
to a firm in Pratt. Kans„ and a full-
time authorization was granted for
Reedsburg, Wis. The FM permit,
for a community type station, went
to Paris Broadcasting Co., of Paris,
111 .

Change Of facilities from day-
time to fulltime was approved: for
WQjXl in Atlanta, arid

.
power in-

creases Were granted WPAW in
Pawtucket, R,* I,; KBMY in Bill-

ings, Mont., and KCNI in Broken
Bow, Neb, i

Cincinnati, Jan. 15
National Collegiate Athletic Assn*, In a ihovald convince its

member schools of the adveyst effect television has had on football
gate receipts, last week included several school-by-school break-
downs in the 30-page report submitted at Its annual conclave
NCAA will base its final TV report on a study, now being made by
the National Opinion Research Centre but, in the meantime* the
TV committee declared these “individual instances’?*, are “no doubt
typical of dozens of similar instances throughout the country ”

Follojgjng are the instances cited in the report:
When it was announced that the blackout of Washington, D. c

scheduled for Nov, Iff, was to' be shifted to Nov. 17, sales of tickets
for the Maryland-North Carolina State game on the latter date
accelerated to a point three times the normal rate of sales- for the
season. The Nov. 17 blackout in Washington received widespread
publicity because of the controversy which resulted in the blackout
of Nov. (the day of the Notre Dame-Michigan State, telecast) being
shifted to Nov. This instance is significant because it illustrates
that when the existence of a blackout is'known to the public' early
enough, there is a definite favorable effect on sales.

In like vein, when it became generally known that the Michigan-
Ohio State game was to be telecart, there was a deluge of requests
for refunds or cancellations. So, too, when ’it became known that
the Colorado-Nebraska game of Nov. 17 was to be telecast, requests
fpr refunds mounted and even entire train parties were cancelled
to watch the game by television instead of actual attendance.
The Mid-American * Conference provided a startling example of

the adverse effect of television .on attendance. The Miami-Cincin-
nati game was played this year on the sapie day that the Michigari-
Ohio State game was. telecast in Cincinnati and the surrounding
territory.

. This game decided the football championship of - the
Mid-American Conference* ’ Wriather conditions were very good*
the rivalry is oyer 50; years old; but schools had fine records!
Usually the Cincirinati-Miami game is a sellout of 30,000.
years attendance Was 16,000.

TO TV VIA 'REBOUND'
With ABC-TV dropping “Crime

With Father” after Feb; 1, the Web
may pick up a bankroller for the
Friday night at 9 period. Packard
is reported considering the slot

for “Rebound,” a vidpic series/via
Maxon agency.

If Packard buys the time, it will

be a return for the automotive
sponsor which bankrolled the Don
Ameche “Holiday Hotel” stanza on
the web/Thursdays at' 9 p.m. That
program was set While Young &
Rubicam had the account.

as emcee.
J ) [

Philadelphia, Jan. 15.

WCAU began around-the-clock
operation yesterday 1 14 ), the first
invasion of late night program-
ming since the Avar; years; and the
first permanent 24-hour schedule
In the station’s 30-year history.

,

Occupying the new air time is
: the "Barry Kaye Sh \v.” which has

}

been extended from ‘ts midnight

|
to 1 a.m. segment tc

^ a,ra
t<

;

Cincy AFRA Slaps 1G

Fine on Mel Martin;

Signs WLW-T Pact
Cincinnati, Jan. 15.

Cincy locai of the American Fed-
eration of Radio Artists inked its

first contract covering TV network
fees last week and also slapped a
$1,000 fine on one of its members
over an undisclosed "intra-union
affair,”

. New agreement was . reached
with Crosley’s WLW:T. It raised
minimum fee of $5.50 for a local
half-hour program to $72.50 if the
program goes to the affiliated NBC
video web. Rates for 15-minute
programs are $4,25 local and $40.60
network. Fees for performers are
in addition to their staff salaries
and include rehearsal time, fixed
at up to an hour for a local 30-
minute show and up to 12 hours
for a network feed.

Signing was by Dwight W. Mar-
tin, Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
veepee, and Benjamin Gettler, at-
torney for the union.

'Bargaining of AFRA contracts
With WKRC-TV, CBS affiliate, and
WCPO-TV, linked with ABC 'apd
Dumont, on network fees for per-
formers Will start soon.
Mel Martin, WLW-T staffer and

star of its “Breakfast Party” show,
which is earned by NBC’s video
outlets, was the subject of the
$1,000 fine. “There are a lot . of
things involved in the situation
and in my own heart I feel that I

am not guilty,” Martin said, "but
in order pot to make the situation
more unpleasant I am paying ‘the
fine, in installments,”

Thelma Ritter Show
Based on her clicks in the pix

“AH About Eve” and “Model and
the Marriage Broker,” Thelma Rit-
ter is being auditioned for a radio
series r> her own on ABC.

Actress, who resides in N. Y. be-
tween films, will cut an audition
next month In a situation comedy
in which she’ll play a : character
similar to the roles she’s done re-
cently on the screen. ,

Washington, Jan. 15.
Members

,
of the Federal Com-

munications Commission are ex-
pected to begin daily executive ses-
sions next week to work out the
final allocation plan for the lifting
of the TV freeze. Chances look
good, Variety learned, for an an-
nouncement of the thaw by Feb. 15.

..It'iJUjylerstdod that the Com-
mission’s Broadcast Bureau Will
have ready for next Wednesday’s
(23) regular meeting of the mem-
bers a draft Of the report, which
will incorporate the final allocation
table, the standards on which VHP
and UHF stations shall operate, and
the reservation of channels for non-
commercial educational stations.

The report will also include pro-
cedure for handling VHF and UHF
applications in intermixed areas.
The determination of this question
is eagerly awaited by Washington
radio lawyers, who are believed to
bo. holding back soine 500 station
applications pending the report. If

the agency decides on separate
handling of UHF applications, it is

likely that many’ applicants will
specify UHF rather than VHF
channels .in the hope of avoiding
hearings. .

Another determination which
may be included in the report is

the limitation on multiple owner-
ship of TV stations; The agency
has been weighing suggestions that
the present limit of five licenses
under the same interests be raised
to seven, provided at least two are
UHF. A formal proposal along this
line was recently filed with the
Commission by NBC; which now
has five owned and operated sta-
tions. The web is ready to go into

(Continued on page 36)

The five new MGM Radio At-
tractions which are .available for
co-op sponsors are doing well arid

racked Up 117
.

program sales by
Dec. 31, date that the Metro senes
kicked Off on Mutual, according
to MBS co-op manager Burt Haus-,
er. In addition, another 251 sales

came in between Jan. 1-15 for the
five MGMRA shows—‘'Crime Does
Not Pay,” “Hardy Family/' “Story
Of Dr. Kildare,”. “Grade Fields
Show” and “MGM Theatre of the
Air.” Hauser* said that the flurry
of MGMRA biz liasn’t cut into

salris of the weh’s other co-ops.
Local and regional sales of MBS

eo-op$ set a record in 1951, Hauser
said. Mutual, which has more co-op
sales than any other web, tallied

1,345 in ’51,; against 987 ift '50, an
increase of 37%.
Fulton Lewis, Jr., led the MBS

co-op list in airing on 379 stations,

followed, by Cedric Foster, who is

beamed on ^93«qi)tlet$. rc
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ACTION IN LOEB CASE

Somewhere along the line, it’s reasoned within the trade, radio

muffed the ball completely in getting on top of one of the most
thrilling sagas in modem maritime annals—the 16-day struggle of

the ill-fated Flying Enterprise and its gallant captain, Henrik Kurt
Cdrls6iit

Unlike the competitive special events era of a bygone day

radio, which would have found the networks sending their ace men
to the scene for detailed on-the-spot coverage, no matter how in-

trepid the expedition, radio contented itself with cursory pickups

of the wire services in bringing to the public the blow-by-blow of

the ill-fated Vessel.

It’s argued that here was one of outstanding opportunities for

radio to solidify its new sphere of importance (as the top medium,
in news and special events); in an era When television was taking

the play away in all other programming facets. For this reason

alone, it’s maintained, radio should have alerted itself to pooling

its resources for an on-the-spot jol>.

As Senate Group Ousts TheminD.C,
Washington, Jan. 15. *

Charges of discrimination against

radio and TV were, hurled against

Senate committee yesterday

(Mon.) after it stopped broadcast

coverage of testimony bn crime in

the District of Columbia, when a

witness objected. The hearing, be-

fore the Senate D. C, Crime Com-
mittee, had been on the air 26

minutes when TV cameras, micro-

phones and recording equipment

were ordered ' removed by Chair-

man Matthew Neely (D.-W. Va.).

A protest against the commit-
tee’s action was immediately filed

by Hollis M. Seavey, president of

the Radio Correspondent Assn.,

who said the ban was unfair since

it permitted coverage by the press.

Seavey ’s action was backed up by
NBC and stations WWDC and WOL
in the capital, which were carry-

ing the hearing, by. radio.*

Plans for pooled TV coverage

by the four stations here were
cancelled as a result of the com-
mittee ban, 'even though it applied

only to the initial witness, former
D. C, police chief Robert J. Bar-

rett, who resigned recently. Their

attitude was summed up by WTOP-
TV, which issued a statement say-

ing the restrictions Imposed by the

committee “make the broadcasting

of what have been designated 'open

(Continued on page 40)

Look Mag’s TV

Look magazine, whose promo-
tional activities, over the past year
have embraced a wide use of tele-

vision and radio, is going into the
TV packaging business, on its OWn.
The Cowles-owned mag, in asso-

ciation with the William Morris
agency, is* currently in the process
of whipping together a “Look Pre-
view Theatre” dramatic series,

which will be peddled for sponsor-
ship.

Series will be inspired by arti-

cles appearing in the semi-month-
ly, tyeing in with stars and other
top personalities getting pic-

torial-editorial spread. News, dis-

cussion formats, etc., will also be
encompassed in the series.

.

Wally Jordan, radio-TV boss of
the Morris office, is supervising the
project.

John P. Cleary has been upped
to eastern program director and
production manager of NBC radio;

under program v,p. Charles (Bud)
Barry.

Cleary has been, ah NBC
.
pro-

ducer since 1950, but started at

the
;
web.; in 1938 as. a page boy.

He was with ABC from ’42 to' .’49,

when he left to produce “Duffy’s

Tavern’’ in Puerto Rico. Last
November he wrapped up the show
for " NBC’s

.
get-together at Boca

Raton.

EXIT AFTER 18 YEARS
In a sudden decision that took

the trade by
v
surprise, Robert E.

Healy, vice-president in charge, of

advertising .Jfor Colgafcev .pne of.

radio-TV’s major t
spep r, an-

nounced -he 'is .resigning 'from
. the.

company' effective Tob. 1. He did
not announce his future plans.

In his lfcyears with Colgate, dur-
ing which he became involved with
many of the top radio-video , attrac-
tions, it’s: estimated that Healy .was
responsible for negotiating $1,000,-
000,000 in billings in all media.
Healy ascended to his veepeeship

hi 1946. There’s been no decisioh
os yet on i ;dub6e^s6r. 1 -T1

NBC-TV has signed up for the

full Nielsen TV service, at a cost

of $80,000-$90,000 a year. Web is

the second chain to subscribe to

the complete video rating service,

ABC-TV having been inked in No
vember at a cost of around $50,000

a year, Difference in price is due
to fact that subscribers are charged
according to their proportionate
share of total network tele billings.

Move by NBC-TV tends to

strengthen Nielsen’s position as the

“big. ump” in the tele rating field,

where there is a multiplicity of

nose-counters with varying tech-

niques. According to some web re-

searchers, while the Nielsen sam-
ple is small, his use of probability
methods in determining in which
homes his Audimeters Will be in-

stalled gives his ratings validity.

NBC decided to subscribe after

considerable study of the question.

The “complete” Nielsen data
makes available to NBC-TV, as it

does to ABC-TV, minute-by-minute
ratings, cumulative audience fig-

ures, flow of; audience charts and
data from the Nielsen food and
drug indexes (which be used
to indicate the sales effectiveness

of. a program). In addition to the
nationally projectable circulation

figures, the new Nielsens include
a “popularity’’-rating based on 10
cities with at least three tele sta-

tions.

The
:
case of Philip Loeb, vet

character actor dropped from the

cast' of “The Goldbergs” following
his listing in “Red Channels,” is

stirring union action against

“blacklisting.”

Board of Television Authority
met Monday (14) night on the mat-
ter^ and 'endorsed a recommenda-
tion by a special committee that

Loeb be given a fair and impartial
hearing. It Was recommended that
the hearing be conducted by three
persons connected neither with

,
the

industry nor the union.

Loeb told Variety, ‘‘Either of

two things will happen. Those who
have made allegations against me
may be, afraid to make their

charges in the light of an open
court, or they will make them and
I’ll blast them to pieces.’’

On Friday (ll) -a membership
meeting of Actors Equity voted to

recommend, by an 180-3 vote, that

the Equity council list “Goldbergs”
as “unfair” as long as Loeb is

barred from the program. Meeting
was attended by 283 qualified vot-

ers, of whom 183. were around
when the balloting was taken. Loeb
was given an ovation at the; con-
clusion of his speech,

Ask ‘Unfair’ Rap
Equity meeting also recommend-

ed that Its council urge Equity
reps on the TVA board to call a

special membership meeting on or
before Jan. .23 to tag “Goldbergs”
With an “unfair” rap, and asked the
legit union to seek cooperation
from other TVA branches in tak-
ing similar action. Committee of
five, consisting of Michael Lewin,
Sam Jaffe, John Randolph, Jay
Barney and John Garth, was named
to implement the: resolution.

Meanwhile, Loeb has brought
suit against “Red Channels,” which
is a listing of 153 persons in radio
and tele with alleged “subversive”
affiliations. Case is /being handled
by Arthur Garfield Hays, whose
firm is also serving as counsel to

Ralph and Pert (Kelton) Bell and
Allan E. Sloane in * their suits

against the publishers of “Chan-
nels,” who also put out Counter-
attack, a newsletter. First suit to

reach the trial stage is expected
to be Sloane’s.
Morton Edell, prez of Vitamin

Corp. of America, first sponsor

(Continued on page 36)

Keep Thinking
Washington, Jan. 15.

Addressing the Federal Com-
munications Bar Assn. here,
last week, Harold E. Fellows,
prexy of the National Assn, of
Radio arid TV Broadcasters,
expressed as his hopes for
closer understanding in 1952:
“That broadcasters will think

like educators, part of the
time.

“That educators will think
like advertisers, part of the
time.

,

“That lawyers will, think like

judges, part of the time.
“That fudges will think like

lawyers, part of the time.
“That Commissioners will

think like examiners, and
“That examiners will think

like Commission lawyers, and
that Commission lawyers, and
all lawyers for that matter,
will think like broadcasters,
part of the time.”

t n : \ Ghteago* Jan. i5.

In one of .the earliest football

wrapups on local record, WBBM
last week signed the Chicago Ford
Dealers to bankroll its 12-game
grid /package next fall. The Ford
dealers sponsored the games last

season Rnd decided to again stick

with the Chi CBS outlet.

Tilts are called by John Harring-

ton, who also airs ,
a 15-minute

nightly newscast for the FOrd re-

tailers.
« •

,, V

NBC’s Cassidy Goes Out

On '52 Prediction Limb

In Alerting News Staff
Mao Tse-Tung may break with

Stalin in 1952, arid Soviet Russia
may put the heat on Marshal Tito
for his defections in Yugoslavia—
at leagt in the opinion of Henry
Cassidy, NBC news and special

events chief. In a memo to his staff

in all parts of the world on some
of the top. news stories to look for
during

, the coming year, Cassidy
listed both of those, not, as he
said, as predictions, but as “indi-

cations” of stories that may break.

One of Cassidy’s “indications,” in
fact, has already occurred. That
was his 'idea that Gen.; Dwight D.
Eisenhower would announce his de-
cision to stand as a Presidential
candidate this year. Cassidy.issued
his memo during a year-end vaca-
tion, thereby calling the turn* on 1

the Eisenhower decision at < least -a

week before it happened. Cassidy’
noted that the upcoming political

conventions and election will mo-

that- there will be.“much more” for

his staff to look for at home and
abroad. Among other top news
stories he thinks may break during
the year are:

The T^lbase of Associated Press
correspondent^ William Otis from
his imprisonment ip Czechoslovakia
and the “death of a head of state,

and great natural disaster, the pre-
t?

CBS-TV research department,

lining up selling aid material for

the web’s sales department, came
up with the Unexpected fact this

week that CBS is now clearing
more time on affiliate stations for
sponsored shows than any of its

competitors, including NBC; Ac-
cording to the CBS-TV statistics,

the web now has an average of

23.52 station hours per show, as

compared to the 21.64 averaged by
NBC.
CBS statistics are based not on

the average number of stations
cleared for each sponsored pro-
gram, which has been the peg used
by NBC for its exploitation, but
on the actual amount of time each
sponsor has bought on the stations-

CBS figures are based on a for-

mula which _ designates an hour
show as l.:0~which, multiplied by
the number of stations carrying
that show, would give the number
of station hours. For each half-

hour show, "consequently, the fig-

ure would be trimme^l in half.

Number of stations carrying
each, commercial program is based
on the November rating reports,

'which Were the last available when
the research job was undertaken.
As figured by CBS, if a half-hour
show is sponsored once a week on
40 stations, the total of sponsored
station hours, would, be 20. By
averaging the station hours in that
way for all its commercial shows,
the web comes up with its average
of 23:52 per show. On the basis
only of the number of stations car-
rying a particular show, CBS has

(Continued on page 40)

Washington, Jan. 1$.

Forecasting a “flood of dollars”

which will “inundate” industry

when the TV freeze is lifted,

Harold E. Fellows, prexy of Na-
tional Assn; of Radio and TV
Broadcasters, last week estimated

that $700,000,000 will be invested

In construction alone of the' 1,800

new stations expected to be built

in the next few years.

Fellows’ estimate, given in ah
address here before the Fbderal
Communications Bar Assn., was
based on a new study by the

NARTB engineering department, of

construction and equipment costs

of VHF and UHF stations. It did

not include professional f e e s

charged by lawyers and engineers,

in connection with filing applica-

tions with the Federal Communi-
cations Commission.
The study shows a range in TV

station costs from $219,000 for

.

VHF outlet in a community of less

than 50,000 population, to $541,250
for a UHF ^station in a city of over
1,000,000 population.

“If the break in the freeze,” said

Fellows, “portends the construction
of some 1,800 additional television

stations over a period of the next
few years, and if present costs

remain static (which of course they
are not likely, to do), there will be
in excess of $700,000,000 invested
in construction of station facilities

alone;”
Don’t Overlook Radio

. But while “we are girding for the
inevitable- battles that must come
in teleVisidn,” Fallows asserted,

"let us not forget the 30-year

(Continued on page 40)

Top 10: Or Proof

Is in the Berle
Underscoring how muOh a top

star can mean to the audience pull
of a television^ show, NBC-TV’s.
“Texaco Star Theatre,” with Mil-
ton Berle vacationing, wound up
in sixth place on Trendex’ Top 10
network ratings for the week of
Jan. 2-8; (Georgie Price subbed
for Berle that week. Frank Sinatra
show, aired directly opposite on
the CBS-TV web, climbed to a 12.8
rating, indicating that it probably
inherited some of Berle’s regular
audience,)
Dip in the Texaco rating per-

mitted CBS-TV’s “Talent Scouts”
to move into, top place for the sec-

ond time, with the latter web's “I
Love Lucy” also zooming up in the
standings. Following is the. Tren-
dex Top 10, representing the “most
popular” shows in 10 cities, each of
which has three or more stations:

Talent Scouts (CBS) 47.3

I Love Lucy (CBS). .43.9

Red Skelton (NBC) .......

.

40.4

Show of Shows (NBC); . ... 37.4

Godfrey & Friends (CBS).. 37.2

Texaco Star Theatre (NBC) . .35.6

Fireside Theatre (NBC) 32.7

Mama (CBS) . ,32.3
Big Town (CBS) 30.7

Goodyear Playhouse (NBC) . 30.3

Man Against Crime (CBS) . .30.3

JONES EXITS WJBK
Chicago, Jan. 15.

Commander Walter H. Kimmell,
for the past five years radio-TV di-

rector of the Naval Air /Reserve

Training Command, has requested
and- received inactive duty status,

effective Jari, 31.

:
Kimmell for three years pro-

duced and placed the “Naval Air
jReservp^ •Show” series, two years

•with. JocghiChi ;
talent, and the third

•year •. with Coast talent. Annual
series of 26 quarter-hours was
placed on 543 stations in. 1947, and
in 1949, the program was aired on
over 1,700 radio outlets. After

the 1949 season, the NAR centered

its production activities in Wash-
ington, and bypassed the midwest-

ern Glenview operation.

Kimmell leaves for radio, and
television work in L. A. ejpjly yi

February,

IN HASSLE ON POLICY
Detroit, Jan. 15.

Richard E. Jones has resigned as

veepee of the Fort Industry’s north-,

ern district and general manager
of the company’s WJBK. and
WJBK-TV, it was announced Fri-

day (11) by Lee B. Wailes, execu-

tive veepee of the Fort Industry

Co. The resignation was effective

immediately. .

In his statement Wailes said:

“The Fort Industry Co. makes this

announcement with deepest regret,

but certain disagreements concern-

ing basic operation, policies have

resulted in Mr. Jones’, resignation.

At the present time there are no

plans as to his suce'essor.”

Jones joined the Fort Industry

Co. in September, 1948, jp gep,e^l

manager of WJBK.
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RALPH EDWARDS SHOW
With Sark Berofer, Carole Richards,

Varleteera
Producer: Edwards
Director: Cal Howard
Writers; Paul Edwards, Tom Adair,
Mott Lachraan

30 Mins., Mon., 3:30 p.m. (EST)
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Hollywood
Ralph Edwards, who conducted

"Truth and Consequences” for

many years, is essaying a daytime
tele stand emanating from Holly1

wood. Tt promises to have some
of the elements of his former
showSj but apparently, Edwards is,

at this point, keeping his zaniness
well in check. .

Apparently, viewers will, be dis-

appointed because of the restraint
exercised by this program's con-
ductor. Actually, if he can get
started along the more . conserva-
tive lines, he could develop a good,

show for the daytime trade. He
seems to be handicapped because
during the daylight hours, he ap-
parently must keep his stunts and
gimmicks confined to those that
can be gotten across aurally. It's

a tough .handicap at tins point.
The pr£em. show (14) .had Ed-

wr.rds. sotting the ..stage for sub-
sequent sessions. He introduced ,a

'*come as you are when you got
this call” gimmick for a subsequent
stanza and had. a woman call

relatives at a distant point for the
express purpose of finding how
they are and then hang up. He
interviewed a spry rionagerieriah
for some okay moments.

Assistants are Sara Berner, who
does a character bit in and but of
tiie-show, and singer Carole Rich-
rds, who scores with a tune.
While

;

this makes for passable
video; Edwards will have to bring
in; the

.
heavier artillery if he's to

create fuller impact. Jose,

THE BIG PICTURE
Wllh Cant. Carl Zimmerman,

nouncer
Welter: Capt. Zimmerman
30 Mins.:' Sun., 2 p.m.
FEDERATION BANK & TRUST
CO.

WCBS-TV, N. Y.
(Donohue & Coe)

"Big Picture” is a 13-week series
of film on the Korean war, pro-
duced jointly by the Radio-TV
branch of the Army’s public infor-
mation department and the Signal
Corps Photographic Centre at As-
toria, L. I., with each stanza to
cover a month of the conflict.

Judging from the edition viewed
(1.3), the pix lack the showmanly
touch of such similar ventures as
the March of Time’s ‘‘Crusade in
Europe” and “Crusade in the Pa-
cific,” but certainly rate attention
as an incisive and pertinent report-
ing job on- what the Korean war
looks like.

Last Sunday's stanza dealt with
the war from mid-September, 1950,
to mid-October. It included, scenes
of the landing, at .Inchon, the first

assault of the Yank paratroopers
behind enemy lines and some bru-
tal pictures of victims of the Com-
vunist atrocities. Bodies,, stretched

out. side-by-side in mass graves,

^ resembled nothing so much as the
R horrors Of. the Nazi Buchenwald.Of special interest to tradesters,
r moreover, were clips of the late A1

Jolson entertaining, the Korean
GIs. . These films were lensed five
days before the singer’s death and
are believed to be the last taken
of him.

While the films were technically
good and certainly served to point
up the way modern War is fought,
they lacked sufficient continuity
for maximum impact. Scenes of
the United Nations' recapture of
Seoul, for example, comprised va-
ried clips of the troops rolling into
the City and cleaning out snipers.
But, if it could have been possible.
It would have been much better to
follow the actions of a single sol-
dier or company in the action.
Army Capt, Carl Zimmerman, who.
scripts the series, furnished a good
commentary and also did well in a ;,

|

live Interview with a GI who had
participated in the war,

,

ISeries is being syndicated by the
Army to stations throughout the
country. . It; is sponsored on WCBS-
TV, the CBS flagship in N. Y., by
.the Federation Bank & Trust Co.
Plugs were confined to an opening
ar.d closing announcement, and
were strictly;, institutional in char-
act Stal.

Ed Sullivan’s biog series on CBS
Sundays, 6 p.m., took in this week
(13) one of the more important
showmen of the" '20s and ’30s.

George « White, whose series of
“Scandals” was a ' top' entertain-
ment highlight of the era,. Was the
cejntrepieee of a colorful and well-
paced show. The entertainment,
per se, failed to capture the color-
ful era in which White was at his
height,- but it didn’t seem to mat-
ter too much inasmuch as the en-
tertainment Sullivan gathered was
tastefully presented with an ex-
tremely competent lineup.
Topping the listing was Peggy

Lee, one of the more expressive
songchicks around. Miss Lee nego-
tiated one of the top White tunes,
“Are You Having Any Fun,” and
participated in

;
a well-presented

finale.

: One of the m or e interesting
items was the appearance of "Harry
Richmari, probably the top star de-
veloped in the ."Scandals.” Rich-
nrrih" reprised “Birth of the Blues”
which he did in . 1926. He can still

belt out a tune.
The singing lineup also had

Rudy Vallee, who Was als<fea prom-
inent working, under White’s aegis.
Vallee gave out with “Life is Just
a Chell of Bowlies” according to
(lie crooner's vocal switch. Richard
Hayes also hit it off well with his
rendition of “The Thrill is Gone:”
The comedy contingent was ush-

ered in by Smith & Dale, one of
the best low cojhedy; teams in the
business. This tandem ,did the fa-
miliar “I Can Get it for YriU Whole-
sale.” It’s still . a yockful piece;
Rudy Vallee with assist by Horace
McMahon reprised “The Man of
the Hour” and clocked a laugh
quota with it.

Dancers comprised Betty Bruce,
a skillful tapster who made the
“Charleston” an entertaining item,
Helen Wood and Hal LeRoy, who
participated in a “Black Bottom.”
White came on for the finale and
tliis former hoofer-producer proved
that he still knows how to handle
his pedals when there’s music to
be danced to,

Although it’s conceded that
White presented some superior
comics in his day, there are many
that would quarrel with Sullivan’s
statement that Ziegfeld and Earl
Carroll didn’t know what to do
with funny men.

Gordon), Foley Split
Richard H. Gordon, Jr., vecpce

(

of Foley & Gordon, indie package
j

outfit, has sold out his interest to

:

George F. Foley, Jr., prez. i

Corporation will continue to pro-
duce “T, es of Tomorrow” on
ABC-TV and “Coast Guard Cadets
on Parade” on NBC, and will con-
tinue to manage its Stable of talent.

Gordon will take with him “Pip-
ing Out With ‘Richard Dana,”
Beamed on WJZ-TV, N. Y., which
he produces lit association with
Robin Moore.

CBS-TV’s “Schlitz Playhouse of
Stars" achieved what was prob-
ably its peak performance of the
season with its presentation of
Herman Melville’s 1 “Billy Budd”
last Friday night (11). Show, pre-
sented on Broadway last season,
was the occasion of considerable
controversy among the N. Y. legit
critics and managed to rack up
a. fairly long run under the almost
fanatic backing of a few- of the
reviewers. Judging from the in-

terest and emotions engendered by
its TV presentation, those who
backed the show Were Correct.

Video version was excellently
adapted by Don Ettlinger from the
play by Louis O. Coxe and Robert
Chapman, which in turn was based
on Melville’s original novel. With
a cast headed by Walter Hampden
as the ship’s.; captain (the role es-
sayed on Broadway by Dennis
King) and Charles Nolte, repeating
his Broadway role as the ingenu-
ous seaman, the “Playhouse” pres-
entation captured the full intent
of Melville’s allegory about the in-
evitable conflict between good and
evil, with its tragic results for
both, and the contrapuntal theme
of the stern and unbending disci-
pline of man-made laws. Appar-
ently with an eye to the mass TV
audience, Ettlinger fashioned his
script in more obvious tones than
the Broadway original but in no
way played down to viewers. This
gave the show even more impact.
Hampden, one of the regular

“stars” of the Schlitz series, gave
a masterful impersonation of the
captain, torn between his duty and
his love and pity for the innocent
sailor- Nolte matched him step
for step,, making entirely believ-
able his personification of perfec-
tion arid his ultimate doom; Peter
Hobbs scored solidly as Claggert,
the evil master-at-arms, etching
his role as the complete villain
with telling effect. Guy Spaull
as the ship’s second officer, and
Wolfe Barzell, as the wise arid
understanding old sailor, topped a
unanimously fine supporting cast.
Producer director William H.
Brown, Jr., also rates top kudos
for his; work in both departments.
.
Sets by Ai Ostrander ’ almost

duplicated those of the. original
Broadway production and so were
just as successful in depicting tlie

American battleship 6f the War of
1812, • Glen Osser’s score backed
the show excellently. Withal, this
was another fine exairiple 4£ TV5

:!

maturity when it comes to dra-
matic presentation.

"Coifate Comedy Hour? via
NBC-TV Sunday

,
(13) added up to

a great waste of talent. For
guestars Errol Flynii; Bruce Cabot,
Rhonda Fleming and George Raft
were chiefly used as foils for their

hosts, Bud Abbott and. Lou Cos-
tello.

Flynn was unimpressive in mono-
loging a tale of How his search for
his lady love ended , at Niagara
Falls where he. found her with a
stranger. Punch line of “Niagara
Falls” was his" cue to. push Costello
over a prop log.
A frontier saloon scene later in

the session brought Flynn in as the
heavy. But this bit ^lso proved
another springboard on Which to

get off some of A & C’s typical

slapstick humor. Viz.: Flynn forces
Costello to swallow bullets which
later appear to explode when he’s

1sh&kcn
When not straighting for A & C,

Miss Fleming pleased with sock
vocals of “I’m in Love with a Won-
derful Guy’’ and “Don’t Blame
Me." No one could blame her
either for being unable to hold a
straight face in a romantic -scene
with Costello. >
Cabot had little , to do as coun1

termari at a. one-arm restaurant
patronized by A & C. Raft ap-
peared briefly at the finale and
presented - the comics with a
“trophy from the Motion Picture
Academy in recognition of their

help in spurring, sales of popcorn.”
Obviously a gag, but a meaningiess
one.
As far as they themselves were’

concerned, A & C were guilty of

bad taste by using' a nine-year-old
’schoolboy as a stooge in' one se-

quence. Calling him a “brat”
wasn't very happy choice of

words Oil the part of; the comics,
Another piece of low-grade

humor was a bit in which A & C.

along with sundry members of the
company squirted milk out of their
mouths into each others’ faces. A.

cow milking scene was good for
laughs despite its silliness.

No one expects the Abbott &
Costello brand Of levity; to turn
subtle or acquire some decorurii.

But in the future When film stars

of the calibre of Flynn, Cabot, Raft
and Miss Fleming are on hand as
guests why not give them some ma-
terial that viewers . didn't see on
the Hirst burlesque circuit 20
years

Georgia Price, substituting for
Milton Berle while the latter vaca-
tions, became, involved in a typi-
cally Berle type of show without
the character of the same name.

Price had a c'hance to show
that he’s an excellent performer.
He ingratiated himself early in the
show and nearly maintained the
same pace, but formatwise, the
show fell fiat.

The major entertainment came
in the finale, with J0e Frisco.
Frisco sounded as if he were ad
libbing all over the lot arid his
lines came off. with flavor. He
did imitations of Joe Frisco, but
his stuff had a greater ring of
authenticity than the others doing
tfte same act.

The talent lineup contained a.

batch of fine entertainers. In-
cluded were the Clark Bros., with
a punchy dance routirie, the De
Marco Sisters (5) doubling from
the Paramount, who delivered a
sock ;

rendition of “Jamboree
Jones,” and Vera Lynn, the Eng-
lish import. Miss Lynn has a Vftice
and style that reflect great sen-
sitivity. However, her single tune
didn’t seem to fit the general pro-
ceedings. Price and. his son, Peter,
did some sentimentalizing, Which
came off comparatively well.
The major letdown was the

sketch by. Jack Carter, Horace Mc-
Mahon arid Art Carney. The writ-
ing in this scene was of such cali-

bre that it wouldn’t matter who
performed it. , Ventriloquist Jimmy
Nelson, now doing the comrnercials
in place of Sid Stone, did . an ex-
cellent job of selling in an in-
gratiating mariner. He’s , an ex-

cellent technician, has a good sense
oi humor arid makes the sales-
spiel entertainirigl^

importantly In the video show Was
the over-emphasis on .farce and
raciness Imparted to the play by
adapter Don Ettlinger, producer-
director Alex Segal and the cast,
headed by Melvyn Douglas, Sigrie
Hasso, Ernest Truex and Paul Mc-
Grath.
Where Sherwood's original left

the. audience to imagine whether
the psychiatrist’s, wife had spent
the night with the madcap Rudolph
Maximilian, Ettlinger and Segal
permitted no question or supposi-:
tion. They merely had Miss Hasso
follow Douglas into the bedroom
and coyly close the door, then
dome out happily singing the next
morning, (That scene, incidentally,,
along .with a couple of other
smooching scenes between the two,
was probably as “adult” as any
video yet attempted and is almost
certain to create comment, adverse
or otherwise.) Arid ‘the entire show
had that obvious • quality, which
militated- against it.

On the basis that Segal wanted
the show played

,
that way, the cast

made out .okay. Douglas was bom-
bastic and p.ex-crazy as the exiled
archduke, and Miss Hasso gave a
good reading to her lines as his
former lover. Truex caricatured
his, role as her father-in-law and
McGrath, as the soft-spoken psy-
chiatrist, turned in perhaps the
best performance. Evelyn Var-
deri, as the

.
cigar-smoking dame

who tossed the party for the one-
time nobility, topped a. competent
supporting cast. Show had the
usual top-drawer Celanese produc-
tion mountings.

ABC-lV’s “Celanese Theatre"
carrie

,

Somewhat of a cropper . with
its' iritesentation , last’

1

‘Wednesday
night (fl) of Robert E. Sherwood’s
“Reunion in Vienna“ Show had a
certain sparkle and tempo, but it

was more akin to comic opera than
to the subtle, charmful quality of
Sherwood’s original. This might be
attributed to the fact that World
War II has completely negated any
charm to be found in Sherwood’s
cast of the Austro-Hungarian corirt
derelicts foundering after World
War I (story took place, in Vienna
in 1929)1 Bdt(

fijguilhjfe'ive'h more

NBC-TV’s “Kate Smith Evening
Hour" ' was chosen this year by
Look magazine for the hariding
out of. Look’s second annual TV
awards and/ despite the usual mo-
notony associated With sueh affairs,
the program crime off rather well
last Wednesday night (9). Most, of
the winners, of course, were pres-
ent, either for a walkon or to go
through a small routine, which ac-
counted for most of the show’s en-
tertainment quality. But Miss
Smith and her producer, Ted Col-
lins, also rate nods for confining
their usual accolading platitudes
to a minimum in their intrds, let-
ting the awards speak for them-
selves.

Miss Smith was guilty, of a slight
oversight in the initial presenta-
tion, when she acclaimed ABC-
TV’s Alex Segal as the top direc-
tor of the year but failed to men-
tion that he does “Celanese Thea-
tre.” That it was no more than
an oversight Was proved later in
the show, When she gave CBS-
TV's “Studio One" a hefty plug in
her intro of producer Worthington
Miner, who was cited as the top
dramatic producer. Other winners
included Max Liebman, producer-
d i re c t or of NBC’s “Show of
Shows,” Sid Caesar and imogene
Coca, as stars of that show; Ru-
dolph Halley and Sen. Estes Ke-
fauver, for the i r roles in the
crime investigation hearings; Burr
Tillstrom. and his Kuklapolitan
Players; sportscasters Jim Britt,
Jack Brickhouse and Jimmy Pow-
ers, of NBC’s "Cavalcade of
Sports;” Mario Perkins, of the
same web’s “Zoo Parade;” John
Cameron Swriyze, of "Camel News
Caravan,” and Milton Berle, for
"Texaco Star Theatre.”

s Since Berle is presently vaca-
tioning on the Coast, the show cut
to Hollywood for a live pickup
from NBC’s studios there, with
Bob Hope presenting the plaque
to Berle, along with the usua.l bad-
inage between the two. Caesar and
Miss Coca socked across one of
their pantomime skits, with “Show
of Shows” also represented via. a
socko dance by the. Hamilton Trio
arid a well-executed

.
tune by the

Billy' Williams Quartet. “Kukla,
Fran & Ollie” presented, t h e i r
“Cherchez la Femme” number
with topdrawer. results. MISs Smith
iritroed the show with a song and
also took over a few fninutes after
the midway Station break for an-
other few turies at her piano. Look
publisher Gardner Cowles; ap-
peared at the finale, to present a
“special award” to Miss Smith, on
the plea that her evening show
took the air tori late this season to
be included in Look’s selections.

Audrey Meadows, who subbed
four weeks for the ailing Rose
Marie in the current Broadway
legiter, "Top Banana,” displayed
her versatility Monday night (14)
on CBS-TV’s “Lux Video Theatre”
by singing in Chinese. Producers
of the show reportedly auditioned
a number of Chinese girls: for the
small role but foupd none of them
Capable, of singing a Chinese tune.
Miss Meadows, who’s also featured
in NBC-TV’s ‘ ;Bob and Ray” show,
> ) (Continued on page 40)

MAM CANDY CAENIVAIi
With Gene Crane, Barry CaaieD
Don Lenox, BW Bailey, ether*

Producer: Charles Vanda
Director: Alan Bergman
30 Mink; Sun.,' 12:30 p.m,
MAM, LTD.
CBS-TV, from Philadelphia

(Esty)
Charles Vanda, veepee of WCAU-

TV, Philadelphia, has come Up with
a bright new kid show in “Candy
Carnival” merely by staging a
moppet amateur contest against a
carnival bdtkgroUnd, Show, played
for the kids at home before a kid
studio audience; has much of a
carny flavor, complete with the
sideshow attractions, centre ring
action, etc. As such, it should at-
tract and; hold a sizeable small-fry
audience,

Basic format has a group of ama-
teurs, who must be 18 or under,
competing on each program for a
$25 savings bond. Winners each
Week are theri to be brought back
during the 11th, 12th and 13th
weeks of. each cycle lo compete for
the grand prize—a week’s pro book-
ing at Hamid’s Steel Pier, Atlantic
City. George Hamid serves as an
in-person judge (but was absent on
the show caught) (13), together
With two TV editors of various
newspapers around the country,
Whose comments are phoned in.

Interspersed with the tyro acts
are the standard carny stunts, such
as dunking a clown via baseball
pitching, the high striker (hitting
a gong with a sledge hammer), etc.
Kids also get tionds -or some of the
sponsor’s candy for these. Carny
flavor is also projected by the fine
work of Gene Crane, as the barker,
and Barry Cassell, as the ring-
master-owner of the show. Don
Lenox and Bill Bailey are. okay, as
a couple Of clowns.

On the stanza caught,, the acts
were surprisingly good. Winner
was a baton-twirler from Harris-
burg, Pa.,, who’ll now compete in
the finals. Plugs for MAM Candies
were neatly integrated into the ac-
tion, and shots of the studio audi-
ence contentedly munching the
sponsor’s product didn’t hurt the
cause any. Stal.

RICHARD HARKNESS NEWS
REVIEW

Producer: Janies Day
15 Mins., Mon.-thru-Fri., 11:45 ajn.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Washington
Richard Harkness, ace NBC radio

news analyst, is getting his first

try at the TV web on a regularly

skedded basis via his own pre-noon
show. Despite the fact that he

debuted oh the co-ax only last

Monday (71, Harkness is ho novice

to the medium, having put i

several years of apprenticeship on
the local NBC station (WNBW),
plus numerous one-shot appear-
ances on the network.
Mainstay of the Harkness ap-

proach is a quiet air of authority,
despite a rather nervous first show.

. Blessed with . the looks and air of
a statesman, rather than reporter,
Harkness speaks

,
deliberately and

surely, convincing his viewers that
he knows whereof he speaks. He
avoids the breathless, stop-the-
presses approach, a quality which
makes him easy to listen to and
comprehend. He has a colloquial
appeal,

.
even though he keeps his

“script” strictly literate. His per-
sonality, backed by a reputation
of years in the newspaper and
radio field, should, make him a
safe bet for sponsorship and
success with the housewives who
must, at’ this hour, make up a
large share of his audience.

Slant of the show is in no way,
however, predicated ..to the so-
called “woman’s viewpoint.” Hark-
ness either credits the house frau
with an intelligent adult interest
in the news of the day, or is prep-
ping his show alorig lines that
would fit into any time segment—
or bpth. At any rate, his assump^
tion that he needn’t scale the show
for the feminine listener is flattery
in itself.

Format, though it undoubtedly
has

.yet to shake itself down, shows
promise and interest. In the two
shows caught, there was. a con-
structive use ;pf the TV newsreel
camera; both in the spot news and
the feature departments. Latter, a
three times a week feature of show,
has a behindrthe-scenes approach.
For example, on initial show, local

NBC Tensers, with (Harkness com-
menting, did a pickup at the Taft
camnaign h.q. Newsreel portions
capitalize on the news of the day.
For example, one Show cartied The
Churchill arrival- another the sink-

ing of the “Flying Enterprise,” a

particularly lucky coup of timing.

Camera work is sharp and well

handled; with photographed back-
ground of the Harkness home
library showing un as the McCoy
and adding an intimate touch.

'•J ‘ Lowe.
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QUIZ KOff - * * <

With Jue Kelly, Harvey J>ytch,
Frankie VMdftt Boej* Brenda
Liebling, &net Ahern* Vincent

. Granateill
Producer: John Lewellen '

Director: Bill Taylor
30 Mins;; Sun.* Z p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from Chicago

“Quiz Kids*” panel show pegged

pn the gray matter semantics

of five youngsters* returned to TV
Sunday (13)' oh ‘CBS-TV after a

long AM end *TV ride on NBC.
CBS debut, via WBKB, web’s Chi

MV FEHSND IRMA -

With Marie Wilson, Cathy Lewis*
Bal March* Margaret Dumont,
Big Arno, Gloria Gordon, Brooks
West* Don McBride; Lnd Gluskin
orch

Director-producer^ Richard Whorf
Supervising Producer; Cy Howard
Writers: Howard, Frank Galen
30 Mins., Tues., 10:30 p.m, (EST)
CAVALIER C1GARETS
CBS.TV, from Hollywood

(E$ty)

Cy Howard’s “My Friend Irma”
creation, which has. gotten some
enviable boxoffice mileage out of

affiliate, really’ demonstrated that radio and films over the past half

NBC’s* loss is Columbia’s gain. It’s dozen years, appears headed for an

the. type of format that blends even more sprightly career in tele-

especially well with TV and with vision on the basis of last week's

its slightly retooled approach the 1 premiere installment on CBS-TV,
kiddies’ .intellect dismays should as situation comedies go on video,gS at&WndLs-

“ ° natural; so much so that
• Wifely"Sie oSS&r Louis G. Marie Wilson - Cathy Lewis &
rmva^f ah^Droduce? J^inLewel- grooved themselves into the

len have discarded visual gadgets S

week wfth an°eaL and^nP^P
that slowed down the kids during

JJhioh
e
i&f

W1
thl

their NBC tenure and, as shown on they d

the opener, are relying.on the per- -tow. doing TV duty these many
sonality of the youngsters and quiz-

master Joe Kelly to put over the
half-hour. >
Wisdom of the change was obvi-

ous on this first CBS show with

months.
For a preem performance it was

sock—-a faithful video reincarna-
tion of likeable, familiar charac-
terizations, aided and abetted by

Kelly jovially fixing the questions some direction and prpduc-
« ^ » * _ • . i.« ' _ ' v>*i j • T1ATI li/ltni nnrri/ifilonlir cnorlrlmet

and deftly pacing the affair. Kids
projected excellently for the ses-
sion that had moments of seri-

ousness as well as comedy. Appar-
ently on the theory that the young-
er panelists the ' more video ani-
mated their faces, the top age is

eight years. The theory was sub-
stantiated.
That this group is an unusual

collection of grade schoolers was
evident during Gov. Adlai Stephen-
son’s guest spot. Chief executive
asked the kids if they’d like to be
president. > Their replies belied
their youth. Frankie Vander Ploeg,
age six, said he’d like to be presi-
dent “to stop wars:and to help poor

tion, with particularly sparkling
performances by Miss Wilson and
the long-suffering Miss Lewis as
her roommate, and the sort of glib,
light scripting that’s been one of
the basic assets of “Irma” in its

radio career. There’s little doubt
that Cavalier Cigarets (R. J.. Rey-
nolds) grabbed itself a winner in
this one.
Over and above the show’s in-

herent comedy values (with always
an added genuflection in the direc-
tion of both Miss Wilson and Miss
Lewis, who are its two most valu-
able elements), the emergence of
“Irma” on the CBS-TV roster
accents anew the Columbia netr

people and to > -make his parents work’s gradual strengthening in the
proud.” Harvey Dytch, age eight, widening and conflicting ideologies
wasn’t so sure he wanted the job attending- the NBC vs, CBS pro
“because the president has to have gram masterminding for TV. As
help from others for ideas and if opposed to the NBC credo of
the ideas fail he gets the blame
alone,”
Master Dyteh' was named the

quiz kid of the week at the end of

“spectaculars” and hit-’em-with-
the-bestest-and-the-mostest,

.
with

coin no object, CBS has—as in its

earlier radio career-been nurtur-
the .show, haying the best record ing a TV formula designed within
for questions answered. His ex- a more intimate- framework, with

E
osition on the king of prehistoric its roots planted in the situation
easts, complete with a listing of comedy formula,

geological eras, would have shamed Thus, “Irma” makes a
a college grad. Young man also companion piece for such
drew biggest laugh while explain-
ing he wasn’t planning on matri-
mony. Said he -was going to be an
explorer and “a safari was no
place to get a/baby.”

Chief quizzer Kelly Was In fine
form and handled the kids expert-
ly. Production from the stage of
WBKB’s Garrick

.
Theatre

.
was up

to top standard; There might. be
just a bit more, camera attention
on the youngsters for better im-
pact. All in all, “Quiz Kids” looks
like a sure investment for some
bankrolled Dave.

IT’S IN THE BAG
With Bob Russell, Arlene James,
The Jesters

G
roducer: William von Zehli
irector: Frank Jacoby

30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 a.m.
Sustaining
NBC-TV, from New York

•“It’s in the Bag,” new audience

participation show on NBC-TV, is

a routine quizzer that viewers can

ither take , or leave. Half-hour

cross-the-board stanza may: satisfy

those who have accidentally tuned
in. But on the other hand there’s

other
strong CBS entries as the Lucille
Ball-Dezi Arnez “I Love Lucy,
the Burns & Allen Show, the Alan
Young Show, “Amios ’rt’ Andy” and
"Mamav

” among others. Both in

the realm of economics and from a
standpoint of evolving an enter-
tainment pattern, the CBS long-
range bid for a top, stake in the
TV program sweepstakes rates
encouragement. .

In addition to Misjes Wilson and
Lewis, the “Irma” casting is top-
flight, with Hal March as Irma’s
boyfriend, At; Gloria Gordon as
the landlady; Sig Arno as Professor
Kropotkin; Don McBride as Irma’s
exasperated boss; vet film actress
iargaret Dumont as the blue-
looded Mrs. Rhinelander, and

Brooks West as Jane’s (Cathy
Lewis) boyfriend. Richard Whorf
as director-producer vested the pro-
gram with qualitative values.

Rose.

CBS TELEVISION WORKSHOP
(Don. Quixote)
With Boris Karloff* Jimmy Savo*
Robert H, Hirrif, Grace Kelly,
others

Producer; Norris Houghton
Director: Sidney Lumet
Writer: Alvin Sapinsley, based on

adaptation by Joseph Liss of Mi-
guel de Cervantes’ novel

30 Mins.; Sun., 4 p.m.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

“CBS-TV Workshop,” designed

as^a^projection into video of the

once-ifamous
'

“Columbia Radio

Workshop,” got off entirely on the

wrong . foot in its preem Sunday
(13). Show’s producers ambitious-
ly attempted to capsule the
lengthy “Don Quixote” into a half-

hour Format but, aS the results
proved, this was an impossibility.
Aside from the scripting problems,
however, the production itself

emerged as almost amateurish.
Avowed (and stated) purpose of

this series is to showcase new pro-
duction techniques for TV. It

would be presumed from that that
the .

producers would c have been
solidly grounded first in the tech-
niques developed; to date but if

hey were,, it certainly wasn’t ap-
parent" on the preem. Pace was
static till it hurt, and the few pos-
sibilities on which they could have
capitalized to project at least par-
tially the flavor of the Cervantes
classic were snafued or lost. End
result, instead of carrying. TV’s
drama techniques forward, pushed
them back a couple of years.
As was anticipated, the program

picked up the most famous Quix-
ote incident, his jousting with the
windmills. Cameras had the for-

orn knight, played by Boris Kar-
off, charge a group of prop wind-
mills on his horse. Karloff Was
then seen perched on a windmill
spoke, with the wind blowing
through his hair to give the illu-

sion of motion. Second camera,
rotating on its axis, showed the
horizon revolving. But, where a
simple super - imposition shot
might have obtained the desired
effect of Karloff actually riding
the spoke, the two lenses for some
reason were never brought to-

gether. And that was only one ex-
ample of the faulty camera arid

production technique.
Script by Alvin Sapinsley, based

on an adaptation by Joseph Liss

of the Cervantes original, depicted
Karloff as a sympathetic madman
but conveyed little 'of Cervantes'
satire. Karloff’s thesping Was ade-
quate for the job but he could
have sparked much more with a
better script ’ and better produc-
tion. Jimmy Savo, as Sancho
Pariza, the lackey, managed to con-
Vey his unique impish quality de-
spite the show,. not because of it.

Grace Kelly was wasted as the
scullery maid at the inn where the
knight found, his commission, and
Robert H. Harris fared little bet-

ter as the innkeeper.
’Producer Norris Houghton,

along With Doriald Davis, CBS-TV
exec producer of dramatic pro-
grams, and Dorothy Mathews re-
portedly have a string of experi-
mental shows coming up to test

the efficacy of their plans. Final
judging, consequently, will have
to await, farther results. It’s to be
hoped, though, that they don’t try
to bite off too much in the pro-
grams to come. Stal.

MORNING NEWS
With Dorothy Doan, Harry Marble,
Jim Fidler

Producer-director: Ted Marvel
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Thurs., 10 a.m

(Fri. 30 Mins.)

^ Sustaining
little in the program that would CBS-TV, from N. Y. and Wash-
encourage channel-switchers to ington
make a point of catching it a sec- CBS-TV’s “Morning News ” a
ond time. new quarter-hour cross-the-board
On Monday’s (14) edition emcee

Bob Russell plied three
,
women

contestants With inriocuous ques-
tions and charades. CoiTect ari-

show (half-hour on Fridays), go

away ; to a relatively good start las

week. Format wisely accents
swers *wefe rewarded with cans of things feminine in light of the pre
soup, peaches, food mixers, etc. dominant hausfrau audience on
Those at home possibly may take a hand at 10 a.m.
Vicarious interest in the success of
the studio contestants.

However, : if some means Were
incorporated In the format where-
by viewers could be cut in on the

Such features as regional re

ports ori food prices, fashion news
arid, home furnishing trends are

stressed as is a comprehensive
weather roundup from Washing

Garroway Today Off to Boff Start

By GEORGE ROSEN
NBC on Monday (14) preemed its

wldely-ballyhooed 7 to 9 a.m. “To-
day” television show—trailerized as
a revolutionary.concept in TV pro-
gramming designed to bring to the
waker-upper a camera display of
his morning newspaper, plus all

the supplementary magazine-fea-
ture attractions. That it’s novel,
ambitious and charts a new step
in NBC’s continuing quest for
fresh patterns, there’s no denying.
In fact radio in its most bullish
days never dared venture into such
gargantuan coin-splurging avenues
of unorthodox programming.
That it managed to create ari un-

matched pre-premiere excitement
within the trade is evidenced from
the unusual response from affili-

ates on the the interconnected net-
work willing to warm up their— ;;

V-
' —

ROYAL SHOWCASE
With Bdrt Lahr, Rosemary Clooney*

J0el Grey; George Abbott, em-
cee; Gordon Jenkins orch; Ben
Grarier* announcer

Producer: Joe Bigelow
Director: Abbott
30 Mins.; Stun.* 7 p.m.
U. S. RUBBER
NBC-TV, from New York

(Fletcher D. Richards)

U. S. Rubber has an entertaining

transmitters at such an early hour.
Top, it marks the return of Dave
Gam'Owav (this time in the role of
emcee - • •communicator”) to the
NBC channels after a longtime ab-
sence.

Almost from the moment that
the cameras picked up Garroway
and the Communications Center in
RCA Exhibition Hall, N> Y., “nerve
center” arid originating point, the
program captured an electric ex-
citement and tempo perhaps never
before realized, on such , a broad
canvas. The idea is big and the
NBC cameras, tackling a tough
marathon assignment, managed to
project

, its bigness. Obviously the
120-minute program is patterned to
achieve both a running continuity
and an overlap of its basic features
at frequent ihtervals, with art
awareness that, there >111 be an
equal Overlap in Viewers. Thus
Chicago, for example, is picked up
at 8 o’clock (EST) so that the mid-
west is viewing its second hour of
the: show after the eastern channels
have signed off.

For the preem performance, the
bugs Were reduced to a minimum
arid the camera boys turned ini a
sock job on pacing the “TV news-;
paper.” The beehive of Commu-
nications Center activity provided
ari ideal background flavor as Gar-
roway and his two principal aides*
James Fleming and Jack Lescoiilie,

entry in its “Royal Showcase,”
which preemed Sunday (13) at 7
•

. Ti I 1 Ji. j j I ,| _ • V, _ * AVUtitih .MUM vnwn AJWOVUUUVi
directly opposite succeeded in vesting the variegated

Paul Whiteman Revue, which a elements with a maximum of show-
competing tire manufacturer, manship. There Were few static
Goodyear, backs on ABC-TV. While
the Goodyear series has a more
lavish production, with impressive
sets, a vocal group arid a corps of

spots as “Today.” molded a con-
glomerate of attractions into
cohesive whole.

In quick succession, there Were

more intimate vaudeo format arid

includes sketches.

Emceerditector is Broadway pro-
ducer George Abbott, who handles
himself well! His in t r o s a r e
straightforward and delivered With
a sense of . humor and proportion
that avoids the cliche superlatives.
Additionally, he can project him-
self briefly into the sketches in a
natural manner^ All iri all, he con-
veys the impression of being more
than the usual “talent-pointer.”

Format is. not contrived. On each
show there Will be an established
comic, an “up-and-comer” and a
name recording artist. On the kick-

ori-Camera AP, UP and INS riia-

spoils the show’s rating should ton. On Friday’s (11) session
rise appreciably. At preserit, the newscaster Harry Marble briefed
camera fails to pick up the studio viewers on domestic and world
audience. That’s PQirit in the happenings while Dorothy Doan
airer’s favor for most TV pro- served up some tasty sidelights on
ducers have yct fo leamj that the the day’s events,
bulk of >the :>aiidience is an ua- Film coverage of out-of-toWn
seem one and;mot < .the handful of fashion editors’ opinion^ on new
peoptLefn. th?.studio, p • styles was especially well done.

Russell is an affable emcee who Piped iri from Washington^ Jiin'

has a glib way with words as well Fidler nicely sums up the weather
as contestants. He’s aided by situation for the. eastern half • of

songstress Arlene James, a pert the U. S* But from a ..straight news
brunette, and “The Jesters,” a mu- aspect, this new series doesn’t pro-

sical combo headed by Red vide viewers with •anything they
Latham. Physical production val- hadn’t read already in the mofri-

nes are meagre. Background con- ing paper, An effort should be
sists of some grocery-lined shelves, made to get some hot-off-the-

owned by Package ticker” bulletins into the layout*

Gitb. •; »0> 'v.if, r/M (f*Gub.

IMPACT
With Austin Kiplinger* Tom Casey*

guests
Director: Doug Gabrielle
30 Mins,; Tues.* 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WENR-TV, Chicago
One of the potentially most In-

teresting formats to come out of a

local shop in a long spell, “Impact

provides a needed hypo on the

hometown tele front. Sort of . a

lower case “See It Now,” it’s .pro’

duced by the Chi ABC station in

cooperation with the Chicago Daily
News whose staffers come on to in-

terview local persorialities. in the
news and to discuss current events.

If the premier was a bit

pointing, that was partly due to

the advance buildup by the News,
which frontpaged the show as one
that

n
will . make, television his-

tory.” There y/ete
:

t

^oine ;jagjging

spots on the ',qpener„. and some; tff

the interview segihe,nt$ 'weren’t to.d

productive. But; in
1

the main,
came
that
prise.»!«««
chinned with the jet

,

interceptor
pilots stationed there. This seg-

ment was preceded by Austin Kip-
linger’s studio interview with the
unit’s commandirig officer, who
outlined the functions of the air

defense setup. It wound-up -with a

shot of the jets taking off on a mis-

sion. It Was a well-rounded back-
grounding of t little known but

TODAY
With Dave Garroway, James Flem-

ing, Jack Lescoulic, others
Producer - editors: Bill Stuart,

Charles Spier
Executive producer: Mort Werner.
Supervisor: Abe Schechter
120 Mins., 7 to 9 a.m;
PARTICIPATING
NBC-TV, from New York

chines. Monitors picked up mobile
units around the country, with pic-
torial spreads of the Pentagon in

off telecast, 19-year-old Joel Grey Washington and Grand Central
was the neophyte and demonstrated

) Station in N. Y. coming alive in the
real promise. Performing in a back-
stage setting as a kid who couldn’t
get an audition with. Abbott, Grey
did a sock satiric tune spoofing

morning.
There was the Chi police cruiser

at Randolph and Michigan alerted
to an approaching day of traffic

nostalgia songs (“do you remember hazards. There was the occasional
Rita and Aly, Ava and Frankie
Dagmar?”). He wove in some car-
bons—a deft bit of Jerry Lewis arid

a so-so Margaret O’Brien. In the
dance department he was clicko,
with good cornic effect.

Iri the middle spot Rosemary

charting of weather bureau reports
from Jim Fidler in Washington, the
telephoto machines grinding out
pictures and front page facsimilies
of the Sari Francisco Chronicle for
a cross-country camera projection
even as the S. F. daily presses Were

Clooney did a nice job on “Be My turning ’em out; again a rack of
s Companion and followed the same morning’s dailies flown in

with “Come-on-A My House.” Lat-
ter utilized a harpsichord in the or-
chestration, to duplicate the •ar-

rangement of her original platter
hit.

As the established comic, . Bert
Lahr slammed home a sketch, wrlt-

from all parts of the country
heralding individual headlines to
“localize” the show’s formula.
There was overseas news with on-
the-spot pickups from London and
Frankfurt. There were drama and
human interest values, too, as fam-. • « T •,- w.,1 i . , v vuiuloi tuvi ao 4-a hi-

ten by Nat Htken, on his struggle Hies were brought into the Com-itlki **AH 1-ama 4m Wa4-+im/* a ihHnlttr 0
_with red tape in getting a library

card. Funny in itself, it also took a
healthy cut at bureaucracy in gen-
eral.

Production was topflight through-
out, with good camerawork on Miss
Clooney’s vocals and an effective
opening shot of orchleader Gordon
Jenkins giving the downbeat Com--
mercials for the tires were nicely
put over by Ben Grauer. Bril.

munications Center to talk with
their sons and brothers in Korea as
the rnonitors picked up (pre-
filmed) the GFs visually.

There’s a continuing running
ribbon of news framing the lower
screen and the time in the lower
right hand corner as Garroway 8c

Co. move on to the Other program
facets for recitals of sports, art
events, theatre premieres, the new
books (Fleur Cowles brought on to

background release of her “Bloody
Precedent” tome); an occasional
break-in with recordings, and the
regular quarter-hour “recesses” to

CARTOON PARTY
With Pauline COmbnar
15 Mins.; Sat., 11 a.m,
FFV COOKIES
WPTZ, Philadelphia permit for local station cut-ins

—

“Cartoon Party” begins another .£”*-

season with a new sponsor, but mulated by NBC to allow for local

pretty much of the same format, sponsorship well as national

Pauline Comonar is the artist and .

she does the, illustrations for chil- .UBUS whoie show has a fiex:

dren’s stories to a musical accom- .

could
^
antic ipate ^un-

pariimerit. With rhythmic timing, sche4uled innovations, ehauges

Miss Comonar pictures the story of and additions. And while it

the “three Little Fishes.” As a suggests careful through-the

clincher for a steady juvefollowing, night. Planning and preparedness,

the artist features a serial on the
show. This one, from the “Magic
Story Book,’’ concerns the adyen
tribes djf^ “Billy Bear,” who gets in-

to difficulties from which he is not
extricated until next week’s pro-
gram.
There is a studio audience Of

sprouts, and the young home view
ers are asked to send in cartoons
for

,

prizes.
;

Commercials ; are
geared to the moppet audience,

with a puppet Cookie Clown, a cir-

cus train, and only a few seconds
devoted to such adult considera-

tions as wrapped in double: foil,

ffeahne^s, n ,; ; , , )

there is. an ad lib quality and an
air of ; spontaneity about it, too,

thanks primarily to Garroway, who
appears an ideal choice for top
man of the display. An old hand
at newscasts stemming from his

early Chi days in radio, Garroway
also manages to personalize the

presentation and bring to it a hu-
man equation. «.

This is lofty programming in the

overall TV scheme, even anticipate

ing a day when early morning com-
muters will have access to the re-

ceivers ciri. trains. It merits that

kind of vievyer and sponsor ac-

)
peptance.
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VAUGJBN MONROE 1BHOW
Dlrettor^Mcr: JLoulse Fri>ll«nd

SO Mins,; Sat., 10 P.m.
CAMEL CIGARETS
NBC, from various points

(EttyY

After a long hitch on the CBS
network, Vaughn Monroe has heen

shifted to the NBC web to do his

plugging for Camel cigs. Other-

wise, it’S the same Saturday night

show featuring the Monroe organ-
ization in a rundown of the current
hit tunes as registered by Variety's
compilation of : disk jockey Iisten-

ingi iri the Music Section.

It's a pleasing musical layout

with Monroe originating each
weekly program from the various
key cities which his band is tour-

ing; The maestro handles the bulk
of the vocals in his trademarked
baritone with a guest:femme vocal-
ist also spotlighted on a couple of

times in each frame. Monroe’s
crew and choral groups supply ex-
cellent backgrounds.
On last Saturday's stanza (12),

Monroe delivered a brace of tunes,
including “Charmairie,” “Shrimp-
boats,’’ :

7Ooh What You Did” and
“How High The Moon,” while guest
vocalist Betty Clooney (Rosemary
Clooney’s sister) neatly handled
her assignments on “Slow Poke”
and. “Anytime.” Monroe also con-
tinues to salute various colleges on
each show via a medley of campus
numbers. Intrpes to each number
and some of the plugs are dished
tip in jingle form, but not too
Obtrusively..,
The straight plugs hammer away

at the well-worn theme of “leading
medical specialists find no throat
irritation after 30 days,!’ etc.

Herra.

HELLO SUCKER
With Arthur Peterson, Paul

Barnes, Don Gallagher, Ger-
aldine Kay, Jack Lester, Norma
Ransom

Producer: Judith Waller
Director: John Keown
Writer; Madeleine Peters
30 Mins.; Sat., 6:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMAQ, Chicago
WMAQ, the Chi NBC anchor,

has set aside this Saturday evening
period for a continuing series of

pub-service airers dealing, primari-
ly with hometown problems. This
latest cycle, produced with the aid
of the Better Business Bureau, fo-
cuses the. spotlight on various
shady business' practices. If the
rest, of. the series continues in the
6ame hardhitting vein, as the
opener which dealt with the para-
sties who’ve attached themselves
to TV set retailing, the venture,
should find itself in the award-
winning category.

Unfolded in believable dramatic
form, the “TV Racket” segment did
a neat gloves-off job

x
on the shy-

sters hovering around the ledge
of the video boom. Such tactics
were outlined as the 10-day home
trial with the fine-printed stipula-
tion the sets are not returnable:
the phoney TV service club deals
With their hyped charges, and the
old contract switcheroo in which
the gullible thinks he’s making a
token down payment on a re-
ceiver for which he gets a watch
as a bonus only to find a collection
outfit moving in to collect for the
balance due on the timepiece.

Interestingly, the one sales twist
that was given the most detailing
was one that’s similar to the come-
on pitch beamed on several local
stations. That’s the “Mystery TUne”
sales crutch where everyone who
sends, in a guess automatically cops
a $100 “gift certificate.” The paper
.is good only as down payment on
a tele set with an inflated price tag,
Show wag narrated patly by

Arthur Peterson with the generous-
sized cast expertly depicting the
conners and the Conned. Dave.

PHILIP MORRIS PLAYHOUSE
ON BROADWAY V-

,

With Ronald Colman, Mtnrose
Lucas, Everett Sloane, Howard

\ Freeman, Enid Markey, Arthur
Vinton, Ward Wilson, Betty
Garde, Carl Emory, Joseph Bell,

Rock Rogers; Charles Martin,
host; Joe King, announcer

Producer-director-scripteir: Martin
30 Mins.; Sun., 8:30 p.m.
PHILIP MORRIS
CBS, from N. Y.

Vet dramatic show, which made
its bow on CBS in- 1041, is back
on its home grounds, and as inter-

esting as ever despite its stock,

glib character. Gimmick of using

a budding collegiate actor or ac-

tress to play opposite a name star

is. still a good one, and production

values make this a sturdy con-
tender. One could have wished for.

a less Hollywoodish script, with
fewer stock gags and wisecracks,
than on Sunday’s (13) opener,
however.

Plot concerned a law prof rent-
ing a house in which a fugitive
from justice had taken shelter.

Guy had been framed by a greedy
factory-owner, who burned down
his plant ; and accused the guy of
the deed. An ugly mob was seek-
ing to, lynch the boy. His gal
friend found him in the house; at
some difficulty enlisted, the prof’s
aid in helping to clear his name,
and all ended well.

,

Ronald Colman was his suave,
smooth self portraying the law
prof. Mintose Lucas, a U. of St
Louis co-ed, pFaying opposite,
handled her role satisfactorily, fit

ting into the contrived story ade-
quately. Supporting roles were
better than the script deserved.

An ANTA board will judge the
collegian participants, with a sys:

tern of quarter-finals, semis and
finals. Winners get $250, with
grand finalists. Copping $1,000, plus
.at least $1,000 iif guest star fees on
future web radio shows. Bron,

MAKING DEMOCRACY WORK
FORYOUANDME

(Our Role ,
la the World Today)

With Sen. Estes Kefauver
15 Mtns.; Fir)., 9:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WMCA, New Work

Sen. Estes Kefauver isoff on a
four-broadcast statement of his
principles —foreign and domestic
—with Nathan Straus’ N. Y. indie,

WMCA, providing the platform.

Regardless of v whatever political

aspirations reside in the conscience
pf the “TV-made” Tennesseean,
the man whose name , has become
virtually a generic term for clamp-
ing down on vice and crime has

something significant to say. With
all his great attributes, how-
fever; the legislator-investigator can
stand some coaching in script-read-

ing.' He would appear to be better

in extempore style. With this one
under his belt, .improvement
should set in.

,
. ..

The senator’s initialer was in the
form of a formal speech delivered

at a dinner of the Manhattan Club,
N. Y., where he was introed by
Straus as a “statesman arid re-

spected leader in American public

life,” The soft voiced southerner
plumped for a calm assessment

;

of

our position in the world with
special emphasis to our main ad-

versary—-Soviet Russia. Citing the
historic roles of old Britain and
ancient Rome as having achieved
peace through force (e.g., Pax Ro-
mano), he embraced the U. S. coun-

1

terpart as peace through leader-

ship; :
. ,

,

In preamble to the crux of his

address, he asserted that both
political parties must set up per-

manent machinery for mutual con-

sultation on matters of foreign
policy, these functions having been
considerably watered down since

the death of bipartisan-**un-~'*-f 5

Radio Follow-Up
444+ 444 4444444444

WNEW, N. Y, program topper
Dick Pack has come up with an
entertaining public service feature
in its “Singing Weathermen'
transcriptions, 10 quickie songs
that serve as weather bulletins
The tunes are in standard pop
forms—hillbilly,, jazz riff, ballad,
march, etc.—which are cued to the
weather; the rain report is in blues
idiom, natch. Eight of the items
cover specific situations and two
are general intros to spoken an-
nbiincements.

Lyrics, scripted by Bill Kaland,
and music by Roy Ross, come over
appealingly as chirped by Bob
Haymes and the Jesters with Dar-
lene Zita, backed by Ross’ WNEW
orch. It’s a’feature that should at-
tract dialers and get a. hearing for
the integrated Taystee Bread com-
mercials.

SPORTS PARADE
With Keyes Perrin
15 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Sat., 6:30 p.m.
RUPPERT BREWING CO.
WROW, Albany
WROW program manager Keyes

Perrin recently took over sports,
with which he is familiar through
a longtime WOR partnership with
A1 Schacht, arid other experiences.
Perrin handles the show for his
beer sponsor in a briskly authori-
tative mariner,

,
although oh two

blocks caught he read principally
wire service material. He closed
the second segment with a local
angle: an experiment with, the Use
of a handkerchief in basketball
refereeing, which an Albany of
ficial predicts will be widely adopts
ed. An interview would have
clinched this point.

Perii possesses a clear voice,
sizable volume and sure technique.
At times, his grouping of words
and sentence endings take on
slightly monotonous p a t tern.
Greater flexibility would be de-
sirable. There could be more varia-

tion in the copy. Jttco.

san” Michigan Sen. Arthur Van-
denburg.

Sen. Kefauver then launched in-

to. an elaboration of a four-point
outline for the U. S. covering (1),

the creation of a better atmosphere
here and abroad; (2), leadership in

elminating the trouble ’ .spots of the
world; (3), helping the peoples in

the world vs. hunger, poverty and
disease and,' (4), relations with the
Soviet. Within that ambitious
framework, the senator indicated

he has a program of his own for

future discussion. Next up (18) is

the subject, “Cracks in the Iron
Curtain.” Score one Up for Kefau-
ver-WMCA-U. S. A. Tran.

Second broadcast of CBS’ “The
People Act,” documentary series
presented in association with the
Ford Foundation, offered a provo-
cative story on the recent fight
over the school system in Arling-
ton, Va< The program, which uses
no actors, reported on the way in
which suburban commuters in the
area near the nation’s capital were
able to win new schools for their
children against the opposition of
older residents who feared higher
taxes.

Broadcast described the over-
crowded conditions in the Arling-
ton schools, with' insufficient class-
rooms, kids forced to attend
classes only half a day, the steady
loss of teachers, lack of equip-
ment, and other conditions which
robbed the youngsters of decent
education. Using taped comments
from ordinary citizens and those
who actually participated in the
movement, it outlined the forma-
tion of the Citizens Committee for
School Improvement. CCSI, find-
ing it got no satisfaction from the
existing school board, which was
appointed in Richmond and not
responsible to> the people, cam-
paigned to change the method of
selecting the board and then" got
a group which was able to end*the
deplorable conditions. It whs able
to push through a bond issue
which made possible construction
of new buildings.

All in all, this airer underlined
the series’ theme, that tfie

, public
has it in its power to solve fcru-:

cial everyday living problems by
getting together with hard work,
and despite threats, according to
democratic principles.
Producer Irving Gitlin wrapped

up $ listenable show. It didn’t an-
swer many of the questions raised
by the Arlington . experience, but
it did hit the highspots of a prob-
lem which affects not only Ar-
lington but the great majority of
all U. S. cities.

YOUR HOME TOWN
With George Grim, Ramona Ger-
hard . .,.

Producer-Director: Bob Sutton
Writer: Grim
36 Mins., Sun. .1:30 p.m.
NORTHERN STATES POWER
WCCO, Minneapolis
This transcribed show has Cedric

Adams, local top radio personality,
visiting the state’s various small
towns and interviewing some of
their residents arid calling atten
tion to their points of interest, in-

dustries and commercial establish
merits. With Adariis confined to
his home by injuries, George Grim,
who also rates high in radio aiid

as a newspaper columnist here, is

pinchhitting and he comes through
admirably, the same as always.
Show is, perhaps, primarily a

goodwill builder for station and
sponsor. But skillful and clever
scripting and handling give it en-
tertainment value, too. It possesses
interest not only for the homefolks
directly concerned,,but aiso for the
public generally. After all, most
people like to know about some Of
the more interesting people and
features of nearby communities
which, they might or might not have
ever visited and in which, friends
or relatives might or might not re
side.

In this particular instance, it. be-
ing the next to the last day of 1951
Grim, deviating from the usua
format resumed the past year’s more
important Minnesota and adjacent
North Dakota happenings, sprink-.
ling his recital with clips from
other taped 1951 WCCO broadcasts
at opportune moments. The man-
ner in which the narrative was
given and the recorded interpola-
tions made, as well as Grim’s top-
drawer delivery, produced a
smooth unfolding, accentuated by
staffer Ramona Gerhard’s pleasant
.background organ music,
..Grim has the faculty of selecting

the best material arid tying it to-
gether in shipshape fashion.

Reas:

IN NEW YORK CITY
v *.

,
^

Bob Callan and Roger Gallagher will take alternate hour* on “Record
Shop,” WMCA’s upcoming replacement for Ted and Pori* Steele.. ..

Johnny and Penny Olsen collected 250,000 pennies In .their recent Periny
Drive for charity. . . .Walter Dunn, ex-Headley-Reed. Co* and ABC spot
sales, added to H-R Representatives. . . .Bob Finnegan, Chi sportscaster,
has joined ABC staff and will do a cross-the-board sports .report at
11:15 p.m., starting Feb. 6 . ,

.

. Adrienne Dayan into cast of “Young Dr.
Malone” .

.

;

. Sherman H. Dryer is writing and producing' "Out of the
Thunder,” series oh the history of mankind, which .jufeenMi on Mutual
Sunday (20) with Charles Irving as narrator; . . .Pan! Fora of Merrill,

Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Beane is doing a daily stock market show on
WNJR? . . .“Mr. and Mrs. North” now being taped. .. Spencer Bentley,

former manager of. WHAN, Charleston, recovering from 'serious auto
accident of last fall, is headed for Florida to recuperate further and
will visit several station managers in the south before returning to

N,YV . in February. . . . Added to “Front Page Farrell” are Klock Ryder,
Sidney Smith, Ann ;

Seymour, Harold Hither and John Stanley . . .

.

Donald
Briggs added to “Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters” .... Bret Mor-
rison has joined “Young Widder Brown.”

Larry Lesueur to address Poor Richard Club meeting in Philly Jan.

22. .

.

.The Bill Leonards (he’s WCBS gabber) expect their sixth child

(the first five are all boy*) in April. Incidentally, he’s been nariied an
aide to N. Y. Civil Defense Communications chief Seymour Siegel.

;

Joel Cohron, ex-Kings super markets, hew assistant sales promotion
director for Kenyon *•& Eckhardt . . . ; Georgia Gibbs signed to co-sfar

with Vera Ellen in MtG-M Radio Attractions version of “Born to

Dance” on Mutual. . . .Red Barber back in town from the South where
he covered the Orange Bowl and Senior Bowl games for CBS . , . .NBC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell named chairman for the broadcasting; divi-

sion Of the National Jewish Hospital at Denver WNEW on prowl for

a new staff scripter . . . .WCBS disk jock John Faulk took over; Dr. John
Ashworth’s graduate writing courses at Columbia U. last week; he was

.

a U. of Texas English instructor before taking up mikfe work.

IN HOLLYWOOD
Ainos Baron, manager of ABC’s KECA, checked into a Pasadena

hospital for the fourth time to have a slowly-healing bone break in his

leg patched up. This time it will be a bone-graft operation. Also hob-

bling around on canes are Bill Lawrence, long time producer of Screen
Guild Players, and Hobe Donavan, who.wrote the Smilin’ Ed McConnell
scripts. . . . Alan Courtney pulled stakes for his N.Y.* post with NBC as

station relations attache, fie started as a ticket clerk- and has been
climbing gradually Truman Bradley, long one of -the town’s top

announcers, is back at the mike after a financial venture in the tuna

trade that swam the wrong way. .

.

-Jack Bailey gave. Ben Alexander
Stanford arid 13 points, which is why Bailey has been missing from
“Queen For a Day.” They bet three guest shots on each other’s shows,

which forces Alexander to double over from “Watch and Win”. • • Don
Lee prexy, Willet Brown; realigned his sales crews and brought in Art
Mortensen and John Bradley as national radio and TV sales managers!
Revamp came after Henry Gertstenkom moved over to the Raymond R.

Morgan agency . . . NBC’s Joe McConnell cut short his Hollywood visit

to get back to N.Y. in time to head up a Salvation Army campaign .

.

Russ Burroughs now operations head of NBC’s radio division in addi-

tion to business manager. . . The swapping season is on among those

with the same initials, viz, Joe Rines, Jack Rourke and Jack Runyon;
Art Linkletter arid Abe Lastfogel . . Lynn Castile, former Broadway
show gal, had her. Don Lee program renewed for another year bjr

Metro., She also completed her book, “Call of the Cricket,” after eight

years and Without a ghost . . . . Lewis TeeGarden and Gus Hagenab have
been made managing directors of Standard Radio by Jerry King.. .

!

Fugitives from eastern cold, wave: Procter & Gamble’s Bill Craig,

Pedlar & Ryan’s “Wiff” Roberta and Compton’s Lewis Titterton . . .

;

Joe Laurie, Jr., oan’t call an hour his own on this trip. Every radi

and TV show is after him for a guesting to tell about the book “Show
Biz” he Wrote with Abel Green Lew Weiss is now a grandpa.
Daughter Pat (Mrs. Jack Armitage) just got under the wire in ’51 with
Lewis Leighton. *

IN CHICAGO
BMl’s Glenn Dolberg hosted station and network execs at a luncheon

spread last week. .

.

.Bob Finnegan, w.k. Chi sportscaster, has departed
the hometown to. join the ABC New York staff. First Web assignment
is a cross-the-board evening sports roundup, teeing off Feb. 6. ..Pat

O’Brien guested last week on Tommy Bartlett “Welcome; Travelers”
when it resumed from the College Inn after the California junket. . . ;

WGN, Inc., in cooperation with local business firms, .Js distributing a
Chicagoland Civil ' Defense Manual .... Ell Henry, Cni ABC publicity

chief, takes over today (Wed.) from his second-in-command Jimmy
Duffy in Atlanta; Ga., as advance man on the “Breakfast Club” tour
through the south ... ; Mutual special events director Art Feldman i

town working out details for the political convention coverage....
Bud Campbell and Daily News sports editor John Carmichael sharing
the mike on WIND’S “Hot Stove League” sponsored Saturday nights
by Gibby’s Restaurant. . . ..WBBM farm director Harry Campbell sat in

on the agricultural development session yesterday (Tues.) sponsored
by Illinois Dept, of Agriculture and ag schools. . . .Chi Mutual account
exec Arnold Carlsen sunning in Califomia .... Dolcin is bankrolling
Bob Grant's Tuesday and Thursday afternoon newscast on WBBM
Chi NBC commentator Alex Dreier featured chinner -at the Western
Retail Implement and Hardware Assn, conclave in Kansas City yester-
day (Tues.).

IN WASHINGTON
Robert Saudek, head of Ford Foundation TV-Radio Workshop, whose

CBS public service airer, “The People Act ” was devoted past Sunday to

the people of nearby suburb Arlington, Va., was guest of honor at press

luncheon tossed by WTOP-CBS Tuesday (15). Also in for the luncheon
were Irv Gitlin, producer-scripter of show, and Elmore. McKee; brai
child of the series. . .. - Jerry Strong, WMAL-ABC disk jockey, adds ari-

other musical chore to his schedule with a late “Nightwatchman” show
featuring Variety’s weekly hit tunes. . . Nancy Osgood, femme com-
mentator-emcee for WRC-NBC and WNBW-NBC, increasing her sched-
ule to four ayem shows weekly. . . .Benny Goodman’* “Music Festiva^

,

added to the WOL-Liberty roster, . . Promotion for new RCA-Victor
pop-tune album with commentary by WTOP-CBS d.j, Eddie Gallaher,
includes a Mayflower Hotel dinner with Gallaher and chantoosey April

• j t

.PERRY MARTIN SWG&
With Martin, Bill Metchnek orch

(5), Lawrence Malmberg
Producer-director: Judy Bryson
30 Mins., Sun., 2:30 p.m.
GOPHER CAFE
WTCN, Minneapolis
Long one of the

,
most popular

local warblers, Perry Martin, riot
only possesses a high-grade singing
voice, but also a personality that
carries neatly over the ether waves.
Well poised, Martin proves equally

jri Chicago during the July political conventions, a triovfe likely to be
followed by many news panel shows.

adept at both chirping arid talking.
In emerging his own show, a
pleasant mixture of. song arid
music, aiid in handling commer-
cials, too, he’s, always at home.

Martin makes his own poll of
local music and phonograph shops
to learn the week’s three top tunes,

judged by sheet music and record
sales, and includes these in his

routine. Interspersing his sallies

into song, the Bill Metchnek orch

contributions stand out as agree-

able music making. In particular,

the Lawrence Malmberg accordion

solo is of a high order. Rees.
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Guest Stars lib ’Em Fast & Easy
TV dramatic shows with guest star policies are finding the go-

ing much rougher these days in pacting names. And all because
of. the. fact that the glamor boys and gals find they can pick up
just as many bucks doing a quick on-and-off routine on the multi-
plicity of high-budgeted variety shows (“Toast of the Town/'
“Texaco Star Theatre,” et al.).

Producers 'of Hdramatic shows complain that they're getting the
same brushoff answer from top stars, and with recurring fre-
quency: "Why should, we involve ourselves with 15 to 20 hours of
rehearsal a week, for the same fee we could knock off by doing a
five or 10-minute unrehearsed bit oh a variety show?”

• Chicago, Jan, 15.

Lost in the hullabaloo that at-

tended the demise of the v'Garro-

way At Large” showpiece and the
halving Of “Kukla, Fran and Oltte,”

both hallmarks of the so-called Chi-

cago school Of video :
technique, is

the fact that this midwest point is

actually turning out more network
originations than eye? before In
its four-year TV career.

With the recent adgitipn of three
Chi-anchored shows, the Loop tele

plants are presently deeding 20 dif-

ferent shows to the foUr webs
weekly for a total of 17 hours.
That’s considerably above the pre-
vious year, despite the loss of the
GarrQway show and “Magic Slate”
on NBC-TV and the Don McNeill
stint on ABG-TV.
Admittedly some of the current

Chi offerings fall in the sustaining
“filler” class, with their existence
pretty much dependent upon the
whims of the New York home of-

fices. But the bulk of the roster
is backed by sponsorship end sig-

nificant ratings.
v

Although Hollywood is moving
rapidly into the picture since the
advent of 'the cross-country hook-
up, the Windy City still holds down
the No. 2 production spot, second
only to Manhattan in terms! of
number of live shows and total web
time filled. This fact has frequently
been overlooked, CM TV tubthump-
ers Complain, because of the abr
sence' of the high-budgeted hoop-
las on the local front.

NBC Increases Pickups

Surprisingly, it’s been NBC,
which has come in for ,a tot of
hometime beefing as a result of the
darroway and “Kukla” situation,

(Continued on page 39)

John Mulvahill has resigned as
General Artists Corp television
dept, head, effective Jan. 25. He
goes out to the Coast shortly after-
wards to finalize TV deal now
under discussion. Mulvahill has
been with GAC for six years, three
of which were spent on the Coast.

It’s . likely that GAC veepee
Milton Krasny will take /over as
head of the fJAC tele division.

Slap 500G Suit On

Gen.

Of ’Bride & Groom’ Cuing

Wholesale Show Shifts
•v »

General - Mills, which pacted
some time ago. for the 10:30 to
10:45 a.m. strip on CBS-TV to take
advantage Of the adjacency to the
new Arthur Godfrey simulcast, this

week chose the web’s /‘Bride and
Groom” to fill that spot. Show,
currently airing cross-the-board
from 2:45 to 3 p.m., will move into
its new time slot as soon as CBS
wraps up the necessary arrange-
ments, which will occasion con-
siderable shifting

.
of both the

morning and afternoon program-
ming schedules.

Major item still to be settled be-
fore the new lineup can take ef-
fect "is Hudson Paper’s current
sponsorship of “Bride” on Thurs-
day afternoons. CBS must obtain
Hudson’s consent to the move, but
is confident that consent will be
forthcoming. It’s expected that
the. paper napkin firm will pick up
the show in its new morning slot
on either Thursdays or Fridays,
with GM. bankrolling the* other

(Continued on page 36)

Breach of contract action seeking
damages of $500,000 has been insti-

tuted against Roosevelt & Jones,
indie packagers, NBC and Eleanor
Roosevelt by Syndicated Broadcast
Productions, Inc. Case is now in
the examination stage in New York
Supreme Court, with Elliott Roose-
velt and WNBC, N, Y., general
manager Ted

y
Cott having been

examined. Further action awaits
return of Mrs. Roosevelt from the
United Nations meetings now tak-
ing place in Paris.
SBP claims that in August of

1950 it made a deal with Roose-
velt & Jones to produce and sell

a commercial stanza, with Mrs.
Roosevelt getting 30% of the gross
for their services. Plaintiff alleges
that in September, 1950, R&J made
a separate deal with several out-
lets. including WNBC, N. Y.,
thereby -breaching the contract.

Martin Jones exited R&J last
year, when the outfit Was reorgan-
ized, with John Roosevelt joining
his brother Elliott as Roosevelt
Enterprises. .Mrs. Roosevelt’s pro-
gram went off WNBC > several
months ago due to Mrs. Roosevelt’s
extended European stay. Time has
been taken over by Kate Smith.

Speedy Trial Sen Fer

Govt Anti-Trust Case

On Airing of Football
v •Philadelphia, Jan. 13.

‘

Prospects of a speedy trial in
the Government’s anti-trust action
against the National Football
League were indicated by Judge
Allan K. Grim, who threw out the
League’s motion to dismiss the
auit at a hearing in U. S. District
Court here.
Although the defense bias been

granted 45 days in which to file

its reply to the Government’s com-
plaint, Court attaches expect the
case to go to, trial within two
months. Judge Grim is scheduled
to hear the case in open court and
without a jury. -

Judge Grim wants to hold the
trial as soon as possible, he told
both sides, because of its “tremen-
dous public importance.” The Ulti-
mate decision will have wide rep-
ercussions on all regulations per-
taining to the broadcasting and
telecasting: of sports events.

Describing himself as a football
fan and TV follower of the NFL
games, Judge Grim’ promised the:

defendants a “fair shake” in court.
The Judge advised a pre-trial con-
ference as soon as possible for the
purpose of determining the issues.

Specifically, t h e Government
charges that the NFL is violating
the Sherman Anti-Trust Act by
limiting the broadcast and telecast
privileges to towns other than the
one in which the game is being
played; These local blackouts are
part of the NFL code.

DuMont Bares Bid for St. L, Boston

Lightcap to WINS
Jack Lightcap, assistant sports

director of NBC under Bill Stern,
has been signed byjfarry Folts,

general manager of WINS, N. Y.,

as the Crosley outlet's sports di-

rector. He’ll continue at NBC un-
til early March when he’ll make
the move in time for the spring
training activities of baseball.

Lightcap will do a Monday*
through-Saturday sports roundup
on WINS skedded in the. late eve-
ning, probably at 10:45 p. m., due
to the large; number of night base-
ball, games this season. He will

also handle 15-minute pre-game
arid post-game stanzas adjacent to

WINS’ play-by-plays of the N. Y.
Yankees.

y $

As his first major assignment un-
der his new longterm pact With
NBC, Which succeeded recently in
luring him away from CBS, Elmo
JRoper will do a series of 15-miriute
one-man “opinion” TV shows,
which will be slotted Sunday after-
noons, starting in March. Major
accent will be On the political con-
ventions and the 1952 general elec-
tions.

Roper’s on-camera assignment is

only, one of several operational
facets in which he’ll engage him-
self. Primarily, he’ll devote his
time to exhaustive nationwide sur-
veys on audience trends in the
realm of public service and educa-
tion as a means of patterning the
web’s programming operation to
achieve maximum audience bene-
fits.

For Harriman Post
Washington, Jan. 15.

Charles B. 'Collingwood. White
House Correspondent for CBS, has
taken a leave of absence to become
top information/offihet for W, Avpr-
;oll .Harriman, .flip new .Mutual Se-.

cUrity
.Administrator. ,

.Collingwood
takes up his new post tomorrow
(Wed.).
Job involves coordinating infor-

mation activities of the Mutual Se-
curity Program carried Out by the
State and Defense Departments
and. Mutual Security Administra-
tion. Collingwood has been with
CBS since 1941. Prior to that he
Was \jdth United PijeSs.

AS AM-TV SALES CHIEF
Indi packagers are starting to

emphasize stronger selling tech-
niques, as pointed up by the ink-
ing of Gene Wyatt, one of ABC-
TV’s top account execs, to post of
radio and television sales director
for Bernard L. Schubert. Wyatt,
who had been with ABC for three
years, brought in some of the tele
web’s big shows, such as Schlitz’s

“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse,” Good-
year’s “Paul Whiteman Revue,”
General MiHs’ “Lone Ranger,”
Seiberling’s “Amazing Mr. Malone”
and others.

. Schubert’s concept is that
Wyatt will be able to go direct

,
to

potential bankrolled with a knowl-
edge of media, agencies, rates, re-

search and. Station clearance prob-
lems. ... Among the packages he’ll be-

peddling are “Topper,” “Two Girls
Named Smith,” “Blind Date,” etc.

Before World War II Wyatt was
commfrcial manager Of WBEN,
Buffalo, N Y.

Good in Balto Video
Baltimore* Jan*. 15...

A hometown boy, Garry Moore,
has been named to receive this

year’s plaque as the ‘‘outstanding
television personality of 1951”

awarded annually by the Baltimore
Advertising Club. Presentation
Will be made at the club’s 'annual
banquet * the Emerson Hotel,

Feb. 23.

Previous winners were Milton
Berle, Abe Burrows 1 and Faye
Emcrsop.,

,

Ballantine, HFC, Among

WOR, N. Y.; has wrapped up a
bevy of sponsors for news pro-
grams. Ballantine, which has been
absent from local radio for soipe
time, has bought tv% quarter-hour
news programs within 15 minutes
of each other, with Lyle Van at

6 p. m. and Henry Gladstone at
6 : 30 p. m. Both shows, aired three
times weekly, start this week for
52 weeks via J. Walter Thompson.
Household Finance Corp. bought

the 11 p.' m. Saturday news,
,
to

start Feb. 2, via. Needham, Louis
& Brorby. American Safety Razor,
for Silver Star Blades, has picked
up the 11 p. m. newscast twice
weekly, via McCann-Erickson.

Gambarelli & Davitto wines has
bought a package of seven time
signals nightly, seven.nights a week
on a yearly basis, via Platt-Forbes.

G&D will have all the time signals

from 6 p. m. to midnight, start-

ing this week.

Status in Doubt
With option time coming up for

Milton Berle arid his Texaco spon-
sor, both the comedian and the
Kudner agency, which handles the
Texaco account, are playing close
to their vests the question of
whether Berle will renew for next
season. Berle has been intimating
this may be his last season under
the Texaco banner but the agency
disclaims any split Is in the works,
claiming the comic is endeavoring
to smoke out in advance whether
Texaco will meet his demands for

an upped budget, a more/liberal
vacation schedule, etc,

Berle, currently on vacation, has
reportedly declared his Intentions
to bow out of the star role next
season on NBC-TV’s “Texaco Star
Theatre,” in order to devote his

complete time and efforts to pro-
ducing and staging the show. He’s
said* to think that the. show would
retain' its current flavor and con-
tinue to be known as the “Milton
Berle Show,” It’s believed definite,

however, that Texaco would refuse
to go along' with such an arrange-
ment. Berle’s option with Texaco
expires at the end of April and
Kudner reps are meeting now with
the oil firm to line up plans for

next season.

If a break occurs between the
comic and his sponsor, it would
constitute one of the rarities of
TV, that of a client dropping the
toprated show. Berle is now In his

fourth year for the oil firm and
has topped the rating parade prac-
tically from the start, Berle is said

to have, complained to his intimates
that he's had a long Series of dif-

ferences with Kudner veepee My-
ron Kirk. He’s quoted as saying
that he’s had to

!
pay for acts he

wanted on the show because Tex-
aco would not increase his budget.

ABC’s Comrags-&-Going$
With American Chicle dropping

the twice-weekly Will Rogers show
on ABC with the Jan. 17 broad-
cast, the web opening up the

5:55 p. m. strip for a new stanza,

“World Flight’ Reporter.” Airer
will originate frorii Idlewilrf Air-

port, N. Y.,. with taped interviews
of important 1 people in . the. dews
landing at and departing from the
field.

.

The program, which will have, a
special /e?rijAfe fife*

emceed by Don Peterson, The news
angle is cued: to the fact, the show
will precede' the net’s 6 p, m. news-
cast. “Flight” will, be beamed at

5: 55. p.m. in each of the four-time

zones.

Washington, Jan. 15.

Dr. Allen B. DuMont, prez of the

DuMont Laboratories, told the

Federal Communications Commis-
sion this, afternoon (Tues.) that his

Tympany would" apply for tele sta-

tions in Boston and St. Louis if

the final allocations provide more
VHF channels than the Commis-
sion has proposed.

Dr, DuMont appeared as the
FCC began hearings on the pro-

posed American Broadcasting Co.t

United Paramount Theatres merger
and the Paramount antitrust issue.

Testimony on Par’s interest in Du-
Mont, which the FCC contends is

controlling, will be heard during
the next four or five days. Proceed-
ings will then be recessed until

Feb. 4 when the other phases of
the inquiry will be taken up.

Presiding at the hearings is Leo
Resnick, FCC examiner,

.
with

Frederick Ford and Max Paglln as
Commission counsels. Repping Du-
Mont is William A. Roberts, with
Paul Porter heading the legal staff

for Par Pictures, Duke Patrick for
tTPT and James A. McKenna for
ABC. Leon. Brooks appears for
CBS, whose deal to purchase
WBKB, Chicago, is contingent upon
approval of the ABC-UPT merger.

Porter said he would put in tes-

timony for Par showing the orig-
inal investment by the company In

1938, 1939 arid 1942. This will show
that Par’s total investment in Dur
MOnt was $164,000, for which Par
has already received more than
that, amount in dividends. Par’s
interest is believed worth over

$12 ,000 ,
000 .

DuMont, who testified today on
TV’s development, will continue
tomorrow (Wed.).

Zir’s ‘Communist’ Due To

Detroit— Robert F. Reynolds,
former sportscaster for WJBK and
WJBK-TV; has been appointed as-

SQ.ci^te. ^pprts 9f
' “

CREDIT FOR GOVT. WORK
Philadelphia, Jan. 15.

Philco Corp. has arranged a $40,-

000,000 three-year V-loan revolving

credit to finance increasing defense
production -of’ advanced electronic

equipment and missiles for the

armed services.'

Qr. Courtnay Pitt, vice president

on ” finance, who announced the

loan, said the credit, which is guar-

anteed 70% by the Navy Dept., is

being extended by a nationwide

group of 18 banks headed by the

Pennsylvania Co., of Philadelphia.

For the last 10 years, Philco

Corp.- has devoted a large part of

its research work to the develop-

ment' of electronic equipment arid

missiles. The company’s production

of this military equipment has in-

creased so rapidly that the first

quarter of 1952 should exceed the

total- of' all of last year, Dr. Pitt

.deej^ed,

Stagg to Lewis
Carolyn Stagg, former eastern

story editor for Samuel Goldwyn,
has joined Lester Lewis Associates,

N. Y., TV-radio packaging and

personal management outfit.

Mrs. Stagg will develop a new
literary department in her new
post.

Pittsburgh, Jqn. 15.

Frederick W. Ziv Co. may face

a legal battle here over the rights

to “I Was a Communist for the

F.B.I;,” based on the experiences

of Matt Cvetic, local undercover

man who served as a member of

the Communist party in order, to

get evidence on them for the Gov-
ernment. Ziv announced lost week
that he had contracted with Cvetic
for the series and was starting pro-
duction inunediately on* radio
transcriptions of the adventures
with Dana Andrews playing Cvetic.

Harry Alan Sherman, a Pitts-

burgh attorney, said he and James
Moore, reporter for the Sun Tele-
graph, and Pete Martin, Saturday
Evening Post writer Who ghosted
the Cvetic stories in t h a t mag,
have a contract with Cvetic under
which they share his income, and
that they were not consulted or
declared -in by Cvetic when he
signed with Ziv.

Sherman also stated that War-
ner Bros., who made the screen
version of “I Was a Communist,”
would have to be negotiated with,

inasmuch as. the film contract spe-

cified that radio rights were to be
withheld for three years and TV
rights for nine.

The deal originally negotiated

with Cvetic by Sherman called for

Partin to get. the first 15% of any-

thing growing out of the sale of

“I Was a Communist,” and the re-

mainder to bri d i v i d e d 30% to

Sherman, 30 to Moore and 40 to

Cvetic.

Cvetic claimed ,the necessary re-

XContinued on page 390

Waring’s Gus Kahn Bio

Lyricist Gus Kahn, who is bi

filmed in the. current Warner Bros,

release,
.
“I’ll See You in My

Dreams,” will receive similar treat-

ment next Sunday (20) on CBS-
'PV’s

,
“Fred Waring Show.”

Waring plans to present a caval-

cade of Kahn’s top hit tunes, simi-

lar to the way he saluted the Rich-

ard Rodgers-Lpren// Hart- tunes last

Thanksgiving weekend. Web has

not been able, to obtain clips of the

Warner film, but th.e picture is to

get a substantial frlug during the

show.



TV

A 15-minute, 5-time-a-week show that will be the

bell-ringer of 1952 as a viewership-getter and sales-malcer

W AT LAST \ a practical program, custom-built for

television... a show that has legitimate,

wjr visual values. ..that will not be great

occasionally and sour the balance of

the time... but will consistently possess a high measure of interest for

the viewer... and wonder of all wonders, finally, a TV package that

is sensibly priced so that now an advertiser at the local level can realis-

tically afford this medium and use it to immediate advantage.

WHAT'S MOVIE QUICK QUIZ? stripped down to its

basic elements* it's the same as the radio show, “Tello-Test.” An emcee

phones out and asks a provocative question. Except in this case, ther

a minute movie to illustrate the question. And for each succeeding call

— there’s a brand new minute movie and a brand new question. (All

movies ar original, dramatic producti exclusively^ made for this

program.) Sounds sort of simple and abvi , doesn’t it? But you’ve

got to see the pilot film to appreciate the- know-how aod the planning

that has gone into MOVIE QUICK QUIZ. What we’re-tryingio.canvey

Is—MOVIE QUICK QUIZ is a most ingehi combination Of quiz

technique with TV eye appeal—and therefore, cannot help but do a

terrific job as a viewership-getter and sales-maker!

AWARDS! Glory be, the contestant wins those good old U. S.

Savings Bonds. Every day, the show pyramids with another bond

added to the jackpot. What’s more, the loot comes Os part of the pack-

age. Donated by leading manufacturers for a quickie tag mention ot

the end of the show.

MERCHANDISING HOOK! We’ve got one that’-s sure-
I-

fir Guaranteed to bring droves of panting people (and we mean

droves!) every day into the sponsor’s place of business. Ask us about

this hook. It's a lulu!

LEGALITY? Simon-pure. Qf course, you'd be a fool not to Watch

the minute movies—but you can answer each and every question out

of your Own realm of knowledge, without hints from the films.

QUfZ WHIZ! It’s about time we told you that the whole thing

has been engineered by Walter Schwimmer, who virtually invented

the quiz giveaway show for radi . As most 1 of you know, Schwimmer

created and developed “Tello-Test,” the country’s most successful#

most widely syndicated quiz. Now locally broadcast ort over 250

radi stations, coast-to-coqsf. For high listenership ratings and for
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MOVIE
QUICK
QUIZ

outstanding selling jobs for advertisers—
4

‘TeljorTest’’ has few, equals

in the land. Schwimmer and his staff of quiz experts have put in two

years’ work and a barrel of money into research and on-the-qir tests

to develop MOVIE.QUICK QUIZ, the TV version of “Tello-Test.” That’s

your guarantee the bugs have been removed, that the show wijl work

successfully and smoothly, that the gimmicks are sound, and that all

the features will be delivered as promised.

HERE’S WHAT WE GIVE YOU. We repeat, MOVIE

QUICK QUJZ is a 15-minute, five-tirhe-a-week show, to be telecast by

each station locally. Can be put oh morning, noon or night. Can be

sponsored by local retail chain, local stpre, national advertiser, or used

as a spot carrier by station. We furnish all minute movies, questions

and answers, special slides, film opening and close, operational i

structions, and jackpot awards. Station provides emcee. (For stations

without camera equipment, we have the answer—ask us.)

HERE’S WHAT YOU DO* You can now buy MOVIE QUICK

QUIZ in one or more markets. Practically the entire country is open.

So far, we have only^xposed the show in three or four spots, wher

we must confess, the show was instantly snapped up. You must buy the

complete strip, minimum 26 weeks. May we mildly suggest that'it may

be a wise idea to be opportunistic. Wire or phone your nearest United

office.-?- prices and pilot film immediately available.

MOVIE QUICK QUIZ is a Walter Schwimmer Production

v ’•
, (

Other successful UfP releases:

ROYAL PtAYHOUSE • HOLLYWOOD OFFBEAT * REBOUND
FASHION PREVIEWS • SLEEPY JOE • THE CHIMPS

FEATURE FILMS • OLD AMERICAN BARN DANCE

•• Exclusive distributors for Bing Crosby Enterprises, Kling* United, Marion Parsonnet and other*

Chicago • CEntral 6-0041

New York • PLaza 3-4620

Hollywood • WEbster 8*9181
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Stassen, Senator Lodge and Post- inked as regular for Donald O’Con- slWy four applicants *or tw° ®kan-

master General Donaldson inked nor xv show . . * Dave- Bogard nels and that hearings haven t

for his CBS-TV “Chronoscope” joins Mike Moser Enterprises as been scheduled for the* area. (It’s

show . . ABC-TV’s “Arthur Mur- promotion, -public relations toana- recalled that WTIC manager Paul
ray Show” saluting a different ger for “Space Patrol” . . , Holly- Morency had turned back an appli-
charitable cause each week, with wood Newsreel, Erman Pessis’ TV cation for a TV station.)
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‘ Celanese Theatre is return- u not new or novel , . . KTLA’s “w tv i5£mSing to policy of sending out the “wild Bill Hickok” moved up to “S FM antenna for Tv. Members

original plays from which the show g p .m to avoid bucking Red Skel- of tbe
.

staff have been receiving

is
- adapted. Last week’s “Reunion ton show at* 7 p.m. Sundays .

TV training at the RCA lab in

in Vienna” was sent out in TV Richard Benedict will direct three Camden, N. J., and at NBC in New
script form because the Original pUot vidpix for N. Y. producer York-

'

play is out oLprint . . . ABC-TV Sam Frashling, series Jagged xhe explanation by Morency is
veepee Alexander Stronach accepts “Prowl Car 33” ... KTLA v.p. that eauimnent will be used for the
a citation from Veterans Admin- Klaus Landsberr inked Lawrence training of personnel so that when
istration tornorrowv(Thurs.) for the Welk orch to two-year contract,
web’s beaming of VA films. and thrush Roberta Linn to per- win iSir ui
Clement Fuller,, former NBC sonal pact with channel ... Wil- people will be ready, to

script chief, pactedvby Ted Bald- liam F. Broidy Productions guns nanaie h.

win, Inc., to write “Spotlight, human interest medico series, •'/"
U. S. A4f’ new vidfilm series which ‘‘Consultation Room,” Jan. 20 ... . .

rolls this month . . . Local Chevro- Snader Productions opened depart-
, let Dealers have signed for the ment for productions of telebliirbs

fourth consecutive year to bank- . . Screen Televideo inking six-

roll the Golden Gloves matches months pact with Eagle-Lion stu-
televised by WPIX . . . Anne Sar- dios . . . Richard Crane, back from
gent has replaced Olive Stacey as N. Y., starts lead role

.
in ‘'Rocky

the young bride in CBS-TV’s “First Jones, Space Ranger,” for Roland
100 Years” soapera . . Franklin Reed Prpductions Feb. 4 at Hal d . _

Pulaski signed for ‘‘Hollywood Off- Roach studios . ; /Richard Grey ^t.
i^

U1
f’ ,

an ' 1
iN

Beat,” new vidfilm series starring named production operations man- Educators troirt lo states met m
Melvyn Douglas . Robert Q. ager for KTTV Ray Collins St. Louis last week to aid in creat-

Lewis, as a special stunt , for his makes tele debut in “Consultation ing a nationwide educational TV
CBS Radio “Wax Works,” is taking Room’’ vidpix series skedded by Web, and completion of the plan
a portable tape recorder along on William F. Broidy Productions for was urged by Mayor Joseph M.
a tour of a day in the life of a TV Jan. 18 start, with Sara Haden in Darst. Discussion of the “St. Louis
serviceman. He plans to play femme lead . . Jerry Fairbanks Plan” centered on the financing
back the anticipated setowner returned from a week’s junket to and maintaining of daily TV broad-
gripes on the radio series. . . CBS N. Y. where he huddled with TV. casts in the educational field,
producer Henry Tobias assigned to and agency execs. ' ThVn, a««, .
handle the projected Walter — The mayor said, It is almost a

O’Keefe audience participationer. matter of .now or never, and
being packaged for the web by Ckic&fiTO

warned that unless provision is

Irving Mansfield . . Comic Jerry ^
m made in the near future to make

Lester and former Hollywood Len O’Connor is handling the use of channels allocated by FCC,
scripter Ernest Pagano have set three five -minute local news they may be “forever lost to edu-
up a new vidfilm production unit WNBQ cutins on NBC-TV’s “To- cation.” He also stated that the
. . Phyllis Houston, Young & Ru- .. „ ,WaPkui. main obstacles, finding the money
bicam copywriter CBS-TV’s daJ • - Warbler Evelyn Knight

to finarice stations ^nd the talent
“Garry Moore Show,” to wed Ed guesting tomorrow night (Thurs.) to sustain worthwhile programs,
Peck, star of DuMont’s “Flying on “Pace of Chicago,” bankrolled can be Solved if cities pool their
TiScrs ” on WBKB by Marshall Field & resources.

1

Co. . . . Russ Reed’s “Top
: O’ the ,

“Television,” the mayor said, “is

Weather” _now

Stu Reynolds acquired television times weekly WENR-TV by devised I believe it can revitnUre
sales rights to “Rawhide Riley ” iron Fireman . . Working fast, andExpand edSStton lo tSlsam

e

telepix series starring Richard John McPartlin’s WNBQ sales extent that the-*development ofArlen, featuring Raymond Hatton crew peddled Saturday’s (12) pick- printing did in the -early davs ofA1 Jarvis inked through Erin up 0f the Pro All-Star football dvilization^ J Je know it I canO’Brien for new KECA-TV sho^
^

}<}{*«**.'^..{he Ghi visualize ouJ waswSn' knd “t
Boris HamlltSn ahd Bill O’Brl'en

ro°le

S

in"^‘the”

1

of"^have joined forces in a new tele P
5u"

packaging firm . . . Friday night 8rams that will be viewed through-

edition of WGN-TV’s “Chicago- ou,Uhe v!l\
land Newsreel” picked up by -

n
-
e lighter.side of the.pres-

Grand Specialties Co. . . Bill entation, we call well imagine our
Ballance is hosting a new late nationally-known Municipal Opera
evening gab and music session being televised for educational
strip on * WBKB . With Bob purposes one night a week.”
Murphy off on the Southern trek * Raymond H. Wittcoff, chairman
with Don McNeill’s ABC “Break- of the Mayor’s Committee on EdU-
fast Club” menage, brother Pat cationel Television, said there are
Murphy and Wayne Griffin we more than 350,000 TV sets in the

1
V, 5

n ,.WENR-TV S Boh St, Louis metropolitan area, which
daytimer . . . Joseph has a population of approximately

Kiim?
n
s
a
tfidiS?

ed t0
rh1^Pn

r
Mnfni i-500 -000 - “All of our local educa-

club now paying the bilf fo? XmcT d°
fh°*WGN-TV’s Thursday night “Press as

.
man/ adults as the

Conference” . . Chi NBC photog does in one evening,”

Marshall Head guestspoke at a Wittcoff declared,

joint meeting of the Assn. Ama- M M ", ...

———t—;

—

teur Cinema Clubs last week . . V Philadelphia—Dr. Roy K. Mar-
Eddie and Jackie Hubbard un- shall, educational director of WF1L
wrapped a new 60-minute inter- stations, will be honored by Drexel
view stanza in the 11 p.m. slot Institute of Technology, Thursday
Saturdays on WENR-TV. First (17), when he receives, the Engi-
half-hour sponsored by Patricia neers Award, at Engineers Day
Stevens, Inc,, and Mrs. Klein’s ceremonies in the ‘college 'audi-
Potato Chips. torlum.

Eileen BARTON
BILL GOODWIN SHOW

— NBC-TV—
Coral Rocording Artist

Diroctiont M. C. A.

When his film projector chain Went out of synchronization with the
soundtrack on the CBS-TV “See It How” show Sunday (13), announcer
Edward R. Murrow had his audio man cut to the ’film Studio to let
viewers in on what had happened. In answer to Murrow’s question
on how soon,the projector would be fixed, the film technician answered
(and on the air, too), “We’re all working like hell down here.”

Equipment breakdown snafued almost entirely Muirrow's feature
story of the week, on how atomic energy is used in cancer research.
He and his co-producer, Fred W. Friendly, incidentally, tried the equip!
ment after the show went off the air and claim that It worked for a
solid six hours with nary a mishap.

At the Philadelphia Federal Court hearing on the National Football
League’s motion to throw out the Government’s TV and radio suit
Jerome Fink, a young attorney with the„'Department of Justice, Was
the fourth Government lawyer to get up. Fink, who was detailed cer-
tain side issues 0f the case, felt it necessary to explain his presence;
“If your honor is wondering why the Government is using the two-
platoon system today, it’s not because we. place 4o much; importance
on the arguments of Senator Myers.” (Former U. S. Sen. Francis J,
Myers, of Pennsylvania, headed the League’s defensive squad of eight
counsel). “The real reason I’m here, your Honor, is to earn my letter,”
Fink declared. A short time later when Judge Allan K. Grim sur-
prised everyone by knocking put the NFL case, Sen. Myers flipped
back: “It seems that Mr. Fink has made the varsity.”

New series of educational television shows, grooved for an audienco
from the teenage to adult, levels, is slated to preem Feb. 2 on WCBS-TV,
the CBS wfeb’s N.Y. flagship, in the 5:30 to 6 p.m. period. Programs,
to be aired each Saturday afternoon, Will be produced by WCBS-TV in
cooperation with , the metropolitan division of the Dept, of Audio-
Visual Instruction of the National Educational Assn., and will be titled
“It’s Worth Knowing,”
Preset plans call for the series to be a combination of live and film,

with NEA currently shopping among all sources for the best educa-
tional film available, Program is to have the widest possible scope,
ranging through all branches of culture and education. First group of
shows, for example, will be based on the overall category of “Under-
standing Yourself and Others.” Series is to have a moderator, who
will be selected by NEA, plus weekly guests.

WCBS-TV will make the series available to institutional-type spon-
sbrs. Staffer Ned Cramer will direct.

WOR-TV, N.Y., is going 3,000 miles afield to advertise two. local pro-
grams via the Paris edition of the N.Y. Herald Tribune.

Indie station placed the ads in the English language Paris daily to tout
its “Teatro Televisione” and “Italian Movie Matinee,” both of which fear
ture Italian pix. Theme of the copy pointed but that travelers in Italy
Would be able to see the scenes and sights of the country, .when they

f
et back to the States, on the Italo stanzas. Both shows are sponsored
y La Rosa products.

Mystery Writers of America, Inc,, for the first time will award an
“Edgar” (a Statuette of Edgar Allan Poe) for the “best television mys-
tery program” this year. Prizes Will be distributed at the organiza-
tion’s annual dinner

1

on April 21.
'

With some 23 mystery, suspense and crime shows reportedly on the
TV nets, a special awards committee will study them to select wh^t
it considers the six outstanding sessions. Winner, however, will be
determined by a poll of some 350 MWA members.

Special television show to salute New York's first Mardi Gras Ball,
scheduled for the Hotel Plaza Feb. 26 for the N.Y. Junior League’s
Welfare Fund, will be produced by Fred Coe for WNBT, key station
of the NBC-TV web in N.Y. Both WNBT and its AM sister station;
WNBC, are acting as sponsors of the ball ahd' will have .designed for
them a costume representing the radio and TV industry. N,Y. Mayor
Vincent R. Impellitteri will appear on the TV show; to be aired from
11 p.m. to midnight, Feb. 26, along with Vaughn Monroe, Paul White-
man, Tex McCrary and Jinx Falkenburg, Jane Pickens and others.

WDAF-TV’s 113 Hours

In Stepped-Up Roster
Kansas City, Jan. 15..

WDAF-TV, the Kansas City Star

station, Stepped up its program-

ming this week, adding the early

morning hours to its broadcast

schedule. Station has taken the
NBC show, ‘‘Today” for the first

two morning hours beginning at
7 a,m. r and continues through the
day until midnight. It previously
had been beginning the broadcast
day at 10:30 a. m.

The new schedule adds nearly 30
hours to the weekly operation, the
new total.being 113 hours against
the former weekly average of 85
hours. New schedule applies to
weekdays, with Saturday and Sun-
day remaining virtually the same
as in recent weeks.

WA N T E D
Only Top Levej Executive

Sales Organizer, with

strong TV experience ac-

customed to making over

$25,000 yearly. Has
opportunity to become
shareholder and associ-

ate in strong TV outfit. •

Write Box V-2T452
VARIETY

154 West 46th St.

New York 19, N. Y. •

•v

DARVAS and JULIA
SEE PAGES 48-49
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Leave It to the Girls

RCA's Musical Merry-Go-Round

Artists

Walter Kiernan

Gloria Warner

Alton Alexander Priscilla Kent

Larry Markes

• Ex-Top Banana
Now Armed Forces

11 East 48th Street, New York
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Chi raiSoq Nations, particul

WMAQ and WBBM, are putting in-

creasing accent on local news cov-

erage. Emphasis is on on-the-spot,

reporting by wire-recorders. Bulk

of the news copy /still comes from

the wire services but the “exclu-

” angles garnered from the

scene are being, used to spice the

newscasts.
^

The use -of recorded or direct

coverage has proved so successful

at WMAQ that the Chi NBC sta-

tion is Currently airing two daily

shows using the roving reporter

format. They are Len O’Connors’

early evening “News On the Spot”

strip, sponsored by Gordan Baking
Co., and Jim Hurlbut’s “Reporter
At Large," bankrolled by Hotpoint
Dealers at 1-1 p.m.

Although Chuck Wiley, WBBM
special events chief, hasn’t as yet

a regularly scheduled show for. his

recorded “leg work,” he’s been
feeding his stuff to the other news
shows. One of Wiley’s .recent

scoops was getting the hung jury
decision on the hot local Michael
Moretti murder case on the air

several minutes before the wire
services’ bulletin came through.
Wiley’s report was put on the air

via phone from the Criminal Court
building.

Upbeat in radio reporting, tpo

was reflected in the recent okay
by the city council for at least a*

trial run at recording council pro-
ceedings. For the first time in . his-

tory, the chambers were thrown
open to recording mikes for cover-
age of the city budget hearings
last month. WMAQ, WBBM and
WGN covered on radio and WNBQ
and WGN-TV shot* films for teevee.

Because of the union stipulations
that recorder reporters be . accom-
panied by an engineer, on-the-
scene newsgathering can become a
fairly costly item. That’s why Chi
NBC news director William Ray
holds to the theory that the roving
reporters should have their own

rete result:

videnced.
It’s the thinking at the CBS sta-

tion, at least for the time, being,
that the costs of Wiley’s news ac-
tivities can be charged Off os
i;plus” service for the bankrollers
of the regular newscasts.

Interest in local, news has re-
sulted in the Chi NBC plant buying
the Community News Service,
which covers Windy City newsbeats
strictly for radio and teevee. The
wire also serves WBBM, WIND and
WCFL with hometown news copy.

the CBS web sporadically as a sus-

ftainer for some time. It will re-

**Inspector Hearthstone.”
“ yhouse,” which the bak-

bOught for /NBC, is now
BC web asr a sustainer,

hursday nights at 8: * It

ace “Whitehall 1212’? on
ing Feb. 2&

Gm.

Straight Deals
Continued from page 25

Continued frpm page 26

in radio to their growing realiza-

tion that no medium can compete

with radio on a cost-per-thousand

basis. Sponsors buying in now are

turning down the so-called gim-
mick deals, which they might bej
able to get at less cost, for a
straight

,
time buy because they

Want to. establish a new franchise,

in* many instances on a firm five-

year basis, ASR, on the other
hand, seeking only a seasonal deal,

is taking CBS’ offer of the Skelton
show for $23,500 per week but, in

so doing, is bypassing some Coast
and Rocky Mountain area markets,
where the show is bankrolled reg-
ularly* by Norge.
CBS, incidentally, found itself

in the strange (for these times)
position of being unable to clear

time for .,, an interested', client,

American Bakers had originally at
tempted to -buy a half-hour Sunday
afternoons oh that web but, in or-

der to have the show heard by as
many as possible of its dealers, and
employees, asked specifically for

either the 5 or 5;3Q .slot. .Since
CBS now has sponsors for both
periods, the advertiser took its

business to NBC,
“Mr. Chameleon,” the show GF

will sponsor through Foote, Cone
& Belding, is one of the Air Fea-
tures packages, which has. been on

ex-

AT LAST!
NON-APPEARANCE

INSURANCE

Available Through. American

Insurance Companies

UHF as soon as the agency lets

down the bars.

Comment Analysis

‘It is likely that the daily “grind”

of meetings between the Commis-

sion and its staff will be largely

concerned with the clty-bjf-clty

channel assignment which com-

prise the allocation table, and the

final decision as to which of these

assignments shall be reserved for

educational stations.

Approximately 1,500 comments
were received on the proposed al-

locations issued last March, and
the staff has been analyzing this

material for the last five months.
Most of the comments are from
applicants who want more chan-
nels assigned to their areas. Many
suggest ways by which, channels

may be shifted among various cities

to accomplish this purpose. Some
oppose the setting aside of chan-
nels in their cities for educational

stations. Some are from TV sta-

tions which object to shifting from
their present channel locations, as

required under the proposed allo-

cation plan.

The final plan will no doubt be a

compromise of the proposed assign-

ments, the objections by applicants,

and alterative plans offered, in-

clude the comprehensive DuMont
scheme which claims to make bet-

ter use of the available channels
iri providing nationwide TV service.

. With the issuance of the freeze-

lifting report^the Commission will

probably set a 30 or 60-day “last

pall” period for filing of applica-

tions before starting the machinery
for handing out permits. At the
expiration of this period, the staff

will begin work on a hearing cal-

endar which will include dates and
places where hearings will be held

on applications in cities where ap-
plicants exceed available channels.
Because of the demand for chan-
nels, the bulk of applicants are ex-

pected to require hearings.
The only permits which Cah be

Continue^ from. page 31

four days each week. Web
.

pects to have’ the complete deal
Ironed out within the next 30 days.

Under the new setup, ^ CBS wfll

tee off its morning programming
at 10 a.m. with the 15-minute news
show featuring Harry Marble and
Dorothy Doan, which preemed last

week. Godfrey simulcast goes
from 10:15 to 10:3b cexcept on Fri-

days, when the news show will be
expanded to half-an-hour), with
“Bride” following/ New show
starring.A1 Pearce, which Will orig-

inate from Hollywood, will take

the 10:45 to' 11:30 strip, followed

by the Colgate-sponsored “Strike

It Rich.’ 1 Web then will swing into

its' current afternoon program-
ming, with “Egg and I” at 12 noon.

For the afternoon, CBS plans
temporarily to expand the “Mike
and Buff Show,” now in from 3
to 3:30 p.m., to 2:45 to 3:30 cross-

the-board. That will hold until

about mid-March, when the new
TV version of Art Linkletter’s

“House Party” is scheduled to take

over, the 2:45 to 3:15 strip. Pills-

bury has already contracted for

the first 15 minutes of “House
Party.” Latter show, incidentally,

is packaged by John Guedel, while
“Bride” is a Masterson, Reddy &
Nelson package;

CBS-TV ‘SONGS’ INTO

.
90-MIN. EXPANSION

CBS-TV, in m wrapup of Its long,

pending Saturday night, plans, de*

cided this week to expand “Songs
for Sale” from its present 10 to
11 p. m. period, into an hour-and-a-
half show starting at 9; 30. Web
execs emphasized they will hold to
that plan until at least the end of
this season, Which eliminates the
reported possibility of CBS’ build-
ing a super-budgeted extravaganza
to compete with the Sid Caesar-
Iniogene Coca-Max Liebman spread
on the rival NBC video web.

.. . Extension of “Songs” into the 90-

minute version means the web hag
abandoned “Show Goes On,”
Which- formerly occupied the 9:30
to 10

.

period. Under the new line-

up, -the “Ken Murray Show,” bank-
rolled by Anheuser-Busch, will Con-
tinue from 8 to 9, with Faye Emer-
son’s “Wonderful Town,” spon-
sored by Pepsi-Cola, remaining in

the 9 to 9:30 period. Any plans
CBS has for building that top-

budgeted Saturday night program,
consequently, will be postponed Un-
til at least next fall.

Continued from. 26

report that “took into account the
lessons learned through experience
of 1951,<’ called an “experimental
year;” Many of its conclusions
were based on preliminary findings

of a -survey conducted by the Na-

tional Opinion Research Centre uri

der a $50,000 budget. Committee
urged as its future objectives the
minimum effect of live TV upon
attendance at college and high
schooiliames; to spread TV, with-

in the limits of such control plan
as may ultimately be adopted,
among as many colleges as possi-

ble, and to provide TV to the pub-
lic to .jthc extent consistent with
the first two objectives.

Committee said it desired “to
stress again the dangers to the
game if two or three top teams are

able to monopolize TV networks.
Resulting financial rewards wopld
create greater temptations thAn any
yet known to the game and would
place irresistible premiums on

issued soon after the deadline for successful teams. We must not
filing are for stations in smaller only limit the amount of television,

communities, where applicants do
riot exceed channel supply. /It’s

expected that between 30 and. 80
permits will be handed out this

year.

Blacklist

Continued, from page 27

“Gold-

Months of research by
this offico make it pos-

sible to announce that

those who lose income

when unable to perform

because of injuries or ill-

nessOs, may now insure

this financial hazard.

We are the only offiee in

New York City specializ-

ing in the accident and

health insurance needs of

radio, television and; con-

tort stag# artists. All In-

quiries will be given our

complete consideration.

Direct inquiries to

& CO.

inked for the NBC airing of
bergs,” which preems' Feb. 4, dis-

claimed any part in the dropping
of Loeb. Saying he feels ““terrible”

because of the situation, Edell de-
clared: “If Loeb is a Communist, I

wouldn’t want him within a thou-
sand miles of the show. But if he
is not, I wish there were some way
to find out. The show would cer-
tainly be a lot better with him in

it.’ But I don’t want to be the

|

judge of some other man’s guilt or
innocence.” He added that he
didn’t kriow whether he had “the
right to tell NBC how to cast the

I
show.”

Edell said the program was of-

fered to VCA without Loeb and “at
that time I’d never heard of the
controversy about* Mr. Loeb.”
Commenting, on the Edell state-

ment, Loeb said, “I think it com-
pletely dispells the stor/y that spon
sors wouldn’t buy the show with

|

me in it. Edell hadn’t been asked
whether he wanted the program
with me in the cast.”

“Goldbergs,” which after its run
for Sanka on CBS-TV had been off

the air, has picked up two more
bankrollers for the 7:15 p.m. strip

on NBC-TV and is now sold out.

Ekco Products (kitchen .utensils)

but what amount there is we must
spread far and wide.” _
Among the eight schools ,that op-

posed controlled TV were
.
said to

be* Notre Dame, Pennsylvania,
Kansas, Georgia Tech, Wayne, Ohio
State and Rhode Island.

Ed Krause, Notre Dame athletic

director, said he bowed to “con-
trolled” television, but had, argued
to “try unlimited TV for a year
and then

.
compare notes 1 with the

limited TV we tried in 19514 I

don’t think there is any compari-
son between the TV Situation then
and now.”

‘Tonight’
Continued from page 25

NBC-TV, operation, can rack up a

hefty maximum of $9,500 weekly
on “Today” hitchhikers. That’s the
potential weekly tab on the four
daily five-minute news segments
and the 12 daily station breaks that
are being dffered for station sale.

John McPartlin, WNBQ sales

manager, has put together a “spe-
cial ’ 90-day introductory offer,”

which pegs the price of the news
quickies at $150 net each with no
frequency discount. The 20-second
station break spots go for $50 and
the 10-second blurbs for $25. The
120-minute display is broken into
15-minute segments which, plus
the insertion of the four five-

minute newscasts, make available a
dozen breaks into which can be
crammed the 20 and 10 second
plugs,

Doty Exits FCC
Washington, Jan. 15.

Dwight Doty, chief of the Renew-
als and Transfer Division of the

FCC Broadcast Bureau, resigned
yesterday (Mori.) to join the law
firm of Haley, McKepna & Wilkin-

$pni Doty, a native of Washington,
D. C., had ‘been with the commis-
sion five years aqd . was formerly

with the Department oL Justice.

Walter R. Powell has been named
acting chief of the division.

‘
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"Liberty Ups Vertel
.

Dallas; . JAri; 15.

Harold Vertel, assistant to prez

Gordon B. McLeridOn of the Lib-

erty Broadcasting System, has been
promoted to veepee in charge of

national sales coordination for the

web.
.

New sales exec joined KLIF, key
station of LBS here, in 1948 as-

account executive, and * 1950

moved to the web org in the same
capacity.

.

MB
OFFICIAL

BASIC CBS

OUTLET FOR

VIEWED BY

54.7 %
MORE FAMILIES

THAN STATION'S”!

347 Madison Avenue

Suite 1303

NEW YORK 17

LE 2-5147

WNBQ is fiUirig three of the daily
will pick up thd tab on Wednes- news cut-ins with a local roundup
days and Necchi seeing, machines gabbed by Len O’Connbr. The
will take the Friday edition. In- fourth, in the 7i55 to 8 a. iri. slot,

WRITE US

OR AVERY- KN0DEL

fOR au TACTS

cidentally, it’s Necchi’s first ride in

video. ,

will be taken from the network.
Although no local deals were set

for the debut week, McPartlin re-

Columbus—Charles -Cady, direc- R."
rt
f

a
1

high
1

d
t^fi

of in

tor at WBNS-TV, Columbus Dis- JJ
6 local availabilities on the show,

patch station, has been named **e anticipates closing with a

director of educational programs couple of bankrollers for purchase

for the station while John Haldi, of some of the news segments, after

production staffer, has been upped the clients have a chance to scan
to ^ost rif. production director, _Lthe^program.
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Victor Recording Artist

for RADIO, TELEVISION and PICTURES-—

EXCLUSIVE MANAGEMENT

30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y. 333 N* Michigan Ave.* Chicago, III.
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fat’ Hfea^r
rs%pe

coiitihttedlrrW pike k5s

... m | *tewai

uties lm
to humanity that comes from our television shows Is one of the
stewardship Of this overwhelmingly things that will play the hoots and
mtorfi&moljder of jpind?, hysteria of our children's children,

Communications -WM tt* MUlwJent

Di>. -iSrbCTt Weiner. brilliant hats, -ana movement taint the

forms tha^ tjiey .merit, you :m,y$M a#e& jrecreatiQh of.^orld -In Ms must-reading “The Human' Sfr
lead the writers into adventures tlh as, though they weye hajpp^n^g# H^a df Htunan Beihgs/': “Commu- entertainments (Everybody fights

experimehfV ;.^o 5 Writer worl^pg etc. -r, ,M V nfcdtion is the’ cement of society, ll ’> -

with us to get money to buy mush Because of some childish concern and those who have made the clear Studio For Writers

is going to go mad with his Corona over being thought too radio-Jsh, maintenance of channels of com- jn order to be more specific

unless your encourage him. much of our stuff fights the values munication their business are those about the dramatic form that can
I grant that we must encourage developed laboriously in radio. The who have the most to do with the be, I will now outline a type of

you from management, and this economy and clarity of the naira- continued existence or the fall of studio that would, force writers to

has certainly been done, and done tive technique is the most serious our civilization. Dr. Weiner apes write one kind of presentation dif-

often. There, is one thing we have lack, in my book. Movies took it: n°t believe that mass medium like ferihg from today’s,

not done yet; which will make your from radio, and a lot more tele- television is likely to overcome tne
"vVe- build a studio with a “Presenr

path clearer to the eye. We must vision shows could ape their older difficulties m which it nnas useii,
Gallery” at one end. On

give you a physical form Within and inferior brethren, in this con- due to pressure groups, but luce
three sides of the studio we build

which to build a show that is dif- nection. The problems of holding u?ost intellectuals, particularly bni-
sets for story development, but the

ferent in character from customary an audience in television who have liant ones busy with, their 0™“ Gallery end has a series of .very
structures, to reveal to you the not paid for their tickets, taken off works, he does not ful

.
ly

..
unaer" large monitors at floor level, with

scope ofr new forms. In that con- their shoes, settled down into a stand the mechanism of tne me- a narrator workirtg'to the camera,
nection; I am having studios de- near coma in waist-wedgies, such as dium m today s world. W-e can ana well in front Of the monitors, then
signed that will make O. B. Han- one finds in most theatres. Is quite Will present a mature presentation Calkins up to each and outlining

Son cry , like a baby, jind General different from the sucker-principle both withi the area of American
tjie dramatis personnae. We will

Munson apply for transfer to Attu of our competitors. If the movies agreement, and m nanaiing con- see each of the principal characters

as a corporal. Nonetheless, we or the plays ‘can sell you a ticket, trovers(al material through Dal* jn action on the monitor as the

must go forward. it’s too late for you to worry if anced programs. narrator sets the characterizations,

As a producer or director and you don’t like the character deline- It is peculiar that Dr. Weiner to remove the need for character

I hope a- writer or 3 near-writer ation that dawdles through- the also f§ars for .sterility from our. establishing scenes in the draina.

you must know that before you opening 'stages of the diversion* In creative people in Working mass Above, the gallery of monitors we
think of your product you must television, BOING, Channel 11, and media for reasons that do s

not ob" have a locale monitor, which the

think of the form in which your Milton Sills await your slightest tain in the case of television at narrator, goes to by steps or on

product is to appear. People once lapse from absorption

acted in, not sat in, orchestras. If - Radio with Pit

you wrote the Passion play for a the best television

pse from absorption. NBC. Indeed, I myself believe a ramp, but giving a feeling of

Radln with Picture! that television is going to force spaciousness, of theatre, of move-,

Wf +4wt<.tnn ovnont tnr a recreating of forms of all enter- ment, of clarity and cohesion to
Th® tainment and information media; the production. The locale set's the

Oberammergau, you would write the radio with pictures formula of and that in the turbulence ot general tnemes, tne nasic message

it in different form. The physi- some shows. This follows the for- h^ll'forms ?Ltance ^n the^onderful and
F
as

cal housing of a writing directs the mula that if it was good to hear, tive writing is commg imaB form?. a”c®» tne
^

wonder!ul and as

writing form. Broadly speaking, .-jtv even better to see while yop My ™a3°r ^lsh at
cSirits^to NBC tour-de^orce through placement oT

there is a. difference in the writing hear it. Because NBC has been attract the restless spirit!s ito NBC, toprae force tnroug]n placement of

S PUttln* JB
.ted movie machine, end something Sesrt thta Shnlque o%i so that they wlll rebel, against the Tdtante touch

destined to be seen written across THEM. THEY have radio present means of presentation.

l!?.

e
eS

y by * Plan* emittln* vlsible with .pictures in Burns and Allen Sha7crit S or in som^ol the Benet stories.
’

,
tracks - Benny’s appearances, and Some everybody, in spite of what critics

*«

Various Writing Forms Oiners. inpse siiuws, iivwctPi, ” I”!*' r*' 77, artinn ..then the Wale nr lnenle
If you are using television as a while

in^ndUng^role^™^ cum conflict, which enables the
communicr/Jons instrument, and smash

.

ers'ljk® th®P^ 0̂^^PP®
with impact They can comefrom narrator to set the great issues he-

presenting a play, then there is ance techniques of the brejkawjy
„ov3 hind the drjpia to come (if it’s

great advantage in making it as comics like.
fl

°
r̂ aridannealine They can cOiiefrom that kind of*drama), we move to

play-llke, as well as good, as pos- the great^Broadway ^how appe
showmanship principles the action* monitor, where the story

£l.v“^ Coba
8&S££S vaudSa^ bSScTon- unfolds “in one” you might say.

^be Play Ss a movie, then ydu need
. * ^ * Milton Berle* It is good cern but little interest to most peo- /Sets Up Visual Pattern

additional advantages’Tn terms of entertainment, but of a lower key,
£,

le
' ^ makeal?Ihows'serve'a pur- easily-understood

a
readu

a
v crasDed

flexibility and additional handicaps »t a less exc.tlng nshjre.
_ _

I »l- ZSKJSSSSSSS’ SP&

Benny’s appearances,, and Some everypouy, m spue 01 wnai uiuw.

others. These shows, hpweyer, maintain, we want hits. These can After meeting- the actors in

we can make all shows serve a pur-

JSets Up Visual Pattern

We now have a visual pattern
easily‘‘understood, readily grasped

because what is it? Movies have cess, of the “vehicle pattern, mis
tft h

'
ir neonle that win create 1

run a. limited gamut in big heads, is where one takes Bex Harrison- People that wm create 1

Theatre has run a genuine gamut and guilds around him a show
challenge to the Artist

In focusing attention away from which enables him to do what . he ^ . . ,

background, and dispensing with does best and what the people like Every writer, every director

believable sets; Entertainment to see him do. This is not Martin every producer is having an in

our people that will create a a way of coming back as it pro-
w age. ceeds. Thus the gallery can be

Challenge to the Artist activated from time to time, to

Every writer, every director, show what different characters are

pfv ftrnriuoer is havinv an in^
doihg> simultaneously. A long shot,

ery producer is having an in
particularly witil the jnCrease of

generally has run through all Kane, -which is B pictures with a fluence upon upwards of 10,000,000 home largescreen sets, will enable
forms of presentation, and televi- star. It is closer to I Love-Lucy, pe0ple when he goes on the air you to see monitors of two char-
sion can let you attend the form, which was built as a vehicle for

f0r NBC. It is therefore more than acters together with the action or
but that is not a TV original. Lucille Ball. It is the field in which

just his self-interest as a creative the locale monitor as well. This
Radio is the closest form, be* tke * hon-ente^tainers, .the actors artist that is challenged in this, represents a challenge to the

cause it too played the living room that is, will dnd ??
stars day. It is his . self-interest as a viewer that one need not offer until

to the single person or small group >n television; with the addition of member of the human race. For he one is doing very well as a drama-
audience. Radio, like television, the field in which the really good can do something personally that tist, but it does indicate the forward
was largely a medium of transport- actors form stock companies, and will increase the vitality of a me- movement possible in planning

the use pf television as a communi-
cations instrument to take you to
drama in theatres, movie houses
.radio studios, or mishmashes, i
also happen to feel as a Writer
With no time to Write, * that the
times need a return*to great issues
in our drama to serve as the back-
ground. for individual human
tanglcments and their resolution
and that the impact of television
Is so great that we can force the
human mind to perceive more and
faster than we sometimes think,
particularly , if we makq, our presen-
tation one of great simplicity and
clarity, even though it is different.

My suggestion is not the final
revelation to be chipped in granite
and lit

,
with a pink spot nightly

while Old Glory gently waves
above, but it shows, you that you
can design a means of presenting
dFama unlike present means, which
could be repeated again and agai
and -become a steady form. It has
great advantages as you think
.about it. Imagine the climax as
one cut from monitor to monitor,
Zoomar.lensing up on each charac-
ter in some sort of a cha&e-against-
time finish, swinging past th
dramatis personnae into the locale
monitor, and then the action moni-
tor, developing whichever story-
line was going. We'd have them
watching at the transmitter! -

:At a latter date, I would like
to expand ^ on subject matter in
the drama, particularly the tour-

l de-force field I mentioned above.
I mean by that term really con-
trived writing for effect in tele-

vision where you take an idea that
ydu know will give suspense, right
from the start, and hack it out,
in' the. best sensed of hacking, which
is craftsmanship in one’s chosen
profession and writing for money
in it. I would also like to give
forth on the return to the great
themes which can now be so time-
ly as the currents of disintegra-
tion, the,tides of nihilism, and the
strong winds of great hope and
aspirations^ all sweep the same
world. This is a time for writers,

and directors and producers. And
television is a medium for them.
We are going into another pe-

riod of ideas, in my book, like
that we went through in the latter
part of the 18th century. The next
decade depends more on us than
anyone else, barring war. The
stakes for which we are engaged
are breathtaking. It is a time for
courage, but also for optimism if

it is based on individual determi-
nation to make the optimistic pat-
tern the future, pattern.

ing people to places from -their Uv- vehicles are written for them not dium that can increase the indi-

ing rooms, but the development of as series but as individual dramas, vidual’s ability to meet and decide
radio forms took place. It took The development in fairly rapid his own future.

such a writing pattern.

It may be argued that I am
being tricky, but I am not. I amadio forms took place. It took The development in fairly rapid his own future. being tricky, but I am not I am

lace earlier than most people steps of all the potentialities of the So much for upward .and on- arguing that’the television hiedium
hink. I remember using sound television medium is highly desir- ward. When we develop a concept holds opportunities for forms of
track of an actor’s voice in counter- able. This is not merely for cor- like that behind “Mr. Omni,” presentation that have clarity, dig-tracx ot an actor s voice in counter- able. This is not merely tor cor- like that behind “Mr. Omm,” presentation that have clarity, dig-
point against his live voice nearly porate stature and profit, although wherein a writer writes to the ex- riity, impact, importance and other
20 years ago, together with narra- that has its spokesmen. But we who act length that he feels the story values perhaps even, greater than
tive techniques, true document- are running television have a duty makes its most effective unravel-

'

Margaret Cuthbert

To Retire From NBC
Margaret Cuthbert, one of th

pioneer femmes in radio, with an
NBC association extending over 20
years, is retiring this spring.
Miss Cuthbert, as a longtime as*

sociate of the late James Roland
Angell, who was head of public af-
fairs programming at NBC for
many years, played a key role in
formulating public affairs program
patterns for the medium.

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

ling, we should get credit for an
assist on the Heavenly Scoreboard,
something most of my friends and
acquaintances can use handily at
this point.

In the ferment ahead, another
little matter should be under study,
and that is the future of music!
„The “song” is a relatively fraction-
al part of music through the ages,
and television already demands
more than songs to make for ef-
fective vocal presentation. To in-
vent visual presentation is better,
but still somewhat an embarrassing
type of title gagging, except where
a legitimate production number is

being staged around the song; The
answer again lies in thinking about
the medium in which you are going
to present the music, and tailoring
what you write to the use that will
be made of it, instead of writing
for old forms, and then having a
television-press descend on the ma-
terial.

This obviously points toward the
story-song, a Teturn to the ancient
pattern of story telling with voices
and action. ItLg'qes :5fWay from the
32-bar pbp that :-wt^«R think of as
iihmutablem we thiffk) but is actu-
ally a modern development.

It also calls for
, a lot of other

exciting, new, fresh presentation
ideas that are not a use of tele-
vision as a communications me-
dium, which is still great for music
if the shows are done as good cornu
certs; Or good musical extrav-^
aganzas, oi* even as radio-with-pic-’
tures-added, like the “Hit Parade.”
The attempt to make concerts into 1

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Only TV station m — only TV ^

station seen — in this large
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hade Stitf—Radio
NBC has hired a Negro in its press department. He’s George Nor-

ford, a New Yorker with a newspaper background, and he's been as-
signed to handling the newly-incepted early morning “Today’’ TV
show. Move follows in the wake of NBC's recent hiring of two Negro
engineers. Within the past year, the network has been in the process
of reappraising its public relations in its dealings with Negroes, and
for that purpose has retained a Negro public relations outfit.

Radio Writers Guild chided WJZ, N.Y., for announcing at end of its

‘Lives of Harry Lime” transcribes that the shows were “written and
produced” by Orson Welles. Latter, who. produces the show, scripted
the first two programs, but the subsequent vehicles had been done by
other members of the RWG.
When it learned of the error, WJZ promptly rectified the mistake

and is now giving correct script credits.

To carry the Voice of America message to the Far East, the State
Department will begin construction soon on a $7,000,000 shortwave
radio station in the state of Washington. Bids for the plant were ac-
cepted last week.
The station, and a sister transmitter which will operate from the east

coast, the department said, “will be among the most powerful knoWn
to exist in the world.” Both were authorized under Congressional ap-
propriations to strengthen Voice radio signals to pierce the Iron Curtain.
The West Coast station is expected to be completed iir 18 months, It

will be located either in. the Grays Harbor or Port Angelis area;

Gordon McLendon, prez of the Liberty Broadcasting , System, has
been named one Of the 10 outstanding young men of 1951 by the
United States Junior Chamber of Commerce. McLendon was singled
out; for his new ideas in radio broadcasting and in the formation of the
network.

Baseball commissioner Ford FriCk will get the Graham McNamee
memorial award at the Sports Broadcasters Assn, fifth annual dinner,
Feb. 5, in Park Sheraton Hotel, N. Y. Presentation will be made by
Herman Hickman, one of the previous Winners, with Herbert Bayard
Swope as toastmaster and radio and tele network toppers on the dais.

. National Assn, of Broadcast Unions & Guilds will meet today (Wed.)
to select a review committee, which Will be national in scope, to re^
view the issues between the NABUG unions and the National Assn of
Broadcast Engineers & Technicians (CIO): AFL unions in NABUG
have charged NABET with “raiding” and the joint NABUG-NABET
Committee will analyze the situation and issue a report before the end
of the month.
NABUG, of which NABET is also a member, has taken the position

that it is “Open minded” about the possibility of effecting a settlement
of the issues but that it will be “firm in its interpretation of what con-
stitutes raiding.” Meanwhile technicians at CBS’ owned-and-operated
stations vote next week on whether they will continue to be repped
by International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (AFL) or switch
to NABET.

WGN-TV Sets College

* i

Chicago, Jan. 15,
Chicago video viewers , will .be

able to earn college credits With
their scanning when a new WGN-
TV show kicks off early next
month. Quincy College is offering
two extension courses which will
be based on the weekly half-hour
tele, show, “The Armchair Philoso-

The show’s format will center
around educational problems, tai-

lored to the.two extension classes

—

“Television Programming and Pro-
duction” and “The Philosophy of
Education,” The show will be but-
tressed by a weekly formal class to
be held at the Art Institute. Two
hours of credit will be giveii for
the; course.

The show will be produced for
the college by Tom O'Brien, with
William O’Brien .-handling the
scripting.

“Black Silence of Fear,” lead article by Supreme Court Justice William
O. Douglas in the N. Y. Times Sunday Magazine last weekend (13), is
being plugged by the Radio Writers Guild. Ira Marion, RWG eastern
region y,p., said, “It is to be hoped that the article will be read,
studied and its principles applied in practice by the leaders in the radio
and television industry to the end that use of blacklists, gray lists
loyalty questionnaires and all such discriminatory devices will be finally
and completely eliminated,”

.
WBAL in Baltimore turned disk jockey Al Ross into a “traffic cop”

for the past few days, due to fact that the city’s transportation has been
snarled by quadrupling of auto traffic following the strike of Balti-more Transit Co. employees.

Station set up a direct tie-in with police department, getting up-to-
the-minute reports on traffic flow. Bulletins are aired on the d.j. pro-
gram, advising motorists what streets to take.
WBAL and WBAL-TY also broadcast name and addresses of nurses

and patients needing emergency transportation to hospitals, with over
100 persons aided in this way,

_ Frederic W. Ziv’s “I Was a Communist for the FBI” was sold in 105
markets five days after the peddling started. “Communist,” based on
the story of FBI agent Matt Cvetic, is an open-end transcriber starring
Dana Andrews.

: Meaqjyhile Ziv has added two new divisional sales managers, Stuart
Halliday, who’11 handle Indiana and southern Illinois, and William A.
Nevin, whoTl cover Wisconsin and Minnesota.

Smithson's WKRC-TV Post

Cincinnati, Jan, 15.

New program director of WKftC-
TV is Lloyd Smithson. He joined

the station as- an executive last

Nov. 1 and Was uppqd by U. A.

(Jake) Latham, general manager.
Smithson is a former dialog di-

rector of Beecroft-Florida motion

picture studios and was a freelance
producer of night club acts.

M’s No. 2 Status
Continued from page 91

that has appreciably'ripped Its Chi
pickups since the first of the year.
The web called Upon its Windy"
City plant to fill the 11:30 a. m.
to noon spot on its morning lineup
With

,
“The Bunch,” musical-gab

show featuring Hugh Downs and
Bette Chapel, which bowed Jan. 7.

Also,, there’s been the addition of
the Saturday morning co-op, “Cac-
tus Jim” and the half-hour alter-

nate week Sunday afternoon family
situation series, “Those Enduring
Young Charms.’’

Another entry, which made its

re-appearance Sunday (13), is

Louis G. Tlowan’s “Quiz Kids,”
which is being dispatched to CBS-
TV via WBKB. “Kids” shift to

Columbia after its long NBC iden-
tity marks CBS’s first regularly
scheduled Chi origination.

Cowan Vs. Levin

Cowan, incidentally, is vying
with W. Biggie Levin for top rank-
ing aniong the indie packagers
with web programs coming from
here.

.
Besides “Kids,” Cowan has

“Pet Shop” and “Down You Go"
riding out of WGN-TV to DuMont,
Levin packages "Studs. Place,”
“Hollywood Junior Circus” and the
“Chicago. TV Symphoriy” beamed
from the local ABC outlet.

Besides the above NBC shows,
the web’s Windy City trademark
is also carried by “Kukia, Fran and

Ollie” and “Hawkins
. Falls”' both

quarter-hour strips; “Zoo Parade,”
“Mr, Wizard,” and the Wayne King
Show, all weekly half-hour ven-
tures.

Running neck and neck behind
NBC in Chi feeds are ABC-TV and
DuMont. ABC has six weekly
shows coming ‘ out of the Loop,
totalling lour hours, and DuMont
has live productions, totalling

four and a half hours weekly. The
ABC total does hot include the
pickup of the Northwestern basket-
ball; games as part of its Saturday
night hoop schedule.

Included in the ABC log ar

“Super Circus"; “Studs Place’’;

“Chicago Symphony”; “Hollywood
Junior Circus”; “Hail the Champ,”
and Wednesday night wrestling.

The Hollywood Candy Co. is cut-

ting back its sponsorship of "Jun-
ior Circus” to an alternate week
after the Jan, 27 show, but the
Web plans to fill the slot with
“Hold 'Er Knewt” from here.

In addition to the two Cowan
packages, WGN-TV sends “They
Stand Accused,” “This Is Music”
and Saturday ight wrestling to

DuMont.
(Fact that Dr, Roy K. Marshall’s

“Nature of Things” originates in

Philadelphia lor the NBC-TV web
was inadvertently omitted from
last week’s Variety story on Philly
originations.)
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NLRB Sides With AFRA

In WEEU Unfair Claim
Washington, Jan. 15.

On charges filed by the Ameri-
can Federation of Radio Artists, a
trial

.
examiner of the National

Labor Relations Board last week
recommended that WEEU in Read-
ing, Pa., be required to stop inter-
fering with efforts of its announc-
ers to organize an AFRA unit.

The examiner, John H. Eadie,
found that the station engaged in

unfair labor practices in interrogat-
ing its employees regarding their
union activities, and threatening
them with reprisals if they joined
AFRA.

Legal Snarl
Continued from page 31

leases had been obtained from WB
arid the SEP to produce the radio

sale, although Martin insisted he
hadn’t been contacted, and as for

Sherman and Moore, they claim
their -agreement with Cvetic has
been violated because they weren’t
consulted.

Financial details of the Ziv deal

weren’t announced, although it’s

known that the SEP series brought
$7,500 and Warners paid $12,500

for the screen rights. It’s also

known that Cvetic has netted sev-

eral thousand dollars on speaking

engagements, alth o ii g h: Martin,

Sherman and Moore, by pre-ar-

rangement, didn't share in these

prdceetft.
t ‘

YEAR 1900
In 1900 . a very familiar sign among hundreds of other* was this one pictured above. Yes, the metal

in those .years it was successful advertising—it reached people!

ies grew to be today's largest manufacturers,

its beginning and soon, had its place next to newspapers and magazi

.p a4ji it gave the advertisers

a new method of reaching more people ni

Today, television has been added and With its added i

the. spoken' word, has already taken its place in the American "scheme of advertising."

of them all. Its full potency has not yet been deter

WLW-Land we have found, however, that the combination of television and radjo rcac

ically. thah any other combi

itself.

WLW WLW TELEVISION
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Television Reviews
OF Continued from p**e N

vital operation that was good video
Journalism
The studio segments included

sportswriter Neil Gazel interview-
ing the just-appointed Chi Cardi-
nals football coach, Joe Kuharich.
It was something, of a scoop, pro-
viding viewers with their first

glimpse of the pro coach. News po-
litical editor Charles Cleveland
was on hand to. interview the Re-
publican and Democratic primary
candidates for state’s attorney.
Neither 'of the two quickie gab-
fests offered much. If the public
figure interviews are to come
closer to the mark, the News staff-

ers may have to forget their host
roles and do a little more repor-
torial quizzing to liven' up the pro-
ceedings,

ABC's Kiplinger worked the
over-all emcee 3.0b in creditable
fashion. The show finaled strongly
with a switch from a shot of the
jet planes blasting down fne
O’Hare runway, to a studio shot
of a high school girl reciting a
prayer for peace. Dave.

THE BUNCH
With Hugh Downs, Bette Chapel,
r Art Van Damme Quintet
Producers: Ben Park, Don Meier
Director: Lynwood King
Writer: Marv David
30 Mins.; Mon.-tkru-Fri., 11:30 a.m.
CST

Sustaining
NBC-TV, from Chicago
An unpretentious project, "The

Bunch” should more than hold its

own as the Windy City’s contribu-
tion to NBC-TV’s new morning
lineup. Obviously depending more
on talent and production imagina-
tion than budget, it’s an informal
music and chatter Item likely to
win friends along the am. co-ax.

Fortunately, the show’s cast is

Considerably brighter than its title.

"The Bunch" includes, emcee Hugh
Downs, singer Bette Chapel and
the Art Van Damme Q u In t e t.

They’ve all worked together during
the program’s beaming on .WNBQ,
a n d they carried off their web
debut (7) in fine fashion. Downs is

a personable host in the low pres-
sure idiom and displayed a pleas
ing ability to handle easy-geared
tongue-in-cheek humor that wears
well.
Downs is aided and abetted by

Miss Chapel, whose! warbling and
pertness first attracted attention on

Now ttarrlna on KBC'o
ALL STAR RIVUI

Saturday's i*f p.m., 1ST
Mflt.t Wllilam Morris Aioncy

the "Garrowpy-At-Large \ • sprea
Besides her always easy-to-1»ri

Chirping, as demonstrated on such
standards as "Do I" and ^Should
I," gal evidenced a heretofore un-
derplayed knack for ad libbing that
blends nicely into sbeh an informal
format.

The versatile Van Damme Quin-
tet, per usual, backstopped Miss
Chapel neatly and pleased with
their treatment of "Song of the
Wanderer." Downs, . incidentally,
surprised with a "hidden" talent
as he dueted "Getting To Know
You" with Miss Chapel. It was
okay, but Perry Como needn’t be
alarmed. ?

Guesting was. Don Herbert,, con-
ductor of NBC-TV's "Mr. Wizard"
science show, who brought on a
Goldbergian cigaret lighter that
earned a chuckle. Also on haiid
was producer Don Meier for a
backpat for the Look award on his
"Zoo Parade.”

If idea man Marv David can
keep coming up with enough gadg-
ets and gags, this affair may well
be a sleeper that’ll garner more
and more attention. Ben Park’s
and Meier’s joint production on the
opener showed tasteful enterprise,
especially in handling Miss Chap-
el’s numbers. Dave.

^Continued from pace 28

was born in China. On the Lux
show, Which starred Edmond
O’Brien and Marla Riva, she served
mainly as background atmosphere
for a Ceylonese bar.

,
Show, adapted by Irwin Lewis

from a story by David Goodis and
titled "Ceylon Treasure,’’ was a
rough *n’ tough adventure yarn
set against the backdrop of a Cey-
lonese port. While the story had
many of the contrived thrill facets
of a “B" film, it was pacted. fast

enough to sustain interest. O’Brien
was believable as a treasure hun-
ter guarding: with hifi life a fabu-
lous sapphire he had found; against
the connivings of Miss Riva and.
her wealthy boy-friend to steal it

from him. Miss Riva was beauteous
and played well her role of the gal
who saved O’Brien at the denoue-
ment. Stefan Schnabel topped -a

small and competent supporting
cast, which worked well under the
hep direction of Buzz Kulick. >

Regent cigs’ second in its

"Cameo Theatre" series Sunday
night (13) brought Sylvia Sidney
and Douglass Montgomery before
the NBC-TV cameras in a taut
script by Abby Mann called "The
Gathering Twilight." Employing
its identifying arenic technique-
props but no sets—it matched that
approach with an off beaten path
teletale in which closeups particu-
larly were sharply etched, produc-
ing the mood demanded by a story
sometimes grim in the underneath
strata.

Miss Sidney gave a finely re-
strained, quietly emotional per-
formance of a psycho in love with

tgomery. jk recon-
Strangelyjealoue

artist,

husband
struqted_,„ ,

of hb work aa*an artist, she de-
lude YuSnm ihto<$rtsloni of be-
comlhf^* pallet daafeer although
actually^. a * rank amateur. Her
femme teacher tell* her so In a
highpoiim seen* that paused her
to come home to destroy Mont-
gomery’s "comeback" portrait. She
persuades him to take , a .drink

after it has been established that

such ah act would revive his in-

cessant craving for booze. Mont-
gomery and the others in cast ac-

quitted themselves well. Albert

McCleary’s staging fit the overall

pattern.

Fellows
Continued from page tf

veteran of the airwaves—Mr. Radio.

He has demonstrated his Staying

power, and indeed is still champ

—

the greatest mass medium, of our
era; The great Industry problems
now faced by television, with more
of them to come, are not unlike

thdse that have been faced by radio

through the decades,"

Turning to legislation before

Congress, Fellows urged the radio

lawyers to back NARTB in its

opposition to the Benton bill to

establish a National Citizens Ad-
visory Committee to keep an eye
on video. "Do not he deluded," he
cautioned, "that the Benton meas-
ures will die aborning. Senator
(William) Benton is a man of strong
convictions, no little ingenuity and
a talent for persuasiveness that

developed very close to the vine-

yard in which we now labor."

(Sen, Benton was formerly a mem-
ber of the advertising agency,
Benton & Bowles).

If the Benton
, heard becomes a

reality, said Fellows, its relation-

ship with the FCC soon "would
follow the traditional pattern 7>f

the : alleged relationship between
Macy’s and Gimbers."

Fellows also called for construe-

Hits WFIL-adelphia!
The "hard sell" boys know

they have to talk loud to be
heard in Philly’s hotly competi-
tive market. These wise birds are
telling each other that WFIL’s
voice penetrates all the vast
14-CJounty Philadelphia Retail

Trading Area and reaches
far beyond.

Two-thirds of the radio-
equipped homes seem to have
their dials stuck on WFIL, says

BMB. WFIL, with 5,000 watts,

yanks in more regular tuners
than. 50,000 watts in most of

this $6 billion market area,

BMB reveals.

Trouble is, say the market-
’ wise, too many people think of

Philly radio only In terms Of the

city. They forget that half the
sales, half the profits show up in

147towns outside citylimits ,but
still comfortablywlthln:Philly’s

trade area—WilL-adelphia.

Engineers , both sales and elec-

tronic, agree that WFIL—5,000

watts at 560—is worth 20 times
the power at double the frequency
In America's third market.

code, which takes effect March 1,

"rather than trying the. case in the
public press." He pointed out that
the Code may be amended from
time to time and he urged that
FCBA submit any amendments it

feels are needed to the Television
Code Review Board.

SenateOusts
Continued from page 27

hearings’ an impractical schedule
ing operation."
May Televise Other Witnesses
However, WMAL-TV (ABC af-

filiate) planned to have its cameras
set up in the hearing room today
(Tues.) to televise the Witness to
follow Barrett. Neely, after con-
ferring with committee members,
indicated that the special dispensa-
tion granted Barrett would not be
given other witnesses,

Televiewers were watching the
buildup to questioning of Barrett
when the ex-police chief took the
stand and registered his objection
to being televised Or to having
the hearing televised. "I object to
microphones being placed before
me," he said. "I object to havjng
flash bulbs glaring before my eyes.
I object to the glare, noise and
confusion that accompanies all the
things that I have mentioned."

Sen. Neely then consulted with
his colleagues and announced his
decision. That was all viewers saw
of the crime hearing. The sta-
tions shifted to film or regular
network programs.

Question being asked here is

whether the committee can deny
other witnesses the same privileges
it gave Barrett, whose testimony
it did not want to risk losing. Com-
mittee rules give witnesses the
right not to be televised but do
not specify that other persons in
the: room cannot be televised.

St. T*ulx—The 5,000 seater Fox,

in' midtown, was jammed Monday
when Don McNeill’s ABC "Break-

fast Club” radio show made its

first stop on a midwest and south-
ern trek that includes seven cities

and winds up in Miami, Fla,, Jan.
25.*Ducats for the St. Louis broad-
cast, originating over KXOK, the
local ABC outlet, were exhausted
a 'week before the cast arrived.

Dayton—Charles Reeder, former
production manager and music di-

rector at WING, was named pro-
gram director and will continue as
music director. James Bennett was
named production manager and di-

rector of public service, And Jack
Wymer, former announcer, ‘was

named director of public affairs.

Boston—Irvin E. Dierdorff, Jr.,

chief announcer at WCOP since

1246, has been appointed program
director succeeding Henry, "Hank’
Lundqulst, who has resigned to ac-

cept similar post at WBZ, ... Art
Tacker, formerly deejay at WCOP,
has transferred his platter Spin-
ning activities to indie, WHEE. . ..

Pittsburgh— Negotiations with
NBC-TV for last couple of weeks
have wound up with WDTV, Du-
Mont-Owned station in Pittsburgh
and that city’s only channel, tak-
ing all but the last 15 minutes of
Dave Garroway’s two-hour morn-
ing show. It started Monday (14),

putting WDTV in operation for the
first time at 7 a.m. Previously tee-
off was at 8:55.

' Seattle—John L. King is a new
member of the board of directors
of the Queen City Broadcasting
Co., which operates KIRO, CBS
outlet here. King replaces former
Washington governor Mon C. Wall-

tive suggestions regarding the TV -jkren, who resigned his post as
director a£year ago.

Atlanta—James E. Bailey has re-
signed as veepee-managing direc-
tor of WAGA and WAGA-TV here.
Bailey, jvho joined the Fort In-
dustry outlets in 1943, will take
ain extended vacation.

Pittsburgh—Art Breecher, for-
merly with the Hal Roach studio,
has been appointed , film editor at
WDTV. . .Helen Harding, secretary
in the WCAE sales department, is

wearing an engagement ring from
Joe McKinney. . .Hilary Bogden,
early morning newscaster at
WJAS, has started his eighth con-
secutive year of broadcasting on
that station. . .Jim Gallivan has
joined radio-and-TV department of
BBDO here . . .Slim Bryant and his
Wildcats are now getting a feed to
the NBC network from KDKA
every Saturday afternoon at 4.

It’s a resumption of .an old setup
temporarily disrupted every fall

and winter by football.^ .Pitts-
burg Brewing Co. signed to bank-
roll 15 minutes of news every
week-day on WCAE at 1 o’clock.
Chief Announcer Ralph Fallert
will do the daily session . . .Tommy

Dicksbn, WDTV cameraman, show*
ing the town to his brother, Stev#
Dickson, up for a visit from South
America, where he’s with Stand*
atd Oil. . .Don Sloant doing.a daily
quarter-hour sports sustainer on
WPIT.

Salt Lake . City—KSL has ped-
dled broadcast rights to the 14
Brigham Young University Sky-
line Conference basketball games.
Sponsorship was picked up by
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co, Paul F.
Royall, recently switched from
mike work to sales, closed the deal
for the station.

Columbus—^Frank C. Oswald,
assistant to the secretary-treasurer
of the Goodwill Stations with of-

fices at WGAR in Cleveland, has
been named administrative assist-

ant to Edward Lamb, attorney and
president of Edward Lamb Enter-
prises, owners of TV stations

WTVN, here, 'and WICU. in Erie,

and radio, stations in Toledo and
Orland, Fla. Oswald has been
with Goodwill- for the last 10 years.

Hartford—The. 12th annual joint

"Mile O’ Dimes" campaign of WTIC
and the Hartford Courant gets un-
der way Wednesday (16), In 11
prior campaigns the duo effort has
raised almost $676,000 for polio

victims. Bernard Mullins, sta-

tion’s director of public relations,

is directing the campaign,

Cleveland—WTAM reports 1951
times sales increased 41% over
1950. Chuck Dolan, former pro-
duction man at WJMO has joined
Telenews Production in New York
and will co-produce "This Week in

Sports" . . . Cy Schelly, WJMO
publicity director, has moved over
to Fuller & Smith & Ross. . .Dave
Stashower, news editor WJMO,
takes bn publicity stint.-

Minneapolis—Radio and TV sta-

tion W.TCN has added Richard
Horning to its news staff. Former-
ly a Sydney, Australia, Daily Tele-

graph and A.P. reporter in Hong
Kong and more recently operations
officer in ' the Central Intelligence

Agency, Far East division of the

U. S. Foreign Service, he’ll gather
and write local news and edit and
rewrite national and international
news.

“BRIGHT YOUNG MAN"
“WANTS IN!"

Tslsvlsisa Product!**; Lsts.ta tsar*: l*t* to

oflor; Noodi « start; salary ualmpartant:

corns sxptrlsasa. Box 8787, Variety, 154 Wist

46th St., Now. York 19, N. Y., sr call

OR 7-1575.

TV FILM RIGHTS
FOR OUTRIGHT SALK

More than one thousand shorts fin-

ished aid unfinished. - Sensational

bay. Box V-21503, Variety, 154
West 46th St.. Now York 19, N.Y.

Hours
Comtlnued from page 27d

56. for such programs as "First 100
Years" and "Search for Tomor-
row,” whereas NBC has a total
lineup of 61 stations for Milton
Berle’s "Texaco Star Theatre." *
CBS researchers also found that

the number of live station hours
the Web clears per week jumped
30% from June 1 to Dec. 31, ’51. In
June, the web; cleared a total of
825 live station hours and 511%
kinescope hours per week. At the
end of the year, the total had
jumped to 1,078% liye hours and
526 kinescope hours per week,

delivers the Go

yooo coops, .

"tT«S/UiS PUNCH

WJIK heads hockey net 3rd -year In a
row! That'j right. 1951 Is Hit third

consecetlva year WJBK has bean se-

lected exclusive Detroit outlet for. the

Red Wing hockey games and hey sta-

tion for the 1 6-station state-wide radio

hookup. Sales results must be good
• v * the same Detroit brewery hasas-.

sumed fail sponsorship for tke three

hockey sdasonsj

WJBK-S- WJBK-TV-a CBS
and

. DUMONT Affiliate
WE STATION WITH A 'MILLION WENDS

National Salts Headquarters: 4BB Madison Avenue, New York 22
Eldorade S-2455

Represented NaHe'najly by, THE KWTT AGENCY,. INC*
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With over $5,000,000 in licens-4

ing coin at stake, the American
{Society of Composers, Authors and
publishers and other music indus-

try groups are gearing for an all-

out campaign this year in favor of

the Kefauver-Bryson amendment to

the Copyright Act which would re-

uire jukebox operators to pay per*

This coming year will see a
bumper crop of tunes from pix
musicals hitting the wax market.
Although tunes from filmusicals— have had reduced impact, in the

Chappell Music sliced its cob* music market in the past few years,
tactman staff in its New York, the impressive number of celluloid
Chicago and Coast branches last scores due to be released is seen

tion agencies. Major; focus Of the

music industry is currently on the

House Judiciary committee hear-

ings on the jukebox bill which is

due to reconvene on Feb. 4.

Opponents of the amendment,
which include the jukebox ops

therbselve* and, less vocally, the

disk companies, are slated to pre-

sent their point of view when the

hearings open. They will attempt

to rebut the case made before the

committee last November by reps

Of ASCAP, Music Publishers Pro-

tective Assn; and the Songwriters
protective Assn., all of whom point-

ed out that the Jukebox ops were
coining considerable profits on
music without their haying to pay

the creative talent.

The bill proposes a licensing fee

of lc per side pet week on every

disk used by a Jukebox 'operator

owning two or more machines. Al-

though no definitive statistics have
been compiled on how much coin

that would involve, estimates range
from a conservative $5,000,000 to a

week. George Gilbert and Jack
Carroll exited the N. Y. and Hol-
lywood offices, respectively, while
Sol Wagner and; Paul Salvitori
exited the Chi branch.
The Chi office exodus how ieaves

only Norman Fink to rep the pub-
bery in the midwest.

having an Important role in revers-
ing the downbeat trend. Each of
the major pix companies' music
subsids are gearing to reestablish
their preeminence in the current
pop market with big push of
the roster of upcoming filmusical
scores.

The Paramount-Famous music
firms, Paramount Pictures subsids,
top ' the list with seven musical
scores already lined up. Pubs teed
off with "Aaron Slick From Punkin
Creek," starring Dinah Shore and
Alan Young, Tunes, which have
already hit the

.
Wax market, were

penned by Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans. Pic has 14 songs, of which
"Marshmallow Moon," "Life Is A
Beautiful Thing" and "I'd Like To
Baby

Further strengthening its empha-
sis on New York headquarters,
Capitol Records last week named
Dick Jones eastern artists and rep-
ertory head. Jones, who was form-
erly, Cap’s classical a. A r. chief,

from a conservative $5,000,000 to a will top the pop as well as the

possible $10,000,000. In either classical divisions. Dave Cavanaugh

case, it would represent a windfall will -continue as pop a. 4 r. head

for ASCAP greater than the in-

come from television and almost

equalling the. revenue from radio.

Broadcast Music, Inc.* and other

licensing organizations would, of

course, share proportionately in

ihe spread if the bill goes through.
Chances for passage of the bill

•re held to be strong in view of

Widespread legislative backing of

the measure and repeated Com
(Continued on page 46)

Philly Court Rules

Piped Music Outfit

in the east.

In a realignment of the diskery's
publicity-advertising division, Hal
Cook was made veepee of Capitol
Records Distributing Corp. in a

moveover from Capitol Records,
Inc. Cook will headquarter in N. Y.
with Dick Link continuing as
CRDC’s national publicity manager
and Don Ovens remaining as rec-

ord promotion man. John Coverney
was moved over from the interna-

tional department to handle classi-

cal. promotion. It’s also expected
that Cap will eventually add a

kiddie disk promotion man to

handle company’s widening activi-

ties in the children’s disk field.

ma . . i
In the sales division. Cap en-;

Must Pay Local Bite

Philadelphia, Jan. 15,

Philadelphia’s 5% tax on piped
music was upheld by Judge Ray-
mond MacNeille* who ruled the
Muse-Art Corp., which supplies

music over leased wires to stores,

restaurants and factories, must pay

?
5,700 in. taxes on revenue of $114,-

00 unreported between .1945 and
1948.
The Muse-Art company had

sought to escape payment on its

total income by breaking it up into

components, listing part of its

charge as royalties to the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, part in payment of

various licenses; part for installa-

tion costs and part for leasing tele-*

phone -wires. Muse-Art contended
It was merely a collection agent.

Judge MacNeille disposed of this

argument with the statement that

Muse-Art Was a collection agent
"only in the poetic sense." "Sepa-
rate billing of customers for. these
charges in no manner alters the
legal character of the receipts,"

the Judge declared. The decision
affects several other companies
which had been hplding back pay-
ments pending a ruling.

Ogden Named Head Of
Capitol’s E.T. Division

In a move to expand its radio
and TV activities, Capitol Records
has set up a broadcast sales divi-

sion to take over sales and promo-
tion of Capitol Transcription Serv-
ices.

Clifford E. Ogden, recently elect-

ed veepee of Capitol Records Dis-

tributing Corp,, will be the divi-

ion’s general sales manager.

Dayton Music chartered to con-
duct a business in publishing mu-
sical, dramatic and literary works.
Capital stock is 200 shares, no par
value. Incorporators are Roberts
Lee Brady. Herbert Wallahan and
Rosalie Wilson, ofN. Y,

branches from five to 10 with a

separate manager heading each

over, to new quarters in ‘ N. Y.’s

Mutual Life Building this week.

.Composer Igor Stravinsky will
conduct three concerts in Paris in

May at the exposition of the Con-
gress For Cultural Freedom.

R&H’s ‘Babes in Arms’

Next on Col. Roster
Having anticipated the click re-

vival of "Pal Joey" with an advance
waxing of the show score, Colum-
bia Records has projected the re-

lease of another Rodgers & Hart
show, "Babes In Arms," with Mary
Martin starring in the album pro-
duction^ Set, which was pro-
duced by Goddard Lieberson, has
been slated for March release.

Miss Martin cut two other show
score albums for Columbia last

year in "Bandwagon" and "Any-
things Goes."

currently being
Wage It as Col

pushed on wax.
Also on tap are "Sailor Beware,"

the Dean Martin & Jerry Lewis
starrer with a score by Mack David
and Jerry Livingston; "Son of Pale-
face," starring Bob Hope with tunes
by Jay Livingston and Evans; "Just
For You,” starring Bing Crosby
with a Harry Warren-Leo Robin
score; "Somebody Loves Me," the
Betty Hutton starrer, featuring
some old standards and new tunes
penned by Jay Livingston and
Evans; another Jay Livingston and

(Continued on page 44)

LOESSER BUYS OUT

MORRIS IN SUSAN PUB
Frank Loesser obtained complete

control of Susan Music last week
in a buyout of the firm from Buddy
Morris, E. H. Morris topper, Susan,
which was formed a few years ago
to publish Loesser’s tunes, was
jointly owned by Morris and Loes-
ser, each controlling 50%.

Susan, an American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers
firm, published the. scores from the

branch. Cap is completing its move- Broadway legit musicals "Where's
Charley?" and "Guys and Dolls."
Loesser penned the music and
lyrics to both scores. Loesser, who
also owns Frank Music, will handle
the scores under the Susan opera-
tion. Bud Gately will be Susan’s
professional manager.

Winding up one of th longest
strikes in disk Industry annals, Co-
lumbia Records, reached an agree-
ment over last weekend with Local
.237 of the Electrical Workers Un-
ion, which put the company's key
Bridgeport plant back into opera-
tion. The Bridgeport factory had
been closed for about a month as

a result of a wage dispute cover-

ing; all of the production workers.

Settlement gave the union, an
unaffiliated outfit, the maximum
wage Increase allowed by the Wage
Stabilization Board In Washington,
D. C. The union had originally

asked for an across-the-board 30c
an hour wage hike but the; maxi-
mum tilt allowable under the WSB
ceiling is substantially less. The

(Continued on page 46)

Hollywood, Jan. 15.

Helen Grayco inked an exclusive

waxing pact with Mercury records

that tees off this week in sessions

to be supervised by Art Talmadge,
Mercury veepee. Contract guaran-

tees her 12 sides annually at the

standard 5% royalty rate.

Chirp was with London label

before that plattery tapered off its

U. S.. recording- activities.

Sparked by the fullscale back-
catalog releasing program of th
major disk companies, the old Jazz
classics, from the New Orleans to
the Chicago and Harlem styles, are
currently experiencing their great-
est renaissance since the swing erai

of the 1930's. Some jazzicologists
have traced the upsurge of Interest
in traditional jazz to the vacuum
created by the demise of bebop and
the failure of any new musical
form to come along for the hep-
sters.

The ragtii revival has been
particularly noted among high
school and college youngsters who
have been the biggest market for
the jazz platter reissues.. Most of
the great jazz men of 20 and 30
years ago have been, unknown or
legendary figures to this age brack-
et since their original platters had
long since passed into the hands of
a small circle of collectors. Re-
release of the old platters has re-

sulted. in the "discovery" by the
youngsters of such jazz deities as
Joe "King" Oliver, Jelly Roll Mor-
ton, Bessie Smith and others . who
were around at the birth of the
blues.

One of the most important fac-
tors in the current revival of the
old jazz wax works has been the
quality of the reissues in the 45
l'pm and 33 rpm speeds. In most
cases, the current issues are far
superior to the original platters in

point of view of noise level and
dynamic range,

RCA Victor and Columbia have
taken the lead in promoting the
old jazz classics via Special .catalog*

series. Victor originally issued
several jazz sets last year under Its

(Continued on page 47)

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines
Week of Jan. 12

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (6) (Spier),

CRY (Mellow)

TELL ME WHY (2) (Signet) . . . . ......

SIN (14) (Algonquin) , . .

.

|

SLOW POKE (10) (Ridgeway) . j

UNDECIDED (11) (Leeds) .

SHRIMP BOATS <1) (Disney). .....................
j

JEALOUSY (8) {Harms).

BECAUSE OF YOU (23) (Broadcast).

COLD, COLD HEART U«) (Acuff-R).

,

Johnnie Ray ........ Okeh
Johnnie Ray Okeh
Georgia Gibbs Mercury

Four Aces Decca
Eddy Howard .Mercury
Savannah Churchill Victor

Pee Wee King ........... Victor
Roberta Lee . Decca

Ames Bros.-Les Brown. , . . Coral

Jo Stafford . . . .. . ...... Columbia
Dolores Gray ... . .* ,. ...... Decca

Frankie Leine . Columbia

Tony Bennett . . .. . . . , . . Columbia

Tony Bennett ........ Columbia

fiOWN YONDER < 13) (Southern)

DANCE ME LOOSE (Erwin-H) ............ . . , . ............ ... .

.

Arthur ‘ Godfrey ., .. .,. Columbia

GARDEN
.

IN' THE RAIN '(Melrose), . ... .......... ........ .

,

. .. Four Aces > Decca

ANYTIME (Hill-R) Eddie Fisher Victor

CHARMAINE (Lien) . . . . ... . , . , * .'« • . » » , »

>

... .... .»..« ..... ... « . ..... Mlantovaiii > London

I GET IDEAS (20) (Hill-R) . . . . ....... , . ... . . ,

.

Tony Martin ............Victor

TURN BACK HANDS OF TIME (3) (Choice), Eddie Fisher ............Victor

DOMINO (fc) (Pickwick)... Tony Marti .......... ..Victor

JUST ONE MORE CHANCE (Famous) Les Paul-Mary Ford Capitol
;

SOLITAIRE: (Broadcast) . . . .. ...... . . . ..... * . ; . . . . ... Tony Bennett ..... Columbia

FLAMENCO (Hollis) Frankie Lame , ....... .Columbia

UNFORGETTABLE (Bourne) Nat "King” (foie . ... . . . Capitol

RUGGED BUT RIGHT (Sbaplro-B). P. Harrls-A. Faye ...

.

• Victor

[Figures In parentheses indicate number of weeks song has been in the Top 10.3

Albany, Jan. 15,

A dispute between Sydney R.
Smith, retired Army officer and
son of the late Harry B. Smith,
writer of many hits, and Jerry
Vogel Music over the right to

republish 65 old numbers has
reached the Appellate Division
court. "Bright Eyes" and "Th
Sheik of Araby" are two of th

selections involved in the suit,

Vogel appealed from an order of

Supreme Court Justice Isadore

Bookstein voiding an agreement the

son signed in 1944 with the pub-
lishers assigning his rights in the
renewal of the copyrights on the

tunes. Justice Bookstein’s order re-

sulted from a suit brought by the

Army officer to set aside the agree-

ment,

Smith charged at the trial that

Vogel had published only "Bright

Eyes" and "The Sheik," although

copyright renewal time had been

reached for many of the other
1

songs, too. He claimed that under

the agreement Vogel either was re-

quired to republish the songs

promptly or return the publication

rights to him on demand. In Sep-

tember, 1944, Smith received $50Q
advance royalties from Vogel, he

testified, but' the publishers have

allegedly given liii statement

on royalties.

Vogel contended ills firm had a.

year’s- leeway to decide whether

each number Was "worthy of pub-

lication and exploitation,’’ The Ap-
pellate Division has reserved de-

cision.

Ivan Mogull to Operate

Colc-Gastel Music Firm
The Nat (King) Cole-Carlor

Gastel music publishing firm,

Crestview Music, has been reac-

tivated with Ivan Mogull coming

in to. assist Cole and Gastel in the

operation. Mogul! Was formerly

general manager of Sheldon Music.

E. H. Morris will be Crestvlew’s

selling agent. Tunes will hr li-

censed via American Society el

Composers, Authors, Publishers.
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Jocks, Jukes and Disks
By BERM SCHOENFELD.

Ron Estes: “AMan And a Moun-
tain” - “Nothing More, . Nothing
Less” (Victor).- Don Estes, a new
addition to the Victor label, gets

away to a winging start with
“Mountain,” a dramatic item with
a stirring beat. Estes* big-scaled
pipes gives this item a powerful
ride with the help of or;ch and
chorus under Norman Leyden’s
baton. For a change of pace, flip

is neat ballad . handled .
pleasingly

by Estes.
Tony Bennett: “Silly Dreamer”-

“Sinee My Love Has, Gone” tCo-
lumbia). .

Coming on top of Ben-
nett’s recent string,;of hits, these
sides should make a good dent in

the pop market. "Dreamer” is

projected with a restrained, senti-

mental style while the flip, based
on a Verdi melody, is given One
of Bennett’s more tearful rendi-
tions. It’s schmaltzy enough to be
a. good bet although Bennett may
be overworking -this

.
groove. Percy

Faith orch supplies suitably sac-
charine backing. .

Dolores Gray: “I’ve Got a Peelin’
You're. Foolin’ “-“Did Anyone Call”
.(Decca). Legit musical songstress
Dolores Gray’s stylistic savvy is

given a full showcasing on the
oldie, “I've Got a Feeliri’.” It’s

a firstrate slice that could climb
fast in the jock and juke listings.
Flip ‘ a fair ballad in a conven-
tional . format, delivered strongly
by Miss Gray: despite the wordy
lyric.

Patti Page: “Retreat” - “Come
What May” (Mercury). “Retreat”
is one of those hayseed items
which have been paying off for
Miss Page since her “Tennessee
Waltz” click. This is a clever tune
brightly executed with Miss Page
again harmonizing with herself,
“Come What May”, is a listenable
ballad slated, for plenty of 'juke
spins.

Dinah Shore: “Until’V’Take Me
Home” (Victor)! A listenable
coupling with Dinah Shore in good
form. “Until” is'* a promising
ballad delivered .with a light Latin:
beat for solid commercial possi-
bilities. Reverse is a folk-styled
number Which Miss Shore builds
into a charming side: This side
could take off.

Margaret Whiting: “ Oops” -
“ ’Round and “Round” (Capitol),
“Oops,” from the Metro pic, “Belle
of New York,” gives Miss Whiting
her best/material in some time.
It's a bright novelty entry which

;
Miss Whiting socks over with
bounce and style. It’s a juke natu-
ral. Reverse is anothering catch-
ing tune ih rondo form with Miss
Whiting handling all the vocal
.parts. Lou Busch’s backing is

solid,
Phil Harris Orch: “8th Street

Association”-"Wine, Woman and
SOjpg” (Victor). “8th Street” is

one of those tunes which could
break out of left field. It’s a
Snappy piece of material, in any
case, but Harris’ workover could
kick it off as a pop item. Re-
verse is handled , okay and might
give the. Nat “King” Cole, version
for Capitol a run fpr the money..

Louis Armstrong-Velma Middle-
ton: “You’re the Apple of My Eye”-
“Big Butter and Egg Man” (Decca).*
A great jazz artist for the cog-
noscenti, Louis Armstrong is' an
equally potent factor for the mass
•market.' On ’these two sides, he
and Velma Middleton belt out a
couple of superb commercial per-
formances. “Apple” has a Slight
edge, being handled - a bit more
smoothly with “Butter and Egg
Man.”

Savannah Churchill: “In Spite of
Everything You Do”-“Don’t Grieve,
Don’t Sorrow, Don’t Cry” (Victor).
Both of these sides are geared for
the current pop acceptance of
torchy blues and rhythm tunes and
artists. Miss Churchill is particu-
larly effective in this gehre and
could have a standout hit in “In
Spite; of Everything You Do.” It’s

a fine number and Miss Churchill
gives it a sensitive rendition. . Re-
verse is in a similar groove and
also has

.
good potential.

Album Reviews
Phil Silvers,; Rose Marie, Llndy

Doherty, Judy Lynn, Bob Sheerer:
*
fTop Banana” (Capitol). The origi-
hai cast album set of the Broadway
legit . musical, “Top Banana,” is

handicapped by score which regis-

t
tiers s$ mediocre on wax. It’s a
elf packaged album, however,
1th a couple <of fair .comedy bits

by Phil Silvers, notably “You're
O. K. for TV.” Judy Lynn and
Llndy Doherty are adequate on the
ballads.
James Barton, Olga San Juan,

Tony Bayaarr “Paint Tottr. Wagon”
(Victor), Although nu hit songs
have come out of “Paint Your
wagon,” several class numbers by
mail Jay Lerner and Frederick 1

Loewe give this original cast album
set a big lift. James Barton's ren-
dition of “I Still See Eliza” is a
higbspot, a beautiful tune delivered
in appealing rough style by a dra-
matic actor. Olga San Juari is
also effective in “How Can I Wait,”
among other tunes, arid Tony Ba-
Vaar impresses on “I Talk to the
Trees,” Rufus Smith and Robert
Penh also score on a couple of
good numbers, Fran Alters batons.

Platter Pointers
Continuing to dip into its vast

back catalog of classic jazz record-
ings, RCA Victor has reissued an-
other outstanding collection of jaz^
albums as part of jts “Treasury of
immortal Performances” series. In-
cluded in the release, which should
furnish some excellent program-
ming material for disk jockeys, are
six-sided sets by Benny Goodman,
Artie Shaw and Jelly Roll Morton*
plus other sets grouped around top
jazz trumpeters -and tenor sax men
. . . Vaughn Monroe has a poten-
tial hit side in. “Ooh! What You
Did” (Victor) . . Teddy Phillips
orch has two pleasing sides in
“Wishin’” and “Sunshine and
Flowers,” Lynn Hoyt and Dick
Jessup yocalling (King) .... . Eddy
’Howard has a likely followup to
his “Sin” click in “Stolen Love”
(Mercury) . . . Roberta Lee im-
presses with her bright bouncy,
Workover of “Try Me One More
Time” (Decca) . , .Parlay of Johriny
Hartman and Perez Prado orch
bn “Wild” produces some interest-
ing results (Victor) . . . Also in the
Latin vein, Edmondos Ros orch
hits on “Maria Dolores” (London)

Helen O’Connell continues to

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Dec. 291

•Ldhdon/. Jah*!;LC
Longing for i Yqu. . j.

.
$t<irlin*£

I Love Simsrahe .vNew World
Loveliest flight Yeajr

.

Because of You jDqsh
Rosaline r . .!: . ; ,

.

>> Refine
Allentown’ Jail ... . ; . Bourtoft
Enchanted Eve.. . v. Williamson
My Liberty Belle ...... Dash
Shrimp Boats Disney
Too Young Sun
If You Go .Maurice

’"Love’s Roundabout Cinephonic

Second 12
Tulips .and Heather. ... . .Fields
Be My Love.. FD.&H.
At End of Day . Chappell
Beggar In Love. . .Cinephonic
I Wish I Wuz... . ....Maurice
Mistakes . .Wright
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
Kentucky Waltz Southern
My Truly Truly Fair .: Dash
Sweet Violets Morris
Down Yonder . . : . . .

.

Feldman
Why Worry . . ,

.

Macmelodies

turn but fine slices for Capitol with
“Baby We’re Really In Love” and
“Come What May” (Capitol) .

Hopping on the Les Paul-Mary
Ford slice of “Tiger Rag,” George
Barnes turns out a driving guitar
solo of the jazz classic for Decca
. . . Bill Kenny will find it tough to
break through with “Please, Mr,
Sun” in view of the Johnnie Ray
cut for Columbia;

Standout Western, folk, religious,

polka, blues, rhythm, etc ; Pee Wee
King, “Ragtime Annie Lee” (Vic-
tor) .'

. , H-Bomb Ferguson, “Good
Lovin’ ” (Savoy) . . . Eddie Mar-
shall, “Mine, All Mine” (Victor) . . .

Eddy Arnold, “Bundle of Southern
Sunshine” (Victor) . V .. Jimmy
Wakelty, “Missing In Action” (Cap-
itol),

Atlantic Pact's Amateur
Odell Turner, Negro blues sing-

er, has been inked to a three^year
pact by Atlantic Records.
Miss Turner was a winner of an

Apollo Theatre, NT Y; amateur
night,

,

Harms Hales Mellin

To Court in Piracy

Action on Click ‘Sin’

As anticipated by the trade,

Harms Music, of the Warner Bros,
combine, last week filed an in-

fringement .suit In N. Y. Federal
Court against Bobby Mellin’s Al-

gonquin Music, which questions the
originality of the defendant pub-
lisher’s hit tune, “Sin.” An injunc-
tion,

.
damages and an accounting

of al| profits derived from the al-

leged piracy are sought.
“Sin,” according to the com-

plaint, was substantially lifted from
Harms oldie, “You’re a Perfect
jewel

.
to Me (Dearest )

,” which
Gene Buck and Dave Stamper au-
thored in 1919.

Written /by Chester Shull and
George Hoven, “Sin” was pub-
lished by Algonquin in September,
1951. Harms asserts that It noti-

fied Algonquin that it was infring-

ing by continuing to license re-

cording companies and others tc

use “Sin,” but its protests were ig-

nored.

OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
#

as Published m the Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING JAN. 12 —
NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is

arrived at uftder a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-

merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-

veloped from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines ),

and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).
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week. week.
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Johnnie Ray (Okeh) ......
t White clQud

i

Tell Me Why
Garden in the Rai

Eddy Howard (Mercury) . .... . ..... ... . Sin*

Pee Wee King (Victor)— Slowpoke

Eddie Fisher........................... Anytime

T6ny Bennett (Columbia) . . • v • •j&S’lrf YoT*
Jo Stafford (Columbia)

.

:

Shrimp Boats

Frankie liaine (Columbia) . .... . , . . * ... , . . . , Jealousy

Ames Bros.-Les Brown (Coral) .
Undecided

Mantpvani (London) Charmaine

TUNES

TUNE PUBLISHER

Cry
......Mellow

Little White Cloud That Cried . ....

#

• Spier

Slow Poke. . . ..... «> ,'« ... • » i > » » ,
• * • Kid^fiway

Tell Me Why. . . . , . . *. . . . . . . . . . .
.

,

• • • • *. • • > • • • • • • • • • * • • • • • • • * • Signet

... v v .,.•••• ....... ...i, ... . Algonquin

Shrimp Boats .»•»•• .• » ....... »
...

*.;• • • Disney

Undecided Leeds

Anytime • • • •••«• • • • .... • • • • • * • • • * • * * * * IRU-lt

Cold, Cold Heart. Acuff-R

Jealousy .... ...... . • . .. . .. . • » • •• • • • • • * • • • • • »

•

• * • • • • Harms

New York LOcafc 802, ^herican
Federation ,of Mujticians, won an
important Victory . in its fight
against Government classification
of bandleaders as employers last

week when the N. Y. Appellate
Division court ruled that maestroes
working in hotels must be consid-
ered employees along with mem?,
bers of their bands. Decision was
made on a specific appeal by the
Statler Hotels against a prior rul-

ing of the N. Y; Unemployment
Insurance Appeal Board that Tom-
my/Dorsey and Charlie Spivak
were employees, for purposes of the
unemployment insuranee payments.

Decision is seen having a wide
effect in the AFM conflicting bat-;

tie over the Form B contract, the
basiev agreement between buyers of
musical crews and AFM members.
In 1947 the AFM lost a decision
before the U. S. Supreme* Court,
which, ruled that leaders are em-
ployers for purposes of withhold-
ing Federal taxes from orch side-
men. It was' held that ballrooms,
one-nite operators, etcM were buy-
ing musical packages from band-
leaders or their agents and that
the latter must handle the with-
holding tax routine. AFM execs
conceded they had. a bad case in
this matter, particularly for bands
•on one-night tours where the job
of

,
estimating taxes would be too

difficult for the promoters,.

In New York State, however.
Local 802 has now won recognition
for bandleaders on location in ho-
tels as employees. As a result, the
hotels must now pay the 2V&% pay-
roll tax to the unemployment in-

surance fund Instead of the band-
leaders. In addition; complicated
bookkeeping headaches have been
taken off th« shoulders of the
bandleaders’ managers;
The New York court’s ruling

may have a wide- impact on the
employer-employee relationships In

other states. Illinois is understood
to be adopting the New York for-

mula as are other key states. At
present, however, there is no fixed

pattern for AH the states oq the
handling of •withholding taxes fall-

ing within their purview.

Capitol to Wax
• f

Capitol Records, which moved
into the original Broadway cast

album field this season, nabbed the
rights last Week to the forthcoming
legit musical “Three Wishes For
Jamie.” Musical, Which Is skedded
for a March 14 preem in N. Y.,

stars Anne Jeffreys and John Raitt,

Music and lyrics were penned by
Ralph Blane.

Diskery wound up Its waxing
sessions of the Richard Rodgers-
Lorenz Hart musical, “Pal Joey,”
Friday (11).. Although it’ll be
peddled as an original cast album,
the stars of the Broadway revival

Vivienne Segal and Harold Lang,
were replaced in the Cap record-

ing by Jane Froman and Dick
Beavers because both Miss Segal

and Lang are under; contract to

Columbia Records. Col issued a

“Pal Joey” LP last spring with

Miss Segal and Lang. Similar con-

tractual snarl occurred last year

when RCA Victor nabbed the origi-:

nal cast rights to the Irving Berlin

musical “Call Me Madam.” Victor

was unable to etch the show's star,

Ethel Merman, because She Was a
Decca Records pactee. Decca issued

a separate album of the show’s

score with Miss Merman and Dick
Haymes. The Cap album will fea-

ture .Elaine Stritch, Pat ' Northrop
and Helen Gallagher.

Cap’s other entry in the,; legit

musjeal field is “Top Banana”
while Victor Is represented

;
by

“Paint Your Wagon” and Columbia
preppihg “A Month of Sundays.”

Kapp to Coast
Dave Kapp, RCA Victor's pop art-

ists and repertory chief, heads for

Hollywood this weekend for

briefing Of the company’s Coast op-

eration, It’ll be his first personal

confab with Coast recording man-
ager Henri Rene since Kapp took

over, the a&r post early in Decem-
ber
Kapp Will be gone about two

weeks*
“V-JU’V

I •** *» m A* v
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Along with the emgak
a dispute has brokenaBa
a Hill A; Range 3ubmH
the Easter*

;
Egg;” Bot®

with Bloom currently hS

Shiner, Roy Rogers and

it priming of Easter tittfei for the wjlx market,
b between Ben R$0gm lisic And Alamo Music,
Agyer two numbei%idlmlcalar jtitled .^JEibert.

S
ms are racing to^^^eir^^plon^n^^x

||ve platter for Sim^S^k Sch^^’s^cdi^ll.,

Renews

Bumper Crop of Fix Tunes
Contnued from page 41

Evans score will be used in a later “Skirts” si

Bob Hope' pic ‘‘Military Police- Vivian Bl«

man,” and David and Jerry Living- tops ‘‘Min
stop will again be repped in “The On tap
Stooge,” with Martin & Lewis. subsids,

Robbins, Feist & Miller, Metro Advanced,
and 20th*Fox subsids, will split the Peter De
scores of the four M-G musicals Face,” st;

which have already been set; Feist and Eddie
is working on the Johnny Mercer- Beanstalk,
Harry Warren score for “Belle of starrer wl
New York,” which stars Fred and Bpb
Astaire and Vera Ellen,. Such tunes Sammy C
from the pic as “Oops" and “Baby and the B
Doll” have received a hefty wax scores for

Coverage. and “A S

Robbins is prepplng the Arthur Indie pi
Freed-Nacio Herb Brown score for Music am
the Gene Kelly starrer “Singing also stepj;

In The Rain.” The tunes are oldies sweepstake
from the Big Three catalog, but tracted to

the pub execs are counting on new the Colun
etchings to revive -the songs as Diary,” pi

evidenced by the new interest in ford, Bari
•Til See You In My Dreams,” Romano, >

which was a plug tune from the Cromwell
Warner Bros, pic of the same,name, ing the. j

Not yet assigned are the scores for tune* “La<
“Skirts Ahoy,” penned by Harry umbia pic
Warren and Ralph Blaine, and the “Sound C
Nicholas Brodszky-Sammy Cahn handle all

score for “Because You're Mine.” its new p<

“Skirts” stars Esther Williams and
Vivian Blaine while Mario Lanza
tops “Mine;”
On tap for the Warner Bros,

subsids, Remick, Witmark and
Advanced, are the Charles Tobias-
Peter De Rose score for ‘‘About
Face,” starring Gordon MacRae
and Eddie Bracken; “Jack and. the
Beanstalk,” the Abbott & Costello
starrer with tunes by Lester Lee
and Bpb Hilliard; Vernon Duke*
Sammy Cahn’s “April In Paris,”;
and the Bob Hilliard-Carl Sigman
scores for “Broadway- Revisited”
and “A Slight Case of Murder.”

Indie pubbers such as Whiteway
Music and Howie Richmond are
also stepping into the pix score
sweepstakes. Whiteway has con-
tracted to publish four tunes from
the Columbia film “Purple Heart
Diary,” penned by Johnny Brad-
ford, Barbara Hayden and . Tony
Romano, while Richmond, via his
Cromwell Music subsid, is publish-
ing the. Bob Russell-Lester Lee
tune> “Lady Love,” from the Col-
umbia pic starring Mickey Rooney,
“Sound Off.” Mills Music will

handle all RKO pic tunes under
Its new pact With the film studio.

M G M RECORDS

: - k \ : .V

Records line. The Alamo.^lm has lined up aBbtfem^ry Clooney side^

Bloom claims’ that his song was copyrighted five months before the,

Alamo version; * -

For the first time in vet trade execs’ memories, a time has currently
climbed to the top Of the best-seller lists without benefit of. affiliation

with either the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publish-,

ers or Broadcast Music, Inc, Tune is “The Little White Cloud That
Cried,” published by Larry Spier’s music firm and as yet without a
hookup with a licensing outfit; It’s understood Spier and BMI have
been talking a deal but without reaching satisfactory coin terms.

Bucking the traditional pattern which dictates that winter and Christ-
mas songs must die the day after Dec. 25, the tune, “Snowflakes,” is still

climbing in the best-seller lists this month. Originally hypoed as a
novelty written by a nine-year-old girl, Marjorie Kurtz, the* tune has
taken off as a legitimate click via the Guy Lombardo-Evelyn Knight
etching for Decca Records where it is one of the top sellers.

BILL HAYES
SINGS t ,

WE WON’T TULIPS
LIVE IN AND
A CASTLE HEATHER

MGM 11142
K 11142

7S RPM
45 RPM

DEL%OURTNEY ORCH (12)
With TOmmy Rage I

:§t. FiSfcls Hotel, San Francisco
>*jjg’hisy<fle\v combo fused by vet

b^(dm^. Courtney is grooved to

slftre dawn* the middle with equal

appeal slanted to terpability and
entertainment. In this it succeeds

mixing as’ it does pops and oldies
overlarded with acceptable comedy
specialties and even hoke.

. The crew of 12 Includes four
sax, two trumpet, trombone, and
three rhythm consisting -of piano,
drum and bass, with Tommy Page
allotted the vocal chores and Pete
Eastman doubling from the band
with extra verbals. Tempos are
remindful oif Freddy Martin es-
pecially in -pops when Courtney
comes home in full melodic en-
semble effect with tones secured
by voicing of sax section high-
pointed by piano;

A complete hew library, all spe-
cial arrangements, is a major
credit. This is by Jack De Mello,
first trumpet, who has provided
Courtney with a wide channel to
cruise his music. Dancing is easy
and loaded floor is evidence of ef-

fectiveness and appeal.

Show a heat interlude with.
Courtney gabbing to tie up items
dicky, including concert arrange-
ment of bits from “Oklahoma,”
“Hands Across the Table,” and;
"You're In the Army” a music
tour of Scotland, China and other
points. Piano finale by Bob Moo-
nan with splinters of Chopin and
Liszt passes muster.
There is a solid quality about

this troupe which augurs okay and
pays off in customer kudos. Ted.

LARRY FOlTINE ORCH (11)
With Cathy Cordovan, Tony Val-

entine
Hotel Miiehlebach, Kansas City

While not new in the area, the

Larry Fotine crew is making its

first hotel stand, in town in the

Terrace Grill of the Muehlebach.
The date included the holidays and
funs on into January a spell, and
the orch is giving a goodly ac-
count of itself at the gate.

Musically this orch is long on
smooth, sweet arrangements, Fer-

tine formerly being an arranger
for Sammy Kaye. He works with
an instrumentation of four saxes,
two trumpets, trombone, drums,
piano and string bass, plus his
own clarinet. He. . draws«': on this
assemblage for a reed lead, with
fullness throughout, basically fea-
turing the two-beat style. In the
matter of rhythms, Fotine offers
what the dancers want, a variety
being called for in this class room.
Portfolio includes pops of the days,
several originals from:his own pen,
a selection of standards and nov~
elty numbers, plus the rhubma,
samba and mambp of Latin hues.

Vocally Fotine is better equipped
than a, number of bands seen here
lately.. He has blonde Cathy Cor-
dovan to warble the ballads in
highly listenable fashion;, and to
add considerably with lier singing
of. the folky type of song and
novelties; Tbny Valentine baritones
likewise with attractive stylings,
veering to the Bill Farrell type,
and singing mostly the. current
pops. Fotine calls on the singers
steadily, and occasionally joins
the gal in a duet, all rounding out
the output of the orch. Quin.

Wolfson-'Wliite Set Up
Whiteway Pub Firm

Mack Wolfson and Edward R.
White have set up a new publish-
ing firm; Whiteway Music. Wolf-
son, who was formerly professional
manager for Edward Kassner, will i

be- Whiteway’s professional man-
ager, while White, a former Music
Corp. of America exec, will act as
general manager.

Last week,- Whiteway acquired!
fights to four songs from the forth-
coming..Columbia pic, “Purple
Heart Diary.” Tunes were penned
by Johnny Biradford, Barbara
Hayden and Tony Romano.

Delores Hawkins to Okeh
Songstress Delores Hawkins has

been pacted; by Okeh Records, the
blues and rhythm subsid of Colum-
bia Records.

Miss Hawkins formerly .sang
with the Gene Krupa orch;

Week of January 4-10

The fop 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index.
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director.. Alphabetically listed.

A Kiss To Build a Dream On—1“The Strip”. ...... Miller
Always ........ ....... .Berlin
Anytime. ./. . ., . Hill-R
Because Of You—t“I Was An American Spy” .Broadcast
Charmame ... IJon.
Cold, Cold Heart .Acuff-R

.

,Cry , . . ; . . . .

.

, . Kcllo\v
banco Mo Loose . .t

. • . ... Erwin—Ji
Dommo ...» . »*

.

. . • . » ...... • . . . .

.

v« ..... . Pickwick
Down Yonder . La Salle
How Close. . ... ; , ... . . . .. .... Life
I Talk To the Trees—*“Paint Your Wagon”. . . ... . .Chappell
I Wish I Had a Girl . . * . v . . . Miller
If You- Catch a Little Cold. ... ........ . . .

,

BVC
I’ll See You In“^Iy Dreams—1 “See You In Dreams”; Feist
It’s All In the Game . . . Witmairk
Just One More Chance ...... . . . .

.

* Famous
Little White Cloud That Cried .... ./. . ... .... Spier
Manhattan—f“Tvvo Tickets to Broadway” . . . . . , .

,

/Marks
My Concerto ... Block

; My Love
. , .Life

Never Before v., ...... . . .

.

... ... ... , Paramount
Once..... . ..Disney
Shrimp Boats . ........ . ,. , .

.

. .Disney
(It’s No) Sin ,Algonqui
Sleigh Ride,. ......... * Mills
Slowpoke

. . . Ridgeway
Snowflakes. . . . .... ....

, ; . Lombardo
Trust In Me....;....,.... ...Advanced
Undecided ............ Leeds
Unforgettable

,
. ...... . . . ,

.

Bourne
World Is Waiting For the Sunrise . 7 .7

” *

’.DeSylva-B&H
You Better Go Now ... .DeSylva-B&H

Second Group
-And So To Sleep Again. ; ; ..Paxton
At Last At Last . . . ...... . . ....... ... ... . , ... .Duchess
Be My Life’s Companion

. Morris
For All We Know .Feist
Glorita ; . : .

Lif

e

Grand Central Station ... Harms
Here’s To My T.acly .

Mayfair
Hey Good Lookin' ... . . . ...........

.

Acuff-R
I Love, the Sunshine Of Your -Smile . . . . ; . . .

.’

.’

.*
* Johnstone-M

I Remember You I.ove. 1 ..... .
Paxton

I’m Lucky I Have You ; .
Sheldon

It’s All In the Game
. . .

.

.V,’.Remick
Life Is a Beautiful Thing '

t Famous
MqjSI More More .

NevCT—*i “Golden Girl”
OK For TV .

Please Mr.'Sun ...

.
Swingin’ Down the Lane.
TakslMe Home . ,

Tulips” and Heather.
Until (Anema E Core),,

. . . ........ .
Paxton

... . . .

.

* .
Sheldon

.7, . . ,7.®emick
. .. . . . .

.

i .

^

Famous
Remick
Robbins

...... . ..... DeSylva-B&H
..... ... . .

.

Weiss-Barry
. . . ........ Feist

. . ; . . . . . , .

.

Remick
Shapiro-B

........ . . .

.

Leeds

t Filmusical. *Legit musical.

Top Songs On TV
'r

Anytime . .... , ; H&R
Domino Pickwick
Down Yonder \

.

; LaSalle
, Getting To '->o\v You

. ,
Williamso

If You; Go ’Pickwick
I’ll See You In My Dreams

. Feist
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer. ...

;

Sti Nichol
(It’s No) Sin ..... . . . , .

.

Algonquii
Slowpoke .Ridgeway
Undecided ...... ... .......... .Leeds

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
California Here I Come Witmark
I’ve Got My Love To Keep Me. Warm. . . .

J

. . . . ...

.

. Berlin
Just One Of Those Things. .Harms
On the Sunny Side of the Street . Shapiro-B
That Old Black Magic

. .Famous

H&R
Pickwick
LaSalle

..... .
.'Williamson

..........

.

Pickwick
.......

.

Feist
St. Nicholas

........

.

. . Algonquin
* .Ridgeway

.........

.

.Leeds

DANISH SYMPH SET FOR

6-WK.U.S. TOUR IN FALL
The Danish .State Radio Orches-

tra, one of Europe’s top symphs,
will make its first tour of the U .S.

next season, under its regular con-
ductor, Erik Tiixen, and booked by
Columbia Artists Mgt. Group of 93
will fly to America in October, for
a six-week tour starting Oct. 13.

Orch will give 39 concerts, as far
south at -New Orleans, atid west to
Chicago. It’s on the air in Den-
mark. every Thursday night, so will
have to tape its Danish programs
ahead of time, Symph is govern^

ment-siipported, and could get re-
leased for only six weeks for the
tour.

Danish government is paying
round-trip transportation to and
from N. Y. The orfch went to the
Edinburgh Festival in 1950, where
it was well received.

PROGRAM
I GOT JT BAD AND
THAT AIN'T GOOD
TORCH STANDARD

y
Paul Francis Webster

T*

(ppp

fubfUhtd by loekra#
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T*i*y .
. luftM)

Tommy ••••• • ‘

”

(

o«nal
«.Hy Clown

,

Carmen Taylor . .

Recorded by 7"

(Mtrciiry)
ma m. M •%

Norman Granz, “Jazz at the Phil-
harmonic” promoter, lias moved
his headquarters to Hollywood..
Granz will continue to maintain his’

New York offices* and he’ll * com-
mute from the Coast every six
weeks*

BROADCAST MUSIC INC. q a o r i r t h avenue
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Johnny cwtibp Jiq^ng
west for one-niter And location

dates . Mel- Mendel, Mercury
Records Rack, oil a deejay trek to

Boston . . i- Mary Mayo into Moe s

Main Street, Cleveland, Jan. 18 for

one 3 week , . Neal Heftiand
Frances Wayne parted by Music
Corp, of America , . . Nat (Kina)

Cole tees off annual Canadian tour

at Casino Theatre, 'Toronto, Jan.

17 . . Johnny Desmond heading
south with Don McNeill'S ABC
"Breakfast Club" show for two
weeks . . . Gene Ammons orch into

the Apollo, N. Y., Feb. 1 . . . Buddy
Johnson orch concertizes at the

Academy of Music, Brooklyn,' Jan.

19 . . . Stan. Getz orch into Show
Boat, Philadelphia, Jan. 29 . ;

Lester Young, Sol Yaged and
Benny Green combo into Birdland,

N. Y., Jan. 21 to experiment with

swing tempos in this bebop em-
porium . Ralph Flanagan orch
into Lake Worth Casino, Fort
Worth, for ohfe-niter, Jan. 26 . ,

James Martin, new Chicago dis-

tributor for M-G-M Records, in

town for sales huddles . . .. Mindy
Carson 1 into Trace Hotel, St. Louis,

for two weeks beginning Jan. 18

. . . Paul Gayton orch into Ebony
Club, Cleveland, Jan. 21 for two
Weeks;

Chicago
Vaughn Monroe has started on

his tour of 52 one-nighters through
the midwest and south ending in

Miami, Feb. 23 » . ; Eddie Fitz-

patrick makes his first appearance
in Chicago with his date at the Tri-

anon starting Feb, 19. Ray Rob-
bins follows and then Xavier Cugat
comes in Feb. 22 after his month’s
stay at the Edgewater Beach Ho-
tel, Chicago . . . Nat Cole- inked for
the Regal Theatre Feb. 8 . . . Jim-
my Dorsey has six days at the Casa.
Loma, St. Louis, Feb. 5, following
Johnny Long, who’se also set for
the Peabody, Memphis, Feb. 11.

Pee Wee Hunt crew has two
frames at Angelo’s, Omaha Jan. 18
and then goes into the Chase Ho-
tel, Feb. 1, for an indefinite stay

V. . Art Van Damme is leaving Cap-
itol records . . . Mindy Carson
chirps at the Baker Hotel, Dallas

SHEET BEST SELLEK
1

e, Jfn. 1$,

.... rooftg* - .JfelUe pptriNa
to the Zanzibar, Denver, WeK 4 for
two weeks,'

Pittsburgh
Bobby CardlUo, exiting Monte

Carlo after two years In favor of
Ross Hall, is joining Kloman
Schmidt’s band ... Dave Brubeck
combo brought a home-town boy,
Wyatt Ruther, to the Midway
Lounge with, him . . Jack Maurice
has resigned as A1 Morgan’s musi-
cal director for the keyboard at a
downtown

.
private dub . , .Howard

Gifford, just discharged from the
Army, is going with Artie Arnell’s
orch as first trombonist ... Jack
Kent subbing for the ailing Red
French in Luke Riley’s Casino The-
atre house crew ... Horseshoe Bar
now has a trio consisting, of Emma
Jean on drums, Ben Rossi on sax
and accordionist Bill Wlttee * . -.

Dave Lavy trio replaced Bill Bick-
ers Starlltera at Hotel Roosevelt’s
Sylvan Room* with Blckel moving
back to Johnny Laughlin'a Sham-
rock Room on the Northslde . . .

Organist Herb Conrad into Don
Metz’s Sky Vue, opposite the
Couiity Airport, for a run . Dodo
Marmarosa/ ' ex-Gene Krupa and
Tommy Dorsey pianist, has joined
Whifey Scharbo outfit at Ankara.

v
Kansas City

Larry Fotine orch on a string of
one nighters for a month in the
territory, following his four-week
stand in the Terrace Grill here. As-
sociated Booking office set the
dates . . . Pianist Joe Vera goes to
the Cosmopolitan Hotel, Denver,
to work in the Imperial Room,
opening early in February. Sister,

Bea Vera, opens with her orch in
the Hotel * Schroeder, Milwaukee,
later this month ... Sammy Walsh
opens in the Town Room, Milwau-
kee, Jan. 22 . . . Daryl Harpa orch
into the Latin Quarter here for a<

twb-week stand . . . Don Roth trio

holding over on second session in

the-Dfum Room of the Hotel Presi-
dent , . . Pick Mansfield Trio set by
Midland Attractions into the Ranch
Inn, Elko, Nev., Jan. '31, coming
out of the Riverside Club, Casper,

Survey of retail sheet fkusic

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.
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“Slow Poke" (Ridgeway) .

.

"Sin” (Algonquin) . . . . . .• .•
. . . .

1

Shrimp Boats" (Disney) . . . , ; ... 6
"Down Yonder" (Southern) .

.

"Cry" (Mellow).

2

"Undecided" (Leeds) . . . . 10 -

"Tell Me-Why"-

(Signet) . .

.

"Anytime" (Hill*R)

old Cold Heart" (Acuff-R) . . .

.

"Because of You" (Broadcast) .

.

"And So to Sleep" (Paxton) . . . .

.

"Domino" (Pickwick) . . . . . . . . . , . . .

"Kiss to Build Dream On" (Miller) .

"Charmaine" (Lion) ....... 9:

Wyo. . . . Max Cooper duo follows
Mansfield into the Riverside. Club,
moving over from the Chesterfield
Club, Des Moines.

Dallas
Papp’s Showland one-nighting

orchs of Frankie Masters (25) and
Skjnnay Ennis on Feb. 29. The
Kings & Their Ladies, dance
troupe, set for fortnight starting
Friday (18) ... Tomy Cunningham
orch, local creW, into Claridge Ho-
tel, Memphis, through Jan. 31 . . .

Claire Stewart. WFAA-TV thrush,
on 60-day leave of absence to sing
With Joe Reichman orch in New
Orleans’ Roosevelt Hotel . . . Sky
Club has set one-nighters for Jan
Garber, (20); Ralph Flanagan, (27);

Jimmy Dorsey, Feb. 24; andsRay
Anthony, March 30.

Jukebox FeeBContnued from page. 41

gressional attacks against the juke-

box industry for allegedly harbor-

ing '"racketeering elements." This

charge, in fact, was made both by
Sen. Estes Kefauver and ASCAP
in support of the amendment. It’S

held, also, that the Kefauver-Bry-.
son amendment avoids all of the
stumbling blocks which led to the
defeat several years ago? of the
Scott bill, which purported to
achieve the same end.

It’s anticipated that the case of
the jukebox ops will center around
three major points: (1) they hold
that their industry is a key factor
in making hits and thereby it helps
the publishers and -songwriters;
(2), they hold that their payment
for the records used in the coin
machines is sufficient compensa-
tion to the creative end; and (3),
they cannot afford to pay the pro-
posed licensing fee.

—

Col. Strike
Contnued- from page .41

formula of the Columbia agree-
ment involved a whole series of
wage increases for different cate-
gories since some of the factory
workers had received prior wage
increases.

Riding with the most best-sellers
in the wax field currently, the end
of the strike puts Columbia back
into the position of completely and
quickly filling retail orders on cur-
rent and past releases. During the
strike, Columbia was straining the
facilities of its other plants and
had other major firms, such as
RCA Victor and M-G-M, pressing
for them.

Although Columbia, was not crip-
pled seriously by the strike, due
to the alternative channels of pro-
duction, it’s figured the diskery
lost considerable sales due to in-
ability to make delivery on its pop
hits. Production of longhair disks,
particularly new releases, was also
curtailed during the strike.

For 'Oscar Award
Hollywood; Jan. 15.

At a closed-door meeting the
Academy Of .Motion Picture Arts &
Science’s music branch ruled two
top pop; hits of 1951 ineligible for
Oscar tlerby since neither were
written for. nor first commercial-
ized in and by films in Which they
were used. Tunes are “Because of
You’” used in Monogram’s “I Was
American . Spy" and "Loveliest
Night of Year" from Metro’s
"Caruso.”

"Because,” written many years
ago by Arthur Hammerstein and
Dudley Wilkinson, It became a hit
in wake of the Tony Bennett and
Les Baxter, disks. "Night” is an old
standard

’

"’Over the Waves," with
new lyrics by Paul Francis Web-
ster.

It’s understood Johnny Green,
Metro studio director and member
of the Academy board, appeared at
the meeting stating he didn’t feel
“Loveliest" should be considered
and why. Also ineligible are a num-
ber of lesBer-known ditties such as
“Wish I Was” on grounds they are
actually, modernizations or upbeat
versions of old nursery, folk songs.
Knqwn tq be in forefront of

possible nominees are “Wonder
Why" .by . Nick Brodszky-Sammy
Cahn from Metro’s “Rich, Young
and Pretty;’’ .“Yqu’ll Know” by
Jimmy McHugh-Harold Adamson
from RKO’s- “His iCirid of Woman;’’
“Never,” from 20th’s “Golden
Girl;” “Cool, Cool of, the Evening”
by Johnny Mercer and Hoagy Car-
michael trom Paramount’s “Here
Comds the Groom.”
Musio branch is hewing strictly

to rules this year to. avoid furor of
few years ago wheli Frank Loes-
ser’s “Bajby It’s Cold Outside” won
an Oscar although it was charged
it wasn’t written specially for film
since. Loesser and his wife per-
formed it five years previously.
Evemgreater howl was raised When
the Jerome Hammerstein 2d’s
“Last. Time I Saw Paris” won; al-
though it Was published and be-
came a hit before it appeared in a
film.

Ethel Smith in Concert
Bow With Gab Bureau

Columbia Lecture Bureau has
signed organist Ethel Smith for
its special attractions division, and
will send her out on a limited tour
in April.

Organist will be under personal
direction of veepee Eastman Boom-
er, and will be making her debut
in the concert field. Pacting is in
line with Columbia’s aim to bring
fresh names into the concert-gab
field.

10 10

Mann Reelected Prez

Of Robin Hood Dell

Philadelphia, Jan, 15.

Fredric R. Mann, paper box
manufacturer and musical patron,

was elected for his third term as

president of the Robin Hood Dell,

summer concert organization, Ro-
bin Hood Dell enjoyed its most
successful season to date in the
summer of 1951, Mann reported to
the annual meeting of the board of
directors; A surplus W $1,900 re-
mained after payment of all obliga-
tions.

Two new members named to the
hoard were Ralph W. Pitkin; for-
mer. City Treasurer of Philadel-
phia, and Harry Aleinikoff, first

violinist who replaces Carl Torello,
bassist, as the Dell orchestra’s rep.
Morton Howard was named man-
ager ahd Mrs. Davil C, Martin is

assistant manager of the Dell.

SELSMAH TO SIGNET
Victor Selsman has been named

professional manager of Signet

Music.

Selsman formerly headed George
Adams Music professional depart-
ment.

NIW BALLAD HIT!
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BEST SELLEBS

Survey of retail 4bfc beat

tellers, based on report# ob-

tained from leading stores, in.

12 cities and ehowins com-
parative sales rating for this

and last meek.'

National
• Rating

this Last
wk. wit. ..

Week Ending

Jon, 12

Artist. Label. Title
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I
JOHNNIE RAT (Okeh)

1 1 “Cry**—6840 . . .

.

' FOUR ACES (Decca)

2 9 "Tell Me Why”—27860 . .......

8 94

2 7 73

/JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)

3 2 "Little White Cloud"—6840 2 1 9 2 8 4 3 6 70
" EDDIE FISPER (Victor)

10 "Anytime"—20-4359 ....... 3 5 5 10 • « o 48
JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

4 "Shrimp Boats"—39581 . . . , 8 8 4 8 42
FEE WEE KING (Victor)

8 "Slow Poke"—21-0489. ..... . 4 41
FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)

6 "Jealousy"—39585 7 3 7 8 10 8 6 7 37

9

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
3 "Sln"-^5711 « « • r • *f 10 4 3 33

MANTOVANI (London)
11 ^harmalne"—1020 ......... .

AMES BROS.-L. BROWN (Coral)

6 6 $ .... 3 7 4 34

10 5 "Undecided"—60566 5 .. 8 9 33

11

TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
"Cold. Cold Heart"—39449...... 9 *. .. 7 .. 10 B 18

BOBBY WAYNE (London)
12 14 Mother,at Feet Kneeling"—968 ...... 5 .... 8 4 .. 16

13A
'ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
"Dance Me Loose"—38632. 5 8 10 10

' FOUR ACES (Decca)
15 "Garden in the Rain”—27860 .

* TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
14A 12 "Because uf You”/-39362. ...

.

13B 10

9 6 9

PATTI PAGE (Mercury)
14B 13 "And So to Sleep Again"—5706 .

.

9.. 9

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

14C . . "Tell Me Why”—20-4444. . .

.

9

NAT "KING" COLE (Capitol)

19A 17 "Unforgettable”—1808 ....... . . 10 « / . . . , 8 j . . . . 8 . ..

LE$ COMPAGNONS (Columbia)
15B . . ^The Three Bells”—4105-F. ... .. 4 ..

~~ JOE "FINGERS" CARR (Capitol}
”

15C .. "Down Yonder’*—1777 .. .. • • • • • • O' • a 0 oo o (I O 8> O O V

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1

AMERICAN IN
PARIS

Hollywood Cool

M-G-M
E-93
K-93

,

M-93

1
KINO' AND 1

Broadway Cad
Decca

DL-9008
9-260

DA-876

8

GUYS AND DOUS
Broadway Cat!

Decca

DA-825
9-203

DLR-8036

4.

SHOWBOAT
Hollywood Coot

M-G-M
M-G-M84
K 84

E 559

5

GLENN MILLER

CONCERT

Victor

LPT-18
WPT-25
P-25

* 7

lays ‘Cry '-‘Cloud’

>

Johnnie Ray. Columbia Records'
atest "new sounds" phenom, has
halked up the fastest best-seller
ince Patti' Page's slice of. "Ten-
nessee Waltz” with his coupling of
Cry" and "Little White Cloud
'hat Cried." Released eight weeks
go, the disk hit the 1,000,000
ales marker late last week and is

till going strong on top of the hit
ists.

Ray, a partially-deaf vocalist
/ho used to Work in the midwest
afes for under $100 ’* week, has
atapulted into the four-figure sal-

ry bracket as a result ofj his
nitial waxing efforts. Ray made
Cry" and "Cloud"; under the
)keh label, CoTs blues and rhythn)
ubsld, but has since been Upped
o thp regular pop field where he
afaae r .another runaway hit in
Please, Mr. Suii."

Roy's hot selling pace is con-
Idered all the more unusual be-
auseof the recent strike at Col’s
Irldgeport plant which impeded
listribution somewhat. In some
reas Where Ray's disks yrere not
vailable, a black market price of
>2 per platter was set up for "Cry.”

act of television on sales
/disks was shown in the
jward demand following

he-~sNiger’s appearance . on Ed
>ullivan

r
s "Toastof the Town” TV

how last Week. Ray has been
tencilled in for a repeat shot on
reb. 10.

Columbia Artists Mgt. has set
ip three .dates in Venezuela, Jan.
8-30, for the concert team of
'ierre Remac, baritone, ;and
Trancois Poulenc, composer-
iianist.'

Jazz Upsarge
Contnued from page 41

"Treasury of Immortal Perfor-
mances" imprint and has followed
up with additional albums in the
last month. Renewed interest in

this field is evidenced by the fact

that sales of the second series are
going stronger than the initial re-

leases.

Columbia has also been pushing
extensive sets framed around lead-

ing Jazz artists in its "Golden Era"
Series with four-volume' sets of

Bessie Smith and Louis Armstrong
to be followed by other albums
built around Bix Biederbecke,
Duke EUington and others. Decca's
subsid, Coral Records, has also

been a big. factor in the jazz re-

vival with its release of the. old

Brunswick masters. Coral, in fact,

was one of the earliest companies
to take advantage- of the new
speed techniques to showcase the

old jazz classics.

New Terp Series Opens
Name Bands; Latham, N.Y.

Albany, Jan. 15.

Charlie Spivak’g orch opened

Sunday night (13) a new series of

winter dances at the Circle Inn

at Latham, promoted by Bob
Snyder. Snyder staged a 13-week
fall cycle at s the Crooked Lake
Hotel near Averill Parky name
faipnds doing a half-hour broadcast
over NBC.
Snyder first announced Tommy

Dorsey would teeoff Jan. 6, but he
was forced to cancel that because
Dorsey could not obtain passage
from South America to make the
date; Among others scheduled are:

Bernie Cummings, Elliott Law-
rence, Tony Pastor, Ray Anthony

‘ and Art Mooney.

Toronto looters Fight

For Outdoor Ice Rink
Toronto, Jan. 15.

In providing music 'for public
park outdoor skating rinks here,
city fathers and. Walter Murdoch,
president of the Toronto Musical
Protective Assn., are at private
loggerheads, with Murdoch insist-

ing that each rink have a leader
and seven men for the night ses-

sions at union scale rather than the
proposed Muzak pipe-ins.

On weekly’ music service, Asso-
ciated Broadcasting Co.,, holder of

the Muzak franchise in Canada, is

prepared to supply this to the
Parks Commission for $2,700;. Mur-
doch prefers employment of bands-
men* preferably ex-servicemen, for

a three-night weekly engagement
at $7,000* this amount to cover all

public outdoor rinks.

Meanwhile, in connection With
the union action. Muzak has now
notified city council that the de-
lay in signing the proposed con?

tract is governed by agreements
that Muzak has with the American
Federation of Musicians, these
"agreeing not to displace live tal-

ent.” Muzak letters to .city coun-
cil now state that, at the time of

negotiation, MUzak was unaware
of the likelihood of live musicians
being replaced. City fathers re-

tort that the public rinks have been
newly established this -season; that

obviously no musicians are being
deprived of a living because none
have ever been hired

»

Paul Taubman Music chartered
to conduct a music publishing and
music dealers service business in

New York- Capital stock is .100
shares, no par value. Directors are:

Paul - Taubman, Roy Jordan and
l Maurice Silberman* all of N. Y.

The First Lady of Swing and the One and
Only Satchmot

ELLA

and

ARMSTRONG
sing

From MGM Picture "The Belle of New York"

and

EVIL
Dacca 27*01 (79 RPM) and 9-27901 (45 RPM)

The Thrilling Tenor Voice of .

Bill

KENNY

of the Ink SPOTS

PLEASE, MR. SUN

- IF I FORGET YOU
Dacca 27944 (78 RPM) and 9-27946 (45 RPM)

One of America’s Fastest-Rising Singing Stars l

ARTHUR

PRYSOCK
singing

A MAN AIN’T SUPPOSED TO CRY

Dacca 27871 (7SRPM) dnd 9-27871 (45 RPM)

America's Fastest

-'Selling -Records!
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The insurance program of • the

American Guild of Variety Artists

has developed into one of the most

sizzling issues ever to come up

before a governing body of the

Union. Charges of “fraud,” ”4e-

ception” and “filth” were levelled

at unnamed persons connected

with the program, and the AGVA
board has started to draw up plans

for not only a new policy but may
make some major changes that will

transform the entire format and

style of the policy now ih existence.

Fraud charges came late Monday
night (14) after- the board had
spent the major part of the day

hearing James Donovan, attorney

for Matthew M. Adler, insurance

program's broker; union’s counsel,

Silverstone & Rosenthal, and resi-

dent counsel Henry Katz. Late that

BROTHERS
Sansatiandt

Musical, Vocal Group/

CURRENTLY APPEARING

CIRO’S, Philadelphia

Recording Stars of

'LET ME DREAM'

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
BODIB SUEZ AGENCY

SOS Shiibcrt Thaatra Bids*
Phlli., Ptnni.

II ROTHBARD

evening, copies of the orlgtn»l *

signed policy end » copy of & “con-
formed” policy, presumably an
identical carbon copy, were given
the board. Both— policies ' Were
found to have one major differ-

ence; The original policy did not
have a clause which makes the
union, the collection agency for

the insurance program. The -nn*

signed copy had that clause and
the union had been working under
that assumption. It was believed

the first time that union attorneys

had . a chance to study the ‘policy.

AGVA’s Liability

Union counsel stated that under
the policy which they believed to

be a true copy, AGVA is liable

for uncollected premiums, which
reportedly run as high as $300,-

000 at present.

Earlier, the board had spent con-

siderable time in attempting to

lay the basis of a new policy.

There were some discussions on
expanded coverage, lower pre-

miums and the duration of a policy

to be assigned to a broker.

The day started out with art ap-

peal by Donovan for a level-headed

discussion of the program. Dono-
van declared that without Adler
there would have been no accident

policy. He Claimed that Adler so

far has lost about $23,000 on the

deal.

Crux of the situation from
Donovan’s viewpoint was the 13-

year tenure of the contract Adler
holds with the union. At the out-

set, Donovan said that this matter
could be 'overlooked if the union
was acting in good faith and
wanted the insurance program.
.Katz, in 'rebuttal, bitterly at-

tacked the .program as presently

constituted. He charged that its

(Continued on page 52)

Atlantic City Woos

Conventioneers For

Centennial Celebration
Atlantic City, Jan. 15.

This resort will celebrate its cen-
tennial next year and plans have
been underway for the past 18'

months to provide lures for out-of-

toVners. The* resort’s convention
bureau is working to make it a

banner year with several large con-
ventions already booked.
The Atlantic City Centennial

Assn, is sparking the. drive and is

to hove a membership of 1,500 of

the . resort’s leading citizens who
Will help finance the celebration
by popular subscription. Band £on-
oerts, float p?>

v
es and a year-

round program of attractions are
planned to pull visitors.

K&^Etudt&ts $t- Men '

KtrdOTpaylor College—Noam!
«bj& «§ft Louise Tiegreen—

Combined ^ventriloquy

Ml magic in religious teach-

ings to open a new field in ed-
ucation.

Ventriloquy is used to tell

Bible stories to a wooden dum-
..my, Sandy. Magic is employed
to bring out a given point in

an object lesson. They also

write and! ac.t In religioso

dramas, and Miss Gibbs does

chalk talks* and pupp.eteering

in the Bible stories.

In an eight-month period,

the duo travelled more than

58,000 miles,
4
giving programs

in Oklahoma, Kansas and
Texas,

,

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Subjftet to .chaftgt’ without notice)

/« IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

Hazel Scott Concert Tour
Hazel Scott, who returned to

the U., S'.' two weeks ago from an
Israel tour, this week started a
short winter concert trek under
Columbia Artists Mgt.
Tour runs from Jan. 14 to March

7, with Miss Scott going into hotel
and nitery work after that.

NOTICE TO ALL AGVA MEMBERS
«,

Nominations for •Delegates to the Fifth Annual Con-
vention to be held in LoSgAfigeles on June 9, 10, 11, and
12/1952, will be made at the membership meeting to be
held in each Branch Area oh or 'about March 12, 1952;

Be sure to attend the meeting of the Branch in whose
area you will be working at that time. Check with the

Branch for the exact date, time and place of the meeting.

Nominations may also be made by petition signed by
at least twenty (20) members- in good standing filed

with the National Office prior to April 1, 1952. Petition

forms will be. available at every. Branch Office;.

Members may transfer from the Branch in which
they are registered to any other Branch of their

choice. Such transfers must be filed with the No-
tional Office not later than January 31, 1952, in order

that the Branch may be credited with such transfers

in the audit which is taken to determine the number
of paid-up members in each Branch Area. Transfer

forms are obtainable at every Branch Office.

NATIONAL OFFICE

AMERICAN CHILD OF VARIETY ARTISTS

National board meet of the
,

American Guild of Variety Artists

at the Taft Hotel, N. Y,, started

off On a hot issue Sunday (13). A
resolution was introduced calling

for censure of prexy Georgie
Price, who in a recent official

,

letter sent to all branches stated

that there were Lefty Letters in the
organization and that he would
keep «n eye on them. A group
within the union declared that this

was the opening wedge to classify

as' leftists all who opposed the ad-

ministration.

. Shortly before vote was to be
taken, Price apologized to any
members who may have been hurt

by that utterance and stated that

he would in future write no let-

ters except along' the lines pre-

scribed by the board. Board, sub-

sequently gave. Price a Vote of con-
fidence. and the. resolution was
withdrawn.

AGVA Sidelights

Outgoing national administrative'

secretary Henry Dunn reported
that ' largely as a result of the $10-

assessment last year, AGVA’s treas-

ury had progressed from an $80,-

000 deficit to, a $90,000 bank bal-

ance; He stated that there was
$129,043 collected so far from the
levy.

The $3 was a partial payment
accepted by a Buffalo organizer.

A motion to fire outdoor head
Vic .Connors: because of his par-
ticipation in the insurance' setup
was withdrawn

9

when it became ,

evident that the majority of the
board.,would vote against .the pro-

posal/

Board* voted to discuss a new in-

surance contract with only board
mdhnbers in the room.

.• Henr£ Dunn declared that the
N. Y. district attorney’s office had
been investigating him because of

the AGVA insurance program.
Dunn said an informant told him
the DA gave him a “clean bill

health.”

A* C. MunyAud. Sees ,

50G Taxpayer Aid
Atlantic City, Jan. 15.

Despite an apparent surplus of
$150,000 left over from previous
appropriations, operation .of the
Municipal Auditorium for 1952 will
require taxpayer assistance in the
amount of $50/000 to overcome an
operating deficit. This was indicat-
ed as the 1952 budget for the big
hall, owned by the city, was passed
by city commissioners.

.The hall was operated during
1951 under a $75,000 deficit.

As anticipated, Jack Irving was

unanimously elected national ad-

miniltrative secretary ” of the •

American Guild of Variety 1Artists

at the three-day meet of the na-
tional.bo«i£ which started Sunday
(13). Irving,- wha has been mid-
west regional director and assistant

national administrative secretary

of the union, will retain his Chi
spot as well, but will get only
one salary. However, to compen-
sate for increase in living expenses
caused by setting up separate quar-

ters in New York, board voted to

up his expense allowance by $100
weekly/ Total’ take from Irving’s

multiple activities in the union will

be $175 salary and an equal sum
in expenses.- Irving succeeds
Henry Dunn, Who leaves Jan. 18
to open\ Hollywood office for the
Lew

.
& Leslie Grade Agency. A

few board members indicated that
although they didn’t like the setup,

there was nothing they could do
since he was the only remaining
candidate.

Irving underwent a stiff grilling

by some board members before the
vote. Peter Chan,'from New York,
opened the examination with three
Queries Which asked Irving to ex-

plain the reason there are no mini-
mum basic agreements in his mid-
west jurisdiction, "whether his out-
side interests, would interfere with
performance of duties in AGVA,
aind whether, and once in the post-

1

tion, he would, attempt to move
national headquarters to Chicago.

Others followed with, similar
lines of interrogation. Board mem-
ber Jerry Wayne, also of.New York,
sought to know how Irving could
perform the duties of the Chi and
N. Yv offices simultaneously. Other
queries were aimed at smoking out
the policies to be instituted by
Irving,

Minimum As Maximum -

In answer, Irving stated that the

minimum basic agreement is a
millstone around the neck of the
performers in Chicago, He said that
those Under the union’s jurisdiction
have benefited through lack of an
m.b.i., reasoning that the mini-
mum ultimately: becomes the maxi-
mum, tjius harming the performer.

Irving asserted that his job in

Chicago had become largely a mat-
ter of paper work which his femme
assistant CpUld handle while he was
In New York, To this Wayne re-
totted that if it’s a matter of paper
work, then Irving was being over-
paid and had misrepresented his
value to the organization,

Trying says he plans no whole-
sale shakeup, but will institute a
new system.

Dunn’s resignation was accepted
“With regret’’ and a committee
was appointed to buy him a gift.

But OKVfieiT to Cases
Columbus, Jan. 15;

Even though the state liquor de-
partment isn’t passing out any per-
mits, it is being flooded with appli-
cations because of an Ohio Su-
preme Court ruling of Dec. 19. In
fact;, William C. Bryant, director
of state liquor control, was forced
to name a special five-man .board
from the. department to keep from
being snowed under.

The department stopped issuing
new permits April 11, 1949, and
did not accept further applications
until the court ruling.

ThCre were 42,000Jiquor permits
of all types in Qhio in 1948. The
numberVdropped to 38,000 in 30,-

00(1 locations in 1950. There are
fewer Ideations than permits be-
cause .many permit-holders have
several type's of licenses.

The department, is forced to ac-
cept applications; but whether new
permits will be’ issued depends on
the outcome in file Ohio Supreme
Court df two cases. James P, Tsan-
tles of Fostorla and the state Am-
vet organization have had their
cases consolidated and final argu-
ments weft heard Nov, 30, but
there, is no Indication as to when
the court will render its decision, -

AL

ANTONIO
'Out Mon Vaudeville Show'

Currently Appearing

SCIOLLA’S
SUPPER CLUB
PHILADELPHIA

traction

EDDIE SUEZ AOBNCY
500 Shubart Thaatra Bldf.,

Phlla.,. Panna.

Assoelata: BERN I B ROTHBARD
-Phonas: Klnaslay 5-lfif

PEnnypackar 5-7003

? rDOLINOFFS
• and Raya Sisters
"DANCIN* , DOU-USIONV

‘ NOW—CLUB DATES
/

Opening LAST FRONTIER
Lot V.gai, Jan, 25

A
A

Penonal Management

THE WILSON AGENCY I)
PhilGRAE-Phil COSCIA f
ISOl raobwr. N. T. t

1697 BROADWAY NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

DESERT INN
LAs VEGAS

Personal Management

EDDIE SMITH

"IT IS UNUSUAL WHEN A TEAM COMES ALONG WITH
AS MUCH TALENT AND VERVE AS

*

JOHNNY and JUNE BELMONT
GiiDfUiig

DAYTON THIS WEEK

CURRENTLY

THREEWEEKS...
DAYTON.BILTMORE

Thanks, Morriol Abbott
•I*

‘

Direction: Lairry Gtngo

MERCURY ARTISTS'CORE*
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N.Y. Roxy’s New Boss, Dave Katz,

To Hypo B.O. Via Names on 3-a-Day
• First major impact of the Palace

Theatre, N. Y., modus operandi in

the two-a-day vaude field is seen in

a bid for names by the R&xy. At a

press conference last Week, David

Katz, Roxy’s new managing direc-

tor Who succeeded A. J. Balaban

(latter remains on the staff as a

consultant), declared that the house;

Would be willing to do three-a-

day in an effort to entice top

names.
Competition' of video with One

Show periodically and the Palace’s

COZY

* *

NOW
COCOANUT GROVE

ambassador hotel
LOS ANGELES

10 shbws weekly, have produced a
near-void of headliners in many in-
stances;

Katz, in order to snare certain
toppers, would reduce the number
of shows at the : Roxy. Indications
are that money is no object at this

point. For example, Katz declared
that he would even go beyond the
$35,000 and percentages given Mil-
ton Berle, if that comic would
essay a stand at this house during
the summer. Berle got $84,000 in

two weeks here during the past

summer. Katz stated that he’ll take
headliners from video, including

Desi Arnaz and . Lucille Ball, Sid
Caesar and Imogene Coca.

In addition, the new m.d. is. eye-
ing engagements by a big league
ballet troupe. Katz is also looking
forward to a return trip by the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra. He
would like to spot Roland Petit’s.

Ballets de Paris, and also believes

there’s a lot of boxoffice in Tallu-

lah Bankhead and “The Big Show.!’

Katz stated that lie would permit
the broadcast from the Roxy stage

as part of the regular stageshow,

Hotise is slated to put in an
Eidophor bigscreen .

installation in

March. It’s conceivable that the

Roxy may serve as a base for thea-

tre telecasts of its stageshow^ to

other houses.

Katz also said that the ice shows
will continue to be part Of the sum-
mer entertainment at this theatre.

"Comedy Sensation of the

Nation"

CORN COB HUMOR1

Thanks to Jack?# Halier lor a pleasant

engagement at the Carousel Club,

Pittsburgh.

- OPENING;

ESQUIRE SHOBAR
MONTREAL, CANADA

January 21st

PERSONAL MANAGEMENT
EDDIE SUEZ

100 Shubert Theatre Bldg.,
Phila., Penna.

ASSOCIATE: BERNIE ROTHBARD
Phones: Kingsley 5-1465
PEnnypacker 5-7083

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Palace, Chicago A

Erlanger Theatres it's the

89 W. Randolph St. Franklin 2-4740

Special R^tes for Show Folk
Newly Decorated New Management

Gilded Cage, N. Y., is Slated to

shutter Saturday (19) with "entire

production moving over to the
companion operation, the nearby
Latin Quarter Feb. 3. Both Cage
and L.Q. are operated by Lou Wal-
ters and E. M. Loew* Concession-
aire Abe Ellis, who. holds the chat-
tel mortgage on the Cage, is also

in on its operation.

There’s some talk that Ben Blue,
who was the first headliner at the
Cage, is interested in taking the
spot over. Blue had been dickering
with Ellis on acquisition of a room
at the Howard Johnson restaurant
on W. 57th St., but deal fell

through.

Walters opened this spot origi-

nally as a Gay ’90s cafe, but shifted
format to one similar to that of
Latin Quarter.

The acts that will play L.Q. in-

clude Fernanda Montell, Costello
Twins, Trio Bassi, Sherry Stevens,
Ralph Young and Freddie Bam-
berger & Pam.
The loss encountered in the op-

eration of the Cage has been con-
siderable. Site has housed a long
series of unsuccessful clubs in the
past decade.

Gilded Cage is the third Gotham
cafe shuttering in recent months.
The Sugar Hill and the Celebrity
Club are now dark.

Shutter E. St. Louis Cafe

After Shooting Fracas
St. Louis, Jan. 15.

Club. 88, at junction of U. S.

Highway 40 and 66-67, near East:

Sty Louis, 111., was shuttered last

week after an affray in which Roy
Ashby, Murphysboro, 111., was shot
and seriously Injured. When State’s

Attorney Richard T. Carter aii-r

nounced that'he would revoke the
felub’s liquor license, Herbert
Thomason, of St. Louis, the owner,
refused to surrender it.

The spot, located near the Fair-

mount Jockey Club, was heavily
patronized, especially by St.

Louisans who crossed the Missis-
sippi river after Missouri closing

hours became effective. Ashby,
paralyzed from the waist down, is

in an East St. Louis hospital.- His
assailant, apprehended, refused to

tell cops what led up to the

By BILL WILLARD

Las Vegas, Jan. 15.

Nevada bettors plunked- down
over a billion bucks in 1951 to gal-

lop dice, watch the wheels go
’round, pull handles of one-arm
bandits, flip pasteboards, and en-
gage in other assorted gambling
pastimes. State tax comihish fig-

ured out approximate total from re-

ports on gambling taxes and license
incomes, after sum of $1,503,841
was collected. Amount topped
1950’s total by almost $200,000.

The 2% tax on 'gross income
from gaming joynts . (sic) brought,
in $1,041,453.: From this figure is

computed amount lost by casino
patrons—$52,072,600. With gross
income purported to be about 5%
of dough ' bet, state: accountants
found grand total to be around $!,-

041,440,000 passing across tables.

Additional take from gambling
amounted to $387,000 from license
fees; $3,369 from penalties taxed
gambling law violators, and $76,658
from Continental Wire Service,

concern providing race horse books
with info. Sag in books was sharp

(Continued on page 52)

Roselle, Larson to Make

N.Y. Dekts at St. Regis
Two singing newcomers, June

Roselle and Julianna Lrirson, make
their New York debuts at the Mai-
sonette of the Hotel St. Regis,
N. Y., within the next month.

Miss Roselie opens tomorrow
night (Thurs.) and Miss Larson
follows Feb. 15. Both are in for
four weeks.

Shaw’s Coast Branch
Billy Shaw has opened a Holly-

wood office with Milt Deutsch in
change. Cliff Aronson, formerly
with Joe Glaser’s Associated Book-
ing Corp., will handle Shaw’s act
list with Deutsch supervising,

Deutsch will continue to handle
his own list.

Henry Dunn, resigned nationally

administrative secretary of the

American Guild of Variety Artists,

faced one of the most severe
tongue-lashings during his two-year
tenure this week. A delegation
from Radio City Music Hall, N. Y.,

currently negotiating, for an agree-
ment, called Dunn’s role in organiz-
ing that theatre “a bit of treach-
ery.” Dunn was attacked for •'cod-

dling the Music Hall management,”
“telling untruths and half-truths”
and for an “attempt to sell out the
cast.”

Delegation appeared before the
AGVA national board meeting at ,

the Taft Hotel, N. Y., Monday (14),
at which Dunn was present;

Wade Thompson and Danny
Walden acted as spokesman for the
103 members of the Hall’s cast
who are seeking a contract which
would hike wages which they claim:
to be lowest in comparable fields.

They also are seeking to lower
the number of rehearsal hours.
Thompson, who opened the pro-

( Continued ‘ on page 52)

Atlantic City, Jari. 15.

Biggest attraction here continues
to be the ruins of last week’s
$4,000,000 beachfront fire, with ho-
tels, restaurants, theatres and all

Other resort businessmen Sharing
an unexpected flow of cash

.
from

the thousands pouring into the re-
soft.

To help matters along, the
weather was beautiful and Warm
over the weekend: Whether Own-
ership of the four hotels hit and
that Of SCOres of near-beach room-
ing houses will rebuild until a new
turn in the economic picture is the
big question. Building costs are so
prohibitive that it seems Unlikely
that much construction will be
done quickly.

At the Globei Theatre, home of
summer burlesque for years, the
question of rebuilding being
pondered by J. Hornak, general
manager of the Hirst Enterprises,
of Philadelphia. It will, of course,
face a ruling of the city’s building
department, which may find it nec-
essary to order, demolition of the
structure should the standing walls
be considered dangerous.

THE MULCAYS
Jimmy and Mildred

.
and Tfitlr Electric Harmonicas

j

Coral Record!

Exc. Mgt: MARCUS GLASER, CHICAGO

ANDRA

CARLTON and KARROL
Opening Jan. 21 at OFFICERS CLUB

MontpemerV, Ain.

Thdnkt to Monk Arnold.

SINGING COMEDIENNE

OSTERWALD
Robert W. Dana (World-Telegram
& Sun)—"A Ruban Bleu favorite
. . . a composite of such noteworthy
entertainers as Sophie Tucker,
Ethel Merman and Beatrice Kay.
Bibi is now at the top of her form.”

VARIETY—“Terrific confidence of
one knowing her audience . . •

walks off the hit of the show.”
Jose.

Last Season
,
Featured In:

"GENTLEMEN PREFER

BLONDES"

Also Featured In:

"THREE TO MAKE READY"

"SING OUT SWEET LAND"

Television:

"CAVALCADE OF STARS"

"TEXACO STAR THEATRE'1

"SCHLITZ PLAYHOUSE"

COSMOPOLITAN THEATRE"

"TREASURY MEN IN ACTION"

Direction: GLORIA SAFIER

Currently

Le Ruban Bleu
NEW YORK
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Sts Continued !from pago M.aaKBaMEBS
ni^r 10% l^x lot

casjfnos converted tWi!r.])0p^,r^9^as
®5pan^pX,

sevewlvmad* plana f **

iota lounge^, or r
e^pande4. >^Uh

pia^go began extension ,t)f 100
games, following imposition of the

r0(irn8 which will be completed and
Federal tax, while two Reno and ready for occupancy coming April.

Elko parlors kept in biz by pass- Wilbur Clark's Desert Inn, with am-
Ing the*tax on to customers. bitions enlargement scheme, hit

Robbins Cahiili, $ec of state tax upon idea of 18-hole golf course

commish,. reported peak play be- upon extensive property holdings,

tween July and September, span- Around this, homes were to be

hing heavy tourist travel.. built' in the $20
(
000-$50,()00 class.

RMpm stavs Put Project is well underway, along
Reserve Stays ^ut

with a neW 100 room wing adjoin-
The year 1051 ^eSeiv with b g j hotel nearing completion,

splurge, tapering off slightly after *L cho nnn
Jart 1- However, fact was noted Following purchase for $5,500,000

by observers on local scene that of the Last Frontier, new bomfaces

gambling houses were in; little dan-

ger of dipping into reserves, even
during slow periods. Graph of

overall enterprises shows few deep
drops.

Rooms in resort hotels and sur-

rounding motels were hard to get

On weekends all during ’51. So

Columbia Record#

"Sleepy Time Gal"
"Back Homo in Indiana"

#39400
Direction! MILO STILT .

Mutual GritortoInmontAgency ...

203 N- Wabash ChloaflO 1* HI,

COMEDY MATERIAL
far All Branthot of Theatricals

GLASON'B FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIZ GAG FILE

(The Sarvlea of tha Stars)
39 ISSUES S25

First 13 Fllas $7.00. All SS Issues $25.0#
Singly: Si .09 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bks. PARODIES par book 910 o
• MINSTREL BUDGET _ $« •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., OS. bk. $231®.
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(ralwua), $3.00 /

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ,avar a thousand

NO C.O.D/S
• •

PAULA SMITH
200 W. S4 St., New Yosklf Dept.V

Circle 7-113#

GO WEST

Showgirls and Dancer*.

Wanted In and Outside at

Hollywood

i

Californi

Moro-Landis Productions
1 0f42jfMtura llvd. SUnsat 1-951

0

North Hollywood . SUnaat 3-7817

Guy McAfee, Beldon Katleman arid

Jacob Kozloff made no change in

physical setup of hospice. Plans

for f52 encompass switching of

casino-dining room setup, plus

tacking on of sorely needed rooms.

From Rustic to Rustic

El Rancho Vegas, with Beldon
Katleman in full charge, made ex-

tensive alterations, hiring decora

tor Tom Douglas to change over

interior from natural western rus

tic to Hollywood polished rustic

Cost exceeded $250,000, but more
facelifting is being, carried over to

this year’s budget. Guests at El

Rancho are housed away from
casino in bungalows built during

wartime with RFC housing funds.

Thundetbird, controlled by Mar-
ion Hicks, began ’51 with opening

of new chuckwagon-bar lounge to

accommodate increasing flow of

patrons bursting Pow Wow. Room
bar. Least pretentious of all Strip

caravansaries, this spa caters to

'•family” trade, building fine word-

of-mouth rep for its fine food.

Underway is Club Bingo’s timely

changeover from casino, with small

nitery (Bonanza Room), into Hotel

Sahara, Foundations are down,

Upon which is rising a 250-room Ul-

tra-modern establishment to be
ready for biz by end of this year

or first months of ’53.

Inflated Acreage

Since Las Vegas has alfeady

passed population mark of Reno,

according to Unofficial census,

there seems to be little indication

that the town will not continue to

expand. Ten years ago, whole

acres of property along the high-

way stem could be picked up for

$100 $300 per. Current listings

[

along this same belt are marked
at $300-$500 a front foot.

Vegas has become a rich lode for

show iiz. In 1044, during war
years when only two resort hotels

[

were' around—El Rancho Vegas
and Last Frontier-—average month-
ly entertainment cost was $20,000r

$25,000. In 19*1, seven years later,

I

inflationary prices notwithstanding,

with total of five huge operations

luring the innocents by flashing

top marquee names, budgets hov-

ered around $50,000-$60,000 month-
ly average, including orch and
line,

Downtown casino ops often feel

slighted because of national atten-

tion directed toward the resort

hotels. However, as far as ihcome
is concerned, very few have reason

to complain. Ownership and stock-

holding arc interlocked, With some
Golden Nugget brass, in particular,

firmly ensconced both -downtown
and on Strip.

Only One Preemer

, Expansion is limited in this sec-

tion. Two blocks have been set

aside by law into which all gam-
bling halls must go about their

business. During 1951, only one
large casino was successfully

launched, the Horseshoe Club,

bought by Benny Binion from sink-

ing Clover Club combine. Prior to

ownership by Clover Club group,
joynt was Eldorado Club, closed by
state tax commish because of il-

legalities found *iri card games—

a

rare occurrence in the tightly con-
trolled state gambling setup. After
putting up all the moola for com-
plete interior alterations and stak-

ing bank, Biriion was forced to

champ at the Wt wftBa a dommyi
cotpoortio* operated flnofbliag WM

UticialtiL. Pressure blast political

fefiSicaaef, ffkMUly allowing the

rformer Texas, kingpin to agiwime

fuR control of his costly baby. Ad-
vent of dub un£er aegis of Hinton

was boon to Fremont St.

Jackpot Jubilees

Jackpot was very much in evi-

dence, although ops stoutly dis-

claimed such practices. Their pro-

testations were drowned by raftcous

loudspeakers proclaiming in carny

style the number of slots paying

off and amount of silver spewing

forth. Generally, these mechanical

bandits lure femme trade, with

most males heading for dice tables,

lo-.ball poker, faro, kerio, money-

wheel. Bingo parlors are also lu-

crative commons to gentler sex,

and ditto roulette.

Atmosphere in this stem of bright

lights rivalling Times Sq. has al-

ways been entirely different from
lush, more genteel surroundings of

resort hotels. Dice tables in some
downtown casinos set a dime min-

imum, take only $100 '.limit per toss.

Larger halls— Golden Nugget,

Horseshoe, Pioneer— will go for

$500 bets, and Horseshoe has been

known to go $l,gp0. Human swarm
along the street and in many spots

is made up of the flotsam and jet-

sam of bumbling winos, straggly

bearded prospectors, businessmen,

itinerant and transient gamblers,

sharpies, procurers, ex-cons, hood-

lums, system men rubbing elbows

with tourists from every part of

the country, erstwhile elegants, ref-

ugees from,the plush hospices on

the Strip, et al.

hlWMKt
Continued fro* pact M

administration bis Increased the

organization’s Expenses With fto Te-

turn to the union. Ha recalled

that the program was under scru-

tiny by the N. Y. State Dept, of

Insurance but that no ruling as to

its legality had yet .been made.
Major question with the Insurance

Dept, is whether Adler was legally

licensed as a N, Y. state broker.

Katz also cast doubt on whether
the full program could stand court

scrutiny because the insurance set-

up was allegedly entered Into at a

time when Adler Rad not held a

license. Rato asserted that

monthly premiums have been run-

ning as high as $100,000, with the

broker’s share 30%.
Later in the day, board and at-

torneys extracted. a promise from
Donovan that Adler Would forget

the lfi-year deal, but asked that in

light of the broker’s losses, he be
given a term until 1960 in order

to realize a profit commensurate
with his efforts. He also suggested

that the board order all ‘’incen-

tive” payments be made to AGVA
instead of to individual organizers.

Also under discussion was the

problem of Philly organizer Dick

Jones who has been under attack

in the courts on the validity of

having organizers act as premium
collectors. In Pennsylvania, for

Instance, such persons must be

licensed by the state.

Joe E/stogM B.0.

Cleveland, Jan. 15.

Joe % LawU^jnaklng his first

Cleveland appearance in a down*
town, hotel nitery, last Thursday
(10) built up a terrific advance
sale that had. all the Hollenden
Vogue Room’s tables sold out fot
his nine-day stand.

Trip cover charge of $2.50 (week-
ends) was Installed for visit of
comedian, reportedly drawing
down $5,500. Recently taken over
by new combine of owners, with
Bob Joyce as manager and co-part-

ner, the Hollenden also has. inked
Georgia Gibbs for two frames be*
ginning Jan. 21.

Another spot to jump into name
acts is Skybar Club via the bring-

ing in of George Shearing’s quin-

tet at $3,000 for six days starting

today (Tues). M-G-M Records*

pianist appeared here in pop con-

cert with Billy Eckstine in mid-
November but was hit by .a traffic-

stopping blizzard. Following Shear-

ing, the spot’s operators, Phil

Basch and Earon Rein, are set with

Dave Brubeck’s quartet Jan, 21.

Masic Hall

Continued from page 51

ceedings, declared that the Mu-

sic Hall cast was organized not

with the help of Dunn, but in

spite of him. “If he wants 10 les-

sons on how to organize, tell him
to come around to see us—we’ll
give it to him. We resent his tak-

ing credit for organization.”

Thompson then started to give

a program of what should be done

before Dunn’s resignation is ac-

cepted. He was then told that

it had been accepted,

Two-Way Battle

Thompson stated that, on several

occasions, they not only had to

fight management but the AGVA
as well. Walden cited a series of

events which he stated differed

from Dunn’s version. One of the

primary points in the program, for

the Hall cast, was inclusion of a

clause which would prohibit man-
, agemerit. from cutting- down, the

size pf the organization. Dunn was
also chastised for attempting to

conclude agreements Without con-

sulting the cast.
,,

In .rebuttal, Dunn stated that the

task of organizing the Music Hall
represented one of the most gigan-

tic jobs of smoking out ever done
in the union's history. He declared
that “ whenever organizers since

1942 had*- attempted to approach
Music Hall members, they had re-

fused to talk or aid in any way.
Consequently, he started to nego-

tiate with Russell Downing, MH
exec veepee, and deliberately

started off with one of the worst
contracts ' ever negotiated, in the

hope that the cast would wake up
and do something. When they
started to organize, Dunn said, his

strategy worked.

Dunn said he had protected the
cast from walking out in a mariner
that would have cut off union sup-
port, arid his conduct in the case

was such that it was the start -of

what will result in a contract. Dunn
felt that extra-high wages would
cause the Hall to reduce the size

of the cast.

Included in the Music Hall
,
rep-

resentation , were Maxine . Walde,
Elizabeth Gillette, Ruth Feldman,
Tish McLeod and George Robi -

[son,

Committee stated that; although
negotiations started off badly, they
were at this point satisfied with
the conduct of Vic Connors who
is currently doing the dickering.

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 15.

The new year started off with a

bang at Will Rogers Hospital, first

all-patient show being produced.
It proved to be one of the best of-

ferings ever witnessed at the in-

stitution. It was Written by Grace
Davidson arid produced by .Marion
Powers, and in the cast were
Shirley Handler; Walter Romania
Jeanne Romer, Buddy. Magni and
Don Wright, with added specialties

by Bob Coffey and Renato.

Acleld Elowis Turell in from
N. Y. to chat with Pearl (Loew)
Grossman, who is now enjoying an
up for pictures while on observa-
tion and showing top progress.

All elated is S. Coleman Houff,
skedded for the thoracoplasty op-
eration this week. Ditto for Audrey
Lumpkin, at a later date.

Friends of the late William Mor-
ris, Sr., got together .and organized
a William Morris Fund to be used
to expand the Adirondack collec-

tion in the Saranac Lake Library.
Exhibit will be augmented from
time to time with the Upkeep to

be . taken care of from the fund.
William Morris, Jr., recently
visited the exhibit and said, “It

will not only bring scholars and
historians, but it will make Sara-
nac Lake widely kriown in new
circles.”

Helen Baugh, of the Washing-
ton, D.C., Warner Bros, staff, reg-
istered during the holidays for the
regular observation period.

A carriation to bohiface Mose
LaFountain of Durgan’s nitery for
sending an extra-good show to en-
tertain *the patients at the Will
Rogers. Larry Day’s emcee work
was a classic. . Howard the magi-
cian was good, as was Carol Darl-
irig and Lillie" Dow, dancers.
George Galaderl was on piano for

the acts, while Ruby WaTreri &
His- Gay Amigos furnished the mu-
sic between acts. ‘‘We The Pa-
tients” thrive on things like this—
a tonic for all of us.

Write to those who . are 111.

Tha Vampire and the Davil

DRAMA — COMEDY
Pert. Mat.: JOLLY JOYCE
1501 Broadway, Wow York

.

Phono: LAckawonnR 4-9499

Flamingo, Las Vegas, Taps

Schiller on Entertainment
Las Vegas, Jan. 15.

Abe Schiller, for many years
pressagent at Hotel Flamingo here,

has beeni named entertainment di-

rector for the inn. He replaces
the late Moe Sedway.

Maxine Lewis, in charge of pro-
duction for the past five years,

remains. Et that post

BREAKS
RECORDS
(DECCA. RCA,

VICTOR, COLUMBIA,
CAPITOL. Etc.)

Mat.: MARK J. LEDDY

Leap Ncwmob

Just Concluded 1951

JAY SEILER
HELD OVER AT REQUEST

Preionf/y AntW'oring Xmas Cards

Hew York—MAX NOVELLE-

McConkey Agency

Chicago—SIDNEY PAGE

LEW

BLACK
•nd

PAT

DUNDEE
(Boiaury and
tha Least)

A ntw note In
Glamor Comody

Mgt. Nat Dbbb
1450 B'way, N.Y.

Opening Jon. 31
LATIN CASINO
Phlledelphia

LOU WILJLS,
Exclusive Bookings! G.A.C.
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,
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f New York

Appearing January 17—"STOP THE MUSIC" --tV
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Arrears; Bost
Chicago, Jan. 15^

Chicago police cracked down on
near northside strip joints last

week, closing five spots. However,
move was due not td complaints

of lewd shows or "mixing” but to

lack of 1952 entertainment licenses.

Clubs were Silver Frolics, Play-

house, McGovern’s Liberty Inn,

Gayety Cage, and Charm Club.

It’s expected that owners will come
up with the dough during the 10-

day grace period, but it was
pointed out that no entertainment
could go on until the spots got
permits. ...

Near westside spots also went
periodic "cleanup” for the furni-

BUDDY
LEWIS
Comedy Emcee end
Matter of Mimicry!

Just concluded a
SUCCESSFUL ENGAGEMENT

LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

HELD OYER:
COPA-—Pittsburgh

Thankt to Lenny Litman

personal management
BERNIE ROTHBARD
: Eddie Suez Agency

I0S Shubert Theatre Bids.
Phlla.r Panne.

Phonest Kingsley 8-1441

PEnnypecker 5-7011

Wfl
The BEN YOST COLLEENS

FLAMINGO HOTEL, Los Yogas

Grant’s Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58% 44 St.. New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS

*TALENTCONTEST*
MONDAY NIGHTS
Pfizer Profesi/ono/ Engagement

Oupllcsts Prim AwsrSsO I* Ik* Cat* a! TIs*

ture conventioneers, with squads of
cops investigating the shows.

Hub Spots Reopen
Boston, Jan. 15.

Flurry of suspensions of enter-.

.

tairiment licenses. at local bistros
which followed on heels of Arch-
bishop Cushing’s recent blast at
the "vile, iniquitous and Immoral”
performances common at Hub ni-
teries, faded last week with ma-
jority of shuttered spots allowed to
reopen. Public hearings were set
for offending spots and with pro dis-

senters appearing at the sessions,
licensing, board had no alternative
hut to lift the suspensions. Opera-
tors were given stern warnings,
however, that conditions must be
sapolioed, or else, .with cafes close-

ly supervised . by police.

Only spot remaining shuttered is

the College inn, mail! target of
prelate’s blast, with bonifaces vol-

untarily relinquishing license for
30-day period. Owners plan to re-
open the nitevy after the first of
February, but will revamp the
type of entertainment, scuttling the

.

femme impersonator policy, which
formerly comprised .the bulk of
the floorshow, for more conven-
tional type.

Trinder’s Music Hail

Show on 6-Wk. Canadian

Tour Via Variety Clubs
Toronto, Jan. 15

Tommy Trinder, British comedi-
an, will head his "ROyal Command
Music Hall Varieties” on a six-

week Canadian tour, sponsored by
Toronto' Variety Club, All profits
from the cross-country tour will go
for the expansion of Variety Vil-

lage, vocational training school for
crippled youngsters, pet project of
the Variety Club Tent here.

Tour opens Feb. 11 with a week’s
engagement at the Royal Alex-
andra here, and a score of cities

will then be visited in the next five

weeks, this taking the British unit
out to the Coast fbr a series of
split-weeks and one-nighters in
theatres or auditoriums. Top will

be $3. It has the full support of
the Odeon and Famous Players
(Canadian)v

r
circuits with managers

qf both in duplicating situations
staging campaigns to insure the
success of various dates. All houses
of both chains, for instance, will

run trailers 10 days in advance, 60
being donated by Associated
Screen News. All theatres will

also have special lobby displays
even when on an engagement at an
otherwise rival house.

Whole tour is under the direc-
tion Of Ernest M. Rawley, includ-
ing the routing. Rawley is re-

cent seasons brought over British

vaude troupes headed by George
For'mby and Norman Evans for

trans-Canada tours and is respon-
sible for getting Tommy Trinder
over for his first Canadian visit:

In addition to Trinder, his "Roy-
al Command Music Hall Varieties”
for this tour will include Josef
Locke, Irish tenor; Alan and
Blanche Lund, Canadian - born
dance team which was in Trinder’s
London revue, "Fancy Free,” now
closed; Ray Overbury and Suzette,

the Three Hellos, and Elkins .Sis-

ters.

COAST USO'S 100 PAID Named AGVA Alternate

ACTS FOR GI TREKS On Coast Board; Feimne
Hollywood, Jan. 15. •-

Ed Lowry, Coast manager of
USO-Camp Shows; issued a call

for 100 thesps, singers and musi-
cians for overseas work on salary,

basis.

It will require at least idO- art-

ists, Lowry said, to organize units
for. performances at bases and hos-
pitals in Japan, Korea and Alaska
sectors.

TAimmu

Orchid, Shamrock, Posy:

Susan Miller’s Brit. Dates
Susan Miller has been sighed for

the Astor and Colony restaurants,

London, starting Feb. 11,

Singer, will sail op the Liberte

Jan. 23 and will do some radio and
video shots prior to her itery

openings.

Pw shew poop

SPECIAL RATES!

Right in the heart of PhUadelphiVs

theatrical and night club district .

»

excellent facilities, spacious, homey rooms*

'<vU'4

%

BROAD AND LOCUST STttnS

Robert feerce. Rsilt/srtf Manager
i • * «i'« • 0 •' m •

mM

In a business—show biz, that is

—where, despite some surface evi-

dence
#
t6 the . contrary,

: .
good

.
will

among the admixture of races and
religions is a v y living thing, it

was fitting that Sophie Tucker’s
birthday should be celebrated at a
place called the Shamrock Hole!.
That’s of course the fabulous, spot
in Houston built and bonifaced by
Glenn McCarthy, and it was at that
inn’s Emerald Room where Miss

' Tucker (.filled a New Year's stand.

It .was all tied up on a Iran- f

scribed radio broadcast last week c
(12) called "Saturday at the Sham- \
rock” in a halfhour job over ABC. |
Presumably the natal date was as r
per program beaming on Ja . 12;

but if not, the point is relatively

unimportant. What’s important was
the auspices, plus the fine air of .

cheerfulness and camaraderie pin- »

pointed at one queensize performer
rwhom time, apparently will not
*

stop, as it may take something a 2

lot bigger to still the voice and
(

works of a Tucker.
£

Since it’s nice when a celebra-
tion has celebrants, this was taken
care of via recorded kudos, and
kibitzings from personalities else-

where, mostly Hollywood. For in- .

stance, the Cpastal contributions
^

were made by George Jessel, Dan-
^

ny Kaye, Eddie Cantor, Jimmy Du- 1

rante, Ed Wynn, et al, A lot of
r

sentiment there, plus a lot of rub-
bing. Jessel did his best to floor *

Miss Tucker on the "age”-old ques- 1

tion, but the Red Hot Mama 1

wouldn’t retreat from female privi- 1

lege. Joe E. Lewis wired her that
she Was still going strong during
the McKinley Admi istration.

Jack Benny spouted a deliberate-

ly corny poem, winding up with
"regards to Ted Shapiro.” Latter
is himself marking his 30th season
with the star, as against Soph’s
50th anni. It was a good cue for a

vocal (by Ralph Anthony) of Sha-
piro’s “A Handful of Stars” clef-,

fing.

Unheard but very much in ‘evi-

dence was Groucho Marx, whose
telegram thanked Miss Tucker "for
keeping sex alive in America.” A
very personal note Was introduced
by the quickie reminiscences of.

Paul Whiteman, who was cut in

from Philly.

Possibly the high point could be
claimed by a Hollywood-originated
voice; strictly out of character and
not readily identifiable. He sug-
gested that Miss Tucker go behind
the Iron Curtain, start singing, and
the Curtain would be raised imme-
diately. The yoi.ee signed off as Ed
Wynn.
The one sour note was Miss Tuck-

er’s being cued about her w,k.

charitable efforts. These should
have been described in her behalf
-instead. Just the same,, the singer’s

observation that she hopes to make
the $1,000,000 mark on the charity
graph got her a little off the hook
(she’s in the 650G class now by her
own admission).

The finis was almost purely for

show bizzers. From Saranac Lake,
N. Y., where, among other places,

her late husband is a deeply-etched
legend, Mrs. William Morris, Sr.,

.said, hello to Soph for herself and
the patients and the Variety Clubs
of America. (Incidentally, word
from Saranac is that friends of the
Morrises here have organized a
William Morris Fund to expand the
Adirondack collection at the Lake
library. William Morris, Jr. on
a recent visit

,

to the exhibition,
characterized it as an aid to

:

scholars.)
j

After Miss Tucker’s talk-song on
"Life Is a Wonderful Thing” she
didn’t pull any surprise. She just

got in there and belted away at

. "Some of These Days.” The Sham-
rock talent (also McCarthy) helped
her launch another year. After 50 .

years as a performer the next half

hundred ought to be a breeze.

Hollywood, Jan. 15.

After a hectic membership ses-

sion during which toppers of the

American Guild of Variety Artists

roasted two femme reps on Tele-

vision Authority’s board for sup-

porting a TVA-AFRA merger,

AGVA elected a new ubard, with
one of the reps involved being
named as alternate, only to an-
nounce her resignation,

: Delores Crane, who with Kay
Boley was AGVA rep on TVA, says
her. resignation is in protest against
the way the session was conducted
by AGVA Coast Chief Eddio Rio,
attorney .Morton Harper and chair-
man Rex Weber, She accused
Weber of not giving them titne to
answer the various allegations,
charged him with filibustering “to
lpake us look ridiculous,” and
termed his and Rio’s actions "dic-
tatorial.”

Rio, on the other hand, declared
that tiie two had been named to

the TVA board not only: as TVA
reps but "to protect variety per-
formers at all times.” He said lie

didnT think they did this when
they defied AGVA policy in N. Y.
to .vote in favor of TVA-AFRA
merger.

After the heated verbal ex-
change, membership got around to
electing as exec board members
Kay Deslys, Ben McAttee; Harry
Kahne, George Riley, Harry Rose,
Larry Rib,, and Eddie Emerson,
and as alternates Byron Milligan,
Buddy Ray, Jimmy Val Grey,
George West, Mickey Stewart,
Gloria Dea and Miss Crane.

Sennes’ N.Y. Branch
Frank Sennes, Cleveland booker,

is opening a New York office. Larry
Gengo has resigned the Mercury
Artists Corp. to be in chairgo of the
new setup.

Sennes, who books Kentucky
spots near Cincy as well as the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, does the
bulk of his buying in New York.
He comes in several times a year.

fynde, Cafe Dates
m 1

New York
Lou Weiss, who left the agency

business some years ago, has re-

turned to the entertainment field

as a personal manager . Edith

Solomons, assistant to Johnny
Singer, who’s going with the ICen

Later office, has joined the Milton

Berger Agency, succeeding the

late Doris Sussman Agent Al
Rogers made an honorary commis-
sioner of works by Manhattan.

borough prexy Robert Wagner . . ;

Ted Lewis goes on the Ed Sulli-
van TV show Jan. 27 . . . Gloria
Gilbert has . been signed for a s m-
mer date at Blackpool, England , . ....

Hazel Scott forced to postpone
Her stand at the Town Casino, Buf-
falo, because of illness . . . As?
socinted Agents of America hold-
ing annual installation and dance
at the Henry Hudson Hotel to-
night (Wed.). -

Bert Eddie

STONE and SHINE

Now Appearing

PALUMBO'S
PHILADELPHIA

Malarial by KAL COHEN
Personal Mgr.—CHUBBY STAFFORD
Booking Exclusively—NAT SEGALL'S
KEYNOTB AMUSEMENT AGENCY

1011 Chestnut St.. Philo., Pa.
WA 3-4353 WA 2-3551

WHEN IN BOSTON
Ift th»

Avery S Washington Sts.

The Home of Show Folk

’’Thank You Dallas Gerson and Dave Dushoff

for Headlining Me at Your LATIN CASINO”

KEN BARRY
JERRY GAGHAN of Philadelphia Daily News says:

"KEN BARRY at the Latin Casino even had tha help in sitche's which

Is high gear for any comedian:”

FRANK BRObKHODSER of the Philadelphia Inquirer sbys;

"KEN BARRY is proving that ha deserves tha big time as the star of

tha complately entertaining (Latin Casino show this weak . . . h’s easy

mdnnar, smart lines and infectious humor go ovar delightfully, arid his;

act Is notabla for its timing and polish.”

Opens January 76*^- BRADFORD HOTEL, Boston, Mass.

Direction: PHIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS >

48 W. 48th Streat, New -York PLaia 7-2280
W vi tl tiZ Si , * »/>.» • c *' * « « ** * ’•
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Chez Far«e* Cltl
' Chi^go, Jjml 11..

Amer-m^k 8?™*'
Grace A Nikko, Johnny martin,

Chez Adorables <8),Ceef
Oreli (8); $3.50 minimum,
cover. VfrMU li

'\iW l>.

%

*

Mighty Atoms andChicJd# John-
son. Audience mneit ro
participate ^wh*n
housetinef *hii

It’s an >.«musual twist ior the

mariagefiidhf liere to bring in - a

quartet as headliner, especially

after they had just finished a the-

atre run in town. However, from

opening-night indications, move
Was a smart one, Figuring that

vaude house patrons and bistro

attendees are not the same fodder,

Chez should do okay biz with this

bill for next three Weeks.
Ames Bros., currently riding high

on labels, are a better bet^for

supper clubs, than theatres.' Here

their antics punch over sharper and

their songs, project more. After

special intro based on, ‘Lonesome
Road'’ they yodel their current

bestseller, “Undecided” and then

go into another spiritual, “Noah’s

Ark;” Which serves as a vehicle for

the antics of Vic, tenor,.

“Clancy Lower’s the Boom,
continues the pattern. It's not

until “Because” that group reverts

back to straight singing. Bass

(Joe) steps forward to intone “Old
Man River,” a bit overdone, but

audience tikes it nonetheless. Quar-
tet get together for takeoffs on disk

artists of the day with some amus-
ing and" accurate carbonings for

Hoqpv* •.

Al Bernie, While not deserting

his imitations, has added a lot more
to his routines, Weaving most of

his material in songs. His quips
are funny and* his Cantor and
Jolson. especially the latter, are
meat for this nitery, His English
and Brooklyn types, while not new,
are done well. There’s little letup
from all this silliness and comic
gets off strongly after chanting two
specials.

.

Grace & Nikko really maul each
other in their dance satires; Male
takes some punishment, being
doused with aqua and pummelled
as lie tries to explain in accented
English the woes of being a dancer.
Best of the three numbers is last,

a non-Jack Cole takeoff on Hindu
terpers.
Johnny Martin is okay as emcee

and production singer and the
Arden-Flctcher line retains < the
terps from the previous show but
not showing much improvement.
Cee Davidson does a noble job with
his small band fronting for show
and dansapation. Zabe.

m ...

. sl|$s
lets ahmd®Cst*iawes

to grab males. Corny polka puts
ntikup i ohstage with changer' of
coats, partners, etc., for plenty

4yecks. * Anotherrsolid come-on is

gifting to fablers of ridiculous ob-
^iects named' a$ they^fcqhritide dog-
gerels.
Entrance of vet coriiic Johnson

upon any scene is signal for
whoops and hollers, as he invaria-
bly captures -o.o.’s With expressive
mugging. Both O. & J. bring pack-
age to finale with sentimental
toast, neat touch after bursting
their laugh-explosions Without let-

up.
N.T.G. Calendar Girls manage

to prance Okay amidst the fire-

works, aided by Michael Edward’s
warbling. Grueling score with
Cues by the dozen is handled .ex-
pertly by Will Osborne and his
philharmonics. Will,

Flamingo, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 10.

Olsen & Johnson VHellzapoppin
Revue,’- with Tessie O’Shea, Marty
May, The Konyots (2), J. C. Olsen,
June Johnson, Maurice Millard,
Billy Kaye, Mighty Atoms (3);
N. T. G. Calendar Girls ( 12 ),

Michael Edwards, Will Osborne
Orch (10); no cover or minimum

.

I

Town 'Casino, Buffalo
Buffalo, J.en. 11.

Bobby Lucas, Four Aces, Rose*
anne; Eddie Carson, Curtis & Gil-
bert; Hermanos Williams Trio, Moe
Balsom's Band, Tic TOC Timers

;

no cover or minimum.

Three years have elapsed since
Olsen & Johnson unzippered their
first “Hellzapoppin’ Revue” before
Vegas audiences. Returning to
the same room where earlier

.

tri

umphs were recorded, pair pop
fine , vintage stuff from same bottle
with same level. However, every-
thing that pours forth is in the
best tradition of typical 0. & J.

madhouse corn—and likelihood of
the Flamingo Room’s suffering
from lack of biz seems remote.
From opening bit, emaciated J

f C. Olsen’s mournful piping of
“End of a Perfect Day,” through
just about every phase of mad-
house razzle-dazzle, the slam-bang
show doesn’t let lip.

Highlights of the hour-plus re-

vue, are, in order of appearance,
Konyots, Marty May, June John-
son; all sketches with Chick John-,
son, Tessie O’Shea, and gimmicks
perpetrated upon delighted table-

sitters.

Konyots, with deliberate slow-
jotion Apache knockabouts, tickle

With their fierce concentration.
Marty May makes first appear-
ance, in courtroom bit with Olsen
& Johnson, breaking up house
with his swishantics. During his

own spot, he reaches heights with
hilarious miming of different types
of singers. Later, teamed with
Johnson, he intones “Flower Song”
to make showstopping sketch. Al-

though aimless; bit nevertheless
pulls universal yocks..

British musichall thrush Tessie
O'Shea actively engages in rounde-
lays— Big Moments in Music,”
“Two Ton Tessie,” “Can't Keep
the Man ... You LOve”-^grabbing
mitts with teirp exhibs.
June Johnson gets off with plen?

ty of fire during gab duet with
pere, and romping in farce bed-
room* pajama breakup while line

cavorts. Olsen, Who has to take it

easy because of gams broken
couple seasons ago, acts as pro-
scenium narrator, guiding, his

maelstrom into its vortex.
Various and tSeyerah sight .. gags

Use Billy Kaye. Maurice Millard,

This 105 ‘•minute low-budget
show pays, off in high entertain-
ment Values; It packs . as much
amusement as the average patron
can take at a sitting. The Casino
With its “Canadian money at par”
plug continues to draw substantial
Maple Leaf contingents, the num-
ber of aerpss-the-border parties =

and visitors making up a large
part of the draw. The cuisine is
high in quality and the combo of
stage and table fare is the best buy
entertainment-wise in this neck Of
the woods.

Considering the size of the room
(over 1,000 capacity), the number
Of backstage, frontstage, bar res?
taurant, kitchen and other employ-
ees required for the operation, the
spot, with its 40 weeks a year of
operation, stands out as one of the
most important of its kind any-
where.

This show features Bobby Lucas
(New Acts) and - the Four Aces.
The Aces’ Decca rep has just be-
gun to seep through here. Quar-
tet’s performance is a tribute to
hard work. Their vocal quality
seCms hardly more than average,
but . the style and manner of its

projection is What makes it click;
The boys, by good dressing and
some stylized histrionics, walk off
with heavy salvos.
Rosanne Offers some dance in-

terpretations and Curtis & Gilbert
hit for laughs with their travesties
On radio. Eddie Carson’s ventro
routine With a cute dummy is

above par, particularly his four-
voice dialog ' bit, The Hermanos
Williams Trio of aero dancers and
the house line of Lindsey Lovelies
lend tone to the show, . as does
Lenny Page, the perennial emcee.
Three shows are .spotted nightly

with continuous dancing inter-
immed. The Merry-Go-Round stage
bar in the cocktail lounge has
Joyce, Patti, Helen, Pat, and Skin-
ner & Larry Pirrone in Vocal and
instrumental interludes. Burton.

€afeMe^1^Mr*Y/
ijfosh White. Gigithifston, Claude

HppJciri* Orch minimum
weekends,

t "i'r.sr
T
..

Folkbalkkdeer Josh White is one

Qf the; riiost consistent draws in
tMs Greenwich. Village spot and
needs: ?

; little support when he’s

headlining^ <
r
He’sr ‘currently back

at Qafe Society Downtown after

completing another of his Eu-
ropean tours.

White is ah impressive stylist

with folk and blues numbers, ex-
ploiting a small-range voice with
unusual coloring and accompirig
himself with superb guitar tech-
nique. For his current ,

stand,
White is presenting a standard
repertory of familiar tunes in ad-
dition to several fresher items.

White Would do well to give greater
accent to the newer tunes since

his workover of such standbys as

“The Lass With the Delicate Air”
has lost some of its saVor .With the
passing years. It’s still a firstrate

songalon^, however,, and
s
White

from “King and r ee,”
“Vlvre la Vie,” end the amusing
“Adelaide’s Lamerit” for good exit
mitts. f

Unusual appearance of Bobby
Sargent would have tablers think-
ing the lad might be a bobby-
soxer’s balladeer. He knowingly
gets down to funny biz, straighta-
way belting over characterizations
of Lithuanian hunky, mug nitery
op with fractured Eng., and over-
long impresh of Groucho. Bright-
ens .up entire frame with above
standard jokes, diaiecting and phiz
contorts to earn yocks and kudos,

Colstons thumb noses at serioso
balltoomers in knockout terps. In-
sertion of slapstick stuff grabs tit?

ters, with femme of brother and
sister act puffing frustrated, man-
crazy attitudes. Over shoulder flips

at windup are enough to solicit
exit hubbub.
Arden-Ftetcher chicks look sleek

in waving opener, oddly entitled
“Goodbye.” Holdover “Mambo” is

exciting rhythmic surge with look-
ers in scarlet getups. Alan Gilbert
Is capable warbler, and skipper.

I
Carlton Hayes batons footers to

1 tM ' -Am a. a - t>1am J

_
clicks strongly.

Gigi Durston, only other turn !
make fine music blend,

on the bill; registers moderately
with a brace of standard ballads.

Miss Durston has an okay voice,

but she fails to project with any
distinctive style. Her mike style;

moreover, is Unfinished, marring
her delivery With a limited number
of artificial and awkward arm ges-
tures.

-The Claude Hopkins combo of
piano, drums, bass , and reed man
scores with some nifty jazz sounds
interpolated between the vocalists.

It’s hep stuff geared for the more
progressive music devotees with-
out getting too noisy or boppy.

Hefm*.

Chez Paree, Montreal
Montreal, Jan, 12.

Rachel Carlay, Raye & Naldi,
Wally Aspell, Boots McKenna Line
(7), Palm de Luca Orch (8),
Peter Barry Quartet; 85c admis-1
sion.

Bagatello, London
Londoq, Jan. 8.

Joan Heal, Edmundo Ros
Rhumba Band, Arnold Bailey &
Swingtet; $5.50 minimum.

Joan Heal, current in one of the
West End hit rfevues, has all the
potentialities of a strong cabaret
attraction. Gal has a forceful per-
sonality, a dominating style and a
sharp-edged technique in handling
a lyric. Despite these plus quali-
ties, her stint fails to measure up
to expectations.
Her prime weakness is in choice

of material, and she is running the
danger of type-casting herself for
the more boisterous type of lyric.
Apparently aware that her ma-
terial is not up to standard, Miss
Heal, overstrains for effect, She
tries to put too much into each
song, instead of giving the impres-
sion of an effortless style.
Throughout the routine,: accent

is on the vigorous type of comedy
number, with only rare exceptions
to vary the tempo. Her* opener,
“Punctuality,” Which parodies a
song from one of the local hit
musicals, ‘ appropriate enough,
•but. in' her rendition of “I’m the'
Quiet Type,” she; proves • herself
to be anything but that. The pitch
is kept up with her next lyric,

“Why Don’t You,’.’, although she
changes, style, if not material, in a
Victorian song. A particularly
fiendish lyric on baby-sitting; and
a somewhat out of key sentimental
offering wind a disappointing act,

. The Edmundo Bos outfit con-
tinues to be. one of the. top lures
at this Mayfair cafe, Background-
ing by the' Arnold Bailey combo
with Hurt, Bhptos at the! rd
is up to standard. . Myro.

From but of nowhere, Rachel
Carlay returns to Montreal after a
12-year break. Despite the mitting
she receives nightly from, the older
element loaded mostly with nostal-
gia, she shouida stood in the opera
biz and skipped the cafe trade;
Making her entrance from . the

back of the room with a voice guar-
anteed to keep ; everyone awake,
Miss Carlay proceeds to treat
such numbers as “Domino” and
“Oiie Night of Love” a$ though
they were defied by Wagner and
this were a date' at the Met. Even
“La Vie En. Rose” and “C’est Si
Bon” come in for the treatment as
Miss Carlay bravely runs through
the scales and the languages. There
is little change of pace and except
a few routine gestures and much
eye-rolling, everything is handled
about the same.
Opening half of this two-act bill

is the superb hoofing of Mary Raye
& Mario Naldi who prove conclu-
sively that ballroojn dancing can
be original and something more
than just “filler” before, the main
event. On night reviewed, team
did six numbers, drawing sponta-
neous applause throughout, a thing
seldom heard in this room.
Using the simplest

. of: back-
ground music, team put the empha-
sis on their terping and came
through, particularly in the “Begin
the Beguine” number, with some
bf the best lifts and spins seen to
date in this town.
The McKenna routines are much

improved over past offerings, with
the girls doing three new numbers
boosted by the baritoning of Wally
Aspell, a youngster of great prom
ise in this type of layout. The Palm
de Luca band does show music and
cuts up the dance moments With
the Peter Barry combo. Newt.

Desert Inn, Las Vegas
Las Vegas, Jan. 9.

Rosalind Courtright, Bobby Sar-
gent, Colstons (2), Alan Gilbert,
Arden-Fletcher Dancers (8) , Carl-
ton Hayes Orch (11); no cover or
minimum.

Hotel Radlison, Mpls.
(FLAME ROOM)
Minneapolis, Jan. 12.

Carl Brisson (2), Arthur Ravel
Orch (7); $1.50 $2.50-$3.50
minimum.

For the past six years, Carl
Brisson’s annual visits to this chi
chi room have

, always been one
of the season’s top events. Current
seventh engagement is no excep-
tion; Cafe society again is pack-
ing this smart bistro to capacity.

.
The suave fave comes in this

time with a different sbngalog but
tossing in some of the perennials
demanded from him, Again he gilds
his offerings with that tremendous
showmanship which has helped to
establish him as a tapper. He
again proves a superb dramatic
actor, a clever, comedian and
singer.
Once more Brisson excites

admiration by his appearance, the
effective i.mariner In which he
lights his act, his skillful routining
and shrewd pieces of business to
erihance his stature as a performer.
As before, he communicates his
good humor* genialty and exuber-
ance to . his

.
audience. The result

is heaps of fun and excursions into
romance, punctuated by customer
sighs or laughs as he relates his
song-stories of lovelorn and sly
maidens. .

New numbers for him in this
round include a “King and I” med-
ley; “Empty Chair,” a. baUad of
a missing face in a familiar place;
‘God’s Most Ingenious Machine,”
a spiritual anent the power within
a human being; “Give Me Your
Hand,” an Australian ditty; a
“Sorig of Norway” medley in Nor-
wegian, very apropos in this com-
munity, and an original version of
‘‘Little Man, You Had a Busy Day.”
Also among his; generous outpour-
ing are “Romance in Vienna,”
“Nice to Be Nice to Your Neigh-
bor,” the always demanded “A
Pink Cocktail for a Blue Lady,”
“Oh, You Beautiful Doll; ’’ the great
favorite, “Last Time I Saw Paris”
and “All of a Sudden My Heart
Sings.” The customers Were clam-
oring for more at the finish.

Brisson receives fine support
from his own accompanist, Paul
Berlin, and from the * capable
Arthur Ravel orch which also does
a neat Job for guest dancing.

Rees.

Ititz Carlton, Montreal
(R1TZ CAFE)

Montreal, Jan. 12.

Helene Francois, with Johnny
Gallant; Joe Settano Trio; $l.-$i.5Q
cover.

Hoffywood, Jan. 0,

Fran Warren, Eddie Oliver Orch
(8); $1.50, $2 covers.

Fran Warren ha* bebn merely a
disk name to the Coast for a con-
siderable period. Her local bow
after a pair of previous cancella-
tions should stir interest for her
in other quartets. Certainly, it will
mean something to the Mocambo.
Building word of mouth indicates
a brisk fortnight in the offing.

Red-haired chirp is concentrating
more on pinging than On styling
these days, but her stint retains
enough individuality to give added
impact to the repertoire. It’s , a
thrushing stint all, the way with
no time wasted in idle chatter; 10
songs in 21 minutes te par for the
course with her.

Turn is well-paced to go from
ballad to bounce and it’s all done
with an easy assurance. Offerings
include a touching version of/‘Over
the Rainbow” and a couple of num-
bers from “Finian’s Rainbow,”
miisicomedy she successfully - es-
sayed last summer in the east.
Others that earn plaudits are
“Love You Mitch Too Much,” “This
Is Where Love Walked In” and
“I Envy Everyone.” -Wisely, her
“Sunday Kind of Love” disk click
is kept -for encore purposes to
have the regular portion of her
turn moving swiftly;

Eddie Oliver crew does its usual
deft job on show-backing arid dance
chores; Kap,

El Rancho, Lao Vegas
•Las Vegas, Jan. 9.

Yma Sumac, Blackburn Twins &
Pam Cavan, Angos Perez, Moises
Vivanco, Alex Alexander, June
Stair, Jim Stuart, Ted Fio Rito
Orch ( 10 ); ho cover or minimum.

Chantoosie Rosalind
, Courtright

brings a new chapter into Painted
Desert Room following

, holiday,
bubble, which Will be marked by
only medium biz. Songstint is di-
verting, but hasn’t tlie potency for
top casino baiting. Miss Courtright
has following in eastern haunts,
hotels, iritime . supper clubs et al.

Appeal, however, is limited to gam-
bling crowd here. Name of Bobby
Sargent, youthful comedian from
midwest; and east, also pulls blank
locally insofar as marquee dyna-
mite is concerned.
Miss Courtright turns in melodic

job of putting over ballads, moun-
tain plaints (with credit to Dorothy
Shay), and showturies. From ring-
side stroll purring “Getting to
Know

.
You,” thrush works over

VQnce.” “When,, the . West ,W;as
What It Was;” “Granada” trilogy

Since her appearance last May
in this

.
room, Helene Francois

shows much iiriproveriient in gen-
eral tnrushing and presentation
but not much change in her sorig-
alog. However, the off-the-cob and
haOkneynd tunes such as “Domino
and “C’est Si Bon,” et al., seem to
be what the clientele of this boite
want, and Miss Francois is the gal
to give it to them, with extras.

Stiff sporting a socko collection
of gowns that maintain interest at
all times, this chirper has devel-
oped a much easier approach to
her audience and generates more
warmth and personality

. during
sorigfest than on previous viewing.
Mixing the Gallic items with an
occasional English fave, gal did
eight-plus numbers on night caught,
to plenty of mitting. Chirper still

has a few stylized gestures that
tend to flatten some offerings; A
little more; relaxed patter between
songs would soften the abrupt, ca?
sual intros now being used.
House pianist Johnny Gallant

does Well with the Francois ses-
sions and interlude music, with the
SettapQ .Trio, supplying ok*7 / 'rp
stanzas. Newt.

Incredible vocalisfics of stylist

Yma Sumac - are bound to cause
plenty buzz as the spectacular four-
octave range is displayed in many
Inca showpieces. Although wane
of biz following holidays might
cause midweek gaps, full two-
frame average grosses will be okay
at El Rancho

,Vegas.
Booking of Peruvian thrush is

unusual for such surroundings.
Because of exotic appearance,
slightly standoffish attitude and
undeniable vocal artistry. Miss Su-
mac will have gambling trade as-
senting with ovations. During both
opening dinner and late shows
caught, attention was rapt to pin-
drop concentration.

Themed by offstage chanting.
Miss Sumac appears in arresting
garb for "Bride of the Sun God,”
first of entire repertoire composed
by husband' Moises Vivanco,
“Tumpa” has .dramatic cadences
typifying on earthquake. Accomped
by Vivanco’s guitar, thrush trills
“Birds” with eerie sounds, flute
quality; Flaurited four-octave span,
is shown to great advantage by
“Inca Love Song,” followed by the
volatile “Malumbo.”. Resultant
kudos serve as recall, following
which she reprises w.k. disk from
Capitol album, “Hymri to the Sun,”
aided by expert Vivanco guitaring.

Blackburn Twins & Pam Cavan
cavort for solid deuce. Act once
more accent terps, with tiny
blonde a refreshing foil to twins*
amusing turns. Sex impact has
been added to further rope interest
—^factor missing in previous
Blackburn escapades. Two look-
alikes romp on for setup “Maybe
You’re Me,’’ segueing into the heat
“Mirror” motions.

After intro, Miss Cavan brightly
etches “Cheek to Cheek” in song,
to be 'joined by partners in well-
timed “Walkin’ My Baby Back
Home.” Insertion of low-down
“One Man Woman” with spicy im-
plications has gai ceritre. of atten-
tion. Cavalcade of pic characters
lifts

'

“Movies Are Better Than
Ever” into top visual; category,
with extra-kirietic quality of lightly
chirped and terped “Once In Love
With Pamela” faking /trio off to
rousing mitts.

Angos Perez, tiny aix-year-old,
becoriies focal point in curtain-
raiser. “Quiz kid” rbutirie - has
the Austrian born prodigy in sesh
that emerges a trifle automatic;.
Works with mother following rapid
run-down of Presidents to name
capitals of states, issue linguistics.

.

Stands at keyboard
, for brief Mo-

zart “Minuet/’ after which a desin? 1

ite lift is felt when the nioppet.
flits- about in tapterps. .

Good),
hoofing and pronounced : feeling
carry -over to make positive
clincher/

Given most difficult chore in
irionths, Fio Rito musicians come
through with flying, colors bn
Sumacs backgrounding. Incaden-
zas are hightened by exciting
rhythms of onstage druirimer
working in costume, plus' con-

. ducting of Alex Alexander and
r88ing of June Starr. Will.
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While this might lack the lustre months on the plush nitery circuit,
of top record or video names, there , Burton.

attraction lies in fact that quartet
of acts are all newcomers to Capitol
stage.

Apollo, N. V.
Dizzy Gillespie Orch (13), with

Chantoosey April Stevens, whose Joe Carroll; Ralph & Lorraine,
sultry Victor recordings have, won Jellyrool & Zuzu, The Cabineers
her jukebox attention, doesn’t quite (4), Ray Sneed, Clark Bros. (2);
live up to the buildup. Despite a “Stampede” (Mono),
low cut black velvet gown, she fails 1
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- stronger with a more modern se- approach in its offerings by hav-
admirers find in her recordings, erratic production.
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Show has a Management here continues to lection of songs, newest being ing Ralph essay the role of a win-
Het mikje approach is more self- tew high points^ but the overload ride along with too disk personals “Bells of St. Mary.” Bobby Win- dow dresser to Lorraine’s manner
conscious than provocative, though ot routine stuff lulls the pew- ties, this time Eddy Howard, whose lets, droll faced juggler, also quin. In stiff-bodied, rigid-legged
she gathers assurance as she goes n°tners.

.. “Sin” has been in or near No. 1 would register much better in a manrier, gal gets across some neat
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of dates in Vegas, Reno and Frisco.
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Olivia de Havilland’s name
proved to have more effect at the

boxoffice last week than: the com*

bined weight of all four of Chi-

cago’s first-string critics. Despite

a savage pasting from three of the

aisle-sitters and a moderate pan by

the fourth, the film actress pulled

a gross of nearly $19,900 for the

first eight performances of a sched-

uled three-week engagement in

Thomas Hammond's revival of

“Candida.”
Moreover, the show arrived with

only a small advance sale, and the

Window sale didn’t really get go-

ing until the morning after the

opening, simultaneously with the

publication of the unfavorable no-

tices. Attendance built during the

week to capacity the final three

performances. With business no

longer sellout for the long-run

“South Pacific” and ‘‘Moon Is

Blue,” a gag -making the local

rounds was to the. effect that the

latter two shows were getting by

on the overflow trade from “Can-

dida;”
As usual, Claudia Cassidy, of the

Tribune, wrote the most critical

review, asserting that “The rueful

truth is that Shaw is no more hos-

pitable to bores on stage than he

was on earth. And Miss *de Havil-

land’s Candida is a fearful bore.

Her Candida is an intolerably,smug
female, and the wonder is that

both men don’t flee into the night.”

The : critic also slammfid . the sup-

porting cast,
.

Emmett Dedmon, of the Sun-

Times, socked the play, which he
called a tum-of-thercentury “Life

with Father” worthy of protest for

the exaggerated feminist “type of

mythology perpetrated” by it. He
rated the star ?‘a pleasant Candida
but no more than that.” Sydney
J. Harris, of the News, praised one

or two others in the cast, but re-

ferred to the star only in his clos-

ing sentence, “The title role is

taken by Miss Olivia de Havilland,

a motion, picture actress^”

Ann Marsters, in the American,
wrote yes-and-no review that

finally worked around to a mildly

thumbs-down conclusion.

Welles to Couple ‘Venice'

With ‘Othello’ on B’way

Unless Reaction Is Bad
Producers James Russo and

Michael Ellis, who are propping the
Orson Welles’ Shakespearean
repertory for next season, are.wait-

ing for a reaction to their an
nouncement that Welles will do
“The Merchant of Venice” in

repertory with “Othello” before
giving the go-ahead signal on the
productions. In trans-Atlantic

phone conversations, Welles told

the producers that he wanted to

play Shylock in “The Merchant of

Venice,” but wouldn’t bring the

production over if there was any
objection to the play because of its

chief character.
If the producers* set a negative

reaction they’ll notify Whiles to

bring over another production. Ac-
cording to the producers, Welles’
second choice is “Much Ado About
Nothing,” but if Claire Liice goes
ahead with her plans to produce
the play this season, Welles will

have to make another selection,

The two plays in the repertory
will be budgeted at $35,000, with
Welles transporting the produc-
tions complete with .actors, cos-

tumes and sets. Company will in-

clude 20 pUyers. Russo & Ellis

plan to proem the repertory on
Broadway, without an out-of-town
tryout, between Oct. 12 and Nov.
20, They’re planning bn a 16-

week run. Welles, who will tour
the plays in the English provinces
this summer, is reported to have
ironed but his difficulties with the
tr. S. Government over his back
taxes,;

Fry’s ‘Seep’ Makes Legit

Grade in CIe?e.’s Hanna
Cleveland, Jan. .-15, *r

Christopher Fry’s “A Sleep of
Prisoners,” which has been touring
the Church circuit, will get its

first date in a. legit house at Cleve-
land’s Hanna as result of ah un-
usual deal made by manager Mil-
ton Krantz.

Krantz figures that if the poetic
biblical allegory can draw capacity
audiences to churches^ as it has
been doing on tour, “it must have
enough powerful, universal appeal
to pull them into my : 1,500-capacity
theatre.”
A number of inquiries from re-

ligious groups of all denominations
about the possibility of a Hanna
engagement, he said, also influ-

enced him to try the experiment.

Frederick Ashton, Sadler’s Wells
Ballet co-director and choreogra-
pher, flew into N. Y, Sunday (13)

from London and continued direct-

ly on to Hollywood, for conferences
with Metro on dances for Moira
Shearer’s pic.

He’ll be back in N. Y. In a week
to start a new ballet, “Isdtilt and
Tiritagel,” foi* the February season
of the N. Y. City Ballet Co., as

guest choreographer.

A new wrinkle in ticket distri-

bution that may have future impli-
cations for ^roadway was tried
this week, by the Leblang agency.
Brokerage sold the preview Mon-
day, night (14) of “The Shrike,” at

the Cort, N. Y.f getting about three-
quarters of a house. It’s believed
to be the first time that a ticket

agency has sold a legit preview,
normally handled by theatre party
agents and subscription clubs.

Several weeks ago, when Saul
Lancourt, of the Leblang agency,

;

learned that producer-ditector-star
Jose Ferrer had been unable to sell

a preview of “The Shrike/’ he of-

ferred to take the house on con-
signment for sale to the agency’s
regular clientele. Announcements
Were sent through the regular
Leblang mailing list, offering the
preview at 20% less than the regu-
lar performance Scale and minus
broker fees. Also, a small allot-

ment was given to the Broadway
ticket Agency for sale to its cus-
tomers.
According to Lancourt, sale of

the tickets at a discount and with-
out commission was a good busi-

ness move for the agency. He
explains, that most broker trade
comes from repeat orders from
.people who have seen shows and
buy tickets for friends, business
associates and clients.. Oh that
basis every patron that enjoyed
“The Shrike” would tend to repay
the discount price and the waived
agency fee several times over.

Hillard lElkins, of the William
Morris agency’s legit-television de-
partment, was inducted into the
Army yesterday (Tues.). A re-

quest to his draft board for ah ex-
tension to

:
enable him to arrange

his affairs was refused.
Besides representing producers,

directors and writers in television,

Elkins was active in the legit field.

‘STATE’ EARNS $241,000;

N.Y. CAST SET FOR TOUR
“Affairs of State,” which is

slated to close Feb. 23 preparatory
to going on tour, switches next
Week to Sunday matinee and eve-

ning performances, dropping the

Monday night and Wednesday mati-

nee showings. The entire present
cast, including June Havoc, Regi-

nald Owen, Barbara O’Neil, Shep-
perd Strudwick, Harry Bannister
and Elmer Brown, will go on the

road.
The Richard Krakeur production,

capitalized at $50,000, has. thus far

paid a profit of $206,000 and has

earned about $35,000 additional in

cash reserve, bonds and undis-

tributed profits, Louis Verneuil

authored and staged the comedy.

Is Won by ATPAM; Philly,

Chi House Mgrs. Boosted
Increases of $20 a week for all

managers and pressagents oh the
road (except Philadelphia, where
house managers get a $10 boost,
and Chicago and Boston, where the
raise for house managers is $7.50),

and $10 for all categories in New
York, has been won by the Assn,
of Theatrical Press Agents & Man-
agers. The upped scales are retro-
active to last Labor Day and are
effective for two years, except that
the union may reopen next Labor
Day the clause providing for the
$7.50 raise to certain house man-
agers.

’

. The new.-wage schedule was set
by attorney Simon H. Rifkind, for-

mer N. Y. Supreme Court judge
called in to arbitrate the matter
when negotiations between the
ATPAM and the League of N. Y;
Theatres reached a stalemate. With
the exception of house managers,
the majority of whom are Shubert
employees, about 85% of working
union members are figured to be
not affected by the increase in the
salary minimuttis. Most press-
agents, company managers , and
non-Shubert bouse m*n&£ers ®re
already paid over scale.

Although the revised rates don’t
specifically provide for pressagent
associates, it’s figured the p.a.

chapter of the union will vote to

give them at least a share of any
increases forthcoming. That is

what, was done In previous cases

of salary boosts, However, consid-
eration of the matter hasn’t yet
been scheduled.

The new minimums (and the re-

spective raises involved) are as,fol-

lows:

Advance agent, $245 ($20); com-
pany. manager on tour with straight

play, $200 ($2G); manager on tour
with musical, $240 ($20); house
manager in New York and Philly,

$150 ($10); company manager with
Broadway straight play, $150 ($10);

manager With Broadway musical,

$155 ($10); pressagent. in New
York, $210 ($10); pressagent in

New York for a second . shpw for

the same producer, $185 ($10);

pressagent for pre-Broadway try-

out tour, $245 ($20); second press-

agent on tour, $175 ($20); house
manager in Boston and Chicago,
$130 ($7.50); house manager other
road cities, $147.50 ($7.50).

The union originally asked for
a straight $25 raise for all cate-

gories and the League countered
with an offer of art across-the-

board $10 boost, No other changes
in the. existing contract were in-

volved.

to Over

In Spring at Kingston, N.Y.
Kingston, N. Y., Jan. 15.

A. group of Kingston and New
York business, and Show people
will begin construction April 1 on
a site near this city of the tented
Hudson Valley Music Circus. On
a plot owned by William Singer,

K i n gs 1 0 n police commissioner,
there will be built a theatre-in-the-

round seating 1,000. Cost is esti-

mated at $50,000.
A resident company of 24, plus

stars heading the casts, will play

a 10-week summer season. “The
Merry Widow.” ”Brigadoon,” "Fini-

an’s Rainbow” and ’Annie Get Your
Gun” arc among the productions;

slated. »

Backers include William F. Edel-
muth, who served three terms as

mayor of Kingston; A1 Goldin, busi-

ness manager for* Moss Hart and
Joseph Hyman; Mortimer Hal-
pern, former Theatre Guild pro-:

duction director; Al Barnett, local

antique dealer and father of the

Broadway actor, Lee Barnett.

Kingston is in the strawhat beii,

nearby Woodstock being an estab-

lished spot.

Blondell to Do ‘Sheba’

For Arena in Balto
Baltimore, Jan. 15.

Joan Blohdell returns to the

Hilltop Theatre-in-the-Round Tues-

days (22) to star for a week in

“Conae Back, Little Sheba.” Slie

appeared last year in “Happy Birth-

day,” also at the Sheraton Belve-

dere room.
Producer Don Ssvann, Jr.’s, sup-

porting cast includes Belle Flower,

Wilson Brooks, O. Tolbert-Hewitt

Equity Scrapbook (scenes from
Shakespeare) -— Lenox Hill Play-
house, N. Y., Jair. 16-20)).

Philadelphia, Jan. 15.

Theron Bamberger, managing di-

rector of the Bucks County Play-

house, New Hope, Pa., offered to

supply a season of summer stock In

a tent theatre on Belmont Plateau,

Faifmount Park, here, the Only bid

received by the park commission-
ers in answer to newspaper adver-
tisements.

Bamberger’s offer included pres-

entation. of a different play each
week, featuring

.
“nationally known

artists,” for six evenings and two
matinee performances. The prodac-
tions will be given in fireproof,

tent With a seating capacity of

1,000, at prices ranging from $1.30

to $3.25.

For this privilege Bamberger of-

fered to. pay the park commission
5% of the gross roceipts, plus 10%
of the profits from “incidental con-
cessions.” To avoid, competition
With Robin Hood Dell; outdoor
longhair setup which the city part?

ly subsidizes; Bamberger would
present ho musical

,
attractions..

After being studied by the city

solicitor, the Bamberger proposals
will come up before the full com*
mission Thursday U7).

Harald Bromley, who will take

over presentation of the- N.Y. City

Theatre Co. revival of ‘‘Anna Chris-

tie” and move It to the Lyceum,
N.Y., for a commercial run starting

Jan. 23, will finance the operation

with funds left over from his re-

cent production of “Glad Tidings”

at the same house. He has cleared

the matter with , most of the "Tid-

ings” backers, and expects to get

in touch with the others in the next

day or two. The. few who- prefer

not to go along on the new ven-

ture will receive the balance of

their “Tidings” coin, amounting to

about 50% of the $50,000 venture.

Cost of acquiring the production

Of the Eugene O’Neill 'play will be

about $18,000, including around

$9,000 or more for moving, etc;,

and approximately $8,000 in bonds
and deposits. Since the N.Y. City

Center now operates on a regular

production basis rather than under
stock rules, no extreme union re-

strictions will be involved in the

transfer, as was the case two years

ago with the Richard. Aldrich-

Richard Myers takeover of "Devil’s

Disciple.” However, about 20

stagehands will be required to. op-

erate the show, so the breakeven
minimum at the Lyceum will prob-

ably come to around $15,000 a

The N„ Y. City Theatre Co. will

share in any profits from the Ly-

ceum presentation, and Emeline

Roche will receive a royalty for

the use of her settings for the re-

vival. The scheduled 10-porform-

ance run at the City Center ends

Sunday night (20). The top at the

City Center is $3, but will be raisr

ed. to $4.80 at the smaller Lyceum.

‘Egypt’ Inks Viennese For

Femme Star; Seeks Male

Gusti Huber, former Viennese

star, will make her U. S. debut in

the leading role in “Flight Into

Egypt,” the George Tabori drama
being produced by Irene Mayer
Selznick. The actress came to this

country in 1946 after marrying a

U. S. Army captain in the Austrian

capital, iand has been, a citizen

since 1950. She appeared in films

as well as on the stage on the

Continent.
The haale lead in. the show,

reportedly the second in impor-
1 tance, is said to be still wide open.

Efforts to cast the third main part,

a ninO-year-old boy with a Con-
tinental accent, have also struck

a shag, and Mr*, Selznick and di-

rector Elia Kazan will hold open
auditions tomorrow afternoon

(Thurs.) backstage at the Lyceum.
; "Egypt” is slated to start re-

hearsing Jan. 30, and open March
30 at the* Music Box, N. Y., after

bne-weeik tryout stands in New
Haven and

F.lye closings on Broadway last
week equalled the mass exodus of
the Thanksgiving weekend, but
involved only a fraction of the
financial loss. Four of the folds
were flops, but the fifth was th
return engagement of one of th
top money shows of recent years.

The big payoff entry, was “Kiss
Me. . Kate,” a smash entry of the
1948-49. season, which '"ailed-, it

quits after eight sparsely-attended
performances of a return run at
the Broadway Theatre at

. $3,60^
top (it played 1,077 times during
its original run). The reviews gen-
erally noted that the Cole Porter
musical was a knockout show, but
slugged the. cast and production.

The .Saint Subber-Lemiiel Ayers
offering, originally capitalized at
$180,000, has thus far paid a profit
of $1,012,000, and aS of last

, Dec.,
31 had additional undistributed
profits of $37,940, including $8;
473 from the London production,
$3,703 ih Scandinavian royalties,
$3,452 in royalty refunds and $350
souvenir book royalty, all earned
during December. According to; th
Dec, 31 accountant’s statement, th
operating loss for the touring pro-
duction for the five Weeks ending
that date totalled $7,631, Including
$6,379 for the week ending Dec. 1

in Huntington, W. Va;

Although this presumably winds
up "Kate” on Broadway and the
road, at least for some years, th
property Is figured likely to gar-
ner further returns from stock,
for which the rights are being re-
leased immediately. It’s expected
that the show will be produced
this summer at various major out-

(Continued on page 58)

Trade Slant to Soundoff

Of Ginger, Gloria: There’s

Nothing Like Two Dames
"it’s not what you do but how

you do it,” apparently applies to
femme stars who publicly put the;
rap on their own shows. That
seems to be the explanation for
the contrast in the trade reaction
to Gloria Swanson and Ginger Rog-
ers, who made statements in the
press condemning their plays re-
cently. during their tryout tours.

In the case . of Miss Swanson, she
took almost unanimous criticism
from those in the trade, reportedly
being given the chill particularly
by others in the same production
and by associates of the manage-
ment involved. But Miss Rogers,
who had done . much the" same kind
of thing, didn’t appear to meet re-

sentment for It, even from th

management,
Various factors apparently were,

involved in the different reactions
to the two cases. Although both
shows had heavy theatre party
bookings, Miss Rogers’ show, "Love
and Let Love,” was slated a flop

in advance, largely from repealed
reports during its extended tryout
tour, while the Swanson show,
"Nina,” was figured to have a
chance. More important, however,
was that Miss Rogers didn’t, try to

get out of her show, but after giv

ing a critical interview about it

actually insisted on bringing it

in and braving the notices. Miss
Swanson, however, suddenly an-

nounced that she wanted to quit

"Nina” and was reportedly per-

suaded to stick only under threat

of Equity charges or a damage
suit. Also, Miss Rogers was a

big investor in "Love,” which was

(Continued on. page 60)

*

Backers of “Fourposter,” the

|

Playwright Co, production of Jan
die Hartog’s two character play,

starring Jessica Tandy and Hume
Crortyn, have been paid off in full.

Checks for the entire $40,000 ven-

ture were distributed last week,
jin addition, there are assets of

about $20,000, including undis-

tributed profits, bonds ;and cash

reserve. Show is currently Ih its

13th week on Broadway;
At its present boxoffice pace. of

almost $23,000 a week, the show is

netting around $6,000. Beside*

their 15% share of the weekly

gross, the Cronyhs get a third of

the profits.
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Carleton i- Miles. Who resigned

several months argo, 4i$.,pnMs'ageiit

for' the tour of; “Dedtbf of* Sales-

man,” is recuperating at his home
on the,/ Coast . . . With the rwwW

his; actress-wife, Nancy Cushman,
have returned to New York, Janice

Mars, who was also in the Cast of

the Arthur Miller drama, went to

Pittsburgh to visit the Ma* Allen-

tucks. (Maureen Stapleton);, there
with “Rose Tattoo” . . . Tom Bow-
man, office assistant to Anthony B.

Farrell, recovering from severe
illness.. Mrs., Richard Rodgers
back in N; Y, Hospital this week
for further, observation. She's

been hospitalized 12 weeks in the

last eight months .. . . Bert Wheeler
joins the cast of “Three Wishes for

Jamie” . .. . After coming from Chi-
cago and. waiting around a week,
Marshall Migatz was finally in-

formed the. proffered stock com-
pany managerships in Nassau and
-palm Beach are cold.

The touring “Darkness at Noon,”
with Edward G. Robinson as star,

earned an operating
,
profit of

$4,848 for the four weeks ended
Dec. 29 in Chicago. It recently dis-

tributed $10,000 to the backers,
bringing the total return to $40,-

000 thus far. on the $100,000 Veiy
ture . . Producer Alfred de Lia-

gre, Jr., sailed last week on the
lie de France; for. several, months’
stay in England and on the Con-
tinent Robert Raport will be
manager and David Kariter pro-

duction stage manager of “Three
Wishes for Jamie” . , . Antla Loos,
who adapted “Gigi” and is nearly
finished with the English language
version of “Ami, Ami,” is being
bombarded with French plays for

adaptation into English. One is an
unproduced musical with score by
Vernon Duke.

Alice Venezky, of the Hunter
College faculty and staff of Ameri-
can National Theatre &. Academy
has written : “Living Theatre,” a

Study guide for national and com-
munity drama groups . . . C. Ed-
win Knill, general manager for

S
roducers John C. Wilson, Saint
Ubber and Lemuel Ayers, is tak-

ing his first vacation in six years
. . . Jule Styne, producer of the
“Pal Joey” revival, surprised com-
poser Richard Rodgers last week
with a gift of a pSir of silver cuff

links in the shape of heels, on
which the show’s title is engraved

. . Sidney Paul and Tommy
Maier have joined the cast

“Stalag 17,” succeeding Harvey
Lembeck and Douglas Henderson,
respectively, who go to the Coast
for film assignments.

Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
plan to go to Jamaica in February,
probably spending some time with
Noel Coward, who. is due St his
place there then for a vacation.
The stars, taking a sabbatical from
the stage this season, Intend to go
to Spain later in the spring . .

Talent agent Mark Hanna is out
of the hospital after minor sur-

?
evy . . Teresa Wright will re-

urn to the stage in the George
Nlchol, 3d, production of Mary
Drayton’s “Peaceable Kingdom,”
which Alfred Drake is to direct . .

Back from a Puerto Rican vaca-
tion; Jerome Whyte sails Jan. 23
on the Queen Mary to resume his
duties as general stage manager of
the London production of “South
Pacific.”

Albert H. Rosen will be general
manager of “For Crying Out
Loud” . , . Janies Rennie will take
over the rote of the lawyer in “Re-
mains to Be Seen” when Howard
Lindsay withdraws to star in his
own and Russel Crouse’s produc-
tion of Sigmund Miller’s “One
Bright Day” . . . Having termi-
nated his production and theatre
operation partnership with Ben
Marden, owner of the Playhouse,
N. Y., director - producer Otto
Preminger leaves next week for
film assignments in Hollywood. He
Js not due back until early fall . . .

Charva Chester, stage manager for
the Lunts, and Renee Ofsell, their
secretary, .are in the acting com-
pany this winter at the Sombrero
Playhouse, Phoenix.

Zelda Dorfman is company mart-,
ager of “Anna Christie”
Lemuel Ayers* proposed produc-
tion of “Requiem,” William Faulk-
ner’s dramatization of his own
novel, is postponed until next sea-
son . . Starting Jan. 28, Monday
evening performances of the
Broadway company of “South
Pacific” will ring up at 7 o’clock,

with a final curtain at 9:55 to per-
mit suburbanites to be home and
in bed by midnight. Since the war,
this schedule has been standard
•very night for theatres in London.
“Summer and Smoke,” the Ten-

nessee Williams drama recently
tried out at a suburban stock the-

5

tre in London, moves to the West
!nd next week, with Margaret
ohnston in the leading part played

on Broadway by Margaret Phillips

, ... “The Country ,
Girl,” the Clif-

ford Qdets play, about the wife of
dfp$o former star whp makes a

comeback^wiH>fo r#iijfed
15or its;

Ondon production, * in which
itkers, Michael Redgrave

title and a musical of Similar tab
have already played the West End

Flora Robson/ currently vaca-
tioning in North Africa after clos-

ng. in “A Winter's Tale” in Lon-
don, will star in the West End pro-
duction of “The Innocents,” to be
staged by. Peter Glenvllle, who di-

rected the original Broadway edi-

tion , . j Christopher Fry’s new
play, “The Firstborn,” will open
Jan.- 29 at the Winter Garden,
London.
“How to. Fly with One Feather,”

Richard Condon comedy, to be pro
duced by Chandler. Cowles and
Beh Rosenberg, is budgeted at

$70,000, with provision for a 20%
overcall. Henry Morgan and Neva
Patterson are in line for leads in

the play, Cowles and Ben Segal
have budgeted their proposed re-

vival of “Of Thee I Sing” at $200,-

000 plus overcall,
:

Cowles’ solo

production of “The General,” by
Louis Oi, Coxe and, Robert Chap-
man, will be budgeted at $75,000
plus 20% overcall. Anthony B.
Farrell has budgeted his produc-
tion of “The Long Watch” at

$75,000 plus 20% overcall.

Generally unavailable for- TV
during the run of “Glad: Tidings
at the Lyceum, N. Y., co-stars Mel-
vyn Douglas and Signe Hasso and
featured actress Haila Stoddard
bounced right back to the medium
after“Tidings” closed (5). Douglas
and Miss Hasso were starred in the
Celanese Theatre’s “Reunion in

Vienna” and Miss Stoddard
,
was

featured in DuMont’s series,

“Shadow of the Cloak’’ both last

week. Pre-“Tidlngs,” Miss Stod-
dard was a * busy Tv’er. Douglas
and Miss HaSso had done an occa-

sional shot.

Chi theatre manager Herb Carlin
in N. Y. on biz over the weekend
. . . Patrick Hayes, vet D.C. concert
manager, appointed Albert M.
Berkowitz assistant manager and
Grace E, Adame boxoffice manager.

LOCAL BASIS IN ST. LOUIS
St. Louis,' Jan. i5.

After a hiatus of almost a decade,

a group of natives is prepping a
revival of grand opera with strict-

ly local talent. The plans were re-

vealed last week when a petition

for incorporation by the Midwest
Cosmopolitan Opera* and Ballet
Assn, of St. Louis,* was filed in the
local circuit court.

Edwin G. Herchert, owner of a
construction firm, is prexy of the

new organization, which has ambi-
tious plans, including television

presentations. It has announced its

first
... presentation, “La Traviata,”

Feb. 15-16, with the possibility of

repeat performances in Memphis.
A tentative pact has been made

by Herchert and Harold Koplar,
general manager of the Koplar
chain of hotels and the Chase Club,

west end nitery, to change the
midtown Lyn T'#.atre into an
opera house equipped for Ty?Kop-
lar has an application for a TV li-

cense pending before the FCC.

Current Road Stows

“Autumn Garden,” (F r e d r i c
March, Florence ‘ Eldridge)—Royal
Alexandria,- Toronto (14-19); Er-
langet, ' Buffalo - (21-24); Aud.,
Rochester (25-26).

“Beil, Bbok and Candle” (Rosa-
lind Russell', Denhis Price)—Nixon,
Pittsburgh (14-19); Hanna, Cleve.
(21-26). ,. ;
“Candida” . (Olivia de Havlliand)—Erlanger, Chicago (16-26).

“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,
Marsha Hunt)—Orpheum, Daven-
port (14); KENT Theatre, Des
Moines (15); Omaha, Omaha (16);

Orpheum, Kansas City (17-29);

American, St, Louis (20-26).

“Come of Age” (Judith Ander-
son) (tryout)—New Parsons, Hart-
ford (15-19) (premiere).

. “Darkness At Noon” (Edward G.
Robinson)—Cass/ Detroit (14-19);

Hartman, Columbus, O. (21-23);

Murat, Indianapolis (24-26).

“Fledermaiis” (Metropolitan) —
Opera House, Chicago (16-19);

Coliseum, Lincoln, ( Neb. (21);

Omaha, Omaha (22-23); RKO,
Davenport (24); Orpheum, Des
Moines (25-26).

“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
(Carol : Channing)—Keil Aud;, St.

Louis (16-18); KRNT Theatre, Des
Moines (20-21); Orpheum, Omaha,
(22-24); Lyceum, Minneapolis (26).

“Gertie” (Glynis. Johns,. Albert
Dekker) (tryout)—Plymouth, Bos-
ton ( 14-26) (reviewed " Variety
this' week).
“Guys and Dolls” — Shubert,

Detroit (14-19); Royal Alexandra,
Toronto (21-26).

“Jane” (Edna Best, Basil Rath-,

bone) (tryout)—Walnut St., Phila.

(14-26) (reviewed in Variety this

week).
“Member of the Wedding” (Ethel

Waters) r— Geary, San Francisco
(14-19); Mayfair, Portland (22-26).

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
—*Aud.,. Richmond, Cal. (14); Aud.
Berkeley (15); Aud., Fresno (16-

-H); Aud., Sacramento (18-19);

Biltmore, Los Angeles; (21-26).

“Month of Sundays” (Gene Lock-
hart, Nancy Walket) (tryout)—For-
rest, Phila. *fl4-26) (reviewed in

Variety, Jan. 2, ’52);

“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Harris,
Chicago (16-26). ’

. „
“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co,)—Er-

langer, Buffalo (14-17); Audi,

Rochester (18-19); Nixon, Pitts-

burgh, (21-26).
.

;

'

. “Oklahoma”— Muncipal Aud.,

Okla. City (14-15); Convention
Hail, Tulsa (16-17); Aud., Joplin,

Mo. (18-19); Orpheum, K. C. (21r

26).
“Parts *90” (Cornelia Otis Skin-

ner) (tryout) — Shubert, Boston
(14-19); New Parsons, Hartford (21-

23); Shiibert, New Haven (24-26)

(reviewed in Variety this week),
“Rose Tattoo” r-1 Hanna,. Cleve-

land (14-19); Cass, Detroit (21-26)*

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,

Webb Tilton) — Shubert; Chicago
(14-26).

t .

“Student Prince” — Shubert,
Phila. (14-19); Gayety, Wash. (21-

26). / „ .

“Venus Observed” (Rex Harri-

son, Lilli Palmer) (tryout) — Shu-
bert, Phila. (25-26) (premiere).

PONS-KOSTY SET FOR

Backers of “Fancy MeetingYou Again/* comedy by George S. Kauf-
man and Leueen MacGrath (Mrs., Kaufman), ‘which opened Monday
night (14) at the Royale, N, Y., include CDS executive"Oscar Katz, $975;
orchestra . conductor Harry Salter, $1,300; Shubert employee John F.

Waters, representing Lee Shubert, $6,500; costume, designer Edith
Lutyens, $325; attorney Morris M.. SchriOr, representing Music Corp. of
America, $1,950; attorney I. Robert Broder, $650; theatre executive

and manager Louis A. Lotito, $325: actor4comedian Paul Hartman, $325;
theatrical hauling executive Saul Friedman, $650; theatrical sign agent
Leo Brodd, $325; Mrs. Lawrence Weiner, wife of the ad agency head,

$650; souvenir program agent Al Greenstone, $650; stage manager Joe
Olney, $325; attorney Benet Polikoff, $650; former producer Barnard
Sachs Straus, $2,600; theatre owner-producer Anthony Brady Farrell,

$1,300; co-author Kaufman, $10,400; souvenir program agent Kal Efron,

$325; radio*TV announcer Kenneth Banghart, $1,950; ad agency execu-

tive Thayer Cummings, $1,300, and souvenir program agent. Albert
Golub, $325. Chandler Cowles and .Benjamin H. Segal are listed as.

general partners of the venture, which is capitalized at $65,000, with
provision for 20% Overcall (the latter was not exercised).

June Havoc, Starring Jan. 23 in a tele version of “Anna Christie” for

Celanese, will get $J,000 for the stint, not the usual $2,4)00 for the

series, as reported last week.. In addition, the. sponsor is understood
paying $1,500 to cancel that night’s performance of “Affairs of State,” in

which the actress is starred, at the Music Box, N. Y, Miss HaVoc took
Over the “Affairs” role from Celeste Holm. The latter

.
i$ currently

playing the title part in a legit production of “Anna Christie” at the

Qity Center. She gets Equity minimum' for the appearance in the

non-profit Offering/ but . goes on a percentage deal next week, when the

play, is transferred to. Broadway for a commercial run.

1

'Much Ado’ Shapes Up

As New London Hit

London, Jan. 15.

“Much Ado About Nothing,”

Shakespearan revival which
opened last Friday (11) at the

Phoenix Theatre, looks like a hit.

Lavishly costumed and staged, the
production, which ran. last season
at the Stratford Memorial Theatre
came in last week ijynder the Ten-
nent Productions manageihent.

Standout performances by John
Gielgud and Diana Wynyard help
make this top entertainment.
Gielgud also directed. Other prin-

cipal roles are taken by Lewis
Casson, Hugh Stewart and Dorothy
Tuti Music- was composed by
Leslie Bridgewater, with settings

and costumes by Mariano Ahdreu^

Lily Pons and husband-maestro
Andre Kostelanetz have been set

for several summer dates by Co
lumbia Artists Mgt. Duo . will open
the Philly Robin Hood Dell season
June 23, and appear at Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y., June 28. They’ll

also play Milwaukee and Red
Rocks, Col., and may do the Yale
Bowl! Then they go off to Europe.
Duo is being offered at a pack-

age price of $5,500 with $4,000 for

the diva and $1,500 for the
maestro.

Cleveland was taken over by legit pressagents last week. In to bally

coming engagements at the Hanna Theatre were Arthur Levy (“Bell,

Book and Candle”), Sam Weller . (“Guys and Dolls”) and/Lorelia Val-

Mery (“Sleep of Prisoners”). Warren Caro, executive-secretary of the

.

Theatre Guild, Was in
r for a confab with Milton Krantz, Hanna man-

ager, and Charlotte Larson, local Guild representative, about subscrip-

tions. Also, Patricia Moore, formerly in Bill Poll’s publicity staff in

New York, was in town to visit her •actor-husband, Dickie Moore, who
Was here with the touring “Autumn Garden.”

Billing on “Geftie” has an unusual twist regarding star and featured

players credits. Program and ads list Glynis Johns above title as star.

Also in the star spot, above title, but carrying the notation “with,” the

usual insignia for introducing featured players, is the name of Albert
Dekker, in type smaller than the Johns monicker. Again using the
Word “with,” names

,
of featured players Polly Rowles, Alan Napier,

Patricia Wheel, Robert Duke appear under the title.

Although not indicated in the program credits, the ballad arrange-
ments for the revival of “Pal Joey,” at the Broadhurst, N. Y., are the
Hans"Spialek ones from: the show’s original production. Don Walker,
billed' as having. supplied “special orchestrations,” did them for only
the nbfrballads in the revival..

‘Kale’
Continued from pace SI

Pianist Janis Scores As
Havana Orch Solo Sub

Pianist Byron Janis flew to
Cuba last week, as last-minute sub
for Nathan Milstein, to' appear with
the Havana Philharmonic, under
Frieder Weissman, Debut was so
warmly received that the pianist
was promptly signed for a repeat
date next season.

Janis is giving a N#Y. recital, at
Carnegie Hall, next Monday night
(21 ).

Carnovsky Heads Kaycee
Stock ‘Enemy^ Production

Kansas City, Jan. 15.

Local legit is starting
.
off 1952

with a burst of activity here.
Resident Theatre opened a 10-day
run of “Enemy of the, People”
Monday (14), its second production
of the season. Director Gene
Frarikel brought in Morris Car-
novsky, of . the original Broadway
cast as guest star. Supporting cast
includes Arthur Eilison, Irene
Terte, Kerriiit Echols, Stanley
Siegel, Stanley Mack, Alice Lewis,
George Naylor and Thomas Gon-
deseii.

The previous week, the U. of
Kansas City presented its third
production of the season, “The
Enchanted,” with Myrtle Zarbnisky,
Cornelia Harrington and Lee Marts
in the leads. Show ran a week in
the school playhouse, and was
directed by Dr. John Newfield.

door spots, such as St. Louis, Kan-
sas City, Louisville and. Dallas,

and the musical tents, and may be

packaged for the strawhat circuit.

Four Outright Losses #

The other four closings, all out-

right’ losses,; were “The Number/’
“Nina,” “Lo and Behold” .and

“Legend of Lovers.” All, were
current-season productions. “The
Number,” Arthur Carter melo-

drama: presented by Paul Vroom
and Irving Cooper, was staged by
George Abbott, with Dane Clark

and Martha Scott, it played 88

performances at the Biltmore and
lost an estimated $50,000 on ah
investment of $75,000. The film

rights, recently sold to 20th-Fox

for $37,500, helped limit the deficit
on t;he venture.

“Ni /’ adapted by Samuel
Taylor from Andre Roussin’s
Parisian hit, was produced by
John C. Wilson,, with Gloria
Swanson, David Niven and Alan
Webb co-starred and Gregory
Ratoff directing. The $60,000 proj-
ect was panned but did profitable
business during the tryout tour,
until Miss Swanson publicly an-
nounced her dissatisfaction With
it and her determination to quit.

That pulled the props from under
attendance out of town arid killed
the advance sale, for New York.
The production wound up with a
loss of around $45,000 on its 52-

performance run at the Royale.

.

“Lo and Behold’’ and “Legend,
of Lovers” were both Theatre
Guild

.
offerings. The former, au-

thored by - John Patrick, was
staged by Burgess Meredith, with
a cast including Leo G. Carroll,
Jeffrey Lynn and Lee Grant. It

ran 37 perfoririances’ at the Booth
and lost an estimated $25,000 ori

its $60,000 investment. /’Legend,”
adapted by Kitty Black from the
French of Jean Anouilh, was. a
critical success* in London last

season under the title, “Point of
Departure,” arid., originally in
Paris as “Eurydice.” Dorothy
McGuire, arid Richard Burton were
starred in the Guild edition
staged by London director Peter
Ashmore. It played 22 perform-
ances at the Plymouth and lost an
estimated $35,000 on invest
merit of $65,000.

Detroit, Jan. 15.

The pld road iriay be in its last

ruts, but Detroit, like Pittsburgh

and Cleveland, is planning to do

something to keep theatre alive. As

yet informal, but definitely muscu-
lar and determined, is the quietly-

formed Detroit City Theatre Com-
mittee, with Roger Stevens as.

chairman, arid including in its

membership Russ McLaughlin,
critic of the Detroit News; and
Leonard Leone, director of the

Wayne U. Theatre.
-

The Detroit City Theatre Com-
mittee is at present making an in-

formal study of the community,
with plans to stimulate stage activ-

ity here.

Most significant development so

far Is the purchase by Wayne U.

of the old Jesse Bonstelle Theatre
and the reconditioning of this 1,200-

seat house* this fall. Purchase
price was $115,000 which, since

Wayne is a tax-supported college,

is a large sum of 'money to devote
to an off-campus building. In

addition to the purchase of thi

theatre, and its. extensive renova-
tion, is the allotment of $60,000 a

year to director Leone, to Operate
the theatre, half of this sum being
earmarked for salaries alone.

First play presented this year
was “Eastward in Eden/’ a hew
opera With music by Jan Meyero-
witz. Leone, who is heed of tlie

drama department at Wayne, hopes
the Wayne - Theatre will justify it-

self so that his group can be in-

cluded in the $20,000,000 building
plans now being matured at the
university, these plans presently
calling for a beautiful modernist!
theatre the Bachman Mu-'
seum.

In addition . to the Wayhe U-

Theatre, there is discussion fn De-
troit of the possible construction of

a legitimate theatre as part of th

great multi-million dollar shop-
ping Centre about to start eight

miles north of the city. This is

the suburban development of the

J. L. Hudson department store,

which , will include a branch of the

department store f a community
centre, for restaurants, medical

buildings, and other shopping
l services.



Wednesday,

Candida’ $20,000, Pacific’ $40,000
Chicago, Jan, 15.

Much-vaunted furniture conven-

tion wasn’t much of a help last

week to the attractions here. Most

of the visiting firemen had seen

"South Pacific” by this, timb and

also had a crack at "Moon is Blue”

last summer in their mid-year

meeting. Despite the bad -notices

on Olivia De Havilland, "Candida”
Is doing good -business.' "Fleder-
maus,” which came back for a.two-
week stay, after the original Met
production played the city last
year, is doing little business, de-

spite rather favorable reviews.

Estimates for Last Week
"Candida,” Erlanger (1st week)

($3.80; 1,334). ,
Guild subscription

holding take down; good $20,000.

, "Fledermaus,” Opera House (1st

week) ($4.94; 3,600). Healthy

$38,000.
,

"Moon is Blue,” Harris (37th

week) $4.40; 1,000). Still profitable

With $16,800; previous week drew
just under $20,000.

"South Pacific,”- Shubert,. (61st

week).. ($5; 2,100). Almost $40,000,

’BLONDES’

IN 5-DAY K.C. STAND
Kansas City, Jan.- 15.

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”, the
first legit here for 1952, was smash
every day of its five-day stand In
the Fox MidwestOrpheum Theatre
last .week. Playing six shows Jaii,.

8-12, musical racked up a rousing
$33,000. Musicals ‘ have shown
strength here: this season, and this
one easily could have played a. sec-
ond week at top biz, according to
theatre officials.

Next on the schedule for the Or-
pheum is “The Cocktail Party,”
with four performances Jaii. 17-19.

Sadler’s Sock $62,600

In

.Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet
racked up a smash $62,600 for sev-
en performances in a series of

' split stands last week. On Monday
(7) in San Antonio, on a guarantee,
troupe did an estimated whopping
$16,000. It garnered $8,600 Tues-
day (8) iii Waco; $14,300 for two
Wednesday-Thursday in Houston,
and $23,700 on three FHday-Satur-
day in Dallas.

Troupe is also playing a split
week this frame,- winding the week
iii Kansas City.

‘Desire’ Tepid $9,000

In Seven at Hartford
Hartford, Jan. 15.

Despite good Notices, "Desire
Under The Elms” grossed a bleak
$9,000 for seven performances,
Tuesday through Saturday (8-12),
at the New Parsons here.

Usual house scale, with a $4.20
top, prevailed. “ ' «*

Future B’way Schedule
, (theatre Indicated if set)

"Come of Age,” City Center,
Jan. 23.
“Jane,” Coronet, Jan. 29.
"Gertie,” Plymouth, Jan. 30.
"Month of Sundays,” Martin

Beck, Jan. 31.
"Collector’s Item,” Booth, Feb. 4.
Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil-

liams), Golden, Feb. 4.
"Mrs. Thing,” ANTA Playhouse,

Feb. 12.

"Venus Observed,” Century,
Feb. 13.

"And Then One Day,” early Feb-
ruary (tentative).

"Little Evil,” mid-February (ten-
tative).

‘‘Dear Barbarians,” Feb. 19,
‘Curtain Going Up,” : week of

Feb. 28.
• "Fire Sale,*' during February
(tentative).

"Three Wishes for Jamie,” week
of March 3.

"Paris ’90,” March 11.
,ANTA Play iSeries productions,
ANTA Playhouse, March 12, April
16, May 14.
"Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,

March 13.
"Line Between,” early March.
"One Bright Day ” March 19.
"Bemardine,” Playhouse, March

20 .

"Long Watch,” March 20.
"Don Juan In Hell” (return)

March 30.
“How to Fly With One Feather,”

late March.

‘Roberts’ 1stLA Rd. Show

In 5 Weeks; ‘Heir’ $1,000
; . „ .

Hollywood, Jan. 15.
c

. After four, weeks Without a legit
offering other than those in the
town’s intimate little houses, the
local rialto came up with a new
show last week, Business, however,
was weak

Play, “Heir to the Flesh,” opened
at the 255-seat Coronet to gen-
erally adverse notices. Tally for
the. initial -Week was around $1,000,
and the play will hold through this
frame anyway. Towiji picks up
slightly next: week when the Bilt-
more rekindles Monday (21) with
the national company of "Mister
Roberts.”

‘ROBERTS’ $24,300, S.F.

San Francisco, Jan. 15.

"Member Of The Wedding,” with
Ethel Waters and Betty Lou Hol-
land, chalked up a fine $20,500 for
its third week at the 1 ,775-seat
Geary. House was scaled to $3.60.

"Mister Roberts,” with Tod An-
drews, concluded its fourth and
final frame at the 1,550-seat Curran
Saturday (12) with a strong $24,300.
House top was $3.60.

Curran will remain dark until
March 17, when "Rose Tatoo” re-
opens the house. Long shuttering
is partly due to sudden cancella-
tion of “Die Fledermaus” and
Jose Greco Ballet.

$52,100 for Third

Detroit Week; ‘Noijb’ 20G
Detroit, Jan. 15:

"Guys and Dolls” continued tn
roll up hot grosses in its third
week at the Shubert, with third
round reaching $52,100. Play,
which did $55,000 for the second
week and $42,500 the first, is

smashing all gross records. It re-
mains one more week before mov-
ing to Toronto. It’s all sold out.
"Darkness at Noon” did a good

$20,000 at the Cass in the first
frame of a two-week engagement.

Brooks-Raymond ‘Turtle*

Neat $12,000 in St. Louis
St. Louis, Jan. 1$,

"Voice of the Turtle,” with Ger-
aldine Brooks and Gene Raymond,
closed a week’s engagement at the
Empress Sunday (13). With the
M50-seat house scaled to $2,
Turtle” grabbed a neat $12,000
for-mght performances. Resident
stock troupe With name stars is
continuing this week with Ar-
thur Treacher and Ann Sum-
mers in "Cliitterbuck,” opening to-
night (15).

After being dark for five weeks,
the American Theatre resumed op-
erations, but in the Opera House
of the Municipal Auditoriunr Sun-
day (13), with a week’s stand of
"Gentlemen Prefer . Blondes.” A
capacity crowd of 3,200 was on
deck for the teeoff. House Is scaled
to $4.88.

‘Moon’ $11,600, Toronto
Toronto, Jan. 15.

With a city-Wide streetcar strike
here, the national company of
the Moon Is Blue” did a disap-
pointing $11,600 at the Royal Alex-
andra, with the 1,525-seater scaled
to $3. Play got good reviews.
Daytime window sales were nil

but, toward second half of week,
pre-curtain sales were substantial.

Shows in Rehearsal
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy ) , MD. (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

‘‘Collector’s Item” (C)—Roger
Clark, prod.-dir.

‘‘Curtain Going Up” (R)—Mur-
vyn Nelson, prod-dir.

‘‘Dear Barbarians” (D)r^-Gant
Gaither, prod-dir.

‘‘Mrs. Thing” (CD) — ANTA,
prod.; Joseph BUloff, dir,; Helen
Havpc ‘ cfni* .

‘‘Three Wishes for Jamie” (MC)
—Albert and Arthur Lewis, prods.;
Abe Burrows, dir.; Anne Jeffreys,
John Raitt, stars.,

"Venus Observed” (D)—Theatre
Guild, prod,; Laurence Olivier,
dir.; Rex Harrison, Lilli Palmer,
stars. ‘

‘Gertie’ $6,500 for.Four

•wfu r ; • .
.- /

NewHavemJan. JL5.

Biz for preemrof;,.“Gertie” 1 at*

Shubert last week U0K12) wee only,
so-so. At a $3.60 top, -four ishows,
pulled an estimated $^,5Q0^? “
House is dark^this week but

relights next week With three-day
stand of Cornelia Otis Skinner’s
solo “Paris ’90” (24-26), as number

qone on a five-attraction cavalcade
“"being sold on subscription basis.

‘Fancy 9G, Philly

done
slide,

Philadelphia, Jan. 15.

Legit biz, for the most part, has
the expected post-holiday
blit a surprise click last

week was “The Shrike,” which did
$18,500 in its single stanza at the
Walnut.

Last night (Mon.) “Jane” opened
a two weeks’ stand at the Walnut
as sixth and last ATS subscription
show of the season, although a
supplementary series of three
plays will be offered.

Estimates for Last Week
“The Shrike,” Walnut; (one Week

only) ($3.90; -1,-340). Preemed here
Monday (7) to 'generally, fine no-
tices and go o d reception. Sur-
prised with a sturdy $18,500 in
single stanza. "Jane” current for
two weeks on ATS subscription.

“Bell, Book and Candle,” For-
rest (3rd week) ($3.90; 1,760). In
final session this one eased off
somewhat, but still considered
good with $26,000. Original fort-
night had been on subscription.
“Month of Sundays” in tomorrow
(Wed.) for short tryout
“Fahey Meeting You Again,”

Locust (3rd week) ($3.90; 1,580).
Off to tepid $9,000 in last stanza,
despite generally favorable local
reception. House dark two weeks,
then Cornelia Otis Skinner.
“The Student Prince,” Shubert

(1st week) ($3.25; 1,870). Adver-
tising positively farewell trip, this
perennial got $23,000— excellent
for the low scale of; prices;

‘GARDEN’ OKAY $17,500

IN CLEVELAND STANZA
Cleveland, Jan. 15.

"Autumn Garden,” With Fredric
March and Florence Eldridge, at
the 1,500-seat Hanna at a $3.70 top,
hit an okay $17,500 on the week.

“Rose tattoo,” with Maureen.
Stapleton and Eli Wallach, moved
into the Hanfia Monday (14) and
Rosalind Russell : comes in next
Monday (21) i “Bell, Book and
Candle.”

Tattoo’ Sinn $13,200

In Second Pitt Week
Pittsburgh, Jan. 15.

Staying powers Of “The Rose
Tattoo” were, clearly demonstrated
at the Nixon last week, when the
Williams drama grabbed close to
$13,200. That figure was achieved
without subscription support and
bit Only around $4,500 less than
the opening session, when, attrac-
tion already had better than $12,-
00d in season sales in the till in
advance.
Nixon currently has Rosalind

Russell in "Bell, Book and Candle”
and; it’ll be the high for the year,
with better than $30,000 almost
certain now, on strength of better
than $20,000 advance sale. "Moon
Is Blue” follows.

Ballet Theatre $6,100

For Three in Columbus
Columbus, Jan. 15.

Ballet Theatre, which started
slow at the Hartman here last
week, built steadily but not suf-
ficiently to overcome low receipts
opening night, and garnered $6,100
in three performances Friday and
Saturday (11-12). Top for the
1,650-seat house was $4.35.

. “Darkness, at Noon” is here Jan.
21 for three days;

Greco $17,500, D C.
Washington, Jan. 15.

Hypoed by good notices, the
Jose Greco Spanish Ballet did* a
fine $17,500 for its first week at
the Gayety Theatre. House is

scaled to $3.60, but since the ballet
is a Theatre Guild attraction,
Guild subscribers got the benefit
of the special lower rate, holding
the take down somewhat.

Ballet now in its second.and last
week here, with indicatidns that
the gross will better the initial

stanza.

Broadway made an expected re
covery last week after the tradi-
tional post-New Year’s sag- With a
few exceptions, business Was better
for all shows, several hitting new
highs. The upturn was especially
notable Since the. previous week’s
take’ had included the extra-price
performance . New Year’s Eve.

The total gross for all 25
shows last Week was $695,700,
or 79% of capacity; (for the
corresponding week last year
the total gross for the 27 cur-
rent showi was $676,300, or
78% of: Capacity, a jump of
9% from the preceding week).
Week . before last the total

for all 26 shows wtis $712,100;
' or 78%, a drop of 7%»
Of the new entries, "Pal Joey’’

played to standee attendance at all

performances and '.‘Anna Christie,

”

getting generally favorable notices
at the. City Center, was acquired
for commercial presentation on a
regular-run basis; The returned
“Kiss .Me, Kate”; drew dire, reviews
and was quickly .closed, joining
“The Number,” “Nina,” “Lo and
Behold” and "Legend of Lovers”
in last week’s five-show exodus.

Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama)',
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue),
MC' (MusicalComedy) , MD (Musi-
cal Drama) , O (Operetta)

.

Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
(*indicates using two-for-ones),
number, of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price included 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,

exclusive of tax.

Estimates for Last Week
“Affairs of State,” Music Box

(68th wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $26,874).
(June Havoc). Nearly $11,700
(previous week, $12,700); closing

Feb. 23, to tour.
: “Anna Christie,” City Center
(1st wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000)
(Celeste Holm, Art. Smith, Grace
Valentihe, Kevin McCarthy). Open-
ed Wednesday night (9) to five

favorable notices (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; McClain, Jpurnal-
Amerlcan; Hawkins, World-Tele-
gram & Sun; Watts, Post) and three
negative. (Coleman, Mirror; Kerr*
Herald TribunG; Pollock, Compass);
first eight performances through
Sunday night (13) drew almost
$33,700; closing Sunday night (20),

but moves to the Lyceum for a
commercial run, reopening Jan. 23.

“Call Me Madam,” Imperial
(65th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847)
(Ethel Merman). Nearly $46,300
(previous week, $45,000).

“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (4th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,536) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh). Repertory of
Shaw and Shakespeare revivals go
clean at. all Performances, but press
list limits <e gross slightly; last

week, over $59,400 (previous week,
with Miss Leigh out sick two per-
formances, refunds cut the gross
to $57,800),

“Constant Wife,” National (6th
wk) (C-$4;80-$6; 1.172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian Aherae).
Nearly $27,700 (previous week,
$22,800).

"Fourposter,” Barrymore (12th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,000: $24,996) (Jes-
sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Almost
$22,800 (previous week, $22,100).
“GigI” Fulton (8th wk) (C-$4.80;

1.063: $23,228). (Audrey Hepburn).
Nearly $21,500 (previous week,
$20 ,000).

"Giiys and Dolls,” 46th Street
(60th Wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-
904). Always gets all the house
Will hold, $44,400 (previous week,
'with extra-scale Neur Year’s Eve,
$46,900).

"I Am . a Camera,” Empire (7th
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6); 1,082; $24,400);
(Julie Harris). Almost $24,100
(previous week. $22,700).
"King and L” St. James (42d

wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,747)
(Gertrude Lawrence). - Regularly
going clean, nearly $51,700 (previ-

ous week, . with the special-price
show NeW Year’s Eve, house record
at $53,698).

"Kiss Me. Kate,” Broadway (1st

wk) (MC-$3.60-$4.80; 1,900; $35,-
000). Opened return engagement
Tuesday night .-(8) to generally
unfavorable reviews of the cast,

although the musical itself ‘was
praised agai

;
eight performances

grossed meagre $11,000; closed
Sunday night *13).

“Legend of Lovers,” Plvmouth
(3d wk) (D-$4.80-$5.40: 1,033: $31,-

000) (Dorothy McGuire, Richard
Burton). Almost $14,100 (previous
week, $11,500); closed Saturday
night (12) after 22 performances,

at an estimated loss of $35,000.
“T ,o Pro>H (5th wk)

(CD-$4.80-$6; 766; $23,000). Over

$6,800 (previous week, $13,700);
closed Saturday night (12) after 37
performances, at an estimated loss
of $25,000.
"Moon Is Blue,” Miller (45th wk)

(C-$4.8Q; 920* $21,586) (Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
Nelson). Almost $18,900 (previous
week. $18,200).

"Nina,” ftoyale (6th wk) (C-$4.80-
$6; 1,035; $29,000) (Gloria Swap-
son, David Niven, Alan Webb).
Nearly $12,500^ (previous week,
$10,400); closed Saturday night (12),

after 52 performances, at an esti-
mated loss of $45,000.

"Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(9th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
(James Barton). Approached $43,-
500 (previous week, $42,000).

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (2d wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $40,000). Fir s t

full week drew the attendance
limit, but press seats and party
commissions held the gross to
$39,000 (previous week, first four
performances got $20,300, plus $3,-
900 for one preview).

"Point of No Return,” Alvin (5th
wk) (D-$4r80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). Standees all per-
formances again, over $38,200 (pre-
vious week, with extra-price New
Year’s Eve, new straight-play
ord for the house, $42,177).
“Remains to Be Seen,” Morosco

(14th wk) (D44.80-$6; 912; $25,-
700). Over $20,400 (previous week,
$18,200).

"Saint Joan,” Cort (15th wk)
(D-$4,80; 1,056; $27,000) (Uta Ha-
gen). Almost $6,800 (previous
week, $16,200); moved last night
(Tues.) to the Century, at $3.60 top
and how playing Sunday per-
formances.
"South Pacific,” Majestic (143d

wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,166) (Roger
Rico, Martha Wright):; Nearly
$41,000 (previous week, $45,000).

"Stalag 17,” 48th St. (36th wk)
(CD-$4.80; 921; $21,547). Over
$14,000 (previous week, $16,400).
"The Number,” Bill'more (11th

wk) (D-$4.80; 920; $22,600). About
$8,200 . (previous week, $9,300);
closed Saturday night after 88 per-
formances, at an estimated loss of
$50,000.
"Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(11th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$.51,881) (Phil Silvers). Almost
$50,200 (previous week, with ex-
tra-scale New Year’s Eve, $53,500).
"Two on the Aisle,” Hellinger

(26th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert. Lahr, Dolores Gray). Nearly
$27,800 (previous week, $31,900).

OPENING THIS WEEK
"Desire Under the Elms,” ANTA

Playhouse (D-$3; 900; $19,000).
American National Theatre ,&
Academy offers, as the first show
irt the second ANTA Play Series
a revival of the Eugene O’Neill
play; cost of production and two
weeks’ operation is about $34,-

000,, arid the Subscription (there Is

thus far
; no provision for boxoffice

sale) totals about $60,000 for the
five-play series; opens tonight
(Wed.).
"Fancy Meeting You Again,”

Royale (C-$4.80; 1,035; $27,000).
Chandler Cowles and B.en Segal
production of play by George S.
Kaufman and Leueen MacGrath
(Mrs. Kaufman); financed at $65,-

000, cost about $40,000 (plus $10,-
000 tryout loss and $10,000 in
bonds) and can break evein at
around $12,500; opened Monday
night to one favorable notice
(Hawkins, World-Telegram & Sun)
and seven pans (Atkinson, Times;
Chapman, News; Coleman, Mirror;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American; Pollock, Com-
pass; Watts, Post); may close Sat-
urday (19).

"The Shrike,” Cort (D-$4.80; 1.-

056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn). Jose Ferrer production
of play by Joseph Kramm; capital-
ized at $50,000, cost around $35,-
000 (excluding $2,000 tryout loss

and. $10,000 in. bonds) and can.

break even at .
around $15,000;

opened last night (Tues.).

IN ITS BOSTON WINDUP
Boston, Jan. 15.

Newcomers—“Paris ’90,” the
Cornelia Otis Skinner solo, in for a:

week at the Shubert, and "Gertie,”
a new comedy here for a two-
weeker, at the Plymouth—rconsti-
tute the Hub’s legit fare this

stanza.
Last week’s lone entry was the

third and final frame of “Month
of Sundays” at the 1,700-seat Shu-
bert. Pegged at $4.80 top, it pulled

a slender. $15,OOO for the windup.
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Wilmington,, 10. ..p

Theatre ' Guild presentation* of"' comedy
in three acts by S. N. Behrman, based on
«an original story by W. Somerset Maug-
Tam Stars Edna Best. Basil Rathbone;
features Howard- St. John, Irene Brows*. 1

Philip Friend. Directed; by Cyril, Rltch-

ard. Set by Elft Von Kantzow. Produc-

tion under supervision of Theresa Hel-

burn and Lawrence- Langner. At Play-

house. Wilmington, Jan. 10. 52.

Ann Tower- Adrienne Corrl

Peter Crewe William
.
Whitman

Wilson At Collins

William Tower . ...... . , . .-Basil Rathbone
Mrs. Millicent Tower, . .... .Irene Browne
Mrs. Jane Fowler . .

, . . , . . . • . ...

Maid .
Sarah Marshall

Locd Alan Frobisher . . . .Howard St. John
Gilbert Dabney . > .

.
.. . , . . Philip Friend

salvaged by a strong acting per-
sonality (”Gigi”>* A Similar epi-

sode may possibly, bedm the<mak-
ing with the soon-due arrival of

“Gertie." If this lightweight script

is to. suryivai tynd premiere indi

cations cast a' doubt' 'on that an
gle), it will be primarily 'on. the
.reception accorded Britisher
Glynis Johns, who is making her
American debut in this comedy
drama.
"Play is somewhat diffused in

“Jane” has many hit potentiali-

ties, such as sparkling lines, clever

situations and an. excellent cast,

but as presented here the final im-
pression isn’t too satisfying. Drastic

changes will be needed before it

reaches Broadway if it is to make
the grade/-

These should not be too difficult,

however. The; play, written by S.

N. Behrman from an original story

by W. Somerset Maugham, now
runs almost a half-hour overtime.
When the necessary cuts are made
and the action, speeded in the .early

part of the first act, and in portions

of the second act, it should prove
a real contender.
The plot deals with “a bawdy

old: frump from Liverpool,” Jane
Fowler, who in. 1938 decides to

.
marry a young, handsome architect,

Gilbert Dabney. She goes to

.London before the marriage to

win the approval of her sister-in-

law, Mrs. Millicent Tower, a society

leader- Milllcent’s divorced hus-
band, William Tower, a ' globe-
trotting writer with a “great ability

for general disparagement,” is on
one of his rape visits to his daugh-
ter, Ann. Millicent is hoping for

a proposal from Lord Allan Frobis-
her, owner of a string of news-

E
apers who likes his liquor and
as a knack with women.
In the second act, six months

later, Dabney has completely
“reupholstered” Jane, who has;

now become one of the best-

dressed and most popular women
in London, She has decided, how-
ever, that she had best leave
Dabney, who has remained, faith-

ful, and marry some one of her.

own age: She wins a proposal from
the cynical Tower with ease, but
lias much more difficulty with
Frobisher, whom she really loves.

A secondary plot , deals with the
love of Ann Tower for Peter
Crewe, a young poet who loves her.

but cannot marry, because he
already has a wife in a German
concentration camp. That mar-
riage, he explains, was a mere
passport affair to get the young
actress out of Germany, but it had
not succeeded as she had been
arrested before she could leave.
Ann’s mother disapproves of
Crewe, and her father is at first

cynically indifferent toward him.
They win the sympathy of Jane,
however, who gets Lord Frobisher
against his better judgment to pull
the necessary strings to have
Crewe’s wife released and sent to

London, where Crewe can obtain
a divorce, >

Edna Best is brilliant in the title

role, making thoroughly plausible
the great change in the character
that occurs between the first and
second act. Basil Rathbone gives
a suave, polished reading of the
role of William Tower,, the cynical
author. Howard St. John is ex-
cellent as Lord Frobisher. One of
the high points of the play is his
drunken scene, which he skillfully
underplays.. Irene Browne wrings
all the laughs possible from her
rolie of Mrs. Tower. Adrienne
Gorri is a fresh, beautiful Ann
Both Philip Friend, as GUber
Dabney, and William Whitman, as
Peter Crewe, are highly competent.

Klep.

Gortie
New Haven, Jah. 10.

Herman Shumlin production of comedy*

i
rama in three acta (five scenes) by Enid
agnold. Stars Glynis Johns. Albert- Dek*

ker; features. Polly Rowles*: Alan Napier,
Patricia Wheel, Robert Duke. Directed by
Shumlin; . setting* William -and Jean Eck-
art; costumes. Hazel Roy. At Shubert'.
New Haven, Jan. 10, ’32; $3.60 top.;.

Mr. . Ritchie .:..*. Alan Napier
Blanca. * . v. * * .......... . Anita Cooper
Gertie ..................... Glynis -. Johns
James s,.*. ••*«•«.

;

• Robert
.
Duke

Sarah. .

.

i . .Patricia Wheel
Mrs. Candida Kaufman. ... . Polly Rowles
Bex. ; . . ....... ...... .Albert Dekker

solidly. It's the first of a five-

play series for ANTA*
' This Eugeng OINelll recreation

is filled with the moral message
that our own deep yearnings can
carry with them* the seed of de-
struction. {This: is shown in the
love of the hard, patriarchal

father for his land, that of the

young stepmother for her stepson,

anid the -love of the son for his dead
mother. It is a tale of passion be-

tween stepson and stepmother. .

Cast demonstrates excellent apt-

ness for the. roles. As the youth
tom between devotion to his dead
'mother and stepmother, Douglas

- - Watson turns in a highly commend-
content and. in certain segments able performance. Karl Malden is

becomes a combination of hO-kum topnoich as the hard, soil-loving,

and ho-hum. Through its frailties, God-fearing New England farmer.
' 4LA ii.awIp a/ TAlin f* . . - « ® * a i _ * fl lOVC"

turns in a

^ w . _ polan and
proper word. ~ because script limi- George Mitchell, the two sons who
tations offer little opportunity for abandon the farm for the gold of

incandescent flashes. California. The wry humor
Basically', there jp a fairly in- dispelled by the pair is excellent

terestiijg thought comprising the and aids the play m attaining its

story line here. Plot emphasizes goal. .- * , • _
the plight of provincial British Setting of a New England farm-

maidens in regard to the shortage house and exterior by. Mordecai

of desirable males, and theme Gorelik is excellent. Other minor

points up the steps taken by one members of the cast also give nne
specific maiden to remedy the performances.

,

Costuming ot pen

situation.
9 Edwards is good.

Gertie is the youngest in a fam-

Eck.:

lily of four—widowed father,

brother James, and sister Sarah.
Father, a literary dreamer who has
.-spent most of his life on a scien-

tific book Which never quite

Reaches fruition, has dissipated the
•fortune left by his heiress wife.

Paris ’90
Boston, Jan; 14.

It seems clear that Cornelia Otis

Skinner has done it again in “Par-

is ’90,” set of* 13 character
sketches drawn, .in part, from the

Sarah, a would.be scribbler who characters, of. the( artist .Toujouse-

has arrived nowhere with her ef- Lautrec. It
-

ls
Vu°

forts, is verging on a psycho case Miss Skinner s things aie. of a spe-

because of lack of any actual ro* cial and reasonably

mance. Gertie, who feels she is but it will certainly click with the

pre-ordained to make sex her ca- faithful.
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Edw. E Horton Acquires

Road Rights to ‘Nina’

Winter Park*
.
Fla*, Jan, 15.

Edward Everett Horton has ac-

quired the road rights to “Ni

the Samuel Taylor adaptation; of

Andre Roiissin's Parisian farce,

and plans to present it on the

road this Spring with himself in

the role of the husband. The
Broadway edition of the play, with
Gloria Swanson, -David. Niven and
Alan Webb co-starred, closed last

week.

Horton opens tomorrow ight

(Wed.) in his perennial touring ve-
hicle, “Springtime fpr Hemy,” as

the initial bill of John Hunting-
ton’s Central Florida Drama Festi-

val, at the local highschool audi-

torium.

James stays home to look after the
did man;
An indication of the charm with

which Miss Johps endows her role,

may be gleaned from the fact that
she plays the essentially contemp-
tible part of a conniver so disarm

ally, to a picnic, are more power-
ful.

In* fact, the sketches conveying
the darker hues a r e generally:

more effective than the amusing
pnes. A portrait of a Boston school

teacher, and of a stone angel at

Notre Dame, rank with the best in

Gan. Bepiertory Theatre

Preps Spring Road Tour
Ottawa, Jan- 15;

.-# Canadian Repertory Theatre

,

which does a full season of stock

in Ottawa, will tour for two weeks
when it closes here May 17. Tour,

first in its three-year career, will

cover mostly one-nighters in the

Ottawa area, after 35 straight

weeks in the city.

CRT's Christmas-New Year sea-

son offered three recent
:.
English

plays, two of them too British to

have any U. S. hopes. These’ are

‘‘On Monday Next,” by Philip King,

and “The Happy Family," by
Michael Clayton Hutton,

Third play, M. J. Farrell’s and
John Perry’s “Treasure Hunt,”
which was a London hit, has a

wacky middle-aged femme as chief

character—a gentle screwball with

a European-type train compartment
in the living room. Plot, about an

old, proud but destitute Irish fam-

ily taking in a trio of English folk

as paying guests needs develop-

ing, in more . solidly humorous
fashion. The lead Was excellently

played by CRT’s Amelia Hall.

,

F»i«y Mwffig Yen
Agnin

Chandler Cowles and Ben Segal pro-
duction of comedy in three acts by
George S. Kaufman and Leueen Mac.
Grath. Staged by Kaufman. Features Miss
MacGrath, Walter Matthau. Margaret
Hamilton. Glenn Langan, Ruth McDevitt,
Reynolds Evans. Set and lighting, Albert
Johnson; costumes, Kathleen Ankers; pro*
ductfon associate, Ann Noyes. At Royale.
N. Y., Jan. X4./52; $4.80 top ($7.20 open-
ing night). -

Judge Patterson Reynolds Evans
Martin Vellaihrook. . : .Glenn Langan
Amanda Phipps . . . .

.

.Leueen MacGrath
Lucy Bascomb........ Margaret Hamilton
MilUe ....... ...... ... Vera Fuller Mellish

. Richard Purdy
.Walter Matthau
. Ruth McDevitt-
llsworth Wright

Earl Jones

Visitor * ....
Sinclair Heybore .......
Mrs. COrneUus

J- First Nubian .

Second Nubian

ingly,. as to remove the sting from this vein, while the -sketch of “La
her •actions.

'
”

.. .. Belle Conchita,” won in a raffle
Albert Dekker gives authenticity by a cadet, arid that of “The New

to the producer role and makes woman,” ari hilarious parody of
his characterization convincing, an English bicyclist, score on the
except in a story-telling sc ern e, comedy side. Most of. the sketches
which has the playwright attn- are held together in a deft thread
buting to the producer a naivete 0f continuity, resulting in a cumu-
completely foreign to the hep lative impact
Broadway he portrays.

t
The scene The major weakness of .the show

is a long-winded synopsis by Sarah,
ig the music, which is either ob-

the scribbling sister, which may vlous or tif the old vaudeville
come under the heading of poetic souh<j m0st of the time. This may
license, but whose license expires be partly deliberate, but it does
after the first two minutes of gab, bo j. particularly erihance the mood.

Polly Rowles is attractive and at however, it offers Miss Skinner a
ease as the Hollywood personality; few- songs of a traditional charac-
Alan Napier gives a good interpre-

ter, which she does very well. Her
tation_of the _procrastinating fa- costumes, in the meantime, are ex-
ther: Patricia Wheel puts consid- ceptiorially handsoirie and colorful,
erabK effort into the Sarahrole; estab]iShing the characters before
Robaju Duke is amiable^as the son; a WOrd is spoken; The costume
and Anita Cooper lends amusmg changes are exceptionally swift,
atmosphere as a non-English-

t00t offering a minimum of delay,
speaking housemaid. ... While some of the scenes rather

Despite its lack of
.
out-and-out fan to go over (“The Professor'S

sock values, the writing unfolds wife,” with a Jewish theme, for
some very listenable phraseology instance), the whole adds up to a
and peppers the proceedings with solid evening of entertainment. It
intermittent bright epigrams. clearly proves again what every-
Herman Shumlin s staging has body has long known—;that Miss

act one in the pedestrian category, skinner, as a -combined writer, ac-

tress, imitator and Capturer of
mood, is without equal today.

Elie.

Broadway has already witnessed,

t h i s season, the spectacle of a
weak playwrighting sister being

WANTED
AMERICAN REPRESENTATION
The International Theater Veriag. Heidel-

berg, Germany, has numerous requests from
Oermiin producers for successful Amirlean
operettas and dramas. ITV' desires a eontaet

With an established New Vprk agency, to

seoure German rirhts to then productions.

Interested agencies - write* tat CONRAD
OERLEIN, Dlreotor.

It is not until well into the second
frame that the play shows any
signs of Catching fire. William arid

Jean Eckart (Mr. and Mrs.) have
contributed an excellent living!
room setting and Hazel Roy has
spruced up the troupe in attrac-

tive finery. Bone*

Desire Under the Elms
Hartford, Jan. 9,

ANTA presentation of drama revival in
three acts (12 scenes) by Eugene .O'Neill.

Features Karl Malden. Carol Stone. Doug-
las Watson* Lou Polan, George Mitchell.
Directed by Harold Clurman. Setting J»y.
Mordecai Gorelik, costumes by Ben Ed-
wards, lighting by Paul . Morrison. At
New Parsons, Hartford, Jan. 8. '32; $4.20
top.

Eben Cabot. , .Douglas Watson
Simeon Cabot. . , . * * . ...... .

.

.Lou Polan
Peter Cabot

.

.George Mitchell
Ephraim Cabot. . *. . .. ...... .Kiri Malden
Abble Putnam, Carol Stone
Young Girl . ; v . ; . * . ... . .

.

Jocelyn Brando
Man Charles Aldman
Fiddler. . . ... . * .. .... ....... .Mark Gordon
Old Farmer. .Howard H» Fischer
Woman .

.

'. . . . .

.

. *

.

* .

.

*

.

.Mlnnette Barrett
Sheriff Russell Gaige
Neighbor?: Ellwyn Dearborn, Colleen
Dewhurst, Norma Hayes, -George Hoxle,

‘ ultz,
" “

Off-B’way Show

Spippin House
(PROVINCETOWN PL’H’SE, N.Y.)

The new comedy by Ted Tiller,

which the Drama Troupers are cur-,

rently presenting at the Province-
town Playhouse, is a dispirited pot-
pourri of all the cliches of the
madcap family type of comedy. The
author’s scripting has a desperate
air when, after presenting the
Spippin family with a crisis in the
first scene, in the. visit of the two
awful female relatives of Mrs.
Spippin who suddenly descend
upon them arid abuse their hospi-
tality for three acts, he rings down
his final curtain on the delivery of
a telegram announcing the impend-
ing visit of a pair of Mr. Spippiri’s
relatives.

None of the actors should be
blamed for not being able to make
thig' stuff amusing, although the ob-
viously more experienced Anne.
Ives as a comic maid achieves bet-
ter* results by attacking her line%,
less broadly than the others.

Gale.

An overdose of Kaufmans
responsible for a not so faftcy

evening in “Fancy Meeting You
Again.” George S. Kaufman arid

wife. Leueen MacGrath wrote the
play; Miss MacGrath plays the
lead, arid Kaufman directed;. Sui
total is. a dull, feeble confection
lacking in taste, wit and sparkle.

Miss MacGrath is a Sculptress,
who believes she has lived in sev-
eral incarnations for 5,000 years;
Along comes an art critic who
blasts her

.
latest opus—- and he’s

the Guy who’s been her elusive
lover through all these incarna-
tions. Or so she says. Some obvious
situations result as the femme tries

to pin. him down this time, but it’s

not real comedy. A few cute gags
don’t compensate for * the dull
stretches.
Miss MacGrath, very attractive

and quite talented, certainly isn’t

suited for this type of farce com-
edy, playing it fairly heavily. Kahf-
-man’s direction is just .as stolid,

too.

Walter Matthau manages to keep
his equilibrium as the critic-lover,,

and gives the play more than it

deserves* Margaret Hamilton, in

one of her infrequent safaris frorii

films, is fairly amusing as the
sculptress' secretary, but even sh
plays in too even a key. Ruth
McDevitt has some funny moments
as a fussy head of an art- commit-
tee who in a onetime incarnation
was a bordello, madame in Rome.
Reynolds Evans is good in tlie -role

of a judge and Glenn Langan is

handsome and frustrated as the
discarded mate. Richard Purdy has
a good menacing bit as a heavenly
messenger, and Vera Fuller Mellish
is amusing as an astringent maid.

Albert Johnson’s set is striking
and Kathleen .Ankers’ costumes
appealing. The play is not.

Bron.

Trade Slant

of

Heir to the Flesh
Hollywood, Jan. 7.

Hollywood Playwrights production
drama in three acts (four scenes) by Ha-
mon Romero and Harriet Hinsdale. Dl*
rected by Marcene Riley. Set by Vlada..

|

At Coronet* Hollywood, Jah* 7, '52; $2.40
top.

jessica Osborne ....... .- . ..... Alice Rblph
Mrs. Ellen Andrews. . . .... .... .Nan Price
Lloyd Winston ....... . , . .. . ..Glen Vernon
Kay Winston: . ... .. . . . . .. .Marta Mitrovich
Cornelia Winston. ......... .Helen Noyes
John Winston- : .. .George Lill

Dr.. Stephen Burke -. . . . . .

.

.Allan Nixon
Dr. Maxwell Winston. : . .Doug McEachln

John McLlarn, Barbara Sohul
Wolf. Don Elson.

Jutta

An excellent cast, coupled with
a fine script and the dynamic di-

rection of Harold Clurman, make
“Desire Under the Elms” the best
chunk of theatre fare to come out
of the New Parsons to date. * De-
spite bad backstage lighting open-
ling. night, the play went over

A soap opera with an Rnusual
peg, “Heir to the Flesh” gets the
new Los Angeles legit season off

to a bad start. Drama of artificial

Insemination is, like its subject,
strictly heir-satz.

Basically, it’s a story of marital
difficulties aggravated by a “Silver
Cord” theme. Complications .are

bafeed on some outrageous coin-
cidences, mainly the manlier in
which the. wife’s former boy-friend,
who unknowingly was the donor
of her test tube . baby, is dragged
back into her life.

Trite writing, iriept direction and
wooden acting combine to make
the three-acter interminable, even
though it is a shorter script than
normal. ‘ Kap.

Continued front 57

- Annfi Christie
N. Y. City Theatre Co. (George Schae-

fer, artistic director) revival of drama in

three -acts (four scenes) by .
Eugene

O’Neill. Stars Celeste Holm, Art Smith*.
Kevin McCarthy, Grace Valentine. Di-
rected by Michael Gordon; settings! and
costumes. Emeline . Roche. At City Center,
N. Y

:
, Jan. 9, '52; $3 top,

Man-at-the-Bar Lou Gilbert
Johnny-the-Prlest Frank Rowan
Longshoreman. . . .Eli Segall
Longshoreman .Matt

.

Resnick
Postman ..... . . ........ .Arthur O’Connell
Bartender v. . Jerry Paris
Chris Christopherson ...Art Smith
Marthy Owen-. , T. . . . ..... race Valentine
Anna Chrifctopherson . . . . : Celeste Holm
Mbt. Burke Kevin McCarthy
Johnson . Robert Andersoh

regarded as being a sporting ges-

ture.

The reviews of the two actresses
generally bore out the contrasting
reaction of the trade: Thus, Miss
Rogers got predominantly friendly
personal notices, while Miss Swan-
son ‘received miofetly personal pans.
The difference in the critical reac-
iiori to the two stars seemed not
so much in the actual opinions of
their respective performances, but
more a matter of tone/

According to inside sources,
member^ of the “Love arid Let
Love” cast and representatives of
the managenierit .remained on ex-

cellent terms with Miss Rogers,
and her closing-night party for the
company was said to have been
very friendly. In contrast, the
other actors arid representatives
of the management of “Nina” ate
understood to have stayed general?

ly aloof from Miss Swanson.

One or .two colymnists of’ the
New York dailies ran pieces $ym
pathetic to Miss Swanson, but most
of the editorial comment, if any,
was. cool:' The press for the most
part wa% Inclined to be generous
toward Miss Rogers. Both shows
involved were flops.

This Eugene O’Neill success,.
Which Pauline Lord made a hit in

the 1921-22 season, proves some-
what dated in form and attitude,

but contemporary in vigorous char-
acterization and emotional impact.
Despite all its imitators have done
to over-familiarize it in.thC 30-year
interim, it remains absorbing and
compelling drama. Moreover, it is

admirably presented by the City
Center staff and excellent cast.

Having already demonstrated
her musical comic talent on. the
stage, Celeste Holm proves a con-
vincing ‘ dramatic actress’ in this

first serious part on Broadway
since the memorable bit she played
in “Time of Your Life,” in 1939-40*

With comriiendable directness arid

lack of bombast, she ma.^es

O’Neill’s soiled heroine a plausible
figure. If the * performance has
limited depth, it offers compensa-
tions in its quiet intensity and in

various poignant touches.
As her father, the blundering

old former salt water sailor with
a fanatical awe of “dat old davil

sea, Art Smith presents a neatly

dimensioned characterization, al-

|-though his Swedish accent
.

some-
times blurs his lines. Grace Val-

entine is both amusing, and, touch-
ing as the likeable old waterfront
belle. And Kevin McCarthy is

believeably rugged as the muscle*
brained hero, Mat Burke. There
are also; competent bit portrayals

by Jerry Paris, Lou Gilbert, Frank
Rowan and Arthur O’Connell.
Michael Gordon has staged the

play expressively, making eloquent

Use of music for backgrounds and
scene-setting, and Emeline Roche s

scenery and costumes are a tn^

umph of imagination over .budget

limitations. Kobe*



flail t4 Sindicate Wimckell .Series
‘ New York Post/which last week
•tartetf'ait “expose" series on col*

S
icked up/ about 35,000 copies
aily,. it’s reported.

Meanwhile, the N. Y. Mirror*
Winchell’s home base, has made
no formal recognition of the Post’s

blasts, except to install streamer
headlines above its nameplate that

read, “There’s Only One Walter
Winchell," “Everybody Reads Wal-
ter Winchell.”

Goodman New Time Pic Critic

Erza Goodman has been tapped
as the new film critic for Time
magazine. Goodman, who until

recently was columnist for the Los
Angeles Daily News and who has
done ‘freelance flacking and fea-

ture articles on Hollywood, starts

on the mag around Feb, 1.

He replaces Lester Bernstein,;

who transfers to Time-Life’s Rome
bureau end of the month, after

two years in. the reviewing post.

Hy Gardner’s Column Revision

New York Herald Tribune will
greatly step up its coverage of
“hard news," from Hollywood, as
differentiated from speculation and
gossip, at the same time that it in-

stitutes a format revision on Hy
Gardner’s “Early Bird oh Broad-
way" column.

Starting Jan. 28, Gardner’s, stint
will be retitled “Early Bird Coast
to Coast" with more items on film
folk and pix. Although the coir
umn has covered Hollywooditea in
the past, tile proportion of pic
Items will be increased, by the
H-T's dispatching of Joe Hyams to
the Coast as Gardner’s legman. Hy-
ams has been working for Gardner
In Gotham.

In addition to gathering material
for Gardner, Hyams will cover the
Coast film scene for the daily, wir-
ing in stories to compete- with
those Tom Pryor does for the rival
N, Y. Times.

Buchwald’s N. Y, Column
Art Buchwald, who writes a

“Paris After Dark" column for the
Paris edition- of the New York Her-
ald Tribune, . Will also do a pillar
for the New York edition. It will
be syndicated by the H-T in the
U. S.
Column will appear three times

t
week under the label “Europe’s
ighter Side." Part* of it will be

picked up from the Paris script and
other parts specially written. While
Buchwald will continue to head-
quarter in Paris, he’ll do consider-
able traveling to get in other con-
tinental flavor.

.
The 29-year-old columnist is cur-

rently in New York on a three-
week visit. He’s a former Paris
Variety mugg.

’Emily & Mabel* Cartoons
“Emily And Mabed,” book of car-

toons based On Emilio (Mike) An*
gelo’s daily series in the Philadel-
phia Inquirer, is being published
and distributed this week by the
Inquirer as a circulation stunt.
After that, the John. C. Winston
Co. takes over the $1 paperback
for national distribution. Winston
also published Angelo’s previous-
cartoon book, “Just. Be Patient,"
a series on medicos and hospitals.
Tome, Issued in September, has
sold over 25,009 copies so far.

Aifgelo, who also appears on TV
in Philly (WFIL) as a cartoonist,
is in N. Y. prepping details with
scripter Beth Browh for a tele
show based on “Emily And Mabel."
Duo are spins! ers on a steady
search for a male.

Agnes de Mille. Lets Hair Down
Agnes de Mille’s “Dance to the

Piper” (Atlantic-Little, Brown) is

One of the most graphic show biz
books of the season: It’s -.a warm,
rich, bitter autobiography , as com-
pelling for its Dluntriess and rev-
elations as for its scope and charac-
ters. The book roams from films
and legit to modern dance and bal-
let; and back again to the theatre,
for an absorbing chronicle. Script-
ing, too, is firstrate; Miss de Mille
tells her story with the skill of a
novelist;'

Grariddaughter' of economist
HehTyfGeorge, daughter of Broad-
tvay’pJaVwright-Hollywood' director
William C. de Mille, niece of direc-
tor Cecil B., a girl who grew up
among entertainment world greats,
Miss de Mille found her connec-
tions a hindrance father than aid
to a career. This is the poignant re-
cital of her unsuccessful struggles
to establish herself as sola dancer
in the U. S. ‘and Europe; her trials
as Broadway dance stager, and the
more successful years as? ballet cre-

ator (“Rodeo-”) 'and Broadway
dance director (“Oklahoma" “Brig-
adoon,” ’’Bloomer Girl," etc.),

,
Of particular trade interest are

the ^study of early filming days in
Hollywood; her sharp portrait of
uncle Cecil B.; how the late
Charles B. Cochran took her over
in London; her first failure in N. Y.
legit, staging the dances for “Fly-
ing Colors.” Especially vivid and
harsh is. the chapter on the launch-
ing of the Broadway musical, “Hoo-
ray For What," with the brawling
among actors, writers, directors
and management, etc.

There are fascinating portraits
of Charlie Chaplin, Geraldine Far-
rar, Elinor Glyn, Pavlova; tributes
to Martha Graham, Marie Rambert,
Antony Tudor, Rodgers & Ham-
merstein; especially a book-length
orchid to her incredible, intrepid
mother, Who shepherded hpr
through the long grim days trying
to launch a' stage career. There’s a
provocative chapter on ballet and
sex. The world of ballet gets a: long
going-over, perhaps one-sided but
certainly- pin-pointedly, and one
gets a first-hand history of the
dance in America, .as well as a
vivid, varied slice Of show biz
Americana. Bron.

*51 ‘WorldCommunications*
According to newly-published

‘'World Communications," put out
by UNESCO at $2.50, the United
Kingdom stood first in daily news-
papers sold per 1,000 inhabitants
in 1951, with.. 624.. Runners-up in
the . first five were Norway, 464;
Australia, 455: Sweden, 416, and
the U. S., 354.. Israel was a sur-
prise sixth with 235 and Japan
stood seventh With 224,

In ..film productions per year,
India’s 289 total was second to the
U. S.’sr 450, and rankings of the
next five, in this order, were Japan,
Italy,; France, German and U. K.
The widest disparity shows up in

television sets per nation. 1 Th e
U. S. figure is 13,400,000 ' and
U. K.’s second place is 1,000,000.
After that it’s a stragglers pro-
cession, third going to Soviet Rus-
sia with a “believed to have" 50,-
000 receivers, and France rates
fourth with 30,000. On basis of
total populations as roughly com-
puted by Variety, the American
figures represents about 9% (of
150,000,000) and the U. K. about
2% (of 53,000,000). Hence, while
the U. S.’s total units sold or in
operation are more : than 13 times
that of Great Britain, the percent-
age gap on saturation is only a
little more than four times,

.

The Soviet set distribution,, while
highly “Unofficial" as a figure,
would amount to about l/38th of
1% of the 192,000,000 population,
latter taking .in the whole Union
plus its “acquisitions-" The French
statistic gives it a rating of about
l/14th of 1% of 42,000,000 popu-
lation.

‘Yankee • Priest’

Rev. Edward F. Murphy, author
of “The Scarlet Lily" and a mem-
ber of the Lambs, is the first to
hit the 1952 bookstalls with a vol-
ume that seems tailor-made for the
current biopic cycle. It’s called
“Yankee Priest” (Doubleday $3.50)
and covers a life time of a Going-
My-Way sort of career between
Salem, Mass., where he had to
split the billing of his natal day
with a tenement house fire, and
New Orleans, where he is now pro-
fessor of philosophy at Xavier Uni-
versity and somewhat sr thorn in

the side of the “white supremacy"
gang.

Book has some hilarious stuff

on his dealings with those in show
biz. Scul.

Argentina Publishing Woes
Cost of books and magazines is

soaring in Argentina, where, cur-
rency restrictions arid government
suspicion make it hard to import
foreign publications. Publishers
issue reasonably cheap translation
of the world’s output of books by
famous authors, but whereas six

years ago these translations were
within the reach of all classes,

their cost is making them prohibi-
tive for most today;

.
In the past month the prices of

daily newspapers also has been
doubled. Newsprint curbs have
forced newspapers to cut down on
circulation, arid venders have only
a limited number of newspapers
and magazines for distribution.

Buenos Aires publishing firms,
which 1(J years ago were doing
flourishing business with all the
other Latin-American countries,
now find themselves stymied by the
paper shortage arid currency diffi-

culties. The increased costs are
making ft hard for many to keep
in operation. Prices of paper and

printing materials have Increased
by 90% in the last couple of years,
while wages have pefen quadrupled.

CHATTER
Harris Shevelsou.gandering Hol-

lywood; as editor of Pageant mag,
Paramount Pictures 1

« publicist
Walter Waldman placed a piece;
“Mambo Dance Craze” in the cur-
rent issue of American Mercury.

.
Viking Press will reissue An-

tonina yallentin’s “Leonardo Da
Vinci," ih commemoration of the
500th anni of the great painter’s
birth,

Dianne Q. Carrere is new presi-
dent of the Hollywood Foreign
Correspondents Association,, re-
placing Mishel S; Green who re-
signed.
Martin Abramson, profiler of

Sidney Kingsley in the current
Esquire mag, also has. a piece on
gold

,
smuggling in the current

Pageant mag.
Pitman Publishing Cd. putting

out new (second) edition of “Moira
Shearer, Portrait of a Dancer," by
Pigeon Crowle, bringing biog up
to date with U. S, Sadler’s Wells
visits.

Robert Kass, film-drama-book
reviewer for WFUL-FM, N. Y», au-
thored a short story, “That Foreign
Look," for the February issue of
“The. Sign," national Catholic
monthly.
Sam Goldwyn, will have an ar-

ticle* “What America Means to
Me," in the Jan, 27 issue of The
American Weekly. Same issue will
carry a Betty Hutton byliner, “I
Was Really the Girl on the Flying
Trapeze.” Yarns discusses her ex-
periences:. as a trapeze . artist for
Par’s “Greatest Show on Earth."
Sigmund Spaeth, Whose latest

book is “Opportunities in Music";
Agnes de Millfe, author of “Dance
to the Piper," a n d .Edwin Way
Teale, writer of “North With The
Spring," were guest speakers at the
book and author luncheon of the
American Booksellers Assn., at the
Hotel Astor, N. Y., yesterday
(Tues.).

Phonevision
Continued . from page 1

Zenith will have no recourse
against regular home viewers, who
will pay the proposed $1 fee to

have the. phone operator unscram-
ble the PV signals and then

, possi-
bly invite their friends aind neigh-
bors in to witness the show, ither
on a “share-the-cost" basis of for
free. According to the exhibs, sev-
eral instances occurred, during the
PV tests last spring .of Zenith’s
“guinea pigs" charging their

friends who drop in to see their
show.
Number of Chi houses equipped

for big-screen video, which would
be necessary, for the exhibs to carry
out their scheme, is presently about
five. But a number of Others have
Already put in orders for the equip-
ment, while another group is

awaiting results of the first show-
ing in. this country, of 20th-F<5X’s

Eidophor system before inking
with any other big-screen manufac-
turer. In addition, it’s reported
that Trad-O-Vision, which is offer-

ing a low-cost theatre TV system,
has been pitching hard, in the Chi
market and might have a number
of~cleals lined up. Exhibs feel that
it would not take too many thea-
tres, if they were, strategically lo-

cated around the city, to put PV
out of business.

Zenith, for its part, will undoubt-
edly be forced to make stick a ban
against any PV customer charging
an admission fee for its shows. For
that purpose, the company has the
experience of theatre TV itself to

count on. While no actual test case
has beeri heard, sports promoters,
or networks that have carried some
sports events on an exclusive basis

for home video, have been able to

prevent any theatres from picking
up those events for use via their

big-screen systems.

I Kefauver
Conti from page 1

aim to set up a code of conduct
for Congressional committees and
to protect individuals who are de-
nounced tinder the cloak of Con-
gressional immunity;

In discussing his code for Con-
gressional committees, Kefauver
made special note of television; He
declared that the code set up under
his resolution does 'not force tele-

vision upon any committee. “If the
committee chairman determines,"
the Senator said, “that televising
is hindering the work of the com-
mittee, or really imposing on the
witness, then it is his responsibility
and his duty to stop the cameras."
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Hollywood; Jan;. 10.

'The experiisa I give myseJf trying to aaive. a buck. Take that pitettJerry
Lewis made for the victims 6f muscular dystrophy1 on M fie L’s recent
Colgate Comedy Hour. .1 tried telephoning congratulations to them at
the El Capitan Theatre (which NBC is leasing froin Archbishop Mc-
Intyre), but the house hasn’t had a phone since Ken Murray checked
out,

From NBC’S switchboard operator I learned M fie L had dressing
rooms at the studio. In fact, she was sure they were there by now*.
But tl\eir line was busy , . . still busy.* So I decided to compose a tele-
gram. However, by the time I had got the prose up to my own high
standards (which is pretty; hard to do on Sundays) the comics, had left
for a round of the niteries.

The next day, still determined not to let my thanks die on the vi

I traced them to the Par lot. Though it was the day. before New Year’s,
they were working. They were hilariously lousing up the high calling
of paratroopers in a picture currently tagged “Jumping Jacks.".

I could, of course, have sent, my billet doux by special* delivery for
18c, but considering the day I figured that no courier, even if sober,
could be trusted to get through the traffic congestion. So I decided
to drive over to Par myself and maybe pick up some cutrate gas on
the way.

Hal Wallis was on the set, but Waiter- Seltzer was in his office. We
arranged for him to meet us.

As we neared the Par publicity entrance a guy was standing nearby.
For New Year’s Eve,: he looked like a crestfallen dreamboat.
“You look like an actor," I said. He was. He turned out to be Tony

Curtis, "‘whose home lot is Universal, He had a day off arid tried to
crash the Par lot to see Jerry Lewis. He told the cop he and Lewis
Were old friends.. In fact, Lewis.had. been test man at Curtis’ wedding
to Janet Leigh. Nevertheless, the cops had given the interloper1 the
old heave-ho;
As president emeritus of Gate-Crashers Local No. 7 (the lucky one)*

I decided this brushoff needed a retake,

This One Is The Tony?
“Get In the back seat,” I suggested. “Maybe you’d better lie on

the floor. Alice will drive us through the DeMille gate, and then when:
we’re out of sight of the cops you can sneak aitound the stages to
your old pal.”

We let him off inside the lot and a block from where the M & L
crew Were working. It took us about five minutes to find a parking space
end as we neared the spot where Norman Taurog was directing Lewis,
a GI came up to us; He looked familiar. It was Curtis! He had
wrangled a uniform out of wardrobe, and had changed faster than a
protean artist,

Lewis was doing a scene which required him to Walk past a service-
men’s club, stop and decide to go in. As Lewis , walked in, Curtis
walked out.

Lewis stopped dead, let out the wildest whoop of his repertoire and
just about went nuts with delight.
“You know,’’ he said, after he calmed down a bit, “I looked down

and thought, ‘This guy’s pants are too short for him’ and then I saw
It was you!’’

He turned to Messrs. Wallis and Taurog. “Say, why can’t we shoot
it. this way? Why can’t Tony play it.?’’

Hal Wallis knew why. Curtis was a Universal property. There
would be the devil to pay if he played Without a signed release. As
far as the Par records showed he wasn’t even on the lot officially as a
visitor.

"Well, why can’t he walk on with me, with his back to the camera?"
Lewis wanted to know.

“Tony’s hair is too long for a GI."
“Okay, so we’ll give him a haircut," suggested Lewis.
But Tony was having none of that horseplay,
After a shot was okayed (the one with Curtis, I prophecy, will never

get beyond: the cutting room floor) it seemed about time for me to get
into the act.

Lewis was talking to Taurog again.
“jerry Lewis?" I cut i “I’m Long John Silver, sheriff of Kern

County!. I have a subpoena for you.”
.

I handed It to him. Deadpan. He played it deadpan, too, Subpoena*
are a serious and frequent thing in his life.

“May I open it?" he asked.
“Sure," I said.

He opened it. Tt read:
"I WANT TO THANK YOU FOR THE GREATEST GIFT RECEIVED

IN YEARS—YOUR PITCH FOR THE VICTIMS OF MUSCULAR
DYSTROPHY LAST NIGHT ON THE ‘COLGATE COMEDY HOUR/
MAY YOUR REWARD IN 1952 BE THE BEST YOU’VE EVER HAD,

Frank Sculi.y."

He looked at me. He said nothing. . For a .minute he doodled around
with, the document and then put it back in the envelope. He didn’t
know where to put it. Dean Martin wasn’t around anywhere.

I had meant to thank Hal Wallis, for cleaning up “Sailor Beware"
and’ particularly for taking my name out of the original script. That
was a sore point in the Scully dynasty.
When “Sailor Beware" began slumming on Broadway 18; years ago,

My Sis and a friend from the Women’s University Club bought a pair

of balcony seats. Being Theatre Guild sureseater sort of people, this

foc’sle stuff had. them blushing as if by mistake they had wandered
into Minsky's,

Cradle-Shopping, Table-Hopping—Quelle Biz!

But the topper came in the second scene when some bagslingers in

a Panama, pub began heading a three-week-old issue of the New York
Mirror. Hazel was reading Winchell; Another dame named Ruby
sauntered in and began reading oyer Hazel’s shoulder. Whit she read
startled her. It seems the Scullys were cradle-shopping.

There, was notjhing libelous ' this. Actually we were. “Sailor

Beware" opened in New York on Sept. 28, 1933, and Sylvia Frances

Scully was born at trie New York Hospital ori Oct. 21, 1933. So We were
cradle-shopping during the opening Weeks of this bawdy show. We
But birth announcements through the medium of bawdy Broadway
But birth announcements through the medium of baudy Broadway

shows was not in the New England tradition. As aired i “Sailor

Beware” it floored my Sis. At the end of the act she and "her friend ...

managed to sneak out: a side exit of the Lyceum Theatre and never
went back to see how Messrs. Kenyon Nicholson and Charles Robinsori

resolved trie problem, of tlie sex-life of sailors on leave.

Naturally With this skeleton in the family closet I was curious to

see how Hal Wallis had cleaned up “Sailor Beware" He. did it very

well; Normally when Dean Martin is talking to a wench and Martin

says, to Lewis, “Three’s a crowd,” it is Lewis’ cue to say, “Okay, Hazel,

get lost." -“Sailors Beware" has that sort of sudsing and, brother, it

must have needed triree
1

rinses,

. In his version Hal Wallis took the gobs off the U.S.S. Dakota and -

put. them in a submarine. Then they' submerged, with Lewis hanging

on to the periscope. That cleaned up the original dialog so that even

my Sis could have enjoyed it. Too bad she isn’t around la see it.

However, little ‘Sylvia Frances can catch the new version, She’s the

One referred to in the play version! She’s now a freshman at Smith.

I suppose they have picture houses at Hamp, I must tell.her to applaud

especially loud for Jerry Lewis,
,
the one who made the pitch, foj: the

victims of muscular dystrophy—--the kids who can never grow up fo be

famous like L^Wis, because m.d. kills all its child victims in childhood.
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Bahama Playhouse, arrived Mon-
day (14) via plane from Naw York*

June A&MrtrOwi tor « Wf &^gW5£^88fc ft^ **™'**l*&*£.%088*
News; Elizabeth Adams, ot Town
and Country; George AUerup. of
International New* Sendee: •Jqlm
Madigan, of United. .Press; and
David Appel, of Philadelphia In-
quirer, arrived last week lor brief

visit.

ward Dietz, Metro. v.p.< «««;»

in Ni Y. after seeing new tfrbdUCit

at the . studio, v
':

s

;

Paul Lhtfariis, Columbia Fifcttim
homeoffk* exec, and his, wife' on
on a ^two^week vacation in t!h'e

West Indies,

Maurice Bergman, assistant to
| vHftin the 'Bahamas"

Universal prez Nate Blumberg, re-
turned to his desk Monday (14)

after a month’s illness.

•* Comedian Jack Carter, after
working two Berle shows during
latter’s vacation, off to spend 12
days at Lord Tarleton Hotel, Miami
Beach.

Benny Fields and Blossom See-
ley set to participate in promotion
campaign for Paramount’s “Some- * ... -

body Loves Me,” based On their ,
Lydie Lore back from a dance

careers. tour in Egypt with a local ballet.

Council of Motion Picture Or- .
Nadia Markulescu of Metro toss-

ganizations making its office space log cocktail party- for Gene Kelly,

in the Paramount Bldg: available Raymond Rouleau to stage the
to out-Of-tOwn newspapermen visit- Anita Loos adaptation Of “Gigi*

By Maxime DeBeix
(33Bd. Montparnasse, Littre-7564)

Michael Redgrave in from Lon-
don.

Orson Welles in Paris for vaca-

ing the city.

Mike Todd
,
off to Rome yester-

day (Tues.) on film business and
still talking of persuading La
Scala Opera to come to N. Y. for
an al fresco season at Jones Beach.
Annual Communion breakfast

for Catholics in the film industry,

here,

The Teresa and Luisillo flamenco
group still packing the Theatre de
l’Empire.

Cynda Glenn weekending in
Maurepas following a sock gala
appearance at Carrere’s.

Julie Gibson to Rome for dialog
?* direction on the new Jean Renoir

has spread to Toronto and L. A.
It’s set for Sunday (20) in N. Y.
and Toronto, and an unspecified
date in February in L. A.

Actor Horace McMahon this
week wound up a busy sked. He
appeared On 24 radio and television

film, "Coach Of St. Sacrement.

Two-year-old son of clown ,Phil-

llppe Pipo appearing at Medrano
Circus, doing in clown’s costume.

Cellist Pablo Casals, who lives

in the South of France, - getting

broadcasts and did 29 personals, in the.Spanish high order Of the Lib-

Chicago and St. Louis in behalf of eracion.

Paramount’s “Detective Story,” in Newlyweds Yves Montand. and
which he is featured. Whirlwind Simone Signoret prevented from
tour went 13 days. taking honeymoon trip abroad by

film commitments in two pix.

Barbara Laage to appear, in J.

P, Sartre’s ‘‘Respectful Prostitute”
film opposite American colored
student Walter Bryant in Paris.

LmAi
„ ShCrek oh quickie trip to

Paris.
Irving Allen doe here from Hol-

lywood
.

'Alecf Gulnneks vacationing in

Norway after attending the Paris
preem >of ; "Lavender Hill Mob”
(U). <• <

Frances Day Inked for a cabaret
season at the Bagatelle to follow
Joan Heal.

Louise Hayward went into the
Berkeley last Monday (14) on
cabaret date,

*

Sir Alexander Korda convales-
cing after hospital treatment for
skin complaint caused by over-
work:-

Edith Piaf skedded lor a one-
woman show at Cambridge Theatre
to follow the current Katherine
Dunham run.
Sue Carson, currently playing

femme lead in Val Parnell’s ‘‘Peep
Show,” dickering with the Cafe de
Paris for cabaret stint next month.
James Carney to play lead . in

Patrick Cargill's new play, ‘‘The
Loving Elms,” which starts a pre-
West End run at the Embassy,
Swiss Cottage, this week.

Beatrix Thompson back on the
stage after a five years’ illness con-
tracted in Burma. She opened at
the Lindsey Club Theatre in
Search of Yesterday.”
Morton Fraser’s Harmonica

Gang booked by George and Alfred
Black for a summer season of 18
weeks in one of their Blackpool
shows opening in June.
Jack Hylton’s plan to have Lud-

milla Tcherina, dancer from the
Opera Paris and Monte Carlo, as
guest star for his Ballet Russe
short season at the Adelphl, looks
cold, Dancer is under contract to
Michael Powell and. E. Pressbiirg-
er, the. film producers, who are
asking $2,800 for a 10-day appear-
ance.

Hat, soloed with' Phlliy orchestra
in weekened concerts (11-12) In
performance of Virgil Thomson**
''Acadian Sketches,” suite based
on incidental music from “Loui-

Cleveland
By Glenn C. Pullen

Sirena’s tank act putting Henry

By Abel Gree''

Mervyn LeRoy occupying Ar-
mand Deutsch’s house here,
Ruth and Monroe Grecnthal

guesting with the Sol Lessers
here.

Irwin Shulman has Beatrice Kay, r „

Arthur Blake and Johnnie Ray here George’s Cabin Club into floor-

at his Chi-Chi. show biz.

NBC prez Joe McConnell at Lenny »Colyer, back for home-
LaQuinta, where the Abe Lastfo- town visit, getting h.o. at Daffy's
gels, LeO Spitzes and Bob Gold- Stardust Room,
stein vacationed. Biscayhe Club holding singer
Manie (RCA) Sacks weekended Bobby Arndt for month but drop-

with the . George Montgomerys ping, too cOstly policy of weekly
(Dinah Shore), Nancy Sinatra and wax name^
Barbara Stanwyck^ ' Engagement of Theatre • Ballet
Honeymooning Rudolph Halleys cut, to two days by Mrs. Emil

(Janice Brosch) an exciting new Brudno, local sponsor/ at Public
face in local show biz channels,
and almost as w.k.; such is the im-
pact of TV.

Eddie Silverman (Essaness The-
atres) escaping Chi winter at his
home here. John Balaban at La-
Quinta, in which he and other Chi
Interests are financially interested.

Over 20 to the Bert Friedlobs*

Music, Hall, Jan. 10-20.

Georgia Gibbs set for Hollen-
den’s Vogue Room Jan. 21 on two-
weeker after Joe E. Lewis winds
up current nine-day stay.

Guy Lombardo’s orch introduc-
ing ‘‘I Can’t Stop Crying,” new

I tune by. Morrey Davidson and Earl
(Eleanor Parker) 6th anniversary Rohlf, with Carmen LOmbardo col

party at the Racquet Club, includ- lablng.

ing the Tony Martins (Cyd Cha- Manny Stutz resumed three and
risse), the Mervyn LeRoys (Kitty four-day sepia vaude shows at his
Spiegel) and Sam Briskin. Circle . Theatre with Larry Steele’s
The Bill Perlbergs’ (Bobble “Smart Affairs” here over last

Brox, ex-Brox Sisters) new ranch- week-end.
house here designed for almost no- Mltzi Bruggen’s Lucky Girls line
servant operation, but none the leaving Alpine Village Saturday
less they had four people all over (jg) after two-year run there, for

Jack
P "-— P

°°!uu!
ar

?u"t’ Beverly Hills Country Club, Cov-

house
BennyS 4,0118111 theiF old

I
ington, Ky,

George (ex-Par) Brown and his
wife, Kathryn, are owner-operators
of fashionable LaSerena Hotel &
Bungalows, a quick click here.
Chamber of Commerce gave
shindig to welcome the Browns
to local community, and he of-
fered to work gratis on exploita-
tion to make PS year-round re
sort, a la Miami.

Patricia Anne Beach, of Galion,

Q., to wed Tony Bennett Feb. 11,

formerly modelled here and met
singer during his last Visit to Moe
Nahas’ Main Street Club.

Dallas

Nassau, Bahamas

By Bill Barker
Dorothy Shay into Mural Room

of Baker Hotel for one frame.

K 1 rsten Flagstad songstintirig

Sunday (20) with Dallas Symphony
Frank Monteleone, New Orleans

innkeeper, eyeing local n it e ry
shows. \

Frazier Hunt, LSB news spieler,

Miami Beach
By Lary SAlloWay

Benny Davis buying home1

here.
Milton Berle at the Saxony, Visit-

ing with mom, Sandra.
Ed .Weiner joined show biz col-

ony at the Lord Tarleton.
Esquire’s Dick Joseph hero doing

story on area for upcoming spring
issue.

Little Palm Club opened . Satur-
day (12) with Luba Malina fea-
tured.
Walter Winchell will again emcee

annual police and firemen’s show,
Jan. 20.

Rochester disk jock Mori: Nus-
baum planed in for two weeks to
visit his mother.
George Hale production added

to Joe E. Lewis show incoming
Cird’s on the 22d.
Lee Phillips new program direc-

tor for WTVJ, vice Clyde Lucas,
former batoneer.
Ed Sullivan in town for brief rest

from TV chores, planed to Havana
then returned to Manhattan Sun-
day (13).

Biz way off for most cafes and
bars, with -all awaiting Hialeah
opening and expected sunrseeking
hordes on the 20th.
Alan Gale tees off his Celebrity

Club here tomorrow (Thors.) with
Freddie Stewart and Teddy King
orch returning with him.
Kay Thompson & Williams Bros,

and Arthur Blake set for 10-day
run by Copa City around the 19th.
Billy Daniels holds over. Jimmy
Durante follows On the 29th.

Philadelphia

The Irving Berlins, at the British
Colonial Hotel.

Lila Lee here for two weeks’
visit with friends.

by Horse Hall” opens this week for web heads during a Texa?

the season. gab tour.

Andre Kostelanetz planed from Will C. Grant, ad agency owner,
Palm Beach for a short sojourn brought in Thomas R. Murphy as

with friends. local office toppCr.

British newspaper publish e r . Margo Jones, Theatre., ’52 man-
Lord Iliffe. at his Cable Beach aging director, lectures tomorrow
home for the season. (Thurs.) at Arkansas U!
Lord Beaverbrook arrived from Cecil B, DeMille and /party due

Montego Bay to spend the season today (Wed,.), ,
tub-thumping “The

at his Cable- Beach residence. ; Greatest Show on Earth.”
Richard S h e p a r d, the March- ‘M. R. (Duke) Clark, southwest-

banks of Olivia de Ha vil land's ern division manager of Para
•‘Candida” strawhat toUr last sum- mount pix, resigned after .31 years

lher, here with his bride, to *be with that company,
resident juvenile with the Bahama Filmites Adolphe Menjou and
Playhouse. Dorothy Malone were big draw in

Ralph Lycett, present of the Civic Playhouse play-reading of

Westport (Conn.) Country Play- “The Cocktail Party.”
.

house during the strawhat season, , Audie Murphy, Beverly Tyler,

will again bally the Bahama Play- Yvette Dugay, James Best and
house for its second season, open- John Hudson on stage at Majestic

ing Jan. 28. today (Wed.), doing personals with

Philip Langner, vo-producer of “The Cimarron Kid.”

By Jerry Gaghan
Elliot Wexler has quit local rec-

ord distrib firm, Kayler Co., sell-

ing out to partner Sam Katzeff.
Chick Keeney, d r um mi e r for

Charley Ventura’s combo is in
Graduate Hcapital for appendec-
tomy.
G e or g e Denkhaus, assistant

manager of Academy of Music,
leaving for post as drug company
exec.
For first time in. half century.

Burton Holmes travelogs started
at Academy of Music (11-12) with-
out Holmes on platform. Thayer
Soule subbed.

Isobel Campo, fiamenico dancer
making debut ajt Embassy Club, is

daughter of Dr. A. P. Whitaker,
instructor in Latin-American. rela-
tions at Perini
Weber’s Hof Brati, Camden spot

destroyed last year by a $300,000
fire will rebuild across from for-
mer site, but will slough vaude
for straight musical attractions.
vPee. Wee Russell making first

nitery appearance here in 14 years
at Rendezvous. Last time he played
Philly was with Bobby Hackett
band, at Benjamin Franklin Hotel
Police and firemen’s bands,

scheduled to play for inauguration
of mayor and new Democratic of-
ficials (7), was cancelled out sud-
denly on squawk by Local 77
(AFM) and replaced by hired mu-
sicians. .

,^(Andy Arcari,; itery accordion-

siana Story” film.

Pittsbnrgh
By Hal Cohen

v

Golden Gate Quartet opens for
week at Monte Carlo Jan, 25.

'Al Baker, assistant treasurer at
C asin 0, on a three-nOonth sick
leave. -

Vince Boyian, burlesque house
singer and ex-cabbie, honeymoon-
ing in Miami.

Georgie Tapps headlining Car-
ousel this week with the Gay De-
ceivers on bill.

Jack T a y 1 ors celebrated 27th
wedding anni and Dave Silver-
mans their 23d.-

Lt, Jim Scanlon, ex-Playhouse
staffer who was wounded in Korea,
will he home soon.

A. C. Lyles, Jr., Pine-Thomas
pressagent, in town over weekend
talking up “Hong Kong.”

Sain Fltieberg back on Film
Row after four and a half months
with his family iii Phoenix.

Charlie Jamal waiting until re-
modelling on his Ankara is fin-

ished before pulling out for Flor-
ida.

Howard JNewman, just here re-
cently drum-beating “Ki$s Me,
Kate,” back ahead of- “Student
Prince;”

Joe Mann and Elaine Beverly
(Mr. and Mrs.) took a Florida

e before launching their new
sfiow.

•
.
HI

quickie
TV she

By Les Rees
'Vic’s has dancer Mafy Lane.
Hotel Minnesotan Panther. Room

holding over Lila Leeds.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre of-

fering “See How They Run.” .

. It’ll be seventh time for “Okla-
homa” at the.Lyceum in February.
Jean Gemay at St. Paul Flame

with Frankie Yankovlc band to
follow^.

Exotic dancers Shirley Wayne
and Iflifttti Palmer into Persian
Palms:

;

Carl Brisson playing, his seventh
Hotel Radisson Flame Room en-
gagement.

’

Exotic 1 dancer Denise Darnell
and her live Leopard .headlining
Flame show.

St, Paul Heinie’s has Ann O’Con-
nor presenting “Aloha Dance” and
“How Not to Undress in Your
Boudoir.” Carmen del Carmen set
to follow.

His wife’s impending mother-
hood caused Leopold Stokowski to
cancel last week’s guest conduc-
tor appearance with Minneapolis
Sym.p h ony orch; he’ll appear
Feb. 12.

Harry Carroll. & Polly Baker
cancelled their Hotel Nicollet
Minnesota Terrace when it became
necessary for former to undergo
throat operation. Room now has
dancers DeMarlos and harmonicist
Stan Fisher, with Billie De Wolfe
to follow.

San Francisco
By Ted Friend

' Nino Milo at the Italian Village.
Louis Armstrong at the Hang-

over.
Joan Crawford to L. A. follow-

ing Nob Hill visit.

Jim Davis joins ABC-KGO radio
and TV promotion wing.
-Martin & Lewis set. for one

stanza at the Fox, Feb. 13.

The James Masons in for world
preem of “Lady Possessed.”
Mike Newman advancing “Death

of a Salesman” at Orpheum,
Patti Page doing the seven hills

prior to Paramount vaude session.
Author Louise Fischer at Mark

Hopkins; ditto the Andrew Mc-
NallyS.

Farley Granger and Dana An-
drews at Golden Gate for opening
day of “I Want You.”

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Ingrid
.
Bergman Rossellini at

home with the flu. /
Tony Prantiera opened a new

cocktail room at the dell’Orso res-
taurant.

Several Italian documentaries on
tourism being made here for spring
release.
Maurice Cloche, French direc

tor, here to direct “The Thief of
San Salpezio.”

Isa Miranda starring in “Pope
Pious the X” with Tullio Carmin-
ati and Enrico VidOn.
Franca Duval, American soprano,

sang leading role in “II Credulo”
in La Scala Opera, Milan.

Julien DuviVier here after fin

ishing filming of “Little World of
Don Camiilio,” which stars, Fer-
nandel.

Italian actress, Gina Loilobrig-
ida, broke her contract with How-
ard Hugh^,.

I, G. Goldsmith became a U. S
citizen.

Nan Cochrane requping after
surgery.
Lynne Roberts divorced Louis j-

Gardella.
.

Gale Robbing to Mexico City fop
telepic series,

Mel Ferrer in town after two
weeks in N. Y.

WQ

Linda Darnell In town for first
time since June.

5

Clyde Beatty to Mexico City to
line up circus acts.

Regis Toomeys celebrated 27
years of marriage.
Ben Peskay under oxygen tent

after a heart attack.
Gene Tierney in toWn after film

chore in Argentina,
Darryl F. Zanuck returned from

Sun Valley vacation.
Hal Roach to Washington for gabs

with Air Force officials.

BOb O’Donnell in Scripps Cli
in La Jolla for checkup.

Mitzi Gaynor returned to work
after appendicitis attack.
Greer Garson 4n from Dallas to

report for work at Metro.
Joseph I. Breen showing steady

improvement after surgery.
Howard Dietz and' Si Seadler

town for Metro conferences. .

Fred F. Finklehoffe' and Ella
Logan returned from Europe,
Joseph H. Moskowitz in town for

three weeks of huddles at 20th-
Fox.

Larry Kent to Mexico City on
business for Roy Rogers Enter-
prises,
Howard Mitchell in Motion Pic-

ture Country Hospital after a
stroke.

.

Denise Darcel, Pat Neal, Farley
Granger and James Mitchell planed
in from N. Y.
Les Kaufman resigned as v.p. of

Ettinger Co. to rejoin Kaiser-Fraz-
er at Willow .Run.
Harvey Grant, singer^ and Jerry

Rosen, agent, in from N. Y, to ar-
range niteiy deals here and in Las
Vegas.
George Schneider returned from

Rochester where he was elected to
exec board of American Music Li-
brary Assn.
Kathryn Grayson and Howard

Keel leave tomorrow (ThUrs.) on
three-week tour of South America
to plug Metro pix.

Gerald Gottlieb resigned as part-
time business manager of Pub-
licists Guild to devote more time
to his law practice.

Berlin
By Bill Conlan

Vic Damone in town- to emcee
the 7th Army Talent Hunt show.

Latest Veit. Harlan pic - preem
cancelled in Frankfurt after nu-
merous protests.

Jean' Dalrymple Ginder lectur-
ing the Berlin Women’s Club on
the American Theatre.

Paul Gordon directing new show
for the Splendid Club, He sails

for New York Jan. 29.
Jan Kiepura signed with Bero-

lina Film for musical ' based on
Lehar’s “Land of Smiles.”
Ed GrUski , program chief .for

Official Film,, coming In to discuss
the. possibilitiee of filming a vid-

pix series.

Elmer Balaban, circuit ^exec, off

to Florida with his wife.
Oscar Hammerstein, 2d, in for.

glance at Chi company of “South
Pacific.”

Henry Balaban appointed chair-
man of amusement division drive
of Red Cross.
Milton Rackmil, Decca Records

head, in for Evelyn Knight opening
at Palmer House.
Joe (“Show Biz”) Laurie, Jr., and

Bill Buckley, v.p. of Henry Holt,

the book publishers, stopovers on
way to Coast.
Harold Goldberg, company man-

ager of “South Pacific” arid his

wife off for first Vacation iri twp
years, to Florida. Rube Bernstein
comes in to take over for the

period.

By Florence S, Lowe
Jose andrAmparo

.
Iturbi bring-

ing their brother-sister piano, act

to Constitution
.
Hall Jan. 21.

The Fayette Allports (he’s Lon-
don rep for MPAA) guests of hon-
or at party tossed by the EricJohn-
stons Friday night (11).

Composer Gian-Carlo Menottt,

producer Walter Lowendahl - and
associate producer Milton Perlman
in for the preem of “The Medium,
at Lopert’s Playhouse. »
MPAA’s Arthur DeBra, COM-

PO’s Ned Depinet, NARTB’s Har-
old Fellows, and Robert Selig, of

Fox Inter-Mountain circuit, all are

industry reps on the board of Val-

ley Forge Foundation which is

currently touring its “Alert Amer-
1 ^ca’/ UivlLDefense, qidi^bitr /
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OBITUARIES
HYNK JACOBSON

Hymie Jacobson, 57* Yiddish

stage actor and composer, died
• Jan. 8 in Miami. Some of Jacob-
son's songs are in the current

Broadway musical, “Bagels and
Yox,” and his last revue; .“East

gide Follies” is running at the Na-
tional Theatre, on Second Ave.,

N. Y. .

Some of Jacobson’s other tuners

include “Live andLaugh,” “Strict-

ly Kosher,” “Sholem Aleichem”
and “Flaming Love.” In 1950, lie

wrote the script, music and lyrics

for the Yiddish-American film,

“Catskill Honeymoon.” Last fall, a

corporation headed by Jacobson
leased the downtown National..

Surviving are his brother, Irving

Jacobson, actor and co-producer Of
the nearby Second Ave. Theatre,

his sister, actress Henrietta Jacob-
son, and his wife and son,

WILLIAM PATRICK COVERT
William Patrick <Don) Covert,

621, founder-organizer of the Cana-
dian Motion Picture Projectionists’

Union, affiliate of the Interna-

tional Alliance ofTheatrlcal Stage
Employees,, died Jan. .9 in Toronto.
For the past .35 years, he had been
business manager of the Canadian
group; in 1920 was elected v.p. of
the U. S. parent body, and there?*

after served the interests of Cana-
dian members.

In 1949, Covert was chosen by
the Canadian government as its

representative on the exec board of
the International Labor Organiza-
tion, with headquarters in Geneva;
He was also a charter member of
the International Variety Club and
the Motion Picture Pioneers, serv-
ing on the exec boards of both,

Survived by wife, three sons and
three daughters.

JAMES T. MILNE
James T. (“Jimmie”) Milne, 46,

New Haven, Conn., radio and.- tel-

28 YEARS PASSED AWAY

DAVID POWELL

Died Jm. If, If23 '

A loving one from nc.has gone,
A voice we leved Is ltilled;

A place li vacant In oar hearts

Which never will be filled.

Your , Jack.

JACK POWELL and FAMILY

evision exec, died in West Haven
Jan. 12.

He came up from the ground
floor in the pioneer days of .WELI,
New Haven, had bee n an an-
nouncer

,
for. WICC, Bridgeport,

and attained the general manager-
ship of WNHC, New Haven, at its

founding in 1944.
A former vaudevillian and m.c.,

Milne maintained active participa-
tion in WNHC programs via sports
announcing, mu'sical programs,
and inquiring reporter stints, in
addition to his supervisory work.

Surviving are his wife, a daugh-
ter, three brothers and two grand-
children.

MRS. DAVID ROSENBLUM
Mrs. David Rosenblum, 47, own-

er-operator of WISR, Butler, Pa.,
died Jan. 7 in a Chattanooga hos-
pital while visiting relatives there.
WISH was founded by her late
husband, Mrs. Rosenblum taking
over the management after his
death. In addition, she did a daily
hour of women's news under name
of Gladys Borne, and only recent-
ly had returned from a material-
gathering trip to Europe. .

She leaves a son, Joel,, former-
ly of the WISR staff and now in
the; Army;

VIC BERTON -

Vic Berton* 52, orch drummer,
died in Hollywood Dec. 26. He had
played with Paul Whiteman,- Vic-
tor Young, Vincent Lopez, George
Olson, Don Voorhees, Don Bqstor
and Abe Lyman, among others. In
recent years he had been a free-,
lance studio d r u mm e r arid ap-
peared with the Los Arigeles Phil-
harmonic.

Surviving are his wife* Sylvia,
former dancer, and two brothers,
'Eugene, operetta composer, and
Ralph, radio-TV writer,

CLARENCE i R. LINDNER
Clarence R. Lindner, 62, for 23

years publisher of the San Fran-
cisco Examiner* died Jan. 7 i»4hat
city. Born in New York, Lindner
began his newspaper career on the
old Judge. He was one of the
major advisors to the late William
Randolph ‘Hearst arid 'served on the

exec committee of the Hearst Corp.
and Hearst Publishing Co*

Surviving are his wife, son and
five sisters.

ROSS CHETWYND
Ross Chetwynd, 70, retired actor,

died in New York Jan. 11, He4
began his st$ge career in England
in 1904 with a Shakespearean repr
ertory company. After coming to
the U. S. in 1914, Chetwynd played
in stock and vaude. *

His Broadway plays included
“Love on the Dole*” “The Amazing
Dr. Clitterhouse” “Arsenic and
Old Lace” and “Carousel.”

^
•

ANNETTE BIENVENUE
Annette Bienveriue, 36, singer

and accordian player, died in a
hospital in Lowell, Mass., Jan, 7,
from injuries suffered four days
before in an auto accident in Dra-
cut. Mass, :

..

1 The entertainer Was on her way
to fill ain engagement when her
car skidded on an icy stretch of
road and crashed into a tree.

LARRYHFORSYTHE
Larry Forsythe, 39, legit actor,

died Dec. 18 in Omaha. He appear-
ed in the Broadway production of
“Dead End” and was a member
of Orson Welles’ Mercury Theatre
group. Recently the had been a
staff announcer on KOIL* Omaha.
He also starred in many Omaha
Community- Playhouse productions.

His parents survive.

JULIETTE SAMANY (MEALI)
. Juliette Samany, Operetta singer,

90, better known under 'the name
of Meali, died in Monte Carlo Jan.
9. She Was popular ;aboUt 60 years
ago* having appeared at all the
leading French theatres, including
the Monte. Carlo Opera.
Among the hits introduced by

her was “Frou Frou.”

MRS. LAWRENCE MUElgLING
Mrs. Lawrence G. Muehling, 66,

retired concert singer, died in
Pittsfield, Mass., Jan. 12. She also
had appeared in legit musicals, in-

cluding “Love’s Lottery” and “Rob-
in Hood,”'

Surviving are a son and t w o.

daughters.

JIMMY O’FLYNN
Jimmy O’Flynn, 7, stage, radio

and TV performer, died in Roch-
ester, N.Y., Jan. 12; He began his
stage career in that city when he
was two years of age.

Recently he had starred on
Rochester’s WHAM-TV show, “Ask
The Kids.” His parents survive.

AL PUTZ
Al Putz, 54* a Metro employee

for 30 years, died recently in Min-
neapolis from a heart .ailment.
He was head booker at the M-G
Minneapolis exchange and previ-
ously had been office manager and
a member of the sales staff.

Wife and son survive.

propelled merry-go-round, and
who played the hbrp with Albany,
orchs and in a. traveling carnival
trio, died Jan. $ In Albany.

^

Rev. Gustave'de cl;ap-;

lain of the Catholic..Actors..Guild
and pastor; of Sv Thomas of. Can-
terbury Church in Cornwallr N.'Y‘.»'

died in that ,
city Jan. 12.

Waldo (Art) Mason* 84, a ven-
triloquist in the '90s, touring
lyceum halls and theatres in the
midwest, and four-term mayor of
Ashland, 0., died in that city Jan.
10.

Willard J. Wunderlich* 48, far-
mer leader of The Masqueraders’*
orch in Dayton, O., died Jan. 9 in
that city* Wife, son, mother, four-
sisters* and a brother survive.

Aritonie Strassffiann, 50, former
actress and aviatrix, and eastern-
manager of the hearing, aid divi-
sion of Zenith Radio Corp., died
in N Y. Jan . 8.

Aiigusto Jandolo, 78, Italian
poet and former actor who ap-
peared with Eleanora Duse, died
in Rome Jan. 12.

Aurellano Fertile, 67, Italian
tenor, died in Milan Jan. 11. He
sang at the Metropolitan Opera,
N.Y., during the 1921-22 season.

• Mother, 91, of Leonard Bush,
member of the board and secretary
of Compton Advertising, Iric., died
in Somerton, Pa., Jan, 14.

John Lamb, 70; director of cine-
mas in East Scotland and prexy of
the Scottish Football Assn., died in
Arbroath, Scotland* . Dec. 26;

Bruce (Gill) Lewton, 57, a mo-
tion picture film hauler in the St.
Louis area for 35 years, died in St.
Louis Dec, 29.

Everett M. Wiess, one-time man-
ager of the old Kyle Theatre, in
Beaumont, Tex., died in San An-
tonio Jan. 9.

Howard Bland* 59, pic theatre
owner of Taylor, Tex., died in that
city Jan. 3.

Mother, 89, of Ireene Wicker,
radio’s “Singing Lady,” died in
Quincy, 111 ,

Jan. 8.

Mother, 72, of Ralph Nimmons,
manager of WFAA-Tv, Dallas, died
In Sfc Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 7.

Emily Franklin, 60, release print
inspector at Paramount for 18
years, died Jan. 2 in Hollywood.

Brother, 60, of Bruno Shaw,
news commentator of WNEW, N.Y.
indie, died in New York Jan. 13.

HAROLD W. REINOLD.
Harold William Reinold, 52, civic

concessionaire in San Antonio died
in that city Jan. 7.

He held extensive concession
rights for city recreational centres,
parks, municipal auditoriums, San
Pedro Playhouse and the Negro
auditorium.

JOSEPH H. ABRAMS
Joseph H. Abrams, 51, a projec-

tionist at the Stanley Theatre,
Philadelphia, and .recording secre-
tary of Local 307, Philadelphia Mo-
tion Picture Operators Union
(IATSE), died Jan. 13 at his home
in West Philadelphia.

His wife and a son survive.

- BENJAMIN BRUSH
Benjamin Brush* former vaude

and minstrel singer* died Jan. 8,

in Danbury, Conn.
A Danbury native, Brush sang

with the chorus at the Metropoli-
tan Opera, N. Y., later played the
Keith circuit and after that with
Parkman’s Minstrels.

MARGARET FULLER GRIFFIN
Margaret Fuller Griffin, 47, legit

and radio actress," died Jan, 6 at

her home in Whittier, Cal. She
appeared in numerous. Broadway
plays.

.
Surviving is her husband, Robert

Griffin* radio and screen actor.
;

FERNANDO GIMENEZ
Fernando Gimenez, 53, head of

the Spanish titling department ot
RKO’s foreign division* died in

New York Jan. 8. Before joining
RKO he was a freelance transla-
tor and title writer.
Wife arid two children survive.

Michael A. Loudis, 74, who for

45 years traveled through the
Albany area operatirig' >

'ii~
/ steahi-

Lawrence M. Boric, ' 74, former
theatrical pressagent, died in At-
lantic City Jan. 13.

Mrs. Kathleen Lawler, 70, voice
teacher and former soprano solo-
ist, died in Seattle Jan. 13.

Archie A, Daigle, 56, motion pic-
ture projectionist, died in Becket,
Mass.* Jan. 13.

Mother* 74, of Jason Johnson,
radio-TV actor-writer, died in
Philadelphia Jan. .15.

approval to prexy Joseph H. Mc-
Connell* was dictated primarily .by
the economics attending television
and thesdaringedstsof time and
pro&rams; ' v\' ' \
'BackHri 1848, at the last* gen’
ertd election* -there" was ho. prob-
lem. £ -There; were plenty of shs-l

.tSinind ‘and ^no * wdrrfes
about preemption; * As fpr^' radio,'
there was always a sufficiency of
sustaining slots, particularly in so-
called “fringe” segments, to take
on all comers on a cuffo...basis.
Also, even if It involved preempt-
ing regular shows, the costs were
little compared to TV today*
But NBC-TV is riding wide and

handsome these days with its SRQ
status. There is no’ open time, and
to preempt a ft show for a political

candidate not only means a rebate
on the, time, but also for the pro-
gram. And today a program could
not only mean straight acting tal-

ent* but. choreographers, dancers,
scenic designers, etc. A handful of
such rebates in order to cuffo po-
litical Candidates, NBC reasoned,
and the network would be operat-
ing in the red pnee again.

Similarly, a factor in both the
NBC and ABC decision at such an
early date (since the conventions
don’t start until. July) is the
stepped-up tempo of .the" campaign-,
ing, which, in previous general
elections, seldom began to take on
such excitement and interest until

April or May at the earliest.

The decision of ABC to make
commercially sponsored time pe-
riods available prior to. the conven-
tions, according to Thomas Velotta,
veepee in charge of Radio News
and Special Events, and John
Madigan, director Of Television
News arid

.
Special Events, was

based on “the intense interest in

this year’s election* the number of

announced and potential candi-
dates for. the. nation’s top office,

and the multiplicity of groups fav-

oring various candidates who wish
to utilize radio and. television in

furthering the interests of their

favorites. Requests from groups
supporting two candidates to pur-
chase time periods on the ABC net-

works have been received.’’

Kramer Stand
Continued from page 2 sss

Kramer. It’s about time a bold,

strong move was made to protect
the industry and individuals in it

who are slandered arid attacked by
irresponsible sources. 1 offer my
personal support.”

Eric Johnston, MPAA president,
issued a statement in support of

Kramer’s action and promising any
assistance he needs in the battle..

He said:

“This is a policy which the whole
industry will pursue with vigor;

Our industry never objects to hon-
est criticism but we do resent false

attacks. One of the things of which
Hollywood is proudest is the fact

that in none of the investigations

has there been any evidence of

Communist propaganda iri motion
pictures. It is proud of its Ameri-
canism/’

TV’s Favorite—$ $
Continued from page 1

the “availability and sale of such
time periods will in no way affect
ABC’s impartial news and public
forum coverage of the political

campaigns or of the national nomi-
nating conventions.”

War Chest Counts
The same “equdl time and facili-

ties” provision still holds true, but
henceforth if . the supporters of
Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,

9Gov.
1

Earl Warren, Seri. Robert A. Taft
or Harold E. Stassjen—the four Re-
publican nominees projected thus
far—want to take the stump; via

ABC’s ... NBC’s cream video
facilities, it remains simply a mat-
ter of which one has the biggest
TV war chest in penetrating the
medium.
Thus the “Friends of Eisenhow-

er,” who have already scheduled
their first NBC-TV show from. Mad-
ison Square Garden, N. Y., on Feb.

8, may, with a sufficiency of funds,
be iri a position to dwarf the num-
ber of programs scheduled on be-

half of the other candidates. For
if another candidate wahts equal
time arid; an equal spread, he can
have it—but only if he can pay
for it. ,

*

The NBC reversal, part of an
overall political programming pat-

tern for the network completed
only this Week by veepee William
F. Brooks sand;- presented for7 final

Probe Red Infiltration

Of SWG in ’45 Strike
Hollywood, Jan. 15.

House Red probers will dig into

the extent of Communist infiltra-

tion of the Screen Publicists Guild
during the 1945

’ film strike at

hearings starting Monday (21) in

Washington. There will probably
be eight witnesses from Hollywood,
including some “repeaters,” from
prior hearings.
Hollywood is only one item on

the committee’s agenda at both the

upcoming - Washington hearings

op the Coast. Film testimony will

be sandwiched in with reports On
Waterfront and defense plant ac-

tivities to wind up “odds and ends”
of the Hollywood probe.

British TV
Continued from page 2

II Jt ll

network * tp the Midland and the
north, there has beeri a/ growing
demand for ipore program, ,time,

$hero .will' be more vigorous de-
mand when the first Scottish sta-
tion is launched in the next three
or four, months. Different habits;;
particularly in the north, have led
to an agitation for an earlier. Start
of night shows. With their, slashed
schedules, the BBC* which already
subsidizes TV from its radio earn-
ings, hasn’t the resources to expand
its programs. Hence, if the de-
mand is to be met, it can only be
done through some Torm of spon-
sorship;

When Winston Churchill arid other
members of the Cabinet retur
from their current U.S. huddles, the
government will determine its i\

dio and TV policy, probably for the
next 15 years. That there is an
inherent British objection to any
form of sponsored broadcasting is

widely recognized. Despite this

natural reluctance, the government
may consider that advertising pro-
grams Will most readily solve
difficult and complex problem.

Continued from page 1 sss

to cast the pic. It wanted Gene
Kelly, who was starred in the show,
but his success in it resulted, in

his getting, inked by Metro. M-G
consistently refused a loanout deal
and, in turn, tried to buy the
property from Col for Its own pro-
duction With Kelly'. Col prexy
Harry Cohn preferred to keep the
property on the shelf to selling

under such circumstances.
Still unable to get Kelly* possi-

bility is now seen of Cohn starring

Harold, Lang, who is in the current
Broadway version. Kelly, in any
event, has commitments that Will

keep him busy for 18 months.
Col paid $75,000. plus a per-

centage of the net. for the prop-
erty. Contract also included
clauses giving Col options on the
services of John O’Hara, who did

the book, and George Abbott, Who
produced it. If exercised they’d
have run the total price up to

$200,000. . Present, version has
been produced by Jule Styne and
Leonard Key in association with
Anthony Brady Farrell;

MARRIAGES
Moira Lister to Vicomte D’Or-

thez, Dec. 23, at Suttonplace, near
Guildford, England. Bride is Brit-
ish legit-film actress.

Terri Mann to Leo Richard Cori-
nellan, New York, Jan. 12. Bride
is in publicity department of
Compton ad agency; groom
freelance writer.
Evonne Bannister to Buck Kar-

talian, San Francisco, Jan. 9.

Groom is member of touring “Mis-
ter Roberts/’

„ Irmgard Hauser to Fred Hcrko-
witz, Newark, N. J., Jan. 11. lie’s

RKO Theatre publicist there.

Angela Atayde to Sergio Chiesa
Anastisini, Mexico City, Jan. 3;

Bride is co-rowner of *Circo Atayde,
one of Latin America’s oldest cir-

cuses; he’s a juggler with the show,
Brenda Weisberg to Morris

Weckler, Los Angeles, Jan. 4. She’s
a screen writer.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Phil Christie,

daughter. Boston, Jan. 3. Father
is WLAiV announcer there.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Gould,

'daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 7.

Father is an associate producer.

o Mr. and Mrs.
.
Floyd King, son,

and scheduled February sessionsj^a£on ‘ Ga*» _^a"*
J;.

Parents are

NBC, CBS Webs
Continued from page 1

shows; from the Ziegfeld Theatre,

where they are currently tenanted*

upon conclusion of their regular

legit run. It’s understood that

both Gilbert Miller, producer of

the shows,, and Billy Rose, owner
of the Ziegfeld, have been involved

in the negotiations. Rose is alstf

identified with the NBC video

operation as a consultant, which
may give that network an edge.

On the other hand, it’s reported

that CBS’ Williams S. Paiey and
Olivier ehjoy a relationship that

could throw the deal in Columbia’s

favor* •

with King Bros. Circus Winter-
quartered there..
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Nichols,

daughter, Los Angeles, Jan. 10.

Father is a screen actor.

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Marks,

[
son, : Washington. ; Jap, 12. Mother
as Dorothy Holloway is former
staffer ' Variety’s D. C. bureau;
father is radioTTV lawyer in Wash-
ington.

Mr. arid Mrs; TOm Merrimah,
Son, Dallas, Jan. 4. Father is mu-
sical director for Liberty Broad-
casting System there.
Mr/; and Mrs. Lloyd Henric.h*

Sdn, Dallas, recently. Father is

with Paramount film exchange
there.

Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hardeman*
son. Junction, Tex... recently.

Father is with Moon-Glo Drive-In
ThpaffA thAfP

Mr. and Mrs, Boyd Fry, daughter,

Atlanta,, Jari. 8. Father is manager.
Of Loew’s Grand Theatre there.

Mr, and Mrs. Jack Elinson, son*

Santa Monica, Cal,, Jan. 9. Father
14s a TV scripter.

‘
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In what’s Relieved to be the first-

time that a bank has turned over

to television a group of feature

pictures it has financed and then

foreclosed, the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co., N. Y., leased a package

of 10 sUch films this week to WCBS-
TV, key station of the CBS video

web in N.Y.
In disclosing its leasing of the

films to WCBS-TV, a spokesman
for the bank said his organization

“now recognizes TV as an added
source of motion picture revenue.”

He emphasized, though, that the

bank is not- entering the film syndi-

cation business. Pix have been
turned over to TV Exploitation,

Inc., new indie distrib outfit, for

syndication. Law firm of Gettinger

& Gettinger' is the principal part-

ner in the Outfit.

Most of the films involved were
produced by indies. Among the

titles are “Texas, Brooklyn and
Heaven,” “Crooked Way,” “Inner
Sanctum,” “Lovable Cheat,” “Four
Days’ Heave,” “Blonde Ice’-* and
“Sofia.”

Price of the films has been with-

held but, based on previous film

purchases made by the station, it’s

believed the bank obtained about^

$2,000 On each of the pix for a one-

shOt screening. That would give
the bank about $20,000 out of the

N. Y. market alOne for the pacjpge
of 10. If it decides to syndicate
the pix to other stations around
the country, it’s estimated that it

could clear several hundred thou-
( Continued on page 20 )

Top-Coin Campus

Bookings Presage

’52 Band Biz Boom
^ Anticipation of a band biz upbeat

this year by agency execs has been
buttressed by the growing demand
for orchs to play college prom
dates. Although campus bookings
had fallen off during the post-war
period, the large number of col-

leges that have come back into the:

dance fold during the current se-

mester is seen having an important
role in changing the overall band
picture. Ballroom promoters are
also viewing the Campus upbeat
with enthusiasm because, they feel
that the revived interest in under-
graduate dances will carry over
into their setup.

According to Howard Sinnott,
one-hiter department head of Gen-
eral Artists Corp., many colleges
and universities have Increased
their, prom budgets under pressure
from the student body. Institutions
which had dropped prom affairs

entirely or had gone in for local
orchs are again Opening their
dances to agency properties.
Agencies , attribute the revived

Interest in dance dates on the Col-
lege level to the fact that young
collegians have again taken over
campus activities. During the post-
war years the undergraduate crowd

(Continued on page 55)

Irving Berlin $15,000 Fund
For Bucknell Scholarships
Irving Berlin has established a

$15,000 fund to provide scholar-

ships in the music department Of

Bucknell University, Lewisburg,
Pa. Fund is in memory Of Francis

Gilbert, Who as a partner in Gil-

bert & Gilbert was the composer’s

[

attorney for many years. He died

about a month ago.

Gift was made to Bucknell via

the Irving Berlin Charitable Fund,
Inc. University recently gave Ber-
lin an honorary degree.

While theatre television execs
are working on several entertain-
ment projects to bolster the rela-

tively small number of top sports
events available, they are also eye-
ing the industrial and public serv-

ice. uses of big-screen video as po-
tentially lucrative fare> By rent-

ing their theatres in the morning
hours to manufacturers for mass
sales meetings and to others for
convention purposes, stockholders
meets, etc., TV exhibitors believe
they may find a way for the first

time to produce revenue in the
non-boxoffice parts of the day.

Such uses of big-screen TV to

date have been confined to. the

mass Civil Defense meetings
staged for CD workers in Wash-
ington and New York. For these,

of course, the participating thea-
tres did not charge, and they plan

(Continued on page 16)

FREE BREAKFAST AS

COAST AUDIENCE LURE
Hollywood, Jan, 22.

CBS-TV will shell Out for coffee

and doughnuts on cross-the-

board baisis in an attempt to lure

a studio audience for its Al Pearce
show# which is slated to preem
Feb. il. Show will originate live

from the . Coast at 7:45 a.m. Holly-

wood time, and. web, execs think

the offer of a free breakfast will

be a requisite to get an audience
in off the streets.

Because of its 7:45 a.m. air

time (i0:45 a.m. in the east),

Pearce and the rest of the cast,

along with the production crew,
will be getting to the studio at

6:30 each morning for a camera
runthrough. S h o w will be the
earliest on a Hollywood to N. Y.

basis, since NBC-TV’s “Dave ’n’

Charley,” that web’s earliest, tees

off each day from the Coast at

8:30 a.m.;

By NED ARMSTRONG
H

St. Louis, Jan. 22.

Close examination of a humbCr
of important road cities reveals a

hidden factor which may be con-
tributing heavily to the decline of

theatregoing in these cities.

America’s great inland urban
centres are moving away from
themselves. A major shift in the

population centre of gravity has
occurred in recent years, and the

great residential areas, formerly
close to downtown, have gone Out

to the country.
The residential tide in these

cities has gone out and left many
famous old theatres, such as the

Cass in Detroit and the Hanna in

Cleveland, beached in the traffic-

congested, business, non-dwelling
heart of the city. The theatre is

now an hour or more from the

new suburban residential communi-
ties which have been built five, 10

and 20 miles distant from "the

loop.” After 7 p. m. the down-
town city streets of Detroit and
Cleveland are virtually empty. The
new city has gone home, miles

away.from its daytime centre of

activity.

And, by ironic and perhaps sig-

nificant circumstance, not only is

the former bright-light area of such
cities as Pittsburgh, Cleveland, De-
troit and St. Louis now dark- at

nightfall, but the immediate vicin-

(Continued on page 61)

Hillman’s Scoop

Marking the first time that a

U. S. President has allowed his

private papers and diaries to be
made; public while he is still, in

office, Farrar, Straus & Young will

publish a book on President Tru-
man March 18 Which is based

,

on
his diaries and correspondence.
Titled “Mr. President,” the book
has been written by William Hill-

man, Mutual Broadcasting corres-

pondent in. Washington. According
to the publisher, Hillman scooped
the D. C, press corps by obtaining
not only the papers but a. series of

private interviews with the Presi-

dent.
In his preface to the book, Hill-

man: quotes jilr. Truman as say-

ing that he making the material
available at this time because "I

want the people to know the
Presidency as I’ve experienced it

and to. know me as I am.” Hillman,
to avoid charges of favoritism dr
prejudice, has been non-selective

in his choice of material, Only
restrictions set on the diaries and

the usual security regulations,

Hillman also managed to take a

photog in for his interviews with
the President. As a result, the

(Continued on page 16)

Of Today as N— — —

:

TV Sponsor Catches Boat

On So. California Flood
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Southern ' California's drench-
ing was probably the first spon-
sored flood in history.^

General Petroleum picked up
the tab on KTTV’s coverage of the
downpour and read conditions cre-

ated by the flood, on an -Institu-

tional advertising basis, It was
generally conceded KTTV beat the

town on coverage of the event.

Up in ‘Bell’ Tour
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

There’s every reason to believe

that Rosalind Russell will wind up
the legit Cinderella Girl of 1952.

Film actress, who has taken to the
road for a few months in last sea-

son’s Broadway hit, “Bell, Book
and Candle,” Which originally

starred Lilli Palmer -and Rex Har-
rison, has been grabbing close

to $5,000 a week for herself

since the tour got under way. Ad-
vances in other cities indicate that

she will do as well or better until

a halt is called in May, so that Miss
Russell can begin a new picture,

“Never Wave at a Wac.”
Miss Russell’s deal with pro-

ducer Shepard Traube, sponsoring,

the John van Druten comedy, calls

for 15% on the first $20,000 and
20% thereafter, and biz has
been averaging almost $30,000
weekly. Take was more than

(Continued on page 16)

NEW $37,500 DIVIDEND

FOR ’LIFE WITH FATHER’
“Life With Father,” already the

biggest , hit in stage history, has
just paid another major dividend.

The Howard Lindsay Russel

Crouse comedy last Week returned
$37,500 additional; profits, bring-

ing the total net thus far to

$1,066,000 on its $26,000 invest-

ment. The Oscar Serlin produc-
tion holds the Broadway record of

3,213 p 6 r f 6 'r hi a n C e s, having

opened in November, 1939, and
playing nearly eight years.

The latest payoff represents

more profits for the 1951 calendar

year from, the film rights, which
Were sold to Warners on a guaran-
tee and percentage basis. Addi-
tional returns are expected next
year, principally from the picture's

foreign release. Payment of a

150% dividend eight years after a

production’s original opening is be-

lieved to be unique in show biz

annals.

papers is that they carry only
through 1949 and are subject to

Fact that the dailies around the
country haven’t taken too kindly
to NBC’s new 7 to 9 a.m. “Today”
TV. show, which premiered last

week with Considerable fanfare,
doesn’t particularly come as a sur-
prise to the web brass. News-
papers’ major criticism is aimed at
the. program’s attempt to project
the news.
Even before the early-morning

TV show went on the air, the dai-

lies were beginning to get in their
digs, one Coast paper, a couple
weeks back indulging in some ex-
coriating verbiage on the grounds
that NBC’s video chieftains Were
venturing into “stupidities.”

NBC firmly believes that the
press in general is out to knife the
show as an encroachment on the
newspapers’ primary function as a
communications medium. Within
the past couple of weeks, the web
press department had been lament-
ing the fact that it was becoming
increasingly difficult to either get
into the listings or make an im-
pressionable dent on pictorial-edi-

.
torial space, because of the show’s
major accent on delivering the
morning news and feature events
to waker-uppers.
The New York City TV review-

ers Were practically unanimously
‘‘thumbs down” in their reaction

toward the show and with but a

few isolated cases, such as one
daily in Cleveland and another in

Washington, the TV eds through-
out the country went on a panning
crusade.

Plush Gershwin Festival

Setfor ’53 Longhair Tour

An unusual longhair novelty is

being offered to local concert man-
agers for next season, under title

6f the Gershwin Concert Orchestra,
i Company of 30, including 25 mu-
sicians plus vocal soloists and con-
ductor, has the blessings and co-

operation of the Gershwin; estate

and family.
Presentation, which has been put

together after a year of involved,

negotiations with Gershwin family
members and various lawyers, and
only after certain, rigid conditions

had been met, is being produced by
bandleader-manager Howard Lanin
.and booked by Columbia Artists

Mgt. Ira Gershwin and arranger

Robert Russell Bennett have been
sitting in steadily .$s consultants.

Although the tour' won’t start till

February, 1953, and no literature

has gohe out yet, the tour is one-.,

third booked on the basis of phone
or personal talks by Columbia with

local managers. Surprising amount
of these bookings are for colleges;

Also tagged as the Gershwin
Festival, the presentation is the

brainchild of Andre Mertens,

Columbia: veepee and head of its

foreign department, who also

he’ads the bureau’s Mertens &.

P’armelee division. Mertens, who
(Continued on page 2)
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Former Commie Tells How Pix Reds

By FLORENCE S. LOWE

Washington, Jan. 22.

A former high Communist Party

functionary told thO House Un-

American Activities yesterday
(Mon.) that film industry Reds re-

fused to affiliate with the Los An-
geles group, insisting on hiding

their identities even from fellow

members. In addition, two Screen

Publicists Guild members, once

business partners, described the

“Communist Control” of the 1945

studio strikes and the efforts of

party leaders to dictate the policies

of the SPG;

Max Silver, ex-county organisa-

tional. secretary for the. Commu-
nist Party in Los* Angeles, told of

his efforts to “utilize Hollywood
activities and names” in the “anti-

Nazi struggle” of the larger unit.

He stated that, despite the reluc-

tance of V. J. Jerome, “cultural

czar” of U. S. Communists, to con-

solidate the Hollywood groups with

any other, a meeting Was held at

the home Of film producer Frank
Tuttle to discuss the matter. Tuttle

was riot present. Mrs. Tuttle arid

Mrs. Sidney Buchman, former wife

of the Coluiribia studio, exec; par-

ticipated.

The group voted down joint par-

ticipation, Silver stated, due to

“security reasons , because they
Were riot willing- to run the risk

of haying their names disclosed

to anyone by Working with the Los
Angeles organization.”

Balance Of testimony by Silver,

described by a meiriber of the com-
mittee staff as ‘‘the inost important
witness we’ve ever had,” was de-

nted to Communist infiltration

into professional and newspaper
groups in Los Angeles. He stated,

at one point, that the “top number”
of Communist Party members in

the entire area, including Holly-

wood, had been 4,000.

Break With Glass

Screen publicists Charles Dag-
gett and George Glass, voluntary
witnesses, differed in personal de-
tail in their testimony, but both
agreed the jurisdictional strikes of
'45 were Communist-inspired and
controlled through the conference
of studio unions. Daggett, who
had previously refused to answer
the committee’s questions except
to state he was not a Communist,
made a clean breast of his Red
activities against a . background of

thirily veiled bitterness over a
break with his ex-partner, George
Glass. He described his. return to

the party, in which he had been
active during the 1937 Seattle
Newspaper Guild strike, after a
dinner at the home of Ring Lard-
ner, jr., member of the 1947 “Hol-
lywood 10.”

All through his descriptiori of
this dinner and subsequent meet-
ings at the homes of such alleged
Communists as songwriter Jay
Gorney, scripter Abe Polonsky, and
later at the home of attorney Ben
Margolis, Daggett included Glass
as a companion and fellow guest.
He stated they had been asked by
Lai’dner to “join the party to help
end the conflict,” and agreed to do
so. He added that he and Glass

' entered and left the party together.

In describing the “six to 10”

meetings he attended, Daggett ad
mitted he considered himself a
party member, though he paid no
dues, being then unemployed. He
mentioned the following, all pre-

(Continued on page 63)
,

Mem Kampf, Revised
" Toronto, Jan, 22,

“There is nothing these peo-
ple would like better than to

bankrupt their target by mak-
ing them fight the same suit

over and over again,” was the

comment of Fredric March
and his wife, Florence. El-

dridge, here last week during
a stopoff in their tour of

“The Autumn Garden.” The
Marched were referring to the

Stanley K r a hi e r $1,000,000

libel suit against the Wage
Earriers Committee for its re-

cent charges of Communism
agairist Kramer and its picket-

ing: of his film production of

“Death of. a Salesman,” March,

who starred in “Salesman,”*

also came in for a rap from
the WEC.

,

It cost the Marches almost

$50,000 in legal fees several

years ago. to fight the same
charges against them* and they
eventually won a libel retrac-

tion from Counterattack, anti-

Rcd publication, in addition to

a clean bill from Congression-

al probers.

Guitry’s TV Stories
Paris, Jan, 20.

Sacha Guitry Is writing a series

of television scripts under the title

of “History of Love,” starting With

Adam and Eve. Video is also show-
ing interest in his plays, of which
Guitry has turned out 125.

Guitry authorized Irvin Marks to

handle, his plays for radio, tele-

vision, legit and pix.

Industry Support Soars

For Kramer in Suit On

Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Support for Stanley Kramer in

his $1,000,000 libel suit against the

Wage Earners Committee was
voted by the Motion Picture Indus-

try Council, representing 12 indus-

try organizations. Group not only

took a stand against “irresponsible”

charges of Communism aimed at

film companies and personalities,

but urged tpe industry to fight

against “malicious and unfounded”
picketing of riiotion picture houses.

Official statement said:

“The Motion Picture Industry

Council has noted with increasing

concern the attacks made by irre-

sponsible groups on the loyalty

and patriotism of the motion pic-

ture industry, particularly in the

unjustified picketing of motion pic-

ture theatres and in the distribu-

tion of defamatory circulars. It,

therefore, resolves:
“That the Motion Picture Indus-

try Council commeiids Stanley Kra-
mer for his courageous stand in

instituting a libel suit against the

Wage .
Earners Committee for the

malicious and unfounded picketing

of his picture, “Death Of a Sales-

man,” and pledges to him our
complete support In the action he
has taken.”

Meanwhile, the Wage Earners
Committee filed an answer in Su-
perior Court, denying that Kramer
had been damaged by the publica-

tion of the WEC pamphlet or that

he was entitled to punitive dam-
ages. Pamphlet described the pro-

ducer as “notorious for Red-slant-

ed, Red-starred films.”

Washington, Jan. 22.

An overall, record-breaking
$170,000,000 program for the State

.Department's overseas information
program/ is requested in the Pres-

ident’s $85,400,000,000 budget sent

to : Congress yesterday (Mon,). .

The President pictured, the hew
program as including a global

shortwave* radio network which
Would even encompass ship-borne 1

transmitters capable of reaching
more and more people behind* the
Iron Curtain and overpowering So-
viet “jamming” attempts.

Highlight feature of the giant
budget would be $36,727,086. “for

the purchase, rent, construction,

and . improvement of facilities of
radio transmission and reception.”
Another $30,000,000 is asked for
the. operation of broadcast activi-

ties, as distinctive from acquiring
new facilities. This is more than
$10,000,000 greater than is being
spent for the purpose in the cur-
rent fiscal year which ends on June
30. Another $10,600,000 is asked
for the production, purchase

,
and

adaptation of documentary films
for use overseas.

HIood’ Legit, Hate’ Times
Attack of Puritanism seems to .be

hitting Australia. The legiter

“Moon Is Blue/’ which opened in

December; and was expected to

have a long run, closed down Jan.

5, reportedly due to censor pres-

sure. Trio of. cast-m©nibers is on
its Way hack to England.

> The state - owned Australian

Broadcasting Commission has just

banned four songs from the musi-

cal, “Kiss Me, Kate,” as too risque

for Aussie audiences. Songs are “I

Hate Men,” “Too Darn Hot,”* “Al-

ways True to You in My Fashion”
and “Brush Up Your Shakespeare.”
Both “Mooli” and “Kate” are

J. C. "Williamson Theatres produc-
tions. “Kate” hasn’t even opened
yet, being due to preem Feb. 2

at His Majesty’s, Melbourne, arid

censor’s
.
action is problematical.

Meantime, however, as a precau-
tion, Dorothy Stewart, Williamson’s
N. Y. rep, is sending out alternate
lyrics* similar to those used in

Boston prior, to “Kate’s” N. Y.
opening, When censor trouble arose
there.

Brewer’s ‘Await & See*

Although he stressed that he was
wholly in favor of Stanley Kra-
mer’s fight against the Wage Earn-
ers Committee and the film indus-

try’s determination to oppose ir-

responsible groups which slur mo-
tion pictures, Roy Brewer, Coast
topper of the International Alli-i

(Continued on page 16)
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TVA Reps Huddle UCLA,

Cornell Labor Consultants

On ’One Big Union’ Plan
The five labor unions in Televi-

sion Authority yesterday (Tues.)

held their first meeting with labor

relations experts of the Universi-

ties of California and Cornell, who
are studying possible blueprints on
which the unions could merge.

While the Screen Actors and
Screen Extras Guilds are not, in
the TVA Setup, the film unions are
making information available to
the college representatives, Who
will try to come up with a merger
plan that could integrate the
Coast guilds along with the live
talent unions.

Meeting at the N. Y. State School
for Industrial Labor Relations were
Dean M. P. Catherwood, of the
state’s Institute for Industrial &
Labor Relations at Cornell, and
Edgar L. Warren, director of the
Institute of Industrial Relations of
UCLA, who are directirig the study.

Among the labor toppers attend-
ing the parley^ were Louis Simon,
Actors Equity; George Heller,
TVA; Frank Reel, AFRA; Hy Faine,
AGMA; Ben Irving, Chorus Equity;
Jack Irving, AGVA; I. B.,Korn-
blum, TVA Coast ’ attorney and
other union execs.

Research staffers from the uni-
versities Will sit in on various
union board meetings and will also
hold regional meetirigs to learn
the performers’ problems. Because
this is one of the , most complex
union mergers contemplated, with
30,000 members , involved; and
much multiple card-holding, one of
the first orders of business will be
a' survey of the memberships.

Colleges are working as a pub-
lic service, charging only travel ex-
penses and similar, items. Report
is due before July 1, which TVA
has set as a deadline for merger.

Greene’s ‘Affair’ Huddles
Hollywood; Jan. 22.

Graham Greene is due Saturday

(2fi) .from Indo-China for final hud-
dles screenplaying his novel
“End of the Affair,” which David
Lewis will produce, Morris office is

pitching it to majors as package
possibly with Jean Simmons and
Gregory Peck.

No director is set yet, nor de
cision Whether Greene will screen-
play.

to

Admish Tax Seen in ’52

Washington, Jan. 22.

Governriient budget-makers esti-

mate the 20% general admissions
tax should bring Uncle Sam $366,-

000,000 in the next fiscal; year,

which commences July 1, 1952.

The figure, included in the 1,200-

page budget which President Tru-
man sent to Congress yesterday
(Mon;), indicates Federal experts
believe the filirt theatres will' do;

nearly $1,500,000,000 business, be-
cause an estirtiated 80% of the ad-
missions levy comes from the
flicker houses.
The -President reported that for

the last fiscal year, ending June,
30, 1951, admissions tax receipts
came to $346,492,000. Estirnatq.
for the current fiscal year is

$357,000*000.

Gershwin Festival
Continued from page 1

lives in Westport, Conn., first sug-
gested the project to his neighbor*
Frances Godowsky, George Gersh
win’s sister, with the idea Of using
her as one of the soloists. (A
soprano/ she had toured Europe
with brother George, giving con
certs.)

Gershwin, family got interested
iri the project, as Mertens unveiled
it. George , Gershwin had toured
With Paul Whiteman, but aside
from such isolated programs as
Gershwin nights at Lewisohn
Stadium, N. Y. f or Robin Hood Dell,
Philly, there’s been no such project
as this since the composer-pianist
died in 1937. Venture is being
looked on as a Gershwin memo
rial, with family therefore taking
an unusual interest in the event.

‘Classical’ Standard
Special orchestra is being as-

sembled for the event, to be con
ducted by Lorin Maazei; who was a
“boy wonder” batonist a decade
ago. Soloists Will include concert
pianist Jesus Maria Sanroma, so-

prano Carolyn Long and baritone
Theodor Uppman. Contract be-
tween Columbia and the Gershwins
calls for estate and family ap
proval on all matters; specifies the
program to be an “all-Gershwin
performance on a ‘classical’ (as con
trasted to a ‘jazz’ or, ‘popular’;

basis”; that there be “rio dramatic
performance of any composition/
and the programs to read “by per
mission of Ira Gershwin arid the
Rose Gershwin estate;”

Gershwin’s publishers, Music
Publishers Holding Co. .and Chap
pell, have to okay the music arid

arrangements used. Program, sug-
gested by Ira Gershwin, will run
the gamut from pop to longhair
despite the “classical” auspices, I

will include an overture of w.k
melodies; sprigs by soprano., arid

baritone; transcriptions for piano,
finale of Concerto in F; “American
in Paris”; selections from “Porgy
and Bess,” and the “Rhapsody in

Blue,”
Tour will, run minimum o

eight weeks, and may go to 18 i

enough bookings eventuate. It Wil
consist ot one and two-night stands
with five or six performances a
week. It will start Feb. 9, ’53, in
Pennsylvania, head rnidwest arid

northwest, into Canada and back
cast.

Replacement of Roger Rico last

Week as male lead of the Broad-
way edition of “South Pacific/’

expected to result in a stiffening

of Actors Equity’s attitude toward
enforcement of its alien, rules. It’s

recalled by members of the union’,

council that when permission
given last spring to import Rico
from Paris as. successor, for Ray
Middleton, the management sought

the concession on the plea that no
American singer was suitable for

he assignment. Now, George Brit-

ton, American, has been pro-

moted from understudy to take

over the part.

With Britton’s promotion, pre-

sumably at considerably less than

Rico’s $2,500 a " week; a council

member suggested privately tha$

tlie union would actually have been
doing a favor to the management
if it had refused the requested

waiver
,
of the alien rule to permit

the : employment of the French

singer.

“IT we’d turned it down,” he ob-
served, “they’d have . hired an
American, probably at: much .less

money, thereby saving the differ-

ence and avoiding all the head-
aches in the ousting of Rico and
the $2,500-a-week payoff. But can’t

you just imagine the howls if we’d
done so?”

Under Equity regulations, aliens

may riot be engaged as replace-
ments, whether the original player
is a foreigner or an American.

$90,000 Payoff

Despite Rico’s reported state-

ment last week that he intended
to bring suit against producers
Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammer-
stei'ri 2d,. Joshua Logan and Leland
Hayward for breach of contract,

the singer has taken no such action,

rior has he filed a protest with
Equity. Efforts to reach him for
comment have been unsuccessful.

Meanwhile,- the management
paying him his regular $2,500 a
week for the balance of the con-

tract. Since the pact extends
through next September, the total

payoff Will come to about $90,000.

Decision to drop Rico was made
by the inanagement .after it had
been unable to persuade him to

Step out. When the singer was
signed last spring he did not know
English, but it was assumed that

he could learn to speak it phone-

tically while studying the language.

There was some delay in his

taking over the. part, and he had
a marked accent when he finally

did so. However,instead of improv-
ing, his accent becariie steadily

worse arid there were growing
audience complaints about his un-
intelligibility. So the management
finally decided to replace him, even
if it meant paying him off in full.

An angle of the situation is that

during the approximately six

months he was in the show, Rico

missed approximately 30 perform-
ances, mostly because of laryngitis.

Since Pinza had beeri out of the

cast about 90 times during his 14-

month stint, that has revived trade

comment as to whether operati

stars are capable of singing eight

performances a week and speak-

ing lines, as (required in legit.

•j at vutfuivj

Larry Adler Will play his first

North American date in two years.

He’s been signed for the Casi

Theatre, Toronto, week of Feb. 28.

Adler’s last date before goirig

abroad was at the Chicago Theatre*

Chicago, in January of 1950.

Adler; left the U; S. with Paul

Draper after a trial of their suit

stehiming from an accusati

Of leftist leanings. The litigation

ended in a hung jury.

Ip recent months, Adler has beeh

entertai ing troops in Korea.
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Joseph B. Vogel, Loew'sv.p. and

general manager of theatre opera-

tions, is expected to head themew
domestic exhibition company to be

formediipon completion dworce-

ment, That Loew’s prexy Nicholas

M. Schenck will continue at the

helm of the production-distribution

outfit following the separation is

regarded as a foregone conclusion.

Studio and foreign department of-

ficials will continue in their posts*

it’s anticipated.

Loew’s divorcement decree is

scheduled to be entered in the

N. Y. Federal Court on Feb. o.

Next step will be a vote by stock-

holders ratification shortly

after.

Charles C. Moskowitz, v.p.,

treasurer and board member, likely

will remain with the film company,

as will J. Robert Rubin. Rubin is a

v.p., director and counsel for the

parent outfit and general counsel

for Metro. Seen in a top spot with

the new theatre company is Leo-

pold Friedman, Loew’s v.p, and
general counsel.

Also staying on the. theatre end,

it’s believed, ate Oscar Doob, gen-

eral theatre exec; Eugene Picker,

film buyer and head of Greater

N. Y. theatres; John Murphy, in

charge of outside N. Y. houses, and
Ben Joel, buyer for the rion-N. Y.

theatres, Ernest Emerling remains

as the circuit’s ad-pub director.

Howard Dietz, Loew’s v.p. and
M-G ad-pub director, is seen con-

tinuing in that position.

Revived Pix Interest In

B’way

Par Eyes ’Banana,’ ’Bell’

Hollywood's revived interest in ac-

quiring screen rights to Broadway
legiters—and at high prices—is
further evidenced this week by
preliminary talks on two

.

more
Shows.. They are “Bell,. Book and
Candle’’ and “Top Banana,”
Paramount has its eye on “Bana-

na,” the Phil Silvers musical cur-

rent on Broadway, and is also in-

terested in “Bell.” It is understood
Metro and Warner Bros, have like-

wise indicated interest in “Bell”

tO Mary Baker, of the Sam Jaffe

office, which is repping author
John' van Druten on the Coast.

Film interest in both properties

is unusual aside from the fact that
it further marks a switch from the
hands-off policy concerning ex-

pensive legiters that has been evi

dent for the past three years. In
the case of “Bell” there was only
the mildest flicker of Hollywood
attention while the show was on
Broadway with Lilli Palmer and
Rex Harrison. That’s all changed
as result of the sitiash biz Of the
current road tour in which Rosa-
lind Russell is starred.

Original asking price for screen
rights was $185,000, Miss Baker has
set no new figure as yet, but Moni-

(Coniinued on page 24)

Suggest Industry Short To
Extol USO Actor Tours
Suggestion is being made in New

York that the industry produce a
public relations short On one or
more of the player tours for
troops in Korea, Alaska, the
Aleutians and other spots. Thought
is that such a short could- not only
have great .public relations value,

but would also be worthwhile com-
mercially.

There are difficulties in clear-

ances with the Army and with Vari-

ous studios to which stars are - un-
der, contract. Film execs; who’ve
pondered; the idea feel, however,
that these, hurdles could be over-
come.

Major studios* policy banning
contract players, from TV perform-
ances ‘ headed for reappraisal
shortly, possibly with the result

that the tele nix might be some-
what relaxed.. Par is said to be
ready to lead the way as the result

of its discovery of the unexpected
popularity of Charlton Heston,
who has a top role in Cecil B. De-
Mille’s “The Greatest Show on
Earth.”

Heston, under his pact with Hal
Wallis, from whom Par borrowed
him, is contractually free to do TV
work. He also was a tele player

prior to pix. It's figured that the
combination of his appearances in

the two fields had accounted, for

the big public spotlight. Pix alone,

or TV alohd, could hardly have sky-

rocketed him to the top in such

a brief time,: observers feel,

Widespread interest in Heston
was pointed up beyond any doubt
in N. Y. last week. It came as

Paramount’s ad-pub department
put out some feelers on possible

promotion breaks for the actor in

advance of the company’s release

of “Warbohriet.” He’s the only

Star in the pic, consequently value

of his name will figure largely in

the selling.

When the information was
passed around that Heston would
be available for appearances, the

Par flacks were virtually deluged

With invitations. Result is that Hes-

( Continued on page 20 )

Plan by. which RKO would sell

850 pictures td a group eyeing the
product for television has been
broached on the Coast by Matty
Fox; it’s disclosed: in N. Y. this

week. Fox, who’s a part owner of
United Artists and board chairman
and principal stockholder of Mo-
tion Pictures for Television, Inc.,

is now at work on negotiations in

Hollywood.
Insiders relate that the talks so

far have been based on a purchase
price of $12,000,000. Howard
rHughes, RKO’s controlling stock-
holder, has indicated willingness to

unload the pix library at that price.

If it’s wrapped up, the mammoth
deal would represent the first ma-
jor break in the dam holding back
important Hollywood films: from
tele. The report that Hughes is

agreeable to the principle of re-

leasing product to the new medium
in itself is seen as; significant, in.

view of all other top studios’ hands-
off policy.:

Fox’s associates and
.
sources Of

financing; haven’t been disclosed

but likelihood is that he’d pay off

the $12,000,000 mostly as he, in

turn, collects from telecasters who
lipense the product. It’s said in

some quarters that Fox already
(Continued on page 28)

to
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Skouras, Others in Antus.

On UNESCO Panels
Spyros Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy,

will be a panel member in a dis-

cussion of “The Mass Media and
Community Education” at the third
national conference of the U. S;

National Commission for UNESCO.
Conference will be. held at Hunter
College, N. YM from Sunday (27) to

Wednesday (30).

.

In addition to the 20th prexy,
participants; include Sevellon
Brown, publisher of the Providence
Journal; Arch Crawford, prez of
National Assn.. 'Of Magazine Pub-
lishers; Dorothy

.
Lewis* coordina-

tor, station relations UN radio, and
Davidson Taylor, general produc-
tion director, National Broadcast-
ing Co.- Lyitlan Bryson, professor,
of Education, Columbia University,
will be the moderator, *

Other show biz personalities tak-
ing part include playwright Sidney
Kingsley, ’ ANTA members Rosa-
mond Gilder and Elizabeth Bur-
dick, and playwright Marc Con-
nelly.

US Newsreel Blackout

Continues in Rio; Cos.

Rely on Gov’t Action

American newsreels are continu-

ing their embargo; on shipments to

Brazil. Yank distribs are making
no direct protests on their own
against the decree which caused
the cessation, blit are letting the

State Dept, “carry the ball.”

Feeling is that the Department,
which as far as possible always
has refused to take Up the cudgels

for the industry, has a direct stake

in the Brazilian situation. Its in-

formation program, is more , im
portantly affected than the com
mercial newsreels.
Meantime, the Vargas govern-

ment has started to enforce an-

other portion of the recent: decree
which included the newsreels. It

is fining theatres that are failing

to fulfill the quota requirement
that they play one domestically-

made pic for each eight foreign-

mades.
Joaquim Rickard, Latin Ameri

can rep for the Motion Picture

Assn, of America, will take off

today (Wed.) for Rio in an attempt
to ease this portion of the decree,

Actually, the objection to it Is

(Continued on page 24)

Washington, Jan. 22.

Top military and motion picture

industry brass will meet at a

luncheon tomorrow (Wed.) to be
held in the Pentagon di ing room
of Secretary of Defense Robert
Lovett. Defense Dept, is holding
the affair to solicit full Hollywood
cooperation in the current recruit-

ing drive to enlist women in the
armed services. Radio and TV in-

dustries have been active in the

campaign which opened Nov. 11.

Slated to be on hand besides

Lovett are Assistant Defense Sec-

retary Anna Rosenberg, who's been
in charge of the entire! drive; Gen.
Omar. Bradley, Chief of Staff; Gen;
Lawton Collins, Admiral William
Fechteler, Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg,
Gen. Lemuel; C. Shepherd, Jr.,

(Continued on page 24)

Kids Up Minn. B.O,
Minneapolis, Jan. 22.

A Minnesota Amus. Co.
(United Paramount Theatres)

survey shows that most of the
theatre patronage in this ter-

ritory now comprises, “young
people” by far.

.
.

!
It’s apparently the middle-

aged and elderly folks who
have deserted the showhouses
in the much larger numbers,
according to the survey.

Gael Sullivan, executive director
of the Theatre Owners of Amer-
ica, reportedly will serve as cam-
paign chief for Senator Estes Ke-
fauver in the latter’s drive for the
Democratic. Presidential nomina-
tion. Sullivan, on his way from
New York to a TOA exec board
session in Los Angeles, couldn’t be
reached for comment yesterday
(Tues.) on the report.

Sullivan was executive director

of the Democratic National Com-
mittee in 1947-48, prior to joining
TOA. He has been close to the
Tennessee Senator for several
years. Kefauver, while a guest at

a TOA board luncheon at Sulli-

van’s invitation recently, publicly

expressed high praise of the TOA
exec director.

Sullivan has taken, part in Dem-
(Continued on page 24)

Davis in U Huddles
John Davis, managing director

of the J. Arthur Rank Organiza-
tion, hopped in from London over
the weekend for huddles with Uni-
versal execs., on the proposed
merger With DecCa. Latter outfit

is trying to enlist support of the

project by Rank, who owns around
13%. of the U stock.

Davis hopes to return to his

headquarters at the end of this

week, but may remain longer.

Pulse-sounding by Variety of
major theatre circuits this week
indicates b.o. has failed to snap
back from the slide suffered in
December. Christmas week and the
first 15 days of January saw grosses
that were on the whole lower than
those of parallel stanzas : a year
ago.

Biz picked tip substantially last

June and continued to improve into
September. There was a limited.
Spurt in October and November,
when the b.o. was as strong or,
in some cases, stronger, than the
previous year.
December saw a falloff that con-

tinued right through the first two
Weeks of January. Figures haven’t
all been compiled yet for the past
(third), week, but theatremen are
not optimistic. Bad weather, which
has been a factor right through
December and January; was par-
ticularly rough during, the Jan. 13
week,’ especially on the: Coast.
While figures for the chains vary

in different territories, average for
the first two weeks of January ap-

(Continued on page 16)

Judy, Skelton ‘Carnivals’

Skedded for Reissues In

Wake of Vaude, TV Sock
Acclaim received by Judy Gar-

land' for her two-a-day shows at
the Palace, N. Y„ and by Red Skel-
ton for his video stints has prompt-
ed. Metro to reissue films of both
stars, Billed as a “Jtidy Garland
Carnival” and a “Red Skelton Car-
nival,” pix of each performer will
be tested in a single engagement
at one Loew house in two different
localities, and if successful will be
skedded to play the entire Loew
circuit..

Double bill of Miss Garland’s
films is slated to open in about
two or three Weeks at Loew’s
State, N. Y., which is just a
block away from the Palace,
where Miss Garland is currently
scoring heavily at the b.o. Origi-
nally Loew set “Meet Me in St.
Louis” (1945) and “Babes in Arms”

(Continued on page 10)

Biz Okay Despite Bad Weather; Wadis’ Again

Champ, ‘Dreams’ Still 2d, ‘Model,’ ‘Poison’ Next
week; “Lavender Hill Mob” (U),

“i Want You” (RKO) and “Tales

of Hoffmann” (Indie) are runner-

Despite unfavorable weather, in-

cluding low temperatures, snow
and rain in many keys, current

stanza is shaping okay at the na-

tion’s boxoffice. Biz still is be-

ing hurt by transport strikes in

Toronto and Baltimore. There are

few new Entries this session but

most of these loom, strong;

Still pacing the field is “Quo
Vadis” (M-G) which continues as

champ by a comfortable margin.

It again is being closely followed

by “See You in My Dreams” (WB)
although the latter does not have
the advantage of upped scales

which prevail for “Vadis” in most
locations.

Third money is going to “Model
and Marriage Broker” (20th), iV&i

getting under way this roimd.

“Another Man’s Poison” (UA), also

just out, a stout fourth-place

Winner, hanging up several nice to

big sessions. “10 Tall Men” (Col),

getting a
.
batch of new bookings

this round, is pushing up to fifth

position While “Decision Before

Dawn” (20th) is slipping from
third to sixth slot.

“Favorite Spy” (Par) is taking

seventh spot while “Man in Sad-

dle” (Col), fairly new, is winding

tip eighth. “Detective Story”

(Par), although in only a few loca-

tions, will be ninth and “Westward
the Women” (M-G), 10th.

“I’ll Never Forget You” (20th),

1 showing a burst of strength this

up films in that sequence.

“Room For One More” (WB)
shapes as one of the coming strong

entries based on two initial play-

dates. It is fine in N. Y. and smart

in L. A. “Scandal Sheet” (Col),

also- new, is big on initial date at

N. Y. Paramount. “For Men Only”

(Lip) is light in N. Y... good in

Denver and okay in L. A. for first

week on release.

“Latuko” (Indie) is rated ter-

rific in its preem week in L. A.

"Pandora and Dutchman” (M-G)
looms uneven this stanza, with

Only two good sessions out of five,

“Death of Salesman” (Col) shapes

big in N. Y. and Boston, and fine

in L. A.

“Distant Drums” (WB) Is okay
in Cincinnati, brisk in Washing-
ton. and fine ini Seattle. “Cimar-

ron Kid” (U) looks oke in Wash-
ington, “The Well” (UA) shapes

staunch on second Chi week.
“Fixed Bayonets” (20th) is mild in

K. C. and Seattle. “Capt. Fabian"
(Rep) looms nice in Omaha and
Louisville.
“Weekend With Father” (U)

looks stout in Louisville and nice

in Providence and St. Louis.

“Japanese: WOr Bride” (20th) is

mild in Clricy and fair in Balto.

(Complete Boxoffice Reports on
Pages.
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Washington, Jan. 22.

Contradicting testimony by Dr.
Allen B. DuMont, .Paramount Pic-

tures tele v.p. Pahl Raiboum, who
is also a DuMont board member,
told the FCC today (Tues.), that

Par is ready to make a deal for

conversion of its Class B Stock in

DuMont Laboratories but that Dr.
DuMont would not sign the agree-
ment.

Dr. DuMont had testified ' that

Par has been unwilling to relin-

quish its interest in his. company
(Which the FCC contends is a con-
trolling oneL and said that he had
offered cash but that Par prez
Barney Balaban was opposed to the
cash deal for tax reasons.

; Raiboum said 'that while Par
would accept coin, Dr. DuMont has
always been hamstrung by lack of
cash for operating his firm and has
felt that capital required to buy
out Par’s interest-—amounting to
25%, and reported to have a mar-
ket value of over $10,000,000^-
could better be used for expansion.
Other points Raibourn made

were:
(1) Par’s relation; with DuMont,

is very satisfactory for the public;

(2) Par could have gained undis-
puted control of DuM by buying
additional stock but refrained be-
cause policy has been to leave Dr.
DuMont in the saddle;

(3) He confirmed Dr. DuMonts
testimony that a deal couldn’t be
arranged for sale of B stock to
Outsiders because' those interested
Wanted a controlling interest;

(4) It Was Par which suggested
that the 4-4 balance of directors on
DuM_hoard be changed to 5-3 in
favor of DuM, because the amount
of B stock, held by. Par; remained
constant while the A stock had
been increased.

(5) Par elected Balaban to the
DuM board when it became appar-
ent its investment in the company
had

.
assumed major importance.

(6) Regarding the most recent
discussions on disposing of Par’s

(Continued on page 20)

lIPT’s Microwave

Buy-in Reflects fie

Of Electronics, Films
United Paramount Theatres’ 50%

buy-in of Microwave Associates is

viewed as further evidence of the
growing ties between the film and
electronic industries. Microwave, a
Boston outfit Which manufactures
tubes and component parts, will
give UPT a laboratory for experi-
mental purposes as part of its

steady move* into broadcasting, es-
pecially on the television side.

UPT execs emphasized that, des-
pite Microwave’s corporate name,
the deal has nothing to do with the
manufacture of microwave relay
equipment for UPT’s anticipated
closed circuit of theatre TV.
Rather, they pointed opt, because
of the circuit’s expansion into
video, they wanted a laboratory
and manufacturing setup similar
to that enjoyed by NBC with its

parent RCA company, the DuMont
network with DuMont labs, etc.

In addition to its work in theatre
TV, DPT also owns WBKB, TV
station i Chicago, and is current-
ly seeking approval of the Federal
Communications Commission for a
merger With ABC. If and when
that Happens, the theatre circuit
will be in the broadcasting busi-.
ness on a full network scale. Dana
W. Atchley, Jr,, now with UPT,
will become prexy of the expanded
microwave plant. In addition, UPT
execs Leonard Goldensoh; Robert
H. O’Brien, Simon B. Siegel arid

Jason Rabinovitz will joi the
Microwave board.

Creebnan Exits W-T-Sun
Eileen Credman, film critic and

columnist for the New York World-
Telegram & Sun, has resigned.
She moved over to the paper from
the Sun when it Was merged with
the W-T and has been serving as
second stringer to the latter’s Alton
Cook.

This' is the second move of
femme pic critics on N. Y. dailies

since Jan. 1. At that time, Irene
Tliirer; Who had been out ill for 18
months, returned to the Post, with
Archer Winsten continuing in top
spot.

Joe Mankiewicz Awaits

Story to Start M-6 Pact
Joseph Mankiewicz said in New

„York this week that he'd start work
under his new Metro producer-di-
rector-writer pact as, soon as he
and the . studio agreed on a prop-
erty. Meantime, he added, he’s

about to start Writing on a play he
has been mulling.
Mankiewicz said that the M-G

contract had not been signed yet;

but hitches that had developed had
been straightened out during a

quick visit he made to the Coast
for that' purpose. Deal calls for

three pix in five years, With the

proviso that Mankiewicz can do all

his Writing and whatever other:

preparation possible in New York.
, Metro pact is non-exclusive and
Mankiewicz is open to indie offers.

,r
* ‘ *

Dr. Allen B. DuMont’s version,

in Federal Communications Com-
mission testimony last week, of

Paramount-DuMont stock negotia-
tions, which was refuted by Paul
Raibourn before the FCC yester-
day (Tues.), Was even more exten-
sively contradicted privately by
the. Par v.p. earlier in the week.
Du Mont testified that his com-

pany had offered Par $12,000,000
lh 1950 for its DuMont stock, but
that it had been turned down.
Raibourn told Variety that Par
had. accepted, but DuMont was not
able to consummate the deal. . He
added that was then renegotiated
to $6,000,0Q0 cash and notes, again
to $3,000,000 cash and notes, and
finally to a. straight exchange of
DuMont “A” and “B” stock, but
DuMont still didn’t take it up.

Raibourn is v.p. of Paramount
and handles its television activities.

He is also treasurer of DuMont and
a member of its board. He was
responsible for the original deal
by which Par acquired 29%
of DuMont for $164,000 more than,
a dozen years ago.
FCC’s current hearings are in an

effort to show that Par exercises
control of the TV. firm. Both Par
and DuMont are endeavoring to
prove that Par does not have con-
trol, so that they can escape /the
FCC rule that one licensee can
own no more than five stations.
DuMont’s testimony that Par

nixed a $12,000,000 offer was part
of his description Of efforts his com-
pany made to have Par dispose of its

holdings. He said he and Raibourn
agreed on the $12,000,000 deal,
but when Barney Balaban (Par
prexy) got hold of it he kicked it

out and the deal collapsed.
DuMont testified further that

Balaban wanted added terms put
into the agreement which would
still have left Par with the sarnie

degree of control although it

would have parted with 90% of its

holdings.
'

Raibourn, in commenting on the
((Continued on page 24)

RKO Admits Swedish

Priority to Pic Title

’With RiCO’s Groucho Marx-Marie
Wilson-William Bendix starrer, “A
Girl in Every Port,” scheduled for
national release in February, it de-
veloped this Week that Arthur
Davis Associates, a foreign film dis-

tributor, has a Swedish import of
virtually the same title. Moreover;
this entry is also slated for release
shortly.

Conferences between Davis and
RKO-s legal department resulted
in an admission from the major,
that the indie distrib has priority
on the title. Meantime, Davis is

rushing a print of his picture (a
musical) for scrutiny bf the N.’Y.
State censor in order to get the
English-titled film on the screen as
soon as possible. Pic stars Nils
Pbppe arid Cecile Ossbahr. He
later plans to dub the import for

TV distribution,* v< ? V

Mary McCall Reps Pix*

In Military Recruiting
Dbilywood, Jan. 22. i

Motion Picture Industry Coun-
cil appointed Mary McCall, Jr., to

represent the film industry at a
meeting called by Secretary of De-
fense Robert Lovett in the Penta-
gon Building this week. -

Miss McCall will handle the ln-

dusti^ft cooperation in, the forth-

coming program ' t<r .robhiit women
for the armed services.

Par; Slowed in Fight

On NPA Color.TV Ban;

MPAA, TOA Join Tiff

Present involvement of Para-
mount’s Washington counsel, Paul
Porter, in Paramount-DuMont hear-
ings before the Federal Communi-
cations Commission,bas slowed the
company’s fight on aspects of the
National production Authority’s
ban on color TV. It has also

put brakes on Par’s intent to swing
Into production of Its Lawrence
Chromatic tele tube.
Meantime, both the Motion Pic-

ture Assn. of America and Theatre
Owners of America have joined in
the battle on the color nix as it

applies to theatre-tele, and Par
may get some help from that quar-
ter. Par intends to resume its own
fight full-strength when Porter • is

free.

Company shortly before the
color ban acquired a factory in
Stamford, Conn;, to make the
tubes, which can receive either
black and white or tints. It had in-

tended to turn out about 50,000 a
year as a spur to other manufac-
turers to acquire licenses for pro-
duction. With the NPA boom low-
ered, plant is being held down to
development work. Par doesn’t
want to build up a backlog which
it can’t sell now, since improve-
ments are constantly being made
and company is afraid that any
stockpile will become obsolete.
Par maintains it should be free

to make the tubes inasmuch as they
require little iriore in the Way of
materials than ordinarly b&w jobs.

IN MARSHALL SUIT
Los Angeles, Jan. 22.

Errol Flynn filed a cross com-
plaint against his former partner,
William Marshall, who tied up the
actor’s pay last month with a suit
in Superior Court charging failure
to pay a promissory note for $25,-
000; Flynn charged fraud, and
asked the court to cancel the note.

Suit involves “Hello, God,” a
documentary which Marshall pro-
duced and for which Flynn gave a
$25,000 note to' acquire a half in-
terests Marshall, according to
Flynn, represented that he spent
more than $50,000 on the film.
Actor declares the producer never
spent that much, but used a lot of
old newsreel footage as a substi-
tute for neW film.

Par, Sol Lesser lit Deal
On French Invention

Paramount and Sol Lesser have
made a deal by Which Par Will
work on the development of Pic-'
tosqope, coin-saving production de-
vice to which Lesser acquired U. S.
rights last year. It is a French in-
vention.
Under the Par-LesSer deal, stu-

dio will share rights with the indie
producer in return fbr money it is
investing in the development proc-
ess. It is hoped to have it commer-
cially available within the year.
Gadget Works something like

putting a pair of bifocal glasses in
front of the camera lens. While
the top part catches the actors per-
forming, bottom gets a card placed
a short distance in front of the
lens and on Which a set or scenery
is drawn. Its value is seen for TV,
as well as films.

N. Y. to Europe
Pier Angeli
Richard Barthelmess
Eugene De Liguoro
Jean Goldwurm
Oliver Hardy
Collie Knox
Stan Laurel
Henry R. Luce
Nino Martini
James E. Perkins
Terence Rattigan
Sam Spiegel
Polyna Stoska
Lou Walters
Jerry Whytt

1

.
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See Griffis Active in Fix

In Quitting as Envoy
Stanton Griffis, whose resigna-

tion as Ambassador to Spain was
accepted Monday (21)-by President
Tfuman, possibly will now take a
more active hand in the film in-

dustry,
.
trade observers feel. He’s

chairman of Paramount's executive
committee and had been associated
with a number of other show biz

firms prior to turning diplomat.
Griffis, who is nearing 65, had

also been Ambassador to Poland,
Egypt arid Argentina over: the past
10 years. Actual date for his with-
drawal has not yet been set.

I*'

Washington, Jan. 22.
United action was. taken by the

motion picture industry yesterday
(Mon.) to obtain Government sanc-
tion to go ahead with commercial
color theatre TV operations.

In a joint request to the National
Production Authority, the Motion
Picture Assn, of America, Theatre
Owners of America and National
Exhibitors Theatre Television
Committee called for assurance
that theatre TV is riot covered by
Order M-90, which bans produc-
tion of color video equipment* ex-
cept for experimental uses. If such
assurance cannot' be given immedi-
ately, the industry requested a
conference, such as was given the
•home TV receiver industry, to pre-
sent its views. Request was made,
to Henry H. Fowler, NPA admin-
istrator.

Meanwhile, NPA called a second
industry conference, .tentatively
scheduled for Feb. 8, to discuss op-
position to its ban on home color
receivers. Occasion for the meet-
ing is officially to determine
whether the ban is fulfilling its

purpose but, it is understood that
complaints, principally from. Para-
mount, that the order goes too far,

prompted the action. Par has
claimed it was given assurance at

I (Continued on page 24)

Jack Goldstein, veteran industry
ad-pub exec, this week Was
named -special national exploita-
tion rep for United Artists’ Hum-
phrey Bogart-Katharine Hepburn-

I

starrer, “The African Queen.”
Goldstein starts shortly on a

two-month swing of all UA ex-
change cities for intensive bally
in advance, of the field force, now
being organized. He’ll work under
UA exploitation director Mori
Krushen.

N. Y to L. A.
Robert Alton
Sidney Bernstein
Cecil

7
B. DeMille

Jay Eisenberg
S. H. Fabian
David Golding
Bill Goodwin
Paul Herireid
Alfred Hitchcock
Betty Hutton
Ted Lewis
Jack Lloyd
Sid Luft
William C. MacMillen
William Pierson
Donald Randolph
Sol A. Schwartz
Bernard Smith
Robinson Stone
John van Druten

Griffis satid.in Madrid Monday (21)
that he excepted a new film deal
would be signed within 24 hours it
appeared from the attitude of the
Society of Independent Motion
Picture Producers that the agree-
ment would not win U. S. industry
ratificatiori. Pact must be okayed
by SJMPP to miake it effective.
Motion Picture Assn, of America

after a mixed attitude on it when it
Was brought baC^ by international
department topper John G. Mc-
Carthy last September, ‘

is now
much in favor of it. Ellis G. Ar-
nall, SIMPP prexy, indicated after
New- York confabs last week that
if the MPAA wanted the Indies’
concurrence, either the majors or
the Spanish would have to give
way on a deadlocked point. Madrid
government, has refused to Compro-
mise, which leaves' it up to the
MPAA.

Point at issue Is divvy of loo
import licenses allowed under the
agreement. Majors get 60 and all

other outfits (including indies)
that do not have at least five ex-
changes in Spain get 40 via Span-
ish distribs. Arnall said indies
must be assured a specific number
of permits—even if a very small
quantity—-to maintain their trading
position.

In the event the Spanish con-
tinue uncompromising, Arnall
Wants' the MPAA companies to
guarantee a' specific number, just

in case theyv are needed, out of
their 60. That proposal Is expect-
ed to get a loud squawk froiri the
majors, but they’ll apparently have
to give in if they want to see the
agreement effectuated.

Majors like the principal part
of the pact because it cuts the cost

to them bf import permits from
about $14,000 to around half of

that and puts transactions on an
above-board basis.

... Griffis has been working with
the MPAA in obtaining passage
by the Spanish of the deal,

.

His
remarks concerning signing within

24 hours were in connection with
his * announced resignation as am-
bassador.

Clagett in N.Y. Feb. .1

To Share Corwin Duties
Manning (Tim) Clagett, press

rep for the Motion Picture Assn,

of America in Washington* is ex-

pected in New York Feb, 1 to

share duties there with MPAA
flack Alfred Corwin. Under the

new arrangement, Clagett will han-
dle lay and tradepapers, while Cor-
win will be in charge of all other

media, including national and fan

mags* radio and TV and Interna-

tional department news.
They’ll both work under MPAA’s

national pubrelations. head, Ken-
neth Clark, who is also transferring
his hq from Washington to New
York. Clagett’s duties in the capi-

tal are being taken over by Norman
Kuehne, new addition to the
MPAA staff.

L. A. to n. Y.
Harry Ackerman
Adrian
Dana Andrews
Pier Angeli
Jack Benny
Curtis Bernhardt
Variessa Brown
Jack Carson
Richard Carlson
J. J. Cojm
Ray Crossett
Denise Darcel
Janet Gaynor
Helen Gould
Joan Harrison

> Peter Lind Hayes
Mary Healy
Ben Hecht
Lou Holtz
Gordon W« Kirkwood
Virginia MacPherson
Marion Marshall
Zero Mostel
Dick Richards

Europe to N. Y,
Gaby Andre
Freddie Bamberger
John H. Davis
Negley Farson
Jack Hylton
Louis Kaufman
Anatole Litvak
Georges Maurer

;

Fernanda Montel
.Roland Petit ^

1 ' Emlyn Williams

Sophie Rosenstei
Joseph Scbenck
Henry Schnitzler
Silas F. Seadler
Charles Skouras
Franz Spencer
-Milton Sperling
Gene Tierney
Marta Toren
Thomas L. Walker
Walter White
William Wilder

’ v William Wylbr



STRESS MW SALES METHODS
George Jessel in Hollywood last week lifted the lid on the

secrecy that has surrounded the nix by the Motion Picture Assn,

of America board on a scene in 20th-Fox’s “Wait Till the Sun
Shines, Nellie/- Board looked at the pic in New York on an appeal

by 20th from a Breen office nix on the sequence.

JCssei, who produced the pic, disclosed that the cut consisted

of a scene shoeing a rural home equipped with ' running water,

sink, bathtub and toilet/ Jessel said object of the scene was to

show the progress of the American farmer and devices he is, able

to acquire to make living easier. ,

Breen office, however, objected to the dialog. As the panning

camera catches the lavatory, one of the players remarks: "That’s

labor-saving device."

1

Miami Beach, Jan. 22. -4

Elimination by prexy James C.

Petrillo of 17 of the 29 Contract

changes demanded by his own
Coast reps made negotiations here

last week of a new agreement be-

tween the American Federation of

Musicians and the major Holly-

wood studios a soft touch. Deal

for a 15% wage hike and a number
of improvements in working condi-

tions Was negotiated With company
execs in four hours.

(Execs of several of the majors,

back in New York this week,
agreed that the pact talks had been
extremely amiable. They expressed
the wish that there should be more
union ' leaders “with the under-
standing Petrillo has of industry
problems—and also with his sense

of humor.")

Major company toppers were
alarmed at first whei\ their studio

labor contacts—arrived here from
the Coast with a list of the 29
demands that had been served on
them. Execs and the 10-man studio

contingent spent quite a few hours
going over these point3 and pre-
paring to argue them out with
Petrillo the following day.

However, When the session start-

ed with the AFM leader, a group
of his Coast reps and the union’s
International Executive Board, Pe-
trillo announced right away that
he had eliminated 17 of the de-
mands as unworthy of attention.

That left only 12 to be dealt With,
of which one concerned basic
wages and other various subsidiary
items.

Basic wage request for a 15%
hike was considered reasonable by
the employers, since the musicians
had had no increase in almost 5Vi
years. Contract under Which they
were working was originally
worked out in September, 1946,
and had been extended once for

(Continued on page 18)

Metro Approves First

‘Vadis’ Pacts With Indies,

Chi’s Oriental Included
Metro within the past week ap-

proved its. first licensing contracts
with non-affiliated theatres for
“Quo Vadis." At the same time
the M-G homeoffice reportedly was
deluged with exhibs’ bids for the
film, with many of. the proposed
terms in conflict with the com-
pany’s announced policy. Some
bids, for example, Came from the-
atremen In towns of less than
100,000 population, through the
company specifically announced
the pic will go only to exhibs in
cities with a. population over .that:

figure.

In general, the bids were, said: to
reflect confusion by some exhibs
to the extent that the initial play-
off of “Vadis” will require more
time than originally anticipated;
In line with this, some, theatre ops
Mro proposed playing the .film on
* two-a-day basis, whereas M-G
already has. reported that experl-
ehce so far shows that , a contin-
uous run is preferable. There also
has been some misunderstanding
on splitting advertising; costs.
Nori-Loew’s spots Which have

cooked the epic with h.o. approval
on terms are the Des Moines The-
;*e,Des Moines, for opening Feb.

7 Carolina; Charlotte, Feb. 10;
(Continued on page 24)

Milt Pickman Joins

Wald-Krasna as VP.
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

:

Milton Pickman, artists’ repre-
sentative for the past 10 years in

Hollywood and N.Y., signed a con-
tract as v.p. of Wald-Krasna Pro-
ductions.

In making the deal, Pickman
sold but -his interest and severed
his connection With the Felix
Ferry-Milton Pickman agency.

Meeting of Eric Johnston, prexy
of the Motion Picture Assn, of
America/ with company toppers in
Miami Beach last week Was con-
vivial and friendly. Any undercut
rents were lost in Johnston’s ex-

pressed desire to get full-swing at
once into the industry’s' domestic
problems;
' MPAA prez told the assembled
execs he was calling off his pro-
posed trip to Uruguay for the film

festival there, with a stop in Bra-
zil to look into restrictions recent-
ly imposed. Johnston’s planned
Uruguayan trip, so quickly after

returning to the MPAA. from Gov-
ernment service, had been a cause
of

.
some objection withi the

MPAA board.

Huddle, Which took place at the

home of Metro prexy Nicholas M.
Schenck, pretty much took the
form of a report by Johnston of a

tour of the horrieoffices of MPAA
member companies the previous
week. At that time, Johnston and
his staff sought out ideas on means
by which the Association could best

be of service to its members.

MPAA prexy was asked -numer-
ous questions by the 'execs. They
agreed that the Association should
get with both feet into such indus-

try problems as exhib antitrust

suits, exhibitor relations in gen-

eral, arbitration, public relations

and numerous other subjects.

Accompanying Johnston were
Joyce O’Hara, his principal aide,

and counsel Sidney Schreiber.

Company execs included Schenck,

Barney Balaban, Spyros SkoUras,

Ned E. Depinet, John J. O’Connor,

Jack Cohn, Theodore Black arid

Sarri Schneider.
• ^ :

.

Dietz to Coast Feb. 15

For ‘Band Wagon’ Film
Howard Dietz, Metro’s ad-pub

v.p., hops from the homeoffice to

the Coast Feb. 15 to begi work
on Metro’s “I Love Louisa," based

on “The Band Wagon," hit legit

musical of 1931. Dietz will write

hew lyrics for the pic in collabora-

tion With Arthur Schwartz, who’ll

pen the music. Dietz and Schwartz
similarly were teamed on the origi-

nal legiter, which Max Gordon pro-

duced.* .

- Arthur Freed, who Will produce,

returned to the Coast from N. Y.

yesterday (Tues.) after a threp-

Week stay.

Spate of distrib sales meetings
and hew merchandising approaches
were seen this week reflecting an
intensive drive by the film com-
panies to develop new methods of
doing business which would be
more compatible with the changed
market conditions.

Metro has a two-day division
managers conclave set to open next
Monday (28) in Chicago. Same
outfit has

;
announced a plan to

award exhibs $1,000 in monthly
prizes for trip promotion cam-
paigns.

Paramount is following through:
on last Week’s N. Y. meeting with
two field sessions. Twentieth-Fox
called, in number of exhibs to

discuss, merchandising at a home-
office huddle yesterday -(Tues.).

Republic is underway with a series
of field sessions on sales and pro-
motion. Importance of bigger and
better bally is shown in United
Artists’ plari to build .up its ad-pub
department with additional person-
nel.

Call for new techniques Was put
out last week by both Spyros P.
Skouras, 20th’s prexy, and A. W,
Schwalberg, Par's distribution top-

per. Part of 20th’s overall plari is

to have pix Iready long in advance
of release to allow for maximum
time to work on promotion.

Schwalberg’s message to the
N. Y. division managers’ meeting
in N. Y. last week was for the sales

reps to “stay with" a pic after a

booking deal has been closed and
seeing to it that a full campaign
job is done.

Various of the companies are out

to combat numerous distressing sit-

uatioris in current conditions. In
many instances, films are played off

so quickly that the ad-pub cam-
paigns have insufficient time to

penetrate. Also, word-of-mouth en-

(Continued on. page 16)

Mono*AA Gets Bank
Fund of $1,000,000

Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Monograi arid . Allied Artists

closgd a deal With the Security
First National Bank of L. A. for a
orie-year revolving loan of, $1,-

000,000 and credit to the extent of

$500,000. Participating in the deal
were the California Batik of L. A.,

the Bank of Manhattan and Guar-
anty Trust of N; Y.

The $500,000 covers bank loans

to indie producers Who release
their product through Monogram
arid Allied Artists.

Invite by TOA
Film .

company sales chiefs and
ad-pub toppers, in addition to pro-

duction officials, have been invited

to <,sit in at the windup of the

Theatre Owners of America board
meeting in. L. A. on Jan. 31 for a

general discussion of industry af-^

fairs. Bids to the conclave were
sent out this week by; TOA prexy
Mitchell Wolfson.
To be chaired by Charles P.

Skouras, TOA’s board head, con-

ference Was called for an exchange
of views on difficulties facing all

segments of the trade. Ultimate
aim is to give each branch a better

understanding of the others’ prob-.

lems.
TOA board session, wli^h opens

next Monday (28), will take up a

wide assortment of subjects, with

the spotlight likely to be shared’

by distrib Selling practices and
proposals for a system of industry

arbitration.

Wolfson . also Was slated to sit

in on TOA’s trade practice griev-

ance meeting, for exhibs from vari-

ous southern states Opening tomor-
row (Thurs!) in Atlanta. However,
he was forced to remove this from
his sked to work .on the board hud-
dle preliminaries. Reppirig TOA’s
headquarters will be Dick Pitts;

information director. Georgia cir-

cuit op E, D. Martin will preside

at the meeting.

Talk Savo Film

;
Pietro Bullio, president of. Seal-

era Films, Rome, has arrived in

New York to discuss with come-
dian Jimmy Savo, Currently head-

lining at the Hotel Plaza’s Persian

Room, the possibility of filming

Savo’s book, “Little World, Hello/’

Savo would play the lead role.

Book deals with Savo’s owner-
ship of an ilth century Italian cas-

tle. Film Would be shot in Italy.

While Hollywood’s film-makers
have scored plenty of ground in

enhancing the entertainment val-

ues of their product, television has
fallen into a rut, Charles Einfcld,

20th-Fox ad-pub v.p., declared in

N. Y. yesterday (Tues.), Film in-

dustry clearly has; the jump on TV
and it’s up to the trade to cash in

on it via enthusiastic bally, he said.

Commenting on TV’s problems,
the film exec stated that TV has
come face to face with the neces-

sity of coming up with “better

shows/’ He added:
“This is the same problem that

faced us years ago when we asked

for ‘better pictures.’ I think we
have solved this problem because
pictures are better. But our job is

to inform the public in new and
more effective Ways of the finer

product coming from the studios.

“Right now TV is . in a serious

Way. One of the largest department
stores in the country reports that

it is selling more radio than tele-

vision, sets, which shows that the

public isn’t buying television en-

tertainment as it is supposed to be.

Let’s strike while the iron is hot.

(Continued on page 20)

Buffalo, Jan. 22.

Schine Theatre Circuit won ad*
ditional time, to divest theatres un-
der its antitrust decree, by terms
of an amendment filed with the
trial court today (Tues.) by the
Department of Jristlce. In ex-
change, Schine has agreed to cer-
tain trade practice conditions to
protect the position of smaller in-

dependent, competitors.

Schine still holds seven threatres
which were to have been unloaded
by June 24, 1951, plus 18 others to
be sold by the end of next June,
Amendment pools the houses and
provides that one-third shall be
divested by June 24, 1952, two-
third by Dec. 24, 1952, and the
remainder by June 24, 1953.

v

This extra time is hemmed in

with certain conditions:
1. Schine circuit must notify the

public and real estate brokers no
reasonable offer will be refused.
Any offer- is regarded as reason-
able if the. price bid, plus . the
profits of that particular theatre
since June 24, 1951, add up to

“

reasonable offer."

2. If
,

unable to sell houses at

reasonable terms, then up to half
of them—with court approval

—

may be leased to exhibitors wh
have not been defendants in anti-

trust suits nor associated with such
defendants. Schine must not have
a profit-sharing clause in any lease

arid must sell the property prior
to expiration of such' leases:

3. In the case of theatres where
Schine is leasing the. property, such
theatres may be sublet but

.
the

(Continued on page 18)

African ‘Latuko,’ Sans

Breen, L of D. Seals, Not

FCC THEATRE TV GABS
Theatre Network Television, in-

die outfit booking shows for big-

screen video, petitioned the Fed-

eral Communications Commission
yesterday (Tues.) for permission to

participate in the hearings on th'e

assignment of exclusive channels

for theatre TV, which are sched-

uled to kick off ih Washington
Feb. 25.

TNT, which is headed by Nathan
L. Halpern, pointed out in its peti-

tion that it is the only firm in the

business dealing exclusively in the-

atre TV and that it is the only one
Which has networked shows to dif-

ferent big-screen circuits. As a re-

sult, TNT said, it’s in a position

to furnish the FCC with much val-

uable iriformation on the entire

question.

Settle Distrib % Suits

Vs. Lunds in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

Percentage suits brought by

eight distributors last July against

John arid Werner Lund in the

Greene County Court of Common
Pleas have been settled and judg-

ments entered. The settlement

called for full payment of short-

ages charged by the film com-

parties.
. . .

Theatres involved were the Lund
in Carmichaels; Rialto, Daisytown;

Park, Clarksville; Arcadia, Mari-

anna; Fairiily, Mather; Circle Bob-

towri. and Grand Opera House.

BuckhannOn, W* Va.

The judgments with interest are

i aggregate of $21*000.

“Latuko/* . feature-length docu-
mentary based upon life and cus-

toms of art African tribe of that

name, will not be sold to exploita-

tion-type houses, its distrib de-

clared in New York this week. He
said it will be restricted to art the-

atres.

Statement by Irving Lesser, prez
of Producers Representatives,
which Is releasing tfle film in the

U. S., came, on the heels of a dis-

closure that the National Legion
of Decency had placed the docu-
mentary in its “Condemned" cate-

gory. Pic, now in a highly suc-

cessful engagement in Hollywood,
has also been refused a Breen office,

seal.

Color picture was lensed in Af-

rica by Edgar M. Queeny, a top
exec of the Monsanto Chemical
Co., who is turning over profits

from its theatrical exhibition to

the Museum of Natural History,

N. Y., Which sponSored*the expedi-

tion during which it was shot. Le-

gion of Decency acknowledges that

the film may have “certain scien-

(Continued on page 24r

Cinema Amus. Suit Vs.

Distribs Into 3d Week
Denver, Jan. 22.

The Case of Cinema Amus., Inc.,

against Loew’s, 20th and RKO for

$1,000,000 damages, because of

claimed inability to get appropri-
ate run and films for operation of

the Broadway in 1945-46, lias

dragged into its third week, with

only three witnesses*: heard to date.

Harris Wolfberg told of his days

in distribution arid also in the the-

atre business, arid claimed that the

Broadway had. not shown what lie

“would call a profit." Asked if the

Cinema books had not shown a

profit, Wolfberg, Cinema president,

said, “if they did it was. because i

lot of items such as salaries, which
should have been charged up,

weren’t entered on the books/’

The other witness has been Sid-

ney Samuelson, Pennsylvania the-

atreman, who came here to testify

as to the desirability of the* various

Denver first-runs, and Broadway
manager John Wolfberg.



FILM REVIEWS Wednesday, Jammy 25, 1952

of the River
(COLORS

Top-notch pioneer adventure
with Janies Stewart; healthy
b,o.

Hollywood, Jan. 22,

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg

S
roductlon. Stars Jaines Stewart. Arthur
enrjedy, Julia Adams. Uock Hudson; fca-.

tures Lori Nelson. JoyC. Fllppen. Si.ep.rn

Fetchlt. Directed by_ Anthony Mann.
Screenplay* Borden Chase; phased -frt

novel. “Bend of the Snake," by Bill Cu-
lick; camera (Technicolor). Irving; Glbs;;-

toerg; editor. BusseU Schoengarth; musac.

Hans J. Salter. Previewed Jan. 15, J? -

Running time. 91 MIN*.
Glyn McLyntock James StcVrart

Cole Garett. . . . . Arthur Kennedy
t.aura Bdlle ^

•

Julia Adgnv
Wifsin . ;. .7. hock Hudcc

Marjle Baile ;J
..Lori Nelso.

Jeremy. Baile. ........... .Jay C. FhPP^-: 1

Adam o... stepin Fetchu

Invitation scenes, that puts it over strongly.

Plot drama is told against a hachr
ground that features the careful

training and the danger that be*
comes matter-of-course to the

“Smoke Jumpers0 Who invade the

forest“from the 'skies to put out
blazes. Villain responsible for the

fires depicted is Montana’s sum-
mer heat lightning.

romantic department Hale end
O’Herliby jre well cast as the other
inusketeer*.
Miss Copper portrays the queen

with regal bearing, while Douglas
does well as the heavy. Miss Gates,

as'the princess, and Blanche Yufka,
as a tavern keeper, head the sup-

porting players. Direction of Lewis
Allen reined the film with an eye

Smoothly-fashioned drama of
femme with year to liver and a
bought husband; spotty b.o,

Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Metro release of Lawrence Weingarten
production. Star# Van Johnson, Dorothy
McGuire, Ruth Roman, Louis

.
Calhern;

features Ray Collins, Michael Chekhov .

Directed by Gottfried Reinhardt. Screen-1

play. Paul Osborn; based on story by

muslc. BroblSlau ]USisucn a uiuck. onetime xuvv pivuuwum.

Kaper' Tradeshown^Jan, is? 'M. Running for
x
him, he ,1s the only sunrtvor, receives screen credit as executive

.’me, m mins. v of the paratroop outfit when it is producer. Guo.

mJuU Redwick..., ..
T
Ruth Roman cused by the son of one of the

s*mon Bowker •••••• Louis calhern. crew 0f running away from his

nr Fromm
a

'/ Michaei chekhw men. Inciderit Is ’blacked out in

Agnesi . .

.

..7,7.7. Us*. Cohn widmark’s mind, so he
,
actually

p^oiiyi v.. ......... i..... 0Uiane_5:assidy
(joesn»t know if her was guilty Of

Picture gets underway with Wid- to action, and there are few scenes

mark faking his crew off to fight Where the speed lags, ' Sid Rogeu,

just such a .blaze. Unfortunately onetime RKQ production head,

Outcast of the Islands
(BRITISH)

Shorty
Cap’n Mcllo
Tom Hendricks

.

Mrs, : Prentiss-

.

Red
Lonri Tom. : . ,

.

Wasco .. ...

Wullie
Don Grundy

Henry Morgi. n
.... . ... , . Chubby Johnson
.......... Howard Petr A

Frances Bavicr
.Jack Lambor.

Royal I>r.n:r

.Frank • Chnro

. .

- Cliff Lyon
Frank Fcreus'-.'i
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'**'-r V^V.V.^rbM?' iSick cowardice, and events have him as-

Afr*iur'.V;',V.V.. Norman .field signed to training new recruits un-
Paui. . * •

•t>a ;r^k
U
eoSwav til his name Comes up again to

• *

U Alex Gerry handle a danger assignment.
,

. . .Lucile Curtis Plot blazes itself out when the

son joins Widmark’s latest dan?-

Carol Reed pic, with name
cast, heads for U.$, censor
trouble; not. top b.o.

Bill
Mr. Redwlck
Mrs. 'Redwlck. .... .

.

. .
London, Jam 15.

British Lion release of Carol Reed pro*,

duction. Stars Trevor Howard.. Ralph
Richardson; features Robert Morley,

Universal has a strong outdoor

feature in “Bend of the. River.” It

is a pioneer actioner that combines
topnotch values into a picture th'-t

should rate a hearty reaction at

the ticket window. Pictorial splen-

dor of the Pac’fic Northwest is ad-

vantageously shown in Technicol-

or. the story is soundly fashioned

and the ,
performances, topped

.
by

James Stewart’s, are .excellent.

The screenplay has been ably

crafted by Borden Chase to either

avoid or fros’ien the standard in-

gredients that go with most out-

door dramas. This veering from
formula keeps the interest high,

and Anthony Mann’s vigorous di-

rection makes sure that as miich

action as possible.has been crowded
'into the footage without sacrificing

characterization,

Basic plot line is a simple affair,

as lifted from Bill Gulick’s
;
novel,

"Bend of the Snake.” It deals vy.i

a band of settlers who make a loin^
wagontrain trek into the Oregon
country to claim the country from
the wilderness and the hardshirs
of such pioneering. However, the

* basic line has been embroidered
with fresh touches th a t inc’ude

new sets of heavies as the yarn
progresses and a logical develop-

ment that socks suspense with, .'the

action.

Stewart is the wagon train guide,

leading the settlers into Oregon.
He rescues Arthur Kennedy, a for-

mer Missouri.raider, from a hang-v

ing and the latter joins the pariy

for the trek to Portland, where
group boards a river steamer for

a journey into the back country.

The summer passes and promised
supplies that are to carry the set-

tlers through the winter do not ar-

rive.

Stewart returns to Portland,
finds the town gold-mad and the
supplies held up for more money.
In a razzle-dazzle

J

melee, Stewart,
again joined by Kennedy, makes
off with the steamer and supplies.
After the water trip, they are set

upon by Howard Petrie and his

men. Who are trying to recover the
goods; Kennedy’s greedy side

comes out when he sees a chance
to sell the supplies, at a high
profit; to miners, but again Stewart
is able' to master the situation and
get the food to the settlement.

There’s, an Indian raid on the
wagon train,, but handled different-

ly than might be anticipated.' This
time, Stewart and Kennedy ven-
ture out at night to pick off the
small group of marauders one by
one in a suspenseful sequence. The
other assorted action setups arc
also, brought off with the same
kind of fresh touches.

Stewart’s .
handling of his role

has the punch he displayed in that
former successful outdoor feature,
“Winchester 73.” Kennedy socks his
likeable heavy role. Julia Adams
fulfills romantic demands of her top
femme role, and Rock Hudson
pleasantly projects the part of a
young gambler who joins the set-

tlers.

Jay C. Flippen, head of the pi-

oneer group; Stepin Fetchit and
Chubby Johnson, river boat oper-
ators; Howard Petrie, Lori Nelrrm

and the others Apme through w-to.

excellent support.
Producer Aaron, Rosenbe' "

seiribled a fine set of values for t!

picture, nqt the least of which w .:

the location lensing in the Nor
'

We:t, where rugged beauty of t;:

terrain adds punch to the story.

Irving Glassberg did the outstand -*

% . 7 . mcnarason; ieaiures nooert wioncj,

This is a smoothly-fashioned film gerous mission as a reinforcement, wendy Hiller. Kerima. Directed by Carol

but with only a m«dicum of. inter, 'SSSSB^JSh noveih
cst m the general film market. At- is saved by the leader and graaua j0j,n wiicox;. editor. Bert Bates; muric,

'ention of distaffers may be stirred ly realizes his suspicions were Brian Eapdaie. At Plaza, London.Van. 15,

i some locations Wr
Actuallv the dramatics are con- Captain” LUigard?;'. .

1®*
Ralph* Richardson

r xploitation-wise, of. the plot
.

Actually, tne dramatics are con^
; WjYjems .Trevor Howard

Ih^me Such handling will get tnved and rather ordinary, but Aimayer Robert Morley

modest support from the familiar

names of van - Johnson, Dorothy direction
,

keeps, the fiim^ atia ex,. Babaiatchi . , . . . . .... . . George couiouns
McCiiire Ruth Roman and Louis citement moving insure high inter- vinck — , . . . —Wilfred Hyde-White

Ca& rto%da”ome
a?
help for est for the aett^ .^dmark

:

companion feature billing.
.

y grooves his chai acter fpr popular A11 .

; . , ............Dharma Emmanuel
if Sc- a drams, of fl sirl with- s response* and. Jeffrey. Hunter* tne Aiigippm.

«

im**# t **•*«• i • niing

heart
1S

coiiditlorf who" fas .only .a young K .who suspects him,
comes through very strongly. Con- Ramsey,. James Kenny
stance Smith, as Wldmarks wife. Mate...... : Marne Maitland

hadn’t much to do,.
.

Topnotch support is supplied by ‘‘Outcast of the Islands is one
Richard* Boone, Warren Stevens, of the most ambitious and costly

year to live. Her rich father* al-

ways indulgent, arranges things so

ahe can have a husband and some
furfillment as a woman during that

,ast year. The scheme is going

along fine until the bride is tipped,niie L11C w .James Griffith, Joe Sawyer and pictures to come from a British

near
5

the end of her time that her the other assorted outdoor types studio in some time, It is a big-

husband Was just another of her
father’s gifts. „ The shock of that,

plus becoming' aware she has only

a short time to live, sets lip the cli

in the Cast. . scale production with many crowds
The beautiful photography is by and powerful marquee names. An-

Charles G. Clarke. His cameras other plus factor is the Carol Reed
take every advantage of the loca- tag. He produced and directed

marfip rlpnnuement but she regains tion and the use of color to point Nevertheless, it cannot be regarded
mactic uenouemeni, out sne icgduiar

,._i »<• n inn wsnirin« k n attraction for
the urge to live after finding the

husband has fallen genuhiely in

’ove with her, submits to a new op
eration and a happy life is prom-
ised at the finale.

There’s nothing wrong with the
way the picture has been written,

directed and played, but it just

doesn’t have tne stuff that can be
easily figured as appealing to the
general run of filmgoers. Miss Mc-
Guire does an excellent job as the
girl. Van Johnson, as the pur-
chas

~

is Louis Calhem as the father.

Ruth Roman, the .girl dropped by
Johnson for the more lucrative Job
of being Miss McGuire’s husband,
gets rather short shrift in the foot-

age and story interest. Ray Col- 1
Claire

- 1 Lavalle.

up sight values,
assists are good.

Other technical
Brog.

At Sword’s Point
(COLOR)

Costume melodrama starring
Cornel Wilde,Maureen O’Hara;
gopd escapist entertainment.

as a top ranking b.o:

the home trade and may encounter
serious censor trouble in America.

Picture is based on the Joseph
Conrad story, but the screenplay
fails to capture the authentic at-

mosphere of the Far East in Which
the story is set. . The backgrounds
are genuine enough, but the plot
is loosely constructed and the edit-

ing occasionally episodic.
The outcast is played by Trevor

Howard. He is Saved from the

Ju botl^feel and opt topper*,
and t* played lightly tor Sattsfac-.
tory result* on all counts. It should
please in the gitoetal market and
hit an okay boxofflce level, al-
though 1 outstanding take* are not
indicated.

.

Janet ^ Leigh and Peter Lawford
team to carry off the star roles
He’s a rich playboy with a disre-
gard tor money, and she’s a femme
lawyer hired by Lewis stone to
curb Lawford’g dissipation of his
fortune. Two principals do their
full share to keep it gay and amus-
ing; Their performances are ex-
tremely likeable.

Screenplay by Sidney Sheldon
is deftly written and Sparked with
nifty dialog and situations which
Don Weis’ direction sells strongly.
When Stone brings Miss Leigh
into the picture she puts Lawford
on a small weekly allowance, can-
cels his charge accounts and tries
to accumulate the estate’s income
to pay off the bills he has run up.
Lawford rides with the situation,

even to the extent of moving in
with Miss Leigh because a clause
in the deal requires that he be
given shelter. The few bedroom
farce-type situations that arise add
to the general amusement and cre-
ate a problem with Miss Leigh’s
stuffy finance, Richard Anderson.
Footage moves along smoothly to
wrap up all the complications for
a clinch finale between the two
stars.
Producer Henry Berman has cast

the show well and ' has given it a
nice, physical polish. Lewis Stone’s
character of advisor to Lawford is

quietly effective. Marilyn Erskine
does well by her scenes, as do
Douglas Fowley, Hanley Stafford,
Benny Rubin and others. Ander-
son has his moments as the finance
and there, is' one particularly amiis-
ing sequence in which he refuse*
a raise from, his engineering firm
boss, played by Stafford.
Ray June’s lensing, tight editing

and >he David Rose music score
are able contributions. Brog.

Cry* the Beloved Country

RICO release of Sid Rogell (Jerrold T.
Brandt) production.- Stars -Cornel Wilde,
Maureen O'Hara; features .Robert Doug-

„ . , . , . las, Gladys Cooper, Blanche Yurka. Dl- nnlipp after heinC involved in a
lhased husband, i$ acceptable, as rected by Lewis Allen. Screenplay. Wal- bv the cRotain of a trad-
C T.nnic P.nlhprn as the father. 1^^ter Ferris. Joseph Hoffman, from story;by >fwmdie, py

Aubrey Wisberg- and Jack PoUexfen; ing vessel Who takes him ^.to ills 1S-
camera (Technicolor). Ray Rehnahan; edi- land OUtpoSt. There, he dOuble-
tors, Samuel E. Beetley, Robert Golden; ..4
music.- Roy Webb. Tradeshowri n. Y., crosses his. friend,, tricks hiR part
Jan. 17, ’si. Running time, *i mins. her and falls in love with the
D’Artagnan . . .— . Cornel .wide daughter of the blind tribal chief.

within that outline, the film con-
lins is good as a doctor, Queen

Gottfried Reinhardt directed the Claudtne
Lawrence Weingarten production Aramis

arid within the limits of the story
interest rates credit for under-
standing handling. Paul Osborn
scripted from, a story by Jerome
Weidmari, . Weingarten’s produc- oid Porthos*.

.

tion provides1 a smooth polish to ^w-nand.

. . . .

.

.Maureen O'Hara.
Robert Douglag I

Gladys Cooper centrates on developing the shift-
• • * •

• big character of the outcast as a

porthos.. ... hSI! SK man without honor, without prin-
Madame Michom,.. ..Blanche Yurka ciple and Without friends, yet hav-
Princess Heririette ......

.

Nancy Gates jjjg a devouring passion for the
Queen's Chamberlain Edmond Breon
Louis Peter Miles native girl. The love-making
Chaiais .George Petrie scenes between Howard and the

M<
Bovd Davis unless duplicate shots were

!!"!!! Hoimes
y
Herhert taken, may offend the Breen rules."]

the assorted physical -values, rating corporal Gautier....... Lucien Littlefield Likewise, there may be criticism
top assists in ttio technical -line,, Pterre-., ciauda Dunkm 0f the manner in which native boys
However, he is inclined to permit —:

the otherwise fine musical score of Long on the RKO shelf, “At
BroniSlau Kaper to get too loud Sword’s Point” was titled “Sons of

are shown naked in the river.
With a ftrstclass team to set the

much more effective if allowed to I
Cornel Wilde - Maureen O’Hara

back the drama quietly. Brog.

Red Skies of Montana
(COLOR)

Excellent outdoor drama of
Forestry Service, fire-fighters;

favorable b.o. possibilities.

Hollywood, Jan.* 22 .

20th-Fox release of Samuel g, Engel4 adult audiences. Localed in medi-
l
tire film.'

and busy in the climactic se- the Musketeers” when .it went into ?ains’ a
t

hfch
a
standard

11G
RalDh Rich-

quences. CleBing would hqve been production in December, 1949, irds0n, polished «nd -digSded as———

—

it „n ^ Cornel Wilde - Maureen O’Hara usual elves a sterling nerformance
has-been revised in the

mtenrn and now emerges as a tost- Howard has the lion’s share, and
moving period melodrama that fills his role with distinction. Rob-
should prove satisfying for family ert Morley chalks up another suc-
nouses. ... -cess as the captain’s partner while

Scripters Walter Ferris and Wendy Hiller is nicely restrained
Joseph Hoffman, who screenplayed as his wife. The native girl is
the Aubrey Wisberg-Jack PoUexfen played by Reed’s discovery, Ke-
story, have whipped up a fairly rimay in a sultry key, without the
interesting^ adaptation that should trace of a smile and with barely a
hold attention of either juvenile or line of dialog throughout the en-

production. start Richard widmark. Con- ™u
1

ltJlu
^
ienceS- Localed in medi- tire film. Top supporting roles are

ntnnce Smith, Jeffrey Huuter; features eval r ranee, yarn is woven around competently filled by George Gou-

m. Newman. Screenplay, Harry Kleiner; Her problems stem from erick Valk and Betty Ann Davies,
based on atory by Art cohn; camera nefarious designs of Robert Reed has not succeeded in ex-

Tradeshown Jan. 17,
'52. Running time* to seize coritro^of the country. His sociated with his work. Film is

’•mins. wans call for him to wed princess soriiewhat overlong and shows signs

p!£ . ; :: : : : ; ; ;*Conrt?n^ sS,*th
Nancy GRtes and put her young of substantial scissoring in an en-

Ed mi .................Jeffrey Hunter Dr^ther to death. deavor to keep it withm reasonable
Pjyer .. Richard Boone But Douglas reckons without bounds. John Wilcox has lensed
Steve. , * . . .

•

* .Warren Stevens
Boise . » •» James • Griffitli ».• ^ • - tt- .• •

~~~ ~
• * • • Al -« .

~
•

'op Milter . . . • . . • . . . * . i . . .

;
'Joe Sawyer A>an Hal6 , JrM and Dan O Heriihy* Brian Easdflle has contributed a

Children of the ordinal four satisfying musical score. Myro.
'TcMuUen. . ... Robert Adier musketeers, they rally to the
Neff Charles BVchinsky ^neen S aid and foil the plot

Sr .

;
-. -. -. -. -. -. -.

-.; S°.?ph
N1

ROed k liberally filled with
ivinkier . ... ..... ....... .William Murphy ^wornplay, chases and hand-to-
'chner...... ....... Mikie Mahoney- hand .combat wt»ose effect is.

RSnr?han’s fine
Abinson. ............. .. .Grady Galloway Technicolor camerawrirk.
9»wspn.. .......... .. .

.

. Henry Kuiky True. Variations of the story

Just This Once

Gay, pleasant comedy with
Janet Leigh, Peter Lawford.

Hollywood, Jari. 17.
Metro release of Henry Berman, produc

:-,". V,V.'.*.
:Vi'.v//:V.chMies'

r

-Tanii^n
|

i*ieide"ts have hce?v iieen in breyb
ous Musketeer * filmc However le1aiure_,s Stone, Marilyn Erskine

_ _ . .. „ . , *i: ' !• ^ ie7 ... v
:

’ Richard Anderson. Directed by Don
The . U. S. Forest Service s the casting of Miss O’Hara as a Weis. Screenplay, Sidney Sheldon; based

“Smoke Jumpers,” the intrepid femme swordsman, represents a ^*4; ^?{"era » i^e;
™on who Parachute to fight forest hovel aonroaeh, and the nhvjirel WfeSSS’ ° - - - - - - - that producer .Terrold T. time, ?o mins.

y . Janet Leigh
..Peter Lawford

garth’s
W
editfng

,,

is ¥ood "*as^ is the fires, provide the interesting basis
I

valueR that producer .Terrold T.
® • * • w » fmo- AiifrlnAt* n^vrAnfiiPA' fristnvo
music score by Hans J. Salter.

Brog.

SPG, Stretches a Point
Hollywood,. Jari. 22.

A bylaw change widening nr m-
Tbership to make eligible production
chiefs who personally produce one
film annually has been

,
approved

by the executive board of the , Kleiner script with an actiog. em
Screen Producers Guild. 1 phasis, combined, with exciting fire

{
blooded yarn that usually wins, the
tons to the. ticket windows and cari

be counted on for generally good
business in most playdates.

i
Richard Widmark heads the pre-

dominately masculine cast, Joseph
M. Newinan directed the Harry

time. 90 MINS.
for this outdoor adventure feature Brandt has. endowed the oicture
from 20th-Pox. Told In brilliant hut t^e entry on a higher budgetary judge Samuel CouiteV.’. .'. Lewis stcne
Technicolor, it’s the kind Of red? nT""" +%,en the average COStUme Gertrude Crome " Marilyn Erskine
* > v v .

’ . v, * ...
. actioner Tom Winters;.......:, lchard Anderson

Frank Plrosh. Douglas Fowley
^er.ormances, for the most part; Mr. BlackweU,

.

. . ,Hanley Stafford
Aantnre the flavor of the permd. *••••••,•*•> Henry, slate

wiiHe i, a lusiv D-Artasnan.
Wields his sword and swings on Adam^^ Backwith. .......... Charles Watts
chandeliers in the best Fairbanks

' —

—

tradition. Miss O’Hara shows sur- A gay, pleasantlyrpaced round
pri^inq ckiil with a ranier, and her of. comedy i$ offered by “Just This
visual charms stand up weildn'ihe 1 Once.” Fllm^Ijss. ^ youthful aprri|

Fine filmization of the
Paton bestseller, with Canada
Lee; strong bet for specialized
and art houses.

Lopert Films release ot London Films
(Zoltan Korda-Alan Paton) production.
Features Canada Lee, Sidney .Poitier,
Charles Carson, Joyce Carey. Directed
by Korda. Screenplay by Patoii, from his
novel of . same name; camera, -Robert
Krasker; editor. David Eady.. Tradeshown
in N. Y., Jan. 18, '52. Running time,
105 MINS.
Stephen Kumalo . .Canada Lee
James Jarvis. . .Charles Carson
Rev. Msimangu... ........ .. Sidney Poitier
Margaret Jarvis.,.,,...;.... Joyce Carey
Father Vincent....... .... .Geoffrey Keen
Martens . . . . . . . ...... .Michael Goodliffe
John Kumalo... . .Edric Connor
Kumalo's Friend. ....... .Charles McCrae
Absalom. ...... ......... .Lionel Ngakaiia
Mary. .Vivien Clinton
Mrs. Kumalo

.

Albertina Temba
Farmer Smith .Bruce Anderson

,

Captain Jaarisveldt .Bruce -Meredith Smith
Mary Jarvis.,.. ...... .Berdine Griinewald
Harrison, Sr. ......Cecil Cartwright
Harrison, Jr ...... .

;

. Andrew Kay
Father Thomas, V. .

.

.Max Dhlamini
Father Tlsa Shayiwa Riba
Gertrude's Child........ ..Tsepo Gugushe
Gertrude Kumalo. , ; . . ..Ribbon Dhlamini
Young Man . ......... .Daniel Adnewmah
Mrs. Ndlela. Emily Pooa.
Taxi Driver.. ......... ..Reginald Ngcobo
First Reporter, .Michael Golden
Second Reporter, ..... .Clement McCallin
Judge .Stanley Van Beers
Prison Warden..... ....John Arnatt
Superintendent. . . . . . .

.

.Scott Harrold

Alan Baton’s bestselling novel of

a few years back, which was made
into a Broadway musical, “Lost in
the Stars,” two seasons, ago, has
now been turned into an absorbing
pic. Filmed in its native South
African locale, arid in London,
under the sympathetic eye of the
author in the capacity of scenarist
and co-producer, the pic- emerges
as a very moving film, full of
simplicity and charm.

It Is also a little slow; grim and
even-toned and a bit of a tear-
jerker. Its pace, subject matter and
lack of marquee strength will limit
its mass appeal, but otherwise the
pic is a strong bet for roadshow
stands, specialized and art houses,,
and sure to recoup its modest-
budgeted coin. Artistically, the film
should reap critical praise and
good word-of-mouth for its worth-
while screen treatment of an elo-
quent theirie. :•

-“Cry, the Beloved Country” has
a refreshing quality about it; in

unusual scenes of Negro native life

in South -Africa, in striking’outdoor
shots, and in the quaint, almost
Biblical srieech of most of the

Negroes. There Is also sharp, bit-

ing coriimentary in the scenes:- of
squalor in Which the Negroes live.

Cast itself is unusual, with a

.

couple of American Negroes, some
British talent, a couple of South
African actors, and the rest natives.

Only one cast-member, Canada
Lee, will be known here from other
U. S. film or stage ventures,

although a few others have been
seen in minor -screen appearanccp
before.
The picture, is a strong social

document in its study of the

perplexed conditions of a sub-

(Continued .Oil page .22)

,
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Council of Motion Picture Organizations’ plea for further in-

,

dustry promotional advertising in the nation’s press got a big boost
‘

-with the editorial in the New York Daily News last Wednesday (16).

It was a big plug for films in general and Paramount’s ’’Greatest

Show On Earth” in particular.

COMPO is pushing for further institutional advertising on the

basis that the copy which ran in hundreds of papers last October

has paid for itself many times oyer. Results weren’t necessarily

direct in number of tickets sold, COMPO press chief Charles E.

McCarthy has pointed out, but in reversing the downbeat and
cynical attitude of the newspapers toward Hollywood. He points to

the surprise editorial in the 2,000,000-circulation New. York tab as

the prime example of a switch that has taken place throughout the

country. Of particular interest is that the News is also owner of a
*tele station, WPIX, N*Y.

Major company prexies have already okayed COMPO's desire

for another splash in newspapers cross-country, and ads are now
being worked out. The News’ editorial stated, in part: ‘‘Until the
other day, we’d been inclined to lend a sympathetic ear to current
moans and groans from our California movie capital. You know:
Movie-making costs too much—-TV’s killing us—-if it weren’t for
popcorn sales every producer out here would be. on relief. Then
the other day, we ankled over to the Music Hall to see ‘The Great-
est Show On Earth,' tagged by our shrewd Kate Cameron as a
four-star production; Kate didn’t give us a bum steer. . An
added observation: ‘The Greatest Show On Earth’ runs two and a

"half hours, and appears in sparkling Technicolor. As of how, TV
can’t compete with any of that, Take your tears elsewhere, Holly-
wood, All you need is more real show business, like your man
DeMille’s.”

L
i

.
With 10 first-run art. houses op-

erating in what may loosely be
termed the Broadway area, and an
11th scheduled to open early in

February, there, has been some
concern in film circles on just how
enough suitable product could be
found to supply these sure-seaters.

Paradoxically, least concerned are

the exhibs who run these houses.
Although they admit that bidding
for available films would become
keener,- they generally view the sit-:

uation with an unusual degree of

I
Optimism.

|

As one successful art house op-
erator put it, “It’s like waiting for
a bus. Another One always comes
by.” And lie cited the experien-e
of recent years where when one
source dried up there was always a

new one to replace; it.

“We’ve liad French, Italian and
English pictures,” he . declared,
“and now ‘Rashomon,’ a Japanese
film, And when necessary we’ve
been able to get suitable American

Agreement on terms for new 4
pacts covering homeofilice em-
ployees at 20th-Fox and Paramount
has been reached by the companies
and the Motion Picture Homeoffice
Employees Union, H-63, affiliated

with the International Alliance of

Theatrical Stage Employees. Final

signing of. the pacts is expected

by the end of this week, after the

union and the film companies iron

out some minor points of legal

Verbiage, Pact marks thtf first

agreement, between the pix outfits

and the IA local, which recently

took over jurisdiction Of the white
collarites from the defunct Screen
Office and Professional Employees
Guild.
New pacts, set to run for two

years, call for an approximate gen-
eral increase of 10% with a min-
imum of $4 per week and a maxi-
mum of $8, union shops, arbitra-
tion of grievances by the American
Arbitration Assn., and an auto-
matic wage increase at the end of
one year, based on the. cost-of-living
index.
Union is also near finalizing a

pact for homeoffice employees at
RKO. H-63 Officials and RKQ ne-
gotiators met yesterday (Tues.) and

. reportedly came to an agreement
on all important issues. Union ex-
pects to come .to a final under-
standing with RKO by next Week,

Branton Syndicate

For ‘Moulin Rouge’
Dollar financing for “Moulin

Rouge,” film version of .the Pierre
La Mure novel about painter Tou-
louse Lautrec, will be provided by
a syndicate headed by G. Ralph
Branton, veepee of Monogram-Al-
lied Artists, it was disclosed this
week. Group has banded together
in Moulin Productions, Inc.,* and is

repped by Stillman : & Stillman,
N, Y. film attorneys.

Picture was originally to have
had its financing arrahged through
United Artists. Coin would have
come through Walter E. Heller &
Co., Chicago film backers* and Ro-
mulus Films of Britain, headed by.
John and James Woolf, Romulus,
however, remains in the new bank-:
rolling setup ' and- will provide
pound and franc Capital.
While UA is understood to be

*?w out. of the’ financial picture
it s still in the running as a poten-
tial distributor. Meantime, the.
startmg date for the venture will
likely be arouhd June 1, with lens-mg to be done, in England and
Prance.
John Huston will,produce; direct

»nd screenplay “Rouge,” while
Jose Ferrer will star. Ferrer,
meanwhile, may relinquish* rights
10 * tesit production Of “Moulin.”

Chi’s Ad Cut
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Chicago amusement adver-
tising, the major portion of
which is picture space, reflects

the growing decline of the Chi
boxoffice.

product.” He pointed out that al-

though there was presently a short-

age of
. top:quality French and Ital-

ian films, these markets were ah
ways available, and would undoubt-
edly come through again with the
type of pix that appeal to U S, au-

diences. He noted, too; tlie re-

newed popularity of British films,

with “Lavender Hill Mob,” as the
current outstanding example.

Operators of the art houses were
quick to stress that they were not
thinking only in terms of foreign

(Continued on page 20)

Report for the year from the
four dailies shPws that Chicago
Tribune had a 9Vk% drop; the
Daily News almost 10%, the
Sun-Times, 12%; and the Her-
ald-American, 13%%.

Hollywood, Jan. 22.

. International* Brotherhood of
Painters,. Decorators and Paper-
hangers of America revoked the
charter of Painters Local 44 after
local failed to carry out an interna-
tional exec board order*' making
Herbert Sorrell, ineligible to hold
office, be a delegate or. business
agent, for five years. Action stems
from Sorrell’s activities as leader
of the conference of Studio Unions
strike In .1945. .

Present members of the local,

mostly outside the pic industry,
Were ordered by the international

to transfer to other locals. Local
spokesman said they were unable
to comply with the order since Sor^
rell held a term contract with the
union. .

Union also has filed a suit in

Superior Court asking for declara-

tory relief and to designate who
is responsible fob the .contract.

Conspiracy action,, originally filed

in 1947 against the majors and the
International Alliance of Theatri-

cal Stage Employees, is also cur-

rently before the Supreme Court,

decision being expected shortly.

RKO’s N.Y. Staff Cut
As a result of what was termed

an economy move* RKO Theatres
has sliced four members of its

homeoffice pub-ad staff. Dropped
last week were Ray Malone, Vin-

cent Liguori, Ruth Newman and
William Thalman. However, two of

the staffers were transferred to

other jobs within the organization.

Malone and Liguori, veteran

members of the department, were
named theatre managers, Malone
being assigned to the «Alden, Ja-

maica, N. Y., and Liguori the RKQ
125th St., Manhattan. >

*'

While Warner Bros, has con-
firmed that another big stock buy
is under consideration, the outfit’s

expected purchase price is likely to

be well above the. $15 per share
which is now being mentioned. WB
proxy statement, which was sent
to stockholders in advance of the
annual meeting in Wilmington on
Feb. 19, reports that about $15,-

000,000 would be appreciated for
the purchase of about 1,000,000
common shares. This, narrows
down to $15 per share, obviously.

However, the buzz in financial

circles is that the WB board prob-
ably will ask stockholders to offer

sale of their stock at tip to $16, or
even $16.50. Higher price is based
on the market value of the issue
on the N. Y. Stock Exchange. WB
trading over a recent period has
been at about a 14% level. In
light of this, and unless the current
market price falls unexpectedly,
corporation’s offer to acquire its

own stock at only up to $15 per
share could hardly bring in any-
thing near the 1,000,000 desired.
On the annual meet’s agenda is

the election of six directors and a

vote on retirement of 1,152,215
common shares which WB now
holds in its treasury. That’s the
number of shares which the com-
pany acquired earlier in line With
its capitalization shrinkage pro-
gram. Outfit laid but $16,685,532
in buying lip the block. WB now
has 5,619,785 shares outstanding.

Board nominees, all incumbents,
for a term, of two years are Albert,
Harry And Jack Warner, John- E.

Beirwirth Waddill, Caterings and
Robert W. Perkins, Stockholders
last February elected Samuel Car-
lisle, Stanleigh P. Friedman.,
Charles S; Guggehheimer, Samuel
Schneider and Morris Wolf to two-
year terms.

8 Col Folft in 2 Yrs.

Columbus, O., Jan. 22.

> A total of: eight neighborhood
film houses have shuttered in the
last two* years in this city of

376,000.
Columbus Is now left with 41

second-run houses, (including two
downtown), where before there
were 49.

V

S o>

Clarify RKO Situation

RKO has put an end to the
peculiar situation whereby one
corporate pocket of the outfit

owed the other $23,032,693 in

3%. notes. It stemmed from a
bookkeeping arrangement dat-

ing back to the old RKO par-
ent corporation prior to di-

vorcement.
The parent was a holding

company. The theatre subsid
declared dividends up tb the
parent, Which

.
in turn pro-

vided the production-distribu-
tion subsid with operating
funds. Production-distribution
issued the 3% notes to the
parent.

Upon divorcement* the notes
in effect were inherited by
production-distribution, Which
issued them in the first place.

They’ve now been cancelled.
Clear?

Loew’s net profit for the fiscal

year ended last Aug., 31 represent-
ed a drop of lc per share under
the previous year, the corporation
disclosed yesterday (Tues.) in its

annual report.’ Earnings amounted
to $7,804,370, equivalent to $1.52
per share, including net credit of
about $754,000 due to reduction
of prior years' depreciation
charges.

This compares with net income
of $7,854,454, equal to $1.53 per
share, in the previous year, which
included $808,020 profit after taxes
from the sale of capital assets.

Outfit started off fiscal 1951-’52

on the upbeat. For the 12 weeks
ended Nov. 22, ’51, Loew’s had a

net operating profit, before Federal
taxes, of $2,932,987, compared with
$2,090,127 for Jthe corresponding
period a year earlier. Net profit,

after taxes and adjustments was
$2,089,339, equivalent to 41c per
share, in the recent period, against

$1,994,954, or 39c per share, in the

earlier corresponding period.

Total of .38 features and 40
shorts were released during the

fiscal year covered in the report.

Most outstanding of the outfit’s pix

were “King Solomon’s' Mines,”
“Kim,” “Royal Wedding,” “The
Great Caruso,” “Go for. Broke” and
“Show Boat,”
Loew’§ operating revenues to-

talled $176,199,895 in the year,

down from $178,024,811 the preced-

ing year. Operating and general

expenses amounted to $147,812,-

121 in the new year, including $70,-

621.375 listed for amortization and
write-off. of films. Expenses in the

previous year reached $151,655,672,

including film amortization and
write-offs of $71,485,584.

Total current and working assets

were carried at $113,948,402, " V
eluding $77,864,042 in film produc-

tion inventories. Total current lia-

bilities were listed at $26,685,286.

Apex, Souvaine Deal
Reciprocal distribution deal has

been worked out between Souvaine
Selective Pictures and Apex Film
Distributors, Ltd., a firm recently

formed in London by Sydney Box.

Arrangement calls for Souvaine to

handle Apex product in the U. S.

while the Box outfit <* will release

certain Souvaine films in Britain.

Two-way pact was disclosed in

New York last week by Charles

M, Amory, Souvaine general sales

manager. Lou Bunin’s “Alice in

Wonderland” is the initial Apex re-

lease for England while Souvaine

will distribute the Sydney Box pro-

duction, “Mr. Lord Says ‘No!"’ in

the’ U. S./ next month.

Prexy Harry Cohn’s share of
Columbia Pictures common stock
dropped to 19.43% of the total out-
standing, stockholders were told in

the proxy statement sent out this

week in -advance of Col’s annual
meeting in N. Y. Feb. 20. Last
year the chief exec had control of
23.66% of the total issue.

* Exec v.p. Jack Cohn’s share
was listed at 12.23%, representing
no change from the previous year.
Over the year, Harry Colin un-

loaded 23,187 shares, cutting the
total which lie beneficially owns to
126,266. He also votes 4,054 shares
which are owned by members of
his fainily. Col'had 670,670 shares
outstanding as of last Nov. 30,
when (the count was taken for the
proxy report. Recently Cohn
transferred 25,000 shares to trus-

tees other than himself for the ben-
efit of his children.

Nine incumbent directors are up
for reeleelion ait the Feb. 20 meet-
ing. They're listed follows,
along with remuneration for the

‘

last fiscal year: Harry Cohn, $201,-

400; Jack Coh
, $145,600; Abe

Schneider, treasurer-Vip., $130,000;
Nate B. Spingold, ad-piib v.p.,

$108,000; Abe Montague, distribu-
tion v.p., $130,000; Leo M. Blancke,
director and financial advisor, $6;-

000; Donald S. Straleni, director

and financial advisor, $6,000; Ar-
nold M. Grant, director, $6,000,
and Henry Crown, director, no re-

muneration.
Options Vote

Also up for a Vote is issuance
•of options to purchase 5,1 25 shares
to exec producer Irving Briskin at

$13.66 per shard. In the event
there’s no ratification of this, Bris-

kin would have the right to termi-
nate his employment deal, dated
Jan. 1, 1951, Which gives him $1,-

750 as weekly salary for the first

(Continued on page 20)

Burstyn Points Up

‘Vagueness’ of Law

In Ban on ‘Miracle’

Washington, Jan. 22.

New angle in state censorship Of

filitis was laid before the Supreme
Court yesterday (Mon.) by Joseph
Burstyh, Inc., smarting against the

ban on. the Italia import, “The
Miracle,” Burstyn petitioned the

tribunal to test the power of the

New York State Board of Regents
to throw out the film on the ground
it was “sacrilegious.”

Burstyn has lost in the N. Y.

courts, which have upheld the cen-

sorship powers of the Board of Re-

gents, Burstyn contends the state

law, permitting ban of a motion

picture if it .is sacrilegious “is so

vague and indefinite and its mean-
ing so uncertain that its enforce-

ment violated the due process
clause of the 14th Amendment.”

“In the absence of any judicial

construction of„ the word ‘sacrileg-

ious’ and the creation of any

standards,’’ says the brief, “it is

impossible to determine in ad-

vance What is prohibited and what

is permitted by statute. The stat-

ute as construed violates the Con-

stitutional warrants of separate

church and state, and of freedom

of religion. The authorities charged

with enforcement of the statute

must adopt some religious dogma
as a standard for action. The offi-

cial sanction of any religious dock
trine and - its enforcement by gov-

ernment authority is patently

breach of the ‘wall between church

and state’.”

Golding s Coalt Stay
David Gdlding, ad-pub director

of Samuel Goldwyn Productions,

transfers from the N. Y. homcof-

fice to the Coast next weekend on
a temporary basis. He’ll work with

studio publicity chief A1 Vaughan
on east-west, coordination . of pro-

motion for the upcoming “Hans
Christian Andersen.”
During his absence. Which prob-

ably will be about two months,

Martin S. Davis will supervise

i
publicity operations in N. Y.
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‘Room’ Tasty $32,000, lataho Wow

28G, Ken Only' 27G, ID Men’ 22G, 2d
Los Angeles, Jan. 22. -

Overall first-rim pace is improv-
ing here currently after all delux-
ers took it on the chin last week
from heavy rainstorms. Three new
bills are led by terrific $20,000 or
close on showcasing of “Latuko” at

the Hollywood Paramount.

.

“Room for One More” shapes
smart $32,000 in three theatres
While “For Men Only” looks to
reach okay $27,000 in four houses.;

Pop-priced holdovers 'are getting
oke but not hearty trade, being led

by “10 Tall Men” w,ith nice $22,000
in second week in two spots. Five-
day second frame for “Pandora and
Flying. Dutchman” is passable $20,-

000 in two houses. Second round
for Josephine Baker onstage with
“Honeychile” is just fair $19,000.
Advance-scale holdovers shape
fairly steady currently.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$l.10)—“For Men Only”
(Lip) and “Chicago Calling'’ (UA)..

Okay $27,000. Last week, “Anoth-
er Man’s Poison” (UA) and “Tony
Draws Horse” (Indie), $24,600.

Hollywood,. Downtown, Wiltern
<WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
—“Room One More” (WB) and
“South Caliente” (Rep) (Downtown

• only). Smart $32,000. Last week,
“See You in Dreams” (WB) (2d
wk), $21,700.
Loews State, Egyptian (UA)

(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—“Pandora
and Flying Dutchman” (M-G) and
“Sellout” (M-G) (2d wk-5 days).

Oke $20,000. Last week, good $28,-

000 .

Htllstreet, Paiiiages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)—“Ten Tall Men”
(Col) and “Corky of Gasoline Al-
ley” (Col) (2d wk). Nice $22,000.
Last week, big $29,800.
Los Angeles Paramount (F&M)

(3,398; 80-$1.50) — “Honeychile”
(Rep) with Josephine Baker

,

head-
ing stage bill (2d wk). Fair $19,-

000, Last week, held down to $22,-

500 by rain storms.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 00-85)—

“Favorite Spy” (Par) (4th wk).
Light $2,500. Last week, $3,400.

Hollywood Paramount . (F&M)
(1,430; 60-$1.20)—"Latiiko” (Indie),

Terrific $20,00.0 or near. Last week,
“I Want You” (RKO) (4th wk),
$4,800 at upped scale.

Rialto (Metropolitan) (850; 80-
$1.20)—“Streetcar” (WB) (4th wk).
Big $8,000. Last week, $8,600.

Rite. Vogue, Globe (FWC) (1,370;

885; 782; 70-$1.10)—“Decision Be-
fore Dawn” (20th) (5th wk). Slow
$6,500. Last week, $7,700.

United Artists, Four Star (UA)
(2,100; 900; 90-$2.40)—“Quo Vadis’’
(M-G) (8th Wk). Steady $20,000,
Last week, $20,200.

Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)
—“Lavender Hill Mob” (U) (2d
wk).. Good $5,000. Last week, $5,-
700.

Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80-
$1.50)

—“Death Salesman” (Col)
(5th wk). Fine $8,000, Last week,
$7,700.

Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)—“African Queen” (UA) (4th. wk).
Smooth $8,500. Last week, $8,800.

K.C. Marks Time With

’Bayonets’ Not So Sharp

15G; ’Spy’ 14G, 11 Days
Kansas City, Jan. 22.

Trend this week is moderate,
trio of holdovers and otherwise
medium fere s 1 o w i n g up pace
“Fixed Bayonets” in four Fox Mid-
west houses looks leader with me-
dium take for 8 days. “Quo Vadis”
lri fourth week still is getting big
money. “Favorite Spy”, did wel
in 11 days at Paramount. Weather
is unseasonally mild, after earlier
cold wave.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50

75)—“FBI Girl” (Lip) and; “Sky
High” (Lip) bettering average at
$3,500. Last week, “Harlem Globe
trotters” (Col) and “Street Ban
dits” (Rep), $2,400.

Kimo (Dickinson) (504; 75-99)—
“Bitter Rice” (Indie)

v
back in town

after about a year. Okay $1,800
Last week, “Of Men and Music
(MrG), also second time in town
moderate $1,600.

Midland (LoeW’s) (3,500; 90
$1.24)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th
wk). Hefty $15,000, and may .ruin

extra days* Last week, nifty $20,
000 .

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
“See You In Dreams” (WB) and
“Smuggler’s Gold” (Col) (2d wk).

(Continued on page 26).

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ‘ .,, .$527,400
(Ba$ed on 20 theatres )

Last Year ....

.

. .. .$453,500

(Based on 17 theatres)

Indianapolis, J&n. 22.

Biz is spotty at first-runs here
this week, with two standouts on
card. “I’ll See You in My Dreams,”
at Indiana, Is smash and getting
top coin in city. “Quo. Vadis” is

still plenty strong in fourth stanza
at Loew’s, and may hold again.
Another Man’s Poison” at Circle
s only fair.

Estimates for This Week
Circle (CockriU-Dolle) (2,800; 50-

60)—“Another Man’s Poison” (UA)
and “Lincoln In White House” (Inr

die). So-so $8,000, Last week,
“Double Dynamite” (RKO) and
‘Panelled Door” (Indie), $8,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-761—

“See You ini Dreams” (WB) and
“Girl on Bridge” (20th). Sock $15,-
000. Last week, “The Racket”
(RKO) and “Woman in Dark”
Rep), $10,000.
Loew’s (Loew’s) (2,427; 90-1.25)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk).
Still solid $12,500, making it about
$83,000 for run thus far.

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—
Silver City” (Par) and “Captive

of Billy Kid” (Rep). Tepid $5,000.
ast week, “Lost Continent” (Lip)

and “Superman and Mole Men”
(Lip), $5,500.

‘Forget’-Vaude Sturdy

$22,000, D.C.; ’Cimarron’

Hot 9G, ‘Dreams’ 12G, 2d
Washington, Jan. 22.

It’s a routine session along the
mainstem, with biz continuing even
keel but with no standout. Hold-
overs are steady and predominate
the scene. Of newcomers, “I’ll

Never Forget You,” hypoed by a
solid stageshow at Loew’s Capitol,
shapes as best bet. "The Medium,”
at Lopert’s Playhouse launched by
a fancy preem and generally favor-
able notices, is disappointing.
Cimarron” looks good at Keith’s.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)—

“I’ll Never Forget You” (20th), plus
vaude topped by Kyle MacDonnell.
Pleasant $22,000, with .stageshow
helping. Last week, “Model and
Marriage Broker” (20th) plus
vaude, better than hoped for at
nice $20,000.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 44-74)—“It’s a Big Country” (M-G).

Above- average $7,000. Last week,
“Unknown Man” (M-G), so-so $4,-
500 for first-run.
Dupont (LopertV (372; $L20-$2.40)

—“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (2d
run) (4th wk). Okay, $3,500 after
$3,800 last week. Holds.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—
“Cimarron Kid” (U). Good $9,000.

(Continued on page 26)

‘Backet’ Smooth $12,000

’f’ort; ‘Dreams’ HG, 2d
Portland. Ore., Jan. 22.

‘ Biz is still holding well here al-

though new fare is not doing smash
trade. “The Racket” and “Man in

Saddle” look best of newcomers.
“See Vou in My Dreams” looks
great for second week. “The River”
is being held for fourth great week
at the Guild.

Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,890; 65-00)—“See You in Dreams” (WB) and

“Its Big Country’’ (M-G) (2d wk).
Big $11,000 in 8 days. Last week,
$15,300.
Guild (Parker) (400; $1,20-$2.4Q)

—“The River” (Indie) (4th wk).
Holding at $4,000 or near. Last
week, smash $6,300.
Mayfair (Parker) <1,500; 65-90)—

“Blue Veil” (RK0) and “First Ro-
mance” (Col) (m.o.); Swell $4,200
in 4 days. Last week, “Flame of
Araby” (U) and “Finders Keepers”
(U) (m.o.) (3 days), $1,000,

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
00)—“The Racket” (RKO) and
“Hurricane Island” (Col), day-date
with Orpheum. Good $5,000. Last
week, “Blue Veil” (RKO) and
“First Romance” (Col), $6,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90)—“The Racket” (RKO) and
“Hurricane Island’’ (Col), also Ori-
ental. Good $7,000 or over. Last
week, ’’Blue Veil” (RKO) and
“First Romance” (Col), $9,000.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65t90)—“Man In Saddle” (Col) and
“Harlem Globetrotters” (Col).
Okay $9,000 or under. Last week,
“Fixed Bayonets” (20th) and “Two
Dollar Bettor” (Indie), $10,500.

United;Artists (Parker) (890; 65-
90)—“Westward Women” (M-G).
Mild $9,000 or close. Last week,
“Man With Cloak” (M-G) <5 days),
dull $4,000.

$17,000, Cleve.
Cleveland, Jan. 22.

Better than normal trade is ob-
served by many maihstem deluxers
this week, some getting fancy,
takes.

.
“See You in My D

is turning out to be sock pic, the
My Dreams

Allen already has set, sfayover.
“Another Man’s Poison” is nice at
Hipp. “On Dangerous 1 Ground’’
also is good at the Palace.

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-801

—

“See You in Dreams” (WB). Great
$17,000, and set for h.o. Last
week, “Distant Drums” (WB) (2d
wk), $9,000. .

Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
55-80)—“Another Man’s Poison”
(UA). Nice $12,000 Or over. Last
week, “Decision Before Dawn”
(20th), $15,500.
Lower Mall (Community), <<585;

55-80)—“Bonnie Prince Charlie”
(Indie) (2d wk). Oke $3,000 after
$3,300 last week.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)—

“It’s Big Country*’ (M-G). Average
$5,000 in 8 days. Last week,
“Flight to Mars” (Mono) and
“Longhorn” (Mono), $5,500.

Palace (RKO) <3,300; 55-80)
“On Dangerous Ground” (RKO).
Good $14,000 or close. Last week,
“Boots Malone” (Col), $9,500.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)—
“Pandora and Flying Dutchman”
(M-G) Sturdy $17,500 in 11 days.
Last week, “Westward Women”
(M-G) (2d wk-6 days), $7,500.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90-
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (9th
wk). Smash' $14,000 after $15,000
ldst week*
Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500;

55-80)—“Decision Before Dawn”
(20th) (m.o.). Excellent $4,500.
Last week, “St. Benny, the Dip”
(UA) and “Three Steps North”
(UA), poor $3,500.

Toson’ Staidoot in Gbey, $10,000;

Estimated Total Gross
This Week . . . .

.

$2,321,900
(Based on 24 cities, 211 the-

atres, chiefly fitst runs, includ-

ing N, Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
List Year . , ...

.

$2,393,500
(Based on 24 cities, and -200

theatres,)

Philadelphia, Jan. 22.

Biz Is off currently with few ex-

ceptions. Matinee trade is boost-

ing “Emperor’s Nightingale” but

it’s just fair at the Aldi “An-
other Man’s Poison” is doing sock
at Mastbaum while “Never Forget
You” surprised by hitting nice
total at Randolph.

,
“Detective

Story” looms as only smash hold-
over at Trans-Lux where it may'
top ninth week's figure in currenttop m
(10th)

'Dreams Nice $25,000 in Del, ‘Dawn’

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—“Em-

peror’s Nightingale” (Indie). Pair
$5,000. Last week, “Reunion in
Reno” (U), $6,000. v

JBoyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.30)—“I
Want You” (RKO) (5th wk). Off to
$5,500. Last week, mild $8,000;
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—“Girl

on Bridge” (20th). Thin $8,000/
Last week, “Dangerous Ground”
(RKO), $7;500.
Fox (20th) (2^250; 50-99)—“De-

cision Before Dawn” (20th) (3d-wk).
Only $8,500 for last 5 days. Last
week, light $14,000.
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-

99)—“Westward Women” (M-G)
(2d wk). Fair $11,000. Last week,
$18,000.
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—

“Another Man’s Poison” (UA).
Big $25,000 or- close. Last week,
“Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d wk), off
to $13,000.
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-

99)—“Light Touch” (M-G). Light
$6;500. Last week, “Family Secret”
(Col), $6,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Never Forget You” (20th)
Good $17,000. Last week, "Two
Tickets; Broadway” (RKO) (3d wk),
$10 ,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
“See You in Dreams” (WB) (2d wk);
Off to $12,000, but still good, Last
weekv* $21,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473) 50-99)—
“Barefoot Mailman” (Col). Slim
$7,500. Last week, “Japanese War
Bride” (20th), $10,000,

Triims Lux (T-L) <500; 85-$1.20)

—

“Detective Story” (Par) (10th wk).
May edge up to $9,000. Last week,
Sock $8,500.
World (G&S)* (500; 50-99)—

“Browning Version” V (U). Good
$4,000: Last week,“Lavender Hill
MOh” (Uj) (8th wk), smash $3,500.

‘Cave’ Sockeroo $12,000,

Mont’l; ‘Golden’ Fat 22G
Montreal, Jan. 22.

Three holdovers and two new
entries are tending to level off biz
in deluxers this week. Both “Cave
of Outlaws”, at Princess arid
“Golden Girl” at LOew’s shape as

Detroit, Jan, 22. 1

“See. You In Dreams” at the
Michigan looks best of the lot this
week, with fine session. “Man In
Saddle” is shaping up well at the
Palms. “Decision Before Dawn”
lboms dull at the Fox. “Pandora
Dutchman” is flying low at :

the
United Artists. Two holdovers,
“Native Son” at the Madison and
“American in Paris” at the Adams,
are steady.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)—“Decision Before Dawn". (20th).

Dull $24,000 or near. Last; week,
“Magic Face” (Col) and “Harlem
Globetrotters” (Col)* $22,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;

70-95)—“I’ll See You in Dreams”
(WB) and “Chicago Calling” (UA).
Nice $25,000. Last week, “My Fa-

vorite Spy” (Par) arid “Longhorn”
(Rep), $18,000.

7

Palms CUD) (2,900; 70-95) —
“Man In Saddle” (Col) and “Cloud-
burst” (Col), Oke $15,000. Last'
week, “Slaughter Trail” (RKO>
and “Whip Hand” (RKO), $10,000.

Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95) '

—

“Native Son” (Indie) and “Angelo!’
(Indie) (3d wk). Down to $6,000.
Last week; fine $10,000.

United Artists (UA). (1.900; 70-
95)— “Pandora Dutchman” (M-G)
and “Sellout” (M-G). Sl i m $11,-
000, Last week, “Bright Victory”
(U) and “Flight to Mars” (Mono),
$12 ,200 .

Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)

—

“American In Paris” (M-G) (8th
week). Stout $6,000. Last week,
$7,000.

ipi
new, top 'grosses, former being
especially big,

Estimates' for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—

“Blue Veil” (RKO) (2d wk). Held
at $17,000 following a solid first

of $22,000.

Capitol (C.T.) (2,412; 34-60) —
’’Outlaw” (RKO) (2d wk). Off to
$12;0D0 after a big opening stanza
at $23,000.

Princess (C.T:) (2,131; 34-60) —
“Cave, of Outlaws” (U)._ Smash
$12,000. ‘Last week, “The Racket”
(RKO) (2d wk), $11,000.

Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65) —
‘.‘Golden Girl” (20th). Nice $22,-

000. Last week, “American in
Paris” (M-G) (4th wk), $15,000.

Imperial (C.T.) (1;839; 34-60) —
“Druiris Deep South” (RKO) and
“Murder Times Square” (RKO)
So-so $9;000. Last week, “Sub-
marine-Command” *TPar) and “Voy-
age Royal” (Indie), $7,000.
Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—^

“Lost Continent” (Lip) and “Mas-
ter Detective” (Indie) (2d wk).
Fair $6,500. after « good first of

$8 ,
000.

Cincinnati, Jan. 22.
‘Westward Women,” Spriehtiv

in big Albee, ^will get town’s
8
top

gross this week. However, the
Palace shapes standout with “An-
other Man’s. Polsori.” Trade at
Other major houses continues mod-
erate. Additional new bills are
“Japanese War Bride” at Capitol.
“Big Night” in Grand and “Flight
to Mars” at Keith’s. Roll of “Dis-
tant Drums,” in third downtown
session is still pleasing.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) <3,100; 55-75)—

“Westward Women” (M^O). Trim
$13,000. Last week, “Distant
Drums” (WB), $14,000.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—“Japanese War Bride” (20th).
Moderate $7,000. Last week; “Flam*
of Araby” (U), same.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)--

“Big Night” (UA) and “Darling,
How Could You” (Par). Good
$6,500. Phil Waxman, producer of
“Night,” pegged press, radio and
TV attention via stunts and inter-
views during two-day visit. Last
week, “Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep).
$7,000.

Keith’s (Mid States) (1542; 55-
75)—“Flight to Mars” (Mono) and
“Crazy Over Horses” (Par). Oke
$6,500. Last week, “Weekend with
Father” (IT), $7,000.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
^Distant Drums” (WB) (m.o.). Fa-
vorable $5,000. Last week, “See
You in Dreams’’ (WB) (m.o.),

$5,500.
Palace (RKO) <2,000; 55-75)—

“Another Man’s Poison” (UA). Sat-
isfactory $10,000 or near. Con-
test on Bette Davis splurged In
Times-Star. Four awards of De-
fense Bonds were given for identic
ties of her Oscar nomination roles.
Last week, “Boots Malone” (Col);
$8,500.

Hub Off Albeit ‘Drams’

12G, ‘Salesman’ Big206
Boston, Jan. 22.

. Biz holding to fairly average
level*this stanza with no standouts.
“I’ll See You In Dreams” at Par-
amount and Fenway looks nice.
“Man in Saddle” at Boston is okay.
“Model and Marriage Broker” at
Metropolitan looms slow. “Quo
Vadis” in fourth""round at State
and Orpheum, is slipping. “Elope-
ment” is slow in second frame at
Memorial.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; $1.20-$1.80)—

“Death of Salesman” (Col). Head-
ing for terrifiv $20,000. Last week,
“I Want You” (RKO) (4th wk),
$5,800.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Mart in Saddle” (Col) and “For-
bidden Women” (Indie). Oke $13/t
000. Last week, “Dark Victory”
(WB) arid “Maltese Falcon” (WB)
(reissues), $9,000.
Exeter (Indie) <1,300; 55-80)—

“Clouded Yellow” (Cpl) (5th-final-
wk). Near $4,000. Last week, nice
$4,500.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)

—

“See. You in Dreams” (WB) and-
“Woman in Dark” (Rep). Good
$5,500. Last week, “Never Forget
You” (20th) and “Elephant. Stam-
pede” (Mono), $4,300,

‘ Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
“Elopement” (20th) and “Chain
Cirquiristances” (Col) (2d wk). Light
$9,500 after disappointing $16,000
for first.

Metropolitan (NET) (4,363; 40-85)—“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) and “Chicago Calling” (UAL
Slow $12,000; Last week, “De-
cision Before Dawn” (20th) and
“Galloping Major” (Indie), $19,000,
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 90-$1.20)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Off
to about $20,000 after neat $31,000
for third.

Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—

‘

r
See You lit Dreams” (WB) and

“Woman in Dark” (Rep). Nice
$14,500. Last week, “Never Forget
You” (20th) and “Elephant .Stam-
pede” (Mono), $12,000.
Mate (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.20)—

“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Skid-
ding to near $11,000 after fine
$16,000 for third.

Meredith9
* 3-Reeler

Burgess* Meredith completed
work last week in a three-rccler
made for the Puerto Rican Rum
Institute. Labeled “A Glassful of
History,” it was produced by Films
for Industry, Inc., in New York
and Puerto Rico.

Director was George L. George,
who won the Academy Award in
1949 for documentary shorts with
his “Toward independence.”
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‘Wefl’ Lusty 13G, Dawu’ OK20G, EEs
Chicago, Jan. 22. •*>

While the Chicago Loop was

filled with holdovers, mild weather,

plus host of conventioneers, seems

to be giving the local picture

houses a better session than, a

week ago. Only new bill is Mr,

Imperium" and “Aladdin .and His

Lamp" which is reachmg fme $12,-

000 at the Grand. Ziegfeld is

bringing back “Tales of Hoffmann
and first week of return date

should hit nice $5,500.

Best of holdovers is “The Weir’

coupled with “Big Night” at the

United Artists with sharp $13,000.-

Also in second week is “Decision

BeforeDawn” and FBI Girl .at

State-Lake with punchy $20,000.

Oriental with “My Favorite Spy
ided by Eddy Howard p.a. looms

okay; Chicago is disappointing

with “Double Dynamite" and Pearl

Bailey topping stage fare for sec-

ond round. “Flame of Araby" and
“Raging Tide", is doing weir too at

the Roosevelt on initial holdover

frame..

The Woods is rated average for

‘Detective Story" in fourth week.

The World is still happy with

“Emperor’s Nightingale," ''also in

fourth.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98) -—

“Double Dynamite" (RKO) with

Pearl Bailey heading stageshow
(2d wk). Weak $25,000. Last week,

$30,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—
“Mr. Imperium" (M-G) and “Alad-
din and His Lamp" (U). Surpriser
with solid $12,000. Last week;
“Weekend With Father" (U) and
“Disc Jockey" (U), $7,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)—

•

“Favorite Spy" (Par) with Eddy
Howard in person (2d wk). Okay
$32,000. Last week, $4^000.

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)

—“Flame of Araby" and “Raging
Tide" (U) (2d wk). Holding

.
at

nice $9,000. Last week; $11,000.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700: 55-98)

—“Decision Before Dawn" (20th)

and “FBI Girl" (Lip). Holding up
well at $20,000. Last week, $24,-

800.

United Artiste (B&K) (1,700; 55-
98)—“The Well" (UA) and “Big
Night" (UA) (2d wk). . Staunch
$13,000. Last week, socko $17,800
in 6Vfe days.

Woods (Essaness). (i,073; 98) —
“Detective Story" (Par) (4th wk).
Fell off to average $14,000. Last
week, big $21,000.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25-
$2.40)—“Tales of Hoffmann” (In-

die). Brought back for return, fine

$5,500. Last week, “The River"
(UA) (7th wk), $4,200.

World (Indie) (587; 80) —“Em-
peror’s Nightingale" (Indie) (4th
wk). Brisk $4,000. Last , week,
$4,400.

'10 Men’ Fast $18,000,

Prov.; ‘Weekend’ Rugged

8£G, 'Poison' Active 8G
Providence, Jan. 22.

State’s. “Ten Tall Men’’
a
is the

topper here currently.. Tied for
second with more normal takes are
Majestic’s “Another Man’s Poison"
and RKO Albee’s “Weekend With
Father.’’

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) * (2,200; 44-65) —

‘Weekend With Father” (UJ and
“Finders Keepers" (U). Good $8,-
500v Last week, “Maltese Falcon”
(WB) and “Dark Victory" (WB)
(reissues), fair $7,000.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65) —
Another Man’s Poison" (UA) and

“St. Benny, the Dip" (UA).. Active
$8,000 or over. Last week, “Deci-
sion Before Dawn" (20th) and
v Woman In Dark" (Rep), sock
$12 ,000 .

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-
65)—-“Wake of Red Witch" (Rep) ;

and “Flying Tigers" (Rep) (re-
issued). Good $4,600. Last week,
Indian Uprising" (Col) and
Northwest Territory" (Mono) (2d

wk). nice $5,800.
State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65) —
Ten Tall Men" (Col) and "Calling

Bulldog Drummond" (M-G). Fine
$18,000. Last week, “Westward the
women" (M-G) and “When* I Grow
Up” (UA), $16,500 in 10-day stand,
Strand (Silverman) (2,200: 44-65)

r- Hong Kong" (Par) and “Blondie
In Societv’’ (Col) (reissues). Opened
Monday (21). Last week, “Barefoot
Mailm-n" (Col) and “Son of Dr.
Jekyll” (Col)*, fcirteh $5,000.

Estimates Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-

ous key cities; are pet; 1. e.(

Without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-

come.
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated,
include the U. S. amusement
tax.

Louisville, Jan. 22.
Current stanza shapes as just

average. Liveliest film in town is

still “I’ll See You in My Dreams,"
second stanza at the Mary Ander-
son. “10 Tall Men" is doing fairly
well; at the State.

.
But “Weekend

with Father" at the Rialto shapes
very strong to do standout trade.
‘•Adventures Captain Fabian" "at

the Strand is topnotch.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75)

—“Another Man’s Poison" (UA)
and “Three Steps North" (UA).
Modest, $3,000. Last week, “Bright
Victory" (U) (2d wk), $2,500.
Mary Anderson (People’s). (1,200;

54-75)—“See You in Dreams" (WB)
(2d wk). Strong $7,500; Last week,
same film was a real leader, sihall-

seater garnering huge $9,500.
Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

54-75)—“Weekend with Father"
(U) and “You Never Can Tell" (U).
Stout $11,000. Last week, “BlUe
Veil" (RKO), $12,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65)—
“10 Tall Men” (Col) and “Son Dr.
Jekyll" (Col). Mild at $9,000. Last
week, “Flame of Araby" (U) and
“Chain of Circumstances" (Col),

$10,000 .

Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—
“Capt. Fabian" (Rep) and “Woman
in Dark" (Rep). “Fabian" is draw
here, good $4,000 looming. Last
week, “Flight to Mars" (Mono) and
“Highwayman” (Mono), $4,500.

'10 Men' Tall $7,000,

Omaha; ‘Women’ NSH9G
Omaha, Jan., 22,

Business is generally so-so but
there are some bright spots. “Ten
Tall Men" at Braudels looks tall,

being pne of the healthier situa-
tions. “Westward the Women” at

Paramount shapes only okay. Brisk
business continues for “An Amer-
ican in Paris" at State in third
week. “Captain Fabian’’ looks nice
at Qfpheum.

Estimates for This . Week
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70) —

‘Ten Tall Men" (Col). Fine $7,000
or over. Last week, “The Mob"
(Col), $6,000.
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800' 16-

70) — “Westward the Women’’
M-G). Just okay $9,000 or under.
Last week, “Callaway Went Thiit-

aWay” (M-G), $7,800.
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16-

70) — “Capt. Fabian" (Rep) and
“Lady Pays Off" (U), Nice $6,000
in 4 days. Last week, “Distant
Drums" (WB) and “Corky Gasoline
Alley" (Col), great $13,000.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)— “It’s Big Country" (M-G) and

“Palooka Triple Cross" (Mono).
Slight $5,500. Last week, “Man
With Cloak" (M-G) and “Banner-
line" (M-G), $5,800.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75) —
“American in Paris" (M-G) (3d wk)
and “Fingerprints Don’t Lie’'

(Lip)? Okay $5,000. Last week,
nice $5,500.

Mpk.; ‘Poison’ Drab 8G,

Minneapolis, 'Jam 22.

Grosses- still provide no cause
for cheering. Continued brutal
weather and Icy streets, an entire
winter affliction here, are' the
usual* boxofffee poison. . Absence
of much outstanding new fare also
is hurting. Strongest of newcomers
is “Ten Tall Men," smash at Or-
pheum.. In its tenth week, “An
American in Paris" still is sock.
Other holdovers are “Bright Vic-
tory" and “Wild Blue Yonder" in
their second and third Loop weeks.

Estimates fpr This Week
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)

—

“Bright Victory" (U) (2d wk). Has
won much favor. Fair $4,000
Last, week, good $5,500.

L

Lyceum (Nederlandef) (1,859; 76-

90). Shuttered for pix. Last week,
-“Pandora Flying Dutchman" (M-G)
(2d Wk). Never caught on. Light
$2,500 after very modest $4,000
initial stanza.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
“Lost Continent” (Lip) and

.
“GI

Jane" (Lip). Modest $4,000. Last
week, “Wild Blue Yonder" (Re
(2d wk), good $5,000.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—

“Another Man’s Poison’’ (UA).
Sluggish $8,000. Last week, “Cal-
laway Went Thataway" (M-G),
$6,500.
RKO-Orpheum ’(RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—“Ten Tall Men" (Col). Looks
sock $12,000; Last week, “Week-
end With Father’’. (U), $6,000.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—

"Caesar and Cleopatra" (Indie)

and “Seventh Veil’! (Indie) (re-

issues). Shapes good $6,000. Last
week, .“Harlem .

Globetrotters"
(Col) and “Smugglers' Gold" (Col)

good $5,000.
State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—“Man

in Saddle” (Col), Garnering heavy
juvenile trade, Fair $6,500. Last
week, “Flame Of Araby" (U), satis-

factory $6,000.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$l) —

“American in Parte" (M-G) (10th

wk). Big $4,900* Last week, $5*000^

New Pix Tilt B’wiy; 'Sheet’-bk Spots

Hotsy $84*000* 'Room
1

Rousing 22G*

"Command’ 20G* "Show
9

Sock 150G* 2d

Baltimore, Jan. 22.

The transit strike continues here
into its second Week and not a
Single bus or streetcar is moving.
As a result downtown spots are
taking a beating, particularly at
night. Private transportation is

being put to wide use, and spark-
ing weekend trade slightly. “Quo
Vadis” is doing a valiant job at

Loew’s Century, coming through
with a sock figure, despite the
transport tieup. “Another Man’s
Poison" is trying hard at the Town
for a fairly good take. “Lavender
Hill Mob" opened strongly at the
Playhouse..

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 50-

$1.25)—“Quo vadis" (M-G). De-
spite strike looks sock $30,000 or
over.

.
Holds, natch.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)—“Indian Uprising" (Col)

plus 3-day holdover of . Blackstone
stageshow. Modest $9,000. ; Last
week, “Son of Dr. Jekyll" (Col)
with Blackstone magic. Show
boosting to nice $15,200.

Keith’s (Schanberger) (2,460; 20-
6Q)—“Lady Pays Off" (U). Starts
today (Tues.) after week of
“Strange Door" (U) got dull $5,600.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20,70) —

“Man in Saddle" (Col), (2d wk).
Getting some continued action at
mild $4,000 after $5,400 prfcem.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

“Japanese War Bride” (20th), Fair
$6,000. Last week, “Model and
Marriage Broker" (20th), $6,200.

Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)—
“See You in Dreams" /(WB) (2d
wk).' Sliding off to oke $7,000 af-

ter fine 11,400 opener in spite of
transit tielip.

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-65)
—“Another Man’s Poison" (UA)
Well sold. Fairly good $7,000 or
near. Last week, “Barefoot Mail-
man” (Col), $5,800.

‘10 Men’ Great $26,000,

Denver; 'Men Only’ 17iG
Denver, Jan. 22.

“10 Tall Men" looms smash here
this week, being outstanding at
Denver and Esquire. “Silver City"
is only fair at Denham while
“Honeychile" is in like category
at Paramount. “For Men Only"
looms good in three spots. "West-
ward the Women," still doing biz

at Broadway, gets a fourth week.
“The •River" holds a third rotind
at Vogue after big takings cur-
rently and record openerJ

. Estimates,for This Week
Aladdin (fox) (1,400; 40-80)

—

“For Men Only" (Lip) and “Mari
Bait” (Lip), day-date With Tabor
Webber. Good $7,000. Last week
“Wild Blue Yonder" (Rep) and
“Stars and Guitars" J-Rep); $8,500.
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40-

80)—“Westward Women" (M-G).
(3d wk). Fair $7‘,000. Holding. Last
week, $12,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 40-80)

—“Silver City” (Par). Fair $9,000.
Last week,. “Favorite Spy" (Par)

(3d wk), $8,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 40-80)

—

“Ten Tall Men" (Col) and “Ob-
<Continued on pagd 26 )

After sagging sharply for three
days starting last Wednesday,
Broadway first-runs staged a smart,
recovery pver the weekend to wind
up current session with a strong
total. The fact that this is exam
Week irt the schools is bolstering
trade in final days of stanza. Rain
last Saturday night came too late

to hurt the boxoffice, and business
soared the following day to make
it an unusually big Sunday at many
houses.
Launching of five new bills, some

of them showing marked strength,
also is giving business at the de*
luxers a jab in the arm. Standout
among the new entries is the Para-
mount, with “Scandal Sheet" plus
stageshow headed by the Ink Spots;
Sarah Vaughan and Erskine Hawk-
ins band. This combo wound up
its first week With a big $84',000
with a three-Week run in prospect.
Both the Globe and Wai*ner have

coin-getting films. Latter; with
“Room For One More,’! is heading
fpr a nice $22,000, pic getting lav-

ish praise . from many reviewers.
“Submarine Command" looms
strong with a probable $20,000 at
the Globe.

“Light Touch" is strictly light-

weight with $14,000 or close, one
of dullest first weeks at the Capitol
in months. “For Men Only" also
is highly disappointing with

.
less

than $10,000 in sight at the State.
Still sock champion Is “Greatest
low on Earth" with condensed

stageshow at the Music Hall. Sec-
ond. Week is climbing above the
initial session, with $150,000 likely
as against $146,000 for opening
round. The Hall managed to partly
overcome the Waits in long lines
last Saturday by starting the day
earlier. First day of second week
(Thurs.) actually topped the open-
ing day of the engagement for
“Show.”
“Quo Vadis" is Only a step be-

hind the previous stanza with
smash $29,000 for. 11th Week at
the Astor, this being, the third
session on current continuous-run
policy.. The preceding week was
$30,000.
“Model and Marriage Broker"

with stage bill headed by Alan
Dale and Beatrice Kraft Dancers
is holding firm with solid $75,000
probable for second round at the
Roxy. Combo goes a third week.

“Detective* Story" still continues
in amazing fashion, with sock $19,-

000 for 11th round at the Mayfair.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80) — “Quo Vadis” (M-G) (12th
wk). Current round here started
yesterday (Tues). The 11th session
held to an amazingly big $29,000
after $30,000 for previous week.
Although the 1 lth week for run
here* it is only third week under
present continuous-run policy.
Played here eight?' weeks (final

week of 4 days) on two-a-day,
$2.40 top.

* '

'

Bijou (City,, Inv.) (589; 80-$1.50)
—“Cry, Beloved Country" (Indie).

Opens today (Wed.) With special
upped-price preem. Regular run
starts tomorrow (Thurs.T. Last
week, house was shuttered.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-
$1.80)—“Light Touch" (M-G) (2d
wk). Initial week ended yesterday
(Tues.) was thin $14,000 or near,
lowest here in months for opening
week. In ahead, “Westward Wom-
en” (M-G) (2d wk-9 days), $11,000.

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“I Want You” (RKO) (5tb wk).
Current round ending Friday (25)

is holding near mild. $10,000 after
$11,000 last Week.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)— “Submarine Command" (Par),

First week winding up tomorrow
(Thurs.) is heading for big $20,
000. In ahead, “Favorite Spy"
(Par) (3d Wk-10 days), okay $14,-

500 to wind up very strong run.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)

—“Lavender Hill Mob" (U) (15th
wk). The 14th stanza ended Mon?
day (21) held at $8,200 after sock
$8,500. for 13th week, .

Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50
$1.80)

—“Detective , S .to r y" (Par)

(12th wk). The 11th frame ended
Monday (21) continued * very solid

with $19,000 after $20,000 for 10th
week.. Stays a couple of days past
the 12th week , to open “Sailor. Be-
ware” (Par) on Jan. 30.

, Normandie (Normandie Thea-
tres) (592; 95-$l.80)—“Pandora &
Flying Dutchman” (M-G) (7th wk)
Current stanza ending tomorrow
(Thurs.) is standing firm With $6,-

300 after $6,100 for sixth week.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; $l,20-$2.40)

—All-vaude, two-a-day t>o 1 icy
topped by Judy Garland (15th wk).

This Week started y e s t er day
(Tues.). The absence of. Miss Gar-

land from show Thursday, Friday
and Saturday because of illness
meant five fewer shows, but picked
up in great style on Sunday (20)
when bill resumed. For five shows
of 14th week ended last Sunday,
house hit $20,500 after great $39,-
000 for 13th -frame.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 70-$l.80)
—‘Scandal Sheet’’ (Col) with Ink
Spots, Sarali Vaughan, Erskine
Hawkins orcli onstage (2d wk). Ini-
tial round ended yesterday (Tues.)
soared to big $84,000. Now looks
to play three weeks. In ahead,
‘Double Dynamite”. (RKO), \yith

Tony Bennett heading stageshow
(3d vvk-8 * days), $55,000.
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

$1.50)—“Tom Brown’s Schooldays"
Indie) (3d-final wk). Iinitial hold-
over stanza ended Sunday (20) was
$5,200 after okay $7,300 Opening
week.

:

“St. Matthew’s Passion"
(Indie) opens Jan. 28.

Paris (Indie) (586; $1.20-$2.40)—
“The Rivet” (UA) (20th wk). The
19th frame ended Sunday (20) held
at $8,800 after $8,700 for 18th
week. Improvement stems mainly
from fact that house moved up
start of midnight show to 11. p.m.
Radio CRy Music Hall (Rocke-

ellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)r-“Great-
est . Show on Earth” (Par) with
stageshow (2d wk). Likely- will
climb to smash $150,000, to beat
he inital week. Earlier Saturday
opening was a factor in getting
more turnover. First week Was
big $146,000, ' slightly over ex-
pectancy. Set to hold for third
and many more weeks at current
gait.

Rivoli (UAT-Par) (2,092; 90-
$1.80)—“Decision Before Dawn"
(20th) (5th wk). Present session
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is con-
tinuing steady with okay $13,000
after $14,200 for fourth week.
Stays about two weeks more, with
IViva Zapata!" (20th) due to open.
Feb 7
Roxy (20th) (5,888; 80-$2.20)--

“Model and Marriage Broker"
(20th) with stage bill topped by
Alan Dale, Beatrice Kraft Dancers
(2d wk). Holding nicely at about
$75,000. First week was solid
$82,000, but below hopes. Staying
a third round although bill origi-
nally was only booked for two
wGcks

State (LOeW’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
“For Men Only" (Lip) (2d wk).
First week ended yesterday (Tues.)
hit lightweight $10,000 or less. In
ahead, “Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep)
(2d wk), $8,500,
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—

“Room for One More" (WB) (2d
wk). First stanza ended Monday
(21) reached nice $22,000, With
some strong reviews helping pic
build. In ahead, “Distant Drums"
(WB) (3d wk)* way off to $13,000
after two big weeks in previous
APCfiiDfiQ

Sutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (5th
Wk). Fourth session ended Mon-
day (21) held strongly at $8,000 af-

ter $8,500 for third week.
Trans-Lux 60th St. (T-L) (453:

90-$l 50)—“Bonnie Prince Charlie’*

(Indie) (3d wk). First holdover
frame ended Saturday (19) con-
tinued nicely with $4,200 after

$7,500“flrst week. ,

Trans-Lux 52nd St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“It’s a Big Country”
(M-G) (3d wk). Second round
ended Monday (21) was $3,200 after

modest $5,000 opener. “Japanese
War Bride” (20th) opens Jan. 29.

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55-

$1.80)—“Death of Salesman” (Col)

(5th wk). Fifth session ending to-

day (Wed) is. holding very well

(with $17,000 after solid $20,000 for

fourth eek. Stays on.

‘DREAMS’ LIVELY 20G,

FRISCO; ‘MODEL’ 18G
San Francisco, Jan. 22.

Clearing weather over the past

weekend is giving first-run biz a

jab in the arm this week. “I’ll See.

You in My Dreams” shapes stand?

out with big session at the Para-

*mount. “Tqo Young To Kiss” also

looks nice at St. Francis, while

“Man in Saddle” looms strong at

Orpheum.
Estimates for This Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-

85)—“I Want You” (RKO). Fine

$15,000 or over. Last week, “Alad-

din’/ (Mono),“Double Confession”

(Mono), $10,500. ^ ,

Fox (FWC) (4,651; 60-95)-r‘‘Mod-
el and Marriage Broker’ (20th)

arid “Never Forget You" (20th).

Okay $18,000, Last week, “Deci-

( Continued on page 26)
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London Nightdubs’

Seen on Way Ont
By HAROLD^MYERS

London, Jan. 15.

The era of big time and big

money cabaret in London is, apart

from a few isolated instances, like-

ly to disappear in 1952. West End
niteries, after an expensive Festi-

val season which left many of them
in the red, are tightening their

belts and Indulging in an economy
campaign which may leave the field

mainly open to low-paid British

artists.

When cabaret made ‘its re-ap-

pearance in the 1949-50' season,

most London nightclubs were still

flushed as. a result of the lush

spending days of the postwar boom.
Comparatively big inducements

were being offered to attract ex-

1

perienced American end Cohtinen-

tal artists. And for a time the

boom continued. But as the spend-

ing money of the public began to

dry up, top many of the night spots

found themselves operating in the

red, and began to regard the caba-

ret as, an additional financial bur-

den which the current level of busi-

ness failed to justify.

Because of the scarcity of trained

Cabaret talent locally, the West End
club and cafe operators were com-

pelled to look abroad for their acts.

Too frequently the names they

needed to hypo business com^

manded salaries which were Un-

economic, Therefore, they had to

turn to artists in the more modest
brackets who had no name, value

ip London. In many cases, these

artists have opened cold and have

had to build on word-of-mouth pub-

licity. But by the time the news
got around, their engagement was
at an end and another unkhown
was taking over. So it went, on

throughout the whole Of last sea-

son in many leading night spots.

Niteries Turned To Vaude Aots
Gradually, operators in a num-

ber of- cafes dropped the unknown
importations and substituted local

vaudeville acts, which, in many
cases, worked for a fraction of the

salary paid to visitors. Many British

artists are prepared to accept

around. $200 a week in cabaret,

whereas artists, fropv Broadway or

Paris demand, two. or three times
that figure as a minimum plus some
contribution towards travelling ex-

penses.
Although the accent is unmistak-

ably on economy, there will be the

occasional splash booking. Lead-
ing the field at this writing is the

Bagatelle, Which has scooped the

field with a four-week booking for

Sophie Tucker starting May 5. This
deal was first inked a year ago by
the cafe’s^ operator, Harry Levene,
but the opening was postponed be-

cause of Miss Tucker’s leg ailment.

She will be doing two shows a

night. The Bagatelle will be pay-
ing more than $3,000 a Week plus
travelling expenses for Miss
Tucker.
One of the few top ranking at-

tractions likely to play London this

spring is Edith Piaf. The Cafe de
Paris, which recently had a boff

season with Noel Coward at $2,800
per week, is reported to be offer-

ing the same amount' for the
French star. It is also known that

a number of London niteries would
be interested in booking Josephine
Baker If a salary agreement could
be reached.
The Embassy Club in Bond

St., Which paid substantial money
for imported acts last season
without, attracting

0
the neces-

sary business, and subsequently
switched to cheaper British names,
is to have another fling later this

month. It has booked Claude Ma-
chant’s Afro-Cuban Dancers at

about $1,700 a week in the hope
that this will lure trade.
As a sign of the times, the Em-

press Club put up the shutters on
its Costal Room on New’ Year’s
Day, and the spot will, stay dark for

a month. It is no secret that this

room has been operating at a big

loss in recent weeks and is plan-

ning a complete . reorganization Of

policy -before operating as a night
club agaiin. The Crystal Boom has
relied ‘mainly on Continental, tal-

ent, but the last artist to play there
was Sue Carson, who currently also

is appearing in Val Parnell’s “Peep
Show.”
One or two places have experi-

mented with revues, some* costly

and ambitious, others cheap and
dowdy. The Pigalle, the lowest-

priced eating night spot in town
( $2.50 minimum ), has been putting

on the most lavish shows.* < • <

Cotes Taking ‘Sheba’

Into London Tins Year
London, Jain. 15.

Peter Cotes, who - has given up
his lease On the New Boltons The-
atre Club, branches out into com-
mercial management with “Come
Back Little Sheba,” an American
play which will start a. provincial
tour in the spring before coming
to London. His wife, Joan Miller,

will take the role played by Shirley
Booth in New York,

[

The new management at Boltons
tees off Feb. 4 with “Dark Her-
itage” by Shirland Quinn; with
Robert Beatty and David Hutchi-
son topping the cast;

New operators of the. Boltons are

Neville and Peggy Armstrong, who
run a publishing company, and
Basil Ashmore, who started the
New Lindsey Theatre Club aftef

the war.

London, Jan. 22..

Fears by exhibitors that suf-

ficient product would not be avail-

able to enabJ-a them to fulfill the

30%. quota in the second half of

the current quota year, are not
substantiated by producers. Sir

Henry L. French, director-general

of the British Film Producers
Assn., believes their advance es-

timate of 70 first features would
measure up with actual production.

Every year, he .explained, the
Board of Trade asks the British

Film Producers for advanced es-

timates of production. These are
whittled down by the BFPA and
only firm schedules are included
in their estimates. Last year, when
the BFPA reckoned there would be
70 first features, exhibitors felt

that acutal production would not
exceed 64.

One of the main reasons for ex-
hibitor concern is the condition' in

the 1948 Films Act that the quota
has to be fulfilled separately in
each half yearly period. It is under-
stood, however, that BOT legal ex-
perts have advised the films divi-

sion that theatres which fulfilled

their quota over a yearly period
could not be prosecuted if they
failed in one of the two half years.

SQUARE DANCING SEEN

180-DAY BRIT. WONDER
London, Jan. 15.

Square dancing may be all very
well in the wide-open spaces of
Canada, or the U. S., but if the
craze caught on here in any seri-

ous way, it would put almost every
dancehall out of business. But de-
spite the nRoyal seal, the British
Broadcastihg Corp. ballyhoo and a
demonstrating circus touring the
country, it is. unlikely to prove
more than a six-month wonder, if

that.
'

Although soYne people claim that

|

square dancing was sweeping the
country, inquiries show that

,
it is

heartily disliked all round, For
dance hall promoters, it is finan-

cially disastrous, as a dance floor

normally capable of accommodat-
ing 1,000 terpers, can barely hold
100 square dancers. If the hall was
operating at capacity, more than
90%. of the customers would be
Wallflowers.

For the remaining 10% on the
floor, it has been suggested that
the energetic demands of the rou-
tines give the dance too much of a
“toil and sweat” flavor. Further,
all intimacy between couples is

lost, and that is not good for the
“holding a girl in the. arms” theme
which most dance establishments
Plug.
Where square dancing has been

tried out, it has scored only a mod-
est success, yet further effort is

being made to boost it. At Man-
chester recently, all the male danc-
ers were given special shirts, and
here there is every likelihood that
the Lyceum will make Monday
mights square dancing <n>ghL i
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J. Arthur Takes Charge

Of Rank Miffing Biz
London, Jan* 22.

J. Arthur Rank has assumed
chairmanship of the family milling

business, Joseph Rank Millers, on
the death.of his brother, Joseph V.
Rank, recently. His film interests,

however, will remain unchanged.

Last weekend, Rank confirmed
that , despite the new appointment,
he would continue full activity and
interest in his film business.

Hamburg, Jan. 15.

The only chance: to save Western
Germany’s motion picture industry
lies in the formation of a pri-

vately-hacked Film Bank, which
Would pool credits and lise *them
to finance production, according to
Dr. Alexander Grueter, head of the
Hamburg Film Financing, Ltd.
Grueter is also co-general manager
of National Film, the second largest

distribution: cbmpany in Germany.
Grueter described the present

production setup as “five minutes
before 12.” Lack of financing has
been plaguing the German film biz

for the 18 months and resulted in

several folderoos, bankruptcy
cases, firings, production, schedule
cuts and other adverse effects in

the industry,

Grueter suggested that big banks
all over Germany, along with other
private capital, should .' establish

this Film Bank with a basic, capi-

talization of $2)380,000. Not more
than 25 pix per; year should be
financed during the bank’s first

two years oLaxistence, he said,

adding that in the early phases
of operation federal and , state gov-
ernmental credits should also be
maintained.

Grueter also suggested that cred-
its should be made available only
to six or eight big producers so
as to eliminate, the dozens of very
small production and distrlb com-
panies. Some people wondered
whether this means that Grueter
would favor the reestablishment of
monopolies, on the pattern wof- the
Nazi’s state-owned film trusty UFA.

London Legit Bars Crify

From Reviewing
London, Jan. 22,

P. L. Mannock, vet drama critic

of the pally Herald; was barred

from reviewing the current Em-
bassy production, “The Loving
Elms,”, because the. management
had taken exception to recent

notice of his on “The Merchant of

Yonkers.”

Mannock hadn't received tickets

for the .first night of “Elms,”
,
hut.

assumed they had gone astray in

the mail. When he arrived at the

theatre, he was told by a press-

agent that he was welcome to see

the show, but couldn’t write about
it. Embassy is a non-West End try-

out spot.

Sydney Legiter Swings
Back to Film Policy

Sydney, Jan. 15.

Palace, 872-seater here, after a
mild try with stageshows under* the
Fuller, and later the Williamson
banner, reverts back to a film pol-

icy Jan.- 31 with ‘.'Cyrano” (UA)
for Hoyts.

Last legit show was “Moon Is

Blue,” which failed to get going.
The Fuller unit tried several Brit-

ish comedies with little „ success,
with the exception of “One Wild
Oat.” A more recent hit was Cyril
Ritchard-Madge Elliott combo in
Coward’s “Private Lives.”

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Jan. 22.
“And So to Bed,” Strand (14).

“Biggest Thief,” Fortune (23).

“Blue for Boy,” Majesty’s (60).

“Coloinbe,” New (6),

“Day’s Mischief,” Duke York (6).

“Figure .of Fuh,” Aldwych (14).

“Folies Bergere,” Hipp (46). ,

“Gay’s the Word/’ Saville (49).

“Hollow,” Ambassadors (34).

“Kiss Me Kate,” Coliseum (46).

“Knight’s Madn’s ” Vic Pal, (97).

“Little Hut,” Lyric (68).

“Love 4 Colonels,” M’ndh ?m (36).

“Lyric Revue,” Globe (17).

“Master Crodk,” Comedy (5).

“M’summer Dream,” Old Vic (4).

/“Much Ado Nothing,” Ph’nix (2).

“Peep Show,” Prince Wales (13).
“Penny Plain,” St, Mart. (30).

Puss Boots Ice,” Empress (5).

“Rainbow Square,” Stoll (18).

“Relative Values,” Savoy (7).

“Reluctant Heroes,” Wt’th (81).

“Seagulls Sorrento,” Apollo (81).
“South Pacific,” Drury (12).

“Third Person,” Criterion (3).

“To Dorothy, a Son/’ Gar’i’k (60).
“Waters of Moon,” H’ym’kt (60).

“White Sheep Family,” Pic (15).

“Women of Twilight,” Vaude ( 14).
“Zip Goes Million/’ Palace. (14).

OPENING THI$ WEEK
(Figures denote preem dates) .

.

“Lion, Unicorn,” New L’dsey(22).
“Sunset Kn’ghtsb’dge,” W’m (23).

V i “S’mer and Smoke,” Du>es* X24h

Buehos Aires, Jan. 15.

Only a month prior to folding up

for the summer vacation, which.

Will last from Feb. 25 to March 5,

Argentine film studios are living

in a state of suspense while/their

fate is debated between producers
and exhibitors, with the former
demanding highly increased per-

centage terms. The first demands
by the producers at the meetings
called by Press and Information
Minister Raul Apold, ended in a
stalemate, With the exhibs stating

flatly, that if the industry is in a

financial quagmire it is only be-
cause producers persist in making
bad pictures which satisfy nobody

Apart from these producer de*

mands, exhibs .have some head-
aches. The Argentine Authors
Assn?* has just finished drafting a
charter. Which has to be approved
by the government, embodying a
clause granting screen writers
heavy percentages of film grosses.

That’s one of them. The producers
also presented the exhibs with a
virtual ultimatum that they must
contribute more generously to ad-
vertising their product. The cost
of* publicizing films has become'
greater ; because newsprint ' cuts
have ’ slashed the size Of newspa-
pers.. Radio and billboards, as well
as other less, efficacious advertising
media consequently must be used
more heavily^

London Film Notes
London, Jan. 15.'

Carol Reed to direct remake of
Edgar Wallace’s “The Frog” with
Ronald Shiner to star in the Gor-
don Harker role. Film goes into
production April 1 and will be
completed in three weeks after
three weeks of rehearsals, which is

Sir Alexander' Korda’s new pro-
duction speed-up plan. Pic Will
have a British Lion release . .

Claude Rains due here from Holly
wood Feb. 25 for starring role in
Raymond Stross’s film “Man Who
Watched Trains Go By,” which
former is making for Eros Films
with Hyams Bros, bankroll. Harold
French will direct With shooting-to
Stairt early March . . . "Uncle Wil-
lie and the Bicycle” by Brock Wil
llams has been acquired by ABPC
with shooting to start early in May.
It will be directed by Harold
French.
Tony Havelock Allan to produce

filmization of “On Monday Next,
legit hit. at

.
the Comedy Theatre

two; years ago. Cast is headed by
Robert Morley and Margaret
Rutherford. Ralph Smart will di
rect with General films Distribu
tors (J. Arthur Rank) to handle
distribution . . . . Theta Films,
newly formed film company,
headed by film director Thorold
Dickinson .to niake its first; film
early in March from story with
a Malta background and about

,
the

Royal Air Force in the last war.
Shooting starts in March, and J.

Arthur Rank is releasing . •

, Bonar
Colleano wanted for starring role

in new film “The Chance,” which
is to be made by Ben Arbeid Pro-
ductions, a new . indie outfit .

Hans May to Paris to confer with
Fernand Gravet who may stkr in

former’s new film which he ex-

pects to make in Frato£t.> 1 * v J

London, Jon. 22.
With the resignation of Ralph S

Brorahead as administrator of the
British film industry’s Better Busi-
ness Campaign, which was an-
nounced last.Wednesday (16), the
attempt to create a local counter-
part of COMPO seems likely to
disintegrate after two noteworthy
accomplishments in its short life.

Bromhead has quit the top post
in the organization at his own re-
quest, in view of the reduced ac-

tivities of the campaign and his
increasing responsibilities in other
directions, fie will remain avail-

able for consultation on several is-

sues which are still being followed
up..

In its 18 months of existence, the
all-industry panel has to its credit

the nationwide showmanship cam-
paign (prizes were distributed last

fall) and finalization of negotiations
or a combined; film industry trailer

to be aired fortnightly over the
British Broadcasting Corp,-TV net-

works. First in this series was tele-

yized last Thursday (17).

The work Of co-ordinating the
“Current Release” program is now
to be taken over by the Kinemato-
graph Renters Society and a small
industry committee. They will,

presumably, get requests from pro-
ducers and distributors for inclu-

sion in the program before giving
the BBC Jthe last word on the sub-
ject.

The Better Business Campaign
was financed from the earnings of
the industry shorts and quite a
substantial amount is believed to

be: left in the treasury. Apart
from salaries and parttime officials,

the only major expense incurred
by the committee have been in con-
nection with the showmanship con-
test and a film show which recently
wound up a Provincial tour.

New British God. Seen

Unlikely to Aid NFFC

.
London, Jan. 22:

The prospects of the National
Film Finance Corp. getting the ex-
tra $5,600,000 promised by the
Labor government are now thinner
than ever. Although not giving a
final thumbs down to the request,
Peter. Thorneycroft, Hoard of Trade
prez; indicated to a trade union
deputation last Week that ther
was a limit to the amount of finan-
cial aid the government could give
to an industry which had not suc-
ceeded in gaining the confidence of
the Investing public.
Yesterday (Mon.) the BOT prexy

received another labor deputation,
this time from the "Film Indus-
try’s Employees Council, represent-
ing technicians, actors, electricians,
musicians and extras. This delega-
tion also stated the case for -fur*

ther financial aid to the NFFC, al-

though critical of the way in which
the current balances were being
used up under the Group scheme.
Claim was made that this was pro-
viding financial aid to the major
organizations, who, through their
links with exhibition and distribu-
tion, were well able to raise their
own coin.

London, Jan. 22.

.

Lord Vivian: is getting a cast
ready for Eugene Ilyn and Char-
lotte Frances’ play,. “The Kreutzer
Sonata,” based on Tolstoy’s book

.

. . Peter Cotes is looking for a
West End spot to stage Lawrence
Langner’s “Lady Godiva,” which
he tried out at Boltons, Theatre
under title of “The Importance of
Wearing Clothes,” with Joan Mil-
ler and Derrick de Marney in top
roles . . . When the Whitehall
Theatre needs a successor to “Re-
luctant Heroes,” which will not be
for a long time, as the farce is do-
ing $6,000 weekly, they will do
“Postman’s Knock/’ a collabora-
tion by PhiHp King 'and Alan
Bromley.
Mae West is dickering with play-

wright Charlotte Frances for

American stage rights of her play,

“Sextette” . . . Former film star

Betty Balfour is staging a legit

comeback: in the new play, “The
Golden Grain,” which: is skedded
for London opening at the Em-
bassy, Swiss Cottage, Jan.

.

29 .

Maxwell Wray has bought the Eng-
lish rights of Sacha Guitry’s ’-You

Too,” which has an English ver-

sion by • Maurice ' Bradaoll 1
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Eafiog Halts All Aussie Production,
110SS!*!

Sydney. Jan; 22, •

Continued refusal of the Capital

Issues Board governmental setup

attached to the Rotfert Menzies

Liberal Party* government at Can-

berra, to permit the inflow of cap-

ital for Aussie fllUL. production is

seen by industry*leaders as sound-

ing the deathknell Of local produc-

tion.

Direct result of this policy is

that Ealing has halted all produc-

tion in Australia and is closing the

Pagewood studios.

Major reason given for shutter-

ing Pagewood was the refusal of

the government here to okay, flow

of Aussie capital into Ealing for a

continuous production schedule.

Ealing was lined UP to do Nevil

Shiite’s yarn, “A Town Like Alice,

but tho film now will be;done in

London if produced at all.

Ealing, , under the production

guidance of Eric Williams, is -the

only British (or American) studio

to be established here: for continu-

ous production. Williams said to-

day that it was impossible to carry

on because, the company had not

received . cooperation or sponsor-

ship for films made in Aussie in

the past five years. Pix made here
over the last few years included

“The Overlanders,” “Eureka Stock-

ade” and “Bitter Springs/’ Studio

also was used by 20th-Fox for

“Kangaroo” and Michael Gordon’s
“Wherever She Goes.” '

Some time ago a powerful local

syndicate headed by Charles Munro
was ready, to,come into Ealing on
a solid financial .

basis to produce
‘‘Robbery Under Arms” and other
pix. In association with Ealing,

the Munro syndicate planned four
films annually, with the importa-
tion of top stars fOr added marquee
value abroad. However, the Cap-
ital issues Board refused the syn-
dicate, permission to float a com-
pany, indicating that there,, were*]
sufficient films coming into Austra-
lia to meet the entertainmeht needs
here. :v

For Nek Japanese Pic
Tokyo, Jan. 15,

Screen actress Shirley Yamagu-
chi, who recently returned to her
native Nippon after a leasing stint
in Hollywood, is readying a new
Japanese/pic that Will cast a Cau-
casian heavy opposite her and a
young^japanese actor.

Film will be - titled “Port of
Shadow.’’ Script is based on Japa-
nese bestseller, “Fog Flute,” by
Jiro Osaragi. It involves a triangle
affair with a Japanese girl, her
young Japanese lover and a mid-
dle-aged foreigner.

West German Film Prod,

Still Sharply limited

London, Jan.” 22.

Last year’s High Court, ruling
that $42,000 paid to Sir Laurence
Olivier for not working in films for
18 months after the completion of
“Henry V,” is to be taken to ap-
peal.

The Crown decided to challenge
the lower court’s decision arid has
briefed Sir Frank Soskice as at-

l-^towiey. Olivier will be represented
in the appeal court by Frederick
Grant.

Film Can Be Released
London, Jan,

*
15.

The British / fllrri version* , of
“Where’s Charley?” which. Was
lensed by Warners ' last yeair with
Ray Bolger ^and Allyn McLerie,
may-not bo held up after, all. Origi-
nally, pic Was to be prit in storage
pending the* run of the stage ver-
sion, which Was planned to open in
April- with Norman ’ Wisdom
starred.

Last week it became known that
arrangements for the legit produc-
tion have been indefinitely delayed
and Wisdom' has accepted a com-
mitment to go into a new.-edition
of “Folies Bergere;" which will
open at the Prince of Wales early,
in April.

By an arrangement with Warners
it is understood they will receive a
green light to release the film lo-
cally next September if the stage
version has hot opened by that
date. If the play should be present-
ed the film will have to delayed.

NEAGLE TO DO LONDON

‘JOAN’
London,. Jan. 22..

Anna Neagle, Who returned to
England last week With her • pro-
ducer-director ' husband, Herbert
Wilcox, is to do a.stage play before
returning to the Screen in the fall.
She will either,star in a New. York
Theatre Guild ^production of “St.
Joan” here or in a new modern
comedy to be presenteck by Tom
Arnold:

Decision will be made within’ the
next few weeks, but whichever Sub-
ject is chosen, the star Will do a
short provincial tour before- com
ing to the West End.

Grade Gets Sidney Grace
London, Jan. 15/

Sidney Grace, who resigned from'
Jhanaging directorship of Charles
r \

Tucker Enterprises recently; has
joined the Lew & Leslie Grade or
ganization in. executive posi-
tion; •

She started with the Grade

West German film production
continues decidedly limited be-
cause of lack of financing, accord-
ing to George H. Bookbinder, in-
die distributor and prez of All
Star Productions, who arrived in
N. Y, last, week after several
months in Germany. Dearth of
domestic coin, he Said, has
prompted several local companies
to entel* into joint production
deals with foreign firms..

Monogram Pictures, Associated
BritishrPathe and- Lux Films of
Rome are participating in Europa
Filmverleih, a production-distribu-
tion outfit with a release schedule
of five German kind five foreign
ply. Several U. S. majors, nota-
bly Metro and 20th-Fox also have
lensed locationers ,in Germany in
co-operatidh with native filmmak
ers.

'

Bookbinder expects to turn out
some four-reelers as well as 'a full-

length pix in association with
German company. The shorts
Would be ' suitable for English
dubbing and the U. S. TV market.
Ho claimed that When a distributor
has fresh German language prod-
uct to offer exhibitors it helps
him seirhis other films.

Bookbinder “Said that both
soreen quota and an import quota
are still being discussed in Ger-
many. It is unlikely that Parlia-

ment will enact such legislation

for some time.

But when Parliament does vote
on screen legislation, German ob
servers feel that those foreign
firms which aided local produc-
tion will be granted more consid-
eration on licenses than overseas
companies that,have done nothing.
- Bookbinder, who also is associ

ated With' Francd-Londori Films,
producer "of the Laurel & Hardy
pic, “Atoll K,” will probably work
out a U, distrib deal for this

film before returning to Germany.

Brit. Eager For German Permits
London, Jan. 22/

Because Germany is now re-

garded as a lucrative market. Brit-

ish producers have been eager to

take up the 30 export licenses al-

located to the British film indus-
try. Requests received by, the Brit

ish Film Producers’ Assn, had* to

be sliced by more than 50% in

order to keep within the. fixed

quota,
' The BFPA is to make periodic

checks with license holders to in-

sure that product is shipped to

Germany in good time. If there is

any indication of a producer de-

faulting, the license will be trans-

ferred to another company.
British accepts the limited allo-

cation because of the advantages of
convertibility, arranged in a trade

agreement between the German
government and the British Board
of Trade.

a8oncy tieffefdfy

Tennent to Do ’Atom’
Edinburgh, Jan^ 15,

“The Atom Doctor,” play on
Scottish Nationalism by Eric Link-

later, given world preem at the

International Festival here in 1950
is tb be produced by H. M. Ten
nerit, under new title of “The
Mortimer Touch.” Comedy is

modernized version of Ben. Jon
sbnls “The . Alchemist.”

Rehearsals begin next month for

British tour in March, prior to Lon-

lit

Paris, Jan. 15.

Statistics recently released by
the Bureau Du Tourisme show that
last summer and fall showed an up-,

surge in Americans visiting abroad
and. one of the richest gambling
takes in France since the war.
Summer and fall figures showed
about 69,000 tourists abroad with-
out counting those who had arrived
previously and were still on tap,

Male travelers exceeded femmes,
and the predominant reason given
for touring was for pleasure. Per-
sonal business came next. There
Were twice as many ship arrivals as

by plane. Show biz people must
have buried their Identity since

few are listed as such. Most of

the voyagers came from New York,

with 19,375 from New York City

and 4,893 from the rest of N. Y.

state.

Biggest take for the gamelng
rooms, with Baccara top game, was
at the Bhghien-Les-Bains rooms,

six miles north of Paris. This gets

the Paris trade because near, and

pays; off accordingly. Total receipts

wfere *$2,300,000. The next biggest

take ' was Deauville, which took in

$£470,000. Above figures covered

the take until Oct. 31 when most
resort casinos close for the winter.

Both Nice arid Cannes on the

Riviera exceeded Deauville if total

receipts* of the two casinos in each

city are counted; Nice take was
$2,080,000,’ with the Palais De La
Mediterrarie and .

the Casirio Mu-
nicipal counted; Cannes gross was
$1,752,000, including the Casino

Municipal and Palm Beach. Evlan-

Les-Bains had a $1,014,000 take;

Charbonnieres, hear Lyon,, had

$771,000; Aix-En-Prdifence, near

Marseille, $720,000, with both cater-

ing to roulette and 'baccara fans.

In the remaining casinos strewn

about France the take averaged

from $1,500 to $270,000.
~

After all deductions and heavy

taxes, .the net for the big spots

was not very high. In the case of

some of the biggest casinos, the ex-

penditures and taxes ran as high

as 80%. Nevertheless, this is one

of the bigtime tourist draws in

France.

’Alice’ Pix lor Exhibs
Mexico City, Jan, 15.

The Walt Disney-RKO “Alice in

Wonderland” now has full exhibi-

tion rights throughout Mexico, but

so has the French version oi the

same, story. This stems from the
First District Court here refusing
Jose Manuel Chavez, distributor of
the European “Alice,” an injunc-
tion, to keep the National Cinema-
tographic Board from registering
the U. S. “Alice.” This would have
given his pic exclusive exhibition
in Mexico.

The court ruled that the point of
law was not the matter of the origi-

nal “Alice” story and 'its copyright
complications, but of two separate
film versions of that tale. The law,,

the court held, permits full exhibi-
tion of any and all Versions of the
same standard story, this being
merely a case of commercial mar-
keting. The NC board has regis-
tered both films.

TEDDINGTON PLANT
London, Jan. 22.

Only about two days after Tom
O’Brien, M.P., sought assurances

from the Board of Trade prez,

Peter Thomeycroft, that no studios

would be sold for purposes Other

than film production, it .was learn-

ed that Warner Bros, was . well

along in negotiations for the sale

of its Teddington lot to an air-

craft manufacturing copapany. Ne-

gotiations have; been in progress

for some weeks, arid home office

execs of WB in N. Y. have been
kept fully informed of the develop-,

merit;

The company involved in .the

deal is reported to be the Haw-
ker Aircraft Co., which admitted

the talks are on but would not sey

how the property would be used.

During a substantial part of 1951

the Teddington plaint has been
dark. The last’ WB picture to be

lensed there was “Crimson Pirate,”

although most of the filming on

this Burt Lancaster, production Was
done on location in Italy. There is

nothing on the floor there at the

moment and Warners has no sub-

jects lined up for future produc-

tion at Teddington, although proj-

ects are being readied for Elstree.

Other recent Warner British pro-

ductions have been filmed ait Asso-

ciated British’s Elstree studios.

Both “Captain Horatio Hornblow
er” and “Where’s Charley?” were

tit fidori product** '? ‘

* o^flQrift thrirev j , i (i » r,> yi

Forced Exhibition Of

Mex Rims Barred By

Court Permanent Order
Mexico City, Jan. 22.

The bugbear of forced exhibition
of Mexican pix, at least 50% of the
playing time, that has annoyed
U. §. and other foreign film dis-

tributors here during the last five

years, apparently was killed by
Federal Judge Ignacio Burgoa
when he made permanent the in-

junction he allowed top exhibitors
against enforcing the clause in the
cinematographic law which de-
mands 26 weeks of sc*2en time a
year for Mexican films. The meas-
ure was.announced last summer.

Injunction allows the exhibitors
exactly what they asked-*-freedom
of exhibition. Judge Burgoa agreed
with them in their contention that
the clause is unconstitutional be-
cause it amounts to a monopoly,
forcing marketing of a particular
product. Exhibs now are at liberty
to play as many U. S. pix or Mexi-
can films as they desire. Judge
Burgpa also made permanent the
temporary injunction he had
earlier granted the exhibitors
against another clause of the law
which forbids them to partner with
producers or distributors.

National Exhibitors Assn., grati-

fied by the freedom of exhibition
victory, declared that forcing ex-
hibition of Mexican pictures was
going overboard in the govern-
ment’s zeal to ahl the Mexican in-

dustry.

Exhibitors’ victory doesn’t sit

well with the producers, some of

whom brand it a near-knockout to
their trade. They argue that there
are numerous top Mexican films

which can’t find playdates riot be-
cause of the lack of cinemas, but
because of sharp competition from
U. S. and other foreign films. Hec-
tor Fernaridez, manager of the Pro
ducers and Distributors Assn., said
the Mexican trade hopes the gov
ernment will appeal to the su
preme court.

In

Mexico by ’51 Tourists

Mexico City, Jan. 15.

Tourists, a majority of them
Americans, spent $2.31,000,000 in

Mexico last year
,
according to pre-

lim estimates of the Mexican Tour-

ist Assn. This spending, somewhat
lower in dollars, was an all-time

high in actual number of pesos, the

current worth of which is 8,65 per
dollar. The total number of tour

ists was 400,000, a neW record.

Citing that American tourists

spent $315,000,000 in Europe last

year, the association asserts this

does riot worry Mexico at all, be-

cause greatly improved visitor fa-

cilities in this country riiake it

likely to get even a greater num
I her of visitors jn 1952. > u

i
.. 1.3

London, Jan. 15,

A new Anglo-American produc-
tion set the pace at the boxoffice
last week, chalking up the best
figure at the Warner in ine
months with “African Queen.’’ Co-
starring Katharine Hepburn and
Humphrey Bogart initial frame was
smash $16,000. Film attracted
standout press reaction and long
lines Were in evidence daily.

.

At Metro’s Empire, “Lone Star”
opened with a strong $20,000; while
at the Odeon, Marble Arch, the
dual bill of “Two Tickets to Broad-
way” and “The Racket” hit a very
good $9,200 opening Week.

Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70r$1.70) —

Something to Live For” (Par).
Opened quietly with average $5,30Q
on week. Stays second week with
“Quo Vadis” (M-G) set to follow
Jan. 25.

Empire (M-G) (3,099; 55-$l.70)—
“Lone Star” (M-G) and stageshow.
Finished first round with handsome
$20,000. Holds for at least another
fortnight.

Gaumont (1 ,500; 50-$1.70)—“HIS
Excellency” (GFD). Disappointing
$6,400 for opening round; Stays an-
other fortnight.

Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
(1,753; 50-^170)—“Coriie Fill Cup”
(WB). Started off modestly With,
around $4,300 in first four . days.
Stays another two weeks.
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50-

$1.70)
—“M” (Col) and; “Five” (Col)

(4th wk.). Winding current run
with fair $4,800 after $5,500. in

third round. “Close to Heart” (WB)
and “Walls Folsom Prlsori” (WB)
opens Jan. 18,

Odeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
(2,200; 50-$1.70) — “Elopement”
(20th) and “Take Care Little Girl”
(20th) (3d wk ): Holding, modestly
at $4,800 in final weekend after
good $7,500 for second frame.
“Phone Call From a. Stranger”
(20th) begins Jan. 17.

Odeon, Marble' Arch (CMA) <2,-

200; 50-$1.70) —, “TWO Tickets to
Broadway” (RK(5) and “The Rack-
et” (RKO). Strong double feature
getting very good $9,200 in initial

stanza. Holds, with “Painting
Clouds with Sunshine” (WB) set

to follow.

Plaza (Par) <1,902; 70-$1.7Q) —
“Place in Sun” (Par) (3d wk ). Still

attracting big business at $8,100.

Stays a fourth week with “Outcast
of Islands” (BL) starting Jan. 19.

- Warner (WB) (1,753; 50-$1.70)

“African Queen” (Indie). Best
opening week here since "Horri-

blower” (WB). Smasji $16,000 and
still’ going strong. Holds, with
“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB) set

as next pic.

Cinema Workers Occupy

Havana House to Force

2 Idle Spots to Reopen
Havana, Jan. 22.

Over 65 film theatre workers
stormed into, the Encanto Theatre
Wednesday (16), completely occu-

pied it and declared themselves on
a hunger strike;

Workers of the Theatre Workers
Union threatened a theatre slow-

down if Vo film houses, the En-
carito and the Alkazar, closed for

several weeks, did not reopen with-

in 24 hours The theatre managers
said the houses had closed because
of slow business.
According to labor union chiefs,

however, the houses Were closed

because the owriers wanted a $2,000
monthly rental fee, plus a $20,000
“bonus” to reopen.. They also al-

leged that the owners are receiving

$90 per day from the insurance
companies while the. theatres re-

main closed.

The dispute has been referred to

Minister of Labor Dr. Edgardo But-

tari, who has called a meeting of

the two. factions.

‘Carousel’ to Glasgow Feb. 2
Glasgow, Jan. 15.

InAux of U. S.: musicals continues

here. When “Oklahoma" moves out

of the King’s Theatre Feb. 2, it will

give way to "Carousel.”

Latter has Edmund Hockridge,

Williairi Thorbtirn, Jane Martin

and Mauiien Swanson among its

principals./ m. t j
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ROMANCE IS RAMPANT
at the Roxy Theatre, New York, and

BUSINESS BETTER THAN IT HAS

BEEN IN A TWELVE-MONTH, as

"The Model and the Marriage Broker"

lines up the crowds — inside and out-

side the theatre — eager to see 20th

Century-Fox's gayest comedy!

&



RUSSEKS, noted
New York Fifth Avenue

women's store, ran full

page advertisements

in all the newspapers,

tying in "The Model

and the Marriage

Broker" and the

dresses worn by

Jeanne Crain.

YOU CAN
DUPLICATE THIS IN

YOUR SITUATION!
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The African Queen
v(COLOR)

This is engrossing: African-
localetl story of middle-aged
romance and adventure. Top-
notch adult entertainment, ex-
cellently performed.

United Artists release of Horlzon-Romu-
lus production, produced by S. P. Eagle.
Stars . Humphrey Bogart, Katharine Hep-
burn; features Robert Morley, Directed
by John Huston. Adapted by Jaimes Agee
and John Huston; based, on C. S. Forester
novel; camera (Technicolor). Jack Car-
diff; editor. Ralph Kemplen; music, Alan
Gray; Previewed Dec. 21, '51, Running

" time. 104 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 26, 1951)

Anno of the Indies
* (COLOR)

Femme pirates, sea battles and
romance combined for good
escapism and okay b.o.

20lh-Fox release of George. JessCl pro-
duction. Stars Jean Peters, Loujn JoUr-
dan, Debra Paget; features Herbert
Marshall, Thomas Gomez, James Robert-
oh Justice. Directed by Jacques Tour-
neur. Screenplay, Philip Dunne, Arthur
Caesar; based on story by Herbert Rave-
nel . Sass; camera

.
(Technicolor), Harry

JackBon; editor, Robert Frltch; music,
Franz.Waxman; Tradeshown Oct. il, '31,

Running tjme. ll MINS'.

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

Another Man’s Poison
(BRITISH)

Bette Davis ih British meller;
sound proposition for both

6
sides, of Atlantic.

Eros release of Douglcis. Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Daniel M. Angel production; Stars
Bette Davis, Gary Merrill, Emlyirt ’Wil-
liams. Directed by Irving Rapper, Screen-
play, Val Guest; from' Leslie Sand's novel;
camera, Robert Krasker; editor, Gordon
Hales; :music, John Greenwood. At Gau-
ynont, London, Nov. 20, '51. Running
time, 90 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 28, 1951)

Appointment with Venus

Betty Box's wartime comedy
okay as U.S. dtialer.

GFD release of Betty E. Box produc-
tion. Stars David Niven, Glynls' Johns.
Directed by Ralph Thomas. Screenplay,
Nicholas Phipps; camera, Ernest Steward;
editor, Gerald Thomas; music, Benjamin
Frankel. At Odeon, London, Oct, 8, ’51.

Running time, 89 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

Atoll K
(FRANCO-ITALIAN)

Sirius release of Franco-London produc-
tion. Stars Stan Laurel, Oliver :Uardy,
Suzy Delair. Directed by Leo Joannon.
Screenplay, Rene Wheeler, P. Telllnl from
an idea by Joannon; camera, ' Armand
Thlrard; editor, Robert Isnnrdon. At Erml-
tage, Paris. Running time, 100 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Badman’s Gold

Sub-standard oater, for sub-
standard grosses, even on Sat-
urday matinees.

United Artists release of Robert Tan-
gey (Jack Schwartz) production. Stars
Johnny Carpenter, Alyn Lockwood, Troy
Tarrel.l; features Kcnne Duncan. Story
and screenplay, Robert Emmett, Alyn
Lockwood. At. New York Theatre. N. Y.,
week of Oct. 16, '61. Running time, 58
MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

The Barefoot Mailman
(COLOR)

Mild action - adventure fea-
ture for lesser situations.

Columbia release . of Robert Cohn pro-
duction. Stars Robert Cummings, Terry
Moore, Jerome . Courtland; features John
Russell, Will Geer. Arthur. Shields, Trevor
Bardcttc, Arthur Space.. Directed by Earl
McEvoy. Screenplay, James Gutpl. Francis
Swann; based on novel by Theodore
Pratt; camera (Superclnecolor), Ellis W.
Carter; editor, Aaron Stell; music, George
Duning. Previewed OCt. 19, '51. Running
time, 81 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

The Big Night

Confused program melodrama
with scant chances, even in
the lesser dual-bill market.

Boots Malone

Good human interest film with ,

racing stable
;

background.
Average prospects in general
release.

Columbia release of.Milton Holmes pro-
duction. Stars William Holden; features
Johnny SteWart. Stanley. Clements, Basil
Ruysdael, Carl Benton Reid, Ralph
Dumkfe,. Ed Begley, Hugh Sanders, 'Henry
Morgan, Ann Lee, Anthony CaruSo, Billy
Pearson'. Directed by William Dieterle.
Written by Milton Holmes; camera;
Charles Lawton, Jr.; editor, A1 Clark;
music, Elmer Bernstein. ’ Previewed Oct.
18, '51. Running time, 103 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec; 26, 1951)

Bri«le of the Gorilla

Formula thriller for the sec-
ondary . market, although ex-
ploitable for some situations.

Restart release of Jack- Broder produc-
tion. Stars 'Barbara Payton. Lon Chaney,
Raymond Burr, Tom Conway;: features
Paul’ Cavanagh, ’ Giselle Werbisek,

.
Carol

Varga. Written and directed by Curt
Siodmak: camera,. Charles Van . Enger;
editor, Francis D. Lyon; music, Raoul
Kraushaar. Previewed .Oct, . 31,

J
51, Run-

ning t|me, 85 MINS.

(Reviewed! Nov. 7, 1951)

The Bushwhackers

Early . west actioner for pro-
gram. bookings.

Restart release of Larry Finley produc-
tion. Stars John Ireland, Wayne Morris,
Lawrence Tierney, Dorothy Malone, Lon
Chanev, Myrna Dell: features Frank Mar-
lowe, Bill Holmes, Jack Elam. Directed by
Rod Amateau. Screenplay, Amateau and
Thomas. Gries; camera, Joseph F. Biroc;
editor, Francis D. Lyon; music, Albert
Glasser. Previewed Dec. 11. '5L Running
time, 70 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

.Cgllaway Went
Thataway

(SONG)

Amusing spoof oh video cow-
pokes. Okay-b.o.

Metro release of Norman Panama-Mel-
vin Frank production. Stars Fred Mac-
Murray, Dorothy McGuire, Howard Keel;
features Jesse White, Fay.RoOpe, Natalie
Schafer. Written and directed by. Panama
and Frank; camera, Ray June; editor.
Cotton Warburton; music. Marlin Skiles;
song, Charles Wolcott. Tradeshown Oct.
31, '51. Running time, 81 MINS,

(Reviewed Nov, 14, 1951)

CattleQueen

An amateurish piece of oater
fare which will find rough rid-
ing all the way.

United Artists release of United Inter-
national (Jack Seaman) production. Fea-
tures Maria Hart and Drake Smith. Di-
rected by Robert Tansey; screenplay.
Frances Kavanaugh; story, Robert Em-
mett; camera, Elmer Dyer; editor; Rich-
ard Curiler; music,' Darrell Calker. At
Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles, Oct. 4,
'51. Running time, 72 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

Cave of Outlaws
(COLOR)

Mildly diverting period ac-
tioner played off iR New Mex-
ico's Carlsbad Caverns for un-
usual setting, Okay for com-,
panlon feature bookings.

Universal release of Leonard Gold-
stein production. Stars Macdonald Carey,
Alexis Smith; features Edgar Buchanan,
Victor Jory. Directed by William Castle.
Story and screenplay, Elizabeth Wilson;
camera (Technicolor), Irving Glassberg;
editor, Edward Curtiss. Previewed Oct.
25, *51. Running time, 76 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct, 31, 1951)

Chicago Calling

Minor drama entry for second-
ary market’ with Dan Duryea
in soap-opera plot.

United. Artists release of Philip A;
Waxman production. Stars John Barry-
more, Jr.; features Preston Foster, Joan
Lorring, Howard St. John. Directed by
Joseph Losey. Screenplay, Stanley Ellin
and Losey; based, on novel, “Dreadful
..Summit,” by Ellin; camera, Hal Mohr;
editor,- Edward Mann; music;. Lyn Mur-
ray.. Reviewed Nov. 1,. *51. Running time,
70 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)
78; lit ’iJi-irf/i.M )

1

. United Artists release of Joseph , just-
man (Arrowhead) presentation, produced
by Peter Bcrneis. Stars Dan Duryea,
Mary Anderson; features Gordon' Gebert,
Ross Elliott, Melinda Plowman, judy Bru-
baker; Marsha Jones, Roy Engel, Directed
by John Reinhardt.. Written by Reinhardt
and Berneis; camera, Robert de Grasse;
editor, Arthur H. Nadel;. music, Heinz
Hoemheld. Previewed Nov. 28, '51. Run-
ning time, 70 MINS. ,

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

turea presentation* produced, and directed
by Brian Desmond Hurst. Stars Alastair
Sim, Kathleen Harrison, Clifford. Mollison,
Jack Warner; features Michael Hardern,
Mervyn Johns, HCrmione BSddeley, John
Charlesworth, Glyn Dearman, Brian
Worth, Olga Edwardes, Screenplay, Noel
Langley, from the story by Charles Dick-
ens; camera, C, Pennlngton-Rlchards; edi-
tor,

.
Clive Donner; music, . Richard Ad-

dinsell. Previewed Oct. 23, *51. Running
time,. 86 Mins. .

'<

(Reviewed Nov. 14,1951)

The Cimarron Ki«l
(COLOR)

Standard tinted outdoor action
feature for general rah market.

Universal release ,of Ted Richmond pro-
duction. Stars Audle Murphy. Yvette Du-
gay; features Beverly Tyler. John Hudson,
James Best, Leif Erickson, Noah Beery,
Hugh O’Brian, Directed by Budd Boet-
ticher. Screenplay, Louis Stevens; story,
Stevens and Kay Leriard; camera (Techni-
color). Charles P. Boyle; editor, Frank
Gross. Previewed Dec. 11, ’51 Running
time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

Close to My Heart;

Ray Milland, Gene. Tierney
top-lining drama of child adop-.
tion. Average b.o.

Warner Bros, release of. William Jacobs
production. Stars Ray . Milland, Gene Tier-
ney; features. Fay Bainter, . Howard St
John, Mary Beth Hughes, Ann Morrison,
James Seay, Baby John Winslow, Eddie
Marr. Directed by William' Keighley.
Written by James R. Webb; camera, Rob-
ert Burks; editor, Clarence KOlster; music.
Max Steiner. Tradeshown Oct. 2, '51.

Running time, 90 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

Crazy Over Horses

Leo Gorcey and Bowery Boys
In racehorse comedy; okay
dualer.

A Christinas Carol
(BRITISH-MADE)

Remake of Charles Dickens
story, with slight chance in
U, S, market. Too grim for
kiddies, too dull for adults.

Monogram release of Jerry. Thomas
production. Stars Leo Gorcey, " Huntz
Hall, Bowery Boys, Directed by William
Beaudine. Screenplay, Tim. RySn. Max
Adams; camera, Marcel LePicard. At
New York Theatre, N. Y., starting Nov.
21, '51. Running time, 85 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 28, 1951)

Heath of a Salesman

Fredric March stars in
.
fine

adaptation of stage hit, Needs
strong selling because of som-
ber theme, but reviews; word-
of-mouth should build it.

Columbia release of Stanley Kramer
production (George Glass, associate). Stars
Fredric

. March; features- Mildred Dun-
nock. Kevin McCarthy, Cameron Mitchell,
Howard Smith, Royal Beal, Don Keefer.
Jesse White, Claire Carleton, David Al-
pert. Directed by Laslo Benedek. Screen-
play, Stanley Roberts, based on play by
Arthur Miller; camera, Frank F. Planer;
editor, William Lyon; music, Alex North;
musical director, Morris StolofE. Pre-
viewed in N. Y.. Dec. 5; '51. Running
time, 115 Mins.

(Reviewed Dec. 12, 1951)

Decision Before Hawn
World War II spy thriller

done with fine detail.

Twentieth-Fox release of Anatole
Htvak-Frank McCarthy production. Fea-
tures Richard Baschart, Gary Merrill.
Oskar Werner, Hildegarde Neff. Directed
by Lltvak. Screenplay, . Peter Viertel;
based on novel, "Call It Treason," by
George Howe; camera, Frank Planer; edi-
tor, Dorothy Spencer; music, Franz Wax-
man. Tradeshown Dec. 13. *51. Running
time, 119 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec, 19, 1951)

The Desert Fox

Rambling, episodic documen-
tary-type biog of Field Mar-
shal Rommel. Exploitable for
some b.o, attention.

Twentieth-Fox release of Nunnally John-
son production. Stars James. Mason; fea-
tures Cedric Hardwicke, Jessica Tandy,
Luther Adler, Everett Sloane, Leo G.
Carroll, George Macready, Richard Boone,
Eduard . Franz, Desmond Young. Directed
by Henry Hathaway., Screenplay; Nunnally
Johnson; from, the biography by Brig,
Desmond

.
Young; camera, Norbert Bro-

dmer editor, ^James B. Clark;. inUslc,
Daniele Amfitneatrof. Tradeshown Sept.
25, '5L Ruhmng time, 88 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3, 1951)

Desert of Lost Men
Standard western but hot up
to par in /‘Rocky" Lane series;

Republic release of Harry Keller pro-
duction; Stars Allan "Rocky" Lane: Di-
rected by Harry Keller. Screenplay, M.
Coates Webster; camera. John 1

MacBur-
nie; editor, Harold Minter; music, Stanley
Wilson. Tradeshown in N. Y., Dec; 7; '51.
Running time, 54 MINS.

)

Distant Drains
(COLOR)

Adventure film of Seminole
War, with Gary Cooper; bally-
hoo possibilities big;

Warners release -of Milton Sperling
(United States Pictures) production. ''Stars
Gary Coopgr; features Mari Aldon, Rich-
ard Webb, ;•Ray. Teal, Arthur Hunnicutt,
Robert Barrat, Clancy Cooper. Directed
by Raoul Walsh. Screenplay, Niven Busch,
Martin Rackln, from Story by Busch; cam-
era (Technicolor), $id Hlckox; editor, Fol-
mar. Blangsted; music. Max Steiner. Trade-
shown Nov.; 27, '51. Running time, 100
MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

Double Dynamite
(SONGS)

Lightweight comedy .
effort

with Jane Russell, Groucho
Marx, Frank. Sinatra.

. RKO release of Irving Cummings, :Jr.;

production. Stars. Jane Russell, Groucho
Marx; Frank Sinatra; features Don Mc-
Guire, Howard Freeman, Nestor Paiva,
Frank Orth, Harry Hayden, William Ed-
munds,. Russ Thorson. Directed by Irving
Cummings. Screenplay, Melville Shavel-
son; added dialog, Harry Crane; story,;
Leo Rosten; based on a character created
by. Mannie Manheim; camera, Robert, de
Grasse; editor, Harry. Marker; songs; Jule
Styne, Sammy Cahn; music score, Leigh
Harline. .Tradeshown Nov. 1.: '51. Run-
ning time, 10 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

.

Drums in the Deep South
(COLOR)

Civil war melodrama for sec-
ondary situations.

RKO release of Maurice and Frank King
production. . Stars James Craig, Barbara
Payton, Guy Madison; feaitures Barton
MacLane, Craig Stevens, Tom Fadden,
Robert Osterlon, Taylor Holmes, Robert'
Easton, L<wls Martin, Peter Brocco, Dan
White,. Louis Jean Heydt. Directed by
William Cameron Menzies. Screenplay,
Philip Yordan and Sidney Harmon, froht
story by Hollister Noble; camera (Super-
clnecolor), Lionel Lindon; editor, Rich-
ard

. Heerma'nce; music, Dimitri Tiomkln.
Tradeshown N. Y., Oct, 1. '51. Running
time, «7 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3; 1951)

Elephant Stampede
Average “Bomba-Jungle Boy"
entry for lowercase bookings.

Monogram release of Walter Mirlsch
production. Features Johnny Sheffield,.
Donna Martell, Edith Evanson, Martin
Wilkins. John Kellogg, Myron Healey,
Leonard Mudie, Guy' Kingaford. Directed
by Ford Beebe,. Screenplay, Beebe; -cam-
era, William Slckner; special effects. Max
Luttenberg; editor, William Austin. Pre-
viewed. Oct. 17, '51, Running time, 70
’IVlINS’ .

• \

“ (Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

Elopement

Clifton Webb stands out in
weak-storied comedy. Moder-
ate b.o.

20th-Fox release of Fred Kohlmar pro-
duction. Stars CHfton Webb, Anne Fran-
cis, Charles Bickford, William LUndlgan;
features Reginald Gardiner, Evelyn Var-
den, MargalO Gillmore, Tommy Rettig.
Directed by Henry Koster. Written by
Bess Taffel; camera, Joseph LaShelle;
special photographic effects, Fred Sersen;
editor, William B. Murphy; music, Cyril
Mockridge; musical direction, Lionel New-
man. Previewed at Roxy, N. Y., Nov, 2,
'51, Running time, 52 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

Encore
(BRITISH)

Three W. Somerset Maugham
short stories collated like
“Trio” and “Quartet.” Like
these predecessors; it should
do well in

.
U. S. arty houses.

GFD release o£ Rank-Paramount pro-
duction. Stars Glynls Johns, Nigel Pat-
rick, Kay Walsh, Roland Culver,' Ronald
Squire, “The Ant and the Grasshopper"
directed by Pat Jackson; "Winter Cruise"
by Anthony Pelissier; "Gigolo St Gigo-
l®tte by Haroljl French. Screenplay,
Eric Ambler, T. E. B. Clarke, Arthur
Macrae; original stories.

.
W. .Somerset

-Maugham; camera, Desmond' Dickinson;
editor, Alfred Room.e; music, Richard Ad-
dinsell. At Odeon, Leicester Square,
Loudon, Nqv. 14, '51. Running time, 89
MINS. ’

(Reviewed NoV. 21,

The Family Secret

Talky, slow-moving footage,
with John Derek heading cast
to supply some b.o. bait.

Columbia release of Santana (Robert
Lord) production. - Stars John .Derek and
Lee J. Cobb; features Jody Lawrance,
Erin O’Brien-Moore, Santos Ortega, Henry
O'Neill, Carl Benton Reid. Directed by
Henry Levin. Written by Francis Cock-
rell and Andrew Solt, from story by
Marie Baunter and James Cavanagh;
camera, Burnett Guffey; editor, A1 Clark;
music, George Duning,. Tradeshown. Oct.
16, '51. Running time; 85 MINS.

A Girl in Every Poi

Zany comedy with chuck!
for companion booking da 1

ingeneralrims.

FBI Girl

Okay dual-biller for smaller
situations.

Lippert Pictures release
. of William

Berke production. jBtars Cesar Romero,
George Brent. Audrey Totter; features
Tom Drake, Raymond Burr, Raymond
Greenleaf, Margla Dean, Alexander Pope,
Richard Monohaii, Tom Noonan. Pete
Marshall. Directed by Berke, Screenplay.
Richard ... Landau, Dwight Babcock; based
on story by Rupert Hughes; camera. Jack
Greenhalgh; editor,, Phil Cahn;. music,
Darrell: Calker. Previewed Nov. 8, '5L
Riuining time,. 74 MINS,

(Reviewed Nov.14, 1951)

Finders Keepers

Lightweight comery pro-
grammer.

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars Tom Ewell, Julia Adams.
Evelyn Varden; features "Dusty" Henley,
Harold Verntilyea, Douglas Fowley.. Di-
rected by Frederick de. Cordova, Story
and. screenplay, Richard Morris; camera,
Carl E. Guthrie; editor, . Milton Carruth.
Previewed Dec. 10, '51, Running - time,
75 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

Fixed Bayonets

Timely Korean War film; fair:

b.o. prospects.

:20th-Fox release of Jules Buck, produc-
tion. Stars Richard Basehart,. Gene
Evans, Michael O'Shea; features Richard
Hylton, Craig :HU1, Skip Homeier. Di-
rected by -Samuel Fuller. ^ Screenplay,
Fuller; suggested’ by novel by John Bro-
phy; camera, Luclen Ballard;. editor, Nick.
De Maggio. Tradeshown N. Y., Nov. 16,
'51. Running time. 92 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Flame of Araby
(COLOR)

Good escapism, with good
'Chances in market Where reg-
ular romantic-adventure sub-
jects find favor.

.
Universal release of Leonard Goldstein

production. Stars Maureen: O'Hara, Jeff
Chandler; features Maxwell Reed, Susan
Cabot, Lon Chaney, Buddy Baer, Richard
Efin. Directed by Charles Lamont. Story
and screenplay, Gerald Drayson Adamst
camera (Technicolor),- RusadfeMetty; edi-
tor, Ted J. Kent. Previewed Nov. 13, '51.
Running time, 77 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Flaming Feather
(COLOR-SONGS)

Good western feature in color,
but preceded this season by
too many s Im 11 a r entries.
Medium b.o. outlook.

.
Paramount release of Nat Holt pro-

duction, Stars Sterling Hayden, Forrest
Tucker, Arleen Whelan, Barbara Rush,
Victor Jory, Richard Arleii: features
Edgar Buchanan, Carol Thurston. Directed
by Ray Enright. Story and screenplay.
Gerald Drayson Adams; added dialog.
Frank Gruber; • camera . (Technicolor), Ray
Rennahan; editor, Elmo Billings; music,
Paul Sawtell. Tradeshown Dec. 12, '31.
Running time, -79 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

Flight to Mars
(COLOR)

Pseudo-scientific thriller, ex-
ploitable for smaller situa-
tions, a supporter otherwise.

Monogram release . of Walter Mirlsch
production. Stars Marguerite Chapman,
Cameron Mitchell; features Arthur Franz,
Virginia

, Huston, John Litel, Richard
Gaines, Morris Ankrum. Directed by
Lesley Selander. Screenplay; Arthur
Strawn; camera (Clnecolor), Harry Neu-
mann; special, photographic effects, Jack.
Cosgrqve; editor, Richard Heermance;
music. Marlin Skiles. Previewed Oct. 28,
'51, Runing time, 71 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

Fort Defiance
(COLOR)

Okay, outdoor revenge actioner
with gunmen, Indians, cavalry
and fair,chances in general re- ,

United Artists release of Frank Melford
production. Stars Dane Clark, . Ben John-
son, Peter Graves; features Tracey Rob-
? * 4S*e°r6e Cleveland? Dennis Moore,

Eyes, Ralph Sanford, Craig ‘ Woods,
Dick Elliott. Directed by John Rawlins.
Screenplay, Louis- Lantz; camera (Cine-
color), Stanley Cortez; editor, Tom Pratt;
music, Paul Sawtell. Previewed Oct. 23,
'51. Running time, 81 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)
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Cummings, Jr., production. Stirs Groucho
Marx, MarieWilson, William Bendix; fea-

tures Don DeFore, Gene Lockhart, 'Dee
Hartford, Hanley Stafford. Teddy Hart,

Percy Helton, George E. Stone. Direction

and screenplay, Chester Errtdne;: based
on story, “They Sell Sailors Elephants,
by Frederick Hazlitt Brennan; camera,
Nicholas Musuraca; editor, Ralph Daw-
son; music, Roy Webb, Tradeshown Dec.

18, '51, Running time. It MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 26, 1951)

The Girl on the Bridge

Subject too downbeat for gen-

eral trade; for lower-bracket
bookings.

by. Stuart Gilmore. Written by William
Lively; camera, Nicholas Musuraca; edi-
tor* Robert . Golden, Tradeshown Oct. 0,
*51. Running time, 60 .MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

20th-Fox release of Hugo Haas, produc-
tion. Stars Hugo Haas, Beverly Michaels,
Robert Dane; features Tony Jochim,
Johnny Close, Darr Smith. .„

Directed by
Haas. Original story-screenplay, Huge
Haas,

1

Arnold Phillips; camera, Paul
Ivano; music, Harold Byrns/ Tradeshown
Dec. 5,1/51.. Running time. 7* . Ml NS,

(Reviewed Dec. 12, 1951)

Golden Girl
(MUSICAL—COLOR)

Light* tinted musical, ,
conven-

tionally presented for average
results in general situation.

20th-Fox release of George Jessel pro-

duction. Stars Mitzi. Gaynor, Dale Rob-
ertson, Dennis Day, James. Barton; fea-

tures Una Merkel, Baymbnd Walburn.
Gene Sheldon, Carmen D’Antonio. ^Di-
rected by Lloyd Bacon. Screenplay,. Wal-
ter Bullock, Charles O’Neal, Gladys Leh-
man; from story , by Albert and Arthur
Lewis, Edward Thompson; camera (Tech-

nicolor), Charles G. Clarke; editor, Louis
Loeffler; dances, Seymour Felix; songs,

Joe Cooper. George Jessel; Sam Lerner,
Lionel Newman, Eliot Daniel, Ken Darby.
Tradeshown Oct. 26, *51. Running tune,

107 MINS,

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

Green Grow the Rushes
(BRITISH)

Government co-op pic only
good for some U.S. dualers.

British L»oii release of ACT produc-
tion. Stars Roger Livesey, Honor Black-
man, Richard Burton. Directed by Derek
Twist. Screenplay, Howard Clewes, Derek
Twist; camera, Harry Waxmbn; editor,
Hazel Wilkinson; music. Lambert Wil-
liamson. At Rialto, London, Nov. 8, *51.

Running time, .
77 MINS,.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Harlem Globetrotters

Topnotch sports actioner
around the famous Negro bas-
ketball stars. Profitable out-
look.

Columbia release of Buddy Adler pro-
duction.' Features Thomas Gomez. Dor-
othy Dandridge, Bill Walker; Angela
Clarke, Peter Thompson, and the Harlem
Globetrotters. Directed by -. Phil Brown;
basketball sequences directed -by Will Ja-
son. Story and screenplay. Alfred Palca;
camera, Philip. Tannura; editor, James
Sweeney; music, Arthur Morton. Pre-.
viewed Oct. 12. *51. Running time, 75
MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

High Treason
(BRITISH)

Strong British-made sabotage
story; looms as a moneymaker.

GFD release of . a Paul Soskin produc-
tion. Features Liam Redmond, Andre Mo
rell, Anthony Bushell. .Directed by Roy
Boulting.. Screenplay, Frank Harvey, Roy
Boulting; camera; Gilbert Taylor; editor.
Max Benedict; music, John Addison. At
Leicester Square Theatre, London. Run-
ning time, 93 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Honeychil©
(SONGS—COLOR)

Judy Canova in cornfed com-
edy slanted for rural or small-
town trade.

Republic release of Sidney Picker pro-
duction. Stars Judy Canova; features -Ed-
die "Foy, 1

Jr.# -Alan Hale, Jr., Walter Cat-
lett, Claire Carlcton, Karolyn Grimes,
Brad Morrow, Roy Barcroft, Leonid Kins-
ey* Directed by R. G. Springsteen. Writ-
ten by Jack Townley, Charles E. Roberts;
added dialog, Barry Trivers; camera (Tru-
color). Jack Marta; editor, Richard L. Van
Mger; music score, Victor Young; ' songs,
J®ck Elliott, Harold Spine, Ted Johnson,
Matt Terry; Previewed Nov. 9, *51. Run
ning time, 89. MINS.

(Reviewed Nov,: 14, 1951)

Hong Kong
(COLOR)

Ronald Reagan, Rhonda Flem-
ing in likeable romantio-ad-
Veiiture feature for regular
playdates.

-Paramount release of William H. Pine
William C. Thomas, production. Stars
Ronald^Reagan. Rhonda Fleming; features
Nigel Bruce. Marvin Miller, Lowell Gll-
more, Danny Chang., Directed by, Lewis
{*•

.
Foster. Screenplay, Winston MiUer;

by Lewis B. Foster; cam-
era (Technicolor), Lionel- Idhdon: editor,
Howard Smith; music score, Luclen Calll-

Se, Ha
M?NS

Wn N0V‘ 0'
*
51, Runnin*

(Reviewed Nov. 14, 1951)

Hoi Lead
Okay Tijn Holt oater for west-
ern program trade.

Herman Schlom pro
st*r* Tlin Holt; features Rlch-

Dlxqn, Ross Elliott, John
"Sfenwi* Halrlon/ Lee MacGregor,

neth MkcDobbld/

1

TheHouse on the Square
(BRITISH—TECHNICOLOR)

Remake of ‘-Berkeley Square’*
looks only, modest grosser de-
spite b.o. names and color.

20th-Fox production and release. Stars
Tyrone Power, Ann Blyth. Michael Ren-
te,. Dennis Price. Directed by Roy Baker.
Screenplay, Ranald Macdougall; based oh
play by John; L. Baldprston; camera.
Georges Perinal; editor* Alan Osblston;
music, William Alwyh. Tradeshown in
London, Oct: 8, *51. Running time, VI
MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

I’ll Never Forget You
(COLOR)

Weak remake of “Berkeley
Square’- with Tyrone Power,
Ann Blyth.

20th-Fox release, of Sol C. Siegel pro-
duction. Stars Tyrone Power, Ann Blyth,
Michael . Rennie; features Dennis Price,
Beatrice- Campbell, Kathleen Byron, Ray-
mond!. Huntley. Irene Browne. Directed
by Roy Baker. Screenplay, Ranald Mac-
Dougall, from play by John L. Balderston;
camera (Technicolor), Georges , Perinal;
editor, Alan Osbiston; music. William Al-
wyn.- At Roxy. N. Y., Dec. 7, *51. Run-
ning time, 89 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 12, 1951)

I’ll See You in My
Dreunis
(SONGS)

Nostalgic tunefilm of Gus
Kahn’s life and lyrics. Doris
Day, Danny Thomas and profit-

able b.o. prospects generally.

- Warner Bros, release, of Louis F. Edel-
man production.. Stars Doris Day; Danny
Thomas. Frank LoVejoy, Patrice Wymore;
features James Gleason, Mary

.
Wlckes,

Julie Oshins, . Jim Backus, Minna Gombeil.
Directed by Michael. Curtiz., Written by
Melville Shavelson, Jack Rose;: camera,
Ted McCord; editor, Owen Marks; musi-
cal direction," Ray Heind.orf ; .

musical
numbers staged

.
and directed by LeRby

Prlnz. TradeshoWn Dec. 4, *51. Running
time, 109 MfNS.

(Reviewed Dec.12, 1951)

Intlian Uprising
(COLOR)

Cavalry vs. Indians actioner
for more

:
general playdates.

Columbia release of Edward Small pro-
duction (Bernard Small, associate): Stars
George Montgomery;— features Audrey
Long, Carl Benton Reid,- Eugene Iglesias,

John Baer, Joe sawyer. Robert . Dover,
Eddy Waller, Douglas Kennedy, Robert
Shayne, Miguel Inclan, Hugh Sanders. Di-
rected by Ray Nazarro. Screenplay, Ken-
neth Garnet, Richard Schayer; story,
Schayer; camera , (SupCrcinecolor), Ellis

Carter; editor, Richard Fantl. Previewed
Dec. .21, *51. Running time, 75 MINS,

(Reviewed Dec. 26, 1951)

It’s a Big Country
(8 EPISODES)

Eight-episode Aiherican an-
thology dealing with ways of
life in this country.^ All-star

cast but needs very strong sell-,

ing.

MetrV release of Robert Sisk produc-
tion. Stars Ethel Barrymore, Gary Coo-
per, Van Johnson, Gene Kelly, Janet
Leigh, Fredric March, William Powell,
S. Z. Sakall. Marjorie Main. George Mur-
phy, Keefe Brasselle, James Whitmore,
Keenan Wynn. Nancy Davis, Lewis
Stone; features Leon Ames, Angela
Clarke, ' Bobby Hyatt, Sharon McManus.
Directors. Richard Thorpe, John Sturges
Charles Vidor., Don Weis, Clarence Brown,
William A. Wellman. Don Hartman. Story,
Dore Schary; other, writers, William Lud-
wig and Edgar Brooke; Helen Deutsch;
Ray Chordes; Isobel Lennart and Claudia
Cranston; Allen' Rivkin and Lucile
Schlossberg; Dorothy Kingsley; George
Wells and Joseph Petracc.a; camera, Johh
Alton, Ray June, William Mellor. Joseph
Huttenberg: editors, Ben Lewis, Fredrick
Y. Smith. Tradeshown Nbv. 14, *51. Run-
ning time, 18 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 28, 1951)

I Want You

Okay b.o. for Goldwyn’s latest,

starring Dana Andrews, Dor-
othy McGuire, Farley Granger,
Peggy Dow.

RKO release of Samuel Goldwyn pro
duction: Stars Dana Andrews. Dorothy
McGuire. Farley Granger and Peggy Dow;
features Robert Keith, Mildred Dunnock,
Ray Collins, Martin Milner, Jim Backus,
Marjorie Crossland, Walter Baldwin, Wal-
ter Sande, Peggy Maley. Directed by
Mark Robson: Screenplay. Irwin Shaw;
based on the New Yorker stories by Ed-
ward Newhoiise; camera, Harry Stradling;
editor, Daniel Mandell: music, Leigh Hair-

line. Previewed at RKO Colonial; N. Y.»

Oct. 25, *51. Running time, 102 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

jungle Manhunt

Johnny W el i sm u T1 e r. Bob
Waterfieldin cliffhanger. For
some dualers, swell for kid
matinees.

Columbia release of., Sam Katzman pro-
duction. Stars Johnny WeissmuUer; fea-

tures Bob Waterfleld. Sheila Ryan. Di-
rected by Lew Landers. Screenplay. Sam-
uel Newman, based oh Jungle Jim comic
strip; camera. William Whitley; editor.
Henry Batista. Tradeshown In N. Y„
Sept. 28. *51. Running time. 84 MINS.

(HeTlt*kV Out-

'

1

Kid From Amarillo
(SONGS)

Another Chatles Starrett west-
ern; one of his weakest.

Columbia production and release. Stars
Charles Starrett; features Smiley Bur-
nette.. Directed by'Ray Nazarro. Screen:
play. Barry Shipman: camera, Fayte
Brone; editor, Paul Borofsky. -Tradeshown
N. Y.> Oct, 5. *51. Running time, 56 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct." 10, 1951)

lady GodivO Rides
Again

(BRITISH)

Crisp farce about beauty queen
rackets; despite lack of names,
looms as okay for U.S,

British Lion release of London Films-
GlUiat-Launder production. Features. Den-
nis Pi-ice, John McCallum, Stanley Hollo-
way. Pauline Stroud. Directed by Frank
Launder. Screenplay, Val. Valentine,
Frank Launder; camera, Wilkie . Cooper;
editor, Thelma Connell: music: William
Alwyn. At Carlton Theatre. London, . Oct.
23, *31.. Running time. 90. MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

The Lady Fays Off
Moderately satisfying comedy-
drama with medium chances
in general, playdates.

Universal release of- Albert J. Cohen
production.. Stars Linda Darnell, Stephen
McNally, Gigi Perreau; features Virginia
Field, Ann Codec. Directed by Douglas
Sirk. ; Story and Screenplay, Frank Gill,

Jr., and Albert . J. Cohen;, camera, Wil-
liam H. Daniels; editor, Russell .Schoen-
garth; music, Frank Skinner.. Previewed.
Oct: 1C, *51. Running.time, 80 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951

)

The Lady Says I\
To

Weak bio. comedy with Joan
Caulfield, David Niven,

The Longhorn

Satisfactory Wild Bill Elliott
western for the lesser action
market.

Monogram release of Vincent M. Fen-
nelly production. Stars WUd Bill Elliott;
features Myron Healey, Phyllis Coates,
John Hart, Lane Bradford, Sian Jolley,
Marshall Reed, Zon Murray. Directed by
Lewis Collins. Screenplay, Dan Ullman;
camera, Ernest Miller; editor, Richard
Hgermance, Previewed Oct. 2; *51. Run-
ning time, 70 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

Love Nest

Domestic comedy with ihild
entertainment values. Light
b.o.

2Qth-Fox release , of Jules Buck produc-
tion; Stars June Haver, ) William Lundl-
gan. Frank Fay; features Marilyn Monroe,
Jack Paaiv Lentrlce Joy, Henry Kulky.
Directed by. Joseph Neuman. Screenplay,
1; A. L. .Diamond; based on a novel by
Scott Corbett; camera, Lloyd Ahern; edi-
tor, J. Watson Webb, Jr.! music, Cyril
Mockridge. Tradeshown Oct. 4, *51. Run-
ning time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

M»n in the Bingliv
(BRITISH)

iVIichael Wilding In topflight
British comedy; good for arty
houses.

.. Snader Productions release of Michael
Wilding (Alexander Korda), production.
Stars Michael Wilding, Jack Uulbert,
Constance Cummings; features Odile Yei'-
sois, Directed by -Herbert Wilcox. Screen-
play. Pamela Wilcox* Donald Taytor: dla-

' log, Nicholas Phipps; camera. Max- Green;:
music, Mischa Spoliansky. Reviewed in
N. Y„ Oct. 25. *51. Running time. 83 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951.)

>I«n iii tlie Sadillo
(SONG—COLOR)

United Artists release of Frank Ross-
John Stillman', Jr.,

.
production. Stars

Joan Caulfield, and David Niven; features
James Robertson Justice. Lenore Loner-

. gan, Frances Bavier, Peggy Maley; Henry
Jones, Jeff York; George Davis, Robert
'Williams, JVlary Lawrence. Directed by
Ross, Screenplay, Robert Russell; caiii-

era, James Wong HowC; editor, George.
Amy; music, Emil. Newman. Previewed.
N. Y, Nov. 20. '51. Running time, 80
MINS*

(Reviewed Nov. 28, 1951)

The Lddy With the Lamp
(BRITISH)

Florence Nightingale biopic
starring Anna Neagle, Michael
Wilding; top rating for British
exhibs but looks more difficult

in U. S. market.

British Lion release of Wilcox-Neagle
production. Stars Anna Neagle, Michael.
Wilding. Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
Screenplay, Warren Chetham-Strode; cam-
era, Austin Dempster: editor, Bill Lewth-
waite; music, Anthony Collins. At War-
ner Theatre. London, Sept. 22, '51. Run-
ning time, 110 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3, 1951)

Leave It to Mafinos

Slapstick comedy that seldom
jells; may do on some dualers.

Lippert release of Sigmund Neufcld
production. Stars Sid Melton, Mara Lynn,.
Directed by Samuel

.
Newfield. Screen-

play. Orville Hampton; camera; Jack
Greenhalgh; editor, Carl Pierson, At
New York, N. Y., starting. Nov„ 7, '51.

Running time, 45 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 14, 1951)

Let’s Make
:
It Legal

Light comedy about divorce
starring Claudette Colbert,
Macdonald Carey, Zachary
•Scott, ' moderate b.o.

2*0th-Fox release of Robert Basslcr pro-
duction, Stars Claudette Colbert, Mac-
donald Carey, Zachary. Scott; features.
Barbara Bates, Robert Wagner, Marilyn
Monroe. Directed by Richard SaleN
Screenplay, F. Hugh Herbert, I. A. L. Dia-
mond, from story by Mortimer Braus;
camera, Lucien Ballard; editor, Robert
Fritsch; music, Cyril Mockridge. At Roxy,
N. Y., week of Nov. 6, '51. Running time,
77 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov, 14, 1951)

The Light Touch

Stewart Granger, Pier Angeli,
George Sanders e n g a g e .

in

brisk melodramatics. Good b.o.

Metro 1 Release of Pandro S. Berman pro-
duction.. Stars Stewart Granger, Pier An-
geli, George Sanders; features Kurt- Kasz-.

.
nat, Joseph. Callela, Larry. Keating, Rhys
Williams, ' Norman- Lloyd,- Mike. Maztirki.

Directed by Richard Brooks. Screenplay,.
Brooks; suggested by story by Jed Harris
and Tom Reid; camera, Robert, Surtees:
editor, George Boemler; music, Miklos
Rozsa. ‘ Previewed in N. Y., Oct. 23, '51.

Running time;. 9Q MIN5. .

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

Baiigup Randolph Scott westr
ern, strong on action for out-,

door fan.

.Columbia release of ScotL rown (Harry
Joe Brown) production, Sill's Randolph
Scott; features Joan Leslie, Ellen Drew,
Alexander Knox, Richard Roltcr, John
Russell, Alfonso Bedoya,. Guinn “Big Boy’*
.Williams, Clem 1

Bcvans, Cameron Mitch-
ell, Richard Crane; Frank Sully. Directed,
by Andre De Toth. Screenplay, Kenneth
Garnet; based on novel by Ernest Maycox;
camera (Technicolor),: Charles L.nwton,
Jr.; editor, Charles Nelson; song; Ralph
Murphy* Harold Lewis. Previewed Nov,
7, '51.. Running time. 87 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 14, 1951)

The Man Willi a ( loak

Light period mystery with
slow b.o. outlook despite good
star names.

Metro release of Stephen Antes produc-
tion. Stars Joseph Cbtten, ‘Barbara' Stan-
wyck. Louis Calherh, Leslie. Caron; fea-
tures Joe De Santis. Jim Backus, Margaret
Wycheriy Directed by Fletcher Murkle.
Written for the . screen by Frank Fenton;
based on story by John Dickson

. Carr;
camera. George J. Folsey; editor, Newell
P. Kimlln; music, David Raksln. Trade-
shown Sept. 28, -'51.

. Running time, SO
MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3,. 1951)

The Model and IhO
Marriage Broker

Fairly good but cunibersomely
titled comedy drama with me-
dium b.o. outlook.

20th-Fox release of Charles Brackett
production. Stars Jeanne Crain, Scott
Brady, Thelma Ritter; features Zero Mos-
tcl. Michael O’Shea, Helen Ford. Frank
Fontaine, Dennie Moore, John Alexander,
Jay C. FJippen, Nancy Kulp. Directed by
George Cukor. Written by Brackett. Wal-
ter Rclsch and Richard Breen; camera.
Milton Krasner; editor, Robert

.
Simpson;

music, Cyril Mockridge. Tradeshown Nov.
16, '51. Running time, 103 MIN$.

'

.(Reviewed, Nov. 21, 1951)

Monsieur Fahre
(FRANCO-AMERICAN)

AGDC release of CICC-Fldes-UGC pro-
duction. Stars Pierre Fresnay.. Directed,
by Henri' Diamant-Berger. Screenplay,
Jack Kirkland; dialog, Andre Gillols:
camera, Claude Renoir; editor, Christine.
Gaudin. At Madeleine and Biarritz. Paris,
Running time, 90 MINS,

(R$yiew;ed Oct,. 24, 1951)

Montana Besperailo

Johnny Mack Brown standard
westerner; okay draw.

Monogram release of Vincent M, Fcn-
n.elly

1 production. Stars. Johnny Mack
Brown, Directed by Wallace W.. Fox.
Screenplay, Dan Ullman; camera, Gilbert
-Warrenton; editor,.. Fred Maguire: At
New York, N. Y., starting Nov. 7, '51.

Running time, 51 MINS.
(Reviewed Nov, 14> 1951)‘

My Favorhe Spy
(SONGS)

Lone Siar
(SONG)

Clark Gable in good* actionful
pioneer drama of early Texas.
Good b.o. chanees.

Metro release of Z. Wayne Griffin, pro-,

duction. Stars Clark Gable. Ava Gardner.
Broderick Crawford; features Lionel Bar-
rymore, Beulah Bondi. Ed Begley. Direct-
ed by Vincent Sherman. Screenplay, Bor-
den .Chase; camera, Harold Rbsson; edi-

tor, Ferris Webster; music,
.

David Bjut-

tolph. Tradeshown Dec. 13. 31. Running
time, 9* MINS. , . ./,

(R^tlewed‘D^c.^lb, I9ii)
1

Tailor-made Bob Hope bomedy
with Hedy Lamarr. Okay b.o.

Paramount release of Paul .Jones pro-
duction. Stars Bob ! Hope. Hedy Lamarr;
features Francis L. Sullivan, Arnold Moss,
John Archer, Luis Van Rooten, Stephen
‘Chased Morris Aiikrunv. Directed by Nor-
man Z, McLeod. Screenplay. Edmund
Hartmann. Jack Sher: story and adapta-
tion, Edmund Beloin, Lou Breslow; added
dialog. Hal Kanter; camera, Victor Milner;:
editor. Frank Bracht; music score. Victor
Young; songs, John MCrccr and Robert

1

Emmett Dolan. Jay Livingston and Ray
Evans. Tradeshown • Sept. 27, '31. Run-
Bto,

SK«vB'we7’&t.‘lo;'l»5i)
' !

PICTURES

On Dangerous Ground
Only fair neurotic-mcller en-
tertainment With light b.o.
chances.

RKO release of John Houseman produc-
tion. Stars Ida Luplno, Robert Ryan; fea-
tures Ward Bond, Charles Kemper, An-
thony Ross, Ed Begley, Ian Wolfe, Sum-
ner Williams. Directed by Nicholas Ray.
Screenplay,. A, 1. Bczzerldes, based oil
the Bezjscrides-Rny adaptation of the
novel, "Mad With Much Heart." by Ger-
ald Butler;, camera, George. E. Diskant;

. editor, Roland Gross; music, Bcrnavd
Herrmann; "Viola d’AmoUr” played by
Virginia Majewski. Tradeshown Nov. 28,
'51. Running time; 82 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

Overland Telegraph
(SONG)

'

Routine Tim Holt Western for
oater market.

RKO. release of Herman Schlom product
tion. Stars Tim Holt; feature? Richard.
Martin, Gall Davis, Hugh 'Beaumont. Mgri
Blanchard, George Nader! Directed by
Lesley Selander. Screenplay, Adele. Buf-
fington; story, Carroll Young; camera, J.
Roy Hunt; editor, Samuel E. , Beetle.Vi
music. Paul Sawtell. Tradeshown. Nov.
26, *31. Running time. 40 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

Pniuibra and lire

Flying Dutchman
(COLOR)

Interpretative study of the
Flying Dutchman legend, for
the sureseater trade and other
special showcasing. No,pop b.o.

Metro 1 release of Albert Lewin-ioseph
Kaufman production. Stars James Mason.
Ava Gardner; features Nigel Patrick,
Sheila Sinn Harold WarrendcV, Mario.
Cabre. Directed by Lcwlh from his own
story and screenplay; camera (Techni-
color), Jack Cardiff; editor, Ralph Kem-
plenj music composed and conducted by
Alan Rhwsthornc. Tradeshown' Oct. : 3, *5L
Running time, .122 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

eens Diver

One of better Charles Starrett
oat operas; okay for western
situations.

Columbia release of Colbert Clark pro-
duction. Stars Charles Starrett. Directed
by Fred F. Sears. Screenplay, Burry
Shipment; camera, Fayte. BrOwne; editor..
Paul Borofsky. Tradeshown . Hi N. Y..
Nov. 23, *51. Running time, 55 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 28, 1951)

Purple Heart Diary
(SONGS)

Modest Frances Langford en-
try for bottom of dualers.

Columbia release of Sam Katzmari pro-
duction. Stars Frances. Longford; features
Judd Hoidrcn, Ben Lossy, Tony- Romano.
Aline jowne. Brett. King; Walrcn Mills.
Larry Stewart. Directed by.. Richard
Quine, Screenplay, Wlllloim Sa<'khclm,
based upon Miss Langford’s Ilea)' » indi-
cated wartime column; camera, . . llllam
Whitley; editor, Henry Batista; musical
director, IIdbs Dl Maggio. Tradeshown;
N. Y., Nov. 1, *51. Running time, 73 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

<|uo VaillN
(COLOR)

A boxoffice. blockbuster.

: Metro release of. Sam Zlmbalist pro-
duction. Stars Robert Taylor, Deborah
Kerr, Leo Conn, Peter Ustinov. Directed
by Mervyn LeRoy, Screenplay, John. Lee
Mahln, S. N. Behrman, Sonya Levicn,
based bn Henryk Slonkiewicz’s novel:
music, Miklos Rozsn; cameras (Techni-
color). Robert Surtees, William V. Skalt;
editor, Ralph E. Winters; lyrics and his-

torical adviser, Hugh Gray; dances. Marta
Obolensky, Aurlcl Millos; special effects.

Thomas Howard, A. Arnold Gillespie,

Donald Jahraus;. costumes. Herschel Mc-
Coy, World premiered at Astor, N. Y.
(twice-daily reservVc!) and Capitol. N. Y.
(continuous), Nov. 8, *51. Running lime,
171 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 14, 1951)

The Raeket.
(SONG)

Robert Mitchum, Robert Ryan
topping good cops-and-robbers
melodrama; exploitable for

masculine fan attention.

V: RKO release of Edmund Grainger, pro-
duction. Stnrs Robert Mitchuni. Llzabeth
Scott. Robert Ryan; features William Tal-
man, Ray. Collins, Joyce MacKcnzie, Rob-
ert Hutton, Virginia Huston, William Con-
rad; Directed by John Cromwell.- Screen-,
play, William Wlster Haines, W. R. Bur-
nett; based on. play by Bartlett Cormack;
camera, George E.

.
Dlskant; editor,. Sher-

man Todd. Tradeshown Oct. 10, '51. Run-
nig time., 89 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

The Raging Till©

Fair 1 melodrama for
.
regular

situations, either top. or hot/

tom of bill.

Universal release of Aaron Rosenberg
production.: Stars Shelley Winters, Rich-
ard Contb. Stephen McNally. .

Charles
Bickford, Alex Nicol; features John Mc-
Intlre. Directed by George Sherman.
Screenplay, by Ernest K. Gann, from his

novel, "Fiddler’s Green’ 1
; camera, Russell

Metty; editor, Ted J. Kent; music. Frank
Skinner.. Previewed Oct. 5, '51. Running
time, 92 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct.17,^ 1951)

.

( Gontinu’ed on page 18

)
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New Fdm Fight Flares in Germany

Over Second Harlan Postwar Pic

Frankfurt, Jan. 15.

A new film controversy flared in

Germany as the Assn, for Jewlsh-

Christian Collaboration here called

for an intensified- boycott by the

public of films of*Veit Harlan, foazi

Germany’s top pic director, in the

most well-organized campaign yet,

the association practically blanket-

ed Frankfurt with huge posters

calling the citizens to stay away

from theatres playing Harlan pix.

:It also called on exhibitors to skip

booking these films. The occasion

for: the new uproar was the gen*:

era! release of Harlan’s second
postwar: pic, -'Case of Hanna
Amort.” It is due here shortly..

The boycott appeal said that Har*

Ian’s corheback Severely damages
.the reputation of German film art-

ists abroad and that it implies that

the German public, by going to see

his pix, align themselves with the

‘‘horrible mass murders of
.

Hitler-

ism to which Harlan lent his talent

in the motion picture field.”

During the Nazi rule, Harlan di-

rected “The Jew Suess,” an
.
anti-

Semitic pic which set off ..new

wave of anti-JeWish repercussions

at the time After the war Harlan
was twice tried by . denazification

courts., charged with having com-
mitted crimes against humanity by
directing “Suess.” He was acquit-

ted both times. However, a strong

anti-Harlan movement got under-

way all over the country.

His first postwar pic, “Undying
Lover,” set. off numerous riots and
protest, demonstrations. It. was
banned in about a dozen big cities,

including Frankfurt. Both “Lover”
and “Hanna Amon” were shot in

Goettingen, a city . in Lower Saxony
where the neo-Nazi Socialist Reichs
Party emerged as a strong political

force last year. In Munich, the

use of the Geiselgasteig studios, be-

lieved to be the most modernly
equipped studios in Europe, was
denied Harlan.

The postwar appeal was signed

by prominent Frankfurt citizens,

including Mayor Welter Kolb; Karl
Pieper, chairman of Frankfurt dis-

trict Trade Union Federation; Eu-

gen Kogon; leader of the German
European Movement; Karl Gerold,

editor pf Frankfurter Rund-
schau; .Dr. Hugo Stenzel, editor

of Frankfurter Neue Presse, and
professors Boris Rajewsky and Dr.

Franz Boehm o'f the University of

Frankfurt.

Meanwhile, the owner of orte of

the biggest Frankfurt film houses,

bowed to pressure by trade union
and city authorities and decided
against showing “Lover.” Exhib
said he decided to duck the book-
ing after Mayor

.

Kolb threatened
to forcibly prevent the film’s show-
ing.

The new Harlan dispute* is the
third controversy in Germany
about films within the last few
weeks. Protests were also launched
against the release, of a greatly
scissored version of “Oliver Twist”
(Rank) as Well as against 20th-Fox
plans to release ’’Desert Fox,”

NPA OK’s 11 Theatri

Projects, Nixes 13
Washington, Jan. 22.

Acting on a final batch of 507

commercial construction applica-

tions for the first quarter of 1952,

National Production Authority has
approved II theatre projects and
nixed 13 others. At the same time,

three radio-TV conduction projects

got the green light while two were
prevented from starting.

Most of the theatres okayed
either had their scarce materials

on hand, or didn’t need any for the

work to be done. The pew list of

507 projects supplemented an earllr

er one Of 2,052 cases on which NPA
acted earlier.

Continued from page 1

Suing Owner of Pic

Malvin Wald Sells

Filmakers Interest

For Denmark Deal
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Malvin Wald, who sailed for Den-
rtiark Jam 12 aboard the Grips-
holm, exited his one-third interest

in Filmakers ( Ida Lupino Collier

Young) for a deal with Danish pro-

ducer Carl Mosbey involving i

screenplaying of one
,
film and a

minimum of 13 vidpix. He’ll draw
$12,500 for an original screenplay,
“Copenhagen Story;”

Amount, of dollars he’ll receive

is still to: be worked out, with bal-.

ance to be deposited in a Danish
bank for.him to draw for living;

expenses there. Vidpix yarns, for

which he’ll get 5% gross., revenue,
will be shot in Technicolor from
Hans Christian Andersen stories!

Telepic deal could result in distri-

bution here in direct competition

to Samuel Goldwyn’s Danny Kaye
starrer, “Hans Christian Ander-
sen,” currently filming: Wald re-

tains a profit-sharing arrangement
on past filmakers pix.

Mosbey family owns Danish-
American steamship line.

Detroit,. Jan. 22,

Settlement of a damage suit in-

volving the 17-year-old Julien Du-
vivier-directod film, “Golgotha, ?Mn
Federal Court here last week
brought to .light ' a fantastic story

of how an indie distrib rented

prints from the picture’s owner,
secured a U. S. copyright on the

pic, then sued the owner for in-

fringement.

Golgotha Corp., according to

Sam Waagenaar* head -of Circle

Film Enterprises of Hollywood,
was owner of the film in the U, S.

but failed to apply for a copyright

in Washington. Company, he said,

supplied prints in 1939 to Alban J.

Norris, prez of the Michigan Film
Library.

After acquiring the prints Nor-
ris staked claim with the Register

of Copyrights. Records of the

Library of Congress’ copyright of-

fice show that Norris applied in

1939 by depositing several prints

of ‘’Golgotha—That All Might
Live.” He sued the Golgotha
Corp! for infringement in 1946.

Two years ago Waagenaar picked
up U. S. distribution rights to the

picture from A. C. I. Film of Paris
which assertedly owns the world-:

wide rights. American distrib

subsequently discovered that Nor
ris was claimant to the U. S. copy-
right on the pic.

Waagenaar brought an unfair
competition, injunction and dam-
age suit against Norris in Federal
Court! In a settlement before:
Judge Theodore Levin without a

jury, Norris agreed to turn over
his negative of “Golgotha.” Waa-
genaar, in turn, agreed to supply
two copies of the film at printing

cost to Norris with the under-
standing that he is to release the
picture only in Wayne County,
which includes Detroit and en-
virons. Waagenaar is to have ail

other U. S. rights. No damages
were assessed.

“Golgotha,” incidentally, was
first screened in the U. S. at the
Academy of Music, Brooklyn.
French-made picture is a story of

the betrayal, trial and execution
pf Christ. English adaptation was
done by Forrest Izard and I. E.

Lopert. Latter now heads Lopert
Films.

Reason why Norris’ claim to
“Golgotha” went undetected for
years, observers feel, is that the
film is principally shown in

churches and rural communities.
Such screenings, it’s pointed out,

are . frequently overlooked by the
trade.

$90,000 for the three weeks in Phil-

adelphia and here last week at the

Nixon, “Bell” did just as well.

As u matter of fact, Miss Russell

appears to be the hottest legit b.o.

attraction to hit the hinterlands

this year. Word gets around fast.

Days before she opened ‘here, the

Nixon had filing up its best ad-

vance in a long time, around $20,-

000. The house had its top week
sinee< Henry Fonda in “Mister Rob-
erts” last season.

Traube seems to think thait what
she’s doing in “Bell, Book and
Candle” will ‘send other names
scurrying for road Vehicles when
they

:

can. get coin like this. He
says such people as Van Johnson,
Tyrone Power and others are con-

sidering tours now, if they can find

the right vehicle. They’d rather

play, the keys, Traube claims, in

something already established,

than chance Broadway in new ones*

particularly considering the ex-

periences of Ginger Rogers . in

“Love and Let Love” and Ann
Sothern and Robert Cummings in

Faithfully Yours.”
It is Traube’s opinion that what

Miss Russell is doing may .well

mean the renaissance of the road,

because of the big money there’s

available for the Hollywood big-

gies. That,
.
and the fact that they

want to do plays and are not so

anxious to gamble on Broadway.

‘New’ Sales

London Interested

Smash success of Shepard
Traube’s touring production of

“Bell; Book and Candle,” starring

Rosalind Russell and Dennis Price,-

has revived interest in the film

rights to the John van Druten com-
edy and prospects for a London edi-

tion. The show paid off its produc-
tion cost after only three-and-a-half

weeks’ operation.
The offering, capitalized at $25,-

000, actually cost about $15,000. It

grossed $7,500 in a three-perform-
ance breakrin Dec. 21.-22' in Wil-

mington and pulled a total of near-

ly $90,000 the following three

weeks in Philly. On last week’s
$30,800 take in Pittsburgh, the

show netted an additional $6,000.

It’s in Cleveland this week, and
goes to Detroit next week. The
production breaks eyen at around
$16,000 travelling and $15,000

standing still.

Miss Russell, who gets 15% of

the first $20,000 weekly gross and
20% thereafter, is under contract

through May. Six weeks before

that, she and Traube are to. dis-,

cuss an. extension of the deal.

Hillman’s Scoop
Continued from page 1

book will contain 62 exclusive color
shots* of Mr. Truman and his
family, and 100 pictures in black-
andAyhite. Publisher has granted
no first

,
serial rights and will not

allow the book to be syndicated
in newspapers for a period of 40
days after publication. Reader’s
Digest, however, will print a con
densation in its April issue.

Author now has a Sunday news
show emanating from D. C. on the
Mutual net; He’s also. On leave
from Collier’s mag, for which he
served as Washington contact rep^
resenlative..

Video Exhibitors
.Continued 'from page 1

to Continue such events as part
of their public service duties to

their respective communities, But
there are a number of other events,

they point out, for which they can
charge, either via renting ,the

,
the-

atre on a four-wall deal for a few
hours in the morning or by taking
a cut of an admission charge.
United Paramount Theatres

execs, for example, revealed this

week that they were approached
early this winter by the Girl
Scouts, which wanted to stage its

annual convention in theatres
throughout the country, rather
than bringing all the scout dele
gates into a central meeting point.

UPT figured it could break eyen
on. such a deal by charging the
Girl Scouts only 15c per seat. De-
tails could not be worked out in

time, however, so the project was
called off.

TV exhibs also visualize' the use
of their theatres to present re-
fresher courses for schoolteachers.
It would be possible, they visual
ize, to bring all the grade and high-
school teachers in the country to-
gether at the same time in their
local theatres. In the same, way,
a surgeon who has developed anew
surgical technique could demon-
strate it to medicos in . all parts of
the country, simultaneously.

Also in the works are lecture se-

ries. which would be staged either
by the participating theatres or by
the various lecture bureaus. Ex-
hibs believe that it’s possible to
•find at least 2,000 people in a com-
munity of any size who would be
interested in attending a lecture
delivered by the personalities now
on the gabfe.st circuit. Speakers
on theatre TV could talk to thou-
sands of people at the same time,
making more money than if they
set out on their usual tours.
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Continued from page

dorsemehts haven’t a! chance to
fully circulate.

While some ‘sales execs privately
confess tfiere’s little that can be
accomplished in the way of bring-

ing in good coin with product lack-
ing in entertainment Values, they’re
plenty concerned over pix which
draw critical acclaim but still fal-

ter at the b.o. The “art” circuit

is
;
being re-appraised in light of

the heavier revenue the offbeat

houses, which
.
numerically

.growing, are now yielding. Show-
casing: of some films; particularly

in N. Y.’s first-runs, is growing as

a problem in view of the pre-open-

ing campaign costs.

Distribs relate these are but a
ew ' of many factors which must
be coped with in the present mar-
ket.

Par’s N. Y. meeting originally

was slated to run only two days
but was extended to five when it

became apparent that the business
of selling pix, particularly such an
epic as “Greatest Show on Earth,”
demanded that much extra time.

Schwalberg, ad-pub director

Jerry Pickman, assistant distribu-

tion topper E. K. O’Shea and other
liomeoflice department heads will

take up the new sales push with
exchange managers of the east,

southern and mid-eastern divisions

at a four-day confab opening to-

morrow (Thurs.) in N. Y. This
will be followed by a similar ses-

sion opening Jan. 31 .in Chicago.
M-G distribution topper Charles

Reagan will preside at that outfit’s

Chi meet; High ori the agenda will

be plans to swing “Quo^adis” into

wider circulation via competitive
bidding across the country.
Under its new showmanship pro-

gram, as announced by ad-pub v.p,

Howard Dietz, M-Q,.will designate
one film per month for the exploir

ta.tion competitions among theatrC-

men. Contest starts Feb. 1 with
“Invitation,” Van Johnson starrer.

Although a new pic will be selected
each month, theatre bps will have
four months in which to develop
the campaign and submit it, thus

on “Invitation” is

Inside Stuff-Pictures
20th-Fox’s “Viva Zapata” gets unusual play in the February issue of

Argosy, with the mag devoting its cover and 32 pages to the film. Fea-
ture is presented as a “novelette in words and pictures.” Argosy sent
photographer Sam Shaw on location to take the pix and had Merle
Miller turn John Steinbeck's screenplay into a novelette.

In addition, film and feature get an extra plug from mag’s editor,
Jerry Mason, who points out that “Argosy’S editors believe new tech-,
niques cap be developed to tell great stories with words and pictures.
These 32 pages are an example of what we mean.” Fillh stars Marlon
Brando and was directed by Elia Kazan and produced by Darryl
Zanucjc,

Metro, via its house organ, The Distributor, throwsHie spotlight this
week on what it feels is the “mysterious” policy of some newspapers’ in
accepting ad coin from the film companies and at the same time pub-
lishing copy “unjustly” detrimental to those same sources of revenue.
M-G paper, which is edited by Mike Simons, comments: “The

mystery is even deeper when all of us know that the movies are the
people’s great mass entertainment, catering to far more people than
any other and certainly to the same people who read newspapers.”

'

'

•
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nism in the industry. “We were,”
he said, “the most potent force
that was not neutralized cap-
tured.”
Brewer also indicated that i

general he did not favor the
.
re-

cent settlement with the “Holly-
wood 9” but pointed but that he
recognized the problems the com-
panies involved faced' from a legal
standpoint. “The case,” he said,
“presented many legal problems,
and it is difficult for me to say
how I would have acted had I

been ' the position of the film
companies.”
Brewer, who returned to the

Coast -Friday (18), said he was in
New York to discuss routine busi-
ness with Richard Walsh, IA prexy.
He noted that they had discussed
policy matters and that he had
learned Walsh’s thinking on many
problems confronting the union.
IA’s Coast topper termed the re-

cently concluded negotiations with
the majors “as the smoothest we’ve
ever had.” . He said that the em-
ployment situation at present i$ ex-
tremely favorable beeause the-

slack which Would have existed be-
cause of: the decline of independ-
ent production had been absorbed
by telepix production.
Brewer disclosed that negotia-

tions are now underway with the
Alliance of Television Film Pro-
ducers, made up of Ziv, Bing Cros-
by Enterprises, Jerry Fairbanks,
Flying A Productions, Roy Rogers,
Televideo, Frank Wisbar, TCA,
Primrose Productions and William
Broidy-TV. He believed that : the
final pact would be similar to the
one signed with the major film
companies.
Labor leader said that the raise

obtained for film workers was with-
in the 10% allowed by Wage
Stabilization Board, and that he be-
lieved that the regional board,
meeting in San Francisco this
week, Would recognize the contract
with the majors as the pattern for
the industry.

the deadli
May 30.

Judy, Skelton
Continued from page 3

Kramer Support
5S55 Continued from page 2s

ance of Theatrical
,

Stage. Em-
ployees, said he’d prefer to adopt
a policy of “wait and see” before
he personally could give the Kra-
mer organization complete exoner-
ation regarding Communist influ-

ence.
In this connection, he said he

opposed the use of the plays of
Arthur Miller for films and indi-

cated that he had its doubts about
certain players “who always seem
to be popping up in Kramer pic-

tures.” Kramer’s film, “Death of
a Salesman,” which the Wage
Earners Committee picketed in Los
Angeles and which brought about
the producer’s $1,000,000 libel suit,,

is based on the Broadway stage
success .by Miller.

Brewer stressed that the WEC
group was the last organization iri

the world to be able tp determine
“who wals or was riot a Commu-
nist,” Film labor- leader declared
that the industry at lastwas taking
a . realistic view of the Communist
problem, and if it continued as

alert as it is now, Communist in-

fluence will be completely weeded
out. ... He felt that the industry
could have foregone all the probes
and resultant problems if it had
been on the alert. ,x
The IA leader declared that his

organization had worked hard to

unearth the influence of Commu-
9 i-htTs* J i * ar.« «,

'

(1939) for the State engagement,
but after eyeing the latter decided
that it was of, too ancierit vintage
for current showing. As a result,
Loew execs are

,
weighing “Little

Nellie Kelly” (1940) and “For Me
and My Gal” (1942), with the latter
favored to end up on the" dual bill

with “Meet Me in St. Louis.”

Skelton “Carnival” opens today
(Wed.) at the Loew’s Dayton, Day-
ton, O. For this showing Metro has
coupled “Whistling in the Dark”
(1941) and “Whistling in Dixie”
(1942).

In a test of the pulling power
of big name femme stars, M-G is

bringing back “The Postman Al-
ways Rings Twice” (1946)) starring
Lana Turner, and “A Woman’s
Face” (1941), with Joan Crawford.
Double bill opens today (Wed.) at

Loew.’s Grant, Atlanta.

Nation’s B.0.S
Continued from page 3

pears to be down by about 5% to

10% from 1951.

One theatre exec mentioned as

especially noticeable now a. tendr

ency to further contrast between
midweek and weekend biz. He said

that SatUrday-Sundays were com-
paratively good, but that the rest

of the week had further fallen

off.

When the same pic will do good
grosses on weekends and ri.s.h. the

rest of the week, !
circuit exec

opined that film quality apparently
had less to do with weak biz than

attendance habits.
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EDITORIAL

QUIT YOUR WORRYING,
Until the other day, we’d been inclined to lend a sym-

pathetic ear to current moans and groans from our Califor-

nia movie capital. You know: Movie-making, costs too much
—TV’s killing us—if it weren’t for popcorn sales every pro-
ducer out here would be on relief.

Then, the Other day, we ankled over to the Music Hall
Theatre to see “The Greatest Show on Earth,” tagged by
our shrewd Kate Cameron as a 4-star production.

Kate didn’t give us a bum steer, In
this one, oP master Cecil B. DeMille has

The Truth filmed a color-splashed thriller of the Ring-
ling-etc; circus^ that’s aimed right at the

section of a Spectator’s backbone that quivers pleasantly at
sight of a real show. Occasionally, the old film wizard
allows such actor folk as Betty Hutton, Gloria Grahame or
James Stewart to draw a bead right on your heart.

An added observation : “The Greatest Show on Earth”
runs 2% hours, and appears in sparkling Technicolor. As
of now, TV can’t compete with any of that.

Take your tears elsewhere, Hollywood. All you need is

more real showbusiness, like your man DeMille’s.

Paramount presents Cecil B. DeMille’s “THE GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH” Starring Betty Hutton • Cornel Wilde

Charlton Heston Dorothy Lamour Gloria Grahame with Henry Wilcoxon • Lyle Bettger Lawrence Tierney

Emmett Kelly • Cucciola - Antoinette CohOeUp • and James Stewart • Produced and Directed by Cecil B. DeMille -Gotor

by Technicolor • Produced with the cooperation of Ringling Bros.-Barnum & Bailey Circus « Screenplay by Fredric

M. Frank, Bane Lyndon and Theodore St. John • Story by Fredric M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett
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Ramble in Erin I Ski Champs
(DOCUMENTARY) (COLOR)

(COLOR) 1

Documentary-type pic is largely

a travelog; will appeal to those
of Irish nationality when spot-
ted in art theatres.

Irish 1 Productions production and re-
lease. Filmed in Kadachrome by Pat Stan-
ton; commentary by Stanton. At Cinema
48, N. Y., starting Nov. 16, '51. Running
time, 10 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Red Mountain
(COLOR)

Alan Ladd, heading outdoor
actioner; for general playdates.

Paramount release. Of Hal Wallis produc-
tion. Stairs Alan Ladd, . Lizabeth Scott,
Arthur Kennedy, John Ireland; features
Jeff Corey, James Bell, Bert Freed, Wal-
ter Sandc, Neville Brand*, Carleton Young.
Directed by William Dieterle. Screenplay;
John Meredyth, Lucius, George F. Slavin,
George W. George; from story by Slavin
and George; camera (Technicolor), Charles
B. Lang; Jr.; editor,. Warren Low; music,
Franz WOxman. Tradeshown Nov. 7, ^51.

Running time, 84 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 14, 1951)

Reunion in Reno
f .,

r
'

Nice family-type entertain-
ment for general situations;

Moderate b.o.

Universal release of Leonard Goldstein
production. Stars. Mark Stevens. Peggy
Dow,, Gigi Perreau; 'features: Frances Dee,
Ray Collins,. Leif Erickson.. Directed by
Kurt Neumann. Screenplay. Hans Jacoby,
Shirley White; . adaptation, Lou Breslow;
story, Brenda Weisberg; William Sack-
helm; camera, Maury Gertsmah; editor,
Virgil Vogel. Previewed Sept. 25, '51.

Running time, 7* MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 3* 1951)

Sailor Beware
(SONGS)

Martin & Lewis in ;film version
of old legit play, good b.o.

Paramount release of Hal Wallis pro-
duction. Stars Dean Martin, Jerry Lewis,
Corlnne Calvet, Marion' Marshall; features
Robert Strauss. Directed by Hal' Walker.
Screenplay,. James AUardice, Martin Rack-
in; added dialog,: John Grant; adaptation,
Elwood Ullmnn, from play by Kenyon
Nicholson and Charles Robinson; camera,
Daniel L. Fapp; special photographic ef-

fects, Gordon Jennings; editor, warren
Low; musical direction, Joseph. J. Llllcy;
songs, Mack David, Jerry Livingston.
Tradeshown Nov. 10, '51. Running . time,
104 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

Secret Flight
(BRITISH)

Old-hat British war film with
little American appeal, even as
program dualer.

. Herbert.Bregstein release of Two. Cities-
J.- Arthur Rank production (George H.
Brown-Peter Ustinov, associate producers).
6(ars. Ralph Richardson; features Raymond
Huntley, John. Laurie, Ernest Jay, David
Tomlinson. Directed by Peter Ustinov.
Screenplay, Ustinov; camera, Jack Hildy-
arde; editor, Russell Loyd; music. Alan
Rawsthorne. Running time, 72 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3, 1951)

The Sellout
(SONG)

Another of Metro's budget
lessons in civic consciousness,
this time corrupt lawmen.
Secondary entertainment.

Metro release, of Nicholas Nayfack pro-
duction. Stars Walter Pidgcon,. John Ho-
diak, Audrey Totter, Paul Raymond; fea-
tures Thomas Gomez, Cameron Mitchell,
Karl Malden. Everett Sloane. Directed by
Gerald Mayer. Screenplay, Charles Palm-
er: story, Matthew Ranf; camera, Paul C.
.Vogel; editor, George White: music, David
Buttolph. Tradeshown Dec. 6, '51. Running
time, 82 MINS.

(Reviewed pec. 19, 1951)

Shadow in the Sky

Program drama, dealing With
rehabilitation of psychotic war'
veteran. Mild entertainment
fpr lowercasing.

.

Metro release of William H; Wright
production. Stars Ralph Meeker, Nancy
Davis, James Whitmore, Jean Hagen; fea-
tures Gladys Hurlbut, Eduard Franz, Den-
nis Ross, Nadene Ashdown. Directed by
Fred M. Wilcox. Screenplay; Ben Maddow;
based on story by Edward Newhouse;
camera, George J. Folsey; editor, Ben
Lewis; music, Bronislau Kaper. Trade
shown Dec, 5, '51. Running time, 77 MINS

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

Silver City
(COLOR)

Outdoor actioner with average
chances In that market.

Paramount release of Nat Holt produc-
tion, Stars Edmond O'Brien. Yvonne De
Carlo, Barry Fitzgerald, Richard Arlen,
Gladys George, Laura Elliot; : features
Edgar Buchanan; Michael Moore, John
Dierkes. Directed., by Byron. Haskin.
Screenplay, Frank Gruber; based on story
by Luke Short; camera (Technicolor). Ray
Rennahan; .editor, Elmo Billings; music,
Paul Sawtell,. Tradeshown Sept. 24, '51,

Running time; 91 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct; 3, 1951)

Scenic thriller about 1950
champ contests at Aspen,
Colo.; limited appeal but may
do in some arty theatres.

William H. Brpwn production and re-
lease. Directed- by Dick Durrance;. camera,
Durrance; narrated, by Lowell Thomas;
race commentary. Tor Toland. At 55th
Street Playhouse, N. Y. Running time, 76
MINS;,

(Reviewed Dec, 19, 1951)

Slaughter Trail
(SONGS—COLOR)

Mediocre feature western miss-
ing on attempt to blend music
with actioii. Thin entertain-
ment for general runs.

. RKO release of Irving Allen produc-
tion. Stars Brian Donlevy, Gig Young,
Virginia Grey, Andy Devine, Robert Hut-
ton; features Terry. Gllkyson. Directed
by Allen. Screenplay, Sid Kiiller; camera
(Clnecolor), Jack Greenbalgh; . editor,
Fred Allen: songs*. Lyn Murray. Sid Kul-
ler. Tradeshown , Oct. 9, '51. Running
time. 77 MINS.

(Reviewed-Oct. 17, 1951)
' )

^

The Son Of Dr. Jekyll

Mild programmer further pro-
jecting the Dr. Jekyll-Mr.
Hyde horror plot,

Columbia production and release. Stars
Louis Hayward, Jody Lawrance, Alexan-
der. . Knox; features Lester Matthews,
Gavin. Muir. Paul 1 Cavanagh; Rhys Wil-
liams; . . Directed by Seymour Friedman.
Written by Mortimer Braus and Jack Pol-
lexfen; camera. Henry Freulich; editor,.
Gene Havlick; music. Paul Sawtell. Pre-
viewed SCpt. 28, '51, Running .time; 78
MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 3, 1951)

.South of Caliente
(SONGS)

Routine Roy Rogers oatuner
for lower-half dueling.

Republic release of Edward J. White
production. Stars Roy Rogers; features
Dale. EVans.' Directed by William Witney.
Screenplay. Eric . Taylor; . camera. Jack
Marta; songs. Jack Elliott, Lee Walner;
editor; Harold Minter; music, R. Dale
Butts. Tradeshown N. Y., Qct. 26, '51.

Running time, 87 MINS.
(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

Starliff
(MUSICAL)

Pleasant tunefilm on enter-
tainment at embarkation bases.
All-star east for okay b.o.

:

. Warners release of Robert Arthur pro-
duction. Stars Doris Day, Gordon Mac-
Rae; Virginia Mayo, Gene Nelson. Ruth
Roman; features Janice. Rule. Dick Wes-
son. Ron Hagerthy. Directed by Roy Del
Ruth. Screenplay, John Klorer, Karl
Kamb:. from a story by Klorer; camera,
Ted McCord: editor, William Ziegler;
musical numbers staged, by LeRoy Prinz;
musical director, Ray Helnsdorf. Trade-
shown Qct. 23, '51. Runing time, 103 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)
t

Storm Over Tibet

Adventure film with exploita-
tion possibilities; okay pro-
grammer.

Columbia release of Summit (Ivan Tors,
Laslo Benedek) production. Stars Rex
Reason, Diana Douglas; features Myron
Healey, Robert Karnes, Strother Martin.
Directed by- Andrew Marton. Screenplay.
Ivan Tors. Sam Meyer; camera, George!
E. Dlskant, Richard Angst; editor, John
Hoffman: music, Arthur Honegger. Trade-
shown, N. Y., Dec. 14. '51. Running time*
87 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 19, 1951)

The Strange Door
i _

Horror film with Charles
Laughton and Boris Karloff*
Okay dualer.

Universal release of Ted: Richmond pro-
duction. Stars Charles Laughton. Boris

' Karloff, Sally Forrest; Richard Stapley;
features Michael Pate. Alan Napier,- Wil-
liam Cottrell.' Directed by Joseph Payney.
Screenplay, Jerry . Sackheim, based on
Robert Louis' Stevenson's story, “The Sire
de Maletroit's Door'*; camera, . Irving
Glassberg; editor, Edward Curtiss; music,
Joseph . Geishersori. Tradeshown N. Y.,
Oct. 29, '51. Running time, 81 MINS.

''(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

Street Bandits

Formula programmer for sec-
ondary bookings.

Republic release of 1

;

William Lackey
production. Features Penny Edwards,
Robert Clarke, Ross Ford, Roy. Barcroft.
Directed by R. G. Springsteen. Screen-
play. Milton Raison; camera,- John Mac-
Burnie; editor, . Arthur Roberts. Pre-
viewed Nov. 13,

'

‘51. Running time, 84
MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

Superman and the
Mole Men

Comic strip hero in first full
lengther slanted for juve trade.

Ljppert release .of Barney A. Sarecky
production. Stars George Reeves, Phyllis

Wednesday, Jattniy 33, 195X

Coate*; features Jail Corey, -Walter Reed,
J. Farrell MacDonald, rial K. Dawson.
Directed by Lea Sholem. Screenplay,
Richard Fielding; camera, Clark Ramsey;
editor, A1 Joseph; special effects, Ray
Mercer. At New York, N; Y„ starting
Dec. 4, '51. Running time, 87 MINS,

(Reviewed Pec. 12, 1951)

The Tanka Are Coming

Good* pulp-fictfon war drama
for regular runs and grosses.

Warners release of Bryan Foy, produc-
tion. Stars Steve - Cochran, Philip Carey,
Marl Aldon; features. Paul Picernl, Harry
Bellaver. James Dobson,. George O'Han-
lon, John McGuire. 'Directed by Lewis
Seiler; screenplay. . Robert. Hardy An-
drews; from story by Samuel Fuller; cam-
era, Edwin DuPar; editor, Janies C.
Moore; music, William Lava. Tradeshown
Oct. 30, ‘51. Running time, 89 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7;
?

1051)

Temho
(African-Made)

(COLOR)
Howard Hill in bow-and-arrow
travelog on African hunting.
Overlong but fairly interest-
ing.

. RKO release of Howard Hill production
(associate producers; Bud McKinney,
James - Leicester). Camera (Ansco color),
Arthur E.-Phelps; editor, Thomas P. Pratt;
music, Claude Sweeten; descriptive com-
ments, Westbrook Van Voorhis; In charge
of safaris, Wayne G. Stotler,: C. .

Edwin
Hill; interpreter. Rev. Howard Bigelow;
research and -historian, Elizabeth Hodges
Hill; Tradeshown Dec. 14, '51. Running
time. 80 MINS,

.
(Reviewed Dec, 19, 1951)

Ten Tall !Men
(COLOR)

Buii Lancaster ih swashbuck-
ling story of French Foreign
Legion; , tidy grosses loom.

Columbia release of Norma (Harold
Hecht) production. Stars Burt Lancaster;
features Jody Lawrance., Directed by
Willis Goldbeck. Screenplay, Roland Kib-.
bee, Frank Davis, from story by James
Warner Bellah and Goldbeck; camera
(Technicolor), William Snyder; editor,
William Lyon; musical director, Morris
Stoloff. Tradeshown. N. Y., Oct.. 22, '51.

'Running time,. 97 MINS,

(Reviewed Oct, 24, 1951)

The Thundering Trail

Moderate Lash LaRue oater
for bottom half of dualers.

Realart release of Ron Ormond pro-
duction. - Stars Lash .LaRue, A1 (Fuzzy)
St. John; - features Sally Anglum, Archie
Twitchell, Ray Bennett. Directed by Or-
mond. * Screenplay, Alexander White;
camera, Ernest Miller; editor, Hugh Winn.
At New York, N. Y., starting Dec. 4, *51.,

Running time; 55 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 12, 1951)

Too Young to Kiss

Pleasant June Allyson-Van
Johnson comedy with average
grossing prbspects.

\

Metro release . of Sam Zlmbalist pro-
duction. -Stars June Allyson, Van John-
son; features Gig Young, Paula Corday,
Kathryn Givney, Larry Keating, Hans
Conried. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Screenplay, Frances Goodrich, Albert
Hackett; story, Everett Freeman; camera,
Joseph Ruttenberg; editor, Conrad A.
Nervig; music direction, Johnny Green.
Tradeshown Oct. 12, '51; Running time,
89 Mlf^S.

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

Two Tickets to B’way
(COLOR—SONGS)

Technicolor musical geared for
good returns ih most situations,

RKO production and release. Stars Tony
Martin, Janet Leigh, Gloria DeHaven,
Eddie Bracken, Ann Miller; features Bob
Crosby, The Charlivels. Barbara Law-
rence, Joe Smith & Charles Dale, Taylor
Holmes, Buddy Baer. Directed by James
V. Kern. Screenplay, Sid Silvers, Hal
Kanter, based on story by Sammy Cahn;
camera (Technicolor), Edward Cronjager,
Harry J. Wild; editor, Harry Marker;
songs, Jule Styne, Leo Robin, Sammy
Cahn, Bob Crosby, A1 Hoffman. Leo Cor-
day, Leon Carr; musical score. Walter
Scharf.. Tradeshown N. Y., Qct. 8, '51.

Running time, 108 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

Utah Wagen Train
(SONGS)

Fair western programmer with
Rex Allen, songg.

Republic release of Melville Tucker

6
reduction. Stars Rex Allen, Koko the
[orse; -features Penny Edwards, Buddy

Ebsen, Roy Barcroft, Sarah Padden, Grant
Withers, Arthur Space, Edwin Rand. Di-
rected by Philip Ford. Screenplay, John
K. Butler; camera,. John MacBurnie;
editor, Edward H. Schroeder; music,
Stanley Wilson: songs, Rex Allen. Pre-
viewed Oct. 24, '51.

- Running time, 87
MINS, -

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951)

Valley of Eagles
(BRITISH)

Routine British thriller; okay
for some duals.

GFD release of Independent {Sovereign
Film production. Stars Jack Warner, Na-
dia Gray, John McCallum. Directed by'

;
Terence Young; Screenplay, Young: cam-
era, Jim Bawden; editor, Lito. Carruthers:
music, Nino Rota. At Leicester Square'
-Theatre, London, $ept.. 26, '51. Running
time, 86 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 10, 1951)

Valley of Fire
(SONGS)

One of the better Gene Autry
oatuners; good returns indi-
cated.

Columbia releases of Gene Aiitry (Ar-
mand Schaefer) production. Stars Autry:
features Pat Suttrara, Gail Davis, Russell
Hayden, Christine Larson, Harry Lauter,
Terry' Frost. Directed by John English.
Screenplay, Gerald Geraghty from story
by Earle Snell; camera, William Bradford;
editor, James Sweeney; music director,
Mlscha Bakaleinikoff. Tradeshown, N. Y.,
Nov. 2, '51. Running time, 70 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 7, 1951)

Weekend With Father

Good family comedy with okay
outlook in genera! bookings.

Universal release of fed Richmond pro-
duction. Stars Van Heflin, Patricia Neal,
Gigi. Perreau; features Virginia Field,
Richard Denning, Jimmy

.
Hunt. . Directed

by Douglas Sirk. Screenplay, Joseph Hoff-
man; abased on story by George F. Slavin.
and George W. George; camera, Clifford
Stine; editor, Russell Schoehgarth; music,
Frank Skinner. !

Previewed Nov, 20, '51.

Running time, 83 MINS. "

(Reviewed-Nov. 28, 1951)

Westward the Women
(SONG)

Rugged outdoor drama of
femmes* wagon-train trek west
on husband hunt. Can be sold
via good exploitation.

. Metro release of JDore Schary produc-
tion. Stars Robert Taylor, Denise Darcel;
features Hope Ejnerson, John Mclntire,
Julie Bishop, Lenore Lonergan, Henry
Nakamura, Marilyn Erskine. Directed by
William A. Wellman. Screenplay, Charles
Schnee; story, Frank Capra; camera, Wil-
liam.. Mellor; editor, James E. Newcom;
song, Henry Russell. Tradeshown Nov.
12, '51. Running time,. 116 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov* 21, 1951)

Where No Vultures Fly
(BRITISH—TECHNICOLOR)
GFD release of

1

Ealing Studio produc-
tion. Stars Ahthony Steel, Dinah Sheri-
dan, Harold Warrender. ' Directed by
Harry Watt. Screenplay, W. P. Lipscomb,
Ralph Smart; Leslie Norman; camera,
Paul Beeson, Cbfc Waterson; editor, Gor-
don Stone; music, Alan Rawsthorne. At
Odeon, Leicester: Square, London. Run-
ning time, 146 MINS.

(Reviewed Nov. 21, 1951)

The Whip Hand -

Topnotch suspense feature for
program market. Above aver-
age for low-budget thrillers.

RKO release of Lewis J. Rachmil pro-
duction. Features Carla Balenda, Elliott
Reid. Edgar Barrier, Raymond Burr, Otto
Waldis. Directed by William Cameron
Menzies. Screenplay, George -Bricker,
Frank L. Moss; based on story by Roy
Hamilton; camera, Nicholas Musuraca;
editor, Robert Golden; music. Paul Saw-
tell. Tradeshown Odt. 17, '51; Running
time, 82 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

Wander Bay
(BRITISH)

Lacks names hut dramatie
enough for some arty theatres.

Snader Productions release of Karl
Hartl production; Stars Bobby Henrey.
Directed by Karl Hartl. Screenplay. Gene
Markey, from' original story by Hartlt
camera. Robert Krasker, Gunther Anderst
music, Willy Schmidt-Gentner. Trade-
shown in N. .

Y., D$c. SO, *51. Running
time,. 86 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 26, 1951)
t •

Yellow Flit

Okay programmer* about tuna
fishing, for okay b.o. on dual-.

Monogram release of Lindsley Parsons
production. Stars Wayne ' Morris, Adrian
Booth. Gloria Henry; features Damian
O'Flynn, Gordon Jones. Directed by
Frank McDonald. . Screenplay, Warren D.
Wandberg, Clint Johnson; camera, Wil-
liam Sickner;. editor, Ace Herman. At
New York Theatre, N. Y., week of Oct;

(Reviewed Oct. 24, 1951)

Petrillo Drops
*^55, -Continued from page 5

two years and once for one year.
Another temporary extension car-

ried over from last September un-
til Jan. 15, wheii the new Miami
Beach pact became effective. It is

for two years.

10%-Plus. 5% Hike

Wage increase is actually stated

as 10%, plus 5% more or whatever
portion thereof is approved by the
Wajge Stabilization Board, Federal,
approval is not required of the
10% rise; but anything beyond that
necessitates a WSB okay. In any
case, new pact puts an $18:50 per
week ceiling on any increase.

The hike affects some 600 to 800
year-round staff musicians, and
hundreds of . others who answer
studio calls for part-time employ-
ment. New contract continues
terms of the prior agreement un-
der which AFM members reserve
rights in the re-use of music tracks
for TV. Television rights were
not mentioned in last week’s nego-
tiations.

New pact provides that record-
ing sessions of more than six con-
tinuous hours draw an hour’s pay
penalty, and all recording done
after midnight will be at time and
a half. Musicians currently em-
ployed as staff members will be
“frozen” until January, 1953.'

It is also stated that contract
musicians will be tendered new
contracts 30 days before expiration
of their previous pact. A iion-playr
ing orchestra manager, receiving
not less than scale, for a sideman,
will be hired for any recording
session using five or more musi-
cians, Orchestra managers for
smaller groups will receive not
less than $2 per musician em-
ployed. Copyists. shall receive time
and a half for work in excess of
eight hours.

Technical end of the negotiations
was carried on by labor reps from
the eight studios, headed by
Charles Bbren, labor contact for
the Motion Picture Producers
Assn. They were advised by John-
ny Green, and Joseph Gershenson,
heads of music departments of
Metro and Universal, respectively.

Also in frorff the Coast to sit
in with the company prexies and
y.p.s on the talks Were Y. Frank
Freeman, Paramount studio chief,
and B. B. Kahane, v.p. and exeg
producer at Columbia.

Schine Rivals

The Unknown Man
Implausible melodrama for
programmer bookings despite
star names.

Metro release of Robert Thomsen pro-
duction. .Stars Walter Pidgeoit, Ann
Harding. Barry Sullivan; features Keefe
Brasselle, Lewis Stone, Eduard Franz;
Richard Anderson, Dawn Addams, Philip’
Ober. Directed by Richard Thorpe. Writ-
ten by Ronald Millar, and George Frees-
chel: camera, William Mellor; editor, Bert
Lewis; music. Conrad Salinger. Trade-
shown Oct, 10, '51. Running time, 86 MINS.
MINS,

(Reviewed Oct. 17, 1951)

lInkiiowTn World

Pseudo-scientific exploitation
feature with some ballyhoo
possibilities.

Lippert Pictures release of J. R. Rabin-
I. A. Block production. Features Victor
KUian, Bruce ^Kellogg, Otto Waldis, Jim
Baniion, Tom Handley. Dick Cogan, Mary-
lyn Nash. Directed by Terrell O. Morse.
Screenplay, Millard Kaufman; : . camera,
Allen G. Siegler, Henry Freulich; editor,
Morse: music, Errtest Gold. Reviewed Oct.
24; '51. Running time, 73 MINS.

(Reviewed Oct. 31, 1951) I

Whistling Hills
•
•9 -•

Average Johnny Mack Brown
oater, with enough action to
satisfy Saturday matinee trade.

Monogram release of Frontier Pictures
(Vincent M. Fennelly) production. Stars
Johnny Mack BroWn; features Jimmy E1-.
lison, Noel. Neill. " Directed by Derwiin
Abrahams. Screenplay, Jack Lewis: 1 cam-
era, Ernest, Miller; editor, Sam Fields. At
New York Theatre, N. Y., week of Dec.
18, '51. Running time, 59 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 26, 1951)

The Wild Bine Yonder
(SONGS)

Account of Superforts in;World
War IL okay b.o.

Republic production and release. Stars
WendeU Corey. Vera Ralston, Forrest
Tucker, Phili Harris; features Walter
Brennan. William Chlng, Ruth Donnelly,
Harry C4rey, Jr.. Penny Edwards. .

Di-
rected by Allan Dwan. Screenplay, Rich-
ard : Tregaskla; . story, Andrew Geer,
Charles Drayson; camera, Reggie Lan-
ning; special photography, Ellis F. Thack-
ery;. editor,. Bichard ^..Van Enger^ music,
Victor Young. Previewed Nov. 29, '51.

Running time, 97 MINS.

(Reviewed Dec. 5, 1951)

L— Continued from page 5

rental may be no greater than
the master rental. The sublet must
be for the entire term of master
lease. Schine may have no part
in operating sublet theatres and
may not renew its master leases.

.
4. Schine may not change the

playing policy of any of these the-
atres so as to reduce their rev-
enues, or otherwise reduce the rev-
enue possibility of any theatre it

is Required, to divest.

5. In Auburn, Corning, Geneva,
Lockport, .Oswego, Watertown and
Wooster, Schine may not move ujr

the playing time of any of its

retained theatres until after June
24, 1953. Nor shall it change its

policy for said theatres where this

would have the effect of^adversely
affecting the competition of small-
er independents.

6. Schine must carry out all

product limitations stated in the
original consent decree. . In six

months ' Schine must report prog-
ress to the Justice Department iu
carrying out these provisions.





With plans about set for reorgan-
ization of its N. Y. ad-pub depart*

;

ment, United Artists' next step may
be establishment of * West Coast
office tenanted by a promotion rep
who would tie in direct contact

With indie producers releasing

through the Outfit. Post under con-

sideration is that of a liaison offi-

cer, similar to the UA setup which
was abandoned a few years ago in

an economy move.
Max Youngsteiri,. UA vl-p. and

ad-pub director, expects to be on.

the Coast with prexy Arthur B.

Krim and his pard, Robert Ben-
jamin, in a week Or 10 days. At
that time the idea for setting up
the new spot will be given active

consideration.
Under the new setup in N; Y.,

Youngstein, who’s taking on an

expanded exec role in management.
Will be succeeded as ad-pub di-

rector by Francis Winikus. Latter’s

post, that of assistant ad-pub chief,

goes to Al Tamarin, who has been
publicity head.
Moving in as publicity topper

will be Mort Nathanson, who’s now
serving as publicity rep on Sam
Spiegel’s ““African Queen.” De-
partment will be further expanded
with additional personnel when the
reorganization takes effect around
March 1.

Roger H. Lewis has resigned as

v.p. of the Monroe Greenthal Co.,

advertising agency, with which he
has been associated since 1947.

Prior to that he was in charge of

N. Y. campaigns for 20th-Fox.

It’s figured likely that Lewis Will

join United Artists as ad manager,

a post how open*

Latest Vets Pic Seeks

To Crack 16,000 Dates
Record number of bookings for

“One Who Came Back,” latest

short subject from the Disabled

American Veterans, is being sought

by the film industry.

Bookings will have to exceed lu.-

000, figure achieved by two pre-

vious DAV films, “How Much Do
You Owe,” with James Stewart and
Gen. Jonathan M. Wainwright, and

“On Stage, Everybody,” with Bob
Hope.

Pub-Ad Staffers Set To

Cancelled Newsreels

Talks With Majors Fail

First action planned by pub-ad

staffers affiliated with District: 65,

Distributive, Processing and Office

Workers of America, if no agree-

ment Or definite proposals are

reached with pix companies by the.

union’s E'eb. .1 deadline,, will be a

demonstration on Broadway against

a" picture of one of the companies
involved in the negotiations. Union
has been holding talks with Warner
Bros., Columbia, Universal, 20th-

Fox and United Artists since mid-

November foi* a hew pact to re-

place the one which expired ^T)ct.

31, 1951.

Entire Screen Publicists Guild,

according to a union spokesman*
will take part in the demonstration,

although negotiations are being

held with the companies on an in-

dividual basis. Neither the pic-

ture nor the company to bear the

brunt of the initial demonstration

has been selected, the union spokes-

man reported. He .
indicated that

this decision will be made at the

time the action is contemplated.
Union is reportedly making some

headway at Columbia, Warners and
United Artists^ where talks have
continued on a more or dess regu-

lar basis. However, negotiations at

20th and Universal Were said to be
lagging.

More hysteri than actual can-

cellations of theatre newsreels Ac-

companied video’s entry into the

film coverage of news events,- ac-

cording to Oscar Morgan, Para-

mount’s shorts and newsreel top-

per. Practically all the exhibs Who
dropped newsreels because of tele

competition have reinstated the

film news service, he noted, with

the only holdouts being those who
are not subscribing to newsreels

because of economy reasons rather

than a fear of tele competition.

Morgan, pointed out. that during
three-month sales pitch, Para-

mount News had signed or re-

signed more than 1,500 newsreel
customers, and is actively engaged

a sales and promotional drive

to push the news events.

Realization by exhibs that the-

atre newsreels are of superior

quality, better reported, edited arid

presented has resulted in their re-

instatement in TV-conscious areas,

Morgan emphasized. He indicated,

furthermore, that there were still

millions of homes without tele sets

and these people look to theatres

for a visual presentation of the

news.

Indie Skeds 8 Pix

Wall St Short Interest

Off at HPT for 2d Mo.
Wall St short interest in United

Paramount Theatres has declined

for the second consecutive month.
Further indication of the compara-
tive strength of film shares on the

New York Stock* Exchange is that

UPT is the only company in which
there has been any.shorts dealings

at all since Nov, la.

Exchange's report for the 30 days

ending Jan. 15 shows the shorts in-

terest in UPT dropped to 4,920

shares from 7,120 at the same time

the previous month. That, in turn,

was a decline from 8,535 as of

Nov. 15.

Shorts trading represents the

sale of stock before it has been
purchased, with the aim of . cover-

ing by buying later at a lower
price. It's

'

playing the market in

hope of a down trend.

For the Week ending Tuesday (22)

Tues. Net.

Continued front page 7-

films. The general thinking of the

industry has changed, they empha-
sized, and the exhibs and distribs

Were reconditioning their thinking

accordingly.. Theatre owners ad-

mitted they were following: no set

policy at the present and were pre-

pared to accept any type of product

that could -proVe a b.o. draw.

In this connection, they pointed

out that the major distribs are be-

ginning to realize that they can

get more coin Out of a long run in

the small theatres than out of short

engagements in the large Broad-

way houses. It Was more than

quite possibly, they agreed, that

mOire top-quality products of the

majors would be available to them
in the future.
The arties fpr the most part are

grouped in .the 57th St. area and
above, and it is the view of one
exhib that the film business has

definitely moved uptown. “Many

VoLin ffigh * Low Close Change

N. Y. Stock Exchange
lHs

9 .

,

12%

for week

40 12% 12 — %
CBS, “A”..... 85 35% 34% 35% + %
CBS; “B”. . . . , . ....... 65 35% 34% 35 + %— %i *,i * • • * 4 if t j| j 21 13% 13 13

* • •' e‘0 0 #.#' o.oaooooee.* 62 m m 8% *— %
Loew’s, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

173 18 17% 1734

Paramount. . .. 82 26% 253̂ 26%
iJaa * *

JCkw'/X ¥ • ^ • •«$##.#•• O'# •••. • 549 24% 23%: 24% +. n

.

RKO Pictures . . . . . i ...... 210 4% 4% 4% — %/
MCO Theatres. . . ... . . . . .

.

147 4% .. 4
"

r ' 4' — Vs
Republic.;. . .... 38 A 4%, 4% 4%
Rep.,

,

pfd.
20th-Fox. . .... . • . . . . ,

.

37 10% 10% 10%
85 19% 19% 19% 1:

Un. Par." Th. v,. . .

.

200 20% 1934 20 — %
UniV, , . a . . , .-. f .

.

45 13% 12% 12% + %
Univ1 ,

.
pfd, 0.7 59% 59 59 + %

Warper Biros.. 250 15% I434 15% + %
N. Y. Curb Exchange
Monogram .

. r •• • * 64 3% 3% 3%
Technicolor. 27 23% 22% 22%

Over-the-counter Securities
Cinecolor
Pathe .......

.

'.

Bid
2%
4

Ask
3%
4%

+ %
4- %

UA Theatres . . . . .

.

• • • • 4 \4 6% 7%
Walt Disney . . It . * .

.

8% 9% .+ %
' {Quotations furnished by preyfus &Co.)
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sand dollars on only first-run TV
showings,

Chemical Bank’s package of 10
films is, thought to represent those
on which the bank put up first

money financing to the producer
and then took over all rights to
the product when the producer^
failed ta.pay back the loan- Bank
of America has also foreclosed on
a group of indie-produced pix on
the Coast recently which it helped
finance but, despite bids from vari-

Pathe’s Earnings To

ous TV networks and syndication
of the people come comq to our outfits, it has decided to try getting
theatres,” .he said, “won’t visit one its money back first by selling them
of the large Broadway houses.” He on a . subsequent-run or reissue
asserted that the general atrnos- basis to theatres.

Hollywood, Jan. 22. phere of Broadway had deterio- WQBS-TV, incidentally,' also
Four-ply increase in production rated and that the Broadway pacted this week for the packageiction r

for 1952 was announced by Ameki- houses naa iosi. ineu: appeau i q{ 26 feature film oldies being syn- 1

*aa
\ °'r

ax
’ / ai

t

can Pictures, which made two fiUns noted that the intimacy and com-
1 hv PpPriP« TV fLp Z*, I

lab work fpr mdie pix released

in 1951. Five of the eight films on fort provided by the arties had
this year’s program will be shot drawn many fjlmgoers. uptown,

in Hollywood and one each in Latest «to enter the art house

Spain, Brazil and the Philippines, fold is the Arcadia, Third Avenue
First on the 1952 program is & 59th St., which closed down

houses had lost their appeal. He

Sharp boost in Pathe: Industries,

Inc., earnings for 1951 was at-

tributed this week to the big in-

crease in business chalked up, by
one of its principal Subsidiary out-

fits. This Was V. D., Anderson Co.,

designer and supplier of vegetable
oil extraction equipment. ~ Pathe’s
earnings for the year are estimated
at $l,250fi0Q, compared .with a loss

of $1*342,000 for 1950.

Pathe’s ’52 outlook has been fur-

ther enhanced by a continuing
mounting volume of film processing
work in the TV and motion picture
fields. . Under terms of its sale of
Eagle Lion Classics to United Art-
ists last year, Pathe handles all

dicated. by Peerless TV, the new bv ^

.

vidfilm production-distribution firm . ... .. .

headed by Edward Small and Pathe Laboratories, another sub-

George Shupert, Majority of these is now spending $250,000 for

are films original^ produced by construction of an additional plant

Small for theatrical release ^ Hollywood for processing 16m
“City Beneath the Sea,” an Aubrey over the weekend for a complete through United Artists. WCBS-TV TV film. This will increase the cora-
WisbergsTack Pollexfen production; refurbishing job, and will be re- Dreviouslv had mirchased SnaiW Many’s capacity by about 35%.
followed by “Invasion U. S. A.” opened next month by the Walter JeSibLS“baclmg^ ' Parent org recently arranged a
“One Woman’s Story” wiH-

. ¥ *eaifc .dreuit as the- Baronet under
filmed in Spain, starting in April, a first-run policy. In fiisciwsing Alexander Korda productions.

the possibility .of the shortage^pf station, as a result, now has a
ppduct,WalterReade, headofthe

totaj of 53 features never before
sh6wn on video in N. Y, It’s ten-

C
wi

r tatively planned to release them on
films. WC WOUldn t be Spending 4.up .ctatinn*® varinne fafifitPfi. film

Studio TV Ban
Continued from page 3

$4,300,000 loan from four banks to
pay off' obligations due and for
general corporate purposes.

$100,000 to redecorate the house
ton has a full sked of press, radio, if we didn’t think we could get
TV and community events dates; product.” Reade, who also operates
lined up from the present to early the Park Avenue, added that his

next month when he treks to Lon- circuit never has had. to close a
don for “Greatest Show” opening, house because of lack of product,

Heston’s film work has been far and that anyWay “competition was
too limited to result iri such enthu- good for us.

siasiri, even though the Par build

the station’s various feature film

|
programs during the first week in
February^as part of a N. Y. *tV pre-
miere hoopla. Present plans are

Continued from page 4

H-N’s Next Pic Due

For Austrian Prod.

H-N Productions, which receritly

completed “For Men Only” for

Lippert release, will likely turn out

its next venture in Austria, pro-

ducer-actor Paul Henreid disclosed

in New York last week. Henreid,

whose' partners, in H-N are Edward
and William Nassour, said the proj-

ect is tagged “Rendezvous in Vi-

enna.” It’s an original by Robert
Hill based upon a “true Story” told

to the star.

“Rendezvous” has been on the

H-N production slate for some
months but shooting has been; de*

layed due to difficulties in clearing

some rights to music for the film,

Henreid anticipates that this prob-

lem will be adjusted shortly. He
came in from the Coast for a series

of radio and. TV interviews to help
plug “Men” at Loew’s State, N.Y.,

and left for Boston Sunday (20)

to bally the film’s preem at the

Paramount and Fenway Theatres
there.

After* “Men’s” Boston launching;

Henreid returns to Hollywood this

week. He’s scheduled to start

“Prince of Pirates” for Sam Katz
man at Columbia Feb. 12.

up boys have been doing a continu-

ing promotion job with him. He
was spotted by Wallis on a kine-

scope of CBS-TV’s “Studio One”
and signed for the film-maker’s

“Dark City.” He’s been seen only

_ ___ interest' he Said, “It looks like we
to slot them on . the “Early Show” stymied.

.
I just don’t know

And the “Late Show” each night w
,£F

e
A
t0 g0 p9m here.

of the week and on the “Late Late J7LA"swe”ng ^uestlon why ^ar

Show” Saturday nights. Station shouldnt reduce its representation

nrpsumahlv fhp firct wppIt ^ DuM. bodid from thrGB director*
New Baronet Theatre will join

to ^ ships to orie, he said that it would
*• -ages, sirice that’s the wehk in i?hich advantageous

.

to DuM in set-

the various^ rating services check ^he control question but dis-

on the programs.

as the Sutton, Paris, Normandie,
Little Carnegie, Park Avenue,
World, Fine Arts and three Trans-
Lnx theatres. In Addition, houses
such as Cinema 48th and 55th St.

Cohn’s Holdings
S Continued from page 7

advantageous in depriving the com-
pany of the three Par. directors*
experience.
The four ds(ys of hearings before

the Commission last week on Par
anti-trust issues and the proposed
ABC-UPT merger unfolded a fab-
ulous story of the meteoric rise of

in this pic and the DeMille circus playhouse are used occasionally for
epic, which is now in limited cir- first-run specialized products. Two
culation. Conclusion is that TV

iegit houses, the John Golden and
dos.*ves a good part of the ere 1 the Bijou, are employed for two- ... v

. ^ half v<>ars and <9 non “‘VHO ******* «* mcicwiv i»c u.
for the newcomer s prominence. a^day reserved seat showings. For three and a half years and $2,000 Dr. DuMont and the complications*
Meanwhile, continuing plenty en- example, Bijou housed such recent pe

!f
for the next three and got into because he borrowed

thused about the value, of TV is long-run as “Red Shoes” and “Tales a hal
/

years
.'

r

QrigmaUy,. Briskin
$164,000 from Par in 1939.

Roy Disney, prexy of W^lt Disney of Hoffmann” and also gets Alexan- was 9Ptjons
, That $164,000, which bought for

Productions. On the Christmas der Korda’s “Cry the Beloved ?
a^’ jj

Ut
l
>ecat

i
S
v °f Par all the Class B non-voting

£* ^/o jtoek dividend paid last ^in D^MonTS^ thi x^mTwhy
° the licenses of DuMont's three TV

5,125 arid the price went down. stations (New York, Washington
Amendments to stock option and Pittsburgh) have been placed

deels with Schneider^and Joseph on temporary status and put in
A- McConville, president of Gol jeopardy pending a determination
International, also, are to be voted nf Par’s eliaibilitv iri- view of its

With the kind of product we have
j upon* Under; the proposed; new anti-trust violation! to hold hroad-and ' finhoirlor'c . i: :

that de-

Pix Headsiari
Continued from page

n
s ssssi

holiday the past two years Disney Country.”
allowed portions of “Alice in Won-
derland” and “Snow White” for

telecasting. These showings proved
“a great selling aid” in theatrical

marketing: of the cartoon product,
Disney said in- his. annual report

to stockholders last week. _ _ _ .

Disney’s evaluation of the im- there is a vast movie-going audi- plan, McConyille’s and Scheider’s cast licenses. ^And untif thl
portance of TV on that limited ence ready arid waiting, if we let options would be rendered non- termination is made possibly 1

basis and Heston’s overnight fame them know about pur
.
pictures.” transferable except by will or law six months, neither DuMont nor

will combine to influence the new Einfeld addressed his remarks to of descent, Purpose of the new Par will know whether each can
thinking on permitting film players a group of ^125. difdiiit operators restriction, which the two execs have its limit of Yive TV stations
to appear on TV shows, it’s said, and indie exhibs participating in agreed to, is to allow for them to or have five betweetr them.
Top film producers have been 20th’s merchandising meeting at exercise the options without realiz- Dr. DuMont testified that Par’s
clinging to the belief that repeated the homeoffice, aiined to step, up ing taxable income on the differ- TV station in Los Angeles,
TV shots might lead to the pub- showmanship energy and ingenuity, ence between the market price arid KTLA, and its formerly owned
lie’s becoming “fed up” with cer- Outfit’s upcoming lineup and pro- the option price, This is permitted station in Chicago, \WBKB, have
tain stars. Another'reason has been motion plans were outlined* under the Revenue Act of 1950, never carried DuM programs. He,
that the top Hollywood names on Al *Lichtman, distribution head Up for a vote also is a new pro- said that Par would not accept th
TV would be m competition with of the company, stressed that two- vision in Spingold’s employment usual affiliation requirements be-
standard pix in theatres. thirds of 20th’s 1952 releases al- contract Which would allow ^him a cause it wanted freedom to do its

The new reasoning in some quar* ready have been completed and leave of absence of up to 20 Weeks own ptograniming.
ters is . that a few widely-spaced many of

.
these will be delivered annually without compensation and< He further testified that Par has

assignments in TV would erihanee six months in Advance of release, a vacation of six weeks with com- never offered to supply films to
the popularity of his film “names,” Angle he underlined is that this pensation. This replaces a Col up- DuM and that DuM has made Ao
particularly the relative newcomers will; provide maximum time for tion to place Spingold on a part- efforts to get program material

approaching stardom. the mapping of promotion work. | time basis. from Par.
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Cry,the Beloved Country
merged native population ruled by
the whites in South Africa. It is

also a simple but eloquent plea for
brotherhood, in its story of the
difficulties facing well-meaning
persons of both races.

More particularity, “Cry” is the
story of simple* naive Negro
Country preacher (Canada Lee),

who goes to the big city of Johan*
nesburg to seek a missing sister

and wayward son, and who finds

both in the crime-ridden, slum
elements of the city. But before
he has met up with his son, the
latter has engaged in a robbery
and killed a white man. The dead
man is not only ironically one of
the few whites who has tried to

help the blacks, socially and finan-
cially, but is also the son of the
rich farmer in the rural area where
the preacher has his church.

The lives of the two elder men
thus criss-cross several times as
the threads of the story are un-
tangled, to provide much of the
message and some of the most
poignant scenes - in the film. The
two have never met in their native
heath; the white man has even felt

it an affront to hold the hand of a
black man. Their first meeting, in
far-off Johannesburg, when the
preacher has to reveal that his son
has killed the other’s, is a gripping
scene made memorable by Lee’s
poignant portrayal.

The film is full of touching 'mo-
ments or gifted bits, as when the
preacher first meets his repentant
son in prison; meeting of the
preacher with the young girl whom
his son has wronged; the courtroom
scene when the son hears his death
sentence pronounced, and the filial

meeting of father and son. in the
death house. 'No less poignant are
such scenes as later meeting of
the black preacher and white
farmer; the sessions Of white and
black priests in Johannesburg; in-

terrogation of scared, bewildered
natives by white constabulary;
meeting between . t h e simple
preacher and his devious brother,
and some of the scenes between
the white farmer and his wife.

Lee’s performance as the trou-
bled old preacher, restrained and
underplayed, is a rich, heart-
warming portrayal, dominating the
film. Charles Carson is sometimes
a little stiff as the rich farmer, but
otherwise quite appealing. Sidney
Poitier is manly and striking as a
young Negro preacher, and Geof-
frey Keen sensitive and likeable
as the white head of the church
mission. Joyce Carey is warmly
moving in. the role of the rich
farmer’s wife. Edric Connor lends
strength to the role of the preach
er’s opportunist brother.
Two natives, Lionel Ngakane and

Bibbon Dhlamini, play the wayr
ward son and his girl, , and deliver
two very moving performances in
reticent, restrained style. Albertina
Temba, as the preacher’s wife, also
makes a brief, role stand out.

Direction is expert, avoiding any
suggestion of slick, contrived situa-
tions, and production is ample,
though modest. Bron.

“The Durango Kid” brings to an
end the range war, exonerates
Mahoney and reunites the lovers.

Starrett handles The Durango
Kid role with his usual com-
petence; Burnette provides the
comedy relief, which appears
forced but should go over big with
the smallrfry. Mahoney does okay
as the framed hero, Dani Sue
Nolan is a traditional western
heroine, and Tristram Coffin
makes an authentic heavy.
Barry Shipman screenplay is

standard and Fred F. Sears direc-

tion is creditable as is the lensing

of Fayte Browne.

Trait Guriito

Tim Holt in routine program
oater.

Hollywood, Jan. 21.

RKO release of Herman Schlom produc-
tion. Stars Tim Holt; features Richard
Martin, Linda Douglas, Frank Wilcox,
Robert Sherwood, John Pickard, Ken-
neth MacDonald. Directed by Lesley
Selander. Screenplay, Arthur E. Orloif

;

story, William Lively; camera, Nicholas
Musuraca; editor, Samuel E, Beetley.
^radeshown Jail. 18,

J
52, Running time,

60 MINS. .

Tiin . ; Tim Hplt
Peg ...:Llnda, Douglas
Regan..................... Frank WUcox
ienny.. .............. . . .Robert Sherwood
D-.wjson .......... . . .< . .. .... John " Pickard
Wheeler .Kenneth. MacDonald
Mary . .WCndy Waldron
Katie .Patricia Wright
Old Timer .

i

.Tom London
Dale . . ................ . . ... John Merton

Chito Rafferty.. ichard Martin

Smoky Canyon

New adventure of Tbe Du-
rango Kid. For action market.

Columbia Pictures release of Colbert
Clark production. Stars Charles Starrett
and Smiley-3urnette; features Jack Ma
honey, Dani Sue Nolan; Tristram Coffin
and Larry Hudson. Screenplay, Barry
Shipman; directed by Fred F. Sears; cam
era, Fayte Browne; editor, Paula Borofsky
Tradeshown N. Y., Jan. 18; '52. Running
time, 55 MINS.
Steve Brent I

The Durango Kid J .

.

Smiley Burnette . .

.

Jack Mahoney

,

Roberta Woodstock
Buckley ..... . . .

.

Sheriff Bogart,....
Lars

.Charles Starrett

.Smiley Burnetle
. Jack Mahoney
.Dani Sue Nolan
.Tristram Coffin

Larry Hudson
, ...Cris Alcaide
... Sandy Sander

ler. . . . . v . . . , . ... . . ; . . Forrest Taylor
Johnny Big Foot/.-. ..... Charles Stevens
Joe /. ,— Boyd "Red” Morgan
Ace. . . .. ;

.

...Leroy Johnson

Spade . ..

,

Wyl
Dill

Names of Charles Starrett and
Smiley Burnette provide the b.o
value in the action market for this
routine oater. In “Smoky Can-
yon,” latest adventure in “The
Durango Kid” series, Starrett as

-the mysterious masked upholder
of law and order brings to ah end
a bitter range war. between cattle-

men and sheepowners. War was
fomented by Carl Butkley, an un
scrupulous - cattleman being paid
by an \easfcrn syndicate io keep
Montana beef from the market—
thus skyrocketing the price 6
beef.

In the course of the range war
Jim Woodstock, an honest rancher
is murdered, for which Jack Ma
honey, his daughter’s fiance and
a sheepman, is framed. In the 55
minutes of running time marked
by the

4
usual fisticuffs, gunplay

and frenzied horseback chases,

a wagon train across Osage Indian
country but balks on the deal
when he discovers the redskins are

on the warpath because crooked
whites, Morns Ankrum and Doug-
las Kennedy, have violated treaty
terms.
Ensuing action finds .Cameron

making his accusations after avoid-
ing a number of ambushes set up
by Kennedy. Kennedy kills An-
krum when latter decides to turn
honest, is pursued by Cameron
and vengeful 'Indians and wiped
otit, thus permitting the wagon-
train to go through as originally

scheduled. :

Cameron is a likeable hero and
Jane Nigh fills- the bill as the
heroine, figuring in The proceed-
ings as the daughter of Ankrum
who does not know of his dishon-
esty. Ankrum aHd Kennedy are
properly villainous. John Ridgely,
William Phipps, Stan

.

Jolley, Dor-
othy Adams, Francis McDonald
and Barbara Woodell are among
others involved.

Lesley Sejander directed the
Dan Ullman script, handling it well
in the action moments but letting
it; drag during talky sequences.
The -Walter Mirisch production
gives it a standard outdoor mount-
ing. Cinecolor process used leans
to orangey tints but otherwise
Harry Neumann’s lensing is

Brog.

Stormbound
(ITALIAN)

Dubbed Italian import, ade-
quate as filler, for minor spots.

Tim Holt is up to his likeable
heroics in a stock program western
that is just about par for recent
releases in his RKO series. For
the kiddles and Saturday matinee
rade in the western progqpmmer
market.

Holt and saddle pM Richard
Martin deliver a Wagon train of

pioneers to its destination in cattle

country only to find the ranchers
Want no squatters fencing the land.
There’s a deeper reason for the
skullduggery somewhere, and the
script makes reference to .it but
never explains why ' some non-
ranchers are so interested in keep-
ing the settlers out.

The hero huddles cross guns
with Linda Douglas, girl rancher,
and her no-good brother* Robert
Sherwood, then come up against
the more experienced dirty work
of Frank Wilcox,, saloon operator.
Latter hijacks Kenpeth MacDonald
of his land claim papers and all

Of the settlers* money. His boys
also try some bushwacking on
Holt and Martin With no success,
and the plot runs back and forth
until the hero is able to get the
goods on Wilcox and gun him
down.
~H01t and Martin are up to their

usual standard, although kiddie
fans are more than likely to find
the latter’s romantic urges mighty
sticky.” A casting surprise is the
spotting of Linda Douglas in the
femme lead. While her role is, no
better than that usually given an
outdoor heroine, she makes it

much stronger, indicating adapt-
ability to regular features. An-
other good casting note is Wilcox
in the heavy role. He gives it an
authoritative polish. Sherwood is

good as the weakling brother and
others come through acceptably
under Lesley Selander’s direction.

Nicholas Musuraca supplied ac-

tionful camera work to the Her-
man Schlom production. Brog.

Fort Osage
(COLOR)

Republic release of Aldo Raciti produc-
tion. - Stars Constance Dowling; features
Andrea Chcfcchi, Aldo Silvanl. . Blanca
Doria. Directed by Luigi Capuano.
..Screenplay, Comenico Meccoll, - Fqlvio
Palmier!, Corrado 'Payolini, based on
.story by Capuano; camera, Gabor Pogany;
editor, Robert M/ Leeds; music, Alessan-
dro Cicognini. Reviewed New York The-
atre. N. Y., Jan, 16, *52. Running time,.
M |NS.

Barbara ... , .Constance Dowling
Rol. .Andrea Checchi
Marco. . . ... . .. . .... , .. . . . f: , Aldo Silvanl
Maria . • .Bianca Doria
Stefano Mlrko Ellis

Sergeant,...., Tlno BuazzelU
Nina ... ............. . ... . Paola Quattrini

when trouble breaks out again and
rioters are in control, he is re-
luctantly compelled to bring out
the troops to restore order. In
breaking .away* from the red-tape
attitude of his administration, he
restores peace, by addressing a
mass meeting of strikers, collecting
a black eye and a torn coat in the
process.
Mainly through the excellent

work of Portman, the story: main-
tains strong appeal, His charac-
terization is stamped with sin-
cerity. Cecil Parker contributes
another distinguished performance
as his principal advisor, at first

resentful, but .later Warming to
new Chief’s methods. Helen Cherry
plays his Wife With considerable
charm while. Susan Stephen as the
Governor’s, daughter, displays a
neat measure of independence.
Edward Chapman, as the admiral
who has to. toe the line; Clive Mor-
ton, as a typical general; and Alec
Mango top a polished team of sup-
porting artists.

Robert Hamer’s direction from
liis own script, based on the play
by Dorothy and Campbell Christie,
maintains the tempo of suspense.
Lensing by DoUglas Slocombe is

up to standard and Seth Holt has
edited competently.

.
Myro.

Parigi e sempre Parigi
(Paris Is Always Paris)
(FRANCO-1TALIAN)

(Songs)
Genoa, Jan. 8,

Minerva release of a Fortezfa-.Omnlum
International Production. Stars Aldo. Fa-
brizi, Lucia Bose. Ave Ninchi, Marcello
Mastroianni. Directed by Luciano Emmer.
Screenplay, Emmer, Sergio Amidei, Ennlo
Flalano, from story by. Amidei and Giulio
Macchi; French dialogues and adaptation,
Jacques Remy and, Jean Ferry; camera,
Alekan; songs, Kosma; editor, Jacques
Poltrenaud. At Lux Theatre, Genoa. Run-
ning time, 110 Ml NS.
DeAngelis. . ....... ...... Aldo Fabrizi
Mimi. .Lucia Bose
Mrs. DeAngelis.... ....Ave Ninchi
Marcello .MarceUo. Mastroianni
Franco. Martini.:. . . , . . .Franco Interlenghi
Christine . . . ............... Helene Remy
Gianni Galeazzo Benti
Singer. . ..... ... . . . ... • . .Yves Montand

Ain Italian languager dubbed in

English, “StdTmbound” rates only
as filler material for minor situ-

ations.
Yam about a femme American

reporter bent on interviewing a no-
torious bandit in Sicily shows some
promise at the outset, but it loses

its interest as the pic settles down
to an abundance of unimaginative
conversation and implausible melo-
dramatic?, within the confines of

river shack where the bad man
finds refuge from a storm and tl\e

police.
Constance Dowling, an American

actress is the hewsgal. ’

.
She and

others, including tenants of the
shack, clearly were handicapped by
the script and direction.

Lighting and camera work meet
requirements of, the inexpensive
production. Gene.

Average western with Rod
Cameron; for more general
situations.

Hollywood, Jan.. 16.
Monogram release of Walter Mirisch

production. Stara Rod Cameron; feature*
Jane Nigh. Morris Ankrum, Douglas Ken-
nedy, -John Ridgely. Directed by Lesley
Selander. Story and screenplay, Dan Ull-

man; camera (Clnecblor), Harry Neu-
mann; editor. Richard Heermance; music.
Marlin . Skiles. Previewed Jan. 14, '52

Running time, 72 MINS.
Toni Clay. . . ............. .Rod Cameron
Ann Pickett* - ................ .Jane Nigh
Arthur Pickett. . ....... . Morris Ankrum
George Keane. . .... .. . . .Douglas Kennedy
Henry : Travers............ John Ridgely
Nathan Goodspeed . . ..... .William Phipps
Sam .Winfield. .... . .Stan Jolley.
Mrs. Winfield. .... . . ... .. . Dorothy Adams
Indian Chief. .Francis McDonald
Martin. .Myron Healey
Rawlins ........Lane Bradford
Old Indian ............... Iron Eyes Cody
Martha Woodling.. .... .Barbara Woodell

An average round of feature
western ingredients are supplied
"Fort Osage” to. promise a gener-
ally okay acceptance in lesser ac
tion market. Rod Cameron’s name
should help in the more general
situation.

.

'

Plot is another of those tales
about frontier scouts, wagon trains
of pioneers, warring Indians and
greedy whites that plays off in
standard fashion. It could have
used more action and less talk.
Cameron, .a- scout, is hired to lead

His Excellency
(BRITISH)

Politico story may do for some
U. S. arty houses.

London, Jan. 8.
GFD release of Ealing-Michael Balcon

production.- Stars Eric Portman. Direc-
tion and screenplay, Robert Hamer; cam-
era, Douglas Slocombe; editor. Seth Holt;
music, Ernest Irving. At Odeon, London,
Jan. 8, '52. Running time, 14 MINS.
George Harrison. . . . . . . .Eric Portman
Sir James Klrkman/. . . . . ... . Cecil Parker
Lady Kirkmart. ........... .Helen Cherry
Peggy Harrison ........ . Susan Stephen
The Admiral .Edward Chapman
The G.O.C Clive Morton
Jackie . .Alec Mango
Morellos Geoffrey Keen
Fernando, John Salew
Charles Robin BaUey
Dobrieda Eric Pohlmann
The Chef Paul Demel
Fernando's Wife .Elspeth March

When. “His Excellency” was first

presented as a West End stage at
traction more than 18 months ago,
it had the additional merit of
topicality, a political story in the
days of the Socialist government
That there has been a change in
the political setup, naturally dates
the piece somewhat;, nevertheless,
it doesn’t affect the basic plot
which is handled warmly *nd With
understanding. Pic is a longvway
from being ft top ranker, but
should qualify for steady biz here
and rates consideration for tile

art house trade in America.
In this filmic version, Kric I^ort-

man plays the role he created on
the stage, the humble trade union-
ist appointed governor of an island
after prolonged periods of indus-
trial unrest, -strikes and sabotage.
As an ex-docker who himself had
been on strike and had lived near
the poverty line most of his life,

the new governor's sympathies are
mainly with the underpaid, down-
trodden workers, but. his first ef-
forts at reform are blocked.
The tubthumping methods of

the governor, who goes -around the
docks and the native districts ex-
plaining his viewpoint to the
workers, is contrasted with the
starchy approach of his prede
cessors and his colleagues. But

Makers of “Sunday in August”
hftve come up with another light-

weight comedy number along Simi-
lar semi-documentary lines. De-
spite a slow second half, pic makes
for

'
good entertainment in a light

vein. Good Value for all Italian
situations.. Beyond* that, it carries
weight via name and performance
of Fabrizi. Severe pruning job in

second part would help it and
likely make it okay for U. S. art
spots.

Visit of a group of Italian sports
enthusiasts to Paris occasioned by
an international football match is

pretext for some neat spoofing of
Paris and “le tourisme” as well as
of its provincial visitors. At night,
both male and femme contingents
take Off. secretly to catch the
Paris-after-dark they’ve heard so
much about. Most of them, notably
Fabrizi, whose one thought has
been Women, are disappointed.
Only the youngest Of the lot finds
happiness and love with a news-
stand girl. The Paris-after-dark
sequence is overlong, repetitive
and though, this allows for visits to
several niteries and their shows,
these are seldom up to expecta-
tions. In disappointing the visiting*

footballers, producers obviously
also delude the pic’s audience.

Fabrizi gives one of his -best re-
strained performances and gets
able backing* from a. large cast.

Franco Interlenghi aind- Helene
Remy shine as the romantic duo,
sensitively directed by ' Luciano
Emmer. Yves Montand socks over
his two songs, one beings “Autumn
Leaves.” Hawk.

ada and the Canadian people, with
footage made in every province on
every level.

The gentle, effective color is
given adequate use in the pagean-
try of Quebec, the dignity and
pathos of the Ottawa, ceremonies,
Toronto’s fast-paced reception of
the pair and the powerful Niagara
shooting. First interiors are the
Winnipeg ballet sequences, with
the ballet and Her Royal Highness
in glittering evening regaUtspleUd-
ing a Hollywood touch.- There’s
the Royal Canadian Mounted Po-
lice show at Regina, the stampede
at Calgary, the Rocky Mountains
and" Indians in British Columbia
as well as the sea shots on the Pa-
cific coast, Edmonton’s oil fields
and Montreal’s $200,000 spread
precede the Washington episode,
where President Truman almost
steals the screen from Their Royal
Highnesses, A Laurentian snow se-
quence has a Christmas card
beauty and a steel mill interior i

Sydney,- N. So gets boff cameraing.
Powerful finale is the storm-swept
debarkation at Newfoundland.

“Journey” uses nine commenta-
tors to advantage, helped by Leslie
McFarlane’s bright scripting. Ku-
dos go. to National Filin Board
workers for making a top film un-
der difficulties; inability to make
retakes anywhere, lack of lighting
facilities and pre-planning except
in one or two instances, necessity
to shoot without script, “tempera-
mental’4 color stock requiring con-
trolled temperatures and no prece-
dent in its use, and dozens of other
drawbacks, 'including less than a
week to produce distribution prints
for filmers. Fpr instance, Lou Ap-
plebaum wrote and recorded the
music iii just under a Week.

“Journey’s” 52 minutes will
probably send It to duallers out-
side of Canada, but it could stand
up as a single anywhere. Gorm.

Incantesimo Tragieo
^Tragic SpeH)
(ITALIAN)

Genoa, Jan. 15.
Lux release of an SFLC, production.

Stars Maria Felix, Rossano Brazzi, Charles
Vanel. Masslno Serato. Directed by Mario
SequL. Screenplay, Luigi Bonelli, Mario
SeqUl;t from_story by Bonelli, Sequin and
Marinuccl; camera, Piero~Port*lupi; edi-
tor, Guido Bertoli; music, Roman Vlad.
At Nuovo Odeon, Genoa. Running time,
45 MINS.
Oliva...... ................. Maria Felix
Pietro....... .Rossano Brazzi
Bastlano .................. .Charles Vaiiel
Berto Massino Serato

Royal •tourney
(COLOR)
(Canadian)

Boff documentary feature of
P r i n c ess Elizabeth-Prince
Philip tour of Canada, and U.S.
Okay b.o;

Ottawa, Jan. 21.;

United Artists (U. .) and Columbia
(Canada) release of Tom- Daly production
for National Filin Board. Feature* Prin-
ces* Elizabeth and Prince Philip. Directed
by- David Bairstom Ballet sequence* di-
rected by Gudrun Parker; camera, Os-
mond U. BorradaUle. Ron Alexander,
Dennis Gillsqn, Bob Humble, Wally Sut-
ton, Grant McLean, Lorne Batchelor; 'edi-

tors, Ron. Dick, Victor. Jobin; technical su-
pervisor,' Gerry .Graham; music,. Lou
Applebaum; commentary written by Les-
lie McFarlane. Previewed at Nelson The-
atre/ Ottawa, Dec. 20, '51,'

' Running time,
52 MINS.

This is no glorified newsreel or
mill-run documentary of the recent
Canadian tour of Princess .Eliza-'

beth and Prince Philip. Oki

.

camera .work, intelligent
.
editing

and the' new Eastman 35m color
stock are Umong the items that haul
it into the good b.o. prospects class.

“Journey” is a natural for Canada
and should catch better than av-
erage bookings in the U. S. and
foreign markets, where distribu
tion deals are pending. Prime fea-
ture is, of course, the Royal
Couple, but it’s more than a log
of their trip; it’s the first and prob
ably best: screen coverage of Can-

Though elegantly equipped pro-
ductionwise* this costume meller
lacks bite and is paced too slowly
for general acceptance. Its cast
names carry weight in some coun-
tries, but reception should prove
mild. It offers little for the U. S.
market.

Story involves a legendary curse
passing to the finder of a rich
treasure, sowing destruction and
death, but finally dying with the
woman, played by Mexican actress
Maria Felix, falls off a horse and
is killed. Probably due to under-
playing (except for conventional
finale), it fails to carry along its
audience and the treasure hocus-
pocus fails to jell. Actors have lit-,

tie to work with. Camerawork by
Piero Portalupi is impressive while
Roman Vlad’s music appears over-
worked. Hawk.

Era Lot • . . Si! Si!
(It Was Him . . . Yes! Yes!) *

(ITALIAN)
Genoa, Jan. 1.

„
Dear Film release of an Amato-D.S, pro-

duction. Stare Walter Chiarl. Isa Barzizza,
Silvana Pampanini, Carlo Campanini.
Written and" directed by Metz and Mar*
chest. Camera,- Vidcenzo Seratrice; music,
Pippo Barzizza. At Nuoyo Odeon, Genoa,
Running time. II MINS.
Walter Milanl. ........... ..Walter Chiarl
Fernando ............... Carlo: Campanini
Grazia ...................... Isa Barzizza
Silvana .SUvana Pampanini
Prof. Frugonl ....... .. .% . . Enrico Vlarisio
Anna :

. .PJyta Dover

Intelligent treatment and the ar-
rival of a new comic star will help
parlay this comedy into high
brackets among Italian grosses.
Presence in cast of two top pinups
will also help. Hi S. chances, how-
ever, will be confined to Italian-
language spots. Story successfully
spoofs psychiatrist pix in telling
about a department store owner
who is subject to frequent night-
mares. In these, he is plagued by a
villain who always subjects him to
ridicule. When the villain’s double,
in the form of a timid clerk, shows
up in the same store, a bungling;
psychiatrist suggests a friendly ap-
proach may result in calmer
dreams.

In giving his/double role a zany
yet human quality, Walter Chiari
emerges as a definite comic per*
sonauty. With an appeal directed
particularly at younger filingpers,
his talent* if properly keyed, can
be built further. Strong support
comes, from other cast members,
and the frankly freudian dream se-
quences give lookers Silvana Pam-
panini and Nyta Dover a chance to
display their physical outfitting?.
Carlo Campanini and Isa Barzizza
are fine as manager and his

daughter. Hawk.
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«the world and sm the Mow*
of fun afloat when these

sea wolves go overboard

for Marie . . . the

starring

GROUCHO MARX • MARIE WILSON
WILLIAM BENDIX

mDON DeFORE 'GENE LOCKHART- Screenplay and Direction by CHESTER ERSKINE

i
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In the running battle between*
films and video for the entertain-

ment audience, Kenneth Law, op-

erator of the Cozy Theatre, Argos,

Ind., is lii a unique position. Law
is also in the TV repair business.

Apparently Law’s loyalty favors

film exhibition, since he is report-

ed using his TV connection *to lure

tele set owners back to his theatre.

According to the bulletin of the

Allied Theatre Owners of Indiana,

Law is preparing a series of mail-

ing pieces and sales letters which

will go to video set owners. Law,
the bulletin notes, had no difficulty

preparing a list of set ow .
since

he used the names of his own TV
clients.

The theatreowners’ bulletin also

points out that Law’s sales pitch

had authority “because he gets

right into all the homes in his area

that have television and has an op-
portunity to talk with the owner
and* learn how ownership has af-

fected his entertainment buying.”

While the Allied bulletin does not

stiggest that all exhibs go into the

TV repair business, it says that it

might be a good idea for other ex-

hibs to buy such mailing lists from
their local TV servicemen.

Reaction of non-theatre-owning

TV repairmen was not recorded.

COMPO Invites Exhibs To

Comment on

Pix for Choice

Palace, Cffl, to Reopen;
Settles With Boothmen

Chicago, Jan; 22.

The Palace* RKO flagship, which
las been shuttered since Dec. 23
due to a hassle with the projec-
ionists’ union, reopens for films

Feb. 6. Union Insisted oh retro-

active pay since Sept. 1, when the
House turned legit for the run of
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.’*

Union claimed RKO broke the con
tract.

Settlement terms were not dis-j.

closed.

a

20th-Fox Shells Out llssel J. j. .

For Unpublished Story QW
Twentieth-Fox this week bought continue from **gt I

an unpublished short story, ”90 „ w
Saddles for Remgtu,” by Edmund liberty, Feb. 27;

G. Love. Gregory, Fitch & Hen- Uptown, Salt Ww City, Feb^2«,

dricks agented, and the Statov Omaha, date un-

“Saddles” concerns a meteorol-' specified,

oglst group ' Stranded in the Gobi m-G got around what originally

Desert during World War II. appeared a major obstacle in Chi-
Theme is given a serio-comic treat- cago via a booking at the Oriental

B’waf Lagif

[si Contbn«4 from p«ii )

ment. 1 where the film, is set to open on
Feb. 14; House will drop its reg-

ular stage show for the long-term
engagement,

Jackson Park decree directs that

pix can’t have clearance between
. . ^ first and second runs; an edict

ca McCall, van Drnten’s New York Wh|Ch m-G had hoped the court
rep, said "it definitely will be T igh- ^ouW reiax with “Vadis.” How-
er.” Thst’s on the basis of the road ever, when Federal Jurist Michael
success, plus the generally higher igoe insisted on holding the corn-
prices available in Hollywood than pany to the decree, M-G closed a
was true when “Bell” opened last deaj with the Oriental; which was
season. not .a defendant in the Jackson

’’Banana" Is likewise unusual, in Park case and not bound by the

that until a week or so ago there decree.

Council of Motion Picture Or-

ganizations has invited exhibs’

comments oh the complaint voiced

by United Paramount Theatres v.p

Edward L. Hyman that distribs

have been holding back on choice

releases until holiday periods. As
guest bylirier in Variety’s

anniversary issue last jam 2, Hy-

man beefed that Thanksgiving,

Christmas, New Year’s, Easter and
Labor Day ’’are primarily singled

out and pointed to -for the best

product,”

Circuit exec declared: “It is

terrible mistake to cut down on the

flow of good product, and bunch
out best releases at/certain peaks
especially now when we face con-

stant and alert competition. If we
cannot keep the motion picture

habit inr,tilled In our patroiis, we
are in a fair way to lose the battle

and we must face the fact that once

the motion picture habit is- inter-

rupted by a series of poor pictures

at any time during the year,' it

takes several weeks to recapture

the lost patronage and, in some
cases, no recapture is effected.-’

COMPO’s invitation to exhibs

for comment was forwarded this

week in a membership report is

sued by the Theatre Owners of

America. TOA notes that COMPO
intends to bring the pros and cons

on Hyman’s observations before the

distribution heads of the major
companies.

Rounding up exhib opinion on
distribution policies represented

COMPO’s first move in the speoific

field of trade practices, in the opin-
ion of observers. All-industry out-

fit, in concerning itself with trade

and public relations, heretofore has
refrained from the specific business

of the distribs’ licensing of their

pi
~

CASPARY YARN FOR UA

AS GOLDSMITH PROD.
I. G. Goldsmith, who turned out

•‘The Scarf” and “Three Husbands”
for United Artists last year, will do

a third film for the same distrib,

the indie producer revealed in New
York this week. Venture, he said,;

will be a screen version of “Moth-
er and Daughter,” a Vera Caspary
(Mrs. Goldsmith) hovel which Lit-

tle, Brown & Co. is publishing next
fall.

Picture will probably go before

the cameras in Hollywood some-
time in July, Goldsmith declared.

Meantime; the producer and his

wife, who arrived! from the Coast

Jari. 14, plan to sail for Europe on
the Constitution next Wednesday
(30). Couple Will debark at Naples.

In a strfy of several months on the

continent, Goldsmith will aid in

putting “The Scarf” and “Hus-
bands” into distribution there.

Films have not as yet been released

In the European market with the
exception of Sweden and Holland.

Set for Beverly Hills

Feb. 14; Pikes Total 25G
Ahrnial Christopher Awards will

be distributed Feb, 14 in Beverly
Hills, it was disclosed ini New York,
Monday (21), by Father Keller,,

founder and director of the organi-
zation. Prizes total $25,000 and
will be split among the film, book,
TV, radio, newspaper and maga-
zine fields. Object of the awards is

to stimulate
.

creative people in

these, categories “to provide the
public with the high quality litera-

ture and entertainment they really
want—and deserve.”

The 1952 prizes will be divided
as follows: $10,000 to the producer,
director and writer .of an “Impor-
tant and successful” film; $5,000
to the producer, director and
writer of an “outstanding’r tele-

vision 'production; $3,000 to the
prodtjeeiV-: director , and writer
of 'a ‘filghly acclaimed” radio
presentation; $2,000 to the writ-
er of * newspaper’ story of
“unusual*merit” ; and $2,000 to the
author of a magazine article that
reflected a “high sens?, of values.”

Christophers, in addition, are
•spreading their concepts by 16m
filiftsi* Group screened a half-hour
documentary in New York this
week outlining how a TV producer
could do a better job. from a moral
standpoint. Short is titled “Tele-
vision Is, What You Make It.'**

While a distributor has not been
set for the film as yet, Father
Keller declared that it will be re-
leased both theatrically aiid on TV.

was no film interest at all. That’s

because its best skits are old burley
routines and most studios have
been afraid of law-suits, since the
skits’

,
origins are vague and no

clear title to' them can be obtained.
Likewise, music and lyrics hgye I the
attracted no great Sttentioh, so it I her
was figured there was little to buy.

That’s been changed by the re-

vived interest in big-money prop-
erties.

Golsr TV Pitch
Continued from Hie 4 ;

Lawrence, Mass., Exhib

.

Sues for $23,000,000
Boston, Jan. 22;

All the majors except 20th-Fox
have been named defendants in a
$23,000,000 antitrust suit filed in
Federal Court here by Jean Cam-
popiano, owner of the. Capitol The
atre in Lawrence, Mass. Campo-
piano charges that he has been de-
nied first-run product for 15 years
by the defendants.
Named in the suit were RKO,

LoeW’s, Universal, Columbia, Para-
mount, United Artists and War-
ners. Also named were Warner
Bros. Theatres of. Boston, Warner
Bros. Circuit Management Cqrp. of
Boston and Lawrence, and the
Massachusetts Amus. Corp., opera-
tor of four Warner houses In
Lawrence.
Campopiano, a lawyer as well as

an exhib, is acting as his own coun-
sel.

industry meeting In Octo-
with Defense Administrator

Charles E„Wilson that it could pro-
ceed with production of the Law-
rente chromatic tri-color tube.
However, the NPA order, issued in

November, barred use of’the tube
in color receivers.

NPA Indicated the same; manu-
facturers who were here at the
Wilson meeting will be called

again. The agency said nothing

testimony, declared it was wholly I
*hout Including 20th-Fox, Which

DuMont’s seeming Inability to con- 1
desires to produce equipment for

Par-DiMont
Continued fria pact 4

summate the. deal that caused it to
fall through. Frankly speculating,
Raiboum said he thought the rea-

son might well have been the un

the Swiss Eidophor theatre TV
system.

The picture industry request had
not yet been received when the

willingness of Kuhn, Loeb & Co., conference was decided upon. Pic

which had floated a stock issue for
DuMont, to see Par get out.

The Wall St. house had a two-
fold Interest in seeing Par stay,

Raibourn speculated. One was
that its interest in DuMont added
prestige to the latter’s Securities.

ture industry request to Fowler,
submitted by attorneys for the or
gahizations involved, called for an
official interpretation.- of Order
M-90 at It applies to theatre TV.

“Great progress,” the Industry
stated, “has been made recently

Second was that via Raibourn as in the development and simplifica-

treasurer of DuMont and Par’s jion of the necessary large-screen

three members on the board, a projection equipment. It is of real

strong, balance wheel was provided importance that the scientific ad-

to keep DuMont’s operations stable, vance in theatre projection equip-

As Raibourn described the 1950 “•“MS* c
.
olor television not be

negotiations DuMont offered to bnpeded, A question has arisen

buy. Par’s holdings for $12,000,000.
h°wever, aa to whether Order M-

Par accepted. When DuMont was
apparently unable to swinfc It, the
deal was renegotiated at $6I000,000
and notes. Agaln.DuMont was un-
able to close,

New negotiations followed and

90 limits or prohibits the develop-
ment and manufacture of this

equipment”
Die attorneys said they have

been advised that “little, if any,

critical material. Will be required

a price of $3,000,000 and notes was for color projection over and above

agreed upon. When that failed of th$t now pemmeA for black and

consummation, Raibourn said Par W^to theatre TV. We are also in-

made a final offer. It volunteered formed that the production of- a

to give up all of its 360,000 shares color TV proJectOr—to serve thou-

of DuMont “B” stock for a block of people—will require no

of “A” shares which it would dis- more critical materials than one or

tribute among its stockholders.
That deal likewise fell through,
Raiboum said.

Par already holds 43,200 shares

two home receivers.
“In view of the limited number

of color theatre TV installations

which will be made at an early

of DuMont “A.” The two classes the insignificant amounts

of common have identical rights
and .preferences except that hold-
ers of “A” are entitled to elect five
members,of the DuMont board and
the president and

.
vicepresident,

while ’-B” holders are entitled to
three board members and the
secretary, treasurer and assistant
treasurer. No action can be taken
by the stockholders without ap-
proval of a majority of both
classes of shares.

SNllivan-Kefauver
Continued from page 3

Ocratic politics sifice 1932. He
served as second assistant postmas-
ter-general by appointment of

President Truman from October,
1945, to February, 1947, and is well
acquainted with most of the key
figures in Democratic politics..

What SulliVan would do about
the TOA post' if the report on the
Kefauver job proves correct is un-
certain. Presumably, Jhe would be
forced either to take a leave of ab-
sence or resign.

Kefahver’s decision to seek the
Democratic nomination was dis-

closed on a Mutual radio show
Sunday, “Washington Whirl,” by
the Senator’s wife. She said she
and her husband had talked things
over and she “had a feeling” he
would seek the nomination. The
Senator said he would make his
position known officially about
Feb. 1.

of additional c r i t i c a 1 materials
which would be needed for these
significant installations, there would
appear* to bo no sound' reason to
limit the development oL this new
industry,”

Letter was signed by James L.
Fly. and* Vincent Welch, for MPAA,
and Marcus -Cohn, for TOA and
NETTC.

*

Global Policy Meet

March 23-29 Slated

For ‘Vadis’ in Rome
First world-wide Conference to

map policy for,a single picture has
been set for-Metro’s “Quo Vadis.’’
Arthur M. Loew, president of
Loew’s International* has skedded
the conclave for March 23-29 in
Rome with a homeoffice delegation
and M-G reps in every foreign ter-

ritory to attend. Total of 82 N. Y.
execs and ad-pub and sales man-
agers of 37 countries will sit In.

AllRetails on promoting and gen-
eral handling of .the epic in each
area will he determined at the ses-

sion, over which Loew will preside.

Discussions of sales policy will be
led by Morton A, Spring, 1st v.p.,

and Samuel N. Burger, Internation-

al sales manager.

Talks on various selling ap-

proaches will be given by Sam
Eckinan, Jr,* managing director of

M-G in Qreat Britain; N. Bernard
Freeman, manager©! Australia and
New Zealand; Charles Goldsmith,
coordinator of the British Empire
countries; Dave Lewis, regional di-

rector for Europe; Sdymour Mayer,
regional director for the Far and
Middle East, and Maurice Silver-

stein, regional director for Latin
America.

Promotion plans will be outlined
by Dave Blum, ad-pub director of
the foreign department; Arthur
Pincus, assistant director, and Mor-
ris Frantz, ad head.

In effect, the seven-day confer
ence is designed to lay the ground*
Work for what M-G hopes Will be
the biggest sales push for a single
film on the books. Company clearly
is aiming to outgross “Gone With
the Wind” via the intensified cam-
paign. Only hooking date for
“Vadis” set in the foreign terri-

tory is in London, where the pie
opens later this month.

Plan, in general. Is to offer
“Vadis” only at scSled-up admisr
sion prices in every territory. Pro-
duction will be dubbed in Italy.

France, Germany and Spain, and
titles will be superimposed for
some other areas.

‘Vadis’ Censoring for Britain
Objections made by the British

film industry’s pic censor against
“Quo Vadis” were anticipated, ac*
cording to a Metro spokesman, and
these offending parts will be climb
nated before the film opens id
England.
One complaint was described by

the spokesman as “the usual
British objection to the personifl*
cation of Christ ” and he noted
that this scene would be cut. An*
other contemplated cut will be th#
elimination of the. crunching
sound in the scene where Buddy
Baer breaks the neck of a bull.

A Reuters report from London
said the film would be banned to
all children unless certain cuts
were made. Story said that the
film Censor had granted the film
ah “X” certifcate — usually re-
served for horror films.

Rio Blackout
Continued from Race I

more a matter of .principle than
practice, since it is doubtful, if

there is enough native product to
fulfill the quota.

All of the moves are part of the
extreme nationalism of the Vargas
r'egime. Newsreel embargo has re-
sulted from a demand that com-
panies; which send in the reels buy
Brazilian-made newsreels or docu-
mentaries for distribution in the
U. S. to the extent of 10% of the
imported footage.

State Dept, has; ordered the Em-
bassy to make a complaint on the
matter, but so far it has been done
on an unofficial basis. Industry
and the Department both feel that
the decree is an abridgement of
freedom of speech.
Another decree limiting to 8%

the size, of dividends which U. S.-
owned' companies in Brazil may
send out of the country will not
affect films, it is believed. None
of the American distribs is remit-

1 ting dividends larger than 8%.

African ‘laliko’
Continued from page S

tific value;” but contends its’s un-
suitable as entertainment in mo-
tion picture1 theatres.
Museum officials revealed that

they have received- approval from
the Motion Picture A^n. of Amer-
ica . for the documentary to be
screened in art houses hut the okay
does not extend to general re-

lease. Whether the picture will be
shown in different states, it was
pointed out,, depends Upon what ac-

tion individual censor boards take,
As yet the film has not been sub-

mitted to the N*v,Y. State censor
panel. /But, according to Lesser,
it has already been passed by offi-

cial reviewing groups in Memphis

CPonlagon Mool
Continued from page 3 j

plus heads of each of the women’s
services. *Mrs. John Hay Whitney,
member of the Advisory Commit-
tee for Women in Armed Services,
will also attend

Large Pic Contingent
Film Industry contingent will in-

clude Eric Jonhston, prez of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America;
Ned Depinet, prexy of RKO Pic-
tures; Jay Bonafield, of RKO-
Pathe; Arthur L. Mayer, executive
veepee of -the Council of Motion
Picture Organizations; Robert
Coyne, speciabjcounsel to the The-
atre Owners of America; Spyrds
Skouras, 20th-Fox prexy; Ed Ru-
goff, N. Y. circuit exec; Charles
Simonelli, Universal eastern ad-
pub topper.

Also Abram F. Myers, v.p. and
general counsel of Allied States
Assn, of Motion Picture* Exhibitors;
J. Robert Rubin, v.p. of Loew’s,
Inc.* Mary McCall, Jr., prez of the
Screen Writers Guild, who’s rep-
ping the Motion Picture Industry

. „ ... ,, , .Council; Walter Ament, of RKO*
and Kansas, Entry reportedly has

! Patihe . Da]las HalveBtad. motion
had no ^problems following its i picture coordinator for the White
preem last week at the Paramount [.House; author-dramatist Robert E.
Theatre, Hollywood.

.

I

Sherwood, Julian BrylawSki, head.
In appraising the picture m 0f TOA in Washington; Russell

Variety, reviewer Drop said: Holman, eastern studio rep tor
“Disconcerting at first, but soon paramount Pictures, and James

accepted, is the stark nakedness of 1 Mitlvey, prez of Samuel Goldwyn
the muscularly-physiqued males.* productions and head of the Socl-
Femmes are only slightly less ety of Independent Motion Picture
naked in their waist aprons.”. ' Producers,
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be known now as Dubin & Feld*NEW YORK
Walter Reade, head of the Reade

circuit, building a colony of 17
ranch-type homes at Wanamassa,
liear Asbury Park, N. J.

Stanley Theatre, small-seater off

Times Square, to be razed and re-

placed with an Automat restaurant.
Property was acquired by Horn &
HardartCo, last week from How-
ard E. Haines.

. Arthur Davis Associates set its

Swedish import, “Girls in Every
Port," for national release Feb; 10.

S. Robert Finkel, formerly N.Y.
branch manager for Eagle Eton, re-

placed John McKenna, recently, re-

signed, as eastern district sales

manager of Souvaine Selective

Pictures. Will work out of N. Y.

and supervise New England, N. Y;

and N. J. territories.

Albert Dezel inked a deal with
Allied Films Corp. to distribute

15 J. Arthur Rank pictures from
his Detroit and Chicago exchanges.

Execs and staffers Of Samuel
Goldwyn office tossed luncheon
Thursday (17) at Toots Shor’s for

Mrs. Yvonne Wall Siggelkoe. She
bowed out as secretary to Gold-
wyn prexy James A. Mulvey to

take up domestic life. Mulvey’.s

new amanuensis is Virginia Frey,
former N. Y. Daily News film.de-
palament staffer.

Stanley Co. of America, Warner
subsidiary, sold its Eureka Theatre,
Hackensack, N. J., to Ercole Tairt-

burelli. Purchaser will raze the
long-shuttered 80Qrseat house and
rep’ace it with stores and an office

building. House was built 35 years

hgo. v
. ,

Harold J. Klein named booker
and buyer, for theatres operated, by
George Schwartz and Jean Gold-
wurm. Theatres include Little

Carnegie, World and Bryant, N. Y.;

World. Chicago, and World, Phila-

delphia.

PITTSBURGH
Souvaine Selective Pictures

opened local office, Distrib now
has eight nationwide- branches.
. A1 Skigen^ who started with
Warners here as an usher 16 years
ago, resigned as manager of the
Kenyon to go into furniture biz.

Carl Czolba, from the 1 Melrose,
moves

man, Inc,

James Hendel, one-time
,
head of

Eagle Lion here and later West
Coast division manager for ELC,
returned here to represent Sou-
vaine Pictures. ' Will head up a
district embracing this city, Philar

delphia a n d Washington. For
the past year, Hendel had been
assistant to president of Sterling
Theatres in Seattle,

Massachusetts to the Smith Man-
agement Corp., which operates a
Chain of indoorand outdoor houses
in the Bay State, announced by
Ralph Morris. Morris has man-
aged the Colonial and Gardens in

Laconia for the past 18 years.

IHodeT Best Buff. Bet

$15,000; ‘Victory’ 11G

KANSAS CITY
(Continued.from page 8)

Off to 86,500. Last week, hangup

DETROIT

Buffalo, Jan. 22.

“Model and Marriag* Broker*’

shapes as standout here this stanza

with strong week at the Para-
mount. "Bright Victory’* at Lafay-
ette and “Anothejr Main’s Poison"
at Century look next best, former
being good. "Poison” is okay in

8 days.

_ Estimates for This Week
Gov. G. Menhen Williams, hi$ Buffalo (Loews) (3,500; 40-70)—

wife and mother were guests at an «quo Vadis" (M-G) (5th wk).
invitational screening in Windsor, Opened today (Tues.). Last week/
Ont, of "Royal Journey" (UA), fea- smash $21,000.
ture film about the visit of Princess
Elizabeth and the Duke of Edin-
burgh to Canada and Washington.

Allied Theatres of Michigan di-

rectors adopted a resolution at last

session directing immediate steps
be taken to compile and distribute

a new booking pamphlet
For second consecutive year,

Detroit Free Press,* in cooperation!

with Detroit exhibs, is sponsoring
a "New Faces* of 1851" contest to
pick a favorite new film star. Be-
sides choosing best yearling player,
contestants must also write an es-

say on "What Motion Picture
,
En-

tertainment Means to Me." Best
entries will be awarded $500 in

prizes.

MINNEAPOLIS
Howard PeaM, UA exploiteer, in

from N. Y. to beat drums for "An-
other Man’s Poison" at Radio City*

Joe Loeffler, Republic branch
manager, -. attending Chicago sales

meet.
Universal to shoot St,., Paul

Winter Carnival highlights,'. Jan.

26*Feb. 3, for documentary film

short, with Arthur Cohen, studio

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)—
’Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) and “Interrupted Journey’*
(Indie). Strong

;
$15,000, Last

week, “See You in Dreams" (WB)
and "Tales of Robin Hood" (Lip)

(lid wk), $10,000.
Center (Par) (2,100;

"Room For One More” (WB).
Opens today (Tues.). Last week*
"Decision Before Dawn" (20th) (2d
wk), $7,500.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)

—

"Bright Victory” <U) and "St.

Benny the Dip" (UA). Good $11,-
000. ..Last week, "Flame of Araby"
(U) - and "Finders Keepers" (U)
(2d wk), same.
'Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40-

70) —s "Another Man’s Poison"
(UA) and "Hotel Sahara" (UA).
Okay $13,000 in 8 days. Last week,

|

"Dangerous Ground" (RKO) and
"Yellow Fin" (Mono), $10,000.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,800:

50-69)
—"Favorite Spy” (Par) (2d

wk-4 days); Pleasing $14,000 in 11

days. "Tanks Are Coming" (WB)
in next..

Regent, Ashland, Midway (Com-
monwealth) (600, 1,200, 750; 30, 50,

65) plus Southtown (Terhune) (1,-

050; 50)—New combo designed to
handle world preem of "Steel.

Fist" (Mono) which opened Sunday
(20). In four-day run, looks $5,000
satisfactory. Regent is downtown
grind, others are subsequent run
houses; .

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, *Gra-
rtada (Fox Midwest) (2,100, 2,043,

700, 1,217; 50-75)—"Fixed Bayo-
nets" (20th) and “Elephant Stam-
pede" (Mono). Medium $15*000 in 8
days. Last week, “Cimarron Kid*

,
(U), in midwest' preem rang up

40-70)-—. $15,000 for 7-day week, good.
Vogue (Golden) <550; 75-85)—

"Lavender, Hill Mob" (U) (10th
wk). Still big at $1,500. Likely
will go another week. Last week,
$1,600.

Satchmo Lifts ‘Face’ To

SAN FRANCISCO
(Continued from page 9)

slOn . Before Dawn" (20th) a nd
"Calling Bulldog Drummond"
(M-G) $20,000.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2.656; 60-85)

Wy
y Seattle, Jan. 32.

Leading off field currently is

Armstrong and his combo heading
stageshow at Palomar with "Magic
Face.” Socko session looms. Top
straight-filmer is “Tales of Hoff-
mann;" smash at Music Box.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65*

90)—"Distant DrumV* (WB) and
‘Finders Keepers’* (U) (m.o.). Fine

director of short subjects, in from —"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (9th wk)/ Big

^

Hollywood to takecharge. $17,000 or close. Last week, $18,-
ThW havn heen surorisinclv son (IndTel and ’ Cage of Gold (Indie), $1.50)—'

DREAMS’ GREAT 19G,

ST. UN* TOBOIF 15G
St. Louis, Jan. 22.

Snowstorm that blanketed town
in a few hours yesterday (Mon.),
followed by rain, is cutting into
week’s total since mainstem houses

'

did nicely over the weekend. "An-
other Man’s Poison” looks best of
new pix with nice "week at Loew’s.
’’See You in My Dreams” wound
up a smash session at the Fox, giv-
ing that vast house one of its great-
est weeks in some time.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) <3>000; 60-

75)—-“See You in Dreams” (WB)
(m.o.) and "Weekend With Father"
(U). Opened today (Tues.). Last
week,- "Favorite Spy” (Par) and
Distant Drums" (WB), $9,000.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 6045)—"De-
cision Before Dawn” (20th) and.
“Girl on Bridge" (20th). Opened
today (Tues;). Last week, "See You

,

in Dreams" (WB) and "Big Gusher"
(Col), smash $19,000..

Loew’s (Loew’s) (3,172; 50-75)

—

"Another Mari’s. Poison" (UA) and
Corky, Gasoline Alley" (Qol). Fine

$15,000. Last week, "Callaway
Went Thataway" (Col), $13,000.

Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)—
Room For One More" (WB) and
Steel Fist" (Mono), Opened to-
day (Tues,). Last week, "Weekend
With Father" (U) and "Flight to
Mars” (Mono), okay $10,000.

Pageant (St. L. Amuse.) (1,000;
75-90)—"Last Holiday" (Mono).
Fast $9,000. Last week,

'

"Kind
Hearts, Coronets" (UA), $8,000.

St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 75-90)—
“Never Forget You" (20th) and
“Dance Magic" (WB). Good $12,000.
Last week, "Detective Story" (Rep)
and "Magic Face" (Col) (3d wk).

There have been surprisingly

few theatre shutterings jand few
showhouses are being offered for

sale in this territory, despite hi*

troubles .blamed on economic con-
ditions and brutal weathei, accord-
ing to S. D, Kane, North Central
Allied exec counsel. With the only

two TV stations located -in the
Twin Cities, great bulk of territory.

500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

'See You In Dreams" (WB) and
“Stormbound" (Rip). Big $20,000.
Last week, "Secret Flight" (Indie)

plus Patti Page heading vaude for
4 days, $15,000.

St. Francis (Pair) (1,400; 60-85)— I

‘Too Young To Kiss" (M-G). Nice
$11,500 or near. Last week “Lady

to the Kenyon; Ray Laux is unaffected by television competi- Possessed" (Rep), $12,006

from the Whitehall to the Melrose,
and Alma Lype, Laux’s assistant

at the Whitehall, moves up to his

old berth.
Fred Herrington renamed secre-

tary of Allied MPTO of western
Pennsylvania for his 41st year.

Although the organization is only

31 years old, Herrington served it

for 10 years when incorporated Un-
der ano]ther v name previously.

Attorney Alexander Notopoulos,
son of the Altoona exhib, A. N.
Notopoulos, elected! to board of the
Altoona Chamber of Commerce.

H. E. Frank Biordi, of the Ma-
jestic in Ellwood City, who had
served on city council there for 16
years, was finally defeated for re-

election. Court recount showed
he, lost bv only two votes.

Glen Floyd, partner in exhibi
tion for years with the late Joseph
F. Huzar, who died several months
ago, is now sole owner of the Rex
and Strand, Follansbee, W. Va.
Ownership of the Roxy in Monaca,
Pa., however, which both of

.
them

operated, has not been determined
Joseph F. Feldman, assistant tolington. Orsinger

M. A. Silver, zone manager for
|
law offices here,

Warners here, and with the WB
circuit for 25 years, resigned last

v eek to become a partner in the
advertising business of Julius
Dubin. Latter left the morning
Post-Gazette, wRere he was head of
promotion, eight years ago, to go
Into the

,
agency field. Firm will

tion. Kane feels the main reason
for exhibition’s survival in Min-
nesota, Dakotas and Western
Wisconsin, is because exhibitors
apparently are more aggressive
and tougher than in ‘most section

of nation.
Paramount still undecided about

havlnginvitatipn prevue of “Great-
est Show on Earth,", but

,

Betty
Hutton, one of its stars, will be
here Jan, 29 to tell, newspaper
interviewers about jt.

WASHINGTON
D. C. Board of Commlssiohers re-

jected request by exhibitors that

ban on one-man-operated booths be
lifted. District of Columbia fire reg-
ulations call for two projectionists,

but exhibs contended the new safety
film and other safety innovations
make second operator no longer
necessary.

Victor J. Orsinger has resigned
as general manager of the Play-
house and DuPont Theatres, Jhe
two Ilya Lopert houses in Wash-

has opened
specializing

in show biz. Succeeding to general
managership of the D. C. houses
is Gerald Wagner, Orsinger’s as-
sistant. Kenneth J. McGuire be<

comes manager of the Playhouse
and Jean Imhoff continues as man-
ager of the DuPont.
Library of Congress has. just

published “Motion Pictures—1912-
1939," a full listing and descrip-
tive material on the more than
50,000 films registered in the Copy-
right Office during that period.
Volume comprises 1,256 pages.
Work is under way on a companion
volume covering the period 1940-

1949.

Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 55-
85)—‘/Man In Saddle" (Col) and
Mr. Peek-A-Boo" (UA). Strong
$14,000. Last week, “Weekend
With Father" (U) arid "Street Ban-
dits" (Rep), $11,000.
United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207;

55-85)—“Another Man’s Poison”
(UA) (2d. wk). Fair $7,500. Last
Week, $12,000.

Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—
"Browning Version" (Indie) (2d
Wk). Held at $3,600. Last week,
good $4,100.

Clay (Rosener) (400; 84-$1.20)

—

"Tales Of Hoffmann" (Indie) (m.o.)
(3d wk). Held at big $3,700. Last
week, $3,800.
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)—

“Streetcar" (WB) (m.o.). Fast $4>
000. Last week, "The Mill" (Indie)
and "River Po" (Indie) (2d wk),
$2,400.
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (375; $1-

$1.20)—"La Ronde" (Indie) (9th
wk). Held at $2,800. Last week,
fine $3,000.

BOSTON
Theodore Fleisher elected head

of Interstate Theatres Corp., suc-
ceeding the late ,E, Harold Stone-
man. James A. Stoneman named
veepee arid Malcolm Green, sec-
retary. '

.

Jerry McGowan, a Metro book-
er, transferred; to sales department
of company’s Buffalo exchange.
Phil Fineberg, another Metro
booker, resigned to enter another
business on the Coast.
Independent Exhibitors* prez

Norman Glassman, appointed nom-
inating committee to pick slate for
1952 officers. Annual meeting and
election is skedded for Feb. 12.

Sale of Giles Amus. Corp. thea .

tres lit .Laconia,.. N.„ H.^ and. aisoj .$4«00Q*«

DENVER
(Continued from page 9)

sessed" (UA), day-date with Es-.

uire. Big $21,000. Holds over,
,ast week, "Decision Before Dawn"

(20th) and "Girl on Bridge" (20th),
$18,000.

Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-80)—“Ten
Tall Men’’ (Col) and "Obsessed"
(UA), also Denver. Big $5,000
Stays over. Last week, "Decision
Before Dawn” (20th) and "Girl on
Bridge” (20th), $4,000.
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 40-80)^

—

"American in Paris" (M-G) (4th
Wk). Down to $6,000. Last week,
poor $7,500.
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 40-80)

—

"Honeychile" (Rep) and "Gold
Raiders’’ (UA), Modest $9,000. Last
week, “Man in Saddle" (Col) and
"In Navy" (U), fine $11,000.

Rialto (Fox) (878; 40-80)—"Bride
of Gorilla” (Indie) and "Boss of
Boomtown" (Indie. Fine $4,000.
Last week, on m.o.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-80)—"For

Men Only" (Lip) and "Man Bait"
(Lip), also Aladdin, Webber. Good
$7,000. Last week, "Wild Blue
Yonder" (Rep) and "Stars; and
Guitars" (Rep), $8,500*
Vogue (Pike) (600; $1.20-$1.80)—

“River” (UA). Big $4,000. Holds.
Last week, record $7,000.
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-80)—"For

Men Only" (Lip) and "Man Bait"
(Lip), also Aladdin, Tabor. Good
D3.500; Last week, "Wild Blue Yon-
der" (Rep) and “Stars arid Guitars

$3,300.

Uollseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-
90)—“Indian Uprising" (Col) and
Son Dr. Jefcyll’MCol). Big $12,000

ornear. • Last week; ."Japanese War
Bride" \(20th) and -“Jungle Man-
hunt’.’ (Mono),‘!$12,500 in 9 days;

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
65-90)—“Lady Says No" (UA) and
"Journey into ,Lightv (20th). Fine
*9,000. Last Week, "Decision Be-
;ore Dawn" (20th) and "Harlem
Globetrotters" (Cdl) <2d wk), oke
$6,500 in 8 days.

'Musle Box (Hamrick) (850; $1-
$1.25)—"Tales of Hoffmann” (In
die). Smash ;$11,000. Last week,
"Bright Victory" (U) $2,900.
Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282; 65

90)—“Westward Women" (M-G)
and "Unknown Man" (M-G) (3d
wk). Off to $6,000 ill 6 days. Last
week, swell $8,800.

Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,599; 65
90)—"Another Man’s . Poison" (UA

)

and "Mr. Peek-a-Boo” (UA). Big
$11,000. Last' week, "Distant
Drums”. (WB) and "Finders Keep-
ers"

“ - - *

600.
Palomar (Sterling) (i;350; 50-$l)—"Magic Face" (2d run) (Col) with

Louis Armstrong and "All Star"
stageshow. Armstrong the real
draw, landing socko $13,000. Last
week, "Love Nest" (20th) and "Ft.
Defiance" (UA) (2d runs), $2,700
at 70c top.

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;
65-90)—"Fixed Bayonets" (20th).
and "Girl on Bridge" (20th) (2d
wk-4 days).. Down to $4,200. Last

Orpheum (Loew’s) (2,000; 90-
‘Quo Vadis" (M-G) (10th

wk). Setting new local record for
longrun, with big $8,000 currently
after $9,500 last week.

Pittsburgh, Jan. 22..

Town is loaded with holdovers
this week. "Man in Saddle" shapes
good at Harris blit "Here. Come
Nelsons" is on disappointing side
at Fulton. Top holdover is. "See
You. in Dreams" still good at the*
Stanley.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) <1,700; 50-85) —

"Here Come Nelsons" (U), World
preem but got off slowly; hence,
fair $5,000 looks all. Last week,
Bright Victory” (U), $7,000 in 9

days.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85) —

"Man in Saddle” (Col). Good
$8,000. "Never Forget You" (20th),

,Itt /OJ , „ J .
.yanked after 5 days at less than

(U) (3d wk-3
w
days), nice $4,-

1
$5,000.
Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85) —
Westward Women" (M-G) (2d wk).

Stays only 4 days to get thin $6,000
after $14,500 opener.

Stanley (WB) <3,800; 50-85) —
"See You in Dreams" (WB) (2d wk).
Holding at $9,000 after solid $15,-
000 last week.
Warner OyB) (2,000; 50-85) .

—

“Another Mdh’s Poison” (UA) (2d
wk-4 days). Off to $4,000 after fine
$9,000 last week. -

week. mild $9,300.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

—"Flame of Araby". (U) and "Pal
of Golden West" (Indie). Modest
$8,000 or near. Last week; "Week-
end With Father" (U) and “Never
Can Tell" (U), $6,500.

(U),

You* Host*.

Tfit Fimllf /mb
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WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8)

week, "Strange Door"
$10 ,000.

Metropolitan (Warner). (1,200; 44-
74)—"Distant Drums" <WB) (2d
run). Brisk $9,000 for 9 days iii

third mid-town week. Last week:
"Big Night" (UA), slim $4,500 for
8 days,

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 90-$1.50)
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Very
.bright $22,0007 Last week, fine
$30,000, but not up to hopes. Holds.

Playhouse (Lopert) (485;
—"The Medium" (Indie). Sluggish
$3,500; Stays over. Last week,
“Caesar and Cleopatra" (UA) (reis-

sue) (2d wk), okay $2,500.
Warner (WB) (2,174; 44-80)—

“See You In Dreams” (WB) (2d.

wk). Very steady $12,000 after sock
$17,000 last week.

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-$l)-—
“Place in Sun"

;
(Par) (15th wk).

Holding near $4,500 after nice $5,-

. JDDD-ldsLweek.. —
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IN LONDON'S WEST-END ENTERTAINMENT WORLD
It's the First Time That Impresario VAL PARNELL
Has Transferred a Complete Musical, "PEEP

SHOW," From the LONDON PALLADIUM to His

Other Ace House—THE PRINCE OF WALES THEA-
TRE—in Which THEYARE STARRED.

It Is Also Unprecedented for Nitery Chief BOB
BARNETT, to Book an Attraction for His Top Lon-

don Nite Spot—THE EMBASSY CLUB—At Same
Time Permitting It to Double at a West-End

Theatre.

Our Sincere Thanks to VAL PARNELL

to

The British Press Raved About

THE THREE WERE BROTHERS

In Val Parnell’s “PEEP SHOW”
•i

• Graced with the recurring appearance of the WIERE
BROTHERS (who were In the Royal Command Show), One
of the slickest, funniest and technically brilliant acts to be seen
on the Palladium stage for years."

(Sews chronicle)

"A BRILLIANT TRIO . . . B,it of all arc tho WIERE BROTHERS,
a brilliant trio who last appeared in London before the War.
Their return is overdue, for nothing quite like their witty act-*-*

fiddling, dancing, general inconsequence and playing the fool

In the most beguiling"fashion^--has been seen here since. It is

one of the most delightful turns ever presented at the Palla-

dium."
(DAILY TELEGRAPH)

"The show belonged to three bouncy little Continental-born

coinics called the WIERE BROTHERS."
(DAILY GRAPHIC)

"The Palladiuih's best for many months, thanks largely to tho

pop and variety of the THREE WIERE BROTHERS . . . Their

crdiy mime and music aptly combines a Transatlantic frenzy

with a Continental finesse. Thoir act could bo callod practi-

cally anything, since there seems to be nothing they cannot do.

They sing, dance, tumble and juggle with violins as smoothly
as thoy play thorn. Thoy shine out from a spectacular show
that blasts with vitality ..."

(DAILY MAIL)

"Leading tho show art thoso throe triumphant Royal Variety

Show performers, the WIERE BROTHERS .

,

(EVENING NEWS)

"A COMEDY, SONG AND DANCE ACT THAT REALLY MAKES
YOU ROLL UP IN YOUR. SEAT . . , They've come back from
America fa uncork a belly-laugh In every plush seat in "Peep
Show" at the London Palladium • . If they aren't funny,

Charlie Chaplin's a tragedian and Grock a sombre per-

former ..."
(PICTURE POST) 1

Europoan E*prt.:^~

LEW & LESLIE GRADE
23S Regent Street

London, VV; 1*

Currently Enjoying Ourse/ves and Also Starring In VAL PARNELL'S

“PEEP SHOW"
AT THE PRINCE OF WALES THEATRE, LONDON, W.

9

Arntrlean Repr,.:—

MCA
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Hollywood, Jan. 22.
American Federation of Musi*

dans has been challenged on its

9% recording trust fund formula
for pix going into television, with
James and George Nasser, now in
the process of trying to get four of
their pix back from United Artists
for TV, declaring they will take the
issue to the U. S. Supreme Court,
if necessary.

Nasser brothers contend the
AFM formula is not legal, that they
won’t pay it unless a court says
they must. Result of their position
can have wide repercussions
throughout the industry, for it’s the
first time anyone has challenged
AFM's TV format, and a court Ver-
dict against the union could Create
an avalanche of pix to video.

Stand by the Nassers came fol-

lowing, intervention by the AFM in

the upcoming Nassers-UA hearing
with a petition alleging that under
original agreement inked between
Nassers and union in 1948, show-
ing Of pix on TV would be

:
a vio-

lation unless they signed 5%. pact
with union.
George T. Goggin, attorney for

the Nassers, immediately advised
Leonard Horwin, attorney for the
AFM, that "we are resisting the
petition on' the' grounds that it is

premature, and has no particular
significance insofar as our rights
to acquire title of the pictures from
UA in concerned. In the event, the
pictures are released for television
any union right will be determined
but in any event they (the union)
are relegated to an- inferior posi-

tion. They have no valid legal lien
of any kind or character

,

against
the pictures or proceedings derived
therefrom in exhibition on TV. If

they can prove. a claim—which we
doubt-^it would Still be nothing
more or less than a general un-
secured claim.

"Unless the court otherwise di-

rects we will not sign any agree-
ment with the union for rescOring
the pictures for television. Why
should we pay them for nothing?
No one has wanted to challenge
them so far, but we do. We’ll take
it into court to challenge the legal-
ity of such an agreement," he de-
clared.

Horwin, in his intervening peti-

tion for AFM; stated attention is

called to the fact that exploitation
of the motion pictures Oft television

is fn violation of the agreement
with the union and an infringe-
ment of the copyright of the AFM
and its members, unless such ex-
ploitation is preceded by an agree-
ment between the union and the
Nassers."
The Nassers have filed a show

cause petition with referee in bank-
ruptcy Benno B. Brink to force
UA release of their pix, stating the
theatrical of 'the pix has
reached the point where there- is

virtually no revenue, and they de-
mand release of the pix so that
they can channel them into TV. UA
is resisting, contending televising
of the pix would harm theatrical
showings.
A hearing originally skedded for

yesterday has been delayed to Jan.
25 at the request of Lloyd Wright,
attorney for UA, who asked the
continuance on grounds UA top-
pers would be here at that date.
Goggin acquiesced to his request,
and the hearing—also, a test case

—

will be held next week.

DTP 'Movie Quick Quiz’

Adds 6 More Stations
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Walter Schwimmer Production’s
“Movie Quick Quiz," being: dis-
tributed by United Television Pro-
grams, is catching on fast with six

more stations buying the series last

.week. "Quiz" is a ..televersion of
VTello-Test," Sqhwimmer’s long-
time radio quiz package bellringer,
currently aired on some 250 sta-

tions.

Besides WGN-TV, Chicago, and
KSTP-TV# ' Minneapolis, which
bought in earlier, KHj-TV, Los An-
geles; WOW-TV, Omaha; WFIL-TV;
Philadelphia; WXYZ-TV, Detroit;
WMAL-TV, Washington, and
WAAM-TV, Baltimore, have signed
lor the tele show.
The 15-minute cross-the-board

strip is being sold for a; minimum
26-week cycle. 'Quiz segments use
60-second films supplied by the
packager who also suggests for-

mats.
i o •).{ .*) f. y

Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Barney Gerard, producer of the
"Bringing Up Father" series at
Monogram, : severed connections
with that studio and is organizing
a company to produce both theatri-

cal and television films,

Gerard joined Monogram in 1946
and made five "Father" films until

his male star, Joe Yule, died. He
is working out a TV angle on the
George McManus newspaper strip.

With virtually all American TV
film distribs and a flock of foreign
producers attempting to find a way
to make lingual pix acceptable for
tele, French filmmaker Ray

.
Ven-

tura has come up with a compro-
mise solution. He is planning to
shoot clbseups in English and dub
medium and long shots.

Straight dubbing of. French,
Italian and other foreign-language
product is -both too expensive and
unsatisfactory.. Subtitles are gen-
erally too small to be easily; read
on a tele screen. As a result very
few foreign pix are used on TV,
despite the availability of thou-
sands of them at low cost.

Difficult and expensive part of

(Continued on page 40)

‘ffiekek* to WABD
,fWUd Hill Hickok" series of tele-

films, currency aired Thursday
nights via WJZ-TV, ABC video
flagship |n N, Y. t switch** to Du-
Mont's WABD starting Feb. 0.

Series on. the DuMont key outlet

will be aired Saturdays from 6:30

to 7 p. m.
Kellogg will continue as bank*

roller, through the Leo Burnett
agency.

'
‘

AUTRY PREPS OAKLEY

COMIC STRIP VIDPIX
Hollywood, Jan. 22.

Gene Autry, Armand Schaefer

and Mitchell. Hamilburg have ac-

quired television, radio and mer-
chandising rights to the "Annie
Oakley" comic strip by' Eli H.
Leslie,, with Autry’s Flying A Pic-

tures skedding a series of 52 vidpix

in the spring. They’re hunting a

17 to 18-year-old femme who can
ride and shoot, for

-

the lead..

Autry will hold contests in cities

where he's now personating. Lou
Grey will produce; Hamilburg has

already set the manufacture of

costumes, and a merchandising
campaign also gets underway in

the spring.

Crouch to Sound Masters

Sound Masters, Inc,, N, Y., com-
mercial film production firm, has
set up a new TV film department
and has signed William Forest

Crouch, former exec producer of

FilmcrAft Productions, as, exec pro-

ducer.

Sound Masters, in addition to its

new vldfilm work, will continue to

turn out industrial arid other non-
theatrical product.

National Assn, of Broadcast
Unions Sc Technicians; CIO, which
has been expanding in the enter-
tainment field, with squawks of
"raiding " from AFL and Authors
League of America unions* has
added a scripting unit.

Associated Film Writers, eastern
screen writers union, has affiliated

with NABUT’s Assn; of Documen-
tary Sc Television Film Cameramen.
The former members of AFW will

have representation of the ADTFC
executive board.

In the latest instance of a tele-

vision advertiser buying a selective
"celluloid network" to get his sales

pitch into only those markets he
wants to hit, Packard Motors this
week wrapped up

,
plans*, for booic-

irig the Bing Crosby-produced
"Rebound" series of halfrhour Vid-
pix into , a select string of 19 sta-

tions.

Markets were selected for Pack-
ard by the Ma*on agency, which
handles the account. According to
a spokesman for Maxon, tip films
will be playing to almost 15,000,-
000. sets, despite their hitting less
than a third of the total TV mar-

(Continued on page 40)

TV Films in Production
as of Friday, Jan. 18

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS
625.9 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles.

HICK VOLPI atari In five-minute" film
scries about Interpretations of an artist.

Sponsored by Cohtour Chairs. Series to'

begin shooting Feb. 4.

Producer: Earle Dumont, Jr.
Director: Robert S. Scott
Camera: Arthur Anderson

WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
Sunset Studios; Hollywood.

:

"CONSULTATION ROOM/’ half-hour
‘humRi interest medical teleplx series,
rolls Jan. 21, with Ray Collins, Sara
Hayden.
Producer: Wesley Barry
Director: Frank McDonald
Writer: Sam - Roeca, John Marks

CBS-TV
“AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studios.

Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
Sponsored by Blatz Beer.
Cast: Tim Moore. Spencer WUllams, Al-

vin Childress. Ernestine Wade.' Johnny.
Lee. Jester Hairston,

Supervisors: Freeman Gosden,
, Gorrell. .

Director: James Barton
Producer: James Fonda
Assistant, director: B. F; MacEveety

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios. Hollywood.
Twenty-six half-hour adventure teleplx

featuring Clyde Beatty. Shoot to March
20.

Producer: Walter White,
Director: George Blair

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Cuiver City

"HOUSE ON THE HILL" skedded ..for

January 21 start in "Rebound" 'series.

Jack Patrick authpr of teleplc. »

Cast: Selena Royle. Virginia Brlssac, Peg-
gy Weber, Bill Lester.

Executive producer: BasU Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. . DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring. .
Producer: John Guedel
FUm producer: 1. Ldndenbaum
Directors:

.
Bob Dwan,. Bernie. Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood. .

(Shooting Interiors at Eagle Lion Studios)
"RANGE RIDER" second half of series

of 52 half-hour teleplx riow shooting.
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones in fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

jftHN Guedel prods.
600 Taft Bldg., Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix, half-
hour' audience participation show for
ABC web, shooting, every other week for
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer.: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

Ford, Mona Knox, Fred Sherman, Bill
Hudson.
"DREAM MAH" shoots Jan. 22-23 In

half-hour series. Gene Stone, Jack Robin-
son scripted.
Cast: Andrea ' King, Vincent Price, Harry
Carey, -Jr., Charles Davis, Syl Lament.
Lucy Joiies:
"THE JOURNEY OF JOLLY JOHN/’

one of series of half-hour adult dramas
shooting Jan. 24-25. >

1

Cast: Robert: Paige, Douglas Kennedy;
' Ann Doran; Brad Morrow, Jeri James,
Irene Booth, Chinook (Canine).

Producer: Revue Prods.
Director: Norman Lloyd,. Richard. Irving,
•• Axel Gruenberg
Producer: Leon Froinkes

McCONKEY TELE-ARTISTS
CORP.

Swanstrom Studios: ywood
Ten teleplx begin- shooting Jan. 9,- dif-

ferent artists to be featured each week.
Producer: Mack McConkey
Director: Hubbard Hunt

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio; Bollywood

ROY ROGERS in four oater teleplx rolled
Jan. 7. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers,. Dale Evans topline, Pat .Brady
in support, General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV;
Producer: Roy . Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Bob Walker

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios. Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy se-
ries for CfiS-TV, sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoots to June*
Cast: Lucille Rail, D#sl Arnex; ‘set leads

with. William' Frawliy, jVlylan Vance In
- support. No parts, to fill.

Producer: Je6sOppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels <

Writers: Jess OppenhCimer, Madelyn
Pugh. Bob Carroll

DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
CORP.

Republic Studios. North Hollywood
.

"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" half-.
; hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy. shooting two films

. a week, 32
to be shot to June. .

F'rodUc •; Harold E. Knox.
Director: . Bill Kara

JERRY FAIRBANKS
(.052 Sunset Blvd.. F-Jlywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
.drama series resumes shooting JXri. 28.
"FRONT PAGE DETECTIVE" series of

hn I (.hour adventure teleplx scheduled for
.Feb. 1 start.
Associate producer: Riley Jackson.

1

Directors; Derwin Abbe, Arnold Wester

FAMILY FILMS
.

(Shooting at Iverson Ranch)
Shooting 13 l3V4-mlnute Bible stories

to Jan. 21.
Producer: Nelson Leigh, Eddie Dew
Director: Eddie Dew

FILMCRAFT PRODS.
. 8451 Melrose, Bollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour
audience psrtidpahp* Jtimrtwfet§tlon*,^

MARK 7 PRODUCTIONS
Republic $tudlos. North Hollywood -

"DRAGNET" series of half-hour adven-
ture .telepix now shooting with Jack Webb
set lead. General parts to fill.

Producer: Homer Canfield
Director: Jack Webb .

Assistant director: Marty Moss

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"THE HOT STOVE LEAGUE" Leo

Durocher and Laraine . Day. star in a
series of 104 quarter-hour; interviews of
baseball greats. Different guest Stars each
week. Snooting here until Spring train-
ing, when show goes on road until end of
baseball season, returning here to wind
series.
Producer: Marty Martyn, Ted Kneeland

ODYSSEY PICTURES
666 N. Robertson . Blvd., Hollywood

.
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES" 26 half-

hour adventure telepix slated for Feb. 1
start.
Producers; Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Sol

Lesser. -
Associate producer: Barney ;Sarecky
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson

RQLAND REED PRODS.
Hal .Roach ' Studios: Culver City

"J ^ BELOW" rolls Jan. 21V22 In
"TROUBLE WITH FATHER"' series of
half-hour comedy telepix.
Cast: Stu Erwin; June Collyer, Ann Todd,

Sheila
. James,

.
Willie Best, Harry Hay-

den, Isa' Ashdown, Ted 1

Stanhope.
Producer: Roland Reed
Director: Howard Btetherton
Assistant director: Harry Maneke
. "MYSTERY THEATRE" half-hour ad-
venture series relumes shooting Jan. 28
with "Appointment With Death,8 "Idol of
Death" rolls Jan. 30.. Tom Conway, Jim
Burke set leads.
"ROCKY JONES, SPACE RANGER"

half-hour adventure series with Dick
Crane. Crystal Reeves In set leads rolls
Feb. 4th.

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS;
Eagle Lion Studios,* Hollywood

"A STUDY IN CHARCOAL" rolls Jan.
21 in "Electric Thdatre" -series of half-
hour teleplx.
Producer; Gil Ralston
Director: VloWk' Stoloff

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal. Roach Studios, Culver City

"C. O. D. HONEYMOON" shoots Janu-
ary. 21 in "Racket Squad" , series of half-
hour adventure telepix.
Cast: Reed Hadley, Frances Rafferty, Fred

Eisley, Isobel Randolph, . Alphonse Mar-
tell, Dorothy Vaughn, Joel Marston.
"Home Wreckers” skedded. for January

23; "Match Maker”—January 28 in "Rack-
et Squad", series.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.:
Director: Jim Tinling

TCA PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

AfeBOTT AND (foSTELLO featured In
series of 13 half-hour telepix patterned
after . format of their motion pictures
show shooting.
Executive producer: Pat Costello
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios, Hollywood
"DICK TRACY" series of 39 half-hour

mystery drama telepix
. resume shooting

January 28.
Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe .Devlin set leads.
Director: Thomas Carr

WDBC FILMS
KTTV Studios: Hollywood

Resume rhootlnrr T5-ml*”’tP dr-mas Jan,
29, first two entitled "Five Minutes Be-
fore .Eternity" 'and "Cine v Ja Dead."
Cast: ; Richard

.
Powers: ...Angela Stevens,

Phyllis Coates set leads.
Producer-director-writer: Edward D.
Wood, Jr.

‘

Associate- producer: Milton Bowron, Joe
Carter.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"KIT CARSON" series of half-hour
Western adventure telepix, resume shoot-
ing Feb. 1. Bill Williams, Don Diamond
set leads. .

"THE PERFECT GENTLEMAN" half-
hour adult drama winds Jan. 21. Teleplsy __
by Robert RoyaL: v m^ed
Cast: Bruce Cabot* Lyaae Robertas tNi} f bey

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lloh Studios: Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of half-
hour drama telepix resume shooting
Jan, 24 with "Apes Could Play Tennis."
Producer-director: Frank Wlsbar'
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

Bollywood, Jan. 22.
William Goetz and. Leo Spitz

have approached the NBC-TV web
with an offer to bell outright for
about $500,000 all eight features
produced by them . under the old
International Films banner. Under
the deal, eyed as a capital gains
venture by Spitz aiid Goetz, NBC
would take over the films to syndi-
cate any way it desired. It would
represent one of the large$t films-
to-yideo deals, to date.

Indie producer Sol Lesser, meanV
while, also has put In a bid for
the package. Lesser' Wants them to
distribute to TV stations under his
recently-formed Producers Repre-
sentatives, Inc. Producer set up.
the P-R outfit following, his exit
from Peerless TV, the vidfilm pro-
duction-distribution outfit estab-
lished by Edward Small, and
George Shupert,

The Goetz-Spitz package does
not include any Universal-Interna-
tional product. Instead, it com-
prises films made for International
prior to its merger

,
with U. Seven

of these were originally released,
through RKO and the eighth
through U. Pix star such names as
Gary Cooper, Orson Welles, Clau-
dette Colbert, Edward G. Robinson,
Joan Bennett, Loretth Young and
Lew Ayres. /

Films were all made between
1943 and 1946. : Lineup

. includes
"Casanova Brown," "It’s a Pleas-
ure," "Along Came Jones/’ "Belle
of the Yukon," “Woman in the
Window," "The Stranger," "Dark
Mirror" and "Tomorrow Is For-
ever."

Lesser, Fairbanks Talk
TV Prod.-Distrib peal

Hpilywood, Jan. 22.
So) Lesser, without a television

distribution Outlet since fevering
relations with Peerless Television
and Edward Small, is talking a pos-
sible production-distrib deal with
Jeriy Fairbanks Productions.

Lesser is confabbing with Fair-
banks and vip.. Sid Rogell on a
deal whereby resources would be
pooled for joint, production-distri-
bution. Fairbanks says, however,
discussions are "in the early stages—-we have a long way to go.”

650 RKO Pix
Continued froin page *3

ZIV TV
3255 Clinton St.. Hollywood

.
Eight in ’’UNKXFICTiD" series of half-

hour .teleplx shoot In January. General
casting tot all- pictures*

ctori Paul Landres, Eddie Davie, So-
Martin x r

‘lifod

has offered a down payment of $1,-
000,000 and that Hughes has
frowned upon this.

Loose Comparison
Actually, RKO’s entire . stock . is-

sue of about 3,900,000 shares is

quoted on the N. Y. Stock Ex-
change at g4.25 per share, for a
total of $16,575,000. In view of
this, the $12,000,000 price for the
back product alone would seem
excessiye unless eiaisy terms on the
payoff were part, of the agreement,
it’s reasoned. Incidentally, figur-
ing RKO’s overall market .value
simply by multiplying the number
of outstanding shares by the trad-
ing price is not? valid* since any
heavy buying immediately would
up the per-share price. The $16,-
575,000 figure is" used only for a
loose comparison.

Since Fox appears as the key
figure in the projected transaction,
hep observers are disinclined, to
brush it . off as a wild dream. This
might normally be the case with
a proposal of such spectacular na-
ture, but Fox has a reputation for
following through on deals.

He was. instrumental ill obtain-
ing UA - control for himself and
pards Arthur; B. Krim and Robert
Benjamin. He also managed to
swing UA’s purchase of Eagle Lion
Classics, Neither of these involved
an immediate cash outlay by the
purchaser.

Fox, backed by David Baird, also
put together his Motion Pictures
for Television Co. via an amalga-
mation of several small TV outfits.
MPFT is now one of the biggest
TV film distributors.
The total number of ,650 repre-

sents RKO’s complete library of
sound pix ’‘fatade, through 1947.
FUm* made after that year require
costly clearance through the Amer-
ican Federation ‘ of Musicians

,

if

they’re to be TV-^d . and conse*
quently would not be covered in
the proj^f4 i a i
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Negotiations are under way, it’s been learned, for NBC to ac-

quire KMPC, the Richards’ station in Hollywood. Presently the
network is without an ownedrand-operated station on the Coast

and acquisition oi the outlet owned by the widow Of G. A. Richards

would mean NBC divesting itself of one of its other o&o stations.

It’s presumed; it would be either KQA in Denver or WTAM in

Cleveland.
Once before NBC initiated a move to acquire KMPC, one of the-

most lucrative radio operations pn the Coast, but nothing came of

it. however, it’s known that serious discussion is now taking

place, With John K; WeSt, who heads up the Coast operations for

NBC, currently in N. Y.. With Boh Reynolds, manager of KMPC,
fpr huddles with NBC-RCA brass^ Amount involved is not known.
jt’s understood that KMPC, recently the target of the protracted

news-slant bias hearings before the FCC, has been up for sale

because the Richards estate presumably needs cash.

NBC jierely says “no comment.”

NBC has not sent put its.letter t04*

the radio affiliates announcing that,

effective July 1, its new Basic Eco-

nomic Study, with its drastic reap-

praisal of affiliate standing, would

go into effect. The letter was

scheduled to have gone out “on or

before Jan. 15” and, Once deliv-

ered, would have made a fait ac-

compli of the network’s unprece-

dented moVe toward repatterning
its radio operation to the new TV
economy;

linder the new study; it reevalu-

ates an affiliate’s stature in terms
of. its ability to deliver h radio au-

dience in the. face of TV inroads,

and makes commensurate read-
justments on the amount of the
sponsor spoils it will receive from
NBC.
As far as NBC is Concerned, it

has reached a ‘‘point of no return,”
in which network prexy Joseph H.
McConnell is determined, not to

retreat from the new formula,' He
put himself on record at the Boca
Raton, Fla!, convention and subse-
quently at' a followup meeting in
New York* when irate affiliates,

some even threatening secession,
implored that the network hold
everything in abeyance pending a
more exhaustive examination of
the AM-TV facts. McConnell
turned them down cold.

It now appears that, in order to
crystallize its position, NBC meeds
more influential, solid stations to.

(Continued on page 43).

Newspaper industry cracked
back at television’s persistent
claims that it can deliver a lower
cost-per-thousand audience via a
near-full page ad in the N.Y. Times
yesterday (Tues.) placed by Mo-
loney, Regan & Schmitt, newspa-
per reps. Ad

,
copy, claiming. $1,-

000,000 will no longer buy a “big
TV campaign,” said that “$1,000,000
spent in newspaper advertising
will buy a big newspaper campaign
of 1,000-line advertisements every,
other week for a full year in 79
newspapers in the 63 TV cities.”

Ad was topped by a cartoon de-
picting a husband and wife carry-
ing two auxiliary video receivers
into their: living-room to set up
next to their original set. Cartoon
was captioned, “Excuse us a mo-
ment—three of our favorite pro-
grams come on at the same time.”
Underneath the caption, the ad
read: “In newspapers the reader
can look at all the., advertisements
in the same issue.”

Also, included was a box of ques-
tions and answers, which claimed
that the advertiser pays to secure
the TV audience, whereas the news-
paper itself pays to secure the
newspaper audience, According to
a Moloney; Regan & < Schmitt
spokesman, the newspaper Tep firm
paid for the. ad, with -no cost par-
ticipation by newspapers. He' Said
it was Scheduled for the one-shot

Cass Daley may be the next per-
sonality to be signed on a long-
term exclusive basis by CBS-TV.
Web this week is close to a deal
with the Comedienne to appear as
star of a weekly half-hour show;

It’s expected: that the program
will have a variety-revue format,
spotlighting the usual guest acts.

Ties Add Up To

What happens when manufactur-

ing-broadcasting ownership inter*

ests start to overlap and get in

each; other’s way, has becoriie in-

creasingly accepted ever since

NBC, which is owned by RCA,
pacted the rival Phllco corporation

to sponsor the political conventions

and general elections on television.

And to a lesser degree, it’s mani-

fested in the CBS-TV signaturing

of WestinghouSe for the politico

ride.

It’s reported that RCA is miffed
over the failure, of its subsid NBC
operation to offer the NBC-TV
pickup of the conventions to the
parent company. Not that there’s

any guarantee that RCA would
have gone for the deal, but it’s

understood that RCA felt it was
entitled to first refusal on sponsor-

ing the conventions.

RCA-Philco sensitivities stem-
ming from manufacturers’ private

ownership of television stations ap-

pear to be nothing new, however.
In Philadelphia, Philco owns
WPTZ, which is the NBC video af-

filiate in that city. But when the

local RCA people want to go into

Philly television to plug their

products, they find it necessary to

do business with the ABC outlet

(WFIL-TV) or some other station,

because of the recurring Philco

identification and tagline that

(Continued on page 42).

KAISER-FRAZER BUYS

By GEORGE ROSEN
As television continues to grope

for some semblance of permanency
in formulating its own patterns,
it becomes increasingly; apparent
that the whole TV program struc-

ture is . taking on a uniqueness of
its own, quite .distinct from radio
or any other facet of entertain-

ment,

Through
.
the years when radio,

was the dominant kilocycle attracr

tion, it was the prevailing practice
of sponsors, to latch on to a show
or top personality and stick with
it year-in-year-out. Johnson’s Wax
enjoyed an identification with. Fib-
ber McGee & Molly that transcend-
ed a mere business arrangement.
Ditto Kraft and Bing Crosby; Max-
well House Coffee and Burns &
Allen. And so on down the line.

The client arid the star were as

closely! bound on the golf links

as in the studio.

. But in TV, the client is rare who
can call his show his own. The
economics attending video no long-

er permit for such long-range,

close-bound relationships. Friend-
ships in terms of client-program
relations are predicated on 13-week
optioris r— and sharing the .talent’s

affections with other sponsors, The
Bob Hopes, Kate Smiths; Sid
Caesars, Jimmy Durantes, Danny
Thomases, Arthur Godfreys and
other top TV personalities, unlike
the Crosbys, Hopes and Cantors
of another era, are playing the
split personality- circuit” in TV

with a iriultiplicity of sponsors,

with a. realization that next season
the sponsors will be represented
by a new dramatis personnae, per-

haps on another network, and the
stars will be transferring their, al-

egiance to another Mr. Moneybags.

Accelerated Turnover

As the TV programming sweep-
stakes continue to shape up, it also

becomes increasingly evident that

the programming turnover will be
at a far more accelerated pace than
in radio. The cost factor makes
this a necessity. With time and
talent fees spiraling on an average
of every six months, the client,

faced with a situation where he’s

paying as much for a 30-minute
show in 1952 as it cost him for

a full-hOur attraction in J951,. has
no alternative but to scan the pro-

gram horizons on a continuing
basis in quest Of lower-budgeted
shows, or throw in his lot with
other participating clients. As
costs continue to rise, the alter-

nate-week sponsorship of a show
will become more and more the
prevailing practice, as, for example,

(Continued on page 43)

.
Kaiser-Frazer. this week signed

with NBC-TV to pick up the final

] half-hour segment of the web’s

Saturday ight “Show of Shows”

on an alternate week basis starting

Feb. 16. Auto firm replaces Ever:

sharp on the show, and will alter-

nate with Lehn & Fink. Agency
for K-F is Weintraiib.

Car outfit now bankrolls “Ellery

Queen” Sunday nights on the ABC-
TV web. While a final decision has

hot been made/ it’s believed K-F
Will drop the “Queen” show at the

explr^ipp 4o£Ah<?, Resent
insertWrt In dfhe)TUbbS >ni About six weeks, y»«

TalhiY Time Out
Alan Shulman, cellist in

NBC’s “The Big Show” orches-
tra (he’s alsp in the NBC Sym-
phony), composed a symphonic
work, “A .

Laurentian Over-
ture,” which had its preem at

last weekend's series of con-
certs of the N. Y. Philhar-
monic, under Guido Cantelli,

at Carnegie Hall, N Y, Shub-
man dedicated the opus to

Tallulah Bankhead, “Big.

Show’s” star-emcee.
Because the Philharmonic’s

Sunday, afternoon (20) concert
was broadcast, Miss Bankhead
prevailed on NBC to knock off

rehearsals of .“The Big Show”
for a full 12 minutes that af-

ternoon, so that cast, tech-

nicians, orch, etc!, could listen

to “her” overture. NBC footed
the bill for salaries involved in

the 12-minute, layoff, while, the
broadcast was piped Into the
Center Theatre, where “Big
Show” rehearses and airs.

Added ironic touch was that a
rival network, CBS, was beam-
ing the broadcast.

Of TV Violence to Be

Sifted in NAEB Stud;
In addition to its quantitative

analysis of program content on

New York tele, the NAEB group

is propping' a study of violence in

the medium. Latter won’t be

merely a cataloging of the mur-

ders in whodunits, but will ex-

amine the amount, kind and con-

text of the violence. Psychological
context in which the mayhem oc-

curs, will be considered, including
violence in humorous situations.

Study Will also probe into the
amount of violence performed in

the interest of law and order and
analyze whether each individual

act. of violence was essential to

the plot or gratuitous, tossed! in

fpr its sadistic effect.

Another aspect will be an
analysis of programs appraised fa-

vorably, or unfavorably by the

critics and programs standing high

arid low in public acceptance (ac-

cording to the rating services) in

relation to the airiountof violence

they * include. It’S expected this

will indicate whether a large dose
Of -violence helps of hinders a

•
. _ , . . a ,* *• ^ • 1.1-

Within a year after losing ap-
proximately $4,000,000 of the
Schenley liquor billings, which
were subsequently inherited by
BBD&O, the Blow agency this

week parted company with its re-

maining Schenley biz, totalling, an-
other $2,0d0,000. At the same time
the Biow agency announced the
resignation of Erwin D. Swann, the
agency’s Schenley account exec.

Stfann, for years one of the top
liquor specialists in the advertising
field, had just returned from ~a

month’s trip to Mexico when he
was apprised of the Biow-Schenley
split. His future plans are still in-

definite.

Biow agency had the Schenley
business since 1942. Final split

resulted from policy differences be-

tween the agency and the Client.

Schenley billings had been split

three ways, among Biow, BBD&O
and Weintraub, with the latter hav-
ing the lucrative Blatz beer subsid
account, in addition to some liquor
brands.

What, agency will inherit the $2,-

000,000 account (Cream of Kent
and Old Stagg brands) from Biow
is still undecided,, with Schenley
shopping around for a new agency.

^New York’s television output in
the past year has 50% more crime
shows arid a sizeable increase in
drarnatic programs, arid the pro-
portion of time devoted to cot

mercials has declined’ slightly, ac-
cording to preliminary results of a
survey released today (Wed.) by
Dr; Dallas, W. Smythe, director of
studies for the- National Assn, of
Educational/Broadcasters.

Figures were released by Sey-
mour N. Siegel, NAEB prexy,
based on monitoring New York’s
seven tele outlets for week of Jan.
4*10. Prpject, paralleling one made
exactly a year before, was financed
by a grant from Fund for Adult
Education established by the Ford
Foundation. First study was made
to arm the educators: with data, for
their appearance before the FC/J
last January to demand allocation
of video channels to schools and
colleges.

Tele dramas show a hefty in-

crease; jumping from 33.2% of
total air time in *51 to 42.3% in ’52.

Drama beamed for kids declined
from 7.8% last year to 6.6% this
year, but general; drama rose from
25.4% to 35.7%.

Within the drama category,
Crime soared from 10 to 14.8% in

the 12 months; 10 minutes out of
every , hour on the air is devoted
to cops rind robbers stuff. Westerns
rose from 7.8% to 8.4% while ro-

mantic dramas dipped from 5.7%
to 4.6%. Domestic dramas, sparked
by new daytime soapers, climbed
from l.i to 4.0%. Comedy drama
slid from 3,3% to 3.1%, as action
drama went from 2.1to 2.3%. Mu-
sical dramas and adaptations of
classics each occupied 0.8% of
total air time,

Kid-Slanted Varieties Up
Contrariwise, variety programs

skid from 18.4% of air time last

year to 10.7% this year. While
general variety accounted for
13.6% of N. Y.’s video time last

January, this year it took only
6.2%. There was a slight pickup in

(Continued on page 43)

Cannon Mills this week bought
the Friday 10 to 10 :3b a.m. period
on CBS-TV for a Video version of

its “Give and Take”: show, which
winds up CBS’ morning program-
ming setup.

Since Arthur Godfrey does his

Friday morning radio show from
his farm; CBS-TV is not able to
simulcast Godfrey pn Fridays as

it does through the rest of the!

Week. As a result, Lever Bros,

bought the 10:15 to 10:30 a.m.

simulcast on a Monday-through-
Thursday basis Only, and the web
also set its 10 to lOjllFnews show
for the first four, days of the week.
Thus, the Friday 10 to 10:30 slot

was open until Cannon decided to

move
;
in.

Same sponsor;, has been bank-
rolling “Give arid Take” Saturday
morning, on CBS Radio -for the last

and also has a particsix moriths,

show^s standing * with - critics „ aridJ Ipatirtg. . §BQt .Jri!. ^BCrTV> Kate]
ptofeHo*; *>tn*i smitM^aytiinjeJ w 1"* * ?

A “Call Back to Radio” cam-
paign, in which top stars will

mrike “direct-phone” appeals to

5,000 listeners a week, is being
launched by WNBC, N. Y., and
may be adopted by other NBC
o-and-o outlets and affiliates

across the country.
The plan to hypo radio audi-

ences is based on use of a tape

recorder playing into a telephone.

A star such as Kate Smith, Eddie
Cantor or Tallulah Bankhead is

recorded giving a personalized in-

vitation to hear his show and
mentioning the specific guests. A
station, staffer calls the. prospec-

tive listeners, says “Tallulah

Bankhead (or Kate Smith) would
like to talk to you.” and starts the

tape. At the end of the taped

message, staffer adds other per-

sonalized selling chatter.

Concept of WNBC general man-
ager Ted Cott is that after the

novelty factor, of tele wears off,

set-owners return to radio. How-
ever, their dialing habits don’t

come back easily- and the plan is

to promote radio listening by re-

minding fans where their stats are

via the “vocal autographs.”

NBC exec veep ee Charles R.

Dieriny has given the go-ahead to

WNBC on thri plan and is work-
ing on development of the idea for

other outlets. Jim Gaines, o-and-o

stations veepee, is also helping

shape the 1 plan.

Staff of three will make the

calls, which would total 260,000

over a year in N. Y. Project was’

field-tested, w i t h~ persons called

expressing pleasure at “talking-

With” the celebs.

<

• ta.v.
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Co-op Sales; Admirals ABC Deal
In a deal designed to give local

4

television stations a chance to

show a profit on their airings of

next summer’s political conven-
tions, the DuMont net and Life

magazine teamed yesterday (Tuns,)

for comprehensive Coverage of the
meets, which will be offered to

DuMont affiliates throughout the
country on a. co-op basis for sale

to local sponsors. Life itself is

not bankrolling DuMont’s cover-

age but is pooling its reportorial

and photographic resources wittd
'DuMont’s technical facilities for
“coyerage in depth.” Life-Du-
Mont announcement follows by
three days the news that Admiral
will bankroll the conventions on
ABC,

Offer of the events on a co-op

basis will give the stations a

chance to earn some mpney,_it's
pointed out; because in most cases

they, wilt hot be faced with the
costly pre-emption problems fac-

ing outlets taUng feeds from the
other nets. One major station op-
erator is said to have complained
that it will cost him $20,000 to take
a feed from NBC or CBS, If he
takes the DuMont-Life coverage,

he pays DuMont only $7,500 for

the. service and then can sell the
events to a local bankroller at his

full card rate. DuMont has estab-

lished a scale of payments based
on each station’s card rate, Which
in turn reflects circulation in each
market.

Plan; ‘announced jointly by Du-
Mont general manager Chris J.

Witting and Life publisher An-
drew Heiskell, *ivraps up plans for

the four major networks. ABC
this week set a deal with Admiral
to sponsor its coverage, while NBC
had previously pacted with Philco
and CBS with Westinghouse. While
most stations have already made
commitments with NBC, CBS or
ABC for their feeds, it’s conjec-
tured in some circles that Du-
Mont** plan may throw the ticklish

station clearance problem into the

air again, since some of these sta-

tions may try to Check out of their

commitments to take the DuMont
deal.

DuMont, naturally, automatical-

ly will take over feeds for its three

(Continued on page 40)

Snowballing
Ogden, Utah, Jan. 22.

Len Allen, KLO chief an-

nouncer and deejay, nearly
got himself into a tough spot
While pitching for the March
of Dimes last week. Allen of-

fered to clean the snow off the
sidewalk of the person send-
ing in the biggest contribution

to the polio fund*
Cropper came when a check

for $100 showed up, sent in by
officers at Hill Air Force Base,
Who calmly informed Allen
they had 180 miles of walks
and parking ramps at the base,

The airmen relented finally,

and put mechanized equipment
to Work on the job. .

Last year Alien, didn’t get
off so easily.

.
He offered to

wash dishes for the biggest do-
nation, and ended up in the
crockery laundry, of a local

restaurant.

Some of the major single Station
TV markets in the country are still

holding aloof from, making any
commitments to either NBC or CBS
on pickups of the political conven-
tions and general election in No-
vember.
As of themoment it appears that

NBC, which has Philco sponsorship
coin riding with it, has the edge,
since the stations involved are all

basic NBC affiliates; Nonetheless,
CBS, with its Westinghouse spon-
sor identification, is making an all-

out stab to latch on to the desir-
able single-station Cities.

These include WkY-TV, Okla-
homa City; WTMJ, Milwaukee;
WDAF-TV, Kansas City, and KSD,
St. Louis. NBC has more or less
of a verbal commitment from P. A.
Sugg, who operates the Oklahoma
City station, but nothing’s been
signatured as yet. KSD, owned by
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, feels
obligated for local sponsorship tie-

ins with the daily for direct pick-
ups from the Chi conventions, and
thUs wants to hold off on any defi-
ite network tie, Both WTMJ-TV

and WDAF-TV want to “study the
picture” before agreeing to any-
thing.

Chicago, Jan. 22.

Mail order business this past
Christmas season hit a peak level
at Chi radio stations, but the execs
are currently doing some reap-
praising in the wake of a wave of
listener complaints. The delayed
reaction “headaches” that hit. sev-
eral station front offices have left

the brass wondering if the Yule-
tide revenue from the mail order
pitches isn’t more than offset by
the unhappy audience relations in-

volved.

One network station, Jf was
learned, received over 600 letters

of complaint as the result of a
pre-Xmas saturation plugfest that
netted about $3,000. With the more
than 600 specific beefs, plus
the unregistered uncomplimentary
word-of-mouth, the station’s mSn
agement figures the time sale
wasn’t such good' business after
all.

The beefs in this case apparently
didn’t arise out of the quality of
the product itself, but rather be
cause of tardy delivery. The orders
were placed as. Xmas gifts’ and
when they failed to arrive in time,'
the dialers demanded refunds. For-
tunately, the company is making
good on all delayed shipments. But
the station recognizes that in the
minds of the dissatisfied customers
it’s pegged with the brunt of the
blame.

There’s another sales technique
that AM execs, are afraid is cost-
ing them audience good-will. That’s
the accounts that use booklet
offers and other mail pull devices
to build up a “prospect” list. Such
a method for finding “leads” is a
common and usually legit prac-
tice. However, it’s

.
recognized that

when a dialer sends in for a
pamphlet which is delivered in per-
son by a salesman, the outlet air-
ing the original pitch may come
in for some disfavor by association
if the really uninvited caller
proves hard to shake.

TYASafes DiMoit Deal

For Dayioa Benefit Shew

fine to Crif® Talent Angle
Dayton, O., Jan. 22.

Television Authority, which has

established a strict ruling against

any talent playing a benefit with-

out pay,. snafued DuMont’s sched-

uled. participation in a special

March of Dimes show aired last

Wednesday (16) via WHIO-TV,
local outlet.

.

DuMont, together with the other

networks, Was asked to send some
of its top personalities here to par-

ticipate in the show. Web asked,

however, if it could join the show
via a cut-in from one of its N. Y.

studios. Station agreed but then;

TVA execs, learning of the plain,

insisted that if the show originated

in N. Y., under its jurisdiction, the.

talent would have to be paid.

Other nets got around this by send-

ing their performers here, since

WHIO-TV has no TVA contract.

Although the talent had previ-

ously agreed to work the show sans
pay, DuMont agreed to pay the
scale talent, but not those Who
usually receive pay over scale.

WHIO-TV then agreed to pay the
pyerscale performers, such as Pat
Meikle, Doii Russell and others.

When performers representing the
other nets heard of that, though,
they asked to be paid also; Sta-
tion could not afford such a hefty
coin layout, so . asked DuMont to

withdraw from the; show.

DuMont, incidentally, had al-

ready ordered sets, costumes and
props for the program, so was out
what it had spent on those items,
along with the trucking charges;

NBC is dickering with Sammy
Kaye on a five-year exclusive radio
and television pact. Pitch is a move
to bring over to NBC Kaye’s tele

show^ for Listerine;
.
currently on

CBS-TV, and his radio show for
Sylvania, now on ABC. His disk
deal with Columbia Records, a 10-

year pact; wouldn’t be. affected.

.

Kaye’s Saturday evening video
show has built to a 20.0 Nielsen
rating, its high for the season.

CBS television department and
Young & Rubicam have been hav-
ing talks as possible prelude to
General. Electric moving its twice-a-
week Bill Goodwin daytime show
over from NBC-TV, upon expira-
tion of the; current cycle.
Goodwin had been alternating

with the General Foods-sponsored
Bert Parks show, which occupied
the Monday-Wednesday-Friday seg-
ments, on.NBC, with GF, via Young
& Rubicam, switching the Parks
show to. CBS effective last week.

Switchover of General Electric
has more or less been anticipated
in some quarters in the wake of the
General Foods move, since . the
agency regards the bracketing of
the two shows as a natural. It’s re-
ported likely that, should the NBC-
to-CBS shift materialize, General
Electric will revamp the Goodwin
show format'

Chicago, Jan. 22.
Although as far as can be learned

no deals are set as yet, it looks
highly possible that WGN*TV may
go into -the baseball season with
exclusives on the home games of
Chi’s two major league teams. If
that occurs it will strengthen the
Chicago Tribune station’s claim as
the No. 1* sports, outlet and' will
certainly ease general manager
Frank P. Schreiber’s task in lining
up bankrollers.

F6r the, past two seasons WGN-
TV’s cameras played a singleton
out at the White Sox park and are
expected to do likewise this year.
But the telecast of the Chi Cubs
has traditionally been, shared with
indie WBKB. This season, however,
because of the pending ABC-
United Paramount melding, WBKB,
owned by Balaban & Katz, a UP
subsid, has so far been holding
back on signing, for the Cubs again
until

.
there’s a better indication as

to when the merger will come
about.
WBKB manager John Mitchell Is

presently in Washington for the
FCC hearings on the merger and
should return with some idea as
to the timetable. He obviously
doesn’t wish to shell out TV rights
coin (the two stations paid the
Cubs $35,000 each last year) unless

(Continued on page 42)

Casualty
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Apparently the only casualty
during the hectic premiere
week of NBC-TV’s “Today”
Was Bill Heyer, member of W.
Biggie Levin’s staff. Heyer flew
into New York to Catch last
Wednesday’s (16) show, and re-
turned to Chi later in the
week minus a front tooth and
with several broken bones in
his right hand.
Heyer was jumped by a mug-

ger while on his Way from his
hotel to the “Today” studios
in the .wee... morning hours to
watch the rehearsal of the
Dave Garroway-emceed show.
The thug scored with the first
blow, knocking out his victim’s
tooth. But Heyer. counter-at-
tacked with a righ cross that
splintered several bones in his
hand. The mugger went down
and Heyer dashed toward the
sanctuary of Rockefeller Cen-
ter.

’ ' ' • ‘

San Francisco, Jan. 22.

Members of th* Republican National Committee huddling hero
last week on their convention plans for thia summer received a
first-band report on what changes television might bring to the
nation’s political setup from Sig Mickelson, CBS-TV news and
special events chief. Mickelson, representing the four network
pool, emphasized.,to the GOP’ers that an audience fit . at least 60,

000,000 will be participating intimately in all their sessions and de-
dared that the politicos will' no longer be able to work in the
“comparative secrecy” of the convention halls.

“We’re standing on the threshold of a new era of democratic
processes—an era that promises to extend widely the participation

of the average American citizen in those processes,” Mickelson
said. He pointed out that, without TV, the conventions could he
witnessed by only 12,000 to 16,000. capacity of the stadiums.
Now, with TV breaking down the stadium walls; he said, “there1

cannot but be changes for the better in the democratic processes.’*

He noted that in 1048, the last election year, there were ’403,000

sets throughout ,the U.S, By. mid-summer, he said, there wiU be a
'minimum of 17,300,000 sets, providing a

1 potential audience of
60,000,000, which is more than the average vote.

In answer to specific questions put by committee members; Mick-
elson said that the availability of TV will ease considerably th#
pressure for tickets to Chi’s international Amphitheatre, where
the conventions are to be held. He declared that, because of the
tremendous costs involved in picking up the conventions, ’(getting
a sponsor to help pay the cost means we can get a* better job done.’*
Democratic National Committee is scheduled to meet within a
few weeks and it’s expected that Mickelson, or Some other TV exec,
will address it on the same theme.

’Redhead’; Mary McCarty In
In a last-minute disagreement on

conception of the show, Janls Paige
and ABC decided over the week-
end to call- it. quits on her starring
in “The Redhead,” which preems
on the radio web tomorrow
(Thurs,) at 8 p.m. ABC program
veepee has inked Mary McCarty
for the role.

Miss McCarty, comedienne who
recently was at the Plaza and Wal-
dorf hotels In Gotham, was in
“Miss Liberty” and “Bless You
All” on Broadway.

Authors League of America this

week fired a double-barreled blast

at “blacklisting” in radio and tele-

vision, passing a resolution against

“political controls” and petitioning

the FCC for a hearing to discuss
the screening of writers and others
by the AM and TV licensees.

Letter to FCC chairman Wayne
Coy, signed by ALA prexy Rex
Stout, declared that the FCC has
jurisdiction over the matter, since
the Commission has power to
regulate

.
licensees whose conduct

does not serve the public inter-
est. “Practice of blacklisting has
spread to such an alarming ex-
tent,” ALA charged, “that it has
assumed the proportions of what
may properly be characterized as
an industry policy.”

ALA, citing its anti-blacklist
resolution, said that blacklisting of
individuals is “an improper inter-
ference with the exercise of their
profession” and thus bears on the
operation of outlets in the public
interest. ALA said there is inade-
quate presentation of writ e r

s

’

works, due to blacklisting of other
creative personnel and “denial to
the public of Its constitutional
rights to see and hear” works of
established authors. Letter, says
blacklisting, “if not actually il-

legal, is certainly wholly at vari-
ance with the American tradition
of freedom expression and due
process.?*

Writers group asked that Stout,
Oscar Hammerstein 2d, John
Hersey and Elmer Rice be granted
an audience. It added that Merle
Miller, Authors Guild 1 prez, has
prepared a report on blacklisting
for the American Civil Liberties
Union w h i c h Doubleday is pub-
lishing in April, and that the
ACLU is also expected to. ask for
a hearing in March,.
ALA resolution said that

(CbrititfOedoh $&£# 42)

4 Westinghouse Radio, in a switch

from its original intention of tak-

ing only 93 CBS Radio stations fo$
coverage of next summer's political

conventions, has decided to pick
up the total CBS domestic network
of 193 outlets, Time buy on th#
other 100 stations Will up the cost
to Westinghouse by $500,000 for
the CBS package, which includes
coverage of both conventions, $
13-week “get-out-the-vote" series
and the Presidential election re-
turns.

It had originally been thought
that Westinghouse, by taking only
the partial radio network, would
become the first major advertiser
to use CBS' new “selective facili*
ties” plan. Plan provides that CBS
has the right to. sell a show to a
non-competing, advertiser in al|
markets not purchased by the origi-
nal sponsor. It’s believed that th#
plan might have spurred Westing-
house into buying CBS' full com-
plement of 193 stations, op the as-
sumption that another sponsor, by
paying the time charges, could cap*
italize easily on a series of major
programs with which Westinghous#
has been associated from the start*

CBS’ full network comprises 20(1
stations, but the remaining 13 ar#
in Canada, Puerto Rico and Other
countries outside the U. S.

Meanwhile there appeared every
indication this week that the West-

continued on page 43)

.
Membership meeting of Televi-

sion Authority tomorow afternoon
(Thurs.) at the City Centre, N.Y.*
will mull the request of a segment
of the video performers that NBC-
TV’s “The Goldbergs” be declared
“unfair” as long as Philip Loeb 1#
off the program. Actor to replace
Loeb as “Papa Goldberg” has not
yet been picked.

While it would be up to the TVA
board to make an “Unfair” listing,
the board would find it difficult to
act against the wishes of the mem-
bers if the latter press overwhelm-
ingly for rapping the show, due to
start on NBC-TV a 7:15 p.m.
strip Feb. 4. The rap could keep
off the show other TVA actors, in-
cluding packager-star Gertrude
Berg, since she is also a union
meuiber., ^

Although a membership meeting
of Actors Equity voted; 180-3, on
Jan. 11 recommending that the
Equity council declare the show
“unfair,” the council did not take
that,action last week. Equity exec
secretary t,ouis. Simon explained
that this was because the matter
comes 'Under TVA’s jurisdiction.
The council passed a resolution
sharply condemning the “blacklist?
ing” of Loeb and recommended
that Equity reps on the TVA board

(Contiihied dn page 42)
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‘‘Take Those Pajamas Off, Katie’* and “Wife Finds Hubby in

Arms of Steno" are copy themes of an extensive ad campaign ABC
launched this week in behalf of its new soap opera blocks. Drive
is part of a big stepping up of the web's ad expenditures:

Unusual aspect of the campaign, which is costing $25,000, is that

it is promoting audiences for the daytime serials by appealing to

potential listeners through mass-circulation dailies like the N* Y.
Daily News with copy that apes the gossipy tabloid yarns. Ads
for “My True Story” have heads such as “Mate Says Neighbor
Ogled Wife,” “Wife’s - Pajamas Indecent, Hubby Claims,” and
“Wite Says Foursome Got Gruesome.”

Mitchell DeGroot, ABC advertising-promotion director, is insert-

ing 10 ads daily in eadh of six papers for five weeks^—or a total of

900 ads.' They are going into dailies with a total circulation of
4,500,000: N. Y. News and Joumal-American, Chicago Tribune,
Detroit Free Press, Dos Angeles Examiner and San Francisco
Chronicle: Cities chosen are areas where the web has owned-and-
nperated Outlets.

~

ABC decided on the gossipy approach because the more Usual
type; of copy and ads on radio pages aren’t successful in promoting
audiences for the washboard weepers, DeGroot told Variety, .since

most daytime listeners have already formed tuning-in habits. The
Small-space ads, similar in typography and copy to that of the
sheets jn which they are run, are scattered through the food, so-
ciety, hews, entertainment and similar pages that appeal to women.
All ads running on any day will be devoted to one of chain’s nine
soapers, based on incidents of that day’s script.

Additionally, ABC is shelling out for an ad campaign for its

WJZ-TV, N. Y„ which will kick off Monday (28) in the News and
World-Telegram & Sun. The three-week drive, is over and above
the station’s regular advertising in the Times, Herald Tribune and
W-T-S.

Teleprompter’s $1,0(10,(1110 Billings

Bonanza; Signs 200G CBS Pact
... . . .By BOB STAHL

Saga of an idea which has
climbed in less than a year from
a $400. weekly gross take to almost
$1,000,000 ih yearly billings was
revealed this week with news that

Teleprompter Corp. has signed a
five-year contract with

.
CBS;TV for

use of the prompting device; .Deal,

which is non-exclusive with CBS,
will earn well over $200,000 a year
for Teleprompter.

Basically an electronic cueing de-

vice for actors, newscasters, politi-

cos and others bn . video, which
eliminates the need for the Un-
wieldy printed cards in use oh most
programs, Teleprompter h.as

cently set up Offices both on the
Coast

.
and in Washington. In

Hollywood, it has been demonstrat-
ed at : the 20th-Fox ; Studios, Uni-
versal, . Warners, Republic and
Monogram and deals are now in

the works for each one. Major film
studios which have tested it are
reportedly "interested in its poten-
tial as a time-saver in rehearsals,
which has been its biggest value
in TV.
According to TeleprOmpter chief

Irving B. Kahn, former radio-TV
publicity chief at 20th-Fox, the de-
vice has a dual advantage-—it can

(Continued. on page 39)

CBS-TV prez Jack L. Van Vol-
kenburg, accompanied by program
veepees Hubbell Robinson, Jr., and
Harry Ackerman, will host a party
on the Coast Monday night (28)
for the network’s major Hollywood
talent to brief the performers on
the Web’s TV City plans for; next
fall. Ackerman arrived in N.. Y.
from the Coast Monday (.21 ) for a
week’s huddles with Robinson and
Van Volkenburg on programming
plans for the summer and fall, Trio
is slated to plane out Friday night
(25).

Web’s TV City, Currently Under
construction on the Coast, will be
launched next fall with four stu-
dios. It has not been decided yet
which programs will move into the
new setup when it’s finished. Also
under discussion is the feasibility
Of building film studios at the
video centre. CBS is „currently
renting outside studio space for
such shows as “Amos ’n’ Andy,”
which it airs via film.

Noting that there will be at least
10 network shows originating from
the Coast by spring, CBS execs
said it has not been decided wheth-
er any now emanating from N. Y.

(Continued on page
'
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Lacy’s 33 Hrs. Per Week
Jack Lacy, WINS .. (N. Y.) disk

jock, shifts to a 12:30-6 p.m. sched-
ule, six days a week on the indie,
Starting Monday (28). Although
he’ll be giving up his “Lacy on the
Loose” morning show, d.j. will be
upped from 26Vz to 33 hours on
the air weekly.

That works out to more consecu-
tive airtime than other Gotham
platter spinners. WNEW’s Art
Ford, Who also does 33 hours
weekly, has' a break between his

afternoon and “Milkman’s Mati-
nee!.’ stints.

Indicating that the ilew micro-
wave link to the Coast isn’t meet-
ing with the complete satisfaction

of some advertisers who’ve given

it a spin, Lipton’s has pulled Ar-
thur Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts” out
of both the San Francisco and Los
Angeles markets. Reason is that

the show, originating in N. Y. at

8:30 p.m. Mondays, was viewable
on the Coast at 5:30 p.m.,. which
the sponsor found much too" early

a period to attract enough of an
audience to warrant the added net-
wnrlrinn rncf

It’s believed that “Scouts” is tho»

first show to be aired live from
N. Y. to L. A. which has,failed to

make the grade because of the
three-hour differential. CBS-TV
is offering Lipton’s the alternative

now of either airing it on the Coast
via a “hot kinescope” on the

(Continued on page 38)

’Jack the Bellboy’ Exits

70G Spot as Sequel

To Jones-WJBK Split

Detroit, Jan. 22.

Shakeup continues at WJBK and
WJBK-TV as an aftermath to the

unexpected departure of Richard
E. Jones as veepee of the Fort In-,

dustry’s northern district and gen-

eral manager of the company’s De-
troit stations.

Newest to leave are Edmond T.

McKenzie, who as disk-jockey

“Jack the Bellboy” and assistant

manager of WJBK was earning

With the. sale thus far to 171
stations of its forthcoming VI Was
a Communist for the FBI” tran-
scribed series, the Frederic W. Ziv
Co. has parlayed its transcribed
radio programming operation into
an annual g/oss biz of more than
$20,000,000. That more than dou-
bles the annual gross take of four
years ago which, coincidentally,
corresponds with the emergence of
TV into the bigtime. For the latter

reason alone, the Ziv saga of big-
league radio programming for local

station sale adds up to perhaps the
major AM phenomenon of a dec-
ade.
• The auxiliary repercussions stem-
ming from the Ziv transcribed
packaging operation as one of the
unique facets of modern-day broad-
casting find, for example, the
major networks, alarmed over the
increasing inability - to sell radio
shows on a national basis, (1) gear-
ing their sales and program pat-

terns more and more to the “Ziv
technique”; and (2) such major Sta-

tions as NBC’s key Gotham outlet

becoming one of Ziv’s best cus-
tomers, although basically: it’s a
rival operation in the program
field.

Indicative of the Ziv reaffirma-

tion of radio’s potency on a local

level, the company (headquartered
in; New York, Cincinnati and Hol-
lywood) has splurged to the tune
of $2,500,060 in programming .over

the -
past year alone—-surpassing

even the individual major networks
on coin investiture on building of

properties.
Amount, represents $650,000

for .tfie new “FBI” anti-Commie
series, Which preems on a national
distribution basis March 30; pro-
gramming-production costs on the
Fred MacMurray-Irene Dunne
“Bright Star” series, and setting

a new 52-week cycle for “Bold
Venture.” Other major entries on
the Ziv roster, designed to. vest

local kilocycles with qualitative

programming for hometown spon-
sorship at low cost, include such
items as “Cisco Kid” and “Boston
Blackie” (both currently doubling
into Ziv’s TV transcribed packag-
ing. setup); “Meet the Menjous,”
Guy Lombardo and approximately
a score of other shows.
Of a total of 1,300 radio stations

around the country, . about 1,100

are using Ziv properties. While one
station in a town has an exclusivity

on a specific show, rival outlets

in the same town or city have ac-,

cess to other Ziv properties.
Shows are. scaled at from $10 to

$750, based on population. Com-
pany presently has a sales force of

100 in the field.

The new ariti-Commie series

starring Dana Andrews as ex-FBI
undercover agent Matt Cvetic, in-

cidentally, represents a departure
for Ziv (and radio programming
generally) iff its skirting of so-

called “formula shows” and pro-
jecting a message with Page One
overtones. The Ziv sales boys are
shooting for a 400-station blanket-

ing.

Mpls. Cafes to Boycott

Pabst Beer, Blame TV

Fights for Loss of Biz

Minneapolis, Jan, 22.

At least 10 top cafes here, acting
individually, are

.
preparing to dis-

continue the sale of Pabst beer,

because their Wednesday night

business is so far off—-much worse
than other nights—and they blame
the Pabst fight telecasts.

Story was -broken - by Max Wi -

ter,
;
Shopping News columnist,

himself the co-owner of one of the

loop’s most flourishing cafes, the

620 Club, and also general man-
ager and a principal stockowner of

the Minneapolis Lakers, profes-

sional basketball team,
While the establishments have

television sets and show the Wed-
nesday night fans, patrons appar-

ently prefer to witness the bouts in

their own sitting rooms, the owners
say they’ve found.

RADIO BIZ
• (

<vv M • >

Bill Spier’s CBS Pact
Bill Spier, vet radio, TV and

film producer-director, who pro-

duced and directed “Suspense” for

CBS Radio for six years, has joined

CBS-TV as a producer-director.

He hasn’t been handed an assign-

ment yet, but he won’t move into

CBS-TV’s “Suspense,” which is

now produced and directed by Rob-
ert Stevens, Spier recently pro-

duced “The Clock” on ABC-TV.

Cleveland, Jan. 22.

General managers of Cleveland’s

eight radio stations have announced

the start of a broad study program

to “truly determine the Greater

Cleveland market in terms of the

effectiveness of all advertising

media.”

When completed, the survey
“would show the amounts of time
the average Clevelander spends lis-

tening to radio, watching TV, read-

ing magazines and newspapers.”

Purpose of the survey is to. chal-

lenge present TV talk and figures

that are based “upon cumulative
totals which have piled up in the

last few years, and do not repre-

sent the number of TV sets now
actually in working order in the

number of homes as presently pub-
lished.”

> Emergence of film as the top
‘ medium for television dramatics,

. which has long been anticipated
in the. trade, moved, a step nearer
reality this week with news that
“Big Town” and “Man Against
Crime,” both- top-rated CBS-TV
shows airing live from N. Y., will

move to the Coast soon and switch
to film. It’s believed the two shows
mark the first big network produc-
tions' to shift from a live to a film

basis,

in addition to these, Harry Ack-
erman, CBS-TV Hollywood veepee,
revealed that “Our Miss Brooks”
and “Life With Luigi” will both
be filmed for airing next fall. Up-
coming Ginger Rogers show, also

tentatively set for a fall preem,
will comprise mostly film, although
it may also go live from time to

time from Hollywood. Pilot fill

“Brooks,” with Eve Arden repris-

ing the role she originated and
now plays in the CBS Radio ver-
sion, will be lerised Feb, 2V Pilot

on “Luigi,” with J. Carroll Naish
starring in the title role he plays

in the radio series, is scheduled
for lensing in mid-March.

Ackerman also disclosed that
CBS is contemplating the creation
of a special film production setup,
to produce vidpix for syndication.
CBS is now handling the Gene
Autry show arid “Range Rider,”
both produced by Autry’s Flying
A productions, on that basis but
has not produced any films on its

own for syndication. NBC-TV,
the other hand, has been syndicat-
ing vidpix on a local spot basis

for some time and now lias in

(Continued on page 43)

Current TV set-total, as disclosed

by the city’s three TV stations is

over 525*000.

The proposed survey, which will,

be done by a national research or-

ganization (as yet not named) will

also §eek to secure information on
the amount of automobile and
other “out-of-home listening done
during various hours of the day

(Continued on page 42)

Rice May Reconcile On

‘Celanese’ Stand—If
•

Casting Policy Changed
Playwright Elmer Rice, who re-

cently checked out of the TV Play-

wrights Co. via a blast at the pro-

ducers of ABC-TV’s “Celanese The-
atre” for alleged blacklisting of

talent, may reconcile with the

group if they agree to change their

casting policy. Negotiations are

currently in progress among Rice

and execs of the Ellington agency,
which handles the Celanese ac-

count, and the William Morris
office, which produces the series,

to clear up the hassle prior to the.

scheduled April 2d airing of Rice’s

“Street Scene” on the program.

Rice told Variety that “Street

Scene”, had been booked on the

Celanese lineup of plays at; the

start of last season. Under his con-

tract, he pointed out, he must give

notice of withdrawal at least six

months prior to the shpw’s sched-

uled airing. As a result, he said,

the producers have the legal right

to stage the show whether he is

in favor of it or not. But, he

emphasized, if they don’t comply
with his requests, he will ask the

producers not to present the play.

Playwright stressed that his feel-,

ings in the matter have not

changed. “I want to see them re-

vise their casting policy so that

it will not amount to blacklisting/’

he said. “If that is done, I will

feel that I have achieved what I

l (Continued oil page 42)
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Plan for NBC to feed a network,
during the post-midnight stretch
may grow out of WNBC’s (N. Y.)

plan to air round-therdock. Start-
ing Feb. 1, the web’s Gotham key
will broadcast all night With six-

hour symphony program.
While other N. Y. outlets are

beaming during the wee hours,
their insomnia programs are of the
pop music or show biz chatter type.
WNBC’s counterpoint approach is

to air syiriphonic music exclusively.
However, if surveys reveal that the
classical beat isn’t wrapping up a
sufficient audience, another pro-
grammatic diet will be essayed.
For the present WNBC g.m, Ted

Cott does not plan on selling the
time, although sponsors may be
inked after the period’s potentials

are explored. It’s planned to feed
the show to NBC stations in Wash-
ington arid Cleveland, and eventu-
ally to other outlets that desire it.

One factor which has kept the

webs from going into post-midnight

operations is the union cost. For
even a two- or three-station, hook-
up, AFRA network ; fees must be
paid. Some years back the Mail
Order Network planned to link up
WOR, N, Yv, and WGN, Chicago,
for an all-night show, but found
it would have to pay the network
announcing scale, which greatly

exceeds the fee of two local an-

nouncers.
Interestingly, much of the II. S,

can be blanketed with a few clear

channel kilowatters at night, due
to the greater range of AM signals

after dark.

Ilona Massey TV Series
Ilona Massey launches “Rendez-

vous,” her first regular video

series, oh ABC-TV Feb. 13. Show
will be beamed Wednesdays at

9:30 p, m.
Airer, a Jerry Layton package,

spots the former pic star as a chan-

teuse in a Farisiari nitery, centre

ol international intrigue.
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THE VOICE THAT

The young man steps out bn a television screen,
'**>

.

I

and sells. Sells a song, sells himself, and sells

for sponsors.

Up against the toughest competition in all

television, he's been able to draw and hold big

audiences , bigger, in fact, than those of 31
,,

other leading nighttime network programs.

^refreshing relief from
v-/ ...
rthe hard-hitting type of

Variety show" (John

Crosby, Herald Tribune

)

'an ingratiating performer

whether he's spieling lines

or singing tunes" (Variety)

1,

figured to sell itself

Even more important, he has brought in those

audiences to. a sponsor at a remarkably

moderate cost-per-thousand viewers . ... .at. a

cost that beats no less than 47 other leading

nighttime network programs.

/ , s ,
*

He can do it for you . . . week after week or on

a ‘limited engagement” basis. He can do it for

solidly to. adults who just
.

^

want some relaxed general-

entertainment . .-. Sinatra. . •

has become an amazingly

polished performer , ^
a .truly pro light comedy

style" (The Billboard)

a tremendous talent , and

personality to match"

K-frlii i p: Mino ff , Cue

)

he; has proven hiniseif &. •

SPeat
, charming personality ,

^ far more mature' and much

broader performer than

before" (George Sinion,

Metronome)

you . .

.

on a quarter-hour, half-hour, or full hour

basis, to suit your demands, your budget.

He can sell you, if you ask him to.

CBS TEI_E¥!S10JM
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NEWSSTAND THEATRE
ITbe Foster Portfolio)

With Wally Cox, Mildred Clinton,
Joseph Allen, Jr., Wilfred Ly*
tell, Ruth Gilbert, Harold Gary

Producer: Wilbur Stark
Director: Seymour Robbie
Adaptors: Sheldon Stark, Bernard NBC-TV's “Original Amateur the plaudits.* Sullivan delivered Leonard Yorr, as a talent agent;

Dougall Hour” kicked off its fifth year an overlong narrative intro, but it and Edith King, as Lazy Mary,
30, Mins.; Wed., 9:30 p.m. Tuesday (15* with a clicko show didn't help any because the 'scene who ran the nitery they were try-

Sustaining that demonstrated why this series shown was the finale which, out ing to crash.
ABC-TV, from N. Y. has built its audience over the past of context, failed to impress in the Producer Norris Houghton and

“Newstand Theatre/' latest eh- four seasons. Highspot was the ap- face of critical salvos for the over- director Dick Linkroum carried
try in the midweek vidrama derby, pearance of Paul Winchell and all production itself. All N. Y. off ^th technical skill the disap-
also is one of the numerous half- Jerry- Mahoney, who 15 years ago film critics were in the audience pearance of Janis and his return
hour blocks which have attempted got their start via a shot on the and their names were plugged on- to life. Camera work and the set-
to challenge the longest running radio edition (which is still going screen. Crowther also put in a tings, representing the New Or-:
(fifth season) Wednesday visualer, strong on ABC). The young yen- big plug for films in general. leans waterfront, were good.
•‘Kraft Television Theatre.” Lat- trilo, who has liis own tele stanza show got underway with a “Workshop,” incidentally, will af-
ter majors in the 9 to 10p.m. berth for Speidel on CBS-TV, reprised George Gershwin medley inter- tempt an adaptation next Sunday
and “Newsstand” kicked Off on some of the gags he used in his nreted bv dancers Elaine Dunn* (27) of John Hersey’s “Into the

planned, because Kraft’s first half, G&gwriter Hal Block came on in gun. After the film awards, there good style.
at least, was clicko and. promised the guise of a Western Union mes- were two quick pace-changers in
ditto. The 9:30 to. 10 direct com- senger,.and did a cute bit With em- John Tio’s talking parrot and _
viaI- itlam 'to ADG* M^T l-i n \X7 ovi/l m «i. HMAkl .%««« #. . i . * . —

.

i i • . r

i

ITmlAti RHelen ParkhUrst's “It's a Prob-

tialer, “The Foster Portfolio,” was roWay also added to the anni fes- Charm contingent. They ran one of the more intelligent in all

a diverting comedy made to look tivities, b r i n g i n g in a birthday through a number of neatly done viaeo. Last week s poser was
better by the presence of bespec- cake, and G. S. (Gus)' Eyssell, variations on “Twinkle Twinkle Guild, of a Broken Home; with

tabled Wally Cox, the inhibited prexy of Rockefeller Centre, Inc., Little Star” with Spitalny’s fid- moderator 3en Grauer and Opin-

comic with an invisible twinkle. He was picked up from the studio au- filing frau Evelyn calling the in- ion-givers; Rev. George P. Jacoby,

gave it a nifty start in a series dience for a tribute to the series’ strumental shots and the vocal Hershal Alt and Louis Sobel. it

packaged by Wilbur Stark ahd aid to show biz. Guesters Were groups getting their nifty was an absorbing half-hour and,

done in co-op With Crowell Pub. good, although Mack should have pitches. Second piece had Evelyn for parents and others interested

Co. Latter furnishes story mate- sidestepped the “surprise” act, as fronting for “You, Night & Music” in the welfare of children, a dis-

rial from its chain of mags--ebl- the celebs were listed in program and then the whole group Worked tmguished
#
must. The sectarian

lier’s, American and Woman’s Skeds. to the finish “The 48-ers,” a angle was incidental to^the larger

Home Companion. No plug for the All acts were up to the show’s patriotic tune'. subject symbolized by the subtitle,

mag house, merely a graphic dis- usual standard, including a student -—— The back-and-forthing, with
play. accordionist, from Detroit, a gal Some of the formulae that were Grauer tossing most of the qdes-

Cox did One right up his singer from Sioux Falls, a hot GI so successful in the ’20’s aren't Rons and setting Up the problems,

alley, a henpecked, near-impov- trombonist, a fast-stepping gal tap- working out that Way in this era. and Mrs. Parkhurst taking almost

erished drudge with a secretive ster from Woodbridge, N. J ,
etc. The college musical was a fre- unobtrusive but vital participation

$750,000 or so in stocks and .

——— quent inhabitant on the screens at by going right to the heart of mat-

bonds, There Were, lots of chuckles Art Carney, subbing for the va- that time. Eddie Cantor’s attempt ters, produced five main points:

in the comedy, and at the finale, cationing Jackie Gleason as emcee to' revive that form of entertain- T. Children should not be re-

Cox Was discovered by his wife of DuMont’s “Cavalcade of Stars” ment on the Colgate program Sun- quired to take sides on Controver-
and investment counsellor 88ing Friday night (18), displayed a nice dy (20); over NBC-TV, didn’t work sies or situations affecting, their
and singing in a real lowdoWn gin comedy ability, something akin to out entirely satisfactorily. parents.
mill. Just to show it wasn't all several other comedians but still Probably one of the major rea- 2. In the absence Of a father, it

make-believe, Cox gave a smash potent enough to permit him to sons why this session didn't hit the is necessary to introduce a “father
workover Of “Basin St. Blues.’ It stand on his own. (Until now, he’s Cantor par, is the fact that the prototype” in the house in order
could easily be a mild pasquinade been a regular caster on “Caval- comic spread his talents quite thin- that the child may identify himself
job for waxing. cade,” playing straight man to iy. in this show. He was on for with an older male therein (teacher.

Corking assist, came from the Gleason in the sketches.) Since: most of the time. Other perform- physician, Boy Scout leader, friend,

whole cast, especially Mildred he’s a more subdued type than ers weren’t given a chance to take uncle, etc.).

Clinton as his mousey frau, and most video comics, Carney’s chief front-andrcentre for any length of o Reasons for Barents’ seoara-
Ruth (Gilbert, in her copyrighted value would seem to lie in the time. Although this comic is one tiorj or estrangement must be
Brooklynese waitress characterize- skits, in which he has displayed a of the top performers about, it e {ven
tion; plus Joseph Allen, Jr., as variety of characterizations

^
and was toO generous a dose to take at

6
v.,

,

stock advisor, Wilfred Lytell as talent. Whether he Can hold his one sitting. This was especially
+h!i

d
t™fh

C
!?paarri

n

latter’s boss, ahd Harold Gary in own as star of a weekly vaudeo se- true, in view Of the fact that much
a neat bartender bit. It was also a nes remains to be seen, but he cer- 0f the writing wasn’t sufficiently “JSJ ?VI it

good adaptation by Sheldon Stark tainly could manage the correctly- socko to make the grade. ^
and Bernard Dougall of a story by scripted situation comedy with no Cantor, of course, had the good ™st ^ reyeaicd by a personam
Kurt Vohnegut, Jr., in Collier’s, trouble. sense to kid the fact that he had wlmm thercM^sia^Kar^tiust,
Seymour Robbie's staging met the Tliusi on Friday’s show, his Open- himself cast as a college freshman, wneiner a parent or ot w .

required standards and so did the ing monolog was: a little weak. But It served' as the peg for several 5. It is important m many cases

lensing. Trait, lie scored solidly in a couple of gags; buf afterwards the situation that help be sought from service
——

—

v .

- sketches, as a nunchdruhk boxer got tiresome.' * bureaus and agencies so that,
.
the-—

—

v .

- sketches, as a punchdrunk boxer got tiresome.' bureaus and agencies so that
.
the

(tuv being interviewed fot the TV fans Singer Robert Clary showed him- burden, the ordeal, and the making
WILLIAM WINTER AND THE and as the manager oi a depart- self to be an ingratiating per- pf decisions may be shared by ob-
NEWS ment store' sending his charges out former. French singer shows con- jectiv.e-neutral groups, concerned.

Director: Fred Gadette into battle with bargain-seeking siderable feeling in song. A mop- with children’s welfare.
30 Mins.; Sun. 10 p.m. hausfraus (as can be s e e n, the pet tapster, Sharon Baird, repeated Prizes are awarded to writers of

P*ra * ideas wera none too original but a sock impact made several weeks best letters on each subject tackled.
PAUSON’S CLOTHES the scripting was good). With Glea- ago. This is good pi’omotion, as well as

creating interest in universal sub-
jects stemming from domestic

seriousness in. this . amalgam ot
. Kitty Kallen pleased with a cou- up for. a briefie at the end of this —

news and comment which enlists pie of tunes, in which she was segment, for a surprise end* Ac- ^ ^ ^
attentiveness as well as registers given exceptionally good scenic tress Esther Dale also appeared in , .

Jack
,

s

aiithoritv and imDartlalitV. Without KanVintr t on rioT.vnn raaicfarori a hit- with Pantnr 5inH niarv .1 his own TV show .for almost a year,authority and impartiality. Without backing. Leo DeLyon registered a bit With Cantor and Clary,
any attempt at playing the oracle with liis unique comedies, espe- ——

-

took over as ,emcee for the vaca-
tioning Milton Berle on NBC-TV’s

Working almost entirely without Verna Raymond, who’s appeared preem fiasco the preceding week ine' hut the comic seemed con-
notes from a desk backdropped by on several Milton .Berle shows, Was with “Don Quixote.” While it’s lidcrahlv mnVe rclaxed than hp did
maps and graphs, Winter ranges^ onihand to ^ease^eyers who like difficult to determine what was when he helmed his owir Saturday
the news of the day, both foreign the small-fry entertainers. Arnold new or experimental about. Love, ni</ht lavout for nrt last vear
and domestic, with enough refer- Stang scored in one of the sketch- that factor will undoubtedly come Whatever the cause his subdued
ence to maps to clarify material es. June Taylor Dancers (6\ backed up for questioning in "much that tePhniaue Mid off handsomely for
concerned: There is ho editorializ- the acts well and the entire cast the “Workshop” attempts to do. from^ his ooenine monoloe
ing to speak of and analysis of e 1

1

Regardless of that Sundays show, through his sketches to his short
events is adequate to convey text, beach takeoff for the finale. an original by John L. Gerstand s0ng stinte.
Frequent use of background ma- — and Norman Brooks, was amusing frnm
terial gives dimension for purposes Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of the and interesting drama, well pro-
of clarity. Town” on CBS-TV last Sunday duced, directed and acted: ‘

-h&<i^Ah^hiXhl Ald?JftnmS
There are instances when a more ^ was a tri-partite production Yarn, which spotlighted Conrad

. § standa^rdTOUthie? Stu-
trenchant dissecting of events with marquee strength and general Jams and .his Tailgate Jazz Fwe,^:^6

J

waswouM further enhance the program the fir^
w^n’t °Yof^pfca^c with him all’ through the’ show,

but the al over impact holds above
‘JY'Y^FiL

5
drfSc? 'A reorfse of • Come HoSS»v” ^Janis Is th^trom- indicating he hasn’t been forgotten,

par nonetheless. Guests are well fj*-
urines, a reprise ot come nome.. yams, as me trom? Constance Moore euestinC in the

chosen (Prime Minister Liaqiiat of tfie pic. accolades (17th in the. an- bomstin the^combo, played so
first half-hour failed to im-

Pakistan. Mnie. Pandi of India, n“al
f^
keT ) c°nsumed about a third hard that he became “real gone,” pre^^ith a bra?e of tunes but

YouwHan Choo, J^rean Consul
^noigh^ ite ?inSSasteJ?^S hf^U° Hi? Srt-frie^l

^ml-bick ?core with GarterArt

u.. *v -j.-.of. the N.. Y, Tn , who got the the crew to.play more music in an 5,110 •
“ m tne sxus.

wa"d from Sullivan.
.

attempt lo bring him back, They V ^
:

.,
Some potency was missing in paraded up and down the streets nlllJ TITJane Day (foi Jenkel-Dnvidsqnl that among clips from "films of New Orleans, playing most of Dml S. 1 V KCtr6Sli6F

are. conservative and effective with kudosed, there We r e none: from the songs in their repertoire, until „ Tlack of ovcr-rreaching a credit to “Streetcar Named Desire” follow- it hit them that his'rtame was Bill -
Broadcast Music, Inc. field reps

8
f tt * >r rt j

ing a nix by the producers to give Bailey and there was a song about
'
r01

?
1 the east, south and midwest

Solid stuff throughout. Ted. them a video showcase. Instead his coming back. Band promptly regions are spending this week in

there was in appearance by pro- swung into that and Janis came' Gotham for a complete television

ducer “Charles K. Feldman in be- back from where he had “gone.” refresher course. The field mehj
half of the Warner release, plus.di- Tailgate combo is currently play- including Lin Pattee, Dorsey Ow-
rector Elia Kazan, palmed for his ing on 52d Street, N. Y., and they ings, Ken Sparnon and Burt

j» chore, who also represented Vivian evidenced with their socko playing Squire, plus members of BMPs sta-
* Leigh as best actress in same film, on the show tli,at they!re real pros tion relations staff in N. Y., will

ABC-TV is; giving tryout show- Of two scenes shown from
,
as in the Dixieland style. Janis, while visit the local tele outlets to study

show. '

..

Solid ' stuff throughout. Ted

Starred in “The^
1

Lady is .v GodW”' Victory-,(.UI). Kennedy’s scroll was scored solidly in both the thesping ^ , rl :

which gets an airing Fridav (25 )

accepted by legit-film actress Jane and playing departments. Rest of St
?,Vn?vwhich gets an airing i iiaay^ tyo). Wyatt. The teeoffer Was for the “the cast are okav including Miss are WPIX, WABD, WNBT. WQR-

«r!fl

e
ha

kalian “Miracle in Milan,” best of Peterson; Edgar Stehli, as an old- TV. WJZ-TV and WCBS-TV. BMI
5'. „ e 1 ln T

,
foreign, produced and directed by time trombonist himself and a recently held a similar video week

Bl^ '
0t
i\

s )°'' s are pack* Vittorio De Sica, with distrib friend of the band; Michael Drey- on the Coast for its field reps out
Wilbur Stark. |J.o

;̂

Burstyh iiresefit .td^ciyj' fu^

LETS LOOK. IT OVER
With Dr. Joseph Rauch, Monsfmor

Felix Wttr Dr C. H.
Harry S. McAIpin; Ed Mills,
moderator

Producer: Doris Ruthenburr
Director: Mike London
30 Mins.; Mon., 10 p.m.
Sustaining
WHAS-TV, Louisville
Town’s outstanding TV panel

discussion doesn't dodge contro-
versial topics, and particularly
those which have a strong local
tinge. Such a one was the race re-
lations discussion, which brought
together in the studio Dr. Joseph
Rauch, a local rabbi; Monsignor
Felix Pitt, an educator; Dr. C. H,
Parrish, U. of Louisville prof., and
Harry S. McAIpin, assistant Com-
monwealth Attorney, latter two be-
ing Negroes.

Discussion brdiight out in-
stances of racial discrimination,
not only in this country, but in
Korea, on the part of Army brass,
according to McAIpin, who was
over there. The topic was han-
dled in an intelligent and calm
manner by all participants, all
agreeing that much progress had
been made* and will be . made to-
ward assuring rights to all, regard-
less of race, color or creed. Agree-
ment was also reached that in Ken-
tucky, at least, what is needed is

not more laws on the subject, but
removal of a law now on the state
statutes, called the “Day Law,”
which provides for equal educa-
tional opportunities for both races,
but does not permit mixing.
Dr Rauch, rabbi of Temple

.

Adath Israel, counselled against
too speedy changes. Speaking
from knowledge of 2,000 years of
discrimination toward the jews. he
said tremendous strides had been
made in the last 50 years in race
relations., Negro' members of the
panel

.
expressed themselves as

wanting barriers removed now.
While the intent of the 'Let’s

Look It Over” panel show is to
present panelists on the pro and
con side, at show caught all mem-
bers were identified with efforts to
improve local race relations,
hence the session didn’t develop
aiiy heated moments.

.
Considering

the improved status ioif race rela-
tions in .the Louisville, area, it’s a
moot question if anyone of any
standing in ' the community Would
risk taking the biased side of
the race question in an open
forum such as this TV show.
Ed Mills, WHAS-TV staffer, fills

the moderator role satisfactorily.
He gives participants full rein, and
doesn’t chime in Unless the chat-
ter starts to . lag. Altogether, this
is a stimulating half-hour and a
session which should rate high
with adult listeners, Wied.

TV DUDE RANCH
With Patsy Clay, Bill Shomette,
Curley Williams, Lou Emerson,
Pedro Gonzales, Ed Brinley, Mel

. Winters and orch
Producer-director: Dave Hubbard
30 mins.; Thurs., 7 p.m. CST
Participating
WOAI-TV, San Antonio
There is always a ready-made

audience here for this sort of a
program, either the native Texan
or visitor finding it welcome. 'There
are songs, music and a bit of come-
dy to make it a smartly-paced, 30-
minute shindig.

Action takes place on the mythi-
cal TV Dude Ranch of which Bill

Shomette is the bossman. He m.c.’s

the show in an easy-going style,

and is al^o heard in a song solo,

as well as in. a quartet made Up
of himself, Patsy Clay, Lou Emer-
son and Curley Williams. He also

handles comedy situations
.

well
with Pedro Gonzales, Emerson and
Ed Brinley as straightmen. "*•

Williams is foreman of the out-
fit and turns in a neat performance.
He is also heard in several songs
to his own guitar accompaniment;
He has a pleasing voice, easy on
the ears. Miss Clay handles the
femme ^situation very well, with
some repartee, as well as being
heard in several solo song spots

and with the quartet.
Emerson is shaping up into a

fine TV comedy find hereabouts.
He shows his vaUde background
to good effect. Comedy relief and
novelty are also handled by Gon-
zales. Mel Winters and his band,
this time as the “TV Dude
Rangers,” lend their usual fine

musical support to the sirigers.

There are several commercials
cleverly interwoven into the script

which are easy to take. There’s one
for Greyhound Bus, which is

.

A

film clip, and another for Studcrs,
local photo house, which Was a

studio shot. Andy.

WNYC Pact* Levin
A, Alan Levin

.
has been ap-

pointed promotion director at

WNYC, N, Y., succeeding Leland
•. Merrick.

Levin, onetime publicity and prp-

motion director at WMCP, Balti-

more, has recently been doing free-

lance work in N. Y. ..
. ,. B
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This year of 1952, to IiTvIp MarDminell Set
win be released from lteJ^w JinCiTOIineu oet

vision
long freeze, gives promise rfso of

being the *ea*jf*!
he

Songstress Kyle MacDonnell is

FM For the first time stoce“the
l switching to AH via WOR, N. Y-,f

finest aural -service
I vritb adisk jockey airer. Show,*

received its poster. ble
^5L?SS 1 which kicks off Monday (28), will be

jj

the FCC, t
1

h®" s
n̂

ôn_ |̂1^ j
beamed Monday, Wednesday and

.

front-—real action- The manutac- a* 6-15 p.m. I

turers of sets, distributors, '< sheT
s being handled by her]

and broadcasters are at last Dick Gordon, Jr., who
]

together, thanks to a more reatoj-;
earlier this month sold out his in-

!

tic approach to the problem
i terest in Foley & Gordon, Inc.

Harold Fellows, new preay of the v - '

- '

\

National Assn-, of Radio and Tv
* ^

Broadcasters, . . .

.

As pointed out here Friday ( 181 1
1

by ths association’s FM director,
|

John Smith. Jr., at a meeting of-j

the industry to plan an FM tost

campaign Washington during !

March. Fellows has changed the j
situation between broadcasters and 5

manufacturers from , war to truce.

;

And, said Smith. “it’s been a very

active truce.” There was unqueS: 2

tionable evidence at this meeting
jj Washington, Jan: 22; !

that NARTR When capital and -labor get tq-
?

ing industry, u?<*er the 1
" gether on a radio debate, it be-;

of the Radio-Teteviston Mmiidac- m̂es a -hog^iling contest” So
iurtrs ^A^il, are wprkmgasa

i declared the V. S Chamber of
to give FM its muchmeeded sbob

last week, in reply to

.

ln-the-arm.
5 charges bv the American Federa-

}

James Secrest. general manner
; ^ and Congress of In-

gy®¥\ dustrial Organisation that C. o£ C-]
RTH\ is sobdly behind _the FM

spokesmen take a “run-out pow-f
campaign. We bptieve ,““"/M

I der” when incite! la match wits*
market for FM that

Jtf*? 2 with union officials on radio ;

fully realized. * said Secrest, point- s

Lansing, Jan. 22.

Passing Its first bill of the- 1952

Legislative session, the Senate

voted unanimously to tax television

receipts along with other gross

proceeds of boxing and wrestling

matches which already are taxed*

The levy will be 10% on non-

title events aivd 5% on national or

As WOR Disk Jockey world championship matches.

Gwt Employees

tuny jeauiea, miu ocwcsv, i»w“«-||orums .

.
A^rtjng itsp

?
«cyoa

;
radiod«.|

Ted Mack will preside over final

faiAnt auditions today (Wed.V for

the .Federal Recreation Committee
in Washington, D. C. Committee,

representing 250,000 employees of

75 .
government agencies has afr

ranged a tie-in With. ’‘Original

Amateur Hour” for winning perr

formers to compete for spots on

weekly program broadcasts. Plan

was given impetus by Old Gold

sponsorship.
FRC talent auditioning, an an-

nual event among Washington’s

working personnel, has become a

major feature of organized recrea-

tional project. For ’51, Mack and
“Amateur Hour” staff selected 12

j

acts which subsequently appeared

on regular network shows.
. 4

'

Current tryouts, pre-judged in

December by Washington news-
paper and TV groups, covered au-

ditioning of '400 Government em-
ployee contestants. Outstanding
acts selected from this number will

perform for Mack and
:

“Amateur
Hour” director Bob Reed today at

Washington’s tater-departjpciental

Auditorium, Event is FRC’s main
seasonal theatrical affair.

(Jan, 23-Feb. 2)
FotlowingU the. lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the fnajoT

television networks during the next 10 days:
Jan, 23

Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.to). “The Peaceful Warrior/*
by Erie Hatch. With Dick Foran, Nita Talbot, Melville Cooper,

Celanese Theatre (ABC—10 to 11 p.m.). “Anna Christie,” by
Eugene O’Neill, adapted by Norman Lessing. With June Havoc,
Jdhn Qualea.

Jan. 25
Schlitz Playhouse of Stan (CBS—9 to 10 p.m.).- “P:G.,” by Hal-

sey Malone, adapted by Arnold Schulrfian. With Dan Duryea, John
Forsythe, Teresa Celli.

Jan, 27
Philco TV Playhouse : (NBp—9 to 10 p.m.). “Segment,’? by David

Swift With Mercer McLeod, Eileen Heckari.
.
Jan. 28 ....

Lucky Strike Theatre (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p^h.). “Eva? Carp-
line?”, by Allan Vaughan Elston, adapted by Thomas W. Phipps,
With Richard Carlson, Jayne Meadows, Viola Roache, Raymond
Bramley.

Stndio One (CBS—10 to 11 p.m.). “Burden of Guilt/’ by John
and Ward Hawkins. With Anthony Boss, Ralph Nelson, Robert
Santon,

Jan. 31
Kraft. TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). “Mrs. O’Brien Enter-

tains,” by Edward Madden.
Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC—^10 to ll pjn.) “Years of

Grace/’ by Margaret Aiycr Barnes, adapted by Denis Green and
Norman Lessing. With Ann Harding^ Lucille Watson.

Feb. 1
Schlitz Playhouse Of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 pin.). “Lady With a

Will,” adapted by Don and Katrina .Ettlinger from “Miss Quiz,”
by .Ward Morehouse and Peggy Wood. With Ann Sothem,

1115 uuv x^ " Asserting its policy on radio ae-|
pecially welcome at this time when

of c of c. said its spokes- ?

TV set business isnt what >tj
men continue to appear inf

mrght be.
, j public debates with union officials t

.

And a
^ondsryresson for;P^ else, when there is rea-|CTUATDl (C N|?WFST

|ng TV, .said-
soiiable expectation that partici-|OinAIIUI 13 HE TVCd I

idea that some pants will stick.to the subjects as-

)

ington have, that theres a con-
; ed ^ and that the debates will*

spiraev among manufacturers ^ j degenerate into ranting and?
bury FM, The industry is just as • _ ,ijnC »».. :

anxious to sell FM sets as. any
j ChaTn^t saj<j it does draw a line

other appliances, he added, and the
> nn **Certain radio programs where

test rampaigns (in Carj>;--%
0

- omcUIs hive - the;
line, Wisponsi and D. C,> should

j chancc to ride o(r ln aU directions
prove that.

, I from the subject, on the wings of
Further evidence of the manu- |*

ash statements or mean-
;

facing industry s mtergst W®s
5
ingiess and parroted slogans from :

shown m Ihe presence at the meet-
which lhere ^ no quick, sensible,

ing of Herb Guemn, of RCA,
reply. . The Chamber does not

;

James Farley, of General Electnc,
• there is much contribution

Henry Onorati. of Crosley: Morgan L
d public thinking in a hog-calling >

Greenwood; of Philco, and Dave
\

„. I

Grigsby, of Zenith. Representa-

‘

coniesu f

tives of Washington area distribu-

teontinued on page 43)

PHILLY TV STATIONS’

18G ‘DIMES’ PLEDGES

contest. f

Line will also be drawn, said the

;

Chamber, on forum progranas in
j

which C. of C. spokesmen have
,

been “hopelessly” outnumbered/'*
j

Organization points out that in the i

CBS program* “Cross-Section 1

USA/’ of Jan. 11, there were two
j

spokesmen for labor, one for agri-
\

culture and one for business. !

Basis for union charges was
,

dropping by NBC of its “America *

United” show and substitution of;

to be assigned

Philadelphia,. Jan. 22.

Philadelphia television stations

raised more than $18,000 in pledges
j .

during a series o£ three successive
jJ’ jS^aiTorganiraUbiis in turn,

telecasts for the 1952 March of
j inciu<iing the Chamber 1

Dimes.

WFIL-TV kicked off tl|e series

ith a four-hour marathon (14),...

with Jimmy Blaine as emcee, which
j
Editor, Variety:

raised $11^15 in pledges. WPTZ
j Variety in its Jan. 16 issue asks

devoted a film program to theI

CBS Was There

CASUALTY ON WDTV
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22. j

Newest casualty on WDTV, city’s *

only channel, is Frank '‘Sinatra,

who has just chalked up the short-

est run nn record on the/DuMont

-

lvned station. Onljr three or four

of The Voice’s programs were
carried when management sudden-_

ly announced that it was being
dropped.

'

Decision of WDTV to run the

first half-hour of Sinatra along
with "Keep Posted” on alternate

Weeks with Milton Berle kicked

up quite a fuss with latter's spon-

sors, Texaco, who threatened to

pull Berle altogether in he wasn’t

carried regularly. When DuMont
people stuck by their guns,! how-,

ever, Texaco relented and. agreed
to let Berle come in every other
Tuesday.

Pulling of Sinatra doesn’t mean
that Berle goes back on a weekly
basis. Alan Young comes in on the
alternate Tuesday 8-8:30 slot, with
“Keep Posted” continuing, on the-

same basis the half hour after that.

No reason, was given by WDTV
for dropping Sinatra although it’s

believed the fact that he was spon-
sorless for the half hour that

came through here bi-weekly had
a lot Ap do with it.

Chicago, Jan. 22 .

The Illinois Broadcasters Assn,
may carry its fight against a tele-

^ . . . vision station operated by the U.
New audience participation show,

j
0f |Hiiiois to the state legislature

in which guests for the first time
j it was indicated after a meeting

will be able to speak on the phone
j
bere last week between IBA mem*

to friends in a different part of
; bers and university officials,

the country and see them while} It was brought out that the

wPir » 1 school at present has no funds Jor
CBS-T^V. Titled The Big Hello,

|
the erection or operation of the

the show will be auditioned in
,
proposed station. The broadcasters

early, February for a projected
^
hinted that if all other .^efforts

weekly half-hour public service
|
failed in their attempt to forestall

series.
. , . j

the establishment of a university
Program +s the braincbild| of • outlet, they would register their

James Fondn, who is with CB^j opposition at the state assembly
TV on the Coast. Through use of

the’ microwave channel to both
coasts, the web believes it will be
able to make possible the long-

pending visual telephone service.

March of Times (15) with Susan
l a fair question: “Where Was Ra-

Peters heading the array of staffers I**10 - *n the coverage of the Kurt •

to make the pitch. The station
j
Carlsen saga. But as for your

sought no pledges, however.
WCAU-TV wound up the series

(161 with ah all-day telethon cli-

maxed by the appearances of
World’s Champion Jersey Joe Wal-

statement that radio was not on

the job, CBS Radio asks, to be in-

cluded out. !—
,

As the Flying Enterprise striig- •

cbtt and welterweight Gil Turner 1 gied toward Falmouth, Paul Niven
;

which drew $7,000 * pledges. ftnr T .ftnH -n npvv<; staff renorted
TJ w ,,, r„. .

pledgee.
. f our London new? staff reported%r ^^'PP

.„
l
?
US,nCSS

H
m*,,a

!.
e
r Progress in numerous CBS!

of the JVFIL stations and. general
| ^ broadcasts from that

chaiiman of the March of Btmes
j

But the big job in that;
sal
f

h<! “p^ ‘he courage wai to do what radio

»
th«eda>' Jalways does^get the principals and

a
;;

°/ ac ^0 '00a
.
Viewers

j t t|lem on tbe ajr at once, to tell
were urged to send m returns to a •

-

when the state-supported institu-

tion applies for the necessary coin.
The IBA is attacking the pro-

posed educational station on sev-
eral grounds. First, the broad-,, , • « , 1 5 viMi. Mvuuvwi a ix ovi uivau'

It s presently^ planned to brmg on
>. casters’ group argues the school is

as participants such persons as a

GI landing on the Coast from
Korea, who may want to talk to

his family in N. Y.; a mother in

N. Y. who may not have seen her
son on the Coast for many years,

etc.

special Postoffice Box 1952.
their o\vn story. Captain Carlsen
had scarcely touched land before :

Niven was on his trail, and on the
8 a m. (EST) CBS Radio “World
News Roundup” Jan. 10, Niven had
Carlsen ‘ a I little studio in Fal-

mouth where he broadcast the

Legit producerraqtor Eddie Dowl- [

story of his adventure direct to lis-

;

Ing may turn television producer, tellers in America. This exclusive
'

' ...i' ’n-vi -1 .. , intppvimu wac 1mmanlarolu ninlrort

As Pinza TV Producer

with reports that )ie may take -Over

the production reins on the Friday
night RCA-sponsored Ezio Pinza’

show on NBC-TV; Ezra Stone is

currently producing the stanza, but
finds himself bogged down, by a
multiplicity of TV assignments.

Pinza show, currently on a week-
ly basis, goes .bi-weekly next
month. With Dennis Day also

picked up by RCA as the alternate

Week attraction, effective Feb. 8 .

Day’s sh was kine auditioned
last week oh the Coast.

interview ^ was immediately picked
;

up by news services. It was in I

derhand for days by newspapers ,

and magazi One hour after i

Carlsen’s original broadcast, CBS '

Radio “News of America” repeated
the story by recording and then

‘

gave Carisen’s oivn voice making ?

his reply to the welcome by the
mayor and the people, of Fal-

1

mouth. This was the high
of. the CBS radio coverage Which
had kept abreast of the event from

(Continued oft page 41)

Electric Cos. Trim Radio

Coin on ‘Corliss Archer’
Electric Companies Advertising,

which has recently expanded its ad
budget into television, has decided
to cut back its sponsorship of CBS
Radio’s “Meet Corliss Archer”
from a weekly to an alternate week
basis. New setup is effective im-
mediately, meaning the Sunday
ight show will be sustaining this

week t27), with the bankroiler com-
ing in next on Feb. 4. Agency is

N. W. Ayer.
For TV, the Electric Cos. has

bought a new* series of half-hour
yidfilms, which preem in 35 marr
kets Sunday under ’the title of
“Electric Theatric.” Films Were
produced at the Eagle Lion studios
on the Coast by Screen Televideo
Associates, with Gil Ralston as

exec producer;
CBS will keep “Coriiss” on a

sustaining basis during the weeks
skipped by Electric Companies, in

hopes of lining up a new sponsor
for the alternate Sundays. Spon-
sor’s checkout, incidentally, opens
up another hole this season in what
had started as an SRO night for.

CBS.

Suit involving A. C. Nielsen and
C. E. Hooper, pn one hand, and
Albert E. Sindlinger on the Other

has been settled out of court with

both sides claiming victory. Nielsen
firm has paid Sindlinger $75,000,
with Nielsen himself. Hooper and
Henry Rahmel, Nielsen engineer-
ing v.p., paying $1 apiece.
Ending a 27-month-long hassle

with confusing claims and counter-
claims, Judge Ganey of U. S; Dis-
trict Court for eaistern Pennsyl-

|

vania signed an order^ dismissing

j

the federal action arid couhter-

I
claims.
One of the considerations on

rushing into the video picture with-
out adequate investigation of the
economics involved, and without
prior approval by the state law-
makers. Also, it’s not. fair to ex-
pect the taxpayers to shell out for
an outlet at the Urbana campus,
which would only serve a relative-
ly limited number of citizens. The
university could best fulfill its

function by packaging film, educa-
tional shows for use bn the present
and proposed commercial stations,
its argued.

University to Go Ahead
.However, it’s obvious that the

real nub of the issue is the fact
that under the present FCC chan-
nel blueprint, the only VHF outlet
for the East Central Illinois area
has been set aside for educational
use. That’s Channel 12, for Which
the university has notified the FCC
that it intends to formally apply.
Three commercial stations are
planned for the Champaign-Urbana
region, but. they are in the UHF
spectrum.
Although nothing clear-cut came

(Continued on page 39)

CBS Sets Radie Harris

For Capsule AfL Show
CBS Radi , continuing to em-

phasize five-minute shows as a lure

I which the Nielsen-Sindlinger settle-
1

to potential advertisers, has .
lined

I ment was reached is an agreement up a new briefie of that length fea-

I solving, the patent litigation, mak- turirig Hollywood columnist Radi
^ _ -v.i ui. . _ n* • v tt • • • vii • . ' 1 1..1 .j /a

Cleveland — Carr Liggett has
taken over the Old Dutch Beef ac-
count which runs an hour-long
Monday night TV show on WEWS

ing
,
it possible, for Sindlinger to l

continue audience, measurement
with the Radox technique. Sind-
linger said that he was forced to
suspend biz in 1950 ivhen it was
impossible for him to settle the
Radox-Nielsen patentunterference
set-to. by a cross-licensing arrange-
ment which he had proposed, Niel-
sen s alleged refusal to cooperate
with Sindlingei* in a cross-licensing

Harris.. Show is scheduled for

cross-the-board airing in the 3:50

to 3:55 p. m. period, starting Jan.

28. •

Judy Garland has beeti set as the

first guest to be interviewed by

Miss Harris. It will mark her first

guest appearance on radio since

she opened at the Broadway Palace

last Oct. 16.

New sho\v will give CBS three
deal was one of the charges in five-minute programs back-to-back.

Cedric Adams, bankrolled by Puis-

burj% is now in cross-thb-board
from 3:40 to 3:45, and that is fol-

lowed by the Carl Smith aiow.

sponsored by Kellogg’s.from 3:45 to

3:50. Miss Harris will spin Holly-

wood gossip and interview visiting

film celebs, with the show originat-

ing from N. Y.

the federal, litigation. Sindlinger
had charged; Hooper and Nielsen
with "monopolistic practices” to
freeze him out of the nose-count-
ing field.

“By waiving certain pf our plaims
and legal

.
right of appeal,” Sind-

( linger said this week, “we permit

|
(Continued on page 41)
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FILM PERSONALITY MOST
EFFECTIVE ON RADIO

Ronald Colman
“Halls of Ivy”

Wednesday 8 :00-8:30 p.m;.

Sponsor: Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co.

BEST MYSTERY PROGRAM
“Dragnet”

Starring Jack Webb
Thursday 9:00-9:30 p.m.

Sponsor: Fatima Cigarettes

CHAMPION OF CHAMPIONS
“THE BIG SH6wj>

Sunday 6 :30-8:00 p.m.

Starring Tallulah Bankhead
The glamorous, gracious gal who also took two 2d places as

Best Comedienne and as Best Master of Ceremonies;
Sponsors : Reynolds Metals Co. ; American Chicle Co.

;

:

Whitehall Pharmacal Co.; Chesterfield Cigarettes

THE REVIEWS
ARE IN

And NBC won more awards, more first place

awards, than any other network*

BEST DRAMATIC PROGRAM
“Theatre Guild On The Air’’

Homer Fickett—director
Sunday 8:30-9:30 p.m.

Sponsor : United States Steel Corp.

BEST AUDIENCE
PARTICIPATION PROGRAM

“You Bet Your Life”

Groucho Marx—M. C.

Wednesday 9:00-9:30 p.m.

Sponsor : DeSoto-Plymouth Dealers

BEST MUSICAL SHOW
“The Telephone Hour”
Distinguished artists from

the operatic and concert stage;

Donald Voorhees conducting

Monday 9:00-9:30 p.m.'

Sponsor : The Bell Telephone System

In the 16th annual poll of American newspaper, magazine arid

radio critics conducted for “Fame” magazine by Motion Picture

Daily, 11 first places, 10 second places, 6 third placed were awarded,
to NBC. These are the final reviews, the personal choices of radio's

most discriminating listeners, the critics themselves.

But most significant of all, notice which first place awards
NBC Radio won. In variety shows—the Champion of Champions,
THE BI.G SHOW; the best drahiatic show ; the best mystery show

;

the best musical show ; the best quiz and audience participation

shows ; the most promising stars ; the best dance band; and, of

course, the best symphony orchestra.
*

These are the program types which hold biggest audiences;

which sell most products. And advertisers can still buy into two
of the first place winners. Ask us about THE BIG SHOW and
BOB AND RAY.

NBC Radio Network
a service of Radio Coi'poration of America

MOST PROMISING STAR
OF TOMORROW
Bob (Elliott)

Ray (Goulding)

“The Bob & Ray Show*-
Monday-Friday 5:45-6:00 p.m.

“Inside Bob & Ray”

^ Saturday 8:30-9:00 p.m.

BEST OUIZ SHOW
“You Bet Your Life”

Groucho Marx-4tf. C. :

Wednesday 9:00-9 :30 p.m.
Sponsor s DeSoto-Plymouth Dealere

BEST SYMPHONIC ORCHESTRA
TheNBC Symphony Orchestra

Saturday* 0 :3Q-7 :30 p.m.

BEST COMEDY TEAM
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis

Friday 8:30-9 :00 p.m.

Sponsors : American Chicle Co.;

Whitehall Pharmacal Cjo.;

Chesterfield Cigarettes

/ ii o u f. I ' }

BEST DANCE BAND
Guy Lombardo

“Your Hit Parade”
Thursday 10 :00-10 : 30 p.m.

Sponsor : American Tobacco Co.

I f VM /-



ItAMO REVIEWS

HGM MUSICAL COMEDY THE-
ATRE
(It Happened Jtt Brooklyn)

With Mimi Benzell, Russell Nype,
Clifford Carpenter, Bill Smith,
Ronnie LIss, others; Joel Her-
ron orch

'

Producer: Raymond Katz
Director: Marx B. Loeb
Adapter: William Kendall Clarke
60 Mins.; Wed., 8 p.m.
Sustaining
Mutual, from New York

This shapes up as perhaps the

most solid audience show in the

lineup MGM Radio Attractions is

producing for Mutual. Its blend of

drama and tunes, with name tal-

ent and properties; some of which
had success in their pic form,
makes a listenable combination
over the hour route.

On the show caught Wednesday
(16) the vehicle Was “It Happened
in Brooklyn," adapted from the
five-year-bid Metro release that
starred Frank Sinatra, Kathryn
Grayson, Peter Lawford and Jim-
my Durante. It was brought to

radio with Mimi Benzell, and Rus-
sell Nype of Broadway's “Call Me
Madam." The story is one of those
obvious Jilts of fluff which usually
form : the basis for filmusicals.
Nype played the young singer-
composer who falls in love With
another young hopeful, Miss Ben-
zell, But she falls for Nype’s best
friend, and there’s the added com-
plication that she’s giving up her
chances for an operatic career to
plug her pianist kid brother,
Everything ends happily, however,
with an assist from *a friendly
Italian janitor.

William Kendall Clarke, who has
done better things, :• turned in a
script that didn’t avoid the cliches.
The tunes, however, were appeal-
ing. Although not pop faves, they
suited the story, had some cute
lyrics and were nicely ’ put over
by the Benzell-Nype team, who
also had good acting support. Joel
Herron’s WMGM (N. Y.) orch,
which is Working on the shows
waxed in the east, provided a full-

bodied backgrounding.

Airer included some familiar
items, such as “Delia" and the
“Waltz Song" from ‘‘Romeo and
Juliet," both socked.over by Miss
Benzell. On the whole it made a
pleasant stanza, which would have
been a stronger entry with .a

larger helping of music. Bril.

WORLD FLIGHT REPORTER
With Dan Peterson
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:55 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from New York ,

ABC’s new cross-the-boarder,
“World Flight Reporter,’’ is a
clicko interview Session that makes
the most out of its five-minute run-
ning time. Format has Dan Peter-
son querying travelers as they ar-
rive at New York’s Idlewild Air-
port. The session’s are breezy, in-
formative bits which should click
'ith the stay-at-home dialers.

/’On preem (21), Peterson inter-
viewed Harvey Firestone, Jr., ar-
riving from Liberia, and Princess
Alice of Greece, coming in from
England. Peterson handled the
questions with ease, and both Fire
stone and Princess Alice sustained
interest with their repartee. All in
all series looms as a pleasing filler
in ABC’s lineup. Gros.

OUT OF THUNDER
With Leon Janney, Hester Sonder-

gaard, Phil Tompkins, others:

Charles Irving, narrator; Emer-
son Buckley, musical conductor

Writer-producer-director: Sherman
S. Dryer

25 Mins.; .Sun,, 10 p.m.
Sustaining
Mutual, from New York
Mutual has come up With an in-

teresting educational series in

“Out of the* Thunder,” a 25-minute
dramatic session accented “toward
a fuller understanding of things
scientific.” Sunday’s (20) preem
subject was “The Beginning, of the
World,” which proved a

#
good

springboard for other topics to

come. ( Subject next week is

“Cortisone.")

Scripter Sherman S. Dryer, who
also produced and directed, re-

searched . a collection of facts out-

of Collier’s. Encyclopedia that
emerged as an entertainment and
enlightening 25 minutes despite
their basic dryness. Adding much
to the presentation

.
was Charles

Irving’s narration and the work of

a cast which included Leon Janney
and Hester Sondergaard, among
others.

'

While Dryer’s dramatization ably
caught the power and significance,

of the astronomical discoveries of
such savants as Aristotle, Coperni-
cus, Galileo and Newton, the musi-
cal bridges were inclined to be too
noisy to be genuinely effective;
Newton’s law of gravity, described
by narrator Irving, was important
enough in itself without stressing it

with a deafening musical back-
ground.

But on the whole, “Out. of the
Thunder,” is a meritorious public
service program as a United Na-
tions Educational, 'Scientific and
Cultural Organization official

pointed out in a transcribed re-
broadcast from Paris. However,
10 p.m. is a little too late to catch
grade- school children. If the pro
gram were moved up an hour its

audience obviously would be
broader. Gilb.

MINER MIKE
With Garnett Maria
Writer: Jack Goodman
15 Mins.: Sun. 12:45 pjn.

UTAH MINING ASSN.
KALL, Salt Lake City

(Adamson A Buchman )

For a program that makes, no
(

effort to be pretentious,- this ses-

sion 'succeeds in presenting news i

with a novel angle. Aired to build

good .will for the mining industry,

“Miner Mike” has nothing tangible

to sell. So using an. established

fictional character, writer Jack
Goodman has Garnett Mairks limit

himself to regional stories, mainly
pointed towards the human inter-

est side.
1

Writing is smooth aftd easy go-

ing, and dips into small personal
details that give the program a

definitely individualistic color.

Marks plays his role straight, spins

his yarns with sincerity,/ and
strengthens the characterization by
shying away from corny down-to-
earth approach.

In stanza caught (20), stories

included a nostalgic tale about the
impending end of Plum Alley, Salt

Lake’s Chinatown; deal involving

the U of Utah medical school which
calls for nearby states paying for

their students; use of TV in a‘U. S.

Steel plant, and background on the
man who opened uranium diggings
near the Big Rock Candy Mountain.

. There’s nothing socko in these
tales, hut they all hold listener

interest, and offer news that
doesn’t usually show up in the
press: *

.

Sandwiched in between a flood

of Mutual mysteries, this leisurely

quarter hour looks as if it should
grab itself a nice slice of audience.

Berl.

Inside Stuff-Radio
*

WJZ, Gotham flagship of ABC, has made a,promotional deal with
Grand Union supermarkets based on “Grand Union Caravan,” new
cross-the-board show which kicks off Feb. 18 at 12:30-1 p.m. Series
Will originate from a different GU store in the area every day.

Ted Oberfelder, WJZ general manager, said that the new stanza will
offer participating sponsors a bonus of concentrated merchandising.
Each of the five stores from which, the program originates in any one
week will promote products plugged on the airer for the full week
Oberfelder said. Stores will give the bankrollers’ products feature
displays, posters, redemption of coupons issued by sponsors and tub-

thumping for the radio show in the chain’s metropolitan and suburban
newspaper ads.

Insertion Of the new serif’s involves shifting of the Herb Sheldoh
show to 2-2:30 p.m. Jn its new spot Sheldon stanza will add a three-

minute newscast.

Using two devices to get an eyewitness account of life aboard th

snowbound train at Emigrant Gap, Calif., WCCO, Twin Cities’ CBS sta-

tion, scooped other radio, TV and even newspapers locally.

Charles Sarjeant, WCCO assistant news director, hit upon the idea of

contacting the Southern Pacific R.R. man in San Francisco and William
Nietfeld, KCBS, Frisco, news head, and asking them to get a message to

James Porterfield, Minneapolis-Honeywell Mfg. Co. public relations di-

rector, whO was aboard the train with four other M.H. executives, en-

route to a Frisco sales meeting.

'

The message, which was delivered to Porterfield, asked him to call

WCCO as soon as possible. Porterfield’s long distance telephone call

came through ahead of any other direct newspaper, radio or TV contact
with a Minnesotan passenger. From it the WCCO news bureau staff got

a real earful of eye-witness information regarding four days of life

aboard the snowbound train, It went on George Grim’s 8:30 a.m. news-
cast.

YOUR INVESTMENT DOLLAR
With Henry Gladstone
15 Mins,; Sun., 12 noon
UNITED BUSINESS SERVICE
WOR, from New York

( Frank-Guenther, Law)
WOR newscaster Henry Glad

stone series on; investment guid-
ance shapes as interesting listen-
ing. Info on current market trends
and spiels on stocks, bonds and
securities should appeal to the
financial page reader despite the
Sunday noon spotting,
Gladstone makes the quarter

hour a listenable entry by keeping
the gab bright and terse. It’s to
his credit that the show moves at
a pleasant pace with no dull spots
to mar his chatter flow. Show
should also appeal to those dialers
who aren’t hep to high finance be
cause he maintains a laymen’s
level throughout the discussion.

United Business Service is pick-
ing up the tab and rates a kudo for
keeping its tub-thumping at a high
level. Gros.

Salt Lake City—Nick Bloedorn,
formerly with the Denver Bulletin
Press has joined the staff of the
promotion department at KDYL,
local NBC affiliate.

BREAKFAST IN PHOENIX
With Bill Lyman Pennell, Others
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 9:30 a.m.
Sustaining
WABY, Albany
Program from the Arizona re-

sort follows' in the path blazed by
the late Tom B r ene man with
“Breakfast In Hollywood," Idea
and format do not differ materially
from that onetime top morning
web feature, although there are
minor changes. .Bill Lyman Pen
nell moves around a Phoenix res-

taurant interviewing guests (some
men are included), , awards prizes
to the oldest lady and to the one
whose, birthday is nearest a selected
number, tries on hats, and gener
ally exudes a genial air. Show
draws from a wide area. Many of
the guests are from the west, south
and Canada.

Wisely, the emcee has recently
been spending more time with vis-
itors who have an unusual back
ground or story. He could deepen
and sharpen this. Some of the
Originations lack listener appeal
because they crowd in names and
towns but do not delineate or spot
light personalities. The block in-
cludes, a la Breneman, a heavily
accented restaurant employee used
fbr comic touches—here, a Ger-
man baker, , who presents birthday
cakes, etc. and plugs a baker line,

Pennell is a friendly, likeable
chap, with a mildly kidding ap-
proach. He punches too hard in
Spots. Either the pickup is tech
nically imperfect or the trahsmis
slon is inferior. Pennell and others
tend to display a blurred tone. The
organ background, by Clyde Hun-
tington, occasionally overbalances
the speaking volume. Show needs
tighter production and sharper
timing. Jaco.

Robert S. Greene, former staff scripter for ABC and WCB$* N. Y.,

has authored “Television Writing: Theory and Technique” which came
off the Harper presses on Jan. 16 ($3.75). Tome has foreword by Robert
Montgomery, producer of NBC-TV’s “Your Lucky Strike Theatre,”! in

which he points out that the tele writer “must keep in the front of his

mind, not only the limitations of the medium but also its possibilities.”

Volume includes a discussion of camera technique, script format, visual
writing, dialog, music, structure, transitions,, adaptations and non-
dramatic programs, plus a glossary and bibliography.

Maria Christina .Marconi, in Pittsburgh last week with her daughter,
Maria Elettra, in connection with the 50th anniversary of the first radio
signal transmitted across the Atlantic, presented a bronze bust of her
late husband, Guglielmo Marconi, to KDKA, the world’s first radio sta-
tion. Westinghouse-owned broadcaster has been in operation ever since
it .first aired the returns of the Harding-Cox presidential election.
While in Pittsburgh, Mrs; Marconi also addressed the World Trade
Council of the Chamber of Commerce.

Hy Earet and Lou Singer, who composed the ‘‘Little Songs on Big
Subjects” and “Little Songs About UN" for WNEW, N.V., have clCffed
“Little Songs for Living Lpnger,” which will be aired over ABC. The
tunes, offering advice on avoiding accidents at home, and on the high-
way in catchy capsule form, will be beamed by the web during chain
breaks and as public service spots;

' "

The” 1

13 jingles range from 23 to 72 seconds in ' length, and were
bought by the network from the Communication Materials Centre of
Columbia U.

N. Y. City chapter of American Women in Radio & TV has set its
first: all-day conference for the Hotel Astor, N.Y., on Saturday, Feb. 9.
Chapter prexy Margaret Cuthbert, NBC public affairs supervisor, said
that conference thenae will he “forecast for the future.”
Morning session will be open to members only. Afternoon will, fea-

ture roundtable discussion of production* writing, advertising mid pack-
aging.

Continued from page 31

$70,000 a year, and Joyce M. Chap-
man, publicity director of the
station..

McKenzie resigned “on a com-
pletely friendly basis” effective

Feb; 3. The next day he moves
over to WXYZ where he’ll spin his

disks from 4 to 6 p.m. daily. A
half-hour ABC network show Sun-

day afternoon is being arranged.
McKenzie’s move is expected to

have wide effect on the town’s disk
jockeys with much jockeying for
position and many shifts.

Jones’ resignation was an-
nounced by Leo B; Wailes, execu-
tive veepee of the Fort Industry
Co, Reason give was a terse
“basic differences in policy.”
No successors to Jones, McKen-

zie and Miss Chapman have been
named.

Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Only TV station in — only TV

station seen -- in this large

Mch Pennsylvania market area

Cioir R. McCoHouah P'?<

w

Represented by

New York los Angelas San Francisco Chicago

Continued from page 31

regular kine route, Which means
that each show would play on the
Coast a week after its N. Y. origin-
ation.

Hot Kine system is now being
used by several shows beamed from
N. Y. to L. A. by the various TV
webs. Under the system, a show
is transmitted live cross the coun-
try at the time it originates in N.Y.
Instead of being aired on the Coast
at the same time, however, it’s

kinescoped, with* the kine being
stored for- three hours before tak-
ing the air. CBS-TV’s “Burns and
Allen” show, among Others, follows
an opposite route. It originates
live on the Coast at 5;30 p. m.
Thursdays, meaning it’s aired live

in N. Y. at 8:30 p. m. But, instead
of being transmitted in L. A. at

5:30, when the available audience
might be small,, it’s kinescoped at
its- point of origin for a 'playback
three hours later.

That the experience encountered
by “Talent Scouts” might spark a
trend among other N. Y. to L. A.
shows is based on the fact that the
program has been consistently
either in first or second place in
the national ratings. Show was
carried in Frisco via KPIX and in

L A, by KNXT, the CBS o.&o.
outlet.

Your Top TV
Soles opportunity

Wilmington, Del

' market which ha* highest

rii'' per family in th' c o \

R t'fpr o t
1 n t e a a v

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
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One of the heftiest mail pulls in Chicago local record is being reg-

istered by DuMont’s “Down You. Go,” which is beamed from WGN-TV,
Chi to the Friday night at 8 spot. The panel show, packaged by Louis

G Cowan debuted May 23, 1951, and latest mail count shows it’s now
toDoing the 1,000,000 mark in quiz questions sent in by viewers.

QuiZzer, emceed by Northwestern prof Bergen Evans, is bankrolled by

Old Gold cigarets.
r

'

“N Y. Times' Youth Forum,” feature of the daily’s own station,

WQXR, will make its tele bow on Jaii. 30 from 7:30-9 p.m. over WABD,
NY
Forum will be presented before an audience of delegates to^third

national UNESCO conference at the UN Assembly Hall.

Julian Claman, Alfred Katz and Michael Mindlin, Jr., have formed

the J.K.M. Co. for purchase and development of literary properties for

video! Claman and Mindlin recently returned from six weeks in Eng-

land where they purchased their initial properties. Talent Associates

will agent the properties in N.Y. for TV, while the Jules Goldstorie

Agency will rep them in Hollywood for films. Among the backers of

JKM are Phyllis Jackson, former story editor of Columbia Pictures;

Erwin Swann, of the Biow Agency; Alfred E. Levy of Talent Assoc.;

and Jerry Lurie, attorney.

Script requirements of three CBS-TV mellers, “The Web,” “Danger”
and “Suspense,” will be discussed at the sixth Radio Writers Guild tele

seminar tomorrow (Thurs.) evening at the Hotel Astor, N. Y.

Speakers will include Frankli Heller, “Web” producer; and Arthur
Heihemann, CBS-TV story editor, who will cover overall needs of the

crime trio. Additionally, *WG members who have sold scripts to the

three airers will give pointers. Meeting is open to pro scribblers.

United Fruit Co.’s WLIB

Poppy Cannon Food Show
United Fruit Co. has bought the

first 15 minutes of a new food
, . *

show starring Poppy Cannon,

preeming on WLIB, N, Y., Satur-
day (26) via BBD&O. Station plans
syndicating the cooking Series,

Show will be aired Saturdays at
10-10:30 a.m., in the indie’s Negro-
slanted block, but will be beamed
tfe=a general audience. Miss Can-
non, food editor of Park East mag,
iri private life is Mrs. Walter
White, wife of the National Assn,
for Advancement of Colored
Peoples topper.

CBS TV City Hoopla
Continued from pact 31

will move to the Coast when the
new TV City is ready for occu-
pancy. Several CBS-TV stars who
came from Hollywood originally,

such as Steve Allen and Ken Mur-
ray, reportedly desire to return
there. If and when they make the
move, however, it will not be until

at least next fall.

CBS-TV shows how emanating
from the Coast include the Alan
Young show. Burns and Allen, “I
Love Lucy,” Frank Sinatra, “Amos
’n’ Andy,” “My Friend Irma,”

“Meet Corliss.Archer” and the Jack

Benny show. New A1 Pearce day-

time shows preems from Holly-
wood Feb, ll. In addition, the web
will lens audition films soon on
both “Our. Miss Brooks” and “Life
With Luigi” for a projected airing
in the fall. New Ginger Rogers
show, also slated for a fall takeoff,

Will likewise originate in Holly-
wood. And, if Bing Crosby con-
sents to do TV next fall, as has
been ^anticipated, he will also work
from the Coast.

Continued from page 31

save considerable studio rehearsal

time ahd also eliminate much of

the fear of forgetting their scripts

from the minds of actors and

others who’ye been afraid to get

into TV. He said one daytime cross-

the-board show has’ saved $1,200

per week in studio rehearsal time

through use of the Prompter. It’s

that basis that the company
is currently pitching it to other

networks and to local stations

throughout the country.

Teleprbmpter idea was origi-

nated by actor Fred Barton, who
played one of the sailors in the

recent Broadway production of

“Mr. Roberts.” He took it to Kahn
for promotion and financing; latter
became interested in its potentiali-
ties and brought in Hubert J.

Schlafly, 20th’s director of TV re-
search, to Work out the many tech-
nical problems Involved. Trio in-

corporated as equal partners last
January. Before that, they had
spotted the Prompter on CBS-TV’s
“First 3,00 Years,” the first video

WE CAN HELP YOU

SAVE
Every Passible Dollar oi Your

INCOME TAX!
Performers, Musicians, .Writers,

Models, Members of the Theatre,

end all allied professionals: you can
new profit by a custom-tailored

service for making our your tax re-

turn; and that fe export in all legiti-

mate deductions possible i Show
lusiness.

A year-round responsibility for

subsequent tax manors ahd finan-

cial guidance It included in the mod-
,

tst cost-and you DON'T PAY IF Wl
CAN'T HELP YOUI

Don't toko a chance on. overpay?
ing your Income taxi ' You can ob-
tain the vary maximum of savings
through our specialised service.

Preliminary consultation without ob-
ligation.

TAX ACCOUNTANTS
ASSOCIAHp

PLaza 7-4477
1 *74 Iroadway Now York I t

ATTENTION VETERANS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT

36 Months to Pay leg* W.

soap opera strip, and it has since

been used by such TV performers
as Arthur Godfrey, Garry Moore,
Steve Allen, Ed Sullivan, Milton
Ferle, Howdy Doody, Robert Mont-
gomery and the Vivian

.
Blaine-

Pinky Lee combo, among others.

Company charges users $30 per
hour to rent the device, with the
price, including four machines and
a

.
crew to service the equipment.

In design, the Prompter consists

of the entire script of the show
(including music, where needed);,

Which is typed on roll’ paper in

characters nearly one inch high.

Script is housed in a small cabi-

net, about the size of a Glad-
stone bag, in which it moves on
its rollers at a speed controlled

remotely by an operator. On the
average show, three of these; ma-
chines are spotted strategically

around the studi ,
within sight of

the actors, but outside camera
range. Speed of all three, plus the

master unit, is electronically

synchronized via remote control.

According to Kahn, tests have
shown that It’s impossible for

viewers to spot an actor using the

device. He revealed that President

Truman has used it and that

National Production Authority
chief Charles E. Wilson and
Secretary of State Dean Acheson
have also utilized it for their

speeches to the nation via TV.
In Hollywood, Kahn said, it

was recently tested at one of the

major studios by handing a group
of actors a script one hour before

a scene was to be shot.
,
First

rushes of the film, according to

Kahn, showed that studio execs

could not discern on which scenes

the Prompter was being used.

Device is handled on the Coast

by Teleprompter of California, a

franchise group, which comprises
Richard Dorso, one-time talent

agent and former exec veepee of

United TV Programs; Stanley

Myers, former National Theatres

exec, and Lewis Blumberg, prez of

United World Films and son of

Universal prexy Nate- J. Blumberg
In Washington, Teleprompter is

repped by’ Mugs Richardson
former “girl Friday” to Godfrey;

KAISER - HENRY 4
MIDTOWN K-F SALES. INC.
f710 Iroadway, N.Y.C. PLi 7-0410

III. B’caslers
Continued from page 3<

out of the conclave, other' than
the planning of further get-togeth-

ers, university prexy George Stod-

dard left no doubt that the institu-

tion intends to go ahead with its

Idans for a TV plant of its own.
Possibility, however.'was not elimi-

nated that after further confer-

ences; the school may decide to

apply for one of the UHF channels,

if such a. move would assuage, the

opposition of the commerical broad-

casters.

Chairman of the IBA delegation

was Merrill Lindsay, WSOY, De-
catur. Also present were ISA
prexy J. Ray Livesay, WLBH, Ma-
toon, and Leslie Johnson, WHBF-
TV, Rock Island.

Repping the university besides

Stoddard were Park Livingston,

prez of the board of regents; Wil-

bur Schramm, dean of the Institute

of Communications, and Robert

o What is thm radio market
reached by radio in Detroit

today

?

e How far hoi TV cut info the

radio market?

O Hat TV hurt the effectiveness

of radio advertising?

i A

Do you wont tho real facts? Then send for the

new stvudy of the Detroit market compiled by

WWJ. See factual proof of the continuing irre-

placeable importance of radio to do an effective

selling job in the Detroit market. See, also,

how you can eliminate guessw<fck in buying

radio time in Detroit, when you buy WWJ.

Writ# WWJ—Tho Detroit Newt, Detroit 31

or contact The George P. Hollingbery Com-

pany . «i

NBC A ( I L . . * ' •
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years ago by Ferry Clarks* who publicized the town. -So on this trip

he motored over to see what his land looks like as a side excursion to

triring up some features for his N.Y. Daily News column. . . .Yfcfl Kipp
Tmiiii. i

i rr» o rrrorrooooTw iii'aniu^ Ru^f

sales knack, “The Bickersons” will be back soon. Phil didn't get that

stable of hones from just'writin’. . . .When Bill Brennan took the flu

count, A1 Kaye Coast veepee of Benton & Bowles, took over the pro-

duction reins of the Tide show and steered it through the week. It

tTSJ 1MMTV7 VfinU CiTV I Was his first job at direction since Buriis and Allen left the shop. . ..
il\ Ij&fr IW\MI It* M I •

. John K. West hopped east for two weeks of huddling with NBC top-

Police of Union, N. J„ prowling for the sniper who fired a shot mto
|
pers. Ditto CBS* Harry Ackerman.

the Window of the WNJR transmitter building last —^ „
"

l, ,lj
—' 1

Broadcasting System producing a new library series, “Happiness Pa-
? . . . ,

Modem Industrial Bank' and Canadian Fur Corp. .Singer PhB Hama ||L_g coaflaart fr.m rue u s=J tT.te’iSfliteh

Atlantic City, Jan. 22
A new use for television was

demonstrated here Friday (18) bv
the Ford Motor Co. and RCA /•
xi.— **fi«i a i_ f , V ^

Continued from pace 31

joins Phil Davis Musical Enterprises as veepee ... . .Jan Miner into ‘The
. e»-*s™_Tir A M

Falcon” . . WOK-TV’S “Merry Mailman” gets an AM edition on WOR clAq. w

matter to dub in piker En^sh iSrdlte’m aSdieSe^^jSS
yome?. Ejpen^ve part of dubbing Ford dealers and Saiesmm seatedis the difficulty of matching up

t a laree room in flip ? ,
l “

foreign words with their English
Hotel.

8 Tri,ymor*

equivalents.

Lewis, WHLI announcer, anOis missus, did a rush pinchhitting job J^ ^ ™eir sponsors
veiSon tons Projected and described with

when the regular pianist for the Adelphi College o^ra workshop was bl^bS on the air
; fp ^wetien^ overall and closeup views were the

delayed for a performance^“Night Was Designed For Music,” ttieme Under terms of the Di^Vlont^if
e to the US new Ford’s sates features. The

of CBS’ “Musicland, USA,” just published by Miller Music . - -WOR s setup. Life will send 30 .editors JS .t^teie?sale
?

stunt was accomplished by an
Jack Poppele and John B. Gambling re-elected to boanl of Veteran

j
and reporters to Chicago to join P™>T ™ xei® saie

*
. , . • eight-man crew of RCA engineers

Wireless Operators Assn. . Orchleader Elliot Lawrence serving
s
DuMont’s engineers and program- Ventura is experienced m bilm-

an^ TV production experts who set
musical director for CBS’ “Philip Morris Playhouse on Broadway” Imine nersonnel in covering the gual pix, haying just completed

iiti a - ;
Monte Carlo Baby” in complete “P

ft
Traymore, garage

Prpn'pti anri irnbiicTi vprsinns' fnr and televjsed the new Ford to the

auuresbes nu uuu LU gau. UU. . . . Wiles IU IIOUII ISWU OUU v- . •>.. . . ^ TU _)- Thn nw-mimnifinf nron ,

Fund netted $31,229 this year '. World Broadcasting is producing a Also available will be Life’s com- Jh the same style will be Ibsen s The ^Mgement was made by

new library series, “Bundle of Joy,” designed to salute Individually the piete morgue for background - A DoU s House. H® s currently
^ iolve^hh Drobtem hf nrespnHnPfha

new babies in each community: Chet Young uppedJrpmWCBS sales formation, plus the March of ™ * u- S
' g*

^

:h

a
€

to CBS network sales Lou Cowair to Jamaica BWL *?**"&*** -Time files,. puMont plans to feed
fl
—

. ^ %»**.
weeks’ rest . Joyce Harvey, ex-assistant to legit producer inck: an* affiliates the complete pool cover-
keur, joined WNBC as assistant to director Steve White on “Kate Smith age, plus four separate programs
Show” Jimmy Hanley, top British comic, arrived here Monday (21) each day under the general direc-
tor a week; he’s enroute to Australia Where he’s star in legiter, “Doro- ^0B 0j i-jfp
thy, A Son” ..Hugh Larue, ex-KHON (Honolulu) Salto manager, is Vhllfnf lr rpnrp«mHn tt , * « - . . . . i . I

new WNBC account exec : . . Morris Novik and missus vacationing in T T°"2F„* L
eSSS kets

' ^ene^ scheduled to preem

Continued from page 28

car in a. room which could not ac-

commodate the automobile itself.

While it is new to the auto indus-
try and may be used in future by
many conventions here the prin-
ciple was first introduced by the

£y
w £\..7*9L**!*&* L'lmlretSI

kets- sd
?
edule

$% **?
Cuba prior to attending AFL executive couneU meet in Miami starting W*- *fll Part*?P?te “ on vanous dates “> key city when doctors attending their last

Jan 28 .^.Badlo-TV artor Merrill E. Jiel. just finlShed rolb of a lieu- as a programnung- and production about the first week of February, two resort conventions watched

tenant commander In a film for the V. S. Navy. . . .Actor Jack Uoyd counsellor. Agency is sending a staUon lineup booked for the films, from Convention Hall operations

returned to^COast SimdavaoV following appearance on NBC’s “Eternal ta^ ft”* °* lts
.
Personnel to Chi representing only those markets P^nmed in the Atlantic CityACIeUlU^U.LU VUflOlf »JUIIUflJ \4lV/ XUXIWWUJft aj/yvaiCUIVV VU.SWW * ^ „ n ,.n,ng.Trf 4Vn ftirnr.fr - V . ^ «

7

Li"ht ’’ ' to. help in covering the events. desired by Packard, includes: Hospital.^

Henry S. frtlhado, ex-WMGM, joins WQXR as account exec, vice ABC-TV, trying to line up as WJZ-TV, N. Y.j WENR-TV, Chi- fv Gor<
Jf

on Johnston, district

Boltin H. Boyntou 3d, resigned to join WOR. . .Tom Gorman, formerly many stations, as possible for cago; WXYZ-TV, Detroit; KECAr sales manager, said the experiment

with WOR, moves ^>ver to WCBS as salesman. . . .Sigmund Spaeth Admiral’s sponsorship of the Re- TV, Los Angeles; WCAU-TV, Phil- Proved more effective than the cus-

launches “AtHome With Music” over ABC Saturday (26) at 5:30 p.m. publican and Democratic national adelphia; WEWS, Cleveland; KGO- temaiy^useofan on-the-scene au-

. . .

.

WQXR music director Abram Chasins speaks at School of Per- conventions and the Election Night TV, San Francisco; WNAC-TV, tomobl1
®:

t
TV

» ^
we

,
«aY®

forming Arts on Friday (25). . . .Lee Hart, retail sales-advertising spe- coverage, is also expected- to use a Boston; WTOP-TV, Washington; everybody front seat closeup

cialist for Broadcast Advertising Bureau, resigns Feb. 1 to relocate in cooperative biz . angle, Admiral is KSTP-TV, Minneapolis; WFAA- ne aeclared,

Hollywood Zelma Brookov has resumed as casting director for the paying about $2,000,000 for the TV, Dallas; WBAP-TV; Fort Worth;
Bernard L. Schubert packaging outfit Louise Vetter has stepped into AM-TV spread. WDAF-TV, Kansas City; WLW-T, Milwaukee Bruce Wallace
h£r spot. . . .Ivor Frauds and Anna Karen have joined “Our Gal Sun- Idea being proposed is to have Cincinnati; WBAL-TV, Baltimore; manager of public sendee and pro-
day” ... Horace Braham has .taken a lead role itt"

4,Strange Romance local Admiral dealers participate KPRC-TV, Houston; WBNS-TV, motion for WTMJ and WTMJ-TV,
of Evelyn Winters” . . rHelen ^ Bay added to “Young Widder JBrown” locally in the sponsorship. This Columbus; KING-TV, Seattle, and was one of three Milwaukeeans

would have the" effect of giving WFBM-TV, Indianapolis. named winners of citations for out-

IN. HOLLYWOOD . |
stations carrying the ABC-TV cov- Series, the second produced by standing service in the field of

. , , . , ^ , .. erage of the conventions and elec- Bimr Crosbv EnternrLses is writ- human relations during 1951 by
Irving Aaronson, who batoned The Commanders for so many years tion added eoin. Not only would nrnrWpri InH HirprtpH hl the Milwaukee CouneU of B’nai

on radio and of late has been a vocal coach at Metro, took over direc- they get more revenue, but their iemaS Srard rS Lfit B’rith. Wallace has been in radio,
tion of Mario Lanza show for Coke from Charlie Herbert. . Ben Gross take would be proportionately meanwhile hit' alrpariv staiSri

teievision and newspaper work for
was gifted an acre of ground at 29 Palms, above Palm Springs, some greater since outlets make a great- workonitsthirdseries.titled

the last 26 years,

:
- •

- er. profit on their local accounts. “Coronet Theatre.” First, was a^ Pittsburgh Duquesne Brewing .
With the election deals turning series for Procter & Gamble’s]

Co. has renewed Ken Hildebrand’s into a free-for-all among three “Fireside Theatre,” which is now
11 o’clock news on WJAS for the leading manufacturers of television 0n second-run in a number of mar-

Pittsburgh— Duquesne Brewing

15th straight year ... Midge (Mrs. sets and appliances—NBC has kets Under the “Royal Playhouse”
Clarence B., Jr.) Nixon has re- Philco and CBS has Westinghouse tax.

'MAMA11

CBS

TV

FRIDAYS

'Clarence B., Jr.) Nixon has re- Philco and CBS has Westinghouse tag.
a PIAKIICT signed from Bill Brands daily as bankroilers—the problem of *

^ > ‘‘Studio Control’* program on station clearances in markets with
•ORGANIST I WDTV to await the stork and a restricted number of channels P

Rodi
Regisfryi

Janie Fisher is replacing her . . . has become intense;
Philadelphia—A disk jockey

show featuring recordings of TV

They Know What’s Watt

Down in WFIL-adeli

Ad men who’ve taken a good
look at the Philly radio market
know one thing for sutffe—it’s

not just the power, it’s the
telling power that counts.

That’s why more and more
of them are turning to WFIL,
PhillyABC net voice . whose 5,000

watts actually outpull 50,000

watts , in 11 out of .14 counties

in America’s third largest Retail

Trading Area.

And it’s the whole Philly area

—not the cityaione-that ismost
significant to the sales-wise.

Here are 4,400,000 men, women,
andminors. Everyyear they soak
up $4 billion worth of retail

goods. Their effective buying in-

come IS valued at $6,638,759 ,000,

A plum rips for the picking,

plus a big bonus area . . ; and the

ladder to the top of the tree has
'*560” written all over it. It’s an
engineering fact that WFIL’s
5,000 watts, operating at 560

kilocycles, give coverage equal

to 100,000 watts at double the

frequency . . . 1120 kilocycles,

Schedule WFIL.

Anne Sargent, just signed to re- cn far ABC-TV has lined im li stars Is a new WIBG (5:15 P.M.

First Hundred Years” graduated pe^f^J+

tele
r,

1!f
at^

a

news commentator John Raleigh
from the Carnegie Tech Drama York, Detroit, Chh T^CO. and switches to the KYW staff, Monday
School here. She’s native of ^. A., the web has WFIL-TV, Jao 28. ..WFLN, City’s Only FM
West. Pittston, Pa. . > . Gladys In- Philly, WXEL, Cleveland, WCPO, station, moves from its present
gles, veteran “hello girl” at WCAE, Cincy, WTVN, Columbus, WAAM, spot in northwest outlying^ section,

i and her husband, Jim; just cele- Baltimore and WMAL-TV, Wash- to midtown quarters at 17th &
brated their 32nd wedding anni. ington. Web. is also making the Parkway.———

—

pitch to other outlets. Skein is

also going after those southern
’1 9 II/ . markets which will be joined to.

nQlf* Q lAf OTf 'the cable setup in July.
r-A£€Al» O f f HI* Deal was placed through Erwin,

1 Wasey agency. It doesn’t include

| * i * • the full package which ABC had
if I4 I I

. OFlgklV^'lllO ' wrapped up, with pre-convention
'V T l lj" (lUvlftlllld and post-convention programs. This

m part of the package is still available
for other sponsorship.
ABC prexy Robert Kintner took

a personal hand in the negotiations.
He was in Chi last week to finalize
the sale.

AM version will be aired on the
full network of over 300 stations.
Quarterbacking the ABC coverage
will be newscaster John Daly, with
assists from Elmer Davis, Drew
Pearson, George Sokolsky, Erwin
D, Canham, Bert Andrews, Paul
Harvey, Martin Agronsky, Walter
Kiernan, George Gallup, Mary
Margaret McBride and Pauline
Frederick.-

B*for» You Mako m Movio
for Scroon or TV, Soo

CHARLES CURRAN
^Timos Sqwaro Production^ Inc.

145 Wort 45tb St., Now York If

TolopboM Clrclo 4-4443

EXECUTIVE. M, sllllfi. Mtwu. uetlltfit

pirnulUyt hlghty

antatrlil batfcnual ia olaht alak kaalaasa.

CMlr# Htttai laid aaafarial oat »artMatl

aaC af TV «r akav katiaaaa; kaaana af r'r*

aaaal aaatacta lad I saall ka af araat all la

thia naClaai. Caa traval. ewa 1991 tar; oln.

IIQ9 wMk. Bax V- 1998. Varlaty, 154 W. 4«th

Bt., Naa Yark 19, N. Y.

J
'tJfe
•> ^ •' v

(Tiif ^JlnlaDelptna

311101111'!'! Station
I Ventara JIbsss Continued from page 28 aa^JI
dubbing is in the closeups, In
other, scenes it is a comparatively
simple

^
matter, since .tips of the

players ’are too small to fequire
perfect sync - with the English
words.
Ventura plans to take advantage

of that fact. In addition, he’ll
avoid the necessity of. expensive
dubbing of closeups by using bi-
lingual actors. Even if their ac-
cents are bad, a fact that they are
speaking ^English makes it a simple

THE CLEF DWELLERS
SINGING STARS OF NBC COCOR TV

STOP THE MUSIC, ian.24 and Fet 7, ABC-TV

Personal Management:

FRED K. STEELE 1775 Broadway, Now York City
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Washington, Jan, 22,

Federal Communications. Com-
mission gave its okay last week to

the $3,265,000 plus deal for the

sale of WOH and WOE-TV sta-

tions in New York to Thomas S.

tee Enterprises (Tom O’Neil) but

conditioned the actual transfer of.

ownership on compliance by Lee

with the agency’^ multiple own-

ership rules which limit licensees

to seven AM Outlets.

This means that R. H. Macy &

CBS Was There
Continued from peso 31

Its very beginning with bulletins

and broadcasts.
The answer to the question;

“Where Was Radio?" is that
,
CBS

Redid, at any rate, was on the
job, as usual.

George Crandall,
Director, Press Dept.

‘So Were We’-NBC
New York,

Editor, Variety
I have read your story on radio

coverage of Capt. Carlsen’s ordeal
at sea.

.During the two-week period
Co. will continue to hold the sta- from the time the North Atlantic

tions until the Lee sale of WICC storms crippled the Flying Enter-

in Bridgeport, Conn.* for $200,000 prise until Capt. Carlsen received

meets Commission requirements a hero’s Welcome by New York,
that the purchaser (Bridgeport NBC radio originated 24 overseas
Broadcasting Co.) dispose of its pickups • direct from the scene of
present outlet, WLIZ, in Bridge- rescue operations at Falmouth;
port. Commission rules prevent a Land’s End and London. Edwin
commercial licenses from haying- Newman, an NBC radio operator
more than one station in the same in London, was stationed at Fal-

area. mouth during the trying days the

With approval of the WOR deal, Enterprise was in tow. He flew

Thomas Lee Will have AM stations over the stricken vessel twice,
in New York, Boston, Providence, broadcasting his observations to

Hartford, Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco and San Diego. The Lee
company, which is Owned by Gen-
eral Tire & Rubber, will also have
TV stations in New York,' Boston
and L.A.

America. He gave Americans the
first safe-on-shore interview with
Carlsen exclusively oh NBC; NBC
climaxed its radio coverage of the
Carlsen saga with a lSrminute spe-
cial broadcast of New York’s tradl-

The WOR transaction involved tional tickertape Welcome and the

payment to General TCleradio City Hall ceremonies;

(Macy subsidiary) of $1,300,000 in Henry Cassidy

cash, issuance to G-T of Lee stock

worth approximately $238,000, (Editor’s Note: Variety still

transfer of/assets estimated to be sticks by its guns that the Webs
worth $527,000, a 25-year lease of missed the boat on the Carlsen
WOR property at an annual rent-

al of $315,000, and purchase from
G-T of the WOR Program Service
for $1,200,000 cash.

Ed* Sullivan’s Junket

’Merchandise Emcee’
Kenyon VEckhardt agency has

wrapped up an. extensive sales pro-
motion , campaign for Lincoln-
Mercury that will take Ed Sulli-

van, star of L-M’S CBS-TV “Toast
of the Town,’’ oh flying visits to
over 100 department stores
throughout the U. S.
Promotion is based oh a tieup

between L-M, the Drexel Furniture
Co. and the department: stores.

Point of connection between the

S
utos and the furniture is that
oth “represent the casual trend

in living, and luxury without osten-
tation.” The Lincolns;will be shown
with Drexel furniture, plus home
accessory items and women’s fash-
ions, in the various stores, it’s a
way of getting the cars displayed
outside of the usual dealer show-
rooms and Lincoln Copy will be
included in Drexel,magazine ads.

sea saga in terms of failing to re
capture the era in special events
which would have found Ben
Grauer or a contemporary hoisted
atop Ship mast with portable
Shortwave equipment or tape re<

corder for an on-the-spot blow-by
blow of the adventure.)

7 MORE AFFILIATES

ADDED TO ABC RADIO
In* the past fortnight "ABC has

added seven new affiliates, bring-

ing the radio web’j string to a high

of 311. It’s part of the drive for

grass-roots coverage, Which has

brought ABC 21 outlets since last

August.

^Eive HDf the latest additions be-
long to the Wyoming Cowboy Net-
work: KSID, Sidney, Neb.: KODI,
Cody; KWOR, Worlahd; KWRL,
Riverton; and KGOS, Torrington.
Latter four markets are all in Wyr
oming. Packing of these outlets, all

250 watters, brings all eight of the
Cowboy hookup into the ABC cor-
ral,

Also Joining ABC is WI^C, Win-
chester, Va„ which is rejoining the
web after having moved over to
NBC a couple of months back; Sta-
tion got protests from some listen-

ers who missed the ABC shows,
and as Result the station decided to
re-sign with ABC. Outlet Is keep-
ing its NBC affiliation, which, has
several months to run, and will be
a dual affiliate until its NBC deal
expires or it is released by NBC.
ABC also picked: up WKVA,

Lewiston,. Pa„ which is under the
same management as WING.

Scandinavian Airlines

Sets WQXR Music Series
Scandinavian Airlines is picking

up the. tab for a 52-week series of
musical shows on WQXR, N. Y.,

Sundays at 7:05-8 p ;m. Programs
will also be aired on 10 other sta-

tions throughout the U. S, at vari-
ous times.

“Music in Scandinavia” will be
produced under supervision of
American Scandinavian Founda-
tion, with David Hall handling com
mentary. Airer will feature
recorded music, orchs and artists
from Scandinavia.

Washington* Jan. 22.

The Wisconsin State Radio Coun-
cil last week became the. licensee

of the largest number of FM sta-

tions, when the FCC granted the

system construction permits for

two additional non-commercial ed-

ucational outlets. This gives the

state educational network eight

owned and operated non-commer-
cial FMs besides its two non-
commercial AMs.

In allowing the Council to have
more than the limit of six FM sta-

tions permitted commercial licen-

sees, the FCC took the occasion to

point out that its multiple owner-
ship rules don’t, apply to non-com-
mercial stations. Nor do the rules

preclude a non-commercial licensee

from having two or more such sta-

tions in the same area, the agency
added.
One of the purposes of reserving

a portion (88 to 92 megacycles) of

the FM band for non-profit educa-
tional organizations, the FCC ex-

plained, “is to encourage the es-

tablishment of statewide plans for

non-commercial educational FM
broadcast service. A limit upon
the number of stations which
might be held under common con-
trol would be inconsistent with
this purpose.”

However, the Commission point-

ed out, there might still be a prob-
lem of diversification of control of

non-commercial FM stations If

there should be competitive ap
plications by qualified educational
applicants.

While such a situation is not like-

ly to arise in PM, it is believed
that it might well come up In tele-

vision. Comments received by the
Commission on Its proposed set-

aside of channels for educational
TV, Indicate that some privately-
endowed universities may apply

separately for channels sought by
public school systems in the same
area. If a contest should develop
for an educational channel, and
one of the applicants is the licen-

see of an educational AM, FM or
TV station, the Commission’s rul-

ing would appear to indicate, that
this factor might be “pertinent” in

deciding who. gets the channel.

Development of Wisconsin’s FM
educational network, which is fi-

nanced by appropriations, of the
state legislature, is credited to

Harold B, McCarty, executive di-

rector of the Council arid a pioneer1

in educational radio. In addition
to the new stations authorized for
Iowa County and Highland Town-
ship, both 0^ which Will be 50 kw
operations, the network includes
Stations in Madison, Deiafleld. ChiL
ton, Rib Mountain, Colfax and
Holmen.

The Council also plans an ex-
tensive statewide TV educational
network, and has asked the Com-
mission to set aside 12 instead of
six channels for non-commercial
stations in Wisconsin. Properly
spaced, the Council has informed
FCC, 12 educational TV stations
could be interconnected by micros
wave relay for economical stater

wide coverage.

Minneapolis —- TV sets installed
In the Twin Cities area rose from.
289,100 Dee. 1 (a 8,900 gain over
Nov.) to 301,500 Jan. 1, according
to KSTP-TV . . John Ford hos-
pitalized .briefly with an ailing
stomach after riding in a jet plane
at 570 miles an hour so that he
could report his sensations over ra-
dio and TV on his WTCN shows , .

.

Bill Diehl, St. Paul Dispatch ihovJe
editor and critic, turning disk
jockey on the side and will have
four-hour Sunday radio show, 1 to
5 p.m., “Diehl ’n Music,” on WMIN.

Continued from pace Sf

Nielsen to have his name on the
Radox patent in exchange for
license of our choice, which fits

in with our plans for use of the

Radox technique.” He said that

the patent litigation involved,

manual and automatic methods of

matching signals for identification,

but did not Involve other phases
of the Radox . technique, the in-

stantaneous and automatic tabulat-

ing and calculating phases.
Nielsen stated that settlement

talks were Instituted by (Sindlinger

following a decision by the board
of interference examiners in favor
of Nielsen. Latter also declared
that the liceiise to Sindlinger does
not include Nielsen’s automatic-

An Important Event
You Don’t Want to Miss

In New Jan. 28

W th* Pyv* audience measurement system at
exhibit Drexel items or photos in
their showrooms and “Toast” pro-
grams will include mentions of the
furniture themes,

Sullivan will hop around the
country between his telecasts • for
pne-day appearances at the stores,
In some of which he’ll emcee fash-
ion shows. John* Falkner Arndt is
the agency 'for Drexel. Promotion
kicks off with a store-wide feature
at Strawbridge-Clothier, Philly, on
Feb. 21,

* ’

but only the manually operated
matching system. Sindlinger will

pay royalties for use of the Nielsen
patent and has the right to grant
sub-licenses under certain limited

conditions, Nielsen said.

Radox differs from the audime-
ters used by Nielsen in that it is

an instantaneous measurement de-

vice. Audimeters. record dialing on
tapes which are later mailed in

to Nielsen; Radox transmits the
dialing data immediately to a cen-

tral office.

(ASTOR GALLERY)

Columbus—Returning to a post
he held a decade ago, Neal A.
Smith has been named manager of
WCOL, recently bought by Charles
Sawyer’s Air Trails, Inc., from the
Pixley family here. No other
changes in operating personnel are

contemplated, officials of the firm
said.

THEBE are dozens of good reasons why you’ll want lo attend this New
York Program Clinic—all of them important! Panel discussions and

practical down-to-earth talks by experts on just about every phase of the

broadcasters problems.

THE SPEAKERS
Frederic R. Gamble, Pres., AAAA.
Paul'W. Morency, v.p. & Gen. Mgr., WT1C, Hartford,

Conn.

J. Leonard Reinsch, Man, Dir., wSB, Atlanta

Leon Pearson, NBC Commentator
Sydney M. Kaye, Vice-chairman of the Board, BMI
Dave Baylor, v.p. & Gen.' Mgr., WJMO, Cleveland

Edythe Merserand, Asst. Dir. of News & Special Features, WOR ; Pres.

American Women in Radio & TV; Winner, McCalls’

Magazine Award.
Walberg Brown> v.p. & Gen. Mgr., WDOK, Cleveland

Harold Fair, Prog. Dir.
,
WHAS

,
Louisville

Ted Cott, Gen. Mgr., WNBC, WNBC-FM amlWNBT, New York
Michael Hanna, Gen. Mgr., WHCU, Ithaca, "N.. Y.

Tom Tinsley, Pres,, WITH, Baltimore and WLEE, Richmond
Carl Haverlin, Pres., B>MI
Frank Pellegrin, v.p. & sec., H-R Representatives, Inc.

«YOd WILL BE OUR LUNCHEON GUEST. BOTH DAYS

NO FEfe FOR ATTENDANCE

BRING A STAFF MEMBER WITH YOU

(3 -.

580 Fifth Avenue * 19, N. Y,
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New York
Russell Furse, former Hollywood

films and TV producer-director,

joined CBS-TV in N. Y. as gen-

eral manager of the program de-

partment. .
He succeeds Carlton

Wtackler, who’s been named pro-

duction chief of the web’s opera-

tions department . . Vet radioite

Clifford Evans now working on the

staff of NBC’s new “Today” TV
show Eddie Foy, Jr., slated for

comedy sketches on NBC’s> Kate
Smith show Jan- 30 and the U. S.

Rubber’s “Royal Showcase” in mid-
Februaf y . . . Consolidated TV
Sales, vidfilm dlstrib outfit, moved
to new and larger offices at 25 Van-
derbilt Ave. '.

. “Pat” Weaver,
NBC’s top video chief, to New Or-
leans to address the National Brew-
ers Convention . . . Guy Lebow has
resumed his sports interviews and
Wrestling coverage via DuMont’s
WABD Saturdays at 10 p.m. .

CBS-TV sales veepee Fred M.
Thrower in Chicago on business
Monday .<21 ) and yesterday . - .

Tom Dawson; head of CBS-TV spot
'sales, to the Coast for TO days of

huddles . . Nielsen rating on Bill

Goodwin’s daytime TV’er on NBC
hit the two-digit mark for the first

time in the last reports, climbing
from an 8.2 to 10.1 V . . Kevin Ken-
nedy, WPIX’s junior news and
.sportscaster, took over* the news-
casting chores on the station’s^)

“Televiews of the News,” replacing
John McCaffery.

Robert M. Dooley, sales manager
of WOW (AM & TV), Omaha, joins
Blair-TV, tele station rep outfit, on
Feb. 1 . Dick Powell to guest on
Kate Smith’s evening NBC-TV
show tonight (Wed.) ",

. * Sen. Rob-
ert A. Taft appears on CBS-TV’s
“Chnonoscope” Friday (25).

Freddie Bartholomew, who’s
been an associate director on the
WPTX staff, upped to full director
and assigned to handle the sta-

tion’s “Living Blackboard,” aired
three times weekly in cooperation
with the N. Y. City Board of Edu-
cation . . . Rudy Bretx has taken
over as; director on ABC’s “Jessie’s
TV Notebook” . . , Ed Lewis has
disposed of his interest in G-L En-
terprises, vidfilm production out-
fit. He plans to announce his fu-
ture plans soon.

jerry Horwin, former CBS-TV
story chief, is heading back to the
Coast this week to re-enter video
work there . . . Hank Colman, for-
merly assistant -director for J.

Walter Thompson on “Kraft The-
atre ” joined Neptune Productions,
the Robert Montgomery-John Gibbs
outfit, as assistant to production
supervisor Joseph W. Halley - . .

Florence Anflin set to 'do her 100th

TV performance, via a role on
NBC-TV’s “Lights Out,” next Mon-
day night (28) . . . John Eiicson,

currently in the Broadway cast of

“Stalag 17,” guesting on ABC’s
Don Ameche-Frances Lang f o r d
show tomorrow (Thurs.) . . . Henry
Barnard, who starred on CBS’
“Lamp Unto My Feet” Sunday (201,

will be featured with Lee Tracy on
ABC’s “Amazing Mr, Malone”
next Monday . > . Negro actor
Flloyd Ennis cast fbr a feature
role on ABC's “Mr. District At-
torney” Feb. 4.

Mike Zeamer and Jack Hein
handling TV directing chores on
NBC-TV’s two-hour-daily "Today”
show . . .Ruth Manning into “Big
Story” pn NBC-TV Friday (25)

Albert S. Goustin, account exec
with Blair-TV, resigned and is on
vacation ini Nassau: . .Jerome B.
Harrison, ex-Ward Wheelock, and
Robert L. Stone, ex-Creasap, Mc-
Cormick & Paget, management en-
gineers, have joined ABC-TV as
account execs . , . NBC-TV producer
Jpe Bigelow has pencilled in two
Gagwriters Institute comics, Max-
well Grant and Miit Kamen, for
“Royal Showcase” . .-.W i t h Dick
Gordon exiting Foley A Gordon,
Mori Abrams is upped to producer
of. “Tales of Tomorrow,”; with Flor-
ence Odets added as script super-
visor and Don Medford assigned
as director.

Now ttorrlns on NAC'i
ALL STAR MVUI

Saturday's S-t p.m., 1ST

Mft.: William Morrla Apancy

Hollywood
Republic delayed, initial telepix

series,' “Commando Cody — Sky
Marshal of the Universe,” for about
two weeks. Studio also ended
deal with Jack Danov for merchan-
dising products and “Cody” series,
will, have own department ,

KTTV covered flood in West L. A.
and San Fernando Valley with
two mobile units . . . “Ideal Mate”
packaged for video show by Bob
Goumey, being handled by Sam
Jaffe Agency . . BrUce Cabot to
N. Y. for guest shots on TV, . .

National Society of Television
Producers meets Jan. 23 . w .

Knox Manning narrating series of
Oidsmobile teleblurbs for Jerry
Fairbanks Productions . James
C. McCormick, former account
exec with Ziv, joined Jack Douglas
Productions as sales manager .

Guy Runnion, formerly with
KMOX, St. Louis, joins KLAC-TV
for telecasts of news .. . . KTTV
director Truman Smith planing, to
Paraguay, Peru, Bolivia , . . KLAC-
TV director Jim Baker ankles for
similar berth at KGO-TV "in Frisco
. . . Fourth annual awards dinner
of Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences set for Feb. 18 at Ambas-
sador hotel . . . L. Henry Kovell
scribbling three teleplays for the
TeeVee Co. . .... Bing Crosby En-
teprises shooting “The House on
the Hill,” with Selena Royle, Vir-
ginia Brissac, Peggy Weber, Bill

Lester . . Quality Films prexy
Charles Weintraub hack from biz

junket to- Gotham . . . First Nation-
al sales conclave of Jerry Fair-

banks Productions ended after

week of huddles . . . Irving Pichel

to direct “Railroad Detective’ vid-

pix series for Jack Voglin Corp. at

Goldwyn studios . . . Bob Stack
inked for “The Phantom Pirate?’

series by William F. Broidy Pro-
ductions . . . Manny Wolfe exited

Revue Productions, MCA telepix

subsid, where he was story editor,

to join Krasne-Gross-DeWitt in

similar job, as KGD prep shooting
of “Big Town” vidpix at General
Service studios . . . Central Chev-
rolet, worried about car shortages,

bowed out of angeling Edward
Small pix bn KTTV, and tab is

how being picked up by Brew 102,

price being $3,300 a week . . . Billy

Eckstine personals on A1 Jarvis’

kickoff show on KECA-TV Jan. 28
. , . Mary Anderson toplines "Mar-
di Gras” in ‘The Unexpected” tele-

pix series being shot by Ziv TV at

California studios . J Duke Gold-
stone directing six “Dick Tracy”
telepix for Snader Productions at.

General Service.

TV rights to “Little Orphan An-
nie" and “Gasoline Alley” acquir-

ed by newly-formed Este Produc-
tions, with telepix series to roll

about July 1 . . . Jerry Fairbanks
Productions re-releasing “That. I

May See” and “Hill Number One”
for Easter showing on commercial
basis, .backer Family Theatre ex-
plaining this being done to cover
production costs. Both religiosos
made by Fairbanks for FT;

Chicago
John Rohrs, account exec, has

been named midwest regional sales
manager, and Wynn Nathan west-
ern sales manager for United Tele-
vision Programs . . . Hugh Downs,
emcee of NBC-TV’s “The Bunch,”
inked a Mutual Entertainment
Agency, management pact . . .

WBKB topper John Mitchell off to
Washington to sit in on the FCC
hearings on the United Paramount-
ABC melding . . Frederick Boul-
ton, Ji Walter Thompson veep and
exec art director, takes over as co-
ordinator of the? TV creative op-
erations of the Chi shop. Pete
Cavallo continues in charge of tele
commercials production and direc-
tion . V. Jackie Van joins the sing-
ing Staff on WGN-TV “This Is Mu-
sic’-’ piped to DuMont Thursday
nights . . Mary Hartljne, blonde
baton twirler on ABC-TV’s “Super
Circus,” breaks out with a twice-
weekly afternoon show next week
on WENR-TV . . . George Fisher
added to the midwest Snader Tele-
scriptions sales staff* . . . “Chal
lenge,” drama and variety spread
sponsored by Drewrys Ltd., moved
into its new Monday night spot on
WGN-TV after a ride on WBKB.
Co-emcee Chet Roble has been
forced to give up the “Challenge”
job on WGN-TV due to a conflict
with his “Studs Place” assignment
which is beamed on ABC-TV in
same time slot. Latter show, in
cidentally, may remain on ABC-TV
despite an. attempt by Manor
House Coffee, its local co-op spon-
sor, to shift it to WBKB in the post
“What’s My Line” period. ’ WBKB
so far has been unable to Clear the
time and ABC is now pitching the
Thursday night 9 p.m. segment . . .

With the Hollywood Candy Co. cut
ting back ABC-TV’s “Hollywood
Junior Circus” from weekly to air
teraate weeks, “Hold ’Er. Newt,
puppet show, goes into the opeh
Saturday morning spot this week

and night. The survey will also re-

late the cost of advertising per
person* reached per doUar spent to

the various media in Cleveland.'’

When compiled, the information

will be presented jointly by “the

stations to local and national adver-

tisers.”

Station managers, who Will meet
again in two weeks to develop fur-

ther ideas, and to consider retain-

ing a consultant to assist in devel-

oping a year-round radio selling

program, are Fred Wolf, WDOK;
Keith Baldwin, WERE; Carl
George, WGAR; Ken Hackathorn,
WHK; Dave Baylor, WJMO; Bill

Lemmon, WJW; Sam Sague, WSRS,
and John McCormick, WTAM.

WJBK delivers the Goods

COOPS* *
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Authors League
Continued from page 30

I

Clove. Radio
Continued from page
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WGN-TV Exclusive
Continued from page 30

he’s sure the station will be op-
erating at the present stand the
whole season..

WGN-TV reportedly paid the
White Sox $75,000 last year. Be-
cause of the American League en-
try’s rise in the standings and in-

creased popularity, it’s likely the
front office may hike the figure

for the upcoming season. However,
any sizeable boost will meet great
resistance from Schreiber on the
argument that the overall package
costs would be out of reach for
sponsors.

NBC-TV l»y Piermont
The vaudeville circuit type of

booking has been installed at NBC.
Sid Piermont, former booker of
the. Loew .chain, has now been - put
in charge of setting talent on all
shows controlled by NBC. The NBC
circuit now comprises the Kate
Smith show (morning and eve-
nings), “Royal Showcase” and' the
Ezio Pinza 6how.

Elevation of Piermont to NBC
house booker will enable the chain
to make coiribihation deals. Pieiy .

mont can now lay out a route of
three shows. In« the old vaude days,
Piermont used to be able .to, giy*
an act as much as 20 weeks’ work.

Use of the combined: buying
power will enable NBC to make
better deals and to attract more
talent. Although there is no open
talk \ the matter, it’s expected
that the web will be able to get a
degree of exclusivity in buying tal-

ent. It will be possible for Pier-

mont to keep a top act off other
nets until he has played, out NBC
commitments.

Elevation of Piermont to the top

guest talent buying spot on the
network provides a further indi-.

cation; that vaudeville has . gone
from the circuits to the networks.

Loeb
Continued from page 30

“do their utmost to right this
wrong” done Loeb.
TVA is also working to g i ve

Loeb a hearing “before a fair and
impartial board” of persons out-
side the industry.
Meanwhile the Council of Arts,

Sciences and Professions protested
against the Loeb dropping '‘be-
cause of an irresponsible and un-
verified listing in a publication
Which has set itself up as an in-
stitution haying the final word as
to who shall be permitted to en-
tertain the American p u b 1 i c.”
American Civil Liberties Union
had previously voiced its protest,
and this week the Authors League
of America also lashed out at
“blacklists” (see separate story).

Elmer Rice
Continued from page 31

Htre’a Sptnwr ideiHficufien with i

pact! 'The “Twill Movi* Party,”

Had via WJGK-TV for twin Pleat Dairy,

it a braed eaw Soterday faatajra! After

oely tkraa waakt, "Milky," tka Twin

Pinet mayiciae-Klawe wha kaedlat tka

eameiardalt, appaarad at a Mothar-

Sae tekaal party* Wltkaut faefara or

tatroductlaei ’’Milky” appaarad ae tka

itaga, Tka kldt, ie a tiegla voica,

roared , ”lft Milky!"
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CK
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National' Salet Headguirtert: 4tt Maditoh Avenye, Naw York 22
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screening “constitutes a basic
threat to the entire, body of free

American writing.” It scored the
activities of “self-appointed moni-
tors eager to defend the nation on
their own terms.” It stated that

as a purely professional organiza-
tion it has never had “a political
test for its . members,” and that it

has always combatted every con-
certed effort to determine a writ-
er’s employment: or publication
“on any basis other than the merit
of his writing.”

Authors’ statements are being
sent to the webs, agencies and
other unions in the field.

set out to do.” He added that if

the change is brought about to
his liking,, he will probably rejoin
the TV Playwrights group, mean-
ing that other of his works would
be made available to the Celanese
series.

Discussions to date have centered
around the change in policy; As a
result, the question of actual cast
ing of the show has not coma up.
It

v

$. belieyed possible, though, that
if a reconciliation is reached, Betty
Field, who’s Rice’s wife, may star
in “Street Beene.” She played the
starring role in a presentation of
the show on NBC-TV’s “Philco
Playhouse” several years ago.

Detroit—As an aid to Detroit’s
130,000 unemployed persons, WJR,
in cooperation with the Michigan
Employment Security Commission,
is presenting in the public interest
a new series of programs; “Jobs
and Men Wanted,” once a week.

‘TV Puzzlement
Continued from page 29

would run smack into the RCA
plugs.

. Similarly, the WestinghOuse-
owned WBZ-TV in Boston, which
is an NBC affiliate, is obliged to
take the Philco ride on the conven-
tions, rather than its own on CBS-
TV. In Cincinnati, WLW-T, an-
other NBC basic, affiliate, is Cros-
ley-owned, again a rival of the
RCA outfit, although where Cros-
ley is concerned its “white goods”
represent the^julk nf its operatipm

Joe E. Brown’s ’Break-In’

As Godfrey Radio Sub
Joe E. Brown, with whom CBS

Radio has been negotiating a long-

term talent pact, is scheduled to

break in on the web by taking over
for Arthur Godfrey on the Monday
night “Talent Scouts,” during God-
frey’s four-week vacation starting

Feb. 11,. Web execs reportedly
feel that the. “Scouts” spot will

serve a£ a good showcasing for

Brown before potential clients, if

he gets his own radio program.
Godfrey, as he has done for the

last several years during his vaca-
tions, will spend two weeks at the

Navy Air Base in Pensacola, Fla.

Robert Q. Lewis, who has subbed
for him in recent years, will again
take over the morning “Arthur
Godfrey Time,” including the new
15-minute simulcast segment.
Frank Parker, now a regular cast

member on CBS-TV’s .Wednesday
night. “Godfrey and Friends," will

emcee that show during Godfrey’s
absence.

Eileen BARTON
BILL GOODWIN SNOW

-NBC-TV—
Coral Racordiif Artirt
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'52 Study of N.Y.
Continued from page 29

kid-slanted varieties, from 2.1% to

2.3%, as housewife-slanted variety

irers slipped from 2.7% to 2.2%,

Both children’s programs and

sports shows taka up proportion-

ately less time on this year’s pro-

gram schedule, former going, from
12.5% to 11.0% .and Sports down
from 10.1% to 8.4%. An important

reason for the relative losses of

kid and sports shows is the expan-

sion of broadcast time in daytime

hours. Which are directed to wom-
Simiiarly, the decline in pro-

portion of varieties can be attribut-

'ed to the same trend.

, The number of information, pub-

lic issues, news and similar shows
was up somewhat, from 12.5% to

13.5%, a trend for which the first

NAEB study is given
,
some credit.

It’s also significant that whilo there

was but a single program identified

with an educational institution last

year (DuMont’s “Johns Hopkins
Science Review”) , the recent analy-

sis lists 13 (WATV had six, WPIX
three, WABD two and one each on
WCBS-TV and WJZ-TV, with none
reported on WNBT or WORrTV).

Informational airers dropped
from 4.3% to 3.9%, while public
issues discussion increased from
1.4% to 1.9% and public events
coverage : (including President Tru-
man's address to Congress, the
Winston Churchill visit and some
United Nations shows) was upped
from 0.9% to 1.4%. News stanzas
were up from 5.5% to 5.9%, awhile
weathercasts were stationary at

0.4%.

. The amount of primary adver-
tising showed - a 14% increase in
number of plugs, to 3.104 commer-
cials during the week, accounting
for 51 hours and 31 minutes on all

stations. However, the ads took
7% less total time than a year ago,
showing cut in length of commer-
cials. The primary plugs occupied
8% of all time, with the possibility
that after final checking the figure
will be 9%. Figures on “secondary”
plugs, NAEB term for straight
commercial shows, or when the
bankroller’s name is displayed on
a backdrop or given other indirect
display,, have not yet been com-
piled. Interestingly, N. Y. tele,
which had a. smaller proportion of

commercials last year (10% of
total time) than Los Angeles (with
18%), trimmed its ratio of plugs
still more this year.

While last year's study was con-
ducted in a^suite at the Waldorf-
Astoria, latest monitoring project
was conducted in more ascetic
space provided by the Biblical
Seminary,

.
A team of 35 monitors,

graduated students in psychology
and sociology at Columbia U. and
NYU. scanned the programs round
the clock on seven TV sets, one for
each channel, with two others used
for double-checking. Monitors, who
used stopwatches and Western Un-
ion clocks, were given intensive
training and went through dry-runs
for three days.

Point of NO Return
issss Continued from page 29

go along with it and chime in with
an endorsement of the plan. It's

for that reason that exec Veepee
Charles R. Denny, No.

,
1 in com-

mand of the Basic Economic Study,
is stumping the country in a bid
to win over affiliates that count,
- NBC insists the plan will go
through. From other sources come
“don’t be too sure’’ reports. Mean-
while, the factions that have been
putting up a bitter fight to retain
the status quo are doing an equally
effective lobbying job oil their own.

matic lineup of "Studio One,M Rob-
ert Montgomery, “Lux Video The-
atre,” “Lights Out,” etc,

Today a sponsor is finding out
that the time spot he can com-
mand in TV is influenced by the
kind of show he has.

RABIO-TEI.KVISION

Westinghouse

lCBS ‘Big Town’
Continued from page 31

I

Henry Greenfield, Man. Dir.

WEVD, 117-119 West 46th St

New York 19

TV Goes Thataway
tliajas Continued from page 29 gaaa

Philco and Goodyear splitting the

Sunday night at 9 NBC-TV “Play-

house” dramatic tab, Johnson’s
Wax and Lucky Strike doubling up
for the Robert Montgomery dramat-
ic series, etc.

TV Habits Differ

Factor, too, in the inevitable
turnover of programming is the
awareness that TV shows, through
the double sight-and-sound impact,
don’t “wear” as long as in the
strictly audio AM medium. While
many sponsors on TV have com-
mitted themselves through the
balance of the present season, prac-

tically none can give any definite

assurance that he’ll, be Tiding the
same show when the ’52-’53 cur-

tain rises In September, no matter
how successful the commercial pay-
off.

TV habits, so far as the viewer
is concerned, differ radically from
the days in radio when a Crosby
or a Hope were the magnet that

drew the listener. Today the video
fan tunes in On a pattern, not for

specific, people—except, of counse,
in Isolated! instances. Even the*

entrepreneurs behind the Colgate-
sponsored, comic-rotating Sunday
night “Comedy Hour” on NBC-TV
make no hones over the fact that
nine out of 10 people dialing in,

if pinned down an hour before
show time, wouldn’t know who
waa the star attraction that night.

Similarly in the case of the “Toast
of the Town,” it’s the program’s
pattern that commands its grip on
the audience—not the personali-

ties.

As on Sunday, Saturday night
on NBC-TV has developed its own
unique pattern which, over and
above the personal draw of a Sid
Caesar or an Imogene Coca, is a.

major compelling factor in attract-

ing the viewer. And so through
the other nights of the week, as

on Monday with its multiple dra-

production two series, “Dangerous
Assignment” and “Texas Rangers.”

Whiie there are a number of fac-
tors leading to the switch to film,

it’s believed that the possibility
of taking the cameras out of the
confines of a TV studio and into
the outdoors was the primary mo-
tivation oh both “Big Town” and
“Man Against Crime.” In addition,
of course, the package producers
of both shows gain the advantage
of residual rights, meaning the pro-
grams can be repeated from time
to time for more profit, Also, a
spokesman for Ruthrauff & Ryan,
which handles the Lever Bros, ac-
count on “Big . Town,” said the
agency believes it may be able to
produce the shows cheaper on film
than it can on a live basis.

R&R will film the series at the
General Service studios on the
Coast, where they’ll be produced
by Krasne, Gross and DeWitt. First
has been completed, and the first

of 25 more is set to roll within a
few weeks. It’s expected that the
series will be able to make the
transition to film about April 3 or
10. Pat.McVey, who is star of the
live series, will also do the vidpix,
but Jane Nigh has been set to re-
place Julie Stevens in the lead
femmC role. McVey will virtually
commute from N. Y. to L A. dur-
ing the next several months to ap-
pear in the films. If he remains on
the Coast for more than a week
at time, he’ll be written out of
the script during his absence.

Final details have not been set
on the “Man Against Crime” se-
ries, but it’s expected that Ralph
Bellamy will continue as star. He’ll
probably head to the Coast at the
end of the prestent season to begin
work on the pix, so that a backlog
will be ready for airing by next
fall. “Crime” Is sponsored by
Camel cigarets; through the Esty
agency.

Continued i

inghouse video coverage of the
conventions and election via CBS
wouldn’t, be nearly as restricted as
was first anticipated. On the basis
of returns thus far, Westinghouse
will have a minimum of 34 stations,
including all the Columbia basics,
with the number of outlets hitting
39 in the event—as anticipated—
the interconnected link is extended
to embrace more cities.

CBS says Westinghouse will pen-
etrate 14 single station markets,
with such cities as Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Milwaukee,
Oklahoma City and Huntington,

from page 30 J
W. Va„ still in the doubtful' col-
umns. On the “sure” list, says CBS*
are Indianapolis; Greensboro, N. C.;
Binghamton, N. Y,; Bloomington,
Ind.; Erie; Ames, la.; Kalamazoo,
Charlotte, Lansing, Toledo, San
Diego, Jacksonville, Miami and
Toledo.

Cleveland—Prof. John P.. Bar-
den, dean of Western Reserve Uni-
versity’s school of general studies,
and originator of the University’s
television courses, has resigned to
start his own package TV and ra-
dio firm with Irwin R. Blacker.

FM’* Rebirth
Continued from, page 36

-

I CAN BE YOUR -
Television Program Director and Producer

BECAUSE:—
At 33 years of agt I hove produced hit Broadway musicals and

Werkad oR Hellywood films as wall as directed and produced Tele-
vision shows. I have managad largd Theatrical and Television eiiter-

prites Involving every concelvoble type of negotiation on staff of and
with tha mgioir TV networks.

Having traveled every State In the Union, and all Inrope, I Kaye
learned to nnderstand tha neads and desires of people across the na-
tion .. • not Just In New York It Iras been ihy privilege to meet and
deaf snccessfnlly with all kinds of peopla from bank presidents to
movla stars.

Now that I have a franlly, l am Interested In lettllng pntsldo of
New York.

I should like to head yonr TelevIslon Program Department and aid
you In developing e loading, prodHctlva schedule.

1 can meet at year eenvoalence and will be available after February
l*t. Salary upward of $15,000. Box V-221S2, Variety, J84 West
4Bth Street, New York It*

tors of these companies were also
in attendance.

Grigsby, who is chairman of the
RTMA committee cooperating with
the broadcasters, said the

;
manu-

facturers are planning to increase
their production, to meet whatever
demands are made for FM gets as a
result of the campaign. But the
manufacturers hope, he asserted,
that the drive will be so.successful
that they will be unable to meet
the demand.
Meanwhile, various promotion

aids have been prepared by RTMA
for dealers for in-store use and
newspaper and radio advertising.
Transcribed spots are being made
available to radio stations, which
will offer special programs during
the test campaigns.
Through arrangements made by

Ben Strouse, general manager of
WWDC and chairman of NARTB’s
FM Committee, the Washington
Advertising Club will devote its

first March Tuesday luncheon to
FM, with Fellows and Glen Mc-
Daniel, prexy of RTMA, as speak-
ers. The American Public Rela-
tions Assn, will also give over its

March 10 meeting to FM.

A Point of Info

,

New. York.
Editor, Variety:

In Variety (Jan. 16, 1952) on
page two, you published an article

by Jim Carhartt and Nicky Winter
entitled “Yanks’

,
Perspective on

Free (?) French Radio; Strictly Rue
de la Payola.”. In this rather
amusing story, the authors repeat-
edly refer to commercials.
May I remind you that The

French Broadcasting System (Ra-
diodiffusion Francaise) is a Govern-
ment-operated, non-commercial or-

ganization, over whose transmitters
never a commercial is so much as
whispered? It is, therefore; ob-
vious that your correspondents
were tuned-in to a French-speak-
ing station located outside the ter-

ritorial limits of the French Re-
public, which is in no way connect-
ed With what is usually referred to

loosely as “French_Radio.”
Pierre Crenesse,
Director, French
$roadcaqtiiig •

1

CAN YOU
HELP US

FIND

THIS GIRL?
Our lovely Prior Beer poster girl is “miss-

ing”. For the past two months we’ve been

making an intensive search for her—with
no success.

Last year she was the model for the

glamorous picture which has since become
well-known on Prior Beer posters. Now we
want to talk to her about the possibility

of doing some additional modeling—but

we can7
1 find her,

CAN YOU HELP us locate this girl? Her
name is Lorraine Crawford. She was last

known to be in Los Angeles.

• Any information you can give us concerning the

whereabouts of our Prior poster girl will be appre-

ciated. Your help will bring you a suitable reward

and might lead to a contract foi* her!

PLEASE ADDRESS:

Mr. Thomas M. Morton* Advertising Manager

Adam Scheldt Brewing Co., Norristown, Pa.
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Jocks. Jukes and Disks
B| MIKE GROSS

Cornice Boswell: “Believe It Be-
Iqved'V'Begin The Beguine" (Dec-
ca). Coupling of oldies comes
through as an exciting wax parlay
via Cohnee Boswell's spirited work-
over. Platter has enough impact to
make Miss Boswell's wax comeback
an important factor in the 1952
disk sweeps; The energetic, bouncy
deliver}' of “Beloved" earmarks it

as a jock-juke natural while her
rendition of “Beguine" gives new
life to the Cole Porter classic.
By Oliver orch supports solidly. .

Ton f- M a rtin: "At Last! At
Last!"-“Make With The Magic"
(Victor). Tony Martin’s pash work-
over of “At. Last! At Last!" a lush
ballad entry, makes it an important
contender for top juke plays. It's"

a big tune which should score in
the current market. Lyrics and
melody are in the commercial
groove. The Victor flip is a pre-
tentious item with doubtful po-
tential.

Ray Anthony Orch: “Bermuda"-
“Broken .Hearted" (Capitol). “Ber-
muda" gets an impressive casing
in the stylized staccato setting sup-
plied. byRay Anthony's orch and
the vocals cf Tommy Mercer and
Marcie Miller. The Anthony crew
gives the tune a rich, colorful treat-,
ihent which should pay off; It’s got
an ear-arresting beat and- should
give the RCA Victor etching by
the Bell Sisters a run for top
honors. Reverse is an okay ballad

which Mercer enhances by his

tender delivery.
Bobby Maxwell: “Chinatown.My

Chlnatown"-“Shuffle Off To Buf-
falo" (Mercury). Mercury's latest

entry in the platter battle for new
sounds preeminence is Bobby Max-
well’s multiple etched harp rendi-
tions of two oldies. Maxwell’s harp-:

log, superimposed 15 times, makes
for the kind ofmew sound which
appeals to the current market of
platter buyers. Both “Chinatown”
and “Buffalo" are good jock and
juke fodder but Maxwell’s excel-
lent harp’ techniques are over-
shadowed by the intricacies of
modern-day waxography.
Frances Wayne-Neal Heffi Orch:

“Regular Man"- You’re The Only
One I Love" (Coral). Frances
Wayne has some sock material to
work with in “Regular Man" and
she gives it a firstrate interpreta-
tion. With a proper jOck jolt, this
side : has a breakaway potential.
Tune’s pulsating beat and ,snappy
lyric are aptly suited to Miss
Wayne’s styling. She delivers with
zest getting able support from Neal
Hefti’s orch backing. Coral, flip-

oVer is a weak ballad item Which
fails to come alive despite an en-
thusiastic rendition.
Barbara Ruick: “Retreat"-“YOu

Couldn’t Be Cuter" (M-G-M). Bar-
bara Ruick, recent thrush addition
to the M-G-M fold, is handicapped

(Continued on pa^ . 49
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Week of January 11-17

.
The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on

copyrighted, Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index-
Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr. , John Gray Peatm
Director. Alphabetically listed.

Anytime . . . . Hill Sc R
Be My Life’s Companion. . . .. Morris
Because Of You—t“I Was An American Spy” Broadcast
Charmaine. Lion
C!ry . . . > .it . . . .

.

* . . . . . . . . ; . . i . . * . . .

.

Mello^v
Dance Me. Loose Erwin-H
Domino . ..... .............. Pickwick
Down Yonder LaSalle
GlOrlta . . • . . . . . . - . . . ... . . . , , . . . . . » . ; . i . . . 1 .ifP

.
Grand Central Station . ..... ......... Harms
How Close , ; . Life
I Talk To the Trees—*“Paint Your Wagon". . . . .... Chappell
If Wishes Were Kisses . Roncom
It’s All In the Game . . Witmark
Just One More Chance ; Famous
Life Is a Beautiful Thing .. Famous
Little White Cloud* That Cried Spier
Manhattan—f“Two Tickets to Broadway" . ... . . . . . . . Marks
My Love. , . „ ... . . .

.

Life
Never—

1

;“Golden Girl". Robbins
Shrimp' Boats 'i. .Disney
(It’s No) Sin ... ....... ...... .

.

.

.

.Algonqui
Slowpoke Ridgeway
Snowflakes .... Lombardo
Solitaire. ...... .Broadcast
Swingin’ Down the Lane — . .Feist
Tell Me Why . , < Signet
Trust In Me.. .Advanced
Undecided . .. . , Leeds
You. Better Go Now ........... V. . . .

.

DeSylva-B-H:

Second Group
A Garden In the Rai ....... Melrose
Always .... . ..... .Berlin
And So To Sleep Again ................. Paxton
Bermuda, Goday
Cold, Cold Heart .Acuff-R
I Wanna Love You . . Finburgh.
I Wish I Had a Girl . Miller
If You Catch a Little Cold. . .. BVC
If You Go , . .Pickwick
I’ll See You In My Dreams—t“See You In Dreams" . Feist
Love Is Here To Stay ............. .> ............ DeSylva-B-H
My Beloved ..............

.

Famous
My Concerto .... .

,... ..... . , . . . . . ....... Block
Never Before ... ...Paramount
Oh How I Need You Joe.; .... Cosmic
OK for TV—+“Top.Banana" ..DeSylva-B-H
Please Mr. Sun , Weiss-B
Sleigh Ride . ... . Mills
Take Me Home . . .... . . .... .. .......... , ... .;

Remick
Tulips and Heather. . . . ............ . . . . . ... . . Shapiro-B
Until. Leeds

Top Songs OnTV
Always.' , . ,

. , , ..

Charmaine . .

Cold Cold Heart .

Domino .

.

Down Yortder . .

.

......... v Berli
, . •. ... ........ Lion

. . . ..

.

. . . . . . . Acuff-R
...... .Pickwick

.LaSalle
Shrimp Boats..;..... ....

;

^Disney
(It’s No) Sin ! . . ,. . .Algonquin
Slowpoke ..... . . ; . .

.

.Ridgeway
Undecided.'. .. . ... . , ,. ..... . .

,

/Leeds
Weavers of Dreams . Kassner

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
A Wonderful Guy. . \ ..... . .. . , . Chappell
Be My Love. . . ... ...

.

.Miller
It’s a Good Day . .. . . .

.

.

.

.Capitol

Song Is You . .. . . ..... . . . . ....... . . .

.

.. .Harms
Steppi * Out With My Baby. ... . . . . ...

.

. Berlin

t Filmustcal. •Legit mustcal.

f2lM4

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Siaiistiad Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
V

...
as Published in the Current Issue

for
*"• " WEEK ENDING JAN. 19 --

NOTE: The cuirent comparative sales strength of the: Artists and Tunes listed hereunder ft

arrtned at under statistical system comprising, each of the three major Sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive

with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings, denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored: two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines),
and three, ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

TALENT

ARTIST AND LABEL

Johnnie Bay (Okeh)

.

Four Aces (Decfca) . . . . . . ..... .j\

Pee Wee King (Victor)
.

,

Eddie Fisher (Victor)

Eddy Howard (Mercury) . . .

.

Jo Stafford (Columbia)

.

Ames Bros.-Les Brown (Coral)

Arthur Godfrey (Columbia)

Mantovan! (London) ...

Tony Bennett (Columbia)

.

TUNE

) little White Cloud
(Tell Me Why,
)
Garden in the Rain

Slowpoke
Anytime
Sin

Shrimp Boats

Undecided

Dance Me Loose

Charrtiaine

(Cold, Cold Heart

j Because of You

POSITIONS
This Last
week; week. TUNE
1

*

1 Cry

TUNES

2 Little White Cloud That Cried . . . . .

.

3 Slow Poke .

4 Tell Me Why..,,
5 Si .

6 Shrimp' Boats

8 Anytime
7 Undecided .... .... .

,

Down Yonder.'. ; . .

.

Charmaine

PUBLISHER
. ......

.

Mellow
. . Spier

.Ridgeway— .Signet

. ...... .Algonquin

Disney

Hill-R

• • • » •. , * .

.

. Leeds

..........

.

Southern

. . Lion

Week of Jan. 19

1. LITTLE WHITE CLOUD O) (Spier).... , Johnnie Rap Okeh
2. CRY (4) (Mellow) 1

Johnnie Ra» .... . . . Okeh
{Georgia Gibbs Mercury

3. TELL ME liVHY (3) (Signet) ...... . .. . . , . . , . . Four Aces .......... . . .

.

Decca
4. SLOW POKE <il) (Ridgeway). \ Pee Wee King Victor

{
Helen O’Connell .Capitol

5. SIN (15) (Algonquin) . ! Zd<iy Howard .... .-. . . . Mercury
\ Savannah Churchill .... .. Victor

6. SHRIMP BOATS (2) (Disney) . {
Jo Stafford .. . ...Columbia

{ Dolores Gray ...........

.

Decca
7; UNDECIDED (12) (Leeds). . Antes Bros.-Les, Brown . . . .Coral
0T pANCE ME LOOSE (1) (Erwin-H).,.,...

,Arthur Godfrey ......Columbia
9. ANYTIME (I) (Hill-R) Eddie Fisher . .. ... .

.

Victor

10. DOWN YONDER (14) (Southern).. .. . .

,

"TfeiSe®
i Champ jButler ......

.

.Columbi

Tony Bennett . . . . . . .

.

Columbia
Frankie Laine . Columbia
Tony Bennett. . . . ; . . . .Columbia

Mahtbvani ............

.

London
Four Aces . ... . . . . . ; .. ..Decca

Tony Martin ; . . . ,

.

.Victor

Les Paul-Mary Ford . . Capitol

Tony Bennett . ... ...

.

.Columbia

Les Paul-Mary Ford .>.

.

.Capitol

Louis Armstrong ....... .Decca

TonyMartin . . . .

.

.Victor

Frankie Laine , . ...... .Columbia

P. Harris-A. Faye Victor

has been in the Top 10.1

COLD. COLD HEART (16) (Acuff-R).... ....
JEALOUSY (8) (Harms) ... ...

.

BECAUSE OF YOU (23) (Broadcast)

CHARMAINE (Lion) . . . ; ; \ . .

.

GARDEN IN the RAIN (Melrose) , .

I GET IDEAS (20) (Hill-R)

TIGER RAG (Feist).

SOLITAIRE (Broadcast) ......... ... .......
(HIST ONE MORE CHANCE tFamous)
A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller) .

DOMINO (6) (Pickwick) ..........

.

FLAMENCO (Hollis) . . ..... , i .......

RUGGED RUT RIGHT (Shapiro-B). , . . .. . .. .. . ..... . . .. .......

(Figures in parentheses indicate number of weeks song
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Coming up off the floor after-

suffering a kayo at the hands x>f

folk and novelty tunes xn 1951, the

straight ballad entries have climbed

back into the top spot during the

opening few weeks of this year.

Major New York publishing execs

are fervently hoping that it’s the.

beginning of a long pull towards

solid songs which ;
once were the

bread-and-butter basis of the in-

dustry. .
.

. .. .

Among the new entries which

have been showing strength, the

great majority are in the straight-

formatted sentimental category.

Top current activity is centered

around such ballads as “Tulips and

Heather,” “Please, Mister Sun/
“I'll See You In My. Dreams,”

“Until,” “Never,” “Garden In The
Rain,” “Come What May,” “At

Last, At Last.” “Weaver of

Dreams,” “Be VMy Life’s Com-
panion,” and “Unforgettable/’

among others. The novelty trend

is hanging With the tune,

“Snowflakes,” which is showing
remarkable strength a month after

Christmas When such items usually

"die.

Although it’s as tough to predict

the variable trends in the pop tune

market as it is in the stock market,

trade pundits declare that new
ballad cycle represents sharp

reaction from the surfeit of corn-

ball entries in the last coiiple of

years. Whether this reaction can
be nursed into a long-lasting trend

is seen depending on the number
of solid ballads offered in the next
period.

If the current trend persists,

it’s expected, that the publishing:

business will get back on a solid

footing with New York, rather than
Nashville, being reestablished as
the center of the music biz. A
string of big ballad clicks means
more copy sales, more sensible
plugging schedules and a greater
endurance of catalog numbers.
By contrast, most of the recent

novelty hits have been big on
mechanicals but have proved to be
weak sheet music sellers. For the
publishers, the gravy is still in
copy sales and most of them Would
prefer to handle a second-ranking
ballad rather than a top novelty
click.

Col ’Golden-Era! Roster
Extending its “Golden Era”

series
.
of jazz classics reissues, Co-

umbi Records is preparing a

major.wax study of Mildred Bailey,

blues songstress who died recently.

Like the preceding Louis Arm-
strong and Bessie Smith sets, the
Bailey sides will probably be pack-
aged on several 12-inch long-play

platters.

Already prepared and ready for

early Columbia release in the
Golden Era” series are the Duke
Ellington and Bix Biederbecke al-

bums. The Bailey set will follow

after the latter two. George
Avakian, Col’s jazzicologist and
international division, chief, is lay-

ing out the albums from Colum-
bia’s Old master files.

Fred Waring is to produce a
longhair setup, comprising 30
people, for National Concert &
Artists Corp. next season, to be
known as “Festival of Song.
Group will consist of 10 musicians
and 20 singers, some of latter also
being able to dance. It will, be
conducted by Lara Hoggard, head
of Waring’s present choral group
Unit will be sent out on a 15 to
18 week tour by NCAC, on its

regular series and special Civic
Concerts circuit.

Group’s program, according to
the concert bureau, will run “from
Palestrina to Broadway,” and com-
prise instrumental and choral
Works, including original operettas
specially written for the outfit
NCAC also says the idea for the
production was 'Waring’s, who
brought it to the bureau. Bookings
are already being made for the
1952-53 concert season.

Howard Exits MCA
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Eddy Howard, whose “Sin” Mer-
cury recording is riding the .top
disk polls, has dropped his Music
Corp. of America contract. Howard
now is doing a single, backed by
vocal duo, at the Oriental theatre
here.

Former maestro broke up his or-
chestra last, summer with NOrman
tee taking over the band, using the
old stocks. Howard goes Into the
hew York Paramount early in Feb-
ruary and then is set for Flamingo,
Las Vegas, date followed by Coco-
nut Grove,-’ Los Angeles.

Washington, Jan. 22.

The Department of Justice in-

vestigation of the music publishing
business, which has been proceed-
ing quietly on a number of fronts

for the past year, is now veering
into an examination of the tieups
between the major Hollywood_ film

companies and their publishing
subsids. It’s known that Govern-
ment investigators have been ques-
tioning execs of one pic company
publishing sUbsid recently in an
effort to get data on the effect of

the Hollywood studio hookup on
publishing activities.

Trade execs feel it's too early to

say whether the present probe
Will flower- into an anti-trust suit

against the pic companies similar

to the one which led to the divorce-

ment of production, and exhibition

activities. It’s pointed out that
several previous such investiga-

tions have been held with no
chainge in the status quo. In any
case, it’ll : be a long time before

any Government move is made in

any direction since the mills of

the Department of Justice, in such
cases, usually grind slowly.

Initially, the Justice Department
indicated that its interest in the
music biz, from viewpoint of un-
covering any monopolistic prac-

tices, was focussed On alleged

price - fixing and discriminatory
sales practices. The Government’s
interest was aroused because of a

major company refusing to. sell a

jobber who violated a fair trade

code by cutting prices. This sit-

uation has since been straightened
out.

Along with the recent launching
of a flock of new tunes in the 1952
wax sweepstakes, publishing firm
execs are once again squawking
loudly against the insistent demand
by some of the top disk companies
for “exclusives.” Novel ingre-
dient in. the current situation is

that at least one of the major plat-
ter companies, notably RCA Vic-
tor, is joining the tamp of the pub-
lishers against exclusive deals on
songs.
Under such deals, publishers

have been guaranteeing a competi-
tive advantage to one' label by giv-
ing it a tune while withholding it

from the: other platter companies
until after , the release date. Other
disk companies may then cover the
tune with other versions since, un-
der the Copyright Act, the publish-
ers must license at the. statutory
rate any tune that has already been
recorded. In the current market,
however, an . advantage of a few
days in disk jockey exploitation
giyes one label an important head-
start over its rivals.

Although such deals have occa-
sionally paid off in big hits, pub-
lishers intensely dislike “exclu-
sives” because, more often than
hot, it has meant sudden death
for their songs. If the exclusive
rendition fails to break through,
other platter companies won’t
touch it with a 10-foot pole and
the song dpesn’t get another
chance. Publishers particularly
burn at a high fahrenheit when the
“exclusive” lays.a bomb because of
a poor interpretation which buries
a good number.

Publishers are currently show-
(Continued on page 50)

Judy’s Longterm

Latching on to Judy Garland’s
click vaude stand at the. Palace
Theatre, . N. Y., RCA Victor has
pacted the songstress to a long-
term pact. It’s understood that the
deal will run for five years with
no mi imum coin guarantee in-

volved.
Miss Garland previously cut

sides for Decca and M-G-M
Records, the latter company hav-
ing issued the soundtrack albums
from her Metro musicals. In re-

cent years, however, Miss Garland
has been inactive on wax although
both Decca and M-G-M .recently

issued albums of her past etchings
to tie in with the songstress’

Palace performance,.

DISK COS. WANT OUT

FROM ’COLD HEART’ SUIT
Several recording companies,

which were named defendants
.
in

a copyright infringement suit in-

volving . the tune, “Cold, Gold
Heart,” filed answers in N. Y. Fed-
eral Court last week asking, dis-

missal of the complaint insofar as

they are concerned. Disk firms
maintain that they paid royalties

to Acuff-Rose Publications to wax
the number and know nothing of

the .song’s origin.

G. Van Ness Clark and the Dixie
Music Publishing Co. charge that
“Heart” infringes upon Dixie’s

“You’ll Still Be In My Heart.”
Named defendants are Hank Wil-
liams, author of “Heart;” Acuff-
Rose, “Heart’s” publisher; Mildred
Aciiff, Fred Rose, Nat Tanneri, Tan-
nen Music, Keys Music, Music
Dealers. Service, Lang-Worth. Fea-
ture Programs, Lo.ew’ s, Inc.
(M-G-M Records), Columbia, Decca,

** RCA, Mercury ahd ’ CapitbK .
; *

Connee Roswell Back

To Disking Via Decca
After a long layoff on wak, Con-

nee Boswell has been inked by
Decca Records. She has agreed to

do several sides and will not work
under a regular longterm pact.

Her initial releases are “Begin
the Beguine” and “Believe It, Be-
loved.”

In Int’l Spread;

London, Jan. 22,

The Philips Co. of Holland, one
of the world’s largest' electronic
outfits which recently inked a deal
with Columbia Records in the U. S.

for exchange and distribution of

masters for England and the Con-
tinent, is soon expected to make a
bid for the International disk mar-
ket.

It’s understood that, the Philips
outfit is planning to start opera-
tions in the western hemisphere
shortly, via Canada, where a new
Philips label will be launched. A
strong possibility exists that Phil-
ips will try an invasion of the U. S,

market as well once it lines up a
sufficiently imposing artists’ roster
in the pop and longhair fields; Co-
lumbia Records may be the chan-
nel for the Philips outfit’s y. S.

entry.

The Philips deal with Columbia,
meantime, has caused Col’s former
English ally, EMI (Electrical &
Musical Industries) to look for
other hookups in the U. S, Most
likely candidate for an EMI deal
is Mercury Records, Which up to

now has been getting only hap-
hazard distribution in the British

market. With an imposing lineup
comprising Patti Page, Vic. Da-
rnone, Eddy Howard and a big

catalog of old Frankie Laine mas-
ters made before the latter’s shift

to Columbia, Mercury is seen being
in a good position to assume a
major role in the British

setup.

‘GUYS & DOLLS’ STARTS

Johnnie Ray Gets Hot

On Chicago Airlanes;

Tapes 273 Programs
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Singer Johnny Ray is matching
his fast rise

.
to the top of the

record lists with a whirlwind local

selling campaign bankrolled by.

Tello-Tronics, Chi TV set retailer.

Ray over the last yveekend finished

taping 273- quarter-hour radio
shows which the retailer is spotting

on three Windy City stations dur-
ing the next 13 weeks.
The drive kicked off Monday

(21) night with a special half-hour,

video, display on WGN-TV built

around the singer backed by the

Four. Lads and Ralph Marterie’s

band. Also on hand was warblpr
Delores Hawkins.
The radio bundle, emceed by d.j.

Howard Miller, rides on WCFL,
WIND and WJJD. Zenith Radio
Corp. is cd-oping the tab with
Tello-Tronics.

Minneapolis, Jan. 22.

A puzzle to the disk trade here
is the length of time which it has
taken for the “Guys and Dolls” al-

bum to catch on locally. But it

finally has. The album just hit

the local album bestseller list two
weeks ago. This, too, N despite the
fact that the national “Guys and
Dolls” company played 10 days
here to recordbreaking turnaway
business more than two months
ago.

In contrast, the “South Pacific”

album was on the Minneapolis best
seller list, shortly after it was
brought out and long before the
show’s national company played
Minneapolis last season. It was on
the list for more than two years
without a miss and still appears
intermittently. Aside from “Kiss
Me Kate,” other original Broad-
way cast, show albums haven’t sold
in sufficient quantities to qualify as
best: sellers., A number of Holly-
wood casts qf film musicals' al-

bums, however, have landed in the
charmed circle.

Concerned over persistent unem-
ployment situation among musi-

cians, the American Federation of
Musicians is planning to crack

down on radio and video transcrip-
tions which use the services of
AFM members. Immediate objec-
tive are the commercial spot an-
nouncements which are repeatedly
aired on both AM and TV.

IPs: known that AFM execs are
currently considering ways and
means of blocking :the production
of transcribed plugs. Reasoning be-

hind the contemplated move is that
the AFM is losing a vast number
of man labor hours via the prac-
tice of paying musician

.
for.

spot
,
plug once and then using it

several hundred times around th

country.

In at least one case to date, the
AFM has stepped into the spot
production field with a ukase
against musicians working t hi

territory. The ban was quietly im-
posed and then lifted recently be-
cause the AFM execs want to w ork
out an airtight case for such a ban
under their contractual setup with
the broadcasters; While the indi-

vidual; 1 ocals have ju riscl i et ion over
the indie radio picture., the AFM
has taken all questions per-

taining to TV rates and conditions
of work.

The projected AFM move, of

which rumblings have been heard
in the New York area, is expected
to lead to a bitter fight with til

broadcasters and the spot plug pro-

ducers. Without the right to use
these . spots repeatedly without
additional payments either to m
siqians, actors, writers, etc., th

cost of such plugs would be pro-
hibitively high and would be a

considerable damper n the sale

of time on both AM and TV.

Reelected for 17th Term
Hartford,.Jan. 22.

Rocco D. Logozzo has been re-

elected prexy of the nearby Meri-
den Local of the American Federa-
tion of Musicians;
V vIt'e hiaf Wth bonseduttvO^tertiL”

*

Hines Setting Own Combo
Earl (Fatha) Hides, jazz pirinist

recently with the Louis Armstrong
orch, is organizing a six-man

combo. Group is skedded to debut
at .the Rendezvous, Philly, Jan. 31.

Already set: for the group are

Jonah Jones*- trumpet; Benny
Green, trombone; find Sol Yagetl,

clarinet.

After a slack year during 1951,
Decca Records is currently regain-
ing its previous form in the pop
market. Riding with a string of

pop and country hits, the platter

company is heading for a record
January billing.

Like the rest of the platter com-
panies, Decca has been spurred by
a new vocal combo, the Four Aces,
who are leading the company’s ros-

ter with their slice of “Tell Me
Why,” their first for Decca, Side
has gone over 500:000 since its re-

lease about six weeks ago, and is

still going strong. The Four Aces
incidentally, have been booked as

toplihers at the N, Y. Paramount
Feb, 13 for a two-week stand.

Most of the current hits for

Decca have been delivered by vet

performers. Louis Armstrong’s “A
Kiss to Build a Dream On” has hit

the
.
400*000 marker, followed by

such sides as the, Gordon Jenkins-

Armstrong version of “Sleepy Time
Down South,” Guy Lombardo’s
“Crazy Heart” and “Whispering
Shadows,” Leroy Anderson’s. “Blue

Tango,” Bill Snyder’s .‘Flying Fin-

gers,” The Weavers “Old Paint”

and “Wimoweh” and Mills Br
“Be My Life’s Companion/’

In the country field, the Red
Foley-Ernest Tubb slice of “Too

Old to Cut the Mustard” has

stepped out along with Decca’s new
folk singer, Webb Piercb, on “Won-
deri

’ ” "• •'

Burl Ires to Mercury
Chicago, Jan, 22.

Mercury Records last week
signed Burl Ives, folk singer.

Artist had been with Columbia
Records but has not been active,

in the past few months.

For the kiddy division, he’s cut-

ting “Peter and the Wolf” and

“Billygoat’s Gruff” next week
New York with Joe Carlton super-

vi&ing; the session.
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Chicago Deejay Pings

To Get Sheet Credits
Chicago, Jan. 22.

Long time plaint of Chicago mu-
sic contact men that home offices

didn't pay enough attention to

plugs oh Windy City disk jockey,

shows, the major part of radio

programing, is now taking a turn.

Peatman -sheet, which most
offices depend on ratings, is now
being serviced by the Radio Check-

i s Service for the first time with
check on d.j. and- transcribed

irings.

Service, Which has been in opera-
tion since 1930, however, will limit
its logging to major outlet stations
from 8 a.m. to 1 a.m. daily. Plug-
ged here point out, that WIND,
24 hour station, and and . other local

outlets are the heaviest
.
users of

platters, and they too should be
listed as they are in other cities.

It's Music by

Progrqm Today

YcstordayY

(Mills Music)

PROGRAM

BALTIMORE ORIOLE
BLUES STANDARD

tv

Paul Francis Webster

RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and
.
showing comparative sales

rating for this and last week.

National

Ratine

This Last

wk. wk. Title and Publisher
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i 1 “Slow Poke" (Ridgeway) . ........ D 1 1 3 1 1 2 4 5 2 1 3

2 3 "Shrimp Boats" (Disney) . . , v . . .; .

.

6 4 8 • * KJa 5 3 2 4 2 62

3 8 “Little White Cloud” (Spier) ..4k 6 3 -
.

6 3 8 1 • • 8 5 5 61

4A 4 “Down Yonder" (Southern) . ; . . .

.

7 2 9 9 4 3
.

;• * 3 5 3 7 58

4B
:

2 “Sin" (Algonquin). . . . ., . . .> .

.

8 3 2 4 8 1 5 '9 SOI 58

5 5 “Cry" (Mellow) . V., . : , : ; . i

.

2 7
'

-7 4 2 9 4 7 1 57

6 7 “Tell Me Why" (Signet). . ... 3 10 •

' 2 2 .* • 4 1 6 4 56

7: 6 “Undecided” (Leeds) .

.

8 4 5 8 4 2 6 • . 9. 43

8 9 “Anytime" (Hill-R) 5
;

• • 1 3 10 . * • 8 HiliJ

9 15 “Charmaine” (Lion) . . . ;

.

9 5 6 • • 9 6 10 *• • •
BETTj

10 13 “Domino" (Pickwick) . . * 9 10 8 5 7 8 10 ,

.

20

11 . . “Dance Me Loose" (ErWin-H) .... ID • *: ;
.

• r 5 a ' *• • • • • *, li

12A 11 “Because of You’’ (Broadcast) . . .

.

6 • • 9 .. 8 10

12B 14 “Kiss to Build Dream On" (Miller) 6 6

12C “Manhattan* (Marks) 10

On the Upbeat

New York
Eleanor Russell is now vocalist

with Jimmy Dorsey orch . .. . Ella
Fitzgerald into Birdland, N. Y.,

IV >(tfl
P-'j'

IVERYONK +
RAVES

SURE *
FIRE

TERRIFIC ^

WINS ^
"AWARD" ^

WESTERN JL.

•TICK'
4 ^

PLEASE, MR. SUN (Weiss k Barry)—Perry Como
(Vic, ) , Johnnie Ray (Col.)

,

Bill Kenny (Dec.

)

and Tommy Edvards (MGM) share the wealth of
honors this new ballad has collected,
"Como's best job in months," says Variety .

Cash Box names the Como disc "Sleeper of the
Week." Every version rates a Billboard
PICK" and Ray gets "Disk of the Week" from
Cash Box ; Variety believes the Edwards
version "should catch on despite the Ray
phenomenon." Not in months has a tune ac-
quired such raves.

RETREAT (Cries My Heart) (Porgie) — Patti Page
(Mer.j turns in another of her striking
performances. Billboard predicts it will
click and gives it "PICK" honors. Cash Box
highlights it "Sleeper of the Week" and "a
sure fire moneymaker,"

* * *

OLD PAINT (Folkways)
WIMOYVEH (Folkways j—Terrific is the word
for The Weavers' (Dec.) newest release.
Hailed by Billboard as "PICK" of the week.
Gordon Jenkins' backing makes the disc a
winning combination. Cash Box predicts
both songs "may easily break."

GOOD LOVIN' (Savoy)
SLOWLY GOIN/ CRAZY ( Savoy)— Tops in Jazz
'n Blues are both decks of this "H" Bomb
Ferguson (Savoy) disc which earns the
-"Award O' The Week" from Cash Box . "Force-
ful, exciting, effective, dynamic," are
terms used to describe the platter, v Bill -!

board says "GOOD LOVIN' is one to watch."

HEARTSICK SOLDIER ON HEARTBREAK RIDGE (Comet)-

Wesley Tuttle (Cap.) has a Country and
Western hit on his hands • DeeJays name it

a Billboard "Pick" for three consecutive
weeks. Ernest Tubb (Dec.) also "picked."
Releases by Gene Autry (Col. ) and Ken Marvin
(liter.), will further hypo the ditty.

Feb. 1 . ,. Danny Davis, M-G-M
Records singer recently pacted by
General Artists Corp., into Neil
House, Columbus, O., tomorrow
(Thurs.) . . . Larry Douglas; com-
poser of “Laugh," partying press
and disk jockeys at Hotel Teresa,
N. Y., Feb. 15 . . . Erskine Hawkins
orch playing two-niter at Clemson
College, S. C., Feb. 7-8 . . ,Jeri

Jordan is new vocalist with Tommy
Reynolds orch ... Dlinois Jacquet
orch opens at High Hat Club, Bos-
ton, today (Wed.) . . .Teddy Cohen
Trio held over at Squeezer’s Musi-
cal Bar, Rochester, N. Y., until

Jan. 29 .

Chicago
Jane Turay cut several sides for

Decca here last week with lass go-
ing out on another p.a. tour. . .

Doris Drew, Mercury Record sing-
er, recuperating at Columbus Hos-
pital here after an operation . .

.

Johnny Knapp set for the Statler,
Cleveland as first stand of the
chain ... Harmonicats do a return
engagement at the Chase Hotel, St.
Louis, Feb. 15, for two weeks...,
Herbie Fields invades Denver ter-
ritory with date at the Zanzibar
starting Feb. 18 for four weeks. ...

Tiny Davis works the Club Troca-
beria, Columbus, Feb. 5, for two
stanzas. '

Pittsburgh
Nan Green has left the Day

Dreamers to do a singing single.
She’ll work out of Pittsburgh un-
der personal management of Mir-
iam Sage . • • DeLoris R a p dal 1,

Clyde Knight's vocalist, has left
the local band to joih Chuck Fos-
ter at the Trianon Ballroom in
Chicago . . . saxman B i 1 1 y Ownes
joining Luke Riley's hourse orch at
Casino Theatre . . . Serge Chaloff's
foursome checked in at Midway

BROADCAST MUSIC, INC.
580 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW YORK 19 N Y

New York C :n.v,

Hollywood • T.-
r

i
'

Moi.iicol

Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending Jan. 12)

London, Jan. 15.

Loveliest Night Year .F.D.&H.
Longing for You. Sterling
Because of You . : . Dash
Enchanted Eve .... Williamson
I Love Sunshine . . New World
Shrimp Boats Disney
Rosaline . . ......... .

.

Reine
Allentown Jail, . . . Bourne
My Liberty Belle. . . . ..Dash
If You Go. . Maurice
Love's Roundabout . Cinephonic
Too Young ....Sun

Second 12
At End Of Day. . ...

.

.Chappell
Mistakes . . , , . . . ... . .

.

. Wright
I Wish I Wuz. .. ...

.

.Maurice
Tulips and Heather Fields
Kentucky Waltz. . . . . Southern
Be My Lowe . ...... F.D.&H.
Beggar In Love . . Cinephonic
Why Worry Macmelodies
Down Yonder ...... .Feldman
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
It’s No Sin. . ... . ,..

.

. Morris
Unless’ ....F. D. & H.

Lounge Friday (18) following a
five week s t a n d. at the Preview
Room in Chi. Chaloff is alternat-
ing on the back-stage with Tommy
Turk and the Deuces Wild.

Dallas
Beatrice Kay underlined for ai

fortnight in Century Room of the
Hotel Adolphus, opening Feb, 21
. . . Guy Lombardo orch and show
due at State Fair Auditorium for
one-nighter, March 10 . . . Joy Cay-
ler's all-girl orch set for two weeks
at Pappy’s Shpwland on April 4 .

.

Billy Eckstine, with Count Basie
orch, dated for Feb. 13 at State
Fair Auditorium.

TodtersMt Ban On

ots
Louisville, Jan. 22.

Brown and Kentucky Hotels
town's largest, which have been
without union orchs and floor
shows since May, 1951* will have
American Federation of Musicians
bands starting this week. Both
spots have been removed from the
unfair list by Musicians Local li.

Hotels have been on the musi-
cian’s unfair li$t since two other
AFL unions went on strike and had
pickets posted. The strike is still

on, but picketing has been banned
by court order.
Local 11 board decided that mu-

sicians had been out pf the hotels
tong enough, according to Adam W.
Steubling, secretary-treasurer. He
estimated the AFM had lost $50,-
000 in wages through refusal to
play at the two hotels. Brown’s
Bluegrass Room opens Monday (2i)
with Bob James orch, featuring vo-
calist Dick Hyde, and floor show.

. ....
.

_

Society of Interpretative Artists
and Songs, chartered to conduct a
music publishing business in New
York. Capital stock is 20 shares,
no par value.

,

ART MOONEY

BlAfKSMITH

SLUES
//

(m-g-isa Records)

WILL OSBORNE
C«rr<nHy

Flamingo Hotol
LAS VEGAS

NBC - MBS

BILL FARRELL

A
DREAMER

MGM 1 1146
K 11 14i

WHAT GOOD
AM I

WITHOUT

78 RPM
45 RPM

MGM RECORDS
the GREA t EST NAME IN ENTERTAINMENT

’ -T
1 SEvENTM avE NEW YORK :

o N Y
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America's Fastest

^Selling -Records!

Jocks, Jukes
Continued from page 44

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

in her initialer by having to buck
the Patti Page etching of “Re-
treat” on the Mercury label. She
does, however^ impres# as a gal
who could score on future assign-
ments. Voice isn’t too different
from the flock of femmes waxing
today but she possesses an. appeal-
ing warmth and establishes a rap-
port with the listener that will add
f*ip to. solid spins on the jock and
juke level. She belts, out “Retreat”

i in the standard grassroots groove
and is completely winning on the
reverse, a Jerome Kern oldie “You
.Couldn’t Be Cuter.” .

Vera Lynn: “Tulips anu Heather”-
“Once I Loved You” (London).
“Tulips and Heather” is a melodic
ballad entry which gets a top
drawer showcasing via Vera Lynn’s
rich rendition. Thrush projects
tune’s sentimental flavor with sty-
lized Wax savvy making it a promis-
ing item for jock and juke spins.
The London flipover is a bit too
slow and heavy to get off the
ground.
Bobby Wayne: “Wheel of For-

tune”-“Heart of a Clown” (Mer-
cury). Bobby Wayne has a good
chance of repeating his London
label click of “Mother, At Your
Feet Is Kneeling” with this Mer-
cury coupling. Both tunes - are in
the plaintive groove With interest-
ing melodic lines. Wayne’s delivery

Broadcast Music, Inc., was put
on the receiving end of another
antitrust action last week when
Ford Music, a publishing firm op-
erated by Sam Wigler brought suit

against BMI in N. Y. Federal Dis-

trict Court. Among charges of

“monopoly” and ‘restraint of

trade,” Ford Music contended in its

brief that BMI discriminated in its

payments to its various
.

publishing
affiliates to the detriment of the
Ford firm.

The Ford complaint alleged that
in 1943 it entered into an agree-
ment with BMI under which the
latter agreed to pay Ford at least

$15,000 in performance royalties
during the ensuing year. Ford
charges that BMI paid it only
$7,500 and has since refused to pay
it the balance.
Ford further charges that it en-

tered into another agreement* in
1945 at a 2c; per performance rate,
“which payment was and |s inade-
quate, unfair and discriminatory”-
against the plaintiff. The complaint
said Ford Was compelled to enter
the 1945 agreement because it Was
necessary for the publishing firm
to maintain contractual relations in
ordei4 to get performances and re-
main in business. Ford contends
that the 2c. rate is less than BMI
is paying other publishers for a
similar number of performances.

The complaint said $50,000 damr
ages was caused to the Ford firm
and asked treble damages and an
injunction against the alleged
“conspiracy in restraint of trade,”

HAVE YOU HEARD?

is impressive. ‘Fortune’
‘Clown” will vie for top honors on
the jock and juke level,

Jane Turzy: “Allegheny Fiddler”-
“Mountain Laurel” (Decca). The
bounce and gaiety of “Allegheny
Fiddler” comes through in top
style on this Jane Turzy etching.
Miss Turzy projects the happy
mood of the jaunty lyric in the
proper alfalfa styling. Should
give Mindy Carson’s RCA Victor
platter a run for the .

money.
“Mountain Laurel” is in the same
corn genre but in a slow, senti-
mental tempo. Thrush

.
injects

enough charm here to give it a
good juke ride.

. Bill Hayes: “Tulips and Heather”-
“We Won’t Live in a Castle”
(M-G-M).. Although Bill Hayes
gets a moderate spirited beat into
the romantic “Tulips and Heather,”
he’ll find it tough bucking the
more sentimental workover given
the tune by Perry Como on RCA
Victor. M-G-M jreverse gives
Hayes a change of pace in a big
dramatic ballad but even his effort
doesn’t* bring the so-so material to
life.

Gordon MacRae: “Baby Doll”-
“Green Acres and Purple Moun-
tains” (Capitol). Gordon MacRae’s
Charming workover of “Baby Doll,”
from the forthcoming Metro fil-

musical “Belle of NeW York,” is

one of his best sides in some time.
It's a good ballad entry and Mac-
Rae’s etching makes it a. solid com<-
mercial bet. “Green. Acres and
Purple Mountains” subordinates
the melody for the lyric, tin effec-
tive poem, giving it slim chances
in current platter market.

Billy May Orch: “Unforgettable”-
“Silver and Gold” (Capitol). Billy
May orch continues to impress as
one of the top waxing bands on
tap. This coupling is a. solid com-
mercial bet with click potential on
the jock and juke level. Work-
over of “Unforgettable” displays
excellent blending of arrangement
and rendition. Good for dancing
and listening. Reverse is a spirited
item in which the vocals of Liz
Tilton and the ensemble enhance
side’s chances.

Platter Pointers
A1 Morgan has a click side in

“The Bluest Word I Know Is

‘Lonesome’ ” (Decca) . . . Clyde
McCoy orch impresses on “Sugar
Blues. Boogie” (Capitol) . . . Four
Sensations could break away with
“Heaven Knows Why” on the indie
Rainbow label . . . Vinni De Campo
and the Denny Vaughan orch have
an “okay slice of “What’s Become
of Me” (Coral) . . Victor Young
orch does a good job on “Until”
(DeCca) . . . Tommy Dorsey's work-
over of “You Left Your Brown
Eyed Baby Blue” is good juke fod-
der . . . Margaret Whiting-Jimmy
Wakely parlay on “Give Me More,
More, More” on Capitol is a pleas-
ing entry . , . Four Knights click

nicely on “I Wish I Had a Girl”
(Capitol) ; . . More of Jeri Sothern’s
effective vocal intimicy on “What
Good Am I Without You” (Decca).

Standout western, folk, religious,

polka, blues, rhythm, etc. Jack
Rowe, “Texas Stomp” (Decca) .

Roy Acuff, “Night Train to Mem-
phis (Columbia) . . Terry Gibbs
Sextet

,

‘‘Swing’s the Thing.”

(Savoy) . Sunnyland Slim, “Hit
the Road Again” (Mercury) •. . .

Georgie Cook Orch, “The Polka
Party-Polka” (Decca) . . . Charles
Ventura Quartet, “Dark Eyes’

(Savoy) . . . Jimmie Davis, “For-

ever^ a Long, Long Time” (Decca)

. . . Hank Thompson, “The Wild
Jgide of Life” (Capitol).

The N. Y. Philharmonic is con-
tinuing to sked concert versions Of
grand operas, as result of hypo at
the boxoffice. Conductor Dimitri
Mitropoulos has skedded the
350-year-old Monteverdi “Orfeo”
for Feb. 21-22-24, with Charles
Kullman, Mack Harrell and Fran-
ces Greer as chief soloists. Guest
batonist George Szell will do the
second half of Strauss’ “Salome,”
with Astrid Varnay, Margaret Har-
shaw and Set Svanholm

, Feb. 28-29
and March 2.

Earlier this season, the Phllha-
monic presented Busoni’s “Arle-
chino” and Schoenberg’s mono-
drama, “Erwaftung.” Last season,
Mitropoulos’ concert version of
Berg’s “Wozzek” stirred a lot" of in-

terest, and other symphs have
taken up operas in concert form.

Westbury Music chartered to
conduct a music publishing busi-
ness in New York. Capital stock
is 100 shares, no par Value. Leon-
ard Port, of N. Y.y is director and
filing attorney.

ART MOONEY

StflfKSMITH
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CoL Sets Banner

Sale Marie in Jan.
Columbia Records racked up the

biggfest sales week in. the company’s i

history between Jari. 7 and 11 when :

the company sold over 1,000,000

disks in its pop catalog: Over 600,-
[

000 of the platters were accounted
for by 11 disclicks currently riding
•under the Columbia banner.

Maintaining the pace that ac-

counted for four 1,000,000 disk
sellers last year, Col is, now hit-

ting a solid pace with platters by
Johnnie Ray, Arthur Godfrey, Tony
Bennett, Jo Stafford, Frankie
Laine, Rosemary Clooney and
Champ Butler. Ray’s "Cry” and
“Little White Cloud That Cried”
Is still leading the company's pop
roster.

Columbia execs, revealed, mean-
time, that Col’s brigade of new-
comers, including Ray, Bennett,
Guy Mitchell, TOni Arden, Butler
and Miss Clooney, sold nearly 8,-

000,000 disks during 1951. All of !

the newcomers, incidentally, are
under 26 years of age.

Louis Bernstein; Shapiro-Bern-
steiri topper, heading for Miami
over next weekend for his annual
Florida vacation.

i

A

It Now Appearing at the

EMPIRE ROOM
PALMER HOUSE, Chicago

World's Greatest

Swing Harpist

FIRST RECORD A HIT!

‘CHINATOWN’

FLIP SIDE

‘SHUFFLE OFF TO BUFFALO’

RECORD NUMBER 5773
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tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
“Cry”—6840 1 1 2 2 a • 1 1 2 3 4 90

2 3
JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
“Little White Cloud”—6840 .

,

2 .. 1

c

2 4 2 3 2 a 8 5 _78

3 2
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Tell Me Why”—27860 . . . . .

.

3 2 1 ^ 1 4 '* * a

.

• • 1 2
r

65

4 4
EDD? : FISHER (Victor)

“AnyLime”-20-4359 ....... ,* • • t 6 5 , . 3 5 2 9 . • V « • 9 4 2 _5

4

5 6
PEE WEE KING (Victor)

“Slow Poke”—21-0489. . .... 7 3 5 8 9 5 2 7 6 2 * .• . _56

6A 8

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
“Sin”—5731 . . ; 5 3 • • a • • - 4 1 5 a. • _37

6B 5

JO STAFFORD (Columbia),
“Shrimp Boats”—39581 .. .... 9 4 10 • V • • 7 7 4 3

f

7 •
.
• • a 37

7 9
MANTOVANI (London)
“Charmaine”—1020 .

4 6 4 «. , 6 • • .• > • « 6 8 32

8 .10

AMES BROS.-L. BROWN (Coral)

“Undecided”—60566 , . 10 8 6 6 • • 10 6 5 • a * 26

9 13
ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
“Dance Me Loose”—39632 ... • .. 4 3 • * 6 » • 6 25

10 7

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
“Jealousy*

1

—-39585, .'.... .-y

.

8 10 4 10 8 • « •• • • • • 5 • - • 10 .. 22

11 14
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

“Tell Me Why”—20-4444 . , . . , .... a • • .. 1 . a
'• « • 1 20

12 15
NAT “KING” COLE (Capitol)

Unforgettable”—1808 . 7 7 8 • • 9 8 9 • • 18

13 11
TONY BENNETT (Columbia)
“Cold, Cold Heart”—39449 . . . b • «' ... • • 8 0 4 • p 9 14

14 13
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Garden in the Rain”—27860 .. • « a • 1 .« • •

-f
• a • '• 10

15 14
TONY BENNETT. (Columbia)
“Because of You”—39362 .

.

* .* 9 •. ».

.

l * 8 • • • « 7 9

16A
TONY MARTIN (Victor).

“Domino”—20-4323 .. .. . . 7 0- * 7 • • • • • • > • - 8

16B 12
BOBBY WAYNE (London)
“Mother at Feet Kneeling”—968 • a * a. • * >-3i • • • • • • • a • • / 8

17A 15
LES COMPAGNONS (Columbia)
“The Three Bells”—4105-F • > a 5 * * • h' a- a • • 6

17B • ' *

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“Turn Back Hands Time”—20-4257 . • a * . f a • 5 • • o •' • • . • • 6

FIVE TOP
ALBUMS

1

AMERICAN IN
PARIS

Hollywood Cast

M-G-M
E-93
K-93
M-93

2 3 4 5

KING AND 1 GUYS AND DOLLS SHOWBOAT GLENN MILLER

Broadway Cast Broadway Cast Hollywood Cast CONCERT

Decca Decca M-G-M Victor

DL-9008 DA-825 M-G-M84 LPT-16
9-260 9-203 K 84 WPT-25
DA-876 DLP-8036 E 559 P-25

Exclusives
Continued from page 45

ing increasing reluctance to grant

exclusives even to such hot plat-

ter companies as Columbi Rec-
ords, one of the majors which has
been accenting such deals on the

basis of a long string of hits. The
pubs, now feel that a simultaneous

showcasing of a tune on five or six

major labels give it more spins
and a better chance for one of the
versions to step out of the pack.
One of the current tunes, "Please,
Mr. Sun,” was launched with a
solid potential because it was
sliced by major artists on all, labels
with: a simultaneous release.
Top disk .execs at Victor agree

with the publishers’ viewpoint and
stress that that exclusives are

even detrimental ,to the platter
companies in the long run. It’s

pointed out that a general release
hot Only gives a tune a better
chance for one version to hit, but,

that even the lesser slices share
in the gravy of a click tune;
Savannah Churchill’s RCA cut of
"Sin,” for example, has topped the
200,000 marker even though the
Eddy Howard slice for Mercury
and the Four Aces version for the
indie label, Victoria, were the
standout sides on this number.
Victor execs, moreover, believe that
a general cultivation of hit songs
lays the basis of healthy operation
by the individual platter com-
panies.

Erwin-Howard Music chartered
to conduct a music publishing busi-
ness in New York. Capital stock
is 200 shares, no par value.

:
Jack

J. Katz of N. Y., is a director and
filing attorney.

Calloway on Carib

Tour for Pour Weeks
• Cab Calloway and a seven-man

combo, billed as the Cab-Jivers,

have been booked for a tour of

some Caribbean island spots be-

ginning Jan. 29. Combo is skedded
for one-rtiters and location dates in
Nassau; Kingston, Jamaica; and the
British West Indies.

Pact is for four weeks with an
additional three-week option clause
for Calloway’s big band. Callo-
way’s complete orch contingent is

comprised of 16 sidemen. If the
option is picked up, Calloway ex-
pects to carry his Latin-American
trek Into Brazil and Venezuela.

Witi 35C Weekly Nil
Biggest Show Productions, pack-

agers of last fall’s Duke Ellington-
Sarah Vaughan-Nat (King) Cole
unit, , is propping a new entry fpr
the spring to be headed up by Pat-
ti Page and Frankie Laine. The
package will be formed and oper-
ated in conjunction with General
Artists Corp. BSP, however will
book the dates. Both Miss Pa«e
and Laine are GAC pactees.

&

Although
v the supporting a c t s

have not yet been set, unit is

skedded to tee off in Baltimore
April 12. Also lined up are per-
formances in Richmond, Va., (13);
Norfolk, Va., (14); and Washington
(15). Unit expects to play a mini-
mum of 30 dates. Operating nut
will prob a hi y be about $35,000
weekly. Cress Courtney and Tim
Gale head the BSP enterprise.

Gilbert to Kassner Firm
George Gilbert has joined the

contactman staff at Edward Kass-
ner Music.

Gilbert was formerly With Chap-
pell.

Week of Valentine's Day
Program

“You’re A
ff

Music by:

Jimmy McHugh

F- :)'

"GOLDEN GIRL'

Ralph Berson, Peter Pan Rec-
ords sales manager, heads out this
week on a nine-week coast-to-
coast trek to o.o. the kidiskery’s
national distributor setup.
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NEW BALLAD HITI

always
ALWAYS

Percy Faith—Columbia

Juna Valll, H. Winterhalter—

RCA Victor

Victor Young—Dacca

Hollis Music, Inc.
666 Fifth Ay#., New York 19, N. Y.

When portraying e character, develop-
Ing e situation, of advancing a story
Jlne I can write Ringing words that
dance and sparkle with honest feeling.
When writing lyrics for popular songs
I

t

e*n distill fresh spirits or. serve old
wine In brave new bottles.
Will an Interested composer coma for-
wir0 ?.

Box 753, Variety, 154 W. 4«th St.
New York 19, N. Y.
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National board of the American

Guild of Variety Artists, which

wound up. a. four-day meeting last

week (16), has set its insurance

program in shape. Union cancelled

a 12-year agreement it had with

insurance broker Matthew Adler

and made a new deal with him
which will run until Jan. 1, 1954,

and beyond that will give him first

refusal on any policy it can get for

a three-year term.

Union also revamped the method

of payment. It arranged with the

Insurance Company of North

America-^-the carrier—for a setup

whereby 10% of the premiums paid

in will go to the union to admin-

ister the costs of the program.
The changes were decided upon

shortly after James Donovan,
Adler’s attorney, agreed to cancel-

lation of the 12-year pact with his

client. It was shown that an un-

authorized ,
letter was sent to the

insurance -company designating

Adler as the exclusive broker.

After a conference between union

attorneys, Donovan, and Murray
White, on the union's insurance
committee, the new plan was
adopted, and resolution Was pass-

ed authorizing continuation of the

risk setup.

Ends Bitter Hassle

The new agreement ends for the

time being one of the most bitter

intra-union fights ever waged in

AGVA. There had been charges of

fraud throughout the proceedings.
It had been charged that union’s
personnel was being corrupted’ by
monies paid to them as an incen-
tive toward getting premiums.

Charges of corruption had filtered

through to the top. It was shown
that Vic Connors, in charge of the
insurance program, had received
$600 for his help in setting up the
policy, Regional secretaries were
reported to have obtained sums of .

money. It ’ known that Jimmy
Lyons, eastern regional head, had
sent back a $50 check to Adler.
One of the more damaging as-

pects was shown in a comparison
of the original signed policy and
the “conformed” copy which AGVA
Was operating; under. The “Con-
formed” policy had a. clause stipu-
lating that the union was respon-
sible for collections.

Fortunately, with the settle-
ment, charges are expected to die
down. Applicable forward to 1954,
the union is expected to shop for
a new policy; one that will give
increased coverage and perhaps
provide for a lower premium.
When a new policy satisfactory to
the union is found, Adler will be
asked to match it. If he can, he’ll
continue as the broker. Otherwise,
the business will go elsewhere.

SSer |N.Y. LQ Bans Its Acts From TV, et al.
Leonard Romm, who leaves

Arena Stars, Inc., on Feb. 1, will

join the Willard Alexander Agency
Feb. 4, as veepee in charge of acts

knd theatres.

Move is part of Alexander’s
overall expansion program. He re-

cently opened an office in Chicago,

and will ditto a Coast branch with-

in a few months.

Lawrcnoo & Konmoro Avcnuoo
chiton* 40, llllnoi*

8PECIAL
PROFESSIONAL

RATES
at Shtrldan Rood
LOngbtaeh 1-2100

Johnny

KNAPP
"Satires

In Song"

Currently

STATLER
Cloveland

Direction:

MCA

Ope result of the American
Guild of Variety Artists* squabble
over insurance is the*resignation of
Al Westbrook, assistant to the un-
ion’s national administrative sec-
retary. Westbrook leaves the union
after next week.

Exit came last week when West-
brook hurled charges of “fraud”
against those directing the insur-
ance program.

Two major developments* forced
Westbrook to quit: failure of the
union to oust Connors and of the
national board- to name him sec-
ond in command to Jack Irving,
who succeeded Henry Dunn as
AGVA's national administrator. A
new assistant administrator will be
named at the next national board
meeting who must have the ap-
prover of Irving, Westbrook felt

that he could not do effective work
with the union under these circum-
stances. Westbrook stated that un-
der plan of filling that, post, he
would have to Curry favor with
Irving which he refused to do.

There is the possibility that
Jackie Bright, a board member,
will get the post.

The' board several times during
the meeting pleaded with West-
brook to Stay put, but he would not
budge from his position. Before
his resignation he had formulated
a plan calling for meetings under
AGVA auspices of all performers
in every entertainment media, in
cities where AGVA maintains
branches, in an effort to form a
united front for a one-card union.

Albany, Jan. 22.

Sunday “blue laws” are in line

for o.o.ing here by managers of

the 50 county fairs in New York
State, Last season, Sabbath opera-
tion by several of the annuals was
knocked for a loop when some
sources unearthed the vintage statr

uteS. As result, revenue from the
important

.
opening or closing Sun-

day (in some Cases both) Was af-

fected.
Largely under attack in ’51 were

such attractions as auto racing,

automotive thrill shows and other
grandstand fare representing
healthy b.o.

The digging up of old laws is

considered m0re spite than morals.
When the American Legion upstate
was prevented from sponsoring
a Sunday engagement of the
Ringling Bros., Bamum & Bailey
Circus, it threatened to ' make it

tough for other Sunday operation,

and made good that threat in sev-

eral spots.

Subject conies up at the annual
Albany powwow of the N. Y. State

Assn, of Agricultural Fair Socie-
ties, Feb. 4-5, at the Ten Eyck.
The U. S. admission tax also will

come under surveillance. Non-
profit fairs are exempt under re-

cent legislation, but not all pay
gates at fairs come under that ex-

emption.

NAOMI
STEVENS
"Chqnts with g Chuckle"

Currently

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

N.Y.’s Blue Laws Probe
Albany, Jan. 22.

Creation of a joint legislative-

committee. to study N. Y. State’s

blue laws—-which Governor Thom-
as E. Dewey recommended recently
—was voted last night (Mon;). In-

terim report would be filed Feb. 25
for .final disposition in February,
1953. Resolution appropriated $10,-

000 for the Work.
A number of bills liberalizing

Sabbath laws have been intro-

duced.

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's the

Avory & . Waihington St*.

The Henie of Show' folk

Linn & Alexander Inked
For Ballet, Cafe in P.R.

San Juan, P. R., Jan. 22.

Dance team of Bambi Linn &
Rod Alexander, due to open at the
Caribe Hilton April 10, have been
set. for a top-featured guest spot
with the Caribbean Ballet Guild in
March. They’ll work with the
Guild for a week before checking
into the hotel for the floorshow
stint..

After the local dates, the duo,
current at the Lookout House, Cov-
ington, Ky., heads back to New
York for a date at the Persian
Room Of the Plaza Hotel.

CLUB

DATES

(None)

M,t.: MARK J. LEDDY

Leon Newman

Neil House, Columbus, Asks

$3,100,000 Vs. Hotel Union

For Vandalism, Terrorism
Columbus, Jan. 22.

Charging vandalism, terrorism
and intimidation, Harry Ludwig,
owner-manager of the Neil House,
last week (17) brought suit for

$3,100,000 against the Hotel and
Restaurant Employees and Bar
tenders International Union and
its Local 505, which has been car-

rying on a strike against his hotel

since Nov. 13.

Ludwig asked $100,000 for dam
ages to the hotel and $3,000,000
punitive damages. Judge Joseph M.
Clifford will hear the case and the
hotel’s request for a temporary
court order against union activity

tomorrow (Wed.).

Within a Week of the strike, Lud
wig claimed his hotel had been re-

staffed completely. Picketing has
still gone on, but the services of

the hotel and its entertainmen
facilities have not been impaired

In a 17rpage suit the hote
charged, among other things, that

the union had blocked entrances
prevented delivery of fruit and
supplies, terrorized employees and
guests, set fires, and damaged, dis-

rupted and destroyed heating,

plumbing and other facilities, It

accuses the union of putting

chunks of concrete in its coal,

loosening a valve in a 7,000-gallon

water tank, thereby flooding four

floors of the building,' setting off

an explosion, secreting a bomb in a

telephone booth, spraying 18

pints of muriatic acid on carpets

and walls, spraying kerosene on
same, putting stench bombs in the

lobby on New Year’s eve and set-
j

ting a fire in waste paper.

Mardy Polander, secretary-

treasurer of the local, Said, “The
suit is definitely a strike-breaking

action and designed to harrass the

union and cause it to spend funds

New York’s Latin Quarter boni-

face Lou Walters threw a small
bombshell at talent agencies last

week and then took off for Europe.
In a letter to major pereenteries,

Walters Stated that in the future
all acts, booked into *the L. Q.
“Will under no conditions be per-
mitted to appear on television or
in private places of entertainment,
theatres and cafes in Greater New
York for 30 days previous to their

opening at our establishment,
during their stay here, and for four
weeks following the termination of
Contract,”

Walters told the date-diggers

Arena Managers Assn, will again
book rodeo dates and is planning
to revive six-day bike races. Organ-
ization of arena operators is seek-
ing 1

attractions to supplant some
sports events which haven’t been
pulling.

Group is inking a series of dates
for a rodeo headed by Duncan
Renaldo and Leo Carillo (Cisco
Kid arid Pancho), Stock will be
supplied by Col. Jim Eskew.

Bike races will have AMA pro-
moting the event. Organization will
import teams from foreign coun-
tries and will package it for op-
erator members. Individual mem-
bers have made surveys on recep-
tion of six-day bike stands in their
areas. Sports writers have been
queried and it’s felt that there will
be a market for the marathon
pedallers at this time.

OUT 3 DAYS, JUDY BIG

20iG IN N.Y. PALACE 5
Judy Garland who was out for

three days last week; because of
illness, still did a comparatively
strong. $20,500 for only five, shows
at the Palace, N. Y, Miss Garland
performed Tuesday, twice Wednes-
day and twice Sundays only. She.
had been ill the early part of the!

week but had been working.
Medico ordered her to cancel
shows starting Thursday (17).

Week previous, the singer hit

$39,000.

Another change In the Palace
show is to be riiade early next
month when the Cristlanis leave

for other commitments.

Nudist-Gorilla Act

Banned in Mpls.
Minneapolis, Jan. 22.

Just on the advance advertisirig’s

strength, before the act opened and
without even seeing it, Police Chief
Charles Tierney banned Zorine
with Ingagi, billed as .

“queen of

nudists and her Hollywood gorilla,”

the day before its scheduled pre-

miere at the St. Paul Flame nitery.

Tierney said the advance adver-
tising was “misleading” and he had
received several telephone calls ob-

jecting to it,

that this move was^riiade necessary
because there have been comments
by Customers that many of the acts
appearing there have previously
been seen on video and elsewhere,
with the result that customers have
shied away from that spot because
of the opinion that by seeing one
act, they have seen the show.

Walters said that no exceptions
will be made to that rule. “We
have no desire to interfere with the
money-making possibilities of the
artists, but at the same time, we

;

don’t wish to bring in acts arid give
them long contracts Only to build
up opposition entertainment fac-
tors."

Several years ago, Walters an-
nounced that he would permit no
acts at his cafe to appear on trier

vision. However, many exceptions
have been made to that rule. This
time, Walters apparently means
not only to bar acts on video, hut
will not allow them to double ait

Club dates. Walters wasn’t around
to explain further.

Walters came, in from Miami
Beach on Friday (18), wrote the
letter and flew to London the fol-

lowing day, primarily for the
purpose of holding conferences on
“Peep Show” which is at the
Palladium, London. Walters is im-
porting that show for presentation
in a legit house; Name of the dis-

play will l have to be changed
because Mike Todd produced an
identically musical titled at the
Winter Garden, N, Y last season.

With a

NEW ACT
Written and Dlretted by

MILT FRANCIS

pa**

HAL GEORGIA

NOW
COCOANUT GROVE

AMBASSADOR HOTEL
LOS ANGELES

IN THE HEART OF CHICAGO'S LOOP
noor tho Oriental, Poloco, Chicago A

Erlanpor Thaatroa It'* tha

RANCR0FT HOTEL
19 W. Randolph St. Franklin 2-4740

Spoclal Rato* for Show Folk

Nowly DOcorotod Now Manaaomont

MARTIN an. FLORENZ
on

Just Concluded:

Two VYeofcs—Town Casino, {Buffalo

One Week—Prince George Hotel, Toronto, Canada

Qurrenlly 2nd WEEK, ORIENTAL,

Michigan Theatre, Fob. 1

Brown Hotel, Louisville, Feb, 11, 3 Weeks

Thank You HARRY ROMM, DANNY GRAHAM. JACK TALAN

Direction: MCA



On Bistros; Curleys, Mpls.,

Chicago, Jan. 22. ment, assault and battery, selling

Chicago . police continued their liquor ^Wiout a li^
crackdown tactics on near north-

,n violation oMabor laws,
side bistros, arresting the man-

, When the morals, squad made
*ger and five entertainers, mainly the arrest, members heard James

Strippers, at McGovern's Liberty ®
‘SsUnfctSon «

Inn. All were accused of soliciting
the oolice Gor-

drinks and trial was set lor Fri- when
day U5). .... his trial was called and,the judge

,as?weerU“L
tero“n ordered his bail Forfeited andordered his bail forfeited

Iasi wee* aim
I police to bring him in

amusement license, but finally got
|

F
f^irf Vs»«r.rf»r.

a permit. Also hit was the Cocoa
liut Grove Club where a conven
tioneer claimed that he was fed

Police told reporters they made
the raid after having received
numerous complaints.

j , j . . .. Spot has a non-name floorshow
doped drmks. spot

policy, but has played such acts as
ran as nitery from 2 to 4 a.m.

Ethel Waters, George Givot, etc.,

and two winters ago had a lavish

femme impersonators- revue,

which pulled capacity bo! and
continued for seven months until

the ordered its disconti -

Faces Loss,of License

Jdinneapolis, Jan. 22.

Curly’s; one of this town’s lead-

ing niteries, faces. the loss. Of its

license after an early morning raid
[
uance

and pOlice charges of- serving liquor

after hours.
'

The police morals squad al-

legedly found 22 persons being

served in a rear room at 1;50 a.m.

The legal closing hour here is 1

a.m., with a 15-minute “drinkup”
period allowed.

Arrest also brought lip the mat-

Atlantic City, Jan, 22.
city council licensing committee is

. !, ,
•

investigating. License is held in The first pig convention of the

the name of a corporation fronted *52 season, the . 45th session of

by the wife of Meyer
•

JMakey) National Canners. Assn, and allied
Gordon, reputedly a milliona re,

groups js underway here this

Gordon, himself is ^ineligible to week, with the 20,000-odd dele

hold a liquor license following con- gates giving resort business a huge
viction on liquor charges in con- hypo.
lL' A.*

^

j.i

Monfl Innocents Suffer *

With Guilty on Tab Rap
Montreal, Jan, 22.

Montreal cafe operators in gen-

eral, already suffering from heavy
losses over early curfew and holi-

day closings, are irked about
stories in a local tab charging that

a few of tie smaller stubes are de-

fying the law.
Stories implied all clubs are

breaking the law. Although this

is not true, it is needling city offi-

cials into another “investigation”

to cramp legit owners in their op-
erations.

Seattle Centennial Spot

Names lor Homecoming;

hectioh with another establish-

Bort Eddio

STONE and SHINE

Now Appearing

PALUMBO’S
PHILADELPHIA

Material by KAL COHEN
POrsonal Mgr.—CHUBBY STAFFORD
Rooking Exclusively—NAT RECALL'S
KEYNOTE AMUSEMENT AGENCY

1011 Chestnut S».p Phlla., Fa.
WA 2*435) WA 2-3551

Seattle, Jan. 22.

Pre-spring events to mark Seat-
tle’s ’centennial Will kick off with a
concert, by the Seattle Symphony
at the Civic Auditorium Feb, 11.

Preem *of the official centennial
drama, “Dream and . Deed,” writ-

ten by Glenn Huges, is set for Feb,
14 at the University Playhouse.

Margaret Truman Will do a con-
cert March 27, with place still to
be set. Summer Seafair, which
features 11-day stand at “Aqua
Follies,” will begin Aug, 1.

Greater Seattle, Inc., civic boost-
er organization, is working on Feb.
15 “homecoming” for former resi-

dents now toppers in show biz and
other fields. It will mark Opening
of new Seattle Museum of History
& Industry, with ‘Such figures as
Edward R. Murrow, June Havoc,
Gypsy Rose Lee, Ann Sothern, Ella
Raines, Marc Platt and Guthrie
McClintic being invited;.

In March for 2-Wk. ‘Quo*

Chicago, Jan. 22,

The Oriental Theatre here will

drop vahde for two weeks start-

ing March 27. House has lined

up Metro’s “Quo Vadis” for that
period, Running time of the pic

precludes possibility of stageshows.

House had beeir considering
dropping vaude for some time, but
film deals that had been antici-

pated failed to jell and theatre

was forced to stay with stagers.
' V .

'

Vaude, Cafe DatesMajor niteries are splashing with
newspaper advertising to lure their

share of the delegates’ cash. The
500 club is offering Ann Lamont
and five acts; Paddock, Vic Earlson
and six acts; Club 15, a newcomer,
Nevarre Twins and 15 acts; the
Hialeah

j
Bob O’Neill plus a six-act

floorshow.
Even the hotel grills are back

on summertime skeds. The May-
flower has an all-femme revue; the
Traymore, ditto With acts; the
President, a floorshow;
The canners. had their own en-

tertainment brought in Sunday
night (20) when the Canning Ma-
chinery & Supplies Assn, gave an
elaborate Victor Herbert show to
SRO in the 4,200-seat Warner The-
atre on the Boardwalk. A surprise
starter was FrttzISCheff, dldtime

| TessIe Ca„an0 returns to theMar of many a Herbert musical. Blackhawk revue as femme com-

New York
Billy Daniels will play the Copa;-

cabana in September Harry
Delafonte moves from the Village
Vanguard to the Blue Angel, Feb.
15. Eartha Kitt starts at the Van-
guard Friday (25) . . Harry Rich-
man getting $4,000 for his stint at
the Elmwood, Windsor, Ont. . . .

Danny Thomas will play the Chez
Paree, Chicago, in April . , Phil
Foster into the Paramount Thea-
tre, Feb. 13

.
. Evelyn Knight’s

starting date at the Persian. Room
Of the Plaza Hotel set for March
13. Hoctor & Byrd may be the
accompanying act on that bill..

:

Chicago

?
T
H
E

and Raya Sisters
"DANCING DOLL-USIONS"

IN ROUTE
. . o :

Opening LAST FRONTIER
Lqt Vtgai, Jan. 25

Ptrional ManagomoRt

THE WILSON AGENCY
Phil GRAK-Phil COSCIA

1 501 Broadway, N. Y. C.
?

who reprised the numbers which
brought her fame decades ago.

SOPH’S DALLAS SRO

CUES EXTRA FRAME
Dallas, Jan. 22.

Due to sellouts at the Baker Ho-
tel’s Mural Room, Dallas, Sophie
Tucker will remain another week
at this spot. She was originally
signed for a week.
At her opening Monday (21),

Miss Tucker was introed by Bob
O’Donnell,, head of the Interstate
circuit.

COMEDY MATERIAL
For All Branch*! of Tfiaofrfcafa

OLASON'I FUN-MASTER
THE ORIGINAL SHOW BIX GAG Fill

(Tho Sarvlco of fho Start)
35 ISSUES 525

First 13 Flits 57.00, All 35 Issuos 525.00
Singly: 51.05- Bath IN SEQUENCE Only
(Baginning with No, 1—No Skipping)

• 3 Bks. PARODIES _par book 510 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET 525 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., •». bk. 523 •
HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

(rals*uaH 53.00'

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, 5300. Worth ovor a thousand

NO C.O.D.'S

PAULA SMITH
200 W. 54 Si.r New York If Dept, V

Clrclo 70130

Dagmar’s Two Dates
Dagmar hai been signed for two

cafe dates, She’s pacted for the
Desert Inn, Las Vegas, opening
yesterday (Tues ), and the Town
Casino, Buffalo, Feb. 11.

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Presents

NOW ON
CONTINENTAL TOUR

Am,ric,n R«p. WM. MORRIS AGENCY
NI.AG
> lr<i:

It's a Baautiful Day in

Chicago for

JAY SEILER
.. Rretent/y—

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
(Available for Records)

New York—-,
Max Novella - McConkey Agency

Chicago-—
Sidney Paga Agency

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Subject to change without notice)

/© IVAN CHARNOFP
Chicago

edy lead as Pat. Hammerlee leaves
for role in “Curtaip Going Up” on
Broadway next month,. .Bill King,
formerly with Judy Canovai, now
with Chicago Associated Booking
in act department . . . Elissa Jayne
terps at Montmartre Club, Havana,
Feb. 6 . .

.

Beatrice Kay headlines
the Adolphus, Dallas, Feb. 15, .-.

Will Mahoney tops bill at Emboy
Theatre, Ft. -Wayne . . . Leo Salkin
east for TV and vaude talent .

.

Willie Shore comics at Chez Paree,
Montreal, week of Feb. 7.

Saranac Lake
Saranac Lake, N. Y., Jan. 22.

Sophie Tucker saluted the Varie-
ty Clubs-Will Rogers Hospital over
the ABC network from the Sham-
rock Hotel, Houston, last Saturday
(12). A real standout was the di-
rect greeting from Mrs. William
“Mother” Morris and Eddie Vogt
sent out from Camp Intermission
here in Saranac Lake. (Reviewed
in last week’s Variety—vaude sec-
tion.) On the local end, credit to
WNBZ, and its prexy, 1 Jacques Der
mattos, for production-direction.

William Joyrier, owner-manager
of Dixie and Gilmont Theatres, Mt.
Gilead, N. C., registered for obser-
vation period.

Dr. George
,
E. Wilson, medical

director of the VC-WR Hospital, off
for a two-week vacation.
Harry Nason, former patient

here and now editor of the local
Daily Adirondack Enterprise, hand-
ed the gang of up-patients an open-
house buffet party. It was fully
enjoyed by Walter (CBS) Romanik,
Otto Hayman, Genio (Legit) Reed,
Ruth Burke, Henrietta Allan,
Jeanne & Jeff Clark, Shirley Han-
dler, Paul Hein, Rufus Weathers
and George (Elephants) Powers.

E. G. Dodds, former manager of
the Palace Theatre, Lake Placid,
may resign as mayor of Lake
Placid to enter business in Vir-
ginia. For the past 20 years he
held open house, at his showshop
for all ailing performers.

.

VerA Kennedy in from Houston
for a’ tworweek bedside ’chat' with
Jean Ellis,

’ri
;

Minneapolis, Jan. 22.

Television is becoming a big
bad wolf to niteries here catering
to the smeller groups. It is driv-
ing many of the establishment^ to
radical types of entertainment and
creating a large local market for
“exotic” dancers and strippers who
find their salariesJjooming.

Authority for this is Abe Per-
kins, owner of the Gay ’90s, large
Minneapolis Bistro, who is trying
to organize"" Twin Cities bonifaces
into a group to study the situation
with a view to its remedy.
As far as his own spot is con-

cerned, Perkihs says, he has about
exhausted himself trying to figure
out a solution to the problem of
acts.

,;“By showing the finest acts ob-
tainable, TV has spoiled our class

of patrons and made them dissat-

isfied "with what we’re able to give
them—young performers cbming
up ,who .lack the top-drawer stars’

taints, available on#home screens
free,” says Perkins.
“Such stellar acts aren’t avail-

able to clubs like ours, and if they
were, we couldn’t afford them be-
cause our patrons wouldn’t stand
for cover charges and higher bev-
erage and food- prices which would
be essential to meet the show pay-
roll. With its audiences of mil-
lions, television,, of course, can pay
performers fancy amounts for sin-

gle appearances. This fact also Is

keeping them in New York and
Hollywood and discouraging them
from touring.
“Many popular priced clubs now

are finding that their only lures
are exotic dancers or stripteasers
who can’t be seen on TV. In my
case, because of a large family
trade Which I don’t dare jeopardize/
I’m unable to present that type of
offering.”

Linfng tip talent for the Palace,
N, Y„ will* be one of the major
tasks confronting RKO Theatres
prexy Sol A. Schwartz when he
arrives on the Coast shortly. The-
atre topper has gabs skedded with
talent agencies and studio heads
and it’s anticipated he’ll return to'

New York with some names for the
RKO showcase, Schwartz is also
down for visits in Chicago and San
Francisco, to inspect theatre prop-
erties.

In addition to finding followups
for Judy Garland at the Palace,
Schwartz and his colleagues are
actively on the prowl for occasional
stage attractions for key RKO
houses. Circuit is seeking stage
fare that can; stand, on its own
without too much backing from a
feature pic. It already has lined
up the touring “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” for the RKO Palace, Co-
lumbus, and the Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo for the chain’s houses
in Trenton, Providence, Syracuse,
and Rochester. Iii addition, RKO
Keith’s, White Plains, N. Y., has
been devoting one night weekly to
concert attractions under auspices
other than RKO, with the house
getting a guarantee plus a percent-
age.

RKO’s policy, apparently is I

keeping with the feeling of exhibs
that there’s nothing sacred about a
straight picture presentation, War-
ner Theatre, N. Y. ( ex-Strand ) v

which dropped stage shows as ad-
juncts to feature pix, will abandon
film?' for two weeks for the Sadler’s
Wells Theatre Ballet next month.

THE MULCAYS
Jimmy and Mildred

and TMr ElnetrM Harmonicas

Carat Records

Ext. Mgt’.r MARCUS GLASER, CHICAGO

mW- 'tn

Barstow’s Circus Choreo
Dick Barstow has been signed to

do the choreography of the. Ring-
ling Bros, and Barnum-dc. Bailey
Circus.
Barstow is set to leave short-

ly for Sarasota, Fla., to begin
rehearsals.

The Skyliner Club, Fort Worth,
will cease its floorshows Feb. 8
and feature only dance music.
Curley Broyles band booked lor
Friday through Sunday nights.

Wish to Thank

FRANK SENNES
for a Wonderful. Engagement

at the

DESERT inn
LAS VEGAS

Firioncil Management

EDDIE SMITH

YOUR CHANCE
in TV and V0DVIL li at load at aaytody’a If

you hav* th* right aoodt. Ta a«t th» MOST
af the BEST ctmedy material -fav the LEAST
meney, Da aura ta land far a aapy at

COMEDY ROUTINES and BURLENQue--93.

A. GUY VI$K
Writing Enterpritet

12 LIDer Straat Way. N. V.

m
01

THE BEN YOST GUARDSMEN
I O'CLOCK CLUB

Miami leach

1650 Bwju

Grant’s ftivlera
RESTAURANT AND DAR

158 W. 44 St., New York LU 2-4488

WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
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MONDAY NIGHTS
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By LARY SOLLOWAY
|

Miami, Jan. 20.:

Alignment of policy and offer-

ings to the heavy patronage due

to hit this area in future weeks

can be gauged from current presen-

tations by the top spots in the

glitter belt along the. beachfront

and mainland. Once again, the one-

name draws and the novelty ideas

will be competing with the big-

name budgets offered. As per

current, week, it's a tossup as to

the winners, with the opening of

Hialeah track marking; the expect-

ed influx of sun-seekers to prove

which club has the idea that will

bring in the dough.
Set up for current b.o. are Kay

Thompson & Williams Bros., Arthur

Blake and holdover Billy Daniels,

at Copa City; Clover Club will

have Lena Horne the 23d; Latin

Quarter, the much publicized

Egyptian bellyist Sarnia Gamal
added to a lush production and
new faces pattern; Five O’clock

Club, Martha Kaye heading up
shows in her own cafe with comics
such as Myron Cohen being bid

for; hotel cafes such as Saxony and
Sans Souci and Casablanca offer-

ing fancy dough to marquee attrac-

tions as are Giro's and Little palm
among others. This is the present

stance, despite fact that most of

January— post-New Year’s— was
again an Offish period although
hotel p ar ties and convention
groups are supplying the save-the-

night returns.
Currently, the run around town

indicates the following pattern:

Copa City
Probably the best lineup Of the

season at Copa City. is its. current
se tU p, The co-headliners, Kay
Thompson & the Williams. Bros,
and Billy Daniels, get sock support
from the Redcaps, with Damita Jo,
and Arthur Blake,

,
as well as the

June Taylor-Benny Davis produc
tlon featuring Walter Long.
The Thompson-Williams quintet

makes for a solid topper to a rap-
idly building revue. Back after a
two seasoii hiatus, the slim, blonde
Miss Thompson belts them with
the material the group scored with
here before, with added business
to make for fresh twists. Rejoining
with the Williams freres was,
commercially and entertainment-
wise, a brilliant idea. It brings
back the original format wh i c h
made them a Click pre-breakup.
Open with their original ’’Hello,

Hello,” to intro act personnel, fol-
lowed by their "Jubilee” involve-
ment. Add impact with blending
of “Suzette” and the men she
loved for howls and mitting. Brief
French bit leads into ‘‘Show Busi-
ness’ to wind with the Noel Cow-
ard saturation for additional
build. Encore new short bit,. “Hel-
lo Baby,” for sock bowoff.

Daniels, in the holdover spot,
smashes oydr again with his ver-
sions of the better pops and stand-
ards. The “Kinseyesque” approach
is somewhat subdued, lending bet-
ter .effect. Works in a Vocal style
highly improved Over that first

heard here last year, to add to aud
reaction. With Benny Payne’s ex-
pert accomps on piano and har
mony, he wraps up. -

Arthur Blake is an able mimic
whose delineations of Carmen Mir-
anda, Charles Laughton, and Jose
Ferrer (as Cyrano) are incisive
and expert.

. Devastating are his
lampoons of Tallulah Bankhead
guiding Jimmy Stewart, Sidney
Greenstreet and. Ethel Barrymore
in a radio show. Topper is his de-
manded Bette Davis and for the
show-stop, his takeoff on an Elean
or Roosevelt address to a Camp
fire Girls meet.
The Redcaps (5),. with Damita

Jo, make for. a zingy canto on the
solo ideas. Their, instrumental stuff
is tops. Miss Jo, a slinq, attractive
lass, socks with her bebop and
jump tunes. Production numbers
are bright arid sprightly. Walter
Long is a standout with, his hoof
ing and songology.

.
Clover Club

Jack Goldman has, come up with
a unit, that might well stay the
season, in the Billy Gray, Ben
Lessy, Patti Moore tripling. Gray
yet Coast comic-nitery operator
gets them all; the way with his
gags, stpries, bits with femme or
male ringsiders, and in routinirigs
with Lessy & Moore.
The Lessy-Moore sequences are

handled for maximum aud results.
Their teaming in satires on the
corn and the hep tire risibility
raisers. When they join with Gray
on a radio -‘giveWay” takeoff, filiis

_thejfinale on ballet, a hilarious and

dance medium, they reach sock
heights.
Supporting show works in niftily.

The Cheerleaders make for a
happy singing adjunct, with table-

holder appreciation hearty for their

harmony ideas. Visually and^VoCal-

y, they set well. Produftion num-
bers staged by Arden-Fletcher are

attractive and brisk, with line a

handsome .one and Joy Skylar
featured in eye-appealing routines.

Golden Slipper

On the Off-trail idea, this only

YiddishrAmerican nitery offering

around town looks, to do okay via

patronage available from the con-

siderable segment of resorters here

who go for the application.

Though the new operators (this

was formerly Kitty Davis’; then

Old Roumanian) aren't budgeting
their shows in as high a bracket

as before, they’ve brought in a

pleasant and, . for the types at-

tracted, appealing Offering; enhanc-
ed by an authentic cuisine for

additional lure,

Back again is Michel Rosenberg,
who seems to have become iden-r

tilled with the room with his latter-

day Yiddish turn. The vet in the

field garners liis usual solid propor-

tion of laughs with his character

tales, interped for the unhep in

a fractured. English that adds
howls. Also eiricees for added
warmth engendered by struggle

with the language •— with Sascha
Leonoff and his accordionistics

setting well and Bella Smara’s
brief dance offering garnering fair

returns.
Standout is Hy Sands: Lad is

a comedian with a good sense of

timing, plus a wealth of material

that rates him; a steady, series of

laughs. Some of the stuff is famil

iar, but most of it is fresh and
delivered in a zingy style that

marks him an upcomer among the
newcomers.: ,

Songs of Bernie Sloane are in

the schmaltzy tone, loved by the

aud attracted and earn him encore
reaction,- thanks to mixture • of

semi-classic, pop and Yiddish
lieder,

Ciro’s
Rebuilt arid enlarged, with a

plush Franklin Hughes decor; this

swank- spot is now competing with
Copa and others for the names.
Late opening for season hurt
chances for buying the big pulls.

However, they've set Joe E. Lewis
and a George Hale group for end
Of January.

Currently, there’6 a well balanced
show on hand that can be rated
with the better offerings around
town for values. Nancy Donovan,
the Irfjh thrush, is in'the top, spot

and turns in a fine job with her
blending of the better composi
tions, a special, and for 'topper,

“Yiddishe Momma” pills a Donegal
lyric." Handsome songstress works
in easy style to win. them all the
way.

Larry. Storch and his character
comedies wrap up. One of the
more incisive performers in the
class to work the better rooms
hereabouts, he gets them from
walkon, with sock items his Brit-

ish sports announcer and the
cocktail-hour

.
interp.

Chandra Kaly Dancers (with two
males added for a sextet) make,
for highly .solid bracketeers. Tee
off matters with a .

colorfully
costumed and exotically styled

Indo-Javanese idea that keeps the
palms meeting. Groupings are
brilliantly divided to feature the
trio of femmes and the male con-
tinerit: Steady build in music and
terp keeps attention and applause
mounting to make for resounding
closer.

Beachcomber
This former frame for names has

been a glorified strippery in recent
seasons," with former operator Ned
Schuyler shifting over to Copa
City. Under sub-lease, the big spot
cannot book names in the top-draw
sense, obvious answer being the
'femme-form type of show. Where
Harold Minsky held forth last year,
the Jack Lynch group has come in

with a switch in the format. Fea-
tured is Lili St, Cyr, working on
her own stage at end of room
where a balcony With some 90 seats
Was once available.
The glorifying of a routine that

was seen here at the Colonial some
seasons ago as well, as on the same
premises (on the. main Stage) . last

year by Dardy Orlando didn't, help
initial effect on the heavy .pud. at-

.— * <€fentin«te4w page *{W—

*

Hotel Plaza, N. V.
(PERSIAN ROOM)

Jimmy Savo, Roily Rolls, Dick
LaSalle Orch, Mark Monte's Con-
tinental Oreb; $2 cover after 9:30.

It might seem incongruous for a
two-act bill to be made up of two
s i n g 1 e male comedians, but it

doesn’t play that way on the cur-
rent Persian .Room bill comprising
Roily Rolls and Jimmy Savo. Both
are sock performers; moreover, the
sharp contrast in their styles gives
the' pair individual character in
their OWn niches.

Rolls, selling an urbane, dinner-
jacketed type of humor in addition
to some , sock straight pianistics, is

enhanced considerably by his Gal-
lic charm in going over strongly
not only for the femmes but the
males as Well. He has assorted bits

of business at the 88s, at wlfich he
opens straight, then goes through
a series of gags tied in with his
pianology. He does a cute turn
with a tiny concertina, and then
the saga of different types of pian-
ists. He« winds up straight in a
piano duet, with maestro Dick La-
Salle, in which they go through the
musicomedy faves,

It’s a tough spot for any, act to
follow, but S a vo conies through
solidly as „the closer. The little

pantomimic Is probably doing more
talk than he .ever has in his ca-
reer, but there’s no questioning his
smash value to this or any bill.

This audience gave him an ova-
tion at h i s entrance, before he
even did a thing. Then followed a
performance of panto, whimsy,
talk, songs, etc. Attired in eve-
ning misfits, he does such items as
“Isn’t Sex a Wonderful Thing?”;
a “Be My Love” paraphrase:

Also,; “Married a Stripteaser”
(particularly smash); “Mr, : Butter-,
fly” , (takeoff on “Madame Butter-
fly”); a satire on “Some Enchanted.
Evening” called “Some Contagious
Evening” as done by “Safety” Pin-
za; Hindu rope, trick; and then
his standbys, “River Stay Away”
and "One Meat Ball.” The latter

two are encores that were shouted
for from the audience. If there is

a weak Spot in his routine, it’s in
the operatic number, which is a
little incomprehensible at this
point, but of the 45 minutes that
Savo did opening night, there Was
otherwise hardly a slow moment.

Dick LaSalle, with the maestro
at the piano, handles the-straight
customer dancing and the show
music, and he does this neatly
along with. Mark Monte’s continen-
tals for the Latin terps. Kahn,

Baker Hotel, Dallas
Dallas, Jan. 16.

Dorothy- Shay, with Russ Black;
Pierson Thai Orch (8) ; $3 cover.

• )

Dorothy Shay, only a disk name
here since her first album (1947)
skyrocketed her to fame, is prov-
ing that she isn’t a “one-hoss shay”
platter puli, but has the drawing
power of a 20-mule team. In for
a short week, thrush sold out the
room in advance for her six nights,
at triple the . usual, cover.

Smartly gowned • chanteuse, with
easy assurance and sly tongue-in-
cheek asides, takes

,
the crowd in

hand , at once with “Sagebrush
Sadie” and . “Papa.” Easing into
record reprisals, she offers her
own compositions, “Agnes Clung,”
“Uncle Fud,” and "Efficiency,” the
last-named employing .three mop-
pets from the packed room. Then
goes into “Mountai Gal,” “I’m in
Love With a Married Man” and
"Feudin’ and Fjghtin’.” Comic
patter alone would suffice for an
act. Introing “Agnes Clung,” Miss
Shay explains “this is a tune I
sang in a picture I made with Ab-
bott & Costello—that’s Lou Cos-
tello, not Frank,” After "It’s the
Little Things That Count,” ,she
hitches up her strapless gown with
an aside, “I’ve got gloves to go
with thiri dress; I just want you to
know I’ve got things I ain’t even
showing.”

Chanting comedienne sews up
the mob with, a begoff, “Saga of
Jennie.”

.
Accompanist Russ Black

expertly backs Miss Shay at the
piano.

Pierson Thai orch. as usual, does
• a capable terping turn, ; with the
maestro’s pianistics highlighted.

Bark.

cllcko reaction from their sock
miming routine, achieving unfail-
ing synchronization with the disks
played offstage. Mainly duetting,
they occasionally do solo numbers
too, but each item gets the same
customer reception, i

A standout comedy hit is scored
with their interp of “Baby, It’s

Cold Outside,” but for tehcnical
perfection, top; rating goes to a
specialty number designed to give
the impression of a broken rec-
ords- This involves the use of four
disks, flipping from one to the
other. And for particular British
appeal, one of the disks was Danny
Kaye , singing “Lovely Bunch of
Coconuts.”
At the Colony, where show was

seen on opening night, near-capac-
ity biz was being recorded. A
minor criticism concerns the
sound, overpowering during part
of the act but adjusted by the ar-

tists before end of the show.
The .

two resident house bands,
maestroed by Felix King and San-
tiago Lopez, do their standard
first-rate job * providing the
dance tunes. Myro.

Hotel Yew Worker. N. Y.
(TERRACE ROOM)

The Rookies (2
) ,

Nadine & Ray
Schramm, Manuel Del Toro, Line
(4)

,

Teddy Powell Orch;

.

$2.50
minimum weekdays; $2 cover Sat-
urdays. J

Current, layout in this large
hotel room Is a well-paced produc-
tion grooved in a standard ice for-
mat. . It’s tough to come up with
anything startlingly novel on this
small-sized rink, but this room
manages to get maximum eye ap-
peal for the tourist trade out of
these miniature blade spectacles.

;
The Rookies (Neil Rose and

Meryl Baxter), a repeat turn here,
topline With their broad Comedy
antics. It’s a Well-executed com-
edy routine, heavy on the slap-
stick and having considerable ap-
peal, for the large number of kids
Who, are taken by their parents to
the early show. Their Cider jug
number is okay, but they get max-
imum response out of their soldier-
ing stint.

Nadine 4k Ray Schramm impress
as a couple of goodlooking young-
sters with a graceful terp style on
ice. Boy and girl work together in
one hoofing sequence and are also
showcased in neat solo numbers,
both being attractively costumed.

Manuel Del Toro handles the
emcee chores in okay style, war-
bling unevenly but steadier in his
fancy skating turns. Four lookers
comprise the line for the produc-
tion numbers, well staged by Dol-
ores Pallet and framed around var-
ious alcoholic drinks.

Teddy Powell orch, also making
a repeat stand, here, cuts the show
in fine style and dishes up an easy-
to-take brarid of dansapat io n
rhythms for the customer Hoofers.

Herm.

Ambassador Hotel* L. Am
(COCQANUT GROVE)

Los Angeles, Jan. 18.

Patti Page, Harbers & Dale, Ed-
die Bergman Orch ( 13 ) , Bob Lido

,

Patricia Mygphy; $1.50-$2 covers

,

Occasionally a solo singer comes
into this smart room to keep .the

leggy usherets on the move. Lena
Horne did it; so .did Tony Martin.
The chances of Patti Page emulat-
ing their is brighter than
most.

Aside from Harbers & Dale, a
dance team, the floor is all Miss
Page’s, She fits, well

,
into this set-

ting and ingratiates herself With
the first number. Having spring-
boarded into a dominant personal-
ity via her Mercury recording of
“Tennessee Waltz,” the chirper
whetted their anticipation for this
number but received what went
before with the customary Grove
acceptance. .

‘

It’s not her fault that they didn’t
pound the paws with more violence
on every number. She torched and
husked with everything she had
and it came off as gilt-edged vocal-
izing: If they didn’t savvy the spe-
cial material on “Standing Room
Only Eor Me” it was because her
Voice faded away to what amounted
to a srtliioquy: Her choice of songs
that have; been identified With her
recordings were wide and varied,
with, the accent, as it should be,
on the hillbilly beat.

Bathed In a baby spot, she makes
a glamorous appearance in a gold
and black lace off-the-shouider
gown. Her grace and poise are im-
pressively evident and lor a finish
she makes the rounds of the ring-
side tables to acknowledge, the
plaudits. Few singers, before her
nave used this intimate device. It

Won her many new friends.
Harbers & Dale specialize in

overhead whirls and it was a fast

opener to warm up customers,
who’ve had their hands wrapped
around cold highballs. In this room
they don’t Warm up too fast. Eddie
Bergman’s crew keeps, the" floor,

alive with shuffling feet, and the
vocals issue from . Bob Lido and
Patricia Murphy, of the usual
bandstand variety, Bergman’s back-
stopping of Miss Page was of high
order when Vaught. Helm.

Conrad Hilton* Chi
(BOULEVARD ROOM)

Chicago, Jan, 15.

Arnold Shoda, Romayne & Brent;
Andrea Keksey, Three Reporters,
Edward Brandsetter, Boulevar-
Dears (8)

,

Orrin Tucker Orch
(12), with' Scottee Marsh; $3.50
minimum, $1 cover.

1 Colony & Asior, London
London,. Jan. 15.

Doodles & Spider, Felix King,
Santiago Lopez Rhumba Band.
Colony; $5 minim ni; Astor; $3
minimum before 1 1 [p.ml,. $3 cover
thereafter.

Doodles & .Spider are the latest
Broadway importation to make
their London nitery debut under
the auspices of Harry Morris.
Their engagement for a month to

double at these two Berkeley
Square spots: began in auspicious

! fashion and they
;
opened ,to. a pow-

erful reception.

This new edition of the ice
shows in this inn marks tlie 11th
revue. Although in many ways the
best of the lot, it’s not up to the.
standard set by some predecessors,
All In all, however, it stacks up as
above-par fare. The Hessie Smith
score is the best she has done for
this series. The costumes by Fred
Wittop are worthy of Broadway
showcasing. Dorthy Littlefield

has staged the thin story about
Olympic tryouts. Tt’s enough of a
thread for family audiences.

Arnold Shoda returns after a
six-month hiatus and scores in one
solo number with sensational back-
flips and leaps, ending in terrific

spins, However, number is too
short and there should be another
in latter part of revue. Some of
the gilt is also removed by having
Shoda sing,. In this department he
reminds of a highschool freshman.

Romayne & Brent ai-e holdovers
who get a big mitt for their ball-

room-type work, with lanky male
lifting femme for some bright over-
head spins and holds.

Three reporters (operating as

Scarecrows in the last show) gener-
ally flood the rink and themselves
as they dump pail .after pail of

aqua on each other in a iaugh-load-
ed sketch. Edward Brandsetter
does a country cousin hey-rube
routine, with appropriate getup,
bumping all over the ice while, at-

tempting to regain his derby. An-
drea Keksey receives brisk pound-
ing for sole frec-style blading.

Line is bright atiA proficient.

Orrin Tucker does well playing

for the show and acting as emcee,
with band singer.' Scottee Marsh
sharing _ _thfe_ _ pccAu.cU.oii. -^hQr.ej..

a.-

Orchid Rouiu, London
London, Jan. 16.

Jay Howard, Len Hayes Orch ;

$2 cover.

Jay Howard brings his wide’
range of self-made masks to the
Orchid Room to provide a cabaret
stint of particular, novelty appeal.
It makes a welcome break from the
more conventional booking of
chlrners and comics.
The Howard masks

.

are all

modelled on the odd and fascinat-

ing characters, he has seen during
his various travels. He doesn’t con-
centrate on the famous, and only
two of the many subjects in his
reoertoire are of film characters.
For the opening part of his act,

Howard endeavors to mirror a
typical Broadway scene.. His gal-
lery spotlights all the more gro-
tesque characters who arc to be
caught along the main stem. Each
type is neatly Introduced arid each
character is linked to the overall
story thread.

The. only two “live” copies in

the show are. the “Hunchback of
Notre Dame” and the ’’Franken-
stein Monster,” both of which are
done with almost ovef-reallstic per-
fection.

The nature of the act may limit
its appeal as a nitery attraction,

but it should have more substance
in vaudeville, where its sombre ac-
r^ht could be more offectivf’.v con-
trasted. Myro,

Ciro’s. Hollyu«<3nI
Hollywood. Jan. 18.

Will Mast.in Trio, nth Sammy
Davis, Jr.; Dassic Bros, (2). Dick
Stabile Orch ( 10), Bobby Ramos
Orch (5) $2 cover.

This quick booking stacks up
better than many a nriore costly

bill at this site, What is lacking in

marouee magnetism for the mob
Which f r e q u e n t s Sunset Strip

haunts Will be overcome bv the
glowing,, word-of-mouth bn'ldup
this bustling 35-minutcr will re-

cclvc
The Will Mastiri Tri is well es-

tablished . all over tow ' haying:
played about everywhere ifi the
nost-war vears while Sammy Dav-
is. Jr (Mastiri Is his uncle; the

third member of act his dad), pol-
ished up his routines and grew UP*
Since the turn last Was trotted out
here it has become a national click.

Sammy. Jr., with his satiric im-
pressions and flying hoofs, won a
great personal ovation opening
night. Hjs uncannily accurate car-

bons Of a string of toppers were
joshed, but the takeoff oh Siriatra

was etched In acid. Around his

core of the act, soft-shoeing by his

Uncle and ta p s^ by, hU dad are

(
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Numeral, In connection with bill, below indicate opening day of show
whttfisr fuller split week

Letter In parentheses Indicates .circuit*. (PM) Fanchon Marco; ij) InflePfndent;
(1) Loewi (M) Moss; (P) Paramount1

; (R> RKO; (S) Stoll; (T> Tivoli; <W> Warner;
(WR) Welter Reads

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 24

Patricia Bowman
Charles La$ky
Anthony Makas
Stanley Kines
Rockettes
Corp'sde Ballet
Sym Ore.

Palace (R) . 22
Judy Garland
Smith & Dale
Sr. Wehces
G St F Szony
Nicholas Bros
Cflstiahls
8 Boy Friends .

Paramount (P) 23
Ink Spots
Billy Kenny
Sarah Vaughan
Stump Sc Stumpy
Erskine Hawkins O
Harold King

Roxy (l)

Alan Dale
Lou Wells Jr
Beatrice Kraft Dcrs
Lew Parker
Joy Conley
John Tio

CHICAGO
Chicago <P) 23

Tong Bros
Martin Bros
Cy ROevcs
Blackburn Twins Si

Pam Cuvan
Oriental (I) 23

Connee Boswell
4 Step Bros
Brian Fariion Ore

(1 tp fiU)
Regal <P> 23

Duke : Ellington Ore
(Orioles
Jesie James Sc

Cornell
<1 to fill)

MIAMI
Olynipla (P) 23

Rosemary Clooney
George Hopkins
Buddy Rich
Burns Birds
Alex & Galena
NEWPORT NEWS

<Va)
Jefferson (I) 23 Only
Joe Morris Oro
Clovers
Anita Echols
Jerry Tapps
Spo Dee Odee

Norfolk (Vs)
Booker T II) 27-21
Joe Morris Ore
Clovers
Anita Echols
Jerry Tapps
Spo Dee Odee .

PHILADELPHIA
Earle *(W) 25

Billy & Ann
,
Ida James .

I-Myers St Walker
Ravens

. .

Johnny' Hodges
PORTSMOUTH <Va>
Capitol (I) 24 Only
Joe Morris Ore
Clovers .

Anita Echols
Jerry Tapps
Spo Dee Odee
RICHMOND (Va)
Hippodrome (I)

24-30
Joe Morris Ore
Clovers
Anita Echols
Jerry Tapps
Spo Dee Odee

ROCKFORD
Palace (I) 25-27

Jack Byron
L Sc K More
Cathy Cole
Zoppe Tp

<1 to fill) .

WASHINGTON
Capitol <L> 24

Al Morgan
Don Cummings
V St G Haydock
Lott St Jo Anders

Howard
.
(I) 25

Roy Milton Ore
Jimmy Nelson
Steve Evans
BUI Davis 3
Heartbreakcrs .

Frank Motley Bd
(1 to fill)

AUSTRALIA

Melbourne
Tivoli (T) 22

Roger Ray
Donald Novls
Marquis St Family
Wally Boag
Boslta, Alexander.

St Vlolette
Pen Yue Jen Tp
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Charlotte McGuire
Tracy Laurence:
Dancing Boys
TlVoll Ballet

SYDNEY
Empire (T)'

Jon PertWee
Guus.Brox St Myrna
6 Los Trlanas
Tipsy Si Brow
Bobby Limb
Alan Clive
Evy St Everto

Moskanl
Slgrlta . ..

Babs Mackinnon
Moira Claux
Horrie Dargle 4 ..

Celebrity Singers
Les Models
Les Debonaires
Tivoli Ballet
Lina Gomber

Tivoli (T) 22
Armand Perren
Fayes 3 .

Devine & King
Gerd BJornstad
Chrlbl
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappin
Wimde Jong .

Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltehouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Sca'nlon

BRITAIN

I

CHELSEA
,

Pdlaco (1) 21

St M Harrison
Nichols St Merrln
4 Aces
Kalmar 3
Begon. St Royal
Billy Bartholomew
Kazan & Katz
Flavlas Teenagers
BAST HAMPTON
.Granada <l) 21

Shane Sis
George Meaton
Ben Dudleys 3
Flying Cronhiwells
Marc St Joe
Terry Hall
Metropolitan (I) 21
Moreton St Kaye ’

Suzctte Tarrl
Jack Daley
Gt Mario St

Georgina
Farlow 3 ..

Lotus St Josie
R & J Penn
Ladd West
Billy Redman
FINSBURY PARK

Empire (M) 21
Bcbc St Belle
Anne Shelton
Alan Kay & Gloria

MAH Nesbitt
Ron Anderson Co
Michael Bentlne
Jack Watson
Vic Wise
3 Hellos

HACKNEY
mplre (S) 21

Tommy Trlnder
Billy Thorburn
3 Lesters
Terry Hall
Morltdor 3
Nico St Alex
2.. Condons
3 Atlantas

LEICESTER
Palace (S) 21

Billy Cotton Bd
3 Rcthlems
Fred Lovelle
Original Peter
Raydlnl
Mills St Bellta
Eno St Lane
PORTSMOUTH
Royal <l) 21

Andre St Sandra
Nitwits
Charmony 3
G H Elliott
Walthon St

Dorraine
Saveen
Scott Sa

Cabaret Bills

NEW YORK CITY

Birdlano
lla Fitzgerald

Blue Angel
Jane Dulo
Eodic Sc Hack
Stuart Ross
Ellis Larkin Trio

Bon Solr
Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels

,

Tony \St Eddie.
NOrene Tate

Cafe Society
Josh White
Gigi Durston
Claude HopkinS
Cliff Jackson
Chateau Madrl

DuanoS
..Alonso Ore

.
Copacabano

.

Mitzl Green
Jackie Miles
Elaine Duntt
Hairy Snow
Shiela Arnold •«.

Harrlspn St Fisher
M Durso Ore
F Alvarez Ore

Bl Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey '

Enrique Vizcano
Eduardo Roy '

Ramon Torres Oro
Imbers

China Klpness

Hotol .Warwick
Three Suns

Latin Quarter.
Noonan A - MarshaU
Japk Kilty
Ganjou Bros &
Juanita

Brenda Hollis
MazzonC-Abbott
Dancers '

Art Waner Ore’

„ La Via En Roto
,

Les Main Joly
|

Dorothy Dandridge
Anita Ellis

|

Ernie Warren Orb
Le Ruvan Bleu

Blbl Osterwald
March Hares

.
Bea Arthur

|,3 Riffs
Julius Monk
Norman. Paris 3

Loon. A Eddls's
Eddie Davis
Crosby Sis
Kenny Davfs
Szilards.
Ruth Rogers
Irma Henrlqiiez
June Oliver Lino

Little Club
Sonny Kendis. Ore
N6. 1 Fifth Avo
Bob Downey:
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster

^Old Knlck
Sammy Smith
DoUy Dawson
Dick Diana
Jerri Talbot

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Henny NadeU
Katherine Chang
Don Dellaire
Nadya

Joe LaPorte Oro
D’Aquila Ore

Park Avo.
Scotty Graham.

Park Sheraton
Irving Fields
Mimi Warren
Ernestine Holmes

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two Guitars
Arena Bane
Elena Sc Anatolo
Eli Spivak
MiBcha Usdanoff
Michel Mlchon

:

Kostya Poliansky
Versailles

Carmen Torres.
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers
Gene Rowlands *:,•

Two Shirts St Skirt.
Bill Norvos 8c

Upstarts
Geo Hale Revue
Emile Petti Ore
Psnchlto Ore :

Village Barn
Celia Cabot
LAS Willis
Terri Stevens
Bobby Gordon Ore
Village Vanguard:
Phil Leeds
Harry Belafonte
Animators
Clarence Williams :

Waldorf-Astoi is
Gloria de Haven
Fosse 8c . Niles
Nat. Brandwynhe 0
Mlscha Borr Oro

Wlvol
Beverly Becker
Sal Noble
Bob. Leo

Blsckhawk
Gloria Marlowe
Don Llborto
Al Checco
Bobo Lewis
Larry Lawrence
Martin Kraft
Tessl Carrano
Eleanor Luckey
Henry Brandon Ore
Blackstono Hotel

Sherman Hayes Ore
Chez Pares

Amos Bros (4)

Al Bernie
Grace St Nlcco
Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8)

Cee Davidson O ’ (8)

Edgswstor Beach
X Cugat Ore (15)
With Abbe Lane

Los Barrancos (2)

El Gringo
Dulcina
Otto Bolivar. ...

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda

jhami-miami beach

Arno Tanncy
Rikkud-Am 3
Felix Lencihan
Gleb Ycllin

Havana-Madrl
Bertlca Serrano
TonV Moro
Caribbean®
La Minerva

1

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore

. Hotel Biltmoro
Michael Kent Ore

Hotel Edistfn
Henry : Jerome Ore
Hotol New Yorker
Teddy Powell Ore-
Rookies
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Nadine' 8c Ray
Schramm

Manupl Del Toro
Hoief Pierre

Hildegorde
Chico RelU Ore ‘

Stanley Melba Ore •

Hotel Plait
Jimmy Savo
Roily Rolls
Mark Monte Ore .

Dick LaSaUe .Oro
'

Hofsl Roosevelt
Guy Lombardo Ore

Hotel St. Regis
June RoseUe .

MUt Shaw Ore
Horace DiaZ Oro

Hotel Statist
Jimmy Dorsey Ore

Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopag.iGrg c

Albion Hotel.
Sam Bari
Rose Gallo.

Bar of Musle
Bill Jordan
David Elliott
Guy Rennie.
Betty Barclay
Harvey Bell

.

Beachcomber
LUl St. Cyr
Norma Parker
The Caribbeans (3)

Rowena Rollins
Rudy Cardenas
The Holidays .

The Sunnyslders
Hern 8c Dane
Patsy Davis
June Korby
Ayn Martin
Lonni Legors
Irv Harmon '

Dick Towers
Jonl Mack
Christine Drury
Chavez
Sula Levitch Oro
Juan Cortes Ore
Brook Club-Lounge
Stan Free Trio
Wayne 8c Fontaine
Zlg St Vlvlali Baker
Owen St. Murray
Jack Almeida
Casablanca Hotel

Gene Baylot
De Castro Sisters
Diane St Edwards
Tito Puente Ore

Celebrity Club
Alan .Gale
Freddie Stewart
Rae .

Alton
Teddy King Ore

Clover Club
Lena Horne
The Dunhills (

Jay Lawrcnqe
Joy Skylar
Arden-Fletcher Line.
Tony Lopez Ore

Delano Hotol
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollander .

Tommy Nunez Ore
Five O'clock Club
Martha Raye
Joey Adams
Al Kelly
Novelites (3)

,

Yost Guardsmen (3)

Len. Dawson Ore
Gaiety Club

Zorlta
Senorltn . Herraro
Olga Barrett
Sam Bowltt
Marie Stowe
Gilda Rogers
Rusty Russell
Gaiety Girls
French?
Ernie Bell Ore

Johhlna Hotel
Michael Strange
Tony Matas
Fran Carol
Jtmmv woods

Jewel Box
Jackie Maye
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer .

Danny St Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's

.Murray • Swanson
Eddie Guertin '

Jackie Gordon
Jackie King
Chuckle Fontaine .

Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker - RevUe

Little Palm
Monica B.oy.ar
Cover Girls

.

Val Olman Ore.
.MacFadden Deavilte
Hyghie Barrett
Rollo Laylan 5
Martinique Hotel

Helen Aimce
Manolo St Ethel
Danny Yates Ore

:< Mother Kelly's.
Pat Morrissey
Bobby Sherman
Arne Barnett 3
Salvador Munoz
Tiny Kaye

. Monte Carlo
Gus Van
Gomez St Beatrice
Freddie Calo Ore

Paddock Club
Tommy Raft
Dolores
Candy O'Neill
Stormie Gayle .

Bob Morris Oro
;iI}orotby, Martin

Phil Ronwyne
Terry' Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Ed Brandstetter
Scotty Marsh
Bou)ve-dears (8)

Orrin Tucker O (12)

Oriental
Eddy 'Howard
Joey Bishop
Martin St Florenz
The Santis Trio
Brian Farnon's Orc
Palace Rockford ' III

Patti Palmer
ValTica
Jesse' James St

Cornell
Pedro St Durand.
Benny Meroff. Si Co

Palntor House
Evelyn Knight
Robert Maxwell
Peggy Ryan St

Ray McDonald.
Abbott . Dcrs (8)

Eddie O'Neal Oro

llidit CM Reviews
Continued from page 53

LOS ANGELES

Clro9s» H^wood
gracefully arranged. The youngs
ster hits a warm note in hi? intro

and tribute to the elders.

Considering the versatility of the
closers, only type of opening act

which could easily fit in is some-
hing lijce the Dassie Bros. The two
Frenchmen, With seven minutes of

comedic acro-tumbling, nicely dress
the stage for what follows. Dick
Stabile batons a good show, deftly

handling the multiplicity of cues.

The Stabile squad, 'tween shows,
serves up the foxtrots and waltzes

or the dahsapations. Between such
sets, Bobby Ramos' combo take?
em south of the border. Bert.

Ambassador ..Hotel

John Carrol)

Eddie Bergman Ore

Biltmoro Hotsl

Romo Vincent
Bustier Shaver St

Olivo
Artie James
Hal Derwin Oro

Clro's
Facundo RlvOro
Quintet

The Dassies . (2)

Dick Stabile Ore
Bobby Ramos Oro

Mocambo
Fran Warren
Eddie Oliver
Latin-Aires

US VEGAS, NEVADA
Flamingo

Myron CohenW Mastin Trio with
Sammy Davis Jr

Ewing Sisters:
WiU Osborne Ore

Last Frontier
Buddy Rogers.
Fran Warren
Dolinoff St Raya

Sisters
Gene Nash

Devlyn Girl' Rev
Bob Millar Ore

Dosort Inn
Dagmar
Facundo-Rlvero
Quintet

Anthony, AUy
Hodges

Alan Gilbert
Arden-Fletcher

. Dcrs
Carlton Hayes Ore;

Thunderblrd
Henny Youiigmari
Martha Stewart
Laiidre St Verna
Johnny O'Brien:
K Duffy; Dansatlons
Jimmy Sisco
Al. Jahhs Orc_
Jack Martin Five

El Rancho Vegas
Luba Maiina ..

Harmonica Rascals
El Rancho Dcrs
Ted Rio Rite Ore

Boo Boo WatBon
Patricia Neal

Nautilus Hotel
Archie Robbins

-

Ralph Font Oro
J St S Reyes '

Candl Cortez

.

La Rut's
Chuy Reyes Ore
Rudy’s. Gypsy Ore

Park Avsnuo
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville

. Polnclanna Hotel
Phil Napoleon Ore
Robert Richter H't'i
Don. Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Castel 3
Reney Plaza Hotel
George Hides Ore.
Sans loud Hotel
George Hopkins
Stuart Harris-
Eddie Snyder
SacaRas Ore
Herman-Magner
Dancers
Saxony i Hotel

Bertlca Serrano
Henri Rose
Miguelito Valdez O
Tano A .Dee

Sea .Oull Hotel
Rickey Sc Rooney
Charlie. Paige
Mae Silva Dcrs
Johnny Silvers Ore
Don Caruso
Jbe Miller

Sea Isle .Hotel
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbourne Hotel
Juan St MarUyn
Alan Kole. Ore

Shofe Club
Patsy Shaw
Sager Dancers -

Arthur Warren Ore
Club 22

Maxle Furman
Blue Drake
4 Debutants
Sherry Panay
The Raven
Hy Grossman Ore

Sorrento Hotol
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds (4)
Hal Winters
Condos Sc Brandow
Nita Bieber Dcrs
Preacher Rollo 5
Frank Linnle Oro

Golden Slipper
Grossman St

Goldberg
Hy Sands
Bernie Sloane
Dorlta
Sascha Leonoff Ore
Freddie Calo Oro

Clro's
Joe E Lewis
George Hale Girls
Bernice Parks
Mara Si Quentin
Jose Curbello Ore

.
Cope City

Billy Daniels
.

Kay Thompson Si

William Bros
Arthur Blake
Benny Payne
Steve Gibson

. Redcaps
June Taylor
Line (15)

Dave Tyler Ore
Latin Quarter

Sarnia Gamal
Darvas Sc Julia
Frank Libuse -.

Margot Brander
Collette Fleuriot
’Danielle. LaMar.
Marilyn Ross.
Mara & Maurice .

Gay ;& Harry Walls
Gautier's DogS
Andre Philippe
Geneve Dawn -

Les Patios
Waller Twins -

Mullen Twins
Ling (16) .

Pupl Campo Orc
Jose Cortes Ore
J5herry Frontsnac
pave Fisher :

San Kanez Ore
Frank St Llta
Leonora & Stan.

Lord Tarelton
Michael Selkbr .Ore

Allison Hotel
Beachcombers (4)

i Beach
Continued from page 53

tracted via the'publicity out of the

Clro’s (Coast) engagement and re-

sultant court shindig.. Ringsider

addicts who had paid for close up
found themselves in the bleachers

when Miss St. Cyr came on under

new arrangement she -had insisted

on; result Was boos instead of plau-

dits. Her special stage liais since

been rawed for better viewing, and
also, where she’d turned in a fash-

ion paradfe winding into a toO-con

cealed bubble bath, there’s more
of the flesh and gyrajtions expected.

Supporting show staged by Lee
Sherman is fast and a far cry from
hurley. Production idea is a blend-

ing of one burley-revue scene fea-

turing Irving Harmon, who works
in Groucho Marx makeup on the

old courtroom scene, with a smart
lyric intro that doesn’t jell with the

broadisms of the actual sketch.

Rest of proceedings also, suffer

from attempt at mixing the smart
with the flesh. Most of it manages
to come off in the dance sequences
with tlie Caribbean? walking off

with the honors in that segment
via, some frenetic and brilliantly

handled threesome terps in the

hip-swing theme. Norma Parker’s

vocalistics are adequate.

Waikaway on mitt honors is

Rudy Cardenas and his juggling

The lithe youngster works with,

balls and other implements of the
trade and keeps the gasps coming
Reception builds into the wrapup
The Sunnysiders are okay on the

group song idea. Gal and her male
aides handle their harmonies
adeptly. Cardirii is added attrac

tion. The vet sleight-of-hander

wins them with his card and ciggie

disappearing - reappearing tricks

Stuff is as mystifying as ever, to

eai;n him optimum returns.

Five O’clock Club

Martha Raye returned here las

week to turnaway crowds, again
proving that this mid-Beach nitery

seems tio have been built just for

her. In an interim appearance here
during the holidays (while She was
north for TV shot) Lou Holtz didn-
draw one-third the audiences She
normally does on .a Monday or
Tuesday night, She ?s back With
her own unit idea and scoring
again.

Offers up the standard routines
and . clowning; for the first Show,
with climaxer her bit with BCn
Yo$t Royal Guards. In second
show, works With the Novelites for
a resounding session of Special ma-
terial, straight ballads and aud-
spelling bebop to keCp ihem happy
and wanting more.
The Novelites are, solid with

their rhythms in instrumental, vo-
cal and comedy. Best of their stuff
is a new straight version of Italian'

songs; another newie, spoof of
opera, and takeoff on a mixed-up
TV set projecting the Lone Ranger.

Enrico St Novello -j ;j|»- FMW4. 9f 'FMi

Thnndorblrd, Lh V*gM
Las Vegas, Jan. 17.

Henny Youngman, Martha Stew-

art ,
Landre A Verna, Kathryn

Duffy Dansations (7), Johnny
O'Brien, Jiimh/y Sisco, Normandie
Boys (3), At Johns Orch (11);

no cover ot minimum-

Topped off by the sardonic wit
of Henny Youngman, this new
three-frame casement at the Thun--
derbird is product of extra dare
and attention. Chirp Martha Stew-
art comes in for kudosing, plus
ballroom tricksters Landre & Ver-
na, plus brightly turned choreos by
Kathryn Duffy Dansations.

Youngman’s humor pulls in yock
after yock. Tablers respond to

most sallies slapped over by the
comedian’s standup manner of de-
iivery—and good. Timing is still

great as ever. Humor spans honeys
of his well-stocked files, through
various and assorted gags, timely
or otherwise. Uses, violin in bit

with musician commandeered from
orch for telling effect As attested

by his solid click, room and Young-,
man fit like a glove.

Martha Stewart.animates deuce
withi.extra window dressing pro-
vided for her preem into nitery
cubicles as single. First three tunes
aren’t right for her bright, blonde
personality. Opener, “Why,” suf-

fices only insofar as tempo is coti-

cern,e^. “Give Me an Old-Fashion-
ed” ois too moody, and her “Old
SoftShoe” lacks depth.

She picks up noticeably with
Adelaide’s Lament,” reprised
from recent Stem sesh in “.Guys
and Dolls,” In same vein is “Take
Back Your Mink,” contrived with
excellent effect and using Dansa-
tions for . some peeling: Song bit

with Henny tossing in questions to
“Man I- Love” conjures chuckles
and plentiful mitting.

Landre & Verna - impress with
lifts and overhead spins, femme
being whirled and tossed about for
great sight effect. Actual terping
is confined to minimum, with paid
cannily developing thrillers. They
indulge in plenty of these through-
out to receiye resounding desserts.

. Kathryn Duffy Dansations con-
tinue their “Piccadilly, Paree,
opener from previous frames in
okay prancing. Cavort into pat-
terns for Johnny O’Brieh’s war-
bling of “Sit Down You’re Rocking
the Boat,” and look fetching in the
“Take Back Your Mink” setup with
Miss Stewart. Finale, “Luck Be a
Lady,” is enhanced by outstanding
terps and elevations by tyro Jimmy
Sisco, aided by Christina Carson
and line. Normandie Boys aid
production chants, and O’Brien
doubles warbling chores with skip-
pering. Will.

Royal Hotel, Mont9!
(NORMANDIE ROOM)

Montreal, Jan, 17,
Margaret Phelan, Mario & Fiona,

Max Chamitov Orch (8), with
Norma ' Hutton, Hal White Trio;
$1.50 cover Sat. only,

Breeziest chirper to shake up
this lofty spot in recent months is

Margaret Phelan, playing the Nor-,
mandie Room for the first time
in four years. Carrying the tag
as one of best-dressed dolls in
America as Well as best looking,
Miss Phelan completes the triangle
with a varied set of pipes and a
sophisticated' songalqg that picks
Up solid mitting.

Teeing off with a special to an
excerpt from “Manhattan Towers,”
she starts to roll

,
them with her

“Business Man’ ' routine and fol-.

lows with a well handled hut
slightly frayed CSlypso which
pleases. Straight cleffing of “Can’t
Help Loving That Man” establishes
her with the ballad lovers, and
then she moves into a rowdy “Can’t
Take It With You’* with socko
lyrics and intonations: that score
neatly.: Encoding with an out-of-
the-bobk “Lover,” she dips into an
Irish item that isn’t exactly subtle
and is punched too hard for ob-
vious yocks. In this, room on any
night but Saturday* this is strictly

raised-eyebrow number..

Next to closing, . Miss Phelan
brings back the level with a more
polished “Hussy For a Husband’*
and clinches with a round-the-room
tour of oldies to wrap tip a stand-
out 35 minutes.

Show starters are Mario St Floria
who break fast and maintain a hot
pace through four solid terp ef-
forts, A brace of regular ballroom
sessions gets offering underway.
Then duo change tempo nicely and
solidify attention with their interp
of the “Turkey Trot” plus a group
of requests. Begoff is the “Merry
Widow” waltz which

;
gamers

plaudits and makes a nifty exit
sans bows, refreshing change from
the usual milkers.

Max Chamitov and orcli play the
fast, scoi^e for Mario Sc Floria and
the trick Phelan arrangements with
style. Band thrush Norma Hutton
is okay in both song and Cmcee de-
partments, with the Hal White Trio
spelling Cfiamitov for costumer
gyrations. ' Newt.

Copley Plaza, Boston.
(OVAL ROOM)

Boston, Jan. 19.
Guy GuarinO, Burt Hither, Larry

Green Orch (8) ; $2.50 minimum.
$3.50 Fri.-Sat.

The Oval Room, operating this,

season with “informal” entertain-
ment provided by bandsmen, band
vocalists and an occasional stand-
ard act, is beginning to lean more
towards the more familiar cafe
format recently by booking in out-
side acts. Currently, vocalist Guy
Guarino and cowpoke Burt HilbeF
are showcased, with- ballerina
Nanci Crompton skedded imme-
diately ahead, followed by a four-
week frame of Jo Bamum and her
’’Silhouettes on ice.”

Guarino,' a handsome six-footer,
is a . local product who’s been
spending the past few months in
Manhattan acquiring veneer under
the aegis, of Jack Cathcart. His
initialer here affords him a nifty
stepping stone into the higher
brackets. Baritone has pleasing
voice which, parlayed with his
sock, appearance and easy stage
manner, pegs him. as a natural for
plush rooms.
For his stint here, Guarino

sticks mostly to familiar ’ ballads
such as “HelIov Young Lovers”
and “We Kiss in the Shadow”^ from
“King and I”; the nostalgic “Sep-
tember Song” and a slick arrange-
ment of “Autumn Leaves” sung in
English to foxtrot tempo, switch-
ing to waits beat for French ver-
sion. Winds with the up-tempo'ed
“Zing, ‘Went Strings” with strong
reaction down the line.

Burt Hilber, togged out in cow^
poke regalia, vocalizes such .items
as “Down Yonder,” "Loaded Pis-
tols and Loaded Dice” and “Sdta

.

Antonio Rose” while accompany-
ing himself op guitar for oke re-
sults. Switching from a straight
vocal stanza, Hilber, aided by a
couple, bandsmen .and a svelto
blonde model, corrals several ring-
siders and leads them through a
sesh of square dances, While the.
dances are of the uncomplicated
variety, mostly, skipping ground to
hillbilly tempo With Hilber giving
out with the calls, the diners warm,
nicely to the gimmick, a strange
sight, in this swank room.

:

Bill tees oiff with maestro Larry'

Guards is okay, With new voices
(two tenor?) aiding for better aud
reception. Johnny Morgan is in the
comedy slot. The guy is a pleasant
comic, but not for this type of hep
room which is used to a Billy Vine,
Buddy Lester or Lenny Kent. Mor
gan would be fine in one of the
hotel cafes hereabouts or on a TV
slot . looking for a Herb 'Shriner
type.

Sans Solid Hotel

Lenny Kent can' make a hotel
spot forget: about the heavy, club
competition: via sock biz, thanks to
big local following and a well-
rounded stint of howlraisers.

Returning to this one-show-
nightly cafe, he’s kept the place
packed since opening night, with
returnees the added factor nightly
to overall build. Has a sesh that
includes plenty of* new oneliners
plussed by a demanded Texan rou-
tine and Billy Daniels takeoff
Walks off to handy reaction.

Stuart Harris is the other soloer
here. The young lad, production
singer at Copa City last season.

Wtos them all .the Way .with an In- Green shQwtastng his piahoistjc
telligently balanced blending of agility via “Malaguena’' accom-
^andar4ignd current rqp$» v jljpanieffi {by. vthjQMbawki ait-t Wi&j *
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Paramount, N. Y.
Erskine Hawkins Orch

*'Rhythm*_ King, Sarah
|
Jo *?%*]£$j883P£!5.as

f^&
h
?4 )

•

S
"Sdal Sheet^iColL includes such Jilt tunes as “Winter

fSStLedin Vamcty Jan 9 *52. Wonderland ” “Garden in the Rain”remwea tn vmucxy jan. and *«Beffin thg Beffuini».” Walk

Back*"at the Paramount for the

first time in six years, the Ink
Spots are eo-headlinirtg with Sarah
Vaughan in a fast paced all-sepia

sesh which clicks in all depart-

ments. Although the hill's accent

is on song, the Ink Spots and Miss
Vaughan complement the offerings

With sock renditions of a varied
gortgalog.

In the closing niche* the Spots,

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Jan. 20.

George. Arnold Ice Show, Jan
August, Jerome Courtland, Drift

Cummings, Victor 'Charles, Les
. au UAV «**V*4V , . Rhode House Orch

;

“Highly Dang•

headed by Bill Kenny, display the 'emus’* (Lip).
kind of savvy in song projection

and showmanship that’s kept them
up front in the vocal combo sweep-
stakes. That they’re still faves in

this house, despite the six-year
hiatus, was evidenced by the warm
reception received opening day.
Group opens with “into Each

Each Life Some' Rain Must Fall,”

Works into "“Everybody Loves My
Baby” and closes first set With a
wallop on “Please, Mr. Sun.” Back
for “I’m Lucky TO Have You” and
close to : strong: mitt with their

identifying oldie, “If I Didn’t
Care.” Kenny sparks

.
the group

through the- set for top results.

Miss Vaughan offers a sparkling
sOngalog in the third spotting.
Tastefully garbed and lissome-look-
ing, she wins house from the “I

Get A Kick Out Of You” bow
.
to

“Teredo” closer. .Gal fills gap with
“After Hours,”_a. so-so entry, “Out
Of Breath” and “I Ran All the
Way Home,” both top. mitt-grab-
bers. She’s a highly stylized thrush
and gets the most out of each
lyric, projecting the blues or gay
mood With impact.
Harold “Rhythm” King opens the.

bill with his speedy terps on roller
skates. It’s a click novelty turn
which he builds by such, capers
as roller-tapping blindfold and
dittoing on a table. Stump &
Stumpy .fill the comedy Spot With
plenty of zest. Boys virtually knock
themselves out, but their efforts
aren't wasted. They intersperse
their comedies With Wry carbons
of James Cagney, Barry Fitzgerald,
Louis Armstrong and Nat (King)
Cole, and some zany . terpsichore.
Act runs a little too long but it’s

a laughgetter all of the way.
Erskine Hawkins orch— three

rhythm, five reed and six brass-^
do little more, than get the show
off with a brassy jive number. They
cut the rest of the bill neatly.

Gros.

Capitol, Wash.
Washington, Jan. 17.

Kyle MacDonnell, George DeWitt,
Four Aces, Howard & Wanda Bell

;

“I’ll Never Forget You” (20th).

Capitol’s current layout proves
there’s no set formula to a sock
vaude show, provided the individu-
al acts can* sell themselves. De-
spite being overweight in the vo-
calizing department, . with three
acts pitching tunes, show is fast,
well paced and sock throughout.
Headliner Kyle MacDonnell is a

refreshing change, from the self-
consciously sultry type of chan-
toosey with which the jukeboxes
abound these days. Trim, well
groomed and. lady-like and, at the
same time, whistle bait, she offers
style, good showmanship and a
musical set of pipes. Worthy, of
mention are her arrangements,
which are clean cut and appealing.

Singing in a natural, clear so-
prano, gal tees off on a bright note
with “It's a Most Unusual Day/'
then tackles a medley of show
tunes, including “All of a Sudden
My Heart Stops,” “Why Was I
Born” and “My Heart Sings.”
Strikes a touch 1

of the novel in “I
Love a Piano,” and walks off to a
fine mitt action after “Be My
Love.” Returns with'" “You Made
Me Love You” and “When Day Is
Done,”

Not only is it a pleasure to wel-
come a performer so easy on tire
eyes and ears, but Miss MacDonnell
rates kudos for her extensive rou-
tine and for the unstinting way in
Which she responded, even at the.
slow dinner show, to customer en-
thusiasm.
George De Witt, has another

fresh, bright act. Though his take-
offs run the usual gamut, his tech-.
ni
5J?

e
,

refreshingly different and
ribtickling. He Shows a promising
versatility, intertwining some terp-
ing and singing in his routine. His
Voice measures up to the demands
of such toppers as Como, Torme,
Monroe, Eckstine "and Daniels, all
of whom he carbons convincingly
to the steady accompaniment of
gallery giggles.
Comic has the.tight kind of mod-?

est, appealing personality for b.o.,ms material clicks, and he works
hard at putting himself across.
Four Aces do okay with a series

of pop tunes, most of which' they
+
V
,^ waxed for Decca.v Their

stylized, highly special treatment
lacks universal appeal, though ob-
viously* their fans? were well TOpiscH

sented at show caught. Their har-
monizing changes little from song

nous after- initial tunes. Routine
includes such hit tunes as “Winter

' irland,” “Garden in tr

and “Begin the Beguine.” Walk
off to nice mitt action.
Howard & Wanda Bell have a

fast, varied type of aero act which
does well as pacesetter. Lowe.

Return, of vaude to this house,
after several Weeks’ hiatus due to
a union hassle had the crowds out,
thanks to a solid marquee setup.

Triple topliner idea set well with
the regulars who returned in good-
ly numbers. George Arnold’s
“Rhythm on Ice” revue looks bet-
ter here - than on the Casablanca
Hotel floor where /they debuted to
unhappy returns three weeks ago.
Ih the stage setting they make for
a colorful and lively group of
blades With Arnold and : his spins
and Whirls the ^standout* plus the
eight members of his cast who
team in duos and spell out solos
to make for continuing effect on
the palm-rousing/

:

Jerome Courtland, who recently
in-pprsoned here for pic version of
4

Barefoot Mailman,” gam e. r s
healthy reaction with his bariton-
ings, plussed by simple approach
that won them from walkon. Mix-
ture of pops kept them mitting for
a solid overall effect. However, he
needs a bit more experience for
the assured approach,
Jan August’s pianistics Is the

Wrapup stint. His 88 work, abetted
by a commercial and highly enter-
taining manner and projection,
keeps sustaining hand-to-hand pay-
off.

Don Cummings emcees in highly
capable fashion and in own spot
gamers large amount of laughs
with his pleasant Waggery. His top-
per is a switch on the Skelton
“Guzzler’s Gin” idea for the best
mitt. -n-

Victor Charles tees off matters
with a fast paced session of pup-
peteer manipulations that , are well
versed technically and visually
pleasing. Les Rhode orch adds
spirit to the proceedings With
showbacks. Lary.

Apollo, iY. Y.
Roy Milton Orch (7), with Lillie

Greenwood; Johnny Hodges Alt
Stars (7), Bill Cook, Roll & Tapp,
Spo-Dee-O-Dee

, Ruby Ring, Jimmy
Nelson; "Johnny' Allegro” (Col).

Two-band tandem at the Apollo
this sesh pays off in a music-filled
bill that holds interest all the way.
Parlay of Roy Milton’s orch and
the Johnny Hodges All Stars pro-
vides enough instrumental variety
to keep show’s pace breezy and fes-
tive. “The Battle of the Bands,”
as the house bills, it, is refereed
adequately by emcee Bill Cook.
The Hodges combo opens show

with bouncy version of “Bean Bag
Boogie,” while Milton’s band chal-
lenges effectively in the next num-
ber with a jivey “Roy Rides.” The
battle ends there since the bands
are spotted In.separate sets at the
latter half of the bill, but it’s still
an exciting musical setup for the
pewholders.
In tenor saxman Hodges’ set, he

leads his crew through “Berry
Well,” “Gentle Breeze” and the
pop fave, “Castle Rock.” Assisted
by three rhythm, two brass and
another reed, Hodges works each
number into top listening. Hodges’
saxwork is sweet and rhythmic on
“Breeze,” while A1 Sears baritone-
saxing of “Castle Rock” sparks the
number nicely.
Roy Milton band, comprised of

three rhythm, two reed and one
"rass with the maestro on drums,
ffer$ “Junior Jumps,” “Best Wish-

res” and “Can’t Help But Love
You.; ’ Latter tune is belted out
with exaggeration by vocalist Lillie
Greenwood. Milton vocals pleasant-
ly On “Best Wishes,” while the seV
opener shows off the orch at its
driving best;

• Roll & Tapp click with their
brisk tap-terps. Their version of
bebop in taps is a solid mitt-grab-
ber. Ruby Ring, white acro-
dancer, scores, with Some striking
body contortions. Although a few
of her aero twists aren’t particu-
larly eye-appealing, the difficult
movements of her rubber-like
torso, legs and arms win the house.

• Spo-Dee-O-Dee fails to register

iPr
ijis.two comedy assignments.

weak patter assignments
with emcee Cook, with too few
Jaughs to warrant the lengthy dia-
log. Cook interpserses

,
his emcee

Chores with a comic rendition of a
blues song and changes pace in a
poetic plea for tolerance titled “Be-
cause My Skin Is Brown,” Jimmy
iyelson, blues singer, is listed un-
der New Ants., J ‘ " > Gnosi’

'

Filth Avenue, Seattle
Seattle, Jan. 17.

^ Joan Caulfield, Harry Reed; “The
Lady Said No” (UA).

Joan Caulfield, making personals

here in connection with “The Lady
Said No,” in which she co-stars

With David Niven, makes a nice

appearance on the stage; is obvi-

ously sincere and is a looker, but

her material doesn’t help any.

On for .a 25-minute stint, pre-
ceded by. an organ concert by Har-
ry Reed, Miss Caulfield is introed
via a recording made by Niven,
and first pf her three:part -act is

that of two star-struck teenagers at
a Hollywood premiere. Cliche-rid-
den, the bit isn’t in the best of
taste and is flat and humorless:
Second part Is a dramatic piece

in verse about a smalltown gal
waiting for a train iii Grand Cen-
tral station to take her home from
an unsuccessful attempt to crack
show biz in the big city.

Third part has Miss Caulfield
impersonating Judy Holliday, as
Billie Dawn in a radio show inter-
viewing Katharine Hepburn . Hu-
mor is forced and cold, although
takeoff on Hepburn is adequate in

a familiar vein. Reed.

Henie-less Wirtz leer

NowhereNear Penniless

With Barbara Scott, Etc.

The “Hollywood. Ice Revue,”
which for the past 16 years has
tenanted Madison Square Garden,
N. Y., with Sonja Hehie as the

major lure, has come into this

stand without its usual headliner.

To compensate, producer Arthur
Wirtz has put extra emphasis on
skaters worthy of solo work. The
results, entertainment-wise, reveal
this is as one of the best icers to
play the Garden in some years:

Barbara Ann Scott, the Canadian
lass Who won the 1948 Olympic
CroWn, is headlining and she brings
a note of freshness to the pro-
fessional ice here, However, the
Henie mantle seems more likely

to fall on Andra McLaughlin, a
youthful blader who is doing rou-
tines that have been standard in
the Henie catalog for many years.
Miss McLaughlin is a looker with
sparkle , and ah awareness , of her
impact on the audience.

As a matter of fact, the three
femme leads in the show have been
cast for . diverse reasons. Carol

New Acts

Hollywood Ice Revue
(MADISON SQUARE GARDEN)
An Arthur M. Wirtz and William

H. Burke ice production^ choreo-
graphed and staged by Catherine
Littlefield ( deceased) ; costumes,
Grace Houston; .musical director,
Paul Van Loan; musical arrange-
ments, Paul Sumney, Norman.Paul-
us; assistant choreographer, Doro-
thie Littlefield; sets, Becker Bros:;
Stars Barbara Ann Scott; features
Carol Lynne, Skippy Baxter, Andra
McLaughlin, Freddie Trenkler, The
Bruises, Michael Kirby, John
Walsh, Jean & Calvin Cook, Line.
Opened Jan. 17, ’52, at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., at $6 top.

Lynne, one of the perfectionists
in the field; is a superb skating
ballerina, and her routines are
dazzlers. With Miss McLaughlin to
provide pertness and Miss Scott
for freshness, the trio provide a
combination which should effective-
ly fill the Henie void.

Comedy has similarly been taken
care of with Freddie Trenkler and
the. Bruises (3). Trenkler is one
of the more accomplished skating
buffoons. His routines haven’t
changed too much and the reaction
is the same as in former years.
Meaning that he’s a major hit in
this show.. The scrubwomen rou-
tine by. the Bruises has become, an
ice Classic., It’s laugh-loaded and
gets a maximum effect on the

crowd.
The show runs along in a man-

ner that leaves no room for lags.

The production numbers are well
conceived .’and executed, “and the
costumes are lush; A good deal
of imagination has been shown with
the ‘‘Hansel and Gretel” number
Which, marks the first half’s finale.

This immortal tale; utilizing much
of the Humperdinck, score, is .socko
juve bait. The costumes are fine

and there’s muCh charm in the
staging. Barbara Ann Scott per-

forms Gretel well and George
Wagner is okay in the Hansel role.

.
The trio of male skaters also

have ample opportunity to get their
share of plaudits. John Walsh and
Michael Kirby, both former Henie
partners; display some flashy rOu-
tirifei'ih tdndefrt with* the feihlne’fe

JUNE ROSELLE
Songs
23 Mins.
Hotel St. Regts, N. Y.

There is considerable vocal train-
ing behind- June Roselle, young
lyric soprano who has .a fullbodied
voice that indicates promise. Miss
Roselle’s problem at the moment,
obviously; is not a vocal deficiency;
it lies in a much-needed ex-
perience.

It’s tough to take a young singer
and put her into a showcase like the
Maisonette of the St. Regis, where
she can so conveniently be seen by
the show biz hepsters. In Showing
that lack of experience Miss Roselle
leans towards ballads and the more
Serious music, which can be pretty
deadly in a cafe, though there is

no special criticism as to the Way
Miss Roselle actually sings the
numbers. But with those choices
ahd the routining. Miss Roselle
must be equipped in projection and
overall Salesmanship, which are
items that she must yet acquire.
Right: now she has the basic and
more important equipment—-a
voice arid lojoks.

Blonde youngster is wholesome-
looking and the kind who could be
developed for films in much: the
same manner used in fostering
Deanna Durbin Or a Jane Powell,
though she is somewhat older than
when the above, were discovered:
In addition to a fineVoice, she does
have that all-Americanrgirl appear-
ance that can be brought out
before the cameras.

. Miss Roselle does Such riumbers
as “Falling Leaves,” in French and
English;.

.
a favorite Grace Moore

medley including “Butterfly,” and
a Couple of other ballads, all no-
table for their lack of talk. Miss
Roselle handles One or two brief

intros arid needs to brush up in

that department.

Milt Shaw’s orch does a neat job
On the accoirip. Kalin.

JIMMY NELSON
Songs
9 Mins.
Apollo, N. Y,

Jimmy Nelson, colored singer

who Clicked strongly in the rhythm

and blues disk field with “Mr.

T 99,” projects the same type of

vocal excitement on stage as he
does on Wax. He’s an emotional
bawier who knows how to belt out

a lyric : for full impact. '

Nelson wins from start with
dramatic Version • of “Chains of

Love,” works into a tender “Little

Boy” and Closes with the sock
“Mr. T.” It’s, a brief but high pow-
ered turri which' leaves the pew-
holders asking for more. He’s a

good bet for similar vaude spots.
Gros.

DARVAS & JULIA
Dance
10 Mins.
Latin. Quarter, Miami

In Darvas and. Julia, who ar-
rived here for their U. S. debut
with a big European rep, the cafe.
Video and vaude circuits will find
One of the finest additions to the
“new faces” idea in years. Pre-
sented in a show that concentrates
on big production and solo dances ,

ih the main at this plush Miami
nitery, they walk off with the
palm-pounding plaUudlts with ease.

Theirs is an act that blends the
standard twists , and. spins into
something startlingly different.
Typical are the male's one-arm
balance of the femme, With lat-
ter’s stance bringing her almost
ceiling high, and the followup
torso wraparound in art arid-rous-
ing spi around the big stage.
Darvas’ easy flips send his lissome
partner into slide splits front aloft
to make for strictly socko. TO* top
matters, there’s the finale, in
Which he tosses his inate from *
platform to a 15-foot drop; into an-
other slide-split, for a gasp and
begoff.

Added factor in duo’s potency
is their handsome appearance. Ap-
proach and manner are on the
smooth class side, with none Of
the flamboyariCy this, type of
adagio-dance dUo usually show-
cases? They’re a bet for any of th
Class, mediums. Lary .

SAM IA GAMAL
Dance
5 Mins.
Latin Quarter, Miami

Here’s proof of ajjublicity break
providing a pull. This ph*Ji spot
With a lavish and handsome pror
Auction has been doing sock biz at
dinner, but as per all cafes in th
area recently, falling off for ihe
late show. With advent of Sarnia
Gamal, the pickup for the mid-
night affair (she works one late
show nightly) is a startling . one.
Her talents add up to a para-
phrase of “they toil not, neither
do they spin”; Miss Gamal spins
not, neither does she dance.

Hers is a five-minute stint, of
glides, minor mid-section contor-
tions and a certain amount of
graceful undulations for the fol-

lowup along the ringside sector.
Briefly clad (though not as fljesh-

revealing as many a lass in the
Quarter’s femme extfavaganza),
she comes , moves around the
big stage, and offs to' a nice mitt.
Musical background is properly

Oriental in arrangement. Person-
nality is a pleasant one. And reac-
tion is also pleasant, with all wait-
ing to give her another chance.
She didn’t attempt one at show
caught.

If the publicity holds up, she’a
a novelty attraction for the curios-
ity crowds. Lary.

and on their owri. Skippy Baxter,

Who glides Mercury to Miss
Lynne's Diane, also is one of the:

important soloists in the show. An-
other tandem is Jeart & Calvin.

Cook, doing a stilt-skating routine

for a good reception.

In short, there is more talent

here than has ever hit the Garden
in ‘‘Hollywood Ice Revue.” Its

a plush and lush show with enough*
spectacle and individual and group
skill to satisfy the high Garden
standards.

This edition shapes up as prob-

ably the best staged and chore-

ographed of all. Catherine Little-

field, who did these chores, died

three days after the show opened.
This session provided a climatic

finale to a distinguished career.

Grace Houston let imagination and
budget run wild in her costume

klesigns.

Future editions will, probably
have Miss Scott emerge as a superb
ballerina. The Olympic champ isn’t

far rerrioved from amateur status.

There are still a lot of pro tricks

that she has to latch onto?. But
it’s evident that she has a firm
foundation? Her Garden routines
are filled With accomplishments
best appreciated by skaters; There’s
a lot of subtlety in her approach.
With a few more* seasons on pro-

fessional ice, she’ll undoubtedly
acquire a bolder outlook? more
showmanship and an awareness of

what brings ori the .applause. It’s

likely that she’ll skate her Way
into a boxoffice figure.

The show is plugging the fact;

that there will be no telecasts of

this, shindig and boxoffice is being
fortified by one of the Widest
advertising and billing campaigns
ever to be given a Garden icer.

Advertising radius is . figured to

be more thanTOO miles in order
to assure' a healthy run before its

Feb. 6 finale. There’s a three-day
hiatus starting Jan. 25 because of
previous commitments at the Gar-
den. J J > ‘ * * * « J •' lrosd.^

Continued froiti page I

was under the influence of the
older G.I. element, which under the
aegis of the Government’s G.I. Bill

of Rights, accented studies more
than, extra-curricular activities.

Many of the World War II vet-

erari-students played down the im-
portance of proms and the bands
were gradually pushed out of an
important revenue source, How-
ever, the younger undergraduate
on the 'campus today have forced

a re-emphasis on proms, and col-

lege authorities have given in by
booking orchs at top figures.

Universities such as Notre Dame,
which for the past years had a
specified money allotment for

bands, have increased their prom
budgets so that they can buy the

firstrate orchs. The colleges are

now spending between $2,000 to

$3,000 for a prom date. Such orchs

as Ray Anthony, Ralph Flanagan,
Elliot Lawrence, Les BrOwn, arid

Tex Beneke are cleaning up via

campus bookings. The neWly-„

formed Billy May orch also looms'

as a contender in the 1952 campus
sweepstakes with plenty of ad-

vanced bookings currently being

lined up. Student interest in May
orch is being drummed up via his

Capitol Records etchings.

On the. -ballroom level it’s al-

ready been evidenced that the col-

lege dances have hypoed b:o.

Proms have revived the dancing

habit and the students have, been
flocking to neighboring dancehalls

as part of their weekend entertain-

ment., in the ballroom^ the college

crowd gets a chance to see and
hear an orch that has already

played on their campus or to size

up a new band for a future prom
bookings o j
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Swire Due to Head Equity’s Coast
Green’s 'Fathers' Likely

For 3d Summer in D.C.

Pending appointment of a per-

4

manent representative, Willard
Swire, assistant exec-secretary of

Actors Equity, is expected to re-

main in charge of the union’s
Coast office, Decision to that effect

was due tar be made yesterday
(Tiies.) by the Equity council,' de-
spite a scheduled appearance biy

Christopher O’Brien, recently oust-
ed Coast rep, to demand reinstate-

ment. Swire was sent to take over
the L. A. office two Weeks ago, on
short notice, after O’Brien’s exit.

It’s expected that, contrary to
Swire's wishes,' he may have to
continue as the union’s Coast rep
for some time, as there is likely to
be difficulty obtaining a satisfac-

tory man to handle the spot per-
manently. Not only does the assign-
merit require specialized knowl-
edge a rid ability, but because of

the prospect of merger of
eastern - headquartered performer
unions, the job of Coast rep for
Equity lias a uncertain future.
SO Swire, who only a fcw.mdnthS
ago was able to return to full-time
duties in the Equity

. homeofiice
after doubling as temporary exec-
secretar. of Chorus Equity, is

agairi farmed out indefinitely on a
trouble-shooting stint.

According to Equity council
members, there was little chaqce
that the v n ion

!

s ruling group would
accept O’Brien’s reinstatement bid
yesterday. On the basis of numer-
ous complaints over a period of
many months, there was growing
dissatisfaction with O’Brien’s oper-
ation of the Coast office. Among
the serious infractions Of basic
Equity policy was the failure to
obtain a bond covering actor sal-

aries for Gerie. Marin’s stock season
at

1

the Greek. Theatre there last

season; plus repeated Waivers, all

uriaulho"iz 2d by council or home-
office officials, of standard Equity
rules. Many of these involved con-
cessions favorable to the. manage-
ment in the case of individual- ac-
tor contracts.

It is revealed by one council
member that -On several occasions,
when instances of. lax operation
of the Coast office got back to
the homedffice, the unions top of-

ficials remonstrated with O’Brien,
but matters were not corrected.
Finally, the council voted last

month riot to. renew O’Brien’s con-
tract, which was due to expire Dec.
31. At the same time, it instructed
Louis M. Simon, executive-sec-
retary, to go to the Coast , arid

straigthcri out affairs.,

According to Simon’s reports to
the governirig group, O’Brien, first

accepted his removal amicably,
agreeing to submit a. face-saving
letter, of resignation next day. How-
ever, he subsequently decided to
fight the ouster, demanding a hear-
ing of charges against him. On or-
ders from the council in New York,
Simon refused to discuss publicly
the reasons O’Brien was dropped
after a two-year tenure as Coast
rep.

Camp to Quit as L’vilie

Muiiy Mgr.; Settle Sabs
Louisville, Jari. 22.

Effective July 1, William H.

Camp, manager of Louisville Me-
morial Auditorium, will retire.

Camp has managed the municipal

hall since the early ’30s, and has

handled all bookings with UBO,
both concert, and legit manage-,
ments using the facilities of the
2,470-seat house. Road shows, and
many concert attractions, have
been booked into the house by
J. H. Thuman, Cincinnati impre-
sario, and the hall Is in demand
for local groups, dance recitals: and
concerts. Camp inherited a theatri-

cal background from ; his father,

James: B. Camp, who was onetime
inanager of Vthe old Auditorium,
showhouse which preceded; the
present

Maurice Settle, Iroquois Amphi-
theatre business manager, will take
over the Camp post, assuming his
neW duties July 1, In the interim,
he will act as Camp’s aide in look-
Irig after management. details.

Preems for N.Y.C. Ballet

In Unique Sked Setup
The N. Y. City Ballet will offer a

mid-winter season of five Weeks
in N. Y., starting Feb. .12, with an
unusual schedule.: Five world pre-

mieres are promised, with a quartet

of the world’s top choreographers

lined up for the chores, It’s the

biggest, most unusual collection of

dance stagers for one Season Since
Ballet Theatre’s advent in 1940,
the Choreographers coming from
Broadwaj', ballet and abroad.

George Balanchine, troupe’s ar-

tistic director arid a legit musical
stager, will choreograph 4

‘Bayou,”
set to Virgil Thomson music. Jer-
ome Robbins, assistant ^artistic di-

rector arid another legit stalwart,
Will present his “Ballade,” to a De-
bussy score. Anthony Tudor is com-
posing 'a work called “La Gloire,”
to music of Beethoven. Frederick
Ashton, Sadler’s Wells Ballet of
London co-director and chief chores
ographer, is doing “Iseult at Tint-
agel,” to Arnold Bax music, and
with a Cecil Beaton set and cos-
tumes,

Fifth work was to be one by
Agnes de Mille, if she could get it

ready. Time was too short, so
Balanchine is doing another new
ballet, to Mozart music.. Ashton
has just returned from conferences
in Hollywood, and as soon as his
Work is staged, returns to the
Coast to prep dances for Moira
Shearer’s Metro pic.

L
Washington, Jan. 22.

I

Probability is that “Faith“of Our
Fathers,” the D, C. Sesquicenten-
riial pageant written by Paul
Green, will get the okay to go
ahead for a third summer in the

Carter- T. Barron Amphii’^ntre in

Rdck Creek Park here.

Sesqui Commisison l> .> week,
called at the White House with a
plan to shelve the pageant and turn
the stadium over to the Public
Parks Administration. Both presi-

dent Truman and House Speaker
Sam Rayburn, of Texas; opposed
this. They feel that the pageant
has a strong patriotic message, and
that it should be carried on for an-

other summer. “Faith of Our
Fathers” broke a little better than
even last summer.

m to Run As

Long as It’s Hot
The return N, Y. engagement of

“Don Juan in Hell,” advertised as

limited to four weeks, ,has already
been extended to 12 and will prob-
ably continue as long as business
Warrants. Although it is set for a

45th Street theatre, the exact iden-
tity of the house isn’t revealed,

as. another show has a previous
booking there.

.
The latter offer-

ing would presumably be moved
elsewhere if necessary.

With 'Charles Boyer, Charles
Laughton, Cedric Hardwicke and
Agnes Moorehead continuing as_

stars, “Doh Juan” returns March"
30. Pending announcement of the
theatre, mail orders are being re-

ceived at the New York office of
Paul Gregory, the show's -producer.
The offering, a lecture-style edi-

tion of a scene from* Shaw’s “Man
and Superman,” recently played a
four-and-a-half-week engagement
to standee attendance at the Cen-
tury, N, Y., grossing about $200,000
for the stand. It could not con-
tinue, however, as the four stars

had film commitments.

For the return run, Gregory has
made arrangements to continue as
long as business is profitable..

With an advance sale of about
$60,000 already on hand, it’s ex-
pected that the engagement will

probably run the balance of the
season and may span the summer.
Because of the simplified produc-
tion setup and the fact that Boyer
arid Laughton are on. percentage,
the show could get by at a rela-

tively modest gross.

BOOKING SETUP SNARL

RILES PLACID PHILLY
Philadelphia, Jan. 22.

A scrambled; and generally,

cockeyed booking setup has Philly’s

legit situation in a constant state

of uncertainty.

PENTHOUSE -

BOWS THIRD SEASON
Atlanta, Jan. 22.

Ruth Gordon’s “Years Ago” was
the kickoff play when Atlanta’s
Penthouse Theatre, Greek -type
showcase, ooened its third season
Thursday (17), with. Mary Foskett,
Carl Low and Helen Mayon* in the
leadihg roles. Penthouse, a 450-
Seater, is located atop Atlanta’s
downtov Ansley Hotel ' what
was formerly the hostelry’ Rain-r
bow Roof.. ”Years Ago” opened to
a Capacity house.

Policy heretofore at Penthouse
centered on star stock, but new
management^ headed*up by :

J.’ Lee
Friedman and Gerard Appy (listed

as producers), has decided on a
Straight stock policy for this season.

Second play on the Penthouse
program is “Black Chiffon,” which,
will open tonight (Tues.) with Pat
Donovan in the lead.“Hay Fever”
is scheduled to open Jan. 29;“Come
Back, Little Sheba,” Feb; 5; ‘‘The
Male Animal,” Feb. 12; “The Coin
Is Green,” Feb. 19; “The Happy
Time,” Feb. 26, and “Edward My
Bon,” March 4.

Joe Starr is production stage
manager for Penthouse; Charles
vocalis, stage manager; Winifred
Wilkinson, boxoffice manager,, and
Mimi Cagle, house manager. Ahne-
ifant ageifc/ Is handling publicity.

Following the N. Y. season, the
N. Y. City Ballet is off to Europe
for a five-month tour. On its re-
turn, it will prep a fall Gotham
season, to be followed by Its first

American tour; a 10 to 12-week
jAunt under management Of Sol
HurOk.

Oakland, Cal., Aroused'

At Roadshow Bypass
Oakland, Cal., Jan. 22.

Considerable civic furore is now
rising in this marsh land (steady
rains have hit here for a month)
over the by-passirig of, Oakland by
road shows in favor of Berkeley,
six miles north, and Richmond, 18
miles - north. Both : are equipped
with new" top-drawer theatres with
better than 3,000 capacity, as
against 1,962 (many of which . seats
are worthless due to lack of visi-

bility of stage) at Oakland Audi-
torium.

Norman Ogilvie, local real estate
man,

.
is beginriing a campaign for

a new theatre to restore Oakland to
the theatrical map. Chamber of
Commerce is also in tizzy and
set up a special meeting this Week
to discuss .the problem. Local critic

Wood Soanes has been sounding off
for years,, most of his advice being
to (a) clean up the Auditorium, (b)

heat it properly, (c) install an ade-
quate sound system, (d) make some
arraivSPmeAts for parking,;

,

Case in point is “Venus Ob-
served,” Christopher Fry play with
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer
which, as of now, is skedded to
open at the Shubert next Monday
(28). This Theatre Guild produc-
tion, which is inaugurating a sec-
ond or supplementary subscription
season here,, was first listed for last
night (21), then put off until Friday
(£5) because its director, Laureilce
Olivier, was. reported as wanting
more local rehearsal time. Next
change was to lop off show’s final
two performances (matinee and
evening of Feb. 9) so that produc-
tion, could get more time for its

N. • Y. preem. Then came the an-
nouncement that scenery had been
held up on the high seas and local
opening was set back to Jari. 28.

Now it is apparently set that
“Venus. Observed” will play thp
two full weeks, with an extra
matinee on Friday, Feb. 8. Topsy-
turvy situation has b.o. mep and
Guild ATS subscription force in a
dither for last week.
Now it’s just been announced

that “Jane,” sixth and last of the
Guild’s

. regular subscription offer-
ings of 1951-52, Which wai to have
closed its regular two weeks’ stay
this Saturday at the Walnut, will
play three extra performances, first

three days of next week, instead of
moving to Hartford. Extra shows
here will riot b£ on subscription,
ofcourse*

4

George Hale will return from
the Coast to stage the new produc-
tion of “Shuffle Along” . . Pro-
ducer Leland Hayward planed Sat-

urday (19) to Jamaica, B. W. I., for

two weeks* vacation . . . Courtney
Burr and Malcolm Pearson . have
optioned “The -Willows ” the Len-
ore Coffee-William Joyce Cowen
dramatization Of “Vera,” a novel by
Elizabeth (Lady Russell), and plan

! to put into rehearsals about the

end of March, with Peter Ashmore
directing and Cyril Ritchard as

star. The script was formerly held
by Jed Harris, among others ...
Harold Winston will stage a pro-

duction of his Mexican historical

drama, “Soldadero,” at Colorado U.
. . . Robinson Stone, production as-

sistant to Jose Ferrer on. “The
Shrike,” “Twentieth Century” and
“Stalag 17,” has left the cast of

the last-named show, to repeat his

original role in Paramount’s forth-

coming film edition.

Ben Rosenberg, who will partner
with Chandler Cowles in the pro-
duction of “How to Fly With One
Feather,” is company manager of

“The Shrike,” for which Buford
Armitage is production stage man-
ager, Thomas King stage manager,
Herman Magidson assistant stage
manager. Johanna Grant is assist-

ant to pressagent James Proctor on
the show , . . The London produc-
tion of “Kiss Me, Kate” will close
a successful run Feb. 23 at the. Coli-

seum, echoiriig the fold of the U. S.

edition on Broadway -last week.

Walter Fried is general manager
of. the ANTA Play Series, with
Louis Allen assistant managing di-

rector, Barry Hyams pressagent,
Herbert' Barrett assistant, Paul
Morrison technical ..director, Ethel
Linder Reiner assistant, Alice. Ve-
nezky in charge of special promo-
tion and AviS Beirglund heading;
subscriptions; Harold Kusell is

company manager of “Desire Un-
der the Elms,” first offering of the
series, with James Gelb stage man-
ager, Howard H. Fischer assistant
arid Elwyn Dearborn production as-

sistant . . . Milton Rosenstock will
be musical director of “Curtain
Going Up.”
Randolph Symonette, baritone

lead in last season’s “Let’s Make
An Opera,” is to be soloist at the
Kurt Weill memorial concert at the
YMHA, U. Y., March 2, the late
composer’s birthday . . . Onslow
Stevens and Lynne Sherman are
scheduled to open in Houston, to-
night (23) in the Playhouse produc-
tion of “Come Back, Little Sheba.”
Henry Weinstein is directing.

. Eugenie Baird leaves as under-
study to Janet Blah*, star of the
national “South Pacific” company,,
when show ends Chicago run Feb.
.23 ; . Barrie O'Daniels is open-
ing a stock season ontop the Tuller
Hotel, Detroit, starting Feb. 2.

“Come Back, Little Sheba” will
be presented in London about
March 1 by Peter Cotes, With Joan
Miller iri the Shirley Booth part
. . Julie Wilson, who made a per-
sonal click in London iri the
Bianca part in “Kiss Me, Kate,”
will have a principal role in “Bet
Your Life,” a musical to be pre-
sented by Jack Hylton and Val
Parnell . . . Loy Nilsoii has op-
tioned “Wooden Dish,” by Ed-
mund Morris, for Broadway pro-
duction this spring . Contribu-
tions for the Actors Fund of
America have already passed
$75;000 from the recent drive, ac-
cording to Walter Vincent, Fund
president . . . The American Na-
tional Theatre & Academy may
bring the Greek National Thea-
tre, headed by Katina Paxinou and
her husband, Alexis Minotls, to the
U. S.. next season.

Attorney Lee Eastman will sail
April 16 for a six-week business-
vacation trip to England, the Scan-
dinavian countries and Holland,
Belgium arid France . . William
Miles will not operate a stock
company this spring in Bermuda,
but will manage his Berkshire
Playhouse, Stockbridge, Mass;,
again next summer. . .Ed Strum
will be production stage, manager
of “Fire Sale” ,.

;

. . Henry Hewes,
formerly of the N. Y. Times, is as-
sisting John Mason Brown in cov-
ering legit for the Saturday Re-
view . . The American National
Theatre & Academy board voted
last week to accept tentatively the
Metropolitan Opera bid to partici-
pate iri the project for a new opera
house arid theatre . at Columbus
Circle, N. Y.

Margaret Webster, directing re-
hearsals of the Theatre.. Guild's
touring edition Of “Saint Joan,”
with Jennifer Jones, has can- :

celled a scheduled guest appear-
ance iri “High Ground” at John
Huntington’s stock company at
Winter Park, Fla. . . • Strawhat
managers, who were stuck for
losses last year when Margaret
O’Brien walked out on contracts
for barn appearances in “Junior
Miss” at $1,500 a week* recently

talked to the actress* mother About
dates for another show next sum-
mer at^lower fees .• . Stock sea-
son at the Court Square, Spring-
field, Mass., folded after two'
weeks with “Finian’s Rainbow”
and “Chocolate Soldier/*

When Ben Kornzwelg starts
work as pressagent for Irene M,
Selzntck’s “Flight Into Egypt'’ pro-
duction, Peggy Phillips will take
oyer as publicity associate to
Michel Mok on the Rodgers &
Hammerstein shows , * . Maxwell
Anderson and Rouben Mamoulian
are collaborating on a musical, for
which a composer and lyricist
aren’t set, about the Washington
graft exposes . Jack Pearl may
star in “Lucky Star,” a musical
by William K. Wells and Tom
Johnstone, to be produced by A. P.
Waxman.

'

Berry Kroeger, who plays Olivia
de Havilland's father in Thomas
Hammond’s touring • production of
“Candida,” will Withdraw from the
troupe within a few weeks to un-
dergo surgery. His replacement
isn’t set.

Met to BowRew ‘Carmen’

At Hiked Prices; Stager

Bow for Another Legiter

The Metropolitan Opera’s fourth
special work of the season, “Car-
men,” the first new production of

the Bizet opus since 1923-24, will

have upped tariffs. Presented Jan.
31 under Opera Guild sponsorship
as a benefit to aid the Melt’s Pro-
duction Fund, prices will range
from $15 and $10 in orchestra and
$5 iri dress-circle, to $3.50 and
$2.25 in the balcoriies,

The Met has taken or Will take
several opportunities this season
to hike admissions (normally a
$7.50 top). In addition to opening
night’s “Aida” ($25 top), New
Year’s eve’s “Fledermaus” was also

hiked. The Met’s other new Pro-
ductions already presented, such
as “Cosi fan Tutte” and “Rigplet-

1

to,” were at regular prices, how-
ever. The Met has another novelty

i

upcoming, in March, in Gluck’s
“Alceste,” With Kirsten Flagstad,
when prices will be upped. The
Easter “Parsifal” will also be
hiked, as usual.
The new “Carmen” Will have

other unusual factors, with Fritz
1

Reiner conducting the Work for the
first time at the Met, and Tyrone
Guthrie, director of London’s Old
Vic, doing .his first operatic direct-:

ing assignment in this ^country.
Guthrie’s staging stint is in line
with general manager Rudolf
Bing’s policy of bringing in legit

directors to make his opera pres-
entations more theatrical, other
such legiters used this season hav-
ing been Alfred Lunt and Mar-
garet Webster, with Miss Webster
arid Garson Kanin having served
similarly last season.

'

O’DANIEL SETS EQUITY

ARENA IN DET. HOTEL
An Equity stock company, with

a resident company and a non-star
policy; will be opened Feb. . 4 . in
the Teller Hotel, Detroit, by Barrie
O’Daniel, who formerly operated
the Detroit Civic Light Opera. It

will be an arena-style theatre and
will play a 10-w.eek season.
The opening bill .will be “Voice

of the Turtle,” with the subsequent
schedule calling for “Glass Me-
nagerie,” “Design for Living,”
“Harvey,” “Pursuit of Happiness,”
“Light Up the Sky,” “Love or
Money,” “There’s Always Juliet,”
“Primrose Path” and '“Taming of
the Shrew.” O’Daniel and Marshall
Yokelson, the latter a.former asso-

ciate of Margo Jones at Dallas/ will'

direct. ,

At a $2 top (plus tax), the 400-

seat spot will have a capacity of
about $6,000 and a break-even nut
of $3,000.

O’Sullivan’s Albany Po$t
Albany, Jan. 22.

Eugene O’Sulliyan has joined
Malcolm Atterbury’s Playhouse as

director. He succeeds Atwood.
Lpvensaler, who bowed out during
the opening week of “Lady in the
Dark.” Atterbury took over the
musical arid . redirected it, as w®^
as staging the current “Hasty
Heart.”

O’Sullivan came here from the
Baltimore Arena theatre. He pre-
viously directed stock" at Chevy

! Chase,, outside Chicago.
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Metop Eqmty ‘Fledermans’ to Fold

The Metropolitan Opera’s special

Equity touring company of “Fleder-

maus,’*which has been on the road

since Sept. 24, will wind up in Min-

neapolis Feb. 2, at a loss estimated

at $140,000, Of this $70,000 rep-

resents production cost. Other 70G
represents tour losses. Troupe has

had some profitable weeks, as in

Philadelphia, Washington and Bos-

ton, and break-even stanzas in such

spots as Chicago, but has, had

heavy losing weeks elsewhere, es-

pecially in split-week stands.

Troupe had been skedded to tour

through late spiring, but will cur-

tail its trek because, according to

Met announcement, the Met ‘.‘is

unable to sustain financial loss.”

The Met, however will have to

sustain the 70G red into which it

went on tour. The other 70G, it’s

reliably reported, will be assumed
by Columbia Records, which lent

the sum originally to the Met to

pUt on this special' production. Al-

though it was originally rumored
that Columbia made the loan con-

tingent on being paid back from
royalties oh the “official” Met al-

bum of “Fledermaus” issued last

fall, it’s now reported that no
strings were attached, Columbia
merely hoping to gain on sale of

albums hypoed by the “Fleder-

maus” tour. The Met, in announc-
ing the tour fold, stated that gen-

eral manager Rudolf Bing “em-
phasized that the Metropolitan is

grateful to Columbia Records for

their generous loan which made
the production possible.”

Tax Exemption

Another unusual feature of the
tour was the fact that this Equity
“Fledermaus,” although booked
into leg|t houses under regular
commercial sponsorship, had re-

ceived a Government exemption
from the 20% federal aipusement
tax. This, of course, helped in-

crease grosses, and the Met sent
out photostatic Copies of the ex-
emption ruling to hypo bookings.
Exemption surprised the trade, as

local managers aren’t in the non-
profit category called for by the
tax rule. Exemption surprised the
Met, too; it hasn’t had a similar
ruling yet on Its own regular
spring opera tour.
Operating nut for “Fledermaus,”

excluding transportation, is es-

timated at around $30,000. Bad
weather, long hops, general biz
and entertainment world slumps
have hurt the production, as well
as the fact that the Met had Its

own “Fledermaus” in many cities

last spring,
-1 ' - - -~

J
»'

New Plan Mulled (or Road

ers
Production of plays for the road,

to be financed cooperatively by
managers of. key-city theatres and
selected by a subcommittee of the
Committee'

1

' of Theatrical Produc-
ers, is being considered for next
season. This would be in addition
to the production setup of Shep-
ard Traube, whose edition of “Bell,
Book and Candle” is currently tour-
ing successfully.

Possibilities of the plan were dis-
cussed last week at a luncheon
given by the League of N. Y. The-
atres and the Council for the Liv-
ing Theatre, In honor of Paul Beis-
man, manager of the American The-
atre, St. Louis. During the ses-
sion; Beisman also outlined the op-
eration of the St. Louis Playgoers,
a subscription setup which it .is

hoped can be copied in other
cities.

Present at the luncheon were Ar-
thur Schwartz, Kermit Bloomgar-
den, Peter Davis, James F. Reilly,
Gerald Goode, Lawrence Langner,
Warren Caro, Sara Greenspan,
Elias Weinstock, Vinton Freedley,
Augustus Pitou, and representing
out-of-town theatres, Ben Segal of
the Shubert, New Haven, and Gabe
Rubin of the Nixon, Pittsburgh.

Gersten’i Loudon Legiter
Rerta Qersten, .Yiddish legit star,

sails today (Wed.) on the Queen
Mary to start work on “Mirele Ef-
fros,” Jacob Gordin’s Yiddish stage
classic; which opens in London latte
next iponth.

Following her London engage-
ment, Miss Gersten will tour ^Eng-
land and the Continent in three
Gordin plays.

Miller Maps Same ‘Gigi’

Production for London
Gilbert Miller is considerliff tak-

ing his production of “Gigi,” with
Audrey Hepburn as star, to London
immediately after its current
Broadway run. However, a more
likely prospect Is that he will send
the Anita Loos adaptation of the
Colette novel on tour before trans-
ferring it to the West End.
With business continuing at

nearly-capacity pace at the Fulton,
N. Y., It’s figured the pliay is a
cinch to stay through the balance
of the season. After that it will be
a question whether to lay off for
the summer or try to play-through
into next fall. In the .former, case,

Miss Hepburn would presumably
go to the Coast for a picture under
her Paramount contract, -but the
option of continuing or shuttering
for the summer is Miller’s. His
deal with the actress extends to
May, 1953.

Distribution of $118,000 profits
on “Guys and Dolls” covering op-
erations during November, was
made recently by producers Cy
Feuer and Ernest H. Martin. That
brought the net return on the show
to $458,191 thus far. Another divi-

dend covering operations during
December will be made next week.
The show represents a $250,000 in-

vestment.
'

According to the latest account-
ant’s statement, profits for the three
weeks ended Dec. . 1 were $26,739
from the Broadway company, fand
$51,656 from the touring edition,,

for a total of $78,395; The state-

ment confirms recent reports* from
out of town about the unusually
advantageous sharing terms being
obtained for the road troupe.

For instance, for the week end-
ing Dec. 1, the gross from a split

between St. Paul and Minneapolis
was $50,799, .

of which the theatre
share was only $12,699.75, or a
straight 25%. Moreover* the at-

traction’s share for newspaper ad-

vertising, billpostirig, etc., was only
$1,406, while its end was only $935
for musicians and $136 for stage-

hands; Finally, the show’s share
for transfer and hauling on the
two-theatre week was a mere $868.
The musical had a $13,030 profit on
the week.

Following its engagement in To-
ronto this week and next, “Guys”
goes to Cleveland for two weeks,
starting Feb. 4, splits the week of

Feb. 18 between Canton and Co-
lumbus and then goes to Chicago
for. a run. The present plan is to

brush up and rehearse the show
in Chicago the first part of the week
of Feb. 25 and open at the Shubert

! there Thursday night, Feb. 28. The
second company of “South Pacific”

will close a 14-month run at the
house the previous Saturday,
Feb. 23.

Monty Shaft, general manager
for Feuer & Martin, goes to Chi-

cago late this, week to huddle with
local Shubert representatives on
plans for the “Guys” engagement.

Hylton to Confab in N.Y.

On London ‘Madam’ Cast
London, Jan. 22;

Jack Hylton planed to New York
last ight (Mon.) for confabs with
Irving Berlin on the casting of

"Call Me Madam,” which is due to

open under his management in

London in April.

.Accompanying Hylton was Rich-
ard Byrd, who is going over to see

“Remains To be Seen,” which Hyl-
ton recently acquired, in order that

the production may. be re-staged on
identical lines.

During his quickie trip, Hylton
will also set final details for the
Broadway premiere of “Women of

Twilight,” for which an entire

British company is being shipped
to New York, Only original mem-
ber of the- West End cast will be
Miriam Karlin.

Hartford, Jan. 20.

New Parsons here is understood
to be mulling running art pictures
in between legit shows. Definite
policy is not yet set, ,

House will also bicycle plays
from the Westport Theatre (straw-
hatter) during the summer months.
Plays would open for one week at
Westport and then play a second
week at New Parsons. Philip Lahg-
ner is associated in the manage-
ment of both spots.

Despite the caustic critical
notices dished out to Olivia de
Havilland in C h i c ago recently,
Jennifer Jones is expected to in-
clude that city in her forthcoming
tour in the Theatre Guild revival
of “Saint Joan.” Actress, who had
some stage experience before her
coming a Hollywood star, will take
over the title part in the Shaw
classic being played on Broadway
by Uta Hagen.

Miss Jones, her husband-film
producer David O. Selznick, and
her advisers were reluctant to
have the actress risk, the kind of
savage reviews that Miss, de Havil-
land received in Chicago in her
current touring edition of “Can-
dida.” Particularly since the criti-

cal reaction seemed to have such
a personal slant, which has also

been apparent toward other
femme picture stars there, notably
Katharine Hepburn.

Rather than give the Impression
that she was unwilling to face
criticism, however, Miss JoneS will

probably include Chicago in the
“Joan” tour, which opens Feb. 14
in Syracuse and will include such
key stands as Cleveland, Detroit,

Toronto, etc. The Guild has also

been insisting on the Chicago
stand, since it involves the poten-
tial second-biggest grosses in the
country.

A factor in the “Joan” situation

in Chicago is that the show will

not be on Guild subscription
there, as “Candida” has been. De-
spite the severe pans, Miss de
LHavilland has played to boff busi-

ness, getting $19,900 on the first

week, $21,100 last week and thus
far doing even better for the cur-

rent-week finale. Moreover, audi-

(Continued^on page 58)

‘Flahooley’ Trio Working

On Musical Revise; Still

See Okay Comedy in Idea

E. Y. Harburg is working with

Fred Saidy and Sammy Fain, his

collaborators on last season’s “Fla-

hooley,” on a new musical with the

same basic idea and principal

characters* It may even have one.

or two songs from the former show,

but will ’mostly involve entirely

new plot and musical material.

The ; piece ‘ being tentatively

called “The Genie and the Doll.”

Convinced that “Flahooley” had
merits that were lost in the dis-

appointing premiere performance,
or Were missed by the critics, Har-
burg figures that there is still a

successful, musical comedy in the

situation and characters of a genie

and doll. So he and Saidy are

working oh the book of a similar

show and, when that is ready, he
will write the lyrics for Fain’s

tunes,

, “Flahooley,” produced by Cheryl
Crawford, had a 40-performance
run on Broadway last spring, in-

volving a loss of $160,000, after re-

ceiving rave reviews and doing
turriaway business during its Philly

tryout.

Clark, Bellamy Collies

Of Feb. 10 Lambs Show
Bobby Clark and Ralph Bellamy

will be co-collies of The Lambs’
first 1952 gambol Feb. 10, at its

|

New York headquarters. It's to be

|

a combination Installation-Valen-

tine dinner-show,

Mike Abbott and Jack Mann Will

be assistant collies?

In ’50-’!>l; Average Gross Income $790

At Maplewood, N. J., House
Albert H. Rosen* Broadway pro-

ducer arid company manager, plans
to reopen the1 Maplewood (N.J.)

Theatre next summer as a straw-
hat. Deal for such a setup is re-

portedly about to. be signed, with
the owners of the property agree-
ing to install an air-conditioning
plant in the building. Opening is

tentatively slated for July 4*and a
guest-star policy is contemplated.

Besides being partnered earlier

this season with Lester Meyer in

the production of “Never. Say Nev-
er.” Rosen presented ‘‘High
Ground” last season and was co-

producer with Herbert Jay Freezer
several semesters ago in the re-
vival of the Mae West starrer,

“Diamond Lll.” He was associated
in the operation of the Montclair
(N.J.) Playhouse several years ago.

“Call Me Madam’’ may curtail

its Broadway ,run to play a short
engagement in Washington with
Ethel Merman, Idea is that the Irv-

ing Berlin-Howard Lindsny-Russel
Crouse musical, with its strong po-
litical angle, would be a natural
for the' capital In this election
year. It’s noted that the proposed
date inflate May would be shortly
before the scheduled national po-
litical* conventions.

The plan involves several un-
certain factors, including the ques-
tion of whether Miss Mermah
would agree arid whether the Na-
tional Theatre could be obtained
before Marcus Hetman’s lease ex-
pires May 31. The date would
presumably have to be before that,
as Miss Merman is due on the
Coast early in June to star in the
film version of the musical. The
National is no(V slated to become
available for legit When Aldrich &
Myers take Over under a new lease
June 1. It has been operating
as a film house for the last several
years, because Heiman refused the
Actors Equity demand to abandon
the racial discrimination policy
ther

Mitzi Green is being considered
for the Miss Merman part in “Call
Me Madam" on the road next sea-
son. However, the situation is said
to be wide open, with Miss Green
by no means certain and various
other femme sihger-bomediennes
under consideration. Joan Biondell
and Betty Garrett were reportedly
approached about the assignment,
but after thinking it over, with-
drew from the running.

With Miss Merman withdrawing
next May 31 at the expiration of
her contract, the long-running
musical is due to lay off for the
summer.

Revised lyrics of “They Like
Ike,” bringing the song up to date
with Gen. Eisenhower’s presumed
candidacy for the Republican nom-
ination for the Presidency, are be-

(Continued on page 60)

Another \Q% to Harmon

Conn. Strawhat Backers
. Backers of the Clinton (Conn.)
Playhouse have received a 10%
payment bn . thejr«* investment,
bringing the total return thus far
to, 40%. The divvy . represents
profits on last summer’s operation.
Angle on the situation is that it’s

the first season that the spot has
made money.

Clinton is operated by. Lewis and
Charlotte Hurmon, who moved
there last year after five seasons
of managing the smaller Chapel
Playhouse at nearby Guilford.
They sold the latter.spot at a profit

last spring and acquired the Clin-
ton location, which had incurred

|

losses under previous manage-
!
irtents.

The Harmons, who started, straw1

hat operations at Guilford in 1946

wth an investment of $6,500, later

increased the capitalization to

$7,500. They paid off 30% of the

coin during the! v live years at

Guilford.

•f More actors made less money in
legit last; season than during the

1949-

50 semester. But both number
of employed actors and average
earnings were higher than two
.seasons ago. On the other hand,
only 902 of the 5,111 professional
actors employed during the season
had .grosk earnings of $3,500, which
Actors Equity figures an average
reasonable living wage:, considering
such necessary expenses as stage
wardrobe, makeup, photographs,
phone calls, agent commissions, etc.

According to the results of
survey published in the February
issue of Equity magazine, out this
week, the average gross income of
actors from legit employment dur-
ing the last season was $790. That
compares with $840 for the pre-
vious stanza arid $760 for the 1948-
49 period. One-quarter of th«
employed actors made $340 or less
(luring the 1950-51 season. The
same segment of those who worked
during the preceding semester
niade $335 or less, and $305 during
1948-49.

An equal proportion of the work-
ing players had gross earnings of
$2,445 during. 1950-51, as against
$2,670 in 1949-50 and $2,540 in
1948-49. Compared to the 5,111
actors employed last season, 4,569
worked during. 1949-50 arid 4,692
in 1948-49. Equity’s figures do hot
go back beyond three seasons ago;

10 VVeeks- Work Average
A .mere 224 actors, 4% of the

union’s 5,335 paid-up members,
were not employed at all during

1950-

51. The average legit employ-
ment of those who worked was 10
weeks. In the average week, only
17;7% of the union’s total member-
ship of 6,235 were employed in the
theatre. The survey does not cover

(Continued on page 60)

Havoc’s Having a Baby,

To Cause ‘State’ fiowout;

Stoddard Seen for Tour
With June Havoc due to with-

draw from the starring role in “Af-
fairs of Sj;ate” sometime this
spring, Haila Stoddard, who has
been her standby, will probably
take over the part for the road.
The Louis Verneuil comedy, pro-
duced by Richard Krakeur and Fred
Finklehoffe, Is tentatively due to
continue through February at the
Music Box, N. Y., but must vacate
the house by March 9, as Irene M.
Selznick’s presentation, of “Flight
Into Egypt” Is slated to open ther
March 13.

Although Miss Havoc’s contract
reportedly calls for her to play
Boston and Chicago, she may not
be able to do so, as she is due for
motherhood early next fall. In pri-
vate life, she’ is the wife of radio-
tele producer William Spier. Miss
Stoddard, who will succeed her i

“Affairs,” is the wife of legit pro-
ducer Harald Bromley, and recent-
ly closed in his presentation of
“Glad Tidings.”

With business improving the last

couple of weeks, an attempt may
be made to continue “Affairs” on
Broadway more or less indefinitely.

The switch to Sunday perform-
ances was figured to have helped
business last week and two-for-onea
may be tried as additional hypo.
Other factors in the possible con-
tinuance might be the availability

of another desirable Broadway
house and the openings 1 for road
bookings, including guaranteed
dates through Texas.

LaMure May Get Back

in’ From Ferrer

Following several weeks 61- dis-

agreement between Jose Ferrer

arid author Pierre LaMure on the

production of the latter’s play,

“Moulin Rouge,” which Ferrer was
to have produced, the play may
revert to its author this week.

LaMure h'as sought to get the

play back from Ferrer, but thie lat-

! ter is returning it only Oil the con-

dition that LaMure won’t balk the

film production of “Moulin,” which

j

John Huston is expected to pyp-

i
duce in Europe this summer with

‘ Ferrer as the star. “Moulin” wai
originally written by LaMure as

a novel arid was a Random House
bestseller.



Play Oat of Town

The Shrike Desire Under the Elms Uomeof Atfe
Jo*e Ferrer production (Milton Baton, American National Theatre Sc Academy "u*J#aw?T9 i» ifl

tiioelate producer) of dramn In t^vee presentation of drama revival In' three Hartford, J3H. lo.

act*
C
(14 scenesr by Jowph Kramm. Stare aets (12 scenes) by Eugene O'Neill. Fea- N. Y. City Center Theatre presentation

Ferrer Judith Evelyn; features Philip tures Karl Malden. Carol Stone, Douglas of Guthrie McCltntlc production of drama

Huston. Will Kuluva, KeiidaU ClarJ*. Watson. Lou Polan. George Mitchell, DI- in Prolog and two acts (five scenes^ bv

LelehWhlnPcr, Will Lee, Isabel Bonner, rected by Harold Clurman; setting and Clemence Dane and Richard AddlnselL

< Directed bvFerrer; scenery and lighting, lighting. Mordecai GoreUk; xpstumes. Ben stars Judith Anderson; features Robert

^wardBnyjcostumes, Edlth.Lutyens. At Edwards. At ANTA Playhoiue, N.. Y., Brown, MelvilleRuick. Robert Harrison,

cwt NY Jan 15. ’Ml W.8fttop (Sfl Jan. 16, '52, as first of five-play, limited- Muriel Rahn. Directed by McClintlc. Set-

Frldav Saturday rilghii; $7.20 opening). performance series; $20 top for series. tings by Raymond Sovey, from designs
' -t.- L, FM»g Eben Cabot. . ........ .Doufl,, <* feEj, •'MMSSSK

Fleming ....... ...... .TonvBW«olds Slmeon Cabot Lou Polan £Vto» '

Miss Hansen . . , . . .Jennette Dowling p$ter' Cabot. . . . .George Mitchell Hartford. Jan. 15, 52, *4-2Q top.

Dr. Kvamer ...... , • • • - ... • Ephraim Cabot ; , . . . .... . ... .Karl Malden Boy . . . . ... . .••••

«

Ann Downs. ... ........ •.••dddithEvelyn Another.' Man ............ -John McLiam ,
- - -w--:--;; t„n« min*.

Jim Downs. • Jose Ferrer old Farmer . . ....... .Howard H. Fischer Tor ' June J°nie

Dr. Schlcslnger ........... • Somer Alberg Woman Mlnette Barrett I Marian Seldes

Don Gregofy • PhUip^Huston
Sam Tager Will Lee

i » , 0 * * • »'
I

George O'Brien ... ... . . Martin Newman
Joe Major . , ; ; ... . ; Joe Comadorc
John Ankorltis . . . . .... . • WU1. Kuluva
Frank Carlisle...... Leigh Whippet-

Willlam Schlos
..

. ........ .Billy M. Greene
Dr. Bellman .... •••* Kcn^Q“ C1n^
Miss Wingate; Mary Bell

Harry Downs . . . . . . . ...... *****
Tom Blair .... * ... ...... .Arthur Jarrett

Peter Brandon, Gerry
ckiVin ' v ' Russell Galae Jedd, James' Bronson. Stephen Reese,

Hbxle. Barbara Schultx, Jutf. Wolfe.

Elsenberg
, . .River Music Beverly Hosier

After a 28-year absence, Eugene
|
singer for ........... .Thomas Motta

O’Neill’s “Desire Under the Elms’’

being given a smash revival
|. “Come of Age,” lastis peing given a smasn

.

revival “Come of Age,” last seen in
under the auspices of the Ameri- New York in 1934, seems likely to

I xTa^amaI HiliAAfitA f. A nonnrnv __
flftGT \tS

,
presentation

UrAfl/iwau whirh i« '.peminuaiiw F x y u « v y > v u * nexi WeeK (MJ. OB Opening night
be a serial on Br^dway, whicn is AntA’s annual production sched- Tuesday (1?) a defective sound
just as well. A few uie, and the initialer is an over- system forced the temporary
nafnic triple-threat^ talents migtit powerjng presentation that wjll be abandonment of a 16-piCce or-mvigorate^ the theatre, whicn nas

difficult to surpass in the series, chestra. Instead, a duo of pianists
been steadily drying up for the last There’s no questioning its b.o. in the Wings subbed. One of the
quarter-century. Anyway, ine

s(;|.0ngth beyond the subscription players was composer Richard
Shrike” looks like a hit, and Ferrer backing. Addinsell. With a h o u s e of the
continues a streak in whicn. lie ap-

“Desire” O’Neill at his best, smallness and intimacy of the New
parerttiy can’t miss. and the passage of years has failed Parsons, it seems the orchestra

As in the case of Ferrer’s revi- to dim his taut drama of lust and could have fulfilled its part with-

vals of “Cyrano de Bergerac” arid passion on a New England farm, out amplification, instead of being

“Twentieth Century” and his still- ANTA, with Harold Clurman di- stilled. _ ; _ , „ . „
current production of “Stalag 17,” recting, has peopled the play with Although Age is labelled a

this new Dlay by Joseph Krammi is such excellent performers as Karl play in music and words, it is a

• “property that was available to all Malden, Douglas Watson and Carol ^ure of pretension and poetry.

the othor Broadway managements. Stone, and they distinguish a Addinsell has lent,t a score that

And in this instance too, the sue- drama that has long since emerged is thoroughly integrated with the

tss ?„v
in ^merica“ ss
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C
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P
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S

™mething that Ferret
.

•'Desire- will be recalled
°£ a c°ektail

alone could have brought off. De- story of tl^ old^armer who brings IS^isVlcrefted plot, playwright
spite its various other valuable ele- bome a young wife, and the com- Clemence Darie -chose as her liter-
ments, “Shrike” is Ferrer s show. Pj^ions that ensue with the re-

ary liber

t

y and pretension the
In the production approach, di- suicide of the young 18th-century

rection and above all in his own '*f®^
sons. Twoof the sons storm EngUsh poet, Thomas Chstterton.

performance, Ferrer makes this the ^house, but^the third Her prol0g has him at his suicide
combination “Snake Pit and Men lemains to become enmeshed with bedside, at the age of 17, bargain-
in White” enthralling, terrifying

.
" -

1 u <
.' ing with Death for a return to life

drama. In a*. locale that might be Original 'Desire9 Cast until 21, so that he canjearn life,

hade Shn-Lmt
Mixup in the shipment, of the scenery for “Venus Observed” from

England has required a switch in the schedule for the play’s tryout in
PhilJy arid the previews before the Broadway opening. The Philly en-
gagement, originally slated to preem Friday night (25) and continue
through Feb. 1, skipping the final two performances Saturday, Feb. 2,

is now set to open next Monday (28) and run the full two weeks
through Feb. 9. Instead of a Week of previews at the Centtyy/ N.Y.,
the Theatre Guild production will have two paid previews Feb. 11-12

arid its Originally scheduled premiere Feb. 13, ARered plans mean that
Laurence Olivier, doubling as stager from his co-starring appearance
with Vivien Leigh in the “Caesar arid Cleopatra” and “Antony and
Cleopatra” repertory at the Ziegfeld, N.Y., will have to commute to
and from Philly a few additional days.: Situation occurred through a
misunderstanding, when the scenery used in the original London

, pro-
duction .was put on the wrong vessel for shipment to the U.S„ arriving
10 days later than, intended..

Backers of “Gertie,” Herman Shumlin production of the Enid Bag-
nold comedy due Jan. 30 at the Plymouth, N.Y„ include Phyllis Perl-
mari; the show's pressagent, $300; playwright S. N, Behrman and his
brothers H. and M. H. Behrman, $650 each; former publisher George
Backer, $650; lighting company, exec Edward F. Kook, $1,300; St. Louis
theatre owner John G. Celia, $1,300; theatre executive and manager,
Louis A. Lotitb, $1,300; television producer Max Liebmari, $1,300;
Shumlin himself, $2,600; San Francisco realtor and financier Louis K.
Lurie, $2,600;; Herman Berristein, general manager for producer Ice-

land Hayward, representing the latter, $2,925; producer-theatre owner
Anthony Brady Farrell, $5,000, and John F. Waters, ‘representing the-
atre owner Lee Shubert, $21,667, The venture is capitalized at $65,000,
with provision for 12V^% overcall.

Julie Harris, recently upped to stardom “I .Am a Camera,” has
verbally .assured producers Gertrude Macy and Walter Starcke that
she will continue with, the' John van Driiten play next fall, either on
Broadway or the road. She told them that: She will probably accept
producer Stanley Kramer’s offer to re-enact her original role in the
film edition of “Member of the Wedding,” to star Ethel Waters, pro-
vided shooting is done during the summer, when “Camera” would
presumably lay off. Miss Harris has a. run-of-the-play contract for
“Camera,” expiring May 31, and a verbal agreement with Kramer for
“Wedding.” ,

Corporate name of Thomas Hammond’s touring production of“Can-
’ starring Olivia de Havill^nd, has been changed from De HaVil-

land Co.' to Candida Co. Reason for the switch is that the former
tag was already being usi&d by the airplane firm owned by Sir Geoffrey
de Havilland, who incidentally is the actress’ uncle. No other switch
was involved in the renaming of production, Hamriiond remaining as
sole general partner and the same backers continuing as limited part-
ners..

>

taken for New York’s Bellevue Hos- p^rMetown" PiayhousT Inc.^procTuc. it? pangs and pleasures. Play shows
pital, the Kramm story snows now tion or play in three acts by Eugene his return to life m the current
a neurotically possessive wife (the o*Nem. Direction and scenery by Robert century and how he finds love,
predatory bird of the play’s title)
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ncetown Pla>
eventually loathing, life arid re-

poisons the minds of the doctors Slrne9
’

n cabdt/. Alien Nagel turning to. Death.
and staff against her. estranged Peter Cabot Peter Ivins From the time of his return to
husband, who has tried to commit

JpSvai^cibot ’.

V*. *. *, *. *, *. *. *.

*. ’.wSiter
c
^uSo« and departure from, life, the poet

suicide.
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Abbie Putnam........ ...... Mary Morris is the lover of a middleaged wom-
Since it is a municipal institution Young Girl... ........ Eioise. Pendleton an in modern, cocktail-imbibing

arid he has been taken there -by a Favn’cr5
Milc^ wmiam^tahi^^rohn Taylor London. As, the frustrated Woman,

police emergency squad, he cannot Fiddler. . :... ....Mackiin Marrow Judith Anderson (who also had the
leave until the authorities release Old Woman.. .Norma Millay

iead in. the 1934 presentation)
him, or his wife insists. Moreover,

. .gJJSttii'.' V.'.' .Arthur Mack,' waiter stab! turns in her usual artistic thesping.
When he Is discharged, it, must be other Folks; Albert Brush, Hume Derr, Her drunken scene at the cocktail
in her custody. If such a Situation °w»noin^n Party, arid later her plea at the
can actually happen, and the au- Shieve, Maiy True. Ruza Wenciawsks

0f hgj. youthful lover, are
thor and Ferrer make an unwilling .

. standouts. Her role is brief but
playgoer believe it .can, it is a his stepmother in a love triangle brilliant.

monstrous comment on the legal- that finds her parenting the youth’s- Robert Brown, as the young
medical conditions of what we call child, while the father believes that poet, also turns a stirring
civilization.

. ,
the child is his own. nerformance. Murial. Rahn arid

At any rate, beginning with omi-
j t js ^(rama within drama as is Thomas Motta sell high-quality

nous quiet as the near-dead hero is pointed up by the subsequent vocal efforts with minimum, effort
Wheeled into the hospital ward, the tragedy that finds the young as the singers for the woman and
play moves through a succession motiler smothering the infant when the boy, respectively.. Melville
of numerous short scenes, with the the child threatens to become the Buick, as another lover, turns in
trapped victim slowly realizing, £0ca j point 0f the lovers’ breakup an okay performance as do re-

with growing horror and panic, the It is here that O’Neill rises to his maining .cast-members Direction
virtual hopelessness of his predica- peak with some of his tensest mo- PY Guthrie McClintkv is fast-mov-

Hj> wife has poisoned the men ts. It is all memorable theatre, and well-balanced. Raymond
minds of the smug, ritual-happy

T » . . . „ Sovey settings, from designs by
psychiatrists against him, and she ,

“ ‘'a® °eeh any question- james Reynolds, are lavish and
•Sill- not MtthorinTifa trtoi* , "y ft*.
he agrees to return to her on her date of Watson, this must certainly

terms. Finally, In utter desperation Je dispelled, with his performance

as his self-control is near collapse, Cabot, the youngest son.
Watson projects all the youthful
passion that must certainly have
been intended by the author. Mal-
den is no- less powerful as the
father, in a characterization far
different than anything he has yet

he
.
gains a grim mockery of free-

dom as his wife’s helpless, pre-
sumably permanent prisoner.

Besides supplying the expres-
sively multi-colored, lithe direc-
tion, Ferrer gives a sternly-disci- . . , _a • » -

- ,

Rlined, affecting performance as .P^.ayed - B is a performance that

the tortured hero Judith Evelyn is always full of vitality. Miss Stone

is believable in a persuasively- 8ive/ the third in, this trio of fine

warped characterization as the performances. Supporting players

In Dissolve to Ready

KVM Vt'UA MV VV* **iWV«V»a WW V«»V I W. _ | J
lethal but plausible wife. Although 8°

,
ai

’f
kou Polan and

they lack the suggestion of sym- George Mitchell, as the older

pathy that a psychiatrist should brothers,

display, Kendall Clark arid Somer Mordecai Gorelik has designed
Alberg have the proper manner of an interesting two-level set in this

self-satisfied professional self-satis- one-set play, the interior of the
faction, as the hero’s inquisitors, farmhouse, arid Clurman has staged
Isabel Bonner (the author’s wife, his characters for pace following
incidentally), Will Kuluva, Philip the initial 15 minutes of compara-
Hustori, Leigh Whipper, Will Lee, tive inertia. ®But then the opening

moments of any O’Neill play are.
inclined to be subdued theatre,
until he gets rolling. When he
does iri “Desire” there is no doubt
why he has become America’s

Tom Reynolds, Stephen . Elliott.

William Bush, Mary Bell, Edward
Platt and Phyllis Hill (Mrs. Fer-
rer) are notable in. the large sup-
porting cast.

Howard Bay’s setting* including
|

most-imitated playwright. Kahn ,

single wall with, a row of tall,

icreened windows, plus a few .... , . _
tables, chairs arid props, to indicate Atlanta ClVlC Preps
the various- wards, offices and Ma*, \r ni«„
rooms, provides an ominous back- ^ INeWSpapcr Play
ground for th0 action, and the Atlanta, Jan. 22.
Edith Lutyens, costumes offer an Lee Fuhrmari, Atlanta Constitu
assist. tirin staffer, is author of “The

Local Angle,” comedy-drama about

noDularitv^th^ Dlay?
1

sisoense
newsPaPer biz, to be presented for

lymDathetic appeal and The S three days starting Thursday (24)

Slf^s® In^SSt ^Shidi thfe Atlanta Civic Theatre. Story

•trikes at an almost universal se-r line of ‘‘Angle” concerns life in a

cret terror) should give it a healthy small town in the deep South, with

run. Also; it’s « prospect for pic- the burg’s daily newspaper playing

turization. Hope. a strong part;

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 22.

The Playgoers of Springfield, a
non-profit organization of 100. char
ter members, formed 11 years ago
to bring legit back to this city,

Was formally dissolved last week
(16), to make way for a commercial
enterprise; The Court Square Co.,

Inc., which will take over operation
of the

:
Court Square Theatre

March 1.

Officers and directors of the new
company, including president Har-
vey Preston and executive director
Elihu Glass have been enlisted
from The Playgoers.

First major attraction under the
new management, will be “Member
of the Wedding,” April 21, when
the Court Square will be reopened
after a major cleanup job. House
lias been operating on second run
and vaude, with legit spaced in
whenever it didn’t interfere With
other operations. Legit stymie by
this part-time policy is one of the
reasons local interests took over.
Lease of E. M. Lowe’s of Boston,
from the Gilmore Associates, ex-
pires Feb. 28.

Local organization hopes the city
will eventually become a part of
the New Haven, Hartford, Worces-
ter, Providence wheel for touring
shows.

Negotiations for a resuscitation of the Coast production of . “My L.A.”
by Wallace R. Parnell have beeri called off because of “insurmountable
difficulties,” and virtually all hope has been abandoned for the revue,
which folded in L.A. after three days with 'a loss of around $300,000,
of which $173,000 Was raised through the public sale of stock. An
emergency committee of stockholders now is trying to round up enough
coin for an audit of the books. An additional $500 is needed to com-

§
the task of refunding tickets.

Jennifer
Continued from 'pa.gt 57

ence comment has been favorable,
both on the show and the star’s

performance, arid there has been
considerable mail to the manage-
ment exp r e s s i n g disagreement
with the notices.

The Cassidy Gauntlet

The outstanding
,
critic in Chi-

cago, both prestige and in
severity of opinions, is Claudia
Cassidy, of the Tribune. She has
acquired a rep in trade circles for
her rough pans of touring produc-
tions and scathing raps of stars,
especially Hollywood players.
Moreover, the" other local review-
ers are apparently following Miss
Cassidy’s lead is writing more crit-
ical notices.. Evidence bf such
a trend was especially eviderit iri

the case of “Candida,” but was
noted in the cases of “Anne of the
Thousand Days” and “Lost in the
Stars,” both of which abruptly
ended their tours in Chicago after
poor notices there.

Odd angle of the “Joan” situa-
tion is that it’s understood that
one of the reasons Miss Hagen de^
clined to go on the . road with the
show; was the possibility that
Miss Cassidy is supposed in some
quarters to be predisposed against
shows staged by Margaret Web-
ster. However, the Chi Trib critic

saw the revival on a visit to New
York a month or more .ago, and
wrote a piece in her paper prais-
ing it generally, and approving
Miss Webster’s, direction and the
star's performance .specifically.

Although Miss Cassidy was thus
presuipably- committed in advance
to give “Joan” a favorable notice
in Chicago with Miss Hagen in the
title part, the situation is obvious
ly wide open when the production
gets there With Miss Jones as star.

The latter is not abtually signed
for the stint, but shek figured set
and is due to Start rehearsals; iri a
few days. Eduardo CiannellL is re-
placing Alexander Scourby as
Cauchon for the road.

Fritz Reiner doubled between the
Metropolitan Opera and Carnegie
Hall, N. Y„ Saturday (19), conduct-
ing Strauss’ “Salome” at the Met
in the afternoon arid the NBC Sym-
phony less than an hour after the
curtain fall on the -matinee per-

iformance. ?
1

NX City Opera to Preem

Modern Trio; ‘AmahT

Set for Cleve. as Weil
Karamu Players, semi-pro Negro

legit group in Cleveland, has re-
ceived right to do the Gian-Carlo
Menotti TV operatic drama,
Amahl and the Night Visitors,”
which had a sock telecast Xmas
Eve. Group is producing it

'

early March for reportedly the
preem stage presentation. Opus
will also be done by the N. Y.
City Opera Co., April D, in a
double-bill *wlth Menotti’s “Old
Maid and the Thief,”

N. Y. City Opera Co. will pre-
sent' three new productions dur-.
ing its six-week spring season at

City Center, N. Y., March. 20-
April 27. Three are “Amahl”; the
late Kurt Weill’s “The Beggar’s
Opera,” in a new tfanslation' and
adaptation by Marc.Blitzsteih, and
Alban Berg’s controversial’ “Woz-
zek.”

Trio of preems is not only as
much as the N. Y. opera troupe
has presented in one season, but
it reportedly heralds a strong
move on the part of the organiza-
tion towards the modern wing of
opera. Instead of concentrating on
European novelties (like “Ari-
adne”) to supplement the classics
(like" “Aida,” “Traviata”), N. Y.
troupes tendency seems now to be
to do living composers’ material or
contemporary themes where pos-
sible, doing work of the currerit
period, Berg died only a few' years
ago, and Weil! more recently.
While Menotti arid Blitzstein are
busily currerit.

“The Beggar’s; Opera” was pro-
duced originally in Germany in
1928 and had over 2,000 perform-
ances there alone. Original mu-
sic is urichanged, Blitzstein adding
some tunes and transferring locale
to the N. Y. of 1870. “Wozzek”
preeihed in Berlin in 1925. Mem-
bers? of the Philadelphia. Grand
Opera A.ssn. performed it at the
N. Y. Met, Under Leopold Stokow-
ski, in 1931, but it’s never been in

the repertoire of a regular U. S.

opera’ co mp any.

“Tlmon of Athens”—Lenox Hill

Playhouse, N, Y., Jan. 30-Feb. 3.
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.0. Take;

Chicago, Jan. 22.

Mild weather seems to have lu

poed the legit take, with all attrac

tions reporting
;
an increase,

*

heading the pack is "Candida,

"South Pacific" has taken a .. -

with the final weeks’ announce-

ment. Musical leaves Feb* 23.

"Moon Is Blue" is also up. Sadler

Wells Theatre Ballet opened
terday (21) to fair advance.

Jose Greco Ballet starts a

week stand at the Blackstone ,

,

27 and "Cocktail Party" comes
next day at the Erlanger for ™
weeks, and possibly longer,

order on this, has been heavy.

Estimates for Last Week
"Candida,” Erlanger (2nd^

($3.80; 1,334). Excellent $21,

topping the fine first week;

make a rim of it, but has

bookings, and moves on after

WGGk
"Fledermaus," (2nd week) ($4.94;

3,600). Closed Saturday (19) with

mi
"Moon’

5
Ia Blue," Harris (38th

week) ($4:40; 1,000). Jumped up

again; nearly $19,400, A .B
"South Pacific;” ShUbert (62nd

week) ($5; 2,100). Going into last

five weeks, closing Feb. 23 to con-

tinue travel; nearly $38,100.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 21-Fcb. 2)

hy-
..rac-
Still

,
and

spurt
ice-
23.

Her
yes-

two-
Jan.

in
four
Mail

r

week)
21 ,

100 ,

could
other
this

"Autuinn Gar d e n" (Fredric

March, Florence Eldridge) — Er-

langer, Buffalo (21-24); Aud.,

Rochester (25-26); Colonial, Boston
(28-2).

"Bell, Book and Candle’’ (Rosa-

lind Russell, Dennis Price)—Han-
na, Cleveland (21-26); Shubert, Der
troit (28-2).

.
.

. ,,
"Candida" (Olivia .de HaVilland)

—Erlanger, Chicago (21-26); Aud.,
Louisville (28); Victory, Dayton
(29-30); Murat, Indianapolis (31-2).

"Cocktail Party” (Dennis King,
Marsha Hunt) — American, St.

Louis (21-26); Erlanger, Chicago
(28-2).

"Darkness at Noon" (Edward G.
Robinson) Hartman, Columbus
(21-23); Murat, Indianapolis (24-

26); American, St. Louis (28-2)."

"Dear Barbarians" (tryout) —
Playhouse, Wilmington (31-2) (pre-

miere).
Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil-

liams) (tryout)—Plymouth, Boston
(21-2) (reviewed in Variety this

week).
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"

(Carol Channing)—KRNT Theatre,
Des Moines (21); Orpheum, Omaha
(22t24); Lyceum, Minneapolis
(26-2). .

"Gertie" (Glynis Johns, Albert
Dekker) (tryoUt)—Plymouth, Bos-
ton (21-26) (Reviewed in Variety,
Jan. 16, ’52).

"Guys and Dolls”—Royal Alex-
andra, Toronto (21-2).

"Jane" (Edna Best, Basil Rath-
bone) (tryout)—Walnut St., Phila.
(21-26) (reviewed in Variety,
Jan. 16, ’52).

"Member of the Wedding"
(Ethel Waters)—Mayfair, Portland
(22-26); Metropolitan, Seattle
(28-2)

•

"Merry Widow"— Shubert, Bos-
ton (28-2).

"Mister Roberts" (Tod Andrews)—Biltmore, L. A. (21-2)/
"Month of Sundays" (Gene Lock-

hart, Nancy Walker) (tryout)—For-
rest, Phila. (21-26) (reviewed in
Variety, Jan. 2, *52).

"Moon Is Blue" (2d Co.)—Har-
ris, Chicago (21-2)*
"Moon Is Blue" (3d Co.)—Nixon,

Pittsburgh (21-2).

"Oklahoma" -r-Orpheum, Kansas
City (21-26); KRNT Theatre, Des
Moines (27); Orpheum, SloUx City
(28-29); Coliseum, Sioux Falls, S. D.
(30-31); Aud., St. Paul (1-2).

"Paris ’90” (Cornelia Otis Skin*
ner) (tryout)—New Parsons, Hart-
ford (21-23); Shubert, New Haven
(24-26); Locust St., Phil. (27-2) (re-
viewed in Variety, Jan. 16, *52).

"Rose Tattoo" — . Cass, Detroit
(21-2).

’’Sleep of Prisoners"— People’s
Church, Chicago (21-23); Episcopal
Church, Milwaukee (24-26); Hanna,
Cleveland (28-2).
"South Pacific” (Janet. Blair,

Webb Tilton) — Shubert, Chicago
(21-2),

"Student Prince" — Gayety,
Washington (21-2).

’’Venus Observed" (Rex Harri-
son, Lilli Palmer) (tryout)— Shu-
bert, Phila. (28-2) (premiere).

‘Age’ $9,800 (7), Hartf’d
Hartford, Jan. 22.

"Come of Age” netted $9,800
for the five-day (seven, perform-
ances) stand at the New Parsons
here last week. '

. Revival gave the house Rs best
take in mpro than a monthv , .'V

'

Mpls. Expects One of Best

in

Minneapolis, Jan.. 22.

This promises to be the most
active Season for the Lyceum here,
since the Nederlanders* of Detroit,
took over four years ago, judging
by the number of attractions that
already have played the house and
the onO underlined.

Theatre already has had 10 at-

tractions, compared to a total of
13 for all of last season. The
lineup has Comprised "Springtime
for Henry” (two weeks), "Guys
and Dolls” (10 days), "Mister Rob-
erts,” •‘Autumn Garden,” "Can-
dida” and "Cocktail Party” for a

week each; the first Drama- Quartet
and Ballet Theatre three days each,

and the London Opera Co. in "Car-
men” for two days. House also had
the fiim "Tales of Hoffmann” for

three weeks on a roadshow basis.

Definitely set for the next sev-

eral months are "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” for eight days,, and "Okla-

homa,” "Member of the Wedding"
and Ballet Russe ;de Monte Carlo
for a week each. Tentative book-
ings for the late.winter also include

"Darkness at Noon,’’ “The Rose
Tattoo,” "Bell, Book and Candle,”

"The Moon Is Blue,” Lewis &
Young’s "The Happy Time" and
“The Student PrinCe.” If every-

thing comes through, the house
will wind.,up with 20 attractions

to its credit.

Up to. the present, seven of the

10 attractions have done well.

IN SEVEN-STAND SPLIT
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ball#, had

another fine week of split stands,

rolling up $48,700 in seven per-

formances last .
week. Troupe

garnered a hugh $8,800 in Shreve-
port Monday (14); $7,700 in Little

Rock, Tuesday; $6,600 In Spring-

field, Mo., Wednesdays and $25,600

in four shows at Kansas City

Thursday through Saturday.
Troupe is in Chicago all this

week.

^ ’Cocktail’ 8G to 4; K.C.
Kansas City, Jan. 22;

Legit followers had a choice of

two shows here last weekend, "The
Cocktail Party,” playing a three-

day, stand ini the Orpheum Theatre,

while Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet

played a three-day stand in the

Music Hall. Both attractions played
Thursday through Saturday, with
matinee Saturday (19).

Ballet, brought in by impresario
Walter Fritschy, was virtually a

sellout at each performance. Four
shows topped $25,600, with a $4.88

top. The T. S. Eliot play at the Or-
pheum drew an unfavorable re-r

view, and never got going. Its

four shows, with a $3.66 top, fig-

ured $8,000.
“Oklahoma” opened a week’s en-

gagement Sunday (20) in the
Orpheum, being brought In by
John Antonelio and playing at a

$4.27 top.

‘Garden’ OK $12,400 In

Strike-Bound Toronto
Toronto, Jan. 22.

Despite a city-wide streetcar and
bus strike, Fredric March and Flo-

rence Eldridge in "Autumn Gar-
den” grossed a fair $12,400, with
the Royal Alexandra (1,525-seater)

scaled at a $3 top.
Current fortnight’s engagement

of "Guys and Dolls” had an ad-
vance Sale of nearly $90,000, most-
ly mail orders, with a heavy return
list of these. Royal Alexandra Vis

sold out for all performances ex-
cept matinees tp date. At $6 top,
capacity for the two weeks will he
$96,000.

Greco $21,600, D.C.
Washington, Jan. 22.

The Jose Greco Spanish Ballet
built steadily during its two-week
run, at the Gayety Theatre, Wind-
ing lip the second week with $21,-
600 in the till, $4,000 better than
the opening chukker.
Shubert’s hardy evergreen, "Stu-

dent Prince,” opened at the Gay-
ety last night (21) for its ump-
teenth D. C. appearance. Business
started fairly strong.

' 1 ‘ ‘

‘BLONDES’ SOCK $71,700

IN ST. LOUIS STANZA
St. Louis, Jan. 22.

."Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,”
($4.88; 4,000) shifted to the 4,000-
seater Municipal Auditorium, had
SRO biz throughout its stand last
week, the eight performances grab-
bing a whammo $71,700 at a $4.88
top. Adding a take of $9,400 for
the Sunday night (20) opening of

tfie musical atJ£RNT Theatre, Des
Moines; gave it a. total of $81,125
for the eight performance week,
the best stanza it has ever
had. "Clutterbuck,” at the Em-
press, at $2 top ' this midtown
1,450-seat house,,wound up with an
estimated fair $8,000.
American Theatre, dark five

weeks, reopened last, night (Mon.)
with: ‘‘The Cocktail Party,” with
Dennis King, Estelle Winwood and
Julie Haydon. "Over 21," with
Ilka Chase, begins a week’s run at

the Empress tonight (Tues.).

'Sundays’ 16G int
‘Jane’ IS^G, Philly

Philadelphia, Jan. 22.

Philly has only two legit attrac-

tions currently showing this week,
because holdup on high seas of

scenery of "Venus Observed” has,

Set that show’s American
.
preem

back until next Monday (28) ;at the
Shubert. With this house and the
Lociis.t dark, city’s only activity is

centered around the Forrest arid

Walnut which have "A Month of

Sundays” and “Jane,” respectively.

Estimates for Last Week
"A Month of Sundays," Forrest

(1st week) ($4.55; 1,760), Opened
Wednesday night (16) to bad no-
tices. Got scant $16,000 in six

performances (matinee Thursday).
Show closes for repairs Saturday;
House dark until Feb. 14, when
"Curtain Going Up" preems.
“Student Prince," Shubert (2nd.

week) ($3.25; 1,870). Terrific trade
for this oldie, with absolute ca-
pacity at end of week; $26,500

—

very big for this scale. "Venus
Observed” next Monday.

“Jane,” Walnut (1st week) ($3.90;
1,340). Got fair $15,500 in first of
two weeks on ATS subscription.
Notices were not too good: Man-
agement has decided to hold show
here for three, extra days, instead
of moving to Hartford as planned.
Theatre’s next offering is on Feb.
4, "Dear Barbarians.”

TATTOO’ FINE $18,400

IN CLEVELAND STANZA
Cleveland, Jan. 22.

Fortified by an extra-good ad-
vance sale, "Rose Tattoo” punched
out a fine $18,400 at a $3.70 top at

the Harina last week.
Rosalind Russell and Dennis

Price came in Wednesday (21) in

"Bell, Book aud Candle/’ Hanna
opened mail order sale of "Guys
and Dolls” Sunday (20), and was
almost buried under a fiood Of re-
quests. Due Feb. 4 for twq weeks,
tuneshow already has-' had half of
its tickets grabbed off by theatre’s
regular subscribers, who have first

choice oil best seats.

‘Bell, Book’ Sock $30,800

In Week at Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, Jan. 22.

“Bell, Book and Candle,” with
Rosalind Russell and Dennis Price
co-starred, was a boxoffice bonfire
last week at the Nixon here, gross-
over $30,800. That was only a
trifle under the house record set
last season by Henry Fonda in
"Mister Roberts.”

Efforts are. being made to bring
the Shepard Traube production
back for a repeat stand later in
the season.

Raymond-Voice* $3,400

In Baltimore Arena
Baltimore, Jan. 22.

Geile Raymond, in “Voice Of the
Turtle,” attracted fairish trade to
Don Swann’s’ season of theatre-in-
the-round at the Sheraton Belve-
dere Hotel, winding up with $3,400.
Joan Blondell, in “Come Back,

Little Sheba,” is current.

‘Roberts’ $37,300 Split

Sacramento, Jan. 22.
Not even disastrous flood con-

ditions throughout the region could
stop "Mister Roberts’’ last week.
The Thomas Heggen-Joshua

Logan play, With Tod, Andrews
starred, grossed a huge $37,300 in
e i gh

t

performances over five
stands, all first appearances for
the show in those towns. ;
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‘Poster,’ ‘Camera,’ ‘Gigfto New Highs
Broadway took a big jump last

week. Following the seasonal box-
office pattern, business spurted, to
the top average of recent years,
with all shows participating in the
improved conditions.

The total gross for all 23
shows was $720,900, or 89% of
capacity (for the correspond-
ing week last year the total
gross for all 27 current shows
was 5718,100, or 82%. of capac-
ity, a ri$e of 4% from the
week before).
Week before last the total

for all 25 shows was $695,700,
or 79%, a rise of 1%.
Of the new entries, “The Shrike"

got a seven-out-of-eight break
from the first-string critics and
started briskly, while the limited-
run “Desire Under the Elms” also
got a seyen-to-one favorable recep-
tion and has been extended an
extra two weeks. "Fancy. Meeting
You Again” was panned and folded
Saturday night (19).

There is, only a single opening
this week, a revival of "Come of
Age” arriving tonight (Wed ) for a
limited run at the City Cehter.

Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C (Comedy) , D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Dfama), R (Revue),
MC ( Musical Comedy ) ,

MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
(*indicates ;using two-for-ones)

,

number of seats, capacity gross and
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.

%

exclusive of tax.

"Affairs of State" Music . Box
(69th wk) (C?$4.80; 1,012; $26,874)
(June Havoc). Nearly $14,300
(previous week, $11,700).

"Arina Christie,” City Center (2d
wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Celeste
Holm, Art Smith* Grace Valentine,
Kevin McCarthy). Almost $36,200
(previous week* $33,700); moves to
the Lyceum, reoperiing tonight
(Wed.) for a commercial ruri at
$4.80 top, with a seating capacity
of 995, gross capacity of $22,845,
and break-even nut of around
$15,000.

"Gall Me Madam,” Imperial (66th
wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847)
(Ethel Merman). Over $50,100
(previous week, $46,300).

“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld (5th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,526) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh). Repertory
of “Caesar and Cleopatra” arid
"Antony and Cleopatra” drew ca-
pacity again, over $59,500 (previ-
ous week, press list held the take
to $59,400).

"Constarit Wife,” National (7th
wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
(Katharine Cornell, Brian 'Aheme*
Grace Gebrge).

. Nearly $28,000
(previous week, $27,700).

"Desire Under the Elms,” ANTA
Playhouse (1st wk) (D-$4-$4.50;
925; $19,000). First ANTA Play
Series production opened Wednes-
day night (16) to seven favorable
notices (Atkinson, Times; Chap-
man, News; Hawkins, World-Tele-
gram & Sun; Kerr,. Herald Tribune;
McClain, Journal-American; Pol-
lock, Compass; Watts, Post) and
one pan (Coleman, Mirror); first

seven performances drew over
$16,000, including about $9,000 in
subscriptions; engagement has been
extended two weeks beyond the
original scheduled fortnight.

"Fancy Meeting You Again,"
Royale (1st wk) (C-$4.80; 1,035;
$27,000). Grossed over $11,400 for
the single week; closed Saturday
night (19) after eight perfor-
mances, at a loss of about. $55,000.

"Fourposter," Barrymore (13th
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jessica
Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Over $25,-
100, nevir high for the engagement
(previous week, $22,800).

"Gigi,” Fulton (9th wk) (C-$4.80;

1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn).
Over $22,000 (previous week, $21,-
500).

• '
'

"Guys and Dolls," 46th Street
(61st wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-

904)., As always, $44,400.

“I Am a Camera, Empire (8th

wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,000)
(Jrilie Harris). Nearly $24,300, new
high for the run (previous week,
$24,100).
“King and I," St. James (43d

Wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence). As usual,
nearly $51,700; Yul Brynner out
this, week because of illness.

. "Moon Is Blue," Miller (46th wk)
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook* Barry.
Nelson). Almost $20,300 (previous
week, $18,900). .

"Paint Youir Wagon," Shubert

,

(10th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,-

000) (Jariies Barton). Nearly $44,-
200 (previous week, $43,500).

"Pal Joey," Broadhufst (3d wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,584). Standees
at all performances except the
midweek matinee; almost $39,400
(previous week, $39,000).

"Point of No Return,” Alvin (6th
wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). Nearly .538,200
(previous week, over $38,200’.
“Remains to Be Seen,” Morosco

(i5th.wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700),
Almost $20,800 (previous week,
$20,400).

"Saint Joan,” Century (16th wk)
(D - $3.60; 1,645; $30,000) (Uta
Hagen). Over $9,400 (previous
Week, $6,8001; Continues through
Feb. 2 or 9, then goes on tour with
Jennifer Jones starring in the title

part;
"Shrike,” Cort ( 1st wk) (D-$4.80;

1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer* Judith
Evelyn). Opened Tuesday night
X15) to seven positive notices (Atkin-
son, Times; Chapman, News; Cole-
man, Mirror; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
McClain; Journal-American; Pol-
lock, Compass; Watts, Post) and
one negative (Hawkins, World-
Telegram & Sun); first seven per-
formances grossed/ over $19,400,
plus $1,600 for a Single preview,
"South Pacific.” Majestic (144th

wk) (MD-$G; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha
Wright, George- Britton). Nearly
$46,300 (previous week, $41,000).

"Stalag 17,” 48th Street (37tH
wk) (CD-$4.80; 921; $21,547). Over
$15,000 (previous week, $14,000).
"Top Banana,” Winter Garden

(12th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $50,-
400 (Previous week, $50,200).

. "Two on the Aisle,” Hellinger
(27th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Over
$34,500 (previous week, $27,800).

OPENING THIS WEEK
' "Come of Age,” City Center, CD-*

$3; 3,090; $38,000 (Judith Ander-
son). N; Y. City Theatre Co. re-
vival of the play by Clemence
Dane, with musical score by Rich-
ard Addinsell; opens tonight
(Wed.); production cost about $60,-
000, including two Wricks’ opera-
tion; tryout reviewed in Variety
this. week.

‘Paris’ $28,000,

‘Gertie’ 14G, Hub
Boston, Jan. 22.

Only One legit entry this stanza
•—the new comedy“Gertie,” which
winds a, two-week stint at the
Plymouth this week. Three new-
comers are skedded for next week
(28), "The Autumn Garden” bow-
ing into the Colonial for two
weeks; "Merry Widow” into the
Shubert for a two-weeker, arid Em-
lyn Williams presenting a seriea
of Dickens’ readings at the Plym-
outh for one week.

Estimates for Last Week
"Gertie,” Plymouth (1st wk)

(1,200; $3.60).—Not too much reac-
tion, near $14,000. Final week cur-
rent.

"Paris ’90," Shubert one Wk)
(1,700; $3.60)—Nifty $28,000. House
currently dark.

‘DOLLS’ SOCK $53,500;

‘NOON’ $16,000, DETROIT
Detroit, Jan. 22.

A phenomenal $203,000 was
grossed by "Guys and Dolls” in a
four-week run at the Shubert. It

was a record-breaker from every
standpoirit and probably could
have continued at a $50,000-a-week
clip for several more weeks, judg-
ing from the number of persons
unable to get tickets. The fourth

week gross was $53,500.. Shubert
now has a week of Jose Greco s

Spanish Ballet. Then comes "Bell,

Book arid Candle/’
The second Week of "Darkness gt

Noon” at the Cass grossed $16,000,

a drop of $4,000 from the first week
take.; Current presentation is

"Rose Tattoo,” in for a fortnight.

San Francisco, Jan. 22.

"Member of the Wedding,” with
Ethel Waters and Betty Lou Hol-
land, concluded its fourth and final

stanza at the 1,775-seat Geary, Sat-
urday (19), chalking up a big

$19,200, despite flood conditions

hereabouts. ;

House was scaled to $3.60.
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St. Louis, Jan, 22. -f

In recent years, with conditions

on the road erratic at best, one of

the great questions facing company
managers is' often; “Where’s my
desk?”

% Now that mariy big mu- rhp
sical comedies are booking non* . ,

legit houses, playing auditoriums.

„ 6,,,,-nhftnir Thieve*’ Carnival tragedy. The third one is a chaser,European herapliaoK^
London. Jan 8. The story concerns an apothe-

(LENOX HILL PL'H’SE, N. V«) London Art* Theatr* Committee pro* cary of a French southern village.

Two out of three selections auctioni of pUyin three acts: translated Roman-tragedy minded, having
core to the ~RmoiMW MKd

. ». »l«r7 "Hi*'- Bend of

Shows in Rehearsal

score in the "European Scrap- »rLogenB.Hia.{row^n penned a play, "The Hand of
book,” at the Lenox Hill .Play* ^t Art* Theatre Club, London. Caesar.” This is to be produced by
house, second in the Equity Li- peterbono..,. .... John .Leiuio a village cast supporting one pro-
brarv Theatre’s series Resigned as

fKbii b® fessional comedie Francaise actor
one-hour programs for lord Edgars ..........Wyndhain Goldie who is to act Nero. The play is

schools, and aimed at attracting Lady Hurf ............... iFum* vacant to establish the village as
young audiences to legit, with these

;

Ngy- •
’ iJSiSth niSSi ati important resort, When this act

professional samples of the cias- Dupont-Dufort Sr. ...... >..... Dayid Bird is unable to appear recruited
sics. .. . «TfP abiateurs muddle the play, but the

* tTmIii.a Unoirir.Vi hnrlhrl KI/T TnC MUBlClan liKve JjTiimuw

. .. ITT, W » the heavy-handed ELT iSM&X
(C) - *** "Shakespeare ScrapbooK’ (re- RSSSS to the village.. / ..•gers have found themselves mak- Clark, prod>dir. viewed 'in Variety. May 30), tne Nursemaid ...... i . . . . ....... »»ra lauzw* Pierre Blanehar as the drueoief

tag put Payrolls in.closets, furnace
V

?Cl^l„ Goto* Vp» «^»*V** -gStf WW mana^ to«ffi bliid
rooms and lavatories, vyn. Nelson, prod.-dir. . "The importance of Being Earn-

This lO-vear-old Anouilh comedy going on with .a sock performance.
Joe Grossman with Gentlemen ‘ Dear Barbarians (P) — Gant

eSt” both emerge with considerable
J®

3™® ^hi t ! thaJ Pierre Dux in the part of the
Prefer Blondes,” believes he has Gaither. prod.-dir. style, charm arid comedy, thanks

If: ®%*entw& offerings. It has friend, who tries to open his eyes,
solved the problem, and is consid- LittleEvil

~ i T to theirdirection. a haunting Artistry With delicate also scores. Charpini in a minor
ering^filing for a U. S. patent. He ney, Leonard. Altohell, Prods., Director Mary Hunter gives a

backgrounds and a ’flute-like run- role gets plenty of laughs, as does
has invented what he calls “the Altobell,

^nthhmr B brittle »
buoyant interpretation of

nfngaccompaniment that enhance Milly Mathis as a peasant woman,
company manager’s mobile office.”

' “Long Watclr (G)-Anthony B. MThe Farewell Supper” scerieTrom
auallty. However, it Others an the cast including Jac-

,

This Is a hhge traveling box. F%e
/Jluf

J

he ^2?,^^tVtaee Gauthier .as. the guilty

about twice the size of the usual ?joSeDh
T
Buloff^ fir • Helen La,

lE
hleI ‘iJSatdle ’Jam“ the Moon.” Which was one of Lon- woman, give creditable perform-

fivai proa., josepn uuiou, air., xicici* the mercurial Anatom- James
, ,, • xtc nrnHiui. ances.

Viewed in Variety, May 30), the Nur^maid .... » . .... •> • • •
- Jiteta'iiSS

to their direction. a hauritiric artistry with delicate aiso scores, unarpini in a minor
Director Mary Hunter gives a

backgrounds
3
and a flute-like run- role gets plenty of laughs, as does

brittle, buoyant interpretation of
h : nff accompaniment that enhance Milly Mathis as a peasant woman.

“The Farewell Supper : scene_from
Ethereal duality However, it Others an the cast including Jac-

the Schniteler i t h. Jamg ^th^tamiha-S qucHne Gauthier as. the guilty

J?sePh Biuait, W.; m..n James T&S?, *
V* *” *' * P* 0n"*

and front of which open 'and re- n^hree^Wlshes For Jamie” (MC) nltfvMor. lion s
™Sd it

U
wm°Sit The^piidu"lre\ave g^eltlie ptoveal a complete; manager s office: ^Albert and Arthur Lewis, prods*;

ri$sey has pertness and good looks J>ri a big garable. and it will not
Counting On the Roussin’s

desk metal safe ^box uiffiej Abe ^.rrow. dir.; Anne Jeffreys,
5

^hose

^

SS

lock, side racks for letter flies and John Raitt, stars,
f _ Anatole’s, but her labored drunL in

c Woided^to miming an- a French film producer to make a
stationery equipment; compart- Venus Observed jGD) The-

scene spoils the plays spirit of
tic{* â d niDing by an “invisible” quickie: Otherwise, nothing,

ment for, and including, adding atre Guild, prod.; Laurence 0 i- high COmedy. ; .

. (lfp, gj® -ShooffioMllv act^ M<m.
machine and portable typewriter, vier, dir.; Bex Harrison, Lilli Ernestine Petrie, Whose The ^ —
metal drawers for statements, and Palmer, stars. Enchanted” direction was ?n ELT

>fth PAoh other at a
the multiple business ledgers and- —

.

topnotcher last se
f

1

5

°J>:^5 *5^ Ftench coast resort until their dis-
sheets. Mft HaIKM-

-

' is penkttated -revealing :inas-:-

Grossman’s 300-pound portable IW1D Uu€S lllVU flOUScS est selection from Aqt IL
^
with a

^ |er and *JW0 student pickpockets.

TTVUIU ***V .
«... |

ill not The producers have given the play
unless nice mounting. On the Roussin’s

and Blanehar names, it may temptas tne gin wno&e weauu^.«»t™
in a VGrv small house and Biancnar names, it may tempt

Anatoie’a, byt her labored drunk
stbJy?s unfolded to miming an- a French film producer to make a

scene spoils the plays spirit or
tics aiJd piping by an “invisible” quickie: Otherwise, nothing.

whricp “The Pan, who occasionally acts as prop Maxi.
Ernestine Perrie Whose 4ne

Supplier in the Chinese tradition.
— -

Enchanted
f„^.

ect^”^,as directed Three thieves rob each other, at a
topnotcher last season^ ,directea

F en h coast reSort until their dis-

Maxi.

most, important of all, a pencil-

sharpener neatly screwed to the

inside of the frame. He also car*

ries shaving equipment in a spe-

cial compartment.

Chicago, Jan. 22.

Latest development in the change

—a— —-r; topnorener
, v,

w

9ri. French coast resort until their dis-
sheets. Tiuin f RKfl HftIKPQ

’ "««>»•• «* 'penitthted midii amis-:
Grossman’s 300-pound portable IW1D Uu€S lllVU flOUScS est selection 1rom .^Aqt IL with a

|er ^

^ flnd two student pickpockets.
office includes 12 brackets for hold- n n r n _ A ensp ^stylization Which h

Posing as Spanish Grandees, they
ing rubber stamps, and, perhaps J0C Sl)UD, Mil 1121161$ Oil ivot^The auarteLof 8^ invited to a wealthy home by Chicago, Jan. 22.
most, important of all, a pencil-

’
- r . Ss ' Carries out this design very ? lonely peeress. The party set out Latest development in the change

sharpener neatly screwed to the
G6IltS Blit LVCCUIIl Got It well- Elizabeth Parrish as Gwen- ir

\
foT % carnival, during in management of the Chicago

Inside of the frame. He also car- ^
T 99 . dolen James Lanphier as Earnest, which the youngest Opera House last week found

Ties shaving equipment in a spe- ^nne
f?
p0ll

« Betty’ Morrissey as Cecily and James^C, Thompson resigning from
cial compartment. When

^

Gentlemen Br e f er Jamjg costigan as Algernon. ^

act
h
She his post as president, arid Charles

Grossman’s peripatetic office is a Blondes inaugurated^ a legitimate Most unf0rtunate in its choice
j^

h
JQ i^f^tiiated witlTiiim that she Outman, auditor of the theatre, also

handsome affair painted battleship- roadshow policy at the RKO Pal-
apd interpretation^ is the

^
balcony

j eoihg with him But leaving. With these changes James
grey and standing 52 inches, with ace in Clncago^both iocal RKO scene-. irom Act m 0f “Cyrano de

sh
0
^

^

J
g
leê his^’ar he Kempner, who took over the build-

20-inch depth and 36-inch front. It filmhouses, the Orpheum and Pan, Bergerac.” Lacking action, this lo- ^ile her home^and retu ’the ing, now has a complete staff of his
represents

1

about $50Q worth of as well as the^St Paul Orpheum quactous Rostand scene requires
own. V

equipment and building cost and and other RKO lyrical powers jOf dei^y^^
Cyr. trio relentlessly pursues the other Herb Carlin, foririer manager,

is now op its maiden voyage, hav- screen trailers plugging are lacking m
.

. ig n0^ heiress niece, who finally sue-’ who. left earlier this month, has riot

Ing been constructed in Chicago tion, urging tbose^gobig to Chicago
soell-bound Rox- cumbs to his charm. When the fam- as yet announced his plans, al-

whlle the Carol Channing show to see it, and offering to obtain
^^

d bl
^d p ? r

P
n zandt’s inar- By discover the looted home the though he said that reports of re-

was there. Gros&inan said labor seat reservations, These .trailers
afe ^OiristUin'^ is

Z
^ not*^much police are sent for, but the stately opening the Auditorium, with him

was $125, adding machine $120, were run during the show s entire ticBate Lhnsuan
hostess refuses to prosecute. She as manager) are a bit premature,

typewriter $109, with $43 for ma- Chicago engagement. They were oeuer.
d igned for the N. Y. has known all along that her guests

chinists theft-proof, metal cabinet attractive arid included shots °£‘ city public schools, the “Scrap- were imposters and has enter- .
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ware and lumber... with 'descriptions calculated to
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• r^ttrac^ / ‘Vom* of Ager City Center*

prepared for any kind of light RKO theatres here, and ($T5:per.shri wing) are not ava - r_mmes Judith Furse rilai^ the tonight (Wed.),

equipment. No matter where he *n S.t. Ppul, actually were helping able, since teachefs .mxed_
... sanest character in the play with “Gertie,” Plymouth, Jan. 30.

acts up office. Grossman claims, ht to create business ^r a local op- curricular
Wil

is ready in five minutes to go to Position theatre, the Lyceum, money
?dmS- ence, that of the aging aunt seek- 4
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Local show circles feel sure thRt
the trailers helped to create ah au-

dience here for the show.

Chicago, Jan. 22. II II sion, radio, films or other fields. ' Some neat and picturesque bal- March^
01™ V

Kungsholm Puppet Opera, dor- U=> Continued from page 51 Only 1,469 members had gross let work is Supplied by Derek "Thre Wishi
mant for the last four years, re- wrHtPn hv Irving Berlin Thev earnings of $2,000 or more during Rosen, Derek Westlake,^ Sara Lu-

0f March 3

wiU be inserted into “Call Me 1???-51L
compared

I1 7.7 Pci. Equity
Continued from page 57

11 able millions. Tutte Lemkow, pro-
vides by expression and movement

. , , . alone a sympathetic, and musical
employment or earnings lh televi- type of hovering Harlequin.

“Little Evil,” Feb. 18.
“Dear Barbarians,” Feb. 19.
“Fire Sale,” during February.
“Curtain Going Up,” earlysion, radio; films or other fields. Some neat^^ and picturesque bal- Marrh

'
-
olng early

Oniv; 1,46# members had gross let work^is supplied to Tlerpk Wishes For Jamie” week

o?ata p^rnanem: puppet ’tastaUa- i™e ofthe preset »j3rS»W«. *rti»
tion In the country, it cost $467,000 £?_“?“ ™ “ BerUn com- «• Fewer than one in eight made to ^ Rlch - Clcm-

and took 18 months to rebuild after
pietes them. He’s currently Work- $5,00i) or more, less than one in

.

a Aieoctr*Aiia “
. Ort AnmAH mAra than Cifl 01)11 QA/i n- bIa m aaam

“Paris »90,” March 11.
“Golden Boy,” ANTA Playhouse,

March 12.

“Flight Into Egypt,” Music Box,
March 13.

“Line Between,” early March.
“One Bright Day,” March 19.
“B ernardin e,” Playhouse,

a disastrous fire. fng on them* at Nassau Bahamas 20 earned more than $10,000 and, La Main <fo Cesar March 13.

Boasting a complete stage with a
1

|, ct that Berlin and Howard in the hi6her brackets, only 24 (The Hand of Caesar) ««k
ine e“” Man*..

$15,000 lighting system, the build- Undsav and Russel Crouse co- individuals hit the $50,000 level, / Paris, Jan. 8. “One Bright Day,” March 19.

ing, adjunct of the swank Kungs- of the “Madam” book as while six topped $100,000 and two Marcel Karsenty and Pierre Dux_pro- Bernardine, Playhouse,

holm eatery, seats 208, about dou- “Ler G~?ge Abbott and re«hed the $150,000 mark.
Marph

biUl^by’^ederik'ciframer and Is Producer Inland Hayward, are all As always since the growth Of p“-
-Grafs H^> Mar* 27builq by Fiederik Cliramer, and is members of the Citizens Commit- strawhat theatres, actor employ- Monsieur pinatei Louis Ducreux “Don Juan in Hell,” (return),under the management of Karl

tee for Eisenhower, removes any ment reached an annual peak in
’pubiic

' * Robert Thomas .March 30.
| Lanfcotter, former Metopera, N. Y.,

prospect 0f protest over substitu- mid-July, whdn 1,991 players, or Efle..v....^...

.

..V. Annie Roudier I “How to Fly With One Feather,”
tenor, who will have 10 opera stu- tion of the new lyrics. The song is 32.3% of the total Equity mem- LuL . . . ... , , . . .

.

.•••. . v.. . .Charles nichaird late March. ^

fh?w«SS«f -lS wmg t0 wer,te **»• in the show by Pat Herring- bership, had jobs. Of this number, Ii
toe

j3
t

arS
i

c
e^«“.

; . . ... . ifflTLSS APnI 14
- .tne 3,000 figurines, ton Rainh Chambers and Jay 1,491 were playing in stock and the L*une. .. ....Nicole vervii ANTA Play Series productions,

Past sked called for 300 perform- vpl'lp balance on Broadway arid the road. L'Autre..... *....... ....catuerine^^ipnot ANTA Playhouse; April 16,
ances a year. When the theatre ' Anither rewrite of the same There were 2,545 actors who Dodo Jean Fayou May 14.

•

closed m 1947, requests for seats sohg> retitled ‘T Like Ike,” has appeared in at least one show on Madeline SfivMn ^Were taken foui months in advance. prepared by Berlin for per- Broadway or the road and 3,058 Caligula Jupiote.. ... ierre- Blanehar
House is patterned after the Royal

fdrniarice at a “Draft Eisenhower in at least one barn production, iii:

Marcel Karsenty and Pierre Dux pre- Bemaruinfr, riaynouse,
ductlon of three-act play by Andre Rous- March 20.
sin. Stars Pierre Blanehar, Pierre Dux. “Lone- Wnfoli ” Maroh 9fi
Directed by Andre RousSin. Sets by Phi- „alCn;. »?aT,.r
lippe Tailien. At Theatre de Taris, “Grass Harp,” March 27.
Monsieur Pinatei Louis Ducreux “Don Jiian in Hell,” (return),
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“ Copenhagen. for president” tally Feb. 8 at Madi- There were also 826 players who MaUMnc’^unWmoutalde^A^nie Monoier

Madam Butterfly was the^^ open- son Square Garderi . N; Y. Joshua worked in winter stock during Mireiiie ............. . Antoinette Moya

Logan will stage the; show, Which 1950-51. Paid-up membership in

will be televised and broadcast.
Alexander Hilsberg, associate •——-— *

conductor of the Philadelphia Or-
1 Polyna . Stoska, ex-Met soprano,

chestra, resigning at end of season and her husband-manager, Felix

the union hit a peak of 5,733 last ——

—

October out of a total membership The play is not the thing this

Polyna . Stoska, ex-Met soprano, of 6,689 at the time, tirrie. This. Andre (petite Hutee)
id her husband-manager, Felix The, annual employment survey Roussiri comedy in trie big Theatre

half months of concert dates.
to devote time to guest batoning Ehren,^ to Europe for two and a was conducted again under the di- de Paris will cover the huge cast
stints. < half months of concert dates. rection of Alan Hewitt a featured expenS(e drie to Roussin’s name be-

player ln "Gall Me Madam” and *a

former member of the union s and KJrsenty and the fact
council.

v that both Pierre Blanehar and
*

—

——
:

‘ Dux himself are matinee idols.

My Sincar* Thanks and Appreciation to

MR. ARTHUR M. WIRTZ,

MR. WILLIAM H. BURKE

v an* the Late CATHERINE LITTLEFIELD
for extending mo tlio opportaalty

of crootliiq tho coitomoB for tho

''HOLLYWOOD ICE REVUE"
CURRENTLY

MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. NEW YORK
(Jan. 1 7th. thra Fob. 4th)

GRACE HOUSTON

Theatre >52 in its sixth Dallas

season, cancelled a performance for charpini,. both being very popular
the first time last Tuesday (15) with the masses here. But apart
when actor Peter Donat was from a few yocks which Roussin
strickeri with food poisoning just could not fail to insert in the lines,
before the curtain, arid was rushed the script is below par and there
to Parkland Hospital. Young Do- is nothing in it for eitlier Broad-
n.at, nephew of English filmite way or Hollywood.
Robert Donat, had. been playing The first act is ari imitation of
Lysander in “Midsummer Night’s the Marcel Pagnol style of Mar-
Dream” for three weeks when seillaise comedies. The second
stricken* He returned to the cast stands on an Imitation of the funny
for two performances Wednesday scene in Jacques Deval’s “Rayon.de
(Iff).’ J.ouets” take-off " of ' classical

h •: .
*••• ^
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APARTMENTS FOR RENT
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InformatloH Roquirod
Rogarding Hoiri of

ALICE M, BRADLEY ,
Playwright

Kindly Notify

AMERICAN FLAY COMPANY. Ine.

522 Fifth Avopiho, Now York; N. Y»
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Pubs’ Tribute To CM Vet

Much of the book publishing

fraternity in -the U.S. wiil be in

Chicago tomorrow (THiir.) night to

honor Rose Oiler, who is retiring

after .39 years as book buyer for

the Marshall Field store. She Will

be succeeded by Robert Bangs.

Dinner for her will be emceed

by Bennett Cerf, of Random House,

who's rapidly becoming known as

“The George Jessel of '
the pub-

lishing business/* vCerf, who with

his wife, Phyllis, is on his way to

La Quinta for a month’s vacation,

Will lecture in Evanston, Tulsa and

Los Angeles,

During his absence, his “Trade

Winds” column in the Saturday

R evie

w

will be taken over by
Laura Hobson. Substituting .• for

‘him on the “What’s My Line” tele

show will be Arthur Schwartz,.

seph Mankiewicz and Howar d
Dietz.

Lauterbach Award
Council of the Authors Guild

has taken over responsibility for a
new award kudosing writing in the

field of civil liberties. Tagged the
Lauterbach Award, it will be given
each year to person Who

4
has

made contributions to civil rights
through his writings. Project hon-
ors the late Richard EV Lauterbach,
Who was an editor of Life, the New
York Star and the mag ’48. He
died of polio

*

’50.

" Prize is being contributed by
AG membe r s, and preliminary
pledges indicate the award will ex-
ceed $1,000. Recipients will be
chosen by mail ballot of the entire
membership of Authors League of
America, AG parent body. Nom-
inations will be made by Feb. 1

each year with the poll conducted
in March.

CHATTER
Sam Boal sold article on Helen

Traubel to Coronet.

Allen Churchill profiling literary
agent Carl Brandt for Nation’s
Business.

.
Profile of Dean Martin and Jerry

Lewis, by Joel Edwards, due in
February Coronet.

George Wiswell, former Esquire
and Park East editor, inked first-

novel contract with Scribner.

February Park East featuring
article on striptease in New York,
covering 52d Street and Greenwich
Village niteries.

Charles Robbins,, associate editor
of Coronet mag, for the past three
years, resigned to become story
editor of The American Weekly.
Cecelia Ager, former film critic

for PM and erstwhile Variety
muggess, doing a film column and
reviews for Park. East, N.Y. mag.

Robert Ardrey, dramatist and
film scripter, authored a novel,
‘The Brotherhood of Fear/* which
Random House is publishing next
Monday (28).

John Beecroft, editor-in-rchief of
the Literary Guild of America,
sailed Saturday (19) on the Sa-
tumia for a two-month vacation in
Italy, Israel and Egypt.
William Shawn, managing editor

of the New Yorker mag since 1939
and staff member since 1933, has
been named editor to succeed the
late editor-founder, Harold W.
Ross.

“William R. Hearst—A Portrait
Mostly In His Own Words,” edited
by Edmond D. Coblentz, and culled
from Hearst letters, telegrams and
other memorabilia, will be pub-
lished by SimOn & Schuster in late
spring.

New edition of “Who's Who in
the Theatre,” the 11th, will be
published in a few weeks by Isaac
Pitman, London. John Parker
remains editor of the series, the
last edition of which was issued
in 1947,

Henry R. Luce, editor-in-chief of
Tune, Inc.; Frances Harrington,
fashion editor, of the Philadelphia
Bulletin, and Eric G, Underwood,
British author-lecturer, sailed for
Europe yesterday (Tuesday) . on the
Queen Mary. •

Simon & Schuster this week pub-
lished Arthur Godfrey’s “Stories
I Like to Tell,” comprising 306
yarns he’s told bn his radio and

television shows for CBS. Book,
which Has drawings by Rbbert Day,
sells for $$.75 and, in the papers
bound edition, for $1.

Phil Silvers and his starring
vehicle, “Top Banana,” get a seven-,
page picture-story spread in color
iii the February Argosy, Same mag
also • carries a 52-page novelette
edition of 20th-Fox’s forthcoming
“Viva Zapata,” illustrated with
stills from the picture.

Because Robert Sherwood, chief
contributor to- Collier’s “War We
Did Not Want” symposium, backed
Out after checking with D. C. offi-

cials, the issue wont be put oUt in
book form (by SimOn & Schuster)
as originally planned. Sherwood
admitted the mag’s motives had
been misinterpreted, and would be
further misunderstood in book
form, with possible repercussions
abroad. Hence the nix.

Continued from page 1
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ity of the theatre is rapidly becom-
ing the local skidrow.

This trend of many cities to

move away from themselves Is well
known to department store and
hotel men, and the result is that in

these more successfully organized
business fields the issue is being
met. Big new hotels for Pittsburgh
and Cleveland,

. now planned or
under construction, are being built

nearer the city limits than to the
old financial district. Department
stores, such as J. L. Hudson of

Detroit, are following the popula-
tion tide. Hudson has plans for

three , monster new community
shopping centres. With a branch
of their store located in the heart
of all three in a radius of eight
miles from, the Cass Theatre.

This emptying of the great cities

at the close of the day’s work'is
hot new, and occurs in New York
as elsewhere, but with a vast differ-

ence when studied in relation to

road cities and theatregoing.

Cities such as New York, Boston
and even Philadelphia have exten-
sive rapid transit facilities. This is

not true of Pittsburgh, Cleveland,'
Detroit and St. Louis. Traveling
at night is slow and tedious.

Moreover, even moire than the
east, people in the midwest all

have motorcars and they go where
they can go in comfort ‘ their

cars.

In addition to the great old the-

atres being located in areas now
abandoned after dark, many of

these theatres are bn narrow down-
town streets with severe parking
restrictions, limited parking facili-

fties and other hazards Which make
going to the theatre in an auto-

mobile costly and problematical.

Parking Importance

a
As an example of how important

parking is considered by depart-

ment store executives, J. L. Hud-
son is providing parking facilities

for 3,500 automobiles in its North-

land development in Detroit, and
has actually purchased land for ex-

panding this, if necessary. The
parking will be free, of course.

In St. Louis recently, manage-
ment made a curtain speech at Kiel
Auditorium during a symphony
concert* saying that the parking
problem was now being studied,

and that a system of buses was be-

ing inaugurated to bring people in

from the suburbs. It was hoped
this move would facilitate attend-

ance, and restore subscriptions to

a; former level.

Milton Kranto, manager of the
Hanna Theatre in Cleveland, has
developed a deal with ah indoor
garage for inexpensive parking for
Hanna, theatregoers. Krantz feels

the theatre should not only provide
parking, but most carriage trade
likes to enter a warm car after

leaving the theatre-—thus the in-

door parking rather than an out-

side lot.

Another bit of evidence which
seems to point up this great shift

in gravity is that the various suc-

cessful community playhouses in

these cities are all located half-

way or completely in the suburbs.
The Pittsburgh Playhouse is three
miles from downtown; Cleveland’s
four miles, and both do a husky
winter-long trade.

Read Estate problem

Many road managers are fully

aware of the problem, but solution
seem's out-of-sight. Decline of the

road has placed many theatres in
the red; some of them are owned
by trust companies for estates, and
in general, building or moving
money doesn’t exist. Banks are
reluctant to lend money for build-
ing either motion picture or legit

theatres. ^ They are as stranded as
Robinson Crusoe.

The one practical solution would
be to pick up shop and follow the
customers to the suburbs, building
new legit houses into these mod-
ernistic and attractive shopping
Centres now under plan or con-
struction. Department store peo-
ple admit they would like to in-

clude every shopping facility in

their new centres, and might wel-
come a theatre. They have already
been approached by motion picture
interests.

;
The

.
ideal solution, as discussed

with several theatre managers
along the road, would be to take
the theatre out of the real estate
business entirely.

There is great likelihood that the
day of prosperous operation of"the
road theatre is a thing of the past.

The road theatre of tomorrow may
have to become a civic or culturally
endowed theatre, built by public
subscription, and maintained for
multiple uses, including concert,
lecture, ballet and special events.

New Shopping Centres

If sjich theatres could be built

as part of these new suburban

shopping centres--such as the
great

: new one on Shaker Heights
in Cleveland—-many factors might
contribute to: reduce the overhead
and lighten the ultimate financial
load for the touring attraction.

First item is that these new cen-
tres are in low tax areas, some-
times out of the city tax limits al-

together. Second item is that if

municipally or civicly subscribed,
they might be available on cost-plus
rentals rather than percentages of
the gross, which would reduce the
touring nut by. as much as 25%;

Actually, the means with which,
these theatres could be moved do
exist. Some of the road theatres
occupy valuable property as poten-
tial office building sites. One
estate Was recently offered a hand-
some price for its theatre to be
converted into a garage and park-
ing motel. Sentiment plays a big
role in this stalemate—-for the
wealthy estates controlling these
theatres rather cling to the, thought
of keeping their family name on
the marquee. However, '« if the
downtown theatre in the city was
moved into a more desirable subur-
ban location—with name, tradition,

and community
. sentiment—per*

haps this block Would be over-
come.

One plan recently proposed calls

for a new kind of legit theatre en-
tirely—a sort of indoor drive-in
theatre, a vast area for parking in

the centre of Which is the modern,
legitimate theatre. Gars can be
driven under protecting winter
rbjofs and patrons walk under shed
to the theatre entrance. Same
plans call for a theatre with an
audience built out from both back
and front of the stage—one house
seating 3,000 and the other house
seating 600 or 800 persons, - With
two asbestos curtains for blocking
off whichever house is not Used for.

a particular attraction;

The advantage of this, two-way
theatre would be adaptability to

various community needs, main
objective of the suburban theatre
being to keep the building con-
stantly in use, a focal point of

nighttime rural-city activity with
people coming and going constant-
ly. There is nothing worse than
the dark week, which has become
the nightmare of every road man-
ager from Philadelphia to Los An-
geles. The effect on the morale of

the managers is almost as bad as

the effect on the boxoffice.

These new suburban shopping
centres may be the new cities of

tomorrow, in this kind of cell-like

sub-dividing Which is going on in

municipal inland America. If this

is so, and the legitimate theatre
finds a way to follow its patrons,

the day could come when a city

like Detroit would havq three or
four suburban theatres and a road
show would play a circuit around
the city, doing two-night stands in

each theatre. In Cleveland, for in<

stance, the east and west halves of

the city are 25 miles apart.

The residential emptying of these

great road cities with its conse-

quence of social change every-

where may be responsible for a

mystery of contemporary show
business—loss of matinee and bal-

cony trade. A department store

survey of merchandising trend re-
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»»+'• By Frank Scully »»
Hollywood, Jan. 17.

Years ago I was importuned to ask a $5,000-a-week actor if he would
help a worthy charity. .^Before doing so I consulted a famous per-
sonage whom the actor had portrayed most convincingly on the screen.
I asked if he thought the actor’s heart was as big as his part. The
original of the biopic smiled and said ever so softly, “He’s a very good
actor.”

In time it became evident to all, even me, that the actor's head was
as big as his parts but not his heart. The discovery that this Was a
frequent discrepancy in the private lives of actors loused up my per-
spective for years. Even today it is hard for me to see an actor play
a person I knew and liked. I find that chewing soda mint tablets all

through his performances doesn’t really help much.
But with women it’s different. The emotions they portray are more

likely to be real-rrat least as real as the emotions of the originals, in
addition they are usually far more beautiful than the Originals; and
I’m still a sucker for a looker.

With Women It’s Different

The latest in this long and. alluring line is Betsy Drake, playing the
role of Anna Perrot Bose, author of “Room For One More,” and as gay
a family picture as the Warner dynasty has ever produced. Cary Grant
plays the husband of Betsy Drake, which shouldn’t be hard, but whether
he really portrays the husband of the author to the letter 1 wouldn’t
know because I never met him, and can’t now, more’s the pity, because
Pappy Rose has been dead for some time.

But the author is still very much alive. I met . her last October at the
national convention of the Society for Crippled Children in Chicago.
She addressed several hundred delegates and had them in stitches.

She looked more like Marjorie Main than Betsy Drake, and had a voice
that jumped around among three octaves. The chairman, a victim
himself of cerebral palsy, let . off some funny tracks himself, but noth-
ing I’d heard in years could

:
quite top Miss Rose’s case-history of the

brat they took in wHo had polio.

She and her husband had three children of their own When she began
developing an ear for children. They had lost a fourth baby and she
sort of felt they were owed another anyway. She didn’t want to adopt
them because then they couldn’t turn them back if they proved beyond
her powers to improve them. Besides, she hankered for “disturbed
adolescents,” as the social workers call those kids who are too old to be
babies and too young to be dating. She’s Still in the business, because
in addition to her own three and three she took from welfare homes
on lend-lease, she picked up two more which are neither in her book
nor the picture.

The Brat In Braces

But her proudest byproduct was with polio problem-child called
Jimmy-John and played by Clifford Tatum, Jr. Broadway may re-

member Junior. He played with the late Mady. Christians in “I Re-
member Mania” and Ethel Merman in “Annie Get Your Gun.” He
worked with Fred Allen and Henry Morgan in radio, too, but he never
got a part quite like this brat in iron braces. Even social workers rated
the original as mean as a rattlesnake,

I remember Miss Rose telling us she planned to take him only for

two weeks. She and.her husband were taking the family to the beach
and she figured that a ducking now and then couldn’t hurt the crippled
kid and might do him some good: He fought like a mad main against
going into the water but. before they left the beach for their home in

Montclair, N. J., he had conquered this fear at least. But he was still

far from housebroken.

Nevertheless she kept him from week-to-week. He tried to ride
her oldest, boy’s bike and, failing, kicked the spokes out with his

iron braces. In fact, he became such a peBt that it was decided to re-

turn him as hopelessly anti-social. The parents let the other kids de-
cide whether to keep him. It was decided by an overwhelming majority
to heave him back to where he came from. But Tim, whose bike the
brat smashed, moved for a reconsideration and it was decided to give

him one more try.

A Ham At Heart

He once tried to walk downstairs without holding on to the ban-
nister. He fell the whole flight. Everybody rushed to pick up the
pieces but he apparently had come through unharmed. Tim praised
him for this, whereupon the mad moppet wanted to try it again. In
fact, he became a showoff, wanting to do the trick every time they had
company.

Though 13, he still couldn’t read and Miss Rose started him on the
Adventures of Bunny Rabbit. After a while this drivel drove him nuts
and he ripped the book to pieces, an act I could applaud, but I’m afraid

if he had done the same to Blessed Mother Goose ($7.50 net) I’d have
booted him right out of his braces. Miss Rose, feeling for all authors
and destined to become one herself, spanked him for ruining the book.

Ten Miles Wearing Braces!

With that he decided to walk. This time she had to catch up with
him and bring him home. He got hold of a Boy Scout handbook and
she had to read that to him from cover to cover. After that he wanted
more than anything else to win a Boy Scout’s merit badge. This re-

quired the completion of a 10-mile hike, whicH in time he did.

Miss Rose wrote “Room For One More,” she explained, under her
maiden name because she didn’t want to bring notoriety on her own
legitimate, children. But when the book became a success they went
around bragging that the book was all about them. “I was appalled,”

she said. “It made them out a lot of little so-and-so’s.”

Her married name is Anna Perrot Rose Wright. Her children, both
legit and borrowed, are all grown now and doing fine. Just how well

these mergers of one’s own and other people’s problem children would
work out on a wider scale is hard to say; It would depend, of course,

on a mother’s (and father’s) capacity to absorb punishment. But any-

body flirting with the 'idea of taking on a brood of displaced persons

should see this picture before making the plunge.

Good For Tim!

Asked if the foster children effected any of her children directly,

Miss Rose thought that Jimmy-John had directly influenced the career

of her boy Tim.
.

“He studied medicine,” she said, “and has decided to specialize i

the treatment, of polio.”

During her talk in Chicago I set next: to ‘Fanny Butcher, Who for

years has acted as, a sort, of refined oil to be poured on the Tribune’s

troubled waters. We both agreed that here : was a great woman, a rich

arid rare soul, full of humor and- -mother-love, and that her husband
must have been a wonderful guy, too.

cently disclosed that half the

housewives never shop dowritown
these days. Even the musical com-
edy giant hits on tour have under-
capacity matinees, and feel a big

drag on the balcony.
Strangely enough* What this

se*ms to indicate is not that the

roacTfs goneC "there Is“now two or

three times as much road, but the

route has changed. Many of these

road theatres may be like a little

hamlet bypassed by a new dual

highway-—more traffic than ever,

but it’s all gone somewhere else.

( Ed.—Ned Armstrong is a vet-

[eran legit publicist who^ha$, toured
^ vntii'shows for years)*
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Broadway
Cecil Beaton, photographer and

itage designer, in from Britain.
The Lambs honor longtime mem-

ber Jed Prouty tomorrow night
(Thurs.) at the clubhouse,

. William Pine off for Puerto Rico
and Haiti to scout locations for the
next Pine-Thomas pic for Para-
mount.
Ben Goetz, head of Metro’s pro-

' duction in England, back to Lon-
don last weekend after three weeks
in N. Y. and Hollywood.

Philip Freund, novelist and film

writer, will give two courses in

scriptwriting during the spring
semester at the City College Insti-

tute of Film Techniques.
Wiiliam Pierson went to. the

Coast last week to repeat his orig-
' Inal stage role in the Paramount
film, edition of “Stalag .

17," to be
directed by William Wyler,

James E. Perkins, Paramount’s
managing director in Britain, re-

turned to his London headquarters
after several weeks in the U. S. for
homeoffice and Hollywood confabs.

Eobert K. Christenberry, prez of
the Hotel Astor and chairman of
the N. Y. State Athletic Commis-
sion, re-elected head of the Broad-
way Assn. at the group’s 41st an-
nual meet.

William Wyler, Paramount direc-
tor, arrived: in N. Y. from the Coast
yesterday (TUesJ to eye Audrey
Hepburn in "Gigi.” Film-maker is

considering her for his next, “Ro-
man Holiday."

Nino Martini, film and operatic
tenor; actor Richard Barthelmess
and film producer Eugene De Li-

guoro off to Genoa, Gibraltar and
Naples, respectively, on the Sa-
turriia, Saturday (19).

Donald Buka, screen and legit

actor, enroUte to Austria where
he’ll costar with Francis Lederer
in VI Was Jack Mortimer.’’ Tur-
ban Bey is producing the picture
for Trans-Globe Films.

Franco Colombo, head of G, Ri-
cordi & Co., New York music pub-
lishers, is ,recovering from injuries
.in a plane crash at the Milan air-

port on. his recent return to Italy.

He’ll be back in the U. S. shortly.

A. Pam Blumehthal, associated-

with Howard Welsch and Joseph H.
Seidelman in Fidelity Pictures,
"improving, nicely" from a heart
attack sustained last Thursday (17).

He’s a patient at New York Hos-
pital,

Gaby Andre arrives from Paris
Feb, 1 for a p.a. tour in behalf of
"The Green Glove," United Artists
release in which she’s featured.
English-languager, made in France,
stars Glenn Ford, Geraldine Brooks
and Cedric Hardwicke.

Roland Petit, French choreog-
rapher who’ll stage the. ballet num-
bers for Samuel Goldwyn’s up-
coming "Hans Christian Ander-
sen,” arrived on the Liberte yes-
terday (Tues.) enroute to the Coast.
He’s accompanied by Clave, French
stage designer, who’ll execute sets
and costumes for the picture’s bal-
let sequences.

Novelist Marcus Goodrich planed
to Mexico last week ana will
accept the award of the Mexico
City film critics' "for the best per-
formance of the year," on behalf
of his wife, Olivia de Havilland.
The actress is currently touring
in a legit edition of "Candida," but
the award was for her title por-
trayal of the title part in “The
Heiress" (Par). Goodrich will re-
main to revise the script of a new
novel.

Eddie .Cantor’s 60th birthday
celebration on Jan. 31 at the Hotel
Commodore, which is helping the
"Bonds for Israel" drive, will
have Vicepresideht Albeh W. Bark-
ley, Basil O’Connor, President of
the National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis, and Walter White,
executive secretary of the Nation-
al Assn, for the Advancement of
Colored People, as- chief speakers.

By Maxime De Beix
(33 Bd. Montparnasse, Littre 7564)
Jack Forrester to U. S. for three

weeks.
Danny Dauberson off to Switzer-

land to rest a bad: arm.
Borrah. Mihevitch, back from

Riviera, mow planning another fast
trip to N. Y.

Barbara Laage doubling at the
Chez Gilles from the Theatre du
jQuartier Latin;

Local, produ cer s considering
American support to salvage some
of the currently halted productions.
Even French playwrights agree

that there IS little export material
to be found in the new crop of
plays.
A Victor Hugo drama; never

done before, will be produced at
the Gaite Montparnasse s by the
TsingOs.

Roberta, daughter of the Politico
Edmond Gay, now singing Yvette
GuilberfY song "The Cab"’ at the.

newly decorated Florence in Mont-
martre.
Mort Spring, Metro's foreign

veepee; here for huddles with con-
tinental rep David Lewis, He
planes to Spain and Lisbon before
returning to U.S.
Henry Charles Richard and Al-

bert Grey scoring with their stage
adaptation of Peter' Cheney’s
“Dance Without Music" at Theatre
des Noctambules.

Chicago
"Moon Is Blue" passed 300 per-

formance mark last week.
Robert Taylor

.

planed in to visit

Willard Rutzen, manager of Morri-
son Hotel,
Film actor Lawrence Tierney in

town for personal appearances
with “The Bushwackers."

Carl Sandberg, poet and biogra-

pher, spoke at Marshall Field’s

100th anni dinner last week.
Edward Johnson, former gen-

eral manager of Metopera, N. Y.,

named a trustee Of Chicago Musi-
cal College.

Jose Greco Spanish Ballet

moved up Its opening date to Sun-
day (27) to * avoid conflict With
“Cocktail Party" which starts on
28th,
Howard Mayer and Dale O’Brien;

public relations firm which han-
dles Columbia pix and the Acad-
emy Awards, has joined Public Re-
lations Management Corp. in a'

national affiliation.

Las Vegas, Nev.
By Bill Willard

Maurice Binder in town for

nitery whirl.
Henny Younginan a click at

Thunderbird.
Dagmar making preen nitery

appearance at Desert Inn.

Lula Malina ensconced at El
Rancho Vegas as topliner for two
fr.dnics*

Buddy .
Rogers heads Last Fron-

tier bill opening Friday (25) with
Fran Warren supporting.
Myron Cohen and Will Mastin

Trio with Sammy Davis, Jr., open
tomorrow (ThUrs.) at Flamingo.
The Marty Mays (June Johnson)

celebrated 12th wedding anni here
last week When Olsen & Johnson
were plying Flamingo with their

revue.
Jack Walsh, former local Flamin-

go and Arrowhead Springs, Cal:,

manager, returns to town for
similar post with Desert Inn on
Feb. 1.

Abe Schiller, given hod for talent

booking post at Flamingo, current-
ly poking around such talent hide-
outs as .

New Orleans, Miami and
New York.

Montreal
The Bornan Bros, scoring at

Ruby Foo’s.
Paula Watson a click at Venus

De Milo Room.
Comic Lew Seiler clicking at

refurbished Downbeat Club,
Jan Peerce doing a one-nighter

at His Majesty’s tonight (Wed.).
ShipStad & Johnson’s "Ice Fol-

lies of ’52" into the Forum: Feb, 3.

Montreal Rep Theatre currently
doing G. B. Shaw’s “You Never
Can Tell;"

Ballet Theatre inked for six per-
formances at His Majesty’s start-
ing Feb. 12.

McGill U.’s annual "Red, White
and Blue" revue tees off Jan. 31
for one week.
Tony Bennett in initial Montreal

date at the Seville and breaking
house records.
Roxy Theatre, last vauder in

town, bought by city and will be
torn down for street Widening pur-
poses.
Ronnie . Conn, English chirper'

and mimic, headlining new Belle-
vue Casino revue tomorrow night
(Thurs.).
Metro’s “Quo Vadis" opens Feb.

1 at Consolidated Theatres’ flag-
ship, Loew’s for indef run at ad-
vanced prices.
French radio and legit artists do-

ing bang-up variety week to cele-
brate comedian Jean Raffa’s third
year at Montmartre.
The Canadian National Ballet

under the direction of ex-Sadler’s
terpster Celia Franca opening at
His Majesty’s Jan. 31 to Feb. 2.

By Mabel Thomas
The Four Knights extending stay

at Yau Yee Chai’s.
The Norman Taurogs at the Roy-

al for a month’s vacation.
Metro plans musical: production

to be made at the Royal Hawaiian.
Mrs. John Ford and daughter,

Barbara, at. the Niumala Hotel for
long stay.
The Walter Brennans celebrat-

ing their 31st wedding anni at the
Surf-Rider Hotel on the beach.

Met’s prima ballerina Miss
Marina Svetlova and Robert Clader
giving two performances at Mc-
Kinley Auditorium.

London
Arthur Blake returning to Lon-

don for a 12-week season at the
Empire starting in April,

Victor Gollancz shortly publish-

ing "The Last Years of Nijinsky,”
book on life of the Russian dancer
written by Romola Nijinsky, his

wife.
Wiere Bros., currently starring

in Val Parnell’S "Peep Show" at

the Prince of Wales, set for. a cab-
aret date at the Embassy Club
next month.

Anglo-Polish Ballet, operated by
Jan Cobel, dickering with the Lon-
don County Council to play season
at the Festival Hall starting late in

June or July.
The hew Arthur Askey-Julie Wil-

son musical, "Bet Your Life," try-

ing out at Manchester, opens in

London Feb. 14 at the Hippodrome,
Current attraction there, "Folies
Bergere," to tour. ..

Although Warners recently
granted an extended permit for
Allyii McLerie to stay in the Lon-
don stage version of “To, Dorothy
a Sbn," show is skedded to fold next
month after, a run of 14

:
months.

Nat Cohen, director of Anglo-
Amalgamated . Productions, planed
out last weekend on his annual
trip to N. Y. and Hollywood where
he plans to finalize a co-production
deal with William Nassour Produc-
tions.
The Ballet Russe opened a three-,

week Season at the Adelphi last

Wednesday (16) under Jack Hyl-
ton’s management to enthusiastic
reception. Sonia Arova, Toni Lan-
der and Paula Hinton are: guest
artists with Nina Stroganova, Joan
Tucker, Kiril Vassilkovsky, John
Paget and Robert Harvey regular
leads.

By Edward Quinn
Espanita Cortez doing one-niters

at Cannes and Nice.
Paul Henissart in Cannes to act

as the Time-Life .correspondent of
Southern France, >

Alicia Markova replaced by Na-
talie Krassovska for. Monte Carlo
season of London Festival Ballet;

Magda Tagliaferro gave recitals

at Palais .de la Mediterranee, Nice,
and casinos of Cannes and Monte
Carlo. .

Laura Mitchell, ex-Kenton song-
stress, played the Ambassadeurs,
Cannes, afterwards leaving for a
Orpptr ihjrtiir

‘

“Toa," by Sacha Guitry, with
Victor Francen and .Dora Doll in
leads played Nice, Cannes and
Mbnte Carlo.
Kenherly Edwards here to make

a series of short films, on Riviera
activities in color, as well as. black
and white, for British

5

television.
’ Eileen O’Dare, acrobatic dancer
who was in London Casino’s "Latin
Quarter” for a year, played Am-
bassadeurs Cannes before opening
in Paris at Folies Bergere and Bal
Tabarin.

Scotland
By Gordon Irving

Tortio Cinema in Glasgow using
European pix three nights per
week.
George Urie Scott, vet exhibitor

off on winter cruise to South
Africa.
Empire Film Productions lens-

ing documentary, “B i r t h- of a
Liner,” on the Clyde.

“Scrooge," British pic, with Ala-
stair Sim in title part, did record
biz at Gaumont in Glasgow.

Les- Ricards, French acrobats,
scoring in “Mother Goose" panto-
mime at Gaiety Theatre, Ayr.
Tommy Morgan, Scot comic,

scoring in English pantomime at
Empire Theatre, Middlesbrough.
Vaude bringing good biz again

to Exchange Theatre, Kilmarnock,
after disappointing trial with legit.

John Grierson to Glasgow for
talks on his next pic, based on
Scot mining disaster at Knochshin-
noch, Ayrshire;

Sir Alex King, Scot cinema mag-
nate, feted by fellow exhibitors on
celebrating 50 years in show biz.

He controls 82 cinemas in Scotland.

Miami Beach
By Lary Solloway

Monica Boyar into Little Palm
Club vice Luba ^Malina. \
Joey Adams and' Al. Kelly into

Martha Raye’s Five O’Clock Club
(24).

Archie Robbins into Nautilus
Hotel Driftwood Room following
Coba engagement.

Jackie Miles set for Comedy slot
with Frankie Laine in mid-Febru-
ary at Clover Club;
Comic George Chatterton, took

over the Saggitarian Lounge in
the Sagamore Hotel.
Gus Van into Monte Carlo Ho-

tel’s Club Casino for season, join-
ing Luis Gomez & Beatrice.
Tommy Raft, Paddock Club

comic and emcee, hospitalized af-

Wedneeday, January 23, 1952

[ter late-hour altercation in local
[pub.

Mac Pepper, vaude-cafe comic,
took over management-hosting of
new San Marino Hotel’s Carnivale
Room.
Jay Lawrence added to Lena

Horne opening (plus Dunhills and
Arden-Fletcher Dancers) at Clover
Club today (Wed.).
Abe Schiller (Flamingo, Las

Vegas) joined Lord Tarleton Ho--
tew show biz colony, which also

includes the Jack Carters alnd

video’s Irv Mansfield. .

Joe Bushkin into Qiro’s Cub
Room tomorrow (Thurs.) When Joe
E. Lewis and George Hale produc-
tion, including Bernice Parks,
preehi in the main room;
Fourteen-hour WTVJ marathon

benefit show for Cerebral Palsy
Foundation, produced by local Col-

umnist Paul BrUun and station di-

rector Lee Phillips,. took in over.
$54,000 via telephoned pledges,
with additional dough from mail-
ins still to be counted.. Acts from
all spots appeared through the
ayem. Comedian Jack Carter
emceed.

By George F. Gael ,

R. A. Stemmle Will direct "Toxi,”
Real Film’s first 1952 film;

Boston Symphony, to tour the
GI circuit in Germany early this

year;
“Holiday on Ice" stay in Frank-

furt, prolonged Week. Biz
socko.
Government authorities okayed

the. establishment of a gambling,
casino in Heidelberg after long
wrangle with city and church au-
thorities.
Gene. Kelly flew into. Munich to

scout locations for new Metro pic,

“Autobahn," set for shooting in
Bavaria this spring. Pier Angeli
costars. Andrew Marton is direc-
tor.

Munich’s Geiselgasteig studios
produced only 14 films in 1951 be-
cause of lack of financing. Normal
capacity is 35 pix per year. Dub-
bing studios handled 77 pictures,,

mostly American product;
Local National Broadcasting Co.

staffer, Ed Haaker, doing TV show
on Yank soldiers in Germany, to
be incorporated in a similar
world-wide roundup for the NBC-
TV Dave Garroway show., Haaker’s
actors include Curt Simmons, for-
mer Philadelphia Phillies pitcher,
how With the 28th Infantry Division
in Germany.

Nassau, Bahamas
Irving Berlin has taken a place

at Calie Beach for a month.
Scene designer Richard Senie,

here for several weeks, taking
water-skiing lessons.

Mrs. Clark Gable and Stuart
Symington at opening of Bahamian
Club here last week.
Audrey Healey, B. J. Whiting,

Anne Dunbar have joined staff of

the Bahama Playhouse;
Queenie Smith, here for the

Bahama Playhouse season, will be
gUest of honor at the Playhouse
subscription luncheon this week.

British Colonial Hotel manager,
Reginald Nefzger, has booked
Nancy, Andrews

;
and Felix Knight

for appearance lit his Continental
Room in near future.
John Loder planed back to NeW

York last Friday (18) after visiting

for three days with Philip Langner,
of the .

Bahama Playhouse. He re-

turns in March for a play.
Tom and Marjorie Ewell, Marta

Linden, Katherine Bard, and Mar-
tin Manulis arrived Saturday (19)

in Nassau by plane from New York
to begin . rehearsals for “Goodbye
Again," opening play of Bahama
Playhouse season, opening next .

Monday (28).

By^lenn C. Pullen
Four Weavers check into Daffy’s

Stardust Room Friday (25).

Eddie Barnes, singing piano-
comedian, back at Alhambra
Tavern.
George Shearing’s, quintet did

socko biz for Skybar Club' on six-
day stand.

- - Dave Ennis
.
orch taking, one-

month vacation while Johnny Pine-
apple’s Hawaiian band and revue
take over Alpine Village’s^Stage.

Allen Lester of Ringling circus,
again handling publicity for Al.
Sirat Grotto circus1—its; 23d edi-
tion—in civic auditorium Feb. 11,
running a fortnight.

Columnists here had a field day
ribbing Joe E. Lewis about his
purple parodies and the old
Mounds ClUb-roulette crowd he
drew to Vogue Room on sellout
nine-day

t
visit.

Following current show topped
by . Mary Mayo and Ray Barber,
Moe Nahas’ Main Street Club gets
Doris Drew and Larry Allen, Week,
of Jan. 25; Marion Morgan and
Cliff Ayers, Feb. 1; Four Aces, Feb.
8 for two weeks, and June Christy,
Feb. ,22.

Hollywood

men d

x-rti x/uggau xaxu up Wltn flu
Agnes Moofehead in from N Y
BenJPeskay out of hospital aftei

a heart attack.
Whitey Hendry on the

after major surgery.
.Virginia Mayo and Michael
O’Shea returned from Chi.
Ursula Theiss in town after four

months on location in India;
Jerry Wald back on the job atRKO after a siege of bursitis.
Lauretta Luez filed suit to annul

marriage to Edward A. Harrison
Humphrey Bogart’s and Lauren

Bacall’s son, 3, recovering from
surgery.

Charles Laughton to Bartlesville
Okla., to open a five-week reading
tour, <

Joe Laurie, Jr., was a featured
speaker at the Hollywood Adver-
tising Club.
Lou Schor joined the M. C

Levee agency as head of literary
department.

Loretta Young and Tom Lewis
in town after a month’s vacation
in Troy. N. Y.
Joseph I. Breen home from hos«

pital to rest for a month before
resuming Work.
— Jules Bucher left for Rangoon,
Burma, to supervise pix for Bur-
mese government.
Yumeji Tsukioka in from Japan

for Foreign Press Assn’S Interna-
tional Film. Festival.
Rupert Hughes will celebrate his

80th birthday Jan. 31 at a luncheon
at the Brown Derby.
John Rogers celebrated his 50th

anni as an actor on “Les Miser-
ables” set at 20th-Fox.

Robert Haggiag in from Rome to
huddle, with Hollywood producers
about making pix in his Scalera
studios.

Allen Rivkin will represent the
Motion Picture Industry Council at
exec meeting of COMPO in N. Y.
next month.

:
By Jerry Gaghan

Gene Autry and western show
booked for two performances at
Arena, Feb. 14.

Comedian Eddie White has
signed with the Tony Phillips-Wil-
lie Weber agency.
.
Gloria De Haven is making her

first nitery appearance here as star
of Latin Casino revue. •

Joey Sherr has. quit Ray An-
thony’s band to take Over as house
percussionist at; Big Bill’s
Del Wood, currently riding crest

of “Down Yonder” waxing popu-
larity, in for week at Giro’s

Newly-elected Mayor Joseph Sill

Clark, Jr., is planning city censor
board to cheek films, plaiys and
niteries.

Charles Vanda, v.p. in charge of
TV for the WCAU stations, spent
Several days in hospital for a
checkup.

. Dick Armstrong, publicity ’ head
of Philadelphia Athletics doubling
as broadcaster with "Here’s the
Pitch," twice Weekly over WlBG.
Label Spiegel, former owner of

Club Ebony, has regained control
of the spot and will reopen and
launch new floorshoW policy mid-
February:.

Rome
By Helen McGill Tubbs

Composer Paul Gruenberg and
family to Naples.

'

Grade Fields off to Germany to
entertain the "GI’s" there.

Odile Versois. French actress,
here huddling about a new picture.
Reginald AtmOUr, Republic Pic-,

tufes foreign exec, here on big’
trip.

Bricktop of the ABC Club, leaves
for Madrid to entertain during the
carnival season.
“Legend of a. Voice”, Italian

film story of Caruso’s early life,

ready to be dubbed into English.
Columbia Concerts booked

Rome’s Collegium Musicum for a
tour of Canada, U. S. and Mexico.
Annibale Scicluna, film inspector

general of Italian government;
planed out for the Uruguay film
festival.

San Francisco
John Derek in; ditto Louis

Hayward,
Kathryn Forbes ("Mama’s Bank

Ac.co.imt"). off to Mexico.
Dana Andrews and Farley

Granger doing the seven hills.

Joe Laurie, Jr., guest of honor
at Press Club and Critics Council
dinner;
Mucho kickbacks on Sugar Ray

Robinson’s cancellation of his Jan.
20 fight here.
Gorgeous George scoring heavy

impresh on his first round of local

TV programs.
Louis Armstrong concerting at

Berkeley High Theatre, sponsored
k.fiy Uniy. of California**



ED EAST
Ed East, 56/ vaudeville, radio

and screen performer, died Friday

night (18) of a heart attack at the

Lambs Club, New York. He had

been playing pdol with fellow-
members and was stricken soon

afterwards;. .

Born in Bloomington, Ind., East

grct worked with local dance or-

ehestrasal a pianist, After World

War I he formed a partnership in

vaudeville with Ralph Dumke, This

was a standard No. 2 act for years,

in the $350 class, using special ma-

terial of East’s.. He pepned.such

numbers as ‘‘Swing Waltz, When
Mama’s Gone,” vsing .Good- Morn-

ing/' “Keep on Smiling’ and„ The

Day Will Come ” First Via WGN,
Chicago, and later at NBC under

the Niles Trammell regime. East

and Dumke, jumped to Al-,250 in

three months. At their radio peak,

as “Sisters of the -Slcttlet// the pair

earned as high as $3,000 weekly.

After the team split up and

Dumke went into musical comedy,

East formed a professional part-

nership with his wife. As Ed East

and Polly they originated .Ladies

Be •Seated” WJZ, N. Y. l°r
some five years, through the last

war, the man and wife team, one

of the first in that vogue, were
heard at 7 a.m. over WEAF . In

1948 East moved to Hollywood and
continued there as a radio emcee,

also making a number of film ap-

pearances. He and his wife te-
' turned to Manhattan a .

year ago*

A big man, weighing 260 pounds,

East had lately been discussing a

revival of the partnership with
Dumke, another husky, for possi-

bly TV. Individually East was in

the midst of producing a series of

TV commercials for George Ka-.

men.
A member Of the Lambs, ,

Mas-
quers, ASCAP and the several ac-

tor guilds, East is survived by his

mother, widow, a daughter, Mrs.
Wheeler Sammons, Jr., and two
grandchildren.

Private S e rv ices yesterday
(Tues.),

.
with cremation and inter-

ment. iii Arlington Cem e t e r y,

Washington.

KATI SANDWINA
Mrs. kati Sandwina (Heyman),

68, who was billed for 38 years as
the “world’s strongest woman” at
circuses here and abroad, died Jan.
21 i New York, Her husband,
Max Heyman, also was a .circus
performer.

Miss Sandwina began her pro-
fessional career , in the circus at
the age of two.

.
Under her parents,

Phililp and Johanna Nock, she der
veloped into a child aero and tra-
peze artist with

, the Sandwina Cir-
cus operated by her father in Ger-
many. She came to the U. S. in
1903, appearing with Ringling Bros,
and Barnum & Bailey Circus and
other shows until her retirement
in 1941; She also played vaude.
In addition to her..husband, two!,

sons, Theodore, a professional box-
,

er, and Alfred, an actor, survive.

RICHARD F. CONNOR
Richard F* Connor, 49, former

general manager of KNAK, Salt
Lake City indie, and secretary of
Granite District Radio Broadcast-
ing Co., died Jan. 17 in Laramie,
Utah, after a heart attack. He was
with KNAK until October of last
year, then became general man-
ager of KOWB in Laramie.

In 1929, Connor entered the ra-
dio field as a coordinator for South-
ern California. Broadcasting Co.,
later joind the Associated Broad-
casting System, and subsequently
became station relations director
for Mutual in New York.

.

.
During World War II he was

chief of stations relations division,,
domestic radio bureau, of the Of-
fice of War Information*

Survived by wife, two sons, and
daughter.

LARRY BORIE
Lawrence M, (Larry) Borie, 73,

former pressagent, died in Atlan-
tic City Jail. 15. For many years
he publicized vaude and burlesque
productions. He fronted for Jack
Johnson

; when latter. Was heavy-
weight champ and making stage
appearances, and was a vaude and
burlesque reporter for the old New
York Clipper*

. Borie went to Atlantic City with
Clark & McCullough about 30.years
ago, and when show closed there,
be took a job with the Atlantic
City Press-Union, being continu-
ously employed there, u n t il his
death.

Survived by a son.

DONALD DAME
Donald Dame, 34, Metropolitan

Upera tenor who was appearing

with the touring production of
“Die

.
Fledermaus,” died of a heart

attack in Lincoln, Neb./ Jan 21. He
last appeared in the opera in Chi-
cago on Jan. 19. -

'

Dame was known to radio audi-
ences via his appearances for sev-
eral years on “The American .Al-
burn, of Familiar Music.” He'ntade’
his debut at Town Hall,- N. Y., in :

1943 and his first appearance at
the Met Was in “Mignon” in 1943;
Wife and two children survive.

GORDON ANDERSON
Gordon Anderson, 51, managing

director of CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., :

until appointment as public, rela-
tions director of Canada’s Dept,
of Labor in 1941, died Jan, 15 in
Toronto.

After leaving law school, An-
derson acted for several seasons
in stock companies in Hamilton
and Winnipeg and - then went to
New York Where he appeared in

radio dramas. He returned to Cana-
da upon formation of CKOC.
With his federal appointment, he

was the originator-producer of the
weekly Dept, of Labor broadcasts,
“Canada at Work.”

Survived by wife.

JEROME (CURLY) HOWARD
Jerome (Curly) Howard, 46, one

of the original Three' Stooges of
.stage and screen, died Jan.

:
19 in

a sanitarium at San Gabriel, Calif;,

after a lingering illhess.

Trio, consisting of Jerome, his
brother, Moe. Howard, and Larry
Fine, appeared in a number of
shorts and features, at Columbia,
Iri 1946, when Jerome Howard suf-
fered a stroke, he was replaced, in

the act by his brother, Shemp.
Surviving, in addition ^to His

brothers, are his wife and two
daughters.

MRS. BURT SQtllRE
Mrs. Burt Squire, (Astid Jason),

50, .composer and former legit ac-
tress, died Jan. 13* in Western
Springs, 111. Wife, of midwestern
station: relations head of Broad-
cast Music, Inc., she Was starred
in “The Town’s Woman” on Broad-
way (1928-29) and on several net-
work radio shows. Her most recent
tune, “Dusty Road,” is skedded for
release by. Mercury- Records with
Al Trace Feb. i.

In addition to husband, a daugh-
ter survives.

BERT JOHNSTON
Bert Johnston, 53> founder of

Cincinnati’s first industrial, sales
promotion and television commerr

cial film production firm, -died Jan.
18 in Cincinnati.
Johnston was advertising man-

ager of the Kroger Co. for 12 years
up to 1942 and organized Belt
Johnston Productions, Inc., six
years ago. He authored a book On
selling, “One Nation for Sale.”

Surviving are his wife, a son, a
daughter and his mother.

ARTHUR FARWELL
Arthur Farwell, 79, composer

and former music publisher, died
in New York Jan. 20. His compo-
sitions were based on music of-

American Indians. In 1901, he
founded the Wa-Wan Press for the
publication of works of American
composers, especially American
folk themes. In 1912, G* Schiriner
acquired the catalog.

Surviving are his wife, daughter;
and six children by a former mar-
riage.

ROYAL DANA TRACY
Royal Dana Tracy, 71, legit char-

acter actor, died in New York Jan.
17. Tracy began his Stage career
in “Quo Vadis” in England, 1899;
•He also appeared there with the
Ben Greet Players, British Shake-
spearean company.

His last appearance on. Broad-
way iVas in “Ramshackle Inn” in
1944. He also played in “If Booth
Had Missed,” “The Mountain,”
“Precedent” and “Kill That Story,”
A daughter survives,

HENRY (DAD) GARRETT
Henry (Dad) Garrett, 90, elec-

|

troiiics pioneer and inventor of the
automatic traffic light system and
for 33 years superintendent of
Dallas’ fire and police signal divi-

sion, died in Dallas Jan, 16.
- Garrett built station WRR in
Dallas, the World’s oldest city-

owned: airer; later he installed
KVP, police shortwave outlet. A
daughter and. two sons survive,

RAMON ALVAREZ ESCUDERO
Ramon Alvarez Escudero (Ram-

per), Spanish clown, died in Se-
ville. Jan. 11. He began his stage
career as an acrobat with his broth-

. er, Perico, and upon latter’s death
he created a ©Herman act. He Md

also made appearances in South
America.
Death occurred on the day lie

had ended his season in Seville,
with dates-booked at next stand in
Barcelona. >

CHARLES DONALD FOX
Charles Donald Fox, author of a

number of books about Hollywood,
died in Jacksonville, Fla., Jan.*
18. Among his works are "Fa-
mous Film Folk,” “Mirrors of Hol-
lywood” arid “Standard. Photo
Plot Chart.” With assistance of
Milton L. Silver, Fox edited “Who’s
Who on the Screen.”
A daughter survives.

B. A, d’AMELIO
. B.. A. dAmelio, .68, forriier Phil-

adelphia Orchestra' violinist and
highschool music director, died
Jan. 14 in Philadelphia.
A forrrier member of Victor Her-

bert’s orchestra,. d’Amelio was;, a

lifelong friend! of Jose Iturbi* pi-

anist-conductor. His wife and a
daughter survive.

OWEN LAMONT
Francis Poultney Clark* 35,. ac-

tor-writer known professionally as
Owen Lamont, committed suicide
in New York Jan. 17. He was the
great-grandson of John Bigelow,
Minister to France during the Lin-
coln administration.
Lamont appeared tour in

“Golden Wings/’

JAMES FRED KELLY
James Fred Kelly, 80, retired ac-

tor, died in New York Jam 20.
Kelly began his stage career ih
Philadelphia With the Kara &
Cross Minstrels. Frbm 1905 to

1922, he appeared in vaude,
chiefly with an act billed as Kelly,
Kent & Pollock.
A brother survives,

EDWARD B. CLAYPOOLE
Edward. B. Claypoole, 08, pian-

ist-composer, died Jan. 16 in Balti-.

more/ He wrote the music to such
pop tubes as “My Guiding Star”
and “Little Echo.”
Among his instrumental pieces

are “Ragging the Scale,” “Spooky
Spooks” and “Cake Walk Lindy.”

JEAN BURTON
Jeah Burton, 47, author-play-

wright. died in Berkeley, Cal, Jan.
18. She penned the bestseller,

“Lydia Pihkham Is Her Name.” ....

Miss Burton collaborated with
William DuBois on the play, '‘Left

Turn.”

HARRISON J. MARTIN
Harrison J. Martin, 51, Univer-

sal Pictures branch manager in

Philadelphia, died in New York
Jan. 19. Martin was with Uni-
versal for more than 31 years.

Wife, two daughters and a sister

survive.

WILLIAM WESCOTT
William Burton Wescott, 68:

chemist, who had been associated
with the early development of

color films, died Jan! 19 in Phila-
delphia.

His wife

LLOYD C. THOMAS
Lloyd C. Thomas, owner and

president of KGFW, Kearney,
Neb., died in that city Jan. 21.

Thomas, a former NBC exec, had
been in radio field since 1927,

Flavius (Whitey) Gibbs, 62, chief

of Republic’s construction depart-
ment for 15 years, died after a

heart- attack Jan. 17 in Hollywood*
His wife, a son and two grandchil-
dren survive.

Mrs. Charles G. Hickox, 84, pian-
ist and founder of the Cleveland
Orchestra, died . Jab, 19 in Cleve-
land. She also founded the Cleve-
land, Institute of Music and the
Cleveland Chamber Music Society.

Rene Voisin, 58, trumpet player
with the Boston Symphony Orches-
tra since 1927, died in Boston* Jan.
16. Survived bys his wife and son,

Roger, first trumpet player in the
BSO.

John H* Heake, Jr.* 33, staff en-
gineer of WIP, Philadelphia, died
Jan. 14 after an auto, accident in

Camden, N. J. His Wife and two
sons survive*

Bernard Pearinian, 70, until his

retirement in 1949, general man-
ager of the National Theatre Sup-
ply Co., Chicago, died in that city

Jan. 18.

,
Giles Steele, 44, Costume de-

signer at Metro, was drowned Jab.

15 in Culver City when his car w^s
. swept off the road by a flood.

Father, 63, of film actoi Buster

Crabbe, died, in Phoenix Jan. 18;

i," Roland J; Strathern, 59, member
of Ul’s transportation department,

died of a heart attack Jan. 12 in
|

Hollywood, I

Hunter Gardner, 53, legit actor,

!

died Jan. 16 in Hollywood. Receiv-
ing Hospital after slashing his:
wrists with a razor.

Beth Clymer, 65, screen actress,
died Jan. 14 of a heart attack while
visiting the Actors Home in Wood-
land Hills, Cal,

Osso Van Eyss, 48, ex-Metro!
screen writer, died Jan. 14 in Hol-
lywood after a heart attack. Wife
survives.

Ed King, 55, gaffer at Metro for
25 years, died of a heart attack
Jan. 13 in Los. Angeles!

Rene Louis Voison, 58, trum-'.
peter in the Boston Symphony .

Orchestra * died Jan. 16 in Boston.

Father, 85, of Vance Graham,
CBS producer, died Ja»- 17 in Den-
ver.

Harry R. Spier, 63, composer-
pianist and voice coach, died in
New York Jan. 20.

MARRIAGES
Anna May Lampton to Ferde

Grofe, Las Vegas* Jan. 12. He’s

Veteran composer.

Mrs! Margaret Fretter Nye to

Upton Close, in. Michigan last sum-
mer arid revealed in Cleveland last

week. She’s an author; he^s radio

Commentator.

Virginia -Gallagher to Michael
Grigririli, N.! Y., Jan. 19; Bride is

Variety office aide in N. Y.

Patricia Alma Hitchcock to Jo-
seph Edward O'Connell, New York,
Jan. 17. Bride is actress and daugh-
ter of film director Alfred Hitch-
cock.

Wahneta G a r d n e r to James
Hough, Pittsburgh, Dec. 29. Bride’s
a Metro booker in Pitt.

Angela Lubowiecki to Bernard
Burns, Pittsburgh, Jan. 12. Groom
manages the Rex Theatre, Corey,
Pa.

Martha Lewin to Fred Miller,
New York, Jan. 11. Bride’s with
Carnegie Tech drama group; groom
acted with Pittsburgh Playhouse,

Peggy Moore to E. Jonny Graff.
Baltimore, Jan. 1. Bride is a TV
model; he’s veepee of Snader Tel-
escriptions.

Joan Burnham to William
Downg, Jr., Las Vegas, Jan. . 18..

She’s a TV actress.

Barbara McElyea to Buddy
Page, Providence. Jan. 13. Groom
is staffer on Ted Mack’s “Original-
Amateur Hour.”

Carolyn. Wrensch to Paul Dud-
ley,. Upper Montclair, N. J., Jan;
15. He's a radio-TV writer and
producer.

Virginia Smith to Harry Kramer,
N. Y., Jan. 18, Bride is actress.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Beatty, son,

Los Angeles, Jan. 15. Mother . is

the former Jane Abel, stage and

radio singer; father is the animal

trainer and. circus owner.

Mr. and Mrs. Nat Brandt, ,

Jan. 16, New York. Father is an

assistant in the CBS Radio home-
office news department.

Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ramer, daugh-
ter, St. Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 14.

Moth er is comedienne Eileen
Marsh; father is vaude, nitery and
legit, performer.

flfrr. and Mrs. Milton Klein, soil,

Brooklyn, recently. Father is chief
auditor for Columbia Pictures.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brown, Jr.,

son, Pittsburgh, Jan. 11. Father’s
the son of Pitt theatre owner.

Mr. and Mrs. James Jansen, son,

Pittsburgh, Dec. 30. Father’s the
son of. Jake Blatt, of Blatt Bros.,

theatre chain.

Mr, and Mrs, Franco Biamonte;
daughter, Pittsburgh i

Jan. 5; Moth-
er’s the daughter of Bart Dattola,

Pitt theatre owner*

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Noonan,
daughter, Pittsburgh, Jan, 5. Fa-
ther op. erat.es State Theatre,
Ydungville, Pa.
r

Mr., and, Mrs, Paul PiCerni,

daughter, Hollywood, Jan. 15;

Father is a screen actor*

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Arnold,
daughter* HollyWood, Jan. .15*.

Mother is Muriel Maddox, actress;

father is a screen player.

Mr. and Mrs. Bud Robinson, soil,

Worcester, Mass., Jan. 8. Father
is male half of. Bud and CCce Robr
inson; mother, is former partner*

Mr. and Mrs, Pete Marshall, son,

Hollywood, Jari* 17. Father is of

;
the Noonan & Marshall nitery act.

Mr. and Mrs., Michael Higgins,

son, N. Y,, Jan.,20., Frither is legit-

TV actor.

Former Commie
Continued from page 2^ I

viously named at former conn it-

tee sessions, as participants in
Commie meetings he attended:

—

Larry Parks, Gordon Kalin, Leo
Townsend, Morris Carnovsky, Sa -

dra Gorriey and Paul Jarrico. He
also stated that William Blowitz
and George Thomas, Jr., .SPG
inembers, had approached him to

attend “strike fraction” meetings
at the home of Ben Margolis, then
attorney for the Guild, and later

for many "unfriendly'’ Witnesses.

Attendance ait! these meetings,
particularly the “three, or four” at

Margolis’ home,, convinced him,
Daggett said, that the. studio, strike

was “the wrong kind of a strike”

and was “not for the betterment
of the workers or lor salary in-

creases.”

Daggett said two factors/caused
his final break from the group.
First, his business dispute with
Glass became "a larger concern
than the strike/* Secondly, Sandra
Qorney, Wife of the songwriter, ob-
jected to picketing the -Warner
Theatre in Hollywood because, the:

feature film then current had been
.written by Albert Maltz, whom she
called a: "i'riehd of the: people.”
He then realized the bins of the
Commie viewpoint* He has riot

been affiliated with the party si

then, he said, adding “I
again shall be.”

Other highlights of the Daggett
.testimony:.

1. James Roosevelt, for whom
he wrote radio scripts after leav-

ing the party, never had any Com-
munist sympathies.

2. He could, not identify either

CSU prexy Herbert Sorrell or ac-

tor Lionel Stander as Coriimunists,

3. He believes the Communist
Party should be “legally outlawed”
in the U. S., since it is a revolu-

tionary movement affiliated with
the Soviet Union.
He urged the committee to “con-

centrate on present Communists,
since they are the real menace,”
and to turn its attention to “cojth-

pletely right wing groups now
capitalizing on the Commurilst
scare.” He included: groups “which
picket theatres saying the film is

Communist,” adding that these
“motion pictures actually have no
Communist content or slant.” He
named as one such group, the

Wage Earners’ Committee, which
is currently being sued by Stanley
Kramer for $1,000,000 libel on a

Red rap.

Glass, top publicist for Kramer,
reiterated former testimony on the

efforts, of the Communists to con-
trol SPG, but denied the close as-

sociation With the Communist
Party described by his former
partner.

“I had no intention of joining
the party;” said Glass; “I never
did join, and I never paid dues.”
He admitted attending the initial

meeting at Lardner’s home, but
stated he had been approached to

join .only once and then by Janet
Stevenson at a much later date,

when his interest bad already be-
gun to wane. Glass admitted he
attended the Lardner party, under-
standing it was to discuss “meet-
ings Of the Communist Political

Association,” the group Which
briefly replaced the Communist
party in this country. He agreed
that he had attended about “six

meetings,” but insisted there had
been only a single meeting at the

Margolis home in which he par-
ticipated.

Glass gave the opinion Daggett
was confusing "other guild meet-
ings” with further ones at Margol-
is’ home.. He attended the single

one, he. said, because it seemed
natural, since the attorney W a s

then representing SPG. The meet-
ing, he declared, Was a “great eye-

opener” and had a "conspiratorial

feel” He added: “It smelled fishy.

It didn’t fit iri with the peaceful

torie of the dinner at Lardner’s

house.”
Glass stated be s.ubseq.ueritly

supported the strike “because the

guild did,” and it didn’t “dawn on

me until later” that it was Com-
iriunism on a democratic platter:”

! He implied his main reason, for go-

ing to meetings was his personal

relatiortship with Daggett, saying:

“My personal differences With him.

meant there was no longer any so-

cial reasqn to go” so he stopped.

Committee adjourned until to-

morrow (Wed.), when Communist;

j

activity in Los
.

Angeles legal cir-'

j

cles Will be tackled! Producer Sid-

i ney. BuchTnan is skedded to testify

• on Th” v '?r('> v (9A ): !
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A grateful salute for the pleasure of working with

all these wonderful people over the past two

years:
ftoonan and Masuitali
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Steve Allen

Roscoe Ates

Bonnie Baker

Barr and Estes

Trio Bassi

Bedell and Mattson

Polly Bergen

Bunny Bishop

John Boles

Dorothy and Lloyd Bridges

Pupi Campo
Charlita

/

Myron jCohen

Johnny Conrad Dancers
Rosalind Cburtright

Cover Girls

Billy Daniels

Sandra Deel

Dell and Abbott

Banda Detua
Di Gitaiips

Roy Douglas
Bows Dr

u

Kathryn Duffy Dancers
Gigi Durston

Virginia Fait

Peggy Fears

Arden-Fletcher Dancers

Frank Fontaine

Jacqueline Fontaine

Phil Foster ,

Charlie Foy

Mary Foy
Charles Fredericks

Joe Frisco

Ganjou Brothers and Juanita

Jackie Gleason
Doctor Giovanni

The Glens

Grace and Nicco

Billy Gray
Jack Haley
Stuart Harris

Jane Harvey
Jim Hawthorne
Helene

Louise Hoff

Brenda Hollis —
Hollywood Studio Dancers
Jacqueline Hurley
Smijes Ireland

Artie James
Jack Kilty

Dick Kimball

Dude Kimball

Frances Langford
Langley and Ferguson
Ada Leonard
Lober and Grebb
Luba Malina
Peggy Mann
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Robert Maxwell
Mazzone and Abbott
Tommy Melody
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Carmen Miranda
Marguerite Padulq
Lenny Paige
Lois Ray
Cully Richards

Beverly Richards

Teddy and Phyllis Rodriguez
Joe E. Ross

Peggy Ryan and Ray McDonald
Ukie Sherin

Arthur Lee Simpki
The Szonys
Patty Thomas
Anne Jriola

Sophie Tucker
Everett West
Mae WHIiams
Zarko and Dolores

Eastern Representative

GENERAL ARTISTS CORP.
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Reversal by the television net- -

works of their long-standing policy,

which now restricts allocating of

network time to election candi-

dates prior to the national conven-
tions on a “pay as you talk” basis,

is already beginning to establish

new precedents.
Major candidates already

thinking in. terms of grabbing up
choice time segments of their own,
similar to regular program spon-
sors, on the basis of term deals.

It’s known, for example, that
Harold E. Stassen, who is seeking
the Republican nomination for
President, has been making over-
tures toward pacting a TV time
segment over a 13-week period.

Tims
.
television is taking shape as

the major stumping medium for
the national candidates.

Stassen inaugurated' his pre-con-
vention TV campaigning on the
DuMont facilities last Saturday
night (25), going into the 11 to
11:15 period and .pre-empting the
web’s skating program. For an 18-
station hookup, it cost him $5,300
on the basis of DuMont’s regular
rate card charges. (Along with Du-
Mont, ABC has already put into
effect its pre-convention sponsor-
ship policy, with NBC scheduled to
officially make its announcement
this week. CBS is expected to fol-
low suit, but the miatter is still in
the laps of the William S. Paley-
Frank Stanton high command).

Just how the webs will be able
to resolve such signaturing of pacts
and remain within the “equal-time-

(Continued on page 63)

Cornell-McClintic Set

Own Mark at $89,400

For Week of 3 B’way Hits
With three hits pulling top

grosses last week, the Katharine
Cornell-Guthrie McClintic legit of-
fice had the biggest stanza in its
approximately quarter-century his-
tory. The total take for “Constant
Wife,” “I Am a Camera” and
Come of Age” topped $89,400.

The only other time that ’ the Of-
fice had three top draws on the
boards simultaneously was in the
1936-37 season, with “Wingless
victory ” “High Tor” and the John
Gielgud “Hamlet.” However, the to--
tal gross was considerably less in
that case, principally because the
prevailing top price was $3.30 at
that time.

Carradine’s Culture Spiel,

With N.Y. Cafe as 1st Date
' Legit actor John Carradine will

enter the nitery circuit Feb. 5 at

the Village Vanguard, N. Y., where

he’ll put on a. reading series a la

Charles Laughton.

Carradine will declaim from the
Bible, Shakespeare, “Madwoman of
Chaillot,” the play in which he ap-
peared a couple of seasons ago, and
poet Rupert Brooke.

Jennifer a ‘Pawn

In ‘St. Joan’ Deal;

Ostensibly because insufficient
time remains for rehearsal, plans
for a spring tour of Jennifer Jones
in “Saint Joan” have been aban-
doned. It’s officially announced
that the project is still under Con-
sideration for next fall, but the ac-
tress’ husband, film producer
David O. Selznick, says she would
prefer to do a new play then.

Selznick’s assertion that cancel-
lation of the prospective tour was
caused by the Theatre Guild’s re-
peated failure to meet his dead-
lines for completion of business de-
tails and start of rehearsals, is dis-

puted by representatives of the le-

git firm. The latter claim that the
actress’ husband kept changing
terms of the proposed agreement,
and finally refused to accept a long
enough tour to earn back the cost
of sending, out the revival.

According to Selznick, his wife
was being “used as a pawn” in ne-
gotiations between the Guild and
the Shuberts. He explains that
the tour was to have been under-

.
written by the Shuberts, including
payment of losses on the revival’s
Broadway run, in return for a

share of the road profits.. “While
they bickered over terms, With

(Continued on page 54)

Old Mex Law Reveals

Riggest money draw of the cur
trio is McClintic’s revival oi

Gome of Age,” presented by the

X* City Center, with JUdith An-
derson in her original starring

a°i
The Clemence Dane-RiCharc

vi revival was produced bj
McClmtic out of his and Miss Cor
jells office, and he staged it. Ir
Vhe 3,090-seat City Center, th<
verse drama-with-music grossec
8)most $36,500 and

,
has been ex

‘ended a week beyond its originallj
scheduled fortnight run.
Miss Cornell’s own revival o:

(Continued on page 2)

Criminal Prosecution
Mexico City, Jan. 29.

Show people who use pseudo-
nyms come under the legal head-
ing of criminals, according to an
obscure law recently unearthed
here.

The Federal Supreme Court,
ruling on an appeal in an obscure
tax

. case, discovered a little known
clause in the penal code that out-
laws usin8 any name other than

(Continued on page 2)

Vet music execs are currently
doing a burn at a growing trade
phenomenon which has taken the
place of the payola as the indus-
try’s No. 1 evil. Their latest buga-
boo is the activity Of disk jockeys
and. artists in the publishing end of

the business.
The emergence of the jockey-

publishers is an especially sore
point, particularly; when such dee-
jays also play the role of song crit-

ics on their programs. These jocks
are in a position to boost and plug
their own catalog numbers, while
brushing off the competition’s tunes
with some negative cracks on the
air. Any jockey-publisher, more-
over, is able to cop as

;

many wax
versions of his tunes as he wants,
since the disk companies have to

play ball in order to get spins for.

their other releases.

One prominent deejay with an
active publishing firm has been the
target for heavy attack* all of it

sotto voce because of the jockey’s
alleged power to make or break
songs. This jockey has been -

cused of flagrantly pushing his own
tunes and any artist who has waxed
them, either in the U.S. or abroad.
Publishers feel that this jockey
can no longer have an objective
viewpoint on disks, since he has a
partisan interest in his own wax
entries.

More or less the same criticism
is being made of the flock of
artists who have been operat-
ing publishing firms. These
artists are tempted to record their
own tunes where they have power
to determine their own wax reper^
tory. There* have also been com-
plaints that artists are trading
tunes with an “I’ll wax your tune
if you wax my tune” pitch.

Result of this condition has been
the appearance of a lot of unim-
portant tune^en the market which
have been artificially hypoed by
the jockeys or artists. Legitimate
publishers thus are having less op--
portunity to, place their own songs
with the disk companies.

.
— —-

—

‘Ike* Song From ‘Madam’
Seen Ike’s GOP Theme

Irving Berlin’s^ number, “I Like
Ike,” from his current Broadway
legit musical, “CaU Me Madam;’’, is.

virtually cinched to wind up as the
theme song for Gen.- Eisenhower
boosters for the Republican Presi-

dential nomination. Tune has al-

ready been cleared for use at Eis-

enhower rallies.

Although the tune’s reference in

the musical show is clear, Berlin

is currently at work drafting a new
lyric with a more pointed political

impact.

Aid Probers Get

Washlnton, Jan. 29.

House Un-American Activities

Committee is preparing to take
positive action to urge all. segments
of the entertainment industry to

take a sympathetic attitude towards
“friendly” witnesses who have
testified .before the committee.

Individual committee members
have been disturbed by reports that

some cooperative witnesses, who
admitted onetime Communist mem-
bership but who have now re-

nounced all Red. ties, are still being
refused employment in show busi-

ness. It’s understood that this is

particularly true in radio and tele-

vision.

On that basis, the committee’s
projected action is regarded as an
indirect slap at Red Channels, pub-
lication which purports to list the
names of all radio-TV personalities
with Communist leanings. It has

( Continued on page 17)

By BERT BRILLER

Saga of the creation of a radio
network in the new state of Israel,

With equipment wrought by hand
out of scraps of metal from the

debris of a wartorn land, is told by
Dan Enright, who just returned
from a seven-week assignment to

reorganize the Voice of Israel.

Enright, partner in (Jack) Barry
A Enright Productions, indie pack-

age outfit, and former production

exec at WOR, N.Y., had spent
some 10 years in the Near. East^be-

fore World War II. He said that

the situation of Israeli radio is

typified by a list of items the Jew-
ish technicians requested: pliers,

|

tweezers, screw drivers, slide rules

and even the simplest' kinds of
meters. The transmitter at Jeru-
salem, he reported, is operating at

only half efficiency for lack of a

transformer that costs $30.

Reason behind the new governs
ment’s need for radio equipment
is not the : lack of engineering skill,

but the fact thfit Israel’s leaders
have to make the choice of import- :

ing electrical tools and devices or
items that are heeded to support !

life, such as seeds. The engineers,
many of them graduates of Eu-
rope’s top universities, have the

knowhow to make equipment from
old iron fence posts, to wind coils

(Continued on page 61)

If the film industry is granted
the theatre television channels it

is seeking, it will tell the Federal
Communications Commission It is

prepared to establish as soon As
practicable a relay system to trans-
mit shows by air between New
York and Washington. That was
disclosed to Variety this week by
James' Lawrence Fly, former FCG
chairman, who Is serving as coun-
sel on the channel applications for
the Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri-
ca.

The New York-to-Washington
point-to-point relay system would
only be the first link, of course,
in a nationwide grid of transmit-
ters and booster stations, that the
industry is prepared to set up even-
tually to carry shows, to every the-
atre equipped with large-screen
TV, 1 Fly said.

He also disclosed that the entire
transmitting-relay setup would be
owned and operated by a private
corporation in which the exhibi-
tion, distribution and production
companies using its services would—in the foreseeable future, any-
way—-own all the stock.
Those points are major ones to

be presented at FCC hearings on-
the TV channel applications.
-They’ll start Feb. 25. Fly estimated
that they’ll take at least three to
four weeks, if held continuously.

.'It's possible, he added, that the
Commission may call a number of
adjournments, so that the hearings
could be spread over months. Coun-
sel for the filmites will object to

(Continued on page 15)

Veteran Disk Names

Continue Big Despite

Newcomers’ Impact
Despite the heavy impact of new

names in the disk market for the
past year, many of the vet wax
stars are holding their own in the
platter sweeps with a steady stream
of etchings that click on the retail

level. Without the razzle dazzle
promotion techniques, applied to.

the newcomers, many or the vets
are coming through with enough
consistent sellers to warrant, their
high diskery guarantees,

Diskery execs claim that the.

young group of recording artists

haven’t won away the. fans devel-
oped by the vets during their wax-
ing years. Mo'st of the vets have
a pre-sold audience who latch on
to their releases at a relatively high

sales figure. The newcomers, how-
ever,' have, been coming up on the

sjpectacular hits which have been
making the noise;

In the RCA Victor stable, such

perennials as. perry Como, Dinah
Shore and Tony Martin can be

counted on to rack up hefty plat-

ter sales. Como’s etchings of' “If”

and “You’re Just in Love” were

on top in the 1951 sales finals and
Victor teed off ’52 with, a big push

of his coupling of “Tulips and;

Heather” and “Please, Mr. Sun.”

Martin had a winner in ’51 i

(Continued on naee 61)
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Washington, J!an. 29.

Screenwriter Martin Berkeley,
who provided the House Urt*

American Activities Committee
with the names of many alleged
Hollywood Communists last Sep-
tember in Los Angeles, reportedly
added 40 additional names to that

list in a closed session with com-
mittee members here today (Tues;).

Committee session yesterday:

was highlighted by a unanimous
Vote among committee members
to cite scripter-producer Sidney
JBuchman for contempt of. Con-
gress for failure to appear for

questioning in defiance of a sub-

poena. It’s expected that, the com-
mittee will present its citation

resolution toi the House next week..
Remaining committee ‘hearings

following the Buchman citation

will reportedly not be focussed on
•Hollywood.

The House is almost certain: to
give the green light for the con-

tempt citation, conviction for which
carries a maximum penalty of $1,000
fine and. a year’s imprisonment.
Thus, by yesterday’s action, the for-

mer studio exec was launched on
the long road which ultimately sent
the “Hollywood TO” to prison. The
resolution to cite Buchman, passed
at a closed session of t|ie commit-
tee, /followed a tense succession of

steps which originally terminated
in an order by acting chairman
Francis A. Walter (D, Pa;) to have
the House sergeant-at-arms ‘‘place

Mr. Buchman under arrest and in*

carperate him wherever convenient
to insure his appearance before
this committee.’’

The order for immediate arrest

was later deferred when a ques-
tion of procedure arose. Commit-
tee Counsel Frank S. Tavenner
stated he thought such action
would require formal approval by
the House. Thfe contempt vote was
then substituted.

Committee’s action came after
failure of a second attempt by
Buchman’s lawyers to have his ap-
pearance halted by court, action.

Morton Pepper, New York attor-

ney, teed off the morning’s session
by announcing that new court pro-
ceedings had been initiated for a
temporary injunction to stay the.
committee’s questioning of Buch-
man. He asked the legislators to
“wait a few more days,” until the
question of the new motion could
be settled.

Rep. Walter angrily responded
by accusing Buchman and his; coun-
sel of engaging in “a deliberate at-

tempt to deceive this committee.”
He then demanded to know where
Buchman was. “He is in the vicin-
ity of Washington,” Pepper replied.

At one point, when Pepper was
arguing for a delay, Walter
snapped, “we have been waiting
for several days already. We won’t
permit your Communist client to
make a fool of this committee.
Your first application to stay this

mniittee was denied before you
even told us about it. No court
in the land is going to interfere
with the orderly process of govern-
ment.”

Orders Buchman’s Arrest
It was at this point that Walter

ordered Buchman’s arrest and
started the Wheels in motion by
having Tavenner read into the rec-
ord the steps leading to this deci-
sion.

In the midst of Tavenner’s re-
ntal, word arrived that the new

(Continued on page 18)

Baker’s Bonds Lectures
Phil Baker starts this week on

a “Bonds for Israel” lecture tour
to help sell Israeli government
bonds.
Baker will play a minimum of.

20 dates within the next six weeks*

Lack of new headliners is catch-
ing up With Miami Beach bonifaces.
Resort cafe operators are finding
that majority of toppers are too
weak for extended runs. Business
peters down after one week with a
headliner and there aren’t enough
attractions to buy new ones weekly.
The nitery owners have been get-

ting agencies to prowl the Coast
in an effort to get some fresh faces
oh the agenda.. Situation was better
last year when there was a concen-
tration of TV headliners headquar-
tering in New York. Severall made
quick trips to Florida between
monthly video shots.

The. bistros are complaining
that the. entertainment diet has
gotten stale. The old axiom that
you can’t play the same faces year-
in-year-out has become all too evi-

dent;
Dearth Or staleness of headliners

has resulted in the virtual disap-
pearance of slipper trade in the
Beach niterles. Cafes, fortunately,
are getting a healthy dinner trade,
which apparently is strong enough
to keep the operation in the black
for this season.

,

The hotels are' also giving the
Beach cafes plenty competition.
The inns do not have the high nut
of the cafes and can/stand a loss
on the nitery operation.
Miami Beach nitery biz hasn’t

reached a desperate stage as yet,
but it’s fairly apparent that fancy
profits Won’t be realized by most
spots this season..

Via Aster Hotel’sYen

For ‘Grand Ole Opry’
The hillbilly craze seems likely

to spread to the centre of New
York. The Astor Hotel Roof is

ready to jettison the name bend
policy during the -summer and in-

stall .the WSM, Nashville, “Grand
Ole Op*ry/’’an NBC network show
which has played arenas and
auditoriums throughout the coun-

try.
‘

Should the deal be consum-
mated, hillbilly and folk music
will ~get the - most cosmopolitan
showcase they’ve .ever .had, .and it’s,

conceivable . that the folkways
craze will hit even greater propor-

tions than it has at this point.

Theatre* operators, music pub-
lishers and talent agencies admit
that there’s considerable b,o, in

barnyard ballads. As a matter; of

fact, because of the growing im-
portance of hillbilly music, many
music pubs must m a I n f a i n
branches in Nashville, Which is

regarded as an important rival of

Tin Pan Alley.
’’

The music hold by hillbillyites

is tremendous. Eddy Arnold, Lefty
Fritzell, Hank Williams and Pee
WCe King disks are regarded
among the top-selling platters.

Perry Como is booking the folk-

balladeers on his video show. He
has played King; has: Williams set

for Feb, 27, and Fritzell: for

March 19. This will’ be Williams’
•second date on this show, his first

one in, November bringing such
response that the new booking
was made.

Further; proof of the hillbilly

b.o. potential is seen by the fact
that top tunes such as “Cold, Cold
Heart,” “Little White Cloud,”
“Slow Poke” and “Down Yonder/”
among others, have strong hill-

billy characteristics.

Country-style entertainment has
been spreading to the cities for
the past decade. World, War II

gave the sticks songs tremendous
impetus, when many

. deserted
farm work for more lucrative jobs
in war plants.

The' Astor Hbtel is still mulling
the hillbilly step. H o tel topper
Robert Christenberry is reported
as favoring this radical departure
for the hospice. Preliminary talks
have already been held with sta-

tion execs.

However, Music Corp. of Amer-
ica, which booked .' most - of the
name bands into, the Astor for the
past few years, is still making a
pitch to retain the spot. It’s sub-
mitting counter proposals which
include name and name band pack-
ages. It’s believed that the ex-
pense of such groupings will be,

too. high for the Astor Roof, arid

the inn may have to go along
with the hillbilly experiment.

Wednesday, January ,

Amos. Shares’ SBde
> w r*

Total market value of amusement shares listed on the N Y stnou
Exchange eased off to $1,198,446,790 as of Dec, 31, according
figures released by the Big Board thin 'week. Tally for the month
previous was about $13,000,000 higher while the 1951 high
racked up at the end of September.- At that time the acerpaafl
came to $1,225,273,711.

** Eale

Although the year-end figure indicated a downward trend mav
have been in the offing for amusements, the total nevertheless W
well ahead of the total recorded as of Dec. 30, 1950. Overall sum
then amounted to $1,010,074,335, with an average price per sharaJS
$21.22. Current per-share average is $19.59.'

1

’ "
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“** Wall St. sensitivity to potential

Betty Hutton to Korea
Hollywood, Jan. 29. perfectly Illustrated

, by the quick
Next Hollywood star to entertain response last week to reports of *

troops on the Korean war front d al f . tivnon nnn' ,

“

will be Betty Hutton, who leaves
f0*

f.
$12,000,000 sale of

within two weeks bn a tour ar- RKO s backlog to tele. Day the

ranged by the Hollywood Coordi- story appeared in Variety, trading
nating Committee. in RKO mounted to 50,300 shares
Accompanying the actress will be -as against 1,500 for the previous

five Skylarks, Donna Fowler, Gilda day.
Maiken, Joe Pryor, George Becker It is this watchfulness on the
and Tom Kenny, Street for moves indicating a break—•—-— — •— in the majors’ iron front against

m. mrnm w opening backlogs to tele that hasTm M!|.i |M kept the film shares very stable in

lIX I ID ITllll ID the past year. Aside, from the pos-1 IA l ip llllll 11* sibility of a quick killing, the bic-

9r mm _ ture stocks have few friends

Ken Murray Bid* in the way of rapid-fire profits is

_ .
evident in that the cash payment

Cam MAifMkiMA’ involved would amount to moremr iiiftvipnrnp than $3 °n each rk° share out.* ifIV f lylllllv standing. It Was selling last \Ved-.... nesday for $425
Extent to which each of the Price reaction on the shares was

major film companies is now will- in keeping with the Wall $t; atti-

ing to cooperate with television, • Despite the; huge volume,

even if that cooperation may be HfeateS "hat
for its own benefit, was under- wanted in on the act if there was
scored this Week by Ken Murray, a chance, for a quick take, but they

Whb’s devoting his CBS-TV show weren’t going to pay much more
Saturday night (2) to a “history the then market price unless

of the movies.” With the blessings the
.

deal Was Confirmed.

of the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations,, who view the proj-

Although it was officially denied,
some Wall St. insiders claim to

Two of the Marx Bros, will unite
for the first timd in several years
for a nitery engagement. Harpo &
Chico Marx (billed in that order)
will play the Last. Frontier, Las
Vegas, for two weeks, starting Feb.
8. Other dates Will depend on their
reception there.
The Three Marx Bros, have gone

their separate ways for many years.
Groucho, major component of the
famed trio, is now in radio and
video, and does an occasional film.
Harpo and Chico have been playing
vaude, nitery and occasional TV
engagements during the; past few
years. About three seasons ago,
Harpo and Chico combined for a
stand at the Palladium, London.
The trio,.reunited for a Lester

Cowan pic, “Love Happy,” a few
years ago, and haven't worked to-

gether since.

Cornell-McClintic

S Continued from page 1 s
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Somerset Maugham’ “Constant
Wife,” in which, she’s costarring
with Brian Aherne and Grace
George, had its best week to date,
grossing over $28,200 at the 1,172-
seat National, N. Y., at the $4.80
top ($6 . Friday and Saturday
nights). This production, too, was
directed by McClintic, Miss Cor-
nell’s husband.
The third show out of the office,

the Gertrude Macy-Walter Starcke
production of “1 Am a Camera,”
John van Druten’s dramatization of
the Christopher Isherwood “Berlin
Stories,” also had. a new high for
the run, grossing over $24,700 in
the 1,082-seat Empire, N. Y., at a
$4.80

;

top ($6 Friday and Saturday
nights). This was new house
record for the 59-year-old . theatre
at a regular scale, having been
topped only by “Life with Mother,”
which hit $25,500 for a sellout
Christmas-New Year week 1 (includ-
ing the extra-price New Year’s Eve
performance) in the 1948-49 sea-
son. Miss Macy; co-producer of
"Camera,’’ is Miss Cornell’s per-
sonal manager.
Biggest single-week gross for any

one Cornell-McClihtic show is be-
lieved to have been the $49,800
registered by a revival of “Bar-
retts of Wimpole Street” at the
Boston Opera House in February,
1945, prior to the New York run.
The profit on that stanza alone re-
paid the production cost on the
show.

Incidentally, “Constant
;
Wife,”

the actress-manager’s current -

hide, this week repays the backers
the second half of their $40,000 in-
vestment. The revival' is now in
its eighth week on Broadway.

vrganudtiMiib, wiiu view uic tiroj-. 7/ .

•
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ect as a welcome addition to their nave reason to believe the reports

“Movietime, U. S. A.” tours, Mur- were correct arid that a deal may
ray has been trying to line up -be consummated.

.
There has

clips from the majors’ film libraries been considerable buying, despite

for the show. the denials, although nothing like

As of now; he has received flat the volume of last Wednesday,
refusals from Metro, RKO, Uni- Quotation has dropped back only

versal and Warner Bros. Columbia t° about where it was.
and Walt Disney ape both provid- Various Wail St. analysts have

irig him with the footage he wants, long been totting up the estimated

and 20th-Fox is granting him some per-share values of the vast film

clips: from its 1951 newsreel round- libraries owned by the major corn-

up, “Farewell to Yesterday.’’ Para- Panies. They’ve felt certain that

mount board chairman Adolph tlie dam would break some day

Zukor, as the film industry’s elder and have advised clients to watch

statesman, will appear personally carefully for the indicators,

on the show and Par is also bon- Prospects of cashing in via TV
sidering the advisability of giving have kept the prices of film shares

Murray a clip from an old Clara very steady. Wall Streeters see

Bow picture. them as highly unlikely for normal

Fullest cooperation was offered* growth or even for certain contin-

by United Artists, through indie uation of their generally good rate

producer Stanley Kramer. UA not of dividend return. However, no

only okayed clips from any of its one wants to part with the shares

releases which could be cleared for fear of losing out on a hefty

through Its producers, but granted capital divvy if the dike should

Murray some lengthy footage from suddenly open.
Krainer’s “High . Noon,” which Howard Hughes, RKO’s princi-

won’t be released until later this Pal stopkholder, has himself been

year. According to Murray, UA ex- buying up shares in recent months
ecs recognized the exploitation to add to his original 929,020-share

aspects of thb show not only for hoard. Reason for his buying ere*

its product but for the entire in- ated considerable speculation in fi*

dustry and wbre eager to cooperate nancial circles. It is one of the

in any way possible. reasons that certain Wall Streeters

Murray, noting that the program cling to the belief that unloading

has been worked out in coppera- of the library to JV may be immi-

tion with COMPO exec veepee nent.
Arthur L. Mayer and “Movietime”
chief Robert J. O’Donnell, empha-
sized -that “this is not just a cheap
way of trying to get some stars
for my show.” He’s undertaken the
project, he said, to “make the
people aware of the good entertain- that with which a person is bap*

ment and the firie work being done tized or christened. This makes
by an industry which has had too use of stage or pen names a felony

much bad publicity. No matter puriishable by fine pr imprison-
what anyone tells you or what you ment, or both,
read in the papers, I’m convinced ThP court ruled definitely that

that, movies will live. I’m going no exceptions can be made to this

to try to show on my program rule because the law doesn’t allow
why the industry cannot die.” any. However, the Tribunal al-

It’s noted that RKO and. U, lowed stage or pen name users

among the four majors which might be pardoned if they go be-

turned down Murray’s request, for fore - a court and swear the naine

film clips, have been among those they use is the one and only name,
experimenting with TV trailers Since this is a rulirig of the high*
from time to time. Those two, plus est court in Mexico, stage and pen
Metro arid WB^ gave him generally name users here are in an uproar..

Old Mex Laws
Continued from page 1

the same answer 1 lxing his re- Rulirig directly, hits “Cantinflas
quests. They were sorry” that (Mario Moivno), stage-pic comic,
they couldn t cooperate, but ex- who is much better known by his

n DinAn Tnat Thou Viarl anfnkli.UnJ . .... . •
it i. 4.1. V J '

X .
vyim 4iiueu UCtlCl miuwii

that they had established stage than by his real name. lVlan>

precedents by turning down similar perforrners and Writers in a1
'

requests by other TV producers iff phases of amusements are likewise

(Continued on page 63) affected.
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John Davis, attending a Univer-

sal board meeting last week, took a

••neutral" attitude in Alstons
of a proposed merger of U with

Decca ‘Records. Davis is operating

chief of the J. Arthur Rank
which controls the second largest

single block of U shares,
,

Davis has been reported hos-

tile" to the idea of a merger since

It was first broached with the dis-

closure that Decca was acquiring

a 30% interest in U. He is^ under-

stood to have felt that Rank, then

largest single stockholder, should

have been kept better informed of

details of negotiation for purchase

by Decca of the interests of prez

Nate J. Blumberg, production

chiefs Leo Spitz and William Goetz

and others.
,

Actually, Davis’ attitude at the

board meeting and at sessions with

a special committee of directors

going into the problems of merger

was not "hostile’? at all; Rather,

his attitude was one of "wait-and-

O’Donnell Abroad
Robert J. O'Donnell, head of the

interstate chain in Texas, sal’s

from New York Feb. 8 for a 90-

day Mediterranean cruise.
This will keep him from the ses-

sions of the Council of Motion Pic-
ture Organizations in New York
Feb. 19-20. He is general chairman
of COMPO’s ."Movietime” promo-
tional activities-

see. * x ‘

Davis had come over from Lon-

don for the talks. He was in New
York only about three days. He
will return in. about a month or

six weeks, it is expected, for a

further look'-seC.

By that time; the exploratory

committee headed by director

Preston Davie hopes to be able to,

give Davis a better answer on
whether a merger is feasible and,

if it is, on what basis. Davis ex-

pects at that time, with something
more definite to go on, to be able

to take a more definite stance.

Committee of Decca board
members is likewise exploring mer-
ger advantages and, problems. And

(Continued on page i2

)

20th’s Nat’l Theatres

Books ‘Latukci’ Despite

Nix by Breen Office

Another of the. blows that hav'fe

struck at the potency of the indus-

try’s self-regulatory Production
Code in the past few years was de-

livered last week with booking by
National Theatres, 20th-Fox subsid,

of "Latuko.” Jungle^ pic has been
nixed by the Joe 'Breen office,

which administers the Code, and
has been placed in the "Con-
demned” category by the Legion
of Decency.

Surprisingly smash biz' the pic

rang up at the Hollywood Para-
mount resulted in the NT booking.
The 20th chain is slated to play
the. pic as top feature on percent-
age in first-runs on all four of its

subsid circuits, Fox West Coast,
Fox Midwest, Fox

,
Intermountain

and Fox-Wisconsin.
Until threatened With antitrust

action some years ago, the indus-
try made its Code bans stick by a
voluntary agreement among the
producers, distributors, major the-
atre chains and many smaller cir-

cuits. This called for a $25,000
"fine" for anyone playing a pic
without a Code seal.

With elimination of the penalty
provision and a slackening of biz,

(Continued on page 54)

Ailing Korda to Curb

U.S. Visit Activities

Choice of exec v.p. for the
Council of Motion Picture Organ-
izations is still in the air as the re-

sult of reported opposition by Al-
lied States Assn, of Motion Picture
Exhibitors to Robert Coyne.
There’s no personal feeling against
Coyne, now COMPO counsel, but
objection is based on the fact that
he was formerly Cxec director of
Theatre Owners of America.

Committee headed by Jack Ali-

coate is charged with lining up
successors to Arthur L. Mayer,
exec v.p,, and Ned E. Depinet,
prez, before COMPO’s membership
meet, Feb; 20. Nominating com-
mittee's, choice would be voted into,

office at that.time.
Mayer has made definite his in-

tention to leave the COMPO post
and has booked passage for Europe
March 11. COMPO board is still

hopeful that Depinet can be per-

suaded to remain in the presi-

dency another year, so the pres-

sure to find another chief exec is

not so pressing as that of getting
a successor to Mayer.
Coyne has been with COMPO

from its inception and is held in

high regard for his organizational
ability. In addition to his TOA ex-
perience, he was national field di-

rector for the Treasury Dept, dur-

ing the war.
He has. been felt by most of the

(Continued on page 54)

JOHNSTON TO COAST

FOR STUDIO CONFABS
Eric Johnston planes to Holly-

wood today (Wed.), Motion Picture

Assh. Of America prexy to spend
two weeks in confabs with studio

chieftains. Move Will be similar to

that in New York recently, when
Johnston visited all the homeof-
fices in an endeavor to better ac-

quaint himself with Steps that
might make the MPAA Of greater
service to the industry.
MPAA topper was in New York

yesterday (Tues.) for a huddle with
company presidents and James L.
Fly, MPAA’s special TV counsel,
on high policy in regard to Feb.
25 .hearings before the Federal
Communications Commission, in-
dustry will plead at that time for
special theatre television channels.

Johnston’s trip to the Coast and
his scheduled leadoff position

(Continued on page 54)

His business activities will be
kept to a minimum when Sir Alex-
ander Korda arrives in New York
next Tuesday (5). British film pro-
ducer has been recuping slowly in.

London from a long hospital siege
and is forced to limit his activity;
He’s coming in on the Queen Mary
and is expected to remain about
three . weeks.

Arriving about the same time,
but by air, will be Carol Reed, Who
produced; "Outcast of the Islands"
under Korda’s banner. His visit is
for publicity prior to the opening.
Korda will huddle on his U. S.

distribution with
. Ilya Lopert and

Robert W. Dowling, toppers of
Lopert Films, which handles the
product.

Benjamin Staying East ;

Kririi, Youngstein West
Robert Benjamin, United Artists

official, has cancelled his planned
trip to the Coast, where he was
to work on product deals, to give
full time to homeoffice affairs.

His pard, prexy Arthur B. Krim,
Currently is * Hollywood resum-
ing negotiations for product which
Were begun some time ago and
Working on. one new releasing deal.

Ad-pub V.p. Max E. Youngstein
intends a trek west to see pix al-

ready slated for UA handling but
doesn’t have a definite departure

i date as yet.

After several lean years, the film
industry appears likely to show a
gain in .earnings when complete
figures for 1951 are in, Returns to
date show .that costs and income
have been brought into better bal-
ance to make for an improved out-
look.

Statements covering all or a ma-
jor part of fiscal 1951 disclose com-
bined total earnings of $37,272,000
for Columbia, Loew’s, Paramount,
RKO Pictures, RKO Theatres. 20th-
Fox, 'United Paramount Theatres,
Universal and Warners. That com-
pares with $37,115,000 for the pre-
vious.year.

Here’s how they shaped up on
the money-making front, with the
figures covering the full year Of
operations Unless otherwise shown:

1950 1951
Col ..... .

.

.$1,981,000 $1,148,000
Loew’s' ..... 7,854,000
Par 4,571,000

(9 Mos.)
RKO Pix. ..(4,374,000)*

(9 Mos.)
RKO Theatres 897,000

(9 Mos.
20th 6,516,000

(9 Mos.)
UPT 7,963,000

(9 Mos.)
Univ 1,356,000
WB ..10,271,000

7.804.000
4.205.000
(9 Mos).

(146,000)*

(9 Mos.)
$1,056,000

(9 Mos.)
2.148.000
(9 Mos.)

9.537.000
(9 Mos.)

2.093.000
9.427.000

Indicates deficit.

The gain is slight, but takes on

(Continued on page 17)

London, Jan. 29.

A warning of impending cuts in

Britain’s dollar expenditure for
films was made in the House of
Commons tonight (Tues.) by
Chancellor, of the Exchequer Rich-
ard A. Butler. But in announcing
a major austerity policy, Butler
said that immediate action could
not be taken on dollar remittances
to Hollywood inasmuch as the gov-
ernment is bound by an agreement
which runs through September.
This deal permits American film
companies to,. Withdraw. $25,200,-

000 annually.
Although unable to act now,

Butler warned the House that the
(Continued On page 63)

Exhibs Safe

:

Washington, Jan. 29.

Theatremen who run bank
nights, gift nights and other,

b.o. -hypos that hinge on
.chance should be relieved to

know that they are "officially"

not gamblers.
Internal Revenue Dept, has

ruled that such giveaways do
not constitute gambling and
thus exhibs are not required to

purchase the neW $50 tax
stamps demanded of bookies
and others of similar ilk.

Theatre television exhibitors,

wrapping up plans for the national
political conventions hi Chicago
this summer, are. expected to by-
pass most of the pickups from the
floor on the assumption that such
material Will receive full and com-
plete coverage from the network
broadcasters. Exhibs, instead, hope
to rent their houses in non-box-
office hours to both major parties
for special "get-out-the-vote" ral-

lies, in which it’s expected that

some of the leading candidates
would speak.

Big-screen exhibs, of course,
hope to. be able to bring their reg-
ular patrons the top Convention
events, such as the acceptance
speeches by the winning candi-
dates Of each party. But, they
pointed out, they not only have no
time for the run-of-the-mill cover-
age, but the fact that such cover-
age will be available to home view-
ers for free indicates it would have
little boxoffice value. As for the
acceptance speeches and other out-
standing events from the floor of
Chi’s International Amphitheatre,
the exhibs hope they can work a

deal to take a feed from the net-

works’ pooled pickups,

For special shows, however, the
big-screen operators believe they
are in a. good position to compete
with the networks on selling time

(Continued on page 17)

National Boxoffice Survey
Top Pix Continue Strong; ‘Quo Vadis’ No. 1,

‘Dreams’ 2d, ‘Model’ 3d, ‘Poison’ 4th

Milder weather for a brief period

but few new entries is spelling a

generally moderate week currently.

Such key cities as N. Y. and Phila-

delphia had to contend with rain

and colder weather near the end of

the session while Minneapolis had
a resumption of below-zero tem-
peratures.
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) still is lead-

ing the field with nearly $260,000,

grossed in key cities covered by
Variety this Week, Still in second

position is "See You In Dreams”
(WB) although total gross neces-

sarily is considerably less since,

playing normal scales.

“Model and Marriage Brbker"

(20th), a bit uneven this stanza,

again is finishing third. ‘Another
Man’s Poison" (UA) still is holding

onto fourth place while "Room For
One More" (WB) is capturing fifth

spot.. Latter indicates it will Climb

higher with added bookings.

“I Want You" (RKO) moves up
to sixth position. "Pandora” (M-G)

is landing seventh money, With

"Westward the Women” (M-G) in

eighth. •

"Wild Blue Yonder" (Rep) is fin-

ishing ninth While "Hong Kong"
(Par), new this week, rounds out

the Big 10 list. "Decision Before

Dawn” (20th) and "Boots Malone”
(Col) are week’s two runner-up

I films.

Chief interest the Pacific

northwest was in unveiling of

"Bend in River" (U), with principal

preems in Portland, Ore;, ..
and

Seattle. It is terrific in Portland
to pace city and great in the latter

key where also leading other pix

currently. In these two spots as

well as other northwest cities

"Bend” is on pre-release, with
early reports indicating it will

equal or beat "Egg and I,” top Uni-
versal grosser.

Trade Watched closely the

launching of the two sailor com-
edies; "Sailor Beware” (Par) and
"Girl in Every Port” (RKOh For-
mer is sock in Boston, smash in

Buffalo and strong in L.A. “Port"

is mild in K.C. and Cincy, slow in

Pittsburgh but fated good in Cleve-

land to pace city.

"Cry Beloved. Country” (Indie)

teed off witlv a great opening week
in N. Y. "Cimarron Kid" (U), also

new, ranges from good tp brisk

currently.

"Death of Salesman" (Col) is do-

ing mild to sock trade this frame
but in only three keys, "Callaway

Went Thataway” (M-G), though in

spme four cities, is only fair to

light.

"Distant Drums” (WB) shapes

big in Toronto. "Aladdin” (Mono);

paired with vaude, is heat in philly.

“ Washington, Jan, 29.

Initial study of the Loew’s di-

vorcement decree discloses that
the. outfit submitted to plenty
tough provisions on unloading the-
atres but, in turn, won Unique con-
cessions from the corporate home-
wreckers of the Department of
Justice.

Consent judgment, which means
the bowout of the final major de-
fendant from the 14-year-old indus-
try antitrust suit, calls for out-
right divestiture by Loew’s of a
minimum of 24 theatres. Addi-
tionally, upward of 40 others m.ay
have to be lopped off the chain un-
less it’s established that competi-
tive conditions exist in each mar-
ket zone, in the event such com-
petition is not established in pe-
riods up. to five years, the circuit
may, at its option, continue opera-
tion of these houses but could not
license more than 60% of features
released by the distribs, excepting
such product which is not desired
by competitors.
Loew’s Chain now comprises 67

houses in N. Y. and 64 so-called
out-of-town spots. Decree’s dic-
tates could force cutting the circuit
to less than 100 houses, and re-
ducing the important N. Y. owner*

( Continued on page 18

)

By 20th’s Optimism After

Chas. Skouras’ Sour View
While 20th-Fox drew plaudits

for its series of merchandising

E

icetings which began last week,
pme exhibs this week said it’s

ifficult to reconcile the company's
expressions of optimism* with
Charles P. Skouras’ still widely-
circulated downbeat comments on
the trade,

Skouras, head of 20th’s National
Theatres subsid, predicted some
time ago that television eventually
Will kill off about 50% of the na-
tion’s theatres. The quote appeared
originally in Life

-
and was picked

(Continued on page 18)
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More and more pix theatres*
throughout the country are seek-

ing occasional attractions outside
of films for b.o. stimulants, With
the touring company of “Mr.
Roberts" set to play the Interstate
Theatre Circuit’s Majestic Thea-
tre, Dallas, Feb. 27 and 28 and
other Interstate theatres through-
out Texas, circuit’s bookers are on
the prowl for other presentations.
Although circuit has splayed legit

shows before
;
it’s reportedly seek-

ing riiore* stage fare to Vary with
its pix policy.

Circuit is negotiating with Black-
stone, the Magician, to appear pos-
sibly late in February or early
March. There is also a possibility
that the Hilo Hatti Hawaiian re-
vue might also play the circuit.

Film theatres got big play
from several recent touring attrac-
tions which usually seek only legit
houses' or municipal auditoriums.
“Fledermaus” troupes sent out . by
both Sol Hurok and the Met, The
Sadler’s Weils Theatre Ballet and
the “Don Juan > in Hell’’ offering
frequently replaced pix. “Don
Juan’’ was particularly suitable
for presentation in film houses
which had no stage facilities. Since
Charles Laughton/ Charles Boyer,
Sir Cedric Hardwicke and Agues
Moorehead read the Shaw opus,
no props or sets were necessary.
RKO circuit is also active in

lining up stage fare that
.
can stand

on its own without backing from
a feature pic. Touring “Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes” is set for the
RKO Palace, Columbus, 6., and
the Ballet Russe de -Monte Carlo
for the chain’s houses in Tren-
ton, Providence, Syracuse and
Rochester.
Warner Theatre, N. Y., Will

abandon pix for two weeks next
month for the Sadler’s Wells Thea-
tre Co., parent of the above Sadr
ler’s company. .It’s the first time
In the history of the house that
stage presentations will be offered
without a feature picture,

20th Execs Returning

To Foreign Posts
Albert Cornfield, 20th-Fox direc-

tor of Europe and the Middle East,

heads back to his Paris headquar-
ters today ( Wed.) After attending
the outfit’s convention, at the N. Y.
homeoffice.

Also heading home this week is

Edward Ugast, 20th’s Far East su-

pervisor, who headquarters in

Tokyo,

WB,U Makes It

BOWIE TURF Binr
Deal in which a syndicate headed

by Larry. MacPhail gained control
of the Bowie racetrack in Mary-
land for an estimated $2,000,000
was entirely conceived and: nego-
tiated by Charles F. Simonelli, Uni-
versal pub-ad exec.

As a result of his efforts in
bringing the interested parties to-

gether and working out; the de-
tails of the deal, Simonelli will
receive a stock interest in the
track. However, he pointed Out that
he will be associated - with the
MacPhail syndicate in a non-active
capacity and might be available
on occasions as a consultant on
public relations matters, but he
otherwise intends to devote full
time to his job at Universal.

Simonelli stressed that his con-
nection with Bowie would in ho
way interfere with his position at
Universal.

Simonelli said he looked into the
deal in his spare time and carried
on negotiations with the principals
on weekends. He said he first con-
ceived the idea last June and ne-
gotiated “right down the line”
until, the final contracts were
igned.

Its Cairo Theatre Only

Damaged in Riot—Loew’s
While preliminary reports indi-

cated that Loew’s Metro Theatre,
Cairo, had been completely de-
stroyed in the rioting which swept
the Egyptian capi t a l Saturday
(26), a homeoffice spokesman
stated this week that damage is

principally confined to the in-
terior of the house and undoubted-
ly is covered by insurance. The
2,000-seater is considered a city
showplace and/ will be repaired
“when things cool down.”

Press dispatches reaching the
U. S, also said that equipment
owned by 20th-Fox at the Palace
Theatre, Cairo, had also been
burned or damaged. A company
homeoffice exec disclosed that the
firm has a controlling interest in
the house, but as yet no word has
been received as to what has been
damaged. Reportedly, no Ameri-
can company personnel has been
Injured.

Warner Bros, and Universal,
which had been hedging on their

replies to Skiatron's request for
use of their product in its pro-
jected Subscriber-Vision test, this,

week sent Skiatron prez Arthur
Levey a definite refusal. As a re-

sult, . Levey now has okays from
only Paramount and RKO, and
theSe two Are “conditional.”

Skiatron chief declared that ne-
gotiations with the other com-
panies, presumably in an attempt
to get them to reconsider, are in
progress. But he added he Would
seek help of the Dept, of Justice
if the others didn’t come through.
Skiatron, he said, “would prefer
to approach "the Department only
as a last resort.” Levey hopes to

gain permission of the Federal
Communications Commission to
stage the “pay-as-yoursee” tests in

New York this spring, but claims
he must be able to provide the
FCC with a lineup of the pictures
he’ll show before it can okay the
project.
Answer from WB was signed by

veepee Samuel Schneider, who
advised Levey that “we do not
wish to permit the use of our
features by your corporation in the
experiment for which you are
seeking authorization.” U veepee
John J. O’Connor

,

wrote Levey
that “we have given careful con-
sideration to your communication
and the request therein contained,
and we have concluded

.
that it

would not be to the best interests
of our company to make available
our ’ pictures for the tests.”

ON ‘TREASON’ SHARE
Financial aftermath of the two-

year-old indie production, “Guilty
of Treason/’ last week found one
creditor settling for part of a $1,-

600 producer’s share to the film
still held by .Eagle Lion Classics.
He was Harry S. Klepper, who
brought suit in N. Y. Supreme
court in an effort to satisfy a $10,-

000 judgment previously won
against Edward A. Golden, father
of Robert Golden, who co-produced
the picture with Jack Wrather.
Out of Klepper’s $10,000 Edward

Golden assertedly acquired the
book, “As We See Russia,” which
was the. story basis for “Treason.”,
Loan was a personal note. When
Golden defaulted Klepper sued and
was granted judgment. Unable to
collect, the creditor proceeded
against Golden Productions, which
was assignee of the book’s film
rights. .

Also brought in as defendants
were Freedom Productions, Wrath-
er, ELC and the Chemical Bank &
Trust Co.; among others. Settle-
ment reached during a two-day
trial before Justice Aaron Steuer
provided that the $1,600 which the
defunct; ELC had in escrow should
be split among Klepper and two
Other, minor creditors. But for the
balance of his $ 10,000. it was ruled;
Klepper must get>Y line with
others- who have coi coming.

“Treason,” a story of Cardinal
Mindzenty’s trial in Communist
Hungary; costarred Charles Bick-
ford and Bonita Granville. Latter
is Wrather’s wife. Emmet Lavery
wrote, the screenplay, “As We See.
Russia” was authored by various
members of the Overseas Press
Club. Chemical Bank provided part
of the film’s financing, as did
Wrather*

Lana’sGlam Role
Hollywood, Jan.\2Jh

First picture to star Lana Tur
ner under her new Metro contract
wHl .be “Tribute to a Bad Man,” in

which she will play a glamorous
film femme. Two other films Jlned
up for Miss Turner are “Interrupt
ed Melody” and “Latin Lovers.”
Metro is negotiating with Kirk

Douglas to costar in “Tribute/’

which will be produced by John
Houseman;

Occasional live Shows

Help Build His Chain

In
RKO and Warner Circuits’ cur-

rent. experiments in occasionally
eliminating films in' favor of a Week
or more of other attractions is an
old—and successful—practice

.
in

England. Sidney L. /
Bernstein,

chairman of Britain’s Granada
chain, said in New York last, week
that 18 of his houses—all that Were
equipped with stages;—used occa-

sional live entertainment.”
“We find it . a very profitable

practice,” he declared, “in that it

builds up a house, as any good at-

traction Will, In reverse it is also

advantageous in that it enables Us
to avoid running poor, pictures that

have a permanently deteriorating

effect oh the boxoffice.”

Bernstein said that Granada
avoids, however, having more than
12 one-week live shows without
films in any theatre. That’s im-
portant, he pointed out, to avoid a

house’s losing its character as pri-

marily a filmery.

Bernstein said his experience
had shown that it was essential to

maintain this identification with
film if films were to be the princi-

pal attraction through the year.

However, he explained, his general
Viewpoint was that a theatre should
be a place of entertainment, and
whether the entertainment was .on

film or live with really immaterial.

Bernstein left New York for

the Coast at the end of last week.
He is partnered with Alfred Hitch-
cock in Transatlantic Productions,
indie unit Which releases through
Warner Bros. They are about to

start preparation for their next
film.

St. Louis, Jan. 29.

The local U. S. grand jury last

week resumed its inquiry into the
alleged payment of $50,000 by the
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, to

James Pi Finnegan, resigned Col-

lector of Internal Revenue of the
St. Louis District, for assistance

in obtaining motion picture films

for the .
company’s' Phoijevision

tests after such, requests had been
refused.
Eugene F, McDonald, Jr., prez of

the TV company, and Irving Her-
riott, counsel for Zenith, are re-

ported to have been asked what
services, if any, were given by
Finnegan to obtain the films, after
major, film producers refused to
furnish them*
McDonald refused to comment

prior to his p.a. hefpre the g.j.

although Herriott said the film$
were forthcoming after Finnegan
had been hired. Officials of the
pic companies have denied that
Finnegan had ever approached
them or had anything to do with
obtaining films from them.
Finnegan goes to trial March 3

to face indictments charging brib-
ery and accepting illegal fees dur-
ing his tenure in office. United
States District Judge Ruby M. Hue-
ien. will sit on the bench.

RKO to Test Reissue Of

Wanger-Bergman ‘Joan’

.
“Joan of Arc,” Ingrid Bergman-

starrer made by Walter Wanger for
RKO release, is. being reissued by
the distrib on an experimental
basis. Company has

.
set up a string

of more than 20 art and offbeat
pic houses in the New York terri-
tory for a day-date test run.

If this proves: successful, RKO’s
plan, is to give the film a similar
whirl in arties and specialized
houses on a national basis, follow-
ing the pattern with which it had
great success on “Kon-Tiki,”
“Joan” Was originally released in
1948 at upped admissions, it was
brought back a year arid a half
later on regular release, bht never
caught on with any vigor.

Rickard to Latin America

To Ease Several Situations
Joaquim Rickard, Latin Ameri-

can rep Lor the Motion. Picture

Assn, of America, flew to Havana
Saturday (26) on the first leg of

a trip to various film trouble spots

south of the border. He’U go to

Lima, Rib and Buenos Aires*

He’s participating in labor nego-
tiations in

.
Havana. Problems in

Peru/ Brazil and Argentina involve

quotas and currency restrictions.

Of Par as Trust
Washington, Jan. 29.

With the Paramount-DuMont is-

sues: at least temporarily out of the

way, the Federal Cbmmunications

Commission is now ready to tackle

the crucial phases of its important
one-package proceedings involving
Par and the heir, by consent de-
cree, of its once-oWried theatres,

United Paramount Theatres,

Testimony on these phases, which
begins Monday (Feb.- 4) before Ex-
aminer Leo Resnick, will doubtless
furnish the basis for the most far-

reaching* question that has faced
the agency since the advent of TV:
whether motion picture producers;
particularly antitrust violators, may
enter the TV field as station

owners.

The Par antitrust issues, it’s rec-

ognized, go beyond the question of
Par’$ eligibility as a broadcast li-

censee (its license for KTLA-TV in

Los Angeles is on temporary status

pending the outcome of the pro-
ceedings). Although the Commis-
sion has decided that the TV eligi-

bility of each antitrust offender
shall be determined separately
(when license renewal time comes
around), it’s generally expected
that the decision on Par will set
the pattern for policy respecting
other major film producers also.

In its rriore immediate impact,
(Continued on page 15)

L. A. to N. Y.
Josephine Baker
Lloyd Bridges
Eddie Cantor
Ralph Cattell
Eduardo Ciannelli
SeOtt R. Dunlap
Bill Edwards
Richard Egan
Franca Faldini
Henry Ginsberg
Morey R. Goldstei
Sheilah Graham
Abel Green
Z. Wayne Griffin
Richard Hageman
George Jessel
Ruby Keeler
Ken Langley
Marjorie Lawrence
Charles Lederer
Lloyd Lind
Douglass Montgomery
Edward Morey
Will Price.
Richard Rober
Tom Sheils
Walter White

N. Y to L. A.
Sidney Blackmer
Barbara Britton
Paul Douglas
Mitch Miller
Constance Moore
Norton V, Ritchey
Alexander Scourby
Sam Shai
Jan Sterling

N* Y. to Europe
Franka Faldini
Anatole Litvak
Georjges Maurer
Marta Toren

Europe to N. Y.
Fred Addison
Suzanne Cloutier
Valentina Cbrtesa
Hans Hopf
George London
LoU Waiters

Montevideo, Jan. 29.
The second Punts del Este Film

Festival, which teed off jan ^
under a sweltering temperature of

2?
.degrees, winds up this week.

Hot weather tempered after a few
days, So no .visitors suffered. Thera
have been plenty of changes in the
composition of the various delega-
tions as first announced. The Hol-
lywood group planed in on Jan 17
This was a victory for the organi-
zers because predictions were that
Hollywood would give this fest the
gate, Yvonne de Carlo, of the U.S.
delegation, is the center of attrac-
tion.

This time the organizers have
made a sincere effort at organiza-
tion, and are trying to prevent the
visitors from being overly feted
and driven from one event to an-
other as they .were last time. They
are also carefully trying to avoid
charges Of nepotism iii the award-
ing of prizes or distribution of
passes to the film shows. Admis-
sion to the shows for crix is by
pass and each one has, been 'as-
signed his special stall,/ but th.ere
was a snafu at the start with sev-
eral commentators being giVeri
the

v
same pass number.

- Hollywood has entered “The
Blue Veil” (RKO), “I Want You”
(RKO) and “Gypsy Blood.” The
organizers have not succeeded i

“delivering the goods” iii their
pledge to the Punta del Este hotel-
keepers that: the Festival would
bring a big influx of tourists.
These were notably absent at the
start although good number
poured in later from across the
Brazilian border, but the usual
flow of Argentine tourists is re-

(Continued on page 17)

LAST WEEK AT LA VIE
J'THE MIRACLE ON 54TH
STREET” is the only way to de-
scribe what’s happened over on
East 54th street Where La . Vie
En Rose has ‘caught on’ over-
night, sparked by the electrify-
ing Dorothy Dandridge, ignited
by the super-song salesman, Carl
Ravazza, and kindled into a
blaze by the torrid mash notes
of; the Gentlemen of the Press.
Our “formula” has made La

Vie the most exciting room on
the East Side in a decade . . .

A Guy and a Doll . . . Carl Ra-
vazza, whose “hold-hands” torch
sessions have the dolls too limp
to swoon and Dorothy Dandridge,
whose sexy spine-tingling deliv-
ery has the guys of the town
goggle eyed.
With a low boW to the critics

—“THE MIRACLE ON 54TH
STREET’* presents a Nightly
Double that has become a Daily
Double for cafe regulars . . .

“The Toast of the Town,”
crystal-balled Leonard 'Lyons
about La Dandridge ... “A Ris-
ing Song Star,” knighted
the Journal-American’s Gene
Knight . . “A Singing Sexa-
tion,” quipped Earl Wilson . . .

“One of the most refreshing and
beautiful newcomers in years,”
raved the News’ Bob Sylvester
. . . “Makes audiences' Look and.
Listen” said Danton Walker . . .

“Most beautiful Negro singer
since Lena Horne,” LIFE maga-
zine captioned in a spread . . .

Louis Sobol summed up: “Slick
Singing Chick.”
And if the Gentlemen have

been kind to Dorothy their col-
leagues, the sob-sisters on the
gazettes, have been delving into
dictionaries to swoon in print
for Carl Ravazza.
Bert Lahr, Eddie Cantor, Mil-

ton Berle, Dane Clark, Dolores
Gray, John Carradine, Jan Mur-
ray, Frank Leahy, Jackie Rob-
inson, Cab Calloway, Jackie
Miles, Mitzi Green, ’ Edmund
O’Brien, Olga San Juan, Dan
Topping, George White/ Mike
Iodd, etcetera, etcetera and
etcetera as Yul Brynner says
m “The King & I.” That’s
not a “Who’s Who.” It’s a
“Who’s Hero/* They’ve all been
in time arid again to help
make “THE MIRACLE ON
54TH STREET.”/ ,

It’s become the rendezvous
for Hollywood, Park Avenue,
and Broadway . . . They all

agree—THE PLACE TO BE—
IS NOW LA VIE! ! !

MONTE fROttB'S

I23f.54* Tw-MU 8-8420
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TOA’s ‘Stand’ on Arbitration Seen

months. Next stockholders’ session

is slated for May, and strong pos-

sibility is hinted, that the minority
group headed by David J. Greene
will press for one' or two more
members of the board.
Greene just a few weeks ago won

partial victory in a battle that
started at the last annual stock-

holders meeting, Dec. 6. He suc-
ceeded in getting two places on
the six-man board. His ultimate
aim, of course, is to win a majority
6n the directorate, which would
enable him to exercise manage-
ment control of the chain.

Possible quick repetition of the
proxy fight results from the fact
that RKO’s last annual stockhold-
ers’ conclave was held in Decem-
ber, instead of May, which is the'

normal time. Session was the first

since RKO Theatres Corp. was
formed, following divorcement at

the. beginning of 1951 from RKO
Pictures.

In order hot to make the meeting
come too quickly after the new
company was organized, initial

stockholders gathering was set for
December. Future sessions were
set for spring, which’ was the regu-

]

lar time before RKO underwent
divorcement.
Greene and his associates are urn

derstood to be buying up additional
shares of RKO. Thus, if he gets
the same support from other stock-
holders that he got during the
recent proxy hassle, he might easi-
ly get at least one mor place on
the directorate.

Amiable Relationship?
Although Greene’s relationship

with the management since he and
his associate, A. Louis Oresman,
took their places on the board Jan.

(Continued on page 17)
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N.Y. Group Heartened

By Publicity Campaign

In Push to Win B.O.
Reviewing nine months’ work of

the Organization of the Motion
Picture Industry of the City of
New York, Fred. J. Schwartz,
group’s topper, in a report to ex-
hibs, indicates that the

:
committee

feels “that the community is con-
scious of a motion picture indus-
try in a more friendly and under-
standing way.”
Other accomplishments, accord-

ing to Schwartz, since the group
launched its public relations cam-
paign on May 1, 1951, include: im-
provement of relations with news-?
papers, school children, women,
church

' groups and Organized audi-
ences in a move “toward changing
the public attitude about pictures
to a concrete expression of enjoy-
ment.”
The report, a voluminous docu-

ment, describes in detail the work
done with newspapers, institutional
and commercial promotions, the
community service program, and
the cooperative ventures with the
Council of Motion Picture Organi-
zations.

Lynn Famol otfice Is handling
the public relations campaign for.
the group.

j

SPG Takes in Exec Prods
Hollywood* Jan. 29.

Screen producers guild voted
66-8 for a by-laws change broaden-
ing membership eligibility to in-

clude exec producers functioning
as production toppers at last

night’s (Mon.) membership* meet-
ing.

Exec bqard had recommended
revision.

Washington, Jan. 29.

.

Dipson Theatres of Buffalo lost

its antitrust suit ' against Loew’s,
et ai., when the Supreme Court
yesterday (Mon.) denied review
Of a lower court decision dismissing
the charge.
Dipson had contended that the

second Circuit Court of Appeals,
in holding that agreement by three
of the majors to limit first and sec-

ond-run exhibition of their films
did not violate the antitrust laws,
had ruled contrary to the Supreme
Court decision in Paramount di-

vorcement cases.

Department of Justice had filed

a memorandum, as amicus curiae,
in support of Dipson’s position. It

had asked for a ruling “on the is-

sues presented here as to the'ihean-
ing and effect of the Paramount
decision” to provide authoritative
guidance to the lower courts on
similar cases.

A refusal to grant a review, Jus-
tice Dept, had asserted, may af-

fect many private antitrust actions
brought by private claimants
against some or all Paramount case
defendants. A number of the cases,
said the agency,, involved claims
for damages alleged to have result-

(Continued on page 15)

SWG BLACKLIST SUIT

PUSHED OFF TO APRIL
Originally scheduled to go to

trial this month in N. Y. Federal
Court, a “blacklist” suit brought
by the Screen Writers Guild and
the Authors League of America
against the Motion Picture Assn,
of America and the Society of In-
dependent Motion Picture Produc-
ers will now be tried April 7*

Switch in date reportedly was
made by arrangement between the
litigants. Pre-trial hearings are
expected to be held at the end of
February.
SWG and ALA instituted the ac-

tion in January, 1949, to challenge
a decision by. the MPAA and
SIMPP that allegedly is aimed at

governing political views of per-
sons employed in the motion pic-

ture industry. : Ruling yvas adopted
at a meeting of company heads in

New York in November, 1947,

after the House Un-American Ac-
i

(Continued on page 55)

Large number of changes in
major company sales organizations
recently reflects the iron-fisted in-

sistence of top-echelon officialdom"

that greater income be produced
by distribution departments. Sales
chiefs, virtually with knives in

their own backs, have been fine-

tooth-combing their staffs, from
division lanagers right down to

bookers, to get rid of weaker ele-

ments and replace them with men
who’ll slug for the very last

dollar.

The resignations* promotions,
territorial switches and other
shifts that have marked the sales

organizations recently tie in with
the regional and home office meet-
ings of distribution forces that
almost all companies have been
holding. The aim is the same—to
drive the men to bringing in more
coi

The exhibitor, of course* is going
to bear the brunt of all this pres-
sure. Company, prexies, their pro-
duction chiefs and boards , of direc-

tors feel, however, that it is an
absolute must if the industry is to

go on. Studying figures, they con-
clude that only more coin out of
distribution can solve their prob-
lems;
Production costs have been

brought down considerably in the
past three years. It appears ques-
tionable whether they can be re-

duced much more—and particular-
ly if it is desirable to reduce them
any further. Since it has become
obvious that the big payoff is in

the big pix, putting clamps on cre-
ators of such product , is not seen
as good business.
There will continue, of course,

to be pressure to get maximum
values on the screen for each dol-

lar spent. Perhaps there is some
(Continued on page 55)

Aflied Bd. Agenda
Washington, Jan. 29..

Increasing film rentals will be
number one problem’ at the mid-
winter board meeting here of Al-
lied States Assn, next Tuesday (5)

and Wednesday (6). Question of

film rentals will tie in with talks

on arbitration in the hope of de-
vising a method of relief for hard-
pressed exhibitors.

In addition, attempt will be
made to develop a formula for the
pricing of pictures which Allied

hopes will be fair to everybody.
Abram F. Myers, general counsel
of Allied, declared: “Plans for

an intense aggressive campaign
against present pricing policies

will be adopted for use unless and
until relief is forthcoming by more
orderly means.”

Prior to the session of the full

board, a committee' consisting of

reps of the arbitration committee,,
the national film committee and
the “Caravan” committee* which
supervises Allied’s cooperative sys-

tem for exchange of information
(Continued on page 55)

Mid-South Allied Blasts

Withholding Subsequents
: Practice of “pre-releasing” films

and then withholding the product

from subsequent-runs has been

blasted by Allied Independent The-

atre Owners of the Mid-South. Out-

fit sent a copy of a resolution at-

tacking the policy to distribs this

Week.

Allied unit complained that the

specially labeled pix should be li-

censed on the same basis of avail-

ability as other product. Theatre
outfit asserts that the “roadshow-
ing” system is a violation of court

decrees enjoining the Companies
from price-fixing and discrimina-

Ition in offering pix to exhibs.

Columbus, 0.> Jan. 29.

Picture (from the bulletin of the Independent Theatre Owners
of Ohio) of a man trying to be on two sides of a fence at the same

• time:
“While it is nothing to compare with the lush days of old, never-

theless in the past two weeks business has been good, . . , As soon
as the public learns that a theatre is crowded they’ll bust, the doors „

down trying to get in. On these occasions, however few they may
be. when business is good, let’s crow about it. Our newspaper
friends will doubtlessly cooperate with us on a Monday roundup
story to the effect that business was good over the weekend.
“Of course, there are certain 'calculated risks’. If there is action

pending to eliminate tax or to resist labor’s demand for an
‘

crease, you’ll have to convince those parties that these stories are
simply put out for the purpose intended—to stimulate more busi-
ness.”

Long-drawn-out and bitter proxy*
fight through which RKO. Theatres
just went may be reprised on a

lesser scale Within a couple of

Dialog by 20th-Fox?
Scene in “Anything Can

Happen” Perlberg-Seaton pro-
duction for Paramount, has
group, of bewildered immi:
grants

.
seeking accommoda-

tions at a N. Y. hotel, but with
little success because of lan-

guage barriers.

An irate member of the
group blasts the room clerk
in Greek, capping his tirade
with the clincher, as he
stormed out. The irate one’s
words: “Spyros Skouros!”

Do the Unusual:

Their 6.0.9 Build

Four pix currently in New York
engagements at first-run houses
are displaying an unusual b.o. re-

action, with grosses approaching
the first week’s top after dipping
for several weeks. In one case,

the 12th week’s gross topped the
first week’s by $6,000.
Pix not following the usual pat-

tern—big first week and a gradual
decrease until the end of the run
—-include “Pandora and the Fly-
ing Dutchman” at the Normandie,
“Rashomon,” the Japanese import
at the Little Carnegie, “Quo Vad-
is” at the Astor and “The Greatest
Show oh Earth” at Radio .City

Music Hall..

“Pandora,” for example, opened
to $10,900, dipped to $5,200 in the
second week, and has climbed to

$7,000 in its eighth week. Similar-
ly, "Rashomon” opened at $14,127,
ran at about $10,500 for three
weeks, and this week climbed to

almost $12,000. P a r a m o u n t’s

“Greatest Show” teed off with a

big $146,000, jumped to $148,000
the second week, and returned t6

the opening $146,000 for the third

week. However, latter figure, it’s

estimated, would have been, great-

er than the second stanza had it

not been for the snow and rain en-
countered during the period.

Most unusual fluctuation was dis-

played by Metro’s “Quo Vadis,”
which opened to a capacity $25,000
on a two-a-day policy at the Astor.

After holding at $25,000 for three
weeks, pic began a steady decline

until it reached $18,000 in the sev-

enth week and jumped to $22,000
during the Xmas-New Year week.
At that point, with closing of the

day-date grind run at the Capitol,

two-a-day policy was abandoned at

the Astor and receipts climbed to

$38,000; Under the continuous run
policy. “Vadis” consistenly grossed
over $30,000. Now in its 12th week,
film ended the period at $31,000,

$6,000 over the opening week.
Filmites feel the strong come-

backs of these films result from
strong word of mouth boosts. .All

the pictures involved are of the

type that serve as conversation

pieces in social gabfests.

SDG V0TFS STEVENS

BEST ’51 DIRECTOR
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Screen Directors Guild voted

George Stevens the best director

of 1951 for “Place in Sun” (Par).

Award was made at SDG dinner-

dance at the Biltmore Bowl Sun-

day night (27). Also in finals were
Alfred Hitchcock, for “Strangers

on Train," and Vincente Minnelli,

for “American in Paris.”

More than 800 industry toppers

attended. SDG prexy George Sid-

ney presided. L. B. Mayer was
made an honorary life member of

the Guild,

Hollywood, Jah, 29.

The a tr e Owners of America
board members, in session here,

;

walked down the middle in their
proposals for an industry arbitra-
tion system* They have endorsed
a plan so worded that it could be
interpreted as consistent with the
programs favored by both Allied
States Assn; and the distributors.

It’s apparent that TOA’s idea is

to leave the door open- to recom-
mendations by the other groups,
rather than formulate a specific
arbitration policy which would
possibly lead to conflict and the
epd of all hopes for the entir

trade’s getting together on a plan.
It’s, generally conceded that th

unending flow of intra-trade ac-
tions on antitrust counts represents
one of the industry’s biggest prob-
lems. Certainly, the legalistics and
the desire to resolve differences
via arbitration have been copping
the spotlight at trade get-togethers,
such as TOA’s board session here,
for the past couple of years.
Important rub which has devel-

oped so far is Allied’s demand for
inclusion of rental disputes on any
arbitration program. Allied theory
is that all distrlb-exhib business
practices should be subject to at-
tempts at conciliation if any over-
all plan is to work. On the other
hand, the distribs feel that the cost
of licensing pix is a private matter
between buyer and seller and not
a proper subject for arbitration.
TOA plan, as announced, would

coyer “any matters arising out of
or in connection with film con-
tracts, or any matters involving
clearance and runs, or any contro-
versy over or concerning competi-
tive bidding.” That is the theatre
org’s proposed system as approved
by the board yesterday (Mon.) and
disclosed by exec director Gael
Sullivan. As for tthe mechanics, a
national arbitration administration
would be set up along with the
selection of individual arbiters.

Observers noted that whether or
not rental differences would be
subject to arbitration under the
broadly-stated plan was hot speci-
fically set forth. t

TOA, it seemed clear, was care-
ful to avoid stepping on any toes
via taking part in the controversial
rentals issue right at the outset;
Also suggesting the outfit’s con-

(Continued on page 12)

Tax Relief Sought

By TOA at Four-Day

Bd. Meet on Coast
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Immediate relief from “discrim-
inatory” Federal, state and local

taxation will be militantly sought
by the Theatre Owners of America,
it was revealed as TOA’s board of
directors launched a four-day mid-
winter session here yesterday
(Mon.).

Exec director Gael Sullivan de-
clared that “many smaller theatres
around the country are p a y i n g
taxes on losses,” and he added that
the TOA is taking up cudgels to
bring about reform.

Discussing arbitration, Charles
P. Skouras. board chairman: prexy
Mitchell Wolfson and Sul 1 i v a n
stressed the system delegates will

seek will be flexible and subject to

modifications which may be sug-
gested by other exhib organiza-
tions and distributors. TOA top-

pers say they are anxious to get th

ball rolling towards adoption of an

all-industry plan,
Delegates will present to pro-

duction and studio execs their
views on film cycles, pix titles, TV,

etc.,

Distrib reps are huddling Thurs-

day (31) with a group to discuss

“Movietime. U.S;A.” pix censor-

ship, etc. Theatre TV and FCC
hearings are on agenda. Conven-
tion winds up Thursday nite with

Skouras hosting a. party.
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Dangerou

Excellent Joan Crawford
atarrer of femme crook re-
formed by love. Good b.b, pos-
sibilities,

Hollywood, Jan. 24.
Warner release of Robert Sisk produc-

tion, Stars Joan Crawford, Dennis Mor»

S
an, David Brian; features Richard Webb,
lari Aldon, Philip .Carey, Ian MacDonald,

Katherine Warren, Directed by Felix
Feist. Screenplay, Geoffrey Homes.
George Worthington Yates; from story
by Bernard Girard; camera. Ted McCord:
editor, James C. Moore; , music, David
Buttolph. Tradeshown Jan, 22, '32, Run-
ning time, *7- MINS.
Beth Austin . Joan Crawford
Dr. Ben Halleck.. .Dennis Morgan
Matt Jackson.. David Brian
Franklin ichard Webb
Ann Jackson Mari Aldon
Will JaCkson . . . . . , , . . Philip Carey
Joe - Crossland. ; Ian MacDottalu
Admitting Nurse,. .... .Katherine Warren
Dr. Ryan. ; ... .George Chandler.
Ned Shaw ....... . ...... . William Challee
Susan . ; . .... , . ; , . . . Sherry Jackson
McGill.,..,...-...........' Stuart Randall
Club- Manager. Douglas Fowlcy
Oculist: . . . ... . . . . . .. .. .Kenneth Patterson
Mike . .Harry Tyler.
Hairdresser. : .Gladys Blake
Prison M&tron ...... . . ... . . Cecil Weston

Joan Crawford is back bn the
wrong side of the law iii ''This

Woman Is Dangerous” and the. re-

sult is entertainment cut to the
order of her substantial following.
It is a slick dramatic entry, fur-
bished With the kind of values that
register well' in general release,
and it has a pulp fiction plot, ex-
cellently put together, that can be
sold for good returns.
As the mastermind of a holdup

gang, and the sweetheart of David
Brian, a violent killer-type, Miss
Crawford turns in the type of char-
acter and performance, that espe-
cially suits her sophisticated ap-

S
earance, Her costuming is in
eeping, modishly designed to fur-

ther the Crawford flare for cloth-
ing style. While interest is pri-
marily on the actress, her mascu-
line costars, Dennis Morgan and
Brian, are not neglected in the
story-telling.

Plot is purely make-believe, but
the Felix Feist direction of the
Geoffrey Homes-George Worthing-
ton Yates script, and the playing,
lend an air of credence. Dialog is

good and, While the situations can
be anticipated, pace .holds up to
sustain interest. Story by. Bernard
Girard deals with a woman Who,
after the holdup of a New Orleans
gambling house, goes off to the
hospital for a dangerous operation
to restore her failing sight, She
leaves behind a violent, jealous
lover, plus a slight clue that tips
the FBI she might have been in on
the robbery.
Her medico is Morgan and the

forced association with him leads
to ah unwilling romance. Suspi-
cious of her overlong hospital stay,
Brian puts a private eye on her
trail to protect his romantic inter-
est when he cannot contact her.
When the femme mastermind real-
izes what is happening she re-
nounces her doctor love, hoping to
reach Brian in time to prevent a
murder, but the climax finds prin-
cipals all in the. hospital where
Brian, takes a stand in the obser-
vation room oyer the operating-
theatre ready to shoot down his ri-

val, The FBI moves in, fortunately
in time and, with promised leni-
ency, Miss Crawford can expect to
(start a life with Morgan after a
short prison term.

Brian supplies a vigorous per-
formance and Morgan is entirely
likeable in his role as the eye spe-
cialist. Richard Webb is good as
the FBI man. Mari Aldon shows
up excellently as the girl married
to Philip Carey, Brian’s more cau-
tious criminally-inclined brother.
Ian MacDonald, the private eye;
Katherine Warren, Morgan’s nurse,
and the others are capable.

Robert Sisk’s production super-
vision does very well by the story
and casting detail. On the tech-
nical end, film benefits from the
lensing by Ted McCord, the David
Buttolph music score and other as-
sists. Sheila O’Brien did the ros-
tuming. Brog.

The Green Glove

The Smallllaek Room
“Th# . Small Back Boom/*

Michael Powell-Emeric Press-
burger production scheduled
to open at the Trans-Ltix 72nd
St, Theatre, N. Y., Friday (1),
was reviewed In Variety from
London Jan. 26, 1949. Picture
revolves around a British
scientist who fears respdnsi-

,
bility but later shakes off his
phobiai by courageously dis-

mantling an enemy bomb. .

Myro opined that the film
is a ‘‘craftsmanlike job with a
ready-made public iii Britain

• and likely to earn more than
modest returns for U. S. ex-
hibitors.” David Farrar won
the* critic’s: praise for his per-
formance as the scientist while
Kathleen Byron turns in a
“moving characterization’’ as a
sympathetic girl, Snader Pro-
ductions is releasing in the
U. S.

duction. Filmed in France, Its

Monte Carlo and rural mountain
locales give it some fresh interest.
This and the lure of the chase^will
make it acceptable fare for ^sec-
ondary markets,

.
where it should

reepup its modest budget.

.. The green glove, is a priceless
bejeweled medieval relic which
has reposed for years in a rural
French church, until stolen by a
jewel thief (also a collaborator)
during the recent war. Glenn Ford,
as a paratrooper dropped behind
enemy lines, had almost appre-
hended the thief at the time; had
grabbed the briefcase containing
the prized, gahntlet, but had lost
it immediately thereafter when his
shelter was bombed. Now, after
the warv and down on his luck,
Ford is back In rural France; hunt-
ing for the lost relic, with the pro-
saic, unethical purpose of selling
it to make his fortune.

The original thief (George Ma-
cready), however, head, of an in-
ternational ring, has also been
ceaselessly searching for the glove,
and suspecting that Ford even-
tually would return to lead him to
its hiding place. Thereafter ensues
a series of chases, harrowing ex-
periences and murders, as thieves
pursue Ford and gendarmes fol-
low both.

Plot is further complicated by
a half-mad countess who . has orig-
inally befriended the paratrooper;
by an American girl (Geraldine
Brooks) serving as tourist guide in
Paris who falls for Ford, and gets
involved in his escapades, and by
the simple country priest (Sir Ce-
dric Hardwicke) who has steadfast-
ly assured his flock that the glove
would someday be restored to its
proper shrine, and that the long-
silent church bells would ring
again. And under the proddings of
love. Ford does find the glove and
return it to the church, But not
before a wild chase Dp and down
impassible hills that would unnerve
a mountain goat,

Ford’s smooth acting lends some
credence to the fantastic events,
but Miss Brooks Is unconvincing
(though q u i t e attractive) as his
helpmate. M a c r e a d y plays the
heavy <with his usual suavity, while
Hardwicke brings dignity

, and a
touch of real drama to his brief
appearances in the priest role. Jany:
Holt is also striking as the half-
mad countess, and Roger Treville
acceptable as a police inspector.
Other cast-members, due either to
direction or scripting, sometimes
act like caricatures.

Claude Renoir’s photography is
one of the film’s better points, with
some unusual outdoor c a m e r a
shots, Bron.

nature of a followup to Bay Mil-
land's successful “Lost Weekend.”
lri this he is a reformed drunk;
saved through Alcoholics Anony-
mous, but interest is thrown to

Joan Fontaine, legit actress with
a weakness for the bottle, whom
Milland, a married man, helps, on
the right road and in so doing a
romance is born. Teresa Wright,
as Milland’s understanding wife,

sees the problem through 'with an
understanding that saves the mar-
riage:

Geofge Stevens' production and
direction: put the dramatic devices
together with his usual meticulous
touch, dealing as realistically as

possible with what is, basically, a
soap-opera formula along tear-
jerker lines: Dwight Taylor’s writ-
ing supplies freshness in handling
as an added indication of the taste
with .which the subject has been
approached.

Milland meets Miss Fontaine
when he gets an AA call to help
a drunk. He pulls her through
and an attraction is formed; Fur-
ther meetings generate an emo-
tional stress that is not helped by
Milland’s dissatisfaction with the
way. his. advertising work is going
nor by

.
the guilt complex by un-

acknowledged attraction is causing
between them.

Stevens sends the principals
through the involvements smoothly;
as events work up to the point
where Milland again pulls “Miss
Fontaine from a drunken stupor,
caused by her fear of opening in
a Broadway play. They, admit the
attachment for each, the admission
giving; them strength to go their
separate ways, secure that the
knowledge will keep them strong
enough to resist escapism of the
bottle.

Milland and Miss Fontaine ful-

fill demands of their roles with a
commendable restraint, as does
Miss Wright in her understanding-
wife part. Several supporting
roles stand out excellently. Among
them are Harry Bellaver, . as the.

kind elevator boy in the hotel,

where Miss Fontaine resides; Doug-
las Dick, ambitious ad agency man
aftei; Milland’s assignments Rich-,
ard Derr, egotistical stage director
who has’ figured in Miss Fontaine’s
romantic past, add Herbert H^yes,
ad agency head.

New York locale of the story
furnishes a modern background to
which the camera of George Barnes
and the process work do justice.

Victor Young has contributed a
good music score to back up the
dramatics. Brog.

Something to Live For

Drama of Alcoholics Anony-
mous reformation of femme
drunk. For distaffers.

Glenn Ford as ex-paratrooper
In routine cops-and-robbers,
metier set in Monte Carlo; for
secondary markets.

. UA release of Benagoss (Georges
Maurer) production. Stars Glenn Fe-tV
Geraldine Brooks, Sir Cedric Hardwl.’-.e;
features George :Macready. Directed i)y

Rudolph Mate. Original story and. scroe"-
play, Charles Bennett; camera, Claude
Renoir: editor, Lola Barache; music. .Jo-

seph Kosma. Previewed lnift. Y. Jan. 21,
*52. Running time, SI MINS.
Michael Blake . Glenn Ford
Chris Kenneth. . ... . Geraldine Broo’:-
Father. Goroh' . . Sir Cedric Hardwic’-o
Count Paul Rona ....... George' Macrcrc y
Gaby Saunders Gaby Andre
Countess . Janv IloL
Inspector Faubert ......... Roger Trevj'Je
J’acques PlOtet Georges Tsl:c.
Madame Plotet . . . ...... ;. Meg Lemonnie”
Inspector ..........

1

Paul BomH a-.

.Singer ...1 . ... . ; . : . . . ... : Juliette G"?
Singer. Jean Bretonnier-

“The Green Glove”; is a stock
cops-and-robbc^s melodrama, with
no particularly distingufthins
gles in casting, scripting or pro-

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Paramount release of George Stevens

Production. Stars Joan Fontaine, Ray
Milland, Teresa- Wright; features Rlch-
rd Derr, Douglas Dick. Herbert Heyes.
Harry Bellaver, Paul Valentine. Directed
oy Stevens, Written by Dwight Taylor;
rnniera, George Barnes;^editor. William
Hornbeck, Tom McAdoo; music. Victor
\oung. Tradeshown Jan. 22, '52. Run-
ning time, .19 MINS.

^nnyw<r?.rey - • •>-• •••••••• Joan Fontaine
Alan Miller, ... . . , ... . .... ... Ray Milland
-.dna MlUer.. Teresa Wright
yony Collins. ....... Richard Derr
Br.Ker . « Douglas Dick
TMn

Crawley * * • • • • • ... Herbert . Heyes
.“illy * i , , .Harry Bellaver
Albert; . .. . . .

.

.Paul Valentine
Waiter

.

. .. . Frank -Orth
Young; Man • .Bob Cornthwalte
'Mrs.- Crawley....,.;..... . Helen Spring
Chris Miller , Rudy Lee
Johnny Miller. ,/vPatrlc Mitchell

This is a smoothly-fashioned
diama with romantic overtones,
slanted for distaff favor. Obvious
exploitation values, attached to
sUch dramatic devices as a femme
drunk who is reformed through
’ove and a marital triangle; will
help carry it along, although big

,

hoxoffice generally is not indi-
tcatsd.

An added factor that may aid is

fact film serves somewhat in, the

The First Time
Amusing domestic . comedy of
young couple who become par-
ents for. first time. For regular
dual bills.

Hollywood, Jan. 25.
Columbia release of Norma;. (Harold

Hecht). production.' , Stars Robert Cum-
mings.. Barbara Hale; features Bill Good-
win, Jeff Donnell, Carl Benton Reid, Mona
Barrie, Kathleen. Comegys, Paul Harvey,
Cora Witherspoon. Directed by Frank
Tashlln. Screenplay, Jean Rouverol, Hugo
Butler, Frank Tashlln, Dane Lussier;
based on story by. Jeaih Rouverol and
Hugo Butler; camera; Ernest Laszlo; edi-
tor, Viola Lawrence; music, Frederick
Hollander. Previewed in Hollywood, Jan.
21, ’52. Running time, 19 MINS.
Joe Benhet ........

.

Robert Cummings
Betsey Bennet. ............ .Barbara Hale
Mel Gilbert Bill Goodwin
Donna Gilbert. ............. .Jeff Donnell
Andrew Bennet. . . . . . . .Carl Benton Reid
Cassie Mayhew Mona Barrie
Florence Bennet Kathleen Comegys
Leeming ...Paul Harvey
Miss Salisbury . ; . ..... .Cora ’Witherspoon
Mrs. Potter , Bea Benaderet

A fairly good round of chuckles
is supplied by “The First Time,”
rating it average prospects in the
more general dual bill market.
Best response will come from the
family trade, to which the trials
and tribulations of a young couple
with the first baby will have a fa-
miliar ring.
Robert Cummings and Barbara

Hale brightly sell what merit there
is to be found in the light, snappy
dialog and homey situations, giv-
ing the comedy a substance it

would not have had with less facile
performances. While the fun Comes
through with a number of excel-
lent touches, production, direction
and writing are inclined to string
the footage out too long.

Good, device of having: the nar-
ration that bridges the action seem-
ingly done by the new offspring,
both on the eve of birth and, after-
wards, helps the amusement. The
young couple first finds that babies
cost a lot more than any original
estimate* then go thro u gh the
nightmare of bills, daily job strug-
gles, the neglected husband rou-
tine, outside complications, quar-
rels and reconciliations. Film ends
With a new offspring on- the way;
event being acknowledged by the
Wife’s unnatural craving for ba-
nana sandwiches, a complex that
introduced the first kid.
Good

. support to the antics is
given by Bill Goodwin and Jeff
Donnell, as next-door neighbors,
Carl Benton Reid, Mona Barrie
and Kathleen Comegys, the grand-

SL MgHliew PjMwtoV
“St Matthew Passion,” Aus-

- trian Import which preemed at
the Park Ave, Theatre, N. Y,.

Monday -' (28), was reviewed
from Vienna by Variety in
the issue of Nov, 30, 1949.
Maas rated the film as a docu-
mentary that has good chances
in art houses.

Critic described the entry as
“a film, but not a moving pic-
ture, Raoul Aslan of ’the State
"Burgtheatre recites passages of
Christ’s life and death, opei;a\
stars sing and Herbert Karajah t
directs the Philharmonic Orch-
estra. But there is no action.”

Edited by the late Robert J.

Flaherty, the picture is being
distributed in the U. S. by
Academy productions.

parents, Cora Witherspoon, nurse,
and. Paul Harvey.
Frank Tashlin directed the Har-

old Hecht production at an -okay
pace, although lie permits some
story holes to show and allows too
much repetition. Tashlin, along
with Hugo Butler, Jean Rouverol
and Dane Lussier, contributed the
script, based on a Roiiverol-Butler
story,

'

Physical values of the produc-
tion catch the flavor of the young
coup 1 e’s middle-cla^s circum-
stances, aiid Ernest Laszlo uses his
cameras tq advantage. Brog.

Cloudburst;
(BRITISH)

Melodrama starring Robert
Preston adds up to. good sup-
porting fare for secondary
situations.

. Dnlted - Artist* release of Alexander
Paal .prodiiction. Stars Robert Preston,
Elizabeth Sellars; features: Colin Tapley,
Sheila BurreU, Harold Lane, Thomas
Heathcote, Marie Germaine, Edward
Lexy. Directed by Francis Searle; Screen-
play, Searle .and Leo Marks, from latter's
play, “Cloudburst"; camera, Jimmy Har-
vey; editor, John Ferris; music, Frank
Spencer. Tradeshown N. :, Jan. 25, '52.
Running time, S3 MINS.
John. . , ...

.

Robert Preston
Carol ............ ... .Elizabeth Sellars
Insp. Dav ....... .... . .. . . , . CoUn Tapley
Lorna ........ k , ...... ;

;

. Sheila BurreU
Mickle. Harold Lang
Peggy. . ... Mary Germaine

• • • • * • • • * — Thomas Heathcote
S£t. Ritchie. ........ .George Woodbridge
Clmek Peters Lyn Evans
Mrs. Reece

.

.

Edith Shame
Thompson. • • > - .... James Mills
Kate. . . .............. .Daphne Anderson
Cardew Edward Lexy
Supervisor ....... ... .... . . . Noel Howlett
Carter Robert

. Brown
Constable Charles Saynor
Dootpr. . ,. .Gerald Case
forter .Fredrlc Steger
Milkman. , . . Stanley Baker
Desk Sgt ..Martin Boddey

Made in Britain by producer
Alexander ' Paal, “Cloudburst”
shapes up as. palatable celluloid for
filmgoers* with a leaning, toward
mellers. Picture, however, calls for
some intensive selling, for aside
from Robert Preston the cast is
composed of British players
known to American audiences.
Yarn is based upon Leo Marks’

play, “Cloudburst,” which Marks
and director Francis Searle screen-
played. It unreels a story of how
a vengeful man took the law into
his own hands. Theme is a familiar
one but this version has sufficient
variations to help balance off the
triteness of the basic plot.

Aji ex-commando, Preston plays
S chief cryptographer for the Brit-
ish foreign office and happily wed
to Elizabeth Sellars* . his wartime
intelligence associate. At the mo-
ment

.
when their future appears

brightest a speeding car looms out
of the darkness, kills Miss Sellars
and disappears in the gloom.
.

Preston dedicates himself to
retaliation and grimly hunts down
the occupants of the death car. He
kills, both but leaves a cryptogram
behind which the Scotland Yard
inspector (Colin Tapley) employs
to crack the case. Preston’s use of
commando-type methods also gives
him away to the sleuth.

Story is' slow in getting under-
way, but once the groundwork is
established the script develops
ample suspense. Preston's por-
trayal of the avenger is a finely
restrained one. . His characteriza-
tion tends to accent the cold and
methodical calculation

:
of a man.

who has lost everything dear to
him.

Miss Sellars is fairly good as the
wife, although she’s on the screen
for only the first few reels. Tapley
scores as the inspector and Harold
Lang. Sheila Burrell and Thomas
Heathcote, among others, provide
capable suoport imder Searle’s di-
rection, J>mmy Harvey’s lensing
is good as is Frank Soeneer’s musi-
cal score piayfcd by the Royal Phil-
harmonic Orchestra.

Picture originally was to have
been distributed in the U: S. by
Eagle J.*on Clashes and is included
in the bloc* of films that UA took
over from ELC last year. Entry is
a joint nfesentation of producer
Paal and Pirdoinh. Monter in’psco-,
elation with. J?>mes Carrera *•’ Ex-
clusive Films, Ltd. Gilb.

SSSSf
wut*

Hollywood, Jan. 28.
Llppert Wetur* release of HaU

lett production. Directedby
9
Norman

ter. Narration written by Foster” Sd<&by Sammy Og$; camera, Virair f en
editor, Lloyd NoDw; muSic,*^ Leith^
ena. Previewed Jan. 25, ’52 n.,n„.

v
J

time, 70 MINI *' Runnln«

r?2v
9|i^H^er ’ “ :^anc

i* Kee Teller
Mnther

g “ , ‘ ^ohn Mitchell
’ * ’ * * * * ' * * * » -Mr«.v-Telle»

Indian School Counsel.

.

. .. ,Hall Bartfett

"Navajo” is an unusual subject
Putdnder the banner

of Lippert Pictures, a releasing
organization better known for
straight commercial, exploitation
pictures. However, film may open
a; new . market; for the company
Since the plan is to sell it along
the art-house circuit, it being a
subject particularly suited for the
sureseaters.

,
Film is' an independent venture

by Hall Bartlett, erstwhile actor
who formed a company to take
cameras: into the Navajo Indian
Reservation in Arizona; With the
forethought to get a story that
Could be told through a child’s
eyes as the basis, Hall has comeun with 'an offbeat film that ranks
right along with, if not topping
most of the foreign art imports
that have previously impressed
cosmopolitan critics.

Certainly the camera work bv
Virgil E. . MiUer, . a Hollywood
veteran* is much more impressive
than .that in any of the art imports
and it Ways a very major part in
giving this film fine visual quali-
ties as well as mood interpretation.
Another boosting

. effect comes
from the Leith Stevens music
score, adapting original Indian mu-
sic to counterpoint the simple
story.

Norman Foster both directed and
wrote the harration that is spoken
by young Sammy Ogg. His han-
ding is entirely natural after the
simple people he is; using to act
put the plot, become accus-
tomed to the camera. Story cen-
ters on Francis Kee Teller, a seven-
year-old Navajo who speaks no
English. Lad is leading a happy,
though materially-barren; life with
his mother, sisters and an old
grand dad on the reservation when
the authorities take him off for
forced schooling. .

True to his Indian blood, he
wants nothing from the whites and
resists all efforts of Hall Bartlett,
playing a school instructor, and
Billy Draper, interpreter and
guide, to , give him an education.
One night he flees the Indian
school and takes off through the
gaunt, weathered canyons of Ari-
zona, with Bartlett and Draper i

pursuit. Redskin guile enables
him to entrap Draper, but an es-
sential goodness, in turn, makes
iiim save those he was fleeing.

Performers, with , the exception
of Bartlett, are, all unschooled re-
cruits right from the reservation
and give the film the impact of,

complete^ naturalness that only oc-
casionally succumbs to self-con-
sciousness. Picture is an excellent,
unusual first venture and an en-
tirely acceptable -entry for book-,
mgs on the art circuit. Brog ,

Buffalo Bill In
TomahkWk Territory

Low-budget frontier saga, for
Saturday matinee trade.

_United Artists release of Jack Schwarz
(Edward

, Finney*B. B. Ray) production.
Stars Clayton Moore. Directed by B. B.
Ray. Screenplay, Sam Neuman and- Nat
Tanchuck;. camera, Elmer Dyer; editor,
Norman Cerf. Previewed in N. Y., Jan.
23, 52. Running time. M MINS.
Buffalo Bill ....... .Clayton Moore
Cactus

. Slim Andrews
Chief White Cloud.. Rod Redwing
"an®t . * .... Sharon Dexter
Lt. Bryan « . . . . . . . . . . .... . .

.

Eddie PhilUps
Stokey ........ .Tom Hubbard

Frontier saga is a low-budget
quickie destined for the Saturday
matinee kiddie trade. Story and
production lack Imagination, de-
picting the Indian-settler conflicts
in the familiar stereotyped manner.
Obvious attempt of the producers
to go easy on the coin is displayed
in the poor use . of ancient footage
for; the Indian Uprising and Buffalo
hunting scenes.
Story revolves around Buffalo:

Bill’s attempt to deliver a herd of
cattle to White Cloud, chief of

the Sioux,, as U, S.: Government’s
contribution to a.peace pact. How-
ever, group of townsfolk, led by
Tom Hubbard, find it to theft ad-

vantage to eoiitinue War with the

Indians in order to drive the In-

dians. from the territory, since

they .have discovered gold in Sioiix

land. Disguised as Indians, they
attack wagon trains and harass the

settlers. Believing the Sioux on
the warpath, the settlers call in

the Army to drive the Indians from
the territory# Buffalo Bill discov-

ers the plot, unmasks, the heavies

(Continued on page .
12)
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Bd. of Review 1

Move to

First effort by they National

Board of Review to make the or-

ganization self-sustaining via sub-

scriptions to its monthly magazine

and weekly guide was described by

Henry Hart, board’s topper, as “en-

couraging.” Board teed off with an

5d in the Saturday Review of Lit-

erature and* according to Hart, the

ad paid for itself. Convinced that

there is an appeal among those

seriotisly interested in fllriis, the

Board will soon follow with a two-

column by 60-line ad in the Sun-

day New York Times.
Financial plight of the Board,

which operates on a yearly budget

of about $25,000, was caused by

the withdrawal of three major film

companies during 1051. Companies
still supporting the Board include

Warners, Metro, 20th-Fox, United

Artists, Monogram and several In-

die producers aric| foreign film im-

porters.

With its income cut in half, the

Board is in serious difficulty; arid

should any. of the remaining com-
panies pull out the NBR may have

to close down operations unless it

can obtain coin- from another
source. First “source” to be tapped
is the general public, and the

Board is awaiting the outcome of

its subscription campaign before
approaching other groups.

It already peddles Its mag via

newsstand sales at 35c. per copy
and these sales have been aver-
aging about 600 to 800 copies per
month. All in all, the, mag has a
total circulation of about 1,500,

and the Board expects a substan-
tial increase as a result of its sub-
scription drive, but it’s still prob-
lematical whether even a healthy
circulation boost would put the
Board on a self-sustaining basis.

‘Economy’ Reason Discounted
“Economy” reason offered by the

companies that withdrew support
was discounted by Hart. Contribu-
tion of each major was about^OOO
or $3,000 annually, a sum. which
Hart believes would not affect to
any degree' the economic structure
of the film companies. He said he

(Continued on page 55)

Ask $2,642,240 From

Loew’s in Distribution

Of 9 Enterprise Films
Loew’s International Corp. failed

to devote its best. efforts in releas-
ing nine Enterprise pictures in the
foreign market, the Bank of Amer-
ica, National Trust & Savings Assn.,
Enterprise Productions, Inc., and
Sunset Securities Co. charged last
week in a $2,642,240 damage suit
brought against the distrib in N. Y.
Federal Court. Action claims that
in many areas Metro pictures were
favored by the defendant over En-
terprise pix by outright “discrimi-
nation."

Films involved in the case as-
sertedly represent a total produc-
tion cost in excess of $16,000,000.
They include “Arch of Triumph,”
‘The Other Love,” “Ramrod,"
'Force of Evil,” “No Minor Vices,"
Caught," “They Passed This
Way ” “Body and Soul" and “So
This Is New York."
Bank of America and its fel-

low plaintiffs, through attorneys
Schwartz & Frohlich, contend that
a Jan. 16, 1947, distribution agree-
riient Was violated by Loew’s, Which
allegedly made “improper" deduc-
tions from gross b.o. receipts be-
fore a 75% rental for the nine films
was applied. Amounts purporting
to represent theatre overhead and
certain operating expenses were
ssud to have been deducted, al-
though, not allowed under terms of
the release pact.
Discriminatory sales methods of

Loew’s, according to the complaint,
especially in the British and Ital-

15 markets, prevented the plain-
tins from obtaining “revenue and
Profit" of -$1,500,00,0.

.
While the

aistrib handled Metro product in
Britain in a “diligent and business-
hke manner," it didn’t obtain as
W'any bookings for the Enterprise.

(Continued on page 12)

Order Composer Trial

lit 'Bystander’ Suit
Composer Gail Kubik last week

was ordered, by N, Y. Supreme
Court Justice. Samuel . Hofstadter
to file notice of trial of her $10,000
suit against Laurel Films by March
or face dismissal of the complaint
for failure to prosecute.

Mis8 Kubik’s action is based
upon the claim that Laurel hired
her to write the score of. its 1950
production, “Guilty Bystander,”
but later brushed her off in favor
of someone else, thus violating a
1949 employment agreement.

In Pact Fight
With New York pub-ad staffers

associated with District 65 making'

little progress in negotiations with

five film companies for a new con-
tract; union this week set in mo-
tion plans for its first demonstra-
tion. Publicists have set Friday
ID as the deadline for the receipt
of concrete proposals from man-
agement.

First demonstration, in all prob-
ability, will consist of picketing
and the distribution of leaflets in

front of a Broadway theatre show-
ing a product of one of the com-
panies involved in the talks. Com-
panies negotiating with the District

65 Screen Publicists Guild include
Warner Bros., Columbia, United
Artists, 20th-Fox and Universal.
Some advancement in .the. talks is

reportedly being made at Warners,
Col arid UA while activities at 20th
and U are more or less at a stand-
still.

Although the theatre and pic to

be hit has not been decided, It’s

likely that the; union will aim its

initial demonstrations at the com-
pany it considers most recalcitrant.

Union is said to have dropped
its demands for a minimum basic
crew and a pension plan, but are
adamantly .insisting on certain
basic security clauses. These in-

clude the arbitration of all layoffs

and a union shop. Agreement on
wages appears likely, with the
union accepting the approximate
10% which appears to have be-
come the pattern for the industry.
Other snags include agreement, on
double severance pay for layoffs

arid ,the question of retroactivity
on wage hikes, to Oct.. 31, 1951,
expiration, date of the former pact.

Meanwhile, pub?ad staffers at
Loew’s associated with Local 230,
Sign, Pictorial and Display Union,
AFL, are weighing a wage offer
from trie company. Since Loew’s
granted a voluntary cost-of-living

increase several months ago, com-
pany has offered a wage hike that
would bring the total up to $10.
Loew-s is apparently following the
pattern of $10 across-the-board ob-
tained by Local 230 for staffers at

RKO Pictures. The AFL union is

also negotiating for the publicists
at. RKO Theatres and expects to

open talks with Major Leslie E.

Thompson, company’s labor nego-
tiator,

:
on Friday (1).

H-63, Motion Picture Home
Office Employees Union, IATSE,
reps' the flacks at Paramount and
plans to open talks with company
officials next week.

Blank’s UPT Gift
A. H. Blank, head of the Des

Moines circuit
,

subsidiary of United
paramount Theatres, has gifted

1,000 shares of ;UPT’s. common
stock, reducing his direct owner;
Ship to 2,595 shares.
The A. H. Blank “A" Trust Un-

loaded another 500 .shares as. a
gift, leaving a balance of 500 shares.

T
Seen in ’52; More Pix Uncertain

Acquisition by 20th-Fox during
the past week of screen rights to

“Man on a Tight Rope,” British

novelette, climaxes one of the most
active periods of story-buying in

the company’s history. It also

marks 20th as by far the most ac-

tive of all . studios in going afield

for story
/ properties. .

20th’s heavy buying results pri-

marily.; from its plans to increase
its pic output. That naturally re-

quires more stories. To. increase
production, studio has built up its

staff to 23 producers, and with all

these . men mulling . stories, com-
pany has been pushed into, more
buys.

Since Jan. 1, 20th has closed
deals for seven; properties. They
include three books, a long mag
story, novelette, a play and an
original. Total cost to. the studio
was $160,000.

With the exception of “Man on a

Tightrope" (which also hears the
label “International , Incident")

,

prices have been “reasonable.”
They do reflect, however, willing-

ness of all the Hollywood lots, to

pay more for desirable yarns, than
during the heavy econ'omy stanzas
that prevailed! from 1947 until late

last year.

Figure of $50,000 is considered
in the trade exceptional for a for-

eign novelette, although there’s

agreement that “Tight Rope," writ-

ten by Neil Patterson, is a highly
unusual story. Published in Bri-.

tannia mag and set to come out in

book form in England, it concerns
a Czechoslovak circus that escapes
through the Iron Curtain into
Western Germany.

ZV/iG for ‘Number’
Next highest sum. laid out by

20th recently was for the legiter,

“The Number," by Arthur Carter,
which closed recently after an 11-

week run on Broadway, Price, was
$37,500;
An original by Edmund Love, an

occasional writer for The New
Yorker, brought $25,000, Subsid-
iary pact 'also calls for his services
on the screenplay at an additional
fee. Story is called “90 Saddles
for Kengtu,” and concerns a U. S.

Army weather outfit stationed in
Tibet during the war* The weather
Outfit ordered 90 saddles just to

get in some sportirig horseback rid-

ing to pass time. However, as a
result of having the saddles, an
important battle was won. It’s said
to be a true incident.

“A Matter of Life and Death," a
(Continued on page 18)

Judge Orders Trial

Of Kimbrough-Vs.-U
A $50,000 damage suit brought in

1949 in N. Y. Federal. Court by
author Emily Kimbrough against
Universal Pictures and Dodd, Mead
& Co. must be settled by trial,

Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan
ruled last week. Court’s decision

Was made in the course of a denial
of motions made by all three liti-

gants for summary judgment.
Case stems from an April, 1948,

agreement in which Miss Kim-
brough sold Universal worldwide
film rights to . three of her stories

under the overall title of “It Gives
Me Great Pleasure." Company paid
a $10,000 advance on a total pur-
chase price, of $60,000*
. Action, claims after the deal was
made U backed out. Miss Kim-
brough seeks to hold U to the
original deal. Film company coun-
terclaimed with the charge that

the writer failed to preserve the
copyright abroad, thus her stories

are not; marketable overseas due
to a cloudy title, it asks that the

pact be rescinded.
Judge Ryan held that the U. S.

copyright to the works is valid but
did not, rule on its validity abroad
since Miss Kimbrough is “silent on
What steps she has taken to secure

copyright protection in foreign

countries." Authoress, in naming
publisher Dodd, Mead a defend-

ant, contended it was up to them
to protect the property.

Too Muck Dancing
; Too much flesh-and-bloOd is

deterring sale of Screen rights
to “Dance to the Piper," new
autoblog by choreographer
Agnes DeMille .(Cecil B.’s

niece). ^
At least foUr studios are in-*

terested in the yarn, but state
they ’lj probably pass it up be-
cause they f i g u r e at least
90% of the; hundreds of peo-
ple m e ri t i o ned by Miss
peMille are still alive. That
m e a n s a back-breaking and
expensive — if not impossi-
ble — job of getting a clear-
ance from each one pictured,
or alluded to in the film.

Washington, Jan. 29.

The Supreme Court yesterday
(Mon.) refused to review a decision
of the California Court of Ap-
peals dismissing ^antitrust charges
brought by the Conference of Stu-
dio Unions against the Internation-

al Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees and major producers. Ap-
peal was sought by CSU after it

failed to obtain damages it claimed
its members suffered as a result of

the studio strike some; years ago. .

CSU claimed that thousands of

-wagenearners were adversely af-

fected by an alleged conspiracy
between the majors and IATSE,
that many persons were thrown
out of jobs and that some are still

out of employment in the only

work they know.

In opposing review by the high
tribunal, the majors contended that

the action of CSU was “nothing
more than an attempt by one labor

organization, which was defeated
in a jurisdictional struggle with its

ancient rival, to utilize the Federal
courts to avenge itself upon the

victorious rival union and Upon
the employers." The majors said a

charge of conspiracy had been re-

jected by the National Labor Rela-

tions Board.

Claim of CSU that the lower
court decision was in conflict with

other decisions by the appeals

courts was held by the majors to

be without merit. IATSE, in oppos-

ing the appeal, asserted that CSU,
“having been defeated in the open
market of labor competition," was
trying to impose on IATSE puni-

tive measures of antitrust laws for

which there was no basis for action;

+ Whether exhibs will have more
choice of product in 1952 than
they had last year still is unclear*
It does appear certain, however*
that they’ll have notice farther in

advance than normal of what is

coming up, and can; lay booking
and exploitation plans accordingly*.

While production schedules .have
been climbing during the past
couple years, release slates of the
eight majors- show no definite
trend as to quantity of pix going
into distribution. Current, prelimi-
nary estimates by the various dis-

tribs show three so far having
scheduled more pix for ’52 than
’51, four fewer and one the same.
While a few companies have

made tip schedules that .carry them
all the -way. into September, there
iSecms to be no doubt that they
are, still “playing, by ear.” The'
rosters • admittedly open to

change the year develops.

As always, if biz slows lip, runs
are shortened arid there’s exhib
demand for more changes per
week and thus, of course, for more
product, if .ihe b.o. brightens, the
reverse is true. So only the eco-

nomic year, as it unfolds, will dic-

tate the number of releases.

Distrib execs customarily try to

hold off submitting to exhib de-
mands for more

,
product. Natural-

ly, with shorter runs, it means less

money per pic, That's obviously
hot good business for producers.

However, when the pressure, gets
real strong, distribs generally find

discretion is the better part of
valor. Exhibs, if biz isn’t too hot,

bccoi .determined to get more
changes and so move- away from
regular sources of supply if neces-
sary. Thus the distrib discovers
that he is losing a theatre's playing
time—-time which lie might get by
making more films available. When
one distrib gives, in on this basis,

most of the others are forced to
follow and there’s an inevitable in-

crease in the number of pix that
wind up on the release schedule.

Won’t Run Wild
Distribs at this particular mo-

ment are actually more determined ’

than ever not to run wild on the
number of releases; Their statis-

tics clearly show them that it is

the big pix that are making money
for them, find the medium and
little ones that are -the heavy
losers. Since an increase in number
of releases merely means less

playing time for these secondary
films, hoisting release slates is a

(Continued on page 17)

Schine Gets Extension

On 25-Theatre Disposal

Buffalo, Jan.’ 29.

Schine Theatres, Inc., has been
granted an extension of dates and

terms for the disposal of 25 of its

theatres by Judge John Knight in

Federal Court here.

Schine, according to the terms of

a consent decree following the Gov-
ernment’s antitrust suit in 1949,

was directed to sell 39 theatres in

three years. To date, only 14 have

been sold, Schine attorneys told

the court. The amended -order di-

rects that Schine accept bids Which,

added to profits since last June,

would be considered .reasonable,

and furthei directs that one-third

of the remaining theatres be sold

by July 24 and two-thirds by Dec,

24, 1953.

Robert P. Patterson, former Sec-

retary of War, who appeared as

counsel for' Schine in the. present

proceeding, was killed in the Amer-
ican Airlines Buffalo-Newark plane

crash returning to New York from

court here last week..

Film Industry Starts

150G Drive tor NCCJ;

Geo. Skouras Picks Aides
Film industry this week launched

a drive to raise $150,000 for the
National Conference of Christians
and Jews. Goal is to realize
$75,000 from personnel of the
homeoffice producing and distrib

corripanies, $50,000 from theatres
in the Greater New York area arid

throughout the country, and $25,-

000 from distrib branch offices*

To spark the campaign, George
P. Skouras, national chairman of

the amusement division, has
named top industryites for key
jobs in the NCCJ drive. J, Rob-
ert Rubin, Loew’s veepee, is gen-
eral chairman; Fred J. Schwartz,
Century Circuit prexy, heads th
metropolitan N. , Y. committee;
Major Leslie E. Thompson, RKO
Theatres exec, tops the planning
committee; William P. Gehring,
20th-Fox sales exec, leads the dis-

tribution committee, and Henry A.

(Hank). Linet, Universal’s sales

promotion topper, chairmans the

publicity group.
Major Thompson will help map

the industry’s: participation in

Brotherhood Week, Feb- l?*24 ’-

which, will be highlighted by an

industry dinner Feb. 28. Gchring’s

specific duty is to direct the rais-

ing of the $25,000 from the
:
per-

sonnel of branch offices of the

distrib companies operating out of

[New York.
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Strongmm

'Ground’ Soft 23G. ‘Room 24G, 2d
Los Angeles, Jan. 29. 4*

Although there are five new bills

this frame, only one is providing
real boxofflce action. ‘‘Sailor Be-
ware," playing two theatres, shapes
strong $30,000. It may go higher
since the pic is doing the only real

upbeat trade.

"Red Skies Montana" is very
disappointing at $19,000 in lour
houses. A slow $23,000 is seen for
"On Dangerous Ground," two. sites.

"Callaway Went Thataway" is get-

ting- Only a slight $16,000, also in

’two. "Wild Blue Yonder" looms
medium $17,000 iii three locations.

“Latuko" is continuing its

healthy pace in second showcase
week at $14,000 in the Hollywood
Par. "Room For One More" shapes
okay $24,000 for second frame in
three spots. Steady pace is being
maintained by advanced-price, ex-
tended-runs.

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;

1,248; 70-$1.10)—"Red Skies Mon-
tana" (20th)-and "Woman in Dark"
(Rep). Dim $19,000. Last week,
"For Men Only" (Lip) and "Chi-
cago Calling" (UA), $26,000.

Hollywood, Downtown, Wiliern
:(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)
—"Room One More" (WB) and
"South Caliente" (Rep) (Down-
town only) (2d wk). 'Okay $24,000.
Last week, $31,600.

Loew’s S tate, Egyptian (UA)
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)—"Callaway
Went Thataway" (M-G) and "Shad-
ow In Sky" (M-G). Slight $16,000
or near. Last week, "Pandora"
(M-G) and "Sellout" (M-G) (2d wk-
5 days), $19,700.

IfUlstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,-

752; 2,812; 70-$l)—"On Dangerous
Ground" (RKO) and "Indian Up-
rising" (Col), Slow $23,000. Last
week, "Ten Tall Men" (Col) and
"Corky Gasoline Alley" (Col) (2d
Wk), $19,800.

Los Angeles Paramount, Hawaii
(F&M)-G&S) (3,398; 1,106; 60-85)—
"Sailor Beware" (Par) and "Bare-
foot Mailman" , (Col) . (L. A. Par
only). Sturdy $30,000 or better.
Last week, L. A. Par only, "Honey-
chile" (Rep) and Josephine Baker
onstage (2d Wk), $22,00Q, Hawaii,
"Favorite Spy" (Par) (4th wk),
$2,700,

Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
(1,430; 60-$l.20)—"Latuko" (Indie)
(2d wk).* Hefty $14,000. Last
week, socko $18,000.

Ritz, Vogue, Orpheum (FWC?
Metropolitan) (1,370; 885; 2,213;
70-$1.10 “Wild Blue Yonder”
(Rep) and "Man Bait" (Lip).

Mediui $17,000. Last week, Ritz,

vogue, Globe, "Decision /Before
Dawn" (20th) (5th wk-6 days),

$6 ,200 .

United Artists, Four Star (UA)
(2,100; 900; 90-$2.40)—"Quo Vadis”
(M-G) (9th wk). Stout $19,000.
Last week, $21,200.

Fine Arts (FWC) (677; 80-$1.50)
—“Lavender Hill Mob" cU) (3d
wk); Nice $5,000. Last week,
$5,300.

Beverly Hills (WB) (1,612; 80-
$1.50)

—“Death Salesman" (Col)
(6th wk). Fancy $7,000. Last week,
$7,700.

Wilshlre (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
—“African Queen" (UA) (5th wk).
Fine $8,000. Last week, $9,000.

Rialto (Metropolitan) (840; 80-
$1.20)—"Streetcar" (WB) (5th wk).
Held at $7,300. Last week, same.

Tandora’ Sturdy $13,000,

Cincy; Tort' Modest 9G,

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ... ... .$486,800

(Based On 21 theatres)'

Last Year , . - :
.
$.521,106

( Based on 1*1 theatres)

Indianapolis, Jan. 29.

Biz has levelled off at first-runs
here this stanza but is generally
oke despite heavy rains Saturday.
Klieg-light opening with Air
Force cooperation and Forrest
Tucker onstage helped "Wild Blue
Yonder" to fast start at Indiana.
It will lead town. "Quo Vadis” is

still potent in fifth week, at
Loew’s. “Model and' Marriage
Broker," at Circle, is rated nice.

Estimates for This Week;
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) <2,800; 50-

76)—"Model and Marriage Broker"
(20th) and "Stars and Guitars"
(Col). Nice $9,000. Last week, "An-
other Man’s Poison" (UA) .. and
"Lincoln in White House" (Indie),

slow $7,500.
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76) —

"Wild Blue Yonder" (Rep) and
"Crazy Over , Horses" (Mono).
Nifty $12,000. Last week, "See You
In Dreams" (WB) and "Girl On
Bridge” (20th), sock $15,000.
Loew’s (Loe>v’s (2,427; 90-$1.25)

—"Quo Vadis" (M-G). (5th wkk
Still better than average at $10,-
500 following $12,300 in fourth
Ct9ih72

Lyric (C-D) (1,600; 50-76)—
"Drums in Deep South” (RKO)
and "Jungle of Chang" (RKO). So-
so $5,000. Last week, ‘‘Silver City"
(Par) and "Captive Billy Kid"

about same.

‘Sailor' Socko $23,008,

Buff; ‘Vadis’17G, 5tb
Buffalo, Jan. 29.

pacing the field here this stanza

is "Sailor Beware" which promises

to hit a smash total at the para-
mount. "Room For One More" is

holding well in second round at

CenterT "Quo; Vadis/' which got,a
towering $17,000 in fifth frame at

the Buffalo, is holding a sixth week
to hit a new longrun high at house.

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 90-$l.25)

—"Quo" Vadis" .(M-G) (8th wk).

Fifth week ended Mondal, (28) hit

giant $17,000. Breaks all marks at

this house- for a long run.

Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40,-70)—

-

"Sailor Beware" (Par). Soaring to

smash $23,000. Last week, "Model
and Marriage Broker" (20th) and
“Interrupted Journey" (Indie),

$12 ,000,

Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)—
"Room For One More" (WB) (2d

wk). Holding at about $9,000 or
under. First week was sock

$12 ,
000.

Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)-r-

“Boots Malone" (Col) and "Lady
and Bandit” (Col). Okay $10,000.

Last Week, "Bright Victory” (U)

and "St. Benny the Dip" (UA),
ditto.

^
.

.

Century (20th Cent.) <3,000;. 40-

70—Callaway Went Thataway”
(M-G) and "It’s Big Country"
(M-G). Fair $8,500. Last week,
"Another Man’s Poison" (UA) and
"Hotel Sahara" (UA) (9 days), mild
$9,000. y

‘Quo Vadis’ Great 38G,

Prov.; ‘Dreams* Rousing

$9,000, ‘Model’ Big 12G
Providence, Jan. 29.

It’s “Quo Vadis” all the way
here this session. Upped scale is

zooming the first State week to

great total. Nearly as big is Ma-
jestic’s "Model and Marriage
Broker." Metropolitan’s "See You
In My Dreams" also looms strong.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

"On Dangerous Ground" (RKO)
and "Pistol Harvest" (RKO). Good
$8,500. Last week. "Weekend With

( Continued on page 20 )

‘Sailor’ Gnat JJMIW nOffisfr IM>,

‘Port’ Medium 8G, Tanks’ So-soM?

Cincinnati, Jan. 29.

Overall trade at key spots con-
tinues in moderate trend this
stanza,

.
"P a n do r a and Flying

Dutchman," sturdy at , Albee, is

front runner, "Girl in Every
Port" in Palace and “Model , and
Marriage Broker" at Capitol look
only moderate. "Here Come Nel-
sons" shapes fairish at Keith's.

Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)—

"Pandora and Flying Dutchman"
(M-G). Sturdy $13,000. Last week,
"Westward Women" (M-G). same.

Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-
75)—“Model - and Marriage Broker"
(20th). So-so $8,000. Last week,
"Japanese War Bride". (20th),

$5,500.
Grand (RKO) (l,400;55-75)—

"Callaway Went Thataway" (M-G)
and "Old West" (Col). Light $6,000.

tast week, "Big Night” (UA) and

(Continued on page 20)

‘ROOM’

PITT, ‘DAWR’ BRISK 9G
Pittsburgh, Jan. 29,

Heavy rains over weekend
sloughed biz generally, cutting

heavily into tentatively budding
grosses, but a couple Of top pix

managed to hang on. "Room for

One More" shapes up as best, thing
|

Warner has had in some time and 1

"Decision Before Dawn" is also
delivering at the Fulton; They’re
both certain holdovers. "Browning
Version," second attraction in nabe
Squirrel Hill’s new art policy,
started off nicely after replacing
"Lavender Hill Mob,” which could
have, stayed a while longer.

Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) <1,700; 50-85)—

“Decision Before Dawn" (20th).

Swell notices, big $9,000. Last
week, “Here Come Nelsons" (U),

$5,000.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)—

.

‘‘Raging Tide" (U). Yanked after

4 days, with "Japanese War Bride"
(20th) replacing it fast. In ab-
breviated session, "Tide" got $3,-
000. Last week, "Man in Saddle"
(Col), $7,000,

Penn (Loew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
"Too Young To Kiss" (M-G). Oke
$12,000. Last week, "Westward
Women" (M-G) (2d wk-4 days),
$5,000.

Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)
—"Browning Version" (U). Should
do better than $3,000. Last .week,
"Lavender Hill Mob’HU) (4th wk),
okay $2,500. Could have: stayed
but nabe house is, still, feeling its

way around with new. art policy,

Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
"Girl in Every Port" (RKO). Dis-
appointing at slow $9,000 or less.

Last week, "See In My Dreams"
(WB) (2d wk-6 days), $9;000.

Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
•‘Room for One More" (WB). Best
here in a long time. Zooming to
sock $12,000, and stays; Last week,.
"Another Man’s Poison" (UA) (2d
wk-4 days), $4,000.

Key City Grosses

Estimated Total Gross
This Week $2/565,100 .

(Based on 24 cities, 215 the-

atres. chiefly first runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Sam# Week
Last Year . .$2,530,000

(Based on 24 cities, and 208
theatres.)

Kansas City, Jan. 29.

Normal or better trend is noted
in current week, new films being
mostly moderate. “Model and Mar-
riage Broker" in four Fox Midwest
houses is bettering average total.

"The River,” at art-film Kimo is

nifty. ’“Girl in Eevry Port" at the
Missouri looms medium and "Tanks
Are Coming” at Paramount is only
(average. Weather has turned mod-
erate.

Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50-

75)—“Fixed Bayonets" (20th) and
“E 1 ep h an t Stampede" (Mono)
(m.o.). Slow $2,400. Last week,
“FBI Girl” (Lip)and "Sky High"
(Lip), $3,300, over average.
Kimo (Dickinson) (504; $1.50-

$2.40)—"The River" (UA). Sturdy
$3,500. Looks like extended-run.
Last week, "Bitter Rice" (Indie),
second time in town, $1,800.
Midland (Loew’s) (3,500; 90-

$1.24)—“Quo Vaais" (M-G) (5th
wk). Holding up nicely at $9,000.
Last week, $12,000.

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
"Girl In Every Port" (RKO) and
"Three Steps North" (UA). Medi-
um $87000. Last week, "See You
in Dreams" (WB) and "Smuggler’s
Gold" (Col) (2d wk), solid $8;000.
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900;

50-69)—“Tanks Are Coming" (WB).
Average $7,500. Last week, “My
Favorite Spy" (Par) wound up 11-
day run with $14,000, good.

Regent, Ashland, Midway (Com-
monwealth) (600, 1,200, 750; 30-50-
65) plus Southtown (Terhune) (1.-

050; 50)—“Steel Fist*’ (Mono). In
4-day stand ended last week, . hit.

oke $4,500 on World preem in this
special hook-up of downtown and
suburban houses,

; Houses current-
ly are back with regular policies.
Regent to downtown first-runs,
.others to subsequent^.

.

Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra-
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Mb d e l and
Marriage Broker" (20th). Topping
average at $15,000. Last- week,
“Fixed Bayonets" (20th) and "Ele-
phant Stampede" (Mono), $16,000.
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—*

“Lavender Hill Mob!’ (U) tilth
wk). Still good at $1,500, and like-
ly to go another week. Last week,
$1,600.

Philadelphia, Jan. 29.

Rain dampened weekend biz,

with takings generally off this

round. Stageshow is boosting
‘Aladdin and Lamp" to neat ses-

sion at Earle. “Model and Mar-
riage Broker" is on disappointng
side but still okay at the Fox.
Indian Uprising" looms over

hopes with neat total iii prospect
at Goldman. "Cimarron Kid" also
is brisk at Stanton. “See You in

Dreams" is holding Well in third
Stanley stanza.

Estimates for This Week
Aidine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)—

“Lady from Texas" (U). Mild
$7,500. Last week, "Emperor’s
Nightingale" (Indie), $5,000.
Boyd (WB) (2,360; - 50-$1.30)—“I

Want You" (RKO) (6th wk). Hold-
ing at $6,000. Last week, okay
$6,500.

Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—"Alad-
din and Lamp" (Mono) plus
Ravens, johnny Hodges onstage.
Neat $18,000. Last week, “Girl on
Bridge" (20th), $8,000.

Fox (20th) (2,250; 50-99)—“Model
and Marriage Broker" (20th). Okay
$15,000. Last week, "Decision Be-
fore. Dawn” (20th) (3d wk), $8,500
in 5 days.

Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-
99)-
—“Indian Uprising" (Col). Neat

$14,000. Last week, "Westward
Women" (M-G) (2d wk),$ll,000.

Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
"Another Man’s Poison" (UA) (2d
wk). Off to $13,000. Last week,
fine $25,000.

Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50-
99)—"Boots Malone” (Col). Fast
$8,000. Last week, "Light Touch"
(M-G), $6,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50-

99)—“Never Forget You’’ (20th)
(2d wk). Sad $6,500. Last week,
good $17,000.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
"See You in Dreams" (WB) (3d
wk). Good $9,000. Last week,
$12 ,000.

Stanton (WB) (1,473;. 50-99)—
"Cimarron Kid" (U). Brisk $8,500.
Last week, "Barefoot Mailman"
(Col), $7,500.
Trans-Lux (T-D (500; 85-$1.20)—"Detective Story" (Par) (11th

wk). Sock $9,500. Last week,
close to $9,000.
World (G&S) (500; 50-99) —

"Browning .Version" (U) (2d wk).
Fine $3,800. Last week, good
$4,000.

‘PANDORA’-VAUDE HEP,

24G, D.C.; TOISON’ 13G
Washington, Jan. 29.

, Midtown b.o. is fairly steady in
current session, a hopeful sign
considering that general level of
biz here is off. "I Want You" at
RKO Keith’s shapes sturdy. "Pan-
dora and Flying Dutchman" with
vaude at Loew’s Capitol looks fine,
despite adverse critical reaction.
“Another .Man’s Poison" at the
Warner is not up to hopes,
but shape’s slightly above house
average.

Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-90)—

f

“Pandora" (M-G) plus vaude. Nice
$24,000. Last week, “Never For-
get You" (20th) plus vaude, same.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 44-74) I—"Cave of Outlaws" (U), Average"

$5,000. Last week, "Big Country”
(M-G), $6,500.
Dupont (Lopert) <372; $1.20-

$2.40)—"Tales v of Hoffmann" (In-
die) (2d run) (5th-final wk). Nice
$4,000 for second consecutive
week.

Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 44-85)—"I
Want You” (RKO). Hefty $16,000.
and holds. Last week, "Cimarron
Kid" (U), fine $10,000.

Metropolitan (Warner) (1.200;
44r74)

—
"Lost Continent!* (Lip).

Big $6,500. Last week, "Distant

(Continued on page 20)

Boston, Jan. 29
"Sailor Beware" at the Met tops

the newcomers at downtown majors
by wide margin this frame with
sockd total. "Bright Victory,’’ which
opened strongly at the Memorial,
fell off, but still is sturdy. “See
You. in JDreamS" .In second frame
atPmnmount and Fenway is nice.
f Death of Salesman" in second
Week-art Astor looms disappointing.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (B&Q) (1,200; 50-$1.20)—

"Death Of Salesman" (Col) (2d
wk). Moderate $10,000. Dipped
sharply after staunch opening
weekend winding first frame at
slightly; over $14,000.

Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85) —
"Drums in Deep South” (RKO) and
"Slaughter Trail" (RKQ). Not bad
at $13,000. Last week, "Man in
Saddle” (Col) and "Forbidden
Women" (Indie)., $12,000.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 55-80)
"Browning Version” (U) and
"Royal Journey" (Indie). Opened
Sunday (27). Last week, "Clouded
Yellow’* (Col) (5th wk), oke $3,800.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85) —

“See You in Dreams” (WB) and
“Woman in Dark"' (Rep) (2d wk).
Nice. $5,000 after sock $8,000 for
first. .

Memorial (RICO) (3,000; 40r85)

—

"Bright Victory" (U) and “Call-
ing Bulldog Drummond" (M-G).
Will climb to very solid $17,000.
Last week, "Elopement" (20th) and
"Chain Circumstances" (Col) (2d
urlrV CQ ODO
Metropolitan (NET) (4,$63; 40-85)

"Sailor Beware” (Par) and "Panel-
led ‘Door’’ (Indie). Great $31,000.
Last week;

, "Model and Marriage
Broker" (20th) and "Chicago Call-
ing" (UA), $17,500.- ,

Orpheum (Loew’s) (3.000; 90-
$1,20)—"Quo Vadis" (M-G) (5th
wk). Off to $17,500 after good $23,-
000 for fourth frame.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)—"See You ih Dreams" (WB) and

"Woman in Dark" (Rep) (2d wk).
Off to nice $10,000 after $16,000-
for first,

State (Loew) (3,500; 90-$1.20)—
"Quo Vadis’-’ (M-G) (5th wk). Dip-
ped to about $8,000 after oke, $11,-
000 for fourth.

Portland* Ore., Jan. 29.
The Oregon-filmed "Bend of

River" is the big news here this
week. Pic highlighted a two-day
celebration commemorating the
Oregon Covered: Wagon Centen-
nial. Universal stars and exec were
here for the biggest preem in his-
tory of- me state; and all of the
civic affairs were sellouts far in

advance. Film is terrific at Broad-
way. "Two Tickets To Broadway"
shapes, good.

. Estimates, for This Week
Broadway (Parker). (1,890; 65-90)—"Bend of the River" (U). Ter-

rific $20,000 or close to pace city.

Last week, "See You In Dreams"
(WB) and "Big Country" (M-G) (2d
wk),. $10,800 in 8 days.

Guild (Parker) 400; 65-90)—
“Thief of Bagdad" and “Jungle
Book" (reissues). Nearly $2,000.
Last week, "The River" (UA) (4th
wk), $3,700 for upped scale run.

Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65-
90)—“Tickets -Broadway^ (RKO)
and “On Loose” (RKO), day-date
with Orpheum. Good $5,500. Last
week, “The Racket" (RKO) and
"Hurricane Island" (Col), $5,000.
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65-

90) — “Tickets To Broadway"
(RKO) . and “Ou , Loose" (RKO),
also Oriental. Nice $8,500. Last
week, “The Racket*’ (RKO) and
“Hurricane Island" (Col), $7,500.
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;

65-90)—“Another Man!s Poison"
(UA) and “Journey Into Light
(20th). Oke $9,000. rLast week,
"Man In Saddle" (Col) tod "Har-
lem Globe Trotters" (Col), $8,700.
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65-

90)—“Westward Women” (M-G)
(2d wk). Holding near $7,000.
week, $9,300.

Lou Smith Exits Col

Hollywood, Jail. 29.

Lou Smith, Columbia studio pub-

licity chief for the last five years,

handed in his resignation, to take

effect Feb. 8. He will take a South

American tour before announcing
future associations.

. .

George Lalt, Columbia’s chief

planter, has been assigned tem-

porarily as head of the department.
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New, Big Pix Up Chi; Yonder’ Sock

20G, Tobob’ l€Cl ‘Wart Yoo’-Vande

PICTURE CROSSES

Chicago*Jan. 29.

Plenty of new, strbng>product Is

giving the Chicago. Loop added
life. Only another cold wave will

hurt Oriental with “I Want You"
plus Connee Boswell , onstage
should cop top honors with.socko
$45,000. “Wild Blue _Y6ndfef” at
the Roosevelt paired with' “Drums
in Deep South’' should hit sock

$20 ,
000.

Also fairly good is “Another
Man’s Poison*' and :“Chicago Call-

ing” at the State-Lake wih okay
$16,000, The Chicago, With “West-
ward the Women" and Blackburn
Twins and Pam Cavan, should
reach very strong $43,000. United
Artists, with “Elopement” and
“Lady Pays Off” shapes only
minor $13,000.

Second stanza of “Mr. Imperium”
and “Aladdin arid His Lamp” at

Grand is failing too sharply after

nice opener. “Detective Story” irt

fifth frame at the Woods looms
okay.

Estimates for This Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)—

“Westward Women” (M-G) With
Blackburn Twins and -Pam Cavan.
Looks to reach very strong $43,000.
Last week, “Double Dynamite”
(RKO) plus -Pearl Bailey onstage
(2d wk), $19,000.

Grand (RKO) (1,200; 55-98)—
“Mr. Imperium” (M-G) and “Al-
laddin and his .Lamp” (U) (2d wk).
Down , sharply to $7,000. Last
Week, fine $12,000.

Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)—
“I Want You” (RKO) and Connee
Boswell in person. Smash $45,000.
Last week* “Favorite Spy”* (Par)
with Eddy Howard onstage (2d
wk), $30,000. .

Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 55-98)—
“Wild Blue Yonder” (Rep) and
“Drums Deep South” (RKO).
Socko $20,000. Last week, “Flame
of Araby” and “Raging Tide” (U)
(2d wk), $8,000.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)

—‘‘Another Man’6 Poison’’ (UA)
and “Chicago Calling” (UA).
Strong femme trade piling up okay
$16,000. Last week, “Decision Be-
fore Dawn” (20th) and “FBI Girl”
(Lip) (2d wk). $18,000.
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55-

98)— “Elopement” (20th) and
“Lady Pays Off” (U). Not too good
$13,000* Last week, “The Well”
(UA) and “Big Night” (UA) (2d
wk), $13,800.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)

—

“Detective Story” (Par) (5th wk).
Final stariza shapes okay $12,000.
Liast week,. $14,000.
World (Indie) (587; 80)—“Bon-

nie Prince Charlie” (Indie). Pert
$4,000. Last week, “Emperor’s
Nightingale” (Indie) (5th wk),
$3,500.

Ziegfeld (Lopert) (434; $1.25-
$240)—“Tales of Hoffmann” (In-
die) (2d wk). Excellent $5,300.
seen. Last week, $5,800.

Del on Skids, Toison’

Okay $16,000, ’Want You’

I, ‘Dreams’ 15G,2d

Estimate* Are Net
Film gross estimates as re-

ported herewith from the vari-
ous key cities, are net; i. e.,
without the 20% tax. Distrib-
utors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated figures are net in-
come;
The parenthetic admission

prices, however, as indicated.
Include the U. S. amusement
-tax. .

4rrN ,,
Louisville; Jan. 29.

ui
Qu° Y?dis, ’ at Loew’s State* is

biggest thing to ever hit Louisville.
First week looks tremendous.
Other spots are suffering as a re-
sult of the trend to “Vadis.” But
“Room for One More” looms nice
at Mary Anderson.

Estimates for This Week
Kentucky (Switow) (1,100; 54-75)— Model and Marriage Broker”

(20th) and “Big Gusher” (Col),
Okay $3,500. Last week, “An-
other Man’s Poison” (UA) and
“Three Steps North” (UA), $3,000.

e
Ma*? Anderson (People’s) (1,200;

54-75)-r-"Room for One More”
Nice $6,500. Last week,

See You in My Dfeams” (WB) (2d
wk), nice $7,000.

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;

?i;
75K‘^?.ng Kong” (Par) and

“Steel Fiat” (Mono). Fair $8,500.
Last week; “Weekend with Father”
(U)-and “Never Can Tell” (U),
good $11,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,000; 90-$1.25)—
“Quo Vadis” (M-G). Biggest thing
to hit town in a long time; outstrip-
Ping, mark set by “Gone with
Wind” (M-G), Four shows a day,
and five Saturday (19), indicating
Whopping $40,000 or over. Last
week, “10 Tall Men” (Col) and
Son Dr. Jekyl? ( Col ) , $9,000.
JStrand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)—
“Barefoot Mailman” - (Col) and
‘Her First Marriage” (Col). Medi-
um $4,000. Last week, “Capt.
Fabian” (Rep) and “Woman in
Dark (Rep), about same. *

Detroit, Jan. 29.

Biz is off here this week. “Boots
Malone” looks - dull at the Fox.
Another Man’s Poison” is okay at

the Palms. “I Want You” is rated
weak at the Adams. “See You in
Dreams” is holding up well in sec-
ond session at the Michigan.

Estimates for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)*

“-‘Boots Malone” (Col) and “In-
dian Uprising” (Col). Dull $19,000.
Last, week, “Decision Before
Dawn” (20th), $19,500.
Michigan -(United Detroit) (4,000;

70-05)—“See You In Dreams” (WB)
and “Chicago Calling” (UA) (2d
wk). Neat $15,000. Last week,
$22 ,000 .

Palms (UD) (2,900;. 70-95)—
.Another Man’s Poison” (UA) and
Hotel Sahara” (UA). Okay $16,-

000. Last week, “Man In Saddle”

$14 000
an^ “Cloudburst’S (UA),

-Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—
,J?nS To Remember” (Col) and
Sister Eileen” (Col) (reissues).

Slim $8,000. Last week, “Native
Son (Indie) and “Angelo” (Indie)
<3d wk), $6,500.
United Artists (UA) (1,900; 70-

65)—“Pandora” (M-G) and “Sell-
out (2d- wk). Down to $8,-
°00. Last week, fine $12,200.
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—

I Want You”- (RKO). Weak $7,000.

,
week, “American ’ Paris”

(M-G) (8th wk), $5,000.

23-Below Bliz Takes

Toll in Mpls.; ‘Dreams’

Great 120, ‘Model’ 8G
Minneapolis, Jan. 29.

Temperatures as low as 23 be-
low, a bliz, deep snow and icy
streets have been almost a kiss of
.death for grosses here. The week-
end, however, brought this weath-
er-bound community two days of
respite, with the^temperature soar-
ing to 15 above zero. However,
new cold sent mercury back to 20-
below, and sloughing biz. “I’ll
See You in My Dreams,” is ace
newcomer'being big at Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
.Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)—
I’ll Never Forget You” (20th).

Light $4,000. Last week, “Bonnie
Prince Charlie” (Indie), $3,000.
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—

“Fixed Bayonets” (20th). Mild
$4,500. Last week, “Bright Vic-
tory” (U) (2d wk), $3;300.

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76) —
“Hong Kong” (Par). Okay $5,000.
Last week, “Lost Continent” (Lip)
and “G. I. Jane” (Lip), $4,500.
Radio City (Par) (4,000; 50-76)—

“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th). Cold too much for this one,
Mild $8,000. “Last week, “Another
Man’s Poison” (UA), $7,000.
RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40-

76)—r“See You in My Dreams”
(WB); Displaying boxoffice punch.
Great’ $12,000 or near. Last week,
“Teh Tall Men” (Col), $11,*500.
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
Ten Tall Men” (Col) (m.o.).. Good

$6,000. Last Week, “Caesar and
Cleopatra” (Indie) and “Seventh
VedlM (Indie) (reissues), $5,500.

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76)—
“Treasure Lost Canyon” (U). First
William Powell picture in long
time. Dull $4,000 in 5 days. Last
week, “Man in Saddle” (Col),
$5,500.
World (Mann) (400; 65-$l)—

“American In Paris” (M-G) (11th

,
wk). Good $3,000. Last week,

,

I $4,000* |

Tort’ Leader in Cleve,

134G; ‘Dreams’ 10G, 2d
Cleveland, Jan. 29.

Bu i* highly disappointing in
most spots here this week. “Girl
In Every Port,” somewhat disap-
pointing, however is the top coin-
getter with profitable session at the
Palace, ‘’Callaway Went Thataway”
looms light at the State. “See You
in Dreams” still is in chips on
second stanza at the Allen,

Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80) —

“See You In Dreams” (WB) (2d
wk). Holding near $10,000 after
socko $17,500 last week.
Hlpp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;

55-80) -r- “Model and Marriage
Broker” (20th).

. Oka $11^500, Last
week, “Another Man’s Poison
(UA), $12,500.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80) —

“Pandora and Flying Dutchman”
(M-G) (m.o;). Good sailing at $6,-
500. Last week, “It’s Big Country”
(M-G), average $5,000 in 8 days.

Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80) —
“Girl in Every Port” (RKO). Dis-
appointing $13,500, but still best
bet in town. Last week, “On Dan-
gerous Ground,” (RKO), $13,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80) —
“Callaway Went Thataway” (M-G).
Light $9,500. Last week, “Pandora
and Flying Dutchman” (M-G), oke
$17,000 in 11 days.

Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 90-
$1.50)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (10th
Wk). Strong $11,000 ' after $12,500
last week.

'

Tower (Scheftel-Burger) (500;
55-80)—“Magic Face” (Col). So-so
$3,800. Last week, “Decision Be-
fore Dawn” (20th) (m.o.), dull
$2,800.

H.0.S, Bad Weather Hit B’way Biz;

‘Show’ Still Greatest at 146G. 3d

San Francisco, Jan. 29.
Sudden arrival, of springlike

weather is cutting into biz this
session as thousands headed for
outdoor- spots. Holdovers; which
currently are holding back the
overall total, are weaker than most
of the pew entries. Best showing
is being made by -“Cimarron Kid”
With good session at the Orpheum.

Estimates for This Week
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 60-

85)—“I Want You” (RKO) (2d wk).
Off to $8,000. Last week, a good
$15,300.
Fox (FWC) (4,651r 60-95)—“Red

Skies Montana” (20th) and “Dia-
mond City” (Indie). Slow $15,000
or .less. Last Week, “Model And
Marriage Broker” (20th) and
Never Forget You” (20th), $18,000.
Warfield (Lotfw’s) (2,656; 60-85)

—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (10th wk).
Holding near $18,000. Last week,
big $18,500.
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 60-85)—

“See You In Dreams” (WB) and
Stormbound” (Rep) (2d Wk). Firie

$13,000, Last week, SOck $20,000.
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 6Q-85)—

“Too Young To Kiss” (M-G) (2d
wk). Helped by preview to hold at
$7,000. Last week, fancy $13,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2.448; 55-

85)—“Cimarron Kid” (U) and
Cloudburst” (UA). Good $14,000.
Last week, “Man In Saddle” (Col)
and “Mr, Peek-A-Boo” (UA),
$14,000.

’

United Artists (No. Coast) (1207;
55-85)—“Another . Man’s Poison”
(UA) (3d wk). Still pleasing with
$7,000 in 9 days. Last week,
$7,500.
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l)—

Browning Version” (U) (3d wk).
Near last week’s total with $3,500.
Last week; big $3,600.
Clay (Rosener) (400; 85-$1.20)—

“Tales of Hoffmapn” (Indie) (m.o.)
(4th wk). Still solid near $3,500.
Last week, $3,700.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (375; $1-

$1.20)—“La Ronde” (Indie) (10th
wk). Perking to $3,200. Last week,
fine $2,800.

^rumsMiOud $16,500,

Toronto; Toison’ 14G
Toronto, Jari. 29.

With this city’s, three-week-old
bus and trolley strike ended, biz is
back hearer normal after a period
that sliced midtown deluxer reve-
nue 30-50%. •Calibre of held-back
product, plus renewed transport
facilities, has given town almost a
holiday spirit. Incidentally,

,
the

top-budget Westerns are hitting
the high grosses, notably “Distant
Drums” and “Westward ‘ the
Women,” with “Ten Tall; Men”
also coming within action bracket
to lusty returns. “Another Man’s
Poison” also trim.

Estimates for This Week
Crest, Downtown. Glendale,

Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor)
(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-
60)—“Slaughter Trail” (RKO) and

( Continued on page 20)

With only one new hill launched
miring the past week, Broadway
first-run business is slipping this
session.

. Many big houses were
down sharply until a brisk week-
end upbeat came to the rescue.
Even with this help, several the-
atres are Iftnping boxoffice-wise.
Part , of this slack is being taken
up by a number of strong hold-
overs and extended-run pix.

“Cry Beloved Country” is. finish-
ing, its first week today at the Biiou
With a great $14,000 or close. ‘In-
vitation” te^il off yesterday (Tues.)
at the State, while “Japanese War
Bride” opened yesterday at the
Trans-Lux 52d St. “St Matthew
Passion” went into the Park Ave-
nue; Monday (28).

“Greatest Show on Earth” is still
pacing the field, holding unusually
big with $146,000 in third week at
the Music Hall. Current session
ending today promised to equal the
second week’s total of $148,000 un-
til the rain and snow Monday (28)
cut in deeply; Indicative of the
remarkably steady pace is the fact
that the present stanza will be the
same as opening week.
Continuing as top straight-film

is “Quo Vadis, ’’’ smash $31,000 for
12th frame at .the Astor, or fourth
under present; continuous-run poli-
cy. This is almost the same as the
preceding week. “Scandal Sheet”
with the Ink Spots, Sarah Vaughan
and Erskine Hawkins band topping
the stageshow held big with $73,000
in second session at the Paramount.
“Las Vegas . Story,” with Denise
Darcel, Jack Carter and Blue Bar-
ron orch Onstage, supplant this
combo today (Wed.).
“Model and Marriage Broker”

with stage bill headed by Alan
Dale and Beatrice

,
Kraft Dancers

looks to wind third week at the
Roxy with okay $60,000, making an
unusually successful run, “Death
of a Salesman” still is socko With
$15,000 or close in sixth week at
the Victoria. “Submarine Com-
mand” is holding nicely with $15,-
000 in second frame at the Globe.
But elsewhere, excepting for

“Detective Story” at the Mayfair
and some of the arty, theatres, biz
ranges from mild to near bottom.
Mayfair brings in “Sailor Beware”
tomorrow (ThursJ.

Estimates foir This Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; $1.25-

$1.80)—“Quo Vadis” (M-G) (13th
wk). Present stanza started here
yesterday (Tues,). The 12th round
pushed ahead of preceding week
to smash $31,000, after $30,000 for
11th wreck (third week under
current contiiiuoiis-riin setup
here). A

Bijou (City Inv.) (589; 80-$1.80)—“Cry Beloved Country” (Indie).
First week ending today (Wed.) is

getting great $14,000 or better.
Holds, natch! pic helped by very
strong reviews. Last week, house
shuttered.

Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80)— “Light Touch” (M-G)‘ (2d-final
wk). Holding over two extra days
to bring in “Lone Star” (M-G)
Friday (1). Getting only $10,000 in
9 days, even with help from pre-
views of “Star,” First week was
lght $11,000. .

Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$T80)
—“I Want You” (RKO) (6th wk).
This week ending Friday (1) may
dip below $7,000 after mild $10;-
000 for fifth round.
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80)— “Submarine Command” (Par)

(2d wk). Initial holdover round
finishing tomorrow (Thurs.) is hold-
ing at nice $15,000. First week was
$20 ,000 , ,

,

Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90*$1.80)
Lavender Hill, Mob” (U) (16th

wk). The 15th round ended Mon-
day (28) continued very big with
$8,200, same as registered in 14th
Week,
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736;. 50-

$1.80)— “Sailor Beware” (Par).

Opens, tomorrow (Thurs.). In
ahead,: “Detective Story” (Par)
(12th wk-9 days), looks fine .$18,-

000 after $19,000 for 11th week.
Normandie (Normandie Thea-

tres) (592; 95-$1.80) — “Pandora
and Flying Dutchman” (M-G) (8th
wk). Present session ending to-
morrow (Thurs.) likely will hold
as strong as previous week with
big $7,000, over hopes.
Palace (RKO) ( 1 ,700; $L20-$4.80)— AU-vaude, two-a-day policy

headed by. Judy Garland (16tn wk).
This stanza started yesterday
(Tues.)V. The 15th we<ek was < held
to only six shows because house
dropped matinees on Wednesday,
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday,
Shows were cancelled by Miss Gar-
land’s absence, medico ordering
her to quit matinees Until fully re-

covered from recent illness. Big

$28,500 for 15th round after $20,-
500 for 14th week, five .shows,
house'being closed three days of
week also because of Mis$ Gar-
land's sickness.
Paramount (Par) (3,664; fo-

il.80)—“Las Vegas Story" (RKO)
With Denise Darcel, Jack Carter,
Blue Barron orch, Harris & Shore
onstage. Opens today (Wed.). Last
week, “Scandal Sheet” (Col) plus
Ink Spots, Sarah Vaughan, Erskine
Hawkins orch heading stage bill
(2d wk), held at big $73,000 after
$84,000 opening round.
Park Avenue (Reade) (583; 90-

$1.50)-y*St. Matthew Passion” (Irt-

a^e)i Opened Monday (28). In
ahead, “Tom Brown’s Schooldays”
(Indie) (3d wk), dipped . to $4,000
after okay $5,200 for second frame.

Paris (Indie) (568; $1.20-$2.40)

—

“The River” (UA) (21st wk). The
20th week ended Sunday (27) con-
tinued very stout with $8,400, after
$8,800 for 19th session. Goes for
at least four more weeks.

Radio City: Music Hall (Rocke-
fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)— “Great-
est Show on Earth” (Par) with
stagesliow (3d wk). Still holding
unusually strong, current session
being smash $146,000, storm hurt-
ing Monday. Second week was
sock $148,000 which topped the
opening frame’s figure. Stays,

Rivoii (UAT-Par) (2,092: 90-
$1.80)—’‘Decision' Before Dawn”
(20tH) (6th wk). Current frame;
ending tomorrow (Thurs.) is slip-
ping to; about $9,000 after okay
$12,500 for fifth week. “Viva
Zapata!” (20th) Opens Feb. 7.

.

Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2.20) —
“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th) with'

1

stageshow headed by
Alan Dale, Beatrice Kraft Dancers
(3d-final wk). Still fine With
arouhd $60,000 likely after good
$75,000 for initial holdover round.;
“Phone Call From Stranger” (20th)
with Johnny Johnston, George
Tapps, Florence Desmond heading,
stage bill opens Friday (1);

State (Loew’s) (3,460; 55-$1.80)—
VInvitation” (M-G). Opened yes-
terday (Tues ). In ahead, ‘‘For
Men Only” (Lip) (2d wk-6 days),
sagged to $6,000 after slight $9,000
opener.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—

“Room For One More” (WB) (3d
wk). Second stanza ended Monday
(28) slipped to $14,000 after nice
$22,000 opening week.

Sutton (R&B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie) (6th
wk). Fifth round .ended Monday
(28): continued very strong with
$7,500, after $8,000 for fourth
waplr .QfflVO

Trans-Lux* 60th St. (T-L) (453;
90-$1.50)—“Bonnie Prince Charlie”
(Indie) (4th wk). Third stanza
ended Saturday (26) was $2,200,
after okay $4,000 for second week.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540;

90-$1.50)—“Japanese War Bride”
(20th); Opened yesterday (Tues ),

Last week, “It’s a Big Country”
(M-G) (3d wk), $3,000 after $3,200
for second week,

Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 55-
$1.80)—‘‘Death of Salesman” (Col)
(6th wk). The sixth frame ending
today (Wed.) continues smash with
$15,000 or better, after $17,000 for
fifth week.

‘Bend’ Wow at $20,000,

Seattle; ‘Dreams’ Dandy

11G, ‘Hong Kong’ $8,000
Seattle, Jan. 29.

Standout here this stanza is

“Bend of River,” with smash total
at Orpheum to easily pace the
field. It is one of preem show-
ings in northwest territory where
film is given pre-release in a num-
ber of cities. “See You in Dreams”
also looks nice at Music Hall. Per-
sonals by Rhonda Fleming at
launching of “Hong Kong” could
not get this past a moderate ses-
sion at Fifth Avenue.

Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 65-

90)—“Man’s Poison” (UA)
.
and

“Peek-A-Boo” ' (UA) (nri.o.), Fair
$3,500. Last week,. “Distant
Drums” (WB) and “Finders Keep-
ers” (U) (4th wk), big $4,000 in 9
dsys.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65-

90)—“Boots Malone’’ (Col) and
“Family Secret” (Col).. Mild $7,000
or. ftear. Last week, “Indian Up-
rising” (Col) and “Jekyll’s Son”
(Col); $11,000..

Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
65-90)—“Hong Kong” (Par) and
“Cloudburst” (UA). Rhonda Flem-
ing, persohals opening day helped

(Continued on page 20)
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"THE WILD NORTH”—The advance prediction that this is "The King

Solomon’s Mines of 1952” is richly confirmed. In New Ansco Color M-G-M has

created a great adventure of primitive passions in an,untamed wilderness. Stewart

Granger, Wendell Corey, Cyd Charisse.

"SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN”-This Technicolor musical goldmine for

Easter holiday release (save your dates!) will write new box-office history* We
make the unqualified statement that it is the greatest in the long, resplendent

history of M-G-Musicals. It will rain GOLD ! Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor, Debbie

Reynolds, Jean Hagen, Millard Mitchell, Cyd Charisse.
>*

"THE BELLE OF NEW YORK"-The Dancing-On-Air Picture. The
happy-go-lucky Technicolor musical show with the most startling trick dance since

the dancing-on-the-ceiling number from "Royal Wedding.’’ Novelty, visual beauty,

expert dancing, great' songs, romance, robust humor, are the ingredients ofwhat is

sure to be a rousing nationwide success. Fred Astaire, Vera-Ellen, Marjorie Main,

Keenan Wynn, Alice Pearce, Clinton Sundberg, Gale Robbins.

"SKIRTS AHOY!' —Heralded as* another "Anchor’s Aweigh” this joyous

Technicolor musical about the WAVES packs a screenful of star-studded enter-

tainment that will breeze its way to box-office fame across the nation! Top talent,

{continued)
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terrific tunes, appealing love story, make it a mighty musical for the masses!

Esther Williams, Joan Evans, Vivian Blaine, Barry Sullivan,. Keefe Brasselle, Billy

Eckstine, The Be Marco Sisters, Dean Miller.

"—Exactly what the title says. It's the Big-

gest Technicolor eyeful since "An American In Paris” with a terrific cast that

sparkles all the way. Inspired by the famed stage hit "Roberta” it’-s rich with

song, hilarious fun, spectacle and romance. It’s 1952’s headline musical ! Kathryn
Grayson, Red Skelton, Howard Keel, Marge & Gower Champion, Ann Miller,

Zsa Zsa Gabor, Kurt Kasznar.

ft JJSCARAMOUCH* —Without question this Technicolor masterpiece

destined to be one of the very Biggest Hits of 1952, It’s the answer to the

long-felt desire for/ another "Three Musketeers” and it’s even more
thrilling. The.ultimate in handsome, daring, swashbuckling adventure

manner of the company that makes the Big ones!

is
9

and
i •

in

Eleanor Parker, Janet Leigh, Mel Ferrer, Henry Wilcoxon, Nina Foch, Lewis Stone,

Richard Anderson.

"IVANHOE"—The new Technicolor Giant from the "Quo Vadis” Company.

M-G-M has brought to spectacular life the world-beloved romantic novel, breath-

taking in its massive, sweeping action, thrilling in its unique scenes of strife and

conflict, exciting in its story of dangerous men and beautiful women. BIG with

M-G-M BIGNESS ! Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine, George Sanders,

Ernlyn Williams.

"CARBINE WILLIAMS”—The good news is that M-G-M has another

"Stratton Story.” This drama has all the authentic romance and heart-beat that

captivated the public in "Stratton Story” PLUS powerful prison sequences that

give it even more box-office stature and exploitability. A sure-fire, heart-stirring

mass entertainment! James Stewart, Wendell Corey, Jean Hagen.

"THE MERRY WIDOW” —The" Technicolor Musical love story that

will set the world afire with its singing, dancing, romancing. As bubbly as cham-

pagne and jjust as heady in its love story! Eye-filling beauty, infinite charm, delightful

humor, brilliant star performances all combine to make it one ofthe year’s top attrac-

tions. Lana Turner, Fernando Lamas, Una Merkel, Richard Haydn, Thomas Gomez.

"BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE”—The voice that sent the song "Be My
Love” to the top of the hit parade, the romantic singer who enthralled the nation

with his performance as the Great Caruso now truly reaches the very top. The last

word in song and hot-blooded love that assure the* faiiS a big^-scale spell-binding

entertainment. Mario Lanza, Doretta Morrow, James Whitmore:
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London, Jan. 29.

The impending demise of two
West. End productions, both 'of

which were expected to continue
for some time, gave rise to rumors
of a. legit theatre slump. Checkup
during the past week indicates
that business, while not at the
boom level of the. 1946-47 era, is

about average for this time Of the
year.

Announcement of the two fold-

eroos came * quick succession.
Firstly, Jack Hylton announced
that he was withdrawing "Kiss Me,
Kate" , from the Coliseum on Feb.
23 after a run of just over 11
months. Then, two days later, game
the news that “The Day's Mis-
chief," which opened in December
at the Duke of York’s to rave criti-

cal notices, is scheduled to shutter
next Saturday (2). This was pre-
sented jointly by Alec P. Rea, E. P.

Clift and Roy Llmbert:
Although both closings: surprised

the trade here, there are logical

explanations which are not in-

dicative of a slump. In the case
of "Kate," the production had un-
dergone two major cast changes,
and this undoubtedly hurt grosses.
For the first eight months it was
a capacity attraction, and even to-

day is still doing steady biz. But
the take is not big enough to justi-

fy. prolongation of the run at this

big house.
"Mischief" failed to reach its

target by around $500 a week and
goes down in history as another
artistic success. Its failure is -at-

tributed by many to. the sombre
nature of its theme which fright-

ened off many would-be ‘theatre-
goers. The venture will cost its

sponsors around $3,000 each.
Several other plays recently

folded or are about to be with-
drawn. "To Dorothy A Son,’’

which, winds its Garrick run next
month, has played for. more than
a year to substantial profits. "The
Winter’s Tale" had a healthy sea-
son at the Phoenix and was still in

the chips when pulled out Jo make
room for the hew Gielgud produc-
tion, "Much Ado About Nothing.”'

"The Biggest Thief in Town"
had a chequered Career with three
major cast changes and three
moves in its five-month life. Un-
der the circumstances, it did ex-
ceptionally well.

Among the recent flops can bo
numbered "Indian Summer," which
checked in and out of the Criterion
in a few weeks, and Peter
Ustinov's "Moment of Truth/’
knocked by the critics and getting
a short life at the Adelphi. "Rain^
bow Square” also took a knock
from the reviewers. Although kept
in at the off-the-beaten-track Stoll
Theatre for more than four months,
never attracted sufficient biz, and
was pulled

,
last weekend.

Apart from the pantos, ice shows
and circuses which have been play-
ing to big money, the percentage of
West End hits Is still substantial;
"Knights of Madness," "Seagulls
Over Sorrento," "Reluctant He-

,” "Waters of the Moon,"
"Love of Four. Colonels," Lyric
Revue,’’ "The Hollow" and "Gay’s
the Word" are among the long-
run attractions still playing to
ightly capacity business. Newer

offerings which are also drawing
capacity trade of course are
headed by "South Pacific," and in-
clude "Zip Goes a Million," "And
So To Bed" and "Figure of Fun.”

Bernstein’s Newsreel
Folding After 1 Year

London, Jan. 22.
The International Newsreel,

.started by Sidney L. Bernstein,
about a year ago, is to wind up
next month. Produced in coopera-
tion with Telenews of America,, it

Was launched for the Granada cir-

cuit when the Bernstein*, cancelled
their newsreel contracts, an action
which was followed by lawsuits
taken to the House of Lords.
One of the main reasons, it is

understood, for termination of pro-
duction, has been the inability of
the Granada group to win adequate
support from independent exhibr
itors. It Was hoped originally that

the International reel would be
widely supported by exhibs who
had objected to newsreel prices

and conditions. Reported that less

than 100 theatres contracted for

the reel, mainly because coverage
of local evehts was consideredc. in-

adequate by some exhibs.

London, Jan. 22.

Under a change in its Consti-

tution which will come into ef-

fect later this year, the British

Film Producers Assn, is creating

a new office, that of vice-prexy.

This is being done to relieve the
president of the burden of taking

the chair at all meetings. Until

recently, the BFPA had a paid
vice-president elected from outside
the industry. The last one to

hold this office was Hugh Gaitskell,

who: later became Chancellor of
the Exchequer. The present in-

tention is to appoint someone froip

within the industry to this unpaid
job. ij*

The BFPA also is seeking, opin-
ions from producers on revision of
its constitution to limit members
of its executive council. At pres-
ent each member company auto-
matically has a council seat, but
with the increase in membership,
this body is becoming unwieldy.

London, Jan. 29.

With the launching last week of
Tennessee Williams’ "Summer &
Smoke" at the Duchess, H. M.
Tennent’s organization is introduc-
ing one of its biggest programs,
which will include a new vehicle
for Alec Guinness, a. Katharine
Hepburn starrer and a new Ter-
ence Rattigan. play. On Thursday
(31), a new Yvonne Mitchell play,
“The Same Sky," opens at the
Lyric, Hammersmith. This will be
followed by a revival in early
March of Noel Coward's "The. Vor-
tex," with Dirk Bogarde and Isa-
bel Jeans starred.
The new. Rattigan piece, “Deep

Blue Sea," for which the author is

currently negotiating in N. Y., opens
out of town at Brighton Feb, 4, with
Peggy Ashcroft in the main role.

Sam Spewack has authored the
play for which Guinness has been
inked. It is as yet untitled. With
the star will be Diana Churchill,
Ernest Thesiger and Daphne An-
derson. The Hepburn entry will
not reach the West End until May.
It will be the

;
preem here of

Shaw’s "The Millionairess."
Another Tennent production

will be Eric Linklater’s "The Mor-
timer Touch," which begins a tour
March 18 at Brighton. Pamela
Brown and .Mervyn Johns head
the cast.

London Film Notes

London, Jan. 22.

Marcella, wife of Frank King-
don, who recently played cabaret
in London, has been signed for part

in "Hot Ice," film being made by
indie Present Day. Productions. It
features. Michael Balfour . . . Rod-
ney Aekland Scripting new film for
pic producer Marcel Heilman, ten-
tatively. titled "Treverryan” . . .

Film scripter Val Guest lining up
Technicolor pic with South Sea
Island, background as starrer for'

American Yt'.ande Donlan which
will have a J. Arthur Rank release
... George Brown, whose last pic-
ture "Hotel Sahara” made money
for j. Arthur Rank, is doing an-
other for the film mogul titled, "A
Flitch in Time," based on the Eng-
lish Dunmow Flitch ceremony. . It

will be shot at Pinewood in March,
with John Paddy Carstalrs direct-
ing.'

'

Nigel Patrick will play his origi-
nal stage role in! John Dighton’s
"Who Goes There?" the Henry
Sherek play done here last year.
Play has been acquired by Alexan-
der Korda for a film. It will be
directed by Anthony. Kimmlns,
with Peggy Cummins to play the
femme lead . . . Shooting starts
Feb. 11 . . . Because their "Laugh-
ter in Paradise" pic

. was the top
grosser of 1951 for ABPC, pro-
ducer Mario Zampt has given long-
term pacts to scripters Michael
Pertwee and Jack Davis .. . . Team
now is

,

preparing a new pic for
him titled "Top Secret," with
George Cole in top role. Shooting
will start March 3 . . . Three Wiere
Brost considering two film offers.

Assoc. Brit 1\% Mdoa
I London, Jan, 29.

Associated British Picture Corp.

again declared an interim dividend

of 716%, less tax, on its ordinary
stock for the .year ending next
March 31. Payment will be made
Feb. 23,

In recent years, the ABPC inter-

im melon of 7V6% has been fol-

lowed by a final payment of 12V6%,
making a total Of

. 20% fqr the
year. Financial circles believe
similar distribution is possible in

current year.

Arg. ’51 Legit Grosses

$555,613 Ahead of ’50;

Buenos Aires, Jan. 22.

The legit boom in Argentina the
first nine months of this year
brought plenty of dough into the
coffers of local playwrights, there
being 115 productions ' featuring
plays by the local Writers and only
24 translations from foreign au-

thors. Local authors’ .
society (Ar-.

gentores) collected $761,938 in

royalties from all fields. Argentine
legit grosses for the year totalled

$3,705,748. and $555,613 more than
the $3,150,135 peak registered in

1950. Of this total, legit plays

staged here in 25 theatres ac-

counted for $2,557,947. Grosses
from suburban theatres came to

$138,886. Vaudeville shows grossed
$716,180 while recitals and concerts
yielded $92,739.

Although nearly all plays ran
well over 100 performances, there
were no spectacularly long-runs as
in the two previous years. Alejandro
Casona’s play, “Key to the Maze,”
took second place in 1951 „as a
grbsser, going to 233 performances
before closed for the summer.
"Hipocampo," translated by Esco-
bar and Romeo from the play by
Italian author Sergio Pugliese, and
produced by Faqst Rocha at the
tiny Ariel Theatre, Was the rec-

ord long-run of the year. A film

version of "Hipocampo" is to be
made by comedian Luis Sandrini
for Clnematografica Interamcri-
cana.
Probably the most outstanding

legit production of 1951 was "F.B."

by Enrique Suarez de Deza. When
shuttered for the summer, it had
run 187 performances, with pro-
ducer-actor Narqiso, Ibanez Menta
planning to bring it back next sea-

son. Translation and production
rights may go to a U, S. producer
soon.

There were few translations by
North American or British authors.
The Esteban Serrador Production
Co. revived "The Heiress"' after
the paramount film brought new
interest, but it had only a short
run. Andre Roussin’s "Nina,"
translated by Francisco J. Bolla,
was a hit, running. 103 perform-
ances.

Total number of legit theatres
increased from 1,690 to^ 2,190, with
seating capacity rising* from .945,-

000 . to 957,209. The new houses
were all located in nabe districts

or in provincial cities.

Current London Shows
(Figures show weeks of run)

London, Jan. 29.
"And So to Bed," Strand (15).
"Blue for Boy," Majesty’s (61).
"Colombe,” New (7).

"Day’s Mischief," Duke York (7).

"Figure of Fun," Aldwych (15).
"Folies Bergere," Hipp (47).

"Gay’s the Word," Saville (50).

"Hollow," Ambassadors (35).
"Kiss Me Kate," Coliseum (471
"Knight’s Madn’s,” Vie Pal. (98).
"Little Hut," Lyric (69).

"Love 4 Colonels," M’hdh’m (37).
"Lyric Revue," -Globe (18)!
"Master Crook,” Comedy (6).

"M’summer Dream," Old ViC (5).

"Much Ado Nothing," Ph’nix (3).

"Peep Show,” Prince Wales (14).

"Penny Plain,” St. Mart. (3D.
"Puss Boots Ice;” Empress (6).

"Relative Values," Savoy (8).

.

"Reluctant Heroes," Wt’th (82).
"Seagulls Sorrento,’* Apollo (82).
"Sunset Kn’grtsb’dge,” W rit (1).

"S’mer and Smoke," Du’ess (1).
"South Pacific," Drury (13);

"Third Person/’ Criterion (4).
"To Dorothy, a Son," Gar’i’k (61).
"Waters pf Moon," H’yiii’kt (61).
"White Sheep Family," Pic (16).
"Women of Twilight/’ Viiude (15).
"Zip Goes Million," Palace (15).

OPENING THIS WEEK
(Figures denote preem dates)
"First Born," Winter G’d’n (29).
"Marcel Marceau,” Arts (30).

;

"Happy Time,” St. J’ms (30).
CLOSED LAST WEEK

"Biggest Thief," Fortune (24).
"Rainbow Square," Stoll (19)t
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Film Reviews
Continued from page •

Buffalo BIU In
TomaliawlL Territory

and renews the peace treaty with
White Cloud.

Clayton. Moore inakes an accept-
able Buffalo Bill, and Slim An-
drews handles the comedy relief

as his sidekick. Sharon Dexter
and Eddie Phillips are okay .a$ the
romantic.duo. Stock script by Sam
Neuman and Nat Tanchuck is

filled with dialog cliches. Techni-
cal values are stock for the loWr
budget expenditure.

ManBait
(BRITISH)

Okay, program melodrama for
secondary bookings.

Hollywood, Jan. 25.
Lippert Pictures release, of Anthony

Hinas production. Stars George Brent.
Marguerite Chapman; features Raymond
Huntley, Peter Reynolds, Diana Dors. Di-
rected by Terence . Fisher. Screenplay,
Frederick. Knott; from original, story by
James Hadley Chase; camera. Walter Har-
vey; editor, Maurice Rootes. At Vogue,
Hollywood. Jan. 24, *52.. Running time,
71 MINS.
Harman ..... ... .- .George Brent
.Stella.. , ........ ....Marguerite Chapman
Clive Raymond.. Huntley
Jeff. . .. . .... ...... ..... .Peter. Reynolds
Ruby « « ...... , . . . .

.

* Diana Dors
VI . ..............

.

leanor Summerfield
Dale . . ... .......... . .

.

.Meredith Edwards
Joe......... Harry Fowler

British import taken over by
Lippert Pictures for domestic dis-
tribution rates as an okay sec-
ondary melodrama for. lowercasing
in the general situation. While a
bit oyeriength for. this classifica-

tion at 78 minutes, story handling
has interest and names of George
Brent and Marguerite Chapman
are familiar enough to help its

market chances.
First half of

#
the footage is

marked by a leisurely British
tempo as director Terence Fisher
rather methodically establishes the
characters. However, latter half is

better paced as plot becomes more
melodramatic and general feeling
gotten across is on the plus side.
London locale also is on the favor-
able side.

The Frederick Knott Script deals
With. Brent, manager of a London
book store, who becomes involved
in blackmail and murder and is
saved by his secretary, Miss Chap-
man, from having to pay for crimes
he didn’t commit. An impulsive
embrace with Diana Dors, store
clerk, leads to blackmail when’ she
is persuaded by Peter Reynolds, a
thief, to demand money from
Brent. Blackmailers tell of the in-
cident in a letter to Brent’s invalid
wife, causing her death. In a state
of shock, he pays off Miss Dors
and she is killed by Reynolds. Miss
Chapman’s commonsense, however,
prevents Brent from facing charges
for the killing and leads the way
to trap Reynolds.
Performances are u n i f o r m I y

good, with Miss Dors, being intro-
duced in the picture, presenting
an s.a. personality. Raymond Hunt-
ley, another book store

. employe,
Reynolds, Eleanor Summerfield,
Meredith Edwards and Harry
Fowler ably support Brent and
Miss Chapman.

Film, is the first to be produced
by Anthony Hinds under a deal
with Lippert which requires latter
to furnish familiar Hollywood
bit overlong for -this classifica-
tion rights. Technical support is
acceptable. Brog.

Les MIscrables
(ITALIAN)

Lux Film release of Carlo Ponti pro-
duction, Stars Gino Cervi, Valentina Cor-1

tesa. Directed by Rlccardo Freda. Screen-
play, Freda, Mario Monlcelli, Stefano Van-
zina, Nino Novarese; camera, Rodolfo
Lombardi; editor* Otello ColanKeli; music*
Alessandro Cicotfnini. Tradeshown InL 24, *52. Running time, 140
MIN5«
Fantlne)
Cosette j . .Valentina - Cortesa
Jean Valjean Gino Cervi
Inspector Javert ......... John Hinrlch

rvJJiiVLW *

' kiiJ Aldo Nicodeml
i.
Cosette the child .«.*-»•••; .Duccla- Giraldl
TheraWler* the innkeeper.;. LuJgl Pavese
cl”?®*

T^nardier . . . Jone Romano

MfXWSfc ’
1

>
ew-ni

Barone GiUcnormand] . . . Joop vfin Hulzen

(Originally in Italian; now dubbed
in English)

American and foreign film com-
panies have been making this Vic-
tor Hugo ^story since early silent
days. This Italian, production of
France in the late 18th and early
19th centuries is. a neat version,
with the dubbing into English
highly successful, for the most
part. Pic' has the added assets for
the IJ. S. market of; having Gino
Cervi and Valentina Cortesa in the
starring roles. Picture is a strong
bet for arty houses and sure-seaters
and might do on some circuit book-,
ings if judiciously trimmed. Pres-
ent running time of two hours and
20 minutes militates against dqal
booking in the latter category.

,
Cervi contributes greatly to the

• smooth development of this pro-

duction. IBs is t superb por-
trayal of Valjean, who was able to
come from 18 years of imprison-
ment to become a successful busi-
nessman and mayor, .of • a French
community. Miss Cortesa is not
quit® as creditable, either as Fan-
tine, the husbandless mother, or
Cosette, the grown daughter of
this wedlock. But she adds come-
liness to the roles.
John Hinrlch is expertly wil-

lainous as Inspector Javert while
Aldo Nicodeml serves okay as the
hot-headed revolutionary in love
with Cosette. Duccla Giraldi, as
Cosette the child, makes a sad-
eyed,

.
much - abused youngster

amount to something.
Lux Film may have had "Fabola"

ih mind when it decided to use
English dubbing on “Les Misera-
bles." And it is a, better-done job
than on the former, result being
that, aside from several too-British
accents, this picture runs nearly
as smoothly on the dialog if

originally done in English.
Riccardo, Freda’s direction is ex-

pert most of the way although he
appears to have been handicapped
sometimes with an overly long
script. The success he. has had in
maintaining maximum interest is

all to his credit. The lens job of
Rjdolfo Lombardi is firstrate

While Otello Colangeli has edited
with skill if at times not sharply
enough. Alessandro Cicognini’s
original score is a highlight.

Wear.

John Davis
Continued from page 3

both committees have employed.
Ebasco Services, consultant outfit,

to survey the situation from tax
and business standpoints.
Davis probably will not be back

in time for the next board meet,
slated for mid-February. It has
been moved up from the last

Thursday of the month because of

intention of some directors to be
on. the Coast on the former date;

Davis’ support is desired in the
event of -a; -merger, since under
some plans two-thirds approval of
stockholders of both companies is

required. Thus the 134,000-share
Rank block would be an important
factor.

While in New York, Davis hud-
dled principally with Rank’s U. S.

rep, Robed; S. Benjamin,- who
serves on the U board, and the
special committee looking into the
merger idea.

LoewVEnterprise
Continued from page 7

films as it could have, although the
latter pix had "equal or better b.o.

drawing power.”
Papers disclose that so meagre

were "Ramrod” earnings in France
that the take failed to pay off dub-
bing Costs of $4,478. In the case
of’ "No Minor Vices,” it’s, alleged,

.

the defendant charged : Enterprise
with $5,566 French dubbing and
synchronizing costs, although the
picture wasn’t even released
France.
When Enterprise defaulted on

several loans made to it by the
Bank of America, .the institution
recently foreclosed a lien on seven-

of the films .and obtained full title.

Bank subsequently assigned Sun-
set all monies that would accrue
to. it from ’ Loew’s - distribution of
this block. Bank of America, how-
ever, retains its original inter-

ests in the other two pictures,

"Body and: Soul" arid "Force of
Evil.”

*

TOA’s ‘Stand’
Continued from page

• / X
ciliatory riiood Was' Sullivan’s com-
ment that the organization doesn’t
consider its proposals as perfect.

He added, in effect* that sugges-
tions for improvernent would be
Welcome from others.
TOA. also seemed bending over

backwards so as not to create the
impression that it was taking ih
initiative, over Allied, in getting
in all-industry plan underway.
The ^board on Monday first voted
to keep the proposed system un-
der wraps until conferences were
held with other exhib groups and
the film companies. However, dif-

ferences with reporters- at a press

meeting* cropped up and these led

to the lunited announceirient. Sul-

livan admitted the board took two
hours to phrase the .press release.
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By GEORGE F. GAAL

Frankfurt, Jail. 22,

An excited crowd yelled “Jew’s

mercenaries” and- .German police

used billy clubs to beat up a crowd

of 200 university Students in Frei-

burg lest Wednesday (16) when it

tried to demonstrate against the

screening of -'Case of Hanna
Amon,” second postwar flint of

Veit Harlan, Nazi Germany’s No. 1

film director*

The riot' was the most serious

incident to date in Germany in the

bitter Controversy, about the come-

back of Harlan, who directed, the

anti-Semitic film, “The Jew Sues?”

fqr Nazi propaganda minister Josef

Coebbels, There was only one sim-

ilar large-scale fracas, last year in

Salzburg, Austria; whbre an anti-

Semitic crowd severely beat up
(with police aid) some 100 Jews
who tried to demonstrate against

the first postwar Harlan pic, “Un-
dying Lover.” -
The Freiburg Incident, and po-

lice brutality employed therein, is

expected to result in high-level po-

litical repercussions, likely to come
from Bonn, the federal capital,

tike in “Lover,” Harlan’s Wife,

Swedish-born actress Kristina Soe-
derbaum, is also starred in “Hanna
Amon ” She was one of the top pic

stars during the Nad times.

Unprecedented Police Action

Following the riot, South Baden
premier Leo Wohleh went to the
scene and ordered the film banned,
The same day* the state- govern-
ment confirmed this action. In-
terior minister Dr. Alfred Schueh-
ly announced he will launch an
investigation concerning the un-
precedented police action. The.
university faculty rallied as one
behind the students,., and rector;
Professor Johannes Vincke an-
nounced he will file charges against
Freiburg’s police chief.

‘Samson’ facing Italo

Film Biz Early in ’52;

‘Keeps,’ ‘Born’ Also Big
Genoa, Jan. 22.

“Samson and Delilah” (Par) has
taken the lead in early 1951-52 box-
office derby, with grosses, after
first-run

.
dates, placing it well

ahead of “This Time For Keeps”
(M-G) for top honors.
Other top grossers, in order of

their b.o., are “Kim” (M-G), “Born
yesterday” (Col), “Signori in
Carozza” (Lux), “Only the Valiant”
(WB), “Toto Terzoi Uomo” (Italian),
“Father’s Little Dividend” (M-G),
“Billy the Kid” (M-G) And “HaUs
of Montezuma”- (20th). Two other
Italian pix follow In lith arid 12th
places. »

; '

Christmas holdovers and a series
of strong Italian films recently re-
leased, including “Anna” and
“Cops and Robbers,” both Lux re-
leases, may reshuffle this classifi-
cation in the next few weeks.

To AB-Pathe Sales Head
London* Jan. 29.

Macgregor Scott, overseas sale?
manager- for Associated British-
Pathe, has-been upped to the post
of sales manager, vacated last
week by H. E. (Chick) EUis.

Overseas sales chief spot is
taken over by Tony Morris, who
had been Scott’s assistant for soiqe
years.

Scott, who^lias been with the or?
Banization for 12 years, became
overseas sales chief In 1948.

Patrons Pail to Back
Director on Pic Cuts

^ Vienna, Jan* 22.
People attending the preem of
Wonders Still Happen,” directed
and produced by Willi Forst, were
surprised to receive free tickets

‘mother showing of the same
mm : on the following day at the
Forum Theatre.
Forst had protested against the

Austrian, distributor? cutting out
parts of his picture, contending
mat it made “the whole story un-
interesting arid almost nori-under-
standable.”

Invited guests werie. asked to
vote on which version they liked. It
"as i50.50 decision/ '

; j

Moffat, Scotland, Jan, 22,

If -it can be proved that this
small. South Scotland town has
only 2,000 residents, D. C. Adam-
son, indie exhib who. screens pix
there, will, regain exemption from
the entertainments tax. Recent
census revealed the town to have
2,114 people. Under British law,
cinemas in centres with no more
than 2,000 population are clear of
tax.

Custom? duty authorities have
nixed the exhib’? plea for exemp-
tion. Claimed, by some that the
extra 114 could be accounted for
by visitors arid 150 boarding-school
pupils at the time, census was
taken. Matter is being investigated
by Cinematograph Exhibitors Assn.

Buenos Aires, Jan. 22.

“Hamlet,” Which opened ait the
Opera Theatre here this month, so
far is doing better business than
“Red Shoes” did in its opening
days. Patrons stand in line Under
the broiling sun to get advance
reservations* Despite the language
snag and the fact that captions
in Spanish do not always make the
Shakespearian drama clear, this
pic has caught on solidly.

The French filrn, “La Justice est
Faite” (Di-fa),, released at the Lib-
ertador, Biarritiz arid Capitol day-
date* is another smash hit.

This new product and pictures
like “Father of Bride” and “Born
Yesterday” are highlighting the
point that; warmer weather will not
keep patrons from the film houses
here when the product is topnotch.
“Bride” already is past its eighth
week at the Premier, having
grossed $70,260 the first five weeks,
way ahead of the average for this
time of year. “Born’ held for seven
weeks in a first-run house and
grossed $33,465 in. the first five

sessions.

LONDON ‘SUMMER’ LOOKS

OK DUE TO M. JOHNSTON
London, Jan. 29.

Tennessee' Williams* “Summer
and Smoke,” which opened at the
Duchess last Thursday (24), is

noteworthy for -Margaret John-
ston’s performance in a

.
neurotic

role which tops the play’s intrinsic,

appeal. However, the production
was warmly received, and will
probably attract on the star’s per-
formance.
Tennent Productions, Ltd., pre-

sented “Summer arid Smoke” at

the Duchess after a tryout season
at the Lyric, Hammersmith. In
addition to Mis? Johnston, who is

starred, the cast includes Megs
Jenkins; William- Sylvester, Allan
Jeayes, Peter Sallis, Barbara Gra-
ley, Joan Young, Maria Britnieya,
Reginald Dyson, Ingeborg Wells,
Sheila Shand Gibbs and Sheidon
Allan. Play was directed by Peter
Glenville and has original music by
Paul Bowles.
The London

.
Mask T h e a t r e

staged “Sunset in Knightsbridge”
at the Westminster Theatre Jan.
23 for a four-week season. It’s an
adaptation by Ireland Wood of the
hovel, “An Averiue. of Stone,” by
Pamela Hansford Johnson. Olga
Lirido scores as aging actress bat-
tening pn her youthful compan-
ions to retain her grip on life. An-
thony Ireland, Marian Spencer arid

John Wood share equal honors in
supporting, roles, and play is ably
directed by Charles Hickman.

Mex Censors Ban ‘Fox’

Mexico City, Jan. 22.

“Fox of the Desert” (20th) was
banned from Mexico exhibition by
the pix censors who considered the
production a laudation of the late

chief , of the Nazi Afrika Korps.
“Fox”, had been inked by the

Cine Alameda, top local first-run

cinema. It is - distributed in the

bUj S* a? ‘illhe Desert *Eox.” j .-At

Radie Tribute to Bridie
Glasgow* Jari, 29.

Leading British actors' arid the-
atre personalities will join in a
radio tribute to the late Jaines
Bridie, noted British playwright,
production is set for airing from
the Scottish British Broadcasting
Corp. this week. Dame Edith Evans,
Ivor Brown, Walter Elliot, Alastair
Sim, Sir Lewis Casson and Tyrone
Guthrie are taking part.

Broadcast will include excerpts
from Bridie pldys and a speech
from his last piece, “The Queen’s
Comedy ” produced at the Edin-
burgh International Festival.•••••.'

« . . •%
.
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Ex-RCA Exec Forms

7 London, Jan. 29;

The . annual tussle to determine
the British film quota for 1952
takes place at/ the end of next
riionth. Special meeting of the
Films Council has been .convened
for Feb; 28 to make recorrimenda-
tions to the Board of TVade prexy.

For the past two years the Brit-
ish film quota has been fixed at

30%, and the then Board of Trade
prez, Harold Wilson, intimated his
desire to keep the figure for at
least three years to give /some
stability to the production indus-
try. The forecast, therefore, is that
any major change is unlikely.

Nonetheless, rival industry fac-
tions will, be pressing for quota
revisions. On the one hand certain
labor interests are pledged to cam-
paign for a substantially higher
figure while exhibitors are known
to favor a cut. to around 25%.

•

Leading the agitation on the la-

bor side will be the Assn, of Cine
Technicians rep on the Council,
George H. ElVin, who will price

again urge that the quota be set

at the . 1948 peak .figure . of 45% .

It is likely he will be supported
by Rosamund John, the Equity
member on the panel. . x

The two National Assn. of The-
atrical & Kine Employees mem-
bers of the Council Will vote
against their labor colleagues as

they have done for some years
past. Their view has been that the
current percentage is a realistic

one arid any attempt to hike it to

40% or higher would lead to mass
exhibitor defaults because suffi-

cient. product could not be made
available.

The exhibitor viewpoint was
cued earlier in the month when
concern, was expressed at the in-

adequacy of British product to ful-

fill the second half of the. quota
year.

Aussie Govt Nixes Use

Sydney, Jan. 29.

Australian government chiefs

have given the- thumbs down
treatment covering the export to

America of local fauna for any pic

publicity. Action follows the death
in N. Y. of a baby kangaroo taken
there on behalf of 20th-Fox, pro-
ducers of the pic “Kangaroo,” by
Loretta North, Winner of a “Miss
Kangaroo” competition, as an exr

ploitation idea.

Government spokesman said it

was ‘‘a cruel thing” to use Aussie
fauna abroad for boosting any
type of film, irrespective of

whether it had been made in Aus-
tralia or carried an Australian

theme. It would not be tolerated

in the future, the spokesmamadded.
Paramount recently was given

the greenlight to export to Holly-

wood two koala bears for use in

“Botany Bay.” Bears are being
cared for at the San Diego Zoo and
Will not be permitted to appear “in

person” anywhere else in the U. S.,

returning to their homeland after

pic’s completion.

Life Begins at 90
London, Jan. 29.

Fred Russell, now 90, father of

the Palladium impresario, Val Par-

nell,; made his debut on TV re-

cently.
He did a ventriloquial act in

Richard Afton’s production of “Mu-
sic Hail,” one of the regular Brit-

ish Broadcasting
1

Corp.’ vaudeo fea-

ntures.

m
Buenos Aires, Jan. L

Armando Gandolfo, former sales
manager of RCA Victor Argentina,
has launched a new recording com-
pany here, in partnership with
Juan B. Moriglia, an importer, Nes-
tor N. Selasco of the Argentine
Photographic Industry,, and film
tycoons Luis and Angel Mentasti,
of the Argentina Soho Film pic
company. The new outfit is to use
the Sono Film studios, for record-
ing qn tape, sending this up to a
company iri the U; S. for processing
and possible: distribution, ail. plat-
ters being of the long;playing type.

The new
;
firm, which .will be

known as Sicamericana, will en-
deavor to distribute long-playing
records in other countries arid is

trying to attract local talent to its

roster on this basis, claiming that
this distribution will publicize tal

ent. in other countries and assure it

international personal
, appearance

bookings. To begin with, for for-
eign distribution the Sica platter?
Will carry 40% international tunes
and 60% Argentine, including tan-
gos, batons, rhumbas/ zambas and
porros. Carlos - Di Sarli’s tango
combo has been the first to sign up
with SICA,., while. Italian warbler
Giacomp Rondinella has also been
inked.

London, Jari. 29.

The first telecast of: a current
production from a West End thea-
tre under the agreement, recently
made between the British Broad-
casting. Corp. arid, the Society of
We?t End Theatre Managers, has
proved a stimulant to the boxoffice.

Last Tuesday (22), a 40-minute ex-
cerpt of “Cinderella” was screened
direct from the Princess Theatre,
and the following day, the boxof-
fice was inundated with inquiries.

After ticket, sales had jumped,
Bertram Montague, Who presents
this panto* declared the experiment
was so successful he Would be will-

ing to repeat it as often. as invited.

This experience confirms the
findings of other managements who
have tried TV as a means of hypo-
ing attendances.; For some years
the Empress Hall, at Earls Court,

has provided facilities for the tele-

casting of excerpts from their ice

shows, being reflected in increased
biz. In more recent times other
arena, shows, including Wembley
and the two London circuses, have
also used TV to advantage.

Because of the safeguards pro-
vided in the agreement, limiting the
TV excerpt to a maximum of 40
minutes and excluding the finale, it

is now expected that other manage-
ments will try out its potentialities

if adequate arrangements can be
made to install the TV equipment.
Another important theatrical TV

development is the growing prac-

tice of using Provincial houses for

direct telecasts with a limited non-
paying invited audience.

London, Jan. 29.

Three American distributing
companies which refused to allow
their product to be included in the
new. TV fortnightly . feature, ’’Cur-
rent Release,” are being urged to
reconsider their attitude in the
light Of the successful reaction to
the' first edition aired. Fayette W.
Allport, European rep for the Mo-
tion Picture Assn, of America, who
Is currently in N. Y., may confer
with the companies concerned.

The three distribs which have
held back are Metro* Warners and
Paramount. Metro, it is under-
stood, refused to cooperate unless
the TV program featured the trail-

er normally used for theatrical pur-
poses. The other two companies
reportedly

.
have contract : -bars

which prohibit the ot TV;

The .cooperation received from
all distributors was discussed at

an industry meeting with British
Broadcasting Corp. execs when the
contents of the second edition of
the “Current Release” were agreed
on. It was reported that, iri view
of the widespread support for the
first issue, Metro now likely will

revise its earlier embargo.

In the next: edition of “Release,”
which will be telecast Thursday
(31), only five pictures are in-

cluded as against the original six*

Of these, two are of Hollywood
origin, two British arid one French.
Inclusion of the French film* “La
Ronde” (GrCT) has Caused some
industry surprise, as its country-
wide release here will be on a
limited scale. The picture has,
however, been an outstanding hit

at the Curzon where it has run for
more than nine months and is still

playing to exceptional business.

The two Hollywood films in. the
program are “Weekend with
Father” (U) and “Day the Earth
Stood JStill” (20th). British prod-
uct will be represented by “Air.

Denning Drives North” (BL) and
“Reluctant Heroes” (ABFD). Pro-
gram is again being produced by‘ !

W. Farquarson-Small.

Pari?, Jan. 22.

The French government is pur-

chasing the Butte; Chaumont studio,

formerly owned by Gaumorit' and.

since 1941 by Radiocinema, tele-

vision activities. Estimated, that the

property is valued at about $200,-

000. Jean Tardas, head of the

administrative- branch of French
air communications, says the deal

is nearly set but has not yet been
consummated.;

Precisely
1

’ Wfist use the French
government will make of it is not

yet clear. Toppers admit they have
a yen to produce TV films in co-

production with priyate’interests a

a new departure. The property in-

cludes film; printing machines be-

sides the studios proper, which re-

main from the. days When Gaumont

,

was active in production and lab
j

work. * 1

Mex. City Tele Station

Wins First Round In

TV Bout Oyer Matches
Mexico City, Jan. 22.

Emilio Azcarraga thus far has
won . a TV boiit with the local city

government which threatened to
knock out his Televicentro (Tele-
vision Center), swanky plant for
station XEWTV; just When its in-

auguration Jan. 12 was going great
guns. A capacity crowd was. yell-

ing as ace Mexican and U. S. mat-,
men were slamming each other
around the ring, especially built to
end the hassel with grunt-groan im-
presarios here over telecasting the
main bout mat shows, when city in-
spectors halted the whole thing.
XEWTV telecasts these shows

from its oWn ring, but the city gov-
ernment officials stopped the preem
show on the ground that the city

only permits wrestling perform-;
ances open to the public with ad-
mission charged (just as Azcarraga
was doing at Televicentro), in

arenas that it authorizes. Crack-
down was considered very odd be-
cause the Ministry of Communicar
tions and Public Works, which
rules air affairs down here, had
okayed Televicentro, Wrestling and
telecasting.

On the strength of this ministry
permit, the second district court
here quickly granted Azcarraga a
temporary injunction, to run until
March >20, against the municipal
government’s ban.

London, Jan. 29.

Sir Philip Warter, chairman of

Associated British Picture Corp.

sails on the Nieuw Amsterdam
tomorrow (Wed ), on a routine visit

to New York. During his visit lie

Will eye latest technical develop-

ments iri TV, including its appeal

as a home .entertainment and the

effect of special programs on film

theatre attendances.
The ABPC topper Will Spend five

weeks in. the U; S:..- including

short, visit in. Washington;

.
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tTedncgday, January 30, 1952:

It didn’t t^lce Bob Wile, until very recently on Universal’s lipmeoffice

.vDloitation staff, long to change his point of view. He’s now secretary

nf the Independent Theatre Owners .of Ohio. In his first bulletin to

iL membership, be tikes a slam at a U exploitation tieup.
tn

\Vile points outtbat UMs how releasing MHere Come the Nelsons,”

starring Ozzieimd Harriet Nelson and their Sobs. Nelsons are spon-

sored on radio by the H, J. Heinz Co. In exchange for a tieup with

Heinz Wile disclose?, U.has a line in all its ads: ”57 Varieties of Fun.”

“We suggest that irrespective of whether your theatre is big town,

small town, first-njU, neighborhood or last-run;” Wile states, “that you
write the H,' J. Hein« Co. atid see how they will help you, if and when
you play the picture. If you don’t get a satisfactory reply, change the

figure in the ads to 54 or 62 or what have you.”

Wile, who succeeded to the post long held by the late Pete Wood,
also took the, occasion of nl$ first bulletin to slam (a) Cecil B. DeMille,

(b) Skiatron,' (c) Gene Autry, <d> newsreels .and (e) Edward Small,

DeMille gets it for “nailing the lid on the coffins Of his customers” by
appearing in.,a Saturday Evening Post ad showing him enjoying a
Magnavox television set in his Nome. Skiatron’s mistake is in stating

it will appeal vto the Dept, of Justice to get pix from the majors for
its Subscribervision tests.

Autry wins a burred wreath for a tradepaper ad showing how he
plugs films on his radio show. Autry’s script ends with ?keep thinking
of us,” to which Wile adds: “Yes, Gene, we’ll be thinking of you, par-
ticularly sfhce.'you're. m.aki ‘ tho$e television pictures Which people
see for free,” The newsreels’ mistake is that they are not always new,
and Small gets his come-uppance for selling his old pix to TV. ""

j

British apparently prefer Bob Hope and Bing Crosby as entertainers,

not as golfers. A London newspaper bluntly told the boys to stay:

home, that is, if they Were coming to England to take part in the 1952
British amateur golf championship. Crosby played in the 1950 British

mateur at St. Andrews, Scotland; Hope played in the 1951 tourna-
ment at Portcawl, Wales. Both were beaten 'in the first, round.
London News Chronicle, wondering if they were coming, asked them

by cable.
'
It printed this answer from Hope: “Certainly I hope I can

work out my schedule so I can again be a big threat in the British

amateur. Bing is coming, too,; if he can get enough adrenalin. Best
regards,” . .

Chronicle played Hope’s answer straight, biit its allied evening paper,
The Star - took a more definite stand. Said the Star:. “However much
cinema laps may rejoice, golfers will feel only dismay at the probability
of Bing Crosby and Bobe Hope playing in our amateur. . ; . Two years
ago Crosby gave the impression that Tie was a genuine competitor.
Last year Hope never looked likfe a serious contender. His first match
was a nightmare of gagging and tomfoolery. He departed leaving be-
hind many sighs of relief.

“It is up to the U.S, Golf Assn, to refuse to sponsor players who do
not conforni to bur handicap limit And who are not regarded as serious
competitors,?

Booklet honoring Nate Blumberg, Universal prexy, for his 40 years in

show biz, has been published by his friends and associates. Foreword
explains that booklet is riot, intended “as an eulogy, a compendium of
praise or an evaluation ..of his substantial

,
contributions to motion pic-

tures. We wish simply to- preseht, as appropriate to this occasion, a
modest and necessarily

,
incomplete outline of Nate Blumberg’s career

over the past 40 years.”
It describes his early beginnings in show biz in Milwaukee, his entry

into the distrib end of films, his experience as art exhibitor, and as
general manager of the RKO chain, and his eventual appointment as
head of-Universal. -

Hollywoodites are miffed at the approach being used by the. Reserve
Officers Assn, of the U.S. for contributions to the organization for the
marking of National Defense Week* Feb. 12-22. Filmites point out that
they are more than willing to take part in the' Defense Week program,
but are burned at the intimation that they must come through in order
to prove their patriotism.
Letter from the L.A. headquarters of the Reserve Officers group says

that a great deal has been said about the lack of patriotism in Holly-
wood and that, it is particularly important to show that although there
are some dissident elements in the Hollywood community they are of
little importance, and that Hollywood yields to no one in patriotism.

FCC Ready for Par
SSS' Continued from page. 4 ;

N. Y.-D. C. Relay Link
from page I

the Par antitrust, issues could well,
be determinative of the other ques-
tions iii the current proceedings.
At least one commissioner (Robert
Jones) was opposed to wrapping up
the Par antitrust With the other
issues on the grounds there might
be no need for going into the Par-
DuMont and the ABC-UPT merger
questions if Par should.be disquali-
fied as a licensee.

.

Par’s Antitrust Record
If it should be found, for exam-

ple, that Par has no standing as a
licensee because of its antitrust
record, then obviously DuMont,
which the Commission contends is
controlled by Par, would be inel-
igible to own TV

.
stations, and the

control question Would be moot, at
east until Par disposed of its 25%

i* «
6st *n company. Similarly,

“ Par has no standing, -the Com-
mission cannot even consider Par’s
still-pending application to transfer
its formerly owned, (but still owned,
as far aS FCC is concerned) Chi-'
wgo TV station, WBKB, to UPT.
thus, in effect, a disqualification of

TTp
r C01Jld be a disqualification of

nT consequently a denial of
the abc-upt. merger.

, ,

tlle °ther. hand, if the agency
bouki find that Par is eligible for

J°^cas t licenses but controls Du-
iont only one more station could
e owned jointly by the two coiri-
Panies, since DuMont has three

cl!
aa(t Par one. However,

P.aul Raibourn, Par veepee,

arm!-
last week that Par would

PPly for the limit of five stations

ik' t
contro1 Question is settled in

tho
-

v ° 1, ^ would be likely that,

Spl

e

M
^ootrol question would be

between
, the companies to

j

enable each, to have .five TV li-

censes.

And if the Commission is per*-
4*

Suaded that Par has the qualifica-

tions required for a TV licensee

—

Par has reportedly prepared a
strong case to that end—considera-
tion, of the ABC-UPT merger will

be in order and approval likely.

; Because of the tieup between the
issues, it . is not believed likely the
Commission will, act favorably on a
motion to be filed soon by DuMont
to sever the testimony given on the
Par-DuMont relationship from the
rest of the proceedings and pass on
DuMont renewal of licenses. Wil-
liam Roberts, . DuMont counsel,
gave notice last week he will file

such a motion, but the, indications
are that Frederick .

Ford, Commis-
sion counsel, will strongly oppose
it.

It’s expected that Raibourn, who
-testified

.
for two days last week,

will be again on the stand during
the next phase of the hearings.
Among others who will testify will

be Stanton Griffis, chairman of,

Par’s executive committee.

Gets italo 16m Rights
Rights for distribution iff 16m.

of a group Of Italian imports con-,

trolled by Joseph Burstyn have,

been, obtained by Brandon Film,
Inc. Films include “Open City,”.

“Paisan” and “The Bicycle Thief.”
Also included in the group is the

documentary, “The Forgotten Vil-

lage,” written by John Steinbeck
arid filmed in Mexico with an
English narration by Burgess

[
Meredith:

i

Private Corp.’* Setup
Pattern for the film indus-

try cooperative which would
Vwn and operate the nation-
wide weh of.TV transmission
and relay circuits to be set
up if the Federal Communica-
tions .Commission allocates the-
atre tele, channels, James L.
Fly said' this week, is Aero-
nautical Radio, Inc, It owns
and operates all the airline
radio channels.
ARI > explained the former

FCC chief, who* is serving sis

Special TV counsel for the Mo-
tion Picture Asshi - of Amer-
ica, is a private corporation iri

which all the stock is owned
by the nation’s airlines.

Washington, Jan. 29.

Federal Communications Com-
mission hearings on picture indus-
try bids for exclusive theatre TV
channels are scheduled to be-
gin Feb. 25 but it now appears ex-
tremely doubtful they will start at

that time- The full membership
of the Commission, which is to sit

at the proceedings, is presently en-
gaged in daily ' deliberations in

preparation for lifting the TV.
freeze and is not expected to finish

its wOrk until around March 1. A
two-week delay of the theatre
video sessions is therefore likely.

An incomplete list of witnesses
submitted to the agency by the
industry includes most of the top-

pers in the producer and exhibitor
fields. Among them are Barney
Balaban, Paramount prexy; Spyros
Skouras, ’20th-Fox prexy; Herbert
J. Yates, .Republic prexy; Jack
Cohn,; Columbia eXec veepee; Jack
Warner, Warner 1 Bros, veepee in

charge of production; Ned Depinet,
RKO prexy; Alfred Daff, Universal
exec veepee; Abe Schneider, Col
veepee and treasurer; R. H: Mc-
Cullough, asst, to Charles Skouras,
prexy of National Theatres; Earl
Sponable

,
technical director, 20th-

Fox; Mitchell Wolfsori, board
chairman of Theatre Owners of
America; Trueman Rembusch, Al-
lied States Exhibitors prexy; Si

Fabian, prexy of Fabiari Theatres;
Frank Walker, board chairman of
National Exhibitors Theatre TV
Committee; Harry Brandt* prexy of
Brandt Theatres; Nathan Halpern,
prexy of

.
Theatre . Network Televi-

sion, Inc.; Paul Raibourn, Par Vee*
pee in charge; of TV operations;
Eric Johnston,; head of Motion Pic-

ture Assn. of America*.

Others who will testify are Ter-
ry Ramsaye, former tradepaper
editor; John Eberson, theatre
architect; Francis Harmon, ex-

veepee, MPAA; John Wolfberg,
Denver theatre operator; Robert
Chamber* film historian; Nate Gol-
den, chairman, of. Variety Clubs
Heart Committee; Theresa

.
Hel-

burn, Theatre Guild exec; Brooks
Atkinson, New York' Times drama
critic; William Morris, Jr., agency
head; Alien McCarroll, deputy di-

rector, Air Force Motion Picture
Service; R. V. Harvey, theatre

operator; Fred Schwartz and
Emanuel Frisch, representing
Metropolitan Motion Picture The-
atre Assn.; Sidney Schreiber, chief

counsel, MPAA; Asa Bushnell, sec-

retary, National Collegiate Athletic

Assn.; John De Chante, represent-

ing Federal Civil Defense Ad-
ministration; Jerry Stagg and
Richard Condon;

List of witnesses, which will .be

supplemented before the com-
mencement of the hearings, was
Submitted by attorneys. Marcus
Cohn, for NETTCIO, and Vincent
Welch and James L. Fly, for

MPAA.
• United Paramount Theatres will

not participate in the hearings be-

cause its attorneys will be
;
be-'

cupied with Commission proceed-

ings on the proposed ABC-UPT
hearings and Paramount antitrust

issues.

A petition to appear has just

been filed by Jerome Marks; head
of the Fair Television Practices

Committee, which has been fight-

ing theatre exclusives of prize

fights. Entrance in the proceedings

at this late date is certain to be

fought by motion picture industry

organizations.;

msssmssssssmssssfsssssm Continued

that, however. Fly said, because of

the great cost of transporting wit-

nesses from Hollywood and New
York to Washington and housing
them there, as well as because, of
the value of their time.

Only a Starter

The 43 witnesses in various cateV

gories announced in Washington-
over the. weekend only a

starter, Fly said. There will be
many additions and many will be'

:

called several times to give testi-

mony in various categories of the
case to be presented. Former FCC
topper said he was now -trying to
get a, schedule from the Commis-
sion in order to plan appearance
of the witnesses.

Witnesses will
,

include, he
pointed out; many top industry
names, such as Cecil B; DeMille,
Jack Warner and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Aim will be to indicate: to the. Com-
mission th vast backlog of
showmanship arid experience in
the industry in order to make clear
that the channels, if granted, will
be used to advantage.

Eric Johnston, prez of the
MPAA, will be either the leadoff
or ffear the leadoff

. witness. Fly
said. He wlll

.
talk generally on the

place of the industry in American
life and the. importance to the in-

dustry and to the nation of the the-
atre channels being. approved. Fly
said Johnston would be followed
by the other witnesses, .who would
discuss specific categories of sub-
ject matter,

Fly said lie is working closely
with Marcus Cohen, counsel for
Theatre Owners of America, in co-
ordinating their presentations.
Same engineering consultants are
Working for both MPAA and TOA,
so just, a single set of engineering
data will be presented!

While Fly professed ignorance
of the case being prepared by
Allied States Assn. of. Motion Pic-
ture Theatre Owners, a TOA rival
organization, he expressed the be^
lief that the industry’s channel re-

quests will be ijnified.

Being sought, he' said, is a band,
in the very top range of the ultra-

high-frequency spectrum which
would be wide enough , to carry
six signals simultaneously. That
would mean six different shows
could be carried at once, so that
patrons of theatres in any one
city could have plenty of choice
of entertainment.,

'

The area of the spectrum being
sought is so high it is not now
practical for broadcasting! Fly
said, but is perfect for point-tp-
.point transmission—which is the
aiming of a very narrow beam from
one antenna to the nexjt. Fly de-
clared, that radio science has prog-
ressed so fast that he - wouldn’t
venture a guess- ort whether the
ultra-ultra high frequency channels
might not be useable for broadcast-
ing in the future.

-Good Chance’

“I think we have a very good
chance of winding the channels,”
Fly declared. He refused to be
more specific, stating it would be
up to the Commission after it saw
the very strong case 'the industry

could make.

One of the reasons for so many
witnesses, Fly explained, was to

impress the Commission with the

importance of the industry to the
social and political history of the
U. S. “When you look at your
neighborhood theatre,” he said,

“you hardly realize the tremendous
influence it has had in shaping our
American democracy. There is no.

more important medium for the
presentation Of ideas, and the film
industry has done a very effective
job in furthering our form of gov-
ernment.”

!r

All the engineering exhibits and
specifics of the case to be present-
ed will be based oh relying shows
from New York to Washington, Fly
said. After the signals get to Wash-
ington, they will be distributed tp

Clarifies Pix Use
Front-page report in Satur-

day’s (26) New Yoxic Times
that theatre tele

.
channels, if

granted by the Federal Com-
munications C om miss ion,
would be used for transmis-
sion of feature films to. thea-
tres 'is- “misleading,” said
James L. Fly, special TV coun-
sel to the Motion Picture Assn,
of America, Films would be A
secondary item, and as far as
anyone could see into the fu-
ture now, Fly declared, fea-

tures would continue to be de-?

livercd in cans.

Such films as are contei
plated, former FCC chairman
explained, would be of special
events which would be
“stored” on celluloid for a
matter of hours so . that they
could be transmitted at:; hours
convenient to theatres because
of their picture schedules or
"because of differences in time
zones.

theatres via a local* point-to-point
air system, according to the pro-
posals to be presented.

. As. to how quickly the industry
will be ready to undertake the tre-

mendously costly job of extending
the relay web beyond N. Y.-to-,

Washington, Fly declared, can only
be determined by events.

“We have no intention of fooling
the Commission into thinking we’re
going right ahead with such a
scheme. The -industry is not ready
for that yet. But neither is anyone
else. who might oppose our applica-
tion any closer to setting up a na-
tionwide web.”

Fly’s reference was to the Amer-
ican Telegraph & Telephone Co;
which reportedly will object to the
application on the basis that as a
common carrier it can handle :he
theatre biz,

Continued, from page 5*

ed from
.
discrimination by exhibi-

tor-distributor defendants in favor
of jointly owned theatres, some
of which were also operated under
pooling ararngements.

Dipson’s suit was filed in 1946
against eight distributors and three
exhibitors, charging conspiracy
against the Century and Bailey
Theatres, Buffalo; Ridge, Lacka-
wanna; N, Y., and Riviera, North
Tonawunda, N. Y.

Fly on TV Cost to Public

“The idea generally held that the public is getting television

programs ‘free’ is misleading and dangerous,” James L. Fly, for-

mer Federal Communications Commission chairman, declared in

New York this week. Observation was made in pointing up his

jack of fear that the FCC might hesitate to grant theatre tele-

vision channels because sonte pf the public construes large:screen

TV as depriving it of. special events that might otherwise be seen

“for free” in the living room.
“The promoter pf a fight or producer of a stage extravaganza

has a property: interest, and no one can tell him what he can . or

can’t dp with it ” Fly asserted. “He has a perfect right to allow

it to be'' transmitted to homes exclusively, theatres exclusively or

to refuse to let it be televised at all. The idea, that a theatre in

charging the,public to see an event on large-screen is depriving it

of seeing the event ‘free’ at home is utter nonsense- Theatre tele-

vision will actually, broaden the scope of televised events available"

to the average man.
“Attempts to deprive theatres of events for which, they wish, to

contract exclusively are based on the absurd assumption that home
television is ‘free.’ It is not. Obviously someone pays for it and

obviously that someone is the consumer. Each time he buys an

item that is advertised on the air he is contributing toward the

cost of the program he thinks he is getting ‘free’.”

Fly is representing the Motion Picture Assn, of America in bear-

ings before the FCC next .month on the film industry’s applicati

for theatre tele channels.
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For the HYeek ending Tuesday (29)

N. Y. Stock Exchange
ABC.. •

CBS, “A”.
CBS, “B” • t a •

Decca.

;

Loeiv’s

.

HCA .... '«*...•

RKO Pictures .

’

JtKO Theatres.
Republic, .

.

i

Rep., pfd.. .

.

,20th-Fox. ...

Urn Par. yh.
Univ., , i i. . . . . »

•

• • •

;

Univ., pfd.. . . * , • . •

.

•

Warner Bros.. . ...

N. Y. Curb Exchange*
Monogram
Technicolor.

.

Cinecolor

.

*••• f .•

XJA Theatres,
Walt Disney.

.

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues. Net.
Vol, in

100s
High Low Close Change

for week

. . . . . 101 12^ 117% 12% + %
..... 155 377/a 351/4 37'V 4-2%

i • ‘74 37% 35% 37% 4- 2%
i3va 12% 12% %

• . . . «' 39 9
1734

8%
,

87/s
32fi 167/g 17 — %:

4- %241. 27% 26% 26%
....1236 25% 24 25% 4-1
.... 834 4%. 4% 4%. + %

. . ... . 156 4% 37/s 4
»'• • *• 41 4% 4% 4% —

•. %•
10% 10%: 10% —•%

« , . ... 335' 20 19 19 %
.... 130 20% 19% 19% %

123/4 12% 12% %•
60 583/ 583/4 %
15% 147/ 14% ~ J/4

30 3?> '3% 3% 4* %
40 233/ 22V 23 4- V

iirlties Bid Ask
'• • 4 • #. .« » • 23/

•

31/

4 4%
6% 7% — % ;=

. 8V4
( Quotations furnished by Dreyfus & Co.)

W w

Advance Notice

is; Continued from page' 7 s=
sure route to greater losses on the
shady A’s and the B’s.

,
Distribs—particularly 20th-Fox—

have been making a major effort

to get release rosters -worked out

farther in advance. Their theory—
and obviously a good one—is that

by knowing well ahead of^time
what will be available, an exhib

do a better job of booking
to give his theatre a well-rounded
sequence of films. In addition, he
has plenty of time to Work on
exploitation and publicity ideas.

The distrib outfit itself likewise
can do a better job with plenty' of

advance warning of What’s coming
up. With that in mind, 20th has
its release slate worked out—sub-
ject to change, of course, as in-

dicated above—into September.
Equally farsighted are Universal
and Warner Bros. RKO .is set
through July ' and Paramount
through June,

20th’s sked, as presently lined
up, calls for 27 releases between
Jan. 1 and Sept. 30, as compared
With 34 for the same period last
year. WB will have 18 as contrasted
with 22 for the first nine months
of ’51, Universal will have 27-
same as last season—for the. 39
weeks.
Aside from 20th and WB; de-

creased slates are indicated by
Paramount, which will have il
from January to June, in contrast
to 14 last year, and Columbia,
which is releasing nine in January
and February, compared with Til’s

On the upbeat side' are Metro
with 15 as compared with 12 for
the January-April period; RKO
with 27 as contrasted to 20 for
January through July; and United
Artists with 13 in comparison with
11 for the Jaiuiary-March quarter-.

House Probers
Continued from

performers for their

page

begn charged that serine ' agencies,
networks and local stations refer
constantly to Red Channels in
clearing”

Programs.
Though radio and TV have not

yet been investigated such,
many film personalities are said to
have lost acting opportunities, and
even had their contracts for radio-
TV shows cancelled, because of
their stints before the committee.
It was pointed but by some of the
legislators that this not only creates,
great personal hardship bUt defeats
the purpose of the probe.

“

They feel that many potentially
valuable witnesses are reluctant to
appear because they might lose
their means of livelihood. It Was
stated that, the committee will take
a constructive approach to the
Problem by pointing out .that many
Cooperative witnesses have per-:
formed a “patriotic duty’’ and rate
reward, rather than penalty.

Dean Miller In ‘Yours*

Hollywood, Jan. 29.
Recently i n k e d Metro pactee,

uSaa Miller draws top role in
Everything I Have Is Yours.”
Marge and Gower Champion

•Iso set.
"

Vadis* Wins Raves
From London Reviewers

London, Jan. 29;

The Unveiling of “Quo Vadis” with
dual preems list Friday (25) at

the Cartton and the Ritz rated

rave reviews in the morning and
evening press the following day
although most Saturday papers are
restricted to six pages.' Critical
reaction unanimously pointed ‘ up
the magnificence of the spectacle,
but many knocked the story and
script and the individual perform-
ances of some leading members of
the cast.

Reg Whitley, in the Daily Mirror,
warned his readers not to expect
an artistic masterpiece, but be-
lieved it should run in London for
months. He described it as “dia-
mond studded hokum, with every-
thing in it except the kitchen stove
—at times—-good' taste!”

On - the other hand; .. Campbell
Dixon, the Daily Telegraph scribe;

thought the picture “richly earned”
its censor’s rating of X—barring
children.

Paul Holt began his review in
the Daily Herald by referring to
the “grossly over-publicized and
over-talked film,” and went on:

;

“The nicest thing about it is that
after three years in the making
and $6,500,000 in the spending, it

turns out to be just a nice, friend-
ly piece of entertainment,’’

The Times review, per custom
unsigned, asserted there is no mis-
taking the gusto with Which the
producers

,
have entered into the

spirit of the thing. “Like children
with unlimited time, a huge nur-
sery floor and an army of soldiers
to match it, . they have become ab-
sorbed in their play, sending thou-
sands of extras, those storm troops
of the studios, into action for the
sheer fun of it, creating, destroy-
ing, burning on a colossal scale
and with the greatest goodwill.”

Joins MCA Lit. Dept.

Phyllis Blum Jackson, former
eastern story editor for Columbia
and Samuel Goldwyn, has joined
the staff of Music Corp. Of Amer-
ica. She’ll work in the literary de-
partment under

.
Kay Brown,, re^

placing Rae Everitt.

Mrs. Jackson is the wife Of Alan
Jackson, eastern story ed for Para-
mount.

$1,300,000 Profit For

Pathe in ’51, 1st Since

’45; Big loss in 1950
Bollywood, Jan. 29.

Pathe Industries made a profit

of between $1,300,000 and $1,500,-

000 in 1951 as against a $1,300,000

loss in. 1950, prexy William C.

MacMillen, Jr., said yesterday

(Mon.),"Tt-s the first time since

1945 the company has been out of

the red, he .added:

MacMillen attributes the upturn

to Operations of. subsidiaries owned
by the firm. Pathe Laboratories
chalked Up its biggest year in his-

tory; V. D. Anderson Cp./ did
,
one

of the largest grosses; Pathe
Realty,operator of Eagle Lion
Studios,, cut losses to profits

through fullscale operation of stu-

dio stages and - offices; the old EL
studios trimmed amortization to

smaller figure:

Fete
Continued from page 4

Fix Earnings
Continued from page 3

greater importance . in View of the
recent period’s heavier tax bite
and. the reduced capitalization ef-

fected by various of the outfits.

While it’s noted that 20th lost

plenty of ground in the first nine
months of 1951, the final quarter is

expected to show ice improve-
ment over the corresponding period
of 1950. -Company operates on the
calendar year.

Figures given for the pine
months of 1950 for the two RKO
outfits are estimates itaken from
previously-released: pro forma
statements. The official tally did
not provide a . ine-month break-
down.
WB was especially impressive

its payoff via the capitaliza-

tion . shrinkage policy. While the
overall profit Was down, per-share
earnings were up from $1.46 in

1950 to $1:67 in 1951; Within the
year’s span WB reduced its out-
standing stock from 6,997,300 to

5,619,785 Shares.

Periods covered were notable for
'the new boxoffice. ups and downs
they produced. Brought, into, clear
focus was the fact that, despite all

doWnbeat general economic factors

and the competition of television,

some films were capable of racking
up smash -'income. While there
Were big b.o.. winners, other films

of somewhat lesser entertainment
merit suffered ' a commercial col-

lapse across the country. Pix
seemed to score very hefty grosses
or proved b o. duds; there were
ew in-betweeners.

For the second consecutive year,

the b.o. charts reflected, theatre
business began mounting around
July 1, following about two to three
months of sluggishness. The in-

come has been leveling off around
early December.

IA in Drive for Label

Credit oil All Pix
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Drive has been started by IATSE
studio unions to demand that the
insignia of that organization be car-

ried on the main title of every pic-

ture, whether it be filmed for thea-

tre or television, not oniy in Holly-

wood but in other parts of the U. S.

and foreign countries where there
are no governmental restrictions on
the importation of American crews.

One of the objects is to obtain.

IATSE union control of the TV
film filed. Another is to compel the
hiring of IA union members
by producers who lead production
junkets outside the U. S. border.

duced to a mere trickle this year
because of the adverse rate of ex-
change;
The British delegation, composed

of Evelyn Keyes, Helen Cherry, the
Czech actress Paula Valewska;
John Sutro, Trevor Howard,
George Miriter and Peter Serjeant;
was one of the first to arrive. This
is £ second visit for some of them;
Again this year, the Italian dele;

gation is lavish in its hospitality
to. the Uruguayan officials.

.
The

femme contingent, which includes
Silvaria Pampanini, Lia Amanda
and Lucia Bose, has been voted
among the gayest of the visitors.

The U. S. delegation includes Miss
de Carlo, Irene: Dunne, Merle Obe-
ron. Robert Cummings, Donna
Reed, Barbara Britton, John Barry-
more, Jr., with RKO’s Phil Reis-
man and Eddy Cohen In charge,
Miss Oberoil and Cummings have
made few public appearances, but
young Barrymore is easily picked
out from this crowds because of his
youth and; western costumes lie

wears;
.

[/
Maria Felix has disappointed by

her absence, but Mexico is repre..
sented by Katy Jurado arid Chula
Prieto, ' The: Japanese are repped
by actresses Miki Sarijeo and Ka-
suko Fusimi, with producers Hideo
Matuyama arid Takechico Kinura,
all hampered by language difficul-

ties. Japan has entered two pic-

tures, “Yiikiwariso” arid. “Rashid
mOn.” Swedish and German films,

also haVe beeri viewed.
The Organizers have thought up

some Cultural entertainment, for
the visitors, but frolics, on the
beach are usually more acceptable.
There have been snags in the

arrival of some, pictures entered
here, requiring changes in the or-

der of programming. So far the
Japanese, Swedish arid British en-
tries have been exhibited, as Well
as the German film, “Charlotte arid
Louise,” as well as the Italian
“Humberto D.” and “Bellisima,”
Which stairs Anna Magnani.
The festival proper winds up this

week (31)
.
With, a big party at the

Cantegril Country Club. Over in

Argentina, the press has ignored
the Uruguayan . festival completely.
The grapes are very sour.

H’wood Commitments

TV Exhibs
Continued from page 3

to the candidates. In past years;

the nets granted time gratis to the
politicos, stipulating only that each
party be given an equail amount of

time as the rival party. This year,
though, the nets are charging full

rates for all time, Theatres, as a

result, think they can offer the
parties

.

just as good a deal as can
the networks.

Besides pitching the idea of the

parties renting a string of big-

screen houses on a four-wall deal

to present their leading candidates 1

to the voters, exhibs also envision

the politicos renting their theatres

for special training courses for

party workers. Regional or even
local party groups, they point out,

could round up all their workers
for a get-togetheri in the morning
or late-evening hours and the party
leaders, by speaking from a central

point, could reach all the workers
simultaneously.

While the theatres would charge
the parties for such “shows,” they
believe such programming also

represents another version of the
public service aspects Of big-screen
Video. That public service pitch is

one of the major pegs on which ex-

hibs will hang their plea for spe-

cial channels at the hearings be-

fore the Federal Communications
Commission, which tee. off Feb, 25.

Pic Festival in India
Current commitments of stars

are presenting an obstacle to the
Motion Picture Assn.: of America
in getting together some glamor
to represent Hollywood at the Fes-
tival of India. Film fest opened
in Bombay last week, moves to
Madras Feb. 6 and Will also be ob-
served in New Delhi arid Calcutta
before winding up Feb. 27.

Gene Tierney had to pull out of

j

a promise to go to Bombay be-
cause of additional work on 20th- •

Fox’s “Way. of a Gaucho.” PauL
Douglas and Jan Sterling likewise
were unable , to go due to deals
coming up in Hollywood. 'They left

New York yesterday (Tues.) for
the

. Coast.

Meantime, as far as could; be
learned, producer-director Frank
Capra is Hollywood’s only Festival
rep. He’s also there in behalf of
the U. S'. State Dept. Five Ameri-
can features, qnd eight shorts have
been entered in the event.

Full-length pix include “An
American in Paris” (M-G), “Alice
in Wonderland” (RKO-Disney),

:

“Magnificerit Yankee” (M-G),
“Greatest Show on Earth” (Par)
and “No Highway” (20th). “The
River,” produced in India, by Ken
McEldbwhqy's Oriental - Interna-
tional Films, is entered in a special
category.

Canadian Film Prod;

Boosted Over 1949-50

Ottawa, Jan. 22.

Production of 187 films in Cana-
da for the 1950-51 fiscal year was
10 better than in the previous 12-

month period, it Was revealed in
the annual report Of the National
Film Board. Of that number, 130
were, termed major productions.
There were 18 newsclips and 37
newsreel storle^ NFB’s production
staff Was down, five to 84 people.
Of the total film productions, 34
were rated theatrical and 96 non-
theatrical.

NFB showed a surplus, revenue
totalling $3,051,178 while expendi-
tures, including $855,998 for film
production, amounted to $3,013,552.

Figures, on distribution showed
NFB bookings in Canada amounted
to 13,186 playing days compared
to 9,724 in. the previous year, U. S.
bookings dropped from previous
year’s 9,975 to 4,345. Television
bookings of NFB films almost
tripled in 1950-51 to a total of 1,-

523.

RKO Proxy Fight
Continued front page 5

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951

$3,450,000 $3,7O7,O00 $565,000 $1,008,000 $1,981,000 $1,148,000

18,692,000 11,626,000 5,310,000 6,745,000 7,854*000 7.804,000

Paramount. 18,701,000 10,735,000 5,842,000 3,261,000 6,565,000 4,205,000

(5,832,000)*.

(9 Mos.)

RKO Piets. 6,271-000 (1,787,000)4 (5,596,000 \\ (4,219,000) * (146,000)*

(9 Mos.)

RKO Theatres. 6,073,000 6,360,000 3,974,000 4,173,000 1,196,000 1,056,000:

(9 Mos.)

20th-Fox , . v ........... 22,620,000 14,004,000 . 12,509,000 12,415,000 9,553,000 2*148,000
*

(9 Mos.)

United Par; . ; . ......

.

20,498,000 17,505,000 16,727,000 17,575,000 12,142,000 9,537,000

(9 Mos.)

Universal .... .......... ; 9,196,000 6,745,000 (3,163,000)4 (1.126,000)* 1,356,000 2,093,000

Wariiers,

.

19,425,000 22,095,000 11,837,000 10,467,000 10,272,000 9,427,000

Totals . . .......... 124,926,000 90,990,000 48,005,000 50,299,000 45,087,000 .37,272,000

Figures in parentheses represent losses;

15, has been amiable, a minority,
position in a corporation is always
a disadvantageous one. Thus, if

there is any hope of bettering his
position, Greene will undoubtedly
do; so.

Unless there’s a decision to post-,

pone the May stockholders meet-
ing, proxies will have to be started
in preparation within about, six
weeks. These ballots for mailing to
stockholders carry a list of candi-
dates for the board.
For the December meeting the

management, headed by proxy Sol
A. Schwartz, put out one list' and
Greene another. For the next ses-
sion they could either consolidate
their lists, keeping the proportion
the same as now, or could start

the fight all over again. Manage-
ment could issue a roster with no
Greene candidates on it and
Greene could issue one with no
frianagement. names. Both would
then: again appeal for stockholder
suppbrt.

Aside from the huge block of
Howard Hughes stock voted by Irv-
ing Trust Co. as trustee, Greene
group got more votes than the
martagement in the December-
January count. Dissidents had. 1,-

341,058 shares in their favor, as

against 1,085,124 for the Schvvjrlz

contingent, Hughes holds 929,020,

Which were voted for the manage-
ment slate.

Unless there’s a good chance of

Winning, at least one more director

arid possibly two, Greene group
undoubtedly will avoid a battle.

One reason is that it takes a tre-

mendous amount of money; Sec-

ondly, it takes the: attention of the.

management away from normal du-

ties, so the stockholder^ are in the

position of Harming their own in-

terests unless they’re pretty sure

of winning.
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Loew’s Final Decree
Continued from pifi' i

ships by eight or possibly more
theatres. RKO Theatres, in its de-

cree, lost relatively few properties

and these were via breaking up
with partners rather than outright

divestiture.
’

On. the other hand, legalistic

analysts point out, .Loew’s did
right favorably on other counts, in

comparison with the other outfits

which exited the case .earlier.

Example is that Loew’s will be
permitted to license its own prod-
uct as it sees.fit to its own houses
for a full year from Feb. 6, when
the decree is to be entered in N/Y.
Federal Court. In contrast, War-
ners- already has begun, selling its

own. pix on a competitive basis to

all houses; including its own, al-

though divorcement has yet to be
accomplished. All 20th-Fox prod-
uct must be sold to its affiliated

houses on the same competitive
basis by next June.

D. of J. also showed sympathy
for Loew’s problems relating to

corporate indebtedness, permitting
an additional three years to

straighten out the financial com-
plexities, if necessary; following
the initial two-year divorcement
period;
While the divorcement deadline

is Feb, 6, 1954, chances are Loew’s
may elect to complete the separa-
tion by Aug. 31, 1953. That’s the
date ending the corporation’s fis-

cal year and reorganization at that
time would be simpler than in the
middle of a fiscal year, it’s, fig-;

tired.

Terms; of the decree were re-

leased here yesterday. They call

for divestiture of 24 theatres out-
right within, two years, two-thirds
of which are in New York City,

and conditional divestiture of

over 40 others. The judgment
requires approval by the Attorney
General for acquisition of more
than one of the Ni Y. houses by
orie purchaser;
The decree provides that within

two years all of Loew’s theatre
assets must be transferred to a
new theatre company and that
within three years the capital

stock of the new company be dis-

tributed pro rata to Loew’s stock-
holders.

Because of Loew’s outstanding
indebtedness, estimated by Justice
officials at more, than $40,000,000,
the decree departs from previous
divorcements by permitting Loew’s
to hold the stock in the new com-
pany if it can prove to the court
that it cannot arrange

.
financing

to divide its present debt with the
new company. But in any event
the divorcement must be complete
within five years.

Approval Due June 6

The judgment is contingent
upon stockholders approval by
June 6, 1952, of a plan of reorgan-
ization which places Loew’s the-
atre exhibition assets in a company
entirely disassociated with Loew’s,
Inc. once the plan is consum-
mated, it is provided, Loew’s and
the New Theatre Co. “shall be op-
erated wholly independently of
one another and shall have no com-
mon directors, officers* agents or
employees. Each corporation shall
thereafter be enjoined from at-

tempting to control or influence
the business or operating policies
of the other by any means what-
soever.’’

The decree prohibits Loew’s
from expanding its theatre owner-
ship during the two-year period al-

lowed for divestiture. Thereafter,
the New Theatre Company may ac-
quire . additional houses only after
court approval of each acquisition.

Stringent restrictions to assure
that the new theatre company has
no ties with any other motion pic-

ture circuit are imposed by the
decree. It is specifically provided
that “in no event can an officer or
a director be affiliated with any
motion picture theatre circuit

(Other than Loew’s) which has
been a defendant in an antitrust

suit brought by the Government,
relating to the production, dis-

tribution or exhibition of motion
pictures.”

1,200 Theatres to Indies
The document was hailed by As-

sistant Attorney General H. G.
Morison, in charge of Antitrust Di-
vision, as a rounding out of the De-
partment’s 14-year fight to assure
competition in the motion picture

industry by separating the five

major film distributors from the-

atre operation, The net result, he
asserted will be to free over 2,-

500 theatres from contjol by pro-

ducers. Of this total, said; Mori-

, the decrees provide for the

divestiture of over 1,200 theatres

to jndependent' exhibitors, the re-

maining 1,300 to be operated by
the new theatre companies estab-

lished by divorcements,

Like the previous decrees en-
tered against Paramount, Warners,
RKO and 20th-Fox, the judgment
prohibits various, trade practices,

including minimum admission
price fixing, agreements, to^main-
tain clearance systems, clearances
between theatres not in substantial

competition,; licenses conditioned
on acceptance of one or n. ore other
feature films, theatre pools, profit-

sharing leases, franchise, formula
deals and master agreements.

Options on Divesting

In a number ' Of cities, particu-

larly N. Y., Loew’S is given an op-
tion of diyestihg itself pf. one of
two theatres or being ^subjected
to a product limitation if first-run

independent competition for a des-
ignated number; of

'
years exists in

the community or zone of opera-
tion.

Herewith are the theatres: which
must be divested and conditions
for divestiture:

New York (Manhattan): - Sheri-
dan, Olympia, Lexington, 83d St.,

Victoria and 116th St. must be di-

vested or limited in product. Com-
modore or Avenue B must be sold
or limited in product. Lincoln
Square, 42nd St. and 72nd St. must
be sold. Apollo, Canal or Delancey
must be sold and one of last two
sold or subject to product limita-
tion. Inwood or Dycknian must be
sold or subject to product limita-
tions. Rio or 175th St. must be
sold if certain competitive condi-
tions prevail. *

Brooklyn: Metropolitan, Kings,
Premier, Alpine, Gates* Broadway,
Bay Ridge, Warwick, Oriental and
Brevoort must be divested or sub-
ject to product limitations, Palace
and Melba must be sold. Kameo or
Bedford must be sold or sub-
ject to product limitations. Pitkin
must be sold if reasonable offer
is received within a year. Court
will determine what; is a reason-
able offer. If the Pitkin is not
sold, Loew’s must dispose of two
of following: Woodslde, Coney
Island, Prospect. If the Coney
Island is retained it must be
limited in product if first-run in-

dependent competition in the
neighborhood does not exist. Boro
Park or 46th St. must be divested
if certain competitive conditions
do not exist.

Bronx: Paradise, Boulevard,
American, Post Road, Fairmont,
Elsmere, 167th Street and Grand
must be divested or subjected to
product limitations. Borland, Burn-
side and Boston Road must be
sold. N ational or Victory must be
sold and. the Victory only to a pur-
chaser who will operate on first-

run policy, ,

Queens: Valencia, TribOro, Pros-
pect, Plaza, Hillside and Willard
must be divested or subject to
product limitations if certain com-
petitive conditions exist.

Out-of-Town Properties

Boston: Fine Arts must be di-

vested by lease or otherwise, with
preference to use of house for mo-
tion pictures. State must be divest-
ed or subjected to product limita-
tion.

Baltimore: Parkway must be di-

vested or limited in product if a
competing independent does not
have equal film availability for five,

years.

Cleveland: State or Stillman or
Ohio or Park or Granada must be
sold; If one of the last three, an
additional theatre

.
in Cleveland

must be divested except if certain
competitive conditions prevail.

Buffalo: Elmwood or Kensington
must be sold, but whichever is re-
tained niust be limited in product
if certain competitive conditions
do not prevail for five years.:
Columbus, O.: Ohio or Broad

must be divested or limited in
product if first-run films are not
available to an independent com-
petitor for three years.

‘

Bridgeport: Lyric must be sold
to a purchaser who Will operate on
first-run policy. An additional the-
atre in Bridgeport must be divest-
ed or limited ini product.

Evansville, Ind.: Victory or Ma-
jestic must be sold if regular first-

run competition by an independent
does not prevail in any year within
five years,

Hartford: Poli or Palace must be
divested or subject to product lim-

itations If. certain competitive con-
ditions do not prevail,

Meriden, CoritoVRoli must • be
sold. Palace must be divested or
limited in product,
Mt. Vernon, N.'X: Mt. Vernon

must be divested, or • limited in'

product.
New Haven: Poll or Bijou or Col-,

lege' must' be sold.

New Rochelle, N. V.: New Ro-
chelle must be divested Or limited
in product.

’

North Bergen, N. J.: Embassy
must be divested.^ limited in

product. * V
Norwich, Conn.; Poll must be di-

vested orlimitedih;prpduct.
Waterbury, Conin&POli or Strand

must be sold,

White Plains; N. xji State must
be diyested or subjected to product
limitations.

Worcester.: Poll or Elm Street
must be divested or limited in.

product if certain competitive con-
ditions do not prevail for designat-
ed periods*
Yonkers, N. Y,: Yonkers must be

divested or subjected to product
limitations if independent first-run

competition does not exist* v

20lh’s Optimism
Continued from pago 3 552

up again last week in the Saturday
Evening Post.

Message being underscored at
20th’s series of meetings ., with
theatremen is that product has
shown a marked improvement and
the trade should exert unstinted
effort to merchandise it.

Exhibs at the initial session at
the 20th homeoffice, which was de-
signed to whip up enthusiasm for
the upcoming pix and plans,' re-
lated that for ..the most part they
were impressed With 20th’s ideas
on long-range promotion effort in
cooperation with the company.
However, some coupled this ob-
servation with criticism of Skouras’
dismal portrait of the future. There
was sharp conflict between the^the-
atre exec’s pessimism and the film
outfit’s spirited display of confi-
dence, they noted.
Next such exhib conclave has

been $et for tomorrow (Thurs.) at
the Erlanger Theatre, Philadelphia,
Ad-pub v.p. Charles Einfeld post-
poned a trek to the Coast to the
weekend to appear at the Philly
meet. Originally he planned to be
at the studio for product confabs
early this week.
Seminars on merchandising sub-

sequently will be held in .Atlanta,
Dallas, Chicago* Denver and L. A.

20th Story Buys
Continued from, page 7

detective * story by Georges Sime-
non, published in Ellery Queen
magazine, drew $22,500 from 20th.
In still another deal, studio bought
two books from the estate of Cora
Harris, who wrote “Circus Rider’s
Wife,” on which the company’s;
highly successful “I’d Climb the
Highest Mountain” was based. 20th
paid $15,000 for the two books to-
gether, which will become source
material for a single pic.

Studio also acquired “Brown on
Resolution” (Resolution in the title
is a boat) by C. S. Forester. This
had been made^ into a picture by
Gainsborough in England many
years ago. It was titled ”Singler
handed.” Forester himself made
the deal with Gainsborough by
Which he retrieved his rights and
then sold the package to 20th for
$10 ,000 .

Otherwise, on the story front
during the past week there was
great interest by

. a number of com-
panies in the new Book-of-the^
Month Club co-selection, “Jeffer-
son Selleck,” by Carl Jonas. It
Was called by one story editor this
week “the tale of a compassionate
Babbitt,” Rave reviews and big
sale of copies is expected to. push
the screen price close to the $100,-
000 mark.

lied Probe Hearings
Condoned from pair %

Loew’s Decree Upsets

N.Y. Pattern Further
First-run booking pattern in

N. Y. expectedly will be further
upset under terms

:
pf Loew’s con-

sent decree. Judgement directs
that as of Feb. 6, 1953, Loew’s-
Metro pix niust be sold to all the-
atres on a competitive basis,' in-
cluding affiliated houses.

Consequently, nori-Loew’s show-
cases in N. Y. will be entitled to
bargain for M-G pix which nor-
mally go to the State or Capitol
Loew’s key Broadway houses.

motionVhad been immediately de-
nied bY U. S, District Court Judge
Burnitft ^Shelton Matthews, the
same Judge who had nixed Boch-
man’s initial attempt to evade
questioning. Walter then gave Pep-
per a final chance to have his client

appear. Pepper responded by again
pleading for. “additional' time'

7
to

contact ,
his client.

“I cannot answer for my client,”

he told the committee. “I have sent
word asking him if he will, appear^
I believe the answer will be ‘no.*

But if given time I will communi-
cate with Mr. Buchman. He will
make .the ' determination himself,
as he has done up to now.”
The drastic step taken by the

committee climaxed a weekend of
suspense started when Buchman,
through one . of his attorneys,; Law-
rence Siegel, tossed a bombshell
into the hearings last Friday*
Bombshell, first thought to be a
“show cause” order, proved' to be
ft dud when it was discovered the
proposed restraining order had
been denied without a hearing.
By Jailing to appear today Buch-

man became; the • first Hollywood
witness to defy a committee sub-
poena after* accepting it. He is also
the first witness who has failed to
invoke the cloak of Constitutional
immunity in refusing to answer a
question- since .the Supreme Court
decided that * several years
ago.

. Blankfort’s Denial
Michael. Blankfort* film scripter

and novelist, yesterday “categori-
cally denied charges of Louis F.
Budenz, former editor of the Daily
Worker, that he had been -a ^con-
cerned” Communist Party member
who had gone to Hollywood to
carry party work, Blankfort
admitted that he was a. .contributor,
to the Daily Worker arid the New
Masses in the mid-’30’s but said
he wrote fOr the left wing papers
“only to get tickets for shows’’
He also confessed membership iri

a number of Communist-front or-
ganizations, stating he joined them
becauase of “his failure to recog-
nize” them, disassociating himself,
as soon as their

<
true . character

was revealed to him.
Blankfort, voluntary witness

whose two and a half hour stint
was by far the longest and most
grueling in this phase of the hear-
ings* was confronted with the
Budenz statement almost immedi-
ately after being sworn in this
afternoon. Tavenner told Blank-
fort that Budenz, a frequent Wit-
ness before the committee* had
testified in closed session on Jan.
15 that Blankfort was “well
known” to him as a Communist.
Hinging his statement on portions
of the biography of the late Brig.
General EVaris F. Carlson, “Big
Yankee”. Budenz had declared, ac-
cording to the record, that not
only were these excerpts Commu-
nist-inspired but “I would also
recognize the author of the book
as a Communist.”

Denies Meetings
Stating that he had “searched”

his mind, Blankfort denied that
any such meetings ais described by
Budenz had ever taken plaice.

Reading from notes, he traced 'his
early career as a writer, stating
that, during the period mentioned
by Budenz, he spent most of his
tihie with a group of friends who
were, known anti-Communists.” It

was through association with one
of these, V. F. Calverton, editor
of the old Martin Quarterly, that
he had his sole contact with
Budenz. “Budenz was the only
member of that group,” he added,
“to become a Communist ’’ He
stated he did riot recall ever see-
ing the former Commie editor
after this periods

:

It was at this point that Blank-
fort, a graduate of the U. of Penn-
sylvania and former Princeton U.
instructor* stated, in answer to
Rep. Moulder’s (D.-Md.) question,
“I have riever be^n arid am.not now
a member of the Communist

paper. Sqihe of the articles post-
dated the date ori which Blankfort
claimed he had stopped writing for
the paper.

Blankfort admitted authorship of
all the articles submitted, denying
however,, that he had deliberately
used “Communist Stereotypes,” as
charged by. Tavenner. • He defend-
ed the use Of such terms as "Bour-
geois Theatre” and “White-Chauv-
inists” as having been the “lan-
guage of the times.’-’ He also denied

Throughout the period Budenz
alleges I was ; a . Communist,” -he
stated, “my conduct was inconsis-
tent with that .of. the. party.” Tav-
enner, at this point, Confronted the
witness with the. photostat of an
article, allegedly bylined by him;
in which ‘‘the familiar, stereotyped
language of the Communist Party
was, used.” This was the first of a
series of articles from the Daily
Worker introduced by Tavenner
to refute Blankfortls statement
that he wrote only reviews for the

-W--- w - MVAiiVU
that a Daily Worker description of
his as “Theatre Editor” was accur-
ate* adding that he “could riot be
responsible” for the way the paper
advertised his association with it*

“I never considered myself theatre
editor,” he said* “I never attended
staff meetings or was responsible
for anything but my reviews.”

Tavernier’s Spotlight

.
Tavenner then proceeded to: spot-

light long list of Communist-
front organizations arid activities
with which Blankfort’s nairie had
appeared 1 as sponsor or member.
Blankfort - denied membership in
most of theip, but did admit that
he had joined the Los Angeles
Chapter of the Civil Rights Con-
gress, adding “I got out of that as
fast as I. could.”
In conclusion; Blankfort told the

committee he ’’appreciated the op-
portunity” to testify. He stated, in
answer to last-minute questions,
that his. ex-wife Aubrey Blankfort,
arid his cousin; Henry Blankfort*
were liis Only relatives who were
Communists,v Latter was art 1 “

friendly” witness before, the com-
mittee. ,

Despite the searching, and what
sometimes seemed like antagonistic
questions put to him by the com-
mittee and its counsel, Blankfort
heard himself kudoed as an “hon-
est and valuable witness;” Acting
chairman Walter said he had done
the * committee “a, great service’^
by his “complete testimony.”

Earlier in the day, scripter Mel-
vin Levy testified that he had been
a ”member-at-large” of the Com-
munist Party for the year 1933, but
had dropped out, only to later re-
join in Hollywood in late 1944 or
early ’45. He stated he had quit
the party again in ’47 and was
“not now a Communist.”
.Recruited by Earl Browder
Levy, who had been named a

Communist by Martin Berkeley in
the Los Angeles hearings, appeared
at his own request. He told the
committee, that he was first re-
cruited for the party by Earl Brow-
der, by whom he Was given a
“name and card.” He stated he
Was never required to attend meet-
ings, but merely to report to Brow?
der. He said he broke with the
party then because a biography he
was Writing about Tom Mooney
was .. “being molded by decisions
that had. nothing to do With the
book.”
Levy said that talent agent

George Filner had recruited him
into the party and that he attended
six or eight meetings over a two-:

X?**. P
ertod,” He named publicist

William Blowitz, writer Lester
Cole, scriptei* Mortimer Offner and
Edward Huebsch as fellew Commu-
nists during that period. He could
riot, however, positively identify
Screen Writers Guild member AI-

ff
ed Leyitt as a ^party member,

though he “thought” he was.
Levy stated that, although he re-

a Party member “techni-
..until 1947, he had stopped

attending meetings the year be-
He denied that his Commie

affiliations had never influenced
nis work, and said his purpose i

joining both
. times had been, “to

kayri my kids a -better world*” he
added, “when I found this was not
the way to do it, I left.” He made
only smell contributions— 25c or,
a9c“-during the. Hollywood period
oL lns affiliation, but had never
paid regular dues. Levy added.A third and final witness was
wedged in at the Close of the day
°n

.
the. promise of his .attorney

that he would be “brief.” This was
music composer George Rassirian,
who. made a. rather pathetic figure
as he stated that he attended
some Communist meetings “be-
cause his ex-wife asked him to,”
but he “never really knew what
went on.’’

David Brian Loaned to M-G
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

David Brian as a Warner loari-

out' reports to Metro shortly for

Starring role With Esther Williams,
Victor Mature and Walter Pidgeon
1 “One Piece Bathing Suit.’’
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NEW YORK
Several manager changes dis-

closed by John Murphy, super-
visor of Loew’s out-of-town thea-
tre operations. Sam Gilman, man*
ager of Lpew’s Theatre*. Harris*
burg, moves to Lbew’s State, Syra-
cuse, succeeding Harold Mortin, re*
signed. William Trambukis, man-
ager Loew’s Strand, Syracuse, re-

places Gilman in Harrisburg, In
another shift, .Eugene MoulaiSon,
assistant manager Loew’s Provi-
dence, takes over Trambukis’ old
berth at the Strand, Syracuse*

Joseph Gordon Leon; vet of 20
years with the universal sales or-

ganization, named branch manager
in Philadelphia, He succeeds Har-
rison J, Martin, who died last week,
Harold P. Saltz takes over Leon’s
post as Philadelphia sales manager.
Dan Waters, formerly with the

American Red Cross in Houston,
has been named Warner Bros, field

man for the Texas territory, re-

placing George Bannon.
Edward C. Dowden, Jr., formerly

associated with Eaple Lion and J,

Arthur Rank; joined United Artists

as assistant to Lige Brien, special

events chief. Starts out exploiting

“African Queen.” ,

Allied Theatres of Michigan,
W, S. Butterfield Theatres and
Butterfield-Michigan- Theatre Co.

have filed a complaint with the
Michigan Public Service Commis-
sion protesting a 15% hike in rates

by JFilm Truck Service, InC., deliv-

ery outfit; , .

. .V

Janies Glaser joined Universal i

sales promotion department. For?
merly a member of the ad-publici-

ty department, he succeeds the late

Bernard Maguire.

MINNEAPOLIS
“Hy’’ Chapman, Columbia branch

manager, incapacitated by pleurisy.

Sally Allen of Paramount Office

Staff in Mt. Sinai hospital with
respiratory ailment.

Current North Central Allied

bulletin suggests that when exhibi-

tor members are approached to buy

the reissued . 'March of , -Time’*
shorts, they bear in mind “the fact
that they Were produced by the
undertaker who buried you last'

spring.”

“Happy days are here again —
but only at 56th st. and loth ave.,

New York,” state's the North Cen-’
tral Allied bulletin, citing the fact,

that 20th-Fox reports salary cuts
restored because of increased
profits.

Minnesota Amiis. CO. awarded
“Quo Vadis” on competitive bids
for Minneapolis and picture goes
into Century here Feb. 22 on con-
tinuous, run policy with $1.25 top.

The fact that Northwest net
farm income for 1951 was the
highest for any: one year, excepting
1947 and 1948, according to figures

lease .“Girls Behind Bars, made
in Gehnany.
KingBros. will release 'Mutiny”

and “The Ring,” through United
Artists in 1952. UA also Will han-
dle distribution of Alex Gottlieb’s

Indie production, .“The Fighter/*

. Francis A. Bateman* Republic s,

western sales chief, left for visits

to Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Sdt
Lake City and Denver' to set dis*

tribution on ‘'Hoodlum Empire.”
United Artists will date Doug-

fair Productions’ “Another Man’s
Poison” in more titan 500 theatares

before end of thi&.tt&itii* heaviest
saturation booking" in recent UA
history,

‘ v

SEATTLE
( Continued from page 9)

but only moderate l&OOO looms;
Last Week, “Lady Says No” (UA)
and “Journey Into Light” (20tb),

mild $8,300. *• ..
•

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)

--.“Treasure of Lost Canyon” (U)
SloW $6,000.

A„ XI „w and “Hideout” (Indie)

just released, is rated favorably for Lost .week, “Flame of Araby^ (U)

territorv’s exhibitors. and ‘Pals of Golden West (Rep),

$7,200.

TORONTO
(Continued from page 0)

“Journey into Light” (20thh Nice:
$13,000; Last week, “Wild Blue
Yonder” (Rep) and “Purple Heart
Diary” (Col), $14,000.

.Imperial (FP) (3,373; 50-80)—
“bistant Drums” (WB). Big $16,-
500,' Last week, “When Worlds
Collide” (Par), $10,000,

Loew’s (Loew) (2,743; 40-70)—
“Westward Women” (M-G). Sock
$16,000. Last week, '‘Too Young
To Kiss” (M-Gl, $9,000.

Nortown, University (FP) (959;

1,558; 40-80)— “Another Man's
Poison” (UA). Neat $14,000, Last
week, “Close To Heart” (WB) (2d-Uist is strictly in the doldrums.

territory’s: exhibitors.

Bill Elsbn, indie circuit owner,
vacationing in California.

'

Unsuccessful in its efforts to sell

the 900-seat Loop Aster, the own-
ers* group how is trying to get the
Minnesota Amus. Co to take back
the house.

PITTSBURGH
James Hendel, who recently re-

Music Box (Hamrick) (5Ch$$-—
“Tales of Hoffmann” (Indie). (2nd

. wk). Sturdy $8,000 after immense
011,000 last stanza.

Music Hall (Hamrick) (2,282: 65-
<90)—“See You in Dreams” (WB)
and “Woman in Dark” (Rep). Nice
$11,000 or close. Last week, “West-
ward Womefi” (M-G) and “Un-
knowj^ Man” (MuG) (3d wk-3 days),

SES& '“p
d
rp|um- (Hamrick)..(2 59

? ;^
exchange here. Replaces Mannie or better. Last week, Another

Trautenberg, who Has quit the in-

dustry for the insurance biz in
Cincinnati.
Ben Steerman, chief auditor for

WB, and Sid Jacobs, of West Vir-

Man’s Poison” (UA) and “Mr1

.

Peek-a-Boo” (UA), $10,400 in 9
days.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 40-70)

—“Elopement” (20th) and “Too

I

n A/i niiu wavs vwvyk/Of ' ys it vmw vs* •
.

•• v /n « .• . . *

ginia theatres division, being upped Young To .Kisis ?*.(M-G) *[2 *d runs),

to share the assistant zone mana-? Fair $3,500. Last week, Magic
ger’s post at Warners under M. A. Face ’ (COD P^s Louts Armstrong
Silver. Steerman continues to onstage, sock $12,000 at 50c-$l

direct contract department. Frank scale. .. _

Harpster comes in from Cleveland Paramount (Evergreen) (3,049;
A _ W • %. 2.- 9 _
to replace Jacobs In West Virginia.
Joe Feldman resigned the assistant
zone spot to join Julius Dubin’s
ad agency.

Harris Co. sold Palace on Dia-

65-90)—“Flaming Feather” (Par)

and “Purple xHeart Diary” (Col).

Hitting bottom With $4,000. Last
week, “Fixed Bayonets” (20th) and
Girl on Bridge” (20th) (2d wk-4

ANNOUNCEMENT

EXTRAONPINANY

!

BRAND NEW!

AvafaM* tanwdiaW,!

"MIRACLE OF

OUR LADY OF
»»

Filmed in Fatima, Portugal,

with wonderful scenes of the

Pilgrimage crowds and pro-

cessions, Church, Statue of

“Our Lady,” etc.

35 M.M. Prints —
Theatrical Distributi

16 M.M. Prints —
Churches, Schools, Colleges/

Roadshows.

Feature Sound Film — 70 Mi -

utes, in Black and White —
Narration and dialogue m
English, witfi excellent musi-

cal background.

Produced by Catholic Church

and School Authorities. Au-

thentic and inspiringl

A reverent and beautiful pro-

duction of highest profes-

sional quality, filmed on his*

torical locations!

States rights available Imme-
diately op reasonable terms—

Leases, percentage or out-

right sales. Write, wire

phone—to exclusive distribu

tors for ' United States and
Canada,

INTERNATIONAL

7924 MELROSE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF.
Pheae—Walnut 4063

mond Street to a
r downtown

|
days), $4,200.

jewelry' outfit.

Roy Rowe,, with Warners here PPDVinFNr'F
until he left some years back to riKSJV
operate his own chain in North. (Continued from page 8)

Carolina, tossed his hat in the ring Father” (U) and “Finders
down there on the Democratic Keepers” (U), $8,000.
ticket for lieutenant-governor. Majestio (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
Realignment for 20th-Fox ex- “Model and Marriage Broker”

ploiteers gives Hal Marshall Pitts- (20th) and “The Inheritance” (In-
burgh territory besides Philadel- die). Big $12,000. Last week, “An-
phla and Washington. Sol Gordon, ether Manx Poison” (UA) and “St.
who previously had this city, will Benny, the Dip” (UA),. $8,000.
cover Detroit in addition to Cleve-
land and Cincinnati.

CHICAGO
Charlie Weiner, former UA

Minneapolis branch manager, and
Bill Charton, former Coast War-
ner manager, joined Essanjay
Films as San Francisco and Seattle
heads respectively*
Edward Spears, Lippert branch

manager here, resigns Feb, 18; no
replacement set*

Bell Howell net sales for 1951
hit new high, for company with
$22,000,000. It was. a 30% increase
over 1950.

Defendants’ request for transfer
of the Valley Drive-in antitrust
suit against the, majors to the
Southern Federal District Ohio
court was granted by Judge Walter
La Buy.
Towne Theatre defendants went

into Chi federal district court to
oppose payment of interest since

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100; 44-

65)—“See You In Dreams” (WB)
and “Swampfire” (Indie). Strung
£9,000 or over. Last Week, “Wake
of Red Witch” (Rep) and “Flying
Tigers” (Rep) (reissues), $4,500.

State (LoeW) (3,200; 90-$1.25)—
Quo Vadis’’ (M-G). Standout at

great $38,000.' Last week, “Ten
Tall Men” (Col) and “Calling Bull-

dog Drummond” (M-G)* $18,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-

65) — “Sailor Beware” (Par).

Opened Monday (28). Last week,
“Hong Kong” (Par) and “Blondie
In Society” (Col) (reissues), oke
$5,200.

WASHINGTON
(Continued from page 8).

Drums” (WB) (2d run), brisk $9,000
in 9 days.

Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 90-$1.59)

(M-G) (5th-final

wk), $7,500.

Odeon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
“Ten tall Men” (Col). Big $15,000.

Last week, “Model and Marriage
Broker” (20th) (2d wk), $7,500.

Shea's (FP) (2,386; 40-80)—
“Starlift” (WB). Nice $10,500. Last
week, “Dangerous Ground” (RKO)
(2d wk), $6,000.

Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)

—

“Bright Victory” (U), Satisfactory

$7,000. Last week, “Callaway
Went Thataway” (M-G), $5,500.

Storm Bops Omaha But

model’ 71G, ‘Bride’ 7G
Olnaha, Jan. 29.

For over half a week freezing
winds and snow kept many patrons
home, hence grosses are not so hot
this session. “Man in Saddle” at

Brandeis had a good, opening* The
Omaha/with “Japanese War Bride,”
looms light. Despite bad driving
weather, “I’ll See You in My
Dreams” shapes fine at State,

Estimates for This Week’
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16-

70)—“Model and Marriage Broker”
(20th). Modest $7,500. Last week,
“Westward the Women” <M-G), $9,-

500.

Orpheuini (Tristates) (3,000; 16-
70)—“Hong Kong” (Par) and “Bas-
ketball Fix” (Indie). Shapes okay
$8,600. . Last week. “Capt. Fabian”
(Rep) and “Lady Pays Off” (U),

okay $6,200 in 4 days.

State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
“See You in Dreams” (WB). Fine
$6,000 despite storms. Holds; Last
week, “American in Paris” (M-G)
and “Fingerprints Don’t Lie” (Lip),

$4,500.

Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)—“Japanese War Bride” (20th) and
“Girl On Bridge” (20th). Light $7,-

000 or near. Last Week, “It’s a Big
Country” (M-G) and “Palooka
Triple Cross’! (Mono), $5,500.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)^-
“Man in Saddle” (Col). Good
$5,500. Last Week, “Ten Tall Men”
(Col), $6,800.

STRIKE CLIPS BALTO

Baltimore* Jan. 29.

This town is still tied up. by a
tram strike* Although , settlement
may come during the week* cur-
rent entries on th$ downtown
front are taking a beating. “Room
For One More” is ffghtlng it out
at the Stanley and drawing well
against odds. Second week of “Quo
Vadis” is also holding Up well
enough at toew’s Century. Rest of

Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 50-

$1.25)—"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (2d wk).
Big $24,000 after $28,800 getaway,
strong biz under current condi-
tions.

Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
20-70)—“Boots Malone” (Col). Blali
$5,000. Last Week* “Indian Up-
rising” (Col) plus three-day hold-
over of Blackstohe’s magic show,
oke $7,200.

Keith’s (SchaiihergOr) (2,460; 20-
70)—“For Men Only” (Lip). Opened
today (Tues.) after week of “Lady
Pays Off” (U) hit light $5,600.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-70)—

“Man in Saddle” (Col) (3d wk).
Okay 04,000 after last week’s $4,400.
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)—

“Decision Before Dawn” (20th).
Mild $5,500. Last Week, “Japanese
War Bride” (20th), $5,800.

Stanley (WB) (3;280; 25-75)^
“Room For One Mdre” (WB). N$g
$11,000 but probably would have
been much bigger under normal
circumstances. Last Week, “See
You in Dreams” (WB) (2d wk),
$6,600.

Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
—“Another Man’s Poison” (UA)
(2d wk). Tapering to’ good $5,000
after $7,300 opener.

—“Quo Vadis”
wk). Tapered off to $15,000, which

April of 1950 on" judgment“*and is good for this stage of run. Moves
also to oppose the granting of .law* to Columbia at same scale. Last

yers fees to
Claimed ' fees
court costs*

Tom. McConnell,
were Included in

ST. LOUIS
Harvard O’Laughlin. reelected to

a. two-year term as business agent
of Local No. 143, IATSE.

Gerald ,.H. Hunt, owner of the
Hunt, Doniphan, Mo., took over the
Missouri in same town When the
owner of building declined to
renew a lease to Mrs. E. J. Chilton

Mrs. William Sherman, widow of
William Sherman Who died last

December, will continue:to operate
houses in Bloomfield and Advance,
Mo., and completed a neW ozoner
near Bloomfield started by her
husband last fall.

Residents of Marissa, 111., 35
miles from here, will hold a refer-

endum election next week to test

week, bright $23,000.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 55-$l)

—“Red Shoes” (UA) (reissue). Oke
$3,500 for this many-times-around
pic. Last week* “The Medium”
(Indie), died after "9 days with
$4,000 in till.

Warner (WB) (2,174; 44-80)—
“Another Man’s Poison” (UA). Nice
$13,000 but not up to hopes. Last
week* “See You In Dreams” (WB)
(2d wk), fine $11,000. .

Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 50-$l)—
“Place in Sun” (16th Wk). Steady
$4,000 after $4,500 last week. Holds
record for longest run in town’s
b.o. history. Stays ori.

CINCINNATI
(Continued from page 8)

“Darling, How Could You” (Par),

$6,500.
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55-

the validity of a Sunday Blue Law 175)—“Here Come .Nelsons” (U),
prohibiting picture shows, on the

|
Fairish $6,000. Last Week, “Flight

Sabbath/

LOS ANGELES
Manhattan Films International,

indie distribution company headed
by Robert I. Kronenberg, opened
branch office in San Francisco.

to Mars” (Mono), and “Crazy Over
Horses” (Par), $5,500.

Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—“Ft*
Defiance”. (UA) and “I Killed Ge-
ronimo” (UA). No complaint at
$5,500. Last week* “Distant
Drums’’ (WB) (m.o.) same.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
” (RKO). ModManhattan is currently distribut- “Girl in Every Port

ing ‘The Marijuana Story” in 11 est $9,000. Last week, “Another
western states and is ready to re- Man’s Poison” (UA), $9,500.

St. Loo; ‘Dreams’ 8G, 2d
St. Louis, Jan. 29.

Only fair biz is being racked up
by mainstem houses here this
week. Of" new fare, “Ten Tall
Men” at LoevTs looms best. “Girl
in Any Port” teed off big today at
the Fox. “Room For One More”
still is trim in second stanza at the
Missouri while “See You in
Dreams” is doing unusually fine in
second round of mpveover run at
the Ambassador.

Estimates for This Week
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-

75)—“See You in Dreams” (WB)
and “Weekend With Father” (U)
(m.o.) (2d wk). Oke $8;000. Last
week, fine $12,000. .

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 60-75)—“Girl
in Any Port” (RKOV and “On
Dangerous Ground” (RKO). Open-
ed today (Tues.). Last week, “De-
cision Before Dawn” (2Qth) and
“Girl On Bridge” (20th), okay
$11,000.

Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
“Ten Tall Men” (Col) and, “Purple
Heart Diary/ (Col). Good $14,000.
Last week, “Another Man’s
Poison” (UA) and “Corky of Gaso-
line Alley” (Col), $14,500.

Missouri (F&M) <3,500; 60-75)—
“Room For One More” (WB) and
“Steel Fist” (Mono) (2d wk). Hold-
ing big at $9,500. Last week; big
$11 ,000 .

Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; 75-
90)—“Red Shoes” (UA). Nice
$5,000. Last week, “Last Holiday”
(Mono), $6,000.

St. LonIs'(F&M) (4,000; 60-75)—
“Tom Brown’s Schooldays” (UA)
and “Galloping Major” (Indie).
Slow $9,500. Last week, “Never
Forget; You” (20th) and “Dance
Magic” (WB), $9,000,

HOWARD HUSHES pfimN

MNEMISSII.

VICTOR MATURE

.

THE LAS

VEGAS STOBY
N^MI

oriiiio cut icttc im~n
HocWcIUr Cant«f '

part i iu iiMirt

“THEGREATESTSHOW
ON EARTH”

... C*r*,nCMNICOtO*
thu treennua trm mtornm

TRAVELING ANYWHERE!
.
W* Will Transport YGur Car.

Worldwide and All Polnta U. S.

Yaara of Trustworthy forvlco

AUTO TRAVEL SERVICE
New York

125 W. Sttli St.

Cl 5-7140

. Miami Reach
311 Lincoln Rd.

5-5396
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LAS VEGAS...
where everybody plays a game!
And these two play the

oldest game on earth...

with a new twist!

THAT GIRL««*with her
a man always runs a risk

• ••but he never runs far!
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GAMBLING' palaces lure

thrill*seekers to a world
of wild gaiety and revelry!

• FOR YOUR
BOXOFFICE

Typical RKO National ad-

vertising campaign with

full pages in Life Look

Saturday Evening Post

Time Newsweek Amer-

ican Weekly 2 2 cities' and

fan magazines totaling

27
,
875,799 circulation
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lIFs First-Year $1,500,000 Grass

Chicago,. Jan. 29. 4*

The arrival of television film

packages as an increasingly im-
portant element of the industry
the past year, is clearly reflected

in the bookings handled by United
Television Programs, Iiic„ during
its initial year of operation, UTP,
as a major vidpix distributing or-

ganisation, registered gross sales

totalling $1,500,000 during 1951,

according to exec director Milt
Blink. ^
And because 75% of this volume

was racked .up during the last six

months of the year, Blink foresees
a doubled gross for the current
year. So far this month the firm

has placed just under $225,000 in

bookings.
“As the audit of UTP’s' year-end

sales record proves, quality film

product is very much in demand,
This record may. be regarded by
some film producers as a greenjight
to turn out films in quantity for
TV. I can’t emphasize too strongly
that, as in aiiy successful business,
quality, rather than quantity, is

what sells,” distrib exec told
Variety,

Although the firm does handle
Muthal Television Productions’
package of 93 British feature films,

UTP’s current portfolio, with this

single exception, is made up of
reels canned specifically for video.
The company has no plans to ex-
pand further into the motion pic-

ture area, nor does it plan to ven-
ture into the vidpix production

Bill Boyd Pays To
Get Hoppyg From UA

Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Bill Boyd and his partner, Lewis

Pennish, paid an undisclosed suin

to regain possession of 12 old Hop*
along Cassidy oaters, made in 1947
and 1948 and released by United
Artists. Idea is to sell the films
to commercial sponsors for low
priced theatrical admissions to lure
the kids and later turn them into
TV channels. *

Original productions, according
to Pennish, cost about. $125,000
each, a total investment of approxi-
mately $1,500,000.

Hot Properties ....

UTP’s list of producer clients is

presently up to eight, and includes
12 different series; Bing Crosby

(Continued on page 38)

’Assignment,’ 1st Vidpix

Financed by NBC-TV,

Booked in 23 Markets
'’Dangerous Assignment,” first

series of half-hour vidfilms
financed entirely and syndicated
by NBC-TV, has been booked to

date in 23 markets. Deals have
been made either with the stations,

who line up their own local spon-
sors, or with local and regional ad-
vertisers, who buy time on the star

tions. ’’Assignment” stars Brian
Donlevy and is being produced by
Don Sharpe.
None of NBC-TV’s five o.Sco. sta-

tions, incidentally, has yet booked
the films. In Chicago, in fact, the
series is running on WENR-TV,
Which is owned by the rival ABC
Video web. While most of the
other stations carrying the series

are NBC affiliates, web execs see
little chance of stations bumping a
network show off the air to make
way for the vidpix. Stations, for
the most part, will -play the films

in local option, rather than network
option time. +.

With ‘’Assignment” selling rap-
idly, NBC plans to tee production
on “Texas Rangers,” the second
series it will bankroll and syndi-
cate, in about 30 days. Pilot film
on. ’’Rangers,” which. will star Joel
McCrea, Was completed several
months ago. Web has two or three-
other vidfilm Series in the works.

ABC-TV has leased 28 Republic
features for $152,000 for use on the
web’s five owned-and-operated Sta-

tions. One of the largest pix pur-
chases by a network, the deal gives
the ABC stations exclusive rights
to screening them in the five cities
for an 18-mOnth period. Price tag
is reportedly $6,000 per feature and
covers four screenings.

The 26 mysterlosos, all produced
between 1942 and 1948, will be
built into a whodunit stanza with a
live emcee. Contract was negoti-
ated: by Slocum Chapin, ABC-TV
o.-and-o, Stations veepee; Nat Fow-
ler, the Web’s film director, and
Earl Collins, prexy of Hollywood
Television Service, Inc., distribu-
tion subsid for Republic.

Midi Gaxton Series
Hollywood^ Jaii. 29.

A teleplx series starring Wil-
liam Gaxton is being negotiated
by prexy» Everett Crosby, Bing
Crosby Enterprises disclosed 'yes-

terday (Mon), . Several properties
are being'considered. Gaxton will
emcee. *

Crosby says the Maxon Agency
is working on the deal.

PITCH FOR VIDEO BIZ
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

New addition tp the Pathe In-

dustries laboratory is under con-
struction here to make a pitch for
television business through the
processing of 16m TV film. William
C. MacMillan, Jr., PI preXy, is cur-

rently in town from N. Y. to spear-
head the new move.

Pathe’s N. Y, lab has been proc-
essing narrow-gauge film for years
While the California plant has been
restricted to 35m for motion pic-

tures. Understood the company Is

spending $250,000 on the new 16m
plant, which is expected to open
in 'April With a capacity of 100,-

000 feet daily. Eventual aim is 300,-
000 feet a day.

Irene Donne Set As

Femcee for Teleinx
Hollywood, Jan.^29.

Irene Dunne has been set to
femcee a teleplx Series for Edward
Lewis Productions, series former-
ly set for Joan Bennett.

Miss. Dunne Will get" $3250 a
telepic, for total of $84,530 for the
26 vidpix, which Will be shot' at
Motion Picture Center studios In
about two weeks. She has to wind
her chores before reporting to UI
Feb. 25 for ”It Grows on Trees.”
Lewis was repped in the deal by

law firm of Brand, Rosenthal, Nor-
ton & Miller.

‘Book-of Knowledge*
As Teleplx Series

.
Jesse J. Goldburg, prez of

United Screen Associates, has se-

cured rights to lens vidpix. based
oh the. Grolier Society’s ’’Book of

Knowledge.” Films will be shot at

the Hal Roacb studios on the Coast,

budgeted at $17,500 per shoW,
Goldburg said., It’s aimed at being
aired cross-the-board in a 15-min-
ute 'edition or two half-hours
weekly.
Show will feature dramatizations

during;Which questions on science,

history, etc.; will crop up as part
of the plot, with answers being
shown pictorially.

Hollywood, Jan. 29.

National Film Distributors,

newly-formed company which will

distribute and handle sales of tele-

plx, has taken 90-day option on
Eagle Lion stfidios as means of

Cutting production costs for vidpix
producers associated with the com-
pany; prexy Bruce Eells disclosed

here.
'

Pathe Industries prexy William
MacMlllen confirmed option deal,

and said Eells has about two Weeks
to meet deadline on option. One
proviso in deal is that whether or
not it’s picked up, National will

charihel printing of teleplx to
Pathe lab/ he stated.

Eells said he wants the . studio
for teleplx producer clients of his

(Continued on page 38)

in Production
as of Friday, Jan. 25;

LAST-MINUTE SPONSOR

ON WENR-TV PIX SERIES
Chicago, Jan. 29.

Just when it looked as if it would
haVe to beam them as sustainers,
WENR-TV inked a deal with the
Sampson Co. to bankroll the first

running Of its bundle of 26 motion
pictures, which

.
were, bought

through the Snader firm at a cost

of $2,400 per pic. Series starts bn
the Chi ABC station Feb, 12 in the
8 to 9:30 p. m. slot. :

Chi rights to the films Were pur-
chased several weeks ago, and the
sales - staff had just about given up
on finding a sponsor for the costly

reels... The Station had 'scheduled
the debut of the pix on a*sustaining
basis for this week, in the hopes
of at least getting some spot reve-

nue. Fact that 17 of the package
Includes three J. Arthur Rank, 13
Alexander Korda releases and one
RKO pic that are first-runs on the
local TV circuit, made the projects

ed unsponsored beaming a dubious
venture.
Purchase by the Sampson firm,

however, came just in the knick
of time.

BRACKEN PRODUCTIONS
8259 Btvsrly Blvd., Los Angeles

NICK VOLFB starsinfive-mlnuU Aim
•erica about Interpretation* of an artist.
Sponsored by Contour Chair*. Series to
begin ahootlpg Feb. 4.
Producer: Earle Dumont,
Director: Robert. S. Scott
Camera: Arthur Anderson

CBS-TV
"AMOS •W ANDY" Hal Roach Studios,

Culver City series -o£ character comedy
teleplx now, shooting.
Sponsored by Blots Reer.
Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Al-
vin ChUdress. Ernestine Wade, Johnny
Lee, Jester Hairston.

Supervisors: Freemaii Gosden, Charles
CorreU.

Director: James Barton
Producer: James Fonda
Assistant director: B. F, MacEveety

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.
General. Service Studios, Hollywood

Casting: Dixie Fuller
.

"SKY~1CING" series of 20 half-hpur vid-
pix for Derby Food*, begin shooting Feb-
ruary 5.

Cast: Kirby Grant, lorla Winters, Ren
Hagerthy.

Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate. Producer: John Morse

be made Once a week, began Aug. 23 for
NBC. . DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
Producer: John Guedel
Film producer: I. Llndenbaum
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bornie -Smith

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
.6920 Sunset lyd., Hollywood

"RANG! RIDER" second, half of series
of 32 half-hour teleplx now shooting.
Jack Mahoney, Dick Jones In fixed leads.
Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
800 Taft Bldg;, Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LINKLETTER," starring
-Art Llnkletter in series of 16 Vidpix, half-
hour audience participation snow for
ARC web, shooting every other week for
26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvin Atkins

COMMODORE PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios. Hollywood
Twenty-six half-hour adventure teleplx

featuring Clyde Beatty, Shoot to March
20.

Producer: Walter White,
Director: George Blair

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathei Culver City

"Portrait of .a Lady," half-hour adult
drama in "REBOUND" teleplx series
Shoots Jan. 29.
Cast: Minerva Urecal, lien* Roberts,
Tony Caruso.

Executive producer: Basil Grillo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard

DESILU PRODS., INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood

"I LOVE LUCY" half-hour comedy se-
ries for CBS-TV, sponsored by 'Philip
Morris. Shoots to June.
Cast; Lucille Ball, Desl Arhet; jet leads
with William Frpwley, Vivian Vane# In
support. No part*, to fill.

Producer: Jesfl Oppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers: Jess Oppenhelmer, Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carroll

DONLEVY DEVELOPMENT
CORP. .

'

Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT", half-

hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32
to be shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director:. Bill Karn

JERRY FAIRBANKS
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood

"HOLLYWOOD THEATRE" half-hour
drama series resumes shooting . Feb. IS.
"FRONT FADE DETECTIVE" series Of

half-hour adventure teleplx scheduled for
Feb. 15 start,
Directors: Derwin Abbe, Arnold Wester

FILMCRAFT” PRODS.
.8451 Melrbse. Hollywood

GROUCHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour
audience participation film productions, to

McCONKEY TELE-ARTISTS
CORP.

Swanstrom .Studios: Hollywood
Ten teleplx begin shooting Jan. 9, dif-

ferent artists to be featured each week.
Producer: Mack McConkey
Director: Hubbard Hunt

MARK 7 PRODUCTIONS
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
"DRAGNET" series of half-hour adven-

ture teleplx now shooting with Jack Webb
set lead. General parts to fill.
Producer: Homer Canfield
Director: Jack Webb
Assistant director: Marty Moss

MARTED PRODUCTIONS
General Service Studios: Hollywood
"THE HOT STOVE ' LEAGUE" Leo

Purocher and Laraine Day star In a
series of 104 quarter-hour interviews of
baseball greats. Different guest stars each
week. Shooting here until Spring traiin-
Ing, when show goes on road until end of
baseball season, returning here to wind
series.
Producer: Marty Martyn. Ted Kneeland

ODYSSEY PICTURES
666 N; Robertson Blvd., Hollywood
"TERRY AND THE PIRATES" 26 half-

hour adventure teleplx slated for Feb. 1
start.
Producers:
Lesser

Associate producer: Barney Sarecky
Writers: Norman Hall, Arthur Pearson

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS.
KTTV .Studios. Hollywood

"’The Blind Buddha" half-iiour mystery
drama in "FILES OF, JEFFREY JONES"
teleplx series shoots Jam 28, "The Cement'
Pillow" skedded for Jail. 30.
Cast; Don Haggerty, Gloria Henry. Vine*

Barnett, Tristram Coffin, Kaye Luke.
Producer: Lindsley Parsons
Associate producer: Warren Douglas
Director: George Blair, Lew Landers.

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

"MYSTERY THEATRE" half-hour ad-
venture series resumes shooting Jan. 30:
with "Appointment With Death." Tom
Conway, Jim. Burke set . leads.
Producer; ,T. Donald Wilson
Director: Howard Bretherton
Assistant director. Ed Babllle
. vf-OCKY JONES. S'*ACE RANGER"
h?' -s oi’r adventure series with

,
Dick

Cr.'ne. f.rygtal, Reeves in set leads rolls
Feb. 14th.

REVUE PRODUCTIONS
JEaglo Lion Studios: Hollywood

Series of half-hour adult drama teleplx
for Gruen and Chevron Theatre resume
shooting mid-February.
Producer: Revue Productions
Director; Axel Gruenberg, Richard Irving,

Norman. Lloyd.
"Kit Carson? half-hour Western adven-

ture teleplx Series resume shooting Feb.

J
5. Bill Williams, Don: Diamond set leads,
'arts to fill.

Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Lew Landers
Assistant director: Wilbur McGaugh

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn Studio, Hollywood

ROY ROGERS In four oater teleplx rolled
.Jan. 7. Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers. Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support; General western parts to fill.

Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey
Director: Boh Walker

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studios, Hollywood

"A Miracle on Eagle Bluff" rolling for
"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half-
hour teleplx.
Producer: Gil Ralston
Director: Victor Stoloff

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

"RACKET SQUAD" series ai half-hour
adventure teleplx skedded to resume Feb-
ruary 20.
Producer: Hal Roach. Jr.i Carroll Caso
Director: Jim Tlnling

TCA PRODUCTIONS
Hal Roach Studios, Culver City

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO featured In
series of 13 half-hour teleplx patterned
after format of. their, motion pictures
show shooting.
Executive producer: Pat Costello
Producer-director: Jean Yarbrough

DICK TRACY PRODUCTIONS *

General Service Studios, Hollywood
"DICK TRACY" series of 39 half-hour

mystery drama teleplx resume shooting
mid-February. • •

Cast: Ralph Byrd, Joe Devlin set leads.
Director: Thomas Carr

WDBC FILMS
KTTV Studios: Hollywood

Resume shooting 15-minute dramas Feb.
4, first two entitled "Five Minutes Be-
fore Eternity** and, "Cindy Is Dead."-
Cast: . Richard Powers, Angela Stevens,
. Phyllis Coates set leads.
producer-director-Wrlter; Edward
Wood, Jr.

Associate producer: Milton Bowron. Joe
Carter

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
"Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood

"No Alibi" for "FIRESIDE THEATRE"
cries of half-hour drama teleplx shooting.
Cestr LIsa Ferreday, Craig Stevens star

,
with general parts to fill.

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

ZIV TV
5255 Cllhton St., Hollywood

.
Eight in "UNEXPECTED" series of half-

hour. te’epix shoot in January. General
casting for all pictures.
Director: Paul Landres, Eddie Davis, So-
bey Martin

, -
. .

Hollywood. Jan. 29.
.Defied by James and George

Nasser on legality of its 5% record-
ing trust formula for pix going to
television, American Federation 6!
Musician! is prepared to fight the
Nassers brothers in the courts, and
is certain it will be upheld in such
a legal battle, it was stated here by
Leonard Horwln, attorney for
AFM.

Referring to original agreement
signed between the Nasser-brothers
and the union in 1948, when they
began producing four pix involved,
and which contains clause regard-
ing rescoring of pix going into
video, Horwln asserted, “From a
standpoint of law and equity* we
stand on the solid foundation of
an existing contract; and our case
is’ particularly strong.”
The Nassers, Owners of General

Service studios, have contended
through

,

their attorney, George T.
Goggin, that the 5% format is not
legal, and say they won’t conform
to it unless ordered to by the
courts. It marks the first defy of
the AFM’s video format.
Union reps, and the Nassers and

Goggin met Friday in what was
described as an exploratory ses-
sion. It's understood, While the
Nassers wanted to learn precisely
what union demands are, they don’t
plan to backtrack a bit from their
position.

At the same time the oft-delayed
hearing in which the Nassers seek
to regain negativeS of four pix from
United Artists so that they can sell

them to TV was again continued,
to Feb. 8, after being skedded for
Friday. It Was learned also that
settlement may be in the making
between UA and the Nassers.

Pix-to-Video Flood

Future, Crosby Aide Sez
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Surge of pix Into television won’t
hurt teleplx, it’s predicted by
Charles Brown, v.p. in charge of
sales for Bing Crosby Enterprises.
Brown opines motion pictures will

hurt local .live shows, but that
there will always be demand for
the half-hour vidpix geared for na-
tional saleS sponsors.
He maintains length of average

pic precludes many a sponsor from
buying, adding they prefer shorter
segments. He contends also the
telepic, made, expressly for TV,
comes across much better on the
screen that motion pictures, par-

ticularly the oldies.
Brown feels major studios will

go Into telepix. production even-;

tually, but says their, chief handi-
cap will be Jack of knowledge on
marketability of product, knowl-
edge of available sponsors and
agency setup.

TOWERS TO UA FOR

Harry Alan Towers,
.
who has

been predominant in the radio
transcription business in Britain
for a number of years, is expand-
ing into the TV-film field. Next
Saturday (2), lie arrives in New
York for preliminary discussions
on distribution. *

As
. a kickoff, two TV film series

are being planned. First, titled

’’Orient Express,”- will star Orson
Welles. The seeond is being de-

signed to include many of the

name artists already featured on
his radio recordings; Among these
are Grade Fields, Margot Fonteyn
and Sir Thomas Beecham.
Towers intends to stay only a

week in New York on this occasion.

Angeled 300G by CT
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

“The Best Things in Life,” series

of telepix to be produced by Ted
Robinson of New World Produc-
tions, has been angeled to tune
of approximately $300,000 by Con-
solidated Television, which will

distribute the product.
Deal with Robinson calls for 26

Vidpix, with options for more, and
shootihg starts within 30 to 60 days.

It marks first expansion by Con-
solidated iiL’months, aind it’s indi-

cated more deals of similar nature
I are In the wind.
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The contradictions and economics that make TV such a fascinate

ing_and unpredictable—business are accented anew by the “pen-

ny-wise, pound-foolish" overtones attending NBC programming;
This is the network where, through its “exclusive commitment"

deals, Jerry Lester* currently without a show* collects $4,000 a

week for the .
next 26 weeks. Fred Allen, likewise lacking a TV

program, dittoes on the weekly coin intake. And the same for

pagmar who, though also lacking a TV property, grabs off $2,000

a week.
But this is the network, too, whose key outlet in New York show-

cases a “musical breakfast" show immediately following the two-
hour “Today" program, which features Ed Herlihy and Miltom
deLugg. It rates as one of the pleasanter entries in the daytime
video sweepstakes. Incorporated into the show is a daily contest

feature, in which the winner is permitted to dip a cup into a bar-

rel pf pennies and Can pocket the amount scooped up.

Because" there is no provision in the budget for such an item, al-

though it amounts to about $10 a day, deLugg ' himself has been
Obliged to pay* for it.

Viewers last week, noticed that the cup had .dwindled in size.

Despite the thumbs-down reac-f
tion of the dailies* critical frater-

nity to its two-hour, early-morning
•‘Today" TV marathon, and the fail-

ure thus far to precipitate a “line

forms to the right” on sponsorship
deals, NBC’S video chieftains are

determined to gamble with the
costly program on a longterm basis;

Web feels convinced that once the
kinks are ironed out and the show
takes on a more definite, concrete
formula, it Will establish a pat-

tern for the future in the. morning
TV sweepstakes;

For- one thing, NBC has ’too much
of a financial stake in the under-
taking. While there is -a $25,000
talent-production nut ascribed to
the show, actually this just covers
“emcee” Dave. Qarroway’s weekly
pay check and out-of-pocket costs

for special pickups.
The weekly tab comes closer to

$40,000 when the regular NBC staff-

ers who are assigned to the show
( all told, there are 100) are taken
into consideration. Over and- be-
yond that, it cost $250,000 to out-
fit the “Communications Center” at

RCA Exhibition Hall, N. Y., in-

cluding $200,000 for control room,
electrical equipment, telephone
lines and. other, paraphernalia.
There was a $50,000 item, too, for
remodeling the studio, due chiefly

to the men working on an over-
time basis.

Thus far, NBC has picked up
four clients for capsule sponsor-
ships. These are Kiplinger’s maga-J
zine, Changing Times; Kenwill
Corp., makers, of Magikoter Pain-
troiler, and Ex-cello Manufacturing
Co. (milk containers), all of which
have bought once-a-week five-min-
ute participations, and Curtis Pub-
lishing Co., which is doing a satura-
tion campaign on behalf of Satur-
day Evening Post and Ladles Home
Journal.

Size of the audience tuning fn
for “Today” has surprised even the

( Continued, on page. 30

)

NBC TVers Torn

Off the Hook
Life magazine’s pacting pf

Robert Montgomery for his

cross-the-board radio news
commentary, which started

last week, posed, a ticklish

problem for NBC, in view of

the -network’s long-standing
policy forbidding an advertiser
from bringing in its own gab-
ber, particularly when it in-

volves controversial, political

issues. NBC edict rules that if

there’s to be any editorializing

or projection of controversial

x matters, it’s to be done solely

by NBC staffers.

A& result, -Montgomery, here-
tofore on the NBC payroll as

TV producer and actor, is now
officially On the book as an
NBC newsman as well, thus
permitting. NBC to cling to its

established policy and
:
paving

the Way for the Life sponsor-
ship deal.

NBC ‘and its Tulsa TV affiliate
have been engaging in a hassle
over what the network execs, term*
“exorbitant: demands” being asked
by the station’s owner, Mexican-
born Mrs. Anita Alvarez. After
cancelling out her- affiliation with
NBC, Mrs,. Alvarez last week re-
versed herself at the last minute
and agreed to play along with the
web on its own terms.
However, the agreement to carry

NBC shows is reportedly on a tem-
porary basis, with rto long-term
commitments involved. .Meanwhile,
NBC-TV’s station relations boss,
Sheldon. Hickox, is due in Tulsa
next week in a bid to resolve -the
differences;

Fact that this is a political, year,
when single station market cover-
age is valuable to its; Phllco client,
has cued NBC’s decision to cling
to Tulsa, but without yielding to
tiie femme owner’s demands.

Fear ‘Favoritism’

DuMont’s teaming with Life mag-
azine on coverage of next sum-
mer’s political., conventions is ex-

pected to run , into considerable
snagging with the Republican and
Democratic national committees be-

fore it receives their approval and
endorsement. Reason is Time-
Life’s full-fledged backing in the
Presidential race of Gen. Dwight
D. Eisenhower.

DuMont spokesman declared,

however, that Life has guaranteed
unbiased * coverage. “Life,” he
said, “will furnish its staff but
DuMont will control all program-
ming.”
Committee members reportedly

feel that, even though Life sticks

to a straight reportorial job in its

coverage, with no prejudice or
favoritism to any single candidate,
the association in viewers’ minds
of Life’s cover on the screen with
its endorsement pf Eisenhower will

in ’ itself represent -favoritism,
(Mag is hot bankrolling DuMont’s

(Continued oil page- 38)

HYPO VIA MGM
, MGM Radio Attraetions-pro-

duced shows which Mutual has put
into its 8*9 p.m. period nightly,

have increased the web’s rating in

N. Y., according' to Pulse figures

showing a 17% gain.

Audience on WOR, Gotham out-

let of MBS, in the periods when
the 10 MGMRA shows Were aired,

climbed to 2.8 and share of audi-

ence- was up 20% during the Week
of Jam 2-8, period whefi the Metro
programs kicked off.

Furnishing proof of the broad-
casting industry's consistent claim
that radio circulation has grown
steadily in the face of television
expansion, a survey .conducted
jointly by the four major networks
reveals that there Were 105,300,-.

000 sets in the U, S. as* of Jan. 1,

or one for every citizen of voting
age. Results of the survey, re-
leased yesterday fTqes.), revealed
an increase ^in the total number of
sets over the preceding year of
9,300,000, representing a 9.7%
boost.

In a breakdown of the study,
conducted by the research depart-
ments pf ABC, CBS, Mutual and

AM Set Breakdown
Following is a. breakdown of

the number of radio sets in use
throughout the country as of
Jan; 1. 1952, compared with
the same time last year:

1951 1951
Radio Homes . 42,800,000 41,000,000
Secondary &
Portable. Sets'7

In Homes 34,000,000 30.000,000
Car radios , . 23,500,000 19,100,000
S«ts in Insti-

,

tutions, Dor-
m i t o rles & .

Barracks . .

.

Sets in Other
Places

900,000

4.100,000 5,000,000

. . .105,300;000 96,000,000

. ‘Included with “Sets in Other Places’
in 1951.

NBC, it Was shown that 900,000 pf
the increase represent

.

families
which have not previously owned
radio receivers. Balance of the
increase comprised 4,000,000 “sec-

ondary” or portable sets purchased,
by existing radio homes, plus 4,-

400,000 new car radios. - Of the
total number of sets, 42,800,000
represent families with at least one
radio; secondary and portable re-

ceivers in all AM households, total

another 34,000,000; radio-equipped
cars number 23,500,000, and the re-

maining 5,000,000 are “in all other
places.”

Network execs were particularly

impressed with the number of sec-

ondary sets and those in cars. Such
sets, they pointed out, would sel-

dom, if ever, appear in rating fig-

ures and; thus represent virtually

a bonus audience for advertisers

buying time . according to network
ratings. In TV homes, they said,

(Continued on page 36)

Booz Boys Back
Having completed its “ap-

praisal” of the Fort Industry
broadcasting setup, resulting

in the recent administrative

overhaul (notably the .exiting

bf veepee Richard E. Jones as
general ..manager of WJBK, De-
troit), the Booz, Allen. & Ham-
ilton boys are back On the NBC

• scene, This time, however,
they’re-, operating Witlii a

more limited sphere, effecting

one of the major integrated
(AM-TV) divisions, with sever-

al fairly important jobs report-

edly in the balance.
A couple years back the

sweeping B-A-H operational
blueprint for NBC brought
about the present administra-
tive setup topped, by prexy Jo-

seph H. McConnell.
'

^There’s one interesting facet in

connection With the Westinghouse
pickup on CBS-TV of the political

conventions, campaigning and elec-

tions, that until now has gone prac-
tically unheralded, but nonetheless
promises to be one of the most in-

triguing, exciting segments bf the

overall politico package.
- -That’s the 13-Week sponsorship
by Westinghouse, sandwiched be-

tween the conventions arid the. elec-

tion. proper, of the. “get out the

vote" scries of TV presentations.

As: it is currently being mapped,
with an assist by both the Repub-
lican and Democratic National
Committees, it will be translated

into a TV updating of the Lincoln-

Douglas debates embracing some
solid video oratory in Which top
Denis and Repubs will fight the is-

sues back and forth. Thus, it is

planned to use TV fpr stumping
on a coast-to-coast hookup for a

politico free-for-all. To this end,

both CBS and. Westinghouse arc

enlisting the major parties’ na-

tional committees in digging up the

prominent speakers.

f: The croSs-currents and patterns
involving political sponsors, net-
works and commentators is already
achieving a confusion that threat-
ens to cause, embarrassments and
some likely Cancellations. .

What happens, for example, it’s

being asked, When Philco assumes
its sponsorship over the NBC facili-

ties of the .political conventions in

Chicago in July, when its naturally
assumed that John Cameron
Swayze, as one of the key men in

the “NBC. newsroom package," will

be giving his all on behalf of
Philco. Yet Swayze is also com-
mitted to a Sunday afternoon NBC
news show which sells Raytheon’s
TV sets,

,
a rival of . Phllcp’s.

The situation at CBS apparently
will be just as confusing. Colum-
bia and Westinghouse have a ’52

political package, with CBS justi-

fiably proud of the fact that: in

snaring Bob Trout away from NBC
it. has at its, and Wcstlnghouse’s,
command one of the top aces in

the AM-TV journalistic arena. But
there is also a deal just pooled,
whereby Admiral moves Into Sun-
day afternoon on CBS Radio for
news roundup show. With Trout as
the program’s key gabber. Fur-
ther complicating the: dual

.
al-

legiance is the. fact that Admiral is

staking its pbUtichi coverage claim
with ABC network, while its CBS
gabber, Trout; will be doing duty
for the rival Westinghouse outfit.

Meanwhile, 'there are some re-
ports that Philco wouldn’t be
averse to grabbing off Ed Murrow
for the July conventions coverage
on NBC. Morrow and CBS are
practically synonymous and have
been for years. Such a maneuver
Would be quite a feather iri NBC’,
cap, particularly since losing Trout
to CBS. But even though July will

find Murrow without commercial
commitments, assuming his usual
summer hiatus goes into effect,. any
such Philco-NBC allegiance would
be determined by whatever con-
tractual obligations he has to
Columbia.

’

1,

Despite a four-network survey showing a boost of 9,300,000

radio sets throughout . the country during the last year, the num-

ber of homes tuned into the top-rated shows has actually decreased

during the last year, according to A. C. Nielsen. Comparison of

Nielsen’s latest Top 10 listings, with the Top 10 for the similar

period in 1951, shows a drop in the number of homes tuning in

of almost 1,000,000 for major shows.

Networks emphasized ih the survey the number of so-called

secondary sets and those in cars, which would not show in Niel-

sen'S ratings under his Audimeter system of surveying the audi-

ence; It’s expected that the nets would argue, consequently, that

the Nielsen listings do not represent the true audience. Nielsen’s

Top 10 are for the week of Dec. 23 for 1950, and of Dec. 22 for

1951. CBS, incidentally, placed eight shows in the list for both

years,

Following is the comparison of the Nielsen ratings for the two

years:
1951

No. of

PROGRAM Homes Rating
(000 Omitted)

Jack Benny (CBS) 7,291 17.4

Lux Theatre (CBS) 6,453 15.4

Amos- ’n’ A'bdy
(CBS) . . , 6,369 15.2

People Are Funny
(CBS) x> 5,825 13.9

Edgar Bergen
(CBS) 5,615 13.4

Our Miss Brooks
(CBS). .

.-. 5,322 12.7

Fibber & Molly
(NBC) v . . 5,322 12.7

Talent Scouts
(CBS) . .. 5,238 12.5

Groucho Mai'
5,196 12.4

Suspense (CBS) 5,112 12.2

1950
No. of

PROGRAM Homes Rating
(000 Omitted)

Lux Theatre (CBS) 8,221 20.2,

Jack Benny (CBS) 7,855 19.3

Edgar Bergen
(GB.SX-.VV, 7,163 17.6

Walter Winchell
(ABC) V. 6,512 16.0

Talent Scouts

(CBS). 6,431 15.8

Amos ’n’ Andy
(CBS) 6.390 15.7

Red Skelton (CBS) 6,064 14.9

My Friend Irma
(CBS) 5,942 14.6

Our Miss Brooks
(CBS) 5,698 14.0

Fibber & Molly
(NBC) 5,657 13.9

American Bakers Assn< is going
into radio for the first time, buy-
ing a network show via NBC for
an institutional plugging of bread
in a bid to tell the pcopl<? that
bread isn’t fattening.
Bakers outfit is buying the

“Screen Directors Guild” show and
slotting it in the 5 to 5:30 Sunday
afternoon period. The Whitehall-
sponsored “Scotland Yard’’ show
is currently slotted In the time,
but the latter will be shifted to a
new time segmeht. Sponsorship be-

gins Feb. 24.

Deal represents another sale for
the networks in which clients are
bypassing the “gimmicked up"
sales patterns such as “Tandem”
operations, etc., to embrace straight

sponsorship deals.

Shy Off Buying

Menotti’s Xmas Opera

But Easter Repeat Seen
In the wake of the. critical kudos

lavished on the Gian-.Carlo Menotti
“Amahl and the Night Visitors”

hour-long opera which was.commis-
sioned for NBC-TV, the network

has made several attempts to ped-

dle the presentation for a repeat

on one of the web’s dramatic shows.

However; the clients; approached

have nixed the offer, agreeing that

while the Menotti work represents

a unique musical achievement, It

nonetheless would not be able to

deliver the kind of rating they i*

accustomed to.
.

Originally presented on Christ-

mas Eve, under Hallmark greeting

card sponsorship, VAmahl” will

probably get a netwbrk Repeat on

Easter* Sunday.
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Hollywood, Jan. 20.

Tele's talent tempest will be

whipped to new fury this week]
when the big guns of NBC and
CBS are unlimbered in a drive for

top names for next season. On the
ground are Columbia's Hubbell
Robinson, Jack Van Volkenburg
and Harry Ackerman, big wheels
of the Paley TV empire. Dueling
them for NBC will be Norman
Blackburn and Tom McAvity, with
perhaps "surprise" calls by Fred
Wile, Pat Weaver or Manic Sacks.

Especial targets of the sharp-
shooters are pictures and radio,
with stars past and present draw-
ing the heavy fire. That both chains
will try to net the biggest game of
all, Danny Kaye, is nobody's secret.
He’s listening td any and all offers
but so far hasn't come completely
out of his shell. A long term "se-
curity” deal may yet spring him
for TV in a year or two. Picture
stars who fit into comedy formats
and arfe free to make their own
deals will also be on the "hunted"
list,

Last week the skirmishing was
stepped up and both nets bagged
new TV talent, NBC landed Wil-
liam Bendix and Walter O'Keefe
and CBS countered with Cass Da-
ley, who had been negotiating with
NBC but couldn't agree on terms.
NBC started talks with Barbara
Stanwyck, who is ready to tackle
the new medium after scoffing at
previous offers, Tom D*Andrea and
Larry Blake, who scored handily
with their "Shipmates” Skit on a
recent * Eddie Cantor broadcast,
Were taken into camp by CBS on
a term deal and will help bulwark
the Frank Sinatra show. Jimmy
Boyd, the juve hillbilly, is also
wanted by CBS for a "Huck Finn”
scries ana a pilot is being readied.
He has been kicking around on
local stations but Abner Greshler
saw great possibilities in the
youngster and took him in tow. >

To make sure they don’t pass up
any sleepers, the Columbians have
installed Russ Trost as TV casting
director. He had been doing that
job at many picture studios.

S

Chalice to

In one of the more surprising
program shifts of the current sea-
son, CBS Radio this wpelf decided
to drop "It's Always Sunday,” a
Sunday afternnon religious-slanted
situation comedy series In which a
minister is the lead character, and
replace it with "Hearthstone of the
Death Squad,” a mystery meller
series.

Move Is effective Feb. 10, when
"Hearthstone” dumps '‘Sunday”
out of the 4:30 to 5 p.m. slot.

"Hearthstone” previously had been
aired Sundays from 5;30 to 5:55,
but had to be ousted from 41101

period to make way for the new
Admiral-sponsored, world news
roundup show, Which stars Bob
Trout. Both ^‘Hearthstone” and
"Sunday” have been sustaining.,

In another program shift, CBS
has dropped "Winner Take. All;”

which bad been aired bn a sustain
ing basis cross-the-board from 3:50
to 4:30 p.m. New Radie Harris
show and a five-minute newscast
are filling the 3:50 to 4 'period.
Half-hour from 4 to 4:30 will be
filled by three network feeds:
The Chicagoans” on Monday and
Wednesday, originating from Chi-

cago; "Music by Antonini” on Tues-
day, originating from N; Y., -atad

"St. Louis Matinee” on Thursday
and Friday, originating from St,

Louis.

DuMont eveb this week roared
[‘‘Charile Wild, Private Detective”
from the ABC video web, where
it hat been airing Tuesday nights
from 8 to 8:30. Whodunit preems
March 13 on DuMont, where it

will occupy the Thursday night 10
to 10:30 slot Mogen David wine
continues as sponsor, through the
Weiss k Geller agency.
Oh ABC, the show managed to

pull an 8.6 rating, despite its

being: aired directly opposite Mil-
ton Berle oh NBC rod frank Sin-

atra on CBS. DuMont has lined up
more than 30 stations for it.

With the merger of the Tom
O’Neil (General Tire) radio inter-
ests with WOR, N. Y,, approved by
the FCC last Week, blending of the.
two outfits has been made official.

Name .of the new enterprise will be
that under which WOR operated,
General • Tele-Radio, Inc.

O’Neil was formally Introduced
to the WOR staff on Monday (28)
at a meeting in which he assured
the staffers that the new ownership
would continue the policies WOR’s
management has pursued. He add-
ed that WOR would remain an
autonomous outfit and that no
changes in management or operat-
ing personnel were planned. He
stressed that there would be no
change in WOR’s relations with
Mutual, and said that if anything
they ,would be closer than before.

Insiders feel that eventually
there will be changes, chiefly along
the lines of integrating the station
and the network. WOR and MBS
have separate departments per-
forming similar functions—as in

(Continued on page 40)

HOUR’ SETS

3DN.Y. GARDEN BENEFIT
June 12 has been set for "Orig-

inal Amateur Hour’s” third annual
championship show at Mad iso n
Square Garden, N.Y, Three-hour
performance; including Old Gold
program's regular ABC network
Thursday evening radio broadcast,
will feature amateur "graduates”
and three-time winners of ’51-’52

radio and TV season will will com-
pete for. cash scholarship wards
and runner-up prizes.

Garden show, a capacity sellout
in its two previous yearly dates,
Is to be staged on behalf of the
New York

^
Foundling Hospital,

which, as formerly, will receive
100% of'boxoffice proceeds.

In another example of local tele-

vision stations’ insistence that they
be handed back for their own use
any sustaining time on the net-
works, NBC-TV has been forced to
return to its affiliates its Wednes-
day night 10:30 to li period. Now
that the move has been made, the
web is extremely pessimistic that
it will be able to recapture the
time.

Period has been sustaining for
the last several weeks, since Bris-
tol-Myers switched its "Break the
Bank" show over to the CBS-TV
week. NBC moved the R. J., Reyn-
olds-sponsored "Pantomime _Quiz”
from 10:30 back to 10 on Wednes-
day nights to fill the time vacated
by "Bank”’ and, had attempted to
program the open haif-hoiir with a
longhairish "TV Recital Hall.”
When no sponsor was forthcoming,
the affiliates, plus NBC’s O.&O; out-
lets, insisted on pre-empting the
half-hour, and NBC Was forced to
capitulate.

Web was faced with a similar. slt-

(Contlnued on page 38)

Washington,. Jan. 28.

As anticipated when CBS-TV
joined the National Assn, of Radio
and TV Broadcasters a month ago,
ABC-TV has followed suit, and the
video nets are now all represented
in the trade organization. NARTB
has about $30,000 (in dues from the
two . nets) more to Work with, and
Harold Fellows has nearly paid for
his first year’s salary as president
of the association.

With the affiliaton of ABC and
its five o and o video stations,
NARTB’s TV membership now in-
cludes 80 of the 108 TV stations in
operation, Which is a much higher
proportion than, the association’s
radio membershipr-approximately
1,400 out of nearly .2,400 aural sta-
tions.

As in the case of CBS, the ABC
action Was apparently motivated by
the NARTB ratification of the TV
code and the association's stand
against the Benton bill to establish
a National Citizens Advisory Board
to keep an eye on video program-
ming. NARTB is preparing to
strongly oppose the bill when fur-
ther hearings are held this season
before the Senate Interstate Com-
merce Committee.
Meanwhile, the machinery for

putting the code into effect on
March *! is being set. Supscrip-
tion forms are being prepared 'and
Will be sent out to stations in about
two weeks..

To Produce ‘Traveler’
Chicago, Jan. 29.

Myron Golden takes over this
week as exec producer of NBC’s
"Welcome Travelers” for the Blow
agency handling the Tommy Bart-
lett-emceed morning show spon-
sored by Procter & Gamble.
Golden succeeds Stefan Hatos Who
has relocated in Hollywood to han-
dle production reins on the up-
coming Al Pearce show on CBS.
Golden leaves Grant Advertising

for the hew assignment. Les Lear
continues as WT business manager

- flan. 30-Feb. 9)
Following is the lineup of hour-long dramatic shows on the major

television networks during the next 10 days:
Jan. 30

Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 pm ). "Mrs. O'Brien Enter-
tai by Harry Madden. With Peg Hillias, John McGovern,
Patrick O’Neal, Dorothy Joliffe.

Pulitzer Prize Playhouse (ABC—10 to 11 p.m.). “Years. of Grace,”
by Margaret Ayer Barnes, adapted by Denis Green and Norman
Lessing. With Ann Harding, Lucille Watson.

' Feb. 1
'

Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS—9 to 10 p m.). "Lady With a
Will,” adapted by Don and Katrina Ettlinger from "Miss Quiz” by
Ward Morehouse and Peggy Wood. With Ann Sothern, Edmon
Ryan,

Feb. 3
Goodyear TV Playhouse (NBC—9 to 10 p.m-.). "Tour of Duty,”

by David Swift. With Neva Patterson, Walter Matthau.
. Feb. 4

Johnson’s Wax Program (NBC—9:30 to 10:30 p.m,). “Rise Up
and Walk,” by Tumley?Walker, adapted by Robert Anderson. With
Kim Hunter, Lloyd Bridges.

Studio One (CBS—10 . to 11. p.m. j. "Candle for St. Jude,” by
Rumor Godden, :With Tanaquil LeClercq, Marc Platfc

* Feb. 6
Kraft TV Theatre (NBC—9 to 10 p.m.). "Follow the. Dream,”

by Florence Ryerson and Alice D. G. Miller.
Celanese Theatre (ABC—10 to 11 p.m.). "Brief Moment,” by

S. N. Behrman, adapted by Caroline Francke. With Robert Ster-
ling, Veronica Lake.

Feb. 8
Schlitz Playhouse of Stars (CBS^9,to 10 p.m). "The Daugh-

ter,” by William Kendall Clarke. With Geraldi Pitzgerald,
Juanita Hall.

ASR Cuts ty» «i Skelton
CBS Radio this week tied down

its deal for American Safety Razor
to pick up the Red Skelton show
for 12 broadcasts, starting Feb. 13.

Show, under n special one-shot
buy-in policy inaugurated by CBS
at the start of the -current season;

goes to advertisers on a packaged
time and talent cost of $23,500
per week.

ASR, " through the BBD&O
agency, will sponsor the first six

weeks of. the show consecutively

iftder its desk and then alternate

each week for the final six stanzas.

That means CBS can* still sell the
alternate six weeks for the re-

mainder of the season.*Skelton pro-

gram. incidentally, is bankrolled
by Norge on i 46-station CBS net-

work specially selected by Norge.

Sale to ASR indicates the razor
firm and* CBS have buried ; the
hatchet, after the squabble that

arose while ASR was bankrolling.

Robert Q, Lewis’ "Show Goes On”
on CBS-TV. Originally aired Thurs-
day nights, CBS Video moved

.
it

to Saturday nights to make, way
foi "Amos V Andy” on Thurs-
days. ASR opposed the move and
subsequently dropped the show.
CBS, incidentally, also wrapped

up 52-week renewal deals this week
with Longines for both its Sunday
half-hours, the Symphonette and
the Choraliers.

Philip Loeb; whose dropping
from the cast of NBC-TV’s "The
Goldbergs” threatened to result in

the alrer’s listing by Television Au-
thority as "unfair,” has settled with
packager-star Gertrude Berg, tak-
ing the show off the hook. At the
same time Loeb declared his inten-
tion to fight against "blacklisting,”
and TVA membership meeting in
Gotham last' week voted for action
to prevent a recurrence of similar
"political Screening.” .

For bowing out of his contract,
which had two years to run, Loeb
Will get a maximum of $40,000-
$45,000, depending on how long
the show runs, frequency of airing
and sponsorship status. Show starts
Monday (4) crosS-the-board at 7:15
p.m., fully sponsored. Harry Clark
is currently leading contender for 1

the role of "Jake” on the show.
TVA resolution states that at the

next negotiations With webs, spon-
sors and agencies "blacklisting” be
declared an unfair practice and a
violation of the code, that an anti-
blacklist committee be set up to
investigate any complaints and
with power to report back to the
TVA board and recommend that
where blacklisting has been found
the offender, whether a network,
sponsor or Agency, be placed In an

(Continued on page 40)
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Sadden Move; Plans Rest
Bob Healy,* who has announced

his resignation from Colgate as'

veepee-advertising director after

an 18-year regime, plans spending
a month In Hawaii before taking j
on a new assignment. Although
announcement, of his resigning, ef-

fective Feb. 1, took the trade by
surprise, actually Healy, it’s known,
has been planning the move since
last June. Who will succeed him
in the Colgate Is still being kept
under wraps.
What bearing Healy’s exit will

have on the Colgate radio-televi-
sion programming rosters is cur-
rently cuing trade speculation. It’s

known that Healy had opposed Col-
gate relinquishing valuable day-
time radio franchises some time
back, although he was overruled by
the Colgate high command, with
the company eventually returning
to the daytime AM sweepstakes
only to find fringe segments avail-
able.

’ At a time when TV’s entrepre-
hours are becoming increasingly
alarmed, over the dearth of fresh
scripts and available material suit-
able for adaptation to video. Nor-
man and Irving Pincus have hit one
of the qualitative jackpots of the
season. This la the signaturing of
an agreement with the Authors
League of America for a dramatic
stanza to be called “Theatre of
America,”

The Pihcus brothers, packagers
and supervising producers of the
presentation; are offering the pro-
gram, With its access to some of
the top names in the show biz-lit-

erary field, on the basis of $32,000
for a full-hour stanza; Also tied
in with the project will be such
subsidiary guilds afc. the Authors
Guild, Dramatists Guild, Screen
Writers Guild and Radio Writers
Guild. In return, the Authors
League of America will receive,
Upon sponsorship of the show, a
weekly flat fee which will go into
the, organization’s fund that aids
Writers in financial stress.

Thus far the Pincuses have ne-
gotiated exclusively pacts With Ern-
est 'Hemingway,' for one of his
major story properties; with Noel
Coward,

.
for a video adaptation

of his "Conversation Piece” must-

g
il; for an original teleplay by
ian-Carlo Menotti, and an origi-

nal play by Eric Ambler. Negotia-
tions are In progress for a TV ver-
sion of George Bernard Shaw’s
"The Devil’s Disciple.”

Among major personalities with-
in the Author League who will aid
in supervising shows, and some
of whose properties will be avail-

able for the TV dramatic series,

are OscarHammerstein 2d, Howard
Lindsay, Leland Hayward, Moss
Hart and Richard Rodgers, with
expectations that George S. Kauf-
man, Garson Kanin, Arthur
Schwartz and Joshua Logan will be
recruited for the series.

Eugene Burr has been assigned
as script editor, a chore he has
handled for the Pincua freres’ "El*
iery Queen” series.

Bridgeport, Jan. 29.

ThO most immediate casualties
of the sale of WICC by Tom O’Neil
o the Bridgeport Broadcasting Co.,

operators of WLIZ, were 19 em-
ployees of the former station,

Which O’Neil had to dispose of to
clear way for his acquisition of
WOR in New York.

The Yankee Network will pay
he dismissed ex-WICCasters two
weeks’ or more severance, accord-
ing to Robert M. Kennett, mana-
ger, who stays on O’Neil’s staff.

Four AFRA announcers are the
only union members whose con-
ract included a protection clause
in event of WICC’s sale, and their
international officers were this

week readying for a huddle with
he new boss of.the 600-ldlocycler*
Phillip Merryman,
Merryman acknowledges that

Yankee Network had an AFRA con-
tract, but does not concede that he
has to hire any of the four mike-
men and displace his own . WLIZ
announcers.

LEVER, GEN. TIRE BUY

NBC-TV wrapped up plans this

week for its hour-long pickup of
the annual Fifth Avenue (N.Y.)
Easter Parade, with Lever Bros,
and General Tire k Rubber sign-
ing on to share the cost Web
figures the total time and talent
cost for the noon to 1 p.m. pack-
age at about $50,000.
Some of the top NBC video talent

has been lined up to narrate the
show. Dave Garroway will team
With Marguerite Piazza to inter-

view name celebs from one stand
during the parade, while Betty Fur-
ness and Dennis James will ditto
from another spot on the avenue.
Bob (Elliott) k Ray (Goulding)
will be roving commentators, with
the cameras cutting in on them
from time to time*
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This is the era of a new species in television. They call him
the Visualizer. He’s becoming a “must” in agency-sponsor relations, —
tagging along with the account executive, who wants to make sure
he finds out what the client is talking about.

If, for example, the agency account exec gets a call from the
client to “come on over and we’ll plan our commercial copy to
demonstrate how to fix a gasket in an auto,” it’s the function of
the “visualizer" to interpret by illustration What the client’s talk*

ing about. That, way the account exec gets off the hook. All he
has to do is hand the illustration to the copy Writer.

i

as
Washington, Jam. 29.

Washington is.well Uip the ladder

as a network origination point for

radi but trails far in the ruck
as starting point for TV web
shows. Backbone of.the nation’s

capital originations is a combina-
tion of news, news commentary,
and the interview and news forum
style show.

Until such time as the public

demands more of such on their

video screens, . Washington appears
-stymied;?

A check of the big network sta-

tions here discloses that anywhere
from 60 to 70 tegular web shows,
or portions of such shows, come
from Washington each week. On
the other hand, only 14 to 15 regu-
lar TV shows get* their start here.
News *aind news comment

.
form

the big dish. They currently pro-
vide 33 of the radio net shows and
eight of the TV programs.

Rest of the Washington offering

—except for an occasional offbeat
presentation such as the one-month
ABC origination of evangelist Billy

Graham on both AM and TV—is

composed of Army, Navy and Air
Force hours (mainly music); and
the interview and comment pro-
grams, such as American Forum,
Meet the Press, etc. There are
several farm hour shows:

Aside from these, Washington’s
network material consists mainly pf
special one-shot pickups, like Pres-
ident Truman addressing a joint
session of the Congress, or a Con-
gressional Committee hearing.
NBC is currently doing the big-

gest job of Washington origina-
tions. Each -week it launches 16
AM shows, of which nine are news
and comment, plus eight TV shows,
five of which are news. CBS is

sending put 13 regular AM shows,
of which seven are news; and four

(Continued on page 38)

Govt. Curbs Cue

Olds TV Cutback
Television was hit this week by

another J)low from the recent Gov-
ernment-decreed cutback in auto
production, when OldsmobUe de-
cided to drop the Tuesday and
Thursday segments of its “Doug
Edwards and the News" show on
CBS-TV. Move is effective Feb. 26,
with Olds retaining the Monday,,
Wednesday and Friday broadcasts,'
which are aired from 7:30 to 7:45
p.m.

Believed to be the only live TV
show to get an actual Coast re-
peat, the Edwards program has
been reprised by CBS-TV at 11 p.m.
each night. At that time, it’s

brought up to date with any late
news that might have broken since
its original airing and fed on the
microwave to .the far west, with
the repeat broadcast, of course, not
viewable on the stations Which
carried it earlier. Olds, had bank-
rolled the Coast repeats also five
nights weekly.
CBS-TV plans to retain the same

setup and is now offering the Tues-
day stanzas to potential clients at
a cost of $4,760 for one evening,
or $8,900 for both. Price, which
is a gross figure including agency
commission, comprises. $3,500 for a
single segment on the regular run,
or $6£>00 for both. Cost of the re-
peat is $960 for one evening, or
$1,800 for both, plus $300. per eVe-
nmg charges oh the microwave
facilities.

. /

DuMont Network this week con-
cluded negotiations for Bishop Ful-
ton J. Sheen, one of the leading
Catholic spokesmen, to conduct a
new half-hour weekly, show.

To be titled “Is Life Worth Liv-
ing?" the show will be aired Tues-
day nights from 8 to 8:30.

Of ‘Toast’ But Is

Bound to Melton
Ford Motor Co., which recently

slashed the James Melton Thurs-
day night NBC-TV show from 60 to
30 minutes, and subsequently an-
nounced that it was cancelling out
permanently at the end Of the sea-
son, wouldn’t be averse to picking
up half 'of the LincOln-Mercury tab
on sponsorship of the CBS-TV
“Toast of the Town," That would
put the Ford-Lincoih-MercUry dy-
nasty under the same program ban-
ner. *

I

Howyever, Ford has a definite

commitment on the Melton show
extending to the end of the ’51-’52

cycle. While there have been some
reports that automotive production
cutbacks may have a bearing on a
continued weekly full-hour Lincoln-
Mercury sponsorship of “Toast,"
Kenyon & Eckhardt, agency on the
account, says that, present client ar-

rangement extends through the bal-

ance of this season. What happens
next season, K & E says, depends
on * the status of the automotive,
industry.

Ford’s exit marks part of a con-
tinuing trend among auto bankroll?
ers to vamp the high-priced me-
dium,in the face of production cur-
tailments. Similarly, Ford’s in-

terim slashing to 30 minutes fur-

ther reflects the apprehensions
among clients over the rising costs
of TV.

With Lotsa Sustaining

Tune, CBS Can’t Clear

5-Min. Seg for Com’l

t
Despite the amount of sustaining

time it now has available, CBS
Radio again found itself in the
strange position this week^ of hav-
ing to turn down a sales order be-
cause it could not clear the time
desired by the sponsor.

Dehtyne gum several weeks
ago placed an order with the web
for a five-minute slot, either once
or twice a week, in which it wanted
to. present “Somebody Knows.’’
Show would describe criminals: at

large and offer $1,000 to any listen-

er furnishing information leading
to a criminal’s capture. Bank-
roller, however, wanted the five

minutes in a cream time period,
which CBS could not clear on its

schedule.

Web ran into a Similar situation
two weeks ago; when American
Bakers sought a half-hour Sunday
afternoons—Since the time wanted
by the sponsor was unavailable on
CBS, it took the order to NBC, buy-

i ing the. Sunday 5:30 to 6 p. m. slot,

Revitalization
.
6f radio as a

potent force in the community and
a profit-making and sales*produc-
ing ad medium wa$ theme of a two-
day shirtsleeve program clinic hel<L
this week by Broadcast Music, Inc.

The meeting, 18th staged by BMI
in N. Y„ brought out 141 reps from
over 50 stations in 23 states, with
sessions oh Monday (28) and Tues-
day presided over by some top in-

dustry spokesmen.
The station personnel who

came to exchange ideas stressed
the value* of creatiyeness and
imagination in sparking AM’s,
power. That point was under-
lined by J. Leonard Reinsch,
topper of WSB, Atlanta, who said
that in radio’s pioneer era the top
man was- the engineer,*’that In the
more recent past the commercial
manager was top man, but that to-

day the program director is coming
into his own.:

Important in. the programming
field is local emphasis, Reinsch de-

clared, pointing out that WLPO,
LaSalle, a 25{twatter, sells ;$100,-

000 of local news annually. He
cited WSB, which gets heavy audi-
ences with a show mentioning
birthdays of persons over 80;

WMBD, Peoria; which lists the
names of children born in the pre-
vious day; the “obituary column"
successful on some outlets; and
“The Pastor’s Study," on WIOD,
Miami, with a minister answering
personal questions from telephone
callers.

Emphasis was also placed on
local programming by Frederic R,
Gamble, prexy of the American
Assn.' of Advertising Agencies for

the past eight years. Pointing out
that, spot radio sales moved ahead
of network sales for the first time
in 1951, Gamble said that, local

shows are going to carry greater
weight in the sale of station time.

Trend towards more spot biz,

4A’s topper declared, means that

the stations will have more deal-

ings directly with the ad agencies.

He added that the local outlets will

have to know more about the na-
tional ad structure, and its three
major elements: (1) the commis-
sion system; (2) agency recogni-
tion; and (3) the 2% cash discount,
While virtually all U. S. stations

recognize the commission setup,
Gamble said, it’s also to the outlets’

interest to measure the agencies
they recognize according to four
yardsticks: (1) the agency’s free-

(Cohtinued on page 40)

Cleve. ‘Mothers’ March’

In Dimes Drive Sets

Pattern for Radio, TV
Cleveland, Jan. 29.

This city’s radio and television-
inspired success in helping the
March of pimes realize a one-night
$400,000 goal is being copied now
by other cities. ,

Radio and TV opened the drive
with. 30 announcements per day on
Nov. 15, and stepped -up the drive
with a 250-announcement per day
schedule the week and evening of

the drive.

In effect, broadcasters told horn*
owners to leave their porch light

on and that mothers would ring
doorbells to collect the pledge.

“Radio and television can be
credited with 99% Of the success of
the drive" said polio officials, who
maintain they’ll use a “Mothers’
March on Polio" each year.

Also, nearly half Of the 22,000
mothers who participated in the
drive were recruited through ra-

dio. Polio officials undertook the
untried “Mothers’ March" on the
insistence of radio ahd TV pro-
gram directors who felt the all-

out, one-shot appeal would have
dramatic and popular support. As
a result of the success, the formula
wiil be repeated next year. Polio
drive officials also say Detroit has
asked for a blueprint of the pro-

gram and that other communities
also have requested instructions on
the “Mothers’ March oh Polio."

Cold Is Hot
CBS-TV program veepee

Hubbeli Robinson, Jr., thinks
he’s got the answer to what’s
wrong with video.

Inspired, by the 49.7 rating
payoff on last week’s Arthur
Godfrey Wednesday night
show.* which found all the
principals doing their routines
on

.
ice, Robinson cracked :

“From now on all CBS
variety show headliners get ice

skates."

, The eight-week radio hiatus dur-
ing the summer, which through the
years was generally par for the
course except in the case of major
comics, who invariably hold out for
13 weeks, appears to be a thing of
the past. The networks are yield-

ing to pressure from clients who
now want to lay off for the full

13-we_ek cycle, in order to salvage
an additional five weeks’ savings
on time and program costs,

“Lux Radio Theatre" has been a
traditional eight-week layoff show,
but indications are that this sum-
mer it will hike its hiatus to 13

weeks, with CBS going along on
the plan. In terms of. Lux, it will

mean a time-talent saving for the
five-week span of approximately

$200 ,000 .

Time was when major shows vied
with one another for being the first

to return for the regular fall sea-

son. This year it looks like the
situation will reverse itself, with
clients competing to see which one
can -lay off the longest.

Sees Radio Splurging

To Develop New Ideas,

Talent in Summer Test

Radio networks will be splurging

more time and money oh the de-

velopment of new program ideas

and new talent during
,
the upcom-

ing summer hiatus period than
ever before, in an effort to revive

interest of both sponsors and the

public for next fall and winter sea-

son.

At least that’s the opinion of

CBS Radio program veepee Lester

Gottlieb, who declared this week
that radio, to remain active, “ipUst

feed on new ideas” and that it’s

necessary to spend money to de-

velop those ideas. "When We’re

SRO," Gottlieb said, “We don’t

worry so much about building pro-

grams or new ideas. But now we
have a number of sustaining holes

to fill in our schedule, so we’ll be
spending more than ever!"

As one of the first steps in thfi’t

direction, Gottlieb revealed that

he’s heading for the Coast Feb. 8

to spend two weeks huddling with
Guy della Cioppa, CBS program-
ming veepee in Hollywood. Two
of them will work out their new
program ideas and attempt to blue-

print their schedules for ,the fall

and winter season, della Cioppa
Will then return to N. Y. with Gott-

lieb, when they’ll- present their stuff

to the netls sales department.
Gottlieb said he is presently,

working on 22 new program for-

mats.

‘ChesterV WTMJ-TV Sponsor

Milwaukee; Jan. 29;

“Chester the Pup," for many
months a weekly feature on the

ABC-TV network, returns .to tele-

vision Jan. 30 as a local show on
WTMJ-TV at 4:15-5:30 p. m.

It will be sponsored as a live pro-

gram by the Holsum Products Co.

* CBS Radio this week unveiled its

version of the sales merchandising

plan previously attempted by other

networks and local stations, tying

in with the A&P food stores across

the country for S combination ra-

dio-merchandising display. With
4,200 stores operating under the

A&P banner, the CBS plan is the

biggest yet attempted in network
radio, according to CBS execs, who
are labeling the idea the “Super
Sales Rian/’

Under the plan, six non-compet-

ing advertisers whose goods

sold in A&P stores will be eligible
to buy into an hour-long Friday
night show, to be aired on the en-
tire CBS network of 193 stations.
Each of the advertisers will pay
$9,400 per week, for which he is

to receive a minute-and-15-second
plug on the show, plus feature mer-
chandise* display in the grocery
stores four weeks, out of each 13-
week cycle. In addition, he’ll get
an opening 30-second billboard anr
nouncement on the show each
week, plus a repetition of the bill-

board at the half-hour mark, and
secondary display in the . stores
each week When he doesn’t get the
feature billing.

CBS plans to turn over its “Mu-
sicland, U.S.A." to the new policy.
Show, starring Earl Wrightson, is

now aired Friday nights from 8 to
8:30 p.m. Web will tee off the plan
as a half-hour venture as soon as it ;

lines up three bankrollets to par-
ticipate, When the six advertisers
are sold, the show will be expanded
to a full hour and probably moved
into the 9 to 10 o’clock Friday night
slot. At that time also, CBS plans
to expand the show by boosting its

budget and using top-name guest
personalities. All sponsors, Inci-

dentally, are subject to joint ap-
proval by the network and A&P.

.
Webs execs explained that they

had selected a musical show, since
ratings reveal, the musicals are
growing fastest in popularity
among listeners. They also pointed
out that Friday night is a. particu-
larly good night for the plan, since
Saturday is traditionally the big-
gest marketing day of the week
among the average American
households.

Kate Smiths Night

Failure of the Wednesday
,
night

Kate Smith show on NBC-TV to
make a dent in the opposition Ar-
thur Godfrey show on CBS-TV, has
cued considerable speculation as
to the show’s status as a perma-
nent network fixture. Fact that
only last week Godfrey hit a high
mark of 49.7 (Trendex) in the face
of “Kate Smith Hour’s" 10.2, didn’t
particularly help to salve uneasy
feelings among the web echelon
concerning the high-tariffed show,
despite the fact that it currently
enjoys an SRO status on sponsor-
ship.

Miss Smith’s show hit its top
seasonal rating a few weeks back,
running neck-to-neck with Godfrey,
When it departed from its usual
format to showcase the multiple
stars receiving Look magazine
awards.

’Down You Go’ in AM
Bow Feb. 9 From WGN

Chicago, Jan. 29.

> Radio version of “Down You
Go” bows on the Mutual network
Feb. 9 from WGN. Panel quiz

show, emceed by Prof. Bergan
Evans, is currently riding DuMont
with Old Gold bankrolling the Fri-

day night telecast.

For the radio show, off-stage

voice clues will be used in place of

the visual hints. Show is pack-
1 aged by Louis G. Cowan.
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By JACK HELLMAN fr
Hollywood, Jail. 29.

At a time when the radio craft:

is foundering in a sea of uncertain-

ty, or so the “experts” would have

you believe, 34-year-old John Poole

has come along to gamble $300,000

in the “dying medium” and with

money, his own, he made in tele-

A paradox, to be sure, but

any smart plunger would buy a

ticket on a deal that parlays faith

and youth;
Just now Los Angeles County is

dotted with 22 transmitters, seem-
ingly more than enough to service

the area as a complement to the

seven television . stations and nu-
merous FM adjuncts. There’s room
for one more, good one, reasons
Poole, and on that tack he’ll ride it

through. The call letters of his

new station, which unsheathes its

signal sometime in April, 'reflects

his thinking rather than articula-

tion. The station’s - identity is

KBIG, and those Who know Poole
say he’ll live up to the spirit of the
letters;

Poole is not new to radio, having
owned stations in Pasadena and
Santa Maria to the north. He’s not
only the money behind the station,

i

but will also be its chief engineer.
He’s always dabbled in electronics

and wants to be useful instead of
financially decorative. To surround
himself with men who think, big,

Poole lured Bob McAndrews away
from Southern California Broad-
casters Assn., and persuaded Cliff

Gill, former manager of KFMV, to

(Continued on page 36)
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latent vs. Agent
Chicago, Jan. 29.

Notice has been sent out by the
Chi Television Authority local to
agent and talent reps that as of
Friday (1) it will start policing its

stipulation that no commission
shall be paid which will reduce
the talent's net wage below TVA’s
minimum pay scale. The edict was
adopted at the union’s ' national
convention as part of the interim
set of standards for agent-talent
pacts:

The ruling, designed to assure
video performers of take-home-pay
based on at least the minimum
level, means that in those cases
Where an agent is repping a client
for an assignment that pays only
the base TVA rate he’ll either have
to forego his percentage or nego-
tiate for a higher wage scale. To
receive his commission he’ll have
to up the w.age by the amount nec-
essary to leave his client with at
least the union minimum after his
cut is taken out.

!

TVA has set 10% as the top ag-
gregate commission that may be
paid by an individual talent pactee.
The union is also taking action

to forestall or eliminate any talent;
kickbacks to video packagers. It’s

ruled that no commission may be
charged to a performer,by an agent
who has a piece of a tele show
or who reps a client In the packag-

j

ing field.
i

Kills Father in Argument

Over ‘Suspense’ TV Show
Detroit, Jan. 29.

A i5-year-old boy shot and killed
his father in an argument over
whether the family should watch
“Suspense” last Tuesday (22).

The father was John R. Sikron,
46, a Macomb County deputy
sheriff. His son, Jerry, shot him
in the back with a shotgun

:
while

he was arguing with Mrs, Sikron
over the television program.

Sikron argued that the program
was unfit for his wife and six chil-.

dren to see. The 15-year-old son,
Jerry, said .he just couldn’t stand
seeing his. father pushing his
iother around.

]

WJZ-TV, Gotham key of ABC-
TV, is getting its own operational
setup distinct from the web. A staff

of directors and assistant directors
assigned exclusively to local ,shows
will work under Bernard I. Paul-
son^ WJZ-TV program operations
manager.

Trevor Adams, manager of the
vidstation, expects to get five stu-
dios exclusively for use of the local

operation. These will include the
new studio installed in the Hotel
*Des ‘Artistes • on W. 67th St;, di-

rectly behind the ABC Television
Centre.

• 9

Pittsburgh, Jan.. 29.
Speaking before the 37th Anni-

versary International Kiwanis
luncheon here last week, Tom Ham-
ilton, Pitt ^athletic director and
chairman of the NCAA committee
on TV, said the only feasible solu-

tion for televised football was on
a. “pay as you view” plan. He
pointed out that some method of.

direct collection by a coin in the
slot device, or payment to the tele-

phone company, “may offer a solu-

tion to the problem of gate losses
incurred by the telecasting of
gridiron games.”

Hamilton told the Kiwanians sur-

veys have shown 'gate receipts fell

off approximately
.
21% in

,

areas
where there was teevee competi-
tion. “Only a small portion of this

loss of revenue is regained,” he
explained, “through payments for
sponsored, telecasts.” The heavy
losses occur When a big distant
game is televised, on the day one
of smaller importance is being
played locally.

Hamilton said “huge amounts of-

money ere being spent by univer-
sities and colleges in an attempt
to bring about a, satisfactory ar-

rangement”

Insurance Agents Union

Claims Brushoff By

N.Y. Stations on Spots
Insurance Agents Local 19 of

the AFL has filed a protest with
the FCC alleging that spots it

recorded on its strike, against

Prudential Life were turned down
by N. Y. radio Stations.

Strikers, who have been out for

eight Weeks* got, some financial

backing from the Seafarers Inter-

national Unio n, International

Ladies Garment Workers Union
and other AFL groups to buy
time. Spots were produced by
WFDR, N. Y. FM outlet of the

ILGWU, with AFRA talent con-

tributing their services. However,
the strikers claim, stations

wouldn’t acept the copy due to its

being “controversial,” although in

some cases the order for the time,

had already been accepted.. In
some instances the stations said,

they would, air, the union’s an-

nouncements in amended form and
with staff annouhcers reading the.

message.

!
Although NBC has revamped the

production setup on the Friday
night RCA-sponsored Ezio Pinza
show in a bid to hypo its rating,

with Edward Duryea D o w 1 i rig

brought in as producer, Ezra Stone,

who formerly produced,
.
remains

with the show.
New set of production credits

now reads: Pete Barnum produc-
tion supervisor and Dowling as

producer, with
_

Stone getting a

“staged and directed” credit tag.

Leo Solomon, formerly writer-di-

rector on the show* has exited.

F
Cleveland, Jail. 29.

Lifting of the freeze on new tele

station construction may come “in
a * month or close to that,” FCC
chairman Wayne Coy told a Sigma
Delta Chi chapter here yesterday
(Mon.). “Our tentative plan is to
allow perhaps 60-90 days for filing
of new applications and amending
of old ones,” Coy said, “This would
mean that the Commision could be-
gin processing applications between
May 1 and. June h” .

However, Coy added, due to staff
limitations the grants “will not be
too fast in coming put, unless we
are dramatically rescued” with re-
enforcements provided by greatly
increased appropriations.

Referring to the freeze on color
tele, Coy threw some doubts as to

the. perfection of a compatible sys-
tem. Predictions of compatible
systems, he said, “heretofore have
had a way of disappearing into the
limbo^when they have served their
purpose of blocking development
by Others;” He indicated that since
Compatible color may not come tp
pass,, manufacturers should Offer
the public the protection Of sets
that are engineered for quick and
cheap conversion or adaptation to
an incompatible color system.

TV will play a significant role in
the Presidential elections, Coy said,
adding that with 16,000,000 sets it

was apparent that “expenditures
for political time will break all rec-
ords.” He said that Congress had
given the FCC a mandate to re-
quire broadcasters to make facil-

ities available equally to both sides
in a campaign.

Sen. Johnsoij to Fight Ban
Washington, , Jan. 29.

With characteristic vigor, Sen.
Edwin. C. Johnson (D-Col.) has
jumped into the color TV contro-
versy and let it be known that he
considers the National Production
Authority ban on production of
sets “an unwarranted, discrimina-
tory policy.” In an exchange of
correspondence with Defense . Mo-
bilizer Charles E. Wilson, made
public by Johnson last week, the
chairman of the. important Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee
served notice .he’s prepared for a
showdown on the issue.

... The Committee, the Senator told
Wilson, “has followed and nursed
color television development
through years of deacjjy struggle
and will not, without protest, idly
stand by and see it delayed arbi-
trarily, and capriciously.” He said
he felt certain the NPA order (M-
90), banning manufacture of color

(Continued on page *36)

NEW PUB, DIRECTOR FOR

WJBK, BUTNO JONES SUB
Detroit, Jan. 29.

WJBK announced the appoint-
ment of a new director of public-
ity, but still remains mum on ap-
pointments of a Veepee of the Fort
Industry’s northern district and
general manager, to take Richard
Jones’ old job, and an assistant gen-
eral manager and top disk jockey
to replace Ed McKenzie, better
known as Jack the Bellboy.
New^ publicity director is Pa-

tricia
;

Maclnrri% who moves up
from the television operations de-

partment. ' She replaces Joyce
Chapman.

'

Meanwhile, it’s rumored that

$100,000 worth of billings; are fol-

lowing Jack the Bellboy to WXYZ,
where he will have a daily, disk

show, arid a possible ABC spread
on Sunday. Miss Chapman has
joined McKenzie at WXYZ as his

assistant,
''

The WJBK resignations came
after Lee B. Wailes, exec veepee
,of

rthe Fort Industry Co., had an-

nounced Jones’ departure because

of a basic difference in policy.

Meanwhile, Jones is sharing an

office with Leo Fitzpatrick, whose
resignation from WJR a few years

batk was no less sensational than

Jones'.

'Raiding
1

Rap

Daly’s ABC Exclusive
Hollywood, Jan. 29,

ABC has signed John Daly tp

an exclusive radio-TV Contract,

v He will be alloWed to finish out
his present commitments and the
network will build another show
for him in addition to his current
ABC newsreel.

WGN-TV Pacts

Chi Cubs at 75G
Chicago, Jan. 29.

WGN-TV wrapped up exclusive
rights to the full Chicago Cubs
home schedule last week for $75,-

000. In line With the baseball

team’s front-office conviction that

video has definite promotional
values, the rights went for essen-
tially the same fee as a year ago.

With, the National League entry

now in his pocket, WGN-TV gen-
eral manager Frank P, Schreiber
is drawing a, bead, oh the White
Sox of the American League. Be-
cause the Chi Tribune station has
had an exclusive on the Sox for the

past four years, it’s considered a

foregone conclusion that WGN-TV
cameras will again work the South
Side park. It’s likely the Sox price

will be close to the Cubs’ tab. The
Sox management, however, plans
to continue with, its policy of only
televising day games,.

The Cubs last season got $35,000
each from WGN-TV and WBKB.
The rights were offered for the

same, price again this year, with a

$5,000 premium proviso for exclu-

sive coverage.

“We want to keep the price with-

in reason so the Cubs can continue
on television. Because of the pro-

motional advantages, we consider
ourselves really co-sponsors of the

telecasts,” James Gallagher Cubs
business manager, told Variety.
Jack Brickhouse will again be at

the WGN4TV mike, with director

Dort Cook calling the shots.

WJBK Asks Injunction Vs.

‘Jack, the Bellboy’ Switch

To WXYZ on Name Snarl
Detroit, Jan. 29.

WJBK asked for a Federal Court

Outcome of the elections among
engineer^ at CBS’s owned-and-
operated outlets, to be announced
by thb National Labor Relations
Bo§yd in Chicago tomorrow
(Thurs.), will be one of the keys to
the CJO-AFL feuding in the broad-
cast field.

Poll, which was taken last week,-
is between the International Broth-
erhood of Electrical Workers
(AFL), which has repped the CBS
technicians for many years, and the
CIO’s National Assn, of Broadca'st
/Engineers & Technicians. AFL
union has charged; NABET with
“raiding.”
Meanwhile the National Assn, of

Broadcast Unions & Guilds, the
multi-union council on which AFL; 1

CIO and Authors League unions
.have representation, is reviewing
the situation. The review commit-
tee, which has delegates from .the

various unions, will meet in Goth-
am the weekend of Feb. 9.

The review committee was to

have convened and issued its re-

port, before Jan.M . However, it

was decided at NABUG parley
two weeks ago to postpone the com-
mittee’s meeting until after the
crucial IBEW-NABET Vote results
are announced.

Committee, which is to investi-

gate rather than take action,
,

will

get an analysis, of NABET’s plans.
It /expected to issue a declara 1*

lion on what Constitutes “raiding’’
as opposed to legitimate union ex-
pansion. If the NABET reps and
other unions in NABUG don’t see
eye. to eye, it's likely separate
statements will be issued.

Should NABET Ipse the election
at CBS, a peaceful entente could
be effected. However, if NABET
overturns the IBEW representa-
tion of CBS engineers, it’s likely

that the battle would be hot and
settlement more difficult.

Gen. Mills Alters

General Mills is , reported can-
celling out on its “Live; Like a Mil-
lionaire” on NBC in favor of pick-
ing up 15 additional minutes daily
on ABC.

“Millionaire” currently is backed
on NBC Mondav-throngh-Friday at
2:30-2:55 p.m. With this show to be
nixed, General Mills wHl insert, a
20-minute show, still to be selected,
in the 10:25-10:45 slot the bank-
roller has on ABC cross-the-board.

injunction restraining Edmund T.

McKenzie from conducting a disk

jockey show oyer WXYZ under the

name of “Jack The Bellboy.” He
resigned Jan. 16 at WJBK and was
to start his new disk show on
WXYZ Monday (28). WJBK,
which had operated it, purchased
all property and programs from
its former owners, James F. Hop-
kins and Richard A. Connell, in

1946. Although
,
McKenzie incor-

porated the program under “Jack
The Bellboy, Inc,” in 1947, the

original purchase agreement pre-

dates that action, WJBK contends.

Hearing is set for Friday. Rumor
is that $100,000 worth of sponsors

followed “Bellboy” to WXYZ: He

.

was. getting $70,000 a year at

WJBK.

“Edward Arnold, Storyteller,”
which GM now has in the ^10:25

a. m. strip, will be cancelled.
Sponsor’s “Betty Crocker” show,
now in at 10:30 a. m., will be moved
to 4-4:15 p. m., replacing the
“Valiant Lady” sustainer. ABC,
which now has 20 minutes of GM
biz daily, will have 35 minutes
when the shift ’ made, around
March 3.

Knox-Reeves is agency for the
morning time period with Dancer-
Fitzgerald-Sample handling the
afternoon show.

ABC’S TV HORIZON

Sun Spots in Philly

To Recruit Ship Labor
Philadelphia, Jan. 29.

Sun Shipbuilding and Drydock
Co., Chester, Pa., one of largest

ship .construction outfits in east, is

using series of one-minute TV parr

ticipations on WPTZ to recruit

workers.

To fill its labor needs Sun Ship

is sponsoring daily participations

in Ernie Kovacs “3 to Get Ready”
show, 7 to 9 a, m. Kovacs handles

spots live and points out need for

skilled workers, urging those qual-

ified to help defense effort.

ABC :TV is replacing the Denni

James afternoon strip with the

Paul Dixon show from WCPO-TV,
Cincinnati, starting Feb, 18. Stan-

|
zagoes into the 11:30 a; m. period,

ahead Of the Don Ameche-Frances
Langford layout.

James, who had done a stanza

slanted at housewives on' DuMont,
moved over to ABC-TV last August*

! With expiration of his pact, the

J
web is subbing the Dixon aiier,

[which features Dixon, Wanda

| Lewis and Dotty Mack paritomim-

I ing to recorded pop tunes. Dixon
! team, in addition to its local show

WCPO-TV, will continue the

:
weekly eveni tele stint for

j
ABC-TV.
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KAMO 1BVIEWS

A CITIZEN VIEWS THE NEWS THE ENDLESS FRONTIER
With Robert Montgomery (Our Dally Bread)
ft Mins.; Mon,-Fri., 10;30 p.m, With Raymond Massey, Dr. Wil-
L1FE MAGAZINE liam Murphy, Dr. William B.

(Young & Rubicam) i Castle, Dr. Robert Harris, Pr.
Robert Montgomery, host-pro- Frederick J. Stare, Dr. R. S.

ducer of “Lucky Strike Theatre’’ Goodhart, others
on NBC-TV, has added a cross-the- Producer-writer; Wade Arnold
board capsule commentary on NBC Director: Fred Weihe
radio for Life Magazine. Mont- 30 Mins,, Sun. (27), 1:30 p.m,
gomery, _ who has done weekly NBC, from N. Y.
quarter-hour gabfests on the air in Xhis new series of five documen-
the past, shows up to better advan- taries dramatizing major achieve-
tage in the qmckie format. His ments in the fight against disease,
©pinions are pithier^ and more judged by Sunday’s (27) opener, a
pointed* in the more limited time scrjpt 0n nutrition ("Our Daily
segment, ^although the three min- Bread”), is an eminently worth-
utes allotted don tallcnvmuch time whjje adult presentation. Jointly
for the reasoning and background produCea by NBC and the Health
which should go into an editorial information Foundation, series ap-
analysis. .^ AT>ir parently aims to caution us against
On Thursday (24) Montgomery medical ills while stressing latest

discussed Gen. Eisenhower as a
iab and clinic achievements, and in

Presidential candidate, declaring the main keep us informed and in-
that Ike s policieSi far from being terestedin scientific matters of vi-
obscure, have been clearly . stated, +ai Irmortance
On Friday (25) he teed off With

ta
A ' w

the Gen. Lowe disclosures anerit

the Truman -MacArthur contro-
yersy, scored the “snafu in Korea ViifhSf.?

6

which have brought 104,644 U. S. SS? Jffiu*
casualties and urged “an end to .SJfiSiJS
bur weak-kneed policies’’ in the
Far East. His point of view is con-r

servative. Manlier was brisk, There were

suited to the briefie format. hTfP°J^vo
t

Life gets one middle plug* Which
is a less irritating setup for a pint- f°rm, the observation and study of

sized program than commercials years of research, RaymondMassey
fore and &t. Pitch was done ap- ?f̂ 1

a
VSilyi1.

a
r
nd «raphlcaUy wovp

etizingly, via a wire recording of It all together.

Interest in ' the show grew a lit-

explaining his hop to get pix of the tie slowly, but mounted sharply
train snowbound in the Sierras, halfway as it

.
got into the story -of

published in current issue. Bril.

KYLE MacDONNELL SHOW

the successful fight against per-
nicious anemia. Dr. Williamjdqr-
phy; Nobel prizewinner, "discussed

Producer-Director: Richard Gordon liver therapy against anemia. Dr.
15 Mins.; Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6:15.p.m. Robert

.
Harris discussed food

Sustaining
WOR, N. Y.

habits as a matter of culture. Dr.
R. S. Goodhart warned of the im-

Video’s glamor gal, Kyle Mac- portance of hidden hunger.- Dr.
Donnell, 'makes her bow here on Frederick J. Stare stated that
the sightless kilocycles in a straight there still were foods that contained
gab and wax session. Miss Mac- nutriants not yet discovered, and
Donnell registers nicely with a advised that variety in food con-
glib line of chatter that breezes sumption was still the .best diet,

over the.. usual cliches in a spoh- Overweight was stressed as the
taneouff and natural style. Her greatest hazard of Americans, while
province is non-gossipy tidbits it was also pointed out that in
about the artists whose platters America hidden hunger also shows
ehe spins. us face, in anemia, partly of nu-
On her getaway stanza (28), Miss trttious origin.

MacDonnell played disks featuring Music background to the pro-
the Four Aces, Doris Day and the gram was a little theatrical and an-
Norman Paris Trio. It was a noying.offsetting the simplicity of
well-paced session with enough the various scientists’ statements
chatter to. establish the show’s shout their studies and discoveries,
personality arid enough music to Programs for . subsequent weeks
pass as a conventional disk show, will be The Search’’ (Feb. 2),

Herm. ^cory of the fight against cancer;
“The Trouble. Shooters’’ (9), story

RADIE HARRIS’ STARLINES of
J.
he birth and development of

With Judy Garland, guest; Harry cortisone; Only One^ to a Cus-
Marble, announcer m̂

.
er

,
story of -the fight

Producer - director: Bruno against heart disease: and “Pfe.

Zirato, Jr.

Writer: Radie Harris
5 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:50 p.m. :

Sustaining
CBS; from N. Y.

THE REDHEAD
With Mary McCarty, Dlek Van
Ratten, Vinton Hayworth, other*

Producer: Leonard Blair

Director: Martin Andrew*
Writer: Rik VoUaert*
30 Mins.; Thurs-, 8 p.m.
Sustaining
ABC, from N, Y. -

“The Redhead’’ is one of the

few new situation "comedy series

to bow in on radio this year. It

was originally intended as a star-

ring vehicle for Janis Paige (cur-

rently in the Broadway click. Re-

mains to Be 9efen”) but she

turned it down over reported dis-

approval of the Content. ^ That

paved the way for Mary McCarty,
heretofore ar

jnusieal-comedienne,

to’ assume her first dramatic role

in radio. Judging from the preem
(24), Miss McCarty might have

been wiser to follow Miss Paiges
example.

Script, penned by Rik Vollaerts,

presented Miss McCarty in the

title role as a brash, wise-crack-

ing young gal from' a small Ne-
braska town out «to make her

fame and fortune as a N* Y. model.

Naturally, although she’s always

in there fastest with a gag line,

she’s got a heart, of gold. But, on
the ihitialer, the script did noth-

ing to build her or any other

member of the cast into a sympa-
thetic character. It seemed, in

fact, as though Vollaerts hasn t

quite decided yet ‘what tack he
wants the show to .follow and, as

a result, the half-hour came off as

rather pointless.

Miss McCarty tried hard but

she deserved something better.

Under the heavy-handed direction

Of Martin Andrews,, she talked too

much and too fast-—also too loud.

She’s supposed to sing on the show
only where

if
the music can be in-

tegrated,' so on the preem stanza,

she thrushed a couple of bars of

“Stormy Weather’’ w h i 1 e sup-

posedly taking a shower. Vinton
Hayworth, a vet radio-TV charac-

ter actor, topped the supporting
cast as the volatile^ manager of a

department store’s
1

dress depart^
ment, for whom Miss McCarty
modeled. Dick Van Patten was
okay as her love interest; Most of

the humor on the show, inci-

dentally, Was either off the cob or
blue;

Production was professional, in-

dicating the program is not a low-
budgeter. But it’s going to require
sharper scripting and direction be-
fore it will lure either, a sponsor
or an audience. Stal,

tomer” (16), story of -the fight
against heart disease; arid “Pfc.
Bill Smith—Man Alive’’ (23), story
of life-saving on the Korean bat-
tlefront.

BREAKFAST WITH BOB
As the latest in its growing ^ ®®b DeHaven, Sally Foster,

string of five-minute shows, : CBS Burt Hanson, Wally Olson orch
Monday (28) preemed a capsule in- Producers: Earle Steele, Ed Vieh-
terview series featuring Show biz _,nian
columnist Radie Harris. It im- Director: Bob McKinsey
pressed as an okay break in the Mon.-thru-Fri^ 8:45 a.m.
day’s occupation for any listener FLOUR CAKE MIX
tuning, in and, trailing as it does **CCO, Minneapolis
the Cedric Adams and Carl smith .

This early mornirig show provid-
programs, both also of five-minute in$ a pleasing melange of music,
length, it should be able to attract s°n8* weather information, pnd
and hold an okay audience. chatter, has the casual manner, in-

Miss Harris pulled something of }?
r”la

]
1*y and unpretentiousness

a coup in snaring Judy Garland jbat have helped lift the Arthur
as her initial guest, since it marked ^oritrey sessions to such great pop-
Miss Garland’s first radio show 'Ularity heights. Given a distinctive
since she revived two-a-day at the character by one of WCCO’s ace
Broadway Palace last Oct. 16. Miss ?

ta“er s engaging air personality,
Harris wisely let her guest cOrry jv*

too, has amassed a considerable
the interview, tossing in pointed bstening audience. The person-

a
uestions once or twice to steer a,1ty is genial Bob DeHaven who
ie conversation. Nothing startling erncees the proceedings, unloosens

to the show
.
biz world, emerged some witty .sallies, and engages in

from the talk, but it underlined badinage with other cast members
Miss Garland’s vibrant personality J?

a way that makes for likable in-
and Miss Harris’ knowledgeable timacy and propels a commendable
way around ah interview.;^

^
' spiritof friendliness. .

With Miss Harris’ background ,
lh between the trivial but down-

ip show biz, the series will natu- to-earth conversations, firstrate
rally concentrate on^ entertainment cruppers Sally Foster and Burt
personalities. Resultant name Hanson, individually and in duet,
value, as in the case of Miss Gar- beguile the ears with their vocal-
land, should be another point in j?mg and the Wally Olson orches-
its favor. Stal. tra als® contributes to the pleasure

a with its instrumental performance.
DIXIE JUBILEE ,

Show caught included such enjoy-dAiE JUBILEE Show caught included such enjoy-
With Niles Trammell, Henry W. able pop songs as “Sunny- Side of

Slavick, Noel Gilbert orch the Street,” “Be Mine Tonight”
25 Mins.; Wed. (23), 10:35 p.m. and “Cry.” Even the commercials,
Sustaining handled by DeHaven in masterly
WMC, from Memphis fashion and containing baking sug-
On the occasion oi the 25th anni gestions for the housewives who

of WMC’s hookup with the NBC necessarily must comprise a large
web, the affiliate originated a share of the audience for any early
standard ceremonial program trac- morning show, were an asset. Ail
ing the growth of radio during the of the program’s participants give
last quarter of a century. The the impression Of being in good
usual format, heard before ori humor and having a good time,
similar such anniversary celebra- even, at such a comparatively
tions, revolved around flashbacks young time of day, and this

,
un-

to the standout news events of the doubtedly helps to get them into
past period. The sound clips in- listeners’ good graces. DeHaveri
eluded a talk by the late President frequently kids his compatriots
Calvin Cooiidge On the Charles and they kid right back.
Lindbergh ‘ feat in 1927, the King There’s a Cash prize contest in
Edward VIII abdication speech, connection with the show, listen-

some rantings by Hitler, etc. Also ers being invited to. send in Qcci-
a must for every southern station, den Flour jingles. The Olsen or-
WMC revived some, soundtracks/ chestra, Hanson and Miss Foster,
about its role in a couple of Missis- like DeHaven, are WCCO staffers,

aippi floods.. . Hirm» Rees,

"Mr. Chameleon,® which has

been a long-standing feature on

CBS. Radio, most recently as a

Sunday night susl^ainer, preemed
under the new sponsorship aegis of

General Foods Thursday night
(24). Stanza, titled “The Masquer-
ade Ball Murder Case,” labored un-
der some of the tritest scripting,
acting and direction that has be-
fallen one of these radio whodun-
its in many a moon. ' But the show
has been luring

.
a sizable audi-

ence with just such scripting, act-
ing and directibn since it’s been on
the air. If that’s what the listen-
ers want, far be it from CBS to
deny them.

Story was penned by Lawrence.
Klee, who does a much better job
on QBS-TV’s “Man Against Crime”
each Friday night. With art ending
that was telegraphed virtually at
the preceding station-break, it

told an involved and complicated’
mystery of a young actress killed
by mistake at a costume ball since
she was wearing the same costume
as her hostess, who ‘Was really the
intended victim. “Mr. Chameleon,”
the homicide bureau’s “Man of
1,000 disguises,” assumed the role
of a jeweler after * he had ascer-
tained all the facts to unmask the
criminal as both a jewel-thief and
a murderer. In so doing, he
pointed up one of the beauties of
radio—to change his character on
AM, all he had to ’do was change
his voice. It was never explained
how. this disguised him from the
other characters On the show. /;

Cast, under the heavy ; direction
of Henry Howard, plodded through
their roles. Karl Swenson, in the
title part, bore some overtones of
Ronald Colirian in his voice. Frank
Butler, as

4

‘Detective Dave Arnold”
(anytime someone referred to him
on the show, it was with his full
title), topped an okay supporting
cast, which comprised Toni Darnay,
Ann Seymour, Horace Braham,
Mary Orr and Richard Newton.
Series,!- incidentally, is packaged
by Frarik and Anne Hunimert and
is one of those recently gained by
CBS via its “merger” with Air
Features.

GF commercials were standard
for the course, but were spaced too
qlosely together for comfort. i

IJV. NEW YORK CITY . . .

“M-G-M Musical Coriiedy Theatre” last night (Tues.) waxed Robert
Alda, Carol Bruce, Hope Miller > and Hal Aloma’s Hawaiians in
“Honolulu.” Last week Denise Darcel, Andy RusseU and Mary Me.
Carty worked on “Going Hollywood” for the Metro-Mutual series

John Boureler upped to N.Y.' audio engineering supervisor for ABC
.... Ralph R. Decker, Jr., ex-Federal agency, ha§. joined Cecil & Pres,
brey as merchandising specialist; . . .Charles A. Feld, ex-White Rock
ad manager, new associate merchandising director for C&P . . . . Cuticura
introing its new shampoo via WOR’s “Barbara Welles” stanza. . . .ABC
prexy Bob Kintner to chair the broadcasting division for 1952 Heart
fund. . . .David D. Polon, former veepee of R. T. O’Connell, added to
Emil Mogul agency as AM-TV biz manager. . . Michel Davidson, ex-
Hirshon-Garfield agency, named ad manager for Charles Antell, Inc.,

and National Health Aids , . .Alice Pentlarge, formerly with DuMont
and WQXRr; appointed assistant to program director on AM and TV
editions of “America’s Town Meeting” . . . .Andy and Della Russell giv-
ing up their Gotham apartment for Encino, Calif. .... Joan Davis in
town for two appearances on NBC’s “Big Show”. , . .Alfred W. McCann,
Jr., started his 22d year on WOR Monday (28); he took over a food show
from his late father. . . John Derr, CBS Radio sports chief, back in
town after five weeks in the south. < . .Henry I. ChriStal, station rep
outfit, has added Douglas Ballln, Jr. (ex-Whitehall Rharmacal), Albert
J. Young, Jr. (ex-Edward Retry) and Alan H. Schroeder (ex-CBS Radio
Sales) to its sales staff. . . . CBS promotion veepee Lou Hausman to
Mexico this week on vacation. . . .Helen Sioussat to address American
Assn, of University Women confab in Altoona, Pa., Feb. 12.

WNJR. has been skedding programs highlighting the Ideal problem
of an airport near a congested area, following up on the tragic Eliza-

.

both, N. J., plane crash • . .Departures from /WNEW include Ernie
Hartman, production manager, Vivian Jacobs, assistant to program di-

rector, and- Roy Deets, •scripter. . . .Promoted to WOR sales staff is

Stuart 'V; Weissman. . /. World' Broadcasting has ; added Robert Mont-
gomery (no relation to the NBC-TV prdducet), former commercial
manager of KGKL,* San Angelo, Tex., to its sales force. The library
has boosted its subscriber list to 881. . . .Bert Cowlan off to D. C. this

week' to narrate pic for U. S. Navy. . . .Phil Cohen of WJZ elected prez
of Professional Sales Club of N.Y.. . . .Waxing by WFDR of speech by
Justice William; O. Douglas before Overseas Press Club brought the
FM outlet a healthy mail pouch . . . .Peggy Lobbin featured on “Arm-
strong Theatre” Saturday (2). ,

.

.Leon Jahney added to “Strange Ro-
mance of Evelyn Winters” . . . Irene Hubbard has joined “Stella Dallas”
... Athena Lorde and Roy Farit added to “Young Widder Brown”

Curt Benson is with “Lorenzo Jones.”

/TV HOLLYWOOD
C. Merwin Travis, well khown figure in the film business for a

score of years and_mqre recently in public relations, was named sales
promotion manager for ABC’s western division. Bill Phillipson, the
net’s veepee, earmarked $25,000 as a starter to establish A1 Jarvis in
his new: berth Ken Barton is back with Thyavals (vitamins) as
special ad rep after brief tenure as manager of Duane Jories agency. . .

.

Frank Tarloiff, radio ' scripter,
.

picked by Jimmy Saphier to direct the
AM version of “Corliss Archer” and produce the tele stanza. He suc-
ceeds Helen Mack, who goes east with the family to join her husband,
Tom McAvity, NBC-TV exec. Incidentally, Saphier started agenting'
20 years ago last week. . . .Milton Weinberg gave up one drug
chain account and picked up another. .Bob Rains of Universal-Inter-
national in this year’s chairman of Producers Association radio and
television committee. Fox Case, longtime with CBS in public relations
both in Hollywood and Washington and later, with Harry Butcher at
KIST, Santa Barbara, is now with the Producers Association in public
relations, .. .Jack Gross, former owner of San Diego radio and TV
station, bought 40% interest in the Padres Coast League baseball
team. . . .Harry Malzlish east onlCFWB business.

IN CHICAGO . ..
Harry Kopf, NBC central division veep, has been named broadcast

chairman for National Brotherhood Week which kicks off next month
. . . .Howard Keefe heading up the Chi office of newly-formed Gill-
Keefe & Pema station rep firm .... Charles Comiskey, who last Week
resigned his veepee berth with the White Sox baseball team, is mulling
an exec post offer from the Liberty network Les Weinrott of the
Ted Bates agency in town scahning radio and telepackages for Colgate

. . Mutual execs Adev
Hult, Robert Schmid, E. M. Johnson, Harold

Coulter and Paul Jonas checked into the Chi headquarters on various
errands last week .... California Packing Corp. buying into Clifton
Utley's 5 p.m. newscast thrice weekly on WMAQ .... Shirley Ryan new
member of WBBM’s vocalist staff. . . .Olson Travel Organization has
re-pacted Norman Ross’ Saturday disk show on WMAQ for another 39-
weeks. Bert West joins. CBS Radio Spot Sales here. Feb. ll. ... ,

.

Judith Waller, Chi NBC director of public affairs arid education,, has
been named a judge for the National Safety Council’s Public Interest
awards . : . Gene Autry in for huddles with CBS chief H. Leslie Atlass
and the Wrigley home office. .

.

.John Drake is now heading up WLS’
sales promotion department along with his publicity duties. Warren
Middleton, ex-promotion director, shifts to the sales staff Sarkes
Tarzian, prexy of WTTS and WTTV, Bloomington, Ind., guest lectures
at a joint meeting of the Chi Radio Management Club and the TV
Council Feb. 7. .

.

.William Ogden new. account exec at the H-R rep firm
• • • Larry Whitney moves to the WGN production staff after a hitch in
Jim Hanlon’s publicity dept. ... .Howard Claypool, former MacFarland
Aveyard account exec, added to the Chi ABC sales crew.

‘Today* To Stick
SS Continued from page 23 1

NBC execs, on the basis of initial
ratings. According to a diary re-
call survey undertaken for the web
by American Research Bureau, the
show had a cumulative rating dur-
ing its first week on the air (Jan.
14^18) of 18.0. That, according to
NBC, outranks 16 other daytime
TV shows.

Rating figure represents any per-
son watching the show or any por-
tion of it during that week. Ac-
cording to ARB, the program drew
a cumulative audience rating of
14.3 for the 7 to 8 a. m. period, arid
16.2 for the 8 to 9 period, or 18.0
for the two-hour stretch; That, in
turn, represents a total of 3,850,000
viewers who watched some part of
the show rtt least once during the
week. Curiosity factor, of course,
enters into the rating pull.

in a Xur^ey ;qf its

results, ARB reported that the first

hour’s 14.3 represented 1,450,000

homes, whilo the second hour’s 16.2

rating represented 1 ,640,000 homes.
Total . cumulative number of homes
from 7 to 9 o’clock was 1,830,000.

Web will also have coincidental

phone call rating results available

by the end of this week. Calls are

being placed only during the sec-

ond hour of the show, since the

rating services refused to chance

phoning anyone on their lists prior

to 8 a. m.

Atlanta—George P. Moore, Jr*

a native Atlantian, has been named
general sales manager of TV sta-

tion WLTV. He succeeds Arch
Ragan, who resigned. Moore comes
to Atlanta from Cincinnati, where
he has been director of sales for

WkJYiTV, CpQs^y-o^nfJd ^tftion*
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coaitest’s “Big Top*
1 bad its first

birihday^Saturc&y (26) and did it

,,iy with' typical fanfare in Its noon-

time hour-long niche over CBS-TV.
program originates from. WCAU-
tv in Philly (transmitted out of

nearby Camden, N. J.) and, while

imed at the moppet trade, plays

in the tradition which gives it ap-

peal for “children of all ages” as

the saying goes.

“Big Top” presents more and
generally better novelty ^acts than

any block in teevee. With one

whole year under its .belt it
,

can

easily go on forever with that kind

of display; That's natural because

there is no dependency on spoken
material; and: the format, being
more or less orthodox circus; tail-

ored for camera catching and not

merely a show that the. medium
has to adapt itself to, ' its own
best testimonial.

Last Saturday’s teeoff after pa-

rade arid hoopla was Janet’s dogs

and ponies, a good turn, with

some of the canines cutting up as

acros. But that was the extent of

ani lal offerings in the 60-minute

frame. It Was a display that

begged to be put on somewhere
in the middle, thus providing a

change Of pace. Even so, the small-

fry audience whooped it up for

this arid the Other performers all

the way through.

After that came an Interesting

succession of ground and aerial

stanzas in which even the Commer-
cials for ^Sealtest products were
rigged to circus stuff. The Don
Wallys, a neat hand to hand and']

foot perch duo, were followed by
the Sils Sisters working on the
Spanish web in postures, pullups,

one-foot . hangs, upside-downery
gymnastics and a fine marching
whirlaway finale. Next in the pro-
cessional was the Paris Trio, con-
sisting Of two boys and a. girl op-
erating with salvo effect on a
trampoline.

Linda & Constant, a mixed pair

in a repertoire of balancing and
tumbling tricks, clicked with a
stint on a shoulder perch held by
male. Closing act was a real sizz-

ler, the Six Tokayers in fast tee-

terboard exercises which included
a mid-air triple by one of the sex-

tet to the proverbial high chair.

Invthis and the other aerial per-
formances the cameramen seemed
to be at home; working in some
good closeups as well as effective
medium perspectives that quite a
few major variety shows have
trouble with regularly when cas-
ing circus acts on arid off the
ground. About midway, the large
Quaker City String Band, part of
the w.k. Philadelphia Mummers,
got in a 'couple of numbers end-
ing in a razzle-dazzle march in the
ring.

Functioning as ringmaster for
“Big Top” is Jack Sterling. Al-
though his accoutrements arid,

voice are in circus character, he
really works in comparative low
key, is as unobtrusive as necessary
arid is in there pitching—off-
screen and on—to intro the acts
and to put in a word here and
there in pinpointing top tricks for
viewers. Clicko production all

around.

the unfolding itself was the deci-
sion by producerndirector Alex
Segal and exec producer A. Burke
Crotty to exhume "Christie” for
TVIewers. There is nothing in this
hard-hitting drama to stir the in-
terest of anyone below the. upper
teenage brackets. There is little
or no designed humor in it? The
plain' fact is that there was pre-
cious little in it for the CeJanese
staff but a letter of commendation
—a “well done” and “beyond the
call, of duty” citation.

' The Norman Lessing adaptation
of a trio in conflict among them-
selves and with the basic forces
of nature—rbarge captain * Chris
Christopherson; his daughter, the
prostitute: Anna, arid her bold and
violent lover, the sailor Mat Burke
—was faithful in spirit and mostly
m letter, to the original. The old
TV bogey of trying to beat the
rap on condensing a full-blown
legiter to ari hour (less the com-
mercials) was not as successful.

:
For instance, between, the open-

ing scene in a New York water-
front saloon and the barge at an-
chor in the outer harbor of Prov-
ingfetown, Mass., there is a 10-day
gap. In that period, Anna, por-
trayed by June Havoc, reacted to
her new-found life on the sea. with
her erstwhile errant father by un-
dergoing moral rejuvenation. The
transition was weakly bridged in
the face of every possible physical
advantage, including decor arid the
fog to go with it. The whole play
depends for its big point on this
moral renascence. Nonetheless,
the cast managed to overcoirie this
pre-midway obstacle by a lively
rendering of the O’Neill lines, arid
enactment of closeup action,

Miss Havoc*, displayed
.
compe-

tence in an ultra-serious role. John
Qualen, as her father, with his in-
cessant “dat ole davil sea,” Was
effectively restrained. Richard
Burton, as Anna’s bombastic but:
simple, honest stoker-man intent
on marrying her despite her past,
was as dynamic as Dr. O’Neill or-
dered. Doris Rich did a neat job .

as Marthy, Chris’ mistress.

All the technical aspects of the
30-year-old work were of first-rate
calibre.

Jimmy Durante’s video splash
ith Mickey Rooney, more, than

ever, proves that Durante is a
lady’s man.- He, seems to do so
much better With femme type

.
per-

formers, especially when their last
names start With the letter “T”
(Traubel, Truman* Tucker).
The Schnoz didn’t measure up

to the usual standards with the
Sat. (26) session on NBC-TV. The
usual Durantesque flavor was miss-
ing, but it’s evident to' viewers that
a fair Durante divertissement is
worthy entertainment,
Rooney tried hard to register.

He did a bit of everything proving
he’s versatile, entertainer, put his
solo material didn’t: hit too well.
Rooney was punching, he tried
valiantly,, and under other circum-
stances, might have made a deep
“udjence dent in- his Video debut.
The inevitable nitery scene pro-

vided the highspot of the show.
Durante and Eddie Jackson hit it
with their usual stride. Bob Hope
hiade a brief appearance. Impact
of his surprise entry made any maw
terial that he offered anti-cli-
mactic.

.Broadway’s rekindled interest in
Eugene O'Neill finds TV tagging
along. With “Anna Christie” and
Desire Under the Elms” revived
on the stem after an absence
of more than a generation. “Cel-
anese Theatre” turned to the for-

.iust Wednesday (23) as its
St^Hi^htly contribution over ABC-
iv- It; marked, the series’ second
essayship of an O’Neill play; last
October it led off With “Ah, Wild-
erness;”

A shade more important than

Jack Benny devoted most of his
third ' CBS-TV show of the season
Sunday night (27) to a sketch, and
it emerged as orie of his better
TV programs to date. With Bar-
bara Stanwyck, in her video debut,
arid Ray Noble on hand , to assist
him, Benny scored solidly in a
funny lampoon of Patrick Hamil-
ton’s “Gaslight.” Sketch was re-
plete not only with bright lines
and dialog but With a number of
visual gags, riorie of Which was
overdone. And, while the overall
effect was slapstick, the trio under-
played the burlesque sufficiently
to provide maximum impact.
Benny, of course, played the in-

famous husband, trying, to drive his
wife mad in order to get at the
jewels he had secreted during a
previous marriage in an upstairs
room. Dressed in a bowler, long
sideburns, etc,, he deadpanried the
role neatly, evidencing once more
his terrif sense of timing to milk
each line. Miss Stanwyck, as the
wife, might have been essaying a
straight melodramatic role, which
contrasted excellently with the
zany dialog. Noble played the
Scotland Yard man who captured
the husband, and he too entered
into the spirit of the thing.
Benny opened the show With his

usual socko monologging, with
Noble coming on to register at the
piano with a medley of some of
the tunes he’s composed. Don Wil-
son Was also in for a short bit, to.

team with Benny, in a- funny Lucky
Strike plug. That commercial, in-
cidentally, was much easier to take
than the opening blurb, in which
Dorothy Collins again gave out that
“sweeping away all claims” .rou-
tine. Luckies has already worked
the plug to death, arid it’s about
time the firm embarked on a new
sales pitch.

Ed Sullivan, prior, to his ‘‘Toast
of the Town" via CBS-TV Sunday
night (27), ballyhooed that the
show would.be devoted to the “Ted
Lewis Story/’ But, as the show
came off, it Was a straight vaudeo
presentation, in which Lewis held
down the final 15 minutes with a
cayalcade of some of the tunes he’s
helped popularize down through
the years with his unique style of
selling. Although that style might
be considered schmaltzy in compar-
ison with modern-day trends, it’s

still sock showmanship and Lewis
registered all the Way with his “Is
Everybody Happy?” routine. Tops
on the list, of course, was his “Me
and My Shadow,” but he scored
With them, all, aided by. the show’s
regular six-girl line : miming his

(Continued 'on page 38)

MEET CORLISS ARCHER
With Lufene Sanders* Irene Ted-

row, Bobby Ellis, Fred Shields,
Lois Corbet, Ken Christy, Gloria
McMillan, others

Writer: Jerry Adelman
Producer: Helen Mack
Director: John Claar
30 Mins.; Sat., 6:30 pun.
Sustaining
CBS-TV, from Hollywood
“Meet Corliss Archer,” which

preemed on CBS last season
as a replacement for the Alan
Young show, returned to the net
Sihirday (26) with a brand of
comedy that adds up to a sure-
fire early evening entry. It will
have scant difficulty in stimulat-
ing the risibilities' of .either teen-
age or adult audierices.

Based .upon characters created
by F. Hugh Herbert, ^be Jerry
Adelman script nicely builds a
series of humorous situations in
the' household of the Archers, who
could be. called a “typical Ameri-
can family” without fear of inac-
curacy, Hollywood originated show
leaped frbm the opening barrier as
a iriirth-crammed session.

Story-line for the initialer re-
volved around convalescent Mother
Archer, just returned from a hos-
pital; daughter Corliss and ;boy
friend Dexter, who cut up in bona-
fide teerirage fashion; the. well-
meaning but interfering maternal
and paternal grandmothers, the
harried Father Archer and a dis-
traught cook, among other char-
acters.

Action came off in a sprucely
decored living room set and a
lengthy east made the most of
Adelman’s lines. Lugerie Sanders
is pertly wirisome in the title role,
Irene Tedrow arid Fred Shields
are well cast as the parents and
Bobby Ellis scores handily as the
love-sick boy friend. Other play-
ers lend good support under John
Claar’s breezy direction. This
James L. Saphier package should
have little trouble in snaring a
bankroller: GiZb.

BOUQUETS AND BONUSES
With Steve Douglas, Betty Madi-

gan, Georgia Reed, Nelson. Bak-
er, Ray Girard

Producer: Nelson Baker
Director: Paul . Kane
Writers: Nelson Baker, T. Hamlin

Reese, Jr.

30 Mins.: Sun., ,4 p.m.
ALLIED FLORISTS ASSN. OF
BALTO.

WAAM, Baltimore
(St, Georges & Keyes)

This is a smartly devised quiz
show with extra trimmings by way
of injtfirpolated vocals arid drama-
tized commercials pointing the im-
portance of flowers in the business
of everyday living.' Backgrounds
are elaborately floral and the quer-
ies along with musical background-
ing and highlights, all touch on the
pretty things that provide the
bankroll for the doings.
Steve Douglas is a suave and

boutOnniered inquisitor and the
guests who are invited from the
audience are supplied with cash to
put in a bowl when they fluff or
add to when they guess right. A
final jackpot twister takes all. Pace
changes smartly With good vocals
by Betty Madigan arid some at-
tempt at humor is made in the
skits providing the commercials
•which are enacted by Nelson Bak-
er and Georgia Reed. Latter are
a bit contrived but the overall ef-
fect is pleasant arid completely
professional from the teeoff.

Burm.

TIME FOR BEANY
With Daws Butler, Stan Freberg
Producer-Director: Bob Clampett
Writers: Lloyd Turner, Gordon

Mintner %

15 Mins;, Mon.-thru-Sat., 5:30 p.m.
FLAMINGO ORANGE JUICE
WCBS-TV, New York

“Time for Beany/’ a Coast origi-
nated show Which has been a

thrice-weekly tenant on WOR,
N. Y., until recently, has moved
on to CBS-TV where it goes six
-times a week. Indications point to

the fact that there’s enough ma-
terial in this kirinied series to war-
rant the additional time. There’s
a/ nice sense of humor running
throughout the program. Like
riiost puppet shows, lot of it

seems to be for adult consumption.
Some of the gab seeriis to be too
hep for the kids. The time slot

(5:30) will militate against a
grown-up set of viewers. Show
originates on KTLA, Hollywood.

“Beany” looms like an imag?
inative bit of finger-manipulation.
The characters are fancifully con-
trived and have some alliterative

names such as Cecil, the singing
seasick sea-serpent; Caboose Goose
and others in that category. There’s
a thead of a plot running through
the story, although each episode
seems, to be able to stand on its

own. Sets are good arid the voices

by Daws Butler and Stan Freberg
give the dolls a deal of character.

Jose,

THE CONTINENTAL'
With Renzo Cessna; Ivan Dltmars,
music

Producer-writer: Cesana
Director: Ed Leftwleh

J0**. Thurs., 11:15 p.m.
CAMEO HOSIERY
CBS-TV, from N. Y.

(Hirshon-Garfield)
In any competition for the riiost

needless "-program on television,
this one would rate high. Obvious-
ly patterned as a TV counterpart
of radio’s widely-publicized “Lone-
some Gal/’ who pitches her dulcet-
toned late-night: woo to the male
listener; this new Tuesday night
(11:15-11:30) CBS-TV quarter-hour
stanza joins the “libido sweep-
stakes” in reverse, designed to
send the frustrated femme view-
ers shuffling off to bed with ro-
mantic illusions/

It’s called “The Continental”
and. it’s a one-man show starring
Renzo Cesana, whose business it
is; to make like Carl Brisson, Ezio
Pinza arid Charles Boyer all rolled
into one. It’s more snobbish and
silly than sexy, with’ its visualiza-
tion of the TV Romeo “at home”
with an imaginary dame as he
hands her 15-minutes (with time
out for Cameo hosiery commer-
cials). of soft-soap fluff. His sup-
posedly old-world flavored verbal
romantics are being tossed at the
off-camera "babe” as he navigates,
the swank upholstered “den,” albe-
it designed to create the illusion
that the “babe” in question is the
home viewer.
He rhapsodizes on the virtues of

“chairipagne that doesn’t tickle
the nose”; on the wondrous mar-
vels of

,
girl’s smile, especially

late at night when a guy’s making
a play for her; and isn’t beneath
knocking off a couple commercials
on his own as he extolls the “babe”
in the best traditions of European-
accented romanticism on the vir-
tues of Cameo stockings and what
it does to . the legs.

If one stays with it long enough;
one ban get the "Late Show” fea-
ture pix attraction. Rose,

ELECTRIC THEATRE
With Lawrence Verdicr, Thomas
Yager, Shelda Sklar, Jean E.
Reid, Christime Harrington, Wil-
liam C. Homhart

Director: Peter Strand
Producer: William Merrill
Adaptor: William Merrill
30 Mins.; Wed., 7 p.m.
DETROIT EDISON CO.
WXYZ-TV, Detroit

This third in a series of “live”,
presentations of the “Electric The-
atre/’ which features films the
other three weeks of the month,
did not live up to its predecessors.
The play enacted by local talent

was Percival Wilde's "Once to
Every Man,” adapted for televi-
sion by William Merrill whose
strawhat “Will-Q-Way Playhouse”
has been a summer theatrical fa-
vorite in the Detroit area several
seasons.
The -main criticism involves the

stilted performance of Lawrence J.
Verdier as Paul Strickland, the in-
vestment broker who was going to
head for the hinterlands with his
customers’ money until smitten
by his Conscience. Verdier, Whose
face was before the cameras al-

most the entitre 30 minutes, was
excessively Stiff, failing to catch
the harried, runaway look of a
crook ready to scoot with $300,-
000 .

The other performers were
right for their jjarls but, since
Verdier dominated every scene,
their efforts were not enough to
lift the production out of its

straightjacket.
Film clips were nicely inte-

grated into the studio, scenes and
the direction and camera-work
were excellent. Tew.

AMERICA’S TOWN MEETING
With George V. Denny, Jr., mod-

erator; Sen. Oweq Brewster, Seri..
Wayne Morse, guests

Producers: William Traum, Eliza-
beth Colclough

Director: Robert Doyle
30; Mins.; Snri., 6:30 p.m.
REICHHOLD CHEMICALS
ABC-TV, from New York
(MacManus, John & Adams)
“America’s Town Meeting,”

which has been on the air for some
17 years, has made the transition
to tele, and at a time when interest
in forum shows, is specially high
due to hot pro-and-con on foreign
affairs and the upcoming Presi-
dential election. In George: V.
Denny, Jr., “Meeting” has an apt
moderator,

, Kickoff show was on a political

question: “Eisenhower or Taft—
What Are Their Chances for ’52?”

Sen. Owen Brewster (Maine) was
in there plugging for Taft arid

Sen. Wayne Morse (Oregon) was*
stumping for Ike. Give-and-take
was interesting, since each solon
quoted the other’s past statements
against his present views or his
candidate’s: policies. Ih the main,
Brewster hit at the general’s: lack
of a specific domestic prograi
arid Morse rapped the Ohio sena-
tor’s conservatism. They saw eye-
to-eye in their denunciation of the
Truman., administration, which
didn’t live up to tile Town Hall
principle of providing a forum for
widely diverging views, Denny
added, however, the Democrats
will get a chance on a future show.

Airer didn’t open too smoothly,
it seemed to take too long until
the show got into the debate. How-
ever, the idea of filmed mari-in-
the-street opinions is good; De-
parture from the radio format, in
which each side makes a formal
statement of its views,, in favor of
ad lib argument makes for a mor
dramatic presentation. Question-
ing from the studio audience is

also carried over from the AM edi-
tion, with 10 minutes allocated for
the citizens’ queries; On hand for
the preem was Socialist- Norman
Thomas, a frequent guest on past
Town meetings. There was a cute
(but seemingly planted) bit when
one spectator, asked whether he
had something to. say, quipped,
“Me? I’m for Truman.”
. Show is sponsored by Reichhold
Chemicals, which puts most of the
major discussion series under the
bankrolling of large industrial cor-
porations (Bohn Aluminum has
“American Forum” and Revere
Copper backs “Meet the Press”).
Commercials for Reichhold, at be-
ginning and 'end, touted the firm’s
size, its global setup of plants and.
the theme that creative chemistry
serves the nation. Ray Morgan,
delivering the spiels, was some-
what stiff, Bril.

WORLD ADVENTURE SERIES
With George Pierrot
30 Mins., Sun., I p.m.
EARL B, BRINK
WXYZ-TV. Detroit

This is rich escapist fare for an
idle Sunday afternoon. One week
you’re in Alaska, the next in

Sweden, next in Brazil, etc. All the
pix are topnotch, being taken from
films on the travelog circuit, and
which will be shown that, same
afternoon in their entirety at the
Detroit Institute of Arts.,

The program easily could become
a come-on for the Institute show
and, to a certain extent, it is, of

course. But George F. Pierrot,

managing director of the series,

has. taken care hot to let the TV
show become, a trailer. By judicious
cutting and selection, the film, for

the TV show is complete and
satisfying.
During the showing of the film,

Pierrot questions the photographer
about the scenes, his problem get-

ting the shot, conditions he found
interesting in the foreign land,

etc, Pierrot’s adroit questioning
provides interesting and, at the

same time, informal commentary.
In the show caught, the film was

titled “Alaska’s Big Gai
.

and
the photographer was Cecil Rhode.

ST. PAUL WINTER CARNIVAL
PARADE

With Charles McEwen, Daryl Laub
Producer: Sherman Headley.
Director: McEwen
12.0 Mins., Sat. (26), 2 p.m.
SCHMIDT BREWING
WTCN-TV, Twin Cities

WTCN-TV did a highly meri-
torious camera and descriptive job
in bringing to set-owners the huge,
colorful daylight parade that got
the annual St. Paul Winter Car-
nival, -a frigid mardi gras, off to a
brilliant start. Staffers Charles
McEwen and Sherman Headley
ma

t
de their, running commentary

interesting and informative, em-
phasizing features which wouldn’t
register on home screens, and add-
ing to viewers’ enjoyment. Lensers
caught many closeups of beautiful
girls on floats and elsewhere and
human interest shots among the
crowds, despite the 15-above tem-
perature. Interest was held the
entire two hours, and the time
passed swiftly.

McEwen punctuated his de?
scriptions with a recital Of the
Winter Carnival’s legend and by
introducing several of the St. Paul-
ites. who had played prominent
parts in arranging the festival.

The “City Beer” commercials,
scattered through the telecast,
were brief and riot at all disturb-
ing. Rees.

MOTOR CITY FIGHTS
With Fred Wolf
60 Mins., Sat.;, 8:30 p.m.
PFEIFFER BEER
WXYZ-TV, Detroit

The professional bouts On “Motor
City Fights” are staged expressly
for. television. No attempt is made
to get a ringside audience at the
sriiall Motor City Gym, but since

the series started the gym’s 400-

seals have been filled; Young and
promising boxers in Detroit and
nearby states are featured in th

bouts. While not; polished boxers,

they work at their work hard,

providing plenty of action. Which
sometimes is lacking in nationally

televised fights. “

Camera work is. especially, good.

Because of the small gym, thp

(Continued ,on page 40)
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Bannister Unfolds His Tight-Back’

*0, 1952

Formula for running radio and
television stations side-by-side,

with each yielding equal profits,

Was unfolded at the N, Y, Radio
Executives Club .last week by WWJ
and WWJ-TV (Detroit) topper

Harry Bannister.
Bannister, Who. said that, the AM

operation finished 1051 .With bill-

ings only 20% below '50, after they

had been off as much as 40.% in

some months of the. year, revealed

his “Aght-back” pattern.

(1) For the first time in 30 years

the AM outlet’s nighttime rates

were cut by 20%, “stopping the

cataclysmic decline in billings.”

He added that, while the webs and
some cities had previously priced

radio too low, Detroit outlets had
earned realistic rates. Before the

recent rate-slashings, he said, key
outlets in Philly (a bigger market
than Detroit) had been charging
only $500-$600 per hour vs. $800r

$1,000 charged by Detroit’s cream
stations!

(2 Surveys were made of the auto
city’s AM circulation, including

factory and out-of-home audiences
and listening in tele homes.

(3)

: Stress Was placed on person-

alities, and ' program ratings Were
de-emphasized. Bannister blasted

the nbse-cburiters, saying they had
“chained and enslaved the industry
to sets of figures that can’t show
radio’s real circulation.”

(4) Block programming was de-
veloped, with sequences; of news,
music and dramatic stanzas.

(5) Audience composition was
studied, for income, age levels,

family size, purchasing power, etc.,

revealing a healthy cost:per-thou-

sand situation.

(6) Segments were opened in the
early morning and evening for the
small bankrolier.

(7) The! outlet joined other De-
troit stations to promote radio lis-

tening and advertising under the
slogan, “Wherever, you go—there’s

radio.”
Bannister said his formula did

not include cheapening the station

or knocking out public service. Ah
advertisement is more potent in a

good framework, he stressed. .
He

said that, the radio operation had
inked a lot of new business in Jan-
uary and had renewed every con-
tract as it expired.
The TV threat is strong, Bannis-

ter said, because at the end of ’51

Detroit’s three tele stations togeth-
er were grossing $700,000 a month,
or $8,000,000 a year. “You can’t
take that much coi out of a mar-
ket without consequences to other
markets,” Bannister said. How-
ever, he declared, he’s convinced
AM will continue healthy if it-

learns to fight back.

P
his Week in Texas’

Gets Regional TV Web;

Set Own Camera Crews
Fort Worth, Jan. .29;

“This Week in Texas,” a new
television series, is scheduled to

make its bow under the sponsor-

ship of the Humble Oil & Refining

Go„ on Feb. 4. Series will be tele-

cast over WBAP-TV here; WOAO-
TV, San Antonio; WFAA-TV, Dal-
las, and KPRC-TV, Houston.
.

Special events, sports, human in-

terest stories and features of spe-
cial interest to women will make
up the newsreel edited by the
WBAP-TV staff.

Newsreel men are to be stationed
by Humble to gather material in

Dallas here, Austin, San Antonio
and. Houston. All -of it will be
flown into the WBAP-TV studios
for editing and processing.

The series is the first TV series

on a year-round basis by Humble.

Bakers’ Hopalong Hassle
Dallas, Jan. 29.

A dispute over which baking firm

had the right to advertise through
use of Hopalong Cassidy pictures,

was won by the Oak Cliff Baking
Co.j bakers of Hqlsum and Butter

Krust Bread. The bakers of Won-
der Bread ^ere Ordered to take
Hopalong’s pix off all their bread
displays and trucks wherever it

conflicted with the rival.

The Oak Cliff bakers first con-
tracted to use the cowboy star’s

pix on their breiad.

Renew Philly Handy Man*

Philadelphia, Jan, 29.

One of the oldest continuously

sponsored. TV programs, “The Gim-
bel Handy Man,” WPTZ, has re-

newed its contract to Continue tele-

casts in the 7:15-7:30 p.m. Friday
slot.

, The new contract will take the
show into its Sixth Consecutive year
of televising over WPTZ. Jack
Creamer, Gimbels “Handy Man,”
has missed only one

.
program dur-

ing that period.

Washington,. Jan, 29.

Fears by Illinois broadcasters
that educators are trying to estal*
fish

:
class of ‘‘semi-commercial”

TV stations were held to be ground-
less last Week by the Joint Commits
tee on Educational Television^

In a brief filed with the npral
Communications C o m m i s^To n,

JCET, through its Washington
counsel, Seymour Krieger, said

that the commercial boys are. labor-
ing under misconceptions when
they say that the educators want
to sell time. What the educators
proDose, JCET declares, is to make
available; in major educational
centers without commercial TV
service certain public service spon-
sored programs provided by the
nets.

“It would be Unthinkable.” said

JCET, “for a noncommercial edu-
cational TV station to be classified

as a commercial station for any
purpose simply because it broad-
cast programs, of the conventions-
of the Democratic Party and Re-
publican Party which are scheduled
this summer and Which this year
happen to be sponsored by West-
inghouse and Philco. It would also
be unthinkable-

for the Commission
to prohibit the only station in a

community which happened to be
an educational, noncommercial TV
station from telecasting the pro-,

ceedings of those two conventions
which are of such vital importance
to alt the American people simply
because this year the two networks
were successful in securing spon-
sors for these programs!”
JCET points out there are 30

major educational centers now
without TV where the Commission
plans to assign educational chan-
nels. Its desire to carry "a full TV
program Service” in these cities, it

asserts, is only for the interim
period in which commercial service
is not yet available..

CBS' Dual Cincy Spread
Cincinnati, Jan. 29.

WCPO-TV, linked with both
ABC-TV and DuMont, has also* tied
in with CBS-TV by carrying* its

“Star of the Family" show, every
other Sunday at 10:30 p. m. The
Scripps-Howard station’s arrange-
ment with CBS-TV is by approval
of WKRC-TV, the web’s Cincy af-

filiate, which is projecting CBS
TV’s “What’s My Line” opposite
“Star of the Family.”

NewYoric

Don McNeill’s Eight-City

SRO on In-Person Junket
Chicago, Jan. 29.

If further evidence is needed
that radio still is a dominant force,
particularly in the hinterlands, it

was provided by the two-week
junket Don McNeill and his ABC
“Breakfast Club” crew completed
last week through the south. Dur-
ing the road stint over 32,000 per-
sons jammed the 10 broadcasts the
"Clubbers” aired in eight cities.

Playing to capacity crowds every-
where they stopped, it’s estimated,
the number of ticket, requests that
had to be refused because of lack
of seating rah into the hundreds of
thousands. Ini Miami, where the
show played, for three- days, Owen
Uridge, manager of WQAM, re-
ported nearly 100,000 requests. At
St. Petersburg, where WSUN origi-

nated the broadcast, the show Was
piped to a baseball field Where 7,-

000 fans filled the park: The park
hookup was arranged after some
25.000 ticket requests came i .

Tlje response was. particularly
gratifying to McNeill after, his ill-

fated television experience.. Toast-
master and his wife are vacation-
ing; this week in Florida, with Peter
Donald subbing, on the cross-the-
board early morning show bank-
rolled by General Foods, Swift.and
Philco.

1

Washington. Jan. 29.

Dry . forces, led by the’ Metho-
dist Board! of Temperance, are ex-
pected to have a long lineup of
witnesses on hand to testify tomor-
row (Wed;) before the Senate' Com-
mittee on Interstate ^Commerce
on the Johrtsoh-Case Dill to pro-
hibit . liquor advertising radio
or television. Hearings on the
measure may last three to four
days.
Broadcasters will probably op

pose the measure on ground of
discrimination, since no other me-
dia besides radio and TV are cov-
ered. National Assn, of Radio and
TV Broadcasters has been sturying
the question and planned to file a
statement of its position with the
Committee.

Principal opposition is expected
from the distillers who contend
the legislation is unnecessary since
liquor, industry Is against

.
advertis-

ing Over broadcast media for pub-
lic policy reasons. Wine and. beer
industries may also go to bat
against the measure, fearing it

may be a foot in the door to broad
legislation against all alcoholic
beverages, efforts at which Were
defeated in previous sessions of
Congress.
The bill, as introduced by Com-

mittee Chairman Edwin C. John-
son (D-Colo.) and Francis Case (R-
S.D.) empowers the Federal Com-
munications Commission, to revoke
the license of any broadcast sta-

tion which Wilfully violates the
act. It also, empowers the Secre-
tary of the Treasury to revoke per-
mits of distillers licensed under
the Federal Alcohol Administra-
tion Act.

Violators are further punished
by fines of Up to $1,000 or up to
one year in prison or both.

RCA’s Elliott Tells How

Improved TV Receivers

Penetrate ‘Dust Bowls’
Philadelphia, Jan. 29.

Despite the freeze on new sta

tions,
.
television continues to ex-

pand and extend its areas of cov-
erage through the medium of im-
proved receivers, J. B. Elliott, vice
president in Charge of RCA Victor
consumer products, told members
of the Association Merchandising
Corp. in convention here at the
Benjamin Franklin Hotel.
“With the broadcasters frozen in

their tracks, the set manufacturers
have taken over,” Elliott stated.
“We arp expanding television’s
service area, not by installing more
transmitters hut by manufacturing
better receivers. Some of the sets
on the market today can bring in
quality reception in fringe areas
that have always been considered
television ‘dust bowls.’-”

Representatives of leading de-
partment stores throughout the
United States attended the meet-
ing and were told by Elliott that
the TV shoppers, were going to be-
come “increasingly more dis-
criVninating.”

. _
“Development of these powerful

and more sensitive receivers is go-
ing to have a profound effect on
TV marketing and advertising,” El-
liott declared, “At one time the
television shopper was satisfied
just to get a picture. Today, most
customers have learned there are
wide qualitative differences among
different brands of receivers—and
they’re out to get the best.*’’

Because of this development,
RCA Victor is .. launching next
month a comprehensive and ‘

tensive, sales training program.
Through its distributors, Victor
will .conduct sales, clinics for all

dealers and their salesmen, Elliott
said.

Peter M. Soutter, formerly with
J. Walter Thompson in Cincinnati,
has joined DuMont’s sales depart-
ment as an account exec . . . Jean
(Pilgsley) Alexander has been
signed as the lead, in a new TV
color filul series, “Bringing Up
Parents,” to be sponsored by the
Assn, for Childhood Education and
produced in Washington by Robert
Mauer . . . Tommy Cochran, writer-
producer, . has . rejoined radio-TV
packager Paul Dudley. Outfit is

now : working on two shows for
Hearst Enterprises ; . . Peerless TV
Productions, indie ;film

:
syndication

Outfit headed by Edward-Small and
George Shupert, has acquired from
Joseph Auerbach a Stan Laurel-
Oliver Hardy, feature, “Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers.” Film was
released by Metro ‘ 1934 . as
“Babes in Toyland” . . Archie
Mayers, prez of Unity TV, Was
elected board chairman of the Na-
tional TV Film council last week.
John Battlson,. TV consultant, was
elected secretary, Melvin Gold of
National Screen Service, is prexy.

Aiin Savage stars in “The Exile”
on “Fireside Theatre” Feb. 5 . . .

Michael McAIoney, pic and legit
actor, into ‘‘One Man’s Family” on
NBC-TV .. . ,. Bill Gargan, Jr., son
of the ‘‘Barrie Craig” star, named
production aide to Joe Bigelow on
“Royal Showcase,” and is assisting
Bigelow in uncovering new comics
for tele . ... ,. The Three Suns guest
on Kate Smith’s afternoon show on.
NBC-TV Feb. 11 ... William
Markham, Unit . manager for CBS-
TV’s “Big Town,” authored the
script on tomorrow’s (Thurs.)
stanza,

Clarence H. Bracey, ex-WHOO,
Orlando, Fla., added to ABC-TV
spots sales staff . . William F.
Crouch has joined Sound Masters,
Inc. as executive producer Of new
TV film department . . Edward
Bleier, former continuity chief at
WFBL, Syracuse, and DuMont
staffer, is new account exec in
WJZ-TV spot sales.

Lili Darvas .• set for a lead role
in ; “A Candle for St. Jude” on
CBS’ “Studio One” next Monday
night (4) : . . Burgess Meredith
skedded as guest speaker at the
National TV Film Council lunch-
eon today (Wed.) in the. Hotel Ab-
bey . , . Singer Joy Hodges set for
a straight dramatic role in support
of Ann Sothern Friday (1) in
’Lady With a Will” on CBS’
‘Schlitz Playhouse” . . William

.J. Lyons, formerly radio and tran-
scription producer for BBD&O,
joined G-L Enterprises, new vid-
film outfit, as sales chief ; . . Vin-
cent J. Donohue, Who directed the
recently - folded “Gabby Hayes
Sunday Show” on NBC, will rein
the presentation of “Rise Up and
Walk” on that web’s Robert Mont-
gomery show ‘ Monday night .

WPIX has sold half of its sched-
uletf pickup of the

. Westminister
Kennel Club show Feb, 11 and 12
to National Biscuit Co. Show origi-
nates from Madison Sq. Garden.
Edward (Red), Reynolds,- Who

served as program director for the
National Collegiate Athletic Assn’s
television football plan last season,
has joined the Fletcher D. Richards
agency’s TV department. He’ll
work on the U. S. Rubber account.

Hotlywooc!
“Racket Squad” telepix series re-

sumed at Hal Roach studios this
week following brief hiatus . . .

TV director James Tinling to St.
John’s Hospital for operation on
right eye after being accidentally
hit by boom set . . “Rebound”
vidpix series, produced by Bing
Crosby Enterprises and5

sponsored
by Packard Motors, tees off Feb.
8 on KECA-TV . . . Vincent Price
skied to N. Y. for video guest shots
. . . KECA-TV bought 39 half-hour
“The Unexpected” telepix from
Ziv TV . . , Margaret Whiting off
to Gotham for TV guestefs . . . Bob
Bennett added to sales staff at
KTTV ... KLAC-TV -s Betty White
show picked up sponsor, Western
Home Furniture . . . Snader Tele-
sefiptions teleblurb topper William
Perillo leaves end of month on fly-
ing trip to advertisers, using Snader
product in U. S. . . . Lisa Ferraday,
Craig Stevens and. John Dehher
signed by Frank Wisbar for “No
Alibi,” currently Shooting “Fire-
side Theatre” telepic ; . . Ann Wil-
ner cast in “Boston Blackie” vid-
pix rolling at California Studios,
Ziv TV producing . . Edward
Small negotiating for telepix series
based on Look mag’s Photo Crime,
seeking Dennis O’Keefe for lead
in open-enders . . .. Peerless Tele-
vision acquired TV rights from
Joseph Auerbach to “Parade of
the Wooden Soldiers,” Laurel &
Hardy, comedy released originally
as “Babes in Toyland” Tom

Armistead joined Bing Crosby En-
terprises as assistant to producerB
.
er

?.*
r?J <?r,lr* Qn “Coronet The-

atre” vidpix . . . Edmond O’Brien
back from TV guesting in N. Y.
- i National Society of Television
Producers met and discussed up-
coming talks on contracts with
Screen Directors Guild, and cur-
rent negotiations with IATSE and
indies ... Larry Cotton's Coffee
Club teed off on KECA-TV .

Allen Lane emcees Club 50, bow-
ing on KHJ-TV Sunday .... . Dodge-
Plymouth dealer H. J. Caruso picks
up half of tab oh Horace Heidt’s
KLAC-TV show, beginning this
week . . . Jack Chertok Productions
rolls “Sky King” vidpix Feb. 5 at
General Service studios, for Derby
Foods, via NBC-TV. Set as leads
are Kirby Grant, Gloria Winters
and Ron Hagerty.

Chicago
Indie packager Herbert S. Lauf-

man in N. Y. this week laying the
groundwork for the establishment
Of a Gotham office ... . . Panel show,
“Inside Story” bows .Feb.! 9 , onWGN - TV for Harrigan Motors.
Robert Hurleiglg Will moderate . . .

Chi City Council is considering a,
proposal to license TV service men.
Dorsey Connors? new early evening
household hint session on WNBQ
Which preemed last week has
glommed two bankroilers. Sawyer
Biscuit Co. is lifting the tab on the
Wednesday Segment and Jones
Dairy Farms picks up the Thursday
stanza this week . WENR-TV
studying the possibility of telecast-
ing the state high school basketball
tourney . . . Chef Eddie Doucette,
assisted by Loretta White, Will
display their culinary talents on
WNBQ’s new cooking show starting
Mon. (4) at 10 a.m. daily ; . . Chet
Roble, regular on ABCrTV’s “Studs
Place,” into another option cycle
as keyboarder at the Hotel Sher-
man’s Piano Bar ... Latest report,
incidentally, on time shift for
“Studs Place” has it going into the
Tuesday night 10:30 period on
WENR-TV Feb. 12 with the shift
to WBKB apparently out . . ,

Barbara Tobin is new production
assistant on WGN-TV-DuMont’s
“This Is Music” . . . Portions of
John Ott’s “Our Changing World”
film, which was four years in the
making at a cost of $72,000 and!
uses his time-lapse photography
technique, is being worked into his
Sundav “How Does YoUr Garden
Grow?” show on WNBQ . . . Robert
Eret and Jack Hemstock scripting
the Frazier Thomas show onWBKB . . “Those Endearing
Young Charms” cancelled out
temporarily on NBC-TV to make
room for “Meet The Masters”
which bowed Sunday (27) in the
4:30-5 p.m, slot, sharing the period
on alternate weeks with “Sky
King” . . . Johnny Coons narrating
WNBQ’s “Noontime Comics” . . .

Ben Barry, formerly in the WBKB
film department, setting up his
own TV film distributing company.

Today’s’ Face Reddish As

Some Unexpected Items
“Today,” Dave Garroway’s two-

hour morning potpourri of news,
last week ran into some of the
troubles that industryites were ex-,
pecting to cause red faces on the
NBC-TV show.
At one point the camera, which

lenses crowds outside the RCA
communications centre, picked up
an NBC producer oblivious of the
camera and studiously poring over
a newspaper.

In addition to plugging a rival
printed medium, the show gave a
competing radio stanza—-and on
ABC at that—an unwitting boost.
When the camera was trained on
passersby, two ABC engineers, ‘Bill

Steadman and Tom Shea, held up
a placard reading, “Listen to Herb
Sheldon Mornings on WJZ Radio,
6:30-8:15 a.m.” Camera quickly
panned away, but the buffo com-
mercial had already been caught
Sheldon viewed the incident on

monitors in NBC-TV’s master con-
trol.

Salt Lake City—KSL-TV kicked
off a new series on. alcoholism last
Sunday (27), arranged by station’s
John Lugt with Alcoholics Anony-
mous., Salt Lake Cdhimittee on Al-
coholism and Utah State Board on
Alcoholism Cooperating. Show,
aired Sundays at 1 p.m., is a panel
setup, with former alcoholics join-
ing committee and board members
in discussing ways-

of beating the
problem.



Until now no radio network has ever offered advertisers a thorough, real-

istic service for merchandising their products on a national scale.

Now NBC takes the lead in offering not only the first national mer-

chandising service in network radio
,
but also the finest ,

most complete

merchandising facilities to be furnished by any advertising medium.

HERE’S WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:

| NEC's field experts will train advertisers’ sales and

I distribution personnel in getting dealer support,

building displays; make demonstration calls with sales-

men on key accounts ; make presentations at sales meet-

ings; maintain close liaison with key wholesalers and

retail groups in their areas.

The NBC Merchandising Plan is approved unani-

mously by the NBC affiliated stations. Accordingly,

the network field experts are workingJn cooperation with

our stations, establishing a chain of merchandising ser-

vices which should deliver for our advertisers the great-

est possible point-of-sale impact.

now in preparation for food store advertisers.

4 Point-of-purchase material especially produced for

the needs of retailers will be available to NBC adver-

tisers #t cost. This material will be designed to take advan-

tage of network and local station identification.

5 All-important research services will be offered with

emphasis on attitude surveys, distribution checks,

test stores; consumer panel.

6 Bulletins for mailing to retailers will be prepared

and supplied NBC stations on a monthly basis.

3 Network, on-the-air merchandising programs will

be developed which will permit dealer tie-ins for

maximum local impact. One series, “Market Basket,” is

This is but a partial list of the services planned by NBC's
Merchandising Department. Other activities in the display and

' national trade fields will be presented at a later date.

WHEN CAN YOU EXPECT THESE SERVICES?
• The NBC Merchandising Plan has been in formation

since last July under the direction of Mr. Fred N. Dodge,

formerly Merchandising Director of “The American

Weekly.” The nation-wide field offices will be functioning

by February 15.

Now is the time to plan your participation. The Mer-

chandising Department is available now for consultation

on your particular needs.

In the year of hard selling to come, there will be no bet-

ter sales combination than the NBC Radio Network with

NBC Merchandising, And of all the networks only NBC
Radio offers a workable, efficient merchandising service.

NBC RADIO NETWORK
a service of Radio Corporation of America
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Coast Paradox
mSm Continued from page 87 sss

head up operations. Others of a

like calibre are being interviewed

for other berths.

To Poole, KBIG Will not be a

rich man's plaything. He’s got a

lot more where the 300G came
from, but he’s in radio to make
money and confidently expects to

write off his early losses in six

months: He believes that daytime
radio (his is a dawn-to-dusk sta-

tion) offers better prospects
,

of

gainful enterprise than nighttime
television. Which is Why he’s

using TV-earned coin to finance his

AM operation.

Shot-in-the-Arm.

How did he make the killing in.

television? “The family had
money ” he says, " I Went out

and bought television stocks right,

after- the war. Shares were d'e?

pressed at that time, but I had
faith in their comeback, and sure
enough, within a couple of years I

trebled my money. I think, radio

has a lot of good years left, and
that’s why I’m in it.’*

'*

It’s the ghot-in-the-arm that

Coast radio has needed, and the

others are beginning to share his

enthusiast. In the early days of

radio one of the small indies erect-

ed a transmitter on. Catalina island,

20 miles off the mainland. NO one
else went there, so* it was -moved
back to L. A. KBIG’s antenna is,

now rising out in mid-ocean, and
Poole has his reasons that seem
technically sound. He never for-

gets his engineering avocation, and
puts it to work like his other hob-
bies. Electronically, he’s on a track
that’s clear and fast.. What he
wants to do is make 10,000 watts
do the work of 50,000. It can be
done, engineers agree.
Knowing enough about engi

ing to recognize that salt water is

a perfect conductor Of radio waves,
he chose Catalina as the site of his

transmitter. Transmission from
the Hollywood studio reaches Cata-
lina by relay from a radiation cen-
ter atop Mt. Wilson. To make the
signal all the stronger, it is beamed
directionally to the mainland.
Poole allows that Santai Barbara,
nearly 100 miles to the north of

L. A., will get as stftmg signal as
issues from any stajtidff In Xr,

:
A.

Poole is a young man to be.

watched, and even) /if* lfe Isn’t A
huge success againstv all odds,’ his

presence will be feltbytheother
station operators. Ha’ll step Up^thc
slowing pace, and that’s what home
radio bas needed .since television

Cast its frightful shadow over this

placid landscape.

TV Freeze Lift

Continued from page 27

equipment, was issued without Wil-
son’s “knowledge or consent.”

Quoting Variety’s story of the
j

Oct. 25 meeting in Washington be-

tween Wilson and the TV industry,
Johnson said it was;Apparent that
Chromatic Television Labs (Par.
50% subsidiary) or anyone else
“could go ahead and manufacture
color equipment so long as addi-

tional materials, other than those
duly allocated, were not required.”
The Senator) added he was In com-
plete agreement with that position.

"However,” Johnson continued,
“I hope you appreciate my conster-

nation and surprise,when, after this

understanding, the NPA issued an
order prohibiting the production of

color or attachments designed to

receive, permit or facilitate the re-

ception of color television. This
order is just another unwarranted
crippling blow aimed directly and
specifically at color television. It is

an attempt t6 regulate the end
product. What difference, is there
to the defense effort, once you have
made the allocation of the mate-
rials, as to whether or not the ma-
terials are used for black and white"
or color?”

Cleveland—WGAH renewals in-
cluded three 52-week stints with
Shell Oil signing again for the 15-

minute Charles Day 6 p.m. Mon-
day-thru-Friday newscast; Metro-
politan Life taking Jim Martin on
Monday-thru-Friday 8 a.m. news-
cast, and.Mennen renewing on the
Bill Mayer morning disk show.

Wedm hutumey 30^, 1952

Navy Vet May Only Get
inside Stnf-Television

Houston, Jan. 29.

Hency Menefee, a Navy vet, who
-helped build and operate an ille-

gal TV outlet at Madisonville, ?iay

get only : a- reprimand from -;the

FCC. i’
....

.

' The1 TV; outlet was .built to: pick
up and rebroadcast programs of
KPRC-TV. Persons connected with

the outlet pointed out to the FCC
examiners here that they thought
they ‘were rendering a commdnity
service; They

,
were boosting the

KPBC-TV signal so that viewers at

Madisonville could eqjoy T.V pro-

grams.
i George E. Sterling, FCC

.
com-

missioner Who was here for ;the in-

vestigation, pointed out- that- Mene-
fee had a good record in the Navy
and an outstanding reputation in

his home town. The FCC first pro-

posed to suspend Menefee’s ama-

teur radio license.

Radio Set Boom
; Continued from page 23 ^

NBC-TVphoned exec* of the rival DuMont web Monday night (28)
to seek permission to use a clip from DuMont’s "Pentagon-Washing-

! ton” show for its **Tdday” program yesterday morning. DuMont show
featured an interview with .Sir Hubert Wilkins, explorer.
DuMont wa$ ;wilUng to let NBC use a clip from the kine but re-

quested that the N^C show credit DuMont. NBC turned down the re-
questAnd did not use. the-dip. DuMont, incidentally, claims, credit for
having been -An the ,air first with the "Today” title, having used it on a
news show, prior to thd preem of the NBC early-bird series.

In the face of persistent beefs from agencies and sponsors about tele-
vision’s skyrocketing production costs,. CBS-TV this week is pitching its
revived - "Mr, I. Magihation” show on the basis that it costs’ no more
ihis.year than it .did.when Nestle's dropped it last season. Gross pack-
age price; exclusive of time; is $6,000, and the web insists the show has
not been trimmed in production or quality.*

NesJIe’s reportedly dropped the show last season because it felt the
price at that time Was too high for a program grooved mainly for kids.
Pressure from* the public and press was a factor in putting it back on
the air.

*

.‘Eugene 5. Thomas, former TV operations manager for WOR-TV,
N.Y;, has been elected a veepfee of George P. Hollingberry and will
head up sales activities for the. station rep’s tele outlets.
Thomas was sales manager of WOR (AM) for 10 years, then became

general manager of WOIC, the tele outlet WOR” launched in Washing-
ton, D. Ci When WOR sold that station, now WTOP-TV, Thomas re-
turned to WOR-TV. He’ll help Hollingberry clients with the TV appli-
cations

y
and operations plans,

it’s possible that, if one member
of the family were watching the

video receiver in the; living-room,.

another member of the family

might be listening to a secondary
radio set in another; room.

Joint research committee pinned
its total number of radio homes on
the 1950 housing census, which
showed that 95.6% of all U. S.

homes had at least one radio. This.,

in turn, was applied to a. Sales
Management estimate of 44,737,900

homes, Estimate of 23,500,000 car
radios is based , on available sur-

veys, which Show that nearly 64%
of the 37,000,000-plus cars on the
road are now radio-equipped.
Committee this year’ also includ-

ed for the first time a breakdown
of the number of sets in institu-

tions, college dormitories and
armed forces barracks, Which to-

taled 900,000.. These sets, too, it

was pointed out, represent a bonus
for the advertiser, since they are
riot, measured by the usual rating
services.' The 4,100,000 sets listed

as being in "other places” include
those in business establishments,
offices, restaurants and public
places.

Television- Workshop of N.. Y. is opening courses in production for
women; designed to train distaffers for program assistant posts.

Classes begin Feb. 18.

CntCUNG THE HLOCYCUS

Fort Worth—Zack, Hurt, disk
jockey on KFJZ, key outlet of the
Texas : State Network, hag started
his sixth year on the series of air-

ings Which are broadcast Monday
through Saturday for a half-hour
on 18 stations of the web.

ager at WHAS> and WHAS-TV.
Robert W. Thompson has" been
named .his assistant. Loader has
been with the organization since
1946, first as radio producer then
for two years as TV producer.

Baltimore—D. L. (Tony) Provost,
Vice President and General

.
Man-

ager of Hearst Radio and TV prop-
erties has beeh elected to the board
of directors of KING AM and TV
in Seattle.

Detroit—Pianist Jimmy Clark,
staff arranger for the 18-piece
WJR orCh, is being featured on a
new WJR program titled "Th
Jimmy Clark Show,” heard three
times Weekly.

Minneapolis—As a public serv-
ice. this week, the WCCO half-hour
“Quiz of the Twin Cities”

,
show

was .devoted entirely to the March
of Dimes and the local) polio
test, "Polio Poster Boy.”

Louisville— William F; Loader
has. been upped. to promotion man-

Philadelphia—"K i tche n Kap-
ers,” WIP’s food quizzer, will move
out of the studios in February to
go on a tour of one-nighters, broad-
casting before parent-teacher as-
sociations, church and civic groups
in and around Philadelphia and in.

nearby New Jersey. Tour begins
Feb. 12.

JACK THE BELLBOY

is moving to WXYZ Detroit

Yes—on February 4th^ Jack the Bellboy moves to WXYZ. And all his

loyal fans will be moving with him. He’s Detroit’s number one disc jockey

and the hottest salesman Detroiters have heard in a long time.

For example-^-one of his rare public appearances drew 65,000 people

to a Detroit music store! That’s the kind of response that made

local arid national advertisers buy Over 10,000 spot announcements on his

program last year. -It will sell your products too^-arid sell them faster,

in the rich Detroit market. Call ABC Spot Sales for time and rates.

DETROIT WOodward 8-8321

NEW YORK SUsq.uefianm 7-5000

CHICAGO ANdover 3-7800

LOS ANGEliS NOrmandy 3-33It

SAN FRANCISCO EXbrook 2-654$

Amencan



Just SIXTY SECONDS... tke

time it takes to carry tke message

of your product to a television

audience • witk a visual and

audikle demonstration . . . swiftly -

paced animation ....... every trick?

of-tke-trade . , . OjjN FILM . . . in a

smootk,coordinated presentation

• . . tkat turns a Television Com-
mercial into your kest salesman,

SIXTY SECONDS is vatu-

able time, on Television ... so,

youll want to use a producing

firm tkat KNOWS tke kusiness

of film-making - . . and kow to

make your SIXTY SECONDS
of sales message-on-film do a

bigger jok for your product

More tkan tkirty years of

experience ... in producing tke

Skowmanskip - packed TRAIL-
ERS • . . tkat pioneered the art of

"trick-effects". . • and created tke

tecknique of "selling-witk-film"

...plus tkos'e satisfied customers

...wko keep on coming kack for

more . . . say tkat your best bet is

NATIONAL SCREEN!

NATIONAL SCREEN SERVICE • 1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 19 • CIRCLE 6-5700
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Tele Followups Comment
Continued from page 31

movements in the background.
Program otherwise had its bright

spots and some that were not so
bright. Nanci Crompton, working
against an impressive-looking set,

teed off the proceedings with her
standard ballet spins, impressing
with her speed and precision in var-
iations on the same theme, Cam-
eras cut expertly from her spins
to Nelson Sanchez and his top*
spinning routine, but his^ct turned
out on the dull side. Lenses failed
to capture much of his manipula-
tion and, while he’s good in what
he does, he didn’t do enough. Eddy
Howard failed to impress with a
visualization of 'his discliqk, “Sin,”
and a new tune.

Best of the show,, besides Lewis,
was a short segment of Jan de Har-
tog’s “Fourposter,” played by Jes-
sica Tandy and Hume Cronyn, who
co-star in the current Broadway
production.. Duo displayed solid
dramatics in the scene wherein the
father discovers, his children have
become adults. Besides providing
fine entertainment, the bit served
as a socko trailer for the legit pro-
duction. Bert Wheeler added what-
ever other comedy there was*
teaming with Sullivan in a takeoff
on an old hurley skit.

NBC-TV’s “Philco Playhouse”
came up Sunday night (27) with
one of the best shows it’s done
this season, an original by David
Swift titled “Segment.” Story of
the efforts of a group of police,
doctors, etc., trying to talk a tem-
porarily demented man out of his
threat to kill his wife in a locked
hotel room, the play had consider-
able hitchcockian suspense and an
imaginative use of new production
techniques to keep viewers glued.
It also had overtones both of 20th-
Fox’s recent “14 Hours” film and
of “First Person Singular,” a pro-
gram produced almost six years
ago by “Philco” producer Fred
Coe, which has since become some-
thing of a video classic.

Switf’s script left some loose
ends dangling, such as why the
wife, introduced as. a powerful,
domineering type, would

,
remain

^ringing in a corner, instead of try-
ing to fight back against her hus-
band, especially when he had his
back turned to her. But such as-
pects of the story were minor in
the overall effect. Coe and direqr
tor Delbert Mann matched Swift
in their imaginative use of TV pro-

duction techniques, particularly, in

the way they had an actual video
camera operating from what was
supposedly a -building across the
street from the hotel, so the cops
could watch the man in his room.
One shot, of the camera lens,, a
cop with binoculars and another
with a telescopic-sighter rifle, all

tracking the man in unison, was
especially effective.

Cast, too, contributed heftily

to the suspenseful presentation.
Eileen Heckart, as the shrewish,
nagging wife, copped the honors in

a portrayal that probably had view-
ers wishing the husband would car-
ry out his threat. Mercer McLeod
registered solidly in the difficult

role of the husband, and Deirdre.
Owens was good as their teenage
daughter, Joseph Anthony also
turned in a masterful performance
as the shrewd but human police
lieutenant. Story, incidentally,

had a twist ending which, while it

might have been telegraphed, was
nonetheless effective.

coaxial cables, are carrying all the

news and commentary out of Wash-
ington that the traffic will bear,

and nothing novel in. a strictly en-

tertainment way seems likely to

come from D. C. in the near future.

Hence, It; is"felt that video cannot

call for more out of the town until

conditions change.

TV ‘Recital Hall’

Continued from pace 24

uation last
v
year, when Anchor-

Hocking dropped its “Broadway
Open House,” which had been net-

worked cross-the-board from 11

p. nw to midnight. .NBC has want-

ed that hour, back repeatedly, but

the Ideal stations refuse to give it

up. Affiliates prefer to program
the time On their own, since by
selling it locally, they can get their

full card rates instead of the per-

centage they, would derive from
.taking a network show.
NBC execs, meanwhile, are an-

ticipating some squawks on the de-

mise of “Recital Hall,” since the

show had been hailed by some
critics as a welcome addition to the

meagre cultural fare presented on
TV. But, just as occurred when it

trimmed “Kiikla, Fran & Ollie”

from a half-hour to 15 minutes,

with a resultant outcry from the

press and public, the web will be
forced to explain that such moves
are controlled by the economics 'of

the business.

D. C. Originations

Now atarrtng. on NEC's
ALL STAR RBVUI

Saturday'* p.m.» EST

Mgt.i William Morrla Aooncy

Continued from page 25

TV shows, three of them news and
comment.
ABC starts 14 regular radio

shows a week, only six of them
news, but has no network TV origi-

nation except for the Billy Graham
revival meetings. The Mutual
springboard here is WWDC, which
puts out 18 radio shows over that

network weekly, including 11 news
add commentary type. WTTG, the

DuMont video outlet here, goes in

very heavily for local program
ming, but does manage to offer

three Washington shows to its net-

work weekly.
For the time being, at least, the

I
Profitable TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV
LANCASTER, PENNA

Only TV station m — only TV

station seen — in this large

",r h Pennsylvania market cir.-ci

Represented by

New York lot Angeles San Francisco Chicago

UTP’s Cross
Continued from page 22

Enterprises is a prime source of

UTP product. The distrib is han-

dling the selling of “Royal Play-

house” (subsequent run of pre-

viously titled “Fireside Theatre,”

dramatic series) which, is being

beamed in 34 TV cities. Also

there’s ‘‘Rebound,” another BCE
half-hour dramatic pic sold in 17

markets. “The Chimps ” novelty

quarter-hour reel, likewise is being

sold by UTP.
A hot new property now being

distributed is Walter Schwimmer’s
Movie Quick Quiz,” videoversion

of his “Tello-Test” radio quizzer,

jlthich has been sold in 15 markets.

The package was launched just a
couple , of weeks ago.

Another “best-seller is the half-

hour “American Barn Dance” bun-
dle produced by Kling Studios in

Chi, which is. now riding on 20
stations. Other Kling properties

are “Paradox” and “File Facts,”

both five-minute quickies,

Marlon Parsonnet’s “Hollywood
Off-Beat,” starring Melvyn Doug-
las, has been set in 26 markets.
The March of Time has the half-

hour tele pix optioned in 17 cities

to go with its “Crusade iii the
Pacific” documentary.

Other films in the UTP catalog

are: Clayton Cousens’ “Fashion
Previews;” Joe McCaUghtry’s
“Sleepy Joe,” Stillfilm’s “Justice
In the Universe,” and Telemount
Pictures’ “Cowboy G-Men.” Of the
latter Series, seven half-hour seg-
ments, are canned with the balance
of the 26-pic package in produc-
tion.

The organizational expansion of
UTP itself, since it was. launched
in January, *1951, indicates, the
blossoming of vidpix biz within the
past calendar. As the outfit was
originally set up by Gerald King
and Blink, prexy and veepee re-

spectively of Standard Radio, the
vidpix sales force way to be made
lip largely of Standard and Edward
Petry station rep personnel. The
Standard and Petry field crews are
Still used, but UTP has been forced,
to establish its Own individual staff

under sales chief Aaron Beckwith.
During the past few weeks sales
managers have been hired to work
out of the Chi and Hollywood of-
fices. John Rohrs heads up the Chi
sales staff and Wynn Nathan the
Coast office;

Pathe Option
Continued from page 22

new company, that under present
plans vidpix

.
producer clients of his

new company, that under present
plans vidpix producers turning out
product for NFD would produce at

Eagle Lion and share ownership.
Move is aimed at. reducing produc-
tion costs, he elaborated.

NFD is capitalized at $250,000,
and Eells said he has assurances
from N. Y. and L. A. regarding
additional coin for purchase of the
studio and financing Of production
on vidpix properties planned by
producers who will distrib through
NFD.

Initial product to be handled by
National Film are "Little Orphan
Annie” and “Gasoline Alley,”

which will be shot by Este Produc-
tions, headed by Arthur L. Stem
and William Trinz.

Eells said his plan of operation
is basically same as presently ex-
ists ih motion picture industry in
financing, in that banks will exam-
ine each vidpix series presented,
and if satisfied with entire package,
will then okay the financing. Ar-
rangements for long-term interim
financing are now in process, with
initial underwriting for first two-
year period tentatively set at $6,-

240,000, he says, Bank will okay
properties only if satisfied with
each deal, plus value of residuals
in each case.

Eells, former Federal Bank ex-
aminer, KHJ sales manager, and
Young and Rubicam exec, plans
“spread-of-cost” principle to com-
pany sales operation, amortizing
costs over five-year period.
He is skying east this week to

confab with associates im- Chicago
and N. Y.

Inside Stuff-Radio
Murray Arnold, WIP, Philadelphia, program director, alarmed over

the growing blackout of Vic Damone members on the station's disk
programs, Issued a directive to all deejays ordering fuller representa-
tion for Damone’s platters on WIP shows.

A veteran himself, Arnold in his memo declared: “Because Damone
is noW in the service and is out of the entertainment picture for the
duration, it behooves all of us to repay him for the sacrifice he is ‘mak-
ing and keep his name fresh and alive in the minds and ears of the
public.”

Arnold directive also applies to others in service such as Eddie
Fisher. Latter, however, is more fortunate since he is still in the
country cutting platters and has strong managerial representation, it

was pointed but. Since Damone has none of these advantages, WIP
spinners were asked to see he got his “normal representation” on sta-

tion’s alters.

Newscasts' popularity lias jumped nearly 300% among radio listeners

in the Twin Cities’ area in the last 17 years, according to a KSTP

Newspaper logs show that in 1935 KSTP was the only Twin Cities

radio station, which listed news programs as such. At that time it

carried 27 news programs per week, or six and a-half hours’ worth, it’s

revealed. •

KSTP today carries 97 radio news programs per week, or a total of

17% hours, and newscasts occupy a similarly important place in other
Twin Cities stations broadcast activities, Joe Cook, sales promotion
head, discloses. Also, KSTP-TV now carries 36 news programs weekly.

Religious groups should concentrate their broadcast efforts on AM
rather than. TV, Albert Crews, production director of the Protestant
Broadcasting and Film Commission told a church meeting in St. Louis
Monday. (28).

Crews said that While big spenders are leaving
,
radio for tele, re-

ligious broadcasters can’t “afford the luxury” of pioneering in video.

He said that there .are more car radios alone than tele sets in the
country, and that the Protestant commission will do nine radio shows
for each tele stanza, However, he added, the religious groups should
watch teeyee audience availability and move into the medium as its

circulation expands.

CBS Radio held its annual one-day sales clinic Saturday (26) at the
N.Y. homeoffice, with top network execs underlining their future plans
and problems under radio’s current market conditions. No new sales

1

policies were Unveiled, with the major emphasis placed instead oh
broadening the viewpoint of the division sales chiefs.

Prexy Howard Meighan topped the speakers’ lineup. Among the
others who spoke were, sales veepee John Karol; programming veepee
Lester Gottlieb; administrative veepee' Lou Hausman; sales manager
Eldon Hazard, and AUyo J. Marsh, director of program sales.

Broadcast Advertising Bureau membership promotion chairmen have
been named in 46 states. They’ll take part ih the. projected BAB re-
cruiting drive, which will include direct mail, personalcalls and broad-
caster .meetings. Group will meet together at Chicago during week of
March' 31..

In. the past month and a half, 41 stations joined BAB, raising the
membership total to 962,

Foreigp-language airers beamed by WWRL, N.Y., are being Waxed
by the iState Department for broadcast overseas by Voice of America.
Aim is to show that language arid culture of foreign-born groups here
are kept alive without hindering their devotion to the U.S.
VOA also cut interviewed with the indie’s foreign-language pro-

ducers and talent. WWRL carries programs in 13 tongues.

Life-Ike Mating
Continued from page 23

coverage but is expected to. receive
plenty of plugging, via the “Du-
Mont and Life magazine present”
blurbs.) '

,

Demos, of course, are expected
to be more antagonistic to the.

team-up, since Eisenhower • is a
Republican.. But. backers of the
other GOP candidates, including
Seh. Robert' A. *Taft and Harold
Stassen, are said to feel just an
strongly that the DuMont-Life asso-
ciation will put Gen. Eisenhower
in a favored position among view-
ers.
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cameras seem to be right on top
pf the fighters, There also is one
pointing up from ringside through
the ropes to give an interesting
perspective.
Commentary, however, is not oh

a par with the camera-work.
Sportscaster Fred Wolf makes far
too many mistakes and then,
realizing it, laughs etnbarrassedly.
What’s worse, he takes himself to

task for his all-too-frequent slips

of the tongue, so that it gets to a
point where the viewer wonders
whom he’s talking about most,
himself or the fighters.

Wolf doesn’t make the mistake,
however, of trying to gab all the
time. It's not the quantity, of his

commentary that’s at fault, it’s the
quality. He makes other mistakes,
too, which may not be entirely his
fault. Between rounds he talks
about the background of the con-
testants and more often than not
is not talking about the boxer on
Whom the camera is focused, Tew.

BILL BALLANCE SHOW
WithHarry Suekman, Jean Cordell,

Henri Foshee
Producer: Ballance
Director: Phil Bondelll
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 10:30 p.m.
Sustaining
WBKB, Chicago

Strictly a lightweight affair, this

nightly half-hour headlined by Bill

Ballance is casual to the point..of

carelessness. Viewer reaction is li-

able to be likewise, with chances
seemingly dim of capturing any-
thing but a casual clientele.

Ballance is a gagster who leans
heavily on the incongruous, far-

fetched puns, greybeard jokes and
switches that have been developed
better and earlier by Others. On
the stanza viewed (23), an occasion-
al gleam of wit broke through to
earn a chuckle, and to indicate that
once the lad gets his TV bearings
he’ll score more consistently.

Working with the comic are
pianist Harry Suekman and singers

Eileen BARTON
BILL GOODWIN SHOW

— NBC-TY —
Coral Recording Artist

Direction! M. C. A.

Jean Cordell and Henri Foshee.
Suekman displayed some staunch
keyboarding and his assists on
Ballance’s gags hinted that maybe
-the wrong guy is billed as the
show’s comedian. Miss Cordell is

an attractive young lass Who’s be-
ginning to find herself in the medi-
um/ Foshee is a pleasant looking
and sounding baritone-who smooth-
ly handled his song.

Ballance also writes and pro-
duces the session. Perhaps his best
solution would be to write himself
a regular half-hour script, discard
all but five or 10 minutes of the
best material, and let Suekmah knd
the. two singers fill the': rest. Cer-
tainly that gagged soap commercial
he and Suekman unraveled should
have been .left in Bob and Ray’s
discard. Dave.

THE HUBBARDS
Producers-writers: Eddie and Jackie
Hubbard

Director: John Berg.
60 Mins.; Sat., 11 p.hi.

Participating
WENR-TV, Chicago

Eddie and Jackie Hubbard have
put together a loosely-knit hubby
and wife chin session that has two
things in its favor. It’s the Only
local show of its type being beamed
on Saturdays, whereas the week-
days are cluttered with Mr. and
Mrs. formats, and it’s the only live

show on the local ether at that
particular hour—other three sta-

tions are channeling feature films.
' Other than that, "Segment viewed

(26) indicated it’s a routine affair,

with the usual parade of guests
and assorted devices presented in

a casual, rambling fashion.
.
The

Hubbards work the show in a
pleasantly relaxed manner, but
handicapped themselves this time
by attempting to spread about a
half hour of material into a full

hour.
Program’s chief claim to indi-

viduality is the mystery guest
whom viewers are invited to iden-
tify by phone. Idea seems ungain-
ly, since it means that the main
name attraction either has to be
interviewed with his back to the
camera or with just his shirtfront
and necktie exposed. Even so,

practically all the callers correctly
pegged the guest as Burr Tillstrom,
campaign manager for presidential
candidate Oliver -J. Dragon. The
payoff on-camera chinfest with the
creator of “Kukla, Frail and Ollie”
was disappointingly brief because
of lack, of time.
The other interviews, however,

seemed overly padded, although
they were fairly interesting. Adolph
Valonis, police artist, demonstrated
his sketching by drawing a picture
of one of the guests fromJb de-
scription provided by the other
guests. Bob Maclntire, editor of
Photography mag, came On to plug
the latest issue with Some stills

that came off okay. Dave.

Detroit—James H. Quello, di-
rector of public relations and ad-
vertising for WJR, has been ap-
pointed to the Detroit Housing
Commission by Mayor Cobb.

Ken Murray’* ‘Go West*

Yen; Plan* Spring Shift

Illustrating how more and more
of the top television talent are
turning their faces westward, Ken
Murray, who was most outspoken a
year ago about his desire to re-

tain N. Y. as his TV headquarters,
said this week that he hopes to re-

turn to Hollywood some time this

spring. He may do his last 10 or
13 shows of this season from the
Coast and then alternate in N. Y.

and Hollywood next year.

Murray, whose show is aired Sat-

urday nights; via CBS-TV, stressed

that there are numerous advan-
tages to be found in both video

centres, but he still has his home.:

in California, which he’d like to

get back to. He noted, for exam-
ple, that his “Movietime” program,
scheduled for this week (2), could
have' been lined up far

.
easier in

Hollywood, since it requires co-

operation of the film studios. On
the other hand, many of his civic

programs, such as his tributes to

the Marine Corps, Air Force, etc.,

would be impossible to do from
Hollywood.
Comedian pointed out, too, that,

as a variety show entrepreneur, he
must still depend to a large extent
on novelty acts to provide the nec-
essary variety. And such ; acts, h>
said, are to be found far more in

the east than on the Coast

E45G Loeb Paynoat

Continued from page 35

I’s the Rave Wave

On WFIL-adelphia Sets!

Best . 4/5 buy in Philly these

days isn’t 90 proof; It’s WFIL’s
share of the city’s radio audience
—and it’s 100 per cent proved!

Says Broadcast Measurement
Bureau’s latest survey: four-

fifths of Philadelphia radio own-
ers regularly set their dials to
WFIL at 5.60 kilocycles.

That means when you sched-
ule WFIL; 1,400,000 people are

listening in the city alone. That
means people with 33 ,682 ,770,000
In disposable cash hear your pitch.

And if you want to spread

around a bit, count the ears lent

to WFIL outside the city—in all

the 14-Oounty Retail Trading

Xrea. Here are a million more
prospects . . . another $3 billion

In buying power.

And then there’s the huge
bonus area beyond . . .bufwhy
go on? just remember, you’re

first on the dial in America's

third market when you sched-

ule WFIL.

dom from control by any bank-
roller or medium-owner; (2) its re-

jection of rebates, since commis-
sions paid to agency should be used
for servicing and developing adver-
tising; (3) adequate experience,

which affects ani ad campaign’s
chances of success; and (4) its

financial solvency.;

Gamble said that the 2% cash
discount is the industry*!? financial

safeguard, with the agencies pass-
ing it on to bankrollers to spur
prompt payment. While the 2%
is allowed by 95% of newspapers,
93% of mags and a form of it is in

effect at the four webs,, less than
10% of stations permit it, Gamble
said, “It is little wonder that

broadcasters have suffered, heavy
credit losses, far worse than any
other medium,” the 4A chief said.

Most of the confab expressed
confidence in radio’s vitality, typi-

fied in the address by Frank E.

Pellegrin, veepee of H-R Repre-
sentatives. Reiterating sugges-

tions he made two years ago, that

AM stop supporting rating serv-

ices until publications offer some-
thing similar and that advertisers

and agencies demand comparable
data from printed media, the sta-

tion rep represented this summary:
(1) radio is bigger than ever; (2)

TV has cut into readership of ads
in printed media; (3) the longer
people own tele sets, the more
they return to AM; (4) print media
Should be forced to produce inch-
by-inch readership figures on ads;

(5) AM: should raise rates and
publications Should cut them; and
(6) AM remains the most effective,

most economical ad medium.
Pellegrin cited the paradox that

although print media have been
losing ad readership, income in-

crease In ’51 over ’50 was greater
than the total TV revenue of all

tele stations, and the same is true
for mags. He said that both AM
and TV Should train their guns on
the print media.

Calling for more showmanship
in AM, Michael Hanna, topper of
WHCU, Ithaca, said, “Broadcasters
must put their facilities to use
with greater imagination, show-
manship and: courage. Without
sacrifice of income, in this crucial
election year, we must assume a
real responsibility in our com-
munities. Life in a democracy is

controversial. Controversy in a de-
mocracy is. settled by understand-
ing. Radio alone- can reinstate the
town meeting.”

Charles Baltin, veepee of
WHOM, N. Y., plugged the Value of
specialized programming, citing the
experience of his Italian-slanted
outlet. He said that a Chinese lan-
guage series, beamed only on
WHOM-FM, had brought so heavy;
a demand for FM sets in China-
town the area couldn’t get enough
sets. Borne surveys,, he said, re-
veal more listeners to Some lan-
guage shows, than there are peo-
ple speaking the tongue in the
community. The reason is that
Italians, who may not Understand
the language, may tune in on
Spanish shows for the music.

Continued from pace *4

unfair status. A committee of nine

was elected to implement the reso-

lution.

Video union is also attempting to

provide a “fair and impartial”

hearing for Loeb oh charges made
against him. TVA exec secretary

George Heller went to American
Arbitration AsSn. yesterday (Tues.)

with request that AAA choose a

panel to hear the case*. However,
this was turned down by the arbi-

tration group which said that it

vdoesn't handle hassles in which
there are hot two parties contend-

ing. Union doesn’t want to choose

a panel, since that might result in

the panel’s being labeled “hand-

picked.” It’s now trying to find a

non - industry, nOn - union body
which could select a fact-finding

board.
Defend Mrs. Berg

TVA position On the question of

tagging the series -‘unfair” was
that Mrs. Berg, who is also a TVA
member, 'Should not be penalized

after having backed up LOeb for

39 weeks and for publicly admit-

ting the reasons for dropping the

actor. Union’s board felt that Mrs.

Berg Was not “the real culprit.”

Mrs. Berg said she believes in

the American principle that a per-

son is innocent until proven guilty

and said Loeb was dropped be-

cause of “the failure of anyone to

assure employment to persons who
are merely controversial as con-

trasted With those who are Coin-

. munists.” She added she regretted

that her efforts to make the dis-

tinction were unavailing “since this

is a problem which can. be solved

only by the industry” and not by
an individual.
Loeb reiterated his belief that a*

“grave injustice is being done to

myself and to others in the indus-r

try by blacklisting,” but added' he
appreciated Mrs. Berg’s position.

He said nothing would be gained
by forcing “Goldbergs” off the air.

“I have felt compelled to accept

a resolution of my case which is,

unsatisfactory to me,” Loeb stated.

“This does nOt mean that I regard
the vicious practice of blacklisting

as inevitable.

“I believe that the industry and
unions must, and Can if the will is

there, evolve a policy and proce-
dure by which an actor who wishes
to maintain his lawful independ-
ence of thought

,
and action cannot

be deprived of the opportunity to
practice his profession. I feel com-
pletely. free to continue the fight
against blacklisting. I will Continue
to press for a fair and impartial
hearing of my case so that my in-
nocence of unlawful or subversive
conduct can be demonstrated.”
Committee to implement the

TVA resolution comprises Bill
Marshall, Michael Lewin, Clifford
Carpenter, John Randolph, Leon
Janney, Frank Maxwell, Alan Man-
son, Larry Gates and Loeb.

Albany — John F. Jennings,
comptroller of WPTR since the
station went on the air In August,
1948, resigned to join a public
accounting firm here.

Set for Col Feb. 9
Cincinnati, Jan. 29.

Finals In the second WLW-Tela-
Vision wrestling tourneys for men
and women will be staged Feb. 9
in the Coliseum at Columbus,
which lias a larger capacity than
the University of Dayton field-

house where a turnaway occurred
last year. Jack Dempsey will be
referee.

Series of Saturday elimination
bouts has been carried for some
weeks on Crosley’s TV stations in
Cincy, Columbus and Dayton,
springing from the WLW-D studios
in the latter city.

Challengers meet Ruffy Silver-

stein and Mildred Burke, last year’s
title holders, for belts and purses
of $1,500 for the man. and $1,000
for the woman champion.

Continued from page 24

news, promotion, publicity, pro-
gramming, research, etc. It’s fig-

ured that some streamlining may
be effected,

Next Mutual board meeting may
prove a crucial one, since it will
be the first at which: O’Neil, who
also has, the Don Lee and Yankee
networks’ ballots, will have a total
of 58% of the votes. : Although pres-
ent rules bar any stockholder from
voting;more £han 30% of the stock,

this restriction is expected to be
lifted. .

Another question expected to be
examined is a new contract for
MBS prexy Frank White. White,
who in 1949 succeeded Edgar Ko-
bak, now k consultant, has a three-
year pact which expires in May.

ATTENTION VETERANS!
NO DOWN PAYMENT

34 Months to Pay Reg. W.

1952
KAISER - HENRY J
MIDTOWN K-F SALES, INC,
1710 Broadway, N.Y.C. 0L. 7-0*10

NBC-TV
Mat,: GUMMO MARX
( Formerly MAX GORDON)

“WANTED!”—AJOB!
TELEVISION PRODUCTION
Experience in Theatre Product! ,

TV Packaging and Radio Operation

LOTS TO LEARN—LOTS TO OFFER
Salary Unimportant—Need a Start

Oall OR 7-657S
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Here to Stay, Beefs Simmering

LUCfu F;l iTi

Despite intensive propaganda-

wort by rank-and-file groups of the

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, livelihood

of an early revision of the 60-20-20

payoff plan has all but disappeared:

General expectation now is that

the current distribution * system
will remain in force permanently
with squawks from the dissident

Writer groups slowly ebbing away.

Prime cause of the failure of
ASCAP execs to come up with a

new payoff plan has been the ab-

sence of a near-unanimous agree-

ment on any of the proposed
amendments. A basic division still

exists between those writer ele-

ments who want a greater stress on
seniority and those who want an
even greater accent on perform-
ances.

The ASCAP classifications com-
mittee, which has been pondering
the payoff question Since the new
system went into effect in 1950 to

a chorus of squawks, has been un-
able to reconcile the views of both
wings inside one plan. Whether
senority or performance ratings is

Chosen as the chief classifications

criteria, somebody is bound to get
hurt and the beefs will start all

over again.

- ASCAP execs have conducted
dry runs on several alternate sys-

tems, notably that of the Society’s
attorney Herman J. Finkelstein,

hut no results have been an-
nounced because it’s under-
stood, some unsatisfactory features
showed up in the actual operation.
In any case, the classifications com-
mittee . has not shown any readi-
ness to present any new plan be-
fore the Department of Justice
which must okay an revision of the
payoff plan as provided for Under
the 1950 antitrust consent decree.
Such a move will be. made, if it is

made at all, only when an airtight
plan has been devised.
Recurrent grumbles, meantime,

are heard in ASCAP ranks from
individual writers who are threat-
ening to complain to the Justice
Department about ‘’stalling” on the
part of ASCAP execs. These
gripes^ however, are being dis-
couhted since the threats • haven’t :

been carried through in the past i

year. It’s felt that with ASCAP’s i

growing Income, the coin distrlbu* i

iion will straighten itself Out, de-
spite temporary and, perhaps in? <

evitable, Inequities.
i

Bandleader Meyer Davis* kids
will do a wholesale longhair Job
next month. Daughter Virginia
and son Emory will appear with
the City Amateur Symphony Or-
chestra ip N. V. Feb. 24, as sepa-
rate soloists.

.
Emory will play the Mozart

Clarinet Concerto. Virginia will
sing three soprano arias with the
orch, this

,
being her symphonic

debut. C once r t, conducted by
Franz Bibo, will be broadcast over-
WNYCi
Mrs. Meyer Davis, incidentally,

who is a longhair composer, is
writing a special suite of Songs,
for soprano and string quartet,,
which Virginia will preem next
Season. Soprano has just come
back to N. V. from a concert tour
on the Coast and . in western
Canada.

Llil’K'iiu
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Center of the disk business has
temporarily shifted from New York
to Hollywood with three major
company artists and repertory
chiefs currently located on the
Coast; Mitch Miller, Columbia Rec-
ords a&r head, is due to stay in
Hollywood about three weeks while
Mortie Paiitz, his counterpart at
Decca, will also conduct some re-
cording, sessions oil the Coast.

RCA Victor a&r
:
topper Dave

Kapp, who left for Hollywood last
week, is due back in New York
in about two weeks.

D.C. Passage Of

Earns Colombia Pact
Louisville, Jan. 29.

Louisville - OrCheStra’a idea of
commissioning, works of contem-
porary composers has interested
Columbia Records in signing the
symph to make one long-playing
record a year for three years. As-
cording to Mrs, Dann C. Byck, prez
Louisville Philharmonic Society,
first recordings Will be made in
March and will be released in the
fall.

Two commissioned works which
will comprise the first release will
be Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-
Lobos’ "Origin of the Amazon
River,’* premiered at this Season’s
opening concert, and Norman Dell
Joio’s "Triumph of Saint Joan,”
performed by the orch for the first
tune with dancer Martha Graham
last month.

.
The 50-piece symph, under direc-

tion °* Robert Whitney, will make
ell its recordings in Louisville; Co-
lumbia sending a crew and equip-
ment to do the cutting, Works to
be recorded have been assured for-

J Sn distribution. LOuisviUe orch
has commissioned 21 symphonic
W.orks in three years.

With Congressional hearings'on
the Kefauver-Bryson amendment
to the Copyright Act to resume in

Washington .Monday (4), reps of

the major publishers and writers
organizations are .confident that the
bill aimed at jukebox operators
will pass in this session of the leg-

islature, The proposed amend-
ment provides for a lc per side per
week licensing fee on all disks
played in coin machines.

Evidence that the writer-publish-
er optimism is warranted is seen in
the strong propaganda campaign
launched by the jukebox associa-
tions in ah effort to block passage
of the amendment. Chief point iri

the jukebox propaganda arsenal is
that the coin machine operators
cannot afford to pay the annual. li-

censing fee which has been
.
esti-

mated at over $5,000,000 for the
jukebox industry as a whole.

Heads of the coin machine asso-
ciations will testify before the
House Judiciary Committee hear-
ings Monday when they will an-
swer the defense of the bill made
in December by reps of the Ameri-
can Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, Music Publishers
Protective Assn, and the American
Music Council. Although not sched-
uled to testify, spokesmen for the
latter organizations will be at hand
for the hearings, and may request
an opportunity to rebut the juke
op arguments.

Music pub execs "have pointed
out to Congressional members that
the 17. S. is the only country in the
World which does not collect for
performances in jukeboxes. As a
result, American writers are given
much better treatment by the for-
eign copyright laws than is accord-
ed foreign cleffers by U. S. regula-
tions.

FRENCH FEMME PIANIST

Small indie diskers, which have
been leading a precarious exist-
ence for the past couple of years:
in bucking the major labels, are
still showing enterprise in com-
ing up with hit sides. The minor
firms in the last couple of Weeks
nave been responsible for launch-
ing three tunes on the best-seller
lists with . concomitant wide cov-
erage by the major companies.
Top tune coming out of left field

has been "Wheel of Fortune,” a
Bennie Benjamin-George. Weiss
number Which was originally
sliced on the Derby label with
Sunny Gale vocalling. Tune has
broken for a hit and has now about
15 different versions in release or
preparation by the majors. Decca
alone cut it three ways.

Abbey Records, which started a
cycle a couple of years back with
its "Old Piano Roll Blues” click,
has come up with another best-sell-
er in "Goodbye Sweetheart,” cut
by June Ward with the Lee Bar-
rett orch. Side has gone well over
the 100,000 mark in the last cou-
ple of weeks and several major
firms are putting in bids for Miss
Ward, Another click has been born
on an indie label ip "Wlshin’,”
sliced by Teddy Phillips for King
Records.

Decca’s top-selling vocal group,
the Four Aces, were pushed off on
an Indie label, Victoria Records,
several months ago with their cut
of "Sin.” Number is still holding
up and the combo has been cata-
pulted into the four-figure coin
bracket for personal appearance.

Decca Bids for Longhair

In a realignment of Its foreign
division, peer International upped
Miss Prqvi Garcia to the head of

Latin-American * department.
Miss Garcia, who is replacing Fer-
dinand Castro, formerly topped the
J iierto Rican department/ Castro
'viii now assist ;Ben Selvin, general
hianager of the Pebr firms.
..^.SaHnas, who assisted Castro,

1 11 head the plugging department

r: .

t
u katin-American repertoire.

iJr. Hugo M. Funes remains over-
all head of the LA. division.

mm’A' IIMM3
Sock debut of a young French

femme pianist in Boston, last

month, which le±Ao a couple of
quick pactings arixT rearrangement
of concert schedules, is causing a
stir in longhair circles; Monique
de la Bruchollerie, brought to the
U. S. by Ernest Ansermet as solo-
ist for his guest conducting stints
with the Boston

;
Symphony. Or-

chestra Dec. 14-15, got such a re-
ception that she was Immediately
signed for BSO road appearances
in New. Brunswick, N* J.» Feb. 12,
and Carnegie Hall, N. Y., Feb. 13.

Fianist was then inked by George
Szell for' his three dates with the
N. Y. Philharmonic, March 6-7-9.

She’ll give her first U. S. recital
in Carnegie Hall Feb. 23. The
Mertens & Parmelee division of
Columbia Artists Mgt. is handling
her, with several dates for next
season already inked.

Overcoming a. late start in the
longhair field, Decca Records is

now making a strong bid for the
classical market via its rapidly ex-
panding Gold Seal catalog. Plans
for Decca’s longhair division,
under Si Rady’s direction since it

was launched a year-and-a-half ago,
call for a steady buildup of month-
ly releases and an intensive
sales campaign in the diskery’s
regular pop distribution channels.

In a departure from the think-
ing of other major labels, Decca
is grouping many of .its longhair
releases into rounded

.
libraries.

Company has already projected the
issuance of the complete organ
works of Bach, the complete piano
sonatas of Beethoven and the com-
plete classical clarinet repertory.
Latter is being sliced by Reginald
Kell while the Beethoven works
are being done by German pianist
Wilhelm Kempf in 15' long-play
platters.

Although Decca launched its

.longhair division via deals for mas-
ters With the European Deutsche
Grammophon and Parlophone cata-
logs, the diskery is now signing
up American artists for an exten-
sive schedule of domestically made
recordings. Several platters by
such U. 3. group musicians as
Sylvia Marlowe, Julius Baker,
Joseph and Lillian Fuchs, the Zim-
bier Sinfonietta and the Kell
Chamber Players have already
been released.

Jay Garon - Brooke Associates
chartered to conduct a business
in managing and agenting com-
posers, musicians, actors and art-
ists, as well as theatrical and radio
productions, with offices in New
York. Capital stock is $5,050. Di-
rectors are Jay Stuart Garon,
Joel Ijams Brooke and Harry
Buchman, all of N, Y.

i

Paralleling the upbeat in the
disk industry, music publishers
with currently active tunes are
cashing in on a substantial pickup
in sheet music sales. Copy sales
have been climbing s i o W 1 y but
steadily since the start of this year
and have been hitting a better clip
than last year despite the spectac-
ular push of "Tennessee Waltz” in
the opening months of 1951.

Having been disillusioned too
often in recent years, publishing
execs: are wary about predicting
any longterm upturn for f beet
music sales. One top pub pointed
out that business has been in such
a general slump for the past dec*-

ade that even a mild flurry seems
like a boom period these days.

The current upswing in copy
sales, however, is showing a hope-
ful sticking power with some of
the top numbers selling at a 20,000
a week clip and better. Some firms
with lesser hits have been riding
with 4,000 to 5,000 weekly sheet
sales on their numbers which is

Still in a profitable category and
a far cry from the disastrous slump
of last summer when copy sales
came to a virtual standstill.

PeCwee King, co-author of "Ten-
nessee Waltz,” is again pacing the
copy-selling cleffers With his cur-
rent alfalfa hit, "Slow Poke” and
his

.
latest, "Silver and Gold,” which

has broken through on the best-
seller lists. "Cry,” "Little White
Cloud That Cried,” "Shrimp Boats,”
"Anytime” and "Charmairie” are
also selling strongly with sue

h

newcomers as "At Last, At Last”
and "Wheel of Fortune” also be-
ginning to show up as a result of
prominent disk showcasing.

DISK CATALOG FIRM

Sam Goody, operator of a mid-
town New York record shop, was
named defendant in an infringe-
ment suit brought in N. Y. Federal
Court last week by William
Schwann, a Cambridge, Mass., pub-
lisher. It’s charged that Goody is

unfairly competing with Schwann
by distributing a long-playing rec-

ord catalog.

Schwann, according to the com-
plaint, has been publishing a copy-
righted LP catalog since 1949. Hd
charges that Goody, infringed by
coming out . with a similar catalog,

last December; Action seeks an
injunction to force Goody to with-
draw his publication.

A similar suit which Schwann
pressed against Hermah Lemberg,
operator of Record Collectors Ex-
change, N, X, was settled and dis-

continued in April, 1950, when
Lemberg agreed to a consent
order. ' Previously he had been
giving away a cuffo catalog which
Schwann claimed unfairly com-
peted with his own bi-monthly pam-

Decca artists and repertory chief
Morty Paiitz planed to Chicago
over last weekend for recording
sessions While sales chief Sid Gold-
berg hit the road for an o.o. of
Coast distrib points*

ijiWi

,
London, Jan. 29.

Possibility of a government Im-
posed curb on dollar expenditure
for American song hits is being
closely watched by British music
publishers. Currently, there is no

ns evidence of fresh restrictions, al-
:k though Bank of England and Treas-
)r ury scrutiny is showing signs of
T becoming more extensive.
ie The dollar expenditure by the
c- music industry is regarded as being
n slight when compared with other
[e branches of entertainment, notably
it films. No poncise estimate appears

to be available, but a generous
overall figure has been computed

e at around $3,000,000.

5t : So long as the present film agree-
k nient, which permits the conver-

sion of $17,000,000 plus each year,
is allowed to continue, the British
music publishing industry appears
confident that the government will
fight, shy of imposing fresh re-
striction on the import of Ameri-
can tunes.

, .

Any interference with the free
importation of U. S. pops would
prove a severe hardship to most
publishing houses, particularly
those who have not a substantial
catalog trade to provide the back-
bone of their income. While sheet
music sales are dwindling, com-

e Petition among British pubs to get
s the hli tunes Is becoming. fiercer,

5 and the payments in advance
i gu.irantees and fixed percentages
s reflect a steady Increase,

t
The British publishing industry,

r.
which showed tendencies towards
slump conditions last summer, Is
still in the doldrums, with little
immediate prospect of any substan-
tial increase iri turnover. The

. top
number on the hit parade is cur-
rently doing well if it Sells 10,000

r
per week, whereas a year ago the

> figure was 40% to 50% higher;
There are occasional freak excep-
tions, such as "Too Young,” which
sold almost 80,000 In a single week 1

at the height of its popularity. Re-
cently, retail price of this number
was • doubled, but its sales were
unaffected, with a weekly figure
still around 6,000.
One of the main publishing prob-

lems is the tendency to raise re-
tail prices from the general level
of one shilling ( 14c ) to two shill-
ings. Although the extra margin
would mbre than make up for re-
duced sales, the publishers fear
that the best distributors, such as
the multiple organizations like
Woolworths and British Home
Stores, would refuse to handle the
more expensive product. In many
cases, however, individual houses
have found that higher prices have
paid off in the long run.

Illinois Court Rules

Bandleaders Are Bosses;

Counters N.Y. Decision
Chicago, Jan. 29.

Bandleaders In Illinois received
a setback in the Illinois Supreme
Court when It ruled that baton
wavers, when they play dates With-
in the statp, must pay unemploy-
ment levies rather than the ball-
room, hotel or nightclub. Court
said that leaders ore independent
contractors, overruling opinion of
Chicago Circuit Judge Harry
Fisher, who said the Edgewater
Beach Hotel should pay members
of the Henry Brandon, Jack Cavan
and Henry Klsely bands unemploy-
ment benefits.

Ten sidemen were seeking funds
for being unemployed after being
under contract there in 1946 and
1947. It represents a victory for
ballroom ops, who particularly
have been making a drive against
operators being classified as em-
ployers.

The Illinois decision also runs
counter to a recent ruling of the
New York courts which declared
that hotels, and not bandleaders,
should be considered as employers
for the purpose of unemployment
insurance payments.

Decca Adds to Bluet Dept*
Adding to its blues-and-rhythm

talent roster, Decca Records has
inked Joe Medlin to an exclusive

term pact. Medlin formerly was
vocalist With the Buddy Johnson
orch,

In the folk division, Decca also

inked lingers Roland Jackson, Au-
tiy Inman, and Jim Eanes*
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Scoreboard
OF

TOP TALENT AND TUNES

Compiled from Statistical Reports of Distribution

Encompassing the Three Major OiUlets

Coin Machines Retail Disks Retail Sheet Music
as Published in the Current Issue

WEEK ENDING JAN. 26

NOTE: The current comparative sales strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enu-
merated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider sources; which are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings' denote the OVERALL IMPACT de-
veloped from the ratio of points scored : two ways in the case of talent ( disks, coin machines ) ,

and three ways tn the case of tunes (.disks, coin machines, sheet music).

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

TALENT

Artist and label tune

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

2

4

3

6

5

7

8

9

Johnnie Ray (Okeh) ... „.t . - ,J K '
•

7 Little White Cloud

Four Aces (Decca) . . ...... ...
(Tell Me Why
)
Garden in the Rain

POSITIONS
This Last
week. week.

1 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2

3

4

7

5

6

8

10

9

Eddie Fisher fVictorV (Anytime
/Tell Me Why

Pee Wee King (Victor) siowpoke
Jo Stafford (Columbia) , . . . . .

.".
, . . . . . . . . . , . ... . Shrimp Boats

Eddy Howard (Mercury) . . . . . . . . . . ; . . . . ... ..... Si

Ames Bros.-Les Brown (Coral) . . .. ... ... ... ... Undecided
Arthur Godfrey (Columbia) . * . . . . . . ...... . . . .

.

Dance Me Loose
•Frankie Lane (Columbia) Jealousy

Mantovani (London) . . . . Charmaine

TUNES

TUNE " PUBLISHER
Cry t ( * , 4 1 « . « «

i

* ... ......... ..... ............... • Mellow

Little White Cloud That Cried . .

,

• Spier

Slow Poke . . . . . . . * ................... ; .... Ridgeway

Tell ^^e Vl^Iiy ...-. .... ........... ... . ... . ... . .. .. * Signet

Anytime Hill-R

Sin ... , - Algonquin

Shrimp Boats. .Disney

Undecided Leeds

Charmaine -Lion

Down Yonder. Southern

P^RIETY
on

Week of ian. 26

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (8) (Spier).

CRY (5) (Mellow)

SLOW PORE (12) (Ridgeway).......

TELL ME WHY (4) (Signet) .........

SIN (10).- (Algonquin). ...

• • •

[• 0 . •

SHRIMP BOATS (3) (Disney).

7. UNDECIDED (13) (Leeds)

8. ANYTIME (2) (Hill-R) ......... t ..

9. DANCE ME LOOSE (2) (Erwfn-H)...

10. JEALOUSY (9) (Harms) ............

,

Mil
a a a a

• aa.a

• a. a

Johnnie Ray ........... . . Okeh

j
Johnnie Ray Okeh

l Georgia Gibbs ........ Mercury
Pee Wee King .......... Victor J
Four Aces . Decca

j
Eddy Howard ........

.

Mercury
> j Savannah Churchill Victor

( Jo Stafford . .Columbia
'

/
Dolores Gray . ,. . Decca

Arnes Bros.-Les Brown Coral

Eddie Fisher Victor 4
Arthur. Godfrey . . >> . .Columbia

Frankie Laine. ......

.

Columbia 1

aaa. aaaa.aaa • a a a a a •

a a a a aa aa a aaa a a

Second Croup
TIGER RAG (Feist). .

.-
. ..... ... M .; Les Paul-Mary Ford . . . .Capitol

f CHARMAINE (Lion) v Mantovani ....... -London
GARDEN IN THE RAIN (Melrose), . . . Font Aces ...... . . . . . .

,

Decca
I GET IDEAS (20) (Hill-R) Tony Martin Victor

1 BECAUSE OF YOU (23) (Broadcast) ...... . . ..... ... . . . . ... . . . . . . Tony Bennett ......... Columbia

l Eddie Smith ............ King
t DOWN YONDER (14) (Southern) . . \

Del Wood ........ Tennessee

I Champ Butler .Columbia

t A KISS TO BUILD A DREAM ON (Miller) . . . .. ... .. .. . • ........ Louis Armstrong. Decca

;;
STOLEN LOVE (Parliament). . ...... ;. . i-.» ........... >• Eddy Howard ... ... . .Mercury

f PLEASE MR. SUN (Welas-B). ..... Johnnie Kay .. ./Columbia

COLD, COLD HEART (16) (Acuff-R) • . • . . >
Tony Bennett Columbia

DOMINO (6) (Pickwick). . • ......... . . tony Martin .Victor X

f SOUTAIRB (Broadoot) ..... Tony Bennett , . . . ,
^Columbia

X BERMUDA (Goday) t*.* •• Bell Sis.-H. Rene ...Victor
^

I IFlgurtM In parentheses indicate number of weeks soma has been in the Top 10.

J

+HM I

I

M l M Ml If 41 iM lHHUMI

43

Jocfcs, Jukes and Disks
'

i _
i

-

.

By HERM
Mario Lanza: HLygia''-"Tempta-

tion” (Victor). Mario Lanza’s power-
ful tenor iS' being conserved on wax
for the big numbers and these
sides cpnform to the pattern of his
previous clicks. “Lygia,” based
upon the background theme for the
Metro pic, "Quo Vadis,” is an im-
pressive ballad, slightly on the arty
side, which ... Lanza projects with
tremendous force and unusual sen-
sitivity. Standard on the flip is
natural for the pop-operatic reper-
tory and Lanza belts It across with
all stops out.

Willard Cele: “Penny Whistle
Blues’’-“Penny Whistle Boogie”
(London). , Two arresting sides
based upon the background score
for the South African film, “The
Magic Garden.” Variations of a
catching rhythm tune are played'

> on
t

a flagolet, or penny whistle,
which could catch pn as a fad simi-
lar to the zither dithers following
the - ‘The Third Man” pic.
Bing Crosby: “At Last! At Last”-

“The Isle of Jnnisfree”; “Granada”-
“Copacabana” (Decca). “At Last”
is the most likelv of Crosby's lat-
est four sides. It’s a lilting tune
and Crosby gives it an adequate,
if not particularly strong, rendi-
tion. “Innisfree” ’ a fair ballad
with a wordy lyric. Crosby's work-
over of “Granada’* is smoothly han-
dled as is the chile rhythm itemi
“Copacabana.”
Guy Lombardo Orch: “Stolen

Love” - “Marshmallow Mop n ”

(Decca). “Stolen Love’’ sUreflre
material for Lombardo and could
develop into one of his big sellers.
It’s a backwoods-type ballad with a
good lyric and the. type of melodic
line that Lombardo can bounce in-
gratiatingly. Kenny Gardner and
local trio do a nice job on the lyric.

Reverse is a fair number from the
Paramount pic, “Aaron Slick from
Punkin Crick.”-
Kay Starr: “Wheel of Fortune”-

“I Wanna Love You.” “Fortune” is

getting wide wax coverage but
Miss Starr’s version ranks among
the best. It’s an. off-beat ballad
which she attacks with a powerful
blues style. Slated for plenty of
jock and juke spins. Reverse is a
cute rhythm tune on which Miss
Starr again hits with her standard
hardhitting style. Harold Mooney
;Orch and vocal chorus back up
snapplly.

Arthur Prysock: “Wheel of For-
tune”-“’Till All the Stars . Fall iii

the Ocean” (Decca). In the male
division, Arthur Prysock comes up
with a potential side on “Fortune.”
It’s a slow, Eckstine-type of rendi-
tion that gets the sense of this
number. Tor the straight
blues-and-rhythm market, Jimmy
Scott’s version for Decca is solid,

while Hene Humes’ cut on the same
label is disappointing. “Stars Fall
in the Ocean” is a doubtful entry
Which Prysock. h a n dies very
methodically.
Sonny Calello: “Cindy Lou”-

“The King” (King). This slice of
“Cindy Lou” could take off big.

It’s a bright side which Calello
vocals with a good feel and excel-
lent backing from orch and chorus
under Don Costa’s baton. . “The
King” is a pretentiously dramatic
ballad with limited appeal.
Barbara Ruick: “Retreat” -^You

Couldn’t Be Cuter” (M-G-M). Bar-
bara Ruick, promising new-M-G-M
Songstress, does a neat job on “Re-
treat,” a clever, maybe too clever,

hokey-hillbilly number. It’s a good
side which faces tough competition
in Patti Page’s original slice for

Mercury. Miss Ruick also hits

,freshly with the oldie on the bot-

tom deck.
Freddy Martin Orch: “The

Sweetheart Seren

a

d e”-“Honey
Lips” (Victor) Freddy Martin
orch, is coupled on two pleasing,

tunes. “Serenade” has a easy
melodic lilt and a catching lyric

set in a dariceable arrangement.
Merv Griffin handles the vocal in

^suaL.goi?d . style^’Honfiy.Xips” is a^

bouiicy rhythm item in a com-,

mercial cornball groove; -Griffin

again vocallirig neatly.

Ella Fitzgerald: “Rough Ridin”’-
“I Don’t Want to Take a Chance”
(Decca). Ella’s click scat workover
of “Smooth Sailing” last year has
rated a sequel in - Rough Ridin’.”

It’s another one of those tongue-
twisting nonsense syllable lyrics

Which this songstress gives plenty
of commercial meaning. IPs a
juke natural. Reverse is a change-
of-pace slow item projected in.

Miss Fitzgerald’s ace ballad style,

Sy Oliver backing up with his

usual excellence.

Album Review
.
Doris Day-Danny Thomas: “I’ll

See You in My Dreams” (Colum-
bia). One of the top albuin-sellers

in the platter business, • Doris Day
comes up with another winner in

this Columbia package of the

score, of the Warner’ Bros., pic,

“I’ll See You in My Dreams.”
Miss Day’s lucid ballad style is

showcased on such standards as
“The One I Love,” “It Had to Be
You” and the ‘ title song, among
other great Oldies, including “I
Wish I Had a Girl” and “Nobody’s
Sweetheart.” Danny Thomas has a
iftirior part in duetting with Day
in “Ain’t We Got Fun” and
“Mnkin’ Whoopee.” Paul Weston
orch and Norman Luboff choir
add firstrate background support.
Blossom . Seeley-Benny Fields:

“Mr. and Mrs. Show Business”
(M-G-M). This set is loaded with
nostalgia, Benny Fields and Wife
Blossom Seeley socking over a
flock of familiar oldies. Fields'
w.k. style is workout on “Lullaby
of Broadway,” “My Melancholy
Baby,” “For Me and My Gal” and
“By the Light of the Silvery
Moon.” Blossom Seeley comes,
through nicely oh “Way Down in
New Orleans,- “Rose Room” and
“I’m Nobody’s Baby.”

Platter Pointers
Jane Pickens, with Al Good-

man’s orch backing up, delivers in
highly lyrical style on the tunes
from the Jerome Kern-Oscar Ham-
merstein 2d musical, “Music In
the Air” (Victor) . . Jerry Gray
orch turns out a craftsmanlike job
on a flock of oldies in “A Tribute
to Glenn Miller” (Decca) . . . In
the Dixieland groove, Muggsy
Spanier and an all-star combo dish
up great sounds on. a “This Is

Jazz” set packaged by Circle
Records ... on a more modern,
but less interesting kick; Shorty
Rogers combo have an okay pack-
age, in “Modern Sounds” for the'

progressive set . . . Alan Dale
could have a big hit In “Silver and
Gold” (Decca) . . Pearl Bailey
has only fair material in “I
Heard” (Coral) ; i

*' Mary Small’s
workover of a fthe tune, “River
Get A Rollin’” rates jock and
juke spins (King) . . . Dinah Shore
is on a blues-and-rhythm kick in
“Warm-Hearted Woman” (Victor)
. . on the same label, Ralph
Flanagan’s Orch has a standout
side in “More Than Love” . .

Bill Farrell’s stylized slice of ”Calp
Me a Dreamer” might make the
grade (IVfr-G-M) . . Ken Carson
has a firstrate rhythm rellgioso
tune in. “There’s a Time to Reap
and a Time to Sow” (Bibletone).

Standout folk, western, blues,
rhythm, religioso, etc.: Drew Mil-
ler, “I’m Going Home” (Mercury)
. . . Good Lewis, “Lonely Cabin
Blues” (Decpa).. . .. Sister Rosetta
Tharpe, “Peace in the Valley”
(Decca). . Hawkshaw Hawkins,
“Be my Life's Companion” (King)

. Skeets Yaney, “Who’s Taking
Over” (M-G-mT . * .. Joe E. Lewis,
“Still Around” (M-G-M).

Diskers to Name

Final organization of the re-

cently formed . Record Industry
Assn, of America is expected to
take place next week (8) r when
the member companies will /meet
to decide the executive setup.
Some 40 companies, including all

the majors and most of the larger
independents in the field, will be
represented at the conclave,
At this point, the list of the can-

didates for the post of exec direc-

tor, who will actually run the trade
organization, has been narrowed
down to three names selected by
the screening committee headed
by Leonard Schneider, Decca exec
vice-prexy. The three names Will

be submitted fo the member com-
panies for the final choice.

.

. .. A- .-permanent -executiver- 4)oard-

Will also be elected at the mem-
bership meeting. At present,
chieftains of D e c c a ,

Capitol,
M-G-M, Columbia and RCA Victor
comprise the temporary exec
board and it’s expected they will

Continue to serve With the addition

of several reps from the smaller
companies.

M-G-M Pacts Fiorino,

Sliding Tuba Inventor
Chicago, Jail. 29.

M-G-M Records has pact e d
Vlrtcent Fiorino, an alumnus of the

Paul Whiteman band and for the

past .15 years staff musician of

radio station WBBM.
; lie’s the inventor, of the Sliding

tuba and for his first two sides

last week he cut “The Sliding Tuba
Polka”: and “Czardas,” latter num-

ber mainly a violin favorite.
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bade Orcbestras-Mosk
t:

Top jazz musicians, who recently have been picking tip lucrative

assignments in the longhair as well as pop disk field, are getting addi-

tional. coin via their move in on juve platter dates, Hecky Krasno,

Columbia Records kiddie division head, claims that the jazz beat on

moppet platters is finding wide acceptance and to some extent is rer

sponsible for the kidisks to be issued simultaneously in the pop divi-

sion, Among the jazzmen who have been getting the juve platter

assignments are Tony Mottola* guitar; Bobby ;
Haggart, bass; Lou Stein,

piano; Terry Snyder, clarinet; Charlie Magnato, accordion; Stan Free-

man, piano; Specs Powell; drams.
~
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Louisville, Jan. 29.

Lease on Madrid Ballroom,
town’s largest dance spot, was can-
celled as of January 6, and con-
tractors are submitting bids and

S
Ians to convert . the amusement
oor of the Madrid Building to of-

fice space. Milton Mqgel, who also
operates Castle Farms in Cincin-

RICKY VALLA
S INO S

TRUST
IN ME

MGM 11135
K 11135

RUBY LIPS
EMERALD
EYES

75 RPM
45 RPM

M G M RECORDS
T *• a r t r a \ v E \

BCTAE SHEET BEST SEUEBS
I

Survey of retail sheet music

sales, based on reports obtained

from leading stores in 12 cities

and showing comparative sales

rating lor this and last week.

"Larry Spier's music firm inked. an unusual pact for a French tune

recently in which no coin was involved. Jt was a straight barter deal

in which Spier turned over the European rights on his firm’s click

“Little White Cloud That Cried“ to Gallic publisher Raoul Breton in

exchange for the. latter’s “Escala a Victoria,” to be titled “Beware” for

American consumption, Breton agreed to. the swap, after nixing coin

bids of several other U.S. pubs for the French tune.

. , Bemie Roth, Gary, Ind. grocery clerk, is getting recognition on his

first tune after almost beihg lost in the shuffle of Xmas songs, Lad
penned “Only You” on a Mercury release with the plug side beihg.
“My Daddy Looks Like Santa ” Billy Wells, Chicago disk jockey on
WBBM, played the underside, and has b

t
een hitting it so hard that

Mercury is Coupling it with another, composition of the author, “Cross
Me Off Your List” and reissuing the Buss Carlyle record.

*

Chicago Zither Club took a slap at the junior upstart, the “Josef
Haustein Society 6f Friends of the Zither” in Vienna. Pointing but
that their organization was formed 37 years ago against the Austrian’s
group’s 23: localities said the other zitherers were in the junior class

with their instruments. Windy City orchestra has 17 concert zithers,

eight violins, three guitars,; two ’cellos, a bass, accordion and harp,
Club, gives two concerts annually.

Television will protfe to be the greatest- medium yet for standard
tunes, opines tunesmith Jimmy McHugh. The evergreens will get the
best treatment, he added, because performers on TV prefer to use
“song-proven” numbers. Unlike platters, AM or jukeboxes, McHugh
feels video widens the impact of a ditty. Other media; he points out,

consume so much material that the average song today has a short life.

nati, has operated the Madrid for
the past 10 years. Spot has played
the biggest name bands at One time
or another, and could accommo-
date as many as 1,800 patrons.
Place was air-conditioned, and was
considered the top location in town
by dance promoters.
Bowout of the Madrid as a dance

hall leaves the tpwn without a
large downtown dance fioor. Some
Of the hotels lease their ballrooms
for dances, but none approach the
capacity of the Madrid.

National

Rating

This Last

wk. wk.

*

Jan. 26
Title and Publisher ......

“Slow Poke” (Ridgeway) ..... . .

.

“Cry” (Mellow) . . .... . . . . ..... ....

“Down Yonder” (Southern)

“Tell Me Why” (Signet): . . . ... .

.

“Little White Cloud” (Spier), . ...

“Sin” (Algonquin) ... , .... . :

“Anytime” (Hill-R.)

.

... .... , . ;

“Shrimp Boats” (Disney) , , . , . ...

“Charmaine” (Lion) . . . . .

.

“Undecided” (Leeds) . . .... .. . . .

.

“Domino” (Pickwick) , .... .-....•

“Dance Me Loose” (Erwin-H) ...

“Because of You” (Broadcast)....

“Manhattan” (Marks), . . . .

“Kiss to Build Dream On” (Miller

)
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AL DONAHUE ORCH (10)

With Antonia
Adams Hotel, Phoenix
A1 Donahue’s three-week book-

ing here represents the start of a
new entertainment tangent for the
Corinthian Room, downtown ni.tery

which operates only during the
winter season. In previous years-,

manager Jack Kane has been par-
tial to small combos, but new pol-

icy, calls for succession of name
bands over a 10-week spread, with
possibility that room, will remain
open even longer if there’s suf-
ficient payoff.

Following Donaihue, band lineup
includes A1vino Rey, Ted Fio Rito,

Joe Reichman, Henry King,- and
Leighton Noble. No Phoenix nitery,

past or
.
present, has ever attempted

a sustained name band policy, and
if the Corinthian Room can make,
it pay off, the bandW&grih -may
start rolling here.
For his current stand, Donahue

has retrenched * his outfit to 10,

eliminating .two brasses and .put-,
ting greater emphasis on. the reed
section, headed by veteran- Frank
Walsh. Duo of sidemaii double up
on the horhs’ for added unity. Per
usual, Donahue’s ^violin is a stand-

I out in the rhythm department,
complementing the bass, piano, and
drums.

Band's musical shadings make
for a smooth blend of dansapation,
and pace is Well diversified for
over-all balance. Library is a hefty
one to fit in with commitments
here, which call for dinner music
sesh from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. fol?

lowed by dance rhythms until 1

a.m. There’s little time but once
sidemen get going. x

Antonia, a regular with Donahue
the last five years, is a stylish ex-
ponent of sohgology and delivers a
ballad with .sureness and finesse.
Bahd drew a good turnout for a

midweek opening, and word of
mouth should accelerate biz during,
coming weeks. Jona.

RAY PEARL ORCH (12)
With Lois Costello
Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City

. Usually, .an ..annual -occupant- of-

the bandstand in the Terrace Grill
Of the Hotel .Muehlebach, the Ray
Pearl aggregation has recently
been away for about 18 months,
A six-timer here, Pearl has estab-
lished a rep as one of the more
capable on the hbtel and ballroom
circuit, and lives up to his notices
With a full-blown outfit and, a
ready dance style, aind’ entertain-
ers which embellish the proceed-
ings throughout the evening.
The lineup of sidemen is some-

what changed since the previous
stand, a sax being added and a
guitar dropped. This gives. Pearl
two trumpets, two trombones, four
reeds, piano, drums and tuba, one
of the few bands today carrying a
horn in the rhythm section, Added
reed, steps up the fullness for
which Pearl is known, output lean*
ing to the Sweet side with accent
on dansable rhythms. These are
kept in a wide variety, Vur*®11*.

pops being intermixed with stand-'
ards, Latins, novelties ‘’and med-
leys..'-

Lois -Costello- takes the lead in
the vocal department, attractive
blonde handling current ballads in
throaty- stylings, chirping novelties
arid working out in the Three Jew-
els tri'o'. ' Bill’ Wayne, steps out of
the crew, .to, warble a very listen-
able baritone, to team with song-
stress in a number of duets, arid
also work out in the trio. Dick

. .. .... ;... 6 8 8 ...

, . 5 ,
. ..

9

Glerum adds a vocal to his drum-
ming, and chubby Bill Garlow
handles novelties and rhythm
numbers in the five-by-five vein.

Quill.

PEEWEE RUSSELL ORCH (6)
Hotel Buckminster, Boston i

Peewee Russell, making his first

Hub appearance since
, his long ill-

ness, displays remarkably few ill-

effects either physical or musical,
and on strength of

. engagement
here appears to be back in his old
stride again,. Long noted for his
ability to handle the clarinet in
the Dixieland manner, he seems to
have lost none of his knowhow
during his enforced vacation and

(Continued on page 47)
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New York
Coral Records picked up option

on the Modernafrcs for another
year '.

* . Harry Vox, publishers’
agent and trustee, to Nassau for
winter vacation . . . Mary Mayo
into Town Hotel, Milwaukee, Feb.
5 for two weeks . . . Norman Granz,
head of Mercury Records' jazz op-
eration, inked Anita O'Day and
Count Basie for platter releases

. . . A1 Morgan returns; to Chubby's,
Camden, Feb. 18 for second time
in three months . . . Guy Lombardo
hits Houston March 8 on this

year’s annual concert tour . . . jazz

•ianlst Erroll Gamer into the Em-
iers; N. X; with' his trio Feb. 19.t

Chicago
Eddie O'Neal, orch leader at the

Palmer House, last Week signed a

Decca contract and sliced two sides

plus two more with Evelyn Knight
here . . Ken Griffin returns to

the Four Dukes, Detroit, Feb. 28*

for two weeks . . Leo Pelper takes

over the podium at the Schroder,
Milwaukee, April 1 for two frames
and has a month at the Trianon,
Chicago. Ray Pearl follows at the

Karzas spot . . . Jo Sullivan has
been pacted by . Mercury Records
an<f former singer of the St. Louis
Muni Opera will cut some disks

in the light opera vein . . Har-

A

Is Now Appearing at Mo

VOGUE ROOM
HOLtENDEN HOTEL

Cleveland, Ohio

>
Brooking big with

“BE MY LIFE’S

COMPANION”
FLIP SIDE

“OKLAHOMA POLKA”

RECORD NO. 5758

monicat* date at the Chase, St.

Louis, has been changed to Feb.
22 to enable them to pickup some
teevee guest shots in . the east.

Page Cavanaugh Trio, currently

in Chicago, have switched from
GAC management to MCA , ,

Jeri Winters joins the Stan Kenton
band as vocalist and will also do
a turn at the New York Blue Angel.
Kenton orchestra, incidentally set

for the Blue Note, April 4. He'll

do a string of midwest one-nighters

before coming in and afterwards;

. / Al Morgan into Main Street,

Cleveland, Feb. 8 and then a week-
end at the Casablanca, Canton, the

following Week . . . Nat Cole
headlines the Fox, Detroit, Feb.
15 . . . Larry Faith held over at

Melody Mill until: March 2 when
Jimmy Palmer comes in . . . Eddie
South stops for a month at the
Theatrical Club, Cleveland begin-
ing Feb. 18 . . . Weavers inked for

the Yankee Inn, Akron, Feb. 4 . . .

Tiny Hill starts in motion agafn
with three-week stand at the'Muel-
bach. Kansas City, as of Feb. 13.

. . . Frankie Carle swings into the
St. Louis territory with a booking
at the Casa Loma ballroom for a

week March 25;

Hollywood
BHly Eckstine makes his last

Southern . California appearance
Feb. 2 at the Pasadena Civic Aiidi-

orlum before going east on a

singing tour . . . Patti Page will

record her fourth album for the
Mercury label, starting Thursday
(31) Dick Haymes waxed four
sides for Decca with Sonny Burke
orch . - Robert Merrill set

by RCA Victor Red Seal to wax
a series, of musical blogs of noted
composers, including Jerome Kern,
Irving Berlin and Cole Porter ..

Nellie LUtcher opens Feb. 4 at the
Zanza Bar, Denver.

Pittsburgh
Elaine Forman is Clyde knight's

new vocalist, replacing; DeLorls
Randall, who left to join Chuck
Foster in Chicago. Miss Forman
was formerly with the Larry Faith
band . . . Roy Eldridge opens a 10-

day guest engagement woth Tommy
Turk orch at the Midway Lounge
on Feb. 27 . . . Singer George
Perna, who was With several bands
before going Into the service, has
been promoted to staff sergeant
with the 38th Infantry in Korea.
.. , , Gloria Conn Trio has checked
in at the Horseshoe Bar for an
indefinite run ... . . Bobby Cardlllo,

whose band was recently replaced
at the Monte Cristo after two years
by the Ross Hall combo, now play-

ing pi&no for Kloman Schmidt . . .

Bill Green's featuring floor shows
Saturday nights only during the
winter but Howdy Baum's band is

there for dancing nightly.

Kansas City
Henry BUsse orch In for a one-

nlghter at the Pla-Mor Ballroom
last Saturday (26), to be followed
by Ralph Flanagan on Feb. 2 . . .

Ray Pearl will take his orch out
on one-nighters, after its four-
week stand in the Terrace Grill of
the Hotel Muehlebach. Crew will

play the air base at Wichita Falls
Texas, in February, and is set for
the Trianon, Chi, opening in May
. . . Eric Correa orch currently in
the Cipango Club, Dallas, Tex.
following Clair Perrault Orch
Correa moved over from the Cap!
tal City Club, Atlanta, Ga. . .

Daryl Harpa (orch and entertain-
ers) troupe had options lifted and
will stay another three weeks at
the Latin Villa,- K. C. . .. Philhar-
monic Orchestra has set Feb. 20-21
as the dates for its special "Cole
Porter Nights’’ concerts . . . Jay
Shore has his Troubadors in the
CrownJRoqrv of tlm.LaSall^Hptel
. . . Harold: Cowan* newest, of the

Survey Week of January 11-24

The top 30 songs of week (more in case of ties), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index & Audience Trend Index,

Published by Office of Research, Inc., Dr, John Gray Peatman

,

Director. Alphabetically listed.

A Kiss To Build a Dream On—t"The Strip’’ ...... Miller

Always. . «. .. . . * • . . . .... .Berlin

Anytinic . * •
^Hill 8t R

At-Last At .Last . , . ..... ... . . •> , -_DucHcss

Be My Life's Companion. ........................ Morris
Bermuda. .. • . * • .* . . *.- Godajr
Charmaine . ... Lion
Cry * .Mellow
Domino , ... . .. *> . , ‘,s •.*• . . • • Pickwick
Down Yonder . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . ....

.

LaSalle
Glorita , * .liif

e

How Close , • • « « ,
« Ufe

I Could Write a Book. .Harms
I Talk To the Trees—*“Paint Your Wagon” . ....... Chappell
I Wish I Had a Girl . ...... ...

.

Miller
I’ll SCe You In My breams—t“See You In Dreams” Feist

It’s All In the Game .• . * Witmark
Life Is a Beautiful Thing Famous
Little. White Cloud: That Cried . . ... ...... Spier
Manhattan—t"Two Tickets to Broadway” ..... . , . . Marks

;

'Ip^we . .
#. Life

Never Before ............. .....Paramount
Please Mr. Sun Weiss-B
Shrimp .Boats ... a...,,.,.,,...'. Disney
(It’s No) Sin . .............. i . . . ... . . . i . . . . . ; .

.

Algonquin
Slowpoke . .... . . . . . . . . . ... ... . . . . .

.

Ridgeway
Take Me Home Remick
Trust In Me.

. ^ . ; . . . . . . > . , . . . , ... . . .

;

.Advanced '

Tulips and Heather . . . . ...... Shapiro-B
Undecided. . . .... ....... r. ........ . ... ... Leeds

Second Group
A. Garden In the Rai .... .................. .

.

Melrose
A Weaver Of Dreams . . ... ... . . ... .... ... ..... . .

.

Kassner
Baby I Need You ... ........ . . ... ... . . .

.

. . .

.

Gallico
Dance Me Loose . . . Erwin-H
Getting To Know You—*‘‘The Kin^ and I” ........ Williamson
Grand Central Station. ,.i

.

. . . Harms
Hey Good Lookin’ . ... .......... i ...... . . . .... * ,

.

Acuff-R
If You Catch a Little Cold ^ . . . . BVC
If You -Go *. . . . . . .

- i . . ... , .". ... .Pickwick

^

It s Raining,. .......... , . , . ^4ills

My Beloved ..w .... . . ... .Famous
My Concerto . . . . . ..... . . . . . . .

.

.. ... . .Block
Neither Am I . . . yalando
Night Train To Memphis . ....... . . . . . . .... . , . . .

.

.Peer
Oh How I Need You Joe. . . . .

.

i . ... ... ,., . , . . . * . .

.

Cosmic
Sleigh Ride. . . . ........... ..... ... Mills
Solitaire .

. , . , . .Broadcast
Swingin’ Down the Lane . i Feist
Tell Me Why ...... . . ; . . . , . . .... . . ...... . ...... . . .

.

Signet
Twinkletoes ............ ... .

,

Marks
Unforgettable. .Bourne
IIntil .< * * . ... . . ....... ..... .......... Leeds
You Better Go Now. .DeSylva-B-H

top Songs On TV
.Cry . . . -. . . . . . , . ... i . . , . . . . , , . . .

.

Mellow
Dance Me Loose. Erwin-H
Domino. .... . . i ..... . ... .....

.

Pickwick
Down Yonder . ....— .LaSalle
Getting To Know You . . .

:

Williamson
Life Is a Beautiful Thing . . . . .... . . ... ... Famous
Shrimp Boats . Disney
(It’s No) Si ....... . . . . . . . ......... . .... ........ .Algonquin
Slowpoke... ...... . . .......... ..... .... . . ..... .Ridgeway
Turn Back the Hands of Time . i . .v. . . Choice

FIVE TOP STANDARDS
Get Happy . ...... , . , ... . ... . . ..... .Remick
I Got Rhythm....... ...................... New World

. Lover .. •I’amous
Someone To Watch Over Me. . . ........... .. ..... Harms
S IVonderful , ... . . . . . • Harms

t Filmusieal, *Legit musical.

young organists in town, now in
the Cabana of Hotel Phillips.

Dallas
Mindy Carson spends a week at

the Baker Hotel, opening Feb; 4.

Frankie Laine is set for. one frame
in March . . . Sari Price, after a
fill-in singing stint with Frankie
Masters’ orch, rejoins the Danny
Deane orch Feb. 1 at Memphis’
Claridge Hotel . . . Sky Club has
set one-nighters for Henry Busse
orch Feb. 8-9, with Jan Garber due
March 23.

Efrem Kurtz, Houston Sym-
phony Orchestra maestro; will

guest conduct the Royal Philhar-
monic .Orchestra- Jla.London.April
27 in the Royal Festival Hall.

Levant Scores in Special

Cincy Symph Concert
Cincinnati, Jan. 29.

Special concert by Oscar Levant
of Gershwin’s Concerto in F with
the Cincinnati Symphony Orches-
tra, under the direction of Thor
Johnson, attracted 2,200 persons,
many new to longhair, at Music
Hall Sunday afternoon (27). Top
was $3,50.
Levant was recalled for seven

piano encores of Gershwin prel-
udes, Chopin etudes and A waltz.

Clarion Music chartered to con-
duct a music publishing business
in. New*.York* Capital stock .is -150
shares, no par value.

STEMBEKGTO HEAD PITT

ORCH; PAftAY TO DET.
Pittsburgh, Jan. 29.

William Steinberg, director of
the Buffalo Philharmonic, will be-
come permanent conductor of the
Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
next season. He resigned his Buf-
falo position last week. Stein-
berg’s appointment gives the local
symphony a tegular maestro for
the first time since Fritz Reiner
left in' 1948 after a 10-year stretch.
Since then, the organization here
has been using guest batoneers.

Paul Paray, French maestro, was
appointed to head,the Detroit Sym-
phony under its new reorganiza-
tion. The NBC Symphony'
Mischa Mischakoff joins the De-
troit orch next season as concert-
master;

Forty Two Publishing Co. char-*
tered to conduct a music publish-
ers business in Queens County,
N. Y. Capital . stock is 200 shares,
ho

.
par value. Leon E. Borden, of

N. Y. is a director and filing attor-
ney.
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BETJUL DISK BEST SELLEBS

Survey of retail disk best

tellers, based on reports ob-

tained from leading stores in

12 cities and showing com-
parative sales rating for this

and last week.
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National

Rating

This Last
wk. wk.

Week Ending

Jon. 26

Artist, Label, title

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
1 1 “Cry**—-6840 . ...... , . ... . . . . . . , 1

JOHNNIE RAY (Okeh)
2 2 “Little White Cloud**.^-684d . . . . . 2

FOUR ACES (Decca)

3 3 “Tell Me Why”—27860. > .-. ... .... . > 3

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

4 4 “Anytime**—20-4359 , . . . . . . . . .,. ... 6

•, PEE WEE KING (Victor)

5. 5 “Slow Poke**—21-04^9 . .. 10

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)
0 6 “Shrimp Boats**—38581 . 8

AMES BROS.-L. BROWN (Coral)

7 8 “Undecided**—60566 ........ ...

ARTHUR GODFREY (Columbia)
8 0 “Dance Me Loose**—39632

MANTOVANI (London)
9 7 “Charmaine**—1020 . . . ... . . ...

EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
iOA 6 . “Sin**—5711 . . . ...» . . . .... . . ; . , 9

FRANKIE LAINE (Columbia)
10B 10 "Jealousy**—^39585 . . . ..... .....

LES PAUL-M. FORD (Capitol)
11* ...... “Tiger Rag*'—1920 . . . .

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

12 11 “Tell Me Why**—20-4444
NAT (KING) COLE (Capitol)

13 12 “Unforgettable**—1808 .......... 7

VAUGHN MONROE (Victor)

14A . . “Charmaine**—20-4375
.
... . ......

TONY MARTIN (Victor)
14B 16 “Domino**—20-4323 ........ .;

>, EILEEN BARTON (Coral)

140 ... “Cry**—00592 ..

LOUIS ARMSTRONG (Decca)
15A . .. “Kiss to Build Dream. On*'—27720 4

EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
15B . . “Never Before**—20-4359 . ....... ...

.

FOUR ACES (Decca)
15C 14 “Garden in the Rain*’—27860 .....

1 2

AMERICAN |N SHOWBOAT
PARIS Hollywood -Cast

Hollywood Cast „
M-G-M

1

E-93 MrG-M84
K-93 K 84

M-93 E 559

1 1 1

6 2 .

.. 1 1 .. .. 77

1 3 2 .... 2 75

3 5 66

6 1 ... 3 8

10 8 9 8 .

10 .

.

3 .. 5

4

. . 4 .

.

2 ... ..

7 ..

3 5

6 6

4 10

• ‘ * o. • •

1 34

10 4

7 .

.

9 7

8 7 21

. 10 7 7 6 ....

..- ... 2

• O .0 .• .10 • •

5 • o
. a •

o • • o .6 * »

• o 9

6 10

1.. 10

» • o o 9

FIVE TOP
Albums

GUYS AND DOLLS

Broadway Cast

Decca

DA-829
9-203

DLP-8036

. . 2 .

.

4

KINO AND I

Broadway Cast

Decca

DL-9008
9-260

DA-876

GLENN MILLER

CONCERT

Victor

LPT-16
WPT-25
P-25

Week of Valentine's Day
Program

“You’re A

Music by:

Jimmy McHugh

PROGRAM
DOCTOR. LAWYER.

INDIAN CHIET
Tha Novelty Standard

y
Paul Francis Webster

‘Bungalow’ Infri
Band Reviews
Continued from pare 14

King Records infringed upon his

copyrighted tune, “We’ll Build a

Bungalow ( You Spell It for Two,”

Norris B. Mayhams charged in a

$15,000 damage suit filed in N. Y.

Federal Court last week against

the platter firm. Waxery asserted-
ly failed to file notice of user when
it cut “Bungalow.”

. Mayhams claims he wrote
“Bungalow” and assigned rights to
Mellin Music in November, 1949.

The following year, the complaint
states, the publisher re-assigned
the number... to Mayhams Music.
Tune is said to have been copy-
righted in 1949.

Sunbeam M u s i c. chartered to
conduct a music publishing busi-
ness in New York., Capital stock
is 100 shares, no par value.

tmmrmmm

; -

SMI Pin-Up Hitt

PLEASE, MR.
PuNliM by Weiss & Berry

Recorded by a

JOHNNIE RAY^.. -- ,COL
“5JgRO

TOMMY EDWARDS ’

’.VICTOR)
PERRY COMO . .. . . . • • •

LES BAXTER . .

•

• •
• ^

Exclusively License*. by

BROADCAST MUSIC INC 580 riFTH avenue

\

niw »oin . . outwooc NEW YORK 19, N Y

^ sV-.

with the sidemen recruited for this
stint backing him neatly, the re-
sults are par for the Dixieland
course.

Lineup consists of Ruby Braff,
a local cornetist with a solid jazz
“feel”; Eph Resnick, a slick trom-
bonist: Kenny Johns, drums; “Red”
Richards on the 88 and bassman
John Field, who goes with the
lease, with the individual styles
fitting neatly into the jazz pattern.
Boys give out with the standards
expected by the clientele, “Muskat
Rambles,” “High Society” et al, oc-
casionally slipping in a melodic
“If I Had You” for a change of
pace. With the Russell clarinet
weaving in and out some exciting
jazz sounds are produced. Elie.

Best British Sheet Sellers

( Week ending Jan. 19)

London, Jan. 22.'

* X’ohgihfeTbf Toil" : r.r. Stifling
•

Loveliest Night Year.F.D.&H.
Because of You. . . . . .Dash
Enchanted Eve .... Williamson
I Love Sunshine. .New World
Shrimp Boats ......

.

Disney
At End of Day . ...... Chappell

" Allentown Jail. . ..... .Bourne
Mistakes ...... . . .... .Wright
Rosaline ..... ... .

.

*

.

.

.

.Heine
My Liberty Belle ...... Dash
If You Go • Maurice

Second 12
Love’s Roundabout . Cinephonic
Too Young .Sun
Always Our House .. Connelly
I Wish I Wuz, . . . . . .Maurice
Why Worry . . . .Macmelodies
Domino Leeds
Beggar In Love ... Cinephonic
Oodles of Noodles. ..... .Cox
Tulips and Heather . . . . . Fields
Kentucky Waltz. . . . Southern
Black and White Rag F.D.&H.
Down .Yonder .Feldman

ORCHESTRAS-MUSIC

'Guy' ond 'Th* Girl* -

Play Me A

HUrTiN’tUnE”

l(

I’M ON ft

SEESAW

OF LOVE

m

o<*

k -A
DECCA 27910 (78 RPM) and *9-27910 (45 RPM)

PRICE 850 (plus tax

)

\
America's Fastest

^Selling Records!
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Boston, Jan, 29.

,

As aftermath of recent mass sus-

pensions of entertainment licenses!

here, all bistro operators Have Dean"

sternly warned, by Hub licensing

board to tread the straight and nar-

row. Suspensions, majority of

which have been lifted, followed

Archbishop Cushing's recent blast

via his Sunday Advertiser column
regarding “vile, immoral” condi-

tions in many shots.

Ultimatum, issued by the licens-

ing board and mailed to all license

holders, reads; “Innholders and
common, victuallers with, entertain-

ment licenses are hereby notified

that the board prohibits strip-tease

acts and lewd impersonations of

the opposite sex. Any .
exhibition

Of such acts will result in the sum-
mary suspension or revocation of

the entertainment license. The use
of obscene language, salacious con-

versation, the portraying Of sex
perversion, or evidence of sensual
performance will result in imme-
diate action against the licensee.

Dining rooms must be adequately
lighted. Illumination by candles

Roberta QuinlanNiterying
Roberta Quinlan, until recently

on television as star °of “Mohawk
Showroom” on NBC-11

V, . is going
on nitery dates. Singer is booked
for Chubby’s, Camden, N. J.,

March 10.

Spot generally plays record
names. .

*

alone will not be approved by the
board. Complete cooperation with
tne police must be given”

. In nearby Lawrence, too. Mayor
Buckley has applied the screws
with an edict that “There Will be
no more so-called exotic dancing
or other entertainment of low mo-
ral tone on Sundays.” The mayor
added that he had received many
complaints against such acts on
Sundays and believed they were
well-founded. What happens bal-

ance of week was not indicated.

Meantime, the Mayair (nee Col-

lege Inn), whose operators (May-

fair, Inc.) voluntarily surrendered

their entertainment license for, 30

days during the recent cleanup,

swings back Into action this week.

The spot, which as College Inn was
One of Hub’s plushier niteries, in

its present reincarnation will op-

erate on a medium entertainment

budget, with a line of six, four sur-

rounding acts and two small musi-

cal groups, Morey Saxe orch (5)

and the Threetones.
Formal opening is skedded for

Thursday (31) with lineup includ-

ing Lindy Doherty, Libby Bean,

Jimmy Casanova and the Fays. Lo-

cated two blocks from shuttered

Latin Quarter, latter apparently

out of action for balance of season,

Mayfair bonifaces figure on follow-

ing policy of showcasing semi-

names who have not appeared in

this area recently. Spot will also

be only one in town to feature a

line of girls.

»

THE

WASHINGTON
Curzon Street

London, W.1 •

In the Heart of Mayfair

London’s Latest Luxury Hotel and

Rendezvous off Show Business
i

.

Telephone, Radio, TV and Running Iced Water

In All Rooms

During the past six months the fol-

lowing internationally known artists

are among those who have honoured

us with their patronag£:

Mdlle. Lenore Aubert, Mr. Milton

Berle, Mr. Tony Curtis, Miss Rhonda
Fleming, Miss Ava Gardner, Kerima,

Miss Dorothy Kirsten, Miss Janet

Leigh, Mr. Jimmy McHugh, Mr. Frank

Sinatra, Miss Kay Starr, Mr. Jimmy
Van Heusen.

(Two Bands and Cabaret)

and Grill

Private Rooms Available for

Dinner Dances, Cocktail

ies and Press Receptions

Ives, Louis Armstrong Set ,

For O'Seas Concert Dates
Associated Booking Corp. is go-

ing in heavily for foreign -pop-

concert bookings. Outfit has set

Burl Ives and Louis Armstrong &
All Stars for a. series., Ives is set

to play a longhair term in

Australia* while Armstrong is

booked for a dozen stands in the

Hawaiian Islands.
'

Armstrong, who just wound up a

stand at the Hangover Club, San
Francisco, with his unit, wiU re-

play that cafe as. soon as ho re-

turns from' the concert stand.

To Copa for ‘Out’;

It cost Tony Martin $20,000 to

get out of . a date with the Copaca-

bana, N. Y, Sum was paid last

weelc to Gopa .ops Jack Entratter.

and Julie Podell. Pair is splitting

the payoff between Jack Katz, their

attorney, and various actor funds,

Entratter arid Podell both waiving

any share of the coi .

Martin’s difficulties stemmed
from a date at the spot two years

ago. Singer, who was let out for

a Coast commitment with three

weeks to go, has since refused to

play the Copa.' Nitery brought

action against Martin* at the Amer-
ican Guild of Variety Artists. Lat-

ter ruled that Martin had to play

put the balance of contract, and
when he refused, the settlement

was arranged.
It’s likely that Martin will play

the Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., this

summer. Contract isn’t yet for-

malized.
Eyeing Martin.& Lewis

Copa has made a tentative name
lineup for pear future. Spot is

attempting to get Martin & Lewis

to start there for a six-week mini-

mum, May 1. Jane Powell has

been set for a March starting date.

Joe E. Lewis Will tee off the fall

season with a September stand.

Johnny Ray- will Work the Copa
for three weeks starting April 10.

There also an effort being made
to get Jimmy Durante to play two
weeks or more between video takes.

Podell and Entratter would like the

Schnoz for the show following. ses-

sion of Jan Murray, Toni Arden
and Chandra Kaly Dancers, start-

ing tomorrow (Thurs.) for four

weeks.

Johnnie Ray Inked

For Vaude-Cafe Dates
Johnnie Ray has pushed back

some cafe dates in order to do a
theatre tour. Singer has a cafe-

theatre lineup that will take him
into the summer, and other dates

are still being booked by General
Artists Corp. He’s being sold on
a percentage arrangement in all

vaude situations.

Ray is skedded for the Seville,

Montreal, March 13; Earle, Phila-
delphia, March 20; Capitol, Wash-
ington, March 27; Copacabana,
N, Y., April 10; Stanley, Pittsburgh,
May 1, and will arrive in New York
for the Decoration Day show at the
Paramount.
While dates are tentative because

it’s not known when
.
the Par ses-

sion will wind up, Ray has com-
mitments to Loew. circuit for a
series of stands, including the
Oriental, Chicago, and vauders in
Cleveland and Indianapolis.

Minneapolis, Jan. 29.

,
Twin Cities, with a combined

820,700 population (more than

1,000,000 with suburbs included),

will not have a single supper

club with a name-act policy after

this week. ;

Following the current Billy De
Wolfe engagement, the Hotel Ni-

collet Minnesota Terrace is

abandoning the Star policy for

non-nairie acts sans cover charge.

The other leading local suppery.

Hotel Radisson Flame Room, plays

name acts only very infrequently.

Two years ago the toWn had three

clubs playing ‘ the biggest names
and acts regularly and several that

used them occasionally. Club Car-

nival, now the Flame and utilizing

minor floor-shows, brought in

such luminaries as Sophie Tucker
and Martha Raye (twice each),

Lena Home, Cab Calloway and
many other top performers. .The
establishment went deep into the

red.

Neither of the two leading

St. Paul hotels has had any floor-

show entertainment for years.

None of the lesser St. Paul clubs

plays any major acts.

In a Word—“Impossible”
“It’s impossible to sustain a

name-act policy nowadays because

of the acts’ unavailability ot their

steep asking price,” said Neil

Messick, Hotel Nicollet v.p. and.

managing director. “Also, we’ve

found that an;, intermittent cover

charge policy—charging during a

name- act’s engagement, varying

the charge according to the attrac-

tion, and lifting it entirely when
there’s no name—doesn’t work out

satisfactorily. As; a matter pf fact,

we find stiff resistance to the cover

charge under any circumstances.

“It boosts the already high sup-

per cldb going-out cost to a

height which the .local
.
public ap-

parently doesn’t want to scale, ex-

cept in the few instances of ex-

ceptionally outstanding perform-
ers, and 1 even in those cases the

room seldom comes through With a

sizable or even any profit. One of

the exceptions, • of coqrse, is Hilde-

garde, who. for; a second time drew
capacity d u ring her recent en-

gagement.”

Same Old TV Question

Like Abe Perkins, owner of the

Gay ’90s, a large pop-priced bistro,

Messick blames TV in part for the
Minnesota Terrace’s entertainment
problems. He points out that TV
keeps most of the stellar perform-
ers^ close to New York and Holly-

wood for the most part, so that they
can nab guest shots.. Also, he
agrees with Perkins,, r e c e ri 1 1 y
quoted in Variety, that video,

giving viewers the very best talent

for free, “wises" up” customers,
gets them to expect too much at

supper clubs and makes them dis-

satisfied with ordinary fare. It

also helps to up acts’ prices, he
points out.

With Carl Brisson and Billy De
Wolfe opposing . each other at the
Flame Room and Minnesota Ter-
race, respectively (and both pack-
ing ’em in), this week, Minne-
apolis at least will be going off the
nitery riame-act map in a blaze
of glory.

Chicago, Jan. 29.

With the booking of “Quo Vadis”
for an extended run, the Oriental
Theatre drops live shows for the
time being, leaving the Chicago
Theatre the only house west of the
Hudson which is playing vaude on
a regular weekly basis. Once the
hub of booking activity

,for the
various midwest vaude houses;
there was almost a. year’s playing
time around the Chi area for an
act Now, in Chicago proper, with
the exception of. the Regal, B&K
southside colored house which has
spot bookings, there isn’t even a
split week to look at.

Englewood and Stradford, indie

and Warner houses, which com-
peted as showcases for acts*

switched to pictures last, summer,
arid while there have been other
spasmodic attempts to. sell week-
end fare, it seems to fade after a
short trial. Strangely enough,

.

weekend vaude continues strong in

nearby areas, such as Palace,
Rockford; Emboy, Terre Haute,
which just started several months
ago, and others.

Another peculiar aspect is the

demand for name , stageshows
around the Chicagoland territory,

with the Riverside in Milwaukee
and Circle in Indianapolis having a
standing offer for star hills. It's

also true in Minneapolis "and St.

Louis, but neither can get names.
Latter would rather work the more

(Continued on page 48)

Moderate

‘Holiday on Ice* Skeds
Asbury Park Summer Run
“Holiday On Ice” will play

throughout the summer at the Con-
vention. Hall, Asbury Park, arid at
the same time break in the new
edition to preem in the fall.

It’s the same procedure followed
by “Ice Capades,” which iriakes an
annual summer run ^at Convention
Hall, Atlantic City, while rehears-
ing the new show.

Autry TOG in Cincy
Cincinnati, Jan. 29.

The Gene Autry show drew an
estimated $10,000 gross in single
matinee Sunday (27) at Cincinnati
Garderi.

Scale, $1 to $2.50, was halved for
juves.

Buster Crabbe & Co. Set

For 9-Day Bronx Yippee
Buster Crabbe, Johnny Mack

Brown and Jimmy Atkins- will he
headlined at a wild wester to play
the Kingsbridge Armory, Bronx,
for nine days starting Feb. 22.
Event is under the auspices of 59
American Legion Posts in the area
and is scaled at $3 top on two-a-
day sked.

Event is expected to get heavy
Tadio and feevee plugs. Crabbe
telecasts over WOR, N. Y., while
Jimmy Atkins is on ABC radio.

Beatrice Kay 3d Topper
In Dallas* Adolphus Cycle

Dallas, Jan. 20. .

Beatrice Kay is hooked as
name at Century. Room of Hotel
Adolphus here. She'll play two
weeks, Feb. 21-March 5, with orie
show nightly.

Singer is third name since spot
started that policy last spring* The
Others were Hildegarde and Kay
Thompson & Williams Bros.

S. BARON LONG
HARRY I, WALSH

M*nagint
Owiuri

t&im
BEN YOST COLLEENS

Currently with

TED LEWIS.
Stetlar Hotel, Waah., D. C.

LEW

BUCK
and

PAT

DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the leoBl)

'

A hiw noto In
Olamor Contedy

Mqf. Nat Durr
U50 B'woy, N.Y.

Currently-
LATIN CASINO
Philadelphia

IN THI-ttRART OP CHICAGO'S LOOP.

near .the . Oriental; Palace. Chlcage A
Erlanger Theatrea It's Iha

If W. Randolph St. Franklin 1-4740

SpaclalRataa for Show Folk

Newly Decorated New Managament
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SKATING ON HUN BOXOFFICE ICE

Toronto, Jan. 29.

On determination of newly
elected Mayor Alan Lamport, the

two-week annual Canadian Exhi-

bition here must be all-Canuck,

plus midway and other concessions

to be thrown open to tender* In

addition, it’s proposed that the Leon

Leonidoff grandstand spectacles of

the past four seasons—previously

using such sellout draws as Olsen

& Johnson, Danny Kaye, Jimmy
Durante, et al.—be henceforth disr

continued for replacement by- a

wholly Canadian talent grandstand

show.

That was the outcome of a three-

hour Saturday evening (26) meet-;

ing of civic officials, the CNE di-

rectorate, and ElwoOd Hughes, gen-

eral manager for many years of

the big expo, in the campaign
pledge of the new mayor of To-

ronto that he would present a full

"expose” of the CNE management
and financial operations.

Mayor Lamport had charged that

J. W. (Patty) Conklin and Bill
Beasley were each taking some
$500,000 out of the exhibition that

(Continued on page 53)

MOMINTS OF MELODY

JON ' ANDRA

CARLTON and KARR0L
HeldOvar OFFICER'S CLUB

Mexwell Field, Montgomery, Ala.

Thank* to W. H. "MONK" ARNOLD

Still Available for Records

JAY SEILER
Presenf/y 2nd Week BouUvard Room

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL

February 16th

Press Photographers Ball

New York
Max Novelle - McConkey Artists

Chicago—
Sidney Page Agency

St, L/s 4Jo Balcor Day9

St, Lotiis, Jan. 29.

Josephine Baker will be ku-
dosed next Sunday (3) at her
first pro appearance in St.

Louis, her hometown; Singer
will play a benefit in the Henry
W. Kiel municipal auditorium,
following a parade and recep-
tion,

Miss Baker left here in 1925
for Paris. Since then she has
visited here briefly—with her
mother in 1940 and again in
1950 while en route to en-
gagements.

Hizzoner James M. Darst has
proclaimed Feb. 3 as "Jose-
phine Baker Day.”

WHEN IN BOSTON
It's th»

HOTEL AVERY
Avery A Washington Sts.

The Home of Show Folk

JACK DENTON
WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN

(Subject to change ithout notice)

Vo IVAN CHARNOFF
Chicago

WANTED
MIDGET OR DWARF WHO PLAYS
ACCORDION OR GUITAR. CON-
TACT CHARLOTTE LORD. 522
FIFTH AYE., NEW YORK, OR CALL
MURRAY HILL 7-9298.

Currently
HILLS COUNTRY CLUB
Newport, Ky.

Sonja Henie signed a deal last

week to play the Kingsbridge Ar-
mory, Bronx, some time in March.
It’s the first time in 17 years that
she'll work a New York lc£ date
away from Madison Square
Garden.
The star is reportedly going to

the Bronx, spot in an effort to

prove that she’s good enough b.o.

to warrant the Garden in future
despite her tiffing with Arthur M.
Wirtz, whose "Hollywood Ice Re-
Vue” is at the Garden until Feb. 6.

Miss Henie will bring in her own
ice. She’s been travelling with
portable refrigeration which per-
mits; her to open new territory for

blades displays.

Aside from proving her b.o.

value in New York; Miss Henie’s
Bronx stand will also have the
added value of indicating whether
nabes are potent enough to sup-
port a big show. Years ago, Ring-
ling Bros.- and Barnum: &. Bailey
Circus played the Bronx as well

as Brooklyn, but in recent years
has abandoned them. The Henie
stand may cause re-evaluation of

the feasibility of revitalizing dor-

mant playdates.

PAT PENN ALIVE AGAIN

VIA TONY BENNETT UNIT
Pittsburgh, Jan, 29.

Penn Theatre, Loew deluxer,

will play its first stageshow in sev-

eral months week of March 14,

when unit headed by Tony Bennett
comes in. Lineup will include

singer Toni Arden, Lee Davis as

m,c., comedy dance team of Harris

& Shore, and the Denvers.
Loew hou$e here gets flesh only

for spot bookings. It resumed
presentations couple of years ago
after a 15-year hiatus. Even in last

24 months, however, Penn hasn't

had more than half at dozen shqws,
Last one there was Frankie Laine.

Sophie Tucker's Palladium

' And 4 Other Brit, Dates
Sophie Tucker’s date at the Pal-

ladium, London, has been set for

April 21. Booking was made some
time ago, but starting time was
left open pending finalization of

the Palladium’s plans.

Miss Tucker will essay a series

of stands while in Britain. .She’ll

play the Bagatelle, London nitery,

April 5; Empire, Glasgow, June 2;

Empire, Liverpool, June 16, and
the Hippodrome, Birmingham,
June 23.

Singer played London shortly

after the
: war at the Casino The-

atre. She had been slated to play

the Bagatelle last season, hut a

foot ailment forced her to cancel

the trip.

By JOE COHEN

The ice show industry is fear-

ful th*t' the current year may up-

set certain unwritten agreements
which have permitted all major
icers to prosper. The split after

last season between Sonja Henie

and her producer for many years,

Arthur M. Wirtz, is causing an up-

set in the b.o. balances, resulting

largely from allocation of. terri-

tories which may endanger the en-

tire tank industry.

The maiden season show headed
by Miss Henie and. the longtime

Wirtz icer are currently scrambling

for some spot bookings. As result

of. that wrestling for dates, new
alliances are emerging which may
seriously affect pulling power of

the remaining shbws. For exam-
ple, Miss Henie’s show is being

booked in some situations under
auspices of George Tyson, who
operates "Holiday on Ice.” Tyson
reportedly agreed to promote the

Henie show in his own territory

in return for the skater starring in

the European tour of "Holiday.”

However, since Miss Henie will not

play Europe this season, the reason

for the presumed tieup is a mat-
ter of Speculation.

Tyson is moving the Henie
blafier into areas where he former-
ly was the sole icer routed. This

is the ease in Toledo, for instance,

( Continued on page 50 )

Miami Beach, Jan. 29.

Overworked stars by promoters
of benefits in this winter resort will

not work the affairs, legit or other-

wise, in 1952-5,3. Local cafe opera-

tors are clamping down, on these

fund-raisers after commitments for

this season are fulfilled. Crux came
last week when such presentations

stripped the niteries of any decent
partonage for several days.

Complaints '“of the harried boni-

faces in recent years were brought
up in a meeting last week at Copa
City, with reps of legitimate organ-
izations. Seven top nitery owners
attended the conference, along
with Jerry Baker of American
Guild of Variety Artists.

Decision was. to allow .the com-
mitments this year to go through,
with the Variety Club’s big annual
show not on the okayed list, Result
was moving of the all-star annual
for the children’s hospital spon-
sored by the Variety Club to the
Olympia theatre from the Miami
Beach Auditorium.

Chief plaint of the nitery group
was fact that on nights when such
all-star benefits are held, their

business falls, off to a minimum
and for the following nights as

well. Their proposal to remedy
matters was allowance of two or
three nights annually,, with the
affairs staged in the bigger night
spots and hotels, they, dividing
their talent in a round-robin idea.

Clubowners told benefit reps they

had agreed on a stipulation being
inserted in all contracts; barring
performers from appearing any-
where in Dade County three
weeks before or three weeks after
contracted date in any local cafe;
Clause would apply only to
higher-braeketed talent. Small
acts would be permitted to work
affairs that might not affect night-
club business, such as at hospitals
and similar Institutions. ;Mt. Sinai
Hospital, incidentally, has set

aside a free clinic and hospitaliza-
tion setup for acts in. need, in ap-
preciation of the aid provided by
show . biz in raising the original

$2,500,000 needed to start the hos-
pital Several years ago.. It is part
of the ihstitutioh’s- charter.

Biggest beef came on night of
annual Policemen’s and Firemen’s
show at Beach dogtrack with Over
5,000 in attendance at $5 n head;
Use of the 3,500-seat Bench audi-
torium for other such affairs is an-
other sore spot. Cafemen pointed
out that the 3,500-seat is a munic-
ipal project built for conventions
and not to compete with them. Re-
cent suit by Copa City ops against
its use for musical revues and the
like was defeated in State Supreme
Court. At any rate, the many bene-
fits run in the auditorium will now
have to pay for. the acts, if they can
get them. Last of the all-star nights
will be Mt. Sinai’s, Feb. 27, to raise

$150,000 to make up for the hos-

pital’s free-patient clinic loss.

WHO TOOK NEW TORN BY

SHE, oUNM' it!

ELAINE
iiTn

"A new star is in the making
in this room that has been the
springboard for numerous lu-

minaries. She is Elaine- Dunn,
dark-haired tapster, who has
the most tantalizing curves,
a graceful, natural rhythm and
striking beauty. A sure bet for
films.''
FRANK QUINN. Daily Mirror

• u

"Elaine Dunn is a youngster
who sings, dances and projects
an amazing

.

personality in the
few moments she is on the
floor of the Copa's new show.
Brunet has plenty of s.a., a
pair of flashy gams and a neat
voice, all of which stamp her
as fine musicomedy material.
“Miss Dunn is cast here as a.

production performer, but from
the moment she steps on there
is no doubt this kid deserves
more important position. She
exudes • sex and personality—
and talent—to point Up her
future potentialities.".

Kahn, Variety

"Eiaine Dunn, the shapely
17-year-old Cleveland-born pop
singer at the Copacabana, will

be a big new star."
EARL WILSON
New York Post

“An expert new song-and-
danpe gal- named •Elaine- Dunn
"who's custom - tailored and
ready for delivery to a

.
Broad-

way musical."
. _HY GARDNER

New York Herald Tribune

*"A brilliant: bow-in perform-
ance by a young ballerina
named Eiaine Dunn, who gave
a dynamic account of herself,
not only from the terpsichore-
ari standpoint but vocally in
the production number."

ROBERT W.. DANA
New York World^Telegram

it Sun

"The hit of the productions,
however, was Elaine Dunn, a
clean, pert brunette, who can
dance and sing. In fact, her
work was so outstanding thit

she seenied a cinch for better

thing, out of the

I i\i

Currently

New York

thanks TO
JULES PODELL and

JACK ENTRATTER

“Toast of the Town”
THANKS

ED SULLIVAN and
MARLO LEWIS

THANKS
MEL tORME

Direction:

MCA
Personal Mat.

BERNIE l|.S<
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Thin Boxoffice lee
Continued from page 41

where Miss Henie will be pre-
sented prior to Tyson’s own show.

Wirtz’s “Hollywood lee Revue”

has been looking for bookings, it is

understood; but may be forced to

wind up in Detroit, which follows

the current run at- Madison Square
Garden, N. Y. Wirtz has been un-
willing to upset other icers and inr

vade territories which already have
their quota of tankers.

A Trio in Philly

For example, -Philadelphia, which
normally plays two refrigerated

shows, will get three this year. The
Arena, which hosts “Ice Follies”

and “Ice Capades,” couldn’t af-

ford to take on another icer with-

out hurting {he b.o. of shows al-

ready committed. .
As a result,

Miss Henie engaged the municipal
Convention Hall. It’s unlikely that

all three shows will emerge from
Philly with a

1

profit.

For the past decade or so, the

ice show field has been generally

stabilized. The industry found that

few cities could support more than

two shows per annum no matter
how they were spaced. There are

still a few cities, how; getting only

one major show Which could sup-

port another. New York, with its

“Hollywood Ice Revue” shutout,

could easily stand another display.

However, multiple-show toiwns are

greatly in the minority. It is ob-

vious that new territory has to be
explored, or former good areas re-

' developed.

As a result the industry itself

was forced to weed out the weak
sisters. Displays became .bigger

and costlier as a natural conse-

quence. Until this year, leers, had
virtually guaranteed territories.

“Ice Capades” and “Ice Cycles” are

the house property of the Arena
Managers Assn., with latter pro-

viding bookings because it controls

the playing time. -The Tyson
shows, “Holiday, on. Ice” and “Ice

Vogues,” are able to get their own
allocation Of playing dates on the
strength of carrying their own ice,

and have built up a series pf stands
throughout the years which have

given, each an institutional name in
the territories covered.

“Jce Follies” is also a prestige

title in numerous cities, It’s

been playing the same stands for
many years and it’s an annual
event in plenty of towns.

The Wirtz show has been playing
its Own arenas plus Madison Square
Garden, It usually disbanded fol-*

lowing a tour of its own stops, Be-
cause of some bad weather breaks
in the midwest, which caused a de-
cline on some dates, other stands
Were sought. Wirtz started seeking
these dates when most arenas al-

ready had made their commit-
ments. There was little open time
available without upsetting other

Shows.

Booking-wise, Miss Henie is in

the same shape as Wirtz. She
started after dates when there was
little open time. She is getting

stands nonetheless. But in her
case, at least, it’s a more expen-
sive method of operation. For ex-
ample, she has been playing Texas
and jumped to her current stand
in Denver. She backtracks to Tulsa
after Denver.

Miss Henie also carries her own
ice and can play virtually any?
where. She’s hitting some stands
ahead of other shows and it’s a
safe bet that she’ll

,

upset b.o. for
those following her. The Henie
troupe expects to be on the road
for about 30 Weeks. Other icers

fear that she can do a lot of damage
to the competition in that span.

Nix of Chi Cafe License

Upheld; Revoke Another’s
Chicago, Jan. 29.

Revocation of the liquor license
of, the French Casino, which was
closed in April, 1950, Was upheld
by the Illinois liquor appeals com-
mission. Strip; joint was shuttered
after two patrons complained they
Were beaten.

License of the Coconut Isle Club
was revoked this week by the may-
or’s office after a conventioneer
said he was fed knockout drops
and 'robbed. 1

. sr
th*

LOU

SEILER
Thanks—

GAZETTE, MONTREAL
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1952

EXCELLENT COMEDIAN
AT DOWN BEAT BAR
Taking the lead on the talent

line-up is Comedian Lou Seiler.
Mr. Seiler is one of the freshest
of the night spot funny men we
nave seen in months. Nothing
he does can be tagged as stock
and it is a safe bet that no
other comic who has come to
town has used his material.
An original comedian is a rare

bird on the local circuit and
when one turns up this review-
er s advice is to drop around
and see him before he vanishes
i n't o to f 1 1 e r entertainment
circles. H.W.

THE HERALD, MONTREAL
FRIDAY, JANUARY 11, 1952

For the occasion, they came
up with Lou Seiler, who is *with-
out a doubt one of the best
funnymen I’ve seen in months.
And that takes in a hefty slice
of the laugh trade.

. . , as original. as it is refresh-’
ing-^and one. Well Worth seeing.
Ha seems to enjoy the hard
work he does, especially in his
routines about a cowboy and, a
politician, both of which ore:
loaded with high good humor.
He’s a dancer, too.

BRUCE TAYLOR

“New . . . Original , . . Comic”
LEE MORTIMER, N. Y. Mirror

* HELD OVER AGAIN
CLUB DOWN BEAT

Montreal

Exclusive Management
SENIA GAMSA

1270 Sixth Ave., New York PLaxa 7-1574
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Sarauc Lake
By Happy Benway
Saranac, N; Y., Jan, 20.

A salute to Benny Kessler, Bob
(IATSE) Tarr, Wilton (IATSE)
Birdsong and John Binkley for
swelling our “We the Patients”
fun<|.

Bob Nesbitt, manager Paramount
Theatre (Gamble Enterprises),
Steubenville, O., checked in as for
the observation period. Ditto Ted
Brennan actor-director of radio
and TV, who shot in from N, Y.
for the o.p. routine.

Mrs. Joe BiViano reports top
progress at the Hudson cottage
on Franklin Ave. here. -Her hubby
is a musician on WNBC, N. Y., and
her, brother, Charlie Magnanti, an
accordionist the ' Jack Berch
radio show,

“Amazing Mr. Ballantine” took
time out While en route from Mom-
real to N. Y. to hello the shut-in
gang. He also , sponsored a banquet
at the Melody Lounge for many
of the up patients ~ai nifty gesture
from an ex-patient.

Paul Hein, musician, drew his
first OK for a 10-day furlough and
is now sapping up Broadway air
and remihescing with former co-
workers at AFM Local 802 head-
quarters.

/ Charles “Chick” Lewis, Variety
Clubs-WilL Rogers- Hospital execu-
tive, in from N. Y. for. the first

1952 general inspection tour. He
was elated over the general
progress of the patients.
Gang is all agog over the an-

nouncement that ,RCO and Gen-
eral Electric engineers are skedded
here to put Up a master aerial so
that the patients can get radio re-
ception at. their bedside.

S. Coleman Houff, technician
from the Pitt-Roth circuit, took the
thoracoplasty operation and is back
at the Variety Clubs domicile rest-

ing comfortably.
Isabelle Rook, musician of yes-

teryear and an ex-Will Rogers-ite,
reports from Raybrook, N. Y., sana-
torium that her condition Is show-
ing vast improvement. This gal
spent 18 months in a plaster cast

and is celebrating her coming- out
of confinement.
When John. Langstaff, .concert

baritone, appeared here as a spe-
cial booking on the annual . pro-
gram of the Saranac Lake Con-
cert Society, he. was billed “By
Courtesy of Dr.- Warriner Wood-
ruff.” Dr. Woodruff is surgeon for

the Variety Clubs Hospital. Dur-
ing the last war, Langstaff was
Wounded by a sniper’s bullet that
lodged in his lung, an emergency
operation was needed to save his
life, so he was rushed to Guam
where Dr. Woodruff was staff

chief medico. The operation Was
successful, after a year of. resting
Lang resumed his singing career.
The 1952 bridge tournament

started in full at the lodge with
the following patients taking part:

Shirley Handler, Ruth Burke,
Genie (Legit) Reed, Audrey Lump-
ki

,
Henrietta Allan,

.
Patricia

Payne, George (Elephants) Powers,
Otto Hayman, Paul Hein, Jeff
Clark, Rufus Weathers, Don
Wright.

Write to those who are ill.

€hf
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Vautfe-Cafe Bive
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lucrative and less tirihg forms of
show biz, notably television and
niteries.

ChexParee Solo

Chicago is also falling off on
the cafe front, with only one major
spot, the Chez Paree, which suf-

fers acutely when names are not
available. Chez does tremendous
when it has Durante; Martin &
Lewis, Danny Thomas, Sophie
Tucker and Joe E. Lewis, but lulls

in-between with semi-name fare,

draw little -or no biz. The type
of act for this bistro is strictly

limited.

Other than the Chez showcase,
there, are only three hotel rooms
with reviies. Of these, the Conrad
Hilton (Stevens) uses an ice show;
the Palmer HdUse, mainly the same
names for most of the year with
the .exception of four months for
an original ' shdW. Palmer House
uses Evelyn Knight, Billy De
Wolfe, Dorothy Shay, Kay Thomp-
son ,.& the Williams ; Bros., regu-
larly/ although Merriel Abbott, di-

rector of entertainment, is open to

new headliners for this spot and
others of the Hilton chain Which
she books.

Edgewater Beach Hotel, far

ICE FOLLIES’ FAT 285G

IN 15-DAY CLEVE. RUN
Cleveland, Jan. 29,

Six sellouts were
.

registered by
“Ice Follies” during its hearty 15-

day run closing Sunday (27) at
Cleveland arena.

Shipstad-Johnston ice unit drew
a smashing $285,4C9 at $3,60 top,

FOR NINE VAUDERS
Les Paul & Mary Ford have been

tapped for a series of Loev theatre
dates. Twosome have been set for
Cleveland, April 11; Rochester,
April 18; Pittsburgh, April 25, and
Providence, May 2.

Other dates lined up for the pair,

include the ' Paramount, Buffalo,

June 5; Fox, Detroit, June 12;

Oriental, Chicago, June ID or 26,

and the Riverside, Milwaukee; ah^
the Circle; Indianapolis.

All dates have percentage claus-

es. In most spots they’re getting

50% from the first dollar.

CURLY’S, MPLS., FINED
Minneapolis, Jan. 29.

Meyer (Makey) Gordon, whose
license for Curly’s, one of this

city’s largest niteries, is in his
wife’s name, Was fined $100 in mu-
nicipal court on a charge of keep-
ing the establishment open after
hours:

,

Sale of liquor is forbidden by
law here after 1 a.m. Gordon pleads
ed guilty to the. lesser charge of
curfew violation;

Lou Walters Stymied

On Teep’ for LQ, N.Y.
Lou Walters* deal to import the

London Palladium tenant, “Peep
Show,” for his Latin Quarter, N. Y.,

has been called off. Walters will
bring Over another offering by Val
Parnell, managing director of the
Moss-Empire Theatres, Which con-
trols the Palladium. Deal was can-
celled because the Prince of Wales
Theatre, London, needed a revue
and “Peep Show” was shifted into
that house.

Walters subsequently felt that he
wouldn’t be getting a fresh show.
He didn’t want a layout to preem
in the U. S. with six-month-old cos-
tumes and sets.

Walters, who just returned from
a quickie to London and Paris,
stated

;
that he saw no acts for his

spot. All those he was interested In
have either been signed for a U. S.
showing or have played this coun-
try recently,

Walters will take his current dis-
play at the Latin Quarter, Miami
Beach, and bring it into the N. Y.
spot in April. There will be several
additions, including the Seven Ash-
tons, a British turn.

northside hostel, seems more pro-
gressive than some of the other
inns, Although relying mainly on
bands like Freddy Martin, Xavier
Cugat, etc., room brought in Hilde-
garde last fall for six weeks of
fine take. Sherman Hotel last year
reverted to society orch and same
management sliced one act in But-
tery to orch quartet. Blackstone,
which tried revival of acts for one
month, Went back to small band.

Only other bistro which used
names, Vine Gardens (which es-

tablished Joey Bishop and booked
Myron Cohen, Lind Bros., and oth-
ers) is down to a four-night opera-
tion- BlackhaWk Restaurant has
had a book revue for the past two
years, and doing well.

It’s Different Elsewhere

Out of town, however, there is
a real battle for names, with the
Chase, St. Louis, booking the An-
drews Sisters, Celeste Holm and
Tony Martin in last few months;
Milwaukee is having a real compet-
itive hassle between the Tic-Toc
nitery and Schroeder Hotel. Tic-
Toc has booked Sophie Tucker and
Larry Nixon’ for Feb. 15 and has
used Harry Richman, Myron Co-
hen, etc., in the past few months,
Schroeder is countering with names
and is reported to have offered
Mario Lanza $12,500 for a Week’s
stay in February, possibly oppo-
site Miss Tucker; Billy DeWolfe
comes into the hotel April 1. Lake
Club, Springfield, 111., when it can
get attractions, has had some phe-
nomenal weeks, taking in as much
as $40,000.
About the only thing that saves

*he average act ih Chicago, other
.nan those playing circuses and
fairs and the dates on TV, are reg-
ular club dates. This winter seems
to have reached a new peak, with
some acts working as many as
three a night due to the huge de-
mand. Of course, much Of this
business once belonged to the
nightclub, but now companies rent
out ballrooms and such for their
own private parties. Besides be-
ing cheaper, it’s easier to deduct
as an income tax expense.

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT AND BAR

1 58 W. 44 St., New York Ul 2-4481

Where showbusiness meets

*TALENTCONTEST *
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LAST FRONTIER
LAS VEGAS

Personal Management
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With DAMITA JO
* On RCArVictor Records
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Following the success otthe, Ver-.

rallies policy of producing its own

units/other cafes in. New York and

elsewhere are set to follow suit.

The Latin Casino, Philadelphia, is

now plotting a homegrown pack-

age Georgie Hale, who produced

the* Versailles unit, is charting a

similar show for the road. General

Artists Corp. also is producing a

unit which will be submitted to

niteries.

Heavy package activity is an-

other indication of boniface dis-

Lamour’s Hartford Try
For Feb 22 Roxy Date

Dorothy Lamour will play the

State Theatre, Hartford, Feb. 16-17

oil a guarantee and percentage

basis.

She’s playing the spot to smooth
out her act for her Roxy, N.Y.,

date, opening Feb. 22.

j Bert Eddie

STONE and .SHINE

satisfaction with the present situa-

tion ’regarding names. Many feel
that the big prices being asked for
topnotchers are too heavy a gam-
ble.’ Even if they are willing to pay
the tariff, they cannot overcome
video’s competition for the handful
of headliners,

The package price is frequently
lower, than that of a drawing head-
liner. For example, the Versailles
unit, should it go on the road fol-

lowing its run at the eastside N: Y.
cafe, will be peddled at $5,000. The
GAC package is being submitted at

$3,500.

The difficulty in the cafe pack-
aging field lies in the fact that a
considerable amount of time must
be lined Up in advance, if the
package cost is to be amortized.
It’s a little more hazardous now
that the Kentucky gaming spots
are not buying as lavishly as they
Used to because of. recent raids.

However, there are still a sufficient

number Of, clubs that can shell out
heavy coin for shows.

Without names in' the lineup, it’s

a tough proposition to work up a
route far in advance. Packagers
still have to gamble, hoping that
word-of-mouth and trade notices
will stimulate bookings.

Own Rink Saves Sonja
From K.C. Ice Shutout

Kansas City, Jan, 29.

Kansas City is to have its annual
spring ice' show, even though it no
longer has a regular rink. The
Sonja Henie leer has been booked
to play the Municipal Auditorium
Feb. 14-20. The Henie revue car-

ries its own rink, the only way in

Which such shows can now play
this town,

Ice-shows heretofore played the
Pla-Mor Arena, leased recently to

a commercial firm as a warehouse.
“Ice Capades" played there an-

nually, but Will not hit town this

spring.

Henie is being booked by (Conti-

nental Ice Promotions, and brought
in here by John Antonello. Sked

;

includes Tulsa before the K, C.

date, with Toledo following.

in a

'Skating Vanities* NabsOK
30G in Salt Lake City 6

Salt Lake City, Jan. 29.

“Skating Vanities of 1952’’ open-

ed a four-day stand here last

Thursday (24) and hit an okay

$30,000 for six performances at the

Coliseum. Weekend clearing after

two days of rain upped the Sat-
urday and Sunday . matinees to

brighten the b.o. picture.

Roller outfit came here from
Sacramento where the turnout was
reportedly strong. Show plays Dfcs

Moines next, still without producer
Harold Steinman, Who' is bedded
down at the Flamingo in Las Vegas
With a virus infection.

Judy Garland’s sudden decision

to cancel out of the. Palace, New
York, two-a-day has left theatre

execs .n a terrific quandary. Cir-
cuity toppers are at the moment
caught short without a headliner
to follow the singer’s final show,
Feb. 17.

Offers have been, nixed by Jim-,
my Durante. Noel Coward similar-
ly cabled ’refusal inasmuch as he’ll

be in Bermuda putting the finish-

ing touches to a book.

Deal was almost concluded With
Sophie Tucker, but she too turned
down the proposition. Miss Tucker
felt that inasmuch as she hasn't
played a vaude house in many
years, she needed a new act to
fit the situation. She didn’t Want

(Continued on page 54)

Now Appooring

PALUMBO'S
PHILADELPHIA

Material by KAL COHEN
Personal Mgr.-—CHUBBY STAFFORD
Booking Exclusively—NAT SEGALL'S
KEYNOTE AMUSEMENT AGENCY

1011 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
WA 2-4353

. WA 2-3550

COMEDY MATERIAL
»/°.r Branch** of Theatrical*

CLASON'S FUN-MASTER
thc Original show nz gag nit

(The Service of the Stars)

First U Files $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
Singiy: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
(Beginning with No. 1—No Skipping)
• 3 Bks. PARODIES por book $10 •
• MINSTREL BUDGET . $25
• < BLACKOUT Bks:; ee. bk. $25 •HOW TO MASTER THE CEREMONIES

5iAAT-.5LASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, $300. Worth over a thousand

NOC.O.D.'S
PAULA SMITH

200 W. 54 St., New York 1 9 Dept. V
Circle 7-1130

JAY MARSHALL
CLUB
DATES

(None)

M,t.: MARK J. LEDDY

Leon Newman

Chicago, Jan. 29.

Plans for a permanent Chicago
lakefront fair : got underway here
last week with a drive to raise

$1,000,000. Unless money is forth-
coming in next few Weeks from
civic groups and merchants, Maj.
Lenox Lohr, head of the Museum
of Science & Industry, who says
that he' will manage the exposition,

will drop out of the picture. Lohr
managed the Chi fairs of 1933-34
and also headed the Railroad Ex-
position of 1949. He resigned from
that post, and the Lakefront Fair

of 1950, which was a flop, was held
Without his aid.

.

State of Illinois last session

passed a bill taxing racetrack reve-
nue, with most of the money to go
to agricultural fairs. Share of the
Chi fair Would fee about $800,000,
but as bill was passed last summer,
only about $450,000 would be avail-

able for the 1952 show.
Lohr is asking for the $1,000,000

in order to get the: grounds in

shape and erect some new build-

ings. Most of the structures were
temporary.

HEME’S SUPER-HOT

Denver, Jan, 29.

Sonja Henie is credited with
busting all records for a show in

Denver via a reported $144,700
advance in the till before she
opened in herlce revue last Thurs-
day (24) at the Coliseum. The
building is this town’s newest show-
place.

Based on the advance alone,

the Henie run shapes as a $230,-

000 grosser. Show is here to Feb. 3.

and Hit

"FANTASTIC SORCERY"

Just (Closed

Hotel Clarldge, Memphis
s’.

4, 5, and 6th—Motion Picture

for Jam Handy Corp., Detroif

Business Address;

Car*; Radio Registry: 39 West 51st St.

New York City MUrrtay Hill S-6600

Abe Schiller’s Talent Prowl

Plus ‘Fresh Face’ Gander
Abe Schiller, talent buyer for

the Flamingo Hotel,, Las Vegas, is

currently talent-shOpping in New
York, He hit town from Miami
Beach; where he gandered

.
names

playing there.
Schiller plans to book more new

talent for the Flamingo.. He’s seek-

ing a crop of fresh faces to be
booked in conjunction with names.

Ex-La. Gov. Jimmy Davis

Floor-Showing in Texas
Dallas, Jan. 29.

Jimmy Davis made one of his

few nitery appearances, playing the
Bridgeport Club here lest Friday
(25). It’s expected to be one of

several visits to various cities by
the singing ex-governor of Louis-

iana.

Davis is skedded for five other

Texas cities before touring Canada.
(

Frank Sinatra and Jackie Glea-
son, who have teamed on video,

for several shows, are being paired
for the Paramount Theatre, N. Y.,

for late March or early April,

Packaged by Music Corp. of Amer-
ica, combo will include a name
orch and surrounding acts and is

being, sold for around $25,000 plus

percentages. Twosome are .going

in with Sinatra’s pic, “Meet Danny
Wilson,’’

The Sinatra-Gleason booking is

another example of theatrernen at-

tempting to cash in.on combos de-

veloped in television. Attempt haA
been made to sell Gleason at the

head of a package for $17,500, but
there were no takers. Tandem with
Sinatra was then formulated.

It’s the only date that will be
played by this twosome. Both will

be in New York at that time, and
both will be tied up by respective

video shows. Sinatra has been do-

ing his program from the Coast
and he’ll come east for about five

weeks.

Mpls. Cops See, Okay

Zorine & Ingagi; St. P.

Brass No See, No Want
Minneapolis, Jan. 29.

A self-constituted censorship
hoard, comprising the police de-

partment’s purity squad head and
three members, one of them a po-
licewoman, passed on Zorine & In-

gagi, “queen of nudists and Hol-

lywood film gorilla,’’ at the Minne-
apolis Flame nitery and gave the

act its approval.
In St. Paul, the police chief him-

self banned the act before it open-
ed at the St. Paul Flame. He hadn’t
seen it, but found the advertising

objectionable and “misleading’’

and said he had had complaints.
When, afterwards, it was billed

for the Minneapolis Flame, the lo-

cal police^chief said he’d have to

see the act before passing on it.

He sent the four department mem-
bers to the opening. Neither Min-
neapolis nor St. Paul has any of-

ficial censor board or censorship.

The Morning Tribune ran a pic-

ture of the four police department
members sitting at a table Watch-
ing the act-T-withiust cups of cof-

fee in front of them. Underneath
was a pic of scantily clad Zorine
and her male dancing partner who
appears in the guise of the gorilla.

It was a great publicity break for

the bistro.

In Minneapolis, the advance ad-
vertising was toned down and did

not refer to Zorine as “queen of

the nudists,’’ but simply called the
offering “the most sensational act

in the show business.”
Agency offering: the act states in

its literature, “the act can be ar-

ranged to cqnform with local cen-
sorship;”

Sennes Gets Todd’s ‘Peep’

Title for Nitery Package

,

Cleveland booker Frank Sennes
'• has completed a deal with Mike
Todd for use of latter’s “Peep
Show” title for a layout to be
pared down to unit proportions for

nitery exhibition.

Sennes plans to play the pack-

age in spots which he books. These
. include Desert Inn, Las Vegas:

Beverly Hills Country Club, New-
• port, Ky., and Lookout House,

, Covington, Ky.

'Thank you Ralph Snider and Al Taxier for an

A-l Engagement at BRADFORD HOTEL/'

KEN BARRY
BOSTON DAILY RECORD

JANUARY 18. 1952

Around Boston
HE’S A QUIET LITTLE GUY, with an easy-going way

about him, so you sort of settle back and listen, neither

enthused nor bored. Then, little by little, you realize

that he’s getting laughs, not just snickers, real, honest-

to-goodness laughs.

Arid you realize, toO, that the audience is raptly at-

tentive; that, using a show business phrase, he “has ’em

eating out of the palm of his hand.”

His jokes are good, too, and his little piece of busi-

ness using hats and caps to dramatize the words, is truly

funny, hilariously funny, so funny that he has to beg off

With a speech to bring the show to an end.

JSeio Comedian
And then you know that a bright, new comedian has.

come to town, one of whom you are sure to hear more

of later, a tyro Jackie Miles, one day, will be up there

in the big money as a natural-born humorist.

He’s KEN BARRY and he tops the bright, new show

at’ the Bradford’s Circus Room, which is, with all due

credit for those which have gone before, the best of

the season. .

And one of the nicest things about the show, particu-

larly so as to KEN BARRY, is that there isn’t even the

suggestion of a smirk in the program from start to finish,

further proof that smut and blue jokes are wholly un-

necessary;

BARRY is so easy-going aind so casual in his perform-

ance that it is actually difficult to say “this is a routine,

or “that is a set joke.” His whole effort is so informal as

to seem ad lib. He did particularly well, for instance, with

a large group from the Harvard School of Nuclear Science,

there with Al Pote. And they arc pretty sharp people.

Dfraction; PMIL-WEB ATTRACTIONS
48 West 48Hi Street, New York Tima 7-2280 4
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Waldorf'•AfftorlaV' N** X.
(EMPIRE ROOM)

Bob Fosse,. Gloria DeHaven, Nat
Brandwynne Orch, Mischa Borr
Latin Band; $2 cover after 9:30.

Filmster Gloria DeHaven, with
songs, and hoofer Bob Fosse com-
prise the current Empire Room
bill, arid the playing values are not

all that they might be. The big

minus lies in the performance .of

Miss DeHaven. ^

.
Sporting a poodle haircut, Miss

DeHaven: has lots of verve; and
she’s cute-looking as well, but she
lacks, the vocal ability to get. by in

a class spot suCh as the Waldorf.
Using an even mixture of ballads

and rhythm numbers, Miss De-
Haven does better on the latter,

as indicated by such numbers as

her opening ’’Love Is Just Around
the Corner,” “Love Isn’t Born,”
“Let’s Misbehave” arid ‘‘Love Is

Here to Stay.”
.

Fosse is a talented young hoofer
with, a future in musical comedy,
but his act as dono here is out of

sorts. He does; some specialty
hoofing fpr a starter that is the
kind of stuff for the midway mark,
with Fosse’s, apologetic acknowl-
edgment of that spotting being no.

face-saver. This opener includes
a medley of an East Indian bit,

combined tango and paso doble,
and ‘‘Old Soft Shoe;”

Fosse’s “Time of Your Life” bit,

a la Gene Kelly, seems too pal-

pably a concoction to suggest to

the audience (any producers pres-

ent?) that here is another pros-
pect for Gene Kelly roles. Fosse’s
dance interpretation of “Slaughter
on 10th Ave.,” which Kelly did in

the Metro musical, “Words and
Music,” emphasizes that thinking.
This is not to discredit Fosse’s
ability; it’s just that he should re-

ly on new material to stress his own
Individuality. Otherwise, he is a
nifty hoofer, and he can handle
talk as well, in addition to indicat-

ing a dramatic flair in “10th Ave."

Nat Brartdwynne’s orch plays
neatly for the .shbw, arid alternates
with Mischa Borr’s band for the
dancing. ' Kahn.

Ciro’s9 Hollywood
Hollywood, Jan. 24.

Liberate Dassie Bros., Dick
Stabile Orch (7); $2 cover.

an offering, not a selling, but a
projection of shownumship that is

thryst down their • throats, for

which they’re waiting with open
mouths..

Bulk of the act comprises spe-

cial material—so much so that it’s

difficult to chart her course.
Spirit of the songs is nostalgic,

but Miss Tucker gets fresh as a
daisy at times. She gets yocks in
confessing she’s known to men as
“open house Soph” and to hepcatS
as “hot rod Soph.”

Spicy lyrics are cleverly sold;
there’s no affront, but the blush
can be felt in the darkened room
When she sings ribald advice about
mink coats to yoUng ladies, and
narrates the saga, of “Horse-Play-
ing Papa.”
She sings of her golden anrii,

“That Old Gang of Mine,” and
prop-caricatures Ted Lewis, Jim-
my Durante, Harry Richman, Ed-
die Cantor and Joe E. Lewis. In
the pop field, she gets the mob
with her, singing “Dinah,” “Shine-
On Harvest Moon” .and “Let. Me
Call You Sweetheart.” Clincher is

a dramatic Yiddish number, sung
in English, “My Mother's Sabbath
Lights,” which quieted the crowd.
Ted Shapiro’s piano accomp and

banter-swapping are exceptional.
At piano or dialog, he proves his

worth to Miss Tucker.' Bark.

U VleE* W. Y*
Dorothy Dandridge (with Phil

Moore Trio), Carl Ravazza, Joe
Candullo’t Trio; #5 minimum.

Edgcwater Beacli9 CHI
(MARINE ROOM)

Chicago, Jan, 25.

Xavier Cugat Orch (16), with
Abbe Lane, Los Barrancos, Dul-
cina, Candy DiMalig, El Gringo;
$1 cover, $2.50 minimum

,

Monte Proser’s La Vie En Rose,

With its current two-act bill of

Dorothy Dandridge and; Carl Ravaz-

4a, may have, hit the correct formu-

la after floundering on its, show

policy since its opening less than

a year ago. The eastside French-

decored cafe has been on a spot

for the kind of medium-bracket
names that could bring ’em in,

and this is the first two-ply combo
that fills the bill from both an

entertainment and biz standpoint.

The light-skinned, colored Miss

Dandridge, a slim s.a. looker in

the Lena Horne tradition,
;
goes

over strongly With a flock of tunes

that she sells especially from the

personality standpoint. Miss Dand-

ridge is’ weak in putting over a

ballad but this is the type of

tune that she does infrequently.

Rut when she bounces the rhythms,

she comes pretty close to Lena
Horne at her best, though with-

out some of the manifestly phoney
gyrations that seem to have en-

cumbered Miss. Horne-, in recent

years,.

Miss Dandridge is an interesting

performer to Watch as well as" lis-

ten to. Her opener, *’Love Isn’t

Born,” ‘ sock and bouncey,

though somewhat slowed by .the

too-dramatic blues number that

follows. But then she’s back where
she starts with a rhythm novelty

in which she really projects her

s.a. for the first time. “Blow Out
the Candles;” “Old Devil Moon’’
and “Gonna See My Baby Tonight”

Xavier Cugat is. practically a
household phrase at this hotel. — T .

.

-
t .

It’s his third Visit to Marine Room follow in order and click strongly;

within a year’s span, and opening- then her second weakie, the ballad,

night biz indicated the .
Latino en- “Someone to Watch Over Me.

tourage remains a strong magnet, Miss Dandridge is an attention-
The combo of Cugat’s smooth host- getter all the way, and no small
ing, the band's intricate south-of- factor in her sOcko is the backing
border tooting, brightly plumed she gets from Phil Moore’s instru-
specialties and, of course, Abbe mental trio, with Moore at the
Lane, makes for first-rate nitpry. piano. Moore does her nifty ar-

'are*. rangements.
Prime lure for the conventionr RaVazza has been a holdover of

eers arid fatigued business men is
th
"

last couple of weeks, and he,
Miss Lane and her agile curves.

is gelling s.a,, which makes it
.. • ° t% t-iii -/^i-

Keyboarder Liberace is not new
to this smart clientele but al-

ways welcome. He opened in a
downpour and closed in a gale of
applause. Water-logged Coasters
never venture far from the home
hearth, but Liberace must have a
magnetic pull. The room was Well
filled at opening and he rewarded
their storm-braved presence with
an engaging session of pianology.

The fast crowd that 'frequents
this watering hole, are suckers for
his artistry, especially the back-
room beat. His flying fingers and
fidgety feet never slacken in their
melodic cadence, whether it’s

“Warsaw Concerto” or “Piano Roll
Blues,” a classic in barrelhouse
rhythm. He. projects not only a
virtuosity that few pianists of* his
genre have mastered but an' in-

. fectious charm that spreads a
Bk warming aura over the room. At

times he’s tempted to vocalize to
V break the steady diet of key tap-

ping, and while it’s easy to take,
it’s a secondary attraction.

His brother, George, takes • over
Dick Stabile’s band for the main
staging and whatever the mood, he
strokes a fiddle or Shakes a gourd
To tlie credit of both the Liber-
aces, there is Jittle time wasted on
intros or patter. The only break
between numbers is to rest his
digits and flash a smile over his
white tie.

Dassie Bros., who have been
much 1 teeveed of late, have a turn
bling act that is as fast and nove
as any that’s been around the nitery
time. Tfieir falls are the acme of
precision and timing, speeding
them through the stint for solid

returns. 'Helm.

a nifty parlay for one bill though
perhaps, it’s somewhat anomalous
having two singer on a two-act

layout. There’s no obvious conflict

inasmuch as they’re doing different

Her physical repertory remains as
well rounded as ever and her
s h o w m a n s hip likewise has
smoothed out into competent pro-
jection. Her' poise and timing are

' £ak
t!^ types o£ numbers

ing complement to her natural ....

endowments. She garners rafpt con- Ravazza is still selling the pmk
centration from the patrons, as she cheeked, boyish charm, and be

scorches through “Jack, Jack,- leans tovvards novelty ^tunes inter-

Jack,” “Acapulco Polka” and a mixed with the standards.-He s a

atin medley. personality singer in every sense of

The fast paced acro-terping' of the word,
#
and he knows how tp.

the Los
T

Barrancos alerts the din- use his voice

ers in opening spot. Lad and gal Portion of M^j^tn^fhce is de-

duo skip off to a big mitt after voted to novelties,^

their frenzied mambo. Dulcina, over the tailend^ pf his stage_stay

Spanish chirp, Is eyecatching to sock standards such as
^
WrapJ

with her gyrations through Your Troubles m
,,

“Rhumbane.” El Gringo scores ef- tcmber Song, a
8?

fectively with his tambourine pyro- the like. His earlier portion ^in-

technics on “Tico, Tico.” The mid- eludes a Rhythmic opener, while

way pacer features fluter Candy moving into the s?otlight -frofn the

DiMalig and the orch in an in- rear °f the room, followedhy^ Old

triguingly tropical flavored “Jun- Master Painter, Rock, Rock, a

gle Flute” oddity that comes off light Calypso and his inevitable

neatly. “Pedro.” He does ballads and

It’s a colorful package destined rhythms equally as well, but -could

to keep the Edgewater welcome possibly shorten his stay by sev-

mat. out for the Cugat assemblage oral, minutes... Kalin.

for seasons to come. Dave.

Baker Hotel, Balias
(MURAL ROOM)

Dallas, Jap. 23.

Sophie Tucker, with Ted Sha
piro; Pierson Thai Orth (8) ; $3
cover.

Sophie Tucker’s half-century in

show biz encompasses Texas vaude
dates in 1913-14-15, but a new gen
eration was on deck to appraise the
grand lady. R. J. O'Donnell (In.

terstate Theatres topper), on Open
ing night, introed with “meet an
old friend; for more years than
Sophie and I care to remember—
’Mrs. Show Business’ — Sophie
Tucker’.” She came on with a kiss

for O’Donnell, she saw the packed
pom and she Conquered the

crowd. Factually, she was greeted
with an ovation at opening—and if

never stopped. Closing lines of her
songs were inaudible due to the

heavy advance mitting of the mob.
From her opening talk-song

month ago. Collection of smart
patter is employed during emcee
introing, plus 2fi-minute period on
hit own. Tosses, over steady
stream of hep. flags* culminating
in Texan lampoon - with “Buddy.
Buddy.” Impresh of Billy Daniels
in “Old Black Magic” rounds off

segment for solid palms.

El Rancho Dancers' preem this

packet with couple of fair routines.

Otm CMb, Miami
W*aalt Jan. 26,

Lena Home, Jay Lawrence, The
Dunhill* (9), Joy Skylar, Gene
Griffin, ArdemFletcher liancers,
Tony Lopez Orch (15); beverage
minimum, $3.50 fc $6 at dinner; sg
foofcor beverage, supper show,

For the first time In a decade
a mainland nitery is packing them

Opening fling features male terp- Jin to the -point where there are
er — warbler Jerry Pedersen, turnaway* every evening. Topper
Looker Louise Burnett hits came Saturday night (26) when
stratosphere with some colbratur-' over 1,000. were jammed Into the
iiig. “Spanish Boogie” is best of Clover Club to see Lena Horne,
choreo pair, Standout in both with over 400 nixed on accom-
showcases is blonde - Joy Walker modations.
with solos. Ted Fio Rito orch hits in this, her first appearance in
off capably, with maestro stooging the south, Miss' Horne marks the
from keyboard for some of Kent’s season’s hottest attraction,' with
setups. Will, big ad displays in local dailies;

Chez Parec9 Montreal
Montreal, Jan. 24.

Johnny Howard, Clark Bros.

(2), Wally Aspell, Boots McKenna

plus that inevitable word-of-mouth
after preem night last • Wednesday
(23) building the score for the first
weekend climax of the tremendous
overflow.

Here is a sock show all the way,
Line (7), Palm ' De Luca Orch from entre' acts such as the Dun-
(8),

s Peter Barry Quartet; 85c hills, who wham with their triple-

admission. threat hoofery encompassing ace——— precision top work, to the aero

Johnny Howard, heavy fave in “ips of the hio^e muscular mem-
this town, is a logical bet for the her for the topper.

Chez Paree management to rustle Jay Lawrence works up a well
up a little biz that has been Sadly handled albeit slow starting—stint
lacking around local saloons for the that builds from a series Of weak
past tnonth: opening gags into his standard im-

Returning with new material but preshes,. okay forthe average mitts,

basing it entirely on his Old rou- Then winds. into a palm-pounding

tines, Howard whams over a rous- finale Via his Character lmpreshes

ing 50-minute session that runs the of sports, TV and broadcast types,

gamut from his ringside heckling, In a tough spot, as/are all acts-^

through a brace of vocal offerings, with the tableholders awaiting

to a socko windup featuring his. Miss Hornes entrance—he rates

impresh of Cab Calloway, Louis ^s
.. . .

Armstrong, Rose Murphy, et al. The Arden-Fletcher line work is

Last-named is probably newest item sprightly and colorful, to make for

in the Howard catalog and guy continued pace with Joy Skylar a

does fairly convincing job despite standout on her lead-Toutinings

inevitable HOwardisms. that easily rate her the solo spots

After so many appearances in

Montreal and establishing a reP £ile lSi who handles^Ms soni as"
for being bluer than the average c

Wh<L2fi
n

-
le
f liSL

comic, Howard has difficulty break- ail<^ emcees

ing in any new stuff, with the
customers yammering for the
oldies regardless of the quality. gavffnriSfwIJSnHnn

1

However, for a performer well out
of his 20s, his stamina and overall

a_
a
l ’ i.

adlibbing more than make up for
the occasional bomb he drops. wSSSd_ . . « uu Pi..i. d blended arrangements, delivered
Layout tees off with Clark BrosM

in the original sultry style that
a sepia team of young hoofers who them entranced throughout,
o^n -®3?t.four routines for plaudits. Tees off with ‘Ridin’ Qn The
Boys^flaintam a .^ Pa

9p
e

’ Moon,” follows with intelligent

t
ap

*
balancing of rhythm, ballad and

but loll impact ^with a gab. inter- torch to rapt attention. Trick of

SSi working to all the aud, despite
offers nothing. Kids^ would do well stage setup which made her circle^ to reach them, added to aud im-

^0t d g th
pact. Standouts, were her “Deed I

breather. Do,” “Can’t Help /Lovin’ That
The McKenna line, sporting a Man,” “Lady Is A Tramp” and the

few new steppers, does only a demanded encore, “Stormy Weath-
couple of routines, cutting out the er.” The 35-minUte Stint labelled
finale because of Howard s lengthy her prie of the top performers to
Stmt. Palm De Luca s orch cuts have played this resbrt city, which
show music

.
easily with Wally has seen only the best. Had to

Aspell emceeing, and bantonmg a beg off
few production numbers. Peter Tony Lopez arid augmented orch,
Barry’s combo spells De Luca with from seven to 16, including Miss
some okay Latin tempos between Horne’s own trio of piano, bass and.
shows. Newt. drums; is tops on the back-

Mocambo, H9wooil
Hollywood, Jan. 23.

El Rancho9 Las Vegas
Las Vegas* Jan. 23*

Rose Murphy, with Red Callen-
anr' 41 chpflF.r,hm> Hernandez Harmonica Rascals (o)

,

wiltiJonn
SEa ,JV U nv Pitleo. Lenity Kent, Jerry Peder-Orch (5), Stewart Hart, *1.50, $2 s

“
n>

.
Joy ' Walter, Loftise Burnett,

El Rancho Dancers (7); Ted Fio
Rito Orch (10); no cover or mini-
mum.

cover.

Patroris Of this strip spot are
sometimes accused of being mem-
bers of the chi chi set, but appar-
ently not enough so to indicate Combination of Luba Malina,

grounding. Lary.

L’Abbaye? Paris
• Paris, Jan. 23,

Gordon Heath; Lee Payaht; no

Ciro’s9 London
London, Jan. 16.

Mumford Puppets, Helen Cordet,

any great returns for the fortnight Harmonica Rascals and Lenny
stand of .Rose Murphy, the “Chi Kent llnks layout offairpropor-
Chi Girl. Stylists, voice, and name ... /
are too thin to mean much here. tl0ns which shape as ditto biz for

Stint . she’s offering won’t do any- El Rancho Vegas,
thing to build word-of-mouth since Staging underwent changes fol-

it’s more what might be expected lowing opening show to place Har-
in a cocktailery than as the solo monica Rascals in closing slot,

show fare in a major room. Luba Malina deuce, and Lenny
Miss Murphy rockets through a Kent, as emcee, tossing his turn

dozen numbers in her 25 minutes, over at top. Latter name was
hardly pausing for breath. Turn, added in last-minute booking,
however, needs better pacing, and Miss Malina’s material misses
her preoccupation with evergreens fire> although most of her specials
makes the stint just a little too; are. cleverly worded and sung. Ex-
heavy on nostalgia,. Some special passive face, odd accent .and pres-
material or orte or.two;newer tunes gpce should make for more returns 1

would help considerably. Best at- i„ laughter division. -Parodies “Old;
tention-getters are "Honeysuckle Actors Never Die" “Marriage Is a

*8*3®*. yS2,
th

*,r;l 3W? Girl's Best Friend,” “Ghost
on My Hands" and “TweUth Street writers in the Sky:”
Rag.” Even these, however, were t,.,™ hoftw
inaudible beyond ringside on open- Harmonica Rascaif

1
^Y^~®|:'^

ing night, chirp failing to reSiZe-
that the button mike's operate best stand at a

,f
nu^

at close quarters. room Audience gets ^ chance

Opener appeared to be the first
.gander eapersoflittle Johnny

time all component parts of the Pu
!
e0 as he

, .
Set

f
flapped about,

floor-show had been put together, Doing comedies and

adding to the difficulty. Even MiSs lads put forth some creditable har-

Murphy’s accompanist- arranger, monica work on ^abro Dance,

Red Callendar, seemed to; beW
sure of What was coming next— Nightingale,

,

and
_

P^g. .P -M?
and the drummer in the SheffrHer- Heart

- v??3?.
10”

nandez five-piece orch managed to yocks pulled from Puleo. s pantos.

stay a shade behind the beat Lenny Kent uses Similar mate-

cover, 220 francs minimum (75c). I
Ronnie O’Dell’s Orch, Francisco
Cavez Rhumba Band; $5 minimum.

Current layout at this lush West
End nitery strikes a more original

shoehorns in the faithful and_the note by neatly blending a vocal act
tounst^elements every night. Gor- with the Mumford Puppets. Com-

Lee Payant alter- bination makes a pleasing enter-

PfLlJ}. an _imProsslve tainment, and although they won’t
repertoire of English, French and need to put the ropes out, should
American folk numbers. Drinks are attract c&ariv hi»
reasonable and this is a good spot Helen Cordet, resident at Ciro’s
for an after-dinner pause or after- f0r some months, winds her cur-
theatre relaxing. Atmosphere is rent, engagement with this stint,
informal and cordial. Heath and Her style and the quality of her
Payant gladhand. their clientele voice have improved considerably,
with warmth that pays off in re- but her principal asset is a gay,
turn visits and word-of-mouth. vivacious personality that infuses
Heath starts the proceedings at life into the .most staid of custo-

9:30 sharp and the door is firmly mers. Opening with a medley of

closed until each number is fin- French tubes, she^ goes through a
ished. Any interruption is quickly neat Anglo-French routine. Two
hushed by the audience. He holds or three of her numbers, de-

the floor until 10:30 with fine ren- signed; for audience-participation,
ditions of spirituals, folk songs and are frankly unsophisticated, but
novelties. Seated on a dias, he get required response,
maintains a good guitar accom- Frank & Maisie Mumford have
paniment arid commands attention an intriguing act with their pup-
by fine voice, arid delivery. pets, but much . Of the illusion in.

Payant nicely complements f
om

u
e °* % JiV

mbeiSjs sp-°ilad
'

X

Heath’s serious style with clever Jopheavy. lighting. There is no at

little deliveries. Has a good sense
of timing and puts over the num- "w1

-
1

?
6. The

,

^mfords
®

J

aga

bers well. Last part Of evening has ^le
,
t
,?

e
1

1

1

r inanpnettes- dance to$
the boys doing some good duet

Fat
f.

ail>S
work on a series of numbers. Their ana and ^Ss Tn^which
French is impeccable, which pleases JJifery -scene. ®n

f nrross
the Gallic clientele, Hitting i! £ th? P^ete daI\^*

a
£
ia

!t
muted to the snapping of fingers

Performed
due to the kids sleeping upstaiJl I&1

£
Plus police complaints, * (K&i"

disks. The vocals demand mol

atint, ^o^,.enj^aiprijj^^ show* 1 ^

Heath and Payant have both
done legit work here and in Lon-
don, The clientele is most 1 y a
young French set with a big smat-
tering of American, English and

i
Scandinavian tourist. Club holds
40 but squeezes in. 100 during the
night. When caught, place was
#toctly.,S,RO. ' ,Mosh.,.

than the marionettes could gi.v •

Straight-forward backgrounding
Would have been more satisfactory.

The Ronnie ODeU aggregation

provides sterling accomp for

Cordet and alternates for daacins

. with Franciscp Cavez’s* .Layj1
^

liAmerjcdnii«o«bQ.cJ V.v v..lMvvo.i •
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pewrttoLMyegal
Las Vests. Jan, 22.

Dagmar, Facundo-Rivero Quintet,

Sid Gould, Anthony, AUynk
Hodges. Danny Dayton, Alan Gil•

bert Arden-Fletcher mncers ( 8 ),

CaritorvHayes Orch (11); no corer

or minimum.
.

Dagmar Is the marquee name
nulling in more than capacity

crowds every show and keeping the

Sno jampacked with gamesters.

Every night is New’ Year's eye as

long as she’s around these parts.

Curiosity which arts as! magnet

seems to he satisfied somewhat as

tab-grabbers ogle her torso. As a

performer, she offers light talent

superimposed on nerve. From
walkon, attired in gowns designed

to reveal the muchly-touted prom-
ontories to best advantage, Dagmar
toes about her job of entertaining

with gusto. Natural flair for dumb-
dinne comedy , is keystone upon
which writers Lou Meltzer and
Allan Walker have built her rou-

tine.'' . ,

Intro gab is wide-eyed amaze,

lent of Las Vegas culture before

chirping •'Ballin’ the Jack.” Sid

Gould, recruited from
.
t e e v e e,

comes on this juncture to point Up
situations. He’s clicko as foil, with

mugging and ad libs pulling big

yocks. Gould seeks autograph in

character of tourist from Alabama.
Brings on Danny Dayton as news-
paper reporter With sketch based;

primarily on measurement, theme,
which segues into Gould-Dagmar
duetting. of "A, You’re Adorable.”

Highlight is sketch roping in

maestro Carlton Hayes, a moon-
faced musician from 4rch, and
Gould and Dag ‘ yockworthy
sight script sc.annirig. “Dagmar for

President” theme leads into “If I

Should Be Elected President.” Re-
turn is ringside undulation and
trib to audience, “I Think You’re
Wonderful,” to Solid plaudits,;

Facundo-Rivero Quintet wraps
up casement with fiery Latin roun-
delays arid terps. Cuban Combo has
legit flavoring, but With positive
aural and visual nitery embellish-
ments. Facundo-Rivero stands; ax
keyboard while two goOd-looking
femmes and two males go into mo-
mentum attired in

. West Indies
frills. Songalog 'Consists of “Pachita
Eerie,” “Majarete,” “Jelenque” and
"United Cafe.” Response builds
into closing ovation.
Gould has solo fling deuCe, pour-

ing forth a frantic monology good
for plenty howls: Active comic . di-:

vests Occasional blue gem, Yiddish
stories, and standards. Warbles
parodies in trick gargle, meanwhile
hurling taunts at hapless ringsider.
Makes subject uncomfortable, but
Gould keeps ^situation well beneath
exploding point.
Anthony, Allyn & Hodges prep

stanza with ballroom' lampooning.
Gorgeous redhaired gal gets tossed
about after three begin romp with
serioso

.
glides. Hokum builds into

rout, but with terrif tricks dis-
played all the way and especially
at climax; Trio’s begoff gab is neat
touch of. comedy.
Arden - Fletcher line waves

pseudo-collegiate opener, but clicks
on "Peruvian. Mambo,” with, titian-
tressed, pigtailed Fluff Chariton’s
sexy hip-tossing. Alan Gilbert vo-
calizes production . rounds and em-
cees smoothly. Will.

Paluitilio’s, Philly
Philadelphia, Jan. 26.

Stone L Shine, Jaye Bros., Holly
Warren, Senor. Cortez, Frederick &
Tanya, Tohy Leonard, Spic and
Span, Howard Reynolds Orch (9);
$2 minimum Sat.

Two-hOur show is right in line
vitli long-established Palumbo
policy of giving ’em all the enter-
tainment they can take. Big 600-
seat room, which makes definite
play for banquet and dining-out
trade, has always specialized in
variety and copious acts. Napkin-
wearers are usually in mellow and
receptive mood and performer can
always knock himself out and still
be called back ior

:
more.

Dance and comedy duo, Bert
Stone & Eddie Shi ", who scored
m their previous appearance at
Palumbo’s, are back as headliners
of the current revue. They did 35
riiinutes at end of long snow arid-
bad to. beg off. Stone acts as con-
lerencier, while his partner breaks
u

.'
) the spieling with fast terp ses-
ions. Stone has an easy floor
Presence and an amiable style of
story-telling.. His dialect bits range
from Yiddish to Texan. Shine steps
nimbly and scores With impresh
sequence that lists okay takeoffs of
Astaire, Bolger and Bill Robinson,
Pair work well together in the coni-
cny bits* showing result of long
association.
Boys still have tendency to hold

obsequies when a bit they like
nnsses the audience, and point lip
Jhe joke’s demise instead of sock-

right ahead. They, also could
wop the voice-training, face-slap-
^ng business.
> Second spot on bill -goes to; the
J aj’e Bros. (New Acts)* 4$enor Cor-

tez,; a Mex peon outfit, comes
through with a swingy mandolin
and contagious rhythm that rocks
room. Senor’s singing of items
like “Cumbachero” and “Mule
Train” i$ not in the same groove,
however.

Flashy and effective is the.dance
team of Frederick & Tanyg, the
gal a tall, arresting blonde. First
offering is conventional: ballroom
terping 4n Latin time, with Tanya
suspended in air for whirling close.
Second number is boy-and-girl
business to. variety of steps, with
lady tossing gent around for finale.
Other acts are Holly : Warren, a

soprano of the light operatic
school, who warbles “Because” and
a “Showboat” iriedley; Tony Leon-
ard,' who does the Intros and
knocks off a couple ballads, 'arid

Spic & 'Span, sepia hoofers (boy
an.d girl)* who kick off the proceed-
ings in fast tempo. Gagh,

Billy Gray’s, Hollywood
(FOLLOWUP>
Hollywood, Jan. 24. .

Rotund Buddy Hackett holds
over for another four frames at
this Hollywood humor harbor, sur-
rounded by a new layout that con-
tinues .the variety format; which is

standard at Billy Gray’s Band Box.-
Show needs sriioothening here

,
and

there, but should be successful.
: Hackett continues tb please with
fresh stuff arid, an easy approach.
One of the best new comics to hit
these parts in some time, he. has
built enough oi a following, to
guarantee him- a place among the
group of funsters: booked regular-
ly by Sammy Lewis.
Heading the newcomers is Alice

Tyrrell, singling again after her
professional and marital split from
Dick Winslow. She obviously got
custody of some of the material
and she uses it well. Operier, how-
ever, is on the ragged side and
needs more, emphasis oft the com-
edy stuff

,
which she socks, Best

of her stint is her,. now-familiar
“Audition” song i Which she
takes off Garland, Durbi arid

Pons.
Skylarks, vocal quintet/ earn at-

tention
.
with fast five riurnbers.

Nick. Gristle has stepped in to aid
their routi ing since they were
last seen locally, and . the results
are easily noted. ’“Group features
some okay closer-harmony arrange-
ments of standards and a special
“Vaudeville. Is Back” that clicks.

One or two riiore in the same vein
wouldn’t hurt.

.

Show opener young Tommy
Gumina, a squeezebox specialist

who’s going places. Deft finger-

ing and arrangements back a
repertoire that ranges from opera
to boogie and is soulfully sold.

Youngster looks promising; espe-
cially for TV. -Kap.

Eddy K. C.
Kansas City, Jan: 23.

Jackie Green, Consolo & Melba,
Tony DiPardo Orch (8); $1 cover.

It’s a repeat date for the club of
the Eddy Bros., identical bill play-
ing the spot about a year ago. Biz
was> good at that time, and the set

up repeats on that score
.
again,

the Friday night opening (18) being
before a sizable gathering. In 45
minutes, the Show proves to be
well stacked with ' entertainment
and effectively paced for mounting
response from customers;
Orch leader Tony DiPardo .

be
gins session with a Dixieland in-

strumentation on “Jazz Me Blues,”
and follows with his own trumpet
ing of, “Hot. Lips.’’ Dance tearii

of Consolo- and partner Melba
are on for sextet of numbers done
with vocal background and variety
of lighting

.
effects.

They step in lively fashion
through a Cuban mambo, and wind
with their established sock finish,

a romaptic rbutine to "I’m Forever
Blowing Bubbles” as real bubbles
from a battery of overhead gadgets
flood the floor. Patrons give them
a rousing sendoff.
Jackie Green draws comedy from

a half-hour round of songs, dia-

lects, stories parodies and impres-
sions, starting at a moderate pace
arid building to a sock reaction on
his Jolsori and Durante bits. En-
route he kids the Irish with song
arid brogue, tells a flock of yarns,
most of them for • good share of
laugh's, and sings a comedy parody
to “On Top of Old Smoky.” Inter-

lude as Giuseppe; La MOtta proves
a vocal workout in both dialect and
effects, and yanks a string of
laughter frorti U. S. history as en-
countered by an Italian immigrant.

• Green then shifts to impressions,
.doing Cantor in flood fashion, fol-

lowed by Jolson which gets him
a heavy accolade for ’“Rockabye
Baby," Round of chatter and vo-
cal of “Inka Dinka Doo” in accred-
ited Durante style get him his big-

gest response of the evening, and
for a chaser he closes with a briefie

on Bariy Fitzgerald. He shows
himself the seasoned performer all

the way, has the house readily in

his pocket, and wisely closes while
they’re hankering for more; It’s

hep entertainment. Quin,

Chase Hotel, St. L
(CHASE CLUB)

St. Louis, Jan. 23.
Miiidy Carson, Eddie Garson,

Jack Fma’s Orch; $1-$1.50 cover,
no minimum.

Another of the occasional de-

partures from the long standing.

policy of this swank westerid spot
of fetching back the same person-
alities is the current thrush Mindy
Carson and Eddie Garson, ventrilo-

ist. Both are making their local
bow. Tfte-ttonde singer easily cops
top honors.

Despite a red ’ face occasioned
when she frankly admitted that she
had forgotten 1 the lyrics of “Mad
About the Boy,” a ditty she . said
she has been warbling . for- two
years; Miss Carson quickly over-
came the . eiribarrassing situation
when she swung into “All . the
Things You Are.” The well filled

room dished out a resounding mitt.

Her iriterp of .“Boutonniere,”
during which she tossed carna-
tions to the

,
ringsiders, was Out-

standing in her .repertoire at Ses-

sion paught. Attired in a gold
tulle off-the-shoulder gown, her
initial offering was ‘‘Meet Me In

f-St. Louis” with, the lyrics switched
to give the hotel a bally. Instead
of winding up with "Meet Me at
the Fair,” she worded it ‘.'meet me
at the Chase.” Theri she copped a
solid hand for her “Cry,” “Fools
Rush In,” ‘‘Continental” and, for.

encores, ‘Tve Got a Crush on You”
arid the faux paS ori “Mad About
the Boy.” :

Garson ''has novel manner in

Untroducing "Chico Chico,” extract-
nng the “dummy from a large cylin-

der instead of toting him in his
arms. Using a neat Spanish dia-

lect for the dummy, Garson wins a
few chuckles but some new stuff

Would help considerably. Fina’s
footers score solidly with "Bumble
Boogie” to tee off the proceedings,
and backs the acts neatly. Safin.

Nautilus Hutol, jiliaiiii

Miami: Beach, Jan. 27.

Archie. Robbins, Stella & Jose.
Reyes, Beverly Fowler, Ralph Font
Orch; $2 minimum.

This mid-Beach hotel has brought
Archie Robbins into the; big Drift-

wood Room, fresh from his click

at Copa City; and marking return
of the better nariie idea after a
several-month hiatus which fea-

tured local acts arid orths. That
the idea is a good one was proved
by the crowds turning out with the
smooth laughmaker setting up a
sock 40-minute sesh.

Most of his material is fresh;

even to routine. On hotel owners
and their: over-priced ideas for
rooms; sustains with newies on
marital relations, then on special-

material songology he wraps up
with “Basement in the Bronx”
based ori “Manhattan Towers” arid

screwy French chantbosey routine!
Tops with original on how TV com-
mercials would sound with a Met-
opera company projecting them.
Encore sequence was another origi-

nal on Las Vegas and gambling
there, “Las Vegas Under Your
Skin.” /Could have stayed on all

night. He’s an obvious bet for the
video guest shots, and from stuff

shown, his' own TV spot.

Dances in the Latino groove by
Stella & Jose Reyes and their,

group are well handled and not as
frenetic as the usual hip-swingers
hereabouts, to iriake for a refresh-
ing stint. Songs of Beverly Fowler
are adequate. She needs plenty of

work to build her vocalistics, as

shading and projection are weak.
Ralph Font orch handles the show-
backs in fair fashiori. On the dance
segments they set up smooth
arrangements. Lary.

Embassy Club, Condon
' London, Jan. 17.

Claude Merchant's “Tropical
Rhythms with Kathleen Stanford,
Ted Bardett, Charles Moore,
Marina Billingsby, Berne Byers,
Ruth Ham, Joan Smith; chore-
ography; Claude Marchant; musi-
cal director, Luis Cardenas; Don
Carlos Samba Band, Billy Sproud's
Orch;. $4.50 minimum.

the presentation of this

revue, the Embassy Club intro-

duces a major change iri policy.

Normal cover charge ($3 ehtrance
fee) has been

.
dropped and mini-

mum, prices scaled down to a more
competitive level, niakirifl this

Bond St: nitery : one of the ..most

reasonable late night spots in

town. And they made, an auspici-

ous start with a near-capacity

house for the opening rii.ght of the
Afro-Cuban Dances.

The Claude Marchant troupe
have, in past years,

-
,
achieved con-

siderable fame for their Cuban
style rhythm dancing on. the Con-
tinent, but their presentation

.
at

the Embassy marked their London
debut. This is a vivid, exciting

and expressive dance combination,

with original routines, a high
sense of rhythm and first-rate
timing.
The Afro-Cuban team are first-

class, but their limitations must
be obvious in cabaret. The ring-
side diners, who get a full view
of the show, are the only ones
able to appreciate fully the in-
tricacies of the routines, whereas
others are only able to follow
movements from the waist up-
ward. This is inevitable in any
room Sans rising floor.
The company have trimmed

their act to keep it within the
standard half-hour limit, but in
that-' time are able to give some
vivid examples of their colorful
terping styles. Their opening
piece, “Roirianza,” with the full
company, is a gay romantic item,
in contrast to the next number,
"Voodoo Moon,” which is a solo
spot for the . stars, Claude Mar-
chant and Kathleen Stanford: Fol-
lows a clicko solo dance by Ruth
Ham, labelled "Munibo Jumbo,”
and then Duke Ellington’s “Soli-
tude” provides a fascinating
vehicle for the two principals in
a routine danced iri; New Orleans
apache. fashion. The full aggrega-
tion combine to bring color to the
final number, a three-piece routine
entitled "Mumbo Clen.” ap orig-
inal arrangement iri the full Cu-
ban tradition.
Musical backgrounding, under

direction of Luis Cardenas, cap-
tures, the spirit of the dahcei’s, and
is rhythmic without being monot-
onous. The Club’s two house
bands, Don Carlos arid Billy
Sproud, provide the dance times
in fine style. Myro.,

UtUi'i YlcoRet. Mills.
(MINN, TERRACE)

Minneapolis, Jan. ,26.

Billy De Wolfe, Maurice 1 &
Maryea, Cecil Golly Orch ( 12),
with Mildred Stanley ;. $1 cover,
$2.50-$3,50 minimum;

Laughter has its biggest
,
inning

of the season at
;

this plushery as
Billy De Wolfe again disports him-
self as Mrs. Murgatroyd. gives^his
other inimitable impressions arid
engages in highjinks generally.
It’s once more a hilarious fun ses-
sion.

In making with: the merriment,
the comic only repeats the shenani-
gans rated his. initial Terrace ap-'

pearanc©' two years
.
ago, art almost

historic local supper club high-
light.. More of a genuine charac-
terization than a caricature or bur-
lesque, his Mrs, Murgatroyd con-
tinues to be a welcorne perennial
and his tradeiriarked comedy clas-

sic. Paradoxically, the oftener one
sees It the funnier it becomes.

This and other De Wolfe efforts
retain their bellylaugh arid yock
values, too, because the performer
wisely embellishes them With
enough, new pieces of clever and
zany business and lines.

At show caught, De Wolfe, pan-
icking the customers coritiriuOusly,
also came up with conceptions of
Lon Chaney, a dame arranging her
hair and apparel, Boris Karloff, a
ringside occupant, a lone flossie at
a cocktail bar, arid a. cheap cafe’s
floor-show. After concluding the
act proper, he emerged, as a flun-
key to sweep the stage arid re-
place a light globe, and as a clumsy
waiter dropping dishes, engender-
ing more hilarity.

Classy ballroomologists Maurice
8c Maryea evoke plenty palm-
pounding as the male member
swings and balances his partner
aloft while spinning at full speed.
Pair also revive “Darktown Strut-
ters’ Ball.”
The Cecil Golly orch with eyeful

songstress Mildred Stanley is the
usual click. A packed room at sup-
per show. Rees.

Southern Mansion. K. C.
Kansas City, Jan. 23.

Jayne Manners, Billy Williams
Orch (8) ; $2. minimum.

Lookout^ Coviu^ton9 Ky«
Covington, Ky.. Jan* 26.

Merricl Abbott's “Shooting High,**
with Georgie Kaye> Louise Hoff,
Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander, Tom?
my; Wonder, Margaret Banks, Th
Cabots (3), Jody Miller, The Song-
smiths ( 3 )

,

Bob Snyder Orch ( 10 ) j

$3.50. minimum.

Sparkling with a baker’s dozen
of young stars and near stars, Mer-
rlel Abbott’s “Shooting High’*

zooms to stratospheric ;heights for

nitery revues.

Enriched by special music, scen-
ery, smart material arid modernis-
tic choreography, the intact moved
into Jimmy Brink’s, plush Lookout
House .after 16 weeks, in Chicago’s
Palmer House . nndf after a four-
week stay, proceeds to Las Vegas.
Current locale is iri northern Ken-
tucky; nitery belt across the Ohio
from Cjncy. Dick BarstoW is the
Writer, director and choreographer;
Hessie Smith, music; Jari Scott,
scenery, arid John Baur, cost iuirigi

TheiVs not a hitch in the run-
ning time of close to an hour. Boh
Snyder and his house coiribo do
excellent job of playing 13 tunes,
for sinking, dancing arid specialties,
while shut off from the action by
sets. Scrims woU’d ease things for
both the acts and band.

Georgie Kaye, rapid-fire . arid
keen-edged Comic* romps, /home
with top plaudits in two brief spots
for songs,. “Reprise” and “Woman,”
and gay takeoffs of femmes squar-
ing off for separate checks after
a :

luricheoh, and of psychiatry
patients. Louise Hoff’s drollery
sprinkles laughs "through : the pro-
ceedings. Jody Miller* beaut chir-
per, arid the Spngsmiths (Dave'
Smith, Dan Needham arid Ray Bal-
lard), do well in their paces.

Terp chores are Capably handled
by Bambi Linn & Rod Alexander,
Tommy Wonder; Margaret Banks, <

lovely ballerina, and the Cabots
(Dick Beard, Marionne Sanders
and Sabella). Kdll.

Continued from p»kc 40

Tall, blonde Jayne Manners
makes her Kansas City cafe entry
in the Mansion, arid Comes off^with
a moderately entertaining show to
her credit. There's sorrie able as-
This session proves her best bit

and is made entertaining by her
handling and

.
gestures. "Why

Hasn’t It Happened . to Me” is the
pop song, with her own words,, de-
cidedly on the sexy, side, some of
sistance in setting the show started
by Billy Williams bn the rri.c. end
and singer Milt Minor, of the. orch,

with a deep-voiced, rhythmic "OF
Man River.”
Miss Manners’ 25, minutes are

taken up with songs and parodies
given something of a fillip by . her
carefree approach. She makes a
lively Opener out Of “You Can’t
Take It With You,” and follows
with “I Wish I had a Daddy in the
White House,” a satirical bit.

Mid-show She does a song mon-
tage from “South Pacific," With
parodies such “Some Expensive
Evening,” and ‘‘There is Nothing
Like a Mari” of her own penning.

Uhem a bit rough.

should go into the city
:

treasury—:
with the city owning the CNE and
paying for its annual maintenance.

Said the mayor: “Midway mil-
lionaires are being created at the
expense of the city’s taxpayers. It

is time the czar-like powers of El-
wood Hughes, with complete pow-
er over the midwy concessions and
grandstand show, were, halted and
the authority returned to the di-

rectors, civic-appointed. In whom
it Is. invested. I hove not at any
time questioned : the honesty and
sincerity of the directors; but, too
long has Mr. Hughes led them by
the nose .and.kept them In the dark
as to what was happening. It has
been a one-man show for years.”

The city fathers also criticized

the “run-down condition of .certain

so-called perrrianent b u i l d i n g s*

some of which are In dangerous
condition arid in a state of deteri-
oration.” Backed by buildings and
parks commissioners, Mayor Lam-

,

port claimed, that some structures
had reached a stage where barri-
cades would soon' have to be erect-
ed to protect the public from fall-

ing bricks and mortar.

Building. Commissioner Gillies

said it .Would cost $500,000 to put
the Automotive. Building iri proper
shape

.
and that temporary repairs

for this year’s CNE would bring
total outlay bn r e n o v a 1 1 Oh s to

$800,000,

Meanwhile, a meeting between
city fathers and the CNE executive
was cabled-for today (Tues.) to con-
sider the appointment of an as-

sistant general manager to Mr.
Hughes; and the exec board also

agreed at last weekend’s meetlrifl

to strip Hrighes of his “power to

interpret the Conklin contracts.”

The mayor also won the right to

slap a city tax-paying assessment
(some :

$20,000) on all buildings on
the CNE grounds owned by Conk-
lin arid Beasley, these i the past

being exempt.

Main item taken out of the

Conklin midway contract is the big

bjingo concession. Civic approval
of the other important bingo con-

cession,. held in recent .
years by

Beasley, is also withheld. He was
expected to return to Torprtto from
Miami to present his case at to-

day’s further meeting in a. series.

Conklin still holds the CNE riiid-

way contract, but the;, clause to

conduct bingo games is revoked

and will be thrown open to tender,

with expo percentage to be paid

into the city coffers. Also deleted

from the long-standing Conkh

contract,, and now open to tender,

are his eatery concessions, candy

floss, popcorn, * frozen custard* -etc.
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WEEK OF JANUARY 30

Numeral* In conneellon WJH» bllUbelow indicate opening day of ihow
whether lull or apllt week

Lottor ' In parentheses Indicates circuit. <FM) Panchon
.

Marco; (I) Indtpondanti

(D’Loew; (M> Mom; <P> Paramount; <R) RKO; (S) Stoll; (T> Tivoli; <W> Warner;
<WR) Walter Roado

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall (I) 31

Patricia Bowman
Charles Lasky
Anthony Makas
Stanley Klnes
Rockettes
Corps de: Ballet
Sym Ore •

Palaca (R)
Judy Garland
Smith A Dale
Sr.. Wences
G A F Szohy
.Nicholas Bros
Crlstlanis
8 Boy Friends
Paramount (P) 30

Denise DarcCl
Jack : Carter
Blue. Baron Ore
Harris & Shore

Roxy (I) 1

Johnrty Johnston.
Georgie Tapps
Florence Desmond
R & F . Stuart *

Roger Came
Andrea Zannis

CHICAGO
Chicago (P> .1

Tong Bros
Martin Bros.
Cy Beeves .

• -

Blackburn. Twins A
Pam Cavan

DETROIT
Michigan (P) 1

Tony Bennett
4 Aces.
Herbert & Saxon
Martin & Florenz.
B & C Robinson
* MIAMI
’Olympia (P) 30

Lon Chaney
Wally Brown
Betty Rielly
Elton Britt
June - Edwards ..

SAN FRANCISCO
Paramount (P) 1*4

Paul A: Ford
Bobby. Sargent
Herb Jeffries «
Wally Marlin 3
WASHINGTON
Capitol <L> 31

Buddy Baer
Calgary Bros
Milt Douglas Co
Roberto A Alloa.

AUSTRALIA

MELBOURNE
Tivoli (I) 21

Roger Ray
Donald Novls

«arquis A Family.
ally Boag .

Itosita Alexander A
Vlolette

Pan. Yue Jen Tp
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron
Charlotte McGuire
May Downs Kiddles
Dancing Boys'
TlVoli Ballet*

SYDNEY
Tivoli <T> 20

Armand Perren

3 Fayes
Devine A King
Gerd Bjornstad
Chrlbi
Marika Saary
Phillip Tappln.
Wlm De Jong
Jacques .Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltehouse
Cissy Trenholm
Terry Scanlon

Valerie Noble
KOnny Davis
Szilards **

i Ruth. Rogers
Irma Henriquez
June Oliver Lino

LiHIo Club
Sonny Kcndis Ore
No. 1 Fifth Avo
Bob Downey
Harold Fonvlllo
Hazel Webster

Old Knlclc
Sammy Smith
Dolly Dawson
Dick Diana
Jerri Talbot

Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks
Hehriy Nadell
Katherine Change
Don Dellalre :

Nadya .

Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aqulla Ore

Park Avo.

-

SCotty Graham
Park Sheraton,

Irving Fields
gimi Warren
Ernestine Holmes

Penthouse
Paul Taubman

Two' Guitars;
. Arena Bane

;

Elena A Anatolo
Eli Spivak
Mischa (Jsdanoff
Michel Mlchon
Kostya Poliansky

Versailles .

Carmen Torres
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur' -Maxwell
Constance Tower*
Gene Rowlands
Two Shirts A Skirt
Bill Norvos A
Upstarts

GeO Hale Revue
Emile Petti Ore*.
Panchltoo Ore

Village Barn
Celia Cabot
L A S Willis ,

Terri Stevens
Bobby 'Gordon Ore
Village Vanguard
Eartha Kltt
George Hall
Animators-
Clarence Williams. *

Waldorf-Astoile
Gloria de Haven
Bob Fosse .

Nat Brandwynne O
Mischa Borr Ore

Wlvel
Sal Noble
Bob; Lee

Johnny Martin
Chez Adorable* fltt

Cee Davidson O efi)

Bdgeweter Beach
X Cogat Ore 05)
With Abbe Lane

Los Barrancos <2>

El Gringo
Dulcina
Otto Bolivar

. . . , .

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda
Phil Romaynd
Terry Brent
Three Reporters
Andrea Kekesy
Ed Brandstetter
Scotty Marsh
Boulve*dears (8)

Orrln Tucker O H2)

MIAMI-MIAMI beach

BRITAIN

BLACKPOOL
tNlace (I) 21

Cavangh
Itarffys

'

Ben Dudley' 3;
P Fisher Puppets
Freddie Stobbs
Gold A Cordell'
Morlldor 3
Billlngton

.
Arixton

Empress (I). 2l
Hutch
Sandy Powell Co
Lowry A

.
Richardson

4 Aces
Kizma A Karen
Morroccos
Billy Dainty

-CHELSEA
Palace (I) 21.

Doreen Harris
Billy Thorburn
Douglas Robinson
Slrdanl
Low A Webster
Helga Barry
Hugony 3 . ..

Seaton A O Dell.
Danny O'Dare
EAST HAMPTON
Granada (I) 21

Rolfo
Gwen Liddle
Philip Darban A
Wendy

Billy Maxam
.
MacDonald A

Grahotu
RaJputana Co .

Palace (I) 21
Moreton A Kaye
Fayhe A Evans

. Gt Mario A
,. Goerglna
Val Mcrrall
Tony Dalton
Farlow 3
Frank Preston
Alctn Kaye. A

^ Gloria
Merle A MarieM f.dinburgH

Wm Empire <M> 21
Hr Forbutt
^ Anne Shelton

De Vcre 3

MAH Nesbitt
Peter Dulay
Vic Wise
Ron . Anderson C6
Bobbie Kimbejr
Louise . Pets .

FINSBURY PARK
Empire <M) 21

Charlie Chester.
Edna. Fryer.
Harry 'Seltzer
Stanley Rose
Penny Bestford.
Leslie Welch
Victor Julian. Pets
Billy McCormack
3 Rethloms
Charmony 3
Rickman. A Jackson
Montmartre Ballet

GRIMSBY
Palace (I) 21

Shenton Harris
Al Shaw
Betty Slade

Albion Hotel
Sam Bari
Rose: Gallo.

Bar of Music,
Bill- Jordan
David ElUott
Guy ROnriie
Beth Challls
Harvey Bell

Beachcomber
Llli St, Cyr.
Norma Parker
Jean Adair
Rpwena Rollins
Rudy Cardenas-
The Holidays
Toni Bari
Kirby Stone 3
Hern A Dane
Patsy Davis
June Korby
Ayh Martin
Lonni Legors
Danny Regers
Tony Farrell
Jonl Mack
Christine Drury
Chavez „ _
Sula Levltch Ore
Juan i Cortes Ore
Brook Club*Loungo
Stan Free Trio •

Wayne A Fontaine
Zig A Vivian Baker
Owen A Murray
Jack Almeida
Casablanca Hotel

Gene- Baylos .

De. Castro Sisters
Diane A Edwards

2 Aqua Maids
Tom Moss

HACKNEY
Empire <$) 21-

Dorothy Squires
Suzette Tarrl
Peter Sellers
Payne .A Hilliard
Harry Worth
ArtemUs
Linares
Levanda A Van

PORTSMOUTH
Royal <M) 21

Skating Sayers
Hal Monty

.

Anna A Alexis
Teddy Johnson
Nlco A Alex
S A M Harrison
3 Lesters

YORK
Empire (I) 21

Harold Berens
Murray
Swan A Leigh
Jothla. A Joan
Bob Kerns
Mary Lou
Joe Kerr

NEW YORK CITY

Blrdiano
lla Fitzgerald

Blue' Angel
Jane Dulo
Eadie & Hack
Stuart- Iluss
Ellis Larkin Trio

" Bon Solr
Mae Barnes
Jimmy Daniels
Tony A Eddie
Norene Tate

Cafe Society
Josh White
Claude Hopkins
Cliff Jackson
Chateau Madrid

Duanos
Pilurln Tavarln
Alonso Ore

Copacabtna
Jan Murray
Toni . Arden
Elaine . Dunn
Harry Sriow .

Sheila Arnold
M Durso Ore

El Chico
Roslta Rios
Ruth Vera
Ramohita y
LosXey
Enrique Vizcano 0
Eduardo Roy

Embers
Joe. Bushkln.

Hablbl
Ghana KipnCss
Arno Tanney
Rikkud-Am 3
Felix Leneman
Gleb Yolhn

Havana*Madrld

f
ertlca Serrano
ony Moro

eribbeaiu
Minerva

Hotel Ambassador
Julee Lande Ore

Hotel Blltmoro
Michael Keat Ort

A

Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore
Hotel New. Yorker'
Teddy Powell Ore
Rookies
Adrian Rollinl I'rlo'

Nadine A Ray
Schramm

Manuel Del Toro-*
Hotel Pierre

Hlldegarde
Chico Rclli Ore
Stanley Melba Oro

Hotel Plaza
Jimmy Savo
Roily Rolls.
Mark Monte Ore
Dick LaSalle Orc

:

Hotel Roosevelt
Guy LombardO Ore

Hotel St. Regis
June Roselle
Miltr Shaw Ore .

Horace Diaz Ore
Hotel Statler

Jimmy Dorsey Oro
Hotel Taft

Vincent Lopez Ore
Hotel Warwick

Three Suns
Latin Quarter

Noonan A Marshall
Jack Kilty
Ganjou Bros A
Juanita

Brenda Hollis
Mazzone-Abbott
Dancers .

Art Wanei* Ore
La Vie En Rost

Carl Ravazza
Dorothy Dandrtdgo
Phil Moore Trio

. Lo Rums Bleu
Blbi Osterwald
March Hares
Bea Arthur
3 Riffs
Julius Monk
Norman Paris 3
Loon A Eddie's

Eddie Davis

Oriental

ssV’r"
Mickey Sharp’
Bnan Tarnon s Ore
Palace Roekfofil III

Palace
Patti Palmer
Danny O'Neil
Tony Rldola A Co
Bob McElroy

(one to fill)

Palmer House
Evelyn Knight
Robert Maxwell

,

Peggy Ryan A
- Ray McDonald
Abbott Den (8)

Eddie O’Neal Ore

IDS ANGELES
Ambassador Hotel

John Carroll

Eddie Bergman Ore

Blltmore Hotel ~

Romo. Vincent
Buster Shaver A;

Olive
Artie Jameb'-
Hal Derwln Oro

Clro'a
Facundo Rivero
Quintet

The Dassies. (2)

Dick Stabile ore
Bobby Ramos- Oro

Mocambo
Fran. Warren
Eddie .

Oliver
Latln-Aires

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA

Celebrity Club
Alan Gale
Freddie Stewart'
Rae Alton
Teddy King Ore

ClovorClub
Lena Horne
The DunhHls (3)

Jay Lawrence
Joy Skylar
Arden*Flctcher Line
Tolly Lopez Ore

Delano Hotel
Jose Duval
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollander
Tommy

.
Nuhez Ore

Five O'clock Club
Martha Raye
Joey Adams
A1 Kelly
Novelites (3)

Yost Guardsmen (9)

Len Dawson Oro
Gaiety Club

Zorlta
Senorita Herraro
Olga Barrett
Sam Bowilt
Marie Stowe

:
Gilda . Rogers
’Rusty Russell
Raiety Girls
Frcnchy
Ernie Bell OTc

Johnina -Hotel
Michael Strange
Tony Matas
Carolyn Woods
Jimmy Woods

JCwel Box
Jackie <Maye
T C Jones
Art West
Mickey Mercer
Danny A Doc Rev
Leon A Eddie's

Murray Swanson
Eddie Guertin

'

Jackie Gordqn
Jackie King
Chuckie Fontaine
Gaby DeLane
Babe Baker. Revue.

Little Palm
Monica Boyar
Cover Girls
Val OlmanvOrc
MacFadden Deavllle
Hughie Barrett
Rollo Laylan 5 ..

Martinique Hotel
A1 Schenck
Helen Almee

.

Mnnolo & Ethel
Danny Yates Ore

Mother Kelly's
Pat Morrissey
Bobby Sherman
Arne Barnett 3
Salvador Munoz
Johnny A George

Monte Carlo
Gus Van
Phil Foster.
Gomez - A; Beatrice
Freddie Calo Ore

Paddock Club
Tommy Raft
Dolores
Caiidy O’Neill
Stormle G^yle

Bob- Morris Ore
Dorothy -Martin .

Boo Boo. Watson
Patricia Neal

Nautilus Hotel
-Archie Robbins
Ralph Font Ore
J A s Reyes
Candi Cortez

.

. La Rue's
Chuy Reyes Ore
Rudy’s Gypsy. Ore

Park AVenue
Charlie Farrell
3 Continentals
Alfredo Seville
Joe Sodja
Polnclanha Hotel

Phil Napoleon Ore
Robert Richter H't'l
Don Lanning
Roberta Sherwood
Charles - Castel 3
Roney Plate Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sens Soucl Hotel
Frances Faye
Stuart Harris
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Herman-Magner
Dancers
Saxony Hotel

The Sunnyslders (4)
Henri Rose
Mlguelito Valdez O
Tano A Dee-

Sea 'Gull Hotel
Gilda Perry
Charlie Paige
Mae . Silva Dcra
Johnny Silvers Ore
Nirma Cordova
Joe Miller

Sea isle Hotel
Frances Lager . . .

Seymour Hoffman O
Shelbeurne Hotel
Juan A Marilyn
Alan Kole ore.

Shore Club
Palsy Shaw
Sager Dancers .

Arthur Warren Qcc
Club 22

Maxle Furman
Blue Drake
4 Debutants
Sherry Panay
The Raven
Hy Grossman Ore

Sorrento Hotel
Mai Malkin Ore
Vagabonds Club

Vagabonds (4)

Hal Winters
Condos A Brandow
De Marco Sis (5)

Preacher Rollp 5
Frank Linale Ore

' Golden Slipper
Grossman A
Goldberg

Hy Sands
Bernie Sloane
Dorita ~

Sascha Leonoff Ore
Freddie Calo Ore

Clro's
Joe E Lewis
George. Hale Girls
Bernice Parks ..

Mara A Quentin
Jose Curbello. Ore

Copa City
Jimmy Durante
Billy Daniels

'

Benny Payne
Steve Gibson

Flamingo
Myron CohenW Mastln Trio with
Sammy Davis Jr

Ewing Sisters
1

, >
Will Osborne Ore

Last Frontier
Buddy Rogers
Fran Warren
Dolinoff A. Raya

Sisters
,

Gene Nash
J Devlyn Girl ReV
Bob Millar Ore

; . Dissert: Inn 1

Dagmar
Facundo-Rivero
Quintet

Anthony, Ally A
Hodges

Alan Gilbert
.

Arden-Fletcher
Dcrs _ s ^ .

Carlton Hayes Ore
Thunderblrd

Henny Youngman
Martha Stewart
Landre A Verna
Johnny O’Brien
K Duffy Dansations
Jimmy Sisco.
At Jahns - Ore
Jack Martin Five

El Rancho Voges
Lenny Kent
LubG Malina
Harmonica Rascals
El Rancho. Dcrs
Ted Rio Rito Ore

tag for theta pairing in “In Gay
Paree/^ LeMac"* “Hmnxn Top" in-

terlude' la a show-stopper, Bobby
Blake's “A Girt ta Every Port” is

a high spot of good skating and
fine fun as he and assorted part-

ners race through various national

dance rhythms, winding up with
Blake’s torrid jive single, Susanne
and Tommy LaVonne in their

“Apache” and the LaVonnes with

James Caesar ta an acro-adagio

also are standout. The Perky
Twins, a couple of Dutch lovelies,

are attractive in a. precision duet,

and plenty of* trick and comedy
stuff runs through the show on the

skates of Buddy & Baddy, Jack
Rose, Bill Wallenborn, Doc Carlin,

Fred Holly, George Simpson and
the Kusters. Lind.

ms

Continued from page s

Continued from page 1 55s
, »
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Miss Jones’ boxoffice draw as a

lure, precious rehearsal . time was

many former subscribers to . thePCA changed their stand. Charles
Skouras, NT prexy, has been one
of the leaders in this change.
Among pix that have had wide-

spread bookings despite lack of a
seal were Howard Hughes’ “The
Outlaw” and the Italian ’’Bitter
Rice,” both of which later accept-
ed changes to win a Breen okay.
Another which never won approval
was “Ecstasy,’* the early Hedy La*
marr-starrer.

Objections to “Latuko” have
been based on the completely un-
draped males shown in the pic.
It was Shot by Edward Monsanto
Queeny, board chairman of Mon-
santo Chemical, on an African ex-
pedition sponsored by the New
York Museum of Natural History,
which owns the rights. ' Distribu-
tion is by Producers Representa-
tives, Inc., N, Y.
At the Par Hollywood; ‘‘Latuko”

passing;” he said’ yesterday (Tues.).

“Flnnllv U/Vipn fhpv failed tfl meet I

rax nuuywuuu, uaiUKO’’
Finaily, when they fallen to meet

did than -$19fo00 the first

Redcaps
Damita Jde
The Tune Timers
Line (15)

Dave Tyler Ore
Latin Quarter

Sarnia Gamal
Darvas A Julia
Frank Llbuse
Margot Brander
Collette Fleurlot
Danielle LaMar
Marilytt. Ross
Mara A Maurice-
Gay A Harry Walls
Gautier’s Dogs
Andre Philippe
Geneve Dawn
Les Patios
Waller Twins
Mullen Twin*
Line (16)

Pupi Campo Ore
Jose Cortes Ore
Sherry Frontenac

Dave Fisher
San Kanez Ore
Frank A Llta
Leonora A Stapi

.

Lord Tarelton
Michael Selker Ore

Allison. -Hotel;
Beachcombers (4)

’

Enrico A Novello
i

CHICAGO

Pleckhawk
Gloria Marlowe
Don Liberto
Al Checco
Bobo Lewis
Larry Lawrence
Martin Kraft

1 T4ssl Carrano

Eleanor Luckey .

Henry Brandon .Ore
. Rlackatone Hotel
Sherman Hayes Ore

Cher Faroe
Ames Bros (4)

Al' Bernie
Grace A Nicco

Ice Vogues
(MOSQUE, RICHMOND)

Richmond, Ya., Jan. 23.

George Sc Ruth Tyson’s 1952
edition of “Ice Vogues” rang up
a healthy gro$s of $35,000 for a
six-performance stand (18-22) at

the MOsque. The 4,865-seat house
was scaled to a $3 top, but ma-
jority of seats were ta the $1 and
$2 range.

Richmond engagement marked
the U. S. preem of the. show,
streamlined for indoor presenta-
tion after.its European tour. First
night show had a narrow squeak
since costumes, flown in from Ger-
many, didn’t arrive in New York
until the morning of the icer’s

opening here; Rushed through
customs, and trucked down (With
some of the Wardrobe crates break-
ing,open on the way), the costumes
were delivered to the cleaners a
short while before opening curtain
and were sent over, piecemeal as
the show progressed.

Opening - night -jitters made
chorus lines a bit ragged, and
musical director Milton Blakely
had a few rough moments as lodal
footers hadn’t had sufficient time
to rehearse with company’s key
instramentalists. . These difficul-
ties were smoothed out by the sec-
ond performance. Wayne Thomp-
son handles the vocals and some
running chatter in good voice and
easygoing comedy *

Production, heightened by Billy
Livingston costumes and Marie
Carr’s smart choreography, moves
at a smart clip. Pace has been
speeded by shortening some of the
production numbers and introduc-
ing fresh and novel routines, such
as a skating interpretation of soft-
shoe rhythms, and a cowboy num-
ber with a rodeo flavor in the mari-
ner of the "Oklahoma” ballets.

Big ensemble numbers are daz-
zling and smart; They include the
opening minstrel-shoW spectacle’; a
whimsical "Candyland” opus that
winds up with peppermint soldiers,
wintergreen babies and- lollipop
men whirling in strob effect; and
a lush "Winged- Rhapsody” that
stars Donna Jearine and turns the
Old feathered-fan routine into a
show-stopping display of massed
color arid cannily used lights.

There also, is a "Persian Esca-
pade” that backs Bobby Blake and
Arine Schmidt with the Glamour-
leers and Ice Squires for some tra-

ditional Oriental torso - tossing,

then spotlights the duo for a hot
Persian burlesque.

P6st-iritei*mission opener puts
the ensemble into abbreviated In-

dian garb as an intro to the speed-

1

skating act of James Caesar. His*
leaps over drumSi toterii poles and
girls are given a sock climax when
he vaults over a blazing “camp
fire.” "Reflections iri Gold” is an-
other novelty production with the
girls in gold-spangled, bell-shaped

gowns, and a finale on a dark stage

with illuminated, plastic viblins to

give’ the only light. Show closes

with a big red-white-and-blue nuiri-

ber that brings on the entire cast

for an energetic end to a fast per-

formance runriing two and a half

hours,

"Vogues” this year is headed by
Donna jeanrig and Tony LeMac,
who had the cash customers cheer-

my final deadline, we called off the Week, almost double the $10,000
Whole thing.” that SariiueL GOldwyn’s “i Want

Another of Miss Jones’ represen- 5
t
a^S

Ped
t^

d
I?

iSSi
S
,1S

, -i . . j. previous stanza.. It also handily
tatives . blamed the breakup of

jjea^ ^wo pix prior to “Want
plans on Lee Shubert. He declared You,” They were the Dean ilattin-

that the theatre owrier-producer, Jerry Lewis- starrer, “That’s My
Currently vacationing Florida, ®[Jd-Btag Crosby’s “Here

had withdrawn his offer to under-
onie e room *

write the deficit frorii the play’s

New York run arid finance the tour

“because he suddenly decided he

didn’t like, the scheduled .
route,”

despite the fact that Elias Wein-:

Garland
Continued from page 51

to come in with her; nitery ma-
stock, his own booking representa- terial, fearful of being'slammed by

Uve. had .rranged the dates. rkq Theatfes
This interpretation was denied by prexy, arrived Monday (28) on

a Guild official, who said that Shu- the Coast in an attempt to line
bert had not been- a major factor up a headliner. Schwartz has sev-
in the Cancellation; “Selznick him- era! possibilities open to him. He
self called off the tour,” this

spokesman said. “We worked day
and night for weeks on the proj-

ect. l£ was one of the most ex-

asperating headaches I’ve
.
ever

been ihvolved in. But Selznick
kept changing the terms of the
agreement and makirig new de-
mands and stipulations.

“Shuhprt’s position was merely

is reportedly in a mood to approach
several top film; names to combine
in a short dramatic vehicle. The-
atre had been eyeing Alfred Lunt
and rLynn Fontanne,

, but were
turned down.
Search for a v Palace headliner

has become nationwide. With
Schwartz on the Coast, booker
Danny Friendly is combing the

that the. tour should be. long east,

enough to give him a chance to get As of Feb.
1
17, Miss. Garland will

back the money he. advanced for Wind up 18. weeks at the house;

underwriting the New York deficit record for any U. S. vaude engage-
and sending out the; production,” ment. It’s estimated that she will

the Guild rep' continued. “When have grossed close to $550,000 dur-

the repeated faiTure to reach an tag her run. She started, out play-

agreement with Selznick delayed tag 13. shows weekly and will

the start of rehearsals, it became finish playing eight or less. There,

apparent that we couldn't hook the were several occasions when she

14-week tour Shubert wanted. But was unable to perforin because of
it was Selznick

.
who actually de-

cided to cancel.”

‘Increasingly . Nervous’

laryngitis and other ailments, Last
week; house scored a tremendous.
$28,500 for six performances.

Most of all, Miss Qurtand proved

Coyne’s T0A Post
Continued from page 3

Selznick declared that the delay
j

that two-a-day can be sold at $4.80
in reaching an agreement on terms
made him “increasingly nervous”
at the prospfect of allowing Miss
Jones to go on tour with insuf-
ficient preparation. Also, he said,

he kept discovering facts about
the situation that were not origi-
nally revealed to. him, such as the
fact that it would be necessary to
go to. Actors Equity for a conces-
sion to permit extended rehearsals.

Moreover, the film producer as
serted, he had been assured that
Margaret Webster, who staged the
show, would concentrate on direct-
ing Miss Jones in rehearsing the
show for the road. However, the
company “began falling apart,” he

10 constituent organizations in

COMPO to be a natural for the
exec v.p. spot, particularly in vie\f

of the difficulty in finding a can-
didate acceptable, to everyone and
willing to accept the arduous full-

time post. Allied, however, feels

that his former association with
the national' e.xhi b organization
(with which it competes for ex-

hib support) is a disqualifying fac-

tor,

«aa±a: ^w„* .. ; Aside from Coyrie there appears

l
n
? ^

,
°hvious^ that at this time to be no major figure

Miss Webster would have
ty) direct at all iri prospect for th^ COMPO

almost an entirely new cast. .It inh . i« enma nnarfpl'S
would be urifair to Miss Jones, he
indicated, to permit her to. make
her return to the stage in such a
long and demanding role as Joan
without adequate preparation,

job. Mentioned- in some quarters
has been Col. Wiliam McCraw,
exec director of the Variety Clubs.
However, it is .understood that he
will not be a -candidate, since it

would mean giving up his lucra-
T\-iiv_' i_, •• a • _ j uiSelznick said that there was tive Dallas law practice and hi

riothing to reports that he and Miss Texas roots.
Jones were reluctant to face the
critics in Chicago, after, the sting-
ing personal notices handed out
there recently to Olivia de Havil-
larid in "Candida,” He remarked;
that both audiences and critics in

Johnston to Coast
Continued; from page, 3

the. various touring stands had among witnesses at the FCC pro-

seen only Miss Jones’ finished per- ceedings are ta line with his recent

formances via films, and that it promise to the MPAA board that

would be unfair to have her judged he’d devote all his time to the in-

on the basis of an insufficiently dustry’s domestic problems and
prepared portrayal. spend ttjore' time in NeiV York and

With the collapse of plans for a Hollywood and less in? Washington,

spring tour of “Joan,” the show Cotapaiiy prexies nevertheless have

may or may .not go out agairi with given approvals ori the. basis tnai

another star taking over for Uta it’s a good public relations move,

Hagen; who has played the title to Johnston's acceptance of tn®

part on Broadway, The latter edi- chairmanship of the International

tion closes, as already scheduled; Development. Advisory Board. v
Saturday night (2) at the .Century, ernment post was recently vacatea

N. Y. Meanwhile Miss Jones, who by- Nelson^ Rockefeller. . h
has been nixing film offers in or- MPAA topper said the new jou

der to do the legit stint, will prob- would only . take one or two aay»

ably return to th§ Coast. time each month. It’s non-r~
"n

u t ;
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JAYE BROS.
Songs, Comedy
25 Mins. „ .

Palumbo's, Philadelphia

Better Known in the musical

bars where they worked as a piano

and combo drum team with vocals,

the Jaye Bros" -have stepped out

on the floor as a singing-comedy

duo arid come pn strong. They
have a jump number for a get-

away; but register with a medley
which includes impressions of Bil-

ly Eckstine, Frankie Laine, Vaughn
Monroe, Bill Kenny, Rose Murphy
and Perry Como. Perhaps not sen-

sational impressionists," the Jriyes

tally with, their good humor and
drive. "

.

They have strong voices arid can
work with or away from. mike,
which allows for leeway in move-
ment. Better takeoffs go back to

Joe Howard,- Van & Scherick and
minstrel days to woo! oldsters in

audience. Forte piece is “Rag
Mop” routine With piano and
drum, topped by a rendition of

tune in Italian, It’s socko for spot,

and should be funny anywhere.

Encore finds pair singing opera
against swing in a duet which cou-
ples “Toreador Song0 with
“Dinah.” Bit has possibilities, all

of which are not realized as yet,

but makes for fine bowoff. Gagh.

PILARIN TAVARIN
Flamenco
10 Mins.
Chateau Madrid, N. Y.-

Pilarjn Tavarin, a cute Spanish
import, is a flamenco singer and
dancer who will have a great ap-
peal to the aficionados. Work has
authentic flavor, she’s a skilled
terper. and she creates a degree of
excitement with the native songs.

Miss Tavarin is petite and' pad-
ded. Her costuming . is excellent
arid her rhythms rate attention.
She hits maximum effectiveness! in
a farucca and the bulerias. It's a
colorful turn for spots with Span-
ish trade. Miss Tavarin would have
to get more commercialization into
her routines to enlarge her em-
ployment sphere in the U. S.

Jose.

MARINETTE & ANDRE
Apache Dancing

'

7 Mins.
Colonial, Albany
Team, announced as making

debut in the U. S., does an Apache
dance turn with skill, thrills and
Chills that should soon make it

solid for theatres, niteries and TV
variety show bookings. Brief act
is presented .on

.
full stage without

any scenery or other production
embellishinents, but it moves with
a speed, sureness and daring that
alternately produce gasps and ap-
plause,.

The man rotates partner around
his body; she does knee, arm and
other spectacular swings and
catches. In one toss to the floor,
£he spins rhythmically on her ab-
domen, in another, she rolls over
several times.

Spotted fourth, between two
comedy acts, the couple registered
unmistakably. Marinette (from
France) is an attractive, redhaired
gal neatly dressed. Andre, . ,who
reportedly served in the U. S.
Army although . foreign -born*
wears the conventional cap,
sweater and trousers.> A little
story line might build the Offering,

Jaco.

Oislrib Overhaul
Continued from, pace 5

water still to be squeeezed out on
production exec levels, it is felt
in New York, but whatever suc-
cess is achieved on that score is

immediately soaked up by new
Union contracts, such as. the 15%
increase the musicians won two
Weeks ego.

Thus, with little chance ef . cut-
ting the cost side, company .top-
pers naturally turn to attempts at
increasing income. They feel that
Profit margins are too slim to make
for safety if the b.o. should slide
any more and that, in fact, all pos-
sible pressure is probably needed
lust to hold even.

Sales chiefs have been familiar-
ized in one way or another with
this demand for greater income
and they have thus been cori-
strained to give their staffs a .criti-
cal o.o. Sentiment has been given
the go-by as they've ordered pared
from payrolls, anyone who it is felt

toad”
0* ^een a^le to carry a full

That includes some industry vets.

Who have just become too old or
too poor In health to slug the way
they used to* Some of them have
been, dropped and 'others have
been shifted into easier berths.

/Many $wltches

Even more important has been
the recognition given men in the
ranks, with many promotions arid
switches to .bigger territories.

What’s
.
actually happening is sim-

ilar to what’s Occurring in produc-
tion-—where the changes are more
dramatic because the names are
better known. There a whole new
generation is moving into top exec,
posts.

While there’s always pressure
for. better terms from exhibs,

. re-
cent sales meetings have ii\ade

terms more or less secondary.
Bales chiefs apparently realize
that there is a limit to the per-
centages to be asked and the num-
ber of pix for which top terms can
be demanded.
Emphasis has been more bn

getting &maximum number of. con-
tracts for each pic, getting play-
dates for them as rapidly aS pos-
sible, getting preferred Saturday-
Sunday playing time and getting
extended playing time. Accom-
plishment of these objectives gives
a company greater return’ without
actually putting the squeeze on
the exhibitor for higher film
rentals.

. Squeeze comes, of course, with
every company seeking the same
objectives. Obviously, there’s only
52 Weeks’ playing time per year
arid only 52 Weekends, so if one
company gets more of them, an-
other must: suffer.

*€lilcag«», Chi I ciently, arid in own spot angles up
Chicago, Jan, 25*. IJfJs skin-beating talents to win

Tonp Bros. (3), Martin Bros. (them.
(2), Cy Reeves, Blackburn Twins
2c Pam Cavan, ' Louis Basil Orch;
“Westward the Women” (M-G).

Bd. of Review
Continued from pace 1

did riot know the real reason for
the withdrawals, but indicated that
there was a feeling that the NBR
Was duplicating the self-censoring
activities of the Motion Picture,
Assn, of America. Hart, however,
pointed out that MPAA was indus-
try-controlled .. While the NBR,
though supported by the industry,
Was not under its jurisdiction.

Hart explained that the NBR
had received such wide acceptance
that many states and cities had
ordinances Which required the
Board’s seal before a pic could be
shown.. During the! years when the
NBR was inactive. Hart said, this

requirement had been, discontinued
in many areas through the efforts

of. the MPAA. Florida, Rhode Is-

land and many municipalities still

have the law on their books. Al-
though none 7

of these places has
turned down a pic because the

NBR seal was missing, the Board
indicated that; it would not borne
to the support of a non-active film

company should a censorship prob-
lem arise. The majority of the
states accept pix without a seal,

since Hollywood’s own strict

MPAA code is highly esteemed.

Current Chicago Theatre bill
plays in fine fashion, but has
one fault in that several of the
acts .are repeats. In faet, one has
played the house three times
within the year, arid: while good,
still uses the same material. How-

J^yer,^with the dropping of vaude
by the Oriental, producer Nate
Platt should be able to avoid that
in future.
Tong Bros, is a smooth aero act

with musclemen doing some salvo
balance work. Trio's head to head
on and off a table is a sock trick
topped only by terrific body turn
and switchback while holding two
men. aloft. Turn gets a big mitt.

Martin Bros, are doing tjieir third
turn here within, the year, While
lads go over . Well, especially the
tragic clown, Some new marionette
skits might be added for punch
and change of pace.
Cy Reeves, droll faced comic,

punches from the start with a
series of medical quips and has a*

honey of a paraphrase. He’s a bit
rough for a morning audience,
about Brooklyn done to backing
of Stephen Foster tunes. His stand-
ard finale of jivey “Old Man Riv-
er” registers well.
Blackburn Twins & Pam CaVan

also are returnees, and Working
with much of same material as last
time around. Twins capitalize on
resemblance to each other in pat-
ter opening and mirror dance be-
fore bringing on femme, who sells
“Walking My Baby Back Home0

and salty “One Man Woman.”
Group has a fine piece of closing
business, “MoyiCs Ate

.
Better

Than Ever,” depicting course of
film business to advent of TV.

Louis Basil returns front two-
week vacation with the orch doing
excellent job of pacing the acts.

Zabe.

Allied Agenda
Continued from pace 5

on terms, will hold preliminary

confabs Monday (4) to discuss ar-

bitration. Myers submitted an ar-

bitration plan to the group several

weeks ago and the committee will

agree on a report and recommen-
dations to be made to the full

board. Agenda calls for a definite

arbitration plan to be, drawn bp-

fore the termination of the
sessions.

Other questions on the .agenda
will be the Council of Motion Pic-

ture Organizations, repeal of ad-
mission taxes, theatre collections

and television. Group is ex-

pected to reaffirm its 1946 resolu-

tion opposing theatre collections.

Continued from pace 5

tivities Committee launched its

probe of asserted Communist ac-

tivity in Hollywood,

Plaintiffs charge that the action,

in effect, blacklists their members
by threatening to destroy a free

market for sale of their, \vorks.

Moreover, it’s claimed, the prac-
tices adopted by the majors at the
1947 conclave infringe arid en-

danger members’ Civil liberties.

Suit asks an injunction to Restrain’
the defendants from enforce** the
agreement,.

Apollo, > . Y.
T-Bone Walker Orch

'

(13 ); Tab
Smith Band (6) with Chuck.
Young, Frank Gulley; Jack Meyarid
& Jeannette, Cook & Brown, Derby
Wilson, Spider Bruce & Co. (3);
“Cargo to Capetown” (Col).

Lively blending of standard
turns at Harlem flagship this week
gets okay results. It’s a well-'
rounded bill that moves

.
at cllckd

pace. With T-Borie Walker and
Tab Smith headlining, house has
one of its best bets- in some time.
Walker captures pewholders in.

his blues shouting set which he
selfraccomps with an electric
guitar. Works loud and effectively
on “On Your Way Blues,” “I’m
Gonna Find My Baby” arid
“Stormy Monday.0 His guitaring
hypoes the blues mood for solid
impact. The orch he fronts gets
little more to do than cut rest of
show. *

Smith’s crew, comprised, of
three rhythm, one brass and one
reed with maestro on sax, display
firstrate rhythm and blues styling
in their set. Belt out “Can’t We
Take a Chance,” “Because of You”
and “Sunny Side of the Street.”
Smith’s saxing is standout. Chick
Young does a pleasant vocal
workover of “My Mother’s . Eyes”
and Frank Culley whips out a fast
jive time in his saxing solo stint.

Jack Meyand & Jeannette, White
unicycling team, open the bill

with some* cute stunts. It’s a pleas-
ing entry which includes effective
balancing and juggling bits on the
cycle, Cook 8i BroWU click with
their comedy terps. Lads work
easily and project plenty of stage
savvy.

’ Spider Bruce and his guy and
femme aides nab some moderate
yocks in a so-so sketch. It’s done
neatly, however, and builds to an
okay blackout. Derby Wilson, a
house fave, displays his smooth
tapping line in a standout turn,
Wilson wins house with his in-
gratiating style, getting good mitt
for his top terping. Gros.

Trained birds of William Burns
are a cinch in this house, The
feather-company

' do everything
from tight-wire walking, trapeze
stunts, baby carriage pushing and
assorted acroantics to keep them
giggling and amazed, with Burns
chatter helping bujld values.
George Hopkins, a local lad dis-

covered here by Arthur Godfrey,
is playing his first Vaude date and
shows plenty possibilities. Obvi-
ously needs more experience, but
act as currently constituted tabs
him a comer. Some of the gag
Stuff is original and rest are top
grade carbons of w.k. vocalists.
Mus&al aero work of Alex &

Galina is okay. Pair offer instru-
mental sequence,

.
then add bal-

ancing stuff to round Out stint. Les
Rhode and house orch are okay on
the showbacks. Lary.

Palowar, Seattle
Jan. 24, 1952.

Louis Armstrong All Stars, with
Barney Bigard, Cozy Cole, Joe
Sullivan, Russ Phillips, Dale
Jones, Velma . Middleton; “The
Magic Face” (Col). ’

Louis Armstrong’s All Stars in-
cludes three new faces added since
Ills last appearance here—Joe Sul-
livan on piano; Russ Phillips,
trombone, and Dale* Jones on
string bass. New personnel hasn’t
hurt any. With same solid brand of
jazz and showmanship on tap right
through hour stint.
Band socks- over “Royal Garden

Blues” for opener, With each fea-
tured, arid Armstrong reprises lo-
cals on “Blueberry Hill” arid
“C’est St Bon” for nice returns.
Barney Bigard’s masterful

clarinet is featured in “Muskrat
Ramble,” followed by Russ Phil-
lips shining In “Little Coquette.”
Phillips and Louis team up for
'Old Rockin’ Chair,” with Phillips
taking part formerly done by
Jack Teagarden.

. There’s only one.
Jack T.. but Phillips is right at
home with the standard, socking it

over nicely.
.

Velma Middleton wows ’em with
vocal and fariiiliar clicko terping
on “Mama’s Back in Town.” She
and Satchmo garner a bid hand
for duet on “You’re Just in Love!”

Joe Sullivans’ powerful, rhythmic
88ing shows to good effect in
“.Gin Mill Blues”; Bigard wraps up
“Just You” lit standout clarinet
solo, With Louis belting over vocal
on “I Get Ideas” in familiar mari-
ner.
Cozy Cole displays top drum-

ming in “Bugle Blues” and Dale
Jones does nice job with old Bert
iWilliams’ classic “Nobody” for
change of pace.
Band bows off with solid rendi-

tion of “Saints Go Marching In”, to
enthusiastic palm younding, with
only most rabid of jazz purists
finding fault with stint’s bow to
current popularity of. cornball in
certain spots.

Biz big, with prospect of better-
ing record set about a year ago.

Reed.

Olympia, Miami
Miami, Jan, 27.

Rosemary Clooney, Buddy Rich ,

George Hopkins, Alex & Galina,
Bums* Birds, Les Rhode House
Orch; “No Place For Jennifer”
(British).

Current Olympia layout is okay
fare for the regulars here, with
lineup building nicely on mitt
action.

Topliner Rosemary Clooney
clicks handily with her songology,
plussed by visual appeal. Offers a
well balanced assortment of the
better pops, arranged in colorful
style to accent her

;

vocal talents.

Ranges from ’‘Because of You”
through the expected topper,
“Come On-A My House,” for sock
reception.
Buddy Rich, quondam orch

leader, working solo, handles the
emcee, chores smoothly and effi-

Caslno, Toronto
Toronto, Jan. 25.

Tony Bennett, Martha Ann Bent-
ly, Ladd Lyon & Co., Chet Clark,
George Kirby, Jimmy Cameron,
Archie Stone House Orch; uChain
of Citcumstance” (Col).

1

.

Neatly diversified 65-minute
stage package, With all acts over
to hefty response when caught, is

packing them, in here: This is

partly due to a civic holiday spirit

engendered by the end of a three-
weeks bus and trolley strike that
had given biz a heavy slugging.
However, once the customers are
in, they’re getting plenty for their
money and are enthusiastically de-
monstrative in their appreciation.
No artist Is being slighted on this
bill and, on top-calibre, the aud
resoonse is richly deserved.
Tony Bennett is the marquee

lure and pulling the teen-agers
with his sultry style. Opens with
“I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love” and then lrito “Blues in the
Night” and “Cold, Cold Heart”
for terrif returns. Works a set of
“Solitaire,” ‘‘Always” and “Sing,
You Sinners,” With a Wham finale
of “Because of You” to the usual
moans and squeals of the kids,
with adiilts also pleased. Bennett
Is backed by the house orch on
stage; brings his own Jack Madoff
on the piano, Bill Exinor on drums;

.

and also gets workmanlike support
front Archie Stone and the house
band.

Full, stage proceedings, are un-
derway swiftly with neat on-toes
work of Martha Anri Bently for top
ballet speed and precision; Chet
Clark for his outstanding harmon-
ica: playing; Ladd Lyon for comedy
balancing on tables, chairs and bot-
tles, and

-
George Kirby for smash

personations!. Jimmy Cameron, as
m.c. knits e v e ry th 1 n

g

together
neatly. McStay.

Empire, Glasgow
„ _ Glasgow, Jan. 21..
Hammorcourt Carp., Ltd., pres-

entation of “Dick Whittington on
Ice,” i devised and produced by
Gerald Palmer. Book and lyricst

Stanley. Lloyd and Gerald Palmer

;

music editing, Reginald Swinney

;

music conductor, Gordon Ritchie;
dances and ensembles, Beatrice
Livescy. Cast: Alma Cookson, Ron
Branchi, Howard Knight

, Hamilton
Brown, Jock McConnell, Anne
Rogers, Claude Zola, Joyce Pacini,
Richard Thorpe, George Stevens,
Arthur Woodjetts, George. Miller,
Eddie Ward. At Empire, Glasgow;
twice nightly, at 80c admission.

This is a pleasing ice musical
woven around the traditional Brit-
ish fairy, story of Dick Whitting-
ton’s walk to London to see fortune
In a city whose streets, he believes,
are “paved With' gold.” Settings
and costumes adorn a graceful pro-
duction in which the skating prow-
ess is better than the comedy.
Show is in two acts and nine

scenes, opening in Ye Olde Cheap-
side in 15th-century London and
closing with a grand parade of
the City of London craft com-
panies.

Standout acts are the . Cat !

( Whiskers ) of experienced Claude
Zola and the comedy cycling of
the Wonder Wheelers, an. act al-

ready known to U: S. ;
audiences.

Latter comprises a lanky, amusing
male who wears Scotch kilt and
tammie (Highland hat), cycling on
a dwarf-sized bike in company with
two attractive girl cyclists, a bru-
net and a blonde. Girls’ gravity-
defying bicycling is solid entertain-
ment, arid act Is a sure bet for
further U. S. markets.

Comedy is in the hands of two
Scots, Hamilton Brown, as Idle
Jack, and Jock McConnell, as Sarah.
With limited appeal in patter and
accent, their comicklng is weak,
arid they get by drily oh skating
ability. Anne Rogers- Dick Whit-
tington is poised and confident.

Gordon Ritchie wields the orch
baton. Vocal backing to skilled
skating numbers is supplied by a
group of girls and men seated in
the orchestra pit; Gord.

Oriental, Chi
Chicago, Jan. 24;

Four Step. Bros Mickey Sharp,

Connee Boswell, Brian Farnon
Orch; “I Want You” (RKO).

With this three-Weeker the. Ori-
ental drops vaude for a run of
“Quo . Vaais” and maybe beyond,
that. This leaves the Chicago The-
atre as the sole regular week stand
for talent west of the eastern area.

While only a three-acter, it

stacks: up much stronger than some
of the bills built .around so-called
“hot” disk names. Four Step Bros.,
who have been touring Europe for
the past two years, are still one of
the strongest opening (or closing)
acts with their terrific unison work.
Among the fastest in the tern field,

with little.letdown, lads really start
stepping out in a challenge session
with flying overhead splits, triple
taps, fast kneebends, and slide
walks. Quartet get a heavy hand
at dance-off.

Mickey Sharp, a local comic, has
acquired loads of polish since last
seen several years ago. His forte
is in the satire field, but most of
his aren’t in the established book.
He does the old push-button radio
bit, but has a fresh approach with
a local Polish disk jockey doing
the interpolations. His, Harry Tru-
man impression is the White
Houser to a T. The Durante
swiftie is followed by his Joe
Stalin visiting America skit. The
Presidential hit would be
stronger close.

Connee Boswell, who hasn’t been
seen around the Loop for about
three years, is almost a new act in
that she has acquired additional
projection with her mobile chair.
Lass also seems younger and voice
stronger than per 4ast visit.

There’s no apologies offered and
none sought for her wheeLon, gal
selling herself with voice and per-
sonality.

She beats out a fast “Smile”
medley intro arid upbeats “Begin,
the Beguine!” Versatile artist

really sells the ballad* “Little

White Cloud.” Then she doffs her
crinoline type dress, revealing a
sequined evening gown, arid

switches to the piano to display a
fine backroom fist in “Old Piano
Roll Blues.” Mickey Sharp returns
garbed a la Bing Crosby to sock
across “Basin Street Blues” with
Miss Boswell.

Brian Farnon does a medley of

Irish tunes for the curtain-raiser

and sings “Danny Boy,” which is

right in Gallic leader’s groove.
Zabe.

Bob Crosby has been signed for

the anniversary show of the Olym-

pia Theatre, Miami, Feb. 20.
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The Assn, of Theatrical

Agents & Managers has made an
exception to its rules, to admit a

number of apprentice pressagents

who would normally be kept wait-

ing by quota restrictions. The move,

settles a controversy that was blow-

ing up because certain applicants,

about to complete the required ap-

prenticeship, faced the prospect of

being denied admission pending a
quota vacancy* perhaps several

years hence,

Under the special waiver, which

was worked out by the union's

governing board and accepted last

week by the pressagent chapter,

Robert Ganshaw has been admitted

to full p.a. status as of Jan. 19.

Be had completed his apprentice-

ship as assistant to Bernard Simon.

Due. for admission within a few.

weeks is Merle Debuskey, assistant

to Wolfe Kaufman, pressagent of

‘Paint Your Wagon" and Vice-

president of the union. Other-pros-

pective entries soon under the tem-
porary setup are Max Eisen, as-

sistant to Samuel J. Friedman,
pressagent of "Anna Christie;"

Martin Schwartz, assistant to Bairy

Hyams, p.a. of "I Am a Camera"
and the ANTA Play Series; and

David Powers, assistant to Jean

Dalrymple.
Special Formula

The formula under which these

candidates will be admitted pro-

vides for them to have full press-

agent status as soon as they qualify

by completion of the required ap-

prenticeship, but to be assigned,

to entry quotas of future seasons.

Thus, Ganshaw is admitted under

the 1951-52 quota, the next two to

qualify will be accepted imme-
diately under the 1952-53 season

quota and subsequent qualifiers ad-

mitted two each under later sea-

sonal quotas.

The waiver applies to all appren-

tice candidates, but no additional

applicants will be registered until

seasonal quotas again become
available. However; the whole mat-

ter will be reconsidered, at least

nominally, every year. Under the

standard rules now in abeyance,

ATPAM accepts six candidates a

season, 1 and admits two who have,

completed the apprenticeship of

three seasons of 20 weeks employ-

ment each.
That formerly worked out rea-

sonably well, as sufficient candi-

dates dropped out.. But in recent

seasons pearly all candidates have
been completing the

.
apprentice-

ship* so the qualified entries have
exceeded the twO-admissiortS-per-

season quota and a Waiting list

became imminent.

Balias, Jan. 29.

"Tree Grows in Brooklyn,” with
Shirley Booth in her original star-

ring part, is tentatively set for two
weeks, starting June 23, as the sec-

ond production of the Starlight Op-
eretta season at the State Fair

Auditorium here this summer. It’s

the only production set thus far.

Charles R. Meeker, . Jr., manag-
ing director of the series, expects
to have the same production staff

back this summer, including Mary
Hunter as stage director, and Leh-
man Engel as musical director.

Denham-Orr Tryout Set

For Bucks County in June
"Be Your Age," comedy by

Reginald Denham and Mary Orr,

is slated for a tryout week of June
2 at Theron Bamberger’s Bucks
County Playhouse, New. Hope, Pa.,

as the third bill of the season. Den-
ham will direct.

The play is under the option
to Alexander H. Cohen and Rob-
ert Joseph for Broadway produc-
tion in the fall.

De Miile’s Dumbarton’
Agnes de Mille has pacted to do

her first, choreography for the N.Y.
City Ballet, set to Igor Stravin-

sky's "Dumbarton Oaks" Concerto.
Ballet will be titled "Dumbarton
Oalm." and will be built around a

Pearl Mesta-type character. Cari-

oaturist Saul Steinberg will do the

Hit.
Ballet will have its world preem

la Scotland this summer.

‘Remains’ Backers Paid

One-Third; Rest Due Soon
"Remains to Be -Seen," Leland

Hayward’s production of the How-

ard Lindsay-Russel Crouse comedy,

now in its 17th week, at the Moros-
co, N. Y., has just repaid orte-third

of Its $75,000 investment and is

about to return the balance. Even
Without the $125,000 film sale to.

Metro (the management and back-
ers' share of which is 40% ) , the
show will soon be in the black:

The show, produced at a cost

of $75,263 plus $8,352 tryout loss

and $3,802 pre-opening expense,
had earned an operating profit of

$40,323 as of Nov. 24, and its as-

sets included $12,000 in bonds and
$10,000 sinking fund. According to

the accountant's Statement, the
company payroll at $23,206 gross
was $4,590, ( including Jackie
Cooper's 5% of the gross over
$15,000 against $500 guarantee).

The author's royalty is a straight

10% and the director royalty is

2Vz%. The theatre’s share is the
usual 30%.

The Blevins Davls-Robert Breen
revival of "Porgy and. Bess," to be

cast and rehearsed in New York
with the. physical production built

in Germany and final rehearsals
held there, may. be done for as
little as $65,000. It will be bud-
geted at $150,000, and although
Davis will probably supply most
of the financing, some money will

be sought from his.friends and as-

sociates.

The producers, are talking to

Jose Ferrer about ’ staging the
show, which may be cut a bit. The
tentative plan is to open in Ger-
many, play a few festivals on the
Continent on a guarantee basis, go
to London for a run in the fall and
bring the Gershwin-Heyward

#
folk

opera to the U, S. next January or
February.

Meanwhile, Breen, with the si-

lent association of Davis, is making
tentative arrangements with vari-

ous stars for possible guest appear-
ances With a modified stock setup.
Depending on the names he’s able
to line up, he plans to lease a New
York house, possibly beyond the
Times Square area* and has made
preliminary deals with the Brattle
Theatre, Cambridge, Mass., and
professional stock represntatives in

other towns for a circuit for such

|

productions.

Six-Month ’52-53 Tour
Ballet Theatre, which winds up

its current tour in New England in.

mid-March, already has inked plans
for its ’52-’53 season. Troupe will

tour from Dec. 25 until end of
April, 1953, with trek starting in

the south and hitting the Coast by
February. William Fields will con-
tinue' to book.

Troupe currently playing
Pittsburgh and Detroit, then going
into Canada for the first time since
1945. Tour ’ this season, the
troupe's 13th year, is running six

months, covering 60 cities.

. Management is mulling either a
Mexican or European trip for this

fall, prior, to the new domestic
season.

Bercovici’s ‘Holiday’

Preeming in L*A. Feb. 27
Los Angeles, Jan. 29.

Leonardo Bercovici’s new com-
edy, -‘Accidental Holiday," will

have its world premiere at the

Players Ring Theatre, Feb. 27, with
Charles Korvin directing.

Original plan Was to revive
"Anna Christie" on that date, but
the group failed to get- an okay
from the Dramatists Play Service
until the current N.Y. run of the

1 Eugene O’Neill drama is completed.

.
* *

Jphu McClain, drama critic.of the N. Y. Journal-Amerlcan, was unin-
tentionally literal in a recent Sunday feature story about the head-
aches of legit production. He opened the piece, "So you want to do a
show, do you? You’re going out and pick up a nice property, hire
some actors and rent a theatre, and the first thing you know you’re
just sitting back counting the weekly gross and pulling down maybe
$2,000 for your share. Funny thing is, it eould happen—but it would
be largely luck. Usually it’s a matter of painstaking preparation and
planning and inhuman perseverance. .And even then, ft may flop."

After outlining the delays, difficulties, discouragements and; at
last, the opening of the production, he concluded, 'You still think
you want to do g. show? You should have your head examined!" To
illustrate his point, McClain cited an actual musical on the upcom-
ing Broadway schedule, thereby proving himself more prophetic than
he imagined. Production was "Month of Sundays,” which folded dur-
ing its philly tryout the weekend .following publication, at a loss of
around $175,000.

Actual figures on the Cincinnati
,
engagement of "Guys and Dolls"

now available disprove the old advance agent bromides that that town
is bad for show biz and pre-Christmas week the worst in the year,
According to the accountant’s statement, the touring edition of the
Cy Feuer-Emest H. Martin production had a gross of $62,995.50 for the
week ending Dec. 22 at the Taft Auditorium, Cincy, for a net profit of
$20,117.10 on the stand. For the two previous weeks (the period cov-
ered in the latest batch of statements Issued to the show’s backers),
the musical grossed $53,006.50, for a profit of $12,761.71, for the stanza
ending Dec. 8 in Minneapolis, and drew $4p;483.44 for a net of $7,985.70
for the next frame in Columbus, For the same three weeks the Broad-
way company; which regularly grosses exactly $44,400,. had respective
profits of $10,186,52, $9,428.54 and $9,401,01* bringing the total net on
both troupes for that period to $69,880.58.

Backers of "Pal Joey,” the current Broadway revival of the Rodgers-
Hart and John O’Hara musical comedy of 1940-41; include theatre
owner-producer Anthony B. Farrell, $30,000 (plus providing the bond
money); souvenir program agent A1 Greenstone, $2,500; singer John
Conte, $2,5Q0; author Adolph Green, $1,250; Elaine Perry, daugh-
ter of the late director Antoinette Perry, $250; the show’s co-producer
Jule Styne, $22,500, and composer Richard Rodgers. Styne has said
that his investment totals $33,000, but the $10,500 difference between
that and the listed, $3.3,000 is presumably listed under the names of
other individuals. Styne is the sole general partner of the $125,000
venture, but Leonard Key has .program credit as co-producer and
Farrell is billed as associate.

John MAson Brown, drama critic for the Saturday Review, in St;
Paul for a lecture, told reporters that "only one new Broadway play,
‘I Am a Camera,’ is good, and Juiie Harris, a young actress, makes it

so. Otherwise, the theatre ijs living largely off revivals, and that’s not
a good thing. We should have a large reservoir of writers the theatres
can draw from, as we had in the ’20’s. Instead, our better playwrights
now are older people. Can’t some young people write plays again?"

Comparej to last season, Nixon Theatre in Pittsburgh is in Clover
already. Legit house only had a total of 12 weeks during the whole
of 1950-51 and so far this year, at the half-way mark how, has matched
that. More attractions are on the way, too, with every indication that
the Nixon will get around 25 weeks, more than the city lias had in a
longtime. Successful subscription drive recently of the Theatre Guild-
ATS has been a big shot in the arm. -

Music Circus Is Pregiped

At Allentown, Pa, Suburb
Easton, Pa., Jan. 29.

A strawhat copied after the Mu-
sic Circus at Lambertville, N. J.,

is planned by Manuel Davis,
owner and manager Of the Lyric
Theatre in Allentown, Pa. Davis
said he plans to erect a tent On
an eight-acre tract along Route 222
near here, for presentation of mu-
sical comedies this summer. . His
plans, call for an- in-the-round
stage and seating capacity of more
than 1,000.

'

The tent will be put up on a
knoll, and will be fireproof and
waterproof, Davis said; He plans to

start work next ‘month on grad-

ing and other ' improvements on
the tract, and to open in June.
Lights and other equipment have
already been purchased..

"Top Banana," playing to near-
capacity business at the Winter
Garden, N. Y. t is likely to earn
back its investment by about April
1. The musical comedy, now in its

14th week, is currently netting
about $10,500 a week. It has al-

ready returned $35,000 to the back-
ers, representing the 20% overcall

on the original $175,000 invest-

ment. Also, Anthony Brady Far-
rell has been repaid the $40,000 he
advanced as Unionvbonds and thea-

tre Security. The production cost

Was $180,000.

As indicated by an accountant’s
statement, the theatre terms are
30% of the first $25,000 gross and
25% on the balance, with the show
paying $1,195 for company crew,
$222 for extra stagehands and $2,-

900 for musicians (plus $275 for
the conductor). -At a gross of $51,-

439, the; payroll for principals Was
$7,958 (including 736% of the gross
for Phil Silvers, the star) and $2,-

920 for chorus.

Royalties are 5% to Johnny Mer-
cer for the music, 3% to Hy Kraft
for the book, 1% to Jack Donohue
as director, $200 a week to Ron
Fletcher as choreographer, $100
weekly to Jo Mielziner as scenic
designer and $35 weekly to Alvin
Colt for the costumes. The show,
which consistently has standees at
‘all performances except the mid-
week matinee, may get a slight in-

crease in the gross now that thea-
tre parties are over.

Paula Stone and her husband,
Mike Sloane, are producers of the
musical.

ATPAM SalaryHikes to Be

Shared With Associates

Under Present Formula
Recent

, salary increase received
by the Broadway pressagents un-
der the arbitration agreement be-
tween thbXeague of N. Y. Theatres
and the Assn, of Theatrical Press
Agents & Managers will be shared
With their associates under, the
same formula already being fol-
lowed. That is, the entire $10 in-
crease will be* passed along to the
associate on a second show, and
$15, representing half the addition-
al increase on the third show, goes
to the associate on the second and
third shows.
The decision to continue the

same formula as before was
reached last week at a meeting of
the union’s pressagent chapter.
Under, the new setup, with the
senior pressagent minimum upped
from $200 to $210, the new basic
rates for associates are $135 for
the second show and. $182.50 for
the second-third shows. The old
rates were $125 and $167.50 respec-
tively.

Under the Union’s first contract
with .the League, effective from
1938 through. Labor Day, 1942, the
minimums were $150 for senior p.a..

$75 for the : associate on a second
show and $100 for the associate on
the second and third shows. For
the next four years the rates were
increased $15 each.

For the two-year period from
Labor Day, 1946, the scales were
$190 for seniors and $115. and
$152.50, respectively, for associ-
ates. Three years ago these, fig-

ures were upped to $200, arid $125
and 167.50, respectively. All these;
rates have beep minimums. In. the
case of senior pressagents in Nqw
Yoric, most are believed to get
above scale.

‘SUNDAYS’ FOLDO CUES

"Month of Sundays,” which fold-

ed Saturday night (26) after its try-

out run in Philly, will return only
a nominal amount on its $180,000
investment ($150,000 plus overcall).

There is figured
.
only a remote

chance, of the show being dbne
again next season, after- rewriting,
recasting arid refinancing,

A musical version of Victor
Wolfson’s 1936-37 play, "Excur-
sion," the show had a bdok and
lyrics by Burt Shevelove, music by
Albert Selden and additional, lyrics
by Ted Fetter. The staging was by
Shevelove (with Margaret Webster
providing an assist during the try-
out) and dances were by Anna So-
kol©w. Gene Lockhart and Nancy
Walker were co-starred. Carly
Wharton produced.

Jacob’s Pillow Unit, With

Shawn, Set for Fall Tour
Columbia Artists Mgt. already

hat started booking dates for next
fall for the Jacob’s Pillow Festival

Co., summer dance institution head-
ed by' Vet dancer-director Ted
Shawn at Lee, Mass. Tour, first
for the outfit, is being handled by
Columbia veepee Andre Mertens,
and will run from six to eight
weeks, in the /east and midwest
only.

Troupe, will consist of about 10
people, of varied talent sympto-
matic of the variety of dance spe-
cialties presented each summer at
the Berkshire Mts. spot by Shawn.
Group will include Richard & Flora
Stuart, ballroom dancers; Myra
Kinch, dance satirist; La Meri, eth-
nic dance specialist; Shawn, and
others. Unit will be under Shawn’s
direction, and latter Will also serve
Js narrator for the group, akin tp
the format at Jacob’s Pillow.

Unit was the idea of Mertens,
who visited the Shawn setup for
the first time last summer. He
sees it as educational as well as en-
tertaining, and is aiming the tour
largely towards school and college
concert series.

To Be legit House With

Summer Stock Season
Atlantic City, Jan. 29.

Plans to convert the. Gateway
Casino in. nearby Somers Point
into a theatre, for summer stock
were announced here last week.
The Casino,, built some 25 years'
ago, was at one time called the
largest night club in the world,
with nearly all of the great name
bands playing there during sum-
mer seasons.

The spot will be remodeled to

accommodate a Stage and seating
capacity for 800. Stanley Pon-
tiere, an Ocean City real estate
man, said work would begin within
the next few weeks and that four
musical shows and four plays
would be put on. Rehearsals, will

start early in June, withHhe shows
to be offered J;o the public during
the height of the summer season,
July arid August,

John F. Dwight, New York pro-

moter arid associate of Oscar
Hammersteiri 2d, is president of

the Gateway Musical Playhouse,
as the theatre will be called. Pon-
tiere is vice-president, while Ed-
rie Sellick, also of New York, is

secretary of, the stock company.

Dwight will manage the house,

which is located on the road lead-

ing into Ocean City. House will

draw frofii both Atlantic and Cape
May county summer, population,

being some 20 minutes drive from
the Atlantic City area. It will have

accommodations to park' some 400

cars on its grounds. Facing the baYr-

it is located on one of the cool-

est spots in the area.

Casino for many years has of-

fered summer nightclub fare. Pon-

tiere declared that the site might

be used one night a week to attract

dancers, with a name band im-

ported. Stock prices ;would range

from $2.2fr down. House thus would

be scaled at a little above $8,000

per week.

Richard Kemper, manager of

the Erlanger, Buffalo, says
mail orders now represent ab?u *

60% of the business, for touring

shows .here. They used to comprise

about 40%, he estimates.
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After its disappointing Chicago*

run “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes’*

is now getting big gtwses orvtour.

The Herman Levin-Oliyer Smith

production had the most profitable

weeks of its history stanzaNbefore

last, netting around -$27,000 on a

«ross of $81,125 for seven perform-

ances in St. Louis and one in DesJ
Moines, ending Jan. 20. The profit

is figured to have been aroUnd-$6,-

000 last week on the $48,000 . gross

for eight performances spread over

Des Moines, Omaha and : Minneap-

olis. ending Saturday night (26)

.

Prospects for the ..musical are

also good for the next few weeks.

It remains all this week in Minne-

apolis, where the advance dejnand

was so big that the local .theatre

manager had to have his private

phone disconnected to avoid “house

seat” requests from acquaintances.

The Saturday night (26) opening

there drew' $7,500. The advance

is also hefty for next Week’s stand

In Milwaukee, after which the

show goes to Detroit for; three

weeks, with lively interest re-

ported.

In-aiid-bht for a While
Business for the preceding weeks

was uneven. Following the * en-
gagement. in Chicago, where the

loss was around
.
$50,000 (in-

cluding preliminary tour ex-

penses), “Blondes” had a profit of

$4;634 on a gross of $77,656 for 11

performances Dec. 25-Jan. 1 In

Dallas* and an estimated net of $5,-

000 on a $37,179 gross for five per-

formances Jan. 3-5 in Houston, but

spent Jan. 6-7 in travel and had an
estimated loss' of around $3,000 on
a gross of $33,447 for six perform-
ances Jan. 842 in Kansas City.

One of the unfortunate Aspects

of the Chicago stand was the way
business nose-dived in the final

weeks, after .arrangements were
finally completed to take to the
road again. Thus, for the week
ending Dec. 1, the loss was $1,971
on a gross of $36,018r week ending
Dec. 8, the loss was $3,939 on a
gross of $32,376; week ending Dec.
15, the loss was $7,611 On a gross
of $27,023, and for the closing

week ending Dec. 22* the. loss was
$11,240 (after deducting $2,020
for souvenir hook royalties) on a
gross of $20,298. -

As of the end of the Chicago en-
gagement, the show’s pressagent
was replaced and the whole pub-
licity policy, which had. empha-
ized a suggestive angle, was re
isedi

’Profit Now 48G

.On 50G Investment
Backers of' “Stalag 17” received

a $18,000 dividend last week, bring-
ing the total distributed profit to

|n$48,000 thus far on the $50,000
investment. The latest payoff in-
cludes the balance of the show’s
end N3f the $110,000 film sale, to
Paramount, plus further net from
he legitNrun.

Additional assets include about
$15,000 in undistributed profits and
$10,000 sinking fund (money for
the union bonds Was supplied per-
sonally by the show’s producer-
director, Jose Ferrer)^ The Donald
Bevan-Edmund Trzcijtiski comedy-
melodrama, currently in its 49th
week at the 48th Street, N. Y.,

next year, plans for a tour depend
on how business holds up on
Broadway. Last Week’s gross was
just over $17,000.

Order Pre-Trial Exams

On Blanche Ring Claim

For Tax Refimd Checks
Albany, Jan. 29.

Pre-trial examinations in Cats-
kill, N. Y., and in Beverly Hills
have been' directed by Supreme
Court Justice Kenneth S. MacAffer
in connection with a legal tangle
between Blanche Ring' (Winninger),
former musical comedy and vaude-
ville star, and Frank B, Meseke,
Coxsackie attorney. Mrs. Winrilng-
er, 74, and now a Coast resident,
started suit to recover $25,505 in
U. S. Government and California
checks representing tax refunds
and to obtain all-papers concerning
her tax matters. Alleging that
Meseke has wrongly withheld the
checks and papers, she seeks $50,-
000 damages for alleged malprac-
tice.

Meseke, counter - suing, asks
$50,000 for alleged defamation of
reputation and requests , the court
to dismiss Mrs. Winninger’* suit
and to grant him a lien against
the tax rebate checks. This Is for
legal services to her. The lawyer
also challenges her right to revoke
a power of attorney which; he
claims, she gave him. v

.

Justice MacAffer last week (23)
directed that Meseke produce cer-
tain books and records at an ex
amination Feb. 11 in Greene Coun-
ty Court in Catskfll. He ruled tha
a Pre-trial examination of Mrs.
Winninger shall be held In Beverly
Ilills, at a date to be fixed later.

Say It Am t So!
Producer Kermit Bloomgar-

den, whose interest in the N.Y.
Giants baseball team is only
slightly less intense than his

concern with the theatre, is off

to a bad year. “Irene Selznick
beat rile out for ’Flight Into.

Egypt,’ the George Taborl
play,!’ he explains. “Then Ar-
thur Miller couldn’t finish his
new script in time for produc-
tion this season: On top of
that. We were evicted from our
apartment, when the landlord
won

.
court permission to cut it

-up into smaller units.

.

“But the crusher was when
they drafted Willie Mays:”

On Click ’Shrike’ Is Due To

One Of the wrinkles in the in-

volved production history of “The
Shrike,” Joseph Kramm's click

melodrama ait. the Cort, N. Y„ is

breaks even at a gross of about that when Aldrich 8c Myers had
$12,000. the script under option, they made

With the film editioi ef the yarn Jg**
not due for release until Match of

rer as Wale lead. Latter is now
playing the part In his own pro
duction, which he staged. Judith
Evelyn, who was sought by Aldrich
Sc Myers for the femme lead, is. co-

starred.

When Richard Myers (his part-

ner; Richard Aldrich, was then
and still is on duty with the Navy )

tried to do “The Shrike*’’ the au-
thor was slated , to direct. After
Ferrer turned down the show,. Ar-
thur Kennedy, Gregory Peek, = Al-

fred Drake and Van. Heflin were
among those to whom it was of-

Af its current capacity-plus box- fered unsuccessfully, Then Otto
office pace, “Point of No Return,” Preminger, associated with Aldrich
now in. its eighth week at the Al- Sc Myers in the presentation of
vin, N. Y., is due. to earn back its “Moon Is Blue,” suggested that he
production cost by late March. The might be able to “deliver” Ferrer,
Paul Osborn dramatization of John but lie. also failed. During all this

P. MarqUand’s best-seller, starring time, Miss Evelyn was in line for'

Henry Fonda, is making a weekly the title part,

operating profit of around $8,500, After Aldrich Sc Myers reliii-

which will presumably increase to quished their option on the script

approximately $9;000 when some ex- and Ferrer had it agai (he had
tra-space advertising Is amortized originally optioned and then
and certain equipment rentals are dropped It before Aldrich .& Myers

Who’s Afraid of Chi Crix?

Not Ufa Hagen, She Sez
New York.

Editor, Variety:

in last week’s (23) Variety, you
allege that one of the reasons I

did hot wish to tour in “Saint
Joan” was the fact that Chicago
critics did not like Margaret Web-
ster productions. I don’t know how
such a statement could have come
to you. Certainly I never made it.

Miss Webster and I have been
colleagues, since 1938, and have al-

ways had a happy working relation-
ship.

I also never have said anything
about the Chicago critics, since my
theatre experiences in that city

have been among my happiest. .

My reasons for not touring in

Saint^ Joan” are completely per-
sonal, and have to do with the
upbringing of my daughter ar«*l

the necessity to be with her at

this time.

Uta Hagen,

paid off

H. C. Potter, who bowed out as
stager of the show during the try-

out tour, is reportedly getting his
regular royalties as per contract,
amounting to 2Vz% until the pro-
duction is in the black and 3%
thereafter. Also, provision is un
derstood being made for Elia
Kazan, who went out of town sev
eral times to make restaging

. sug-
gestions after Potter’s exit. Fonda
gets 10% of the gross,. With a guar
antee of $1,500 a week. .

The author royalty, a straight
]

n®‘

10%, will be shared by Osborn and
Marquand'on a sliding scale. The
adaptor gets 7.Vfe% on the first

$5,000 gross, 6%% on the next
$2,000 and 5% on the take above
$7,000, with the novelist receiving
2Vz% on the first $5,000, plus 334%
oil the next $2,000 and 5% bn
everything over $7,000. There is

a slightly different split oii the
British rights and a 50-50 arrange
mention all other rights.

The Leland Hayward production,
regularly topping a $38,200 gross,

had it), Jed Harris acquired the
meller and sought John Garfield*
among others, as star. However,
he also couldn’t cast it, and the
script was picked up a third time
by Ferrer, who this time produced
and directed it himself, co-starring

with Miss Evelyn. The play drew
seven-to-one. favorable notices from
the first-string critics and has made,
a promising boxoffice start.

Meanwhile, Kramm has com-
pleted a new script which; Aldrich
& Myers are interested in produc-

’SHRIKE’ SEEN EARNING

“The Shrike,” Joseph Kramm
melodrama which has made a
promising start at the Cort, N. Y.,

is a prospect to earn back its pro-
duction cost in about seven weeks’
operation. The show cost approxi-
mately $35,000 to produce and can
net around $5,QOO-$6,OOQ a week,

w , , ,1AAnnft . n-~ the exact amount depending on
was financed at $100,000 plus 25% stag6hand retirements and the
overcall. It cost about $109,000 to

ad^rtising budget.
$;5,00® Last week, the first full stanza,

tryout pront.
grossed just over $25*000, despite

the play’s small advance sale and
lack of theatre party bookings.
Moreover, the advance sale is

building and prospects are, that

this Week’s gross may approach the

$27,700 capacity,

Jose Ferrer, who produced (in

association with Milton Baron),
directed and is co-starring . in the

show with Judith Evelyn, is due

Dickie Moore; ffirmer moppe
film star appearing in support 61
Fredric • March and Florence Eld
ydffe in “Autumn Garden,” plans
to change his professional name
to Richard Moore. Following his
tour in the Lillian Heilman play,
the actor heads fop the Coast

,
for

* Part in the screen edition of “A
Sound of Hunting.”

Big ’Grass Roots’ Public

Still Awaits Logit Abel
Springfield, Mass., Jan* 29.

City’s newly-formed commercial
legit Organization, the Court
Square Co.* Inc.* Was given an
open invitation to call upon the
resources of ANTA when it formal- to leave' the cast i 16 weeks, for

ly goes into action next month, by reasons not fully explained. How-
Waiter Abel, who spoke here. Ust ever, he figures that a satisfactory

replacement should not be hard to

get and that the meller should be
good for a long run.

Kenwith to Manage for 3d

Season at Princeton Barn
Princeton, Jan. 29.

Herbert Kenwith, who operated

the Princeton Summer Theatre for

the last two years at the McCarter
Theatre, will have the spot again

this summer. .Iit’s- understood that

the deal calls for a rental of $1,000

a week. Rate was $300 a Week last

week (23). before the College
Club
“We would be only too happy to

give bur talents to Springfield to
accomplish here what has been
done in

.
Hartford, Pittsburgh and

Cleveland,” he said adding, “there
is no reason why we couldn’t have
opened in Springfield.
Abel told his audience “We have

lost two generations of theatre tra-

dition. Movies, and now that ’mon-
ster’,, television, are seducing what
ever young talent the theatre so
desperately needs.”
Actor blamed pix houses for re-

placing the .road show circuit, but
said that even limited experiments

Payments totalling $80,000 are
being made this week on the three
companies of “Moon Is Blue.” ; In-

cluded are dividends of $25,000 on
the original production and $30.-

000 On the 'second edition, plus an
initial return of $25,000 on the
third troupe. The three versions
of the show are set up and capital-

ized as separate corporate entities.

In the case of the third company,
it is expected to get Into the black
in two or three more weeks at its

current boxoffice rate. Besides the
present $25,000 payoff, the show
has around $12,000 in undistributed
operating profits and cash reserve,
plus about $3,000 in bonds, leaving
approximately $10,000 to be
earned back on the $50,000 In-

vestment.
•The current $25,000 dividend

On the original production brings
the total profits on this $75,000
venture to $105,000. It Continues
to play to near-capacity business
at the Henry Miller Theatre, N. Y„
where it is in its 47th week, but
Will probably be moved Intact to

London late this spring or early

summer, with Barbara Bel Geddes,
Donald Cook and Barry Nelson go-

ing along as stars. It will be re-

placed on Broadway by the sec-

ond troupe, now in its 39th week
at the Harris; Chicago. The latest

$30,000 divvy on the second com-
pany brings the total profit to

$130,000 so far on the $60,000 in-

vestment.
“Moon” was authored by F.

Hugh Herbert, and staged by Otto
Preminger, who is associated in

the production with Richard Aid-
rich, Richard Myers and Julius

FleTSchmann.

Touring company of “South Pa-
cific,” originally produced two sea-

sons ago on the Coast under San
Francisco ’ and Los Angeles Civic

Light Opera Assn, auspices, may*
return there this summer for sub-
scription engagements under the
same sponsorship. It Would be the
first time any production has
played a return date.for the groups.

The Rodgers-Harhmerstein-Logan
Show, currently in the last .four

Weeks of a record-breaking Chi-

cago run, will play other midwest
cities before working- west for the
summer engagements. It’s figured
that by. playing all the available
territory, including split-weeks and
possibly even some one-nighters if

arangements can be made for the
moves involved, the musical may
be able to continue through next
season. Janet Blair continues as

femme star, with Webb Tilton hav-
ing succeeded Richard Eastham as
co-star.

Meanwhile, tentative plans for a
Coast production of “King and I”
have been dropped. According to

Richard Rodgers, composer of the
show and co-producer with lyricist

Oscar Hammerstein 2d, the pro-
duction would be too tough to cast
and there^s np hurry, so they now
figure on waiting to tour the origi-

nal edition after its current Broad-
way run, with Gertrude Lawrence
continuing 'as star and Yul Bryn-
ner as top-featured male lead. A
factor in the decision, Rodgers says,
is his and Hammcrstein’s desire to
spread' out the profits.’’

The producer-authors expect the
Original company Of “South. Pa-
cific” to continue On Broadway at
least through the current season
arid possibly, well Into next, after
which it will also be toured. En-
thusiastic over the sfaridee-llm.it

boxoffice response to the early-cur-
tain performance of the show Mon-
day night ( 20), Rodgers thinks the .

orice-weekly 7 p. m. curtain ‘ will
tap a huge potential public. He
expects it to extend the Broadway
run of “Pacific” and hopes to in-
stitute the same arrangement at
“King and I.”

When the subject comes up for
discussion at tomorrow’s (Thurs.)
board meeting of the League of
N. Y. Theatres, Rodgers will bp
present to urge that the early open-
ing Monday nights be permanent-
ly scheduled, for all Broadway
shows.

year and $100 i 1950;

Okay for Kenwith to manage the

in the “back to the grass roots” campus playhouse for another sea-

field have shown that there is -still son was voted at a recent meeting

a big, enthusiastic audience -await- here, of the Princeton U, boaid of

ing the return of legit on the road, trustee*;

B’way Legit; Nixes Pix
With no professional plans for

the balance of the current season,

Maurice Evans will go to England
soon to see the London shows
and visit relatives. He has turned

down several Hollywood offers,

and a projected television produc-

tion setup probably won’t be

ready to go before next fall.

- The actor-manager’s plans for a

Broadway production; of the hovel,

“Teahouse of the August. Moon,”
depend on the dramatization being

Written by Elma Huganir, and
matters are in abeyance regard-

ing “Ceremony of Innocence,” the

other item on his schedule. How-
ever, the star is still trying to

complete arrangements to produce

and play the title part in a film

verslo

n

of Shakespeare’s “King
Richard II,” one of his successful

stage vehicles;

Meanwhile, “Evans lias sold his

place at North Salem, N. Y.. and

has bought a new home at Wilton,

Conn., where he’s continuing his

hobby of raising West Highland

white terriers. He Will exhibit

in February for the first time at

the Westminster Kennel Club

show at Madison Square Garden,

N. Y.

Olivia Yens B’way; Taking

Minimum ’Candida’ Road

Dates Despite Okay B.0.
Because she wants to get to

Broadway this spring with “Can-
dida,” Olivia de Havllland is
playing only minimum engage-
ments on her current tour , in the
Thomas Hammond revival of the
Bernard Shaw play. That explains
why the show stayed only the
scheduled three weeks in Chicago
and is booked for only single
weeks in such multiple-week
stands as Boston, Phil ly, etc.
The production is due April 14

at an unspecified Shubert house
in 45th Street, N. Y., for a limited
run. The actress has no intention
of playing into the summer, but
may do a picture. Plans for fall
are indefinite.

Despite savage reviews, the star
was a boxoffice powerhouse In
Chicago. Moreover, the strong
grosses for the show were appar-
ently not due to its being on The-
atre . Guild subscription, since the
show played to bigger attendance
the second week than the first,

and hit a maximum on its non-
subscription third week. Engage-
ment had been booked in advance
for Only three Weeks, arid despite
urging by the Ideal management,
that schedule had to be maintained
if the April 14 date on Broadway
is to be kept, Tour has been con-
sistently profitable, arid is due to
get back balance of its investment
in the next couple of weeks.

Migatz Joins Atterbury
Albahy, Jan. 29.

Marshall Migatz, who operates

the Salt Creek Summer Theatre at

Chevy Chase, hear • Chicago, ha*

joined Malcolm Atterbiiryls Albany
Playhouse company for a special

promotion assignment.:

|

The Playhouse’s new director,

|

Eugene O’Sullivan, worked for Mi-
[gatz last season.
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Venus Observed
Philadelphia, Jan. 29,

Theatre Giiild presentation of comedy-
drama in three acts by Christopher Fry,
Stars Rex Harrison* LuU Palmer; features
John Williams, Claudia .

Morgan, [Joan
Haythorne; Eileen - Peel, . John-, Merlvale,
James WeSterfleld, Stpart Burge. Hurd
Hatfield. Staged by LaUrence Olivier.. Pro-,

ductlon designed by Roger »Furse; music,
Eldon Elder; Miss Palmer's ^costumes,
'Valentina; •: other costumes, Mildred Tre-
bor. At Shubert, Fhlla,, Jan. 28,^ 52.

Duke of Altai* . , - .....

.

;

.

• Rex Harrison
Edgar . . . . . ,v. ... ,

.

. .John Merlvale
Herbert ....... .John Williams
Dominic .... . . . ... . . ... Hurd Hatfield
Rosabel . Fleming,. .... . . Joan Haythorne
Jessie Dill Claudia Morgan
Capt. Fox Reddleman. .James Westerfleld
Bates .... '.

. , . . . .

.

. . .Stuart Burge
Hilda Taylor-Snell Eileen. Peel
Perpetua , . . . , . ...

.

;.. .1.1111 Palmer

Perpetua’x father and Hurd Hat-
held as her brother. The women,
who seem on occasion to have more
trouble in delivering the near-
classical cadences of the author,
are Josh Haythorne,, Claudia Mor-
gan and* Eileen Peel.

The lighting of the play leaves
a great deal to be desired in all

but a few of the later scenes, and
Olivier’s direction

.
sags most no-

ticeably at times, notably in act
two.

Fry is admittedly caviar in his
writing, and this one’s no excep-
tion. But it has enough important
names lined up on its side to put
it over. ‘ Waters .

action Just, about All the foibles

that characterize small-town news-
paper publishing, including Screw-

ball visitors. Play, as it unfolds,

is too long. There’s a bit too much
sermonizing on the lofty ideals of

journalism by Hertz. An outstand-

ing job is done by Joe Ewing, Jr.,

as Sam Hornsby* the printer, who
makes the most of a fat part. .

On the. whole, the Civic Theatre
thespians did a good job With
“Angle,” which has definite possi-

bilities. Luch.

In what was probably Philly’s A Gift f©r Catliy
most important and anxiously- Dallas, Jan. 26.
awaited legit preem of the CTrreijt ThMlr, ,,2 ^ nmld,.
Season, Venus Observed, latest drama. In three acts (five acenes) by Ron*
Christopher Fry play to reach aid Alexander, FeatureeEdwln Whltner.
Amprirnn chrtroc .nriri rtrnritinprl hv Eve,vn Bettis, Norma Winters, DirectedAmencan. snores, ana proaucea oy by Ramaey Burch. Set and costumes by
the Theatre Guild in- association Tony Deeds. At Theatre '52, Dallas, Jan.

With Sir Laurence Olivier (who di- 2i» '52; ^$2.50 .top;
^

rected), was jgreeted by a generally SrSn fS .W* .‘.W : rl"er
W

ninSt
favorable attitude but with plenty Flo O'Donnell., Horma winters
Of dissenting votes by a large, - but Mary Toiey. . ... ..... .Marlon ^Morris

riot-capacity house at the Shubert c&hy O'Donnell.' E?liyn Bettis
last night (28). Tom Blake.. ...... ...... .Charles. Braswell

Philly did not see “Ring Around * '

The Moon,” but has had a chance Ronald Alexander’s 'amusing

rnsoners." Tms newest piece, ai- arena nere, reveals—in tnree acts
though strictly in modern dress, is and 11 days-—the intimate lives
bound to have to stand comparison and the loves of a sometimes wacky
with his “Lady.” Whether it\ can Irish family, the O’Donnells. Set-
duplicate the latter’s financial as ting in the tenement district /of a
well as artistic success on Broad- large U.S. city heatly servos ds a
way is very problematic, despite Vent for the frank dialog, as the
the fancy array of names—Guild, cast, indulges in free love', drinks
Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer as Irish whiskey copiously, and harps
stars, Fry as author, and Olivier as on ’Hibernian legends:
director. The O’Donnells, man and wife,
One thing is sure. This one had. been active in the Irish revo-

proves once again that there is lution. Driven fTorii Eire, they live

nobody writing for the theatre to- in a small world, of their own in
day who has a surer, or more del- the third-floor flat, but keep one
icately-attuned hand when it comes eye on the land of the Shamrock,
to writing lyrics or drama. Time “Iron Mike” rejects all.newspapers
and time again there are passages except his beloved Irish Echo; He
in “Venus” that have the poetic toils as a day laborer, imbibes
lift: and the fervor and what might freely, and after 30 years of
be railed the classical sense of wedded life, he and Flo openly
Shakespeare. Miss Palmer has one boast of their sex life. Their amo-
speech in act two that not only rous sessions together .well-nigh
wins her a justified salvo of ap- embarrass the viewers.

- plause, but that should be read Less rational, though* is their
and studied intently by all devoted daughter Cathy, whose immoral
drama students. behavior they sanction. She has
There is the usual Fry talent been living for seven years with

for fine writing—a . species of an insolvent poet of the tenement,
writing, by the way, that so car- A non-Irish millionaire wants to
Hess away the listener that he hears marry Cathy arid she at first ac-
and is enthralled and then has to cepts him, then sends him away
admit, candidly, in the intermis- when he fails to produce the in-
sion, that he doesn’t know1 what it tangible “gift” she craves. But
is all about. There is also the when Cathy really slips off hier
same elfin, fanciful touch, of the rocker, and insists upon becoming
English, writer which he mixes * call-girl, the suitor returns,
with what seems like almost dia- threatens the spanking her parents 4

bolic shrewdness, with robust and neglected,, and wins her with his
strictly up-to-date humor. caveman tactics. And everybody is

Plot of “Venus” concerns the happy.
English Duke of Altair who, get- Cast is excellent, and provides
ting a bit along in age, is princi- dramatic interludes as well as tag-
pally concerned with two things— Sing laughs throughout, There’s
acquiring a second: wife arid fol- little plot to work with, but this: is
lowing his beloved hobby of as- padded with colorful, irrelevant
tronomy. On a propitious : day— banter and reminiscing. Edwin
when there is to be an eclipse of Whitner’s role as “Iron Mike” is

the sun—he invites three possible a standout, and no less shining is

femme prospects in matrimony to Norma Winters' role of wifely dom-
his observatory and intends to be- inance. Cathy is beautifully rriimed
•tow on one the classical apple of by Evelyn Bettis. A prostitute role
victory. However, by chance, the gains sympathy as played by Mary
young and glamorous daughter of Dell Roberts,
one of his employees arrives on Play is entertaining, earthy and
the same date, and when she finds at times almost fantastic with Irish
her daddy has been stealing funds fetish. Set and costumes by Tony
from the Duke for some time and Deeds are authentic and colorful.
is, she thinks, in danger of expo-
sure, -she decides to offer herself
as a sacrificial bride.
The Duke, who . knows all about

her father's fraudulencies, is en-

Bark.

The Local Angle
Atlanta, Jan. 29.

A tlanta Civic Theatre^presentation ofj - - \ — • nuamx
. vivie jLiieauc prcyeniiuion oi

tranced and in
.
a moment Of ex- comedy - drama 'l>y Lee Euhrman; Stars

treilie danger (the burning Of the ’Jackson McBride. Jacque Jones, Jennings
observatnrv) it thaf +i,~ Hertz, Jr.; Joe ExvJng, Jr. Directed by Tomtnat

i

the
i
1^h

; Chadwick. At Women's Club Auditorium,
er mis-matched romance is set. But Atlanta, Jan. 24 ,

*52 .

later the gal realizes that she cares ,
WiS* .

Joe Ewing, Jr., Carl Rose. Jr.,

much more fnr th*» Dnlro’e Vtanrl Jcc Dayan. .Hoke Smith May, John Ncl-
®

, -
S son* Jennings Hertz, Jr., Jacque Jones,some son, and the Duke IS Sensible Richard Kress, Jackson McBride. Marilyn

enough to understand and agree Davison, Charles Frasch, Sandra Fulle,

He fin-illv Hlpnirloo i,nnn. u;,, Sam F'nson, Ernie Lang, Lila Kennedy,,rte nnauy decides upon his future Sain Edwards, Dean Baxter, Rose Roif-
wife who, it so happens, is the man.
femme who, for slightly confused —
reasons, started the conservatory’s Billed as a comedy-di%ama,. the
conflagration.

.
forte *of this piece is its laughs,

The title, although possibly a with melodrama coming in a poor
little vague, is of course to be second.
found in the combination of the The story coricerns newspaper-
Duke’s two rnajor interests. ing in a small town, with a high-
“Venus” has a top-flight first act, powered managing editor (Jackson

a second that starts well arid then McBride) riding herd on a group
has numerous ups and downs, and of staffers,, who range . from an
a last act that again reaches the idealistic, reporter (Jennings Hertz,
original heights in final scenes that Jr.) to a lush (Hoke Smith May)
should be long remembered by and a naive cub. (Richard Kress),
those who see. them. Here it must Author Lee Fuhrman (this is his
be admitted even more than in first play) makes his characters
“Lady’s” that Fry’s brilliance at credible and this ‘ no mystery*
writing far transcends his skill as since he’s a veteran newspaperman
ari actual playwright. himself, having started his career
The cast plays a -big part in put- on the old Philadelphia Ledger,

ting. this one over, most especially He’s worked. On a bunch of new's-
the two stars. Miss Palmer, as Per- papers in the South, including a
petua the heroine, contributes a city editorship stint on The Atlanta

g
orgeous combination of sex mag- Constitution.
etism and, sound acting. Harrison Action of “Angle’* takes place in

matches her riiost of the: way as the newsroom of a “typical” small
the Duke, arid there are fine per- Southern town. The . setting, fie-

formances by John Merlvale as signed by Gordon Miller, is fine,

the Duke’s son* John Williams $s Fuhrman has worked ipto the

METS ‘OTELLO’ REVIVAL
Verdi's “Otello absent from the

Metropolitan Opera repertory for

three years, will be revived at the

Met Feb. 9. Fritz Stiedry will con-

duct for the first time; Herbert
Graf will, be stage director, arid

Kurt Adlet chorus master.

With Ramon. Vinay as Otello and
Leonard Warren as Iago .will be a

new Desdemona, Eleanor Stebel,

while Martha Lipton will again
sing Emilia-

Legiter by Burmese
Diplomat in L.A. Preem

Pasadena, Jan. 29;

Burma’s struggle for Independ-
ence is the story behind “The .Peo-
ple Win Through,” new play by
Burmese Prime Minister Thakin
Hu, which will have its U.S. pre-

miere Feb. 5 at Pasadena Play-
house Patio Theatre,

fiobker ben All will direct the
eight-scene play. Production was
arranged through the U. S. Dept,
of State.

Current Road Shows
(Jan. 28-Feb. 9)

“Aiituinn Garden” (Fredrie
March, Florence Eldridge)—Colon-
ial, Boston (28-9).

4<Bell, Book and Candle” (Rosa-
lirid Russell, Dennis Price)—Shu-
bert, Detroit (28-9).

“Candida” (Olivia de Havilland)—Aud, Louisville (28); Victory*
Dayton (29-30); Murat, Indianapo-
lis (31-2); Hartman, Columbus (3-

5)

; Virginia, Wheeling (7); Colon-
ial, Akron (8); Palace, Youngstown
(9).

'

“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King*
Estelle Winwood, Julie Haydon)—
Erlanger, Chicago (28-9).

<4Darkne8s At Noon” (Edward G;
Robinson)—American, St.

.
Louis

(28-2); Orpheum, Kansas: City (4-

6)

; Aud„ Colorado Springs (8);

Arid., Denver (9).

“Dear Barbarians” (tryout-r-
^ Playhouse, Wilmington (31-2); Wal-
nut, Phila. (4-9).

Dickens Readings (Emlyn Wil-
liams) (tryout)—Plymouth, Boston
(28-2).

44Gentlemen P r e f e r Blondes”
(Carol Channing)—Lyceum, Min-
neapolis (28-2); Wisconsin, Milwau-
ICGG (4*9)

“Guys and Dolls*—Royal Alex-
andra, T o r on t o' (28-2); Hanna,
Cleveland (4-9).

4<
Little Evil” (t r y 0 u t)—Play-

house, Wilmington (8-9).

“Member- of the Wedding”
(Ethel Waters)—Metropolitan, Se-
attle (28-2); Fox. Spokane (4-5);.

Aud., St. Paul (8-9).
<4Merry Widow”—Shubert, Bos-

ton (28-9).

“Mister Roberts*’ (Tod Andrews)—Biltmore, L.A. (28-9).
4‘Moon Is Blue” (2d Co.)—Har-

ris, Chicago (28-9).
“Moon Is Blue (3d Co.)—Nixon,

Pittsburgh
. (28-2); Cass, Detroit

(4-91
“Oklahoma”—* Orpheum, Sioux

City (28-29); Coliseum, Sioux Falls,
S.D. (30-31); Aud, St. Paul (1-2);
Lyceum,. Minneapolis (4-9).

“Paris ’90” (Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner) (tryoutWLocust St;, Phil.
(28-2); Gayety, Washington (4-9)
(reviewed in Variety, Jan. 16, ’52).

“Rose Tattoo”—Cass, D etr o it
(28-2); American, St. Louis . (4-9).

“Sleep of Prisoners’—H a n n a,

Cleveland (28-2).
,

.

“South Pacific” (Janet Blair,
Webb Tilton)—Shubert, Chicago
(28-9)

“Student Prince”—Gayety Wash-
ington (28-2); Nixon, Pittsburgh
(4-9).

“Three Wishes For Jamie”
(Anne Jeffreys, John Raitt) (try-
out)—Shubert, New Haven (4-9).

“Venus ' Observed” ReX Harri-
son, Lilli Palmer) (tryout)-r-iShii-
bert, Phila. (28-9) (reviewed in
Variety this week). <

“Missus McThing” (Helen
Hayes) (tryout)—New Parsons*
Hartford (4^9).

Paul Briesach; conductor with
the Met Opera for six years; lias

been signed by general director,
Joseph Rosenstock to the conduc-
torial staff of the N. Y. City Opera
Co. He joins for the spring season,
to open at City Center, N. Y.
March 20.

With Richard Eastham, until re-

cently cottar Of the touring“South

Pacific*” succeeding Paul Lukas

next week as featured male lead

in “Call Me Madam,” the “Marry-
ing for Love” duet with Ethel

Merman may be rearranged^ arid

restaged to take advantage of his

siriging voice* Same ,goes for the

“LiChtenburg” number with the vo-

cal group. Lukas is leaving the

musical to enter the cast of “Flight
Into Egypt" . , . “Ned Armstrong,
advance agent for “Rose Tattoo,” is

touring via his yet Chewy. He’s
in Denver and Salt Lake City this

week, then chugs to Los Angeles
Charlie Mulligan is company

manager of Cornelia Otis Skinner’s
incoming one-woman show, “Paris
’90”

. , . Playwright John Wexley
has returned frOm the Coast to fin-

ish an untitled new script arid ful-

fill writing and directing commit-
ments in radio and tele.

Helen Hayes’ appearance next
week at: the New Parsons, Hartford,
as star of the ANTA

.

production.
“Missus McThing,” Is virtually sold

Out in advance for the entire eight
performances, With a $31,000 gross,

expected .. . . Theatre Guild-Ameri-
can Theatre: Society subscribers in

road towns, are reportedly steam-
ing at having the Jose Greco dance
troupe, a Shubert presentation, in-

cluded in the subscription Season,
They don’t complain about the
quality Of the dancing, but simply
that it isn’t legit entertainment, for
which they subscribed , . . Play-
wright-actor John Cecil

.

Holm is

back in action after a critical siege
following an emergency appendec-
tomy at Cape. Cod Hospital, Hyan-;
nis, Mass. He * lives at North
Chatham, Mass.

West 45th -Street, N. Y., tradi-
tionally, “the street of hits,” i^hav-
ing a bad season, with not a single
new smafeh thus

.
far. So the ac-

cent is more than ever on West
44th Street, where the big audi-
ence-getters include “King and I,”

“South Pacific,” “Pal Joey” and
“Paint Your Wagon,”

.
Kibbitzers

are calling it •the street of Rod-
gers & Hammerstein,” which is

even more potent these days . . .

British producer Toni Arnold, who
presented all the Ivor Novello
shows Of recent years, plans a new
One containing music written by
the late composer-star but never
heard publicly . . . Pamela Brown
and Meiyyn Johns will be co-
starred in London this spring in
Eric Liriklater’s comedy,. “The
Mortimer Touch,” formerly titled

“The -Atom Doctor.”

Howard Whitfield has taken over
as stage manager of “I Am a Cam-
era,” succeeding Jose Vega, who
resigned to take a.similar assign-
ment with “Flight Into Egypt”. .

.

Lewis & Young, presenters of the
La Jolla Playhouse edition Of
“Cocktail Party,” starring Dennis
King and Marsha Hunt, have ob-
tained the right to continue the
current tour through Chicago and
the eastern cities, under Theatre
Guild-American Theatre Society
subscription sponsorship, after
which it will play the Texas ter-
ritory. The T. S. Eliot verse drama
was Originally presented on Broad-
way during 1950-51 by Gilbert Mil-
ler and Henry Shereki . .David
Hellweil has optioned “Deedee and
the. Brave,” by Lionel: Standee, for
B r o a d w a y. production early in
April. The author is a featured
actor in “Pal Joey Phyllis Kirk,
who was replaced by Patricia
Smith during the tryout tour of
“Point of No Return,” received
$7,500 as settlement of her rUn-
of-the-play contract.

Billie Worth, who played the
Ethel Merman part in “Annie Get
Your Gun” for a while On the road
after Mary Martin withdrew from
the show, is set for the Merinan
part in Jack Hylton’s London pro-
duction Of “Call Me Madam.” Miss
Worth’s husband, Donald Burr,
will play the role of the stuffy dip-
lomat, enacted on Broadway by
Alan Hewitt. . .The membership of
Chorus Equity, at a quarterly meet-
ing Friday (25), adopted resolu-
tions condemning blacklisting of
performers and protesting the ac-
tion of the union’s council in grant-
ing wage concessions fdr pop-price
touring musical shows (apparently
referring to, but not specifically
mentioning, the two current Shu-
bert revivals of “Merry Widow”
and “Student Prince"). :

Yul Brynner has gone to Nassau,
B.W.I., to recuperate from a cOld,
with Leonard Graves subbing as
male lead in “King arid I” . . . Jack

.
Carson arid' Paul Hartman are meri-
tioried for the William Gaxton and
Victor Moore parts in the Chand-
ler Cowles-Beri Segal revival

,
of

“Of Thee I Sing’? . . , “Pal Joey’’

,

will be given- its initial London
production this spring by William-
son Music (Rodgers & Hamirier-

. stein) in partnership with Jule
Siyne, presenter of the Broadway
revival. ..Jack Sheehan has been

engaged as understudy for James
Barton to “Paint Your Wagon”
Barbara Baxley is understudying
Julie Harris in “I Am a Camera”
and may play the part during the
star’s proposed summer vacation.

“Grass Harp,” Saint * Subber’s
production of the Truman Capote
play, is being capitalized at $100,-
000, with no provision for overcall.
. . . Irene M. Selznick’s “Flight Into
Egypt” production ; is being fi-

nanced at $100,000, also with no
overcall ... Principals in the
recent musical, ‘’Seventeen,” were
awarded a total of $3*450 in an
arbitration over claims for pay for
extra rehearsals for the record
album< . , . Al Goldin will be man-
ager of Loy Nilson’s “Wooden
Dish” production * . , Because of
delay in the starting date of the
Hal Wallis fi]m edition of “Come
Back, Little Sheba,^ Shirley Booth
doesn't go to the Coast until next
week. She’s due back in May. . . .

Frank J, Hughes, property man for
“Two on the Aisle,” recuperating
from surgery at Polyclinic Hospital,
N. Y.
Joann Garcia, Carla De Giizmhn,

Dennis Bonilla arid. Thomas Bonilla
have joined the cast of“King and

1,

” succeeding Barbara Luna, Nora
Baez, Alfonso Maribo and James
Maribo, who have outgrown their
roles as children of the King of
Slain. Terry Saundtrs is now sing-
ing the tole of Lady Thiang, the
king’s head wife, 'While Dorothy
Sarnoff is on leave for a film com-
mitment . . . Hillard Elkins,’ of the
William Morris legit-tele depart-
ment, was given a last-minute
reprieve by his draft board be-
cause of hypertension, and is con-
tinuing ori the job indefinitely.

Viri Lindhe is new stage direc-
tor of the Lyric Theatre, Dallas.
Group’s;- first production will be
“The Beggar’s Opera.* *

. . Maurice
Alevy will direct “Mr. Angel,” com-
edy by Harry Segall, to be staged
March. 1 by Dallas’ Theatre Tomor-
row.
“The Blind Spot,” newcomedy-

drama by Edward Caulfield, will be
the. next Theatre ’52 production.
Margo Jones will direct. Cast will
include Mary Dell. Roberts, Peter
Donat* . Norman . Winters, Edwin
Whltner, Evelyn . Bettis, John Mun-
son; Marion Morris and Ramsey
Burch.
John Alberts Replaced Mark

Miller as understudy to Biff Mc-
Guire in the Chicago “Moon. Is

Blue” company . : . Ilka Diehl is di-

recting the Chicago Downtown
Players, whose first production will
be “Ladies in Retirement” Feb. 6.

Kitty Carlisle and Lotte Lenya
(Mrs, Kurt We)U) will be. featured
in the Kurt Weill Memorial Cori-
cert at Town Hall, N.Y., Feb. 23.

Miss Carlisle will sirig a couple of
Weill’s Frerich songs, while Miss
Lenya will join Dolly Haas, Peter
Capell, Ralph, Herbert and Stefan
Schnabel, in a coricert version of
“Three Penny Opera.” Other Weill
works will also be heard.
“The Answer Is Two,” new play

by Gen^ McKinney, on the Baylor
U. drama faculty, will be the sil-

ver anniversary production of the
Baylor Theatre, Waco, Tex., under
direction of Paul Baker, Feb. 1-2

and 7-9^
“The Country Girl” will he

titled “Winter Journey” for its

British preem, and Will open, with
Michael Redgrave, Google Withers
and Sam Wanamaker, at the Ly-
ceum Theatre, Edinburgh, Feb. 11.

Ed Haas, company manager of
the Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet,

taken ill last week. Harry Farrell
flew out to Chicago from N. Y. to

take over. - N

Slows in Rehearsal
Keys; C (Comedy)., D (Drama),

CD. ( Comedy-Drama ), R (Revue),
MC (Musical Comedy), MD (Musi-
cal Drama), O (Operetta).

“Collector’s Item” (C) — Roger
Clark, prod.-dir.

“Curtain Going Up” (R)—Mur-
vyn Nelson,

;
prod.-dir.

, ^
‘‘Dear Barbarians” (D) — Gant

Gaither, prodi-dir;
“Flight Into Egypt” (D)

—

Irene
M. Selznick, prod.; Elia Kazan, dir.

“Little Evil” (C)^-H. Clay Bla-
ney,

: Leonard Altobell, prods.;
Altobell, dir.; Henry Hull, star.

“Long Watch” (C)—Anthony B.
Farrell, prod.; John Larson, dir;

“Missus McThing” (CD)—ANTA,
prod.

;
- Joseph Buloff, dir. ;

Helen
HsIvpq cfar

“Three Wishes For Jamie” (MC)
—Albert and Arthut Lewis, prods.;

Abe Burrows, dir.; Anne Jeffreys,

John Raitt, stars.

Pianist William Ka pell, who
signed originally with concert
manager Arthur Judsori 10 years

ago, has just re-pacted for another
long term. Judson, O’Neill & Judd
division of Columbia Artists Mgt.

books Kapell.
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loon’ $21,100, Olivia $21JO
Chicago, Jan. 29. *

Chicago legit scene is flourishing

due largely to conventions. In

addition, mail . orders -for attrac-

tions ase the heaviest in months.
Jose Greco Spanish Ballet, under

Theatre Guild subscription, started

Sunday (27) for two weeks at the
Blackstone and “Cocktail Party,”

at the Erlanger, has a fine advance.
“Desert Song” is due at ihe Black-
stone Feb. 11 and “Bell, Book, and
Candle” at the. Great Northern
Feb. 25.

Estimates for Last Week
“Candida/’ Erlanger (3rd week)

($3.80; 1,334). Lush $21,600 for

final round: Closed Saturday (26).

“Moon is Billed Harris (39th'

week) ($4.40; 1,000). Seems to be
going right along, with moveover
building. Fine $21,100.

Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet,

Opera House ($4.94; 3,600). Took
away nifty $65,000.

“South Pacific,
1* Shubert (63rd

week) ($5; 2,100). Firm $43,200.

$47300

Toronto, Jan. 29.

National company of “Guys and
Dolls,” with a first week’s gross of

$47,300, broke tfye house record of

the Royal Alexandra here, with the

l,525*seater scaled at $6 including

tax. This was a complete sellout
with exception of a few Wednes-
day matinee seats. With all nights
sold in advance, second week will
go clean for over $48,000, to beat
its own record. Earlier record fpr
this. 45-year-old house was just
under $45,000 set by Sadler’s Wells
Ballet last January.

After the fortnight’s Toronto en-
gagement, “Dolls” plays two weeks
(Feb. 4) at Hanna, Cleveland; a
split Week (Feb. 11 ) at Audi-
torium, Canton, and Paramount,
Toledo; then into the. Shubert,
Chicago, Feb. 18.

‘MOON’ S0CK0 $25,000

FOR PITTSBURGH WEEK
Pittsburgh, Jan. 29.

Biggest take the No: 3 company
of “Moon Is Blue” has had

.
yet,

since it hit the road, a few months
ago, came last week at the Nixon
when the show did a shade under
$25,000. It had Theatre Guild-
Amer ica

n

Theatre subscription
backing on. the session, and that’s
a healthy factor around here these
days, nearly $12;000, as a result Of
the recent drive in cooperation
with the Council of Living Thea-
tre.

“Blue” is sticking this week, ah
extension having been added so
comedy wouldn’t have to compete
with opening of “Bell, Book and
Candle” in Detroit. "S.tudent
Prince” follows Monday (4), with
Olivia De Havilland’s “Candida” in
after that

‘Tattoo’ $14,700, Dot.,

Jose Greco Ballet 1HG
Detroit, Jan. 29.

“Rose Tattoo” did $14,700 in the
first week of a fortnight’s run at
the Cass. Jose Greco’s Spanish
Ballet attracted $11,500 into the
Shubert b.o.

.
Current Shubert presentation i$

Bell, Book and Candle,” in for
two weeks.

> .

Blondell-'Sheba’ $6,200

Baltimore Hotel Arena
Baltimore, Jan. 29.

Joan Blondell, “Come Back,
Little Sheba,” gave Don Swann’s
season of theatre-in-ihie-round at
the Sheraton Belvedere Hotel a
decided shot in the arm last week,
winding up with a neat $6,200 total.
Current booking of John Loder in
Becond Threshold” will wind up
the 12-week season; which added
to

. Swann’s previous season of
strawhat at his Hilltop bam, gives
his troupe a combined playing
stretch of 37 weeks.
Sheraton chain and Swann are

mulling installation of arena shows
in six or seven hotels, with an ex-
tended booking figured an at-
tractive lure to top names and
attractions.

‘Blondes’ Smash $47,000

In Three-Stand Split

Minneapolis, Jan. 29.

“Gentlement Prefer Blondes”
put together a smash eight pre-

formances in three stands last
week copping a total gross of just

under $47,000 for the series. Hav-
ing pulled* more than $18,000 in

two evenings and a matinee Sii •

day and Monday (20^21) at th e
KRNT Theatre, Des Moines, the
musical got another near $22,500
in three evenings and a matinee
Tuesday-Thursday (22-24) at the
Orpheum, Omaha, and added $6,-
500 on its Saturday ni ght (26)
showing at the Lyceum here.

The Carol Channing starrer con-
tinues for a total of 11 perform-
ances through next Saturday (2) at
the Lyceum, then goes to the Wis-
consin, Milwaukee, Monday (4) for
a regular eight-performance week.
Incidentally, the $18,000 gross for
the final three showings in Des
Moines brought the total take to
$27,400 for that stand, as the show
drew $9,400 there the previous Sat-
urday.(19), which was included in
the previous week’s take.

To Augur Good Season
St. Petersburg, Fla.; Jan. 29.

With a gross of $18,000 for

“Brigadoon” during the first week
of the 1952 winter season, indica-

tions are that Pat Hurley’s;: Oper-
etta here will surpass its 1951
record by a wide margin.

Last year’s;top gross, when the

Operetta occupied a tent, was $17,-

500 for “The Great Waltz;” Im-
proved facilities in a converted
skating rink at a better location,
and an intensive ticket sale cam-
paign, are credited for the increase
in attendance.

Additions to the cast of “New
Moon,” the season’s second show
which opens tonight (29) are Jim
Hawthorne, Robert Feyti, Jack
Blair and Ronnie Cunningham.. Re-
maining as leads are- Victoria Sher-
ry, Lawrence Brooks, Bob Smith,
Susan Johnson and BartonMumaw,
choreographer.

.
Glenn. Jordan is di-

recting, A1 Burnes is stage manager
and Roland Fiore,, musical director.

Cornelia Skinner’s ‘Paris’

$8,900 for 4 in New Haven
New Haven, Jan. 29.

. Three-rday stand of Cornelia Otis

Skinner in “Paris ’90” at the

Shubert last week (24-26), drew an
estimated $8,900 in four perform-
ances at a $3.60 top.

House is dark this week for

rehearsals of “Three Wishes for

Jamie,” which premieres here next
week (4-9). There’s a substantial
advance on this one, which is play-
ing at a $5.40 top.

Response to date has been fair
on the innovation of selling a five-
attraction subscription group in-
cluding “Paris ’90,” “Jamie,” “The
Long Watch,” “Flight Into Egypt”
and “The Autumn Garden,” a

[

schedule which takes the house
through March 8.

‘Paris’ $4,500 In 4, Hartford

Hartford, Jan. 29.

“Paris ’80,” Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner melodrama, grossed a. nifty
$4,500 for. three days (four per-
formances) at the New Parsons
Monday through Wednesday (21-
23). House top was lowered from
$4.20 to $3.60 for the one-woman
show.

House stays dark until Feb. 4,
when Helen Hayes moves in with
“Missus McThing” under the
ANTA flag for a full week break-in.

‘Roberts’ $12,600, LA.
Hollywood, Jan. 29.

“Mister Roberts,’’ feeling impact
of the southland’s flood, which,
marooned many, hit a fair $12,600
in its first week at the Biltmore.

Break-even figure for the show
is about $13,000. House was around
60% capacity, for the opening
stanza. Play has two more weeks
here.

‘Cocktaif $17,600, St k
Cbase-‘Orer 21’ $13,700

St. Louis/Jan. 29.

Edward G. Robinson, in “Dark-,
ness at Noon,” opened a one-week
stand at the American Theatre last
night (Mon.}. At the midtown
Empress, “Gramercy Ghost ” with
William Eythe and Gale Storm as
visiting stars, tees off a week’s en-
gagement' tonight (Tues,). It is the
foogh presentation of the Ansell
Bros/ adventure into legit.

‘

. Estimates for Last Week
“The Cocktail Party,” American

(one week) ($3,66; 1,700). Ei$ht per-
formances grossed approximately
$17^600 for swell biz.

“Over 21,” Empress (one week)
($2; 7,500), . Combo of Ilka Chase
and plaudits from critics enabled
this piece to roll up a fine $13;700
for eight performances, neat in-
crease over that grabbed by “Clut-
ter-buck.”

Philadelphia, Jan. 29.
Most of the local legit attention

this week here in Philly is cen-
tered on “Venus Observed,” Chris-
topher Fry play which made its

American debut last night (28) at
the Shubert.
Opening against “Venus Ob-

served” was Cornelia Otis Skin-
ner’s newest melodrama, “Paris
’90,” which is playing a single
week at the Locust. “The Student
Prince,” which did such sensa-
tional biz during its two weeks at
the Shubert. just recently, adver-
tising its positively “farewell tour,”
is back at the Forrest, this week
only, and also opened last night.

Estimates: Cor Last Week
“Month of Sundays,” Forrest

(2nd week) ($4/55; 1,760). Never
got started here, with added han-
dicap of universally bad notices.
Scant $18,100 in final stanza,
which was musical’s first full

week. Show closed Saturday for
repairs. “Curtain Going Up” next
(Feb. 16).

“Jane,” Walnut (2nd week)
($3.90; 1,340). Guild production
disappointed- by not picking up in
second week as indicated. Bad
notices hurt here too. Manage-
ment is holding comedy here three
days of this week, but not on ATS
subscription. Sale was mild for
these extra shows. $15,000 last

week. “Dear Barbarians” is next,
bowing Monday (4).

‘PRINCE’ $14,000 IN D.C.f

CANCELS SECOND WEEK
Washington, Jan. 29.

Blows from the local drama
desks crippled -the “farewell” run
of the “Student Prince” here, forc-
ing Gaypty manager Bernie Ferber
to cancel the second stanza of the
musical. Critics rapped the shoddy
production put on by the Shuberts,
though they praised the individual
stint of lead Glen Burris. Show
racked up $14,000 at a $3.60 top.

.Cornelia Otis Skinner, in her
new monolog routine, “Paris '90,”

is due in next Monday (4) for a
week.

‘Darkness’ Okay $19,100

In Indpls.-Cofaunbus Split

Indianapolis, Jan. 29.

Edward G. Robinson in “Dark-
ness at Noon” grossed a good $9-
600 in four performances at the
Murat here Jan. 24-26,. even though
biz was clipped by heavy rains
Saturday matinee and night. Top
was $3.60. House reports healthy
advance for Olivia de Havilland
in “Candida,” here Jan. 31-Feb. 2.

“Darkness” did $9,500 for four
in Columbus, at the Hartman,
Monday-Wednesday (21-23), for
week’s total of $19,100..* The pre-
vious week’s take in Detroit was
$16,400.

‘Gertie’ 12G, Hub
Boston, Jan. 29.

Hub legit is on the upbeat this

stanza, with three offerings un-
veiled Monday (28). Advance sale

for “Autumn Garden” at the Co-
lonial is reportedly Very healthy,
with the refurbished “Merry
Widow” at the .Shubert shaping
okay and Emlyn Williams’ Dickens
readings at the Plymouth opened
last night to unanimous critical

raves.
Last week’s lone entry was the

comedy, “Gertie,” which wound a

two-weeker at the. 1,200-seat Plym-
outh with almost $12,000, a drop
0? riT:3 from the previous frrme,
House was scaled at a $3.60 top.

B way B.0* Afire, Hottest in Years;

For the third consecutive frame,
business spurted on Broadway last

week. Virtually, all shows register-

ed rises, a few having their best
week to date; exceptions being the
already - solid sellouts with no
margin for improvement. With the
average against'- capacity reaching
the highest level since such figures
have been oompiled, indications
are that the boom may continue
and perhaps even increase this

week.

The toial gross for ell 23
shows last week was $745,700,
or 91% of capacity (for the cor-
responding stanza last season, the
total gross, for all 23 current
shows was $692,000, or 83% of
capacity,, a rise of 3% from the
week before).

Week before last the total for
all 23 shows was $720,900, for a
corrected average of 87% of
capacity, a rise of 8% from the
previous week.
Of the recent openings, “The

Shrike” pulled a strong $25,000 for
its first full week, despite a small
advance sale, indicating it as a
click potential. The ANTA-pre-
sented “Desire Under the Elms”
was a near-sellout and has been
extended an extra two weeks, while
the City Center’s “Come of Age”
also proved a vigorous draw and
will play a third week.

This week brings two openings,
“Gertie,” arriving' tonight (Wed.)
and “Jane” due Friday night (1).

Estimates for Last Weeek
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),

CD (Comedy-Drama ) , R ( Revue)

,

MC (Musical Comedy ) , MD ( Musi-
cal DramoJ, O (Operetta).

Other parenthetic designations
refer, respectively, to top price;
(indicates using two-for-ones),
number of seats, capacity gross aria
stars. Price includes 20% amuse-
ment, tax, but grosses are net: ‘

.,

exclusive of tax.

“Affairs of State,” Music Box
(70th wk) (C-$4;80; 1,012; $26,874)
(June Havoc). Nearly $16,000
(previous week, $14,300).

“Anna Christie,” Lyceum (3d
wk) <D-$4.80; 995; $22,845) (Celeste
Holm, Art

;
Smith, Grace Valentine,

Kevin McCarthy). First week at
the new location and on a com-
mercial basis at regular scale drew
a tepid $10,500 (previous week, at

the 3,090-seat City Center, at $3
top $36,200); will close Saturday
night (2).

“Call Me Madam,” Imperial
(67th Wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,-
847) (Ethel Merman). Almost
$51,700 (previous week, $50,100).

“Cleopatras,” Ziegfeld :(6th wk)
(D-$7.20; 1,628; $59,526) (Laurence
Olivier, Vivien Leigh). Repertory
of “Caesar and Cleopatra” and
“Antony and Cleopatra” drew just
under $59,500 (previous week,
$59,500).

“Come of Age,” City. Center (1st

wk) (D-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Judith
Anderson). Opened Wednesday
night (23) to four favorable notices
(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
Hawkins, World-Telegram & Sun;
Pollock, Compass) and four nega-
tive (Coleman, Mirror; Kerr, Her-
ald Tribune; McClain, Journal-
American; Watts, Post); first eight
performances (including sub-scale
preview) through Sunday night
(27) drew almost $36,500; engage-
ment extended a third week, but
the house is already booked be-
yond that.

“Constant Wife,” National (8th

wk) (C-$4.80-$6; 1,172; $31,000)
(Katharine . Cornell, Brian Aherne,
Grace George). Best week to date;

over $28,200 (previous week,
$28,000).

“Desire Under the Elms.”
ANTA Plyhouse (2d wk) (D-$4-

$4;50; 900; $23,000). First full

week, nearly $21,700 (previous
week, . first seven performances
grossed $16,000, including about
$9,000 in subscriptions);, engage-
ment extended two weeks through
Feb. 9; gross capacity goes to $27,-

000 this week Without subscription..

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (14th

wk) (C-$4.80; 1,060; $24,996) (Jes-

sica Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Almost
$25,300 (previous week, $25,100).

“Gigi/’ Fulton. (10th wk), (C-

$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep-
bum). Over $21,900 (previous
week, $22,000).
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th Street

(62d wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,-

904). As always, all the house will

hold at the scale; $44,400.
“I Am a Camera,” Empire (9th

wk) (CD-$4:80-$6; 1,082; $24;400)
(Ju’;o TTarr‘e). New hivh "o” the;

run and. excebt for tin extra-price

Christmas-New Year week for
“Life with Mother,” a new house
record; $24,720 (previous week,
$24,300).

“King and I,’’ St. James (44th
wk) (MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717)
(Gertrude Lawrence), The limit as
usual, about $51 ,700.

“Moon Is Blue,” Miller (47th wk)
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara Bel
Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry Nel-
son). Just $20,700 (previous week,
$20,300).

“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(11th wk) (MC-$7.20; L361; $46,-
000) (James Barton), Best week’s
gross thus far, nearly $45,200 (pre-
vious week, $44,200).

“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (4th wk)
(MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,584). Stand-
ees all performances for the first

time, and best week's take so far;
over $39,700 (previous week,
$39,400).

“Point of No Return,” Alvin (7th
wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). Getting till the
house will hold; nearly $38,300
(previous week, $38,200),

“Remains to Be Seeii,” Morosco
(16th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 912; $25,700).
Almost $21,900 (previous week,
$20,800)..

“Saint Joan,” Century (1.7th wk)
(D-$3.60; 1,645; $30,000) (Uta
Hagen). Over $9,800 (previous
Week, $9,400); closes Saturday
night (2); tour cancelled.

“Shrike,” Cort (2d wk) (D-$4.80;
1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer, Judith
Evelyn). First full, week drew
over $25,000 (previous week, first

seven performances grossed $19,-
400, plus $1,600 for a preview),

“South Pacific,” Majestic (i45th
wk) (MD-$6; 1,659; $50,186)
(Martha Wright, George Britton).
Just topped $47,600 (previous
week, $46,300).

“Stalag 17,” 48th Street (38th
wk) (C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Over
$17,000 /previous Weak; $15,000).
“Top Banana,” Winter • Garden

(13th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Bettered
$50,800, with the Wednesday mati-
nee- continuing to be the only non-
sellout

,
performance (previous

Week, $50,400).
“Two on the Aisle,” Hellinger

(28th wk) (R-$6; 1,527; $49,563)
(Bert Lahr, Dolores Gray). Nearly
$37,000 (previous week, $34,500);
must vacate the house March 1 to
make way for the Incoming “Three
Wishes for Jamie,” but may move
elsewhere rather than go on tour
just yet.

OPENING THIS WEEK
. “G.ertle/’ Plymouth /C-$4.80;
1,063; $29,019) (Glynis Johns, Al-
bert Dekker). Herman . S’lumlin
production of play by Enid Bag-
rtold; financed at $65,000, produc-
tion cost an estimated $39,000 (ex-
cluding $4,000 tryout loss and $11,-
000 iri bonds) and can break even
at tiround $12,500; tryout reviewed
in. Var^.ty. Jail. 16, ’52; opens to-
night (Wed.).

“Jane,” Coronet (C-$4,80; 1,027;
$28,378) (Edna Best, Basil Rath-
bone). Theatre Guild production
of S. N. Behrman dramatization of
Somerset Maugham story; financed
at $60,000, production cost about
$35,000 (excluding approximately
$2,200 tryout profit and $11,000
bonds) and can break even at
around $14,000 gross; tryout re--

viewed in Variety, Jan. 16, ’52;

opens Friday night (1).

‘BELL’ $30,200 AT CLEVE.

; Cleveland, Jan. 29.
Rosalind Russell and “Bell, Book

and Candle” formed a highly profit-
able combo here last week, hitting
almost $30,200 at '-$4.75 top in the
1,500-capacity Hanna, tops for the
season to date.

Current at Hanna is Christopher
Fry’s “A Sleep of Prisoners,’., on
tour of the church circuit. “Guys
and Dolls” comes in Feb. 4 for two
weeks, which are practically sold
out now.

‘Garden’ $12,200 in Split

Rochester, N. Y. 29.

Fredric March and Florence
Eldridge, starring in “Autumn
Garden,” grossed a mild $12,200
last week in an eight-performance
split between the Erlanger, Buffalo,

the first half and the Auditorium
here the final three days.
Hermit Bloomgarden’s produc-

tion, of the Lillian Heilman drama
moved this week to the Colonial,

Boston.
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Local impresarios around the^
country—longhair, pop and legit

alike—are complaining about fall-

ing oft in biz so far this season.

They state that special 'attractions

alone, like the Duke Ellington-

Sarah
;
Vaughan-Nat (King) Cole

combo, Rodgers & Hamerstein
Nights, “Don Juan in Hell" and
Sadler’s Wells Theatre Ballet, have
been their life-savers.

Concert people especially have
been complaining about the drop-

off in biz, as much as 30% from: last

season, with 20 to 25% the aver-

age, This drop has been variable,

from 5% in some areas to the -30%
in others. Most of the losses have
come with single artist attractions,

including the best. Even a Jascha
Heifetz drew only^half a house last

fall in Houston.
*'

The public, in*,

stead, has been buyiiig group at-

tractions.:

Biz has been bad in Houston,
Pittsburgh, Rochester and else-

where, A Cincy manager reports

this to be his worst season ever in

the single recital field. Definite

lack of public interest in the con-

cert biz has been felt .even in the

citadel of music, New York City,

where a Boston Symphony or Phil-

adelphia Orchestra no longer sell

out as they used to. On the other

hand, biz in D. C. is reported good.

There is business around, man-
agers say, but the public, with less

Coin to spend for amusemeht, is

shopping for pric$ now. The SRO
of “Don Juan" and. Sadler’s Wells,

say the' impresarios, proves: there’s

business around.

Artist Fee Cuts,

Single artists aren’t the draw
they used to be, aver th^se man-
agers. There are no giants around
any more, as there were 20 years

ago, with rare exceptions, like a

Vladimir Horowitz or Artur Rubin-

stein. Specialty attractions seem
to be the only thing, keeping the

local impresarios in business*

Managers claim that single art-

ists on their series have been suc-

cessfully carried the past few sea-

sons only due to the group attrac-

tions. They want to drop these

single artists now, because the. lat-

ter don’t want to .cut. their fees in

the face of the realities of the sit-

uation.

A Horowitz won’t cut his $4,000

fee per concert, but he’s an excep-

tion; he can always fill a. hall. He’s

one of the Very few artists every

local manager is after. His man-
ager has had 140 requests for dates

next season already, while Horo-
witz can Or will only play 38. An
Artur Rubinstein at '$3,000 to $3,-

500 and a Solomon at $1,500 can
still make the local manager a

profit,

But a Heifetz at $3,500, a Leon
ard Warren at $2,000, a Nathan
Milstein at $1,750, a Marian Ander-
son at $3,000 (or $2,000 plus per
centage) or a Margaret Truman
at $1,500, can’t pay off for the local

entrepreneur, because they don’t

draw overflows or full houses. Not
when he can get a “Dort Jhan in

Hell” for $3,500 to $4,000, a Shaw
Chorale for $2,500, a Rodgers &
Hammerstein Night for $3,000, or

a Sol Hurok “Fledermaus" for $3,-

500, and have SRO biz more often

than not.

Stubbornness of artists in cutting

their fees was manifest again last

week, when Met soprano Bid'u

Sayao left ’Columbia Artists Mgt.
for National Concert & Artists

Corp. Soprano wanted a guaran-
tee next season of 20 concerts at

$1,800 per, which Columbia
couldn’t promise.

Come of Age
. Y. City Theatre Co.(George Schaefer,

artistic director) revival of drema In three
acta (five scenes) and prolog. by Clemence
Dane, with music by Richard AddlnseU.
Stars Judith Anderson; features Robert
Brown. Melville Ruick, Robert Harrison,
Muriel Rahn; Directed .by Guthrie. Me-
CUntlc; . settings, ^Raymond Soyey, from
designs by James. Reynolds; Miss Ander-
son's Costumes, ..Valeiitlna;

.

other, cor-

tunics, Noel Taylor; orchestra. Conductor.
Macklin Marrow. At City Center, N. Y„
Jan, 23, '52; $3 top,
Boyr. . . ,

.

; .• ; . Robert Brown
Shadow of Death....... Robert Harrison
Woman ................. Judith Anderson
Mali Melville Ruick
Close Friend .... . . , . . , . . . Marian Seldes
Friends of the . Womans Ethel Colt.^.Rlch-

ard Barbee, June Jollie, James. Noble,
Lita Dal Porto. Stephen Reese, Muriel
'Rahn, James Bronson, Barbara Tor-
rance, Gerry' Jedd. Phoebe 1 Mackaye,
Peter Brandon. Bill Krach. Jacqueline
deWlt „ ;4

' :.

Entertainer. . . . . .... .. . . .Muriel Rahn.
Pianists . George Bauer, Jack Eisenberg
Singer for. the Woman; ..... Muriel Rahn
Singer for River Music. . . .Beverly Hosier
Singer for. the Roy. . . ... . . .Thomas"Motto

This is ho “Pal Joey.’’ Like the
ROdgers-Hart musical, this Clem-
ence Dane-Richard Addinsell dog-
gerel drama-with-miisic has been
touted $o much since its original
production that it has become a
legend. But where the “Joey" re-

vival has thus far been a bigger
click than the original, “Come of

Age" 'merely makes sentimental
softies of its diehard boosters, In
this case, obviously, the critics and
disinterested public,were. right the
first time. . . .

.

Apparently the only notable dif-

ference between this revival and
Delos Chappell’s initial presenta-
tion 18 years ago, is Judith Ander-
son’s performance, in her original

part. According to the reviews,
the star’s playing then was impres-
sive, even . memorable. Blit as the
years have matured her as a per-
son, they

.
have also given her

greater stature, emotional depth
and authority. Except that it offers

virtuoso playing by one of the dis-

tinguished, dramatic actresses of

her generation, however, this

“Come of Age" revival is a clinker.

/For the most part, the support-
ing players are only passable, Rob-
ert Brown is acceptable as the Boy
in the prolog, but is a stick of wood

Original 'Age9 Cast
Delos Chappell production, staged by

Clemence Dane; Settings, James Reynolds;
orchestra conductor, Macklin Marrow. At
Maxine Elliott, N. Y., Jan. 12, ‘34; $3,30
top.
Boy.. Stephen Haggard
Shadow of Death, ... .Frederick G. Lewis
Woman. . . . ..... . . , ... .Judith Anderson
Man .John W. Austin
Friends bf the Woman: Edna Jamies,
Clara PalmeY, Dorothy Johnson, Mabel
Gore, Virginia Volland, Katherine
Tracy, Helen Wills, Alice Swanson, Mal-
colm Solton, Jeremy Bowman, v Judd
Carrell, Harold: Webster, Wheeler Dry-
den, Ralph Stuart

Singer for the Woman. .Dorothy Johnson
River Music . . .Helen Wills
Singer for the Boy. ........ .Ralph Stuart
Entertainer. . . ... . . . .Muriel Rahn
Pianists .Morton Gould, Bert Shefter

Portland, Ore., Jan. 29.

. Ethel Waters in “Member of the
Wedding" grossed an excellent
$19,800 for five nights and three
matinees at the Mayfair Theatre
here last Week. The 1,500-seater

Was scaled at $3.60.

,
Edward G. Robinson in “Dark-

ness at Noon” is due as next attrac-

tion-.

‘Okla.’ $22,100, K.C.
Kansas City, Jan. 29.

In its sixth time around, “Okla-
homa" was still good -at the box-
office here, a week’s stand at the
Fox Midwest Orpheum Theatre
garncrin!" $22,100 at a $4.27 top.
Edward G. Robinson in “Dark-

ness At Noon" plays the Orpheum
this week.

in the major scenes. Melville Ruick
is competent in the straight part
of the heroine’s wealthy admirer,
Marian Seldes is plausibly sharp-
clawed as a feline friend, and Rob-
ert Harrison intones as if the
Shadow of. Death were a train-
caller. Muriel Rahn, Who also was
in the original cast, impresses with
ah on-stage vocal and, with Bev-
erly Hosier and Thomas Motto, re-
peats with the offstage singing.
Richard Addinsell’s background

music, giving emotional color to
virtually the entire play, is so good
that it suggests what the theatre
normally misses in this regard, but
the fact that it is scored for 18
pieces makes it commercially im-
practical. Generally, .the rhymed
couplet writing only aggravates
the pretentious quality of the play.
But the yam itself, about the 18th
century boy poet, Thomas Chatter-
ton, who suicides and is Allowed
to return to life in the 20th century
to come of age by knowing love,
jealousy, and hate, is dated, musty
and tiresome.

Especially in the pokey prolog,
Guthrie McClintic’s staging seems
casual to the, point of slackness.
Raymond Sdvey’s settings, based
on the original designs by James
Reynolds, are handsome, but rather
expansive in conformity with the
barnlike City Center stage.
.

Variety’s original review (by
Abel) said the show “reminds of
Rodgers and Hart gone LeGalli-
enrie.” Except for Miss Andefson’s
high-voltage performance, that
goes for the revival. Hobc.

Gideon Grau, young Israeli vio-
linist, appointed concertmaster of
Fort Wavno Philharmonic Orches-
tri

’ by .musical director Igor Bukc-
toff.

Legit FoDow-Qps

South Pacific
(MAJESTIC, N, Y.) .

' Although “South Pacific" has

timed out to be not quite inde-

structible, it remains after. nearly

three years and numerous. cast

replacements an impressively

hardy ’ and vigourous show. The
Rodgers-Hammerstein-Logan musi-

cal is no longer even approximately,

What it was originally, but it Is

still unforgettable entertainment.

,
Replacements among the leads

include Martha Wright as Eiisign

Nellie Forbush, George Britton as

Emile de Becque, Odette Myrtil
as Bloody Mary and Irma Andre
as Liat, the native girl. Remain-
ing from the original- cast are

Myron McCormick as Luther Blllis/

William Tabbert as Lt. Joe Cable,
Martin Wolfson as Capt. Brackett
and Harvey Stephens as Com-
mander Harbison. ; In some cases;

there has been a succession of

changes; for example, Britton is

the fourth singer to be co-starred
as the French planter, the" role

played originally by Ezio Pinza,
who was followed by Ray Middle-
ton and -then Roger .Rico (not

counting understudy substitutions).

All this has inevitably hurt the
show, just as the long run has
naturally brought a subtle but
perceptible, performance disinte-

gration. The difference is more
apparent in the case of some of

the replacements. For obvious
example, no one has ever com-
pared to Pinza and Mary Martin
as stars. Britton, recently promot-
ed from Understudy arid a . regular
Seabee role, is acceptable vocally,

but no hair-whitening and “charac-
terization" can make him old
enough for the part, and he lacks
the. stature, confidence, air of
authority and the personal mag-
netism that Piriza had. He is quite
intelligible, both in the songs rind

dialog, in contrast to Rico, who
was dropped for that reason. But
like all the others, he brings, noth-
ing of the Pinza vitality and excite-

ment, especially in the love scenes.
This latter lack is accentuated

by Miss Wright’s, passionless quali-

ty as the romantic lead, Nellie. A
pleasant enough singer,

,
Miss

Wright gets across with such tunes
as “Cockeyed Optimist," but never
succeeds in making the theatre
pulsate with rapture the way Miss
Martin did With "Wonderful Guy.”
And there’s no longer the same
Irresistible joy or poignance that
Miss Martin gave to the emotional
sceries.

Miss Myrtil has an infeCtioiis
style as Bloody Mary, possibly the
best comedy treatment .the role
has had, and her singing is good.
Miss Sandre hasn’t the indefinable
style that Betta St. John brought
to the part of Lirit., But if McCor-
mick’s playing of Billis has broad-’
eried a bit, he remains a standout,
while. Tabbert, Wolfsort and
Stephens are still excellent in the
remaining principal roles;

There’s no escaping the fact that
with this replacement-riddled cast
and after almost three years’ run,
“South Pacific" has lost much of
its unique depth, color and affect-
ing impact. But it is still ohe of
the great shows of legit history.

Kobe.

Tlie Moon Is Blue
(HENRY MILLER, N. Y.)

After nearly a year at the same
stand, this F. Hugh Herbert
qomedy concoction still seems an
intermittently diverting, somewhat
juvenile and- vastly popular opera-
tion that should go on minting
profits more or less indefinitely
for everyone concerned. * Since
putting first nighters in stitches
and drawing unanimous critical
raves in the spring Of 195L it has
spawned two touring facsimiles
and is. a cinch for films, etc.
The performance generally .holds

up remarkably well, and so does
the physical production. As the
relentlessly garrulous, disconcert-
ingly frank young heroine, Bar-
bara Bel Geddes seems just as
direct -rind disarming as ever, and
has perhaps acquired even more
poise and authority during: the long
run.. Barry' Nelson remains con-
vincing and likable in the difficult
part of the young architect,

1

pretty
much a straight for the others. And
as the remaining co-star, Donald
Cook seems a bit. less mannered
arid not quite so busy as at the
opening. His comedy timing is

superb, but his mugging, progres-
sively exagerated throughout the
evening, misses the real humor of
the character and settles for easy
slapstick laughs.

Following after “Kiss and Tell"
and “Love or Money;" this play
makes it something like seven
hours of dialog that Herbert has
devoted to the general topic of.

Virginity. Unless he’s a pressagent
for it, thait should be about suffi-
cient. Hobe,

The Happy Time
Edinburgh, Jan. 21.

Lattrenct Olivier ‘A Gilbert Miller pres-
entation (by- arrangement with Richard
Rodgera Sc Oscar Hammerstein 2d) of
cpmedy by: Samuel Taylor, based on book
by Robert Fontaine, Directed by George
Devine. Sets' by Vivienne Kernotj cos-
tumes by Motleyrmusic arranged by Her-
bert Menges; orchestra under direction
of Tod Boyd. At Lyceum, Edinburgh,
Jan. 21.

‘52.
. ...

Blbl. » , , * , ...«••»««;.« Andrew Ray

.

Papa . ... , . ; , . . .... .Peter Finch
M&man. . ..... ..... ..... .Rachel Kempson
Grandpere Ronald Squire
Uncle DesMonde Peter Dyneley
Uncle LOuls.... .George Devine
Aunt Felice ^

.

.Ann Wilton
Mignonette . ......... , . .s .Genevieve. Page
Sally . . ... . . . . . ... ......... .Patricia Fryer
Doctor .Geoffrey Bayldon
Alfred . ... . . . . . . ... , . .Michael Redtngton
Mr. Frye,. .

.
.... , . ... Aubrey Dexter

1 W "

Scot audiences are seeing the
British preem of this comedy be-
fore London; Cast is good for this

happy piece of comic enchantment
about a little boy’s growing pains
and his attitude . towards - growing
up. Play has opened here to high-
ly successful reaction. It’s the first

1952 managerial project of Sir

Laurence Olivier, who. is present-
ing the comedy in association with
Gilbert Miller.

Strongest piece of easting is that

of Peter Finch, a recent Olivier

discovery, in the role of Papa,: the
head of this lovable French-
Canadian Bonnard family. Finch,
harried on every side by the whims
of a quaint family, acts with quiet

strength and restraint.

• Greatest audience interest cen-
ters round the performance Of the
British juve actor Andrew Ray, 12-

year-old son of British radio come-,
dian Ted Ray. It’s his first stage
play, and he acquits himself with
great confidence and much charm
of acting, playing with dash and
spirit ana ’ an attractive French-
Canadian accent that only stumbles
on occasion. (He Was the urchin,
with Irene Dunne in the pic, “The
Mudlark").

Ronald Squire does fine as the
elderly Grandpere, philosopher and
amorist, who defies old age and
goes off to meet the gay widow
nightly. George Devine, who also

directed, is Well-chosen for the
part of the Wine-loving Uncle
Louis, and, is suitably bulky, non-
chalant and touchy about his fail-

ings.
For the part of Mignonette, the

unexpected visitor who does duty
for the crazy Bonnards as maid,
the Paris stage has sent over Gene-
vieve Page; a 23-year-old actress
With much charm and a wealth of
good looks. She’s suitably pert,

pretty and enticing.
The role of the Cautious Presby-

terian mother, Maman, a Scots-
woman who has married into the
unruly Bonnard family and tries

hard to keep its members in order,
is well played by Rachel Kempson
(in private life Mrs, Michael Red-'
grav^e). She doesn’t quite master
the Scottish accent, but this is a
fault only evident to critical Scot-
tish ci&rs.

The bashful suitor (Alfred) of
Michael Redington is a little acting
gem, and little Patricia Fryer, an-
other juve player, is nicely cast as
Sally, the girl’ from next door. Set-
tings of the Bonnards’ living-room,
and of the school principal’s office,

are okay, and the direction has
lively price and spirit, particularly
towards the end.
Judging by its out-of-London

opening, “The Happy Time" seems
set for happy times in the West
End of London. Gord.

The Loving Elms
London, Jan. 16.

Anthony.. Hawtrey’s 'production of
drama in three acts by Patrick Cargill.
Directed by Andre Van Gyseghem. At
Embassy Theatre, London, Jan, 15, *52.
$1.50 top.
Ronald Bradley .\ Robin Hunter
Joan Bradley. . Joan Forrest
Lydia Waring. .......... , . .Valerie White
Robert Baxter. .......... . .James Carney
Sheila Wlltoh Betty Lucas
Thomas .WUtpn , . . . . igel Arkwright
Colonel .MackwoOd. ...... . Julian D'Alble
Mrs. Mackwood ... Sylvia Coleridge

With just a little polishing and
quickening this could be a good
whodunit. It. has sufficient drama-
tic suspense to hold interest but
is marred by a slow first act that
gets it off on the wrong foot. Its'

appeal will be only local, rind
doubtful if, in its present form, it

would, prove profitable as
1

a West
End entry.
• Mystery centers on a group of
people Spending a weekend at rin

old counti-y inn, Bored with bad
weather; they reluctantly mingle
in a parlor game Alibi suggested
by one of the men. He assumes
that an unseen visitor has been
murdered and accuses them all of
fabricating evidence of their ricr

tivities. The questioner than dis-
closes that the man really has been
killed,: and; he is. determined to find
the guilty person, The victim, an
internationally famous millionaire,
although supposed to be unknown
to the other guests, turns out to
have been directly or. indirectly

W a quesuon of who had the biu-
gest motive, fhe game inquisitor
who had come to act as a body!
guard for the victim, pretends to
be the killer, and fakes another
murder, which finally traps the
slayer.

Cast is generally well chosen
with Valerie White outstanding as
the ex-girl friend. Julirin d’Albi
arid,,Sylvia. Coleridge characteris-
tically depict regular, army types
Robin Hunter and Joan Forrest
ihake a timid pair of trial marriage
experimenters with Nigel Ark-
wright and Betty Lucas supplying
good local color as the innkeepers
James Crirney as the avenging in-
quisitor would make his role more
impressive with steadier handling
of the part. Piece was ably di-
rected by Andre Van Gyseghem,

Clem.

La Valse des Toreadors
(Waltz of the Toreridors)

Paris, Jan. 20.
Claude. Sainval production of comedy,

drama In five . acts by Jean Anouilh. Fea-
tures Marie Ventura, Sainval. Directed
by Roland Pletfl; sets and costumes by
Jean-Denis Malcles. At Comedie dej
Champs Elysees, Paris, 1

General. . ; .......... ... .Claude Sainval
General’s Wife. . Marie Ventura
Gaston. . . ....... .. . ... .. .Francois Guerin
Estelle. . ...... ...... .. ..... .Anne Vitrac
Sidonie. ........... . . Marle-Therese. Rival
Doctor. . . .. .. . ............ Gabriel .Gobin
Maid,.

.

Genevieve Morel
Mile, de Salnt-Euverte Madeleine Barbulee

.

Mme. Dupont-Fredaine .... Denise Perret
Padre . ; . . .............. . . Lucien Arnaud
Pamela . . . . . . .

.

.Solange Cerlai

Jean Anouilh is Offering an-
other variation on a perennial
theme Which

,

is perhaps boringly
familiar to French audiences, that
of fake morality crushing the
purity of first love. In fact, “La
Valse des Toreadors’’ is a variar
tion based on. two characters, the
General rind his lady, who ap-
peared in another Anouilh play,

“Ardele."
Whatever the French reaction

may be, In view of the English
vogue Anouilh is enjoyirig, it is

possible there is something to sal-

vage, from this rewarmed mish-
mash. Ostensibly/ the plot deals
this time with first love grown old
and useless, but Anouilh changes
the pace and makes of it a bar-

racks-rOom ballad with- farcical

trimmings, in which the General
and his lady hate each other and
the General airs, his views on
amorous conquest.
The play, is no great shakes, but

it’s made painless -by flashes of

Anouilh’s, colorful dialog and para-
doxes.- It is uneven in mood and a

bit talky, and some Of it aggres-
sively vulgar. However, since the

talk is about sex, this may be a

commercial virtue if the play were
retouched. French critics are of-

fended by it as a portrayal of

French depravity, especially now
that the UN is sitting (they said as

much about the .. Anouilh film

“Deux Sous de Violettes"), but
Americans can afford to take a.

lighter view of - French vices, it is

possible something could be done
with this iri the States in a

stepped-up burlesque version.
As the General, Claude Sainval

is best in the farcical mood.
Marie Ventura’s session Of telling

the General about himself is a

strong bit of acting. As fhe free-

thinkihg doctor, Gabriel Gobin
lacks stage presence needed for

th- role. Watt.

Future B’way Schedule
(Theatre ^indicated if set)

Diekens Readings (Emlyn Wil-

liams), Golden, Feb. 4.
-

“Collector’s Item," Boot h,

Feb. 8.

“Missus McThing," .ANTA Play-

house, Feb. 12.

“Venus Observed," C e n t u r y,
4

Feb. 13.

"Little Evil/’ Feb. 18.

“Dear Barbarians," Feb. 19.

“Fire_ Sale.” during February.
“Curtain Going Up," early

March, .

.

“Three Wishes For Jamie," week
of March 3.

“Paris ^d," March 11.

“Golden Boy," ANTA Playhouse,
March 12.

“Flight Into Egypt," Music Box,

March 23
“Line Between," early March.
“One Bright Day," March 19.

“Long Watch," March 20.

“Brass Ring," March 26. -
“Grass Harp," Beck, March 27.

“Don Juan in Hell" (return',

March 30.
“How to Fly with One Feather,

late Marche
“Salt of the Earth," late March.
“Deedee and the Brave," early

April.
“Candida," April 14.

“Circus of Dr. Lao," ANTA Play*

house, April 16.

“Golden Boy " ANTA Playhouse,

May 14.
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Lait Step* Ib Tor WW
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hi* syndicated column and
Sunday evening commentary pro-

pram after being ordered by his

doctor and heart specialists to take,

“an immediate and complete rest:

from all activities,” New York
Mirror editor Jack Lait has. taken
over the column. Lait, who for

years has been pinchhitting on the
column during - Winchell’s vaca-
tions, stepped into the breach im-
mediately and will do the stint

daily except Fridays.
Meanwhile, the N.Y., Post, which

had been serialising “The Win-;

chell Story” as an “e xpos e,”

dropped the feature from Mon-
day’s (28) edition and announced
it will postpone publication of the
last six installments of its 24-arti-

cle series until Winchell resumes
writing. Post frontpaged the ex-
planation, “We believe in' the old
journalistic principle that a news-
paper should not argue with a man
while he isn't i position to an-
swer back.”

Winchell will not do his ABC
gabcast this Sunday (3).

,
Another

ABC gabber, Drew Pearson, whose
syndicated column also appears in

the Mirror, volunteered to sub for
Winchell on the air. Pearson called
the web Sunday (27) evening, im-
mediately after Winchell announced
his hiatus, offering to .do the pro-
gram cuffo or with the coin being
donated to the Damon Runyon
Cancer Fund, which is headed by
WW. He similarly wired Winchell
in Miami the following day. Pear-
son said he has enough material
left over from his 6 p.m. Sunday
show to provide, the nucleus for a

. second newscast in. Winchell’s 9
p.m. slot.

No. decision has been made as
yet oil a radio sub for Winchell,
which will have to be cleared by
WW, the network and Kenyon &
Fckhardt, agency for Warner-Hud-
nqt, the sponsor.

Mag Insurance Setup
Plan in effect alt Redbook maga-

zine, whereby writers and photog-
raphers working on assignment
are insured for $25,000, may be
adopted at two other magazine
groups, according to the Ameri-
can Society of Magazine Photogra-
phers.
The $25,000 is paid in the event

of death or certain other specified
injuries, and there are several,
other protective clauses. Insur-
ance plan recognizes the hazards
of freelance scribblers and lehs-
men who have to expose them-
selves tov the weather, exigencies
of travel and tempers of reluctant
interviewees, etc., while' on assign-
ment.

Denis’ Cook Book
Paul Denis, former N. Y. Post

and Compass columnist, has hit On
a new angle in the hope of help-
ing the American housewife make
her cooking at least as attractive as
her kitchen. He calls it the
“Celebrity Cook Book” (Rockport
Press, N Y.), and lists recipes of
everything from appetizers to
nightcaps of more than 300 peo-
ple whose names are news.
Recipes are well arranged, with

plenty of pix to liven the scripts,
even leg art. Margie Hart, for in-
stance, gets half a page for her pot
roast and half a page for her gams.
Book is well indexed.
Three Variety muggs get listed

as authorities on eating and drink-
ing. Two of them need- some prac-
tice in teamwork. Frank Scully
lists a cocktail containing 50% ver-
mouth and 50% vermouth, and
Abel Green wants those who are
long on vermouth and short on
whiskey to be guillotined. Joe
Laurie, Jr., contributes a tomato
soup cake which requires 11 in-
gredients and an oven that will
stay at 350 degrees. Scully tosses
in a foreign diSh called

.

pah
bagnet. But shouldn’t that be pan
bagnat?
Denis has hit on the best use of

celebrities since Simon & Schuster
used them to sell crossword puzzles
nearly 30 years ago. Scul.

National Books Awards
Third annual National Book

Awards were -presented last night
(Tues.) to James Jones for his first
novel, “From Here to Eternity,” to
Rachel L. Carson fori “The Sea
Around Us” arid to Marianne
Moore for her “Collected Poems.”
The awards are sponsored by

American Book Publishers Council,
American Booksellers. Assn, and
Book Manufacturers Institute.

Chatter
Gogi Tchitchinadze’s Manhattan :

nitery, Gogi’s Larue, profiled by
Murray Robinson iri current Col-
lier’s.

“Ten Per Cent 6f Your Life,”
article on literary agents by Ray-

mond Chandler, in February At-
lantic mag.

Victor Rosen, currently bio-
graphing Otto H. Kahn, appointed
a director of Garon-Brook, new
literary agency.
A1 Berkman’s book on vocal in-

struction, “It Takes More . Than
Talent,” will be published in July
by Argyle Press.
Compton Mackenzie, Scot novel-

ist, and author of “Tight Little Is-
land,” feted in Edinburgh on reach-
ing his 70th year.

Aline Mosby elected to the L. A.
Press Club board, replacing Vir-
ginia McPherson who retired from
the newspaper business to marry.

.

Jay Dratler, currently doing a
screenplay at 20th-Fox, recently
finished a. novel, “Dream of a
Woman,” for autumn publication.

Phil Koury resigned as publicity
director for Cecil B. DeMille to
write another book. His first, “Flat-
bush and Vine,” will be published
by Doubleday next fall.

’

Major Robinson, for the past
four years promotion director of
Our World mag, Negro monthly,
resigned last week to do freelance
writing and press agentry.
Bantam Books will issue a 500,-

000-copy pocket-sized edition of
C. S. Forester’s “African Queen”
in connection with United Artists’:
release of the Johri Huston pic.

Audrey Williami&n’s “Theatre- of
Two Decades,” being the history
of the rriodern English theatre
since John Gielgud’s start, has been
published by Macmillan, in its Im-
portations Dept, division.
Win Brooks, managing editor of

the Boston Record-American, . has
had his first novel, “Shining Tides,”
selected by the Literary Guild for
July distribution. Deal set by Hel-
en Strauss of the Morris office.

Legit pressagent Ralph Ketter-
ing, currently ahead of the. tour-
ing “Sleep of Prisoners,” has turried
over the Completed manuscript Of
a book of reminiscences* “Behind
the Magic Curtai ,” to agent Toni
Strassman.
New Story magazine; published

in. France by David Burnett, Eric
Protter arid Robert Burford, is run-
ning a short-story contest ending
May 1, "with first-prize winner to
get a round-trip New York-Paris
flight and orie-month free stay in
Paris.

Maurice Zolotow has article on
wardrobe mistresses, “She Keeps
the Glitter iri Broadway Shows,”
iri Feb. 2 Satevepost. Article dis-
cusses Mrs. Beatrice Conriiff, of
“The King and I,” and Isabelle
Duncan, 82, deari of wardrobe mis-
tresses, now in charge of “Paint
Your Wagon.”
Time drama critic Louis Krorien-

berger’s novel, “Grand Right and
Left,” will be published by Viking
next month. Viking will also bring
out in May an omnibus book con-
taining three of Graham Greene’s
novels which have been filmed,
“This Gun For Hire,” “The Con-
fidential Agent” and “Ministry of
Fear.”
Henry C. Haskell, Jr., editorial

writer of the Kansas City Star, is

author of a new play in verse,
“Abelard and Heloise,” which was
given a cast reading at the U. of
Kansas City Playhouse last week.
Play is the-second work by Haskell,
his first being “The Sun for Sor-
row,” which was given a brief run
several years ago 1

at the Las Pal-
mas Playhouse on the Coast.

Sarti Smith, chief of the United
Press bureau iri Kansas City for
seven years, has been named edi-
tor of the Independence^ (Mo.) Ex-
aminer. President Truman's horiie-
town paper for many years was
owned arid edited by. Col. William
Southern, Jr., but recently was
bought by Stauffer Publications.
Charles Nethaway takes over as
UP bureau chief in Kansas City.

headed by the questions of military
security in an area where attacks
are feared, Enright kaid. Trans-
mitter buildings have to be con-
structed with an eye to withstand-
ing enemy action arid sites desir-

able from an engineering point of
view may be rejected as not de-
fensible militarily. Similarly, since
Jerusalem is in a salient project-

*S SCRAPBOOK
By Frank Scully

fensibie militarily. Similarly, since T . . ,
.

Hollywood, Jan. 29.

Jerusalem is in a salient project- * hove an idea. And if I had the push-push click-click of Sid
ing into Arab territory, studios, Skolsky, I could get it into production immediately and watch every-
equipment, even record libraries* 9pdy else make a million dollars out of it—-all save Skolsky. So rather
are -dispersed iri less exposed cities! tqan go through all that I am tossing it into the Open arena.

Israel is unique in that alongside .
H is nothing less than “Jolson Lives Again,” and I got the idea

"the VOI stations (Jerusalem, Tel 'from reading ‘ Mistah Jolson,” the life of Harry Jolson, as told by
Aviv and Haifa, plus two shortwave. Alban Eriiley. It’s as honest a biography as I’ve read iri years,

transmitters for overseas beaming), My idea would put Larry Parks back in biz. It would also clear up
the Army has three stations of its a lot of current mythology concerning the Jolsoris and possibly con-
own, directed at Israeli tfoops but tribute a bit of philosophy and understanding to the feudalism that
actually getting bigger general all- prsses for civilization in show biz. Nobody ever understood A1 Jolson
diences than yoi shows. It is not better than Harry Jolson. Nobody had rhore fights with him. Nobody
a militaristic Setup, however, En- made up with him more often. They began as devoted brothers arid
right explained, because the army after many splitups they ended their days as inseparable as they began,
is. new, without cliques, arid is a So many stories have become The Jolson Story that by now thA1 4-1 'IiiUIaU Mil Tamaa1 < _ _ *
citizeti army in which all Israeli ^rue story becomes ari original—romantic, dramatic, pathetic, too.
men serve one month a year in uni* Actually, Al’s right name; was. not even Yoelson. It . Was Hesselson.
tC)r

A
m

*
. , ,. . .

... In the village- of Srednike, a little Lithuanian town without a rail-
Army .stations have greater, mass road, up the river from KoVno and Tiisit, where Napoleon of France

appeal due to the: Tact, that their and Alexander of Russia signed a treaty on a raft in midstream, first
programs, aired fl-lfi; 30 p. m., are jjarry and then, three years

,
later, Al . were born.

chiefly entertainment. Arriiy picked
up.the best VOI shows and added a
diet 6f pop riiusic and artists (Dan-
ny Kaye disks are current faves,

Name-changing was part of the technique of survival in those days.
The Hesselsons had five sons. Under the law only one on was exempt
from military service. With the aid of bribed officials one son

fir .Txam?!*)? Bjr crintmCth? * ^nge his name to Yoelson. He. grew up to beco.

vot Ap/wit mnetiv oHnAatiAnai Moses Reuben Yoelson, the only son of parents who would have been

With hpavv PmSJ oh rnl tiiral impossible to find if an official search had been made. He switched

Ufa, -Iwtee » devout rabbi and pantor,

ni-ncrramc TTahra... w fathered five children and lived to be 90,programs in Hebrew (spoken by
40% <of the population) for airers
in Arabic, French, Yiddish, Per-
sian, Polish, German, English, etc.,

for those minorities.

To meet the problem of boosting sm^e^*
miJtAMAAi ##U4' . iiAAAM “TTircnVi ^

The fourth child was called Hirsch, and Hirsch’s first memory is

of a beautiful day in Srednike, May 26, 1885, when his father led hi

i

to his mother’s room. She was lying iri bed; which Was strange to

Hirsch, because it was mid-day. By her side was a small bundle.

VOI’s audience, Enright fecom- “Hirsch,” said the father, “here is a little brother for you to play

mended dropping of the broad- with and to care for and protect. His name is Asa. Because of his

casts in other languages, which are lusty voice I’m sure he Will become a great cantor.”

now going out on the Army’s wave- “There’ll Be. Some Changes Made.”
lengths in the daylight hours when Hirsch eventually became Harry, Asa became Al. Yoelson was
the Army outlets were previously changed to Joelson and eventually, to fit theatre marquees, when
silent. Enright blueprint for the every letter counted, It was changed to Jolson when their act became
next three to s\x months also called jolson, Palmer and Jolson. ‘ That gave each partner six letters.

a°fia

v

11T

with
g
the

e
remainder^of the Harry’s story of how their father escaped from Russia into East

time devoted to more nonular <stan- 'Prussia On a lumber raft, his being lost thereafter to his family for

zas. Meanwhile,, the .cultural series' !°,
ur and his eventually cabling from the New World one word,

are being studied for ways of mak- Come, is the ^best version of all to date,

ing them more palatable. Their boyhood in i9th Century New York and their father’s cl.eva-

Organization has. also been tight- tion to a synagogue in Washington, D. C., where their first tragedy

ened. Previous practice of an- befell them—the death of Mama Yoelson—was perhaps clearer to

nouncers doubling as producers* di- Harry than Al, though Al seemed to have remembered It best when it

rectors, etc., has been changed! to came to singing about it. Without a mother the boys* in Rabbi Yoel-

a policy of specialization, With a son’s opinion, were fast becoming loafers—and that’s lower than

definite chain of command. lepers to an orthodox Jew.
Chief engineer in Jerusalem, En- Harry was the first runaway. He got to New York. Derelict kids

right related, was once a radio Op- were not bothered in those days—unless tied in with crime. He sold
erator for the British. While work- papers, became a capper, a come-oh, for a knife peddler, outlived
ing for the British he built a secret his welcome at the Newsboy’s Home and was fast heading for ob-
transmitter for the underground livion when one day he heard his- name called, turned and ran into
Jewish army* which he operated the arms of Runaway No. 2—Al.
from his horpe at night. From riOw on Harry had to provide for two. He couldn’t do it. Rela-
During the day it was tended by tives sent Al back to Washington. Al was picked up by cops in Balti-

his wife. To monitor her output more> not as Al but as Hirsch, for whom a police call was out.
he used a home-made set In his Aj usje(j to say jater when he wanted Harry to do him a favor, “Don’t

are being studied for ways of mak-
ing them more palatable.

Organization has . also been tight-

ened. Previous practice of an-
nouncers doubling as producers, di-

he used a home-made set iri his
. /V* V | if « . . iki UOWU kJIAJ AMbV * 1 frilVU. TVMli.bVM J hW MV !«•*«« U AMT VA) V
office, and when the signal vras not forget,j did time for you."
strong enough would send her a There is no doubt that in their teens Harry was the big shot of this
message to boost the powers Since strange dyriasty which began as pure Jewish in Srednike, Russia, and
*le -

have a telephone, and en(j e(j 70 years later as mixed American in Hollywood,
an Arab co-worker ^did, the^ Jew Tossed on the conveyor belt of life before Al, Harry had perfected
would ask the latter to phone home a style of singing Which subsequently became comriion to both of
and relay the message, I m going them. For this he had to spend the last half of his life under the
home early tonight, turn up the

ironicai chart?e of an imitator
gas under the P°tetoes.’' Unknow- '"Xw that lll those who playcd most Important parte in the Jolson
in

-?u story are dead, except Harry, and Harry can still sing, it seems to me
with the Jews, was transmitting a

t jj Coltimbia spent preparing the third Jolson story can be
signal to step up the illegal Jew- salVaged on a much higher level.
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'; When I was a kid one of the most touching ballads of two-bit vaude
engineer of ran ..something like- this:

the hostile Transjordan network. .. ,, .. ......
“Brothers, brothers, brothers are we,

G
We were kissed arid caressed on the same iriother’s knee.
Good luck had you, misfortune for me,
Brothers, brothers* brothers, are we.”

I doubt if there is a family in all America that this sort of sadness
has not touched. It seems incredible that similar genes should come

“Domi ” and “I Get Ideas” while to such far different ends. That two brothers of almost identical

the reaction to his latest recording Physical appearance, talent and environment should end their days

t millions of dollars apart remains an enigma that none of this earth
At L«asi. At i^ast. poinis to netiy

caft ever completely explain away. And there really is no need for
returns this year. Miss Shore was their explaining it to each other, if they take the view that it’s all

repped on last year’s best seller ashes on a windy day and that fame itself ; is not important but hoyr

list with “Sweet Violets.” we treat each other.

Columbia’s standbys Doris Day, . . , . .

W0‘ ay
,, . , . T . .

Jo Stafford *and Frankie Lai he Al blew hot and cold more often than anybody else, I suspect, in

Vet Disk Names
Continued frotn page
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for transformers by hand, to save
scrap iron and tin foil from which
they: can ingeniously make their
own electronic devices.
Behind the nation’s hunger for

communications material is
.
the

fact that when the British pulled
out and the Arabs were iorced out,
the radio equipment was srnashed.
Two year* ago two 50 kw RCA
transmitters, one long wave and
one shortwave, were smuggled past
the British blockade, but they ar-

rived water-logged. Then, as they
were being unloaded, the cranes
slipped arid they hurtled into the
sea.

.
When retrieved they had to

be dismantled, dried, practically
wire by wire, and reassembled. It’s

expected they’ll be on the air iri

nine months.
Military Security

Problems besetting . VOI are

nently with her etching of “Shang- watch and see if I’m not right. The next day he was sure hi§ voice

hai” while her album releases have was deserting him and he would soon be a deaf-mute, with a tin watch
topped the 250,000 sales mark, and a tin cup.

Miss Stafford is still running strong Harry, on the other hand, remained on an even keel practically all

with “Shrimp Boats” and Laine’s his life. He climbed steadily up the vaudeville ladder to become a

“Jezebel” and “Jealousy” are hold- headliner billed as “the operatic coon” in America and as “America’s

ing . over from last season as sock singing comedian” in England, and stayed up till the treadmill stopped
platter bets. moving and vaudeville died.

Billy Eckstine contiriues to oav Twice in their lives, after a quarrel, Harry and Al Jolson met by

off for M-G-M Records. It’s antici- accident and forgot completely the cause of their separation. In both

pated that his current “Weaver of instances, according to Harry, Al was the Worst transgressor, and the

Dreams” will repeat last year’s iirst to ask for forgiveness. Twice as a beau geste he gaVe Lillian and

click “I Apologize.” The Les Harry a riew car to show how sorry he really was.

Brown-Ames Bros, tandein for Cor- Al ran through a lot of marriages, but Harry arid Lillian remained

41 remains a top entry for the happily married for 32 years—until her death, in fact,

diskery. Their etching of “Unde- Lillian cured Harry of swearing, blit it’s a fact that Al was never

cided” is still rolling after a smash cured of it by anybody. “To all this I give the answer that if any of

sales year in ’51. Although Dec- us were perfect he would riot be here upon this earth/’ writes Harry,

ca’s perennials didn't come up “For our hasty words and many disagreements I had his full forgive-

with any smash hits last year, the ness and he had mine. I like to remember him as he was when I first

company is rollirig high this year looked Into his tiny face in Srednike. 1 think of the: fabulous figure

With Louis Armstrong’s “A Kiss that he beeame, and As one who made the final sacrifice to bring a

To Build A Dream Qri.” Guy ' ,om- moment of entertainment arid encouragement to our struggling fignting

bardo and the Andrews Sisters are riien abroad. I like to think of him as he was when he again found his

also showing strength on current brilliant career and knew the happiness of a lovcly^wife, children anq

releases. a home. I like to think of him changing from boyhood to manhood.
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Sam Shain to the Coast on some
public relations biz,

Actress Virginia Belmont back
from Italy, where she worked in
pix,

Imperio Argentina, Latin film
actress and recording., star, due in
town Feb, 4 enroute to Mexico,
Where she’s to make two pictures.
Honoring his five years as. Shep-

herd of the Lambs; Bert Lytell
Will be. feted at the Club’s annualS"‘c Gambol April 19 at the

Astor.
Norton V. Ritchey, prez of Mono-

gram International Corp., left for
the Coast last week for studio con-
fabs with Steve Broidy, Mono-AA
head, and Other top execs.
Monroe Greenthal, ad agency,

head, leaves Madison Ave. Hospital
tomorrow (Thurs.) after an .emer-
gency appendectomy last week/
Returns to his Office in about 10
days.
Mort Blumenstock, Warners pub-

ad veepee, is on the Coast to view
new product and huddling with
Jack L. Warner, production; top-
per, and Ben Kalmenson, sales
chief,

Paul Raibourn, Paramount Pic-
tures veepee, will apeak on motion
pictures and their place in the com-
munity before Feb.' 19 session of
the East Side Forum on Public
Aftdlrs

T. S. Eliot due in the U. S.

shortly to attend the American
preem of “Murder in the Cathe-
dral/' film version of his play of

the same name. Pic will open at

a Trans-Lux house, as yet unspeci-
fied.

Charles B. /Moss, exec director
of B. S. Moss Theatres, named
chairman of the amusement: di-

Vision for the 1952 Finance Cam-;
paign of the Greater N, V. Coun-
cils, Boy Scouts of America. Fund--

raising goal is $2,000,000.

By Maxlme Be Beix
(33 Bd, Montparnasse, Littre 7564)

“Winter Tale’’ played 100th per-

formance at the Francaise.
Bdrrah Mihevltch skedding a

trip to U.S. late in February.
“Consul” to be given a revival

at Theatre des Champs Elysees.

Gene Kelly due to check out of
hospital here after appendectomy.
Lytle. Frederickson, Variety

staffer, in American Hospital here
with bronchitis.

Radio and TV producers, tech-

nicians and writers forming a club
of their own in Paris. .

Georges Vitaly, unable to find

a theatre available here, off to

Rome to open a house there.

Praline, Lucky, Simone and
Fredy, Paris models, opening new
Models Club in vicinity of the Pa-
lais Royal. u

Igor Stravinsky skedded for
three concert s at ThOatre des
Champs Elysees under aegis of
Nicolas Nabokov.
Jean Marais directing and acting

in the French classic, “Britarini-

cus” at the Francaise, which
opened to mixed comments.
Ray Ventura’s hew picture,

“Monte Carlo Baby,” preeming at

the Gaumont Palace in benefit for
the Old Newspapermen’s Assn.
Suzanne Cloutier, Franch blonde

who played at the Edouard VII op-
posite Orson Welles, inked by Par-
amount to play opposite Alan Ladd
in Hollywood.

Chicago
“South Pacific” passed 500 per-

formance mark last week.
Charles Laughton giving One-

man show in suburban theatres
and schools.
Sam Weller in town ahead of

“Guys and Dolls,” inked for the
Shubert Feb. 28.

Louis Lipstone, Paramount mu-
sical director, visiting his old
chums at Balaban & Katz chain.

Impresario Sol Hurok in to look
over the Sadler’s Wells Theatre
Ballet and talk about lecture tour
of British actor Emlyn Williams.

Ilya Lopert, pic importer ahd
sure-seater operator, here for hud-
dle with midwest manager Art Ste-
gall and also to see Ruben Kauf-
man, sales manager of Snader Pro-
ductions.

By Marjorie G. PoKl

Mrs. Sam Briskin bedded with
flu.
Mervyn LeRoy purchased Palm

Springs home.
Herbert Yates, at La Quinta

Hotel for four-day rest.

Leonard Balaban and bride
honeymooning at La Quinta.
Ben Hogan named pro at Tama-

rick golf course, to open Febru-
ary.
Pat ahd Mona Freeman Nerney

returned to Hollywood after week-
end here.
Undersecretary Of Interior Rich-

ard Searles one-day guest of
George and Marcia Barrett,
Connie Barleau and Grace

Franken now doing nightly piano
bar appearances at Dunes Restau-
rant

Mills Brothers, hit at Staurlite

Room, closed Friday. (25) due to
TV commitment. * Tennessee Ernie
follows. Charel de Thomee play-
ing Blue Room.
Edwin and

.
Velma . Silverman

honored Bill and Mary Gargan
with 24th wedding anni dinner at

Racquet Club Sunday (20). Jimmy
Ritz, the Teddy Hayes, Stewart
and ^ Jerry Hopps and Millie (Mrs.

Bob) Considine among guests.

By Hal Cohen
Helen Wayne Rauh and husband

off for N. Y.
Norbert. Stern, Outdoor theatre

exec, to Florida.

, Bob Eberly back to Copa Monday
(4) for eighth time.

. Joe Hiller planed back to Miami
Beach to rejoin his wife.
Mrs. Ben Steermaii to Holly-

wood, Fla., for couple weeks.
Moe Silver off for Florida to

join Dirity Moore in deep-sea fish-

ing.

Evans Family landed in Germany
on their three-month Camp Shows
tour.

Paul Koerner, formerly at An-
kara; Is new headwaiter at Monte
Carlo,
Marion Morgan in town for a.

few days making the deejay
rounds.
Maurice Turet in town beating

drums for Olivia De Havilland’s
“Candida/’
Al Morgan follows Golden Gate

Quartet into Monte Carlo on
Friday (1).

Willie Shore back in town to

headline Jackie Heller’s Carousel
for a week.
Lynne McElhaney back home

after’ long tour of Europe i “Holi-
day on Ice.”
Walt Framer brought his wife in

from N. Y; over the weekend to

see the folks.

Johnny Harris back from Holly-
wood in time for annual. Variety
Club banquet.

Singer Faye Parker sold ah
article to McCall’s on the fortune-
telling racket.

Burlesker; Jeanette Leffler re-

cuping at home from auto injuries

suffered in Buffalo.
Fred Burleigh has picked “Voice

Of the Turtle” for his March play
at community theatre.

Londoi
Stanley Rubin; boss of Clro's

Club, off to Brazil Jan. 31 for
vacation. Not due back until
March.
Lou Folds, American novelty

juggler, planed over for a one-
night stand In TV’s “Cafe Conti-
nental.”
Jay Howard, who starts a vaude-

ville tour this Week, has been pact-
ed for a series of drama lectures by
the. Arts Council.
Management of Cafe de Paris

dickering : with Jack Buchanan,
Peter Ustinov and George FOrmby
for summer dates.
Madeleine Milder, Widow of Max

Milder, the former Warner Bros,
topper here, victim of a $40,000 fur
and jewel robbery at her country
home.

. Gerald Blattner, Warners local

studio chief, over to Italy, scouting
locations for a new pirate ,

picture
to be filmed in London later in

the year.
Hall, Norman and Ladd, cur-

rently appearing, in Bernard Del-'

font’s “Folies”
;
revue at the Lon-

don Hippodrome, booked for the
summer season in Scandinavia.

Phyllis Dixey and Jack Tracy
due back here in February from
Scandinavia where they have been
for two years. Already booked for
12 weeks of vaudeville in England.
The TV feature, “What’s My

Line?”, going into Jack Hylton’s
Tele-Variety show at the Adelphi.
On the Same bill, comic Frank
Randle makes his West End debut.
Andrew Rosenthal, whose “Third

Person” is now running at the Cri-
terion, will have .a second West
End play, next month when his
“Red Letter Day” op&ns at the
Garrick,
Byron Davis, for many years a

booker and director of Mecca
Cafes,, which controls the Cafe fie

Paris, died suddenly Jan. 18 while
working at his office. He was, in
the early 60’s.

Hartley. Bower likely to ankle the
Cast of “South Pacific” to play the
lead in Peter Cotes’ production of
“Come Back Little Sheba,” which
opens out-of-town in March for a
pre-West End tour.

Lucienne, Bob and Ashour go
Into the opening bill at the London
Palladium March 3 for three Weeks
after Which they are to be featured
in Bernard Delfont’s new “Folies”
at the Prince of Wales theatre,

Philadelohia
By Jerry Gaghan

Dorothy Porter, Hollywood star-

let, heads new Embassy show today
(Wed.).
POwelton Cafe has dropped floor-

shows and is operating its. front
room only as a musical bar.

Lou’s Moravian Club, up to now
a musical bar, has put in Kay
Karlton line, spot’s first chorus.
Burgess Meredith at Theatre

Guild’s “Jane” (Walnut) Thursday
night (24), taking copious notes.

Earl (Gumpy) Comfort, bass
player and emcee at Embassy Club,
suffered broken shoulder (21) and
is out of revue.

Iz Rappaport, owner of Balti-

more’s Hippodrome Theatre, in for
opening of Jack E. Leonard (24)

at Latin Casino.
Jerry Williams, WKDN disk jock,

is airing new show, “Jazz Un-
limited,” from the Rendezvous,
Saturday afternoons.
Bob & Peggy White, Who wound

up a run at Hotel New Yorker, N. Y.,

return as Stars of Hotel Benjamin
Franklin’s rink revue.

Clarence Robinson, former Coast
ahd Broadway choreographer, in;

charge of productions at Issy Bush-
koff’s New Town Tavern, Delair,

N. J.

John J. Kay, Wildwood’s public-
ity director form ’38 to ’48, is back
at post, succeeding Will Fitzpatrick
who quit last July after dispute
with resort’s commissioners.

By Florence S, Lpwe
Pfc Eddie Fisher headed a two-

hour musical show last Friday (25)

for benefit of Volunteer Camp
Shows.
Loew execs Ernest Emerling

and John Murphy in town over
weekend to attend annual dinner
of Alfalfa Club.

Mrs, Truman will be guest of
honor at benefit preem of Japanese
prize winner, “Rasho-mon,” at Lo-
pert’s Dupont on Feb. 5.

Colleen Townsend Evans, Holly-
wood starlet turned evangelist, in
town to highlight current Billy
Graham revival sessions at Armory.

“Faith of Our Fathers,” the Paul
Green historical pageant written
for capital's Sesquicentennial, is

first entertainment production in

I
history to receive mention in Presi-

I dent’s budget message.

Seattle
Mills Bros, set for stand at Pal-

omar beginning Feb. 25.

Louis Armstrong honored guest
at Press Club reception.
Art Barduhn Trio at new Grove

nitery In Grosvenor House,
Press Club closed Jan. 25, with

opening In new quarters scheduled
for. Feb. 4.

Rhonda Fleming, in for preem
of “Hong Kong,” feted at China
Club dinner.
Glenn Hughes’ “Dream and

Deed,” official Seattle Centennial
play, will preem Feb. 14 at Play-
house.
Sean O’Casey’s “Shadow of a

Gunman” set by Dean Goodman’s
Great Plays Co. at Circle Theatre,
Feb. 15.

Julia Adams, Rock Hudson and
Lori .Nelson in for personal ap-
pearances with “Bend of the Riv-
er” at Orpheum.

Havana
Andrea Dancers back at the

Tropicana.
Ernesto Lecuona slated for next

Pro-Arte concert.
Los Chavales de Espaha back at

Montmartre after one-month lay-
off.

Restaurant and nitery workers
union plans walkout this week if
raises to 20% are refused by own-
ers,
Kathryn Grayson and Howard

Keel in town for personal appear-
ance, first stop ofi Latin American
tour plugging “Show Boat” (M-G).

again, with interview-gabber parade
joined by Pati Geraghty (WMEE),
from the Beachcomber; Paul King*’
ley (WINZ), from Chef Restaurant;
Faith CanduUo (WKAT), from
Mammy’s, and Alan Courtney
(WGBS), Allison Hotel.

By Lea Reef
Frankie Yanjcovic’s band back at

St. Paul Flame.
Duke Ellington's dance-concert

pulled packed house.
Kirsten Flagstad soloist with

Minneapolis Symphony.
“South' Pacific” set. for return at

Lyceum week of Feb. 27.
Greek pianist Gina Bachaur gave

concert at St. Paul Auditorium.
Diyeen, “exotic aqua queen,”

into St. PaulHeinie’s with Ray
Reynolds quintet. r

Minneapolis . Flame has Zorine,
“queen of nudists,” with Ingagi,
“Hollywood” gorilla.

.
Betty Graham, Estartas, Shan-

non O’Nell and Buddy Green com-
prise CUtey’s floorshow.
“Gentlemen Pr ef er Blondes”

came into Lyceum for eight-night-
er with $42,000 advance.-

Carl Brisson and Billy De Wolf

e

continuing at Hotel Radisson Flame
Room and .< Hotel Nicollet Minne-
sota Terrace, respectively.
Mary Ward here ahead of “Mem-

ber of the Wedding” and Allan
Dazal beating the drum for “Okla-
homa,” Lyceum underlines.
Dionne quintuplets one of cur-

rent St. Paul Winter Carnival at-

tractions; combo ice and stage pres-
entation of “Rose Marie” is an-
other.
When Martin & Lewis ahd their

stageshow come into Radio City the
week of Feb. 22, they'll do six per-
formances on Saturday and Sun-
day and five on weekdays.

Barcelona
By Joaquina C. Vidal-Gpmis
“Happy Go Lovely” ’(RKO) doing

big business at the Astoria Mid
Cristina.
The Bodega del Calderon has

Joaquin Perez Fernandez and his:

company in Spanish American
songs and dances.
With five boats of the American

Fleet in, the harbor here, all thea-
tres are advertising in English to
attract the sailors.

Th'C 'Rome a Theatre has the
French company headed by Chris-
tiane Delyne and Berbard Lancret.
Teed off with: Sacha Guitry’s “Do
Not Listen, Ladies.”

Rigat nitery advertising Georges
Ulmer, French chansOnnier as the
idol of Paris, while the Emporium
is ballying “The Three Cousins,”
also French* as a hit film.

Hollywood
Julius Tannen recovering from

minor surgery,
Jackie Houston recovering from

appendectomy*
. Charles Einfeld in from N.Y, for
20th-Fox huddles.

r

Richard Thorpe to Honolulu for
three-week siesta.
Tony Martin and Hal Borne

planed to Buffalo.
9

V ?e®Y?s EsPy heads Coast of-
fice of D’Arcy ad agency.

Stanley Musgrove hospitalized
for surgery in Santa Monica.
William Thomas celebrated his

20th year on Paramount lot.
M’Llz Schwob suceeded Maxine

Garrison in the Ettinger agency
Ina Hutton being sued fot $66-

200 as a result of a fatal auto col-
lision.

Elwood Smithson in town to gan-
der product for his theatres in
Australia.
James Tinling hospitalized for

an eye operation after an injury
on a TV set.

Hal. Roach returned from hud-
dles with U. S. Air Force toppers
in Washington;
Sam B. Hill celebrating his 30th

anni as superintendent of Samuel
Goldwyn studios;

Sylvia Sidney trained in from
I . Y. for her role in “Les Misera-
bles” at 20fH-Fox.

. Hall Bartlett awarded the Fam-
ily Medal by Parents’ Magazine for
his picture, “Navajo.”
Leo McCarey planed in frbrii

N.Yi where he; held a sneak pre-
view of “My Son, John.”
Abe Greenberg resigned as Par-

amount publicity art director to
become Coast rep for David Green
Associates,
Madge Meredith regained pos-

session of her home via court de-
cision against her former agent,
Nick Gianaclis.
Norman Siegel succeeded Eu-

gene Murphy as manager of the
Coast office of Howard Mayer-
Dale O’Brien flackery.

Cleveland

i Beach
By Lary Sollbway

DeMarco Sisters joined the Vag-
abonds show.

Patti Page and Jan Murray
,
set

for March date at Clover Club.
Frances Faye into Sans Souci

Blue Sails Room yesterday (Tues.).
Marian Anderson concert drew

packed house at Dade County Au-
ditorium.
Jimmy Durante into Copa City,

today (Wed;) with > Billy Daniels
holding over.
Copa City lineup for Feb. 20 has

Sophie Tucker, Jack Carter and
Tony Bennett.

Felix Young, ex-Coast restau-
rateur who had piece of swank
LaRue’s here, sold cut his interest.

Diosa Costello set for Nautilus
Hotel run beginning Feb. 13,
Husband Pupi Campo and his orch
playing season date at Latin
Quarter.
Midnight d.j. shows thriving

By Eric Gorrick
“Brigadoon” at Royal, Sydney,

for Williamson looks set for a lush-
run.

U. S. distribs here may seek
higher film rentals to offset higher
operational costs.

Cliff. Edwards here for date at
Celebrity nightclub/ Sydney, May
do Vaude tour later.

Laurie Russell appointed execu-
tive assistant to Ernest Turnbull,
chief of Hoyts’ film loop.

Nell Stirling, Aussie commercial
radio actress, died by accidently
taking an overdose of sleeping tab-
lets.

Cliff Edwards d o i n g a radio
show over 2 GB, Sydney, in addi-
tion to his Celebrity nightclub
date.

J. C. Williamson Theatres will
pro d u c e Agatha Christie’s new
thriller, “The Hollow, here this
year.
Aussie Actors’ Equity will ap-

proach the government for pier-
mission to stage Sabbath stag e
shows.
Pic managere here are now earn-

ing about $40.50 weekly on new
interim award okayed by the in-
dustrial court.
Dave Martin will send his “Chez

Paree” revue on a tour of New
Zealand after completion of its
Sydney season.

Universal-International, via chief
Here McIntyre,> will run a special
Nate Blumberg Drive to celebrate
40 years in the biz.

“Voice of America” platters is
currently finding an outlet here via
non-commercial Australian Broad-
casting Commission.

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Feves

Dinah Washington due here this
Week for one-niter.

Johnnie Ray in town to visit his
parents for five days.
Burns Twins: and Evelyn held

for second week at Amato’s.
Louis Armstrong & His All Stars

drew capacity at Civic Auditorium
pnemiter.

Ethel Waters ln “Mfember of the
Wedding” at the Mayfair Theatre
for five days.

By Glenn C. Pullen
Gene Autry doing two perfor-

mances at Arena Sunday (3).

Weavers at Duffy’s Stardust
Room dreW police guard opening
night but no trouble popped, up.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”

with Carol Channing booked into
Public Music Hall week of March
10 by George Young,
Pat and Doris Lee McCormick

with Bill Jacoby making Broadway
bow at Ruban Bleu Feb. 13, intro-
ducing new musical comedy act.

Menotti’s “Consul” being shaped
up by Play House company under
Benno D. Frank’s direction start-

ing run in Euclid-77Ih Theatre
Feb. 7.

Maxie Rosenblum to double in

Alhambra Tavern’s midnight shows
during two-weeks engagement of
“Guys and Dolls” Opening at

Hanna Feb. 4.

Rosemary Clooney’s pop concert
at Public Music Hall confirmed for
Feb.. 24, at $2,000 for date, by Jack
Essick and Syd Friedman, pro-
moters. Russ Carlyle’s orch to

play for two performances, with
several acts supporting La Clooney.

Berlin
By Bill Conlan

“Streetcar. Named Desire” still

SRO at the Cinema Paris.
Farrar, Straus & Young pur-

chased publishing and pic rights

for Jim Burke’s. “The Big Rape.”
Gordon Crier and Peter Willson

of the Grade Fields show released
by the Russians after: a week’s de-

tention.
Paul Gordon . sailing to U.S. on

the Nieuw Amsterdam, Gordon is

participating in a newly formed
European vidpix union.

Nazi songwriter Herms Niel per-

sona non grata in Bremen, where
a concert scheduled by him was
nixed by local authorities.
Wilhelm FurtWangler signed a

lifetime contract for the podium
fronting the Berlin Philharmonic.
Furtwangler

,
will lead a boogie

woogie session at the press ball

Feb. 9.

By Bill Barker
Artur Rubinstein soloist with

Dallas Symphony Orchestra,
Dorothy Malone returtis to N. Y.

Friday (1) to fill radio-TV dates,
Mindy Carson; due for one frame

in Baker Hotel’s Mural Room
Monday (4).

The R. J. O’Donnells sail from

N. Y. Feb. 8 for 90-day. Mediterra-
nean Cruise. „ ,

Uday Shankar’s Hindu .Ballet

drew 1,100 persons in one night at

State Fair Auditorium, .

Sophie Tucker honored last weex

(22) by Variety Clubs of Texas at

Boys’ Ranch near here, pne

donated $100 to the ranch ana

pledged regular donations.



FANNIE WARD
Fannie Ward, about 80, former

actress, who was labeled “the

eternal Rapper’
1 as a result of her

efforts to retain a youthful appear-

ance, died Jan. 27 at Lenox Hill

Hospital, New York. She had been
a patient there since suffering a

cerebral hemorrhage^at her Park
Ave. home. •.

, ,

Miss Ward* whose career spanned
over a half-century, m a d e her

stage debut , as Cupid in the 1890
production of “Pippino.” She then
went on to appear in mpre than 50
plays ana films and was also seen

in vaude on occasion.

Among plays in which Miss
Ward had roles were “Madam Pres-

ident,” “The Three of Us" and “A
Marriage of Reason.” She made
her first London appearance as Eva
Tudor in “The Shop Girl," pro-

duced at the Gaiety Theatre in

1894. Thereafter she alternated
between the Broadway and Lon-
don stages.
Her professional life was marked

by an almost fanatical zeal to pre-

serve her girlish looks. Miss Ward
was noted for her. attempts to con-
ceal her age with a variety of

creams and so-called beauty, se-

crets. She also was famed for po-
litely sidestepping queries as to

her actual years.
Twice-wed, Miss Ward's first

husband was Joseph Lewis, a
wealthy Lend o n diamond mer-
chant. They were divorced in 1913
after a

.

15-year marriage, Her sec-
ond mate was actor John Dean,
who died in 1950. Three grand-
children' survive.

POLLY MORAN
Polly Moran, 68, film

,
comedi-

enne, died Jan. 24 in Hollywood
after a long siege of heart trouble
Which became acute two days pre-.

viousiy.
Starting vaudeville per-

IN MEMORIAM

Edward M. Schnitzer

February 20, 1950

former. Miss Moran was discovered
by Mack Sennett on the stage of
the Orpheum Theatre in Los An-
geles in 1915, and became a film
player; For a period she was the
screen partner of the late Marie
Dressier. Among the films in
which they appeared together were
“Bringing Up Father" and “The
Callahans and the Murphys."
The long list of Miss Moran’s

performances included “The
Enemy," “London After Midnight,”
“Rose . Marie," “Show People,"
“Hollywood Revue," “Chasing
Rainbows” and “Meet the MissUs.”

Several years ago, Miss Moran
retired and went to live in Laguna
Beach. She is survived by her hus-
band* Martin Malone, and an
adopted son.

HARLAN BRIGGS
Harlan Briggs, 72, stage and

screen character actor* died Jan.
26 in Hollywood after a short ill-

ness. Starting 1 as a child in a
theatrical family, he had spent
practically all his life in show
business and was active until his
final illness.

. After a long career in legit,
Briggs entered films in the early
1930s. His first important pic role
was in “Dodsworth” in 1936. He
played character parts in every
major studio, ending with “Sister
Carrie,” a Paramount production
still to be released.

During his film career, Briggs
continued his stage roles in sum-
mer stock. His last stage appear-
ance was as Captain Andy in
‘Show Boat” with a. New England
strawhat company last summer.

His wife,- four sons and three
grandchildren survive.

CHARLES FRED’K MAVETY
Charles Frederick Mavety, 54,

Toronto theatre operator and
hobby owner of the Circle M
Ranch, died Jan. 27 when his sta-
tion Wagon collided with a truck
while he was on his way to his
suburban Toronto home.
Mavety was secretary-treasurer

of the Picture Pioneers Club and
a member of the Toronto Variety
Club. Until he sold , the business
two years ago, his Mavety Film
Delivery Services, Ltd., with head-
quarters in Toronto, delivered film
for all exchanges to theatres
throughout .Ontario; He was a
breeder of prize-winning Palomi-
nos, two of which, lie sold to Roy
Rogers..

.

His wife, son and daughter

OWEN JOHNSON
Owen Johnson,. 73, author and

playwright, died in Vineyard Hav-
en, Mass., Jan. 27. after a long ill-

ness. He wrote several novels
about prep school and college, life
as well two plays.
Johnson was principally known,;

for his book, “Stover at Yale," and
other tomes of campus do i n g s.

However, he also turned out a
brace of plays, “The Comet" and
“A Comedy for Wives."
“The Varmints," a Johnson yarn

which revolved around schoolboy
pranks at-Lawrehceyille Prep, was
adapted Tor the screen by Metro.

Five-times : wed, Johnson is sur-
vived by his Wife, four daughters
and two sons,

ESTEVAO AMARANTE
Estevao Amarante, 62, Portu-

guese actor, died inC Oporto, Por-
tugal, recently while on tour, with
a revtfe there. He had played in
Brazil for a number, of years, and
in the '30s worked for Paramount
studios in Paris doing the first
talkers in the Portuguese language.
Amarante started his career at

the Teatro 'Nacional, Lisbon, and
for years was leading man in the
operettas and revues produced by
Luisa Satanella. Of late he hadi
been starred in a revue in Lisbon
and on tour On the basis of his
success in various comic films done
in Lisbon studios.

His wife survives..

HERBERT K. FRITZSCHE
Herbert K. Fritzsche, 37, Pitts-

burgh dance orch leader before
World War II, Was killed in Miami
Beach Jan. 22 in a plane crackup.
Three others lost their lives in the
same accident, including Maj, Hal
Bazley, aviation veteran with
whom Fritzsche had been associ-
ated for the last 15 years in the
management Of All-American Air-
ways.

Fritzsche was active in Pitt plane
circles even while directing his
orch in various night spots.? . In re-
cent years he had been devoting
all of his time to aviation, giving
UP his bancl a decade ago,

J. HENRY WALTERS
J. Henry Waiters, 78, former

president pro tern of the New York
State Senate and for more than
25 years, special counsel for the
B. F. Keith Circuit and later the
RKO circuit, died Jan. 28 in New
York. The ex-senator. Republican
from Syracuse, was majority leader
in the Senate during the period
that the late former Mayor James
J. Walker was minority leader.

Walters left, the Senate In 1920
to become personal counsel for the
late Edward F. Albee, who then
was prexy of the B, F. Keith Corp.
He is survived by his wife.

o

BLANCHE (BONNIE) EARLE
Blanche (Bonnie) Earle, 69, an

actress* with Vitagraph and other
major companies in the silent film
era, died of a heart attack Jan. 22
at the Motion Picture Country
Hospital on the Coast. Before her
retirement in 1920 she appeared
in “Within the Law,” “Battle Cry
of Peace” and numerous other
films.

She was the wife of William ,P.

S, Earle, silent film director.
Others who survive are two daugh-
ters and a son.

FRANCISCO A. QUINTELA
Francisco Antonio Quintela, 50,

Portuguese film producer, was
killed in a car accident in Oporto,
Portugal, recently, which also took
the life of his wife. Co-founder
and principal shareholder of the
studios of Lisboa Filmes and TObis
Portuguesa, pioneer film producer
in Portugal, he was general man-
ager of a film distributing agency
and of four cinemas in Lisbon and
Oporto.
A daughter survives.

FREDERICK D. LYON* JR.
Frederick D. Lyon* Jr;, 71, re-

tired singer and .actor who had ap-
peared in a number of Broadway
musicals, died of a heart attack
Jan, 26 in Verona, N.J.
Lyon was cast in such revues as

“The Belle of Mayfair” and “The
Prince of Pilsen." His last Broad-
way appearance was in “Say
When " in 1934.

Wife, two sisters and a brother
survive.

WALTER C. BRAUN
Walter C. Braun, 61, retired

president of the Radolek Co., died
Jan. 22 in Yorkville, 111. He bound-
ed the Radolek firm in 1931 and
was the first prexy of the National
Radio Parts Distributors Assn.

Survived by Wife, son and daugh-
ter.

HORACE A. JACKSON
Horace A. Jackson, 53, film

writer, died Jan. 26 in Los Angeles
j

from injuries received in an auto
accident.
He wrote the scenarios for

“Beyond Victory," “Unguarded
Hour," “Behold the Bridegroom,"
“Luzy” and other films. His Broad-
way play, “Bedside Manner." was
made into a Columbia pic.' •

—4—T-
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WILLIAM P, BREDE

William p. Brede, 67» one-timd
bandleader at the old Fox 14th St',

Theatre in New York, died in Yon-
Jcers, N.Y,, Jan. 25.

Noted as an organist, Bredb had
played the instrument at Masonic
ceremonies in New York and West-
chester for the past -20 years. Wife
and brother survive.

ROY C. FLANNAGAN
Roy Catesby Flannagan, 54, au-

thor and' novelist whose book,
“The Whipping,” was filmed by
Hollywood, died in Richmond Jan.
27 after a long illness.

A Reporter for the Richmond
News-Leader.since 1923, Flannagan
Wrote “The; Whipping” ‘ 1927.
His wife, dughter arid son survive.

JOHN ADAIR
John Adair, 67, legit actor, died

in New York Jail. 22. He appeared
in such Broadway productions as
“Business Before Pleasure,” “The
Student Prince," “Caroline,” “My
Maryland” and “The Show Off."
He also performed on radio and
TV.

:

His wife survives.

BERNARD L. COHN
Bernard L. Cohn, 63, vice presi-

dent of Cole & Co., Memphis ad
agency, and former commercial
manager of WREC, Memphis, died
in that city Jan. 22; Cohn was pub-
lisher of, the old News Scimitar
until its consolidation with the
Memphis Press.

ALBERT A. FLETCHER
Albert A. Fletcher, veteran St.

Louis projectionist, d i e d in St. ,

Louis Jan. 17, He was a member
of Local 143* IATSE, for 28 years
and Was last employed at the Cap-
itol Theatre.

His. wife and daughter survive.

ERNEST HICKERSON
Ernest Hickerson, 58, former art

director at Monogram, died Jan.
22 after a heart attack on his
ranch near Newhall, Cal. •

Ranch, with its western street,

is used by Monogram for numer-
ous Paters.

SAM SILVERBUSH
Sam Silverbush, 75, retired ac-

tor, died in Brooklyn Jan.. 24. He
had roles on both the Yiddish and
Broadway stages and had appeared
in “Diamond Lil” and “The Jazz
Singer”

'

Two sons survive.

DOUGLAS BACON
Douglas Bacon, 43, art director

at Warners, died Jan. 23 in Glen-
dale, Cal., after a cerebral hem-
orrhage suffered While on his way
to the studio. ,

His wife and .a son survive.

HAROLD F. OXLEY
Harold F. Oxley, 54, a booker for

orchestras and other attractions,
died Jan. 24 in his Hollywood
home, after a heart attack.
He leaves his wife and five chil-

dren.

A. ORRIE CARSON
A. Orrie Carson, 51, owner of

the Carson ad agency, Chicago,
and of station KSMN, Mason City,
la., died Jan, 25 in Chicago.

Survived by wife and three sons.

Wife, 51, of Morris Silver, one
of the owners of WFEA, Manches-
ter, N. H., died at a hospital in
Boston Jan: 20. She assisted in
USO programs, served with Red ]

Crc-j Motor Corps In Manchester
durii.g World War II and was
prominent in other organizations. ;

, •, i

James R. Staples, showman arid
;

vice, prexy 'of British Circus Ring,
died in Bridgewater, Scotland, Jan,
2. He travelled many years With ,

Green's Touring Cinematograph
Show: .

Dr. Arthur Collingwood, former )

dean of the College of Music at 1

Saskatchewan U; and conductor of <

the Saskatoon Symphony Orch, 1

died in Saskatoon, Sask,, Jan. 22. ;

Marguerite Ackerman, 46* known i

professionally as Marguerite
;

Meadows, singer and recording art-
,

ist, died Jan. 21 in her Hollywood
home.

John Claude Hughes, 73, retired
|

tnimpter player, formerly with the
Victor Herbert arid Arthur Pryor
bands, died in Philadelphia Jan. 1

26.
(

- -

; -

1

Mrs. Willard E. Case, mother of.! 1

the late Theodore W. Case, cred- I

1

ited with inventing the Vitaphone,
died in Auburn, N.Y., Jan. 27.

^11 >!! !

Son, 30, of Frederick A. Giese,
newsreel editor of WGN-TV, Chi-
cago, died Jan. 22 in Hines Veter-
an^- Hospital, Chicago.

, Dukri York, 50,. western film ac-
toA?was found shot to death in his
Hollywood home Jan. 24. Police
called it suicide.

•;
• V*

•' »

o BernardoWebster, 36, Paramount
.special effects technician, died of
a heart attack Jan. 26 in his Holly-
wood horiie.

Wife, 36, of Edwin L. Dassori,
actor known professionally as Ed-
ward Clay, died * Ridgewood,
N. J., Jan. 24.

• Bob Bray, 56, RKO studio grip,
died. Jari. 18 at the Motion Picture
Country House Hospital on the
Coast,

Father of Joseph Harsch, radio
commentator arid correspondent
for the Christian Science Monitor,
died Jan.: 14 in La Jolla, Calif.

Mother of Harriet Lehman, as-
sistant to Paramount circuit book-
er. Harry Levine, died* of a heart
ailment in New York Jan. 25.

Pauline Evans, 35, former screen
actress, was found dead Jan. 22 in
a hotel room in Calexico, Cal.

Alexander Rlhm, 81, pianist,
composer and choral director, died
in Harrisville, R. I., Jan, 23.

Carl Roder, 81, piaino teacher
and former concert pianist, died
in New York, Jan. 24.
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the past. They feel the time isn’t

ripe to break those precedents now.
Promotes TV Corapetltior

Murray acknowledged the fact
that, in promoting the film, indus-
try, he's also promoting competi-
tion for TV, including his own
show; In effect, by ballyhooing to

the public the good films they ban
see in their local filmbries, he’ll

be telling them to leave their video
receivers to patronize pictures.

This idea, carried to its extreme,
could also be harmful to his spon-
sor, Anheuser-Busch. Murray, how-
ever, voiced conviction that there
are enough people in the country
to provide an audience for any
good entertainment. “In addition,”
he said, “entertainment is a selec-

tive business—well alt have to
stand or fall on Our own merits.
It’s going to be the survival of
the fittest and I’m not afraid of
the competition.”
Show itself, which is being

scripted by Jean Holloway, will

trace, the development of the in-

dustry from Thomas A. Edison’s
earliest studio, the “Black Maria,”
down through the emergence of
films as an entertainment form and'

finally to their present stature as
a new. art form. Among the. live

talent to appear, Buster Keaton
will team with Murray to reprise
the first sketch he did in films,

with Murray essaying, the role
played originally by the late Fatty
Arbuckle. Ramon Novarro will also

be on the. show, along with Ruby
Keeler,- who will reprise her “42d
Street” dance routine.
Murray will have clips from his

Own collection of film memorabilia,
and also from the Museum of Mod-
ern Art, N. Y. Among the feature
product he’ll Show will be scenes
from “The Awful Truth” and “You
Can’t Take It With You,” plus
perhaps “Jolson Story,” “All the
King’s Men” and “Death of a Sales-
man ( all. Columbia ) , and Disney’s
“Show White,” plus the first

Mickey Mouse cartoon ever turned
out by Disney.

ILss Continued front page 3'—1

government would use the time
before September to consider

economies Which may well have to

be made in the future. Cuts dis-

closed by the official include a

limitation on production pf radio

bnd TV receivers, fewer imports,

halving of tourist allowance and
charges of health services.

Overall effect of the austerity

measures, observers believe, will

be to raise living costs with an

inevitable blow at the boxoffice.

Mearitirrie, the budget ^date has

been fixed as of March 4, a month
earlier than usual, when further

economies are anticipated. Gov-

ernment is also/ expected to i

troduce a new. admission tax pi a

Pres. Candidates
IsmSSSi Continued front page 1 sssil

and - facilities - for - all-canflidates”
provisions as laid down by- th
FCC, is cueing some, headaches
among the webs’ time clearance
boys.

The NBC “political pattern"
scheduled for announcement this
week recommends, for example,
that no single sponsored show
should encounter more than two
pre-emptions through the pre-con-
vention TV campaigning. Thus,
with the network enjoying an SRO
status, it would necessitate relegat-
ing a candidate to an offbeat fringe
period, should he desire a reg-
ularly scheduled series.

! There is even greater apprehen-
, sion, however,,over, the snarls like-

ly to develop over candidate’s
demand for choice, m.iddle-of-the-
everiing time, . hi.eh, if exercised
to meet tbe exacting “equal tim
and facilities” requirements of the
.FCC* may have alarming repercus-
sions and; throw the commercial
rosters, into turbulence. If sup-
porters of Gen; Dwight D. Eisen-
hower, for example, put in a bid
for the Tuesday at 9 (following
Berle) half-hbur period, in order
to get a maximum Carryover audi-
ence, it would be obligatory for the
network to offer the same time
period to the other candidates

—

assuming they wonted it arid could
afford to pick up that kind of a

tab.

In the event that all the candi-
dates clamor for

y
the same time

(Tuesday at 9) segment, it’s rec-

ognized that it would put NBC in
an awkward, embarrassing spot

with the pre-empted client, which
happens to be Procter & Gamble.

,

And P & G spends more money in

radio and television than any. other
bankrolled On the other hand,
NBC has no alternative but to
make tfie

v
time, available to all

candidates desiring it, in order to

get'off the FCC hook.

MARRIAGES
Helen MacGulre to Cliff Stew-

ard, New York, Jan. 24. Groom
is head of the San Francisco Boys,
vocal combo on Coral Records.

Colleen Delaney to Frank Demp-
sey, Miami Beach, Jan. 27. Bride’s
a Pittsburgh TV singer; groom’s a
footballer with Chicago Bears.
Heather Logan to. Nick Capaldi,

Belfast, Northern Ireland, Jan. 17.

She’s soubret of the Logan Family,
Scot music-hall troupe; he’s ac-
cordionist in same outfit.

Suzy C a r rI e r to . Raymond
Schmit, Paris, Jan. 17. Bride is a
film actress.
Liilly Seeberg to. Richard F.

Dunbar, New York, Jan. -18. Bride
is secretary to 20th-Fox Interna-
tional v.p. Emanuel Silverstone;
groom Is ad exec.

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Wonders,

son, Chicago, Jan. 26. Mother for-
merly worked in boxoffice of Er-
langer Theatre there; father is

treasurer of house.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Klein, son,

Hollywood, Jan. 21. Father is sound
effects editor at RKO.

Mr. and Mr$^ Ralph Davis, son,
Santa Monica, Cal., Jan,_ 23; Father
is in editorial department at Uni-
versal-International.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Scott, daugh-
ter, Pittsburgh, Jan. 13. Parents
are actors at Pitt. Playhouse.

Mr. and Mrs. Skeets Kercher,
son, Pittsburgh, Jan. 24. Parents
do a vaude roller skating act as
the Spinning Dynawhirls.
Mr. and Mrs. David McMahon,

daughter, Pasadena, Cal., Jan. 23.

Father is an actor,

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Schlom,
son; Hollywood, Jan. 20. Father,
a dialog director, now serving with
the U S. Infantry in Japan, is the
son of Herman Schlorii, RKO pro-
ducer.

Mr, and, Mrs., Marvin Miller,

daughter, Hollywood,’ Jan. 23. Fa-
ther is a film actor and radio an-
nouncer.

Mr. and Mrs. Martin Sweeney,
Jr., son, New York; Jan. 22 . Mother
is ihe former Than a Sk.ouras,

daughter. ,of . George - P. Skouras,
theatre chain topper; father is the
son of Martin Sweeney* w.k. hotel-,

man.
Mr. and Mrs. A1 Vaughan, son,.

Hollywood, Jan, 20. Father is pub-
licity director for Samuel Gold-
wyn.
Mr. and Mrs. C Ira r 1 e s Elson,

daughter, Jan.- 22, Armonk Village,

N.Y. Mother is actress Diana Riv-

ers; father is stage designer,,

Mr. arid Mrs. Dale Alkov, ,

Los Angeles, Jan. 21. .
Mother is

an.: actress and daughter of the

late -Michael . Visaroff.
’

George and Gertrude .Fass,
;
son,

NeW' York. .rah. 22: Parents are

rad: and. TV .script' writers.
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